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The 6th Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation (6th QRMC)
was organized in October of 1986 to fulfill the direction of the
President of the United States. "conduct a complete review of
the principles and concepts of the compensation system for
members of the uniformed services", and "report to me.. .options
and recommendations for improving the current reserve
compensation system." Specific to the President's direction was
the requirement, found in section 1008(b) of title 37, United
States Code, to submit a detailed report to Congress summarizing
the results of such a quadrennial review. Recommendations were
also to be included proposing changes in the statutory salary
system and other elements of the compensation structure provided
to members of the uniformed services.
In his letter of instruction, the President designated the
Secretary of Defense as Executive Agent for this review. The
Secretary, in turn, instructed the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Force Management & Personnel) to conduct the study. To
provide overall policy direction and guidance, a Coordination
Council was established, with the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Force Management and Personnel) and the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Reserve Affairs) as co-chairmen. Members included the
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health
Affairs), the Assistant Secretaries of the Army, Navy and Air
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Force (Manpower and Reserve Affairs) and the Commandant of the

Coast Guard. The Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Military Manpower & Personnel Policy) served as Executive
Director of the review.
-A further body, the 6th QRMC Steering Committee, was
established in January of 1987 in order to provide close

oversight and direction fo
,.. review. The Steering Committee
was composed of flag and gq:ez&t officers from each of the seven
National Guard and Reserve c. jnents and from the four active
DoD components. A general of ..cer representing the Reserve
Components Medical Council was also named to the Steering
Committee.

Liaison was established with the Public Health Service and the
Commissioned Corps of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA). They did not participate in most
deliberations since the 6th QRMC review was entirely focused on
reserve compensation. Reserve members of the Uniformed Public
Health Service do not actively participate unless on active
duty, and the NOAA Commissioned Corps has no reserve component.
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The technical staff for the QRMC was developed in the
months of 1986 by assembling qualified individuals from
active and reserve components. By January 1, 1987, all
and steering committee members had convened, commencing
efforts of the review.

last
the
staff
the

This document summarizes the findings and recommendations
contained in the report of the 6th QRNC. Volume I of the QRMC
report presents a systematic evaluation of the elements of
compensation for reserve members, to include those serving in a
full-time status with the active components and those serving
full-time or part-time in the reserve components. Volume I
covers the full range of military compensation elements,
including basic pay and related issues, incentive programs,
allowances, health care, disability and survivor benefits, and
civilian employment, tax and mobilization-related issues.
Three issue areas were identified for separate analysis within
the overall context of the review. The first, compensation for
members providing full-time support to the reserve components,
is summarized in Chapter 3 of Volume I and set out in detail in
Volume IA of the report.
The second issue, the reserve retirement system, was addressed
separately within the context of the costs and benefits of
reserve compensation. This was due in part to a statutory
requirement to submit a separate report to the Congress on
reserve retirement. Findings and recommendations are summarized
in Chapter 9 of Volume I and presented in depth as Volume 1B of
the report of the 6th QRMC.
Finally, Volume IC, addresses compensation in support of
reserve medical manpower. The findings and recommendations on
this issue are summarized in Chapter 10 of Volume I.
Volume II of the report of the 6th QRMC examines the
compensation system for part-time members of the Selected
Reserve, the way in which that system functions in the
environment in which National Guard and Reserve service is
performed, and the way in which reserve compensation can best be
structured in support of personnel readiness goals. Volumes ID
(Working Papers) and III (Supporting Studies), provide
background data and additional detail on the QRMC study effort.
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During the course of the work of the 6th QRMC, numerous
presentations, briefings and discussion sessions were held.
These included presentations and discussions with the Military
Department Secretariats and Service staffs, of great assistance
but too numerous to mention here. In the Executive Branch,
assistance was provided by staff of the Office of Management and
Budget, Veterans' Administration, Department of Health and Human
Services, Department of Justice, and Department of Labor. As
noted above, liaison was also established with the Public Health
Service and the Commissioned Corps of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration. Staff of the General Accounting
Office, Congressional Budget Office, and of the Senate and House
Services Committees also were most helpful throughout the
review.
Communication with the Reserve Forces Policy Board, which has
a statutory role as advisor to the Secretary of Defense on
reserve issues, and with policy boards established within the
individual Services, were of great value to the QRMC both in
identifying issues and concerns and in providing feedback to the
staff as positions were being developed. In addition to
the Reserve Forces Policy Board, these groups included the
Senior Enlisted Advisors to the Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Reserve Affairs, the Joint Army/Air Force Reserve Forces
Policy Committee, the National Reserve Forces Policy Board
(Navy), the Secretary of the Navy's Advisory Council on Retired
Personnel, the Marine Corps Reserve Policy Board, and the Air
Force Reserve Policy Council. Participants in the Naval Reserve
Flag Officers Conference (1988) and the Reserve Center
Commanders Conference (1987) were also most helpful.
Additionally, several military associations provided forums on
one or more occasions for the discussion of issues and were most
gracious in providing formal association positions on National
Guard and Reserve compensation issues, membership survey
information, perspectives on the views of their membership, and
other valuable data and suggestions. These organizations
included the Adjutants General Association of the United States,
Air Force Sergeants Association, Council of Military
Organizations, Enlisted Association of the National Guard of the
United States, Fleet Reserve Association, Marine Corps Reserve
Officers Association, The Military Coalition, National Guard
Association of the United States, National Military Family
Association, Naval Reserve Association, Non-Commissioned
Officers Association, Reserve Officers Association, The Retired
Enlisted Association, and The Retired Officers Association.
Finally, within the Department
Defense Manpower Data Center and
deserve special mention for data
and advice at every stage of the

Paefece

of Defense the staffs of the
the DoD Office of the Actuary
assistance, support, analysis,
review.
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Part I.

OVERVIEW

The ultimate purpose of all military manpower policies, and of
the compensation system that supports those policies, is to
recruit, train, and field a force capable of preserving the
peace and protecting the vital interests of the United States
and its allies. The men and women currently in the reserve are
an integral part of that force. Since the proclamation of the
Total Force policy in the All-Volunteer Force era, and
particularly since 1980, greatly increased reliance has been
placed on reserve members and units.
To help achieve the increased readiness associated with this
reliance, unprecedented attention has been focused on
compensation and benefits in support of reserve force manpower
objectives. New bonus, stipend, loan repayment, and educational
assistance programs have been authorized and implemented.
Improved and expanded medical, incapacitation, and survivor
benefits have been enacted and commissary privileges enhanced.
These measures have been considered necessary to achieve
manpower goals in a rapidly expanding reserve force and to
provide adequate protection to reservists, who must meet Total
Force readiness standards, employ state-of-the art weapons
systems, and perform training and support missions throughout
the world.
Scome and Obiective of the ORMC Evaluation

j.

The QRMC has been tasked by the President to perform a
comprehensive evaluation of the benefits and costs of all
reserve compensation programs. The military compensation system
covers both regular and reserve members. Regular members are,
by definition in law, on active duty. The service of reserve

members, by contrast, ranges from extended active duty service
in an active duty career path to part-time or intermittent
service in the Ready or Standby Reserve. The compensation of
reserve members depends on their duty status and, if serving on
active duty, on the duration of service specified in their
orders. As a result, within the military compensation system,
the compensation of reserve members is considerably more complex
than that of regular members.
The comprehensive study of reserve compensation can be divided
into two broad categories. The first category is the systematic
evaluation of the elements of compensation for reserve members,
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to include those serving in a full-time status with the active
components and those serving full-time or part-time in the
reserve components.
The second category of study is the analysis of the way in
which the levels and types of reserve compensation affect the
ability of the reserve components to meet unit manning
requirements for part-time reservists. The report of the 6th
QRMC treats these two categories in Volume I and Volume II,
respectively.
Within this context of the overall review, separate studies
were conducted to review the costs and benefits of compensation
for members providing full-time support to the reserve
components, the system of retirement for National Guard and
Reserve members, and compensation in support of reserve medical
manpower. These studies are reported in Volumes IA, IB and IC
of the report.
Reserve Forces in Historical Persrective
The military reserve system of the United States has its rooti
in the English militia tradition and a century and a half of
American colonial experience. The legal framework for our
current reserve forces--which combines purely federal reserve
forces with the uniquely American dual state and federal status
of the National Guard--was established in this century.
Following World War II, it was recognized that significant
problems with existing reserve forces needed immediate
attention. Studies were directed to address how reserve
components should be structured and organized. To encourage
longer reserve service so there would be well trained reserves
available if needed for mobilization, a nondisability retirement
program for reserve personnel was enacted in 1948.
Reserve mobilization for the Korean War served to underscore
the need for an improved reserve system. The Armed Forces
Reserve Act of 1952 was the first of several major legislative
initiatives of the 1950s and 1960s that, taken together, formed
the basis for a reserve structure with much more rigorously

defined systems for training, promotion, pay, and personnel.

A

clear hierarchy of mobilization priorities was also established.
The Act declared the reserve components to be "maintained for
the purpose of providing trained units and qualified individuals
to be available for active duty...in time of war or national
emergency, and at such other times as the national security may
require, to meet the requirements of the Armed Forces.. .during
and after the period needed for procurement and training of
additional trained units and qualified individuals."
6th QRNC Report - Executive sum ry
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Tfne Act specified the seven reserve components, including the
Army National Guard of the United States and the Air National

Guard of the United States, and reaffirmed that it was essential
to maintain and assure the strength and organization of the
National Guard as an integral part of the first-line defenses of
the Nation. Established in law as a result of the Act were
Ready, Standby, and Retired Reserve categories.
Other legislation established reserve officer appointment,
separation, and retirement policies. A Selected Reserve was
established within the Ready Reserve with priority status and a
strength to be authorized annually by Congress. Also, specific
statutory civilian and military positions were authorized within
the DoD for the administration of reserve matters.
With the cessation of the draft, establishment of the AllVolunteer Force and announcement of the Total Force policy in
1973, increasing reliance was placed on the National Guard and
Reserve as a combat-ready part of the Total Force structure. As
small an active peacetime force was to be maintained as national
security policy, military strategy, and overseas commitments
would permit. With increasingly ready reserve forces, total
military capability could be maintained while reducing the
overall cost of defense programs.
The 1970 report of the President's Commission on an AllVolunteer Armed Force (Gates Commission) indicated that the
Commission "recognized from its first meeting the need for
special attention to the problem of the reserve forces."1 The
Gates Commission had tentatively concluded that a reserve force
associated with an active force of 2.25 to 2.5 million members
coula be maintained in an all-volunteer environment. The
precipitous decline in strength (from 987,000 in 1970 to 788,000
in 1978) experienced by the Selected Reserve in the postdraft
environment, however, caused widespread concern. Contemporary
analysis of this trend revealed that the manpower deficits
varied markedly by component, being significantly greater for
the Army Reserve and Marine Corps Reserve (and, to a lesser
extent, for the Army National Guard). Also, heavy losses of
draft-motivated members at the end of their first enlistment
could have been expected to cause a drop in reserve strengths
2
despite significant increases in reserve accessions.

The decline in Selected Reserve strength experienced in the
1970s triggered significant, if belated, attention to reserve
manpower issues. Increased management attention, greatly
expanded recruiting resources, and the new bonus authorities
combined with the higher continuation rates of volunteer
enlistees to help reverse the unfavorable strength trends after
1978.

3
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During the 1980s there have been a series of significant
improvements in reserve compensation, including substantial
restructuring of benefits for members who are incapacitated in
connection with reserve service and for survivors of members
whose death is connected with reserve service, and the 1985
implementation of the Montgomery GI Bill for the Selected
Reserve. By 1984, Selected Reserve numbers had reached an all
time high, surpassing the previous peak in strength of 1959 when
reserve service could qualify an individual for deferment from

the draft. Selected Reserve strength continued to grow as
missions and roles for reserve forces expanded, reaching a
strength of nearly 1.2 million by the end of Fiscal Year 1987.
Missions of the Reserve Comonents

With the advent of the All-Volunteer Force, the scope, size,
and criticality of missions assigned to reserve components have
increased dramatically. Today, a substantial portion of the
manpower and equipment of each of the Services is resident in
their reserve components.
The armed forces now depend heavily on reservists as part of a
Total Force comprising 1.5 million Ready Reservists in addition
to more than 2 million active component members. Reserve
training assignments have been more closely integrated with the
missions of active duty units, so that the reservist receives
on-the-job training while providing valuable services to the
armed forces.
Reserve components routinely participate with active component
units in realistic arms training and field exercises at home and
abroad. Approximately 33 percent of the tactical airlift
missions flown by the Military Airlift Command have Air Force
Reserve air crews. Seventy-five percent of the continental air
defense is performed by Air National Guard crews. Reservists
train on and maintain state-of-the-art weapons systems and
equipment such as Abrams tanks, Bradley fighting vehicles,
Blackhawk helicopters, M198 howitzers, Perry and Knox class
guided missile frigates, C-5A transport aircraft, and F-16 and
FA-18 fighter/attack aircraft.
Each of the Services uses its reserve in a somewhat different
.way. Differing missions and weapons systems of the reserve
components result in differing training and manpower
requirements. In this respect, the seven reserve components
differ significantly from one another. This has implications
for reserve compensation: divergent manpower requirements and
utilization implies the need for a compensation system
sufficiently flexible to meet differing needs in a costeffective manner.
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Reserve NaiMover Agogm lishments and Priorities in the 1980s
The 1980s have seen further new and expanded reserve missions

together with significant improvements in equipment
modernization, training strategies, and achievement of
objectives for overall personnel strength. Table 1 shows the
relative size of each reserve component from 1970 through 1987.
Table 1. Selected Reserve Strength by Component, FY 1970-1987 (in thousands)

Ffiscal
Year
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982'
*
1983 "
1984
1985
1986
1987

Source:
C

Army
Net

Army

Naval

Marine
Corps

Air
matt

Air
Force

Guard

Resv

Reserve

Reserve

fg,:g

409
402
388
386
403
395
362
355
341
346
367
389
408
417
434
440
446
452

261
263
235
235
235
225
195
189
186
190
206
225
257
266
275
292
310
314

128
130
124
126
115
98
97
90
83
88
87

88
94
109
121
130
142
148

49
47
41
38
31
32
30
31
33
33
35
37
40
42
41
42
42
42

90
86
89
90
94
95
91
92
92
93
96
98
101
102
105
109
113
115

Armed
Forces

Reserve

Coast
Guard
Reserve

50
50
48
44
46
51
48
50
54
54
59
62
64
67
70
75
79
80

17
15
12
11
12
12
12
12
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
13
13
13

1,004
993
937
930
937
908
835
820
799
819
862
910
975
1,016
1,058
1,101
1,143
1,163

YstaL

Officiel Guard and Reserve Manpower Strengths and Statistics, 1982 & 1987 Sumaries

Reservists with required annual training but not required to drit

added to Sel. Reserve

** Naval Reserve TARs added to Selected Reserve

Recent success in meeting reserve manpower objectives and
improving the quality of accessions is attributable in part to
the new bonus authorities. In addition, since 1981 significant
new benefits and protections have been implemented for
reservists and their families. These enhancements recognize the
increased demands of reserve service. At the same time, many
reservists are being asked to train more intensely and for
longer periods than ever before. To the extent that longer
Overview
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training results in an increase of time and schedule conflicts
between reservists and their civilian employers and puts
additional stress on family and on community and personal
obligations, the result may be increased turnover and reduced
personnel readiness.
In addition to the increases in employer, family, and personal
conflicts that may be associated with intensified or extended
training, civilian income is lost by a substantial number of
reservists, and this is not fully made up by military pay. This
situation creates a compensation environment substantially
different from that experienced by and relevant to full-time
members of the uniformed services. This report addresses issues
and initiatives that may improve the effectiveness of military
compensation in the compensation environment of the part-time
reservist.
The Structure of Compensation for National Guard and Reserve

Hembe

The work of the 6th QRMC concentrated primarily on
compensation for full-time and part-time reservists who serve
and train in the reserve components. Although compensation for
regular members was generally excluded from the study plan, the
QRMC did not ignore the compensation of reserve members serving
with the active components, since their status differs in some
respects from that of regular members.
The compensation structure for reserve members depends on
their duty status and, if on active duty, the duration of
service specified in their orders. For example, all reservists
in an active status receive 15 retirement points each year--the
equivalent of 15 days of active duty--for their membership.
Members performing inactive duty training may receive pay,
benefits, and survivor benefit protections for line-of-duty
incapacitation or death, depending on the type of inactive duty
training performed. Reservists serving on active duty have
differing entitlements and benefits, depending on whether the
duty is "for training" or "other than for training," and
depending on the length of the period of duty. For example, if
members are serving on orders that specify a period of more than
30 days, they accrue leave, and they and their dependents gain
Lsdical care entitlements and benefits. Members ordered to
active duty for a period of 140 days or more are eligible for
Variable Housing Allowance payments. Reserve members may serve
for two or more years of continuous active duty for training and
yet not qualify as veterans for the purpose of obtaining a
Veterans' Administration guaranteed home loan. This anomaly
occurs because title 38 of the United States Code treats active
duty for training differently from active duty for the purpose
of veterans' benefits.
6
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This complex system has evolved piecemeal in response to the
demands of our national defense. The QRMC studied the way in
which specific elements of compensation are structured for
reserve members across the range of statuses in which they
serve. These statuses include active duty, active duty for
training, full-time National Guard duty and inactive duty
training. They include service in an active component, which is
paid from active component military appropriations, whether in a
career, specified term, or temporary status. They also include
full-time duty paid from National Guard or Reserve personnel
appropriations in support of the reserve components, part-time
duty entailing active duty or inactive duty training, and
reserve membership without participation in training activities.
The Effect of Duty Status on Coipensation
Active Duty
After Korea, large numbers of reserve officers served on
extended active duty, many with the hope of a full active duty
career. For these officers, continuation on active duty was
subject to changing military requirements, and involuntary
release after long service frequently resulted in hardship and
inequity. New compensation provisions were enacted in response
to this situation; however, for reserve officers on extended
active duty, there were substantially different promotion,
separation, and retirement provisions than for regular officers.
The Defense Officer Personnel Management Act (DOPMA) of 1980 was
intended to diminish these differences.
The DOPMA legislation served to reduce much of the turbulence
and uncertainty that had been associated with the active duty
service of reserve officers. In conjunction with the personnel
management and compensation provisions already in effect, the
result was generally more equitable treatment of reserve
officers pursuing a career in an active component.
Full-Time Duty in Support of the National Guard and Reserve
Coincident with the consideration and enactment of DOPMA, much
greater reliance was being placed on reserve members and units
as part of the Total Force. Achievement of the increased
readiness associated with this reliance required significant
growth in full-time support to reserve units. This growth was
achieved primarily through placing National Guard and Reserve
members on full-time duty in support of reserve administration,
training, and recruiting.
Most of the increase in full-time reservists was in enlisted
members of the Army National Guard, Army Reserve, and the Air
National Guard. Over 57,000 enlisted members of the National
overview
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Guard and Reserve now serve full-time. Compensation issues have
emerged affecting these enlisted members, issues that are
similar to those that developed in the 1950. and 1960s when
reserve officers were needed for extended service on active
duty.
Approximately 30,000 officers and enlisted members of the Army
National Guard or Air National Guard now serve in a full-time

status. A new duty status--full-time National Guard duty--was
created to preserve the peacetime command structure within the
National Guard. Members on full-time National Guard duty are
not in federal service. For the purposes of laws that provide
benefits for members and their dependents and beneficiaries,
however, full-time National Guard duty is considered active duty
in the federal service. The exception is that full-time
National Guard duty is considered active duty for training for
the purposes of determining veterans' benefits. As a result,
members serving in this status who are not veterans as a result
of prior active duty are not eligible for all veterans'
benefits.
Part-Time Duty
Active Duty for Part-Time Members: Part-time reservists
typically serve on active duty or full-time National Guard duty
for two weeks annually. Many part-time reservists serve
additional periods of active duty, however, including new
entrants, those receiving additional formal training, and those
performing special work. For purposes of pay, there is no
distinction between the types of active duty, but there are
varying benefits depending on the length of the duty.
Inactive Duty for Part-Time Members: Most of the military
duty performed by part-time reservists is in an inactive duty
training (IDT) status. IDT is authorized, scheduled training
performed by a reservist or member of the National Guard who is
not on active duty or active duty for training.
IDT consists of regular training periods, assemblies or
drills, and periods of additional or equivalent training.
Typically, it consists of training conducted monthly on a
weekend, with two four- to six-hour drills per day. For each
training period or drill, a member's compensation is 1/30 of the
monthly basic pay of an active component member with the same
pay grade and length of service. 3 This basic compensation does
not include allowances, but special and incentive pays may be
added to IDT compensation. For members entitled to a special
pay during IDT, the compensation for each IDT period is
increased by an amount equal to 1/30 of the monthly amount of
the special pay. DoD policy prescribes a minimum four-hour duty
period and limits paid IDT periods to two in any calendar day.
Thus, as compensation for a four-drill weekend with two drills
6th ORNC Report - Executive Summary
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each day, members receive a total of 4/30 of the monthly basic
pay of an active component member of the same grade and service
longevity and 4/30 of the monthly amount of any special pay to
which they are entitled.
Additional IDT periods may be authorized for the purpose of
improving readiness. These additional training periods fall
into three categories:
"

Additional training periods (ATPs) to accomplish additional
required training as defined by a unit's wartime mission

"

Additional flying and flight training periods (AFTPs)
authorized for primary aircrew members to conduct aircrew
training and combat crew qualification training, to attain
and maintain aircrew flying proficiency, and to sustain
mobilization readiness

"

Readiness management periods (RMPs) to support the ongoing
day-to-day operation of the unit, including unit
administration, training preparation, support activities,
and maintenance f,,nctions

This combination of duty statuses for part-time members has
assisted the reserve components in meeting training objectives
and Total Force mission requirements. It also creates
situations in which compensation status differs for members
performing the same duty. Additionally, reservists may perform
duty with or without pay, 4 broadening the range of differences
even further.
The Structure of the Reserve Comvonents
Active duty and IDT for members of the reserve components is
conducted within a structure only slightly modified from that
initially set out in the Armed Forces Reserve Act of 1952.
Regulatory implementation of the statute provides policy
guidance for maintaining and reporting personnel data,
designates uniform reserve component categories and training and
retirement categories, establishes minimum training criteria for
each category of the reserve components, and provides uniform
planning policies and procedures for training reservists.
All National Guard and Reserve member are assigned to one of
three reserve component categories as shown in Figure 1.
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Reserve component categories

The Ready Reserve comprises military members of the National
Guard and Reserve, organized in units or as individuals, liable
for recall to active duty to augment the active components in
time of war or national emergency. The Ready Reserve consists
of three reserve component subcategories as shown in Figure 2:
the Selected Reserve, the Individual Ready Reserve (IRR) and the
Inactive National Guard (ING).
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Figure 2.
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Ready Reserve subcategories
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The Selected Reserve consists of units and individuals within
the Ready Reserve that are designated by their respective

Services and approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff as so
essential to initial wartime missions that they have priority
over all other reserves. In addition to part-time Guardsmen and
Reservists, the Selected Reserve includes full-time Active Guard
and Reserve Members (AGR) and military technicians (MT).
Military technicians are federal civilian employees who provide
full-time support to reserve units and Rupport activities in
their civilian status. As a condition of their civilian
employment they are required to be part-time reservists in the
units they support.
The Individual Ready Reserve (IRR) and Inactive National Guard
(ING) consist of Ready Reservists who are not in the Selected
Reserve:
The IRR is a manpower pool consisting principally of
individuals who have had training and who have served
previously in the active component, or in the Selected
Reserve, and have some period of their military service
obligation remaining.
The ING consists of National Guard personnel in an inactive
status, not in the Selected Reserve, who are attached to a
specific National Guard unit but do not participate in
training activities. Upon mobilization, they would
mobilize with their units.
The Standby Reserve consists of individuals who have been
designated as key civilian employees, who have a temporary
hardship or disability, or who wish to maintain their military
affiliation without being in the Ready Reserve. It includes
members on the active status list as well as members on the
inactive status list. The inactive status list includes
reservists who are not required by law or regulation to remain
in an active program and who retain their reserve affiliation in
nonparticipating status, and reservists who have skills that
may be needed by the armed force concerned. Members on the
inactive status list may not train for points or pay and are not
eligible for promotion.

Sa

The Retired Reserve comprises all reserve officers and
enlisted members who receive retired pay on the basis of their
active duty and/or reserve service as well as all members who
are otherwise eligible for retired pay but have not reached age
60, have not elected discharge, and are not voluntary members of
the Ready or Standby Reserve. The composition of the Retired

II

Reserve is discussed in detail in Volume IB of the QRMC report.
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Reserve Status.

Omsation. and Mbilization Priorities

The training status of the reservist sets the conditions under

which the member may be involuntarily ordered to active duty
(other than for training), thereby establishing a hierarchy of
vulnerability to mobilization in time of crisis. For example,
the President may order as many as 200,000 Selected Reservists
to active duty involuntarily for 90 days. The period of the
call-up may be extended for not more than 90 additional days.
This authority may be used whenever the President determines
that it is necessary to augment the active forces for any
operational mission and may be considered the first tier of
mobilization priority.
The second tier of the statutory mobilization priority affects
the entire Ready Reserve (the Selected Reserve and the
Individual Ready Reserve). The President may, upon declaring a
state of national emergency, order to active duty as many as one
million members of the National Guard and Reserve for up to 24
months. The enabling statute requires the President to inform
the Congress of the necessity for the involuntary order, the use
of the forces ordered, and their performance.
The condition setting the third tier of mobilization priority
is a declaration of war or of national emergency by the
Congress. During such time, any reserve member may be ordered
to active duty for the duration of the war or emergency and for
six months thereafter.
In summary, the statutory scheme sets out a priority for
mobilization, centering on three conditions: (1) any operation
or contingency, (2) a Presidential declaration of a state of
national emergency, and (3) declaration of war or national
emergency by the Congress. These mobilization priorities are
directly associated with the minimum training requirements set
out in the training and pay categories, and reserve compensation
programs also track to mobilization priority. Special bonuses,
stipends, loan repayment programs, and insurance programs have
been established for Selected Reservists. Separate programs for
bonuses, stipends, and insurance are authorized for the
Individual Ready Reserve. The size and value of IRR programs
reflect the reduced training requirements and mobilization
vulnerability of the IRR. Finally, reservists who are in an
inactive status may not receive pay or retirement credit.
The Princiules of Militarv Compensation
The President's 1982 memorandum, which authorized the work of
the 5th QRNC and set its agenda, also requested a coherent and
logical statement of the principles and concepts of military
compensation in relation to national security objectives. The
6th QRNC Report - Executive Summery
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statement of principles developed by the 5th QRKC, 5 slightly
revised and updated, are now set out in the Military
Comensation Background Paners. 6
The 6th QRNC used this
statement of principles as a reference in its work.
A condensed version of these principles and subprinciples was
developed by the 6th QRNC and used as a reference by the QRMC
Steering Committee and staff. This seemed appropriate in light
of the reserve compensation focus of the 6th QRMC and the
relatively greater significance of certain principles in the
reserve setting. The following is an abbreviated list of

principles used by the 6th QRKC:
"

Compensation Rust Support Defense Manpower Policies:

Military manpower accession, retention, training,
promotion, separation, and retirement programs are designed
to achieve the combination of age, experience, grade, and
skill needed for an effective military force. The elements
of military compensation are integrally related to the
effectiveness with which these programs achieve their
objectives. Thus compensation for members of the armed
forces cannot be treated simply in terms of labor market
factors but must be synchronized with the military manpower

system to most effectively support that system.
*

Compensation Rust Support Changing Tactics and
Technologies: The effect of changing weapons systems and
of changing combat tactics (often resulting from the

characteristics of new weapons) has been most noticeable in
terms of the need for new or modified-special and incentive
pays. Often overlooked has been the effects of revisions
to the mix of active and reserve forces and of new missions
in the National Guard and Reserve. Such changes often
result in the need for new incentives in the reserve
environment and can possibly reduce the efficiency of
existing elements. The introduction of newer, high
performance weapons and their effects on combat tactics was
the reason why long-term reviews of military compensation
were first begun. Today it is particularly important that
efforts to keep military compensation in line with changing
technologies and tactics consider both active and reserve
component impacts.
Compensation Must Provide Equity:

This principle applies

to the active, reserve, and retired forces. It entails a
sense of relative fairness in the system. Achievement of a
sense of fairness includes maintaining a balance between
general comparability of pay for those performing
substantially equal work and the necessary competitiveness
of pay to assure adequate manning of all specialties. For
the reservist, comparability with the pay of approximate
counterparts in the American economy is even more difficult
owervfev
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there are
than for full-time members of the armed forces:
few part-time pursuits in the marketplace that demand
priority commitment over a lengthy career during which
technical and leadership skills and abilities must be

developed. Relative comparability and competitiveness
between full-time and part-time members is important. If a
sense of fundamental fairness is maintained between the
it is unlikely that unwarranted competition will
two,
result.
0
*
*

Compensation Must be Effective in Peace and War: This
principle suggests a requirement for one military
compensation system, sufficiently flexible to permit entry
and departure of reservists and retirees from active duty
in both peacetime and wartime situations. Retirement
credit and related elements of compensation must not be
confused in transition, and mobilization planning must be
accommodated. The compensation system must effectively and
fairly credit both the long- and short-term active service

of reservists in terms of either an active or reserve
career.

14
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Compensation Must be Flexible: This principle recognizes
the need to adjust quickly to changes in manpower supply
and demand. Subprinciples specify that the compensation
should be no higher or lower than necessary to meet
manpower objectives, should have the capacity to respond to
differing active and reserve component needs of the armed
forces, and should link adjustments of compensation
elements effectively and provide rapid and equitable
adjustments. The principle of flexibility is particularly
important in the reserve environment because the reserve
components must recruit and retain members with the
necessary aptitudes and skills and do so within thousands
of local labor markets. The linkage of active and reserve
pay elements is important in terms of the principle that
calls for effectiveness of transfer to and from active duty
in both peace and war. The linkage can also have
unintended effects unless the impacts of changes on both
active and reserve members are systematically assessed.

*

Compensation Must Support the Distinctive Contribution of
Military Members: The military compensation system must
recognize and respond to the distinctive elements of
military service, including ultimately the fact that the
military members may have to put their lives in jeopardy in
the course of their duties. This suggests the need for
institutional benefits that reflect and support the
distinctive character of military service. Unlike
supplemental employment in the secondary market of the
civilian sector, reserve service can require arduous and
hazardous military training and missions and always carries
6th QRNC Report - Executive Sinery
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the risk of mobilization.

These risks, voluntarily

assumed, continue through active, inactive, and retired
reserve service. Thus benefits that support the
institutional character of career military service are also
an important principle of compensation for reserve service.
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Part II.

THE RESERVE COMPENSATION SYSTEK AND ITS ENVIRONMENT

Some reservists, primarily officers, serve with the active
components. Others are on active duty or full-time National
Guard duty to provide full-time support to the reserve
components. The majority are part-time members of the Selected
Reserve and, of these members, most are employed full-time in
the civilian economy.
Basic pay is the principal element of military compensation.
With limited exceptions, all members on active duty receive
basic pay. Retired pay for both regular and reserve members and
compensation for inactive duty training (IDT) performed by
National Guard and Reserve personnel are directly linked to
basic pay. For a typical part-time reservist, 90 percent of
compensation from reserve service is either basic pay or
compensation for IDT, which is a percentage of basic pay.
The Reserve Comoensation System
Compensation for the reserve components is an adaptation of
the active duty system. In order to allow movement of
reservists to and from active duty without disruption, the
reserve compensation systems must be compatible with the active
duty system. Although the appropriate level of military
compensation for members on active duty may be debated,
comparison with compensation in related systems such as private
civilian employment, civil service, etc., does help to establish
the military pay levels necessary to be competitive. However,
unlike reserve membership, part-time employment in the civilian
environment typically makes no long-term demands on individuals
and does not require individuals with lengthy training and long
experience. In this respect, the reserve compensation
environment is unique; compensation for part-time jobs in the
civilian environment does not provide a realistic comparison to
reserve membership. Active duty comparability studies, together
with active duty manning requirements, manpower shortages, and
retention indices, frequently provide the basis for adjustments
to active duty compensation, and the affected elements of
reserve compensation automatically change in tandem. Thus
additional incentives may be required to ensure that reserve
manpower needs are met.
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Effect of Linkage of Compensation for IDT to Basic Pay
Implicit in the tie to the active duty system is the
assumption that compensation differentials for grade and length
of service are essentially parallel. The QRMC found that,
relative to the compensation system for members on active duty,
the reserve pay system was less advantageous for members in
lower pay grades than for members in higher pay grades.
Using the active duty compensation system as a standard, the
QRMC compared the compensation ratios for reserve compensation
with those of active duty compensation, pay grade by pay grade.
In this analysis, a "tilt" was apparent when comparing the
relative value of reserve compensation by pay grade to that of
active compensation. Using pay grade E6 as a baseline for
comparison, Figure 3 shows, for each pay grade, the percentage
by which reserve compensation departs from being parallel to
active duty Regular Military Compensation. (In this case, the
reservist is assumed to perform 48 drills and 14 days of annual
training.) The observed tilt in the relative value of
compensation of active duty and IDT occurs because compensation

Is
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for IDT is directly tied to basic pay:

there is a greater

relative differential in the basic pay of junior and senior
grades than there is in the quarters and subsistence allowances.
Effect of an Age-Based Retirement System
The receipt of reserve retired pay is based on age, whereas
receipt of active duty retired pay is based on years of service.
In both systems, enlisted members are typically about four years
younger than officers when they first join. As a result, active
duty enlisted members are first eligible to receive retired pay
when they are four years younger than officers, and their age at
retirement is, in fact, four years younger. In the reserve
system, officers and enlisted members retire at age 60.
All members have a personal value that they place on time and
money. This value varies from person to person and for
individuals over time; it is termed the personal discount rate.
Underlying the concept of personal discount rates is the notion
that a dollar today is worth more than a dollar tomorrow. At a
conservative personal discount rate of 1.6 percent per year
above inflation, the loss for an enlisted reservist of waiting
four additional years wou_ be perceived to be 6 percent; at a
personal discount rate of 5 percent, the loss would be 19
percent.
In addition, there are mortality-related differences that have
a greater impact on reserve enlisted members than on reserve
officers. Because retirement-eligible reserve enlisted members
must typically wait four years longer than officers before they
become age 60 and can draw retired pay, they experience
additional mortality during the years after qualifying for
retirement but prior to receiving their retired pay. Combining
both influences, the loss in the relative value of reserve
retirement for enlisted members at a pprsonal discount rate of
1.6 percent is 21 percent; at 5 percent, the loss is 30 percent.
Thus, relative to active duty retirement, reserve retirement is
less valuable for enlisted members than for officers.
Environmental Effects on the Value of Reserve Copensation
Most experienced reservists are employed full-time in the
civilian economy. Figures 4 and 5 show, for officers and
enlisted members by pay grade, the proportion of members who are
employed full-time, self-employed, in school, unemployed,
employed part-time, and retired. A substantial percentage of
the more senior officers are self-employed. Examination of the
following environmental features of reserve compensation
indicates that these features combine to make compensation
relatively less attractive for the more junior members.
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Type of Civilian Employer
Forty percent of reserve officers who are employed full-time
are employed by federal, state, or local government. The
percentage is relatively constant regardless of pay grade,
although slightly higher for pay grade 05 and above (44
percent). Thirty-two percent of reserve enlisted members who
are employed full-time are employed by federal, state, or local
government. The percentage is lower for junior members and
increases steadily by pay grade. Forty-five percent of members
in pay grade E7 and above are employed by government. This is
important, since governments as employers are generally more
supportive of employees who are reservists.
Employer Support and Conflicts
Employer support for reserve participation plays a significant
role in reserve retention. Employer support includes the
employer's and supervisor's attitude toward reserve
participation and specific compensation policies, such as
whether the reservist is provided military leave (as the law
requires) or uses vacation time for reserve obligations and
whether the employer provides full or part pay for the reservist
during military leave. The minimum standard required by federal
law for all employees is an unpaid leave of absence for reserve
training obligations.
Some kinds of civilian occupations are more likely than others
to give rise to work-schedule conflict, as are some kinds of
reserve duty. Reservists employed in industries with aroundthe-clock coverage may have rotating or changing work schedules;
these schedules are more likely to conflict with regularly
scheduled reserve training than is the traditional work week
schedule.
Civilian Pay During Annual Training
One indication of the level of employer support is the
percentage of employers who pay full wages during the two weeks
of annual training. Most governmental employers have this
policy and the policy is encouraged by the DoD. Federal
employees with reserve affiliation are entitled to 15 days paid
leave per year to perform military duty. Many states also
provide for paid leaves of absence of varying lengths for state,
local, and municipal employees with reserve obligations.
Among private employers, the likelihood of the employer having
a paid leave-of-absence policy is directly related to the size
of the firm. Even among large- and medium-size companies that
do have a paid leave-of-absence policy, executive and
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professional employees are more likely to receive paid leave
than are production employees, and leave is typically for longer
periods of time.
A higher percentage of officers who are employed full-time
receive full civilian pay during annual training than do
enlisted members. For both officers and enlisted members who
are employed full-time, the percentage who receive full pay
during annual training increases with pay grade. Figure 6 shows
the percentage of members employed full-time who reported
receiving full civilian pay as well as military pay during time
taken from their civilian job for reserve obligations. For
enlisted members, the percentage is 20 percent or less for
members in pay grade E4 and lower, and Increases to
approximately 50 percent for members in the senior enlisted pay
grades. For officers, the percentage is approximately 40
percent for members in pay grades 01 and 02 and increases to 70
percent for the senior pay grades.
Reservists with full-time employment who receive full civilian
pay during annual training are 6 percent more likely to reenlist
than reservists who do not receive it. Holding all other
factors constant, enlisted and junior members will be more
22
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difficult to retain because only a comparatively low percentage
receive full pay during annual training, relative to the
percentage of officers and senior members who receive full pay
during annual training.
Lost Civilian Pay Opportunities
Reserve members who lose opportunities for overtime pay or
lose other civilian pay opportunities because of reserve
obligations have a lower level of satisfaction with reserve pay,
are less satisfied with the Guard and Reserve overall, and have
less likelihood of reenlisting than do members who occasionally
or never lose extra pay opportunities. For members with
equivalent years of service, twice the percentage of enlisted
members as officers lose opportunities for extra pay. For both
officers and enlisted members, a higher percentage of junior
members lose civilian pay opportunities as a consequence of
their reserve service than do senior members.
The left half of Figure 7 shows the level of satisfaction with
reserve pay and allowances for enlisted reservists, grouped by
the frequency of reported lost civilian pay opportunities. The
right half of the figure shows that members' overall satisfaction with the Guard and Reserve is equally affected when reserve
obligations result in lost civilian pay opportunities.
Members who frequently lose extra pay opportunities are also
less likely to reenlist or extend at the end of their current
enlistment. Figure 8 shows a member's likelihood of
reenlistment, grouped by the frequency of lost extra pay
opportunities.
Over 50,000 members in pay grades El through E4 reported
frequent lost opportunities for extra pay. When compared with
officers, twice the percentage of enlisted members reported
frequent lost pay opportunities. Of members employed full-time,
approximately 20 percent of enlisted members in pay grades below
E5 and 10 percent of officers in pay grades below 03 reported
frequent lost civilian pay opportunities. For senior members,
these percentages are about half as large.
It is apparent that members who frequently lose civilian pay
opportunities (mostly enlisted or junior members) are more
difficult to retain. This is not necessarily reflective of the
level of employer support. It may simply reflect the nature of
the civilian employment and work schedule. Whatever the cause,
it dramatically illustrates the effect of civilian employment
variables on reserve retention.
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Reserve and Civilian Income of the Reservist
Pay from civilian employment is relevant to reserve
compensation in that retention may be affected by a member's
comparison of reserve pay with civilian pay. The 6th QRMC
analysis indicates that, if reserve pay is relatively low in
comparison with the member's income from civilian employment,
the reservist will be less satisfied with reserve pay. In
general, when comparing reserve pay with the pay they receive in
their civilian employment, enlisted members compare their
reserve pay less favorably than do officers. As a result,
reserve pay may appear less attractive to enlisted members than
to officers, relative to the pay scale of their civilian
employment.

(Second

The relative attractiveness of reserve pay can be evaluated
through the analysis of ratios of officer and enlisted pay. For
example, while fulfilling Selected Reserve obligations, the
reservist in pay grade E5 makes about 50 percent of the pay of a
reservist in pay grade 03. The civilian pay of the average
reservist in pay grade E5, however, is about 65 percent of the
civilian pay of the average reservist in pay grade 03. Median
civilian pay for reservists in pay grade ES is equal to the
median civilian pay for reservists in pay grade 03, yet reserve
pay for pay grade E8 is only 80 percent of reserve pay for pay
grade 03. Thus reserve pay, compared with the civilian pay of
the two groups, is relatively less for enlisted members than for
officers. At comparable years of service, military pay for
enlisted reservists is 53 to 63 percent of the pay of comparable
reserve officers. When civilian median income ratios for the
same members are compared, civilian income of enlisted members
is 64 to 72 percent of civilian income of officers.
Job Travel Expense
Although travel time is less for members in junior and
enlisted pay grades than for more senior members, analysis shows
that travel expenses are relatively larger in proportion to pay
for the junior enlisted pay grades.
A second component of transportation costs is the value
reservists place on their driving time. This valuation is
implicit in many decisions individuals make concerning housing
choices and distance to work, and empirical analysis shows that
leisure time is valued at some fraction of the civilian hourly
rate. The assumption that driving time is valued at one-quarter
of the civilian hourly wage, results in costs of between $40 and
$140 for enlisted personnel and between $60 and $300 for
officers. Time costs rise with rank because of the higher
civilian income of more senior personnel.
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Transportation costs were combined with foregone civilian
income to estimate a total cost associated with reserve
participation. These costs, shown in Figure 9, represent either
real reductions in gross income or opportunity costs resulting
from reserve participation. Participation costs amount to 45
cents of er-h after-tax dollar for reservists in pay grade E2,
but only 2:s cents for reservists in pay grade Eg. For officers,
7
costs are between 25 and 30 cents of each after-tax dollar.
Satisfaction with Pay and Allowances

Reported levels of pay satisfaction reflect the tilt of
reserve compensation. Member satisfaction with pay and
allowances was measured in both the 1986 Reserve Components
Surveys and the 1985 DoD Survey of Officer and Enlisted
Personnel (active duty).
Both surveys show officers as more satisfied with pay than
enlisted members. Further, reserve members indicate a higher
level of satisfaction with pay than do active duty members.
Reservists' satisfaction with pay increases with pay grade for
both officers and enlisted members. This contrasts with active
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duty members, where the percent satisfied is relatively the same
across the pay grades within the officer and enlisted
categories. The satisfaction of reserve members with their pay
and allowances, by paygrade, shown in Figure 10, reflects the
effects of the pay system tilt and environmental factors
discussed above.

jthe

The expressed intent of members to reenlist or extend at the
end of their currentwith
termreserve
of service
is directly
related
to
Reserve
allowances.
pay and
their satisfaction
continuation rates (percentage of those in the reserve on a
given date who are still in the reserve rne year later) are
typically lower than active component rates. The spread between
active and reserve continuation rates is greatest in the
lower pay grades, particularly in the case of enlisted members.
Continuation rates in the reserve components reflect the pay
system tilt and environmental factors in a similar fashion to
their satisfaction with pay and allowances.
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RESERVE MANPOWER FORCE STRUCTURES AND PERSONNEL
R
INESS

The ability of the reserve components to meet mission
requirements depends heavily on their ability to man units with
qualified personnel. Reserve component units must be manned
with persons trained and qualified in military and technical
skills, possessing the needed levels of experience, and with the
proper mix of age and grade. Rapid advances in technology also
demand better educated members in almost every skill area. The

requirement for geographical availability of these members makes
the overall task of manning reserve units a complex and
continuing challenge. As components with new, added missions
strive to meet personnel requirements, the technology-driven
force structures will continue to add new dimensions to
personnel management, bringing additional pressures on an
already challenged environment.
Reserve Force NanDower Reguirements
Military compensation analysis depends in large measure on the
ability to identify and understand manpower requirements.
Within reasonable and practical constraints, these requirements
are best derived by the components charged with the military
missions of the Nation. To establish the benchmarks necessary
for a proper examination of reserve compensation systems, each
component was asked to provide manpower force structures; that
is, the personnel structure of the component expressed in
numbers and years of service desired for officers, enlisted,
warrant officers, and subgroups, such as medical or full-time
support personnel that might usefully be considered separately.
The preparation of these structures required establishing
specific rates of accession, attrition, and continuation for the
course of an individual hypothetical reserve career period in
the particular reserve component. The data provided describes
three distinct structures. These are interrelated in that they
describe where the component is, where it would prefer to be,
and where it would prefer to find itself five years in the future.
The QRMC used the force structure data to compare how the
current personnel inventory, derived by the policies of the
past, matches up with today's need. After this comparison, the
QRMC used force structures of the future requirement to help
understand how the reserve pay system, with current and deferred

reserve pay and benefits, could be adapted to promote the
evolution of the desired forces.
feOrvv Smapower Force $tntur
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The three force structures requested were the Fiscal Year (FY)
1986 Actual, FY 1986 Steady-State, and FY 1992 Steady-State.
They were described in the following manner:
*

FY 1986 Actual - The actual force configuration, by number
and year of service (YOS), as it existed on September 30,
1986.
FY 1986 Steady-State - A conceptual force structure at the
1986 year-end actual level but reflecting desired numbers
and years of service consistent with experience/vigor and
stability/promotion opportunity tradeoffs. The
continuation rates needed to sustain such a hypothetical
force were to be made consistent with preferred force
management practices. This steady-state force was not to
be bound by factors such as cost, external economic
conditions, or historic continuation rates.
FY 1992 Steady-State - A conceptual structure constructed
in the same manner as the FY 1986 Steady-State force, with
the exception that this steady-state force was built at the
FY 1992 strength as described in the Program Objective
Memorandum (POM) FY 1988. It reflects, among other things,
Service-desired changes in endstrength, promotion, skill
composition, and experience levels, compared with those
characteristics of the FY 1986 Steady-State Force.

There are significant differences among the force structures
provided by the Military Departments and the Coast Guard. For
most components, the desired FY 1986 Steady-State force
structures differ from the FY 1986 Actual force structures.
Actual FY 1986 force structures for most components, when
compared with steady-state structures, show more members than
desired in the later years of service. Conversely, a comparison
of FY 1986 Actual accessions without prior service, versus
steady-state accession patterns, shows fewer members than
desired in the earliest years of service in the components that
have the greatest need for large numbers of personnel without
prior service. Most components indicate a desire for fewer

members with more than 30 years of service in all pay grades.
All components indicated a desire to retain a higher

percentage of the force from 6 to 20 years of service, with an
increase in the separations occurring after 25 to 30 years of
service; that is, the Services want more sustainable force
structures. This desired force structure shape means that the
components would need to increase retention rates during the
first 20 years of service and lower retention rates after the
20th year.
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Reserve components with manpower force structures that require
large numbers of relatively youthful individuals consider early

entry important.

Two components, the Army National Guard and

Army Reserve, together representing almost 70 percent of the

numerical strength of the Selected Reserve, desire that, at any
given time, 55 percent of the enlisted force and 28 percent of

the officer force be in junior grades
of service. The personnel flow rates
proper balance include a high rate of
(although clearly not as great as the
unprogrammed early attrition).

with less than six years
required to maintain
loss of junior members
present high rate of

The reserve components do not want to maintain all individuals
on a career path. The majority of members are not expected to
remain in service through eligibility for retirement, and the
required force structures do not need to retain all members for
20 or more years of service. Some components indicated a need
for more retention than they are now getting, however. Thus, a
retention incentive for midcareer members is necessary to build
and maintain the desired force structures as well as the
required levels of management talent and technical experience.
For all components, the age distribution of part-time
reservists is currently being affected by a sizeable hump of
members who initially joined the armed forces during the Vietnam
War period. Individuals in the age cohort who represent the
peak of this hump were 40 to 41 years old in 1987. It is clear
that most components will have to implement personnel policies
to provide effective management of this hump over the next 10
years as well as. policies for evolving the desired steady-state
structures. Examination of the differing requirements of the
reserve components, as indicated in their steady state force
structures, suggests the requirement for a compensation system
that is highly flexible and adaptable to each component's needs.
Reserve Comoonent Personnel Readiness
Unit Readiness
In support of QRMC objectives, Logistics Management Institute

(LMI) conducted research and analysis of the personnel readiness
conditions existing within the reserve components. The
objective of this analysis was to determine how compensation

initiatives might be used to improve personnel readiness. LMI
analysts found that over 40 percent of the Selected Reserve

units that report readiness show a less-than-ready status, and
that a major contributing factor was the personnel status of

those units. Table 2 shows that almost half of the more than
4,800 National Guard and Reserve units reporting readiness are
considered marginally ready or not ready in personnel.

Rserve
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Table 2.

Units Reporting marginally Ready or Not Roady In Personnel
Status of Reporting Units

Components (in dascending
order of numbr of reporting
of reortina units)

marginally
Ready
%

Not Ready
%

Marginally or
Not Ready
X

Army National Guard
Army Reserve
Air Nationa( Guard
Air Force Reserve
Navel Reserve
Marine Corps Reserve

24
20
13
18
12
19

23
42
7
17
9
31

47
62
20
35
21
s0

ALL Units (4,800 + units)

20

26

46

Source:

UNITREP, April 1987.

The QRMC review concentrated on personnel readiness in the
Army National Guard and Reserve. This concentration was based
on the relative size of the Army National Guard and Reserve
compared with the size of the reserve components of the other
armed forces; the very high dependence of the Army on its
reserve components (half of Army manpower is in its reserve
components); and the Army's straightforward approach to unit
priority assignments.
UNITREP (now SORTS) is a system that provides, for a selectea
point in time, the status of a unit's resources and training
measured against that required to undertake the mission for
which the unit was organized or designed. UNITREP is primarily
an internal management tool for use by the Services and the
Joint Chiefs of Staff. Personnel readiness is but one of four
elements that contribute to overall unit readiness under
UNITREP.
Each unit has an overall rating based on the lowest rating of
the unit in any of the resource categories. Table 3 shows the
aggregated readiness ratings of all reporting units of the Army
National Guard and the Army Reserve. It is clear that, by a
small margin, personnel deficiencies represent the most serious
readiness problem, although significant equipment deficiencies
also exist. As late as Fiscal Year 1986, the equipment-on-hand
resource category was the factor imposing the greatest
limitations on unit readiness across all the DoD's Selected
Reserve. The equipment situation has been improving steadily,
however, as a result of changes made to procurement and
distribution policies, and personnel readiness is now emerging
as the primary limitation on Selected Reserve readiness.
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Table 3.

Readiness Status of All Army National Guard and Reserve Units Combined
Readiness Ratings
as Percent of Total Units
Marginally
Ready

OveraLl
Personnel
Equipment Readiness
Equipment-On-Hand
Training
Source:

Reedy

*J

Resource Category
32
45
66
57
66

Not ready
%.

23
22
9
13
23

45
33
25
30
11

UNITREP, 1987

Although the kinds of summary information contained in Tables
2 and 3 help to illustrate the extent to which a personnel
readiness problem exists, aggregate data cannot show the
specific nature of personnel readiness problems. To do so, data
must be broken down into specific groups of units and skills.
Personnel Readiness cl High-Priority Units
Analysis of personnel readiness data shows that high-priority
Army National Guard and Reserve units do not have noticeably
higher personnel readiness than do all Army National Guard and
Reserve units taken together. To illustrate this issue, two
groups of Army National Guard and Army Reserve high-priority
units have been selected:
0

Scenario 1 - Army reserve component units scheduled for
early deployment in a major scenario using primarily combat
support and combat service support forces

e

Scenario 2 - Army reserve component units scheduled for
deployment in a major scenario using primarily combat
forces

Figure 11 shows that, although the several hundred Army Reserve
component units due for early deployment in Scenario 1 have
slightly higher personnel readiness ratings than do all the
units of the Army Guard and Army Reserve taken together, the
units assigned to Scenario 2 are actually less ready.
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20
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FIGURE 11. ARMY QUARD/RESERVE UNIT PERSONNEL READINESS
BY GROUPS OF UNITS
SOURCE: UNITREP, April 1987

Personnel Readiness on a Unit Basis

Aggregated unit data shows the existence of widespread and
serious personnel readiness shortcomings in Army National Guard
and Reserve units, even in the case of units considered as
having the highest priority. Because reserve component service
members are not readily transferable among units (unlike members
of the active forces), it is important that personnel status in
the reserve components be looked at on a Unit basis.
In computing unit personnel readiness, the commander asks,
What percentage of required unit strength is now available to be
deployed? Of the people available for deployment, what
percentage are trained and qualified to meet unit requirements?
Finally, what percentage of the unit's required leaders are
available to provide adequate direction and management?
Deficiencies or shortages in one or more of these areas lower
the unit's personnel readiness rating.
The analysis reveals low skill qualification percentages as
the personnel factor that most interferes with personnel
readiness in Guard/Reserve units. Skill qualification problems
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are more serious than simple personnel shortages or insufficient
numbers of personnel in senior grades, for all units, including
high-priority units.

Table 4 shows, for all units and for scenario 1 and 2 units,
the percentage of assigned, available, and qualified members.
From left to right, the table columns show the increasing
reduction in available, qualified personnel when comparing
wartime required strengths with assigned strengths, with
available strengths, and finally with available skill-qualified
strengths--all expressed as percentages of the wartime
requirement. As seen earlier in the case of overall personnel
readiness ratings, high-priority Army reserve units are not
better off than all Guard and Reserve units combined.
Table 4.

Successively Restricted Personnel Strength
Percentages (Selected groups of Army reserve
component units)
Group Strengths
as Percent of GrouP's Total Wat ime Requirement

Unit Group

Assigned

Available

Available
and
Qualified*

%

%

%

All Guard/Reserve Units

93

80

69

Scenario 1

99

87

72

Scenario 2
89
75
* Qualified for assigned position specialty
Source:

65

UNITREP, April 1987

Army Specialties Adversely Affecting Personnel Readiness
In support of the QRMC, LMI developed lists of Army
specialties with shortfalls contributing heavily to personnel
readiness problems and related them to early-deploying National
Guard and Reserve units found in Scenario 1 and Scenario 2. The
complete lists of specialties contain the numbers of additional
qualified personnel needed to make up shortages in all
specialties and for all units in each group. These numbers
would raise a unit's percentage of fully-qualified personnel
enough to attain a personnel readiness rating equal to the
unit's authorized manning level. In other words, if the numbers
Reserve Nanpower Force Structures and Personnel Readiness
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of qualified personnel identified were added to the appropriate

units, the result would be that each high-priority unit would
achieve the highest peacetime personnel readiness rating
possible within existing personnel ceilings.
The objective was to identify the minium number of soldiers,
by specialty, who could be added to produce a satisfactory
personnel readiness rating. The significance of the procedure,
as it relates to reserve compensation, is that it implies the
possibility that initiatives targeted at the most critical
skills and units could potentially result in substantial
readiness improvements within reasonable cost limits. Through
this or similar procedures, what may appear to be a problem of
overwhelming proportions can potentially be reduced to a
manageable size.
Skill Oualification in the Reserve Components
Individual skill qualification training and matching of
individual skills to unit billets are inherently more difficult
in the reserve force than in the active force. Part-time
reservists are available only on a limited basis for training.
Many are far removed from specialty training facilities.
Particularly in the more technical specialties, unit capability
to provide adequate skill training may be severely limited.
Civilian job changes often require relocation. For the
reservist this may mean unit transfer, retraining, broken
service, or even separation.
As part of their work in support of the QRMC, the RAND
Corporation and LMI analyzed the process of individual skill
training and the matching of individual skills to unit billet
requirements. IMI analysis revealed wide variances by Military
Occupational Specialty (MOS) when matching the primary skill
qualification of a member with duty qualificatio.i. Personnel
files and manpower authorization documents were used to analyze
MOS qualification rates and levels and their effect on unit
personnel readiness. RAND analysts used data from 1979 Reserve
Force Studies Surveys of the Army National Guard and Reserve and
from the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys to analyze causes of
low MOS qualification levels and suggest compensation-related
incentives that might improve skill qualification levels.
With very limited exceptions for individuals with relevant
civilian training or experience, recruits without prior service
receive basic military training and training in a military
specialty during a period (sometimes split) of initial active
duty for training (IADT). After trained members return to their
units, however, they may change units or skills. In these
cases, skill retraining is difficult because of limits on the
member's time and the difficulty of scheduling additional formal
36
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school training. One year after entry, only about 80 percent of
Army reserve component accessions without prior service have
formal school training in the skill to which they are assigned.
For those with six or more years of service, only about 50
percent have formal school training in their skill. On-the-job
training in the reserve unit is the most common alternative
training method for members without prior service who have not
received formal training in the skill to which they are
assigned.
The reserve affiliation of members with prior service can
result in an increased return on the training investment and a
reduced requirement for formal skill training. In the Army
National Guard and Reserve, however, less than half the
accessions with prior service are initially assigned against
their active duty primary specialty. With promotion and
reassignment, the proportion drops to one in four or less after
seven years of reserve service. RAND analysis indicates that
members who join the reserve after a period of prior active duty
service will continue to trail the qualification rates of those
without prior service by a significant amount. A substantial
percentage will remain unqualified even after years of reserve
service.
A great deal of time is required to learn a new specialty.
Low occupational qualification levels can be traced to low rates
of occupational matching for personnel with prior service, high
turnover of personnel in units, the long process for
occupational retraining, and promotion incentives that encourage
occupational move-ment.
Attrition of Junior Enlisted Personnel
Requirements for junior enlisted members are filled mainly by
recruiting, retaining, and training individuals without prior
service, but some requirements for pay grade E4 are also filled
by new personnel with prior service. Shortages can result from
high unprogrammed attrition rates early in careers as well as
inability to recruit the required number and quality of
personnel.
One measure of the stability of groups of reservists is the
probability of attrition over a three-year period. Figure 12
shows, at each year of service, the probability of officer and
enlisted reservists leaving the reserve within the following
three years. The data shows that junior enlisted personnel have
significantly higher three-year attrition rates than either
junior or senior officers or senior enlisted personnel. If it
is assumed that a reservist is fully trained after two years,
the data shows that only about four in ten enlisted reservists
will remain for an additional three years. This ratio declines
Reserve Nenpower Force Structures and Personnet Readiness
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FIGURE 12. 3 YEAR ATTRITION PROBABILITY (SELECTED RESERVE)
Source: Grlssmer, Buddin, and Kirby, Changing Reserve Compensation:
A Review of Compoensation Related Personnel and Training
Readiness Issues
R-3669 FM&P/RA. The RAND Corporation, Forthcoming.

to about 3 in 10 for personnel with four to six years of

experience. In contrast, junior reserve officers show
significantly lower three-year turnover rates and
correspondingly greater retention of experience in junior
billets.
Attrition, particularly early attrition that is unrelated to
Expiration of Term of Service (ETS), is generally regarded as
one of the most important issues facing the Selected Reserve
today. The longer the individual stays, provided performance is
satisfactory, the better the return on the training investment.
A few reservists leave to enter the active force, more leave and
return to the Selected Reserve at a later time, and others are
lost permanently from the Selected Reserve. For the Fiscal Year
1980-1982 cohorts studied by RAND, these two categories of
reserve attrition, active duty transfers and returnees,
accounted for 20 to 30 percent of the two-year attrition of the
Army Reserve and for 10 to 15 percent of attrition in the Guard.
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All attrition from reserve units affects unit personnel
readiness, however, and an objective of the 6th QRNC is to
identify compensation alternatives that can reduce attrition.
High attrition of recruits, whether or not they have prior
service, seriously affects personnel readiness. The loss of
junior personnel is directly related to the demographics and
aptitude of recruits, the turbulence associated with the
civilian lives of younger recruits, the level of net reserve pay
for junior enlisted members, and the lack of opportunity for
promotion to higher grades. Changes are needed that produce
longer service from initial recruits, with and without prior
service.
Difficulties in matching the military specialties of personnel
to the skill requirements of units are affecting personnel
readiness. The deficiencies result from a low level of matching
of prior service personnel skills with billet requirements, from
turnover of personnel, from the length of the process of skill
retraining, and from promotion policies that motivate
individuals to move to skills for which they are not trained.
Initiatives are needed that can influence choice of initial
skills and units, impede undesirable kinds of unit transfer,
reduce unit turnover, and keep individuals in occupations
longer.
Unit Personnel Shortaaes
There are over 6,000 distinct Army National Guard and Army
Reserve units located throughout the United States. Each unit
has a specified function a mobilization mission. Reserve units,
which must recruit locally, have had differing degrees of
success in meeting manning goals, with manning rates varying
from undermanning by more than 50 percent to overmanning by more
than 25 percent.
Both unit size and unit mission are important to fill rates.
Combat and combat-support units have considerably more trouble
achieving their strength levels, particularly in the Guard.
Several locational characteristics also appear to have
significant effects on unit manning levels. For example, the
size of the recruiting pool (proportion of population age 16 to
34 years) and the proportion of veterans in this pool are both
positively related to unit manning levels. In addition, fast
county growth rates are positively related to higher manning.
The effects of county economic characteristics (measured by
unemployment rate, average household income, and percent of
labor force with a high school education) were all in the
expected direction and strongly significant for the Guard.
Higher unemployment is associated with higher manning levels,
k eerve Manpower Force Structures and Personnel Reedfness
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while counties with high income tended to have lower manning
levels, as did counties with high average levels of education.
The research also found regional effects: the South tends to
have relatively higher overall manning, although effects for the
other regions are not consistent across components.
The RAND analysis has implications for reserve compensation:
persistent personnel problems exist in certain types of units
and in certain locations, even during periods where overall
manpower goals are achieved. Again, this indicates that
flexible forms of compensation, which can be targeted against
persistent problems, are likely to be most cost effective.
These impediments to personnel readiness are hurting even the
units identified by the Army as high priority. The Army Reserve
and Guard units designated as high priority and early deploying
do not have significantly higher personnel readiness ratings
than the Army Reserve and Guard components as a whole.

*

Changes to compensation are not a sufficient answer to solving
reserve component problems, but they are a necessary part of any
answer. Compensation initiatives aimed at the general age
distribution problems of the component profiles and others
targeted to the specific readiness problems of units critical to
the Nation's military plans would produce improvement by
themselves and would support the noncompensation policy
initiatives needed to get the rest of the way.
Most factors in the civilian environment make reserve
participation relatively more difficult for junior members than
for senior members, and generally these factors more adversely
affect the participation of enlisted members than that of
officers. Additionally, reservists, especially those without
prior service, car be recruited most effectively during a
transitional periG_ in their civilian lives. Soon, however, the
transition from school, unemployment, or active duty to fulltime civilian employment brings new tensions to the life of the
reservist.
The combination of compensation system factors and a difficult
civilian environment is reflected in the patterns of member
satisfaction and attrition. In conjunction with the increasing
training challenge inherent in expanded missions and the
complexity of modern war, and with the reported large increases
in competition for the limited training time available, these
factors result in lower personnel readiness than that which
otherwise could be achieved. In the decade of the 1980s, the
shortfall is less often numbers and more often skill mismatch
and shortage. It is often localized, often concentrated in
military-only skills, and often concentrated among younger
members.
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Reserve compensation initiatives to assist in alleviating the
factors affecting personnel readiness could, at one extreme,

include major structural changes requiring redefinition of
fundamental system elements. Alternatively, initiatives could
be restricted to less revolutionary changas requiring no more
than alteration of the relative emphasis of existing system
elements.

Diffidence about embarking on courses of major change is in
part due to the lack of historical experience with change in
complete reserve data, notwithstanding some recent improvements.
This situation greatly favors improvements that can be carefully
monitored and, most of all, those that can be tested by actual
experiment before being generally applied.

4reached

A 1981 review of the compensation system for the Selected
Reserve concluded that, given the relatively low pay elasticity
for reserve members, there was no basis "to decouple reserve
compensation from active duty to effect minor payline
variations."8 The report noted that reservists look to active
duty pay levels as a reference point and that uncertainty and
irritation in the minds of reservists with respect to
alternative systems could offset any benefit. The 6th QRNC
a similar conclusion. This does not imply that the
existing payline and environmental factors documented in the
previous sections should be ignored.
This conclusion also derives from the fact that aggregate
force distribution patterns are relatively less important in the
reserve setting than they are in the active components. Far
more important are the specific critical skills in the early
deploying units and other units furnishing essential support to
combat formations. Because of geographical inflexibility,
compared with the active components, the reserve components are
less able to translate aggregate force structure solutions into
local unit personnel readiness. Thus, broadly applied
compensation adjustments to meet the manpower force structure
objectives will not be efficient for specific unit shortfalls
and may not be effective at all unless combined with elements
that can be focused on individual skills and units.
The specific recommendations of the 6th QRNC were made within
the framework of the general description of the reserve
compensation environment and personnel readiness shortfalls
discussed above. These recommendations are discussed in the
section that follows, together with a recommendation for
revisions to the reserve retirement system, the one systemic
change that the QRMC believes can improve reserve personnel
management and readiness by affecting aggregate reserve manpower
force characteristics.
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Basic Pay and Related Issues
For the purpose of the 6th QRMC review, compensation for
inactive duty training (IDT) is included in the discussion of
basic pay issues since it is directly linked to basic pay.
Several issues related to basic pay were reviewed: the years of
service in the reserve that are creditable in the computation of
basic pay for military members (longevity credit); the
computation of the travel time that is creditable for pay when a
reservist is ordered to or from active duty; restrictions on
and veterans'
benefits
reserve service
dual
compensation
timeliness
and accuracy
of reserve
pay; and
deficiencies
in thefrom
the use of the commissary by reserve members and their
dependents.

I.

In addition, for a great many of the specific reserve
compensation issues analyzed by the 6th QRMC, there was evidence
that the development of new compensation programs and the
revision of elements of compensation for the uniformed services
was undertaken without an assessment of the effect of the new
program on reservists. The QRMC found several recent examples
where the implementation of new or revised compensation programs
overlooked reserve considerations, resulting in unwarranted
expenditures or inequities. Examples include the accrual
accounting system for military retirement, the variable housing
allowance, longevity credit, and travel authorities relating to
funeral attendance and hospitalization of the military member.
a The 6th QRKC recommends that formal procedures be
established within the Departments of Defense and
Transportation to ensure that the assessment of reserve

component costs and benefits is evaluated as part of any
proposal to revise military compensation.
Longevity Credit
A 1985 change relating to the crediting of reserve component
service when computing the basic pay of a member of a uniformed
service (longevity pay) provides a recent example of a statutory
revision that was made without a complete review of its effects
on National Guard and Reserve programs and members. The 1985
legislation terminated longevity credit for enlistment in a
reserve component prior to entry on active duty. The rationale
for the change was that granting longevity credit for the
*ecommendetele
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nonproductive time spent in the Delayed Enlistment Program (DEP)
resulted in substantial costs without positive effect on
recruiting. (The DEP is a program in which an individual is
enlisted in a reserve component pending later enlistment in a

regular component in order to obtain a commitment from the
individual and facilitate scheduling of training.)
Unlike
enlistees into the DEP pending duty with an active component,
new enlistees in the National Guard and the Reserve components
of the Army and Air Force have always been required to commence
training on enlistment.
Because the criterion for denying longevity credit to those in
the DEP (no military duties or productive work) does not apply
to most members enlisting for reserve service, the 6th QRMC
concludes that legislation should be enacted to provide
longevity credit for pay purposes, provided the member is
authorized or required to train prior to initial active duty for
training (IADT). Not all members enlisted for reserve service
have a training requirement, however. The QRMC concludes that a
member not authorized to attend drills or training prior to IADT
should not receive longevity credit. The QRMC also noted
several deficiencies in statutory provisions pertaining to the
DEP. Clear autnority for the DEP itself, and authority to order
a member in the DEP to active duty during mobilization, is not
now provided in statute. Amendatory legislation is required.
a

The 6th QRMC recommends a legislative proposal be developed
to accomplish the following:
U

Amend title 10, United States Code, to authorize the
enlistment of persons in the reserve components of the
armed forces for later enlistment, under a Delayed Entry
Program, into regular components of the armed forces.

m Amend title 37, United States Code, to specify that
service of persons enlisted under such Delayed Entry
Program or under the existing Delayed Entry Training
program, prior to entry on active duty or active duty
for training, may not be counted for the purpose of
computing basic pay entitlements, except when a member
is required or permitted to participate in training
before beginning service on active duty or beginning an
initial period of active duty for training.

Because the 1985 change has not been implemented with respect
to individuals enlisted for service in the reserve components
pending further amendatory legislation, the 6th QRMC staff
estimates that enactment of the above recommendation will result
in a reduction of approximately $1 million annually in the
budgets of the reserve components.
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Reserve Pay Administration
During the QRMC staff's visits to National Guard and Reserve

units, members frequently commented on problems with the
timeliness and accuracy of their pay. New members experienced
problems upon initially joining a reserve unit, and other
members frequently had problems with pay for short periods of
active duty for training that did not coincide with the unit's
annual training period. A large number of the written comments
furnished by members and their spouses who participated in the
1986 Reserve Components Surveys discussed problems with the
timeliness and accuracy of reserve pay.
All Services use automated systems to compute and issue pay to
reserve component members, but only the Air Force reserve
components are reported to be in compliance with GAO
requirements. Longstanding problems in providing accurate and
timely pay to reservists have been identified in past inspection
and audit reports. For members who depend on reserve pay to
meet family financial obligations, a delay in receiving pay can
be more than a serious irritant. The majority of reservists
receive no civilian pay while performing their annual training.
In the case of junior enlisted members, three out of four
receive only their military pay while performing annual
training. Many of these members are dependent on a weekly or
semimonthly paycheck to make ends meet. If pay for annual
training is not provided at the completion of such training,
many experience hardship.
The Services have plans to improve their pay systems. Along
with these efforts, however, must go measures to ensure the
timely accession of members into associated personnel systems
and enhancements to the reporting of duty performance. Although
improvements are planned or in progress, the QRMC concludes that
timeliness of pay is an issue of great concern to a significant
number of reserve component members and spouses. This issue is
of utmost importance to retention and to the effectiveness of
reserve compensation in general. An ancillary concern is the
ability of the reserve pay systems to respond to mobilization
needs and integrate mobilized reservists into active pay systems
quickly and efficiently.
0

The 6th QRKC recommends that a systematic audit of the

timeliness of reserve pay in all DoD components be
conducted by the Defense Audit Agency at the earliest
practical date consistent with their

hReciendatians of the 6th GUC

audit program.
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Pay Entitlement for Reservists'

Travel Time

Reservists called to active duty are entitled to pay and

allowances for the allowable travel time going to and from
active duty. This is a pay entitlement, set out in the DOD
Military Pay and Allowances Entitlement Manual (DODPM). It is
separate from any travel entitlement based on the Joint Federal
Travel Regulations (JiM).
Under the DODPM, compensable time is uniformly determined for
travel to and from active duty tours of 30 days or less.
However, reservists ordered to active duty for more than 30 days
receive differing treatment when allowable time is computed.
Under the existing Executive Order, compensable time for travel
from the last duty station to home is based on "public surface
transportation, without regard to the actual performance of such
travel," unless private conveyance is authorized and used, in
which case 350 miles per day is the basis.
The Executive Order was promulgated in 1955, a time when air
travel was not the readily accepted mode; however, its outdated
provisions with respect to public surface transportation remain
in effect. In practice, calculations to determine the pay
entitlement have been based on the JFTR rather than the DODMP.
The JFTR provides that per diem and travel payments are based on
the lesser of actual or constructive travel time. Clearly,
however, the JFTR and DODPH must be consistent, and a revision

to the Executive Order is warranted.
N

The 6th QRNC recommends that Executive Order 10153, as
amended, be further amended to update and standardize
computation of travel time for the purpose of pay and
entitlements.
Specifically, the Executive Order should
specify that the lesser of actual or constructive travel
time be used in the computation of allowable time. In
addition, the restriction that limits specific
authorization of private conveyance to active duty periods

of 90 days or more should be removed from the Executive
Order. This would eliminate any possible inconsistency in
the calculation of compensable time for travel
reimbursement.
Dual Compensation
Reservists who are entitled to Veterans' Administration (VA)
compensation may elect to receive, for their reserve duty,
either VA compensation or, if they specifically waive VA
compensation, their reserve pay. Between 15,000 and 20,000
reservists in a pay status receive VA compensation for
disabilities incurred during prior active service.
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There have been serious problems in the administration of
programs to prevent dual compensation. The DoD and the VA have
worked hard to correct these problems, but current procedures
re necessarily complex and are not working as well as they
hould. The QRMC concluded that, if the law were changed so
that
military
pay (almost
always
largerVA
sum)
were the
default
entitlement,
the VA
couldthe
withhold
disability
benefits unless the member were to file a military compensation
waiver through the VA. With this change, current DoD and VA
plans would be sufficient to prevent dual compensation, provide
appropriate checks and balances, improve recoupment of funds,
and ensure recoupment into the proper appropriation. Workload
would be negligibly increased for the VA and substantially
decreased for each DoD component.
m

The 6th ORUC recommends that section 684 of title 10,
United States Code, be amended to provide that reservists
may elect to receive for their duty either of the
following:
N

The pay and allowances authorized by law for the duty
they perform

M

If they specifically waive payments authorized for their
duty, the payments to which they are entitled because of
their earlier military service (VA compensation)

Commissary Privileges

*component

Until recently, commissary use by reservists was tied to
receipt of basic pay, and commissary privileges were extended
only to reservists serving on active duty or active duty for
training for periods in excess of 72 hours. The Department of
Defense Authorization Act, 1984, directed the DoD to conduct a
test of expanded commissary shopping privileges for reserve
members. The test was conducted between January 1984
and October 1985. It allowed reserve members in three regional
areas to use the commissary, at their convenience, one time for
each day of active duty for training performed, but not to
exceed 14 visits. The DoD report to Congress on this test
indicated that, by the end of the test period, as many as 28
percent of eligible members used the commissary privilege,
resulting in a 4 percent increase in store sales.
When the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys were fielded, the
test was complete, and the prior procedures for use of the
commissary had been reinstated. A survey question requested the
respondents to indicate their level of satisfaction or
dissatisfaction with several features of Guard and Reserve
service. Dissatisfaction with commissary privileges was much
more widespread than with any other feature. Thirty-seven
Rcomendetison
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percent of spouses, 41 percent of enlisted members, and 51
percent of officers indicated that they were dissatisfied or
very dissatisfied with commissary privileges. Written comments
expressinc dismay that the commissary test had been halted with
no improved privileges forthcoming, were among those most
frequently provided by respondents.
The National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1987
provided expanded reserve commissary privileges along the lines
that had been authorized for the test. The new authority allows
reservists to use the commissary, based on performance of active
duty, at any time during the following year. A limit of 14

visits per year is imposed.

In reviewing the law and implementing directives, the QRMC
found several actual and potential problems in the use of
commissary privileges by reservists. Several of these problems
are caused by imprecise language in the law. Others result from
the implementation procedures. The QRMC concludes that the
expanded commissary privileges implemented in 1987 provide a
much more effective and meaningful benefit than the system
previously used. The method initially used for administering
the new system was complex and cumbersome, however. It was also
inequitable because members who perform multiple periods of ADT
could lose entitlement to commissary privileges, based on the
14-day limit.
a

The 6th QRIC recommends revision of DoD Directive 1330.17
to provide the following:
"

Members of the Selected Reserve should be authorized 12
visits to the commissary each year by virtue of their
membership in the Selected Reserve.

"

Any reserve member on active duty for a period of 72
hours or more should be authorized commissary use
without penalty as to authorized annual visits.

The QRMC review of the procedures for identification of
commissary entry concluded that two factors are essential.
First, the system must be the same for all reserve components.
Lack of uniformity among the Services or their reserve
components inevitably causes confusion at the commissary with
resultant inconvenience for reserve members and families.
Second, the system must not place a significant burden on
reserve unit administration.
The QRMC considered two primary alternatives for effective
identification: (1) a ration card system and (2) a leave and
earnings statement system. There are advantages to both, but
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the QRMC concludes that the ration card is more feasible in the
long run because it is more direct and straightforward in
application.
U

The 6th QBIC recommends establishment of a ration card
system and the use of AM orders for admission to the
commissary during training.

Reserve Couconent Incentive Proarams
The three principal types of incentives available to the
reserve components are Special and Incentive (S&I) pays, bonus
programs, and educational assistance programs. For the Selected
Reserve, each of these three forms of incentives plays a
distinctive role in helping the reserve components to meet
specialized and aggregate manpower requirements. Although bonus
programs are technically S&I pays, they were considered
independently by the 6th QRMC because of their relative
importance to the National Guard and Reserve.
Special and Incentive Pays
Special pays provide compensation for specific types of career
occupations requiring unusual degrees of responsibility.
Historically, part-time members have not been eligible for most
special pays since they have been developed to attract and
retain members in the active components. Members receiving such
special pays normally possess special or critical skills in
specialties that are undermanned in the active components.
Incentive pays differ somewhat from special pays in that they
typically provide additional compensation to members who are
performing duties that may be hazardous, rigorous, or
unappealing. The basic precept for entitlement to these pays is
that a member possessing such skills must meet specific
performance standards before receipt of the pay. Currently,
entitlement to these incentive pays is applicable to both active
and reserve members. Eligibility, however, may depend on the
status of a member: regular or reserve, active component or
reserve component, and on full-time active duty, active duty for
training, or IDT. Members of the Selected Reserve possessing
the required duty skills and qualifications and performing parttime duties are compensated, for each IDT period, at a rate of
1/30 of the monthly rate authorized for active duty members.
In 1982, the 5th QRMC performed an extensive review of all S&I
pays to determine whether S&I pays were accomplishing the
purpose for which they were established. The 5th QRMC review
was the most comprehensive study of S&I pays ever undertaken,
but it did not include a review of the cost data and benefits of
S&I pays within the reserve components. Using the comprehensive
Recoa
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work of the 5th QRMC as a starting point, the 6th QRMC review of
S&I pays completes that analysis by reviewing the operation of
these pays in the reserve setting.
The DoD legislative contingency for the Fiscal Years 1988 and
1989 President's Budget contained a number of initiatives
dealing with reserve S&I pays. The 6th QRMC was directed to
evaluate these initiatives prior to submission of a legislative
proposal for clearance. Additionally, the Departments of the
Army and Navy asked the QRMC to review other selected S&I pays
and their application to members of the reserve components.
Unfortunately, the 6th QRMC encountered difficulties in
obtaining data on the numbers, cost, and use of S&I pays in the
reserve components. Special and incentive pay costs are not
separately identified in the detailed justification of estimates
for reserve personnel as part of the budget submissions. From
examination of service pay files, the 6th QRMC was able to
determine that a member was receiving a special and/or incentive
pay, but was unable to identify the specific pay(s) received.
Current programs do not permit identification of total amounts
or the number of members receiving specific pays. In the
absence of definitive data, the 6th QRMC was unable to conduct
an empirical analysis on the effectiveness of specific S&I pays;
instead, it was necessary to address this subject from a more
general perspective: whether the current construct of S&I pays
is applicable to the reserve forces.
Analysis of Special and Incentive Pays
The 6th QRMC review revealed several differences in both
philosophy and application when comparing the entitlement to S&I
pays for members of the active components with the entitlement
for reservists pezforming ADT or IDT. For example, reservists
performing ADT are not entitled to most special pays. These
pays are restricted to members serving on active duty or in an
extended active duty status. Pays that fall into this category
include a variety of special pays for health professionals,
special duty assignment pay, and a number of continuation and
accession pays.
Generally, incentive pays are designed to attract members to
skills that are inherently dangerous, rigorous, or unappealing.
Members of the Selected Reserve who perform and maintain these
skills are entitled to such pay during both ADT and IDT. A
review of the legislative history of incentive pays did not
reveal specific congressional intent to limit such pays to
periods of active duty. However, unlike special pays, incentive
pays are performance-oriented; that is, members possessing such
skills must perform their duties and maintain specific levels of
proficiency before being authorized to draw a particular S&I
pay.
50
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Reservists on ADT or IDT, performing in certain specialties,
receive 1/30 of the basic pay rate authorized for active duty
members for each period of duty performed. The 6th QRMC
believes that this rate of pay is both appropriate and
consistent with the manner in which members of the reserve
components are compensated. It provides a level of compensation
relative to an individual's participation and meets the criteria
of being both fair and reasonable. There is no evidence that a
revision of current practice is needed to relieve recruiting or
retention shortfalls.
Diving Duty Pay
Until December 1987, the law restricted entitlement to Diving
Duty Pay to officer and enlisted divers in receipt of basic pay
who were assigned by competent orders to diving duty positions,
and who maintained the required qualifications and performed
diving duty. Reservists were not eligible for diving duty pay
during periods of IDT, because they were not entitled to basic
pay. This restriction precluded reservists from drawing diving
duty pay during drill weekends even though they performed diving
duties.
The 6th QRMC review indicated that undermanning existed in the
diving programs of the Navy, Marine Corps and, to a lesser
extent, the Air Force. Most critical was the Naval Reserve,
where only 38 percent of authorized diving positions were
manned. The 6th QRMC recommended that legislation be prepared
to extend the eligibility for diving duty pay to Selected
Reservists performing inactive duty for training. Subsequently,
section 624 of Public Law 100-180 authorized the payment of
diving duty pay to reservists during periods of IDT.
Special Duty Assignment Pay
Special Duty Assignment Pay (SDAP) is the only proficiency pay
program authorized for current use by all the Services. It is
an additional monthly payment for enlisted members performing
duties designated as extremely difficult or as demanding an
unusual degree of responsibility in a military skill. The pay
ranges from $55 to $275 per month and is paid only to members
fully qualified in the skill for which SDAP is being paid.
SDAP is limited by statute to members performing active duty.
By regulation, the DoD has further limited SDAP to personnel
serving on active duty for at least 180 days. Depending on
Service, SDAP is paid for such duties as recruiting, drill
sergeant, pararescue, and underwater welding.
Generally, the Services do not believe that SDAP is warranted
as an incentive for service in these or other duties in the
reserve. The major exception is the Army with respect to
Recowendatlons
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members of the Army Reserve performing duty as drill sergeants.
The Army Reserve has had significant problems in meeting
requirements for drill sergeants. In the active Army, where
SDAP is authorized, the 4300 drill sergeant positions are manned
at 100 percent with NOS-qualified soldiers.

In comparison,

drill sergeant positions in the USAR are manned at 93 percent,
with only 51.2 percent fully qualified. Personnel turbulence
(50 percent drill sergeant attrition) has been a major

contributing factor in the low level of fully qualified drill
sergeants.
Army drill sergeants, both active and reserve, are required to
be highly proficient in their military skills. Both require the
same specialized training, coupled with demonstrated
performance. When reserve drill instructors report for their
annual tour of active duty, they are required to be at the same
peak of personal readiness as their active duty counterparts and
must function at the same level of performance. The requirement
to maintain an exceptionally high degree of readiness often
entails participation in additional training throughout the
year, training that is not normally required of other
reservists. Reserve drill sergeants also perform drill sergeant
duties during periods of IDT. The Department of the Army has
concluded that the duties performed by reserve component drill
sergeants and the conditions of their service are comparable to
the duties and service conditions of active duty drill
sergeants. Only the Army intends to use SDAP for reservists on
short tours.
The QRMC concludes that the determination of SDAP eligibility
for reserve members should be left to the discretion of the
Military Departments based on their evaluation of the extent to
which the specific duties, as performed by reservists, meet the
stated intent of the law and based also on their assessment of
the relative effectiveness of SDAP in meeting specific reserve
manpower objectives within budgetary constraints.
As in the consideration of diving duty pay, the QRMC concludes
that the statutory limitation of incentive pay to members in
receipt of basic pay (i.e. performing active duty including ADT)
is unnecessarily restrictive. The reserve pay and duty system
is quite complex. The reserve components and reserve commanders
use this complex but relatively flexible system to accomplish
training and peacetime missions using reservists in a wide range
of duty statuses. It is not unusual for reservists to serve
together for a single mission with some on active duty mandays,
others on ADT, and still others in an IDT status. As a general
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principle, the QRMC concludes that all incentive pays for duties
that reservists perform be authorized for payment for IDT. The
estimated annual cost is $1.5 million.
W The 6th QRKC recommends the following:
a

Amendent of section 307 of title
37, United States
Code, to authorize payment of SDAP to reservists during
periods of inactive duty training

•

Revision of DoD Instruction 1304.22 (Administration of
Enlisted Personnel Bonus and Special Duty Assignment Pay
Programs) to delete the restriction that limits payment
of SDAP to members on active duty for 180-days or more

Unit Incentive Pay for Enlisted Selected Reservists
A unit incentive pay initiative was developed by the
Department of the Navy to help meet manpower needs for personnel
assigned to the Naval Reserve Fleet (NRF) and for hospital
corpsmen assigned to Marine Corps Reserve units. It would
authorize the payment of a $10 per drill incentive pay to
enlisted Selected Reservists who voluntarily affiliate and train
with certain high priority units that are inadequately manned.
Manning and retention problems among Selected Reservists of
the Naval Reserve who are assigned to NRF ships are of concern
to the Navy. Initially, the Navy adopted a policy of mandatory
assignment to NRF ships for enlisted members in the Naval
Reserve. Mandatory assignment solved the manning problems in
the short run, but dissatisfaction among enlisted personnel
resulted in high turnover rates and recurring readiness
problems. During the period from July 1, 1986, to June 30,
1987, the turnover rate among reservists assigned to NRF ships
exceeded 30 percent.
A unit incentive pay of $10 per drill period would
significantly increase the total compensation of junior enlisted
personnel, among whom turnover is the highest. A unit incentive
pay of $10 per drill period for enlisted members of all grades
does have attractive features for application in the specific
setting proposed by the Navy and the QRMC recommends an
experimental test. The estimated cost of the test would be $1.6
million for each year of the proposed two-year test. The QRMC
concludes that a unit incentive pay could stabilize the Selected
Reserve compliment of NRF ships, allow the training received
during both drill weekends and periods of annual active duty to
be concentrated on fewer Selected Reserve members, and produce
platforms available for immediate service in the event of a
national emergency.
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The 6th QRMC recommends that legislation be prepared to
permit the Secretary of the Navy to authorize payment,
under a two year test program, of uNaval Reserve Fleet Pay"
to enlisted Selected Reserve members serving on NRF ships.

Other Special and Incentive Pays
The 6th QRMC also specifically reviewed Foreign Language
Proficiency Pay, Hostile Fire and Imminent Danger Pay, and Sea
Duty Service Credit as they apply to reservists. No legislative
changes were recommended.
General Findings - Special and Incentive Pays
Data for the reserve components is not available under current
reporting systems to properly identify and quantify the use of
LI pays in the reserve components. No data could be provided
to show the numbers of positions authorized to receive S&I pays
or the number of members currently receiving these pays.
Notwithstanding the scarcity of data on S&Is, the 6th QRMC
supports the basic principle of compensating reservists in
proportion to their participation through the 1/30 formula. The
6th QRNC concluded that, for certain S&Is, limiting entitlement
to those who receive basic pay has an adverse impact on
reservists who perform the same duties as their active component
counterparts. This limitation should be eliminated.
Although the effectiveness of S&I pays could not be determined
in terms of recruiting and retention effects, the QRMC believes
that S&Is are necessary if the reserve components are to meet
their manpower requirements. S&I pays serve to recognize the
unique skill requirements placed upon the reserve components and
act as an inducement for members of the Selected Reserve to gain
and maintain skill qualification.
0
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The 6th QRNC recommends the following general changes
relative to special and incentive pays in the reserve
components:
a

Each special and incentive pay for the reserve
components should be identified in budget documents,
with a separate line item for AGR and part-time
personnel.

0

Financial
aggregate
recipient
automated

accounting systems used by the Services should
each S&I pay separately so that cost and
data can be specifically identified in an
fashion.
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Reserve Component Bonus Programs
Bonus programs were first authorized for members of the
reserve components in the late 1970s. By 1986, 39 percent of

reservists with less than 10 years of service were receiving a
bonus and, for these reservists, the bonus represented about 21
percent of pay. Actual expenditures for new and anniversary

rhas

payments for reserve bonus programs in FY 1987 were $107.9
million. The Coast Guard Reserve bonus program, always small,

not been used since 1985.
Figure 13 shows the total DoD bonus costs, actual and

programmed (all bonuses, both new and anniversary payments),
from their inception in FY 1978 through FY 1989. Data for PY
1987 and prior years is historical; for years after FY 1987,
data is projected. The total bonus program has grown from $1.7
million in FY 1978 to a projected $56.2 million in FY 1989
($107.9 million in current year dollars). Figure 14 shows the
growth in the numbers of bonus recipients over the same time
period. In FY 1978 there were 2,108 recipients; the number of
recipients is projected to grow to 247,415 in FY 1989.
Review of earlier studies and studies conducted for the QRMC
by the Army Research Institute, the RAND Corporation, and the
Center for Naval Analyses show that bonuses for the reserve
components are an effective and relatively inexpensive
recruiting and retention tool. For reservists, the primary
effects of bonuses are longer enlistment terms of service,
longer committed man-years of service, reduced attrition, and
higher quality recruits. These positive effects of increased
compensation and reduced attrition result in the reserves being
better able to meet their annual strength requirements. Longerterm effects are increased readiness and a better trained force,
because members reenlist for longer periods.
Results of the 6th QRMC analysis support findings of prior
studies. Examination shows that bonused skill cohorts tend to
have higher continuation rates than unbonused cohorts and
therefore lower attrition. However, after six years of service,
bonuses tend to have less effect on the continuation rate.
Analysis of data from the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys
indicates that both enlistment and reenlistment bonuses provide
significant improvement in length of service. Longer terms of
service, combined with higher continuation rates, should result
in lower attrition and an improved ability to meet manpower
strength objectives. Furthermore, bonuses provide a potential
increase in total man-years of service. This potential gain in
man-years should result in lower additional training costs for
new enlistees (since fewer are required as members reenlist) and
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a higher quality force. However, the gain in man-years is
dependent upon a member fulfilling the obligation incurred by
the bonus.

[

Although some anomalies exist in the reserve component bonus
program, the program is essentially sound. Specific changes
recommended with respect to individual bonus programs are
intended to make the bonuses more productive at the current
level of resource allocation. Active duty bonus studies have
shown that enlistment bonuses are most effective if paid in a
lump sum, with the largest amount possible paid up front. This
is reasonable in the active components, but appears not to be
optimal for the reserve. In support of the QRMC, the Army
Research Institute developed the parameters for a reserve
test schedules.
the effectiveness
bonus amounts
experiment
enlistment bonus
and to
payout
The 6thof
QRMC

different

concludes that a test of a modified Selected Reserve Enlistment
Bonus is warranted, to judge the effect of reducing the initial
payments and increasing the anniversary payments to provide a
greater incentive to complete the contracted obligation.
Another recommended change would lengthen the period of
eligibility for the Selected Reserve Prior Service Enlistment
Bonus and the Selected Reserve Reenlistment Bonus from less than
10 years to less than 14 years of total military service. This
change is consistent with active duty bonus program criteria and
increases the pool of potential reserve members in critical
skills that might be targeted. Because an individual can
receive only one of these bonuses, there should be no budget
impact. Members receiving these bonuses after the tenth year of
service should be only those with very critical specialties.
The timing of final bonus payment under the Selected Reserve
Affiliation Bonus should be changed. By moving the final
payment to the sixth year after the original enlistment instead
of the fifth year, the bonus is returned more closely to its
original structure (when the NSO was six years rather than eight
years) and provides a greater incentive near the end of the
enlistment period.
The 6th QRMC also concludes that the General Educational Loan
Repayment Program for the Selected Reserve must be justified as
to its use and cost relative to manpower requirements. Because
of low usage, apparent minimal impact on reserve accessions, and
high per capita cost when compared with other incentives, the
program requires a thorough review by the Services.
Finally, the lack of consistent and reliable data on reserve
incentive programs severely restricts analysis of the costeffectiveness and of the accession and retention effects of
these programs in relation to overall reserve compensation and
manpower requirements. The Services and the DoD must develop an
Recomendatons of the 6th QRNC
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accurate and reliable tracking and evaluation system in order to

evaluate the effectiveness of reserve incentives in support of
personnel readiness.
In summary, the 6th OC recommends the following steps:
N

Legislative authority should be pursued to enable the DoD
to conduct a Selected Reserve Enlistment Bonus test
in

order to improve the effectiveness of the bonus.
*

The law should be amended so that the eligibility

window

for the Selected Reserve Prior-Service Enlistment Bonus is
extended to members with less than 14 years of total
military service.
N

Legislation should be developed to modify the Selected
Reserve Reenlistment Bonus authority, extending eligibility

for the bonus to members with loe than 14 years of total

military service.
a

Legislation should be developed to modify the current
requirement to pay the remainder of the Affiliation Bonus
at the fifth
year anniversary by providing for payment of

the remainder at the sixth anniversary of the original
enlistment. This would relink the bonus to the end of the
service obligation and provide a greater incentive for an
individual to meet the terms of the agreement.

m A thorough review should be conducted by the Services of
the program payment levels of the General Educational Loan
Repayment Program for the Selected Reserve, as authorized
under section 2171 of title 10, United States Code, in
light of their manpower requirements. Maximum payment
levels should be established on the basis of this review.
The review should also determine the most effective method
of coordinating the Student Loan Repayment Program with

other reserve incentives. It is recommended that
participation in the program be limited to critical or
hard-to-man skills.
*

To apply reserve bonus programs with maximum effectiveness
the following are recommended:
s

Continuing priority attention should be placed on

*

DoD Instruction 7770.2 'Magnetic Tape Extracts of
Military Pay Records," should be revised to require that
reserve component pay file data be furnished quarterly
to the Defense Manpower Data Center on the same basis as

improvement of the quality and accuracy of the Reserve
Components Common Personnel Data System.

presently required for active pay file
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Standard data displays on bonus programs for all reserve
components should be developed and periodically

reported.

Educational Assistance Programs
Educational assistance programs have been used since World War

II to assist veterans in their return to civilian life and to
recognize their contribution to the nation. More recently,
educational assistance has been demonstrated to be important as
a recruiting incentive. The principal forms of educational
assistance have been the G.I. Bill programs administered by the
Veterans' Administra±in and the Tuition Assistance program of
the DoD. Until re,
those programs applied only to active

'exception has been state-funded programs
P.
for members of the National Guard and, occasionally, the

component service.
Reserve.

Only recently have federal educational assistance programs
been authorized for reserve component members. The Montgomery
G.I. Bill for the Selected Reserve was implemented on July 1,
1985, and Tuition Assistance for members of the Army's reserve
components has been paid since 1986. The QRMC assessed these
educational programs as part of the compensation package for
Selected Reserve members.
Montgomery G.I. Bill Act of 1984
The new G.I. Bill program consists of educational assistance
for active duty service personnel (chapter 30 of title 38,
United States Code) and for members of the Selected Reserve
(chapter 106 of title 10, United States Code). Basic
educational benefits under the active duty program are funded
and administered by the Veterans' Administration. Participation
in the chapter 30 program is only available to new entrants into
the armed forces and requires that each new entrant agree to a
nonrefundable reduction of $1,200 in basic pay ($100 per month
for 12 months).
The following options are available to active duty personnel:
Three years of active duty service entitles an individual
to $300 per month for a maximum of 36 months of full-time
school attendance (or the equivalent): a total of up to
$10,800 in educational assistance.
Two years of active duty service nntitles an individual to
a benefit level of $250 per month for a maximum of 36
months of full-time school attendance (or the equivalent):
a total of up to $9,000.

Recommendetfns of the 6th ORMC
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The services may provide additional benefits, known as "kickers"
and funded by DoD, to qualified recruits who enlist for hard-tofill occupational specialties. To date, only the Army and Navy
have implemented this option.
The program is also available with a combination of active
duty and reserve participation. A member participating in the
MGIB, who serves two years on active duty and agrees to serve at
least four additional years in the Selected Reserve, is entitled
to $300 per month for a maximum of 36 months of full-time school
attendance (or the equivalent thereof for part-time school
attendance): a total benefit of up to $10,800. Educational

assistance may start immediately upon commencement of Selected
Reserve service. This feature is known as the "section 1412" or
"2X4" program. It is part of the chapter 30 program for service
on active duty. This program was included in the QRMC review
because it also provides an incentive for reserve service.
The MGIB provided the first educational assistance program for
members of the Selected Reserve. To qualify, Selected Reserve
members must meet the following criteria:
*

Enlist, reenlist, or extend the service obligation for a
period of six years

*

Possess a high school diploma or equivalent

*

Complete Initial Active Duty for Training (IADT) and serve
as a member of the Selected Reserve for at least 180 days

The following individuals are not eligible to participate:
*

Those who have a baccalaureate degree

e

Those currently receiving an ROTC Scholarship

*

Those entitled to educational assistance under Chapter 30
of title 38 based on Section 1412

There are important differences between the MGIB as it applies
to active duty members and to Selected Reservists. Only new
entrants into the active force are eligible. All members of the
Selected Reserve are eligible, however, provided they enlist or
reenlist for the prerequisite term and meet program
qualifications. Active duty personnel cannot use their benefits
until they have completed at least two years of active duty. In
contrast, reservist's benefits can be used almost immediately.
Finally, the Selected Reserve benefit does not require a
contribution from the member, and the reserve program is
entirely funded by the DoD (and, for the Coast Guard, the
Department of Transportation).
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Selected Reservists who qualify are entitled to educational
assistance up to a total of $5,040 at the rate of $140 per month
for full-time education and proportionally reduced rates for
3/4-time or 1/2-time study.
The time since implementation is relatively short, but there
are clear indications that the MGIB is having a positive impact
on the quality and numbers of reserve accessions. QRMC analysis
found that participants in the NGIB are more likely to remain in
the reserves than are their nonparticipating counterparts.
Figure 15 shows the comparative annual continuation rates (i.e.
the probability that a member will still be in the reserve one
year later). The continuation rate for MGIB participants is
15.2 percent higher.
For those completing six years of service, MGIB participants
have a 89.2 percent continuation rate compared with 58.7 for
nonparticipants. The data is not conclusive; it cannot be known
whether the gain in retention will be sustained throughout the
commitment of those participating in the MGIB. However, the
comparisons strongly indicate that a reduction in attrition can
be obtained from the commitment associated with qualifying for
and participating in the MGIB.
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The 6th QRMC reviewed possible MGIB program changes relative
to their potential effects on recruiting and retention and
concluded that extending graduate education and vocational
training entitlements to members of the Selected Reserve would
have a positive but modest effect on recruiting and retention.
The added annual costs of such change would be $13.4 million and
$21.6 million respectively.
The 6th QRMC also reviewed the value of providing eligible
reservists the option of using their MGIB educational
entitlement for attending school less than half-time. Although
most participating reservists are attending full-time, the need
was identified for a benefit for less than half-time attendance.
The annual cost is estimated at $1.1 million. This change would
allow members to balance their priorities without penalty when
they must pursue their education on less than a half-time basis.
a

The 6th QRMC recommends an amendment to chapter 106 of
title 10, United States Code, to provide educational
benefits for less than half-time attendance.

Program modifications to ease administration were also
reviewed. The QRMC concluded that the requirement to complete
180 days of service in the Selected Reserve for entitlement to
benefits is a significant administrative burden that is not
essential to an effective program. Because every member must
complete an initial period of active duty for training before
receiving educational benefits, it is redundant to also require
180 days of service.
N

The 6th QRMC recommends that section 2132(b)(2) of title
10, United States Code, be amended to delete the
requirement to complete 180 days of service in the Selected
Reserve.

Today, members who enlist for two years of active duty receive
educational benefits totalling $9,000 ($250 per month for 36
months). A member who serves two years of active duty, followed
by at least four years in the Selected Reserve, receives
benefits totalling $10,800 ($300 per month for 36 months).
Comparing both programs and their benefits, the two-year
enlistment option appears more attractive. By agreeing to serve
for four years in the Selected Reserve, a member gets benefits
that are increased by only $1,800. This appears to be a
disproportionately small benefit for the time required.
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An alternative benefit formula would set the basic monthly
entitlement at $300 and allow the months of entitlement to
accrue based on months of service, i.e. one month of educational
assistance for each month of active duty, and one month of
educational assistance for each four months of Selected Reserve
service. The alternative formula is shown in Table 5.
Table 5. MGIB and Benefits Current System vs. Suggested System
Monthly
Entitlement

Service

Months

Maximum
S Value

36
36

S 9,000
$10,800

24
36

S 7,200
$10,800

Current System
2 Yrs AD
2 Yrs AD with 4 Yrs SELRES

$250
$300

(Incentive for reserve service - $1,800)
Suggested System

2 Yrs AD
2 Yrs AD with 4 Yrs SELRES

$300
$300

(Incentive for reserve service - 13,600)
Maximum Value "2X4" Program for either system

=

S10,800

The 6th QRMC concludes that this alterative would provide a
greater incentive for a member to affiliate with a reserve
component upon separation or to elect the "2x4" option
initially. Under this alternative, the benefit for Selected
Reserve time increases from $1,800 in benefits to $3,600, while
the combined value for the "2X4" Program remains constant.
Enactment of an alternative that would base educational
benefits on months of service would solve other problems
asscciated with the "2X4" Program. Currently, a "2x4"
participant discharged from the service for the convenience of
the government (COG) before completing 3 1/2 years of Selected
Reserve service receives educational benefits based on active
duty time (36 months of educational benefits at a rate of $250
per month or $9,000). However, an individual who is separated
from the service for hardship or a service-connected disability
receives educational benefits on a month-for-month basis (i.e.,

24 months X $300 = $7,200) plus one month's benefit for each
four months served in the Selected Reserve. This anomaly, shown
in Table 6, should be corrected.

16
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TabLe 6:

"2xWO ENTITLEMENTS

Active Duty

With
SELRES Option

Individual A

$9,000

$10,800

$9,000

Individual 9

9,000

10,800

8,100

X

Separation after
One Yer
-

Reason for
Mrating

Unstisfactory
performnce / COG
Hardship /
Medical

The 6th QRMC recommends that sections 1413(a) (1) and 1415
of title
38, United States Code, be amended to base the
accrual of basic educational assistance on the months of

active duty service performed, deleting the $250
entitlement for two years of service and setting a monthly
dollar entitlement of $300, the total entitlement to be
dependent on the months of service performed. To prevent a
reduction in benefit levels for members participating in
the existing program, a grandfather provision should be
'--luded.
Administrative procedures are sufficiently complex for the
"2X4" Program to raise a question of whether effective
administration is possible without undue expense.
0

The 6th QRMC recommends that a DoD study grcup review the
existing and prospective administrative problems associated
with the "2X4" option. The study group should ensure that
problem resolution is within the limits Cfreasonable
administrative capability and resource expenditures.

Another inconsistency in the present law relates to
entitlements of AGR members. AGRs potentially have eligibility
for MGIB benefits under both chapter 30 and chapter 106. The
Selected Reserve benefit was specifically aimed at part-time
members. There is no evidence of intent that AGRs receive
benefits in excess of those received by an active component
counterpart or that Congress ever intended to include full-time
AGRs under the chapter 106 program. To promote uniformity,
active AGR members, like their active counterparts, should be
afforded educational benefits only under chapter 30.
a
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The 6th QRXC recommends amendment of section 2132, chapter
106 of title 10, United States Code, to limit benefits for
Active Guard/Reserve members to those authorized under
chapter 30 of title 38, United States Code.
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Tuition Assistance Program
The Tuition Assistance Program was started following World War
II to provide financial assistance to military personnel in the
active components. Since 1954, officers who receive tuition
assistance are required to serve two years of active duty after
completion of the program for which assistance was received. No
payback is required for enlisted members.
In 1983, because a large percentage of the officers in the
Army National Guard had not completed a college degree, the Army
explored the use of the tuition assistance program for reserve
officers. The Fiscal Year 1986 Department of Defense
Appropriations Act provided temporary authority to extend the
Tuition Assistance Program to officers serving in the Army
National Guard and the Army Reserve. The Act provided that
tuition assistance could be paid if the officer agreed to remain
a member of the Ready Reserve for at least four years after
completing the training or education.
Permanent authority, still applicable only to members of a
reserve component of the Army, was provided in the Fiscal Year
1987 National Defense Authorization Act. The Act also
stipulated that tuition assistance could not be used for pursuit
of education beyond the baccalaureate degree. In additionj the
Congress stated that the authority should be used only in
instances where the MGIB was not available (less than half-time
attendance).
Although the Services have the legal authority to provide
tuition assistance to enlisted reservists not on active duty,
the Army is the only Service currently doing so for reserve
component members not on full-time duty. In Fiscal Year 1986,
the Army extended the use of the Tuition Assistance Program to
both officers and enlisted part-time reservists. This appears
to be the first time tuition assistance has been offered to
par.;-time enlisted reservists in any Service. Unlike the
officers, enlisted members who use this program have no further
service requirement as a payback for the assistance received.
In Fiscal Year 1987, over 25,000 Army members (20,730 enlisted
and 5,103 officers) used the Tuition Assistance Program.
Expenditures totaled $6.04 million. Unlike the MGIB, which
provides an entitlement, funding for the Tuition Assistance
Program is discretionary and thus its availability and benefit
levels can be reduced or eliminated in the budget process.
M

The 6th QRMC recommends the following:
a

Benefits for part-time National Guard and Reserve
members under the Tuition Assistance Program should be
limited to members who do not meet the MGIB eligibility

Recomndattons of the 6th ORNC
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criteria for reasons other than failing to enlist,
reenlist, or extend for six years in the Selected
Reserve.
a

Tuition Assistance authority for the reserve components
should be extended in law to all Services.

a

The current statutory provision limiting Tuition
Assistance to baccalaureate degree programs should be
removed.

The authors of the third edition of the Military Compensation
Backaround Papers found that there are over 40 separate pays and
allowances in the military compensation system. If benefits are
added, the total is nearly 70.3 Most members, however, are only
entitled to a few of the many separate pays and allowances. All
members on full-time duty in the uniformed services are entitled
to receive basic pay, basic allowance for quarters (BAQ), and
basic allowance for subsistence (BAS) (or the in-kind equivalent
of BAQ and BAS).
When the federal tax advantage (which accrues
because BAQ and BAS are not subject to federal income tax) is
added, the total is the base level of compensation received by
members on full-time duty. The term used to describe this base

level is Basic Military Compensation (BMC). A closely related
term, defined in law, is Regular Military Compensation (RMC).
RMC differs from BMC in that it also includes any variable
housing allowance (VHA) or station housing allowance and the
federal tax advantage of these allowances. RMC is conceptually
different from BMC in that not all members on active duty
receive housing allowances in addition to BAQ. BMC is used to
provide a general basis for comparison of military and civilian
compensation.
Basic pay and compensation for inactive duty training, which
is directly linked to basic pay, represent the bulk of the
military compensation for most part-time reservists. All
Selected Reservists spend a minimum of two weeks each year on
active duty, however, and some spend significantly more time,
performing periods of active duty for training or of active duty
in support of active or reserve force missions. Entitlements
for allowances often are dependent on the length of the active
duty period being served. Other factors may also be important
in determining entitlements, such as whether or not the member
has dependents. The 6th QRMC reviewed housing, family
separation, subsistence, uniform allowances, and related issues
pertaining to travel allowances, housing, and subsistence during
inactive duty trainir.j. The QRMC also analyzed the feasibility
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of substituting an allowance in lieu of pay and allowances for
members of the Individual Ready Reserve who fulfill their annual
reporting requirement.
Housing Allowances
The QRNC review focused on two aspects of housing allowance
entitlements for reservists: BAQ and VHA. Current BAQ
authority creates a disparity in entitlements for members in
essentially identical situations in that reserve members with
and without dependents are treated differently with respect to
the BAQ when on short tours of active duty. A further result is
that active and reserve component members without dependents are
treated differently in essentially identical situations.
The disparity results from the fact that Executive Order No.
11157 defines the permanent duty station of members of the
reserve components on active duty for training as the place
where the training is being performed. The apparent intent of
the provision was to set a standard that would apply to National
Guard and Reserve members during their annual training periods.
As a consequence, reservists without dependents do not receive
a BAQ allowance when assigned quarters while on active duty for
training. This is true even though they also must continue to
maintain their permanent household. Reservists who have
dependents do not lose their BAQ when they are provided quarters
during active duty for training because quarters are not
provided for their dependents.
In reviewing this issue, the QRMC first looked at the basic
rationale for payment of a quarters allowance to reservists on
short tours of active duty. It could be argued that the
government has no obligation to help defray the permanent
housing costs of reservists in their civilian community. Under
the BMC concept, however, the BAQ is part of the base level of
compensation for military members on active duty. This standard
is an important one to reservists, both as a benchmark for
mobilization income level and, d,,ring peacetime, as income
replacement for lost civiliar
s.
The latter is critical because the majority of reservists
simply substitute military income for civilian income when they
are on active duty for training. Only 37 percent of Selected
Reservists receive either partial or full civilian pay during
their required annual training. Virtually no reservists receive
civilian pay for active duty beyond 15 days annually. Further,
88 percent of reservists own or rent their homes and should
reasonably expect a compensation standard that recognizes that
these expenses continue through annual training and other short
tours of active duty.
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During a 14-day annual training period, a member in pay grade
E4 who has no dependents will receive $125 less than will an E4
with dependents. In the case of a member in pay grade 03, the
difference is $198.
The reservist's situation is directly comparable to that of a
single active duty member who is authorized to live off base,
but who is absent from his or her permanent station on temporary
periods of sea or field duty. The single active duty member is
not penalized by loss of the BAQ entitlement during temporary
field or sea duty; the same principle is appropriate and
applicable in the case of short-term reserve duty.
Seventy percent of members in pay grade E4 and below have no
dependents. Furthermore, 46 percent of members with dependents
receive full or partial civilian pay during reserve duty,
compared with only 21 percent of members without dependents.
There is no rationale for this difference in entitlements,
which disproportionately affects the very members whose
attrition is most likely and most costly. The disparity could
be corrected by designating the reservist's home as the
permanent duty station for BAQ entitlement purposes for tours of
less than 140 days active duty. For active duty tours of 140
days or more, permanent change of station rules would apply.
The 6th QRMC also reviewed the provision of VHA to reservists
on active duty for less than 140 days. VHA was first authorized
in 1980 as a means of offsetting additional housing costs
experienced by members assigned to high-cost areas. Initially,
the VHA entitlement was applicable to qualifying reservists
during active duty tours, regardless of length. This was
apparently due to oversight when the VHA legislation was
developed. Because VHA is tied to the BAQ entitlement, receipt
of VHA increased the pay differential between reserve members
with dependents and those without when they were performing
required annual training or serving on other short tours of
active duty.
In 198a, concern over cost growth in the VHA program resulted
in the enactment of a DoD proposal to eliminate the VHA
entitlement for short-term reserve service. The DoD concluded
that it was not consistent with program intent to pay VHA to
reservists not subject to government-directed relocation to
high-cost areas. Under the new law, reservists on active duty
for less than 140 days were no longer entitled to VRA.
Substantial revisions to the VHA program in 1985 tended to
obscure the basic rationale for VH7., but the legislative history
of the program indicates that VHA remains a supplemental
allowance, intended to help mitigate the financial burden
members experience as a result of reassignments to high-cost
6th ORNC Report - Executive Sumery
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areas solely for convenience of the government. Reservists'
permanent housing expenses are a function of civilian
empIcyment, not military assignment.
Since variable levels of housing costs for reservists are not
related to military assignment, the QRMC concludes that BMC
provides an appropriate level of income replacement for
reservists on active duty tours of less than 140 days.
Eliminating BAQ for members with dependents would be a further
departure from this standard and could have a severe impact on
retention and readiness. Although the formula for determining
housing allowance entitlements has changed, the intent of VHA is
/to reimburse members for high housing costs incurred due to
military reassignments.
m

The 6th QRUC recommends that entitlement to BAQ be provided
to all reserve members on active duty with the exception of
members without dependents performing initial active duty
for training. Implementation of this recommendation would
provide an equitable solution to the current disparity in
BAQ between reservists with dependents and those without
dependents and between reserve component and active
component members performing duty together. Concomitantly,
it would provide an additional financial incentive to
junior enlisted personnel, the category with the greatest
personnel turbulence that is dysfunctional to readiness.
The QRMC concludes that this recommendation should be
implemented by amending section 403 of title 37, United
States Code, to provide that the reservist's home be
considered as the permanent duty station for BAQ
entitlement purposes when the reservist is on active duty
for less than 140 days.

Annual cost of the QRMC recommendation is estimated at $49
million. Implementation of the QRMC recommendation with respect
to housing allowances will also prevent a potential problem with
respect to Family Separation Allowance entitlements, which can
result in unwarranted expense to the government.
Travel Allowances, Quarters, and Subsistence During Inactive
Duty Training (IDT)
BAQ and BAS are not authorized for members who are not
entitled to basic pay; thus National Guard and Reserve members
performing IDT do not receive these allowances. It appears
that, under the circumstances that existed when paid drill
periods were first authorized, it was not anticipated that
quarters or subsistence expenses would be incurred. Under
modern circumstances, in which most monthly IDT includes at
least four drill periods covering two 8-hour days, quarters and
subsistence expenses become a concern.
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The actual practices in place in the reserve components are
complex and, in some cases, vary among the components. Member
comments indicate that many believe that they shou±d be
compensated for travel, quarters, and meals. The flexible use

of duty status to meet specific training or Total Force missions
also creates situations in which the pay status will differ for
members performing the same duty. Thus a member placed on
active duty will, dependent upon distance from the unit, be
compensated under almost totally different provisions than the
member on IDT.
As reserve missions have become more demanding and complex,
modifications to law and practice have been made to meet the
needs of the reserve components. There is a tradeoff between
flexible programs (for travel, quarters, and subsistence during
IDT to meet the differing needs of the seven reserve components)
and increased standardization (to preclude inequity to members
in components with more constrained budgets). It seems clear
that increased emphasis on uniform practice is desirable.
The QRMC concludes that one step in this direction should be
made now. Statutory provisions preclude payment of quarters
expenses for reservists on active duty for training when
government quarters and messing are available. Since the time
when these provisions were enacted, however, service charges for
members occupying government quarters have become the norm. The
QRMC concludes that clear statutory authority is required to
provide that these service charges may be paid for reservists
performing training.
w

The 6th QRNC recommends that section 404 of title 37,
United States Code, be amended to authorize the expenditure
of appropriated funds to pay actual expenses incurred by
reservists when they occupy government housing while
performing annual active duty for training or inactive duty
training, whether at the normal or the temporary training
site.

It is estimated that the annual cost of the enactment and
implementation of this recommendation would be $3 million.
Uniform Allowances
When individuals enlist in an armed force, the government
assumes an obligation to clothe (as well as feed and shelter)

them during their enlistment.
with respect to officers.

There is no comparable obligation

Enlisted members are provided either replacement-in-kind for
clothing or cash clothing replacement allowances. These
procedures are, in our judgment, reasonable and equitable as
they apply to part-time and full-time enlisted members.
70
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For officers, specific uniform allowances are authorized in

law. The current rates were established in 1952, and have not
been revised. It was recognized that the allowances would not
repay reserve officers for the entire amount of their expenses.
They were intended merely to alleviate hardship or to partially
defray expenses, because it was felt that the reserve officer
should absorb part of the expenses.
The officer uniform allowances are not fully consistent for
part-time and full-time members. Elimination of the $50 uniform
maintenance allowance paid to reserve officers upon completion
of each four-year period of satisfactory participation would
provide more uniformity of entitlements. The $50 rate is so low
that it has no positive impact on retention or morale, and there
is no reason to anticipate that elimination of this allowance
would affect the officer force. Elimination would reduce
considerable recordkeeping, and would free about $1.5 million
for use in programs with greater readiness impact.
E

The 6th QRMC recommends that the quadrennial $50 uniform
maintenance allowance be eliminated. In order to ensure
that a member just short of qualifying for this allowance
would not be disentitled, an effective date one year after
enactment is recommended.

Muster Allowance
Each person who becomes a member of an armed force serves for
a total initial period of not less than six nor more than eight
years. Current directives implementing this statutory military
service obligation (MSO) prescribe an 8-year MSO. Members who
have completed their active service or Selected Reserve
obligation and who have not completed their MSO are transferred
to the Individual Ready Reserve (IRR) pending completion of
their HSO. Other members of the IRR serve voluntarily.
The IRR is part of the nation's pretrained military manpower
resource. Its members are immediately liable for order to
active duty in time of war or national emergency. IRR personnel
would be needed to bring active and reserve component units to
full strength and to replace initial combat casualties. A
significant shortfall in junior enlisted members trained in the
combat arms resulted in priority attention to the IRR and in a
series of initiatives to increase its size and viability. These
initiatives helped, particularly in increasing the size of the
IRR, but they did little to ensure its readiness.
Because the IRR is so important to wartime readiness, many
statutory and regulatory provisions have been established to
ensure that members of the IRR understand their responsibilities
and that the Services have complete and current information on
Necommendatlonh of the 6th aRNC
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IRR members.

The law requires a system of continuous screening

of IRR members to ensure there will be no significant attrition
during a mobilization. It also requires that a current
personnel record be maintained on each IRR member and that
members be examined as to their physical fitness every four
years and certify their physical condition annually.
All Services have had difficulty in meeting these
requirements. In an effort to improve this situation, in 1986
the Army began a program to order members of the IRR to active
duty for one day each year. This trial program was based on a
voluntary call to active duty. After a detailed review within
the DoD, it was determined that expansion of the muster program
to IRR members of all DoD Services was essential to meet the
statutory and regulatory requirements necessary 4- the
management of the IRR.
The DoD is committed to the IRR annual reporting requirement
as a matter of policy. The cost of conducting the IRR muster
remains a significant consideration. Under current procedures,
participating members are ordered to active duty with full pay
and allowances, including travel allowances, and credited with
one or more days of active duty for retirement. Taxes,
including FICA, are deducted. A matching FICA contribution
(7.51 percent of basic pay) is made, and an amount equal to 26.4
percent of basic pay is transferred to the military retirement
fund. For a member who is injured, disabled, or killed at the
reporting site or while travelling to or from the site, the same
entitlements and benefits accrue as for any member on active
duty for a period of 30 days or less.
In this respect, there is no difference between the
compensation of an IRR member reporting for the muster and that
of a Selected Reservist performing a one-day active duty tour.
There are, however, significant differences between the nature
of the duties required for these substantially different forms
of military duty. The IRR member is not required to wear a
uniform or meet service grooming standards when meeting the
annual reporting requirement. There is unlikely to be a pay
file for the IRR member, and in most cases this will be the
member's only direct contact with the military during the year.
The primary objective of compensation for members participating
in the annual reporting requirement is to provide adequate
allowances for expenses associated with travel, subsistence, and
scheduling conflicts.
The Army, with the largest IRR, recommended a flat rate
allowance for the annual reporting requirement. Three
advantages were envisioned: actual compensation costs could be
reduced, administrative costs would be reduced, and member
acceptance of the program would be improved because a check to
cover expenses could be provided on completion of muster duty.
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The adoption of a fixed allowance for all members of the IER

who are subject to this one-day annual reporting requirement
would save nearly 34 percent of basic pay, because no retirement
accrual payment would be required and because the Services would
not need to pay the employer FICA contribution on the basic pay.
The elimination of these two very substantial payments is
warranted, because IRR members who must report annually do not
otherwise participate in training. Few members of this group
will ever qualify for a military retirement. In addition, there
would be no FICA employer contribution, because allowances for
expenses are not considered wages for FICA tax purposes. There
would also be significant administrative savings from a uniform
nontaxable allowance in lieu of basic pay and allowances, travel
allowances, and tax and retirement accrual deductions and
contributions.
IRR members who participate in the muster are located
throughout the United States and its territories. All
considerations examined by the QRNC suggest that an objectively
determined daily rate of compensation unrelated to pay grade is
the most appropriate reimbursement for expenses associated with
IRR muster. The average per diem rate for locations where IRR
members muster, as of June 1, 1988, is $81.30. This rate is
comparable to that currently paid and should be viewed by IRR
members as just compensation for muster duty. Only individuals
in the upper pay grades who would have to travel long distances
would receive less compensation than under an active duty pay
system. In most cases, these members will be excluded from
muster duty by Service policy because they typically participate
voluntarily at other times during the year.
Under current law, the proposed muster allowance would likely
be considered taxable to the extent that it exceeds ordinary and
necessary expenses associated with muster duty. It would not,
however, be considered "wages" for FICA tax purposes. By
comparison, a Family Separation Allowance (FSA-II) is intended
to offset additional expenses and inconvenience associated with
an aspect of military service--in the case of FSA-II, family
separation of 30 days or more. FSA-II is nontaxable. The
muster allowance should also be nontaxable for similar reasons.
The QRMC concludes that a fixed allowance equal to the average
per diem rate for the geographical areas participating in the
muster (currently $81.30) would provide members with fair
compensation for muster duty travel expenses as well as for
personal inconvenience. An $80 allowance would result in
savings of approximately $18.9 million in Fiscal Year 1988.
Members ordered to muster duty should be entitled, in addition
to the allowance, to the protections normally afforded
reservists while performing IDT. These entitlements include
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medical care for duty-related injuries, compensation during a
period of duty-related injury, disability compensation for
permanent duty-related injury, and survivor benefits.
a

The 6th QNMC recommends enactment of legislation to
establish a new form oZ duty known as "Muster Duty," which
would &llow the Services to call reserve mebers to duty
for one day annually for the required screeiing.
Additionally, the 6th QRNC recommends that members called
to muster duty be compensated with a nontaxable allowance
of $80 that is indexed to average per diem rates, and that
these members be entitled to the same medical, income
protection, and survivor benefits as is a reserve member
performing inactive duty training.

Civilian Emnlovment. Tax. and Mobilization Issues
Most part-time members of the Selected Reserve have a fulltime civilian job. Thus, matters relating to the reconciliation
of civilian employment and reserve duty schedules, the effect of
reserve compensation on federal income taxes, and the potential
impact of involuntary mobilization on income are of very great
importance to reservists.
Income from reserve service can be reduced substantially by
payment of taxes at marginal rates, transportation costs, and
foregone civilian income. The military leave policies of
civilian employers have a major effect here: some emplnyers
continue civilian pay while the reservist is performir. annual
training duties, others make up the difference between military
and civilian pay, while the majority of private sectoL employers
simply provide the time off. Inactive duty training on the
weekends may also result in foregone civilian income as members
lose opportunities for civilian pay, including extra civilian
pay or overtime, because of their reserve obligations.
Underlying these factors is the more general problem of the
potential effect of Selected Reserve participation on getting or
keeping civilian employment. These features of the civilian
environment affect personnel readiness in that they result in
increased attrition, particularly among junior enlisted members,
and make it harder to rectify shortfalls in skill training. It
is very difficIt to qualify reservists in new technical
specialties when necessitated by changes in unit mission or
equipage or by individual transfers. Difficulties stem in
significant part from members' problems in getting time off from
their civilian jobs to attend necessary training courses.
Attendance at these courses typically results in added costs and
scheduling problems for employers and increased likelihood of
conflicts between job and reserve duties for members.
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The QRMC analysis indicates that some of these environmental
difficulties can be reduced or offset by direct compensation
initiatives, particularly bonus programs that are targeted at
priority units and at reducing skill qualification problems and
skill mismatches. In addition, the QRMC looked at programs or
initiatives that can potentially reduce the impact of some of
the environmental features that discourage reserve service.
Statutory Employment Protections
Statutory employment rights set a clear minimum standard for
employer conduct with respect to the reserve obligations of
their employees and applicants for employment. The statute

(codified as chapter 43 of title 38) also provides a basic set
of rights for reservists with respect to their current or
prospective employers. Earlier studies have concluded that
employment conflicts account for as many as one-third of
unprogrammed losses to the Selected Reserve. Because statutory
employment protections provide the underlying framework against
which many of these conflicts are set, the 6th QRMC included
statutory employment protections within its study plan as an
element of reserve compensation.
During the course of the QRMC's review of this issue, an
Interagency Committee was formed to recommend legislative
changes in this area. The QRMC participated in the Interagency
review, along with representatives from the Departments of Labor
and Justice, the Veterans' Administration and the Office of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Reserve Affairs. Since the
Interagency Committee is developing a detailed legislative
proposal, the QRMC review and recommendations are focused on
setting
t the relationship between statutory employment
proteG--,n and reserve compensation and service, outlining the
deficiencies in the existing statutes and associated administrative and legal procedures, identifying the main issues in
need of corrective legislation, and recommending general
remedies.
The basic right provided under the law is the right of
reinstatement in employment following military service.
Included in this basic right are the seniority, status, and rate
of pay the employee would have had but for the performance of
military service. Additional protections, benefits, and
entitlements may also exist, but they depend upon a variety of
factors, including the manner of entry into the military and the
type of duty performed.
Since the enactment of the basic statutory employment
protections, the law has been amended on several occasions and
there have been several changes to related laws and programs,
changes that have not been reflected in the employment
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protection statute. As a result, the current law is complex and
difficult to interpret, leading to much litigation and resulting
in a body of questionable case law.
Enforcement of the law in a timely and equitable fashion has
become a major problem. The proportion of cases and problems
associated with enforcement and involving reservists has grown

dramatically as the Nation has placed greater reliance on its
reserve forces. Delays inherent in the investigation and
prosecution of claims by reservists are of immediate concern to
the armed forces because the individual's continued service may
be contingent upon timely enforcement and meaningful relief.
Reservists who believe that their only choice is between their
reserve service and their full-time job will generally choose
the latter. The absence of an enforcement presence that is
meaningful to affected reservists must, therefore, be of great
concern to the DoD. Progressive changes in the statute, coupled
with changing circumstances of duties, have resulted in a law
that no longer serves the original intent of Congress, i.e. to
eliminate disincentives to military service by providing a
speedy right to employment in a position for which the person
has previously shown an aptitude.
Because of the ongoing work on this issue by the Interagency
Committee, it appeared most useful for the QRMC to set out
general recommendations for statutory revision to serve as a
guideline for the development of legislation. Briefly, the
recommendations would have the following effects:
"
*
"
*
*
"
*

Revise, standardize, simplify, and update the law.
Eliminate complex classifications.
Create uniform classifications of service and rights.
Standardize employment protections on length of absence.
Cap employer costs.
Cap cumulative military leaves of absence.
Provide speedy, balanced, local arbitration.

M

The 6th QRMC recommends development of legislation to
revise the existing system of statutory employment
protections in accordance with the following guiding
principles:
1. General modifications:
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"

Recodify the law into a standard statutory structure,
provide accurate section titles, a logical structure,
and adequate cross references.

"

Standardize the terminology and provide statutory
definitions.
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"

Include an introductory section setting forth the
purpose of the law and rules of construction to aid

in providing uniform interpretation and application
of the law.
*

Eliminate obsolete references and, where appropriate,
preserve rights based upon those references through a
savings clause.

"

Structure the law to provide uniform rights over a
variety of circumstances so that it can operate under
changing manpower programs without amendment.

2. Classification and length of absence:
"

Eliminate the current classification of persons for
employment protections and retain only minimum
distinctions based upon whether the member has a
military obligation and may be presumed to have been
in military service long enough to be aware of his or
her rights and obligations.

"

Substitute one standard definition of military duty
in place of the current multiple classifications of
duty for employment protections.

"

Base eligibility and entitlements on the length of
the absence.

*

Define the continuous service limits at five years,
with exceptions for persons who are unable to obtain
release through factors beyond their control (e.g.
extended due to national emergency) and for those
whose minimum enlistment for an initial military
occupational specialty exceeds five years.

"

Eliminate limits on cumulative service for reemployment with longevity. The law should, however,
preclude the situation in which a reservist serves on
several extended active duty tours, returning to work
for a private employer for only days or weeks each
time, while still retaining reemployment rights.

3. Clarification of entitlements:
*

Define the terms in the statute that accord the
employee seniority, status, benefits, incidents and
advantages, and promotions.

*

Redefine pensions and profit sharing plans as
benefits rather than as perquisites of seniority.
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*

Lpensions,

Clarify that benefits are to be accorded to persons
according to the rules and practices of the employer
for any employee on leave of absence or furlough,
except for absences of 30 days or less.

m Permit employers to establish a cumulative cap of
five years on seniority (other than longevity),
and other benefits of employment that
accrue over time for absences of 30 days or more.
4. Clarification of applicability to federal employees:

*

Extend protections to federal employees of federal
corporations, employees of nonappropriated fund activities, and other employees of federal activities
that are neither private or state employed.

m

Update the provisions relating to executive branch
employees to reflect the jurisdiction of the Merit
Systems Protection Board.

*

Provide for regulatory authority and relief
coterminous with the rights and obligations under the
law.

*

Clarify who is to provide assistance to eligible
claimants and to what extent.

m

Provide procedures for the prompt resolution of
claims for all federal employees.

E

Provide adequate cross-references to the provisions
of title 5 and eliminate sections of title 5 that
duplicate coverage.

5. Administrative hearings and procedures:
0

Provide for local informal consideration of the
claims of employees and employers arising under the
law.

*

Provide for a hearing authority that reflects the
community and interests involved, including the
claimant's reserve component if applicable.

*

Provide the hearing authority with mediative autho-

rity and powers to investigate and enforce its
decisions, including authority to order employers to
reemploy claimants pending any appeal.
0

Provide time limitations to assure speedy hearing of
cl aims.
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m

Provide for limited appeal to Federal District Court.

0

Provide for penalties, such as the award of special
damages, costs, and attorney's fees (including the
reasonable cost of a United States Attorney) to
discourage unnecessary appeals.

a

Clarify and specify the responsibilities and
limitations of the Secretary of Labor in providing
assistance to persons with military obligations, in
providing public information, and in issuing policy
or regulations.

6. Miscellaneous:
*

Modify the authority of the Assistant Secretary of
Labor for Veterans" Employment and Training (ASVET)
to include preferential employment assistance to
members of the Guard and Reserve who do not otherwise
qualify as veterans, either by providing that they
are veterans for the purposes of such preferences or
by defining them as eligible persons (the next lower
category of preference), and by including the
National Guard and Reserve components in the
statement of purpose of the employment preference law
(sections 2001, 2002 of title 38, United States
Code).
This modification would assist in reducing
hardship to reservists who are unemployed, and it may
reduce administrative costs resulting from pursuit of
claims for reinstatement when the reservist would, in
fact, prefer to be employed elsewhere.

*

Extend the nondiscrimination provisions to prohibit
discrimination based upon any present, past, or
potential military obligation. This would prohibit
the current practice of some employers (mainly state
agencies) of forbidding employees to join reserve
components and would protect returning veterans who
may be refused employment, not only because they are
veterans but because of residual reserve obligations
or potential for reserve affiliation.

Employer Tax Credit

Most reservists are required to attend at least one weekend of
inactive duty training monthly and 14 days of active duty
training annually. Additional training may be required, and
reservists may be involuntarily activated in an emergency.
These features of reserve service impose actual and potential
costs on employers of reservists. Unfortunately, many employers
reduce these costs by discriminating against members of the
National Guard and Reserve.
lecomend tfons of the 6th
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From an employer's viewpoint, the absence of an employee for
reserve duty may mean rescheduling or redistributing work.
Temporary help or overtime for other employees may be necessary.
All of these increase an employer's costs, reduce revenue, or
otherwise affect profits. The reason for an absence has
virtually no effect on these additional costs. When an employer
has little or no control over when absences occur, the problems
can become particularly aggravating.
Federal law prohibits employers from discriminating against
reservists and requires employers to grant a leave of absence to
accommodate military training. Voluntary support is obviously
most effective and least costly. From initial efforts in 1970,
the DoD has developed an aggressive program to encourage
employer support of the National Guard and Reserve. This
program has grown from several hundred employers and
professional and labor organizations to more than 3,000
community leaders nationwide. It involves multimedia public
service advertising with a value of approximately $25 million
per annum. This effort has paid important dividends, but 10 to
20 percent of reservists continue to experience significant
employment-related conflicte and approximately one-third of
total losses are attributable in major part to these conflicts.
Since the major reason for employers' lack of support for
employee participation in the reserve appears to be the costs
associated with that participation, an offsetting financial
incentive would appear the most appropriate remedial action, in
conjunction with updated statutory protections. Since the DoD
is not in a position to provide direct incentives, an indirect
financial incentive, in the form of a tax credit to employers
who support their employees' reserve service, is a reasonable
way to encourage support as a matter of national policy.
Tax incentives, such as the Targeted Jobs tax credit, have
been used to encourage employment in particular segments of the
civilian work force. A tax credit to employers who support
reserve participation by their employees would reduce an
employer's costs associated with employee absence due to reserve
participation, thus reducing the disincentive to hire and retain
reservists. Rather than addressing symptoms such as
discrimination, offering a tax credit has the potential to
eliminate or significantly reduce the reason for discrimination;
the additional employer costs associated with employee absence.
The credit would reflect the overriding value to the Nation of
employer policies that are supportive of the reserve service
obligations of their employees. The credit would not override
market-based resource allocations because it would apply to all
employers, rather than a narrow sector. Without such an
incentive, unsupportive employers may gain undue advantage over
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supportive employers, since direct and indirect costs accrue to
employers who actively support the National Guard and Reserve
service of their employees.
The QRMC concludes that an employer tax credit should be
evaluated as a possible means of enhancing employer support for
the National Guard and Reserve.
The 6th QRMC reviewed previous legislative proposals to
provide employers of reservists with a tax credit that would
recognize the cost to employers of their employees'
participation in the National Guard and Reserve, the value to
the Nation of reserve service, and the significant dollar
savings that can accrue through reduced conflicts between
reserve service and civilian employment. After reviewing the
prior proposals, the QRMC developed the framework for a tax
credit which would have the following characteristics:
*

*

Provide a nonrefundable credit, in addition to an
employer's normal deduction for wages paid, of 50 percent
of any amount paid by the employer during the military
leave of the reservist employee, and a credit of 10 percent
of the reservist's salary for military leave uncompensated
by the employer.
Establish a limit of $7,500 on the maximum credit for any
one employer.

6

Include a credit for self-employed reservists.

0

From employers claiming the credit, require certification
that they have not been the subject of employment rights
litigation initiated by a United States Attorney.

Enactment of an employer tax credit would cause no increase in
the budgetary requirements for the DoD. There would be a modest
loss of revenue to the federal government due to a decrease in
the amount of business taxes that would otherwise be due. Based
on 574,000 reservists employed by private employers, average
income levels, and current pay practices, enactment of an
employer tax credit with these features w-,l1d result in a tax
expenditure of less than $100 million in
scl Year 1988.
Tax Deductions for Reserve Component MembeL_
Prior to enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, members of
the National Guard and Reserve, as employees, were permitted to
deduct expenses related to their military duties. In
particular, expenses of travel and transportation to a drill
site in excess of any reimbursement (considered an employee
travel and transportation expense) were deductible as an
adjustment to income. These deductions are made from gross

I
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income in arriving at adjusted gross income and have been
described as "above the line" deductions. In addition, other
duty-related expenses in excess of reimbursement (e.g. uniforms)
were deductible as miscellaneous itemized business deductions.
Total itemized deductions in excess of a standardized amount
were subtracted from adjusted gross income to determine taxable
income.

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 made substantial changes to the
deductibility of employee business expenses:
e Employee travel and transportation expenses are only
deductible as adjustments to income ("above the line") to
the extent of reimbursements. Expenses in excess of
reimbursements are only deductible as a miscellaneous
itemized business expense.
e Miscellaneous itemized business expenses (including
unreimbursed travel and transportation expenses) of an
employee are only deductible to the extent that they exceed
2 percent of adjusted gross income.
e only 80 percent of unreimbursed business meal and
entertainment expenses are deductible and then only as a
miscellaneous itemized business expense subject to a floor
of 2 percent of adjusted gross income.
* The standard deduction has been increased for most
taxpayers. This increase means that total itemized
deductions must be greater before taxes are reduced.
Uniformity of treatment accorded to similarly situated members
of the reserve and active duty communities is fundamental to the
Total Force. Preferential treatment is appropriate to
compensate for fundamental differences between these two groups.
This concept is reflected in the differing tax treatment of
reserve retirement as opposed to retirement for active duty
service. Reservists performing less than 90 days of active duty
are not considered "active participants" in a retirement plan
for purposes of determining the deductibility of a contribution
to an Individual Retirement Account (IRA). Members on active
duty longer than 90 days are "active participants." Active
participants may only deduct a contribution to an IRA if
adjusted gross income is below certain levels. Those not
considered active participants may deduct tlAe entire IRA
contribution without regard to adjusted gross income. This
differing tax treatment is consistent with the substantial
differences in the types of service required and retirement
available thereafter.
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Unlike most members on active duty, the vast majority of
participating reservists are full-time employees in the civilian
economy. Reserve duty is secondary part-time employment. As
with other employment, reserve-related travel and transportation
expenses (including meals) are deductible (although not at fullvalue under current law).
In addition, the expenses of
transportation between civilian employment and reserve duties
are deductible. Preferential tax treatment of these expenses is
appropriate.
Other unreimbursed reserve-related expenses, it may be argued,
are not substantially different from the unreimbursed expenses
of members on active duty. On the other hand, these
expenditures can represent a substantially larger percentage of
annual compensation for military duty. In addition, the partial
nature of reserve duty does not diminish all annually recurring
expenses related to reserve activities. In fact, some expenses
are greater because they arise infrequently.
The QRMC concludes that, within the context of Total Force
policy, legislation permitting reservists to deduct unreimbursed
reserve-related travel and transportation expenses (including
meals) as an adjustment to income without reduction may be
warranted. Further, all unreimbursed expenses related to
reserve activities aid national defense, and their deduction
appears to be warranted within the context in which reserve
service is performed.
0

The 6th QRNC recommends that the Administration review the
feasibility of amending the Internal Revenue Code in the
following ways:
*

Permit unreimbursed travel and transportation expenses
of drilling reservists to be deductible as an adjustment
to gross income.

M

Permit all other reserve related expenses to be
deductible as miscellaneous itemized business expenses
without reduction by 2 percent of adjusted gross income.

*

Eliminate the existing 80 percent limitation on
meal/entertainment deductions incurred in connection
with the performance of services as a drilling member of
the N[ational Guard or Reserve.

Adoption of any legislation will not directly affect the Defense
Department budget. The tax expenditure (revenue loss) of the
QRMC recommendation is minimal.

o
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Rental Rate in the Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act
The purpose of the Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act, as
enacted in 1940, was to provide broad protection to persons in
military service. The Act is identical in substance with the
original Act of 1918. It provides for the temporary suspension
of legal proceedings and transactions that may prejudice the
civil rights of persons in the military service of the United
States. The Act is applicable to all persons in military
service on active duty, including members of the reserve
components. The Act contains adequate safeguards to prevent any
person from taking undue advantage of its provisions.
Article III of the Act provides that proceedings for eviction
or distress (i.e. the taking of personal property to secure the
payment of rent), in respect to any premises occupied as a
dwelling by the dependents of a person in military service, may
be stayed for not longer than three months, provided the agreed
rent does not exceed $150 per month. The $150 per month limit
has not been raised since 1966. This limit clearly results in
significant limits on the number of families protected from
eviction without court review. It appears reasonable to adjust
the rate in peacetime to provide an adequate rate for peacetime
service and to preclude the need for emergency legislative
revision in time of war. The QRMC considered a number of
alternatives and concluded that the most effective would be to
adopt an adjustable rate that would be an amount equal to the
member's housing allowance (BAQ and VHA).
This would replace an
inadequate fixed sum with an amount that is regularly updated
under close congressional scrutiny to fairly reflect true
housing costs faced by active duty military personnel.
a

The 6th QRNC recommends that the Soldiers' and Sailors'
Civil Relief Act be amended to establish in the law that
the dependents of a member of a uniformed service on active
duty may not be evicted from any premises occupied as a
dwelling, without the permission of a court, as long as the
agreed rent does not exceed an amount equal to the member's
housing allowance (the member's BAQ and VHA).

Health Care. Disability, and Survivor Benefits
Until recently, significant gaps existed in the program of
entitlements and protections for reservists who become ill, are
injured or are killed in the line of duty; and benefits were not
uniform among the reserve components. Since 1983, a series of
statutory changes have been made to provide adequate protection
for reservists or their survivors when members are disabled or
die as a result of their military service.
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The new provisions reflected the great changes that had
occurred in the rigors and demands of training in the National
Guard and Reserve. Forty years ago, much reserve participation
was on an ad hoc basis at the discretion of the individual. As
reserve forces have taken on a significant share of national
defense responsibilities, reserve training is often integrated
with the missions of active component units so that the
reservist receives training while conducting day-to-day
missions. Reservists routinely participate with active
component units in realistic arms training and field exercises
at home and abroad, and they operate state-of-the-art weapons
systems and equipment. To function in this demanding

environment, Guard and Reserve members must meet the same
standards for physical condition and evaluation as their active
component counterparts.

The 6th QRMC reviewed the existing scheme of medical,
disability, and survivor benefits for National Guard and Reserve

members in the light of the recent initiatives to extend these
protections and make them uniform. Eight major issue areas were
identified and reviewed in depth: incapacitation pay, benefits
for dependents of incapacitated reservists, reserve members'
eligibility for dependency and indemnity compensation, the death
gratuity, group life insurance programs for reservists,
eligibility for burial in national cemeteries, survivor travel
to a member's burial, the survivor benefit program for
reservists, and the authority to provide pay and allowances for
reserve members undergoing medical evaluation.
Incapacitation Pay
Incapacitation pay is monetary compensation (equal to pay and
allowances) paid to reservists who are injured or who aggravate
an illness or disease in the line of duty, during inactive duty
training, during active duty for 30 days or less or while
traveling to or from such duty. The National Defense Authorization Act for 1987 changed rules governing the circumstances
under which reservists are entitled to military pay and
allowances (incapacitation pay) while disabled as a result of
reserve duty.
Until November 1986, if a member of a reserve component was on
active or inactive duty for 30 days or less and suffered a
disability, the authority for continued military pay and
allowances was determined by the ability of the member to
perform normal military duties. Thus, if disabled reservists
could perform their civilian jobs but not their military jobs,
they could be paid for both during the period of disability.
Prior to passage of the new law, a person could remain disabled
with respect to their military duties and remain employed in the
civilian community until such time as further treatment would
not improve their medical condition. There was no statutory
.coiendatfons of the 6th DOC
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termination of incapacitation pay and, in many cases, it was
paid for one or more years. on the other hand, where the

incapacitation left the member able to perform military duties
but not the civilian job, there was no authority to provide any
compensation. Because the military duty is only part-time, the
financial consequence of such incapacitation was sometimes
severely detrimental to the reservist.
The 1986 change corrected this inequity by authorizing pay and
allowances, limited to a six-month period, to disabled
reservists unable to earn income from civilian sources as a
consequence of the disability. The maximum payment could not
exceed the lesser of the demonstrated loss of civilian earnings
or military pay and allowances. Members who could perform in
their civilian jobs but could not perform their military duty
could be paid for scheduled inactive duty training
notwithstanding their inability to train.
The objective of the legislative change was twofold: first,
to prevent reservists from "double dipping" by eliminating the
possibility that a reservist could collect incapacitation pay
and civilian pay at the same time; second, to compensate
reservists for lost civilian earnings (their primary source of
income) due to a disability incurred or aggravated during active
duty, active duty for training, or inactive duty training. It
was estimated the legislative change would reduce the $27
million annual cost of incapacitation pay by between
$7 million and $11 million.
*

The QRMC evaluated the adequacy of protections and benefits
for reservists with respect to the support of personnel
readiness requirements and the uniformity and adequacy of
coverages. A review was conducted to determine whether the new
system of compensating reservists for a qualified disease,
illness, or injury is adequate, or whether it needs to be
refined in order to treat all reservists equitably.
The QRMC found that certain reservists would be ineligible to
receive more than the minimal pay authorized for the training
periods they missed as a result of their disability. For
example, students, housewives, seasonal workers, and those not
employed in the civilian community now qualify for very limited
incapacitation pay, even if they incur a severe injury in the
line of duty. This limitation is due to the fact that these
reservists have no civilian income. Therefore, if incapacitated
in the line of duty, they would only receive compensation equal
to that they would have received from any regular drill period
they were unable to perform because of the incapacitation.
The active duty disability system is based on the ability of a
member to perform all military duties commensurate with their
military occupation. If active members are unable to perform
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their military duties due to a medical condition, they are
entitled to have their cases reviewed by their Service's
Disability Evaluation System. The same is true for reserve
members receiving incapacitation pay. If the incapacitation
results in a permanent or potentially permanent disability, the
reservist is also processed for disability retirement or separation pay. In the case of the temporarily disabled member,
however, there is now a major disconnect: the member disabled
while on active duty orders specifying a period in excess of 30
days draws full pay and allowances, but the member performing
duty of 30 days or less is subject to the new system and may be
left essentially without income.
Although distinctions, based on primary source of income, need
to exist between benefits for reservists and members of the
active components, there should be reassessment of the inequity
allowing payment of disability income to reservists based on
ability to perform a civilian occupation while basing active
duty members' "disability income" on ability to perform military
duties.
U

In order to ensure that reservists are justly compensated
for illness, disease, or injury incurred or aggravated by
military service, and to remove the inequity that now
exists, the 6th QRKC recommends the following changes:
m

Compensation payable to a reservist incapacitated in the
line of duty should be restructured to provide a common
standard for compensation of members incapacitated while
performing active duty or inactive duty or while
travelling to or from such duty. The new standard would
provide full pay and allowances to incapacitated members
except those who received earned income from nonmilitary
employment or self-employment performed during a month
in which they were entitled to incapacitation pay.
(Earned income includes wages, salaries, professional
fees, tips, and other amounts received as compensation
If a member
for personal services actually :.endered.)
received such earned income, the incapacitation pay
would be reduced by the amount of the earned income.
Income from an income protection plan, vacation pay, and
sick leave would be included as earned income if the
member elected to receive such income.

0

A separate standard should be provided for reserve
component members who suffer an injury, illness, or
disease or the aggravation of Rn injury, illness or
disease in the line of duty, which does not incapacitate
them for their military duties but does incapacitate
then for their civilian employment, resulting in a loss
of earned income from nonmilitary employment or selfThe amount of compensation for such
employment.
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incapacitation would be the member's demonstrated loss
of earned income, not to exceed the amount of military
pay and allowances that would be payable during the
period. By distinguishing between members who are not
physically qualified to perform their military duties
and members who are not physically qualified to perform
in their civilian occupation, the statutory distinctions
between reserve component members and active duty
members are reduced, at the same time providing
compensation for loss of civilian income for members who
cannot perform their primary livelihood.
m

The following limits should be established on
(1) the
compensation for incapacitated reservists:
amount of incapacitation pay for any period should
total
be limited to the amount of pay and allowances provided
by law or regulation for a regular member of the same
grade and length of service; (2) the compensation period
should be limited to a maximum of six months unless a
specific determination is made that continuation is
warranted in the interests of equity and fairness; (3)
there should be no entitlement to compensation for
incapacitation as a result of gross misconduct of the
member; and (4) the payment of incapacitation pay should
be under regulations prescribed by the Secretary of

Defense or, in the case of the Coast Guard Reserve, the
Secretary of Transportatio.,.
It is estimated that the annual cost of the QRMC recommendations
would be approximately $1 million.
Benefits for Dependents of Incapacitated Reservists
The reservist receiving incapacitation pay is not on active
duty. As a result, the member's dependents do not have the same
entitlements and privileges as the dependents of members on
active duty. The practical effects of this distinction were
demonstrated, during the QRMC review, by a case involving the
hospitalization of members seriously injured in an aircraft
accident. Some of the members who were hospitalized as a result
of the accident were on active dut3r for more than 30 days (and
remained on active duty while hospitalized). Other hospitalized
members were on active duty for 30days or less. The place of
hospitalization was over a thousand Ailes from the members'
homes.
As a result of the differences in military status of the
injured members, their dependent spouses, who travelled to their
bedsides at the military installation where they were
hospitalized, received disparate treatment. The QRMC review
found that, for members hospitalized and drawing incapacitation
pay but not on active duty, authority existed to provide their
W
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dependents with access to base facilities, including commissary,
exchange, and transient quarters. There is no authority with
respect to medical treatment of the dependents, however, and
this was a spncific problem and source of confusion. Further, a
1987 change co the law provides authority for the transportation
of up to two family members to the bedside of a member on active
duty who is hospitalized. This creates further potential for
disparate treatment of the dependents of active and reserve
members hospitalized as a result of injuries received in a
military accident.
a

The 6th QRKC recommends the following:
U

Section 411h(a) of title 37, United States Code, should
be amended to prov..e authority for the round-trip
travel of not more than two dependents of a reserve
member who is entitled to compensation for
incapacitation incurred in the line of duty and who is
hospitalized and seriously ill or injured. With this
change, the dependents of seriously ill or injured
reservists would be accorded the same benefit as the
dependents of an active duty member in the same
circumstances.

"

Section 1076 of title 10, United States Code, should be
amended to provide space-available medical and dental
care in facilities of the uniformed services, for
dependents of reservists who are hospitalized in a
facility of the uniformed services as a direct result of
an injury, illness, or disease incurred or aggravated
while on active duty for 30.days or less, on active duty
for training, on inactive duty training, or while
traveling to or from. The purpose of this
recommendation is to eliminate the disparate treatment
accorded to dependents of reservists in receipt of
incapacitation pay, as compared with the treatment of
dependents of members on active duty, when the military
sponsor is hospitalized. This care would be subject to
the availability of space and facilities and the
capabilities of the medical and dental staff.

The QRMC concludes that, in addition to the need, on their own
merits, for the recommended medical care and travel benefits,
the existence of these authorities would underscore and support
the policy of providing installation support to dependents in
the limited circumstances under discussion. The number of
dependents who would meet the conditions of these benefits would
be quite small and any budgetary impact of the medical and
travel authorities would be minimal.
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Reserve Members' Eligibility

for DIC Coverage

The purpose of Dependency and Indemnity Compensation (DIC) is
to provide an annuity to the dependents of deceased service
members and veterans who die from a service-connected or
compensable disability. This compensation is partially to
replace family income lost due to the member's death and

partially to serve as reparation for that death.
administered by the Veterans' Administration.

DIC is

DIC i3 payable to survivors of members who die from a disease
r inljury incurred or aggravated in line of duty while on active
duty or active duty for training, and to survivors of members
who die from an injury incurred or aggravated in line of duty
during inactive duty training. Another death benefit, the death
gratuity, has long been payable for death of members on active
training duty or inactive training duty. It is also paid for
death resulting from disease or injury incurred or aggravated
while performing active duty training or while traveling to and
from such duty, and for death resulting from injury incurred or
aggravated while performing inactive duty training or while
traveling to and from such duty that occurs within 120 days
following released from the duty.
Statutory provisions relating to the death gratuity were
amended in 1986 to add death from illness or disease incurred or
aggravated during inactive duty training or during travel to and
from that training. This amendment was part of the same
legislation that modified and made uniform the medical and
incapacitation benefits for reservists. No provision was made,
however, to provide DIC coverage consistent with the expanded
coverage provided for payment of the death gratuity.

m The 6th QRIC recommends legislative amendment to extend
eligibility for DIC to survivors of reserve members who die
from disease incurred or aggravated in line of duty while
performing inactive duty training or while traveling to or

from inactive duty training.
The estimated annual cost to the Veterans' Administration of
extending DIC coverage as proposed would initially be less than
$400,000 per year. The pool of beneficiaries would increase
over a 25-year period, after which time the number of additional
survivors receiving DIC should stabilize at approximately 1,000.
At that tiqe the annual cost is estimated at $9 million.
Death Gratuity
Ath gratuity provisions were established in
The current
*ated purpose of providing an emergency fund to
1956, with t!.
assist the w.ivvors of deceased members of the armed forces to
meet their tinan---l needs during the six- to twelve-week period
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immediately following a member's death before other survivor
benefits are made available. Current law provides for the

gratuity to the survivors of a military
payment of a dea
member who dies while on active duty or within 120 days
following release from active duty if the cause of death is from
a disease or injury incurred or aggravated while on active duty.
Reserve component members are included within this eligibility
while serving on active duty for training (ADT) or inactive duty
training (IDT), or while traveling to or from such duty. The
death gratuity entitlement is equal to six months' basic pay and
special and incentive pays at the rate to which the decedent was
entitled, with a floor of $800 and a ceiling of $3,000. These
limits, as enacted, actually ranged from 10.3 months' pay for
the lowest enlisted grade to 2.1 months' pay for the most senior
officers.
The upper and lower limits on the amount of the death gratuity
have remained unchanged since their enactment in 1956. As a
result, all grades now receive the maximum amount of $3,000.
Because the amount of the death gratuity has not been adjusted
since 1956, its economic benefit has been severely eroded and no
longer provides the financi#J assistance originally intended by
Congress.
The 5th QRMC recommended that the death gratuity be based on
three months' basic pay, quarters allowance, and subsistence
allowance to which the member was entitled at the time of death.
The 5th QRMC also recommended that the floor and ceiling amounts
be increased to $3,000 and $9,000, respectively, with the
amounts to be reviewed and revised as needed every four years.
Following the Newfoundland air crash of 1985, which resulted
in the death of over 200 soldiers, Congress provided an
entitlement for dependent survivors to remain in government
quarters for up to 90 days or continue to receive housing
allowances for up to 90 days if they were not occupying
government quarters. This added benefit partially offsets the
erosion of the economic value of the death gratuity.
The authority to provide quarters or housing allowances is
limited to dsmndent survivors, whereas the death gratuity may
be paid to other immediate family members, such as parents or
brothers and sisters, when the member does not leave any
dependent survivors. In the view of the QRMC, this is
preferable; it provides the benefits to the directly affected
survivors who will experience the greatest immediate costs.
The QRMC reviewed this entitlement in view of the recent
legislative changes to the death gratuity, including the
extension of eligibility for the death gratuity to reservists
who die as a result of illness or disease while traveling
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directly to or from inactive duty training.

The review focused

on the adequacy of the immediate payment to the survivors of
military members and on its application to the Total Force.

If the floor and ceiling amounts of the death gratuity were
adjusted upward to provide an economic benefit equivalent to
that provided in 1956, the following amounts would be applicable
based on 1987 military pay scales and the original floor and
ceiling amounts expressed in the number of months base pay each
represented:
FLOR

- $608 (lowest pay grade) x 10.26 months = $ 6,238

CEILING - $5900 (highest pay grade) x 2.06 months = $12,154

The QRMC concludes that death benefit payment should be based
on the compensation elements that typically support household
expenses for the length of the period between the death of the
member and the receipt of other survivor benefits. To increase
the death gratuity to accomplish this purpose, would result in
higher payments being made to all survivors, not just to
surviving dependents who usually suffer the costs associated
with the member's death and the cessation of the member's pay.
It is also important that the payment keep pace with the cost of
living in the future.
A review of the new entitlement provided in 1985 indicates
that with slight modification it could, in combination with the
existing death gratuity, be reasonably close to three months of
pay and allowances for junior members with dependents. By
making the entitlement payable for six months instead of three
and making the payment immediate, the objective of prior death
gratuity proposals could be achieved. This approach would
provide an indexed payment amount and provide a higher payment
to the survivors with the greatest need. Because the additional
pay would go only to dependent survivors, cost increases would
be only 60 percent of previous proposals. The existing death
gratuity would remain at $3,000, and there would be a gradual
reduction in its value over time.
Consideration of the Total Force application of the death
gratuity indicated unwarranted differences. Currently, reserve
members who die during or following IDT do not receive payment
of three months' quarters allowance because they are not
entitled to basic pay, which is a prerequisite for entitlement
to the basic allowance for quarters. There is no logical
difference in their status as compared with fellow reservists
who die while performing annual training or other short periods
of active duty.
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The QRNC concludes, therefore, that the death gratuity system
is defective in that it does not provide a means to adjust the
amount of the benefit payable to the survivors of a deceased
service member. As a result, the economic benefit of the
gratuity was severely eroded between 1956 and 1987. In addition
the death gratuity payment does not treat members uniformly and
the differences that exist are not warranted by differing
conditions of service or need.
m

The 6th QREC recommends that Public Law 99-227 be amended

to extend the current three months' housing allowance
payment to six months, payable immediately or when quarters
are vacated (with an offset for the time quarters were
This allowance would be payable only to
occupied).
dependent survivors or on their

are minors.

behalf if

the dependents

This benefit would apply the same eligibility

criteria as for the $3,000 death gratuity, including
coverage for IDT, ADT, and travel to and from such duty.
The QRMC recommendation would provide for benefits
(depending upon pay grade) for those with dependent

survivors, ranging from $1,986 to $5,592 which, with the
existing death gratuity, would provide a combined benefit
of from $4,986 to $8,592. Those whose survivors are not
dependents would continue to receive only the $3,000 death
gratuity.
m

The 6th QRNC also recommends amendment of section 403(1) of
title 37, United States Code, to provide the same death
gratuity to dependent survivors of all members who would
have received a housing allowance at the "with dependents"
rate had they been serving on active duty instead of
inactive duty training at the time of their death. This
will ensure that the death gratuity is applied in an
equitable manner to all members of the Total Force.

The annual cost of the recommendation is estimated to be
$3.5 million.

Group Life Insurance
When established in 1965, SGLI was available only to members
on active duty for more than 30 days. In 1970, SGLI was made
available to reservists on active duty for less than 31 days or
performing inactive duty training scheduled in advance. The
program for reservists.was modified in 1974, so that all Ready
Reserve members scheduled for 12 inactive duty training periods
a year were eligible to participate. Eligibility was also
extended to reservists under age 61 who were eligible for
receipt of reserve retired pay except for having reached their
60th birthday. The 1974 Act also created a new program of
Veterans' Group Life Insurance (VGLI).
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Today, continuous SGLI is available to reservists who have
qualified for retired pay at age 60 and to noat members of the
Selected Reserve within the Ready Reserve. The following Ready
Reservists are not eligible for continuous SGLI (unless
qualified for retired pay except for being at least age 60):
*

Certain Individual Mobilization Augmentees in the Selected
Reserve

*

Members of the Individual Ready Reserve (IRR)

•

Members of the Inactive National Guard (ING)

In 1985, eligibility for VGLI was extended to members of the
IRR and ING, that is to all members of the Ready Reserve not in

the Selected Reserve. Thus, all Ready Reservists, with the
exception of Selected Reserve IMAs who have an annual active
duty for training requirement but do not perform IDT, are
eligible for either SGLI or VGLI coverage.
Selected Reserve IMAs are subject to the same mobilization
vulnerabilities as all Selected Reservists and may be mobilized
for up to 180 days at Presidential discretion. Currently there
are approximately 13,500 Selected Reservists who are not
required to perform IDT. Ninety-seven percent are in the Army
Reserve. About 10,000 of these members are eligible for neither
SGLI nor VGLI (approximately 3,500 are eligible for SGLI as a
result of their having completed 20 good years for reserve
retirement).
Neither SGLI nor VGLI is now subsidized by the government.
They are, in effect, self-sustaining group insurance plans that
contract with outside civilian insurance companies to obtain
insurance coverage. SGLI, which covers members with a lower
median age, provides coverage for a very low group rate. VGLI
participants constitute a much older group with much higher
premiums. The QRMC concludes that the most reasonable
alternative is to provide SGLI coverage for all Selected
Reservists.

m The 6th QRKC recommends that subchapter III of chapter 19
of title 38, United States Code be amended to provide full
Servicemen's Group Life Insurance benefits on an equal

basis to all members of the Selected Reserve.
Eligibility for Burial in National Cemeteries
Ready Reservists who are not veterans of prior active service
are veterans for the purpose of eligibility for burial in
national cemeteries under the following circumstances:
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They
die while
hospitalized
undergoing
treatment at
government
expense
for injuryoror
disease contracted
under

honorable conditions while performing active duty for

training, inactive duty training, or traveling to or from
such duty.
*

They are disabled or die from disease or injury incurred or

aggravated in line of duty during or enroute to or from
active duty for training.
0 They are disabled or die from injury (but not disease)
incurred or aggravated in line of duty during or enroute to
or from inactive duty training.

/

Under the current provisions, reserve members who have not met
one of the above requirements, are not eligible for burial in a
National Cemetery. In the view of the 6th QRMC, these
provisions
fail to service
recognize
the nature of National
Guard and Reserve
in sufficiently
the Total Force.
a The 6th QMUC recommends that all members of the Selected

Reserve, plus reservists in any category who have completed
the service requirements for retired pay under chapter 67,
United States Code, or who are in receipt of such pay,
should be added to the list
of persons qualified for burial

in a national cemetery. Extension of this benefit to such
members is clearly warranted. Their participation
requirements, their mobilization vulnerability and the
requirement that they be prepared to report within 24 hours
of notification underscore the fact that today's Selected
Reservists are continuous members of the Total Force.
National Guard and Reserve members who have maintained a
commitment to the armed forces for at least 20 years should
also be afforded eligibility for burial in our national
cemeteries as a reflection of the service they have
voluntarily rendered their country.
The Veterans' Administration has estimated that implementation
of the QRMC recommendation would increase its annual budget by
approximately $123,000.
Funeral Travel Allowances for Survivors of Reservists

The Department of Defense Authorization Act, 1986, provided
discretionary authority for the DoD to provide round-trip travel
and transportation allowances to the dependents of members who
die while on active duty for a period of 30 days or more so that
they can attend the member's burial ceremonies. This authority
was added after the Gander, Newfoundland, aircraft crash
involving soldiers of the Army's 101st Airborne Division.
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In providing this discretionary authority, the Congress
unintentionally created a situation where the Secretary of a

Military Department might be faced with the dilemma of
authorizing travel for the next of kin of members who had been
on active duty under orders specifying a period of 30 days or
more but not having authority to authorize such travel for
dependents of members serving shorter tours.
a The 6th QRKC recommends that section 411f(a) of title 37,
United States Code, be amended to provide transportation
for survivors of deceased reserve members to attend the
member's burial ceremonies identical to the authority nov
provided for survivors of members on active duty for a
period of 30 days or more. The cost for this authority
would be minimal.
Survivor Benefit Plan for Reserve Retirees

Congress created the Survivor Benefit Plan (SBP) to provide an
improved program of income protection for survivors of retired
and retirement-eligible members of the uniformed services.
Predecessor plans had failed to produce a reasonable level of
participation. Coverage for retirement-qualified reservists
prior to receipt of retired pay at age 60 was established in
1978 and is known as the Reserve Components Survivor Benefit
Plan (RCSBP).
In 1986 a number of revisions were made to SBP, the most
important of which was a two-tier annuity adjustment that
replaced a method under which the Social Security offset was
separately calculated for each annuitant. This change was
generally positive with respect to active force survivors and
retirees, but the effect on survivors of members in the reserve
retirement system appeared to be unfavorable. The QRMC study
plan thus included the evaluation of this aspect of SBP so as to
determine whether further modification was warranted with
respect to survivors of reservists.
The purpose of SBP is to provide survivors of military
personnel who die after retirement eligibility with a reasonable
level of income. The SBP annuity provides a payment of up to 55
percent of the deceased member's retired pay. Eligible members
are active duty personnel with at least 20 years of active
service, active duty retirees, reservists with 20 years of
qualifying service, and retired reservists. Eligible
beneficiaries include surviving spouses or former spouses,
children, and persons with insurable interest.
The size of the survivor's annuity depends on the base amount
(in general, any amount between $300 and full monthly retired
pay) chosen by the member. For members who initially become
eligible for retirement after October 1, 1985, the two-tier
9
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system applies.

Fifty-five percent of the base amount is paid

to spouses until they reach age 62, after which the benefit
level drops to 35 percent of the base amount. This two-tier
system does not apply to eligible children. A further reduction
of the annuity may result from entitlement to Dependency and
Indemnity Compensation (DIC). SBP annuities for children are
not reduced by DIC.
SBP coverage is automatically provided at no cost to members
on active duty who have completed 20 years of active service and
are married or have dependent children. Upon retirement from
active duty, these members must make an election concerning SBP.
Reservists who complete 20 qualifying years for retired pay
eligibility must make the SBP decision within 90 days of
receiving their "20-year letter." Upon receipt of this
notification, there are two basic choices available under the
RCSBP. A reservist may choose to participate in SBP, electing
either a deferred annuity or an immediate annuity for the
surviving spouse. The result of this election of coverage
before age 60 is a higher premium cost than that for the
standard SBP. The other choice is to decline participation
until receipt of retired pay at age 60, when an election to
accept or decline coverage under standard SBP is required.
There is a risk inherent in an election to defer the SBP
election until age 60. If the reservist dies before reaching
age 60, beneficiaries will not be eligible for an annuity under
the SBP. Furthermore, survivors will not be eligible for such
benefits as medical and dental care, or use of commissaries,
exchanges, and base recreational facilities, to which they would
otherwise have been eligible on the 60th anniversary of the
deceased reservist's birth.
Eligible survivors of reservists who elect deferral of
survivor annuity payment until age 60 or the date of death of
the member, whichever is later, will be entitled to the medical
and other benefits that are available to dependents of a member
in receipt of retired pay, as mentioned above. This eligibility
commences on the 60th anniversary of the deceased reservist's
birth. Similarly, if the member elects survivor annuity
payments beginning at time of death, eligibility for the
associated benefits commence on the 60th anniversary of the
deceased member's birth.
For'active duty retirees and reserve retirees who choose.
standard SBP at age 60, the cost of participation for spouseonly coverage is fairly straightforward. The 1985 law provides
an indexing mechanism for the minimum base amount ($300). This
threshold increases annually by the same percentage as basic
pay. Currently, the threshold subject to a 2.5 percent charge
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for SBP is $324, amounting to very low-cost minimum coverage.
The cost for coverage above the threshold is 10 percent of the

remaining base amount.
Retired reservists who elect either deferred or immediate
annuity options for coverage before age 60 are subject to a cost
structure that factors in the ages of the member, spouse, and
children. The additional cost of coverage before age 60
increases the standard plan premium and also reduces the
survivor's annuity. Coverage before age 60 (RCSBP) is entirely
funded by members and survivors; the government does not share
this cost.
SBP premiums will increase by the same percentage as does
retired pay in the event of cost-of-living adjustments.
Survivor payments also increase at the same rate so that the
buying power of the annuity will not be adversely affected by
inflation. The true cost of SBP participation is somewhat less
than the actual premium because premiums are deducted from gross
retired pay for federal tax purposes.
A comparison of the rates for active versus reserve
participation indicates that reserve members find SBP more
attractive than do active force retirees. Participation rates
for nondisability active duty and reserve retirees are as
follows:
Active
Reserve
officer
Enlisted

68%
46%

84%
82%

One reason for this difference is that reservists are subsidized
to a greater degree than are active duty retirees. SBP was
designed as a cost sharing plan. Congressional intent was that,
for the program as a whole, the government share of the cost
should approximate 40 percent, while premiums from retirees
should fund 60 percent of the cost of the SBP program. Current
subsidy levels are as follows:
Officer
Nondisability Retirees

Enlisted

Total

34

53

44

62
60
100
45

79
70
100
60

68
67
100
52

(excluding reservists)

Retired Reservists (age 60)
Disability Retirees
Death on Active Duty
Overall Group Subsidy
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Two factors affect the subsidy rate:
age at retirement and
size of the base amount.
Older retirees pay premiums over a
shorter life span. Reservists are not entitled to receive

retired pay until reaching age 60, and SBP reductions commence
at that time. The active duty retiree will in most cases draw
retired pay at a much earlier age and therefore have many more
years of SBP premium payments than will the reservist.
The size of the base amount also has an impact because of the
2.5 percent rate applied to the threshold amount (currently
$324). For a large base amount, the premium is nearly 10
percent. Smaller base amounts result in a premium closer to 2.5
percent. The government subsidy is much greater for the lowcost coverage. Average gross monthly retired pay for active
duty and reserve nondisability retirees in FY 1987 is provided
below:

Officer
Enlisted

Active

Reserve

$2,098
$1,035

$842
$492

This illustrates the substantial difference in the relative
size of possible base amounts for active versus reserve members,
which has a significant impact on subsidy rates. Since benefit
levels are the same for active and reserve retirees, it would
appear that reservists are getting equal benefits for lower
cost.
Beneficiaries of members who were retirement eligible,
retired, or had achieved 20 qualifying years before October 1,
1985, may receive the higher of the annuity calculated under the
new two-tier offset or under the prior offset method. Prior to
the 1985 change, survivors incurred up to a 40 percent reduction
in SBP annuity, based on the value of Social Security wage
credits earned during the member's active military service. For
most active duty retirees, this offset is equal to the cap of 40
percent, resulting in a benefit level at age 62 of 33 percent of
retired pay. Reserve retirees, on the other hand, have an
average offset of approximately 16 percent, resulting in a
benefit level at age 62 of 46 percent of retired pay. Until
January 1, 1988, reservists paid no Social Security tax on
inactive duty training pay and therefore did not earn wage
credits for a substantial portion of their reserve service.
Their Social Security wage credits were earned predominantly
from civilian employment. The two-tier system represents an
effective offset rate of 36 percent, which is uniformly applied
to survivors of both active duty and reserve retirees without
consideration of type of earnings base, military or civilian.
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Obviously, this new method of calculating survivors' benefits at

age 62 is advantageous for active duty members but relatively
less beneficial for reservists.
On the other hand, reservists are receiving equal SBP benefits
and paying lower SBP costs than active-duty retirees. The lower
costs result from the high government subsidy for reserve
retirees. To reinstate the offset method for reservists would
increase the subsidy rate from 68 percent to 76 percent, thereby
further reducing the costs for this subgroup. Costs for
coverage before age 60 (funded by the member and not considered
as part of subsidy levels) were reduced because of the reduced
benefit level as provided in the 1978 law that established
RCSBP.
Major beneficiaries of the 1985 change that indexed the base
amount subject to the 2.5 percent rate are enlisted members and
reservists, because of their relatively lower retired pay. The
6th QRMC concludes that it would be difficult to justify a
change to remedy an adverse feature for one subgroup without
considering appropriate adjustments to cost levels to ensure
that all participants are treated fairly.
The 1982 enactment of the Uniformed Services Former Spouses'
Protection Act, concerned with protection of unremarried former
spouses, broadened the scope of SBP coverage and added a new
dimension of complexity to a program that is already somewhat
difficult to explain and comprehend. The purpose of the QRMC
review of this feature is to discuss an inconsistency created by
the Act, which extended military-related benefits to former
spouses when certain conditions concerning marital status and
length of concurrent marriage/creditable service are met. These
benefits may include such entitlements and privileges as medical
and dental care, and use of commissaries and exchanges.
Unremarried former spouses of reserve retirees may be entitled
to these benefits on the 60th anniversary of the deceased
member's birth without regard to the member's SBP election.
This situation is clearly inconsistent with the statutory
provisions governing benefits afforded the surviving spouse of a
reserve retiree who dies before age 60 without electing SBP
coverage. The surviving spouse in this case is not entitled to
benefits because they are tied to the SBP election of the
member. The Uniformed Services Former Spouses''Protection Act
eliminated, for former spouses only, the requirement that the
deceased reservist must have elected to participate in SBP in
order for medical and other benefits to be available.
Previously, denial of these entitlements and privileges was
based on the rationale that, without entitlement to retired pay,
there is no entitlement to the benefits. It would appear that
the provisions of the Former Spouses' Protection Act would serve
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as a basis for extending these entitleents and privileges to

of retired
reservists
who die
all
unremarried
spouses
before
attainingsurviving
age 60. This
would
eliminate
the significant
inequity borne by the unremarried widows and widowers of certain
deceased reservists, as distinguished from the unremarried
former spouses of deceased reservists. It would also eliminate
what the QRKC concludes is an unintended nexus between SBP and

other benefits normally available to survivors of active and
retired military members.
SBP is an important element of the compensation package and
also one of the most complex and least understood. The results
of the 6th QRMC reserve unit visit program and the 1986 Reserve
Components Surveys reflect a widespread lack of information and
knowledge concerning SBP. Survey results indicate that 40
percent of married reserve enlisted personnel who have completed
over 12 years of service but are not yet eligible for retirement
lack sufficient understanding of the SBP to indicate their
participation intentions. Overall, 40 percent of reserve
officers and 46 percent of enlisted members indicated that they
are either unaware of the SBP or do not understand it. Over 80
percent of Selected Reservists and 85 percent of their spouses
expressed a high degree of interest in receiving informational
materials concerning SBP.
Benefit levels, costs, linkage to other military benefits, and
individual financial and dependent circumstances must all be
considered and weighed as part of the SBP decision making
process. Although each service provides members RCSBP
information and election forms upon issuance of the "20-year
letter," these materials are limited in scope and often
complicated. Reservists are forced to make a long-term decision
within 90 days with little preparation. SBP materials of
general informational value would be helpful, placing less
emphasis on mechanical calculations and providing a clear
overview of the program.
During the course of the QRMC review, the QRMC Steering
Committee requested that two additional issues be evaluated.
The first was the feasibility of an option that would permit
reservists electing RCSBP upon completion of 20 satisfactory
years for retirement to change SBP coverage at age 60. The
second
a proposal that would provide a flat 50 percent SBP
annuitywas
not integrated
with Social Security. The QRMC did not
recommend either of these options.
M The 6th QRI
N

recommends the following:

That section 1076(b) of title
10, United States Code, be
amended to authorize medical and dental care in
facilities
of the uniformed services, subject to the

availability of space and facilities and the
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capabilities of medical and dental staff, and CHANPUS
entitlement under section 1086 of title 10 (which
applies to retired members and their
dependents) for

unremarried surviving spouses of retired reservists on
the 60th anniversary of the deceased member's birth,
without regard to SBP election.
0

That the services make maximum distribution of
information on RCSBP to increase awareness and
understanding of the program and to promote its
mideareer retention tool.

use as a

Implementation of the QRMC recommendation with respect to
medical and other benefits for surviving spouses of members who

died prior to age 60 without electing an SBP option would cost
an estimated $895,000 in the first fiscal year ($75,000 of this
amount is the cost for surviving spouses of retirees who would
reach age 60 in the first fiscal year after implementation).
Compensation for Reservists Undergoing Medical Evaluation

In 1965, the Comptroller General ruled that (B-155974) "an
enlisted reservist in an inactive status who traveled at his own
expense incident to orders to report for 1 day of 'active duty
for training' for the purpose of a physical evaluation to
determine his fitness for retention in the Reserve may not have
the compliance with orders regarded as 'active duty' for
entitlement to pay and allowances where the member performed no
active duty and none was contemplated; therefore, the member is
not entitled to pay and allowances and point credit for
retirement." A 1975 Comptroller General ruling (B-181762)
reached the same conclusion. As a result, military pay and
allowances may not be paid to reservists ordered to active duty
for a medical evaluation to determine their fitness for duty or
retention in service.
In accordance with current DoD policy, reserve members who
test positive for the HIV virus will be retained in the Selected
Reserve unless they cannot be used there because of assignment
limitation policies established for military personnel with
serologic evidence of HIV infection. All Services now hold that
a reserve member infected with the HIV virus incurred this
condition while in the civilian community. Therefore, the
condition existed prior to service and the government has no
liability for a severance pay discharge, disability benefits, or
treatment for the condition. To confirm the medical status of
the member, however, periodic evaluation is required. Review
with the Services indicates that there are a variety of
circumstances where medical evaluation is required. For
example, th* reserve components of the Air Force would use such
authority to call pilots and aircrew members to active duty,
should unusual or abnormal findings be encountered during a
102
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flight physical, in order for these members to undergo a
specialized medical evaluation. As with the HIV evaluation, the
medical evaluation would take approximately five days to
complete.
N

The 6th QRNC recommends that authority In law be provided
to recall a reservist to active duty for a medical
evaluation with full pay and allowances.
In the view of
the QRMC, such law should be implemented in accordance with
DoD and Military Department policies. The law should
provide broad authority for medical evaluation when it is
determined to be in the best interest of the Service in
conformance with policies established by DoD and the
Military Departments.

For all Services and for all types of cases where medical
evaluation is required, the annual cost is estizaated at
$863,000.
Compensation of Full-Time SuoDort Personnel
Background
Compensation of full-time National Guard and Reserve members
employed in support of the reserve components was one of the
reserve compensation programs reviewed by the 6th QRMC as a
separate issue. As administratively classified by the DOD,
full-time support personnel include active component personnel
(15,738), military technicians (61,651), Active Guard/Reserve
(AGR) members (63,518), and civil service employees (18,333).
The full-time support total of 159,240 (as of September 30,
1986) makes it readily apparent that this function requires an
important segment of total defense manpower. Military
technicians and AGR members, who account for four out of five
full-time support personnel, were the focus of attention. The
review did not include the Coast Guard Reserve because full-time
support in that component is provided by reserve program
administrators who are part of the active component. The
background, findings, and recommendations of the QRMC are set
out in detail in Volume IA of the report.
The objective of full-time support is to enhance the readiness
of reserve forces. This program is largely responsible for
enabling reserve forces to perform the expanded missions they
have been assigned under Total Force policy. The cadre of
military technicians and AGRs plays an especially important role
in providing support at reserve unit level. Military
technicians are full-time federal employees who are, as a
condition of employment, active military members of the reserve
component in which they are employed as civilians. They must
enter active military service when called. AGRs are members of

j
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the Selected Reserve who have been called to full-time active
military duty for the purpose of organizing, administering,
recruiting, instructing, or training the reserve components.
"TAR" is the Navy acronym for a special category of AGR members
whose career specialty is Training and Administration of
Reserves.
During the past decade, many difficult questions have arisen
about the growth, cost, force mix, program objectives, and
management of the full-time support program. From a
compensation perspective, two major questions have arisen:
*

Should AGRs and TARs receive essentially the same
compensation as active component members, given the
perceived differences in conditions of service between
these two groups? This question potentially affects all
components. It stems from the perception that the

hardships associated with military service occur less
frequently and with less severity in AGR/TAR service than
in active component service.
* Are military technicians or AGRs the most cost-effective
form of full-time support manpower? This question
potentially affects the reserve components of the Army and
Air Force.
In reviewing these questions, the 6th QRMC operated from the
premise that military compensation must support defense manpower
policies that, in turn, support the military, strategic, and
operational plans of the Nation. Therefore, conclusions and
recommendations were sought that would enhance the readiness
objective of the full-time support program.
Origin of Reserve Component Full-Time Support Programs
The practice of providing full-time support to reserve units
is not new. At the turn of the century, full-time civilian
caretakers were hired to maintain the horses and supplies in
National Guard units. During the same period, active component
members were detailed to reserve units as instructors and
inspectors. There is also a long tradition of calling
reservists to full-time duty at the seat of government on socalled "statutory tours," to other tours of duty at state
headquarters of the National Guard, and to intermediate military
headquarters for the purpose of preparing and administering the
policies and regulations affecting the reserve components.
Descendants of all these programs exist in the reserve
components today, encompassed by the term "full-time support."
After World War II, it became apparent that the traditional
concept of reserve forces constituted in the "civilian
components" was inadequate to meet the challenges of modern
6th @RMC Report - Executive Suiery
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defense requirements. The wartime experience had proven that
reserve forces as organized and trained before the war simply
would not be prepared for mobilization, deployment to an
overseas theater, and employment in combat in a timely fashion
and at the necessary levels of proficiency.
Today, the Nation maintains only the minimum essential active
forces and has placed increased reliance on the reserve
components, not only to provide forces to support a full
mobilization in the event of war, but also to provide forces to
be called upon in circumstances short of war. As a consequence,

the Nation now also relies heavily upon operational support from
its reserve forces in peacetime. Each of the reserve components
has developed different approaches to this dual challenge within
the context of its own specific requirements and missions;
however, they all rely heavily on full-time support in one form
or another to get the job done.
Army Full-Time Support Programs

*conversion

Army full-time support programs include both military
technicians and AGRs. Military technicians provide unit
support. Most are members of the units in which they work as
civilians, although large numbers are employed as civilians in
area support activities and in some headquarters elements that
are not mobilizing units. Beginning with a military technician
test in FY 1978 and 1979, AGRs have been assigned in
increasing numbers to provide unit support along with military
technicians. All Army AGRs are managed as careerists.
Navy Full-Time Support Programs
The Navy relies primarily on TARs for full-time support of its
reserve forces. Beginning in 1945 the Navy pioneered the
concept of reliance on uniformed, full-time active duty
reservists to provide unit support. TARs play a key role as
ship's company in the Naval Reserve Fleet. To keep Naval
Reserve forces current with operations in the active fleet, TARs
maintain a close association with the regular Navy. Among their
other assigned functions, TAR officers routinely serve tours of
duty with the regular Navy. Before FY 1983, TARs were members
of the active Navy. They were transferred to the Naval Reserve
in that year for personnel strength accountability and funded
from reserve personnel rather than from military personnel
appropriation accounts to provide AGR program uniformity within
the DoD. In addition to TARs, the Navy AGR program also
includes other full-time reservists on statutory tours and on
recruiting duty.
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Marine Corps Full-Time Support Programs
Although the Marine Corps Reserve does use full-time

reservists, most of its full-time unit support is provided by
active Marine Corps Instructor-Inspector (I&I) teams attached to
Marine Corps Reserve units.

The Marine Corps Reserve is

organized as a division/wing team that mirrors the three teams
composing the bulk of the Corps' active component manpower
structure. The nature of the Marine Corps Reserve training
mission and day-to-day operational requirements generally does
not demand a large proportion of full-time members with
relatively narrow, highly technical skills in long-term, stable
assignments. It is in this context that the active component
provides full-time support for reserve units. The simplicity
and flexibility of such a plan is self-evident. In addition to
instructing and inspecting, I&I teams provide a natural means of
coordination and liaison with active units. This assists the
Corps in integrating the peacetime and wartime support provided
by its reserve forces.
Air Force Full-Time Support Programs
When the Air Force was established as a separate service in
1947, its full-time support force had its roots in the National
Guard's system of military technicians. The Air Force has
continued to depend primarily on technicians to provide most
required full-time support. Both Air Force reserve components
use AGR personnel for statutory tours and reserve recruiting
duty, and the Air National Guard uses AGRs for unit support.
All full-time unit support in the Air Force Reserve is provided
by military technicians. The full-time support programs in both
Air Force reserve components have been highly successful.
Life-Cycle Management of Full-Time Support Personnel
There are significant differences in the full-time support
programs of the Military Departments. These differences emanate
from the unique structure and functional needs of each
component, and are reflected in both law and policy.
Consequently, there are distinct management procedures and force
characteristics for each category of full-time support in each
component. For example, military technicians in the National
Guard are in the excepted civil service category, while
technicians in the Army Reserve and Air Force Reserve are in the
competitive service. Career programs vary for AGRs with highly
developed programs in the Navy while Marine Corps Reserve AGRs
serve on specified tours in a noncareer status.
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AGR/TAR and Active Component Compensation

*members.

Should AGRs and TARs receive essentially the same compensation
as active component members, given the perceived differences in
conditions of service between these two groups? Full-time AGR
members, including Navy TARs, are compensated under essentially
the same pay and benefit systems as active component military
Concern has been expressed about this situation, based
on the perception that AGRs and TARs are not subject to the same
rigors and hardships characteristic of service in the active
military components. Most often mentioned among the hardships
of the active component member are the frequent permanent change
of station (PCS) moves brought about by changes in duty

assignments and the family separations caused by remote overseas
assignments or deployments aboard ship.
The 6th QRMC analysis entailed two major avenues of
investigation: a comparison of conditions of service and a
comparison of the elements of compensation as they are paid to
these two groups. The comparison of conditions of service
included institutional policy and perspectives as well as
perceptions of active and reserve component members about
service conditions, using the results of the 1985 DoD Survey of
Officer and Enlisted Personnel (active component) (1985 DoD
Member Survey) and the 1986 Reserve Components Survey: FullTime Support Officer and Enlisted Personnel (1986 RC AGR
Survey). Results of the surveys are supported by available
objective data in the Reserve Components Common Personnel Data
System (RCCPDS). The 1986 RC AGR Survey provides the first

available comprehensive reserve component data in this area;
therefore, this analysis provides a new and unique perspective
on the issue. The comparison of compensation elements was made
to validate the hypothesis that their application is essentially
identical for both groups.
Lmust

I

The policies that govern conditions of service for individuals
be developed within the context set by statutory authority
and congressional guidance. AGR duty assignments must be made
to accomplish the reserve support functions specified in the
law. National Guard members ordered to full-time National Guard
duty are not in federal service, and they generally serve in
their home state. Guardsmen and Reservists ordered to active
duty under section 672(d) of title 10, may be detailed to other
duties only for the specific purpose of periodic refresher
training under the authority of section 678 of title 10; they
may not be detailed to other duties simply to meet the
requirements of the active component.
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Comparison of Conditions of Service

Through the analysis of survey data and other supporting data,
it has been possible for the first time to make across-the-board
quantitative comparisons of many aspects of the conditions of
service for active component members and AGR/TARs. As expected
for the two most often-cited areas, frequency of moves and
family separations, active component members do have the most
rigorous service conditions, but the comparisons also depict a
wide variation within ani between components and reveal that a
relatively high level of short-term separation from family is
experienced by the AGR population.
Navy TARs report short- and long-term separation from their
families at rates virtually identical to those reported by their
counterparts in the active Navy, but there are wide differences
between members of other reserve components and their active
component counterparts. When comparing officer and enlisted
populations within components, the differences in conditions are
often far greater than the corresponding differences between
active component members and AGR/TAR members. Across the range
of conditions of service, the results are mixed; because the
results are mixed, it would be especially difficult to devise a
general formula to relate rigors of service to compensation
rates.
Comparison of Compensation Elements
A systematic review of all compensation elements confirmed
that compensation systems for active component members and
AGR/TARs are essentially the same. However, equal application
of compensation rules does not necessarily mean that
compensation costs are identical for these two groups. The
number of members drawing special pays, for example, was found
to be higher on the active component side. Likewise, since
enlistment, reenlistment, and other bonuses are paid by policy
on the basis of service needs, AGR/TAR members do not currently
receive bonuses even when the statutes authorize them. Finally,
several pays and allowances, such as the variable housing
allowance, family separation allowance, dislocation allowance,
and hostile fire/imminent danger pay are paid on the basis of
exposure to a particular condition of service. Compensation
elements that are related to conditions of service are
inherently more efficient and equitable than any general remedy
ever could be.
Four technical or structural differences were found in
examining elements of active component and AGR/TAR compensation:
* VA Benefits for active component members and AGRs in
federal service differ from benefits for National Guard
AGREs on full-time National Guard duty under state control.
16
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Entitlement to nondisability separation pay for regular
enlisted members differs from that for AGR/TAR enlisted
members.
0

Entitlement to selective reenlistment bonuses for regular
enlisted members differs from that for AGR/TAR enlisted
members.

*

Educational benefit entitlements for active component
members differ from those for AGR members.

Conclusions about AGR/TAR and Active Component Compensation
Although there are specific, measurable differences in
conditions of service when comparing active component members
and AGR/TARs, there is no rational basis for making a general
adjustment in the compensation structure. Applying specific
elements equally to each member on the basis of exposure to
rigorous conditions appears to be an equitable and efficient
approach to this issue. The compensation of active component

and AGR/TAR members is essentially the same except for the four
differences noted above. The 6th QRMC concludes that all AGRs
should accrue veterans' benefits on an equal basis, and
educational benefits for AGRs should be limited to the active
duty program. Changes are not required in the other two areas;
there is insufficient need to pay bonuses to attract AGRs at
this time, and there is a continuing need for separation pay for
active duty enlisted reservists.
W The 6th QRRC recommends that there be no overall change in
the way the compensation system structure accounts for
differences in conditions of service between active
component and AGR/TAR members, but that these four specific
recommendations on structural and technical issues be
adopted:
a

Develop remedial legislation to amend the United States

Code so that members serving on full-time National Guard
duty (other than for training only) have the same
status, with the same consequences for title 38
purposes, as members who serve on active duty.
a Nake no change to current statutes that authorize
separation pay for enlisted reservists but not for
enlisted regular members. Given the existing state of
AGR enlisted program management within the reserve
components and the fact that enlisted members have
typically left established civilian careers to serve in
AGR status, the QRKC recommends that no change be made
to existing legislative authority at this time.

I
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a

Do not amend section 308 of title 37, United States

Code, to authorize payment of selective reenlistment
bonuses (SRBs) to TR/AGR members until a requirement
for such authority can be demonstrated.

a

Amend section 2132, chapter 106 of title 10, United
States Code, so that full-time active duty service as
AGR members of the Selected Reserve can be credited only
for use vith the educational assistance program
established under chapter 30 of title 38, United States
Code.

Relative Costs of Military Technicians and AGRES
Are military technicians or AGRs the most cost-effective form
of full-time support manpower? This is the second of the two
major full-time support compensation questions reviewed by the
6th QRMC. Potentially, it affects the reserve components of the
Army and Air Force.
Background
During the past decade, much controversy has focused on the

relative cost-effectiveness of military technicians and AGRa in
providing full-time support for the reserve components of the
Army and the Air Force. If there has been a consensus about any
aspect of the issue, it has been that additional full-time
support is necessary to meet the increasing missions and
responsibilities that have been assigned to these components.
Congressional guidance has consistently stressed that a balance
of cost and readiness (as a measure of effectiveness) should
form the basis for decisions about the full-time support
manpower force mix. However, each new budget cycle has marked
another round in the debate on which category of full-time
support manpower is the most cost-effective, and there have been
no easy answers on either side of the equation.
The 6th QRMC analysis included a review of the historical
development of the issue and an examination of prior efforts to
measure and portray the actual compensation costs. Computer
Based Systems, Inc. developed an automated cost comparison model
for significant elements of military technician and AGR
compensation costs as part of the QRMC study effort, and the
results were used as the basis for objective comparisons in this
report. Since compensation costs are intricately connected to
manpower management systems, management practices for both
military technicians and AGRs were reviewed.
By the late 1970s, new missions and the need for increased
responsiveness under the Total Force Policy had generated a
basic requirement for more full-time support personnel in the
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reserve forces. Additional full-time active duty reservists had
already been called to duty as recruiters after the 1973
transition from conscription to voluntary service in the Armed
Forces; however, the need for additional support extended to the
day-to-day operation of units as well. The requirement was
especially great in the Army's reserve components, where

obtaining more full-time manpower to meet mission requirements
was perhaps more important than whether the best choice of
manpower was military technicians or full-time active duty
members. Although "What kind?" has often overshadowed "How
many?," sustained growth has occurred. In the four reserve
components of the Army and Air Force, the combined strength of
military technicians and AGRs grew 63 percent (from 66,668 to
108,377), between 1979 and 1987. The increase in AGR strength
during this period was 447 percent, while the increase in
military technician strength was only 7 percent.
In the decade between 1968 and 1978, major concerns were
raised about the cost and management of military technician
programs, including concerns about the potential impact of
unionization. A series of studies and congressional actions
occurred during this period, culminating in a military
technician conversion test in 1978 and 1979 to determine the
feasibility of recruiting full-time active duty reservists as an
alternative source of manpower. The addition of large numbers
of AGRs has not produced significant cost savings, and some of
the original concerns about military technicians (such as union
activities) have not proven significant. In recent years, the
Congress has established technician strength floors, AGR
strength ceilings, and a prohibition on converting occupied and
vacant technician positions.
6th QRMC Cost Comparison Analysis of Military Technicians and
AGR Members
In reviewing the historical record of full-time support
personnel cost comparisons, the following precepts and general
trends were identified:
*

Manpower programming is based on costs to the
government, not on benefit to the individual.

*

To form a true picture of compensation costs, all
significant immediate and deferred, direct and
indirect costs must be considered.

*

Because pay raises and other compensation system
changes may alter relative costs, cost analyses must
be updated periodically.
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comparisons.

" Relative costs cannot be determined without
establishing a linkage, such as military pay grade, as
a basis of comparison. Such linkages may take the
form of grade equivalency tables, service or component
manpower organization classification guidance, or
population averages.
" The more recent analyses show that AGRs generally cost
more than general schedule military technicians but
somewhat less than most wage board technicians. In
addition, AGR officers are relatively more expensive
than enlisted AGRs, and the relative costs of AGRs
within enlisted, warrant officer, and officer
categories increase with military pay grade as
compared with military technicians.
6th QRXC Full-Time Support Cost Comparison Model
The 6th QRXC full-time support cost comparison model
incorporates the above precepts and has produced up-to-date cost
estimates reflecting compensation system changes since the last
major analysis. The results provide the basis for 6th QRMC
conclusions about the relative costs of military technician and
AGR manpower from a perspective of reserve component
compensation. This model incorporates military and civilian
income data for military technicians and AGRs. Data on reserve
component; military and (if applicable) civilian grade, step and
category; military specialty; marital status; and direct,
indirect and in-kind elements of compensation are included. The
basis of comparison selected for use was military grade, in view
of the paramount importance of the military aspects of the
functions performed. The following points summarize the model
results:
" GS/GM military technicians have lower average annual costs
than AGRs in most military pay grades and lower than
average costs than wage board technicians in all military
pay grades.
* In the military grades with the highest population
strengths, wage board military technicians generally cost
more than AGRs. In the more senior military grades, AGRs
generally cost more than wage board military technicians.
" Costs increase more rapidly with military pay grade for
AGRs than for military technicians.
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Although the three observations listed above are valid for
all four components, there are significant differences
among these components. The difference between the average
civilian grade held among military technicians at any
military grade varies by as much as 3.4 civilian grade
levels across the components. Air Force Reserve AGR and
military technician forces cost more per capita than in
other components because the AGR force consists largely of
higher grade statutory tour officers and recruiters. The
Air National Guard generally has the least difference

between AGR and military technician costs while the Army
Reserve has the greatest.
Cost Comparison Conclusions
Changing the force mix, either through program growth or
through realignment, is unlikely to produce significant savings
since changes would occur only at the margin. Short-term
savings are especially unlikely assuming members of the existing
force would be protected from mandatory conversion of status.
Few members could be expected to volunteer for any status change
yielding less compensation. Because cost savings are unlikely,
military requirements for meeting readiness objectives should be
the principal factor in force mix decisions.
Full-Time Support Manpower Management
Once the costs of available forms of manpower have been
determined, they must be examined in relationship to military
requirements and other needs of the DoD before any determination
can be made about which form of manpower is most suitable for a
specific function.
Manpower Objectives
To enable the 6th QRMC to identify and understand the overall
objectives of full-time support manpower objectives, each
Service was asked to provide appropriate force structures for
its reserve components. The Army and Air Force were asked to
provide separate structures for military technicians and AGRs.
These structures were to be based on three separate and distinct
strength profiles. The first was a profile of the existing
force as of September 30, 1986. The second was a steady-state
structure for FY 1986 showing where the Service would like its
reserve component(s) to be, and the third was a steady-state
structure showing where the Service would like its component(s)
to be heading assuming FY 1992 program strengths. The steadystate profiles were to include the basic force configuration
required for the actual force, and they were to include
additional flow dynamics (e.g. promotion, continuation and
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accession rates, years of service). The 6th QRNC formed the
following conclusions about the full-time support force
structure profiles:
*

Since the full-time support force structures produced
for this review generally represent a new, single
iteration effort, they should be viewed as a "first
draft" rather than as a definitive statement of

Service force structure objectives.
*

Full-time support force structure analysis, if
institutionalized, can provide a disciplined method
for defining force structure objectives and
requirements as a basis for personnel program
management.

*

Efforts should be continued to improve full-time
support manpower, personnel, and pay data integration
so that it can be used more effectively in the
analysis of manpower costs and personnel management
issues.

Compensation-Related Conflicts
Friction between military technicians and AGRs in the daily
work environment has existed since the inception of the AGR
program. The individual problems that exist are generally
attributable to the existence of two separate personnel
management and compensation systems for the performance of one
set of functions.
According to members responding to the 1986 Reserve Components
Surveys, friction continues to create tension in the Army's
reserve components and in the Air National Guard. This friction
manifests itself in several ways as another problematic aspect
of mixing technicians and AGRs in units. The compensation
system has a direct impact in creating two sources of this
friction. The first is pay inversion that occurs when a
supervisor (typically a general schedule military technician)
earns less than subordinate (often an AGR). The second is grade
inversion that occurs when the level of responsibility, even
supervisory relationship, may be reversed between daily work
status and unit training when military technicians switch
between their civilian and military position/status.
There are other sources of friction: for example, active duty
rules for work hours differ from civil service rules, and
promotion rules and opportunities differ. This friction, much
of which centers on compensation or compensation-related
matters, tends to work against organizational effectiveness. It
demonstrates that employing military technicians and AGRs in the
same working environment in mobilizing units is not sound
114
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personnel management practice. Such practice specifically
disrupts the very efficiency and organizational cohesiveness
that compensation systems, grade structure, and other personnel
management mechanisms are designed to promote. Although
management can ameliorate some problems, it cannot eliminate the

structural differences that are a root cause of friction between
the two groups.
After examining the Army's reserve components full-time
manning program in 1985, the General Accounting Office concluded
that mixing technicians and AGR personnel in deployable troop
units is not organzationally soun td detracts from
effectiveness. A primary reason cited by the GAO was
compensation variances and perceived inequities between the two
groups. The Department of the Army and the DoD agreed with this
conclusion and indicated to the Congress that they would
implement a program to reduce such mixing if necessary authority
were granted. Congressional approval necessary to implement
such a program has not been forthcoming.
Conclusions about Full-Time Support Manpower Management
Although the separation of military technician and AGR forces
in mobilizing units is highly desirable from a compensation
perspective, the means of achieving such separation is an
equally important consideration. Plans to achieve separation
should focus on improving combat readiness in a cost-effective
manner. In achieving this objective, the QRMC analysis
indicates that the following key points should be addressed:
Mixed forces should be aligned t separate AGRS and
technicians in their daily work environment or provide
clear and separate career patterns. Any program of
change should pay particular attention to existing
commitments to and expectations of current members.
The separation should not be based on the performance
of "peacetime" and "wartime" functions. With few
exceptions, both military technicians and AGRs should
perform functions, applicable to both peace and war,
that require individuals on a full-time basis for the
efficient and effective accomplishment of mission
objectives. Peacetime-only functions generally do not
require a military status.
Separation of the AGR and military technician
full-time forces would be facilitated by clearer
conceptual standards for delineating the difference
between military technicians and AGRs. These cannot
be formulated in absolute terms, but guidelines could
be developed based on Service functional requirements
and the characteristics of each force. Clearer role
locoiendetfons
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definitions, in addition to contributing to the
development of cost-effective force mixes, would
assist in allaying some of the animosity and
counterproductive competition that exists between
these two groups.
*

Increased emphasis should be placed on the
compatibility of military and civilian grade and
position for military technicians. Associated with
each military technician position should be a specific
range of military grades and skills within limits
specified by the Service.

*

Finally, opportunities for support system
modernization should be sought in conjunction with
force realignment. Obsolete systems and procedures
employed in the support of reserve units are one of
the major causes of data problems noted throughout

this review. During the 6th QRMC unit visit program,
full-time support personnel were observed to be
overburdened with administrative work, much of which
is no longer performed at the unit level in the active
components. This obsolescence may also limit wartime
capability. The full-time force should be organized
in peacetime to provide support through the same upto-date systems required to support their units in
combat.
National Guard and Reserve Retirement
In addition to Presidential direction that the 6th QRMC
conduct a comprehensive study of reserve compensation, the
Military Retirement Reform Act of 1986 required the Secretary of
Defense to submit a report on reserve retirement to the
Congress, together with any proposals for modification of the
system. The Committee of Conference on the Retirement Reform
Act stated their intent that this review be conducted as part of
the 6th QRMC, in conjunction with its overall review of reserve
compensation.
The 6th QRMC analysis of reserve retirement was conducted from
the perspective of the original objectives of the system and of
these objectives in light of the subsequent evolution of the
reserve components and of current and projected manpower
requirements. Three major areas were identified for review: 1)
the effects of the retirement system on manpower force structure; 2) the motivational effects of the retirement point
system; and 3) technical issues that have arisen over time as
the organization, missions, and support of the reserve
components have changed. Reserve retirement was reviewed as an
integral part of the entire reserve compensation system, with a
6th GROIC Report - Executive su wery
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focus on compensation as a force management tool.
The findings
and recommendations of the QRNC analysis, summarized here, are
published as Volume 1B of the QRKC report.
History and Description of Reserve Retirement
A reserve retirement system was enacted in 1948 to provide a
monetary incentive for continued membership and training in the
reserve components. World War II experience had demonstrated
the need for a large, well-trained, organized, and equipped
reserve force, capable of immediate mobilization and deployment.
A deferred income incentive was considered necessary to build
and maintain the planned reserve component manpower structure.
The system has remained essentially unaltered since enactment.
Recent changes in law affecting the determination of the retired
pay base in calculating retired pay (1980) and the indexing of
retired pay (1986) have resulted in a significant reduction in
the value of both active and reserve retirement benefits for new
members who are affected by these changes.
Computation of Retired Pay
To be eligible to receive reserve retired pay, an individual
must complete a minimum of 20 years of qualifying service and be
at least 60 years of age. Retired pay is computed based on the
basic pay scale in effect when the individual applies for
retired pay at or after the age 60 minimum. Retired pay is
calculated by multiplying the reservist's equivalent years of
active service by 2.5 percent and multiplying the resulting
fraction by basic pay.
Equivalent years of active service are computed using a point
system, in which retirement points are credited for each day of
active service and for each attendance at a drill or period of
equivalent instruction. In addition, fifteen points per year

are credited for active status membership in a reserve
component. There is a 60-point annual limit on the total of all
points awarded for drill attendance or equivalent instruction,
or for membership in a reserve component, and a maximum of 365
points may be credited toward retirement in any one year.
Subject to these limitations, years of equivalent active
service are computed by totaling all points, including those
earned in years when the minimum 50 points for a satisfactory
year was not attained. This point total is then divided by 360.
Costs of Reserve Retirement
Since Fiscal Year 1985, military retirement has been funded on
an accrual basis. It previously was funded on a current cost
basis, and a single line in the DoD budget reflected the
RecommerWdtlone of the 6th
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projected annual costs of retired pay. Under the 1984 law that
created the accrual funding system, a military retirement fund
was established in the Treasury. The fund receives monthly
payments on accruing liabilities from the DoD and yearly
amortized payments from the Treasury on the unfunded
liabilities.
The DoD payments are a percentage of the total basic pay for
members on active duty or in the Ready Reserve. This percentage
of pay is contributed over the active career of new military
entrants in order to pay for all future retirement benefits of
the group. Thus, under the accrual method of funding military
retirement and survivor benefits, the future costs of military
retirement must be taken into account in the formulation of
service budgets and, consequently, in their manpower plans and
policies. Since Fiscal Year 1987, the law has provided that two
percentages will be determined: one for members on full-time
duty with either the active or reserve components and one for
members of the Ready Reserve who are not serving full-time.
The future costs of reserve retirement and the relative value
of retired pay for reservists vary, based on when the reservist
first entered a uniformed service. Legislative changes to the
system in 1980 and 1986 have created three categories:
*

Members who joined prior to September 3, 1980, have their
retired pay calculated as a percentage of the basic pay
scale in effect when the member is first entitled to draw
retired pay.

*

Members who first entered on or after September 8, 1980,
and before August 1, 1986, will have their retired pay
calculated as a percentage of the average of their highest
36 months of basic pay. This reduces the percentage of pay
that must be set aside in the Military Retirement Fund from
27.7 percent to 25.3 percent, a nine percent reduction.

*

Members who entered on or after August 1, 1986, will have a
change in the method of adjusting their retired pay to
maintain its value against inflation. This further reduces
the relative cost and value of reserve retirement. The
percent of basic pay that must be set aside for this group
is 22.8 percent, which is a total reduction of 18 percent
from the system applicable to members who first entered
service prior to September 8, 1980.

The percentage of pay that must be set aside for full-time
active and reserve component members now entering service is
40.9 percent. To provide a perspective on the cost of reserve
retirement relative to that of private sector pension and
capital accumulation plans, the Hay/Huggins Company was asked to
make a comparison using the same economic assumptions in both
l18
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calculations. Their analysis concluded that the average cost of
retirement benefits in the private sector is 13 percent of
salary. Using the same economic assumptions, the cost of
reserve retirement would be 18.8 percent of basic pay. Since
basic pay, on which retired pay is calculated, is only about 70
percent of military compensation, it is not directly comparable
to private sector salary. Multiplying the 18.8 percent of basic
pay cost calculated by Hay/Huggins by 70 percent results in a
cost of approximately 13 percent of pay for the reserve system,
indicating that it is very close to average private sector plans
in terms of cost.
In Fiscal Year 1986, 158,696 reserve retirees were paid $1.2
billion in retired pay. Projected costs (in 1988 dollars) of
retired pay outlays for reserve retirees and of accrual payments
in the DoD budget are shown in Figure 16. The average monthly
retired pay for officers who retired (at or after age 60) in
Fiscal Year 1986 was $762. The average retired pay for enlisted
members first retired in that year was $428. Historically, the
population drawing reserve retired pay has included about three
officers for every enlisted member. This has led some to
question the utility of reserve retirement as a retention
incentive for the enlisted force. 6th QRMC projections, based
on current continuation rates, indicate that the officer-toenlisted ratio among those receiving reserve retired pay is
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rapidly changing and will result in a very different population
of reserve members drawing retired pay. Figure 17 shows these
projections.
The cost of reserve retirement must ultimately be related to
the system's effects on the readiness of the reserve components
and to the value of that readiness to the national defense. Its
relative costs can be compared with the cost and effectiveness
of system alternatives.
QEXC Analysis
The objective of the QRMC analysis was to determine the extent
to which the current reserve retirement system effectively
supports service and reserve component manpower objectives and
policies, and aids in achieving desired manpower force
structures. There were three primary activities in conducting
the analysis: assessment of the effects of the current system,
comparison of these effects with those desired by the Services
and their reserve components, and identification and evaluation
of the costs and benefits of alternatives.
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Data Sources
Primary data sources for the QRMC analysis included the
Reserve Components Common Personnel Data System (RCCPDS), the
1986 Reserve Components Surveys (1986 RC Surveys), the QRMC unit
visit program, and DoD Office of the Actuary retiree data and
retired population and cost projections. There have been
continuing and well-documented problems with the accuracy and
completeness of data on reserve personnel. These problems did
impact on the QRNC analysis. Missing data or data of
questionable validity with respect to creditable years for

reserve retirement, total days of active service, and data on
paid, creditable and total points were of particular concern.
Nevertheless, the availability of extensive historical RCCPDS
data, which was of generally good quality from 1981 forward,
provided a sound base for the QRNC analysis.
The 1986 RC Surveys provided heretofore unavailable data
concerning reserve members and their spouses, much of it
directly relevant to the analysis and understanding of reserve
retirement. The 1986 RC Surveys provided extensive demographic,
household, and familial data on reservists, including
occupational and civilian income information previously
unavailable. Detailed information on patterns of previous
active and reserve component service was available from the
survey, largely offsetting weaknesses in the RCCPDS in this
area. Using survey data, it was possible to relate the strength
and direction of reservist and spouse attitudes And experiences
concerning specific aspects of reserve compensation to their
military status, background, and demographic characteristics.
The 6th QRMC unit visit program was conducted during April and
May of 1987. Its objective was to provide QRMC staff with
firsthand exposure to the views of unit members, to identify
concerns and issues that might not otherwise surface and to help
place the quantitative data from the 1986 RC Surveys in context.
The 6th QRMC relied heavily on the DoD Office of the Actuary
for supporting data. Data concerning the future costs of the
current reserve retirement system and of alternative systems is
entirely based on Office of the Actuary projections using the
economic assumptions approved by the Board of Actuaries.
Analytic Tools
The availability of tools for the analysis and evaluation of
the costs, benefits, and specific effects of active component
manpower and compensation policies and programs is many times
greater than that of tools for analyzing reserve manpower. This
is clearly a result of the paucity of research on reserve
component manpower as compared to the active components. It is
also a consequence of the relatively greater complexity of
1ecmkndetlons of the 6th OQNC
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reserve manpower programs. All the following characteristics of
reserve manpower make its analysis particularly difficult:
accession programs that combine significant proportions of
individuals with and without prior service, frequent lateral
entry and reentry into the Selected Reserve, markedly different
participation intensities among Selected Reserve programs, a
wide range in the amount of prior active service possessed by
current members (which affects the degree of investment in
reserve retirement), and the fact that reserve service is not
the full-time job of most members of the Selected Reserve.
A number of models and other analytic tools were developed by
the 6th QRMC staff or through contract. Most important in that
regard are two models developed by the RAND Corporation. Part
of this effort included the development of estimation and
projection models that were capable of separately estimating
future populations for part-time reservists, military
technicians, and AGRs. This model is the RAND Reserve Policy
Screening Model. The second part of the project was the
development of a Reserve Dynamic Retention Model. This model
creates retention rates by quantifying compensation, taste for
military service, and random disturbances that affect continued
service. The effect of retirement system and other compensation
alternatives on retention rates developed by the reserve dynamic
retention model can then be entered into the inventory
projection model to estimate force structure effects of
compensation alternatives. With the addition of alternative
system costs, a systematic tool has been provided for the
evaluation of the costs and benefits of retirement system
alternatives.
The Effects of the Current Reserve Retirement System
The 6th QRMC began its study of the effects of the current
system with the review of earlier studies. The most extensive
previous review was conducted as part of the Reserve
Compensation System Study (RCSS) from October 1976 through June
1978. The RCSS concluded that, for reserve forces, there should
be greater emphasis on current compensation than on deferred
compensation, and that the need for a retirement system for
reserve members was much less apparent than for active force
members.
The RCSS analysis concluded that reserve retirement was too
costly, fostered an aging force, and was hindered by the lack of
comprehensive planning and control relative to manpower force
effects and retirement costs. The RCSS developed two preferred
alternative reserve compensation systems. The first alternative
included a number of modifications to reserve retirement, the
cumulative effect of which would have been annuity reductions in
the range of 20 to 35 percent. No retirement system was
included in the second alternative. A Reserve Career Bonus,
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to provide an incentive for continued service through

30 years, was proposed in place of retirement. The RCSS study
was completed at a time when there was greater concern with
recruitment and early attrition than with retention. Its
recommendations may have reflected this concern.
The 5th QRMC conducted a detailed analysis of the uniformed
services retirement system but, by design, did not undertake a
comprehensive study of reserve retirement. The 5th QRMC did
find that a number of the RCSS conclusions were still valid,
including the finding that reserve retirement results in a high
flow of officers and a low flow of enlisted members to
retirement.
As shown earlier in Figure 17, 6th QRMC projections indicate
that the officer-to-enlisted ratio among those receiving reserve
retired pay is rapidly changing. Reserve retirement is now a
major factor in the retention of enlisted members with critical
leadership and technical skills. The QRMC analysis indicates
that an incentive for career reserve service is absolutely
required to maintain the reserve components at required strength
beyond eight years of service. Results of the RAND Reserve
Dynamic Retention Model indicate that, with elimination of
retirement as a career incentive, the Selected Reserve could not
maintain its required manpower force structures and would lose
critical experience. Although the analysis indicates that it is
possible to replace retirement with current income incentives,
it is uncertain whether this could be accomplished at less cost
or with equal effectiveness in attracting and retaining high
quality members with the needed experience. The model indicates
that, in the absence of reserve retirement, retention in the
midyears of service becomes a problem even with current
compensation alternatives in place.
The QRMC looked in some detail at the relationship between
reserve retirement and continuation trends in the reserve
components. The retirement system retains needed manpower to 20
or more years of service. Once qualified for eventual retired
pay at age 60, however, there is little economic incentive to
discontinue active reserve service. Indeed, since continued
service increases retirement points and retired pay at age 60,
the reserve retirement system provides a strong incentive to
remain in the reserve program beyond completion of the ninimum
years of satisfactory service for retirement eligibilit:,
The analysis of continuation rates in the reserve components
indicates that reserve retirement works well as an incentive to
draw qualified junior members into reserve careers and to
attract members with active component service. The pull of
reserve retirement is evidenced in continuation rates as early
as five to seven years of service, and this pull gradually
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increases through 20 years of service. There is a drop in the
continuation rates at the 20-year point, but they immediately
increase again and remain high well beyond 30 years of service.
Comparison with active duty continuation rates, shown for
enlisted members in Figure 18, indicates that reserve rates are
slightly lower through the first 20 years of service and much
higher than active rates after that point.
In most of the reserve components, the manpower force has
continued to age. The impact of this trend on the readiness of
reserve components is difficult to assess. The Logistics
Management Institute (LMI) conducted an analysis of the age
distribution of reservists by military specialty. Their report
indicates that, as of early 1987, members in specialties with
the greatest demand for youth and vigor were only about two
years older than their active force counterparts. Older members
were in specialties where age is less critical. LKI did not,
however, attempt to project the current force into the future.
As a benchmark against which to evaluate the effectiveness of
current and proposed reserve compensation programs, the Military
Departments and the Coast Guard were asked to develop manpower
force structures reflecting desired continuation rates and force
management practices for their reserve components.
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Considerations such as age of the force, promotion flow relative
to length of service, training requirements, and skill levels
relative to grade were to be balanced in the development of the
desired structures. There are significant differences among the
force structure profiles provided. In general, however, they
indicate a desire to continue a higher percentage of the force
from 6 to 20 years of service, with increased separations

occurring after 25 to 30 years of service.

The age distribution of part-time reservists for all reserve
components is currently being affected by a sizeable hump of
members who initially joined the armed forces during the Vietnam
War period. A major concern of the QRMC was to assess what the
manpower force structure will look like after this major hump
passes through the system.
The RAND Reserve Policy Screening Model was used to assess
future manpower force distributions. The projections indicate a
continuing aging trend into the next century, with the trend
stronger in the enlisted force than in the officer force. The
projections indicate a doubling, by the year 2000, of the
percentage of the part-time Selected Reserve enlisted force with
over 20 years of service.
The 6th QRMC concluded that a retention incentive is necessary
to maintain required manpower force structures, and personnel
with needed leadership, technical qualifications, and
experience. There are, however, current and projected manpower
force management problems that are related to the effects of the
current reserve retirement system. In the absence of personnel
policies that set maximum tenure points or actively select out
some members, the strong incentive for personnel to continue as
long as possible contributes to an aging force. Associated
problems of promotion stagnation potentially reduce retention
prior to 20 years of service. The current system provides no
flexibility to offset these trends or deal with an increasinq
rate of involuntary transfers to the Retired Reserve; transfers
that will likely be required as members who initially entered
the military during the Vietnam Era complete 20 or more years of
service.
Alternative Systems Analysis

The QRNC examined a number of alternatives to the current
reserve retirement system. The development and assessment of
possible alternatives was guided by several considerations that
resulted in the following design criteria for alternative
systems:
.

The reserve retirement system must be fully compatible with
the active duty retirement system, with active duty and
reserve service creditable in either system.

Recomelatfons of the 6th OGAC
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0

Reserve retirement should be sufficiently attractive to aid
in recruiting members with prior active duty service,
without being so competitive as to cause undesired
attrition from the active components.

*

An alternative system should be structured to support the
accomplishment of reserve manpower objectives in the
near term.

0

Members who first entered a uniformed service prior to the
enactment of any proposed alternative should be provided
the option of electing the alternative system or remaining
under the current system.

•

An alternative system must be sufficiently flexible to meet
the needs of all seven reserve components.

•

There should be an incentive to continue to serve beyond 20
years, and the incentive should increase until 30 years of
service.

•

A means should be provided for replacing some percentage of
lost reserve compensation for members who have qualified
for retirement at age 60 but can no longer participate.

*

Any alternative should be relatively simple in application,
so that the modified or optional system can be readily
communicated to and understood by reservists.

*

Retirement system alternatives should be cost neutral or
reduce long-term retired pay costs.

In addition to the development and examination of alternatives
that would meet the above criteria, a review was conducted of
previous proposals for change to reserve retirement. These
included reducing the value of reserve retirement, creating a
penalty for those who cease active participation prior to 30
years of service, lowering the age of eligibility for reserve
retired pay or providing a lump sum payment option before age
60, and eliminating reserve retirement altogether.
Increased Current Compensation in Lieu of Reserve Retirement
Using the RAND models it is estimated that an average increase
of between 10 and 17 percent (depending on component) in aftertax pay would be required to offset the elimination of reserve
retirement and hold accessions constant. When the DoD
calculates its compensation costs of achieving the required
after-tax increase, there would be a slight increase in the DoD
budget even with the reduced accrual payments into the Military
Retirement Fund. Federal outlays to pay for the retired pay of
grandfathered reservists and the increased compensation for new
1r
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entrants would increase until FY 2033. Total excess cumulative
outlays peak at over 29 billion 1988 dollars and are not
recaptured until FY 2053 (Figure 19). These estimates represent
a "best case" scenario, in that potential significant increases
in accession and training costs have not been included.
While monetary costs are a major consideration, potential
impacts on manpower force structures are also important. The
QRMC analysis indicates that, in the absence of reserve
retirement, retention in the midyears of service becomes a
problem even with current compensation alternatives in place.
Increased accession requirements result from the reduction in
career retention. Substitution of youth for midcareer
experience is especially problematic in the reserve components.
These projected effects might be reduced through the skillful
targeting of current compensation alternatives, but the longterm ability to provide an incentive as stable and effective as
reserve retirement is uncertain.
The QRMC concludes that current compensation alternatives
would be more expensive than reserve retirement. Substitution
of current compensation would reduce the proportion of members
with very long service--a change that is warranted--but it would
also be likely to reduce the proportion of members in midcareer,
a change that would almost certainly impact on readiness.
Roaoendetlons of the 6th QPNC
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Reductions in Value of Reserve Retirement
Analysis of the potential effects of reductions in the value
of reserve retirement indicates that such a change would result
in increased accession requirements. Initial entry training
costs would overwhelm the relatively small savings that can be
achieved from a more junior part-time force. Under this
alternative, force distribution problems would remain, since
members who have completed 20 years of service would still be
likely stay for as long as possible in order to increase their
retirement benefit. The QRKC concludes that this alternative
would exacerbate the problems of the current retirement system
while increasing costs.
Actuarially Neutral Early Annuity
Actuarially neutral means that, if you offer a reduced early
retirement annuity in lieu of an existing annuity, the present
value of a stream of early payments is equal to the present
value of the payment stream of the old annuity. An actuarially
neutral early annuity was calculated and its effects examined.
The principal defect found with this alternative was that the
annuity amount represented a very high percent of monthly drill
pay for many members and, for some, would be twice the monthly
drill pay. The more retirement points held by a member electing
this option, the higher the payment. This would induce unwanted
losses, and the losses would be greatest among those whose point
totals were higher as a result of past active duty or more
intense participation.
The QRMC attempted to adapt the actuarially neutral early
annuity concept to an alternative providing a better fit with
the established criteria. The most promising was a two-tier
early annuity based on years of service rather than on the age
of the member when the first tier of the early annuity starts.
This two-tier system is the recommended alternative of the QRMC.
The Two-Tier Years-of-Service-Based Early Annuity Option
This alternative would provide an optional early annuity at
any point after initial qualification for retirement through
completion of 20 years of service. The first tier would be a
flat percentage of the retired pay base calculated under the
high-three averaging method. The second tier would be at age
62. There would be a retirement point reduction for election of
the option. The point reduction and percentage of the retired
pay based used for the QRMC analysis are shown in Table 7.
Election of the optional system would require a retirement point
reduction. Retired pay before and after age 62 would be
annually adjusted for inflation, based on the increase in the
consumer Price Index (CPI) minus I percent. A one-time catch up
at age 62 is made to the first tier. The amount of the first12
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Table 7.

Point Reductions and Percent of Retired Pay
Pay 9aae for Electing The Two-Tier Year-ofService Based Early Annuity Option

Years of Service
at Retirment

Point Reduction
for the lot Tier

Percent of Retired
Pay fase for let Tier

20

1500

5.01

21

1575

5.S%

22
23

1650
1725

6.0%
6.5%

2

1800

7.018

25
26
27
28
29
30
Greater
than 30

1875
1950
2025
2100
2175
2250

7.5%
8.0%
8.5X
9.0%
9.5%
10.07

2250

10.0%

Mebers with over 30 years of service receive 10 percent
and are charged 2250 points.

Hebers electing the Two-

Tier Option who have not accmulated the minimu required
points are awarded the highest Level their total point

acctm tation will allow.

Ieaers with ls then 1500

points my not elect the Two-Tier Option.

tier monthly annuity would be constant for all members in the
same grade who elect the two-tier option at the same years-ofservice point, regardless of their age. While the two-tier

system would be optional for all current members, it would
replace the age 60 annuity for future entrants.
The QRMC assessment of this alternative indicates that its
implementation would result in a reserve retirement system
better able to support reserve manpower objectives. It would be
capable of supporting objectives immediately after enactment and
would be sufficiently flexible to meet the needs of all reserve
components. The size of the first-tier annuity would not be
large enough to discourage further paid participation or to
attract active component members to the reserves who would not
otherwise have separated. Tables 8 and 9 provide an example of
the value of the option for typical reservists in pay grades 05
and E7, respectively. Similar examples for reservists in the
same grades who have high participation requirements (e.g.
aviators or flight crew members) are provided in Tables 10 and
11.
Recomendatiofls of the 6th ORIMC
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The RAND Reserve Dynamic Retention Model designed to assess
the probable impact of reserve compensation revisions indicates

that more members would be likely to continue through 25 years
of service, and that there would be somewhat lower continuation
after that point. Accession requirements under the two-tier
option decline by about 1 percent. Projected changes in the
enlisted force profiles of the reserve components of the Army
and the Air Force under the two-tier option are shown in Figure
20.
Implementation of this option would initially increase outlays
from the military retirement fund. These increased outlays
would peak at just over $200 million, early in the next century.
At the highest level this would represent less than a 1 percent
increase in outlays from the fund. Long-term costs for reserve
retirement would be substantially reduced. This reduction would
immediately be reflected by a reduction of about $132 million
per year in the DoD accrual payments into the fund. This is
shown in Figure 21. The system should be easily understood by
most reservists. Many technical details necessary to integrate
the two-tier option with current law and policy also remain to
be worked out in the course of developing a legislative
proposal. Because of the complexity of the SBP program, the
QRMC did not study the integration of SBP with the two-tier
option. The development of equitable SBP modifications would be
an important part of the development of legislation to implement
the two-tier option.
a

The 6th QRMC recommends the development of legislation to
amend chapter 67 of title 10, United States Code, to
provide an optional early annuity at any point after
initial qualification for retired pay with 20 years of
satisfactory service. A second tier would commence at age
62. All members not electing an early annuity would
receive retired pay and benefits beginning at age 60 as
provided in current law. Members electing the two-tier
option, as well as those remaining under the current
system, would receive medical benefits at age 60. The twotier option would apply to all new entrants into the armed
forces.

Retirement Point System Analysis and Recommendations
As with the reserve retirement in general, the retirement
point crediting system established in 1948 has remained
essentially unchanged. Documentation on the original basis for
some aspects of the point system is slight, however it is clear
that the following objectives were achieved in the system as

established:
0

Active duty and reserve participation were both creditable

for retirement.
134
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Individuals were to be credited on the actual level of
their future participation.
A minimum annual point standard was set for satisfactory
reserve participation for retirement qualification.

The QRMC analysis reviewed the retirement point system from
the perspective of current conditions of reserve service. A
major change from 1948 is the much greater participation level
required and performed by today's reservists. This higher level
of participation has resulted in concern in many quarters that
the 60-point annual cap on points for inactive duty training is
inequitable. Under the cap, members who perform the most
inactive duty receive the same retirement credit as those who
meet minimum training-pay category A requirements. In part,
this is also an effect of the 15 membership points awarded each
year. Data from QRMC unit visits and from the 1986 RC Surveys
indicates that the 60-point annual cap on inactive duty training
points is perceived by many members as inequitable. A
comparative analysis of the point value for each day actually
worked indicates that, even when credited at two points per day
for inactive training, the probability is that the category A
reservist will earn less retirement point credit per working day
than the member on active duty.
An estimation of the probable effects of raising the annual
point cap to 75 while eliminating the 15 membership points
indicated that such a change would bring the active duty and
reserve credit per working day much closer together. While the
QRMC review was handicapped by the lack of verifiable retirement
point data for most reservists, analysis of the existing system
led to the following recommendations for change:
0 Increase the annual cap on inactive duty training points
from 60 to 75.
*

Eliminate the 15 annual membership points.

a

Reduce the number of Voints required for a satisfactory
retirement year from 50 to 35 (with elimination of
membership points this keeps the participation requirement
for a satisfactory retirement year unchanged).

*

Cap the number of retirement points that may be credited in
one year at 360 instead of 365 (since the division in the
formula for calculating equivalent years of active service
is 360, this ensures that no more than one year of credit
may be received for one year of duty).

The QRMC believes that implementation of the above
recommendations would result in providing greater retirement
credit for members who perform additional inactive duty training
6th GRNC ReWrt - ExCutive |Su
iry
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The retirement credit
beyond minimum training requirements.
earned would not exceed the benchmark per working day for active
duty credit. The QRMC proposal is judged to be cost neutral.
Because of the inadequacy of retiree point accounting systems,
further review by the next QRMC is recommended.
Structural Issues
The QRMC also conducted a detailed review of structural and

technical aspects of the reserve retirement system. The
requirement to keep large numbers of reserve officers on
extended active duty to meet national defense requirements after
the Korean War resulted in several changes affecting reserve
retirement. Similar changes are now required in response to the
needs of the last decade; i.e. the requirement for significant
numbers of enlisted members to serve on active duty in their
reserve status to meet the needs of the reserve components for
full-time recruiting, technical, and administrative support.
There are two results of the failure to update the reserve
retirement system. The first is the complex, overlapping, and
confusing structure in terms of which retired military members
are categorized. The second is a number of unintended
inequities that have developed over the years. While some of
these are superficial, others are quite substantive and can have
a significant impact on individual members. As the active and
reserve components become even more closely aligned, it is
increasingly important for all provisions to work equitably in
order to encourage both active and reserve service.
To achieve this objective, the QRXC recommends the following:
a

Legislation to simplify the regular and reserve retired
structure. Laws that require the assignment of regular
enlisted retirees to the Retired Reserve should be repealed
as unnecessary and anachronistic. The Fleet Reserve and
Fleet Marine Corps Reserve would be continued, but would
not be accounted for as part of the Naval or Marine Corps
Reserve.

N Amendment of section 688 of title 10, United States Code,
to provide recall authority to the Secretary of

Transportation equivalent to that possessed under this
section by the Secretaries of the Military Departments.

*

Revision of DoD Directive 1200.15 to eliminate the category
of honorary retiree and provide that only members who are
or will be eligible for retirement benefits be placed in
the Retired Reserve in the future. Existing honorary
retiree lists would be reduced by attrition and then
discontinued.
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m

Legislation to provide uniformity between the Services and
their
active and reserve components with respect to the
retired grade of enlisted personnel qualifying for active

duty retirement.
(NOTE: This change was enacted as
section 512 of Public Law 100-180, December 1987.)

m

Legislation to require continuous membership in a reserve
component after receiving notification of completion of the
years of service required for retired pay at age 60, in
order to qualify for that pay.

m

Legislative amendment to allow reserve enlisted members to
receive years-of-service credit for inactive duty training
points in the computation of active duty retired pay.

m

Legislative amendment to update the provisions of the
active duty retirement sanctuary for reserve members on
active duty who have more than 18 years of active federal
service.

s

study of alternatives to provide a monetary benefit for
reservists whose further participation is precluded due to
their being found not physically qualified when the cause
of the disqualification was not service connected.

Nonpay Benefits for Retired Reservists

*

There are approximately 64,000 members of the Retired Reserve
who do not receive retired pay but will be entitled to retired
pay at age 60. These members, sometimes referred to as gray
area retirees, have important benefits but are precluded from
participating in military activities that are available to
reservists in either an active or retired status. During the
period between the point when they transfer to the Retired
Reserve and the time when they begin to draw retired pay, some
reservists feel shut out and cut off from their Service and the
way of life to which they have devoted most of their working
years.
The 6th QRMC examined the costs and advantages of extending
certain benefits to retired reservists in the gray area. The
QRMC concluded that expanded benefits for gray area retirees
would recognize their long and dedicated service. The QRMC
reviewed several options in arriving at the preferred
alternative.

a The 6th QRNC recommends that temporary lodging facilities,
military exchange stores and services and Class VI/Package
store privileges be extended to gray area retirees. The
QRNC also noted that these expanded benefits would increase
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monies for nonappropriated fund activities and provide an
incentive for members with more than 20 years of service to
transfer to the Retired Reserve.

The two-tier option to the current retirement system, if
implemented, would effectively eliminate the issue of gray area
retirees.
m

Under the two-tier option, the 6th QRKC recommends that all
Retired Reservists under age 60 who are receiving first-

tier retainer pay or are eligible for retired pay at age 60
have the same benefits as members of the Selected Reserve.
At age 60 all reservists receiving retired pay or firsttier retainer pay would be eligible for the same benefits
as are all military retirees.
Air Force Concerns
In the course of the review of the QRMC report by the Military
Departments, the Department of the Air Force (the reserve
components of which are structured and manned somewhat
differently than are the components of the other Military
Departments) provided areas of concern with respect to certain
QRMC recommendations. These views follow:
The Two-Tier Years-of-Service Based Early Annuity oDtion. The
QRMC concludes that the current system contributes to an aging
force and causes promotion stagnation. The Air Reserve Forces
are combat ready today for many reasons which include experience
and stability. The forces are managed in such a way as to make
promotion stagnation a minor issue. If it were a problem, the
related dissatisfaction with reserve service would result in a
decreased retention rate. Current retention rates are
excellent. The early annuity option could make it attractive
for the most experienced personnel to leave, causing a
significant decrease in readiness. This could be especially
significant if reserve force pilots began to separate after 20
years of service, certainly not an intended goal by management.
The increased early outflow of reserve forces pilots would
create more vacancies, which would in turn provide more
opportunity for active forces pilots to affiliate with reserve
units, exacerbating an already critical active pilot retention
problem. The early annuity option may be especially detrimental
to the IMA program. IMA positions are established by the Major
Commands and are typically senior grades. Since IMAs typically
receive less income from reserve participation than do unit
members, a significant portion of our IMAs may find it
attractive to take the early annuity thus causing a significant
shortfall. Before any decision is made for an early annuity,

I
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these questions should be the subject of a thorough quantitative
analysis, and perhaps the subject of a survey, to project
possible effects on Air Force combat capability.
Second Tier of Annuity at Age 62. Current reserve retirement
pay begins at age 60. Recommend age 60 vice age 62 be
considered as an alternative to the Two-Tier Years of Service
Based Early Annuity Option. The analysis and conclusion of this
review is not contained in the final report.
Elimination of Membership Points. If membership points were
eliminated, well over half of the Air Reserve Forces would take
a corresponding reduction in retired pay. Few members in the
Air Reserve Forces are authorized additional Inactive Duty
Training Periods (IDTs). These periods are primarily used by
aircrews to enhance their combat capability, but aircrews only
represent 10 percent of the force. Unpaid IDT is unusual in the
Air Reserve Forces and is not mission productive nor does it
necessarily enhance combat capability. Any change in the
retirement system of this magnitude is certain to have a
negative impact on combat capability. We are concerned that the
Reserve Components Surveys data which indicated many unpaid IDT
points could be used to offset the loss of membership points is
over stated. The specific question from which this data was
extracted was ambiguous and provided great leeway for personal
interpretation. It cannot be used as the basis to support the
recommendation. The elimination of membership points has not
been quantitatively analyzed and may have an adverse impact on
retention and combat capability.
Elimination of the Honorary Retiree Categorv from the Retired
Reserve. Although the QRMC sees little value to the Honorary
Retiree this category has a great deal of emotional appeal and
is a positive public relations issue for the Air Force and has
negligible costs. Recommend the category be retained but not
interfere with any lists used for mobilization.
Finally, it has been stated numerous times that "Reserve
Retirement is too expensive and needs to be cut." In 1987, the
total DoD budget for reserve retirement was $958 million for a
force of 1.1 million personnel in the reserve components. This
Is certainly not too expensive considering the Reserve
Components contribute 25-30 percent of the Total Force
warfighting capability. While it is important for the
Department to constantly ensure the best capability for least
cost, this does not translate directly to an "a priori"
assumption that costs must be reduced.
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The highest priority of the military health care system is
combat medical readiness. Although quality health care during

peacetime may be the most visible aspect of military medicine,
the primary mission is to support military forces in conflict.
This mission requires trained personnel in sufficient quantity
and with the right skills, ready to perform their duties when
called. A report on compensation in support of reserve medical
manpower is published as Volume IC of the QRMC report.
In recent years, the reserve components have assumed an
increasing portion of the combat medical support mission.
Today, the reserve components are counted on for 53 percent of
required health care personnel for combat. Fifty-five percent
of medical officers, 76 percent of nurses, and 47 percent of
enlisted health care personnel required for the worldwide combat
mission must come from the reserve. By Fiscal Year 1992, 61
percent of required combat medical manpower is projected to come
from the reserve components, which will then be providing 58
percent of the total required enlisted health care strength. The
Services will then rely on the reserve components to provide 78
percent of wartime staffing for the critically short wartime
physician specialties of anesthesiology, general surgery, and
orthopedic surgery.
For the reserve components, the other critical shortage has
been for professional nurses. The total reserve component
shortfall for nurses, currently projected at 31,000, is more
than twice as large as the total number of nurses serving in the
active components. Despite the magnitude of the demand for
nurses in the reserve, it is only very recently that special
incentives or training programs to make reserve service more
attractive to nurses began to be developed and implemented.
In addition, there is a shortfall of 73,000 enlisted health care
specialists in the reserve components.
In the past there was relatively little concern with reserve
component health professionals and their compensation.
Attention to medical readiness has reversed this pattern of
neglect, and efforts on the part of DOD and the Services have
resulted in improvements in manning levels of health care
personnel and overall medical readiness. Medical readiness
goals have not yet been achieved, however. The following
concepts, along with implementation of programs and development
of initiatives based on recognition of the concepts, have all
been significant for achieving future preparedness:
The priority of mobilization requirements in medical
planning
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The requirement for a strong peacetime reserve medical
force

0 The need for standardization in establishing medical
manpower requirements
Historical Perspective
The primacy of the medical readiness mission has not always
been clearly perceived in the past. The clear necessity of
providing health care to active and retired members and their
dependents assumed priority during the period after the Draft
Era, when large numbers of health care personnel were leaving
the military. Initiatives to attract and retain health care
professionals on active duty in the All-Volunteer Force were
being developed. During a time when it was already difficult to
provide day-to-day care, the need to maintain medical readiness
went largely unaddressed.
By 1980, Congressional and Service initiatives had begun to
stabilize the active duty population of health care
professionals at an adequate level. In 1981, DoD efforts were
turned toward correcting deficiencies in medical readiness; the
reserve medical forces began to receive significant attention
for the first time since World War II. A number of initiatives
were undertaken, ranging from the establishment of DoD training
policy designed to achieve peacetime medical readiness to
establishment of the general and flag officer Reserve Components
Medical Council organized to review medical readiness issues and
to recommend actions to increase the reserve medical readiness
posture.
A significant problem has been that of establishing medical
manpower requirements. Staffing ratios, casualty estimates, and
evacuation policies make the development of requirements
exceptionally difficult. Past studies indicate that planning,
analysis, and management within the defense medical department
has been impeded by inadequate data and information systems and
by lack of standardization when reporting assets and projecting
requirements. Perhaps the most important single effort in the
establishment of a systematic method for determining defense
medical manpower requirements was the development of the Medical
Planning Module (MPM), a subsystem of the Joint Operation
Planning System. The MPM is an automated program that predicts
workload-related, hospital-based medical requirements based on
varying combat scenarios. Among the requirements generated are
hospital beds, blood/fluids, medical supply, and manpower. The
MPH, in combination with Service unique requirements, is now the
official source of combat medical manpower requirements.
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Details of the Shortfall

Based on total wartime requirements and incorporating Service
yield estimates, the DoD estimates that it has an overall
shortfall of 7,100 physicians and 31,000 nurses. Of the total
physician shortage, 5,265 requirements are for physicians
qualified in specialties that are designated as critically short
for wartime, including anesthesiologists, general surgeons, and
orthopedic surgeons. The DoD has designated nurse anesthetists
and operating room nurses, as well as all other nurses, as
critically short for wartime. The marked shortfalls observed
for medical officers and nurses do not occur in the other health
care disciplines. The shortage of enlisted health care
personnel is also large, with the DoD reporting a shortage of
73,000 members in the health care skills.
The shortage of reservists who are qualified as medical
officers, nurses, and enlisted health care specialists is
compounded by skill mismatches in which billets are filled by
untrained individuals or members qualified in skills other than
those required by their billet. Personnel readiness among
medical units for the Army and the Air Force (the two components
for which data was available) is lower than that for nonmedical
units. Personnel shortfalls and skill mismatches are a
significant cause of the low levels of personnel readiness of
medical units throughout the reserve components.
The Fiscal Year 1988-1992 Defense Guidance, reflecting a
strong Total Force emphasis on medical mobilization
preparedness, included the guidance that the Services should
establish reserve recruiting programs that would reduce overall
wartime shortages of nurses and physicians in the critically
short wartime skills, by 20 percent per year from FY 1988
through FY 1992.
History of Incentives for Health Professionals
The history of special incentives for health care personnel is
almost exclusively a history of incentives for those serving in
the active components. From the beginning of World War II
through the beginning of the All-Volunteer Force, except for a
brief period, health care manpower requirements were met
primarily through the draft or draft-related programs. During
this entire period (and particularly since the late 1960s) there
have been a series of measures, with both direct and indirect
compensation effects, designed to provide reasonable and more
effective compensation and personnel programs for health
professionals. In historical perspective, the net result of
these measures has clearly been positive for active component
medical manpower programs. These measures failed to consider
reserve component members not on active duty, however, and in
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aggregate, may have actually reduced the ability of the reserve
components to offer attractive personnel and compensation
programs for health professionals.

For example, from 1956 through 1980, both active and reserve
medical officers were awarded constructive service credit for
use in computing longevity credit for basic pay and in the
multiplier used to compute retired pay. When this authority was
repealed in 1980, this loss was offset for active duty medical
officers by provisions included in the Uniformed Services Health
Professionals Special Pay Act of 1980 which enhanced the direct
compensation incentives for medical officers. For reserve
component health professionals, however, the new law added no
new special or incentive pays; the loss in indirect compensation
due to the repeal of constructive service credit for
compensation purposes was real and lasting. The 1980 Defense
Officer Personnel Management Act also restricted the use of
constructive service credit for initial grade and future
promotion credit for individuals appointed in the reserve,
causing further difficulties for the reserve components in the
appointment of health professionals.
Only three incentive programs for reserve health care
professionals exist today, and two of those were enacted as
recently as FY 1985. Since 1974, a special pay for medical
officers who have had prior active duty has been paid for
periods of active duty that are less than one year ($100 per
month for those with at least one but less than two years of
prior active duty and $350 per month for medical officers with
two or more years of active duty).
It is payable for periods of
active duty only; no entitlement exists for drill periods. This
was the first special pay specifically authorized for reserve
health care professionals; it remains the sole such entitlement
today.
In 1985, to provide recruiting and retention tools to
alleviate the significant shortage of critically short wartime
specialists in the reserve, Congress authorized two incentives
for health care professionals in the reserve: a stipend program
for qualified medical officers and nurses in training in a
critically short wartime specialty and a loan repayment program,
for medical officers and nurses qualified in a critically short
wartime specialty. These programs were expanded in 1987 to
provide an option for participation in the IRR, to expand the
eligible population to include third- and fourth-year
undergraduate nursing students, and to authorize the repayment
of additional categories of loans.
In summary, incentive programs for reserve component health
care officers are a recent and limited development. The
incentives enacted in 1985, as modified and expanded, represent
the only significant attempt to provide needed incentives for
144
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reserve component health care professionals during this period,

even though shortfalls now identified demonstrate the severity
of the problem.
Current personnel management programs for health care officers
do not provide sufficient flexibility with respect to health
Iprofessionals.
Appointment grades for individuals with like
experience and training should be standardized and provisions
that would allow separate promotion consideration and timing for
professionals are needed. The Reserve Officer Personnel
Management Act (ROPMA) proposed by the DoD would remedy most of
these deficiencies.

jhealth

Noncompensation Programs and Initiatives
Any direct compensation or incentive program designed to
attract and retain health professionals in the reserve must also
consider the benefits, indirect compensation, and related
factors functioning in the civilian and reserve environments.
Individually or in combination, such programs have a significant
potential for impact on the recruiting and retention of health
care personnel.
One of the first medical training programs developed was
Continuing Health Education to Enhance Readiness (CHEER). It is
DoD policy that reserve health care personnel shall be afforded
the opportunity to attend at least one health education course
annually. Funding constraints, however, have generally been a
limiting factor in enabling health care personnel to participate
in continuing health education on an annual basis. Generally,
the Services have problems in funding all officers for
attendance at such courses annually.
The program has multiple benefits, including increased medical
readiness through assisting health care professionals in
maintaining and enhancing their professional skills and in
meeting certification, recertification, and licensure
requirements. Health care officers are likely to value such
training at or above the opportunity cost, or lost income,
during the period of absence from the professional job and
perceive the opportunity to attend through the military as an
important benefit of reserve service.
A strong additional impact may be made in the area of direct
advertising. There is a very low level of awareness of reserve
opportunities among the civilian health care community. When a
health professional attends a civilian training experience, the
reserve medical department obtains direct exposure to the very
populations from which it seeks to recruit potential members.
Further, there are strong indications that health professionals
respond much more favorably to recruiting efforts by
professionals in the same field than they do to those of laymen.
Recommendation
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The QRMC considered the feasibility of providing a guaranteed
opportunity for all health professionals in the Selected Reserve
to attend at least one health education conference or experience
per year through the mandatory fencing of program funds. It
concluded that a requirement for mandatory fencing was
unnecessarily cumbersome and restricted management flexibility.
The QRMC concluded that a review of current program procedures
is indicated in order to determine the effectiveness of Service
programs implementing DoD Directive 1215.4 which governs the
CHEER program.
Simultaneous with the development of training programs for
reserve health care personnel, recruiting resources were
increased and recruiting operations intensified. Those
developments in the early 1980s now serve as cornerstones for
current broader initiatives. Experience during the 1980s has
indicated that, although increased success in recruiting brought
unprecedented numbers of health care personnel into the reserve
components, the length of stay for many was very short,
indicating the need to make reserve service more attractive for
personnel in the health care disciplines.
Recent strides have been made in another area with the
increase of maximum age requirements for initial appointment and
retention in the reserve. A 1987 statutory change stipulated
that professional applicants who are qualified in a critically
short wartime specialty may qualify for initial appointment
through at least 47 years of age. It also authorized the
retention of health care professionals in the reserve until age
67. These authorities should help the reserve to recruit from
the pool of physicians and nurses who, having reached a certain
point in their careers or family life cycles, find that they
have more time for additional activities.
The Act also provided broader authority to grant constructive
service credit for experience in the health professions. This
change should be particularly helpful in the recruitment of
nurses with extensive professional experience.
Attitudes and Environment of Physicians and Nurses
For both the recent past and the foreseeable future, rapid and
sweeping changes are a hallmark of the United States' health
care system. Scientific and technological advances have greatly
expanded the potential of medicine. Demographic changes in the
Nation's population, changing methods of financing increasingly
costly health care delivery, and reorganization and structural
changes in the health care system may all be expected to have
major impact. Such major changes can be anticipated to affect
the requirements for health professionals and in turn the supply
of personnel entering the health professions.
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Amid this change, the reserve medical force faces its greatest

historical challenge--that of achieving medical readiness during
peacetime. The reserve medical force is particularly sensitive
to environmental changes in health care and employment practices
of health professionals, due to the reliance of the reserve on
the civilian community as its source of professional manpower.
The 6th QRMC identified several major trends and conditions that
may impact on the ability of the reserve to recruit and retain
health professionals now and in the future.
Environment and Stpply Trends
The American Medical Association predicts that the environment
for the physician will be less economically advantageous in the
near future. Many factors are contributing to this change, and
a primary factor is the increasing supply of physicians which is
projected by many to become an oversupply by the year 1990. A
concomitant decrease is expected in the number of physicians
entering the medical field as conditions surrounding medical
school, residency, and medical practice become less desirable.
Modes of alternative practice are increasing, with a trend away
from solo practice. All these factors tend to produce an
environment less economically advantageous for the physician,
but possibly conducive to greater success in attracting
physicians to the reserve components through well-designed
compensation programs.
The supply trends for civilian nursing professionals may be
the opposite of those for physicians. Beginning in 1986, high
vacancy rates for nurses in some areas of the country are
beginning to result in increased wages and benefits. Wage
increases are targeted at individuals who are employed during
evening, night, and weekend shifts, the same periods of time the
reserve vies for participation of its members. This may make
the recruiting and retention of nurses more difficult.
Student Indebtedness
The cost of tuition and overall educational costs, at the
baccalaureate level and particularly for medical school, have
risen dramatically in recent years. This has been accompanied
by increased borrowing, in higher amounts and at higher interest
rates, to finance student education. This trend has resulted in
increased levels of student debt. A study of the debt burden of
graduates of several different health professions disciplines
found that accumulated educational debt may be so great relative
to anticipated earnings that repayment of debt may be very
difficult for many graduates. The widespread existence of high
student indebtedness can be used as a basis for developing
attractive loan repayment programs for health professionals.
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Malpractice Insurance
*:

Professional legal liability is a significant problem
nationwide; many observers believe that there is a crisis in
medical malpractice insurance because physicians leave active
medical practice prematurely or refuse to treat certain high
risk categories of patients because of the high risk of lawsuit
and the escalating cost of malpractice insurance. This area has
particular impact on the future of reserve recruiting of health
professionals. The insurance industry now offers primarily
claims-made insurance for physicians and increasingly for other
health care disciplines. This type of insurance requires
purchase of an extended reporting endorsement or, more commonly,
"tail" coverage upon retirement, cessation of practice, or
termination of insurance, in order to retain coverage for any
future claims made fGr prior practice. The reserve health
professionals covered under claims-made insurance, if mobilized,
would be required to purchase tail coverage to be covered for
any claims brought against them for the previous period of
private practice. The tail coverage often costs three to four
times the cost of the annual premium, which would require a very
large lump sum insurance payment upon mobilization. This
situation has potential for a highly negative impact on
recruitment of health professionals into the reserve, a problem
which has been recognized and is being addressed by the Office
of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs.
Attitudes of Physicians and Nurses
The analysis of survey and statistical data by the QRMC
indicates that policies and programs incorporating both
compensation and noncompensation incentives will be most
effective in attracting and retaining the personnel need to
achieve medical readiness goals. Analysis of survey data
indicates that compensation plays a major role for many health
professionals, both as a recruiting and a retention factor.
This is particularly true for nurses, who indicate a high
priority of compensation relative to their retention decisions.
The role of compensation for medical officers is less clear;
compensation is less important in retention decisions according
to reserve medical officers surveyed. This fact, taken in
tandem with relatively low levels of satisfaction with reserve
compensation, makes it apparent that many physicians who do
remain in the reserve consider many other factors that serve as
stronger motivators. For civilian physicians not in the
reserve, the view of compensation differs somewhat and many
indicate that higher levels of compensation would increase their

interest in reserve service. The QRMC concludes that enhanced
compensation programs would make reserve service appealing to a
broader percentage of the civilian health care population by
expanding its appeal to individuals who would be more responsive
to economic motivators.
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Attacking the Shortages of Physicians and Nurses in the Reserve
Components
Since very limited data is available on compensation in
support of reserve medical manpower, studies addressing active
duty medical manpower were reviewed in detail to determine to
what extent findings from these studies might have application
for the reserve. Combining data from surveys conducted for the
DoD by the American Medical Association and professional
research organizations, surveys of reserve members conducted by
the Services, and the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys, the QRMC
analyzed demographic, economic, and attitudinal information
relative to medical officers and nurses in the reserve
components. This information was compared with similar
information for nonmedical officers. Basic demographic factors
and economic characteristics of physicians and nurses in the
civilian sector were also identified. The characteristics of
reserve physicians and nurses were then analyzed relative to
civilian health professionals who were not reserve members.
Major trends in supply and demand for those professionals in the
civilian sector were identified.
Based on these comparisons, the QRMC analyzed several
compensation alternatives, projecting the impact on supply and
cost for each option evaluated. The QRMC evaluated modification
of the current special pay for reserve physicians on active duty
for training. The program evaluated would provide for payment
to all medical officers irrespective of prior service, payment
at a flat rate of $450 per month, and expansion of entitlement
to periods of inactive duty training. Segments of the stipend
program for reserve physicians and nurses in training in the
critically short wartime specialties were evaluated at the
current rate. A modification of the current loan repayment
program that authorizes annual payments in the amount of $3,000
was analyzed for increased annual payment levels ranging from
$4,000 to $8,000. Incentive bonuses were evaluated in amounts
ranging from $2,000 to $10,000. The impact of attendance at one
health education conference or experience annually was also
analyzed for health professionals in the Selected Reserve.
The amounts of the bonus options evaluated were not considered
to be definitive or optimal values for inclusion in an incentive
program. Rather, the values for the bonus programs analyzed
were selected from the range of reserve income observed in the
database. The use of values that fall too far outside the range
decreases the reliability of the projected estimates.
Experimentation with various programs and additional data
collection may show that there are other program values that
have more optimal effect. The values and responses are offered
as baseline estimates for use by planners in developing
experimental test designs or compensation policy.
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The 6th QRMC does not recommend the payment of all

alternatives to all reserve physician and nurse personnel. In
an environment of limited resources, the impact of incentive
programs can best be maximized through effective targeting of
incentives. The QRMC did evaluate the effect of incentives for
broad categories of reserve physicians and nurses, including
those qualified in specialties not currently classified as
critically short wartime specialties, in order to estimate the
relative responsiveness of different groups to economic
incentives and the projected impact on the total supply of
physician and nurse personnel and on budget resources.
Based on the projections of an econometric model and given the
specific alternatives and values analyzed, the QRMC estimated
that implementation of the evaluated alternatives could
potentially result in elimination of shortages for the Selected
Reserve at the FY 1986 level over a five-year period both in the
aggregate and for critically short wartime specialties for both
reserve physicians and nurses. In the aggregate, accessions
generated by the alternatives would exceed shortages for the
Selected Reserve. Based on the QRMC projections, it appears
that additional incentives would be required to eliminate the
entire wartime sAortfall for the Ready Reserve in a five-year
period. The model projects that, at the program levels
analyzed, a shortfall of anesthesiologists, orthopedic surgeons,
and medical-surgical nurses would remain. It is emphasized,
however, that empirical evidence on the effect of compensation
initiatives is lacking. Therefore, it is far from certain that
the effects of specific initiatives as projected in the model
would be adequate to significantly reduce or eliminate the
shortfall, even in the Selected Reserve. For this reason, the
QRMC recommends a test program of incentives for medical
officers and nurses and careful evaluation of the effects of the
stipend and loan repayment programs.
Enlisted Health Care Personnel
The basic approach to the study of compensation of enlisted
health care personnel was to determine manpower requirements and
shortfalls and to compare recruiting, retention, and skill
qualification success with that achieved in other military
skills and units in the reserve components. To the extent that
differences were identified, the approach was to determine
whether the health care differed from the nonmedical population
and in what wajs, and to discover whether any major variations
occurred in areas where compensation policies might produce a
beneficial effect.
The primary variances found for members in health care skills
compared with other enlisted reservists were lower levels of
satisfaction with reserve training, lower levels of skill
qualification, and higher rates of unprogrammed attrition. With
150
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the exception of the forgoing differences, the QRXC found no

significant differences between health care specialists and
other enlisted reservists that would be likely to require
special compensation initiatives.
Recommendations

The QRMC analysis indicates that the existing compensation
programs for health care professionals in the reserve, including
the new educational initiatives, are inadequate to reduce
existing shortfalls at the rate specified in DoD program
guidance. This analysis is based on estimated effects on
supply. These estimations necessarily have used secondary
measures rather than measures derived from actual compensation
changes. It was not possible to work with actual compensation
changes because the first significant changes were the
initiatives that began to implemented in Fiscal Year 1986, and
there is insufficient data as yet to assess their actual
separate or interactive effects.
a

The 6th QRIC recommends continuation of the stipend and
loan repayment programs; analysis indicates that these
programs will help to reduce shortfalls in critically short
wartime skills. It further recommends that accessions
gained through these programs be carefully tracked with
respect to their continuation and use in the reserve.

The 6th QRMC also estimated the effects on supply of a range
of compensation initiatives and of modifications to existing
programs targeted at meeting Selected Reserve and IRR
requirements for health professionals. It was not judged
feasible to recommend a complete program of incentives until
more empirical evidence concerning actual program effects was
available.
The 6th QRKC recommends three initiatives:
0

A geographically limited experimental test program of an
annual bonus for critically short wartime physician and
nursing specialties. Since full implementation would
require substantial outlays, assessment through a test is
warranted.

*

Revision of section 302(h) of title 37, United States Code,
to increase special pay for reserve medical officers when
on active duty for training, increasing pay from the
current rate ($100 a month for those who have completed at

least one but less than two years of active duty and $350 a
month for those who have completed two or more years) to

$450 a month without respect to previous active duty as a

medical officer and to extend this pay to periods of
inactive duty training.
Recomemetlons of the 6th
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A review of current procedures for funding and ensuring
compliance vith DoD Directive 1215.4, which stipulates that
health care officers shall be afforded an opportunity to
attend one health education conference or experience on an
annual basis.

The 6th QRXC also found that the provisions of current
statutes for appointment and promotion of reserve health
professionals were inadequate for the most effective personnel
management of the numerous categories of health professionals.

The statutes also result in unwarranted differences among the
Services, differences that directly affect the compensation of
reserve members.
W

The 6th ORI

recommends early consideration and

enactment of the Reserve Officer Personnel Management
Act (ROPMA), which includes provisions that will
materially improve the management of reserve health
professionals and provide the capability to treat
reserve health professionals in all
reserve components
in a uniform and equitable manner.
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Part V.

SUNMNRY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this era of the All-Volunteer Force, the United States has
placed increasingly heavy reliance on National Guard and Reserve
forces as force-in-being, fully integrated with the active
components of the armed forces under Total Force policy. A
complex system of duty statuses for Guardsmen and Reservists has
evolved in support of Total Force requirements for their fulland part-time service. The compensation system for reservists
is tied to and integrated with the compensation system for
active component members. It too is necessarily complex.
The 6th QRMC, within its charter to perform a comprehensive
review of the benefits and costs of reserve compensation,
considered compensation issues affecting reservists in all duty
statuses. The primary focus, however, was on compensation for
part-time members of the Selected Reserve, with special emphasis
on compensation in support of personnel readiness.

-

The QRMC review was conducted during a period when the reserve
components were generally successful in meeting overall
objectives for manpower strength. Persistent problems limiting
the readiness of National Guard and Reserve personnel were
receiving increased attention. The overall success was due in
significant part to a series of compensation initiatives and
enhancements after 1981. New bonus, stipend, loan repayment and
educational assistance programs were enacted, and a greatly
improved system for commissary privileges authorized. Improved
medical, disability, and survivor benefits were implemented,
reflecting the fact that reservists increasingly train on stateof-the-art weapons systems and perform world-wide missions sideby-side with their active component counterparts.
The QRMC looked in detail at the effect of structural aspects
of the reserve compensation system and concluded that the
relative value of reserve compensation, as compared with the
compensation of members on active duty, was less for members in
the junior pay grades. An analysis of the environment in which
reserve compensation was received found that environmental
factors were also relatively more disadvantageous for junior
members, thus exacerbating the compensation system differences.
These factors were shown to affect reservists' satisfaction with
their pay and allowances.
The review of aggregate manpower force structure requirements
for the reserve components found that the needs of the
components differed greatly from one another. This indicated
sumary and Conclusions
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the need for a compensation system sufficiently flexible to
effectively and efficiently support differing manpower
requirements. Most components indicated that they required
fewer members with very long service. The QR1C found that this
would likely create short-term difficulties for most components
as they managed a large cohort of Vietnam Era veterans now
moving through the system. The QRKC analysis concluded that,
under the current compensation system and personnel management
practices, all reserve components would have more members with
long service than desired in the future, even after the Vietnam

Era cohort passes through the system.
The QRMC found that, for the reserve components of the Army,
which together account for 70 percent of Selected Reserve
manpower, personnel deficiencies now represent the most serious
limitation on unit readiness; equipment-on-hand deficiencies
have been reduced. The percentage of members who are qualified
in the military specialty against which they are assigned is the
personnel factor that most interferes with personnel readiness
in Army reserve component units.
The study calculated the minimum number of qualified soldiers,
by specialty, that would be required to produce a satisfactory
personnel readiness rating in high-priority units. Also
calculated was the number of additional qualified reservists
that would be required to raise every specialty in all highpriority units to a satisfactory level. These calculations
imply that compensation initiatives targeted at the most
critical skills and units could potentially result in
substantial readiness improvement within reasonable cost limits.
A contributing factor to skill qualification problems is the
high probability of unprogrammed attrition of junior enlisted
members. This factor is due in significant part to factors in
the civilian environment of the reservist that make reserve
participation relatively more difficult for junior enlisted
members than for more senior members or officers. It is also
true that persistent personnel problems exist in certain types
of units and in certain locations, even during periods when
overall manpower goals are achieved.
The extent to which reserve personnel problems most affecting
readiness are related to unit size, type, and location, and to
skill qualification difficulties rather than to aggregate and
general shortages, led the QRMC to conclude that fundamental
restructuring of the compensation system was not warranted.
Aggregate force distribution patterns are relatively less
important for the Selected Reserve than they are for the active
components. Thus the preferable solution appears to lie in
flexible compensation programs to meet unit skill priorities,
geographical shortfall, and differing age and experience
requirements. The exception is the reserve retirement system,
6th QRNCReport - Executive Suary
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which the QRNC concluded should be revised to increase midcareer
retention and support Service objectives with respect to the
retention of long service members. The other specific
recommendations of the 6th QRMC, to the extent that they relate
to the compensation of part-time Selected Reservists, were
evaluated within the context of the broader compensation system,
environmental and personnel readiness conclusions, and
considerations outlined in this volume and detailed in the
report of the QRMC.
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1. The Report of the President's Commission on an AllVolunteer Force. U.S. Govt. Printing Office, 1970, p. 97.
2. R.V.L. Cooper, Military Manpower and the All-Volunteer
Force. The RAND Corporation, 1977, pp. 150-158.
3. Compensation of reserve members performing IDT is
authorized by 37 U.S.C. f206, which reads in part: "(a) Under
regulations prescribed by the Secretary concerned, and to the
extent provided for by appropriations, a member of the National
Guard or a member of a reserve component of a uniformed service
who is not entitled to basic pay under section 204 of this
title, is entitled to compensation, at the rate of 1/30 of the
basic pay authorized for a member of a uniformed service of a
corresponding grade entitled to basic pay, for each regular
period of instruction, or period of appropriate duty, at which
he is engaged for at least two hours, including that performed
on Sunday or holiday, or for the performance of such other
equivalent training, instruction, duty, or appropriate duties as
the Secretary may prescribe."
4. Under 10 U.S.C. §683, any reservist may perform active
duty with pay or, with the member's consent, without pay. Duty
without pay is considered for all purposes as if it were duty
with pay. 37 U.S.C. §206, which authorizes compensation for
IDT, provides broad discretionary authority for promulgation of
regulations specifying when compensation may and may not be
provided for IDT. All statutory entitlement to IDT is qualified
by language making such entitlement contingent on regulations
and appropriations provided for IDT.
5. Office of the Secretary of Defense, Executive Summary.
Fifth Ouadrennial Review of Military Compensation, U.S. Govt.
Printing Office, January 1984, pp. II-1 - 11-6.
6. Office of the Secretary of Defense, Military Compensgtion
Background Papers, 3rd ed., U.S. Govt. Printing Office, June
1987, pp. 5-10.

7. The calculation of transportation costs is set out in
greater detail in a forthcoming RAND Corporation report, R-3669FM&P/RA, pp. 29-40.
S. Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower,
Reserve Affairs and Logistics), Review of the Compensation
System for the Selected Reserve: Final Report, January 1981,
p. iii.
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PREFACE

The 6th Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation (6th QRMC)
was organized in October of 1986 to fulfill the direction of the
President of the United States; "conduct a complete review of
the principles and concepts of the compensation system for
... options
members Qf the uniformed services", and "report to
and recommendations for improving the current reserve
compensation system." Specific to the President's direction was
the requirement, found in section 1008(b) of title 37, United
States Code, to submit a detailed report to Congress summarizing
the results of such a quadrennial review. Recommendations were
also to be included proposing changes in the statutory salary
system and other elements of the compensation structure provided
to members of the uniformed services.
In his letter of instruction, the President designated the
Secretary of Defense as Executive Agent for this review. The
Secretary, in turn, instructed the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Force Management & Personnel) to conduct the study. Tc
provide overall policy direction and guidance, a Coordination
Council was established, with the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Force Management and Personnel) and the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Reserve Affairs) as co-chairmen. Members included the
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health
Affairs), the Assistant Secretaries of the Army, Navy and Air
Force (Manpower and Reserve Affairs) and the Commandant of the
Coast Guard. The Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Military Manpower & Personnel Policy) served as Executive
Director of the review.
A further body, the 6th QRMC Steering Committee, was
established in January of 1987 in order to provide close
oversight and direction for the review. The Steering Committee
was composed of flag and general officers from each of the seven
National Guard and Reserve components and from the four active
DoD components. A general officer representing the Reserve
Components Medical council was also named to the Steering
Committee.
Liaison was established with the Public Health Service and the
Commissioned Corps of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA). They did not participate in most
deliberations since the 6th QRMC review was entirely focused on
reserve compensation. Reserve members of the Uniformed Public
Health Service do not actively participate unless on active
duty, and the NOAA Comm'ssioned Corps has no reserve component.
Preface

The technical staff for the QRNC was developed in the
months of 1986 by assembling qualified individuals from
active and reserve components. By January 1, 1987, all
and steering committee members had convened, commencing

last
the
staff
the

efforts of the review.

This volume is part of the report of the 6th QRMC. It covers
one of the three issue areas identified for separate analysis
within the overall context of the review: compensation for
reserve component health care personnel. This issue is also
summarized in Chapter 10 of Volume I.
The reserve components are counted on for 53 percent of the
health care personnel required to support Unites States forces
in combat. By Fiscal Year 1992, 61 percent of the required
health care manpower is projected to come from the reserve
components.
The primacy of the medical readiness mission of military
medicine is now fully recognized by the Department of Defense.
In support of that mission, a large peacetime reserve medical
force is required. Although great strides have been made in
meeting reserve medical manpower requirements, particularly
since the early 1980s, there remain significant deficiencies in
medical readiness. The Office of the Secretary of Defense for
Health Affairs reports a wartime shortfall of 7,100 physicians,

31,000 nurses, and 73,000 enlisted health care personnel. The
Fiscal Year 1988-1992 Defense Guidance directed the Services to
program resources necessary to eliminate the shortage of nurses
and of medical officers qualified in the critically short
wartime specialties by Fiscal Year 1992.
The size of the health care shortfall and the DOD initiatives
to improve wartime medical readiness as the highest priority of
the military health care system, coupled with a long history of
neglect of compensation in support of reserve health care
personnel, led to the selection of this area as a separate topic
of evaluation by the 6th QRMC. In recognition of the importance
of the compensation issues for health care personnel, the
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health
Affairs has served as a member of the Coordinatina Council,
providing policy direction to the QRMC study,
member of
the Reserve Components Medical Council was
as a member of
the flag and general officer 6th QRMC Steering Committee.
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During the course of the work of the 6th QRMC, numerous

presentations, briefings and discussion sessions were held.
These included presentations and discussions with the Military
Department Secretariats and Service staffs, of great assistance
but too numerous to mention here. In the Executive Branch,
assistance was provided by staff of the Office of Management and
Budget, Veterans' Administration, Department of Health and Human
Services, Department of Justice, and Department of Labor. As
noted above, liaison was also established with the Public Health
Service and the Commissioned Corps of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration. Staff of the General Accounting
Office, Congressional Budget Office, and of the Senate and House
Armed Services Committees also were most helpful throughout the
review.
Communication with the Reserve Forces Policy Board, which has
a statutory role as advisor to the Secretary of Defense on
reserve issues, and with policy boards established within the
individual Services, were of great value to the QRMC both in
identifying issues and concerns and in providing feedback to the
QRMC staff as positions were being developed. In addition to
the Reserve Forces Policy Board, these groups included the
Senior Enlisted Advisors to the Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Reserve Affairs, the Joint Army/Air Force Reserve Forces
Policy Committee, the National Reserve Forces Policy Board
(Navy), the Secretary of the Navy's Advisory Council on Retired
Personnel, the Marine Corps Reserve Policy Board, and the Air
Force Reserve Policy Council. Participants in the Naval Reserve
Flag Officers Conference (1988) and the Reserve Center
Commanders Conference (1987) were also most helpful.
Additionally, several military associations provided forums on
one or more occasions for the discussion of issues and were most
gracious in providing formal association positions on National
Guard and Reserve compensation issues, membership survey
information, perspectives on the views of their membership, and
other valuable data and suggestions. These organizations
included the Adjutants General Association of the United States,
Air Force Sergeants Association, Council of Military
Organizations, Enlisted Association of the National Guard of the
United States, Fleet Reserve Association, Marine Corps Reserve
Officers Association, The Military Coalition, National Guard
Association of the United States, National Military Family
Association, Naval Reserve Association, Non-Commissioned
Officers Association, Reserve officers Association, The Retired
Enlisted Association, and The Retired Officers Association.
Finally, within the Department
Defense Manpower Data Center and
deserve special mention for data
and advice at every stage of the
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of Defense the staffs of the
the DoD Office of the Actuary
assistance, support, analysis,
review.
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Chapter 1.

DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM

Role of the Medical Reserve
The highest priority of the military health care system is
combat medical readiness. Although quality health care during
peacetime may be the most visible aspect of military medicine,
the primary mission is to support military forces in conflict.
This mission requires trained personnel in sufficient quantity
and with the right skills, ready to perform their duties when
called.
DoD policy states that each Service will conduct its own
medical support mission with the exception of the Marine Corps
whose medical support is provided primarily by Naval medical
personnel. The independent provision of medical support by each
Service is based on the unique wartime mission of the Services.
This has led to development of medical support structures
tailored to support each Service's unique combat mission.
Differences in wartime missions and medical support structures
have also resulted in different modes of patient evacuation
within the combat zone for the Services.
The combat medical support structure of the Army is organized
in levels of increasing complexity from the most forward aspect
of the combat zone, extending rearward throughout the theater to
CONUS. Medical support is deployed in support of land forces
and therefore is field oriented and to some degree mobile. In
general, the support structure is designed to meet the need of
the immediate operational environment as well as provide
progressively comprehensive levels of medical care as patients
are evacuated rearward or are returned to duty.
The Navy medical department has a dual wartime mission as it
must provide medical support to both Fleet Marine Force units
and accompanying Navy amphibious support units as well as to
fleet operations on a worldwide basis. Like the Army, the Navy
support structure is designed to provide different echelons of
care at different types of medical facilities progressing
rearward throughout the theater of operations. Navy medical
support is unique in its partial dependence on shipboard
medicine. Several levels of care exist both ashore and afloat
depending on the combat environment.
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Because the Air Force is primarily deployed at fixed air
bases, medical support is also relatively fixed. The air bases
are generally high threat areas which may represent first strike
targets with deployed personnel being at risk very early in
combat. It is therefore Air Force policy to preposition the
majority of war readiness materiel in advance in a condition
that permits operational readiness within hours.
Under current mobilization doctrine, the active duty medical
forces would deploy immediately with combat forces to care for
initial casualties. Reserve health care personnel would be
called to active duty for many different missions. A large
percentage of medical reserve units and individuals would be
deployed immediately with the active forces. Others mobilized
immediately would be used as backfill for positions vacated by
active personnel. The remaining reservists would be called for
more gradual mobilization through a time-phased plan.
In recent years, the reserve components have assumed an
increasing portion of the combat medical support mission. While
each Service would use its reserve medical capability
differently, in all Services the reserve would play a major role
in providing combat medical care.
The Army reserve components are assigned an extremely large
role in providing medical support. Approximately 70 percent of
the Army medical units designed to support troops in combat are
reserve component medical units. These units provide
approximately 73 percent of the required combat medical
manpower. The percent of hospitals and other medical units
represented by active component (AC) and reserve component units
is depicted in Table 1-1.7
Table 1-1.

Army Medical Unit Distribution by Component

Army Hospitals (146 units)
Other Medical Units (510 units)
Note:

Air ambulance companies are

AC

ARNG

USAR

23
36

11
23

66
41

o-. included.

In the Naval Reserve, health care personnel currently
represent only 23 percent of the total Naval combat medical
force. Yet, for specific missions, reserve assets represent a
much larger portion of the Navy's medical manpower requirement.
In Fleet Hospitals, reservists will constitute approximately 65
percent of the manpower required by Fiscal Year 1994. Of the 23
1-2
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Fleet Hospitals planned by the Navy by 1994, 14 are planned to

be in the Naval Selected Reserve and one will be manned by IRR
personnel. The total number of reserve personnel required to
man Fleet Hospitals is approximately 11,000. The Navy also
activated two 1,000-bed hospital ships in Fiscal Year 1987 to
provide emergency medical care to combat casualties.
Requirements for reservists in the health care skills also exist
on these hospital ships. Major growth in the Navy's medical
reserve is projected through 1992, when reserve health care
personnel are projected to supply approximately one-third of the
total required combat medical support. At that time, 48 percent
of the Navy's nurse requirements will be filled by Naval Reserve
Nurse Corps officers.
Air Force reserve components provide approximately 36 percent
of the Air Force's total combat medical manpower. Among the
largest of the Air Force's reserve component missions is the
requirement to provide 97 percent of all aeromedical evacuation
capability as well as roughly two-thirds of health care manpower
for second-echelon medical units, where triage, basic first aid,
and resuscitative treatment are provided.
Through Fiscal Year 1993, the Service medical departments will
receive the new Deployable Medical Systems (DEPMEDS). These
standardized modular medical equipment systems will be used by
all Services; reservists, as well as active force health care
personnel, will train extensively on the equipment.
The role of the reserve medical force is even more extensive
when viewed as a percentage of the total manpower requirement.
Today, the reserve components are counted on for 53 percent of
required combat health care personnel. Fifty-five percent of
medical officers, 76 percent of nurses, and 47 percent of
enlisted health care personnel required for the world-wide
combat mission must come from the reserve. By Fiscal Year 1992,
61 percent of required combat medical manpower is projected to
come from the reserve components, which will then be providing
58 percent of the total required strength of enlisted health
care personnel. The Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Health Affairs projects that the Services will then
rely upon the reserve components to provide 78 percent of
wartime staffing for the critically short wartime physician
specialties of anesthesiology, general surgery, and orthopedic
surgery.
Recruiting and retaining an adequate number of health
professionals for the military has been a continuing problem.
Staffing in a peacetime environment with adequate numbers of
military health care personnel for time of war is even more
problematic. The mission of combat medical readiness is a Total
Force mission. Although there is an interrelationship between
this mission and the peacetime patient care mission, combat
Definition of the ProbLem
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and resourced
medical readiness must be recognized as distinct,
success in attaining combat
Recognition that
accordingly.
medical readiness requires a strong peacetime reserve medical
force is relatively recent.

Factors UniA.

to Health Professionals

There are several factors that differentiate the military
health professional community from other military members and
contribute to the difficulties in attracting and retaining a
military health care force.
Dual Role of Military Medicine
maintenance of
The role of military medicine is twofold:
medical readiness for war and provision of a viable health care
system during peacetime. The peacetime medical mission requires
major expenditures for manpower, facilities, and equipment:
quality is mandated by real world demands; resource outlays must
be maintained to preclude compromising the quality of patient

care; the system must meet or exceed civilian standards for
accreditation of patient treatment facilities and for
credentialing health care providers. These requirements place
additional strains and costs on the system.
The simultaneous requirement for medical readiness places a
tremendous strain on a fully-committed active component system.
The demand of the peacetime patient care mission is largely
consuming for the active components. Given the life-and-death
peacetime mission, along with the need for simultaneous training
and equipping for war, the development of a strong medical
reserve force is imperative.
The dual role of medicine is also reflected in the peacetime
role of reserve health professionals. As with their active
component counterparts, the mission of reserve health
professionals is medical readiness. While reserve health
professionals are already trained in the basic medical skills
which they will employ during combat, there is need for general
military training and training in combat-specific medical
skills. The reserve medical force does not act as a primary
care provider to reservists, although reserve health
professionals may conduct physical examinations or provide
primary care during drills or annual training. In fact, reserve
use of health professionals in direct patient care has often
served as a disincentive to retention, particularly in the case
of medical officers. The nature of the work may be repetitious
of the civilian job or underutilize medical skills in a
peacetime role that is less challenging than the civilian job.
Reserve health professionals are involved in special training
for enhancement of medical skills for combat. They also plan
l-4
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and conduct training for other health care and nonmedical
personnel. Reserve health care professionals are also
frequently employed in support of active component medical

facilities. The challenge that the reserve medical force faces
is that of developing medical readiness through activities which
are simultaneously meaningful and challenging to reserve health
profgssionals.
Income of Health Professionals
The principle of comparability in military compensation
indicates that service members should be paid "about the same as
their approximate counterparts (in terms of function
and
responsibility) are paid in the American economy." 2 This
principle is particularly significant as it relates to the
health professional officer. Several health professions are
among the highest paid occupations in the country. The basic
pay structure of the military does not compare favorably to
civilian income for these professions.
Lending further complexity to the problem are the wide variety
of specialties within each health profession, particularly
within the field of medicine, that command incomes ranging over
a very broad continuum. This has been well-recognized over the
last 40 years. The recruitment and retention of medical
officers has been of concern ever since World War II. The
greatest problem has generally been in specialties commanding
the highest civilian incomes. Special and incentive pays and
sponsored medical education have been used to meet this problem.
While the discrepancy between military pay and civilian income
also exists for reserve component medical officers, only one
minor compensation incentive and, until very recently, no
sponsored training have been available to assist in meeting
requirements for reserve medical officers.
For the reserve components, the other shortage of critical
proportion has been for professional nurses. Military
compensation, training opportunities, and work environment have
generally been sufficiently attractive to meet the demand for
nurses for the peacetime mission in the active components. The
demand for nurses in the reserve components is significantly
greater than in the active components, however. In fact, the
total reserve component shortfall for nurses, currently
projected at 31,000, is more than twice as large as the total
number of nurses serving in the active components. Despite the
magnitude of the demand for nurses in the reserve, until very
recently there has been no attempt to develop special incentives
or training programs to make reserve service more attractive to
nurses.

Definition of the Probts
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A related principle of military compensation acknowledges that
additional compensation may be required to adequately nan
certain military specialties during peacetime when no draft is
in effect. Difficult-to-man specialties may suffer from
internal or external competition. In the case of physicians,
external competition in the private market place is severe.
Special and incentive pays have been necessary in order to staff
the active duty health care system since 1947, even in time of
draft. A particular problem in the medical area, however, is
the large differential between civilian compensation and the
military compensation package; a larger outlay in special and
incentive pays has been required for active duty medical
officers than even for hard-to-man nonmedical specialties. In
the case of dental officers, special pays for active component
personnel have generally closed the differential between
military and average civilian income. For active duty medical
officers, the differential between military and civilian incomes
has also been reduced through use of a wide variety of special
incentive pays.
No comparable incentive pay program has ever been developed
for reserve health professionals. The only special pay for
reserve health professionals is restricted to medical officers
with prior active component service while serving on active duty
for training. At maximum, this special pay increased the
reserve income of the eligible medical officers by an average of
only $175 per year. Given the high external market competition
for health professionals, this sum cannot be expected to be an
economic motivator in a decision to join or remain in the
reserve. The principle of additional compensation for
difficult-to-man specialties has not been applied to the reserve
medical force.
Institutional Benefit

In retrospect, it is surprising that there has been so little
concern with reserve component health professionals and their
compensation. In part, the reason for this neglect may be that
the benefit to the military or the reserve medical force was not
sufficiently integrated into the institutional fabric of the
military. The concept of institutional benefit, or the value of
the member to the Service, is relative to environmental
conditions. The absolute necessity for health care
professionals is clear during time of combat. In peacetime,
concern with day-to-day missions has, in the past, resulted in
the neglect of the institutional benefit derived from retaining
more health care professionals than are required for quality
patient care for the immediate peacetime force. In an
environment of limited resources, planners may be tempted to
make tradeoffs when spending for the reserve medical force.

1-6
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Reserve Nilitary Training and Medical Manpower
Determining the extent of initial and continuing training
needed to assure that military health professionals will be
prepared for mobilization is a persistent problem. Health care
professionals in the reserve represent a pool of largely trained
manpower. Their primary skills are not specific to the
military; instead, they are universal medical skills in which
the military member (with the exception of the trainee) is
already trained and proficient. This situation poses two issues
unique to reserve medicine: the need to determine minimum
adequate levels of training in military medicine and ancillary
military skills, and the need to provide training that is
individually challenging and meaningful to personnel already
trained in their professions. The level of training required of
reserve health professionals may vary considerably. Some
medical unit missions may require intensive training and unit
integration, while other categories in the reserve medical force
have limited requirements for active participation during
peacetime.
Time
Time is of concern to most reservists. This may be especially
true for many health care professionals. The establishment of
reserve training requirements for health professionals has been
considered to be of particular concern to reservists because of
potential conflicts with the exercise of the civilian
profession. Ninety-seven percent of all reserve medical
officers and 85 percent of reserve nurses are employed as
civilians. Of those employed, 94 percent of medical officers
and 90 percent of nurses are employed full-time in their
civilian jobs. The average number of hours worked per week in
the civilian job for all reserve medical officers is
approximately 57 while the average number of hours worked per
week for reserve nurses is approximately 42. Thus reserve
duties for these health professionals are accomplished during
extra hours that to some extent must be considered premium time.
Highly demanding schedules relative to the number of hours
spent in the civilian job and, equally important, the frequent
irregularity and lack of control over those hours, can make
participation in the reserve more difficult than for the
nonmedical reservist. Integration of military and civilian
schedules may be of particular concern. For example, in the
case of nurses, although the number working overtime in their
civilian jobs is not high, the frequent requirement for shift
work may make attendance at standard unit weekend drills very
difficult. The 1986 Reserve Components Surveys sampled member
opinion regarding time spent in reserve activities. Although
reserve physicians and nurses indicated less dissatisfaction
than did nonmedical officers regarding the amount of time which
Oeftnitfon of the Probia
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they spend in the reserve, they spend significantly less time in

reserve activities than do nonmedical officers, possibly
reflecting the demands of their civilian work environment. As
an example, 54 percent of medical officers and the same percent
of nurses spend no additional unpaid drill hours in the reserve.
In contrast, only 28 percent of nonmedical officers work no
additional unpaid drill hours. There is also a significantly
higher percentage of medical officers and nurses who work no
extra paid mandays than there is nonmedical officers. These
considerations have begun to be recognized. The first
initiatives to improve wartime readiness in the medical reserve
forces were aimed at more flexible training schedules to
accommodate the demands of the work environment of the civilian
health professional.
Historical Psrs2gtL
All-Volunteer Era
A look at trends in military medical manpower following the
inception of the All-Volunteer Force in 1973 is helpful in
understanding the shortfall of health care personnel that exists
in the reserve components today. At worst, the problems in
medical readiness have been severe, with military medicine
potentially unable to support U.S. forces in combat.
Recognition of the deficiencies in medical readiness, in both
manpower and equipment, and efforts on the part of DoD and the
Services have resulted in major improvements in manning of
health care personnel requirements and overall medical
readiness. Medical readiness goals have not yet been achieved,
however. Recognition of the priorities and requirements listed
below has evolved during the years of the All-Volunteer Force.
These concepts, along with impl6Aentation of programs and
development of initiatives based on recognition of the concepts,
have all been significant for achieving future preparedness.
0 The priority of mobilization requirements in medical
planning
*

The requirement for a strong peacetime reserve medical
force

*

The need for standardization in establishing medical
manpower requirements

The primacy of the medical readiness mission of military
medicine may appear today as a clear and self-evident concept.
This priority has not been clearly perceived in the past,
however, nor has the institutional value of this priority been
clearly established. Although all branches of the military are
subject to the environmental pressures of budget cycles and
1-0
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manpo-ir trends, perhaps none have boon more pressed than the

medical. The clear necessity of providing health care to active
and retired members and their dependents assumed priority during
the postdraft era, when large numbers of health care personnel
were leaving the military. Initiatives to attract and retain
health care professionals were being developed to attract health
care personnel to active duty in the All-Volunteer Force.
During this period, the military medical departments entered a
period of declining capability. Active component manpower
deficiencies were accompanied by deficiencies in reserve manning
and mobilization equipment and supplies. During a time when it
was already difficult to provide day-to-day care, the need to
maintain medical readiness went largely unaddressed. As a
consequence, the status of the reserve medical force was not a
priority.
Yet the military must maintain the ability to provide adequate
medical care to soldiers during war. This is not only a moral
imperative, but a requirement firmly established in law, because
involuntary induction is based on the availability of adeguate
medical care. The Military Selective Service Act states:
No person shall be inducted for such training and
service until adequate provision shall have been made
for such shelter, sanitary facilities, water supplies,
heating and lighting arrangements, medical care, and
hospital accommodation for such persons as may be
determined by the Secretary of Defense or the Secretary
of Transportation to be essential to the public and
personal health.
In the last 10 years, however, the severity of the shortfall
of personnel in some of the health care disciplines in a
mobilization environment has become increasingly apparent. The
DoD mobilization exercises conducted in 1978, 1980, and 1982 all
revealed serious deficiencies in medical readiness.
The 1980s

A 1981 General Accounting Office (GAO) report asked "Will
There Be Enough Trained Medical Personnel in Case of War?" 4 The
report estimated that DoD had only 50 percent of the health care
personnel required for wartime and that health care personnel
had not developed the skills to perform wartime missions
effectively. The report stated that "plans for dealing with
medical personnel shortages expected to occur if the Nation went
to war tomorrow, especially duging the early months after
mobilization, are incomplete."
Exercise Proud Saber in 1982
revealed significant manpower shortages and equipment
shortfalls. In October 1983, the Acting Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Health Affairs stated, "We could not treat our
casualties today because of our lack of qualified and trained
Oefinftlon of the Psrbten
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In a hearing before the House Armed Services
Committee in 1984, this concern was dramatically portrayed by

the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs, who
stated, "Only one out of ten combat wounded would receive the
surgical care he required in a major conventional European
conflict today."7 Increasingly sophisticated tools for
projecting readiness have since been developed, but such stark
comments served to call attention to the medical readiness
problem.
In 1986, the A!sistant Secretary of Defense for Reserve
Affairs presented to the Congress the results of a study
conducted for his office that compared the ratio of people
killed versus wounded to the availability of hospital beds in
the theater of operations during the Korean War.
During the
Vietnam Conflict, the ratio of killed to wounded was 1 to 8.
During the first month of the Korean War, however, there were
almost as many killed (2,051) as there were wounded (2,344).
That ratio was the highest since the Civil War when there were 3
killed to every 1 wounded. He postulated a direct correlation
between the availability of hospital beds and the medical
support system available and the number of deaths. At the
beginning of the Korean War, the United States had no operating
hospital beds in the country and built up to only 400 beds by
the end of the first month of combat. It is essential that
adequate medical support for United States forces in combat be
available immediately upon mobilization. Delays in meeting
requirements for health care personnel and equipment may
needlessly cost the lives of American combat personnel.
By 1980, medical manpower initiatives had begun to stabilize
the active duty health care population at an adequate level. In
1981, DoD efforts were turned toward correcting deficiencies in
medical readiness; the reserve medical forces began to receive
significant attention for the first time since World War II.
Following the 1981 GAO report on medical readiness, the office
of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs
developed a package of six training programs for the medical
reserve. The program was published in DoD Directive 1215.4,
"Medical Training in the Reserve Components," January 26, 1983.
This was the first revision of the directive since 1952 and
represented one of the first major actions taken to improve the
status of the medical reserve. The DoD policy promulgated in
the revised directive reflected the new emphasis on mobilization
readiness and the medical reserve: "It is the policy of the
Department
Defensepeacetime
to structure
reserve
component
training to of
achieve
medical
readiness
that medical
will ensure
the maximum effectiveness of combat forces during wartime."9
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In a second major medical readiness initiative, the Office of
the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs and the

Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Reserve
Affairs established the Restrve Components Medical Council
(RCMC) in 1981. The RCMC is composed of medical officers of
general and flag officer rank representing each of the reserve
components with a reserve medical force. The council was
established to review medical readiness issues as they affect
the reserve components and to recommend actions to increase the
reserve medical readiness posture. The RCNC has called
attention to the need to significantly reduce the processing
time required to appoint health care officers in the reserve and
to require submission of manpower data from the Services to DoD
in a standard form on a regular basis. To date, the primary
focus of the council in the manpower arena has been on personnel
and training initiatives.
In FY 1983, the Reserve Forces Policy Board also recognized
combat medical care as a serious problem warranting study and
included, for the first time, a separate chapter assessing
medical readiness in their annual report.
Problems in Establishing Medical Manpower Requirements
Lack of Management by Specialty
When lack of mobilization readiness and the medical manpower
shortage first became apparent, the Services viewed the
shortfall on a broad, aggregate scale. Shortfalls were
generally large and spread across the specialties to such an
extent that little emphasis was placed on recruiting of specific
specialties. The recruiting goals were generally set on a broad
generic basis such as physician, dentist, and nurse.
In 1983, the Reserve Forces Policy Board concluded in the
Fiscal Year 1982 Readiness Assessment of the Reserve Components,
that "during the course of assessing medical readiness, it was
suggested that it would be prudent to examine the status of some
specific medical specialties relating to the treatment of battle
casualties--especially in the surgical field." 1 0 Data collected
by the DoD Inspector General strongly supported this view. The
Inspector General conducted an audit to assess the degree and
success with which the Services implemented the reserve medical
readiness initiatives set out in 1983 in DoD Directive 1215.4.
The August 1985 audit report emphasized the need to manage
reserve shortfalls of health care personnel by specialty. The
report drew two primary conclusions:
That newly devised DoD programs were not being fully or in
4. casus correctly implemented by the Services.
at there was a strong need for management by specialty.11
e'initlo,.
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Many billets for critically short wartime specialties were
filled by members with specialties in oversupply. Further,
programs designed to attract medical students had no mechanism
for insuring that a student would eventually qualify in a
critically short wartime specialty. The audit found that "the
services had 18,200 officers in excess of wartime requirements
in 89 medical specialties and conversely had 14,200 personnel
shortages in 89 other medical specialties. .12 The improper mix
of health care specialties pertained to the Total Force, but was
particularly apparent relative to the reserve medical force.
Achieving the correct mix of specialties for combat has become a
major emphasis of the DoD since that time, and the Services have
implemented recruitment and personnel policies that emphasize
management by health care specialty and are targeted to the
critically short wartime specialties within the reserve
community.
Lack of Consistent Methodology
The ability to attract reserve health care personnel has been
impeded, however, by the lack of agreement on the size and
distribution of the shortfalls. Staffing ratios, casualty
estimates, and evacuation policies make the development of
requirements exceptionally difficult.
The ReDort of the Military Health Care Study 1 3 , published in
1975, was one of the first to call attention to this problem.
This report indicated that planning, analysis, and management
within the defense medical department was impeded by inadequate
data and information systems, and by lack of standardization.
Some of the ramifications of such inconsistencies were discussed
in the 1979 Defense Resource Ma=ement Studv, 14 which found
that the Air Force showed a requirement for fewer overseas
hospital beds than did the Army, but showed a requirement for
twice as many medical officers. Further, the ratio of
anesthesiologists to surgeons was 1 to 2 for the Navy, 1 to 9
for the Army, and 1 to 19 for the Air Force. Progress in
standardizing the methodology for assessment of needs was slow,
however. In order to resolve the wide disparities among the
Service projections for combat requirements for both medical
units and health care personnel, the Secretary of Defense
directed a major study of wartime medical requirements in 1984.
The final classified report, The Study of Wartime Medical
ReqU W
t, 1 5 was published in March 1985. This study was
pivotal for defense medicine. It reiterated the concern that no
Service, given its combined authorized strength for the active
and reserve components, could meet its combat medical
requirements. It also called attention once again to the
disparity in the Services' methodology for predicting wartime
manpower requirements. It was clear that the problem of
discrepant requirements continued to exist when the Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs indicated that "to staff
1-12
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1000 wartime hospital beds in the United States, the Army
predicts it would require 106 physicians, the Air Force 166, and
the Navy 392. " 1 6 Suc% wide discrepancies contributed to marked
difficulty in developing effective mobilization plans.
The 1975 Renort of the Military Health Care Study, did more
than call attention to the discrepancies in military data and
information management systems. The report recommended that the
size and composition of the peacetime medical force should be
determined by the needs of medical readiness. Ten years later,
The Final Re2ort of the Blue Ribbon Panel on Sizina Deoartment
of Defense Medical Treatment Facilities L reached the same
conclusion. By this time, the concept had been accorded serious
consideration by defense leadership. The Blue Ribbon report
became a landmark in the conceptual development of readiness as
the paramount mission of defense medicine. The study panel was
composed of national health care authorities. It was chartered

by the Secretary of Defense to evaluate the defense criteria
used for sizing military hospitals and the efficacy of expanded
use of civilian facilities. Although the charter of the panel
was not specifically related to medical readiness, one of their
primary recommendations addressed this area. The panel pointed
out the direct connection between the peacetime medical force
and readiness requirements: "Medical readiness requirements
should be the primary criterion for determining the size and
composition of the peacetime active duty medical force and of
the facilities in the direct-care system." 1 8 The panel
concluded that additions to the peacetime medical force should
be made only when health care would otherwise be denied to
military personnel, when the quality of medical training
programs would otherwise suffer, or when adding to the active
medical force would provide patient care at a lower cost than
other alternatives. In other instances, the requirements of
medical combat readiness should determine the size of even the
peacetime medical force.
In December 1984, the GAO, at the request of the Chairman of
the House Committee on Armed Services, initiated a review to
assess defense wartime manpower requirements. The 1987 GAO
report Medical Readiness: Progress in Statina Manpower
Neds,19 again emphasized the marked dissimilarities in the
Services' personnel databases and in their methodologies for
projecting wartime medical requirements. The report chronicled
the long-existing need for standardization in reporting assets
and projecting requirements, emphasizing the lack of progress in
this area. It underscored the need for accurate and
standardized reporting of manpower resources as a necessary
prerequisite to accurate projection of requirements. While
acknowledging ongoing efforts in this area, the report concluded
that the DoD was unable to predict defense wartime medical
manpower needs. Because the Offices of the Assistant Secretary
of Defense for Health Affairs and the Assistant Secretary of
Definftfon of the Probt
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Defense for Reserve Affairs had several initiatives underway for
solving the problem, initiatives that the GAO believed to be
steps in the right direction, the report did not make specific
recommendations. It did urge the DoD to provide strong

centralized management in this problem area and to assume
responsibility for consolidating defense information for medical
manpower management and information.
Medical Planning Nodule (EPE)

Perhaps the most important single effort in the establishment
of a systematic method for determining defense medical manpower

requirements was the development of the Medical Planning Module.
With the growing emphasis on medical readiness and the clear
need for a standardized methodology in establishing readiness
requirements, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health
Affairs directed the development of a medical planning model.
This model would be used to project medical manpower
requirements using standard criteria for all Services. The need
for such a system had been identified earlier. In 1978, in
response to evidence of inconsistencies in the Services'
databases and in their methods for projecting wartime manpower
requirements, the Secretary of Defense directed that a joint
study be conducted. Representation from the Services, the
appropriate defense offices, and the Office of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff was included. The recommendations of that study, the
Report of the Wartime Posture Study (1980), became guidelines
for the development of the Medical Planning Module, a subsystem
of the Joint Operation Planning System. The study concluded
that projections of patient workload were the most appropriate
criteria for predicting medical manpower requirements and
recommended the development of a standard methodology for
projecting those requirements. There were a series of delays in
widespread use of the MPH until 1986, when the DoD directed that
the Services use the MPM in developing manpower requirements
from Fiscal Year 1988 forward.
The MPH is an automated program that predicts workloadrelated, hospital-based medical requirements based on varying
combat scenarios. Among the requirements generated are hospital
beds, blood/fluids, medical supply, and manpower. Manpower
requirements generated by the MPM vary from standard
requirements: they are derived from a workload perspective,
whereas previous requirements were generated in consonance with
individual Service force structure. Because the MPM is now the
official source of combat manpower requirements, it is important
to be aware of some limitations of its current capabilities:
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MPK projections are generated for hospital-based
requirements only.
To these must be added Service-unique

requirements for other types of medical units such as

separate Army medical battalions, battalion aide stations,

shipboard medicine, and the aeromedical evacuation system.
The MPH does not project requirements generated in the
Continental United States, which include requirements for
treatment of the training base.
These requirements and a
number of others must be added to those generated by the

MPH in order to predict complete medical requirements for a
wartime scenario.
The MPH is workload oriented; it

does not apportion

manpower among active and reserve components or among
elements of the reserve components. The Services are
responsible for the distribution of personnel according to
their active and reserve missions.
In February 1986, a revised version of DoD Instruction
1100.19, "Wartime Manpower Planning Policies and Procedures,"
was published. This instruction covers the Wartime Manpower
Planning System (WARMAPS), which is the automated Defense system
for compiling, comparing, and reporting wartime manpower
supplies and demands. The instruction, as revised, directs that
the MPH be used to generate workload-related manpower
requirements for health care personnel.
Development of Reserve Medical Databases
The newly developed emphasis on the reserve medical force, and
the capability to make standard projections of medical manpower
requirements through the MPM, focused attention on the need for
improved management information systems for reserve personnel
data. The need to accurately determine shortfalls as measured
against projected requirements is dependent upon the ability to
assess available assets.
Health Manpower Information System (HMIS)
in 1986 the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Health Affairs made major improvements in HMIS, the official DoD
database for health personnel and manpower. The system was
expanded to consolidate manpower and personnel information for
both the active and reserve components in a single database.
The Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health
Affairs directed the Services to provide reports periodically
that include data on requirements, authorizations, and
inventories for the total medical force including the active
components and all categories of the reserve, incorporating the
Ready Reserve, Standby Reserve, and retired categories. The
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Hoalth Mangooer Statistics Re2rt for 1y 1986 included reserve
data for the first time, thereby significantly upgrading the
manpower and personnel data available for the reserve.
Reserve Medical Management Information System (BEuIS)

The Assistant Secretary of Defense for Reserve Affairs
sponsored development of BENNIS, a new medical reserve database,
to provide access to information, at a level previously
unavailable, on the personnel status of reserve component

medical units and health care specialties. The system enables
the comparison of peacetime authorizations, wartime
requirements, and actual unit manning levels. The system is the
first with the capability to compare skill qualification with
unit position requirements, enabling assessment of readiness
from a perspective of skill qualification. Currently, the
system contains data from the Army and Air Force reserve
components, with the addition of Navy data projected for the
near future.
Reserve Unit Priority System (RUPS)
The RUPS database, developed simultaneously with REMNIS,
provides reserve component readiness data. Although the system
is not uniquely medical, the database includes information on
the Army, Navy, and Air Force medical units that report
readiness ratings in the defense Unit Status and Identity Report
system. RUPS provides the capacity to assess medical unit
readiness on the basis of personnel and equipment criteria. In
addition, levels of medical unit readiness can be compared with
levels of readiness for nonmedical units, and the relationship
of readiness and deployment priority can be examined.
Fiscal Year 1988-1992 Defense Guidance

The Secretary of Defense issues guidance during each Planning,
Programming and Budgeting System cycle which includes criteria
and assumptions upon which the Services are to size and
structure their military forces. The Fiscal Year 1988-1992
Defense Guidance contained specific guidelines with respect to
medical readiness. These guidelines, reflecting a strong Total
Force emphasis on medical mobilization preparedness, included
the following:
Growth in numbers of fully-trained medical officers in the
active components should be limited to the level programmed
for FY 1988. Additional resources thereby made available
should be reprogrammed to recruit physicians with
critically short wartime skills.
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Each Service should establish a reserve recruiting program
that would reduce, by 20 percent per year from FY 1988
through FY 1992, overall wartime shortages of nurses and
wartime shortages of physicians with critically short
wartime skills.
Each Service should investigate and pursue any other
alternatives that might contribute to reduction or
elimination of these shortfalls.
The Defense Resources Board added 111 million dollars to the
Service medical programs for FY 1988 through FY 1992 to support
the goal of reducing the medical shortfall.
Details of the Shortfall
The following discussion of relative strengths and shortfalls
is based on official total wartime requirements for the Total
Force, the REMIS database, and data provided by the Services
for the Selected Reserve. Although HNIS first included reserve
data for all reserve components for FY 1986, that data was not
available in time for use in the 6th QRMC analysis. Because
Naval data has not yet been integrated into REMIS, the Navy has
been omitted from many of the tables. Navy data is also
available from the DoD Reserve Components Common Personnel Data
System and other defense sources.
Physicians and Nurses
Based on Service wartime requirements, the DoD projects that
it has an overall shortfall of 7,100 physicians and 31,000
nurses. Table 1-2 shows the distribution of this shortfall by
military Service and shows the numbers required to fill
vacancies in units of the Selected Reserve and the shortfall
within the Individual Ready Reserve. For purposes of the 6th
QRNC analysis, the entire shortfall is distributed across the
reserve components, based on an assumption of immediate
mobilization with no time available for increasing active
component manpower. In calculating the shortfall on the basis
of total wartime requirements, Service yield estimates are used.
Yield estimates are the projected personnel show rates at
mobilization taking into account members who are temporarily
unavailable due to hospitalization and similar factors: these
estimates vary by Service and for each reserve category.
It is not adequate that medical manpower requirements be met
late in combat; instead, it is imperative that adequate medical
manpower be available at the onset of any war. The Selective
Service, even with newly authorized authority to develop a
postmobilization registration program for health care
disciplines, does not project the capability to meet the initial
Definitin of the Prblem
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Table 1-2.

Reserve Component Health Professional Shortfalls,
FY 1986

Army
Navy
Air Force

5,525
1,125
450

18,750
5,850
,40

Total shortfall

7,100

31,000

Selected Reserve shortfall

2,200

5,900

4,900

25,100

IRR shortfall

Allocation of shortfall to Selected Reserve and IRR

Note:

determined by the Military Departments.
Source: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health
Affairs.

DoD requirements following mobilization. It is thus necessary
that the medical manpower shortfall be eliminated during
peacetime through increases in the strength of the reserve
medical force according to specifications of the DoD. Table 1-3
shows the estimated time-phased shortfalls for health care
personnel following initiation of combat. The most significant
shortfalls occur early in the combat scenario.

TabLe 1-3. D0 Estimated Shortfalls for Wealth Care Personnel
Time-Phased Shortfal ls

PhyIaIoe
Uurses
Entted health
care personnel

4,?
25,091

690
3,965

259
551

144
To

74
561

41,526

23,444

5,364

1,328

1,025

The total wartime shortfall shown InTable 1-2 is somewhat higher

Note:

for each o1 the individual Services.

Source:

Office of the Assistant secretary of Sefense for Neatth Affairs
FT 1906-1992 Progrm Objective Neaorandl
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The Assistant Secretary of Defense

for Health Affairs has
These

designated specialties with critical wartime shortages.
disciplines currently include the following:

Medical Office=

NLU

eA estheslogist

Nurse

elhetists

General Surgeons

Operating Roan Nurses

Orthopedic Surgeons

All Other Nurses

Table 1-4 shows the reserve component shortfall by military
Service for the specific specialties which are projected by the

Table 1-4.

Reserve Component Shortfalls In Critically Short Wartime Specialties, FY 1986

Ansthesiolonlst

service
Army
Navy
Air Force

750
230

General
Surpeon

Orthopedic
Sura*9n

Nurse
Anesthetist

1,355
285
280

1,365
150
515

330

955
430

Total shortfall

1,315

1,920

2,030

1,715

Selected Reserve
shortfall
IRK shortfall

260
1,055

710
1,210

370
1,660

815
900

Note:
Source:

Comparable data for operating room nurses is not available.
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs.
Allocation of shortfall to Selected Reserve and IRK determined by
the Military Depertments.

Although the MPh does not project specific requirements for
operating room nurses, it does project the number of operating
rooms required. Based on that projection, the Services have
estimated, from the "other nurse" category projected by the MPM,
the numbers to be allocated to operating room nurse
requirements, with a resultant DoD-wide shortfall of
approximately 2,200 operating room nurses.
Health professionals may be recruited for two types of
positions within the Selected Reserve: in a reserve unit, or in
an Individual Mobilization Augmentee position with individual
assignment to an active component unit that the reservist would
join on mobilization. Remaining Ready Reserve requirements are
Definition of the Problem
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in the Individual Ready Reserve, where specific assignment does
not generally occur prior to mobilization. At the present time,
reserve component medical units not only have vacancies for
health professionals but also have many assigned personnel who
are not qualified for the positions they are filling. Tables 15 and 1-6 show the fill rate and the qualification rate in Army
and Air Force Selected Reserve units, respectively, for the
critically short wartime health care specialties.
Table 1-5.

Staffing Condition of Selected Health Care Specialties in Army
Selected Reserve Units, as of June 30,197
Percent of Authorized Positions

FitLed

Filled with
Qualified Personnel

Anesthesiologist
General Surgeon
Orthopedic Surgeon

61
76
56

42
36
26

Operating Room Nurse

75

50

Nurse Anesthetist
Nedicat-Surgcat Nurse

47
99

38
74

Iseialtyx

Source:

Army Medical Functional Review 1987 for the Ary National Guard
and the Army Reserve

Table 1-6.

Staffing Condition of Selected Health Care Specialties in Air Force
Selected Reserve Units, as of June 30, 1986
Percent of Authorized Positions
Filled with Qualified
Filled

Ins.SiL

_.___________

Personnel

Anesthesiologist
General Surgeon
Orthopedic Surgeon

42
38
13

42
29
5

Operating Room Nurse
Nurse Anesthetist
Clinical Nurse
Flight Nurse

74
45
94
84

65
43
90
62

Source:
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Selected Reserve units must recruit enough people to fill
vacancies in these critically short wartime specialties and to
replace the assigned personnel who are not qualified. In the
Army, -for example, as seen in Table 1-5, 56 percent of the
orthopedic surgeon positions are filled, but only 26 percent of
those positions are filled by qualified orthopedic surgeons.
Additional importance is placed on recruiting for the Selected
Reserve because of the projected increase in authorized
positions as new medical units are activated. As an example,
Table 1-7 shows the planned growth in the authorized strength of
the critically short wartime specialties for the Army reserve
components.
Table 1-7.

Projected Increase in Authorized strength for
Selected Health Care Specialties, Army Selected

Reserve Units
Percent Increase
FY87 to FY93

S22cialty

Anesthesiologist
General Surgeon
Orthopedic Surgeon

16
7
12

Operating Room Nurse
Nurse Anesthetist
Medical-Surgical Nurse

23
17
24

Source:

Army Nedical Functional Review 1987 for the Army
National Guard and the Army Reserve

r

Health Professionals other than Physicians and Nurses
The marked shortfalls observed for medical officers and nurses
do not occur in other professional health care disciplines.
Although there is some variability among the Services and not
all specialties are manned at 100 percent, overall unit fill is
generally good or in excess of authorization, as evidenced in
Table 1-8. The fill percentage shown on the table is calculated
from a straight inventory of officers with a given primary
specialty code; there is no attempt to identify the correctness
of the match between the unit position and the officer's
specialty. In general, where shortages do occur, the number
authorized is small, or the authorizations are low-density
specialtiesi although the fill percentage may be very low, the
actual number short is also small. Further, when measured
against total mobilization requirements, the shortfall for a
specific Selected Reserve requirement is often overcome when
befinftlon of the Problem
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pretrained manpower available from the Individual Ready Reserve,
Standby Reserve, and retiree categories is credited against
total available manpower. After inclusion of all available

personnel categories, wartime shortages that remain for these
other specialties are very small in absolute numbers.
Table 1-8.

Staffing of Other Nealth Profesionsls In Selected Reserve Units, FY 1956
Percent FILL

Dental Corps
Redical Service Corps
Sio-medicat Science Corps
Army Medical Specialist corps
Veterinary Corps
Source:

Army

Navy

96
103
N/A
78
93

137
117
*/A
N/A
N/A

Air Force

99
89
71
N/A
N/A

Army - RENNIS Database as of September 30, 1986.
Navy - NRPC Report - 4080-1020-7C as of September 30, 1987.
Air Force - REMuS Database. Authorizations as of Septeamber 30, 1986; assigned
strength as of June 30, 1986.

Enlisted Health Care Personnel
Enlisted health care specialists are an essential part of the
reserve components' medical force structure. Wartime medical
readiness is dependent upon filling these enlisted positions
with qualified people.

Table 1-9 shows the shortfall of enlisted health care
specialists by Service. It also shows the number required to
fill vacancies in units of the Selected Reserve and the number
required for the Individual Ready Reserve. The data includes
projected requirements for enlisted health care personnel
qualified in direct patient care specialties; ancillary medical
skills such as laboratory, pharmacy, and diet therapy; and
medical administration and logistics.

Over 70,000 enlisted health care jobs are authorized in
Selected Reserve units. About 70 percent of the authorized
positions are in the Army National Guard and Reserve; the
remainder are in the Naval Reserve, the Air National Guard, and
the Air Force Reserve. The Coast Guard Reserve has a very
limited number of enlisted health care personnel. Coast Guard
data has not been included in this study.
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Table 1-9.

Reserve Component Shortfalls in Enlisted Health Care

Specialties, FY 1986
Enlisted Health
Care Specialists
Army
Navy
Air Force

58,100
12,200
2.70Q

Total shortfall

73,000

(Selected Reserve shortfall)
(IRR shortfall)
Note:

(26,200)
(46,800)

Allocation of shortfall to Selected Reserve and IRR
determined by the Military Departments.

Source: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health
Affairs.

Table 1-10 summarizes the personnel status of enlisted health
care specialists in the medical and nonmedical units of the
Army's Selected Reserve, highlighting the skill mismatch
problem.2 0 Although nearly all jobs are filled, more than 30
percent of the assigned personnel are not qualified for the
billets they fill: 94 percent of the authorized positions are
filled, but only 63 percent are filled with people whose
qualifications match the jobs they are filling. About half of
the "assigned but unqualified personnel" have not completed
their initial training (basic military training and skill
training). The other half have completed initial training but
are qualified in skills that do not match the requirements of
the jobs they are filling. Some are qualified in medical skills
other than those required by their assignments; others are
qualified in nonmedical skills. Completion of initial training
or its equivalent is required by law before a member can be
deployed overseas in wartime.
Table 1-11 summarizes the same type of data for the Air Force
reserve components. The skill mismatch problem is less severe
in the Selected Reserve of the Air Force. In the Air National
Guard and Air Force Reserve, 97 percent of the enlisted health
-are jobs were filled as of September 30, 1986, and 80 percent
of the authorized positions were filled with qualified
personnel. About one-third of the "assigned but unqualified
personnel" are awaiting or undergoing initial training; the
remainder have completed initial training but are qualified in a

medical or nonmedical skill that does not match the job they are
filling.
Definition of the Problem
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Table 1-10.

Staffing Condition of Enlisted Health Care Specialist Jobs in Army SeLected Reserve
Units, as of June 30, 1987
Number
Authorized

Cgnt

of Unit Nembers
Percent of Authorized
Assianed
Quifi
Assan
Quai

Army National Guard

19,688

18,545

13,290

94

68

Army Reserve

32.749

30.59h

19.694

93

60

Total

52,437

49,138

32,984

94

63

Army Nedicat Functional Review 1987 for the Army National Guard and the Army Reserve

Source:

Table 1-11.

Co

Staffing Condition of Enlisted Health Care Specialist Jobs in Air Force Selected
Reserve Units. as of June 1986
Number
Authorized

nent

Air National Guard
Air Force Reserve

3,470

Total

9,836

Source:

of Unit Members
Percent of Authorized
Asfunend
Qualified
Assolned
Qualified
3,548
6

2,982

2Z

102
95

86
77

9,571

7,874

97

80

RENNIS Database FY 1986. (Assigned strength as of June 30, 1986.
Authorized strength as of September 30, 1986.)

In the Air Force reserve components, the staffing condition of
enlisted health care positions is better than it is in the Army
reserve components for a number of reasons:
"

The Army's medical force structure is five times the size
of the Air Force structure.

"

The authorized health care positions in the Army's reserve
components have a larger proportion of the specialties that
are difficult to recruit or train, e.g. practical nurse,
operating room specialist.

" The Army has a larger proportion of its assigned personnel
in a training status (15 percent Army; 6 percent Air Force)
because the personnel turnover rate is higher in the Army.
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Personnel Readiness
The manpower accounting system for the active forces has a
separate, centralized account for trainees and students.
Personnel undergoing formal training outside the unit are
charged to this central account, not to the assigned strength
of operating units. By contrast, reserve component personnel
who are awaiting or undergoing training count as part of the

strength of their units. Guard and Reserve units carry
individuals in the training pipeline as assigned strength. This
accounting convention may change in the future, but until it
does change, reserve component units should carry enough
overstrength to offset the training pipeline. For Army Selected
Reserve medical units, the overstrength in enlisted health care
personnel should average about 15 percent.
The readiness of Army Selected Reserve units is diminished by
the number of assigned personnel who have completed initial
training but are qualified in skills other than those required
by the position to which they are assigned. Although training
seats may be available, there are significant problems in
getting National Guard and Reserve members through this formal
training. Many reservists are unable to take leave from their
civilian jobs to attend the courses that would qualify them for
their unit jobs. Some components appear to have additional
problems with administrative procedures for application and
confirmation of training seats for reservists. Controls are
needed on enlistment of personnel who carry nonmatching medical
skills or nonmedical skills, and who cannot be retrained.
Unit Readiness
The readiness of medical units is based on personnel,
training, and equipment criteria. As we have noted, programs
are in place that will solve the equipment shortfalls.
Personnel readiness criteria include three measures that compare
available personnel, qualified personnel, and senior grade
personnel to the wartime authorized strength of the unit.
As of September 30, 1986, there were 523 medical units in the
Army National Guard and Army Reserve, with a wartime authorized
strength of 75,000, including both health care and nonmedical
jobs. Readiness ratings are available for 456 of those medical
units. In the Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve, there
were 178 medical units with an authorized strength of 14,300.
Approximately 97 percent of these jobs required medical skills.
Readiness ratings are available for 174 of these units. The
personnel readiness ratings are lower for medical units than for
nonmedical units in the reserve components of both the Army and
the Air Force.
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Although Navy data is not shown, Army and Air Force data are

indicative of the defense medical readiness status, since the
Army and Air Force account for about 85 percent of the Selected
Reserve medical manpower.
Comparing medical and nonmedical units in the Army, medical
units were 6 percent more likely than nonmedical units to be
"not ready." In the Air Force, medical units were 10 percent
more likely to be "not ready." Readiness varies considerably
with the type of medical unit. -In the Army, the lowest levels
of readiness were among the hospitals, with the lowest rating
occurring in hospitals that would be employed in the
Communications Zone. The lowest personnel readiness ratings in
the Air Force were for the USAF hospitals, which supply health
care personnel to staff medical facilities in the Continental
United States, in order to replace deploying active component
personnel. Next lowest were the Aeromedical Evacuation Units
(flights, squadrons, and groups) and Medical Service Squadrons.
In the Army, 22 percent of the rated medical units are
hospitals, but those units account for 68 percent of the
authorized strength of the 456 reporting medical units. To
provide a way of summarizing readiness data which takes unit
size into account, a weighting system for units was developed.
For example, when unweighted, a unit that is authorized 10
people and a unit-that is authorized 200 people count the same.
When weighted, a'unit that is authorized 200 people is given a
weighting equivalent to 20 dstachments with 10 members. When
the ratings are weighted, a 74 percent increase occurs for Army
units judged "not ready." The number of Army medical units
reporting a "not ready" personnel status is 31 percent higher
than the number of nonmedical units reporting "not ready." When
weighted, the Air Force "not ready" rating increases by 72
percent.
It can thus be readily observed that personnel shortfalls and
skill mismatches are a significant cause of lack of readiness
throughout the medical units of the reserve components.

Summa
In summary, when viewed from a historical perspective, it
appears clear that relatively little attention has been directed
toward the reserve medical force. When health care personnel
were unavailable in adequate numbers, the answer was generally
found in draft legislation. Between draft periods, there was
often a residual supply of reservists from previous draft and
draft-era programs. Even after the expiration of the last
conscription in 1973, the reserve medical force gained personnel
who were serving obligations after leaving active service
following the end of the draft period. The advent of the All1-26
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Volunteer Force, however, did place immediate strain on the
defense health care system. Multiple efforts had to be made to
increase the strength of the active health care system simply to
meet the everyday demands of providing health care to the
peacetime force and other eligible beneficiaries. In the active
arena, this emphasis was so strong that little or no thought was
given to the mission of medical readiness in the new All-

Volunteer environment.
By 1978, however, numerous assessments and defense exercises
began to point out that defense medicine did not have the
ability to support combat forces in time of war. As concern
over an increasingly apparent deficiency in medical readiness
grew, it was gradually recognized that the reserve medical force
would be required to play an extremely major role in any medical
combat mission if that mission were to succeed. Even in view of
that recognition, planning and resourcing for this major reserve
medical mission have been slow in gaining support. The deficits
in combat medical equipment, though severe, were somewhat more
readily addressed than the problems with manpower shortages. In
general, initiatives that addressed the manpower shortage have
focused on recruitment and, to a lesser extent, on training. It
is only recently that there has been a conscious effort to
address the manpower shortage through compensation programs
developed specifically for reserve health care personnel. The
entire area of special pay and incentives for reserve health
care personnel remains largely unevaluated. The object of this
report is to present an evaluation of the potential impact of a
number of forms of compensation for reducing the manpower
shortage of health care personnel in the reserve components.
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PROFESSIONALS

Shortages of health care professionals have been a continuing
problem for the military. Until recently, the primary concern
has been to procure and retain the numbers of qualified health
professionals needed to meet the health care requirements of the
active components. This concern became particularly acute with
the substitution of an All-Volunteer Force for the draft. The

Report of the President's Commission on an All-Volunteer Armed
Force (The Gates Commission) assumed that "whatever steps are
taken to convert to a fully volunteer military medical service,

the quantity and quality of care supplied to the present patient

population will be maintained."1

Under this assumption, the report concluded that two courses
of action were open: substitution of civilians or improved
compensation and conditions of employment. 2 The report and its
supporting studies dealing with medical manpower and reserve
forces mentioned wartime medical requirements only once. In
considering the pros and cons of replacing military staff with
civilians at military medical facilities, the author of the
staff paper on health services wrote:
The major disadvantage would be the lack of manpower
to meet crises. This can be met by creating a reserve
medical corps. Members of the civilian medical groups
could be required to be members of the reserve. In
place of compulsion, adequate compensation could be
given to encourage voluntary enlistment in the
reserve. 3 In time of war a standby draft might be
required.
Similarly, the Defense Manpower Commission, chartered by
Congress in 1973 to study the overall manpower requirement of
the Department of Defense and its effective utilization, looked
only at military medical officer requirements in terms of
current patient care needs. 4 The Reserve Compensation System
Study, completed in 1978, did not address reserve medical
manpower. 5 other examples may be cited, but this pattern holds
for most studies and reviews conducted in the 19703 and 1980s:
0 Studies of the compensation of health professionals
neglected those in the reserve components.
*

Studies of manpower and compensation in the reserve
components paid little or no attention to health
professionals.
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of special incentives for health care personnel is

The history
almost exclusively a history of incentives for those serving in

the active components: regular active duty members and
reservists on active duty for periods of one year or more.
From the beginng of World War 1I through the beginning of
the All-Volunteer Force, there was only a brief period when
medical manpower requirements were not primarily met through the
draft or draft-related programs. During this whole period, and
particularly since the late 19609, there has been a series of
measures, with both direct and indirect compensation effects,
designed to provide reasonable and more effective compensation
and personnel programs for health professionals. In historical
perspective, it is clear that the net result has been very
positive for active component medical manpower programs. These
measures failed to include consideration of reserve component
members not on active duty, however. Indeed, in aggregate, they
may have actually reduced the ability of the reserve components
to offer attractive personnel and compensation programs for
health professionals.
During the 1960s and 1970s, a series of new special and
incentive pays were authorized for active duty health
professionals. With the very limited exception of special pay
authorized for reserve medical officers when they are on active
duty for training, however, none of these incentives applied to
reservists not serving on active duty. In 1980, the enactment
of the Uniformed Services Health Professionals Special Pay Act
(Public Law 96-284) provided a major restructuring of special
pays for active duty health professionals. Late the same year,
the Defense Officer Personnel Management Act (DOPKA) made
significant revisions to constructive service credit as it
affected the appointment and compensation of health
professionals.
For reserve component health professionals, DOPMA took away
the use of constructive service credit in computing longevity
and retirement pay, and the new Uniformed Services Health
Professionals Special Pay Act added no new special or incentive
pays. Thus, when the DoD began to struggle with the issue of
reserve medical readiness early in this decade, it did so after
more than 30 years during which concern *about compensation and
personnel management of health professionals was almost
exclusively concentrated on active component requirements.
The remainder of this chapter addresses the compensation and
personnel incentives authorized by Congress and used by the
Services to attract and retain health professionals. The
incentives are discussed in light of their relative emphasis on
the active and reserve forces.
2-2
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Early History
The recognition of a need for special pays for health care
professionals dates back as far as the Revolutionary War. In
1777, General George Washington wrote to Congress:
There is one more thing which claims in my opinion the
earliest attention of Congress.
I mean the pay of
regimental surgeons, and that of their mates.
These
appointments are so essential, that they cannot be
done without.
Their pay in the first instance is so
low, so inadequate to the services which should be
performed, that no man sustaining the character of
gentleman, and who has the least medical abilities, or
skill in the profession, can think of accepting it. 6
Although General Washington recommended a special pay in 1777,
it was not until 1814 that Congress adopted a special additional
pay for medical officers. The Act of March 30, 1814, authorized
a special pay for medical officers at the rate of $15 a month
for surgeons and surgeons' P-tes. The pay remained in effect
only through June 30, 1815, dnd no other special pay was
authorized to take its place until 1947.
World War II
Special Pay
No special pays for health care personnel were authorized
during World War II; instead the draft and training programs
were used together to fill the requirements for health care
personnel in the military forces.
Education-Related Programs and Benefits
The military has long recognized that to meet its requirements
for health care professionals, it must participate in their
professional training. That participation may be through
professional training provided directly by the military or
through several types of programs that sponsor trainees while
they undergo civilian training. During World War II, the
military conducted two physician training programs: The Army
Specialized Training Program and the Navy's V-12 program.
Certain medical schools contracted with the military to provide
training, and the military provided subsistence payments to the
students while in training. The programs reached their peak in
1944, when 14,042 medical students and 4,000 undergraduate
students were enrolled. The two programs were terminated during
the postwar period.
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Special Pay for Medical and Dental Officers
Following orld War II, with no doctor draft and with the
phasing out of special wartime training programs for medical
officers, the DoD faced difficulty in attracting adequate

numbers of health professionals. As a consequence, special pays
for selected health professionals were included in the military
pay system in 1947. A special pay of $100 per month was
authorized by the Army-Navy-PublAc Health Service Medical
Officer Procurement Act of 1947.' The entitlement was
authorized for regular commissioned officers in the Medical and
Dental Corps of the Army and Navy as well as commissioned
medical and dental officers in the Regular Corps of the Public
Health Service. As members of a uniformed service, commissioned

medical and dental officers in the Regular or Reserve Corps of
the Public.Health Service on active duty have generally been

authorized special pays parallel to those authorized
commissioned officers in the armed forces. Simultaneously,
Congress. authorized this special pay for reservists who
volunteered and were accepted for periods of extended active
duty of one year or more. The pay was intended to attract
physicians and dentists to military service and encourage them
to continue in the active military. Until 1980, the creation of
special pays for health care professionals was not a result of
permanent authorization; it was the result of a series of
extensions, modifications, or new program development from 1947
forward.
Based on recommendations of the Advisory Commission on Service
Pay (The Hook Commission) in 1948, Congress, in the Career
Compensation Act of 1949,8 retained special pay for all
previously-qualifying officers except medical and dental
interns. Since 1949, medical and dental officers in internship
or residency training have not always been authorized special
pay; when it has been authorized, these officers have received a
lesser entitlement than that received by their peers not in
training.
No consideration was given to reserve health professionals
during the postwar period except for the attempt to attract them
to entry into the active service.
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Special Pay for Medical, Dental, Veterinary, and Optometry
Officers
In 1950, due to the Korean War buildup, an inadequate number
of health professionals was entering the military service. The
Act of September 9, 1950, 9 established the "doctor draft."
The
emphasis during the draft period was solely on obtaining
adequate numbers of health care personnel for the active force.
Even during the draft period, insufficient numbers of medical
and dental officers were remaining as career officers. In
response to that situation, Congress authorized increased

special pays, again targeted solely at the regular officer or
the reserve officer serving on active duty.
The draft required all males under 50 years of age, qualified
in the fields of medicine, dentistry, or other allied specialist

categories, to register with the Selective Service; it also
rendered them subject to induction. In an attempt to encourage
medical and dental officers who were involuntarily ordered to
active duty to accept commissions rather than be inducted as
enlisted personnel, the law also extended entitlement to special
pay at the rate of $100 per month to reservists, whether they
were entering active duty on a voluntary or an involuntary
basis. Veterinarians were authorized this special pay for the
first time in the Act of June 29, 1953,10 because they were also
eligible for the draft.
The first call, for 717 doctors of medicine, occurred in 1951.
Before the draft expired in 1973, other health care
professionals became draft-eligible: doctors of osteopathy,
veterinarians, optometrists, and male nurses. The draft
authority was extended several times, with the last call issued
in 1971-1972. Between 60,000 and 70,000 induction notices were
issued to health care professionals between 1951 and 1972.
Except for an extremely small percentage, all accepted a reserve
commission. For example, as late as 1968 there were only 54
physicians and 29 dental
officers who had chosen to be inducted
11
as enlisted members.
Even with the draft, existing pay levels were inadequate to
retain sufficient numbers of medical and dental officers, so
Congress, in the Act of April 30, 1956,12 authorized increases
in special pay and the first graduated special pay scale for
health professionals. Special pay rates for veterinarians
remained at $100 per month, but special pay rates for medical
and dental officers were based on length of active service as
shown in Table 2-1.
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Table 2-1.

Special Pay Rates for Medical and Dental Officers

-

Act of April 30, 1956
Years of Active Bervice

Mly

Less than 2
2 but less than 6
6 but less than 10
10 or more

Rate

$ 100
150
200
250

In 1963, Congress once again raised the special pay rates for
medical and dental officers in an attempt to improve the
declining rate of retention among those professional groups.
The Uniformed Services Pay Act of 196313 raised monthly rates
from $200 to $250 for medical and dental officers with 6 to 10
years of active service, and from $250 to $350 for those who had
10 or more years of active service.
With the Act of September 28, 1971,14 optometry officers became
eligible for special pay at the $100 per month rate.
optometrists were included because of their draft eligibility,
competitive civilian salaries, and the perception of poor
staffing of optometry officers in the Services.
Continuation Pay for Medical and Denral Officers
In 1967, special measures were taken to meet a serious
physician retention problem. The Act of December 16, 1967,15
authorized a new special pay for medical and dental officers:
a
bonus of up to four times the basic monthly pay rate in return
for a commitment to remain on active duty for an additional
year. The pay was called continuation pay and was payable to
medical and dental officers who met the following criteria:
0

Qualification in a critical specialty

0

Completion of all periods of active duty obligation

0

Execution of a one-year service agreement to remain on
active duty for an additional year

Although an entitlement for dental officers was authorized in
1967, it was not used until 1972, when the retention of dentists
dropped acutely.
The qualifying criteria for completion of the active duty
obligation were amended by the Act of October 18, 1968,16 to
require completion of only the initial active duty obligation.
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Entitlement to continuation pay was as indicated in Table 2-2,
although some variations existed.

Table 2-2.

Entitlement to Continuation Pay

0ay

2rade
Anuhs ba

08
07
03 thru 06

2 months basic pay
3 months basic pay
4 months basic pay

p

The Act of May 6, 1974,17 terminated continuation pay for
medical officers. A larger entitlement was authorized, called
variable incentive pay. Only medical officers in pay grades 07
and above retained entitlement to continuation pay, and these
officers were not authorized entitlement to variable incentive
pay.
Dental officers continued to receive continuation pay through
September 30, 1985, when the authority was terminated by the
Fiscal Year 1986 National Defense Authorization Act and replaced
by a comprehensive revised special pay program. Before that
time, implementation by the DoD placed additional restrictions
on qualification for continuation pay, establishing a minimum
period of three years of active duty or constructive credit and
a reduced rate of pay for dental interns. In determining
eligibility for continuation pay, the DoD considered all dental

specialties as critical.
The Period from the Draft to the All-Volunteer Force:
Education-Related rograms
It was necessary for the DoD to exercise multiple options to
obtain an adequate number of health care personnel. The
increase in special pay was only one of several initiatives
designed by Congress and the DoD to attract health professionals
to military service through routes other than actual draft.
These initiatives were also an attempt to increase the
likelihood that health professionals would accept commissions in
their specialties rather than serving in an enlisted capacity.
A variety of training programs were developed by the military
departments for individuals studying medicine, dentistry,
nursing, psychology, and several of the allied health
specialties. Not every Service used every program, however, and
eligibility, implementation of programs, obligation, and other
details frequently differed from one military department to
another.
istory of Inceltives for Noetth Professionats
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Nursing Training Programs
The following represent the primary programs developed by the
Services to assist in achieving adequate levels of manning of
nurse corps officers. Some programs began in the 1950s and some
still existed as late as the early 1980s.
Diploma Program:
Pay and allowances at pay grade E3 were
provided for the last twelve months of a nurse diploma program.
Baccalaureate Program:
The cost of tuition, fees, and books was
paid by the military during the junior and senior year. A
participant received pay and allowances at pay grade E3 until
six months before graduation, when the student was promoted to
pay grade 02. Later in the program, promotion was delayed until
graduation from nursing school.
Walter Reed Army Institute of Nursing Program: The Army
provided tuition, fees, and book costs, as well as pay and
allowances at pay grade E3, for the entire four years of a

baccalaureate program. A participant spent the first two
undergraduate years in an approved civilian program of the
student's choice and the last two years of training at the
University of Maryland.
Registered Nurse Program: Registered nurses could be
commissioned and paid the appropriate pay and allowance for up
to 24 months in a baccalaureate or master's degree program.
Medical Training Programs for Medical officers

The following education-related programs were used by the
Services at different times during the 1951-1972 draft era to
attract medical students and physicians to the military medical
departments:
0
*
*
•
*

Scholarship Program
Excess Leave Program
Early Commissioning Program
Intern Program
Senior Medical Student Program

*
*

Residency Program
Berry Plan

Scholarship Program: Tuition, cost of books, and certain fees,
as well as military pay, were provided during the four years of
medical school. Eligibility for reserve officers varied among
the Services.
Excess Leave Program: Regular officers could be placed on leave
without pay or other financial assistance in order to attend
medical school.
2-8
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Early Commissioning Program: Medical students were commissioned
while in training. No financial assistance was provided, but
paid summer clerkships were available. Participants could enter
the Service of their choice upon completion of training;
Senior Medical Student Program: Senior students participating
in the Early Commissioning Program could serve the final year of
medical school in an active duty status with full pay and
benefits of their rank.
Intern Program: Medical school graduates were selected to serve
a one-year internship while on active duty in the military.
Some individuals were also sponsored for internship training in
civilian hospitals.
Residency Program: Physicians were selected for residency
training in military medical facilities while on active duty,
and some individuals were sponsored for civilian residencies.
Berry Plan: Physicians who were eligible for the draft could
register with the DoD and could request delayed entry on active
duty in the Service of their choice until completion of
internship training, until one year after completing an
internship, or until completion of residency training. A
parallel program existed for doctors of osteopathy. The Berry
Plan was the main source of physicians during the draft period.
These programs ran the gamut from full subsidy of training
costs with all pay and benefits of military rank to programs
with no benefit except deferral from the draft during training.
Some intermediate programs included full pay and allowances with
the officer paying the training costs; others gave no subsidy

but made training time creditable toward the military service
obligation.
Response to these programs corresponded to draft pressure. At
the end of the draft era, with the threat of the draft removed,
the programs no longer provided an ample number of physicians
and other health professionals; an alternative source was badly
needed. A residual supply of draft era Berry Plan participants
continued to enter active duty as late as 1977, but the numbers
were drastically reduced and entirely inadequate for manning the
active medical force.
All-Volunteer Force:

Bnecial PaYs

Immediately following the draft period, the emphasis shifted
to meeting the immediate health care needs of the active duty
peace time force; therefore, Congressional legislation was
directed toward sustaining the active duty medical force. That
concern became even more pronounced with the implementation of
Nistory of incentives for Nealth Professionste
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the All-Volunteer Force.

Once again, there was minimal concern

for Total Force readiness needs. For a period of time, there
was no apparent negative impact on reserve health professionals,
because a supply of health care personnel flowed into the
reserve as individuals from the draft period paid back the

remainder of their military service obligation in the reserve
components. Berry Plan participants provided the reserve with a
continuing supply of medical officers for some time following
the end of the draft.

As the reserve accessions dwindled during the postdraft era,
both the aggregate strength and the functional mix of
specialties in the reserve health care population eventually
declined to levels of extreme inadequacy. Today, although some
active duty shortfalls exist, the most significant manpower
deficiencies are within the reserve components; however, the
reserve has no integrated or extensive special incentive package
that is comparable to the active component special pays.
Special Pay for Nedical, Dental, Veterinary, and optometry
officers
The Act of May 6, 1974,18 extended the special pay cut-off
date from July 1, 1975, to July 1, 1977, for medical and dental
officers, but not for veterinary and optometry officers. As a
consequence, veterinary and optometry officers who were on
active duty before July 1, 1975, were eligible for special pay,
but those who entered active duty for the first time after that
date were not eligible. In order to address a critical
physician shortage, the Act also increased the special pay for
medical officers, entitling all physicians with two or more
years of active service to a monthly rate of $350.
The Act of September 30, 1977,19 reinstituted special pay for
veterinary and optometry officers at the previous $100 per month
rate.
Table 2-3 lists the special pay rates in effect until July 1,
1980, which marked the beginning of major revisions in the
special pay system for medical and dental officers. Effective
that date, all previous special pays for medical officers were
terminated; they were replaced by a comprehensive special pay
program authorized by the Uniformed Services Health
Professionals Special Pay Act of 1980. A similar restructuring
of the entire special pay program for dental officers was put
into effect by the Fiscal Year 1986 National Defense
Authorization Act. 2 0
As a result of the revision of the special pay programs for
medical and dental officers, the rates shown in Table 2-3 are
currently in effect for veterinary and optometry officers only.
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Table 2-3.

Medical and Dental Officer Special Pay Rates in
Effect Until July 1,

Monthly Rate

1980

eiin

$ 100

Medical and dental officers vith less than
2 years of active medical or dental
service; all veterinary and optometry
officers

$ 150

Dental officers with 2 to 6 years of
active dental service

$ 250

Dental officers with 6 to 10 years of
active dental service

$ 350

Medical officers with 2 or more years of
active medical service; dental officers
with 10 or more years of active dental
service

Variable Incentive Pay for Medical officers
Variable incentive pay, authorized for medical officers in
1974, created entitlement of up to $13,500 per year in return
for execution of an agreement to remain on active duty for one
year. Variable incentive pay was payable to medical officers
below pay grade 07 who met the following criteria:
0 Qualified in a critical specialty
0 Have completed the first four years of an initial active
duty obligation of more than four years or the entire
obligation of an active duty obligation of four years or
less
*

Not undergoing internship or initial residency training

As was the case with continuation pay for dental officers, the
DoD considered all medical specialties critical and therefore
entitled to variable incentive pay. The DoD expanded the types
of disqualifying obligated service to include education and
training related obligations such as: (1) obligations which
resulted from execution of an agreement to enter active duty
following completion of professional education and training such
as deferment through the Berry Plan, (2) obligations resulting
from professional qualification programs taken while on active
duty. As implemented by the DoD, medical officers could execute
an agreement to remain on active duty for periods of one, two,
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three, or four years. The annual rate was determined by years
of service (including constructive service credit) and length of
the agreement as shown in Table 2-4.

Table 2-4.

Variable Incentive Pay Rates for Medical Officers

Years of Service
(Including Constructive
Service Credit)
4 through 13
14 through 19
20 through 25
26 or more
Obligated Officers
Note:

Length of Active Duty Agreement
LaM

2 Years

LX3ars

Yars

$ 12,000 $ 12,500 $ 13,000 $ 13,500
11,500
12,000
12,500
13,000
11,000
11,300
11,600
12,000
10,000
10,300
10,600
11,000
9,000
9,000
9,000
9,000

Medical officers obligated by military-funded training
programs of one year or more in length, who had no
disqualifying obligation, were entitled to variable
incentive pay at a reduced annual $9,000 rate.

Variable incentive pay was repealed on June 30, 1980, by the
Uniformed Services Health Professionals Special Pay Act of 1980.
Special Pay for Medical Officers of the Armed Forces
The Uniformed Services Health Professionals Special Pay Act, a
fully-revised and comprehensive system of special pays effective
July 1, 1980, established four types of pay for medical
officers. Eligibility for all four pays required that the
officer be on active duty under a call or order to active duty
of not less than one year. Another significant aspect of the
new pay law was that it made special pay entitlement permanent
for health professionals (medical, dental, veterinary, and
optometry officers).
As before, two primary types of pay were included in the
program. The program included both monthly entitlement and lump

sum bonus payments paid in return for a service commitment.

The following special pays were legislated under the new
program and are all still in effect today:

I

Variable Special Pay

0 Board Certified Pay
* Additional Special Pay
*
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The me
pfour
ays were authorized for comssiond medical
officers in the Regular or Reserve Corps of the-blic
Health
Service by an amendment of the Public Health Service Act
approved October 7, 1980. 1 The Public Health Service Act, as
amended, provided as follows:
Commissioned medical and dental officers in the
Regular and Reserve Corps shall while on active duty
be paid special pay in the same amounts as, and under
the same terms and conditions which apply to, the
special pay now or hereafter paid to commissioned
medical and dental officers of the Armed Forces
under
22
chapter 5 of title 37, United States Code.
Special Pay for Dental Officers of the Armed Forces
The Fiscal Year 1986 National Defense Authorization Act
revised the special pay program for dental officers in a manner
similar to the revision for medical officer special pay in 1980,
modeling the new program after the program for medical officers.
Although the rates are not identical, the program includes three
of the special pays in the medical officer program:
*

Variable Special Pay

* Board Certified Pay
* Additional Special Pay
Incentive Special Pay, a bonus targeted at critically short
wartime specialties, was not included for dental officers; at
the time of passage of the legislation, no critical shortages
existed comparable to those for medical officers.
Details of the current special pay programs for both medical
and dental officers are provided in Appendix A.
All-Volunteer Force:

Education-Related Proarams

Armed Forces Heal dh Professions Scholarship Program (AFHPSP)
The Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program was
authorized by the Uniformed Services Health Professions
Revitalization Act of 1972.23 The program was established to

replace the draft and draft era programs, particularly the Berry
Plan for physicians. It was intended as the primary source of
commission for physicians and other health professionals needed
under
theeducational
All-Volunteer
Force. including
Through this
program,
DoD
paid all
expenses
tuition,
fees,the
books,
and laboratory expenses. Members were commissioned in pay grade
01 in the reserve components and were required to serve on
active duty for a period of 45 days annually. Training took
place at accredited civilian institutions to develop skills in
Nistory of Incentives for Health Professlonot$
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the applicabe :health profession. In addition, a $400 per month
stipend was payable to each perticipant exceptduring the annual

45-day active duty period.

Isith*-late 1970s, the DoD fell

In
short of its physician-recruiting goal for the AFSP.
September 1983, to make the program more competitive and to help
offset inflation, Congress added an inflation adjustment
Since then, the rate of
provision for the monthly stipend.2 4
the stipend has been increased annually, effective on July 1st,
at the same percentage as the basic pay increase for members of
the uniformed services.
Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences (USUHS)

r

In continuing response to the shortage of medical officers,
Congress, in the same 1972 law that authorized the AFHPSP,
established the Uniformed Services University of the Health
Sciences. The university was designed in part to provide for
career progression into academic medicine for medical officers
and also to advance the study of military medicine. Both
factors were viewed as long-term enhancements for recruiting and
retention of physicians. The university was established with
the authority to grant advanced degrees in the health sciences
and in public health, but was given the primary mission of
training medical students for active duty in the uniformed
services. The first class of 29 medical officers graduated in
1980, but the size of graduating classes has increased
substantially and is projected to remain at 150 to 155 medical

*

officers annually. Thus the university provides a small but
steady flow of physician manpower to the military medical
departments. Under current law, medical students are
commissioned on active duty in pay grade 01 with full pay and
allowances of that grade, incurring a minimum active duty
obligation of seven years upon graduation. The reserve
components derive no direct benefit from this program unless an
officer elects reserve service after completing the active duty
obligation.

Incentives and Education-Related ProrMsMM
All-Voluntmer Force:
for the Reserve Forces
Until FY 1985, the only special incentive for part-time
reserve service-was special pay for reserve medical 'fficers on
active duty for training. This pay was originally paid in
1974.25 Until that time, a reservist was entitled to any
special pay authorized for his specialty, but only when on
extended active duty for a period of at least one year. Until

1950, reservists were ineligible for special pay specific to
health professionals, even though on active duty for a full year
or more, if their service was a result of involuntary order to
active duty.

214
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In FY!1985 Congress legislated two additional incentive

programs.

These were the first special incentives specifically

and retaining adeate numbers
in attracting
designed to assist
of health professionals for the reserve. Thus it is only very
incentives have been designed specifically to
recently that

encourage direct participation of health care personnel in the
reserv ddomponents with no attendant active duty requirement.
Special Pay for Radical officers on Active Duty for Periods of
Less than One-Year
Since 1974, reserve medical officers on active duty for
periods of less than a full year have received special pay. The
pay rates were those authorized in 1974 for regular active duty
officers and reservists on active duty for one year or more
($100 per month for those with one but less than two years of
prior active duty and $350 per month for medical officers with
This special pay is
two or more years of active duty).
authorized only for reserve medical officers. It is payable for
periods of active duty only; no entitlement exists for drill

periods. This was the first special pay specifically authorized
for reserve health care professionals; it remains the sole such
entitlement today.
In the Fiscal Year 1986 Department of Defense Authorization
Act, to provide recruiting and retention tools to alleviate the
significant shortfall of specialists in the critically short
wartime skills in the reserve, Congress authorized two
incentives pertaining to education for health care professionals
in the reserve components:
Specialized Training Assistance in the Health Professions
for Members of Reserve Components
. Education Loan Repayment for Certain Health Professionals
who Serve in the Selected Reserve
Specialized Training Assistance in the Health Professions for
Members of Reserve Components

Effective October 1985, Congress authorized a stipend program
for qualified medical officers and nurses in training in a
specialty designated as critically short for wartime. As
originally legislated, qualifying participants received a
monthly stipend equivalent to that received by a medical student
participating in the active duty Armed Forces Health Professions
Scholarship Program. The stipend in adjusted annually, based on
the percent of increase in the basic pay rates. As of July 1,
1987, the monthly rate was $664 per month or $7,968 per year.

Ntstory of

for NeaLth Profestone|
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Recipients were required to be- participating members of the
an obligation of three years for
Selected Reserve .ad inured
each year of assistance or part thereof.
Due to continuing concern over the magnitude of medical
serious
, t1atmadified'and
Congress termed
manpower
the "warstipend program
exaned
stoppers , "stages
Congress
in the NationAl Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Years 1988
and 1989.

Significant c

es were made to provide an option

for participation in the IPR and to expand the eligible
population to include third- and fourth- year undergraduate
nursing students.

For fully qualified physicians and nurses in

training in a critically short wartime specialty, a two-tiered
program was developed with the levels of participation shown in
Table 2-5.
Table 2-5.

Two-Tiered Stipend Program for Fully Qualified
Physicians and Nurses in Training in a Critically
Short Wartime Specialty

Sti2=d
Full Stipend ($664 per month)
One-Half Stipend ($332 per month)

oligation
Selected Reserve
IRR

For each year of participation or part thereof, the
contractual obligation is two years, to be served following
completion of training.
Undergraduate nursing students in their third or fourth year
of nursing school may receive $100 per month ($1,200 annually)
in return for a commitment to serve one year in the IRR for each
year of assistance or part thereof.
In order to insure a minimum level of training during the
obligated period, annual active duty for training requirements
were
12 days for
and, established:
for IRR articipants,
five Selected
days in Reserve
additionparticipants
to a
requirement for 30 days initial active duty for training.
Education Loan Repayment for Certain Health Professionals who

Serve in the Selected Reserve
In the Fiscal Year 1986 Department of Defense Authorization
Act, Congress also authorized a loan repayment program. This
program is available to medical officers and nurses who are
qualified in a critically short wartime specialty and are active
members of the Selected Reserve. Outstanding debts on certain
federal education assistance loans may be repaid at an annual
2-16
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rate of $3, OQO annually following completion of a complete year
of service in the Selected Reserve.
The total amount that may
be paid on behalf of any individual is $20,000.
In the National Defense Authoriuation Act for Fiscal Year
1988-1989, Cngre"e
xtended the authority for the loan
repayment progr a m through October 1, 1990, and corrected a
technical omisionin the law by adding nursing loans made under
Section B oifTitle VII of the Public Health Service Act.
Summary of Special Pay and Bducation Assistance Programs
The history of incentive programs for active duty health care
officers is lengthy, special pays having been introduced as a
permanent component of military income over 30 years ago. The
special pay programs have been characterized by frequent change
and-growing complexity as needs and philosophy changed, but one
factor has remained constant: recognition of the need to pay
additional income to certain health professionals in order to
meet active duty manning requirements. The current special pay
programs for medical and dental officers provide significant
income above the basic pay and allowances. A medical officer
with 10 to 12 years of service creditable for special pay
purposes is, if board certified, potentially entitled to $21,500
If qualified in certain other designated
in special pays.
specialties, the officer may be eligible for an additional

annual bonus of up to $8,000, depending on individual Service
policy. The $8,000 limit for the incentive special pay bonus
was removed for payments made to medical officers qualified in
the critically short wartime specialties from FY 1989 on,
opening the way for payment of still larger bonuses to those
qualified in the critically short wartime skills. A dental

officer with 18 or more years of creditable service for special
pay purposes, if board certified, may be entitled to as much as
$17,000 annually in special pays. For many health care
specialties, education assistance programs for active duty
health care officers continue to exist today, and many programs
provide full pay and allowances as well as all educational
expenses.
By contrast, the development of incentive programs for reserve
component health care officers is only recent and piecemeal;
programs were initiated without basis in central guiding
principles. The only special pay currently authorized is not
comparable in value to active component special pay by any
criterion. This special pay, as previously discussed, is for
medical officers with prior active duty, while on active duty
for training; it produces an average annual income of $175 or
less for medical officers who are eligible. The two education
assistance programs authorized in FY 1985 do, however, provide a
sound foundation from which badly needed additional incentives
can be developed.
Itstory of Incentives for HeaLth Profeesonals
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In addition to authorizing the first special pay for health
care personnel since 1815, the Army-Navy-Public Health Service
Medical Officer Procurement Act of 1947 recognized the need for
the Sertices to recruit physicians and dentists at all career
levels. Lateral entry into the military system was made
feasible by'thfi"Ad,- iih authorized the Army and Navy to
appoint physicians and dentists in entry grades up to colonel in
the Army and up to captain in the Navy. Constructive service
credit was also authorized. Medical Corps officers were granted
four years of constructive service credit, dental officers were
awarded three years, and veterinary officers were authorized two
years. Individuals who were appointed as Medical Service Corps
officers and who had a doctorate in a medically related health
science could be awarded three years constructive service
credit. The award of constructive service credit for periods of
advanced professional training was authorized to create parity
in rank and seniority between the two groups: health
professionals who have a delayed service entry following medical
or dental school or other professional medically related

training, and officers who enter the military directly following
completion of a baccalaureate degree. Because rank and
promotion are directly related to military income, award of
constructive credit had a direct beneficial impact on the
military compensation of the health care professionals receiving
such credit.
*

An additional means of providing increased income for medical
and dental officers was also established by the Act of April 30,
1956. Initially, the Act authorized four years of constructive
service credit for completion of medical or dental school and
one year for completion of medical internship training. The act
thereby increased constructive service credit, for both medical
and dental officers, by one year over the existing law. More
importantly, in the case of medical and dental officers only,
the credit was authorized for use in the calculation of
longevity for pay and for the calculation of retirement pay.
The constructive service credit had a greatly increased impact
because it was used to determine an expanded number of factors,
all of which have a direct impact on pay. Following passage of
the 1956 Act, constructive service credit for medical and dental
officers had impact on the following group of variables:
* Appointment Rank
*
*
*
"
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Congress believed that the Act's powerful combination of
increased special pay levels and constructive service credit was
necessary because of the severe attrition of medical and dental
officers from the military at that time. The benefits of a
military career were not adequate to retain the large numbers of
individuals who had entered the military through the draft and
draft retention programs.
The following excerpts from House Report No. 1806,
accompanying H.R. 9428, 84th-Congress, reflect the problem
facing the military departments and the Congress at that time:
Even

should the doctor-draft law be continued to a

limited extent it is doubtful whether the Services,
under existing law and existing pay scales, would be
able to obtain the specialists needed to provide the
medical care required in the armed forces."
The Committee on Armed Services is convinced that pay
and promotion are the two most important factors that
have led so many career medical and dental officers to
resign their commissions and have convinced so many
Reserve doctors
not to make a career of the uniformed
28
services.
The proposed legislation will not solve all of the
problems... But, if enacted, it will provide physicians
and dentists with a much more favorable income than
that which they have heretofore experienced, reflected
in increased pay and improved promotions. 2 9
This puts the physician or dentist serving on active
duty in the uniformed services in a somewhat m re
favorable position when his present income is compared
with that of his counterpart who is serving as a
physician or dentist under the civil-service system or
in the Veterans Administration. 3 0
The foregoing discussion of constructive service credit
pertains primarily to the appointment of regular officers. For
much of the post-Korean War period, officer promotions that
affected pay were temporary appointments. Regular and reserve
officers serving on active duty competed together for these
temporary promotions and the Services had greater flexibility in
advancing special groups, such as some health professionals.
The major constraint was the Officer Grade Limitation Act (OGLA)
of 1954, which controlled the number of officers who could serve
on active duty in pay grades 04 and above. As a result, in 1968
medical and dental officers in pay grades 04 through 06 were
excluded from the OGLA limits, the Services were able to promote
them more rapidly and appoint them initially at higher grades.

History of Incotiv
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For reserve officers, the 1954 Reserve Officer Personnel Act
(ROPA) set minimum amounts of constructive service credit for
award to health professionals with the upper limit not

specified. As a result, there was great flexibility in reserve
appointments. Constructive service credit serves a second major
function that is separate from its compensation effects: it
allows the armed forces to balance professional experience and
military experience in setting the seniority of officers in
professional specialties. This capability helps to keep senior
positions from being filled either by officers with long
military experience but limited professional experience or by
officers with long professional experience but no military
experience.
In 1980, Congress completely overhauled the special pay system
for medical officers (similar revisions for dental officers were
made in 1985). With this legislation, Congress changed its
approach to the issues of special pay and constructive service
credit but acknowledged the continuing shortfall of health care
personnel. In view of the considerable expansion of special pay
programs since 1956 (when constructive service credit was first
authorized for use in calculating longevity pay and the retired
pay multiplier), and particularly in view of the new special pay
program in the Uniformed Services Health Professionals Special
Pay Act of 1980 (which was viewed as more nearly competitive
than previous special pay programs), Congress felt that changes
were indicated in the use of constructive credit for longevity
and retirement pay calculations. Under DOPMA, constructive
credit for medical and dental officers was limited once again to
use in determining rank, seniority, and promotion. It was not
the intent of the Congress to produce an adverse economic
impact; instead, the Congress concluded that any extra pay that
might be required to recruit and retain physicians and dentists
should be provided "up front" and clearly identified in
appropriate legislation as additional pay required for
retention.
When the Uniformed Services Health Professionals Special Pay
Act of 1980 was being considered, reserve incentives were not
reviewed. The restructuring of special pay for reserve medical
officers was left for separate and future consideration when
more complete information could be obtained, but this review was
never conducted. The loss of income due to restriction on the
use of constructive service credit for computing longevity pay
and retired pay was offset by the new special pay program for
active duty medical officers; however, there was no similar
compensatory program for reserve health care personnel. The
loss sustained was real and lasting.
The noncompensation features of the personnel management
system instituted by DOPMA have worked well for the active
components. DOPHA created uniform provisions for original
6th QRNC Report - Vot.m.
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appointments in both the regular and reserve components of all
Services and for the promotion of regular and reserve officers
serving in the active components. The new law substituted a
system of permanent appointments for all active duty officers
for the dual temporary and permanent appointment scheme-that had

previously existed, and it revised and standardized service
credit authorities. The statutory personnel management scheme
for reserve officers, however, has not been updated to
accommodate the impacts of DOPMA changes on the reserve
components. Although the law now sets uniform standards for the
amount of service credit that may be awarded to a health
professional at initial appointment, equal service credit does
not result in equal appointment grade. For example, 14 and 21
years of actual and constructive credit are required for
appointment in the reserve pay grades of 04 and 05,
respectively, in the Army and the Air Force. in the Navy,
appointment as a medical officer for reserve service in these
pay grades would require only about 9 and 14 years of credit.
Some parts of the law have been updated since 1980 to
partially ease these problems. Section 1014 of Public Law 98-94
partially addressed the problem of identical service credit
resulting in differing appointment grades, depending upon the
Service making the appointment. The change was limited to
authorizing a minimum initial appointment in pay grade 03
(captain, naval lieutenant) for all medical corps officers.
This was only a two-year authority, however, and it has been
necessary to extend the authority twice since its original
enactment.
A second serious problem was resolved with the enactment of
section 521 of Public Law 98-525. This allowed officers
separating from active duty to accept reserve appointments
without loss of grade. Until this change was made, many Army
and Air Force health professionals who held a regular
appointment and agreed to accept a reserve appointment on
leaving active duty were required to accept an appointment in a
lower grade.
Most recently, section 714 of Public Law 100-180 provided
authority to credit professional experience when appointing
health professionals in the regular or reserve components, even
in the absence of a graduate degree. This authority was
"designed primarily to reduce the 'war stopping'
39,000
"
shortfall of skilled nurses in the military. 3

In summary, statutory changes affecting compensation and
personnel management of military health professionals over the
past 40 years have largely ignored reserve component issues and
History of Incentives for
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requirements. The incentives enacted by the Congress in 1985,
and modified and expanded in 1987, represent the only
significant attempt to provide needed incentives for reserve
component health professionals during this period, even though
shortfalls now identified in the community demonstrate the
severity of the problem.
Current officer personnel management programs do not provide
sufficient flexibility with respect to health professionals.
The grades of appointment need to be standardized for
individuals with like experience and training. Provisions are
badly needed that would allow separate management of promotion
lists for health professionals. Also needed is the ability to
promote and retain certain health professionals without regard
to specific unit billet authorizations. The Reserve Officer
Personnel Management Act (ROPMA), proposed by the Department of
Defense, would remedy most of these deficiencies.
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Chapter 3.

NONCOKPUSATI

GRRM AND INITIATIV

.

Any direct compensation or incentive program designed to

attract and retain health professionals in the reserve must also
consider the benefits, indirect compensation, and related
factors functioning in the civilian and reserve environments.
Individually or in combination, such programs have a significant
potential for impact on the recruiting and retention of health
care personnel. Complex interrelationships, which have a direct
impact on the effectiveness of incentive programs, exist between
direct incentive programs and indirect forms of compensation and
environmental factors.
As detailed in the preceding chapter, compensation and
personnel management programs for reserve health professionals
were largely neglected until recently, when it was recognized
that medical manpower shortfalls in the reserve could severely
effect wartime medical readiness. When the impact of the
reserve shortfall was recognized in the early 1980s, emphasis on
initiatives to reduce shortfalls was initially placed on
training and recruiting programs.
This chapter describes training programs, recruiting
operations, and other incentives established or planned to
attract and retain health professionals in the National Guard
and Reserve. The medical mission in combat is a Total Force
mission; as a result, some of the initiatives discussed below
are aimed at the active medical force as well as the reserve
medical force.
Trainina Programs and Graduate Medical Education
In 1983, the DoD established a number of training programs
unique to health care personnel and medical units to enhance
combat medical readiness and the medical reserve forces. These
important initiatives in individual and unit training are
addressed in the next sections of this chapter.
1983 DoD Initiatives for Individual Training

In recognition of some of the unique factors pertinent to the
time and training of health care professionals, high priority

J

was given to developing and improving individual training

programs in an effort to make training more accessible and
meaningful and to reduce conflicts with civilian practice. An
improved training environment was viewed as having the potential
Noncompesation Program and Initiatives
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to increase both accession and retention of health care
personnel. Programs were devised to provide more flexible and
higher quality individual training. Other initiatives were
developed to introduce training and commissioning opportunities
into the civilian educational environment of the health
professional, with the expectation that recruiting would be

increased by exposing health care trainees to opportunities for
participation in the reserve medical force. These programs
included the following:
SReserve Flexibility (REFLEX). The REFLEX program permits
health care personnel to receive reserve pay and retirement
credit by participating in flexibly-scheduled training
programs apart from regular unit training assemblies. In
general, activities are creditable with prior approval of
the commander if they contribute to the combat readiness of
the individual, unless they are a compensated part of the
individual's civilian medical practice. Officers in the
IRR may participate in the program by performing inactive
duty training with the approval of the appropriate
personnel center managers. Such flexible training options
are designed to make reserve participation more feasible

for health care personnel whose careers place extreme time
limitations on reserve participation.
*

Continuing Health Education to Enhance Readiness (CHEER).
The continuing education program was established to help
health care personnel to maintain and enhance their
professional skills and to meet and maintain requirements
for licensing and certification. DoD policy calls for each
health care professional to be afforded the opportunity to
attend at least one approved health education program or
experience annually.

0 Physician Reservists in Medical Universities and Schools
(PRIKUS). This program provides opportunities for
physicians to earn pay and retirement credit while
performing inactive and active duty for training with
medical universities and schools. Program objectives are
to increase flexible training opportunities for physicians
and to stimulate interaction between military and civilian
physicians in the educational environment.
0
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Medical Direct Early Commissioning Program (NEDCONP). The
MEDCONP was originally designed to commission health care
students training in medical, osteopathic, dental, nursing,
or veterinary programs before they qualify for military
service in the profession in which they are training. The
opportunity for participation in Ready Reserve training
provides a source of income and the opportunity for
challenging training in fields such as aerospace medicine,
undersea medicine, and jump school. Only the Army National
6th GaNC Report - VoLume IC

Guard and the Air National Guard currently use this program
and its use is now restricted to medical students.
Findings in the 1985 DoD audit report indicated that,
because no control was exercised over the choice of
specialty of participating medical students, those who
completed the program tended to have specialties already in
oversupply, rather than the critically short wartime
specialties. The great demand for medical officers to
provide primary care in forward medical units, irrespective

of specialty, makes this program more useful for the
National Guard than for the other reserve components.
Current Individual Training Initiatives

Combat Casualty Care Course (C4)
The Army is the agent for a tri-Service course in San Antonio,
Texas, designed to train military health care professionals to
provide direct medical support to the fighting force. The onsite course is eight days long and includes the American College
of Surgeons Advanced Trauma Life Support (ATLS) course and
training in use of field medical skills. Instruction includes
such topics as triage, patient education, life support,
preventive medicine, nuclear/biological/chemical protection, and
direct patient care in a combat environment. Approximately
2,400 students attend annually, primarily physicians, dentists,

nurses, and physician assistants.
The course is recognized as a major tool for enhancing
mobilization readiness; its potential value to the reserve
components is significant. Recognizing that value, the House
Armed Services Committee directed that the C4 course be expanded
to make it available to the reserve components at the local unit
level and to increase the overall Guard and Reserve
participation rate proportionate to reserve manpower in the
total medical force.
Because C4 enhances individual medical mobilization skills and
provides training not always readily available in the civilian
sector, this course may serve as an important retention factor
for the reserve components. Successful medical officer
participants are qualified to take the ATLS examination, for
which professional civilian certification is awarded through the
American College of Surgeons, so the course is also highly
desirable from a professional enhancement perspective.

Noncompefeation Program end Initiatives
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The Deputy Secretary of Defense signed "The Plan for Expanding
the Combat Casualty Care Course" on January 4, 1988.
With
adequate
funding,
the
following
major
goals
of
the
plan
can be
accomplished:z

I

0

Increase the number of individuals who complete the on-site
course by more than 400 graduates per year which would
include both active and reserve component participation.

*

Expand the course transported to the reserve components and
increase the number of graduates by 6,000 per yvar.

*

Use regional training sites to facilitate participation by
all Services.

*

Increase participation by nonphysician health professionals
with combat roles.
Reduce the time required to train all military physicians
currently in the armed forces, both active and reserve,
from the current estimate of six years to approximately
four years. This projection does not include new entrants
or refresher training.

Expansion of the C4 course to the reserve includes plans to
make the entire C4 course available to the reserve components on
a transportable basis and to increase the number of mobile
medical training teams capable of exporting the course. When
implemented, the Joint Medical Training Center will have three

joint service training teams that will travel to units
throughout the United States to provide C4 training.
Deployment Medicine Course
This course was first made available to reserve component

units in FY 1987 by the Mobile Medical Training Team of the U.S.
Army Academy of Health Sciences. This course stresses another
aspect of combat medicine: responsibility for recognizing
environmental hazards and instituting protective measures. The
course consists of two phases: Tropical Medicine/Disaster and
Environmental/Behavior. A single phase may be conducted during
a full drill weekend. The course is designed for 48 students.
Unit Training
Two additional training programs in the 1983 DoD training

package focused on reserve medical unit training. These
programs, described below, included active force participation
and were designed to increase joint training for active and
reserve medical units using realistic field exercises.
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Wartime Alignent of Reserve and Active Mdima Systes
(WhANI).
The objective of WARANS-is to integrate training
of active and reserve members and units that potentially
would work together during wartime.
Nedical Readiness Exercises (MnEEN).
The goal of NEDREX
is to achieve the. highest, level of medical .readiness
through full participation, by reserve medical units and
members, in command post and field exercises. Exercises
are conducted at actual employment locations in the United
States and at potential overseas theaters of operation.

Continuing emphasis is being placed on enhancing unit as well
as individual training.

Two current initiatives are discussed

below.
Reserve Component Joint Service Training
There is a perception that an increase in joint service
medical training would allow better use of personnel, equipment,
and facility resources in the effort to attain medical
readiness. Further, decentralized training, conducted closer to
local reserve units, would potentially decrease travel time to

training sites and save training dollars. Through the use of
common equipment and programs in a local geographic area rather
than duplication of Service efforts, expenditure for training
may be reduced. Under the auspices of the Reserve Components
Medical Council, a joint service committee is evaluating this
issue. The committee goal is to identify aspects of medical
training that are common to the Services and to find regional
training sites where joint training in like programs could be
conducted for all Services.
Army Regional Training Sites (RTS-NED)
The regional training site concept was developed by the Army
in response to the need for extensive training-on the new
DEPMEDS equipment. Through consolidation of trainers and
equipment in central locations that are open for reserve
training throughout the entire year, it is possible for units
without their own equipment (and thus unable to train at their
mobilization site) to train at the regional training sites. The
Army National Guard and Reserve both have such sites and will
share facilities when appropriate. In addition, some joint
service training may occur.
These individual training initiatives and unit training
programs established by the DoD and the Services have the
potential for marked impact on recruiting and retention of
health care personnel if the Services can implement them
extensively. Collectively, the programs provide opportunities
to increase both individual and medical unit readiness.
Poncoupiaton Programs and initiatives
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Individual readiness should be. enhanced by
oRmtunities for
flelble, individually challenging training that contributes to
the military and civilian qualifications of the participant.
Unit readiness is increased through opportunities to participate
in field exercises, particularly those relating to real-world
nissons. The opportunity to travel and to recaive missionoriented training is a strong retention incentive.

Oradmate Medical neurtin- (M)
In February 1986, the Secretary of Defense chartered the
Department of Defense Graduate Nedical Advisory Committee. The
Committee was to advise the Secretary regarding management of
military graduate medical education programs, particularly
regarding the alignment of military graduate medical education
systems to support the defense goals of combat medical
readiness. Committee members were representatives from nine
prominent medical professional organizations. Committee
meetings took place during the period from June 1986 through
July 1987.
Several recommendations of the Committee are relevant to the
6th QREC study and are briefly summarized here. It was the
assessment of the Committee that, even with adjustments to
existing DoD GRE programs, the Department could not train the
required numbers of physicians in designated specialties and
that the Services and their reserve components must rely on
civilian OM programs to meet combat medical readiness
requirements. The Committee made a number of recommendations of
significance for the reserve medical force. The Committee
recomended the following:
0

That civilian physicians be recruited for training in
civilian residency programs in the critically short wartime
specialties. Participants would incur an obligation of
three years part-time reserve component service for each

year of sponsored training.
* That monetary incentives be used to assist in reserve
recruiting and retention, indicating that "scholarships,
stipends and bonuses are perceived to be the most effective
in addressing the physician wartime shortages. " I
* That the DoD provide cross-training and retraining in
specified wartime skills for reserve component medical
officers whose peacetime specialties are not required
during wartime.
* That a more aggressive reserve military medical marketing
program be undertaken, to create an awareness of various
reserve military options among medical students and
physicians.

3-6
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Since 1980,

staffing of the reserve medical force has

increased by 78 percent for physicians, 68 percent for nurses,
and 38 percent for enlisted health care personnel.

The Office

of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs

attributes much of this success to intensified recruiting
efforts by the Services and to improvements in marketing
techniques and management of personnel procurement programs.

Continued enhancement of the reserve recruiting effort is a
major factor in the success of the Department's five-year plan.

The Services believe that, without significant increases in
recruiting resources, it will be impossible to meet the DoD
requirement to decrease the shortfall of critically short
wartime specialties by 20 percent per year. The following
increases have been made recently or have been requested as
programmed growth for Fiscal Year 1988-1992:
Army National Guard and Army Reserve - These components
estimate they will need approximately 300 additional
recruiters in order to meet both officer and enlisted
health care recruiting goals by 1992.
Naval Reserve - The Navy is currently filling 37 billets
authorized in Fiscal Year 1986 for recruiters of health
care officers and 42 for recruiters of enlisted health care
personnel.
Air Force Reserve - The Air Force Reserve projects a need
for 35 additional recruiters for health care personnel, to
be added at approximately 7 per year, and a need to crosstrain 330 line recruiters to enable simultaneous recruiting
for the health care disciplines. Program adjustments
reduced the projected growth of recruiters specifically for
health care personnel; instead of 35 new recruiters, the
program allows for only three. The Air National Guard
projected no additional need for health care recruiters.
American Medical Association Study of Physicians
In response to DoD and Congressional concern about the
magnitude of the shortfall of critically short wartime

specialties in the reserve components, the American Medical
Association (ANA) conducted a major survey of medical students,
residents, and young practicing physicians, both civilian and

military. The survey included military physicians serving as
medical officers in the active and reserve components and some
civilian physicians with prior military service. The purpose of
the study was to provide the DoD with information to assist in
NoncaUnsatfo
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-Improving and expanding reserve recruiting offorts and to aid in
developing incentive programs effective for attracting and
retaining physicians into the reserve components.
The stuady had
four primary goals:
*

To estimate -the extent of th. current reserve recruiting
effort

*

To estimate physicians' level of awareness regarding
reserve component options

" To evaluate the impact of more targeted recruitment and of
incentive programs
* To analyze factors related to physician retention through a
survey of current medical officers and those with prior
service
This study, Physicians and the Military: A Study of Contact.
Awareness, and Interest,6 was published in April 1987 and is
discussed
in Chapter 4, relevant to the attitude of
physiciansextensively
toward the military.
DoD Advertising for Reserve Health Professionals

I

All the Services conduct reserve advertising campaigns for
health care personnel, including direct mailing to target
populations. Nonetheless, the AMA survey of physicians,
discussed previously, indicated a very low level of awareness
and knowledge regarding reserve component options. Awareness of
the more flexible nonunit reserve participation options was
especially low. Similarly, civilian leaders in the nursing
profession have indicated to the DoD that there is little
awareness of reserve programs and benefits within the civilian
nursing community. Concerned by the current shortage of health
care professionals, the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Health Affairs began a direct mail marketing
campaign in 1988. The American Medical Association and
professional nursing organizations that represent the
specialties that the DoD has designated as critically short for
wartime have cooperated with the DoD by identifying members of
their organizations in the applicable specialties. These
members were sent personal letters that informed them of
opportunities for service in the reserve.
A national media campaign was also conducted by the Office of
the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs. Several
professional publications have included information pertaining
to reserve opportunities for health care professionals. A
number of other professional organizations are cooperating with
the DoD in an attempt to increase civilian professional
awareness of opportunities in the reserve components.
3-6
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Health Care Tem Rocruiting

Another conaet Under review by the Office of the Assistant

Secretary of Defense for Reserve Affairs is that of recruiting
reserve members qualified in the critically short wartime
based-on tem smmborehip. Such recruiting would be
specialties
applicable to ind~vidual IAR members -rather than to unit members
or IMs. Individuals would be recruited as professional team
members who would train together annually as members of
designated teams, such as surgical teams with pre-established
manning requirements. Teams could be made up of professionals
qualified in the critically short wartime specialties. Because
unit training would not be required, an annual training period
of five days would probably be adequate. Precedence exists for
such a concept; during World War I, such teams were formed
throughout the country.
Other Reserve Medical Mannoer Initiatives
Individual Ready Reserve Obligation for Health Professions
Scholarship Program (HPSP) Participants
In an effort to obtain an increased supply of medical officers
for the Ready Reserve, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Health Affairs revised the obligation incurred by participants
in the Health Professions Scholarship Program to specifically
include a reserve obligation as well as an Active Duty
Obligation (ADO). Previously, the typical HPSP participant did
not serve a reserve obligation following completion of the ADO.
The HPSP is a highly successful program and has become the
primary source of physicians for the active components since the

inception of the All-Volunteer Force and is thus potentially a
major source of input into the reserve. The revised obligation
formula requires an ADO of eight years;
excess of the actual number of years of
be served in the IRR unless the service
mutually agreed that the remaining time

duty.

however, any time in
HPSP participation would
member and the Service
would be spent on active

Provisions also exist for service in the Selected Reserve

or the Active Guard/Reserve by mutual agreement of the

participant and the Service.
Maxmum Ago Requirements

Professional organizations have indicated to the DoD that

there is a potential pool of physicians and nurses who, having
reached a certain point in their careers or family life cycles,
find that they have more time for additional activities.
Numerous professional organizations believe that many such
medical and nursing professionals would be interested in reserve

participation.

The Services have also indicatqd that interest

in the reserve is increasing, particularly among older members
Uoncompensation Programe and Inftfatives
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(frequently

of the nurse population.

In the past, these individuals had

passed the maximum age for initial
appointment to the
reserve, so this
potential pool of professional manpower was
going untapped.
At the other extreme, the age limitation could
work against retention; some highly qualified health care
professionals who wax* already serving and wanted to remain in
the reserve were required to leave based on a mandatory
retirement age which ranged from 60 to 64 years old, depending
on the Service.
In an effort to reduce the shortfall of health care personnel
by expanding the pool of potential eligible reservists,
Congress, in the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal
Years 1988 and 1989, stipulated that professional applicants who
are qualified in a specialty designated as critically short for
wartime may qualify for initial appointment through at least 47
years of age. The Act also authorized the retention of health
care professionals in the reserve until age 67, thereby making a
20-year retirement potentially available to those initially
entering the service at age 47 or younger.

*
*

*

From a recruiting perspective, this increase in the age of
eligibility for reserve participation should expand the pool of
eligible civilian professionals. With increases in both maximum
eligibility age and maximum retention age, reserve service
should be more attractive to senior professionals because
retirement is potentially available to them.
Further, the
revised legislation should increase retention of senior

personnel.
Increases in the maximum ages for appointment and retention
may offset the current rank structure and promotion systems for
health care personnel. Enactment of the proposed Reserve
officer Personnel Management Act (ROPMA) would provide the
flexibility needed for the effective management of reserve
health professionals over a wide range of conditions and
manpower force profiles.
Expanded Organizational Flexibility in the Reserve Components

In order to make reserve service more desirable to a greater
number of health care personnel, all of the Services are
exploring creative and more flexible use of the reserve
organizational structure.
As an example, the Navy has recently included enlisted
operating room technicians in its INA program due to the
critical shortfall in this specialty. The flexible type of
participation required by the nonunit INA programs may be
attractive to health care specialists.

3-10
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The Air Force Reserve, which has had regulatory proscriptions
against direct appointment into the IRR, will begin to appoint
directly into the IRR and is developing training and management
programs in support of the now program.

The Army has successfully employed a program that provides an

administrative headquarters to manage reserve medical officers
in critically short wartime specialties.
The unique aspect of

this program is that members are not IMAs, but are assigned to
Selected Reserve units with which they would deploy; however,

they are not required to train with the units except on a
limited basis. In this way, units may be assigned specialists
who could not be recruited locally. The medical officer
benefits because the program provides flexible training options
and at the same time provides enough structure to permit
obtaining a valid retirement year. Reserve medical officers are
allowed to break IDT into four-hour segments and annual training
into three separate segments, again permitting more flexibility
to the officer. The program appears to be an excellent
recruiting tool: 61 percent of the program participants are
directly appointed into the program. Participants who have
transferred to the program from units, IMA positions, or the IRR
constitute a much smaller percentage. The Army plans to
implement the program on a national basis, expanding it to
include nurses in the specialties critically short for combat.
The inclusion of enlisted health care specialists that are
critically short for wartime is also being evaluated.
The establishment of reserve Nurse Detachments (NURSEDETS) by
the Army is another effort to provide training flexibility for
the busy professional nurse. The program is designed for nurse
anesthetists and operating room nurses. Nurses are assigned to
a unit with an authorization in their specialty, but are
attached to another unit located near a medical treatment
facility where the nurse may perform drills on an individual
basis. The Navy employs a similar program for health
professionals who need to drill at a geographic site that is
distant from the unit of assignment. If no billet exists in the
correct specialty in the local area, the member is assigned to a
distant unit in an appropriate billet, but is attached to a
geographically accessible unit for training.
Selective Service
The Selective Service System is currently projected to provide
100,000 inductees to the military within 30 days of
mobilization. The identification and induction of civilians
with health care skills would take significantly longer. In
keeping with the need to greatly improve medical readiness, the

Fiscal Year 1988-1989 National Defense Authorization Act
authorized the Selective Service System to develop a
postmobilization registration and classification system for
Noncos
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health care personnel. Such a system would allow the Selective
Service to prepare for the registration and classification of
personnel with medical skills. The Selective Service System,
when funded, will develop a computer program to facilitate
registration upon mobilization. This system is projected to
decrease mobilization time significantly for first inductions of
health care personnel, from an estimated 7 to 12 months to only
55 days. Even considering this reduced period, the Selective
Service projects that it would not be able to meet the initial
requirements of the DoD for many health care specialties.

In summary, multiple factors combine to create the overall
environment in which reserve health care personnel function and
to affect the desirability of reserve service. The combination
of these factors (direct compensation, indirect compensation,
and many other aspects of military service) affects decisions to
enter and remain in the reserve components.
Historically, efforts to enhance the attractiveness of service
in the reserve for health care personnel have concentrated on
areas other than direct compensation. As the role of Nedical
readiness was identified and the requirement for a strong
reserve medical force grew, new and flexible training prpgrams
were developed, tailored explicitly for health care personnel.
Simultaneously, recruiting resources were increased and
recruiting operations intensified. Those developments in the
early 1980s now serve as cornerstones for current initiatives
that are yet broader in scope. Experience during the 1980s has
indicated that although increased success in recruiting brought
unprecedented numbers of health care personnel into the reserve,
the length of stay for many was very short, indicating the need
to make reserve service more attractive for members of the
health care disciplines.
Although analysis and recognition of the role of direct
compensation is imperative, it is equally important that efforts
continue to enhance recruiting programs, training programs, and
all aspects of personnel management. The analysis of survey and
statistical data by the 6th QRMC indicates that success in
attaining medical readiness will not be achieved by exclusive
concentration in either the compensation or noncompensation
areas, but through policies and programs that incorporate both
of these aspects of the reserve environment.

6th ORMC
Report
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Chapter 4.

ATTITUDES AND ENVIRONNNIT OF PHYSICIANS AND NURSES

For both the recent past and the foreseeable future, rapid and
sweeping changes are a hallmark of the United States health care
system. Scientific and technological advances have greatly
expanded the potential of medicine. Demographic changes in the
Nation's population, changing methods of financing increasingly
costly health care delivery, and reorganization and structural
changes in the health care system may all be expected to have
major impact. Such changes can be anticipated to affect the
requirements for health professionals and in turn the supply of
personnel entering the health professions.
There are trends in medicine and nursing that may have
significant impact on the ability of the reserve to recruit.
There are some indicators that physicians in the future may lose
some of their economic advantage in the civilian marketplace,

which might enhance the positive impact of well-designed reserve
compensation programs on recruiting and retention. On the other
hand, many leaders in the field of nursing indicate that the
supply of professional nurses is diminishing, with potential for
a serious nationwide shortage. Any resultant increase in
nurses' wages may increase competition for the reserve. Amid
this change, the reserve medical force faces its greatest
historical challenge--that of achieving medical readiness during
peacetime. Further, the reserve medical force is particularly
sensitive to environmental changes in health care and employment
practices of health professionals, due to the reliance of the
reserve on the civilian community as its source of professional
manpower.
This chapter reviews trends in the supply of physicians and
nurses that may affect their availability and willingness to
serve in the reserve. It also explores other trends in the
civilian environment of physicians and nurses, such as levels of
indebtedness stemming from educational expenses and the
potential impact of changes in malpractice insurance. The
attitudes of reserve medical officers and nurses concerning
compensation and other features of their service are summarized
and compared with those of nonmedical officers. The perspective
of civilian physicians and nurses with respect to potential
reserve service, gained from recent surveys, is also reviewed.
The major supply trends and the characteristics and attitudes of
reserve and civilian health professionals indicates that
compensation initiatives may be effective in reducing

Attitudes and Environment of Physicians and Nurses
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current shortfalls in wartime critical health care specialties.
They also provide a sense of the types of initiatives that may
be most effective.
Environment and SupplyTrends
Physicians
Although the net income of physicians has increased
substantially since 1970, there has been an overall decline in
their real income.

According to the American Medical

Association (AMA), there are general economic indicators that
suggest that physicians as a group "have been unable to maintain
their economic status or level of practice activity."1 One
factor is the increasing costs of practicing medicine. The
share of gross practice revenues paid toward expenses increased
from 40 percent in 1974 to 46 percent in 1984. This has many
causes, among which are the increasing costs of technological
advances in medicine, inflationary pressures on employee wages
and cost of supplies and equipment, and the increasing cost of
medical malpractice insurance.
Trends in the supply of physicians are also changing. In 1976
the Graduate Medical Education National Advisory Committee was
chartered to advise the Secretary of Health and Human Services
on the aspects of physician supply and requirements, geographic
distribution, and ways to finance graduate medical education.
The summary report of the Committee, published in 1980,
projected an excess of 70,000 physicians by the year 1990 and of
145,000 by the year 2000. While these projections have been
challenged; between 1970 and 1983 the increase in practicing
physicians outpaced the population growth. The per capita
distribution of physicians per 100,000 persons increased from
156 to 208. Between 1963 and 1985, increases in practicing
physicians in specific medical specialties ranged from 15.7
percent to 113.5 percent. The supply of surgical specialists
increased by 58.1 percent and the number of anesthesiologists
increased by 102.8 percent.2 As a percent of total physicians,
however, the surgery group dropped from 11.2 percent to 10.7
percent.
Another major change is in the rapidly proliferating
alternative practice modes. The trend has been away from the
solo fee-for-service practitioner toward a wide array of
alternative options. Group practice increased by 36 percent
between 1969 and 1980; between 1980 and 1984, group practice
expanded by an additional 44 percent. Similarly, health
maintenance organizations (HMOs) and related managed health
systems have become popular with patients and physicians. The
AMA concludes that the number of physicians who practice in
other than solo situations will continue to increase due to the
4-2
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high costs of establishing a now private practice, the
relatively greater flexibility of younger physicians in
accepting and entering such nontraditional practice
environments, and the increasing number of positions available
in organizations such as INCos in general and in those where
direct financial participation of the physician is allowed.
The AMA Council on Long-Range Planning and Development report

f

envisions the following environment:
*

Increased costs for undergraduate medical education due to
both increased costs of medical school and greater use of
more expensive loans

*

Development of pressures to limit growth in the number of
physicians by reducing the size of medical school classes,
closing medical schools, and by reducing residency
positions

*

Economic pressures causing hospitals to reduce the size of
residency programs

*

Increased competition for residency programs combined with
the leveling off or declining of resident incomes

*

Increased difficulty for new physicians in getting started
in practice, with a trend for new physician graduates to
become salaried, at least initially

*

Increased assumption of risk to include choice of
specialty, location, type of practice, and professional
liability

*

Increased competition among physicians

*

Possible decline of income and status, and decline in
financial return due to increased costs of education and
loans

*

Increased isolation of physicians in administrative and
economic decision-making from those who remain in clinical
care

Should the AMA predictions prove accurate, the physician will
lose some current economic advantage. This may benefit the
reserve in that alternative sources of income, both direct and
indirect, may become more attractive. This is not an argument
for the status quo in the compensation of military physicians.
The QRMC believes that enhanced compensation incentives are
necessary to attract the numbers of physicians required by the
reserve, even in a less economically advantageous environment.

Attitudes and Environ.ent of Physicians and Nurses
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A program well designed for today may become even more effective
should the environment for recruiting reserve medical officers
become somewhat more favorable.

Trends for the supply of civilian professional nurses may be
the reverse of those for physicians. Many national nursing
leaders believe there is a significant shortage of nurses today,
a shortage that they predict will worsen over time. There is
lack of consensus on this issue, based, in part, on which supply
and requirement models are used. The Secretary of Health and
Human Services has convened a commission to assess current
nursing supply and demand and to make recommendations if
indicated.
The Public Health Service has developed models that project
supply and requirements for full-time equivalent positions for
registered nurses; these result in differing outcomes for the
year 2000. The historical model, based on current roles and
usage of the professional nurse, projects an excess of 67,000 by
the year 2000. The criteria model, on the other hand, is based
on idealized roles of the professional nurse and realignment of
requirements based in part on changing educational stLndards.
This model projects higher requirements for nurses,
resulting in
3
a projected shortage of 578,000 by the year 2000.
Of immediate importance are the real vacancy rates currently
experienced by hospitals. According to the American Hospital
Association, based on a December 1986 survey of hospitals, 4 only
17.6 percent of hospitals reported no vacancies for registered
nurses. Twenty-four percent of all hospitals surveyed reported
a vacancy rate of 15 percent or more. Nationwide, 13.6 percent
of all full-time equivalent positions for registered nurses were
vacant. These trends and rates are potentially significant to
the reserve for many reasons. Nurse specialties that the DoD
has identified as critically short wartime specialties tend to
be the same as those that the civilian health care system is
recruiting. As an example, 90 percent of all hospitals had
recruited for medical-surgical nurses, with two-thirds of those
recruiting categorizing the recruiting process as difficult or
very difficult (60 or more days to fill a position).
Seventy-one percent of hospitals were recruiting for operating
room nurses, with approximately two-thirds of those hospitals
taking 60 days or more to hire a qualified individual.
Wages may be one important determinant in the rates of nurse
vacancies. According to one analysis, there is an inverse
relationship between nurses' relative wages and nursing
vacancies.5 Tracing this relationship back to 1960, Dr. Linda
Aiken indicates that nurses' salaries were generally low
compared with those of teachers and other predominantly female
4-4
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professions.

The introduction of Medicare resulted in relative

increases in nursing wages. With the introduction of wage and
price control into hospitals and efforts at hospital cost
containment, nursing salaries began to fall relative to those of
the other predominantly female professions. In 1979, a shortage

of nurses occurred.

in response, their wages began to increase

more rapidly than did other female professions, and, by 1984,
vacancy rates for nurses dropped. However, after 1984, nurses'
salaries began to stabilize.
In 1986, hospitals again reported
significant nursing vacancies. Research indicates that nurses
are less likely to participate in the labor force as increases
occur in the level of spousal income or income from other than
employment sources. 6 Employment in the nursing field appears to
be relatively responsive to levels of pay, a relationship that

is relevant to the reserve.
By 1987, the increased need of hospitals for nurses had begun
to generate changes in the pay and benefits received by

registered nurses. According the American Journal of Nursing
(AJN), however, it was not until the fall of 1987 that salaries
began to rise
significantly in response to continued nursing
vacancies. 7 Nurse anesthetists and operating room nurses, both
designated by the DoD as critically short wartime specialties,
did sustain significant civilian pay increases in 1987. The AJN
reported that the midyear salary survey conducted by the
University of Texas, Galveston, indicated a 6 to 7 percent
increase for certified registered nurse anesthetists. The AJN
reported the Roth Young Personnel Service in Philadelphia as
estimating starting salaries for nurse anesthetists at $33,000,
with the potential to reach $60 000 including "differentials,
on-call pay and pension plans. "
The Roth Young Personnel
Service
income
in 1988 in
for Pittsburgh
open-heartpredicted
operating double-digit
room nurses. 9increases
There isin also
a
major increase in hospitals' use of temporary staffing agencies.
A recent survey conducted by the American Hospital Association
showed a 31 percent increase in the use of such agencies by
hospitals between December 1986 and April 1987.10 This is
significant because temporary staffing agencies often pay
salaries two to three times those of permanent employees at the
same hospital. This may be of particular significance for the
reserve because the periods of employment are often for the
hard-to-man shifts such as evenings, nights, and weekends,
thereby increasing competition with the reserve.
Significant wage increases have recently occurred across the
country, although the gains have not been equally distributed
geographically. For example, at Pennsylvania Hospital in
Philadelphia, new base salaries advertised in November 1987
ranged from $28,184 to 36,109; permanent evening salaries ranged
from $33,072 to $41,799; and permanent night salaries ranged
from $35,880 to $45,406.11 This contradts with an average
starting salary of $20,340 in 1986.12
Attitudes and
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Same hospitals raised salaries by as much as 18 percent, and
one supplemental staffing agency estimated that their rates for

staff nurses had increased by 15 to 20 percent. Bonuses were
paid more frequently, and shift differentials increased
significantly in many areas.
The JN reported that Yale-New
Haven Hospital bad employed a shift incentive bonus program.
The hospital's starting salary is $26,000, and a nurse who
commits to weekend work for one year earns an additional $6,000.
With the addition of a $915 shift differential, the annual
salary is $32,915. A nurse who commits to working straight
weekend/evening shifts earns an income of $38,307, and the nurse
who works weekend nights earns $40,211. Experienced nurses who
work straight nights and weekends earn $51,401. At the St.
Francis Hospital in Wilmington, a 50 percent differential is
paid for working nights and weekends, resulting in an annual

salary of approximately $40,000.
Among other benefits that health care employers are using to
attract nurses is the sponsoring of nursing education, which may
take the form of advanced education for registered nurses and
licenaed practical nurses, or may provide tuition to employees
or other individuals who commit to working for the organization
upon completion of basic nursing training. The two hospitals
that the AJN cites as sponsoring such programs have reportedly
been very successful in recruiting participants.
Should salaries continue to increase significantly and on a
nationwide basis, and employment practices expand to where a
nurse can command high wages for a short period of time or for
other than daytime shift work, more competition may be created
for the reserve components. The reserve most often demands
nurses' time for the same period (evenings, nights, and
weekends) for which they may be most highly paid in the civilian
labor force.
An additional area of concern is the supply of new nurses.
There has been a significant drop in enrollment
in full-time
13
Between
undergraduate baccalaureate nursing students.
academic years 1984-1985 and 1985-1986, full-time enrollment of
baccalaureate nursing students dropped by 8.5 percent; the

I

following year, enrollment decreased an additional 10.7 percent.
Part-time enrollment has increased, but at a declining rate.
Whereas there was an increase of 6.5 percent in part-time
enrollment between academic years 1983-1984 and 1984-1985, by
academic year 1986-1987 the increase over the previous year was
only 0.4 percent. Many part-time enrollees are nurses with
two-year associate degrees or three-year diplomas, returning to
school in order to obtain a baccalaureate degree in nursing.
This group is a potential target for reserve recruiting.
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Many reasons are offered for the decrease in enrollment. The
School of Nursing at the University of Pennsylvania surveyed a

sample of member schools of the American Association of Colleges
of Nursing in the Spring of 1987. Listed below in rank order
are the factors cited by nursain school deans for the decreasing
enrollment in nursing schools:1
0

Decreased pool of qualified applicants

0

Decreased availability of scholarships/financial aid for

students
0

Inefficient recruitment efforts

*

Increased tuition; changes in financial situation of the
institution or state

0

Changes in students' perceptions of nursing as an
attractive career option

*

Decreased availability of qualified nursing faculty

*

Decreased availability of clinical facilities

One immediate impact of the decreasing levels of enrollment is
an increase in the number of nursing schools that are closing.
The impact is greatest on private nursing schools.
The change in perception of nursing as a rewarding career is
corroborated by research conducted by the Cooperative
Institutional Research Program of the American Council on
Education.1 5 This research group has conducted a comprehensive
survey of entering college freshmen for the last 20 years. As
part of a study of the 20-year trend, analysts tracked the
interest of entering freshmen in various careers, including
nursing. Both the percent and absolute numbers of freshmen who
expressed an interest in a nursing career have declined. The
percent of full-time entering freshmen interested in nursing
declined in 1986 to a low of 2.7 percent from 3.3 percent as
recently as 1985. There has been a decline of nearly half from
the peak of 5.1 percent in 1974. This reflects a drop in actual
numbers from 40,631 to a low of 28,500 in 1986. The study
further indicates that the absolute number of graduating high
school students has also declined by 15 to 20 percent since the
1970s. Even were the percent of interested students and
graduates to remain constant, there would still be a drop in the
actual number of qualified nurses produced annually.
Two of the factors (listed above) identified by the deans of
nursing schools as accounting for enrollment declines are
related to the financial aspects of nursing education. This is
an area where the reserve might play a role by partially
4-7
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subsidizing nursing euucation in.-return for reserve service.
This would help. the reserve, to obtain obligated nurses and
potentially help the Nation by stimulating an increase in the
supply of civilian nurses.

As previously noted, the FY 1986 DoD

Authorization Act did authorise stipends to fully qualified
nurses training as nurse anesthetists and operating room nurses.
The National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Years 1988 and
1989 added a monthly stipend in the amount of $100 per month for

baccalaureate nursing students in their third and fourth year of
training. There may be even greater potential for recruiting at
the undergraduate level, were more comprehensive scholarship

programs to be offered.
The number of graduates from nursing programs has also
decreased annually. The average size of the graduating class of
1985 was down slightly from the previous year, and the class
graduating in 1986 was 2.3 percent smaller than that of 1985.
This trend continued in 1987. Many leaders in the nursing field
believe that there will be a further decrease in both nursing
enrollment and graduations at tV:: ,-ccalaureate level over the
next three years.
In summary, a true decline in registered nurses could be

anticipated to have a negative impact on the availability of
nurses to the reserve. The existing supply would be highly in
demand by the civilian community, and because the nursing field
is one in which weekend and night work are standard, competition
for the reserve would potentially be intensified. Further,
actual nurse vacancies in the civilian sector tend to increase
wages and other benefits over time, particularly for those
hard-to-man shifts such as weekend, and evening and night
shifts, which again heightens competition for the reserve. On
the other band, trends in education, such as the return to
school of registered nurses in order to earn a baccalaureate
degree in nursing, and the large number of part-time nursing
students may provide valuable populations from which the reserve
might recruit, particularly if attractive educational support
packages were offered.
Indeb

n

Rising Costs of Education
According to the Washington Office of the College Board, 1 6 the
cost of college atte dance increased greatly between academic
year 1980-1981 and 1986-1987, from a low of 56 percent for
public two-year programs to a high of 81 percent for private
universities. Even when measured in constant 1982 dollars the
increase is significant, ranging from a low of 22 percent for
public two-year institutions to a high of 41 percent for private
universities. This is matched by an increase of only 15 percent
4-S
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in disposable personal income and by a 5 percent increase in
family incme over the same time period. The increased costs of
earning a baccalaureate degree affect both nurses and
physicians. For nurses, that may be the sole source of
potential educational debt.
For physicians, any debt incurred
is compounded by additional debt incurred while attending
medical school.

Trends in tuition and overall educational costs, financing of
student education in the health professions, and levels of
student and graduate indebtedness have caused concern in the
Congress. In the Health Professions Training Assistance Act of
1985 (Section 221 of Public Law 99-129), Congress required that

the Secretary of Health and Human Services submit a report
containing man analysis of any financial disincentive to
graduates of health professions schools which affects the
specialty of practice they choose or the decision to practice
their profession in an area which lacks an adequate number of
health care professionals." 17 That report, published in 1986,
concluded that costs of training in the health professions

continue to be greater than are costs of training in other
fields. Between the academic year 1980-1981 and 1985-1986, an
increase in tuition of 51 percent occurred for private medical
schools and 78 percent for public medical schools. Cost of
attendance at both public and private osteopathic schools has
also risen significantly.
Educational Debts
In programs providing student aid, there has been a major

shift toward the use of funds that must be repaid; the award of
grants and scholarships has decreased and the use of loans
increased. There is also a trend away from subsidized loans and
toward nonsubsidized loans. Since the mid-1970s, loans have
grown from one-fifth of student financial aid to half of all
student aid available in academic year 1986-1987. In that year,
grants and financial loans each comprised just under one-half of
the student aid awarded, with student jobs constituting the
remaining three percent. Although there is also a trend toward
an increase in assistance from nonfederal sources, the federal
government still remains the largest provider of student
educational assistance.
Because there are few other financing alternatives, the trend
is for students to borrow more often, in higher amounts, and at
higher interest rates to meet increased tuition and educational
costs. The Health and Human Services study indicates that "a
study simulating the debt burden pattern of graduates of several
different health professions disciplines found that accumulated
educational debt may be of such a magnitude relative to expected
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earning in the initial years of practice that repayment of loans
could be difficult for a substantial percentage of these
graduates.U"L

j

In the case of physicians, the earning curve rises rapidly,
Yet,
thus diminishing the burden of loan repayment over time.
the debt levels of physicians are particularly high because they
are built on debts incurred during the undergraduate years as

well as the very expensive years of medical school. Moreover,
the majority of medical school graduates continue their training
as residents, with typically low stipends, in a specialty field.
Although some loans defer payment during the residency period,
interest continues to accrue. In addition, some loans have only
two-year deferments and are due prior to completion of the many
residency programs that are longer than two years. The extended
training represented by periods of graduate medical education
further delays the time when the physician will have a
significant level of income from practice of his profession.
According to the AMA, the average educational debt in 1986 for
all physicians who were indebted was $33,500. Table 4-1 shows
the projected levels of indebtedness of senior medical students
who graduated in 1987 as indicated by responses to a survey
taken during their senior year. There is a wide range of debts,
with many graduates possessing educational debts far in excess
of the average. Only 18 percent projected that they would have
no debt. Roughly 20 percent expected to owe $50,000 or more,
and debt levels for some ranged over $100,000. The average
indebtedness increased by approximately 11 percent per year
between 1981 and 1986, with an increase for the entire period of
approximately 70 percent. Table 4-2 indicates the high and
growing average debt as a percent of the average physician
income for the years 1981 to 1985. The situation for the new
graduate in internship or residency training can be seen in
Table 4-3, which portrays average annual salary ranges for
interns and residents during 1986. Because the income for this
period of training is low, the burden of the debt is much
greater. Upon completion of training, income would generally
not reach that of the national average for several years, and
physicians who choose to set up practice have the additional
burden of extremely high start-up costs. The AMA found that, in
1983, physicians in their first five years of practice earned an
average of $31,000 a year less than did physicians with over ten
years of practice.
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Table 4-1.

Projected Levels of Indebtedness of Medical Students
Graduating in 1987
Percentaae of Respondents

eb.Lel

No debt

18

Less than $20,000
$20,000
$30,000
$50,000
$75,000

-

20
18

$29,999
$49,999
$74,999
$99,999

24
13
5

$100,000 or more
Note:

2

Mean of all indebted students - $35,621

Source:

Association of American Medical Colleges, Medical
Student Graduating Ouestionnaire Class of 1987

Table 4-2.
Year of

rauatin

Student Debt as a Percentage of Average Net Income
(After Expenses, Before Taxes) of Medical Doctors
Average

Net Income
$ 99,500

1982
1983
1984
1985

Det
$21,051
23,647
26,496
23,500

106,300
108,400
113,200

Source:

Average

Debt
_,

21
22
24
30

American Medical Association, Socioeconomic
Characteristics of Medical Practice 1986

Table 4-3.

Sample Annual Salary Ranges for Medical Interns and
Residents as of July 1, 1986

Physician Cateaorv
Intern

lst
2nd
3rd
4th

year
year
year
year

Source:

Salary Ranae
$16,000 - $24,529

resident
resident
resident
resident

$16,700
$17,700
$18,700
$20,000

-

$26,629
$29,035
$31,450
$32,500

Comensation Reort on Hosoital-Based and GroUo
Practice Physicians 1986-1987, Hospital Compensation
Service, John R. Zabka Associates, Inc., November 1986
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Student debts for osteopathic physicians tend to be even

larger. Table 4-4 shows projected debts as indicated by
osteopathic students who graduated in 1986 and by those who will
graduate in 1989. The average debt for those graduating in 1986
was $55,400, with a projected increase in 1989 to $58,300. The
increase in average debt for osteopathic students rose 79
percent between 1983 and 1986.
Table 4-4.

Projected Levels of Indebtedness for Osteopathic
Students Graduating in 1986 and 1989

Debt Level
No debt
Less than $20,000
$20,000-$40,000
$40,001-$60,000
$60,001-$80,000
Over $80,000
Average debt
Sources:

1986 Graduates
%
7
8
25
24
16
22
$55,400

1989 Graduates
%
9
14
20
14
15
28
$58,300

Don C. Zobell, The Debts of OsteoDathic Students in
1986, American Association of Colleges of Osteopathic
Medicine, July 1987
Don C. Zobell, Unpublished data, 1987

Much less data is available on indebtedness of nurses. This
area has been recently recognized as important, however, and
there are now several studies under way. In the interim, the
American Association of Colleges of Nursing has indicated the
appropriateness of using data applicable to the baccalaureate
degree, based on the assumption that the indebtedness of the
typical nurse is at least as high as other students at the same
academic institution. Nurses bear not only the standard costs
of college attendance, but incur some additional costs
associated with nursing such as costs for immunizations,
stethoscopes and other medical equipment, and transportation to
clinical work sites.
Table 4-5 depicts the results of a 1986 survey of financial
aid directors; it shows progressive average indebtedness from
all student aid sources for public and private two-year and
four-year institutions. 19 Table 4-6, reflects in much greater
detail the levels of indebtedness at the end of four years for
public and private four-year institutions. 2 0 The average debt
of private school students is greater than the debt of those who
4-12
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attend public colleges for both the two-year and the four-year
programs. Although the levels of debt shown here for

baccalaureate students are not as impressive in magnitude as are
those of the physician, they represent a very high percentage of
the average annual starting salary for a graduate nurse and mey
therefore be assumed to have similar impact. The average
four-year public school debt of $6,685, for those who borrowed
in academic year 1985-1986, represents 34 percent of the average
nurse's starting salary in 1985 ($19,440);3 1 the four-year
private school debt of $8,895 represents 46 percent of the
average nurse's starting salary.
Table 4-5.

Average Indebtedness From All Sources for
Undergraduates Who Borrowed, 1985-86
After Two Years

Institutional
- Type

Number of
Institutions

Public 2-year
Private 2-year
Public 4-year
Private 4-year
Source:

485
107
335
735

Amount
$3,303
$4,461
$3,217
$4,340

After Four Years
Number of
Institutions
-

333
736

Amount
$6,685
$8,950

College Scholarship Service and National Association of
Student Financial Aid Administrators, Survey of
Undergraduate Financial Aid Policies. Practices and

Procedures

Loan Repayment and Forgiveness Programs
Loan repayment and forgiveness have long been used as a
mechanism by differing levels of government and by the private
sector to induce health professionals to join a particular
organization or to practice in a specified area. Congressional
endorsement was given to this concept in 1965, when the Health
Professions Educational Assistance Amendments of 1965 (Public
Law 89-290) allowed the cancellation of up to 50 percent of
health professional loans at a rate of 10 percent per year for
practice in a State-certified manpower shortage area. Under the
Comprehensive Health Manpower Training Act of 1971 (Public Law
92-157) loan repayment (as opposed to cancellation) was
authorized for up to 60 percent of an individual's qualifying
loans following two years of service, with an additional 25
percent authorized after a third year of service. Several
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Table 4-6.

Average Debt From All Sources at the End of Four
Years, as Reported by Financial Aid Officers*

Debt
After
4 Yearios
Under $1,000
$1,000
$2,000
$3,000
$4,000
$5,000
$7,500

-

$1,999
$2,999
$3,999
$4,999
$7,499
$9,999
$10,000 - $14,999

Over $15,000

% of Public
% of Private
4-Year
4-Year
Institutions
0.0

.4

1.5
5.1
7.8
20.4
31.8
22.8
9.0

.5
1.5
2.2
6.8
19.3
38.7
27.3

1.2

2.6

N/A

.3

.7

Total number of schools

333

736

$6,685

$8,950

Approximate mean-debt

Notes:
* Percent distribution epresents the distribution of survey
respondents (one per school), not the number of students in
each category.
N/A = Not applicable

Source:

College Scholarship Service and National Association of
Student Financial Aid Administrators, Survey of
Undergraduate Financial Aid Policies. Practices and
Procedures

modifications of this program have been enacted since that time.
The General Accounting Office (GAO) evaluated the loan
forgiveness program in 1974,22 relative to its impact on
physicians and dentists, and the loan repayment program in
1978,23 surveying physicians only. Both studies concluded that
the programs w.re largely ineffective in influencing the
location of practice for groups of health professionals who
participated in the program. Further, the program had attracted
on'y small numbers of participants. Based on these concerns,
the Bureau of Hea~th Personnel Development and Service of the
Public Health Service commissioned Mandex Incorporated to
conduct additional research on the effectiveness of the loan
repayment program. The conclusions of that study, published in
1981,24 were similar to those of the GAO studies.
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State governments and state medical associations have also
used loan forgiveness (loan cancellation) programs frequently in
the past. An early study found that, of a total of 27 local
student loan programs then existing, 17 programs provided some
degree of loan forgiveness to physicians in return for service
in a rural area upon completion of education and training. 2 5 In
the 11 programs that had existed long enough to hav3 accumulated
meaningful data, approximately 38 percent of physicians
preferred to repay the loan rather than practice in a small
community. Those who chose to enter rural practice ranged by
state from 33 percent to 98 percent of borrowers. Five
additional programs had been terminated, four due to failure and
the fifth due to a level of success that made the incentive no
longer necessary. The rate of participation varied by state and
was, overall, much higher than that of the federal loan
forgiveness and loan repayment programs.
Currently, there appears to be renewed confidence in the
potential of loan repayment programs to affect individual
behavior. The economic environment of students, with increased
educational costs and greatly increased levels of indebtedness,
appears to be such that programs that have previously been
unsuccessful may now be successful. An example of this change
in perspective is a recommendation made by the Department of
Health and Human Services in their report to Congress in
November 1986. Among other recommendations, the report
encouraged "expansion of state and local programs designed to
provide loan forgiveness programs for low-income students who
will serve in medically underserved areas." 2 6 Further
indication of the newly revived relevance of loan repayment
programs is the establishment of a loan repayment program for
the National Health Service Corps of the Public Health Service,
authorized by Public Law 100-177 in December 1987. The law
authorized disbursement of up to $20,000 annually ($25,000 for
individuals who agree to serve in the Indian Health Service) in
loan repayment funds for government and commercial educational
loans to health professionals who join the National Health
Service Corps to work in designated health manpower shortage
areas. The law also authorized the federal government to make
grants to states to support local establishment of programs
similar to the loan repayment program of the National Health
Service Corps.
A similar government loan program was established for nurses
in the late 1960s. The Federal Nursing Student Loan Program
authorizes payment to students pursuing a full-time or half-time
course of study leading to a baccalaureate, associate, or
graduate degree in nursing. Payments of up to $2,500 annually
are authorized, not to exceed an aggregate of $10,000 for any
one student. Currently, however, there is a high rate of
delinquency and consequent termination of school participation
in the federal nursing student loan program. Nurses are also
Attitudes end Envfron4wnt of Physfcans and Nurses
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eligible to receive funding from other federal student loan
programs. Of nurses who borrow, a high percentage do so from
multiple sources. Other types of funding available include
loans from states, colleges, and a wide variety of private
sources.
A government loan repayment program similar to that for other
health professionals also exists for nurses who agree to serve
in a state having a shortage of nurses. The Public Health
Service will repay 30 percent of the outstanding principal and
interest under the Federal Nursing Student Loan program for each
of the first two years of service. An additional 25 percent is
paid upon completion of the third year of service.

Malvractice Insurance
Professional legal liability is a significant problem
nationwide. Many observers believe that there is a crisis in
medical malpractice insurance because physicians leave active
medical practice prematurely or refuse to treat certain high
risk categories of patients because of the high risk of lawsuit
and the escalating cost of malpractice insurance. According to
the American Medical Association, the average dollar amount of
liability claims has increased significantly in recent years, as
have insurance premium rates. 2 7
Between 1982 and 1985, the
average malpractice insurance premiums for self-employed
physicians rose at an annual rate of 21.9 percent, increasing
from $5,800 to $10,500. During the same timespan, "one-quarter
of increased physician gross revenues adjusted for inflation
have been devoted to paying higher premiums." 2 8
Premiums
continued to rise until, in 1986, the average was $12,800. This
amounted to 5.1 percent of average total practice revenue.

There are very significant variances in the premiums paid by
specialty groups, however. The highest average premiums are
paid by physicians in obstetrics/gynecology, followed by two of
the specialties designated as critically short for wartime by
the DoD: surgery and anesthesiology. Average premiums for
surgeons rose from $16,600 in 1985 to $21,300 in 1986. The
average premium for anesthesiologists in 1985 was $18,800; no
comparative 1986 data was available.
As far back as the mid-1970., pressures in the medical
malpractice insurance market caused a chai- in the type of
insurance available. The standard tyD.isurance had been
occurrence-based until that time. Oc__ .ice-based liability
insurance covered any claim arising from care provided while the
policy was in effect. Due to major economic pressures,
insurance companies then found it more practical to offer a
claims-made type of insurance. Under a claims-made policy, a
claim is covered if two criteria are met: the claim must arise
from care provided while the policy is in effect and the claim
4-16
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itself must be submitted during the life of the policy; claims
filed after policy expiration are not covered unless the policy
holder has bought special additional coverage to extend coverage
beyond the policy termination date. For example, a retired
physician needs no liability coverage for any current or future
malpractice, but if he wished to be covered for any possible
claims based on his previous medical practice, he would be
required to purchase what is called an extended reporting
endorsement or, more commonly, "tail" coverage. The cost of the
lump sum payment required to purchase tail coverage varies; it
is generally based on the annual premium. The tail may cost as
much as three to four times the annual premium and typically is
most expensive for physicians practicing in specialties that
the DoD has classified as critically short wartime specialties.
The prevalence of claims-made insurance has grown until, in
the mid-1980s, it is the predominant form of medical malpractice
insurance available. The DoD has recognized claims-made
insurance as a potentially significant deterrent to recruiting
in all physician categories, including both active duty and
reserve medical officers as well as DoD civilian contract
physicians. Health care providers are generally covered against
liability while actually on active duty; however, upon
mobilization, the reserve medical officer may need to purchase
tail coverage to cover any future claims filed for occurrences
resulting from his civilian practice. In September 1987, the
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs received an
opinion from the DoD General Counsel indicating that the
Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act is very limited in the
protection that it provides medical personnel for lawsuits that
arise from previous civilian practice. Although the government
may provide some procedural assistance, it does not provide an
absolute defense, nor is the government responsible for
providing tail coverage to a mobilized reservist under the
current act. There is concern that the need to make a large
lump sum purchase for tail coverage when terminating civilian
medical practice to enter active duty or contract service in
peacetime (or, for the reservist, upon mobilization) may have a
significant negative impact on the recruiting of physicians.
There is already indirect evidence that it has begun to
interfere with recruiting of physicians in the reserve
components.
The potential exists for a similar problem in other health
care disciplines as well. The American Dental Association has
indicated that the liability market for dentists is now also
dominated by claims-made insurance. The requirement for
liability insurance for nurses varies by state and by
institution; not all nurses require insurance. Some
institutions provide insurance for their staff members; some
nurses carry individual insurance. Nurses with advanced
training, such as nurse practitioners and midwives, are most
Attitudes and Environment of Physicians end Nurses
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likely to require coverage.

Insurance for nurse anesthetists, a

critically short wartime specialty, carries one of the highest

premiums.

According to the American Nursing Association, the

four primary insurance companies providing liability insurance
to individual nurses continue to offer occurrence-based

policies, while institutional coverage for staff members is
frequently of the claims-made type.
This has potentijil impact for all catewgories of physicians and

nurses in the criti_,ally short wartime specialties. The need
for both short-term and long-term solutions is acknowledged,
with the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health
Affairs currently developing proposed courses of action. For
the reservist, alternatives to defray the cost of (or eliminate
the need for) a lump sum payment upon mobilization must be
evaluated.

Characteristics of Reserve Physicians and Nurses
Education Level
Comparing the level of education of reservists with that of
physicians and nurses in the civilian sector is most relevant
for the nursing population. Respondents to the 1986 Reserve

Component Surveys were requested to indicate the highest grade
or year of regular school or college completed. For purposes of
comparing survey data with 1984 data from The Registered Nurse
Ponulation-1984, 2 9 the QRMC assumed that respondents who
indicated two years of college as the highest level of education
completed have an associate degree in nursing and that three
years of college is equivalent to a diploma in nursing. A
response indicatirg four years of college may reflect completion
of a baccalaureate in nursing or another degree. Reserve
personnel policies have resulted in a reserve nursing population
with a higher level of education than that of registered nurses
at large. Associate degree nurses represent 23 percent of the
national population but only 10 percent of the reserve nursing
population based on survey respondents; diploma nurses
constitute 45 percent of the national registered nurse
population and 12 percent of the reserve population; nurses with
a baccalaureate in nursing or with other degrees comprise 26
percent of the national population and 76 percent of the reserve
population. In summary, unlike education for physicians, where
high levels of education are mandatory, levels of education for
nurses are variable. When planning challenging training and
apportioning leadership and training responsibilities, it may be
significant for reserve planners to be aware of the high levels
of education of reserve nurses.
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Distribution by Sex
In FY 1986, female medical officers constituted 11 percent of

active component medical officers and 7 percent of reserve
medical officers.

This compares with 14.6 percent female

physicians nationwide, up from 7.6 percent in the 19709. The
representation of women in residency training has doubled since
1970, reaching 26.2 percent in 1985. Because women nhysicians
as a groap are younger and are more likely to be salaried
employees than male physicians (both characteristics tending to
result in a reduced level of income), female physicians may
potentially be an appropriate target for reserve recruiting. A
high percentage of women physicians enter the primary care
specialties, however, for which the reserve currently has
limited need.
The representation of males in the military nursing population
is approximately equivalent in the active and reserve
components: 24 and 21 percent, respectively, in FY 1986. In
both components, the representation of males is much higher than
in the civilian nurse population. In 1984, males represented
only 3 percent of the national registered nurse population. 30
Age
The AMA reports the percent of physicians who are age 40 or
under has increased from 39.8 percent in 1970 to 41.4 percent in
1985.31 Almost half of all United States medical school
graduates have received their medical degree since 1970. The
American Osteopathic Association reports 55 percent of
osteopathic physicians as being age 44 or under.3 2 Reserve
survey data indicates that the percentage of reserve medical
officers in the 40 and under age group is somewhat less than the
national 41 percent rate. For all components combined, only 32
percent of reserve medical officers fall into the 40 and under
age category. The Army National Guard and Air National Guard
have a higher percentage of younger physicians, however, with 47
percent and 46 percent, respectively, in the 40 and under
category. Based on survey data, the average age of all DoD
reserve medical officers is 46.9 years. Thus there is a large
population of young civilian physicians, which the reserve might
profitably target in recruiting efforts.
The average age of civilian nurses in 1984 was 38, with 35
percent of registered nurses falling in the age range of 25 to
49. The average age of reserve nurses surveyed was 39, with 57
percent in the 35 to 49 year range. This emphasizes the
importance of recent legislation increasing the initial
appointment and retirement ages for critically short wartime
specialties. The potential value of the mature nurse is
also emphasized by the pattern of nurse participation in the
work force. There is a high rate of participation for nurses in
Attftudes and Environment of Physicians and Nurses
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FIGURE 4-1. PERCENT OF OFFICERS WITH PRIOR ACTIVE SERVICE,
BY COMPONENT AND SPECIALTY
SOURCE: 1986 RESERVE COMPONENTS SURVEYS

their 20s, followed by a decline for nurses in their 30s, and
nurses in their 40s following the
then a resurgence of
3 3 employed
growth of children.
Prior Active Service
Figure 4-1 shows the percent of National Guard and Reserve
officers, by occupational category, who have prior service in an
active component. In the aggregate, nonmedical and other
medical officers include the highest percentages with prior
active duty. Medical officers as a group fall in third
position, with nurses exhibiting the lowest rate of prior active
duty over all. There are some notable variances among the
reserve components, the most obvious being in the Naval Reserve,
which has a much higher percentage of all officers with prior
active duty.
civilian Employment
Most reserve officers are employed in the civilian economy.
The employment status of officers is displayed in Table 4-7.
Data is shown for reserve medical officers, nurses, and "other"
officers, which represents officers outside of the health care
4-20
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TabLe 4-7.

Employment Status, by Component
AIs

UAR

USUR

AVG

USAFE

TOTAL

30
so
6
3
11

47
42
9
1
1

56
39
3

42
58

47
52

1

46
45
6
1
2

3
11
5
4

78
2
7
8
6

51
1
12
24
12

78
1
9
8
3

71
1
11
10
7

74
2
9
9
6

Employed fuLl-time

71

77

82

73

79

76

SeLf-empLoyed
EmpLoyed part-time
Unemployed
In school

11
3
5
10

10
2
4
6

11
2
2
3

13
5
6
2

11
2
4
3

11
3
4
6

im_

-.

.

_.L

L

_L .

NEDICAL OFFICERS
Employed full-time
Self-employed
Employed pert-time

Unemployed
In school

2

NURSES
Employed full-time
Setf-emptoyed
Employed part-time
Unemployed
In school
OTHER OFFICERS

Source:

1986 Reserve Components Survey of Officers, Question 93

disciplines. Only 1 percent of physicians are unemployed and 45
percent are self-employed. The highest rate of unemployment (9
percent) is among reserve nurses. This percentage ranges from 5
percent for those in the Army National Guard to 24 percent for
those in the Naval Reserve. Reserve nurses have a lower
unemployment rate than the 15 percent unemployment rate for
nurses nationally. 3 4 The percentage of reserve nurses employed
in fields other than nursing is higher than that found in the
civilian sector, however. Excluding those reserve nurses who
are employed in administrative and managerial occupations that
may be nursing-related jobs, 17.7 percent of reserve nurses are
employed in occupations other than nursing. This contrasts with
6 percent of nurses nationally who are employed in fields other
than nursing. According to the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services, as of November 1984, 79 percent of registered
nurses were employed in nursing. Of those employed in nursing,
66 percent were employed full-time and 34 percent were employed
part-time. 3 5 By comparison, of the reserve nurses who indicated
that they are currently employed in civilian jobs very similar
Attitudes and Environment of Physicians and Nurses
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or similar to their military job, 90 percent are employed
full-time and 10 percent are employed part-time. It is apparent
then that the reserve is not drawing primarily from the large
pool of part-time-employed civilian nurses; such nurses may be a
potential recruiting pool for the reserve components.
Changes in the nations's health care delivery system have
resulted in a decrease in the number of self-employed physicians
and an increase in the number of physicians employed by others.
The AMA defines employed physicians as those employed by

hospitals, state or local governments, HOs, group practices,
and in certain other settings. In 1985, according to the AMA,
26 percent of nonfederal, patient care physicians (excluding
residents) were employed physicians. 3 6 This percentage included
29 percent for anesthesiologists and 14 percent for the broad
surgery group, and compares with 53 percent of reserve
physicians who are employed. The ANA indicates that
"self-employed physicians consistently earned nearly $38,000
more per year than employee physicians, however employees worked
an average of one and one-half fewer weeks per year and spent
Of
four hours less per week in practice related activities.n"
further note for the reserve is the fact that a much higher
percent of physicians under age 36 were employees (47 percent)
than were physicians age 55 and over (19 percent). Even the
next youngest age category (36 to 45 years of age) had only 27
percent employed physicians. Among the specialties, surgeons
had one of the two lowest percentages of employees (13.9
percent). Females were almost twice as likely to be employed
(45 percent) as were their male counterparts (24 percent).
Another significant difference between the reserve physician and
the national population is the higher percentage of reserve
physicians employed by government. The AMA has indicated that,
in 1985, only 2.7 percent of employee physicians were employed
by state and local government. By contrast, 26 percent of
reserve medical officers, who indicated that they are employees,
are employed by state and local government. All government
physician employees in 1985, including Federal employees,
constituted 4.6 percent of the total physician population,
whereas 43 percent of reserve employee physicians responding as
being employed in the government and private categories
indicated government employment. A direct correlation cannot be
drawn between this data, however, because the AMA survey
provided more discrete employer choices than did the 1986
Reserve Components Surveys, but the data clearly indicates that
the reserve physician population differs from the general
population of physicians.
As shown by Table 4-8, for physicians not self-employed,
slightly more are employed by private health care organizations
than by government. The pattern for nurses is almost identical,
with the percentage of both groups slightly exceeding the
percentage for other reserve officers. Since very few nurses
4-22
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Table 4-8.

Type of Civilian Employer (Full-time Employed
Excluding Self-Employed)

Government
Private
Source:

Medical
Officer

Nurse

other
officer

43
57

44
56

40
60

1996 Reserve Components Survey of Officers, Question 97

are self-employed, the percentage of all employed nurses who are
employed in government is the highest of the three groups and
nearly twice that of medical officers.
Not surprisingly, most medical officers and military nurses
work full-time in the civilian economy as physicians and nurses.
Table 4-9 displays this data. It is noteworthy that most
reserve nurses are employed in the civilian economy. The major
exception is in the case of nurses in the Naval Reserve.
Tabte 4-9.

Percentage of Reserve Nedical Officers and Nurses, by Civilian Occupational Category
and Component

Civilian Occupation

ARNG

USAR

USNR

.%

of Reservist

ANG

USAFR

_71.
.

TOTAL

X

MEDICAL OFFICERS
No civiLian job

Administrative, manageriat,
and ianagement-reLated
Physicians
Other

0.

3.0

0.5

4.3
86.3
6.5

3.0
78.9
17.7

3.8
84.8
11.4

80.0
20.1

4.2
82.5
13.3

3.2
81.7
14.5

2.8

2.6

18.7

2.6

3.0

4.1

7.7
72.1
17.4

8.3
70.9
18.2

1.7
60.9
18.7

6.6
78.7
12.1

5.9
73.0
18.1

7.2
71.0
17.7

REGISTERED NURSES
No civifLan Job
Administrative, managerlat,
and management-retated
Registered Nurses
Other
Source:

Research Trianglte institute, Descrintion of Officers and Entisted Personnel in the U.S.
Selected Reaerve: 1986, November 1986
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Table 4-10 shows the relationship between civilian occupation
and reserve duty from the opposite perspective. It shows the
military occupational category of reservists who work as
physicians and registered nurses in their civilian life. Most,
but not all, serve as medical officers and military nurses in
the reserve.
Table 4-10.

Percentage of Reservists Who Work as Physicians or Registered Nurses In
the Civilian Economy Who Also Work in the Reserve, by Nilitary Occupations
(Civilian equivalent) and Component

military Occupation

of Reservist
PHYSICIANS
No civilian equivalent/
nonoccupatfonal

Adinlistrative & managerial
Physicians
Other

ARNO

j

USAP

.L

USUR

AMG

_

JL
J-

10.9

1.0

9.4

8.1

9.7
77.1
2.3

7.1
83.5
8.4

2.7

-

1.1
6.4

0.5
1.4

2.7

91.2
1.3

97.2
0.9

93.3
4.0

84.1
3.8

USAFR

.

TOTAL

%

5.2
-

87.9
4.0

100

3.0

-

-

5.4
84.2
5.2

REGISTERED NURSES
No civilian equivalent/
nonoccupational
Administrative & mnagerial
Registered Nurses
Other
Source:

-

0.6
92.4
4.6

99.4
-

0.6
1.8
96.3
1.3

Research Triangle Institute, Descriotion of Officers and Enlisted Personnel in the U.S.
Selected Reserve: 1986, November 1986

Employer Attitudes
As recorded by survey respondents, the overall attitude of
civilian employers toward participation of employees in the
Guard/Reserve is very similar for all groups. Further, the
reported rate of unfavorable employer attitudes was similar for
both private and government employees. Those recording
unfavorable attitudes range from a low of 14 percent for
nonmedical officers employed by private sources to a high of 20
percent for nurses employed by government.

Reserve medical officers and nurses report that their
employers have greater problems with their absence from work
than do the employers of nonmedical officers. Medical officers
indicate the greatest degree of difficulty for employers in all
categories of absence. For annual training, reserve nurses rate
a degree of employer difficulty equivalent to that of medical
4-24
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officers, but no greater than that of nonmedical officers for
drills and extra time spent at Guard/Reserve activities. Table

4-11 shows the percent of officers in each category who indicate
that their absence for reserve duties caused problems for their
employer, by type of training.
Table 4-11.

Percentage Indicating Serious or Somewhat Serious
Problems with Civilian Employers for Absence for
Reserve Training, by Type of Training

Type of
Trainin
Drills
Annual training
Extra time at
Guard/Reserve
Source:

Other
Officer

Medical
Officer
I

Nurse
I

37
45

25
44

25
31

40

32

36

1986 Reserve Components Survey of Officers, Question 95

Impact of Guard/Reserve Participation on Income
Table 4-12 shows how reserve officers are paid when they work
more than 40 hours per week. Of particular significance here is
the lower rate of nurses who are not paid, or are paid at the
regular rate, and the much higher rate of nurses who are paid
time-and-a-half. On the other hand, nurses indicate that they
work more than 40 hours per week much less frequently than do
reserve medical officers and somewhat less frequently than do
nonmedical officers. This is consistent with responses in Table
4-13, which indicate that nurses lose opportunities for overtime
pay less frequently than do the other two categories of
officers. Although nurses as a group are paid better for
overtime, it appears that they lose fewer opportunities for
overtime or civilian pay than do physicians or nonmedical
officers, which diminishes any income loss incurred due to
reserve participation. Unfortunately, this information does not
directly shed light on the shift work of nurses, which may be
paid at higher than standard rates but is not in excess of a
40-hour week. Although nurses many not lose opportunities for
civilian pay so often, their irregular work schedule may still
make reserve participation difficult.
A 30-day mobilization would decrease the income for a high
percentage of reserve officers, both medical and nonmedical. As
shown in Table 4-14, a decrease in income was projected by 89
percent of reserve medical officers.
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Table 4-12.

How Paid for Working More Than 40 Hours per Week

how
Not paid
Regular rate
Time-and-a-half
Double-time
More than double-time
Source:

46
10
42
1
0.5

Medical
Officer

Frequent
Occasional
Never

72
12
16
0.3
0.2

10
25
65

Nurse

Other
Officer

5
21
74

10
21
69

1986 Reserve Components Survey of Officers,
Question 103

Table 4-14.

Effect of Mobilization on Total Income

Effect on Income
Greatly decreased
Somewhat decreased
Remains the same
Somewhat increased
Greatly increased
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63
35
1
0
0.6

Other
Officer

Lost Opportunities for Civilian Income

Frequency
of Lost

Source:

Nurse

1986 Reserve Components Survey of Officers,
Question 102

Table 4-13.

Source:

Medical
Officer

Medical
Officer

Nurse

Other
Officer

____%_

%

%

21
20
13
31
14

23
24
15
25
12

76
13
5
5
1

1986 Reserve Components Survey of Officers,
Question 117
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Attitudes and Opinions Concerning Reserve Service
This section compares the attitudes and opinions of reserve
health professionals and of other officers concerning specific
aspects of reserve service.
Education and Training Opportunities
Satisfaction with opportunities for education and training in
the reserve varies by component. Overall, nurses in all
components-expressed a higher level of dissatisfaction with
opportunities for education and training, as shown in Table

4-15.
Table 4-15.

Level of Satisfaction with opportunities for Educstfon/Trelnlng, by Component
ARNG

Levet of Satisfaction

USAR

X

USNR

ANG

L
X.

_.L

USAFR

TOTAL

.

SATISFIED
Medicat Officers
Nurses
Other Officers

49
52
55

so
43
41

32
41
39

32
47

*
24
16

14
31
18

27
35
16

39
49
37

45
44
44

*

*

29
13

21
12

16
28
16

*

DISSATISFIED
Medicat Officers
Nurses
Other Officers
Inadequate ceLt
Source:

size

1986 Reserve Components Survey of Officers, Question 123

Reserve Training
Training in the health professions is often thought to be more
difficult than other reserve training because of difficulties in
providing adequate facilities and equipment and practical
limitations in training outside a normal medical treatment
setting. This view is supported by the 1986 Reserve Components
Survey data.

Table 4-16 compares satisfaction with specific aspects of
reserve training. Both medical officers and nurses show lower
satisfaction and greater dissatisfaction with all
training-related items than do nonmedical officers, with nurses
consistently expressing the highest levels of dissatisfaction.
Attitudes and Environment of Physicians and Nurses
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Table 4-16.

Percentage Satisfied with Aspects of Reserve Training, by Component
ARE|

USAN

L

.. L

USNR
. x

Training during unit drills
Opportunities to use skill at drill

42
53

59
54

Unit activities at 1985 anual training

70

AVG

USAFR
I

TOTAL
J

45
55

56
70

51
63

53
56

70

75

85

75

73

34
38
53

46
46
71

37
2
66

50
46
59

61
68
67

47
48
67

Training during unit drills

64

57

55

73

66

61

Opportunities to use skill drill
Unit activities at 1985 annual training

69
78

56
77

52
83

76
83

72
go

62
79

Aspect of Trainina
MEDICAL OFFICERS

NURSES
Training during unit drills
Opportunities to use skill at drill
Unit activities at 1985 annual training
OTHER OFFICERS

Source:

1986 Reserve Components Survey of Officers, Questions 46, 47, and 52

Opportunities to use skills elicited the highest levels of
dissatisfaction for all three officer groups. At the component
level, the highest levels of dissatisfaction with "opportunities
to use skill at drill" was in the Naval Reserve. Relative to
unit activities at 1985 annual training, the highest levels of
dissatisfaction for all populations was in the Army National
Guard.
Respondents were further asked to rate specific situations
relative to the degree of problem they posed in the ability to
meet unit training objectives. Overall responses, by skill
category, are shown in Table 4-17. The responses show that a
higher percentage of medical officers and nurses consider
equipment problems, lack of adequate staff resources, and
ineffective annual training to be serious or very serious
problems with respect to meeting unit training objectives. As
compared with medical officers or officers in nonmedical skills,
nurses were more likely to view the lack of instructional
materials and supplies as serious or very serious problems.
Tables 4-18 through 4-20 show the same data by reserve component
for medical officers, nurses, and other officers.
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Table 4-17.

Compaerison of Percentage of Officers Indicating Serious or Moderately serious
Problem In Neeting Unit Training Objectives, by Specialty
MedicaL
Officer

out of date equipmnt/weapons. .. .. ........ ....... 33
Poor-mechanical condition of equipment/weapons .. .. ....... 2S
Seow.strength in grades [l-El .. .. ........ ....... 15
Below strength in grades 51E9 .. .. ........ ....... 13
Not enough staff resources to plan affective training .. .. .... 28
6
Low attendance at unit drILLa .. .. ..... ........ ...
Low attendance at annual training .. .. ..... ..........4
ineffective training during annual training. .. .. ........ 17
shortage of skill-qualfied personnel .. .. ..... ....... 24
Low quality of personnel In low grafe unit drilL positions . ... 13
Not enough tiva to plan training j~d do adeiniatrative work.... 34
Lack of access to good training facilities and grounds. .. .... 30
Lack of good instruction manuals and materials .. .. ....... 19
Lock of supplies Cemunition, gasoline, etc.). .. .. ....... 20
Not enough drill tim to practice skills .. .. ........ .. 17
Source:

Nurse

Other
officer

38
30
16
17
30
11
8
19
21
16
52
39
31
31
29

28
Is
21
14
22
8
5
12
20
13
51
32
16
23
29

1986 Reserve Components Survey of Officers, Question 43

Table 4-18.

Percentage of Medical Officers Indicating Serious or Moderately Serious Problem in
Meeting Unit Training Objectives, by Component
ARNG USAR

USNR

ANG

28
20
9
11
28
7
4
15
21
11
29
27
16
19
16

39
30
30
26
36
2

42
30

42
ouatof date equipment/weapons. .. .. ........ ....
33
Poor mchanical condition of equipment/weapons .. .. ....
23
Below strength in grades EI-E4 .. .. ........ ....
Below strength In grades E5-E9. .. ..... ......... 9
31
Not enough staff resources to plan effective training .. .
Low attendance at unit drills . .. .. ............ 15
Low attendance at annual training. .. .. ........ .. 13
19
Ineffective training during annual training. .. .. .....
33
Shortage of skill-qualified personnel .. .. ..... ....
Low quality of personnel In low grade unit drill positions .26
Not enough time to plan training &Iltdo administrative work. 31
20
Lack of access to good training facilities and grounds -.
19
Lack of good Instruction manuals and materials .. .. ....
25
Lack of supplies (amounition, gasoline, etc.). .. .. ....
13
Not enough drfil tim to practice skills. .. ..... ...

19
3S
9
39
43
27
26
1s

8
22
4
4
19
11
11
58
43
30
20
23

USAFR

21
24
12
12
17
0

19
15
5
35
27
15
11
19

TOTAL

33
25
15
13
28
6
4
17
24
13
34
30
19
20
17

* inadequate cell size
Source:

1986 leserve Components Survey of Officers, Question 43
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Table 4-19.

Percentage of Nurses Indicating Serious or Moderately Serious Problem in Nesting
Unit Training Objectives, by Component

13u in

ARNG

USAR

USNR

AVG

-L

Out of dote equipment/weapons .....................

--3

-L

__A

USAFR

TOTAL

L_; __

48

40

39

35

26

38

Poor mechanical condition of equipment/weapons .........
... 35
Below strength in grades El-E4 ......
...............
15
Below strength in grades ES-E9 ......
...............
13

31
16
19

27
27
27

20
18
14

27
14
11

30
16
1?

Not enough staff resources to plan effective training. .... 32
Low attendance at unit drills ....
................ ... 11
Low attendance at annual training .....
..............
16
Ineffective training during annuat training............. .30
Shortage of akilL-qualified personnet .................. 18
Low quality of personnel in tow grade unit drill positions . 20
Not enough time to plan training gad do administrative work. 41
Lack of access to good training facilities and grounds . . . 43
Lack of good instruction manuals and materials .........
... 31
Lack of supplies (ammunition, gasoline, etc.) ........... 34
Not enough drill time to practice skills ....
..........
27

28
11
7
1
20
17
46
41
34
36
28

45
16
8
24
39
23
71
56
53
34
21

40
13
11
16
19
8
76
45
25
19
51

24
8
3
12
16
10
59
24
17
12
29

30
11
8
19
21
16
52
39
31
31
29

Source:

1986 Reserve Components Survey of Officers, Question 43

Table 4-20.

Percentage of Other Officers Indicating Serious or Moderately Serious Problems in
Meeting Unit Training Objectives, by Component
ARNG

Out of date equfpmentlwespons ....

USNR

ANG

USAFR

TOTAL

................ ... 36

28

24

27

15

28

Poor mechanical condition of equipment/weapons .........
... 21
Below strength in grades E1-E4 ....
............... ... 28
Below strength in grades E5-E9 ....
............... ... 15

20
22
16

19
20
25

9
8
4

12
22
8

18
21
14

Not enough staff resources to plan effective training. . ..
19
Low attendance at unit drills ....
................ ... 11
Low attendance at annual training ......
..............
7
Ineffective training during annual training ............ 12
Shortage of ekiLL-qualified personnel .................. 19
Low quality of personnel in low grade unit drill positions . 16
Not enough time to plan training ind do aministrative work. 49
Lack of access to good training facilities and grounds . .
t
Lack of good instruction manuals and materials ........
3
Lack of supplies (ammunition, gasoline, etc.) ....
........
Not enough drill time to practice skills ..........
. . ...
.3

28
10
7
14
25
18
58
36
16
29
36

24
4
3
10
25
10
60
35
27
20
19

12
4
3
8
10
4
38
19
10
11
24

16
3
1
10
9
5
30
14
11
7
14

22
8
5
12
20
13
51
32
16
23
29

Source:
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I

USAR

1986 Reserve Components Survey of Officers, Question 43
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Time Requirements of Participation in the Guard/Reserve
Table 4-21, shows that nonmedical officers are more likely to
be dissatisfied with the time requirements of reserve service
than are health professionals.
Table 4-21.

Satisfied
Dissatisfied
Source:

Percentage Satisfied and Dissatisfied with
Time Required at Guard/Reserve
Medical
Officer

Nurse

Other
Officer

60
10

67
10

62
15

1986 Reserve Components Survey of Officers,
Question 123

When asked to rate reserve time requirements as too much, just
right, or not enough, 13 percent of reserve medical officers and
14 percent of nurses express the opinion that time requirements
for the Guard/Reserve are excessive. This compares with 23
percent for nonmedical officers.
Given the demanding and often irregular schedules of
physicians and nurses in the civilian community, this response
is surprising. The data shown in Tables 4-22 and 4-23 provides
a possible explanation. Nonmedical officers clearly spend more
hours of extra unpaid time than do either reserve medical
officers or nurses. The pattern is similar for extra paid
mandays. It appears the reason that health professionals show
lower levels of dissatisfaction with reserve time demands may be
because they are simply not participating at the level of
nonmedical officers.
Table 4-22.

Unpaid Hours at Drill Site

Number
of Unpaid
Hours

Medical
Officer

Nurse

None
1-8
9-32
33 or more

54
29
14
3

54
28
14
4

Source:

28
34
29
8

1986 Reserve Components Survey of Officers, Question 35
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Table 4-23.

Extra Paid Mandays
Medical
Officer

Nurse

%

%

None
1-5

68
15

57
21

24
13

6-10
11 or more

11
5

6
15

14
49

Extra Paid

Man__y_

Source:

Other
Officer

%

1986 Reserve Components Survey of Officers,
Question 34

The travel time from home to the drill or meeting site was
also compared. Nonmedical officers travel for the longest
periods, nurses the second longest, and medical officers spend
the shortest periods in travel to drill. While the differences
are not great, in view of the smaller number of medical units
available as compared with nonmedical units, it might be
hypothesized that flexible training options reduce travel time
for physicians, or that physicians (and to a lesser extent
nurses) are less likely to join units unless the units are
within reasonable proximity of their homes.
Table 4-24 shows that the percentage of physicians satisfied
with reserve pay is lower than the percentage satisfied in the
other two groups. Unlike satisfaction levels for pay and
allowances, levels of satisfaction with retirement benefits were
similar for all three groups.
Promotion
Nurses expressed the greatest dissatisfaction with
opportunities for promotion (33 percent). The expressed
dissatisfaction of medical officers and nonmedical officers was
about the same (23 percent and 21 percent, respectively). There
is some variation by reserve component, but nurses reflect the
highest levels of dissatisfaction with promotion in all
components.
Likelihood of Remaining in the Reserve
Table 4-25 indicates the expressed likelihood of staying until
qualified for retirement for health professionals and other
reserve officers by year of service groupings. Medical officers
with less than 12 years of service are less likely to say they
expect to remain in the reserve long enough to qualify for
retirement than are nurses or nonmedical officers. For officers
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Tabte 4-24.

Percentage Satisfied with Reserve Compensation, by Skill Category and Component
ARMS

ompnatL

USAR

USNR

AUG

USAFR

-

_L

--

TOTAL

1-

L
11_

61
44

59
55

69
68

74
*

47
52

61
55

81
45

79
57

89
67

87
60

80
51

81
55

84
52

as
59

8s
67

87
59

81
61

85
59

MEDICAL OFFICERS
NMiitery pay and aLtowances
Retirement benefits
NURSES
Mittery pay and allowances
Retirement benefits
OTHER OFFICERS
MiLitary pay and aLLowences
Retirement benefits
• Inadequate cett size
Source:

1986 Reserve Compnnts Survey 0f Officers, Question 123

Table 4-25.

Percentage of Reserve Officers Indicating They

Intend to Remain Until Eligible for Retirement, by
Skill Category and Years of Service Group
Years of Service
Less than 6
(prior service)
Less than 6 (no
prior service)
6 through 11
12 through 19
Source:

Medical Officer
..
Number

Nurse
__. Number

Other Officer
3
Number

51

113

44

345

56

1,388

44
63
88

821
1,057
1,402

51
68
85

2,370
2,819
2,824

52
69
89

8,399
24,981
24,998

1986 Reserve Components Surveys of officers,
Questions 15, 17, and 19

with less than 6 years of service, those who had prior active
service generally indicated a higher intent to stay until
qualified for retirement. The patterns of intent generally
correlate with actual continuation rates.
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Continuation Rates
Figures 4-2 and 4-3 show FY 1986 continuation rates by
component and in the aggregate for members with less than six
years of service and for those with six or more years of
service. Aggregate DoD continuation rates show relatively
slight differences for those with less than six years, although
there is some variance by reserve component. FY 1986
continuation rates by years of service for all components are
shown in Figure 4-4. The continuation rates for medical
officers are about four percentage points lower than the rates
for nonmedical officers in the aggregate. Although these
differences may not appear to be substantial, they are
sufficient to result in a 21 percent difference in the two
populations over a period of only five years.
Additional Physician and Nurse Surveys and Studies
In addition to using the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys, the
6th QRMC extracted relevant data from prior surveys and studies.
In the case of physicians, surveys of both civilian and reserve
physicians were obtained. This provided valuable insight
because many responses remain similar over the years and across
the different groups surveyed. The constancy of such data
demands attention and increases its probable utility in
developing programs to enhance accessions and increase retention
of physicians in the reserve.
The 1980 Reserve Forces Physician Survey and the 1981 Civilian
Physicians Survey
The 1980 Reserve Forces Physician Survey
In 1980, Presearch Incorporated conducted a survey of reserve
medical officers under the auspices of the Assistant Secretary
of Defense for Health Affairs. The survey was designed to
examine social and demographic data, projected retention
behavior, and attitudes toward specific aspects of the reserve.
Members of the Selected Reserve, IRR, and Standby Reserve were
included in the survey. A second survey assessed attitudes and
opinions of civilian physicians toward the reserve and military
medicine and toward some proposals and incentives that might
induce civilian physicians into the reserve. Both surveys were
designed to elicit information to assist planners in developing
policies and programs to attract more civilian physicians into
the reserve medical force and to increase retention of reserve
medical officers.
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A total of 4,707 reserve medical officers were selected as the
survey universe. The unadjusted response rate of 51.3 percent
and the adjusted response rate of 54.6 percent are based on the
return of 2,413 usable questionnaires. The adjusted response
rates for the Selected Reserve, IRR, and Standby Reserve,
respectively, were 68.6 percent, 47.3 percent, and 20.7 percent.
Reserve physicians were asked to evaluate a hypothetical
reserve participation option requiring very minimal commitment
of time. The hypothetical program required no drills or active
duty after an initial 14-day training period. The officer would
be required, however, to maintain contact with the reserve to
ensure current information. Fifty retirement points would be
automatically credited. Due to the limited participation
requirement, promotion would be capped at major/lieutenant
commander. The program possessed no real income opportunities
for the reserve member. Of all Ready Reserve members, 62
percent indicated that they would not change their current level
of participation to the proposed level if that option should
become available. Of those who indicated no desire to change,
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52 percent indicated that a reason for not changing was that
there was "no income associated with the proposed new level."
Seventy-three percent of Selected Reserve members indicated no
likelihood of changing their participation level. Lack of
income under the option was cited as a reason by 60 percent of
those who indicated they would be unlikely to change. Although
both Ready Reserve and Selected Reserve members who would not
change participation options cited other reasons even more
frequently, financial considerations were an important factor in

assessing reserve participation options for the majority of
physicians.
Reserve physicians were also asked to assess the probability
that a bonus would be an inducement for civilian physicians to
enter the reserve medical force as part of a program requiring
48 drills and 15 days of active duty per year. A very high
percentage of both Selected Reserve and IRR members in all
Services responded that the offer of a bonus would induce
additional physicians to enter the reserve. This is shown in
Table 4-26. Table 4-27 shows the percentage responding in the
affirmative, tabulated by age. Table 4-28 shows the percentage
of reserve medical officers who responded that a bonus in a
given range would be effective to induce other physicians to
join the reserve. Larger amounts were frequently indicated,
with bonuses of $5,000, $10,000, $15,000, and $20,000 included
among the six amounts most frequently mentioned.
Table 4-26.

Percentage of Reserve Physicians Who Believe a
Bonus Could Induce Additional Physicians to Join
the Reserve, by Component
Selected
Reserve

Comonnt%

IRR
I

Army
Navy
Air Force

78
71
81

69
67
89

All components

77

76

Source:

Attitude

S. J. Kershaw and R. P. Mack, A Statistical Analysis of
the 1980 Reserve Forces Physician Survey, Presearch
Incorporated, August 12, 1981
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Table 4-27.

Percentage of Selected Reserve Medical Officers who
Believe a Bonus Could Induce Additional Physicians
to Join the Reserve, by Age

Aa2

Percent

Less than 30
31 to 35
36 to 40
41 to 45
46 to 50
51 to 55
Over 55

68
80
81
79
75
79
69

Total

77

Source:

S. J. Kershaw and R. P. Mack, A Statistical Analysis of
the 1980 Reserve Forces Physician Survey, Presearch
Incorporated, August 12, 1981

Table 4-28.

Percentage of Reserve Medical Officers Responding
That a Given Bonus Level Could Induce Additional
Physicians to Join a Standard Selected Reserve
Program
Selected Reserve
and IRR

Bonus Amount

$1,000 to $6,000
$6,001 to $10,000
Over $10,000
Source:

IRR
Only

%________t_

60
21
20

55
22
23

S. J. Kershaw and R. P. Mack, A Statistical Analysis of
the 1980 Reserve Forces Physician Survey, ?research
Incorporated, August 12, 1981

The 1981 Civilian'Physicians Survey
Surveys were mailed to 6,187 civilian physicians who were
selected at random from 12 medical societies across the United
States. The unadjusted response rate was 43.9 percent and the
adjusted response rate 46.8 percent, with 2,718 usable
questionnaires returned. The response rate for physicians under
35 years old, however, was only 6.5 percent.

,I
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For compensation policy, the most important questions were
those which requested physician respondents to make cho.ices
regarding the following three proposed options for varied levels
of physician participation in the reserve:

Option A - No required drills or active duty after an
initial 14-day training period. Must maintain contact with
reserve to ensure current information. Fifty retirement
points automatically credited. Promotion capped at
major/lieutenant commander. (Identical to the option
evaluated by reserve medical officers)
Option B - No required drill. Fourteen days of active duty
required annually. Award of 50-60 retirement points plus
one point for each day of active duty. No cap on pay
grade.
Option C - Standard Selected Reserve participation with 48
drills and 14 days of active duty required. Standard
benefit and privilege package with opportunity for full
advancement in rank.
Option B was chosen the most frequently, and Option C was
chosen the least frequently. The implication of the fact that
the option with a moderate requirement for participation was
chosen most often may be that, in order to acquire greater
opportunities for income, promotion, and retirement, moderate
levels of participation are acceptable. Conversely, the
increased benefits deriving from participation in the Selected
Reserve may not be viewed by many civilian physicians as
adequate to offset or compensate for the increased participation
requirements. Two specialty groups, however, preferred Selected
Reserve participation (Option C), and one of the two was the
critically short wartime specialty of general surgery.
Another question asked whether respondents would have been
more interested in Option C (Selected Reserve participation) if
a bonus had been offered. In the aggregate, 30 percent answered
in the affirmative and 70 percent indicated that it would have
made no difference. When the response was analyzed further, the
type of practice was found to be an important variable. Sixtythree percent of physicians in local government hospitals and 61
percent employed in federal hospitals indicated that the offer
of a bonus would have made a positive difference in their
interest in Option C. This may be significant for the reserve;
as previously noted, reserve medical officers are employed by
government at a much higher rate than are physicians nationwide.
A 30 percent increase in physicians willing to enter the
Selected Reserve represents a significant increase in levels of
interest and would have a major impact on the ability of the
reserve to meet its physician manpower requirements. Table 4-29
shows, for critically short wartime physician specialties and
Attftudes end tv-'
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all specialties combined, the percentage who indicated that
their interest in the Selected Reserve would have increased had
there been a bonus offered. Although the percentage responding
favorably is, for some specialties, below the average for all
physicians, there is no specialty that fails to indicate some
positive impact from receipt of a bonus.
Table 4-29.

Percentage of Civilian Physicians Indicating That
Their Interest in the Selected Reserve Option Would
Have Been Greater if a Bonus Had Been Offered, by
Specialty

SeilyPercent
Critical wartime specialties
Anesthesiology
Orthopedic Surgery
General Surgery
Neurosurgery
Plastic Surgery
Thoracic Surgery

22
31
40
30
23
24

All specialties

30

Source:

M. A. Culp and R. P. Mack, A Statistical Analysis of
the 1981 Civilian Physicians Survey, Vol. I, Presearch
Incorporated, November 20, 1981

Another survey question asked respondents to indicate what
amount of bonus would induce them to join the Selected Reserve
for two years. Table 4-30 shows the median response range for
critically short wartime specialties as well as that for all
specialties. The median response range was higher for all of
the critically short wartime specialties than for all physicians
combined. Additionally, among those specialties (with the
exception of neurosurgery, which is a very low-density specialty
for the reserve), anesthesiology and orthopedic surgery
exhibited a higher median response range than did general
surgery and all of those surgery specialties grouped in the
general surgery category.
An additional question requested that respondents place a
value on 15 different items pertaining to reserve service,
ranging from the value placed on the opportunity to serve one's
country to the value placed on specific compensation-related
aspects of reserve participation. For all age groups, the
highest valued feature was "the option to vary my level of
participation from year to year as the demands of my practice
changed." The second highest valued item for physicians 45
years old and younger was "a financial bonus paid at the time of
4-40
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Table 4-30..

Bonus That Would Induce Civilian Physicians to Join
the Selected Reserve, by Specialty

Median
Ranae

SResionse
Critical wartime specialtie
Anesthesiology
Orthopedic Surgery

$29,001 - $34,000
$29,001 - $34,000

General Surgery
Neurosurgery
Plastic Surgery
Thoracic Surgery

$14,001
$64,001
$24,001
$19,001

All specialties

Source:

-

$19,000
$74,000
$29,000
$24,000

$14,001 - $19,000

M. A. Culp and R. P. Mack, A Statistical Analysis of
the 1981 Civilian Physicians Survey, Vol. I, Presearch
Incorporated, November 20, 1981

accepting a Reserve commission." Receipt of a bonus upon
commissioning was valued somewhat lower by older physicians.
The aggregate physician group ranked receipt of a bonus in fifth
place out of the 15 items. This data is significant because it
depicts the high value the physician consistently places on
flexibility and highlights the importance of supplemental income
for physicians overall, but more particularly for the group 45
or under. The data indicates that the young physician can be
influenced by financial incentives and is therefore a primary
target for recruiting into the reserve medical force.
Complementary responses, emphasizing the importance of
additional financial incentives for physicians, were obtained
when respondents were asked to rate 13 reasons why they had not
joined the reserve. One of the listed reasons was "financial
incentives are lacking." When cross-tabulated by age, all
groups indicated this to be a major consideration. With
increasing age, however, the importance became less significant.
Of all specialties combined, 55 percent indicated that the lack
of financial incentives was a major reason for not having joined
a reserve program. Table 4-31 shows responses by specialty. As
can be seen, with the exception of general surgery and thoracic
surgery, those in critically short wartime specialties indicated
inadequate compensation to be a greater problem than all
physicians combined.
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Table 4-31.

Percentage of Civilian Physicians Indicating

Spcilt

Agreement or Strong Agreement That Lack of
Financial Incentives Was a Reason for Not Joining
the Reserve, by Specialty
Percent

Critical wartime specialties
Anesthesiology
Orthopedic Surgery
General Surgery
Neurosurgery
Plastic Surgery
Thoracic Surgery

67
61
49
57
77
46

All specialties

55

Source:

M. A. Culp and R. P. Mack, A Statistical Analysis of
the 1981 Civilian Physicians Survey, Vol. I, Presearch
Incorporated, November 20, 1981

Civilian and reserve physicians surveyed indicated very
similar preferences for a bonus as the method of payment. For
both groups, the preferred method was a lump sum payment. For
civilians, however, there was an equal preference for a deferred
retirement fund, whereas reserve medical officers rated that
option a distant second. Table 4-32 compares the preferences of
the two groups. For both physician categories, the younger
physicians preferred the lump sum payment while older physicians
tended to prefer the deferred retirement fund option.
Relatively high percentages of all civilian physicians
strongly agreed or agreed that one reason for not joining the
reserve was lack of familiarity with reserve programs. This was
more true for physicians 35 years old and under (51 percent)
than for older physicians (37 percent for physicians 36 to 45
years old and 36 percent for those 46 and over).
Both civilian physicians and reserve medical officers were
queried as to their preference for using their time during
periods of reservb participation. Out of 11 choices provided,
the highest ranked-was "practicing medicine in my specialty
area;" the secondhighest ranked was "attendance at continuing
medimal education meetings that relate to civilian medicine."
The third activity preferred was "attendance at continuing
medical education meetings that relate to military medicine,"
followed by "assisting in the training of paramedical
personnel." Reserve medical officers included the same four
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Table 4-32.

TYa

for Type of Payment, by Civilian and
Preference
Reserve Physicians
Reserve
a

ofPmnt

Lump sum
initially,
One-half
proratedwith
remainder
Pay period

Sources:

a

11

40
i9

17

11

25

40

47

Equal amounts each

Deferred retirement
fund

Civilian

:

S. J. Kershaw and R. P. Mack, A Statistical Analysis
of the 1980 Reerve Fories hyician Survey, Presearch
Incorporated, August 12, 1981
M. A. Culp and R. P. Mack, A Statistical Analysis of
the 1981 Civilian Physicians Survey, Vol. I, Presearch
Incorporated, November 20, 1981

options in the highest ranked preferences; the only difference
was that training of paramedical personnel ranked in the number
two position. It is clear that members of the medical
profession, whether civilian or reservists, place great value on
opportunities for continuing medical education.
American Medical Association Study of Physicians - 1987

The 1987 study by the American Medical Association (AMA),
Physicians and the Militarv: A Stu-y of Contact. Awareness. and
Intgst, like the surveys conducted in 1980 and 1981 by
Presearch Incorporated, was undertaken in an effort to obtain
information from both military and civilian physicians that

might permit planning of more efficient policies and programs
for the recruiting and retention of physicians in the reserve
medical force. Table 4-33 shows the categories of physicians
surveyed, along with the survey techniques used gnd the
unadjusted response rates. (Although not analyzed due to late
receipt, surveys returned late increased the response rates for
medical students and residents to 47 percent and -41.5 percent

respectively.)

The AMA did not select the entire civilian

physician population for survey--only young practicing
physicians, defined as those who were less than 40 years old and
who had completed residency training within the previous two to

six years. Similarly, military physicians surveyed were
restricted to those under 40 years old. The active duty medical
officers surveyed were also limited to those who had completed
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Table 4-33.

1987 AMA Physician 8tudy Techniques and Response
Rates
Unadjusted

Population
Medical students
Residents
Civilian physicians
Military physicians
Source:

Survey

Completed

Response Rates

ail
Mail
Telephone
Telephone

996
807
498
399

35.4
29.4
44.2
60.5

Richard J. Wilke, Phillip R. Kletke, William D. Marder,
Sara L. Thran, and Richard C. Strouse, Physicians and
the MilitA: A Study of Contact. Awareness. and
IZntAs,
Center for Health Policy Research, American
Medical Association, April 1987

their residency in the last two to six years; reserve physicians
were not similarly restricted, due to the small number of
reserve medical officers identifiable in the AMA Masterfile.
The percentage of civilians who indicated any consideration of
entering the military is very small compared with the percentage
who indicated that they are unlikely to consider the military at
any time. Table 4-34 shows the expressed likelihood of future
service for survey respondents. The largest percentage who
currently consider or are likely to consider military service in
the future are medical students and residents. More students
consider active duty, possibly due to a preexisting scholarship
obligation or for the benefits of internship and residency
training.
Theofin-between
group
that
indicated
consideration
the military
may
be a
potentialpotential
reserve future
recruiting target.
In a manner similar to that used in the Presearch surveys,
respondents to the AMA survey were requested to respond to
several options for reserve participation. The three reserve
plans presented included the following levels of participation:
Option 1 - The standard Selected Reserve program with
monthly drills, an annual two-week field exercise, income
averaging $240 per weekend and $1500 for annual training,
retirement at age 60 averaging $700 per month, other
standard military privileges and benefits, and an eightyear commitment
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Table 4-34.

Percentage of Civilian Phyiciauns Indicating Likelihood of Niitary Service

Night
Considering
Active

Physician

Considering
Reserve

Consider in
the Future

Unlikely to
Consider

Csteorv

2

&

Medical student
Resident
Anesthesiology
Surgery
Other
Practicing physician
Anesthesiology
Surgery
Other

7

4

32

51

0
1
1

2
7
3

36
37
30

54
48
58

0
0
1

3
3
1

24
19
20

63
67

Source:

X

Richard J. Wilke, Phillip R. KLetke, William 0. Narder, Sara L. Thran, and Richard C.
Strouse. Physicians and the Nilitary: A Study of Contact. Awareness. and Interest,
Center for Iealth Policy Research, American Medical Association, April 1987

Option 2 - (Participating IRR) A program allowing the
member to determine how much time to spend at drills and
annual exercises. Pay and retirement eligibility scaled
according to commitment. Incurs an eight-year obligation.
0

Option 3 - (Nonparticipating IR) A program with
essentially no drill or field exercise requirements, but
with continuing education available as in the first two
plans.

Table 4-35 shows the level of response for each option as
tabulated by physician category. The two IRR programs,
representing lower required levels of participation, elicited a
higher level of interest overall than did the Selected Reserve
unit membership program. For medical students and residents,
the two IRR options appear to have approximately equal appeal.
In the case of the fully qualified physician, the
nonparticipating IRR option was selected more frequently and
there was a significant lowering in the percentage who expressed
interest in the Selected Reserve option. (Option 3 did not
address obligation, which may have had some impact on respondent
choice.)

For both the AMA and the Presearch surveys, options that are
more flexible than the Selected Reserve option were chosen most
frequently. However, there are major limitations on the
comparisons that can be made beyond that point, because
different option variables were identified and option
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TabLe 4-35.

Percentage of Civilian Physicians and aIcal Students Very Interested and Possibty
Interested In Reserve Options, by Physician Category

Reserve Option
Physician

Selected Reserve

IRA

IRA

(Participating)

(Nonparticipating)

NedicaL student
Resident
Anesthesiology
Surgery
Other

36

45

45

26
30
32

35
48
42

37
46
40

Practicing physicians
Anesthesiology
Surgery
Other

16
17
14

26
26
26

39
35
34

Source:

Richard J. WiLke, PhilLip R. KLetke, Witiam 0. Narder, Sara L. Thran, md Richard C.
Strauss, Physicians and the Niltitarv- A Study of Contact. Auareness. &Wd Interest,
Center for HeaLth PoLicy Research, American Nedicat Association, April 1987

descriptions varied significantly as presented to respondents.
A desire for flexibility of participation is indicated by both
surveys, however. Survey participants were also requested to
indicate whether their interest in reserve participation would
increase for any of the options if pay were increased. The pay

increase stipulated in the survey was a 50 percent increase from
an average of $240 to an average of $360 per weekend. Based on
that level of increase, 31 percent of students and 29 percent of
residents indicated that their interest in reserve participation
would be heightened. If, in lieu of drill pay, the military
were to repay outstanding student loans at a rate twice that of
the stipulated weekend pay (2 X $240 -$480), between 40 and 50
percent of the student and resident groups indicated that they
would be more interested in reserve participation. A monthly
rate of $480 equates to an annual rate of $5,760 which is $2,760
more than the annual $3,000 cap on loan repayment currently
authorized. The impact of pay increases was somewhat lower for
young practicing physicians, but an increase in responsiveness
was also registered by this group. A 50 percent increase in pay
would heighten interest for 18 percent of qualified physicians,
and an increase of 100 percent targeted at debt repayment would
heighten interest levels for 22 percent. Once again, the
younger physician appears to have greater sensitivity to
financial incentives.
Based on survey responses, the ANA correlated levels of debt
with civilian physicians' interest in the reserve. The AMA
categorized debt as low (less than $20,000), moderate ($20,0004-46
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Table 4-36 displays the
$30,000), and high (above $30,000).
correlation between debt levels and interest in the reserve.

Moderate debt correlated most highly with interest in the
reserve. Low and high debts were accompanied by decreasing
levels of interest. It may be that the high debtor perceives
reserve participation as an additional obligation that detracts
from the ability to earn money for debt repayment. The low
debtor may perceive less monetary incentive or need for reserve
service.
Table 4-36.

interest in the Reserve Expressed by Civilian Physicians, by Physician Category and
Level of Debt
Level of
Interest with
High Dahl

Physician
Cattoory

Redical student
Resident
Practicing physician
Anesthesiology
Surgery
Other
Source:

Level of
Interest with
Noderate Debt

Level of
with
interest
w
Lo Debt

No
No

No
Yea

No
No

Yes
No
No

No
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Richard J. Wilke, Phillip R. Ketike, Witlim 0. Herder, Sara L. Thren, and Richard C.
Strouss, Physicians and the Military: A Study of Contact. Awareness. and Interest.
Center for Health Policy Research, American Medical Association, April 1987

The success of any compensation program will to an important
extent be dependent on the ability of the reserve components to
disseminate information about available compensation and
benefits. As with earlier surveys, the 1987 AMA study found
very low levels of awareness of the reserve on the part of
civilian physicians. This is shown in Table 4-37. It is also
significant that 19 percent of the young, practicing physicians
surveyed indicated that contact by a recruiter who was a
physician would increase the likelihood of their considering
participation in the reserve.
Military respondents and civilians with prior military service
were asked to rate their reasons for joining the military.
Responses are shown in Table 4-38 for reserve medical officers
as well as for medical officers currently in the active
components and civilian physicians with prior military service
as medical officers. For all groups, participation in some type
of scholarship program was the strongest motivator. The high
percentage of reserve medical officers responding in this
category represents the flow of active component officers into
the reserve, because no scholarship program was available to
4-47
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Table 4-37.

Percentage of Civilian Physicians Unawre of Reserve Programs,

by Category

Reserve Option
Selected Reserve

IRA

IR
(Nonparticipating)

z

(Participating)
z

65

92

94

56
53
62

91
93
92

94
97
95

58
49
56

76
82
a7

84
93
94

Physician
Ceteaory

Medical student
Resident
Anesthesiology
Surgery
Other
Practicing physicians
Anesthesiology
Surgery
Other
Source:

Richard J. Vilke, Phillip R. Ktetke, William 0. Narder, Sara L. Thren, and Richard C.
Strouse, Physicians and the Military: A Study of Contact. Awareness. and Interest,
Center for Reatth Policy Research, American Medicat Association, April 1987

Table 4-38.

Specific Reasons for Joining the Military Reported by Physicfar,

by Current Status

Current Status
Civilian With
Prior Service

Active
__% _

Reserve
__%
_

Military scholarship
Medicat training and opportunities
Service to country
Pay, pension, other benefits
Opportunities to travel

84
10
10
6
5

58
a
18
9
5

76
12
8
3
9

Influence of friends/relatives
Other

2
10

8
23

6
13

Reason for
J n

Source:

x

Richard J. Milk@, PhitLip R. Ktetke, Wittlam D. Marder, Sare L. Thran, and Richard C.
Strouse, Physicians and the Niltrv: A Study of Contact. Awareness. and Interest,
Center for Health Policy Research, American Medical Association, April 1987

reservists without concurrent active duty until FY 1987. Yet
reservists' significantly lower responses in this category and

higher responses in other categories may indicate that many
respondents without prior service were motivated more highly by
other reasons such as patriotism, and the influence of friends
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and relatives. All other responses are ranked significantly
lower than entry based on a scholarship. Reserve medical
officers do rate receipt of pay, retired pay, and benefits more
highly than the other two physician groups, but in no group is
compensation listed as a major consideration.
Another question asked physicians with current or past
experience as medical officers to indicate the most appealing
features of military service. Responses are shown in Table
4-39. There is a broad, "other" category that captured the
highest percentage of responses in all groups. Reserve medical
officers rated "continuing education and other medical training"
relatively high.
Table 4-39.

Most Appealing Features of Military Service, by
Current Status
Current Status
Civilian With
Active

Reserve

Prior Service

Fature

X

Travel
Continuing education and
other medical training
Income supplement
Military scholarship
Variety of medical activities
Service to country
Residency training
Pension and other benefits
Forgiveness of medical Loans
Other

24

29

30

11
12
19
14
7
10
12
0
59

19
16
16
16
11
9
10
0
53

17
13
19
11
4
13
7
0
61

Source:

%

Richard J. Wilke, Phitlip R. Ktetke, William D. Harder, Sara L. Thran, and Richard C.
Strouss, Physicians and the Military: A Study of Contact. Awareness. and Interest,
Center for Health Policy Research, American Medical Association, ApriL 1967

When asked to rate the least appealing features of military
service, about one out of five rated "low pay, poor pension and
other benefits" in that category. Although by itself not
predictive of negative retention behavior, this high level of
dissatisfaction is consistent with the responses on the 1986
Reserve Components Surveys. Further, it is reflective of the
potential need for some revision of compensation for physicians.
Responses regarding least appealing military features are shown
in Table 4-40.
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Table 4-40.

~Current

Least Appealing Features of Military Service, by

Status

~current

status

~Civilian
Fea ture-____
#ititery organizetion
,Too

With

Active

nd dislptine

Reserve

--

Prior Service

51

53

so

Low pay, poor penson, end other benefits

20

22

21

much travel
Manpower and medical supply shortages

29
23

21
14

22
1

Could not got desirable duty station

14

13

11

1
2
1
1

7
4
4
3

1
1
2
2

2
41

1
40

2
45

Limited educational opportunities
insufficient continuing education and training
Lenth of time comitment
Weekend drills
Annual field exercises
Other
Source:

Richard J. Wilke, Philtip A. KIetke, Wiliam 0. Harder, Sara L. Thran, and Richard C.
Strout*, Physicians and the NititarY: A Study of Contact. Awareness. and Interest,
Center for Health Policy Research, American Medical Association, ApriL.1987

One additional item is offered from the ANA survey--that of
intent to continue in the reserve. Whereas 56 percent of all
reserve physicians indicated a likelihood of remaining in the
reserve, only 29 percent of surgeons responded that they were
likely to stay.
Summary of AMA Findings
Medical students expressed the highest level of interest in
all participation options, followed by resident physicians, with
the lowest levels of interest exhibited among practicing
physicians. Based on their expressed interest in additional
service, the AMA recommends individuals with prior service as a
potential recruiting target. For young practicing physicians,
the AMA investigators conclude that "the profile of the
interested practicing physician appears to be one who has been
out of residency for awhile, has decided not to start his own
practice, still owes for some of his medical education and 38is
possibly looking for diversity in practice or experience."
For all groups, the two more flexible plans elicited the
highest levels of interest. Compensation appears to have impact
on potential levels of interest in the reserve for all three
groups. In this instance, the rate of practicing physicians who
express a potential positive interest is significantly higher
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than that of the medical student or resident.

The survey

indicates that changes in economic incentives may have potential
impact on behavior, resulting in increased accessions into the
reserve. The important role of income and retirement in
physician retention is

apparent once again in this survey.

Army Reserve and Army National Guard Nurse Corps Survey - 1982

In January 1982, the Office of the Chief, Army Nurse Corps,
conducted a survey of reserve component nurses to obtain data
that might facilitate mobilization and, more specifically, to
assist in developing policies and programs to enhance recruiting
39
and retention of nurses in the Army reserve components.

Questionnaires were mailed to 2,647 Army National Guard and Army
Reserve nurses. The adjusted response rate for the survey was
55 percent. Several items pertaining to pay and benefits have
been extracted from that survey as they are instructive
regarding the impact of compensation on Army nurses at that
time.
Nurses were asked to indicate factors that influenced them to
join the reserve: for both the Army National Guard and the Army
Reserve, the three highest ranked were additional current
income, retirement benefits, and patriotism. When requested to
rate the influence of factors in a decision to stay in the
reserve, the income responses were again rated highest by nurses
in both components. Army National Guard nurses rated current
income in the highest position (83 percent), followed by
retirement benefits (75 percent). Army Reserve nurses reversed
the order, but also rated the income-related factors in the
first two positions (retirement at 83 percent, followed by
current income at 80 percent). Professional development through
leadership experience and through specialized training were
ranked third and fifth highest by both groups, followed by
opportunities for clinical experience. Out of ten retention
factors, five of the top six ranked, with the single exception
of the opportunity to serve one's country, related to
compensation or training. Another question asked that
respondents rate specific factors with respect to their relative
value to a reserve career. Out of 12 potential responses, the
top three were the opportunity to perform active duty for
retired pay and points, the pay grade applicable if called to
active duty, and seminars in military nursing.
The importance of continuing education opportunities for
nurses was also reflected in the survey. Asked whether there
was adequate allocation for continuing education courses, 78
percent of the Army National Guard nurses and 72 percent of Army
Resera-o nurses indicated that there was not. Of nurses who had

not attended a funded education program through the reserve in
the last twelve months, 19 percent of Army National Guard nurses
and 12 percent of Army Reserve nurses attributed lack of
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attendance to inadequate funding available. Based on survey
data, the report stressed the extreme importance of all form of
military education and training and, relative to continuing
education opportunities, recommended that "continuing education
must be stressed" and that "budgeted funds should be programmed
for continuing education.w 40 Eighty percent of respondents in
both components indicated that a scholarship program would
enhance the recruiting of nurses.
Air Natioal Guard Chief Nurse Survey (Air Command and Staff
College Student Report) - 1984

In 1984, Major Susan J. Troyer of the Air National Guard Nurse
Corps, conducted a survey of 98 Air National Guard Chief Nurses
as partial fulfillment of requirements for the Air Command and
Staff College.
Data pertaining to factors relating to
recruiting and retention of Air National Guard nurses was
compiled from 79 usable surveys. The Chief Nurses were asked to
poll their nurses and then to list, in order of priority, the
three main reasons for nurses' retention in the Air National
Guard. Salary was rated the highest (73 percent); second
highest ranked was retirement benefits (52 percent), followed by
camaraderie (33 percent). When the Chief Nurses themselves were
asked to rank 11 benefits and programs with respect to their
likelihood to benefit retention, salary was again rated the
highest.

The following points highlight medical attitudes and
environmental factors:
Supply trends for physicians and nurses in the civilian
economy are the subject of much debate. Even should
estimates that physicians will lose some of their current
economic advantage prove correct, compensation initiatives
will be needed to enable the reserve components to reduce
current shortfalls of physicians, particularly physicians
in specialties designated as critically short for wartime
health care. There are indications that shortages of
nurses for civilian health care will result in the
continuation and possibly the acceleration of current
trends toward higher wages for many nurses. Increased
competition for nurses and wage growth in the profession
may make the recruitment of nurses for reserve service even
more difficult.
0 The costs of education for students in health disciplines
have continued to rise, and student assistance programs are
now more likely to be in the form of nonsubsidized loans.
As a result, the level of debt of physicians and nurses
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when first entering practice has increased.

Loan repayment

and forgiveness program have had mixed success in

attracting health professionals into specific specialties
or geographic areas, but the utility of student loan
repayment incentives in attracting physicians and nurses to

reserve service is likely to grow.
*

Current trends with respect to professional legal liability
and malpractice insurance could adversely effect the
recruitment and retention of health professionals to the
reserve. Initiatives to offset these trends may be needed.

"

Review of the characteristics of the medical officers and
nurses currently serving in the National Guard and Reserve
indicates that this population differs somewhat from the
total population of physicians and nurses, which may help
to target incentives and recruiting effects.

*

Analysis of the attitudes of medical officers and nurses
toward reserve service, training, and compensation found
that education and training opportunities were valued
highly by reserve health professionals and that health

professionals were less likely to be satisfied with reserve
training than were other officers. Reserve medical
officers and nurses were less likely to be dissatisfied
with the time required by reserve service than their
nonmedical counterparts. This may be because they are also
considerably less likely to spend additional time on
reserve duties beyond that required by their training
schedule. Reserve physicians were much less likely to be
satisfied with the pay and allowances received from reserve
service. Satisfaction with retirement benefits did not
differ significantly between health professionals and other
reserve officers.
*

Comparing medical officers, military nurses, and nonmedical
officers, the expressed likelihood of remaining in reserve
service and actual continuation rates show a similar
pattern with the retention of medical officers lowest and
of nonmedical officers highest.

" Review of earlier surveys of reserve medical officers and
nurses and of civilian physicians indicates that the time
requirements associated with reserve service are important
to health professionals, with intermediate levels of
participation intensity preferred. Educational programs
were clearly identified as an important incentive
associated with reserve service. Compensation was
important, with a substantial percentage of health
professionals in and out of the reserve indicating that an
incentive in the form of a bonus would be effective.
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In general, we-can draw broad conclusions from the data.
Compensation does appear to play an important role in
physicians' evaluation of reserve military service. Both
reserve medical of-ficers and civilian physicians indicate that
increased compensation for reserve service would enhance
recruiting. Whether increased interest would correlate with
increased levels of accessions cannot be determined here, but it
would at least open the door for the communication of military
options and benefits.
The data from the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys clearly
shows lower levels of satisfaction with income among physicians
than for the nurse and nonmedical officer groups. Yet,
physicians indicate income to be of very low influence in their
retention decision. It may be, however, that the motivation of
the medical officers who are now in the reserve does not reflect
the motivation of those who would be attracted if additional
incentives were provided for medical officers. Additionally,

indications are strong that increased compensation for
physicians is of particular value up front in a civilian
physician's initial decision to join the reserve.
In the case of nurses, compensation appears to be a more
important factor. Nurses tend to be highly responsive to
increases in civilian wages; although the relationship to
increases in reserve income is more complex, much of the same
impact could be anticipated to occur with increased reserve
income.
The student or newly graduated health professional appears to
be a potentially responsive target for compensation initiatives
as the current cost of a professional education and increased
levels of indebtedness make acceptance of a reserve obligation
in return for the benefit of a loan repayment program more
attractive. Accessions from this population now incur a full
elight-year military service obligation. Thus, even if the
individual leaves the Selected Reserve after completion of
service required, the reserve would still have gained a valuable
asset for the IRR, which must increasingly be the site of
participation for many medical officers and nurses.

*
*

The physician or nurse may also be more responsive to reserve
income during the early years of practice. Income is lowest for
physicians at a time when the debt load is apt to be highest,
and the cost of practice start-up is high for those who enter
solo practice. In the case of newly graduated nurses, starting
salaries are relatively competitive, but do not tend to increase
significantly over time. This may be a factor in long-term
retention of nurses in the reserve, with the appeal of built-in
increases in the basic pay scale.
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Another consistent pattern in the data is the importance of
The
for health education.
and opportunities
training
significantly
higher levels of dissatisfaction with training on
the part of medical officers and nurses reflects a problem in
reserve medical training which may affect retention.
Enlisted
health care personnel also exhibit more dissatisfaction with
training than do their nonmedical counterparts.
The greater
dissatisfaction on the part of the nurses may be .particularly

indicative of a serious problem; frequently, it is nurses who
are the primary trainers in the medical skills taught to
enlisted health care personnel.
The importance of continuing education opportunities for
health professionals runs throughout the data from the surveys.
The reserve might better capitalize on the professional
requirements of health care professionals for such continuing
education, as yell as the apparently high valuation placed by
officers on the provision of such educational opportunities by
the reserve. The reserve may also be able to capitalize on the

increased responsiveness of civilian health professionals to
recruiting efforts by military officers in like professions by
affording reserve health care professionals expanded
opportunities to attend health education courses and conferences
where they can advertise the benefits of the reserve on a
personal basis.

I
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Chapter 5.

ACIEVING AN ADEQUATE SUPPLY OF PHYSICIANS IN THE

Achieving an adequate supply of physicians for service as
medical officers in the reserve has been a persistent problem.
This problem received relatively little attention prior to 1980,
however. The concern with wartime medical readiness brought the
problem to the forefront, and the DoD and Congress are now
focusing on ways to reduce identified shortages. An important
result of the focus on medical readiness in this decade has been
the creation and acceptance of a standard methodology for
setting wartime medical manpower requirements. The
hospital-based aspect of these requirements are projected by the
Medical Planning Module (MPM) to which are added the
Service-unique requirements. Compared with the newly set
requirements, the reserve shortfall is larger and more clearly
defined than before.
A major part of the physician supply problem, affecting both
the active and the reserve components, is that in the civilian
sector, the demand for physicians has consistently exceeded the
supply. Physician compensation in the civilian sector has
steadily risen to very high levels. For example, the average
annual income for anesthesiologists in 1985 was over $150,000.
At the time of the initiation of the All-Volunteer Force,
compensation adjustments (with subsequent modification for
obtaining physicians in hard-to-recruit specialties) were made
for the active force. No adjustments were made for the reserve
forces, however, and limited help was provided for recruiting
reserve physicians.
Even so, physicians join the reserve. They do so for many
reasons. Surveys over the past several years indicate that many
physicians have "felt it was their patriotic duty" to serve in
the reserve; others have continued in the reserve components
after leaving active duty to vest their active service in the
reserve retirement system. Pay is usually not given as the
primary reason for joining the reserve, but survey data
indicates that it is not insignificant in its impact.
The relatively lesser importance of reserve pay in recruiting
physicians to the reserve can be partially traced to the fact
that compensation for reserve medical officers has not increased
parallel with compensation for active duty medical officers. On
the other hand, it is not clear that the relative level of
reserve compensation should parallel active duty compensation;
Achieving en Adequate Suppty of Physicians in the Reserve Components
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the desired mix of medical specialties is different. It does
appear clear, however, that reserve compensation for physicians
must be adjusted, simply to accommodate changes in the economic
conditions of physicians.
Of particular importance in understanding the reserve
situation is the specific need for physicians by specialty. The
mix of specialties needed in the reserve forces does not mirror
the nmx needed in the civilian sector or in the active
components.
The active force must meet two missions: readiness
for wartime and the provision of peacetime health care benefits.
In peacetime medical officers are needed to serve the medical
needs of military members, their dependents, and other eligible
beneficiaries. Therefore, the specialty needs of the active
medical force generally mirror physician specialties required by
the civilian sector, reflecting specific demographic and
occupational mixes: gynecology, internal medicine, surgery,
anesthesiology, general practice, pathology, pediatrics,
psychiatry, etc. The National Guard and Reserve components,
however, whose mission is solely medical readiness require a
significant number of physicians who can deal with trauma.
Thus, anesthesiologists and physicians with surgical skills are
in particular demand in the reserve forces. Unfortunately,
these specialties are the specialties with relatively fewer
physicians, and physicians who practice in these specialties
have relatively high annual incomes. As a result, the ability
of the reserve components to attract physicians in these
specialties is limited, given current reserve compensation and
benefits.
The 6th QRC analysis was concerned with understanding the
extent to which compensation alternatives can increase the
supply of physicians to the reserve. The immediate answer,
based on this analysis, is that compensation can increase the
supply. The more important question is by how much and at what
cost? Sections that follow present an estimate of the effect of
increased compensation on the supply of physicians and indicate
the limitations of compensation in attracting physicians into
the reserve.
This chapter first describes the supply of physicians in the
civilian sector, delineating the basic demographic factors and
economic characteristics of the physicians. Next, a description
of physicians currently in the reserve is provided together with
the demographic and economic profiles of reserve physicians.
Many leaders in the medical community project that it is likely
that, over the next decade, the supply of physicians in the
United States will be changing relative to demand. The nature
of this change will have an impact on the supply of physicians
to the reserve. Moreover, the way that the supply changes will
affect reserve compensation alternatives and influence the mix
of alternatives that will be effective in increasing the supply
5-2
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of physicians to the reserve. Finally, a number of compensation
alternatives are identified together with their estimated effect
on the supply of physicians, by specialty, to the reserve. The
potential costs of implementing these compensation alternatives
over a five-year period are also identified.

t

Characteristics of U.S. Phvsicimns
In 1986, there were 542,343 physicians in the United States.
Of these, 21,860 (approximately 4 percent) were
anesthesiologists; 17,028 (approximately 3 percent) were
orthopedic surgeons; 37,679 (approximately 7 percent) were

general surgeons; and 41,521 (approximately 8 percent) were
other surgeons, excluding obstetrician/gynecologists. There
were 30,354 obstetrician/gynecologists (approximately 6
percent); for the purpose of calculating wartime requirements,
these are categorized as "other" surgeons by the Office of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs. The
remaining 393,901 include general practitioners, internists,
pediatricians, psychiatrists, and other medical (as opposed to
surgical) specialties and constitute approximately 73 percent of
all physicians. Table 5-1 shows the distribution of these
physicians by region. Physicians are concentrated in the
regions with the largest population centers: the Middle
Atlantic region, including New York; the East North Central
region, including Chicago; the South Atlantic region including
Atlanta and Miami; and the Pacific region, including Los Angeles
and San Francisco.
Table 5-1.

Distribution of Civiltin Physicians, by SpeciaLty and Region
Regions of the United States
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Ton year ago, an excess demand for physicians existed in the
aggregate.
Over the past several years, however, the supply of
physicians has been increasing -relative to the demand.
Now the
supply of physicians is approximately equal to the demand;
however, the supply is not uniformly equal to the demand. In
rural areas, the supply of physicians is significantly below the
demand; in urban areas, the supply exceeds the demand.
Aggregate numbers do not tell the whole story. In certain
specialties,
the supply of physicians does not equal the demand.
Moreover, the training required to become fully qualified in
some specialties
is greater than that
required for others:
for
example, anesthesiologists and surgeons require more time in
residency training than do family practitioners. These factors
contribute to differences in physician income.
As shown in Table 5-2, the mean net income for physicians in
1985, after expenses but before taxes, exhibits a pattern
similar to that of the distribution of physicians across
regions. The highest incomes were in the regions with the
largest population centers:
the Middle Atlantic, East North
Central, South Atlantic, and Pacific regions. Moreover, the
distribution of pay by specialty is particularly high in four
major specialties:
surgery, radiology, anesthesiology, and
obstetrics/qynecology. The income differs quite markedly;
physicians in the surgical categories receive more than twice
the income of general practitioners/family specialists.

Ube 5-2.

Neen Incom of Ph'Isicinm. by SpeciaLty nd Region
Regions of the Uni ted States
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Trends in

Supply and Demind

The number of physicians is expected to increase from 1986
until the year 2000. However, the rate of increase will not be
as rapid as in the past because of the decrease in college age
population over the next several years. At the same time,
however, the number of people requiring medical care is not
expected to increase at the same rate that the physician supply
increases. If physicians continue to work the same number of
hours in the future as they have in the past, then it is
generally believed that there will be an excess supply of
physicians. If the number of hours worked by physicians were to
be reduced in any sizeable amount, then the excess supply of
physicians may never materialize. In essence, the supply of
physicians is a supply of services rendered and the demand for
physicians is a demand for these services. In the future, an
excess supply will put downward pressure on civilian net
compensation for physicians, whereas an excess demand exerts
upward pressure on the compensation.
The American Medical Association has projected that, over the
next 15 years, the supply of physicians will outstrip the demand
and that an excess supply will ensue during the 1990s. Because
the reserve force needs to recruit an additional number of
physicians, an excess supply should bode well for the reserve.
The supply of civilian physicians shown previously in Table 5-1,
differs across the nine census regions. As noted above, the
number of physicians is not distributed across the country as
the general population is distributed. The number of physicians
per capita is greater in larger population centers than in less
populated regions. The income of physicians by specialty also
varies across the regions. In addition, the distribution of
income for physicians varies significantly according to

specialty. Thus an anesthesiologist makes twice as much as a
general practitioner, and physicians in New England earn
significantly more than do physicians in the West North Central
region of the United States.
The number and income of physicians also varies by age. The
age distribution of physicians, shown in Table 5-3, and the
income distribution of physicians by age, shown in Table 5-4,
are important indicators for identifying the population from
which reservists are most likely to come.
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Table 5-4.

Mean Physician Net Inome After Expenses and Before Taxes ($000),
and Age

1965,

by Speciaty

Age Groups
6

Less then

Speciatty
GP/FP
lnt Ned
Pediatrics
Surgery
OB/GYN
Radiology
Psychiatry
AnesthesioLogy

36
$ 6.6
80.0

S 83.8
105.3

S 84.6
129.3

57.6
124.2
84.3
99.5
78.8
112.4

78.9
166.0
132.0
159.4
80.8
132.2

87.1
169.4
138.8
1".3
108.4
169.0

105.0

145.5

PathoLogy

Source:

66

or.4-5
o ver

S 86.4
100.8
84.5

S 59.1
67.3

14.4
130.0
160.0
89.7
156.7

119.6
76.0

-

71.4
145.3

144.8

The American Medical Association, Physician Characteristics and Distribution in the
U.S., 1986 Edition

Physicians in the National Guard and Reserve

In Fiscal Year 1986, weighted population estimates from the
1986 Reserve Components Surveys indicate that there were 4,288
medical officers in the Selected Reserve. For the reasons
described below, these weighted numbers differ from those found
in the Reserve Components Common Personnel Database (RCCPDS) and
in other sources used elsewhere in this report. The RCCPDS
contains records for 5,366 physicians as of September 30, 1986.
The distribution of physicians by region and specialty was taken
from the RCCPDS file and the characteristics of this
distribution were imputed using the distributions of
characteristics from the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys.
1986 Reserve Components Surveys - Sampling/Weighting Techniques
Three portions of the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys of
part-time officers and enlisted personnel were used in this
analysis: the surveys of members and the surveys of their
spouses. The 1986 Reserve Components Surveys were administered
to a sample of approximately 121,000 Guard and Reserve members
in the United States and Puerto Rico.
The basic stratification variable was reserve component. In
most strata, the design provided for a 10 percent sample. The
sample design also provided for larger sampling ratios of women
officers, Marine Corps Reserve, and Coast Guard Reserve
personnel. There was no stratification for military specialties
such as health professionals. Individuals who were in the
Achieving an Adequate Suppty of Physicians in the Reserve Components
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training pipeline (about 9 percent of the total) were excluded
from the sample. These include unit members awaiting or
attending initial active duty for training and untrained
Selected Reservists attending specialty training programs such
as those for chaplain candidates and health professionals.

Differential weights were required for these subgroups with
disproportionate sampling. In addition, weights were required
to adjust for the fact that the sample subgroups did not respond
to the survey in identical rates. From weighted samples,
population statistics could be computed, indicating estimates
for the population at a given time. The final combined sample
weights can be used to produce consistent estimates of the
Selected Reserve trained population as of mid-1986.
For health professionals, the population sampled was 2,695
with 1,654 members responding. The 317 respondent physicians
represent a weighted population of 4,288 physicians in the
Selected Reserve. However, as mentioned above and as reflected
in the RCCPDS database, based on identification of all those
holding a medical officer primary specialty code, irrespective
of duty specialty code, the reserve medical officer strength was
5,366 as of September 30, 1986.
Distribution by Specialty and Region
The distribution of the Selected Reserve medical officer
population by specialty and region is shown in Table 5-5. This
population represents 0.99 percent of the total number of

physicians in the civilian economy. Of these reserve
physicians, 647 were in the general surgical category, 589 were
in the other surgical category, 202 were orthopedic surgeons,
and 173 were anesthesiologists. There were 3,755 physicians in
all the other specialties. As shown in Table 5-6,
anesthesiologists represent 0.79 percent of all the
anesthesiologists in the civilian economy; orthopedic surgeons
represent approximately 1.19 percent. General surgeons
represent 1.72 percent of the general surgeons in the civilian
sector. Approximately 0.71 percent of the civilian physicians
in the Middle Atlantic region are in the reserve, approximately
0.69 percent of those in the East North Central are in the
reserve, approximately 1.04 percent of those in the South
Atlantic and approximately 0.93 percent in the Pacific region
are in the reserve. Moreover, 1.56 percent of the physicians in
the East South Central region, 1.73 percent of the physicians in
the Mountain region, and 1.33 percent of the physicians in the
West North Central region are reservists. The lower income
regions of the United States have a higher percentage of
civilian physicians in the reserve. Reserve income is
determined according to a national wage scale and can represent
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Tale S-S.

Officers, by ISpecialty u'4 Region

Reserve rdiat

Orthopedic
Anwohealesm

RhaN
No EngLand
Middle Atlantic
East North Central
West North Central
South Atlantic

12
27
17
13
26

East South Central
West South Central
Mountain
Pacific
Other
Total
Source:

General

-N

Other
Srsam

Other
Phmimtlan

Ttai

10
21
19
15
34

26
82
58
58
135

32
52
44
41
12

190
562
428
320
650

270
764
566
447
971

13

1t

71

41

258

394

20
18
26

22
22
45

70
48
89

66
62
113

393
297
586

57i
447
859

.1

-1

_a

_9

173

202

647

589

3,755

5,366

RCCPDS FY 1986

Table 5-6.

Reserve Medical Officers as a Percentage of Civilian Physicians,
by Specialty and Region

Anesthesiology

Orthopedic
Surgery

Ri

,

Ceneral
Surgery

Other
Surgery

x

W

Other
Physicians

Avg
_.

New EngLand
Middle Atlantic
East North Central
West North Central
South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central
Mountain
Pacific

0.83
0.65
0.49
1.06
0.77
1.33
0.94
1.56
0.66

0.87
0.76
0.75
1.41
1.18
1.30
1.32
2.33
1.41

0.97
1.09
0.97
2.37
2.11
3.32
2.03
2.87
1.67

1.31
0.69
0.72
1.61
1.70
1.88
1.56
3.09
1.61

0.63
0.68
0.66
1.22
0.88
1.35
1.09
1.49
0.81

0.71
0.71
0.69
1.33
1.04
1.56
1.20
1.73
0.93

Average

0.79

1.19

1.72

1.42

0.89

0.99

Source:

RCCPOS FY 1986
The American Medical Association, Physician Characteriatics and Distribution in the
U.

1986 Edition
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a higher proportion of civilian inoame,

income regions.

on average, in the lover

This also implies, on average, that a higher

proportion of physicians viii join the reserve.
The characteristics of reserve physicians vary from region to
region and by specialty. The age distribution of physicians in
various regions is shown in Table 5-7. It appears that
specialties with higher incomes, discussed previously, are also
the specialties with an older average age, largely because it

ithe

takes longer to train specialists. Longer training which
results in higher skill levels, and increased time in a
specialty field generally result in a higher level of income.
Tabte 5-7.

Average Age of Reserve Nedicat Officers, by Specfatty and Region

Anesthestogy
Years

ei on

Orthopedic

General

Surgery
Years

Surgery
Years

Other
Surgery
Year

Other
Physicians
Years

Avg
Years

Mountain
Pacific

55.0
32.0
47.0
45.1
45.3
46.0
43.2
49.0
43.1

42.9
54.8
50.0
47.6
52.4
46.9
48.6
49.3
49.3

45.2
43.0
53.0
49.3
43.7
39.6
46.0
46.5
54.3

51.8
45.4
46.7
44.6
44.7
50.0
55.5
50.9
51.6

53.2
47.3
45.1
41.9
41.9
39.8
44.3
48.4
45.9

49.6
44.5
48.4
45.3
45.7
43.9
47.3
48.7
48.7

Average

45.0

50.0

46.7

49.0

45.3

46.9

New Engtand
Middle Attantic
East North Central
Vest North Central
South Attentic
East South Central
Vest South Central

Source:

1986 Reserve Components Surveys
RCCPOS FY 1986

Income from National Guard and Reserve Service
Reserve income for the medical specialties is shown in Table
5-8. Unlike medical officers serving on active duty, reserve
income for physicians does not vary by specialty or level of
professional qualification. Pay grade and amount of paid duty
performed are the primary factors affecting the pay of reserve

medical officers. It is not surprising, therefore, that there
is relatively little difference between specialties in terms of
the income received from reserve service. In the reserve
components, the average incomes for physicians are as follows:
general surgeons, $6,152; orthopedic surgeons, $5,649; "other"
surgeons, $7,767; and anesthesiologists, $8,115. Other
physicians earn an average of $7,199 per year in the Selected
Reserve.

$-t0
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Table 5-8.

Average Rserve income of Medfcal Officers, by Specialty and Region
Orthopedi

General

Other

Other

Anesthelology

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Physiciens

Avg

9.500

2.750

3,607

6,147

15,575

7,516

Middle Atlantic

5,410

7,479

4,780

5,963

5,420

5,810

East North Central
West North Central

9,400
7,315

6,726
3,493

7,734
8,871

6,622
7,006

6,083
7,006

7,313
6,594

South Atlantic
ast South Central
Vest South Central
Nountain
Pacific

7,115
8,491
6,701
6,406
10,894

6,331
6,506
5,963
1,966
10,800

7,054
1,892
9,637
7,274

5,542
1t,400
9,954
8,525
8,443

5,729
5,555
6,632
6,043
6,751

6,239
7,492
6,29
6,515
8,832

8,115

5.649

6,152

7,767

7,199

6,956

ew EngLand

Average
Source:

4,521

1986 Reserve Components Surveys
RCCPOS FY 1986

The differences in earnings across regions result from the
demographics of reserve physicians within the regions. The pay
schedule for reserve physicians is the same across regions, but
differences in rank, years of service, and time spent in paid
drills and on active duty produce variations in average earnings
across the regions. The average civilian income of reserve
physicians, on the other hand, varies significantly by
specialty. For instance, general surgeons and anesthesiologists
earn significantly more than nonsurgical, or "other physicians".
In addition, there is a marked difference across the regions in
terms of the civilian income earned by physicians in the
reserve. The distribution of civilian income is shown in Table
5-9, and the distribution of reserve income as a percentage of
civilian income is shown in Table 5-10.
The supply of physicians to the reserve is a very small
percentage of the total physicians in the civilian economy. The
National Guard and Reserve attract physicians for a number of
reasons: ability to ves;' earned retirement benefits from active
duty for physicians who leave active duty for the civilian
economy, patriotism and the chance to perform a service for
one's country, and supplemental income.
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Table 5-9.

Civilian Income (000)

of Reserve Nedical Officers, by specialty and Region

Anesthesiology

Orthopedic
Surgery

general
Surgery

Other
Surgery

Other
Physicians

Avg

Now England
Middte Atlantic
East North Control
Vest North Central
South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central
Mountain
Pacific

100.0
156.0
143.0
100.6
115.2
156.0
139.5
110.0
69.6

129.9
129.4
100.0
100.0
152.4
110.2
107.3
75.0
100.0

109.6
69.0
130.0
86.3
108.7
57.9
115.4
154.4
106.8

93.0
112.0
113.0
76.9
78.7
140.4
81.0
99.3
75.7

165.7
86.9
67.1
60.9
85.2
77.6
74.0
86.0
83.5

119.6
110.7
110.6
81.0
106.3
108.0
102.5
104.9
87.1

Average

124.9

112.4

104.2

96.7

87.4

105.1

Source:

1986 Reserve Components Surveys
RCCPDS FY 1986

Table 5-10.

Average Reserve Income of Medical Officers as a Percentage of Average Civilian
Physician income, by Specialty and Region
Orthopedic
Ansathtsiology

W
x

Regin
New England
NMddte Atlantic

East North Central
Vest North Central
South Atlantic
East South Central
Vest South Central
Mountain
Pacific
Average
Source:

Surgery

General
Surgery

Other
Surgery

_

Other
Physicians

Avg

w

_

-

9.50
3.47

2.12
5.78

3.29
6.93

6.61
5.32

9.40
6.24

6.28
5.25

6.57
7.27
6.18
5.44
4.80
5.82
15.65

6.73
3.49
4.15
5.91
5.56
2.62
10.80

5.95
10.28
6.49
7.81
1.64
6.24
6.81

5.86
9.11
7.42
8.12
12.29
8.59
11.15

9.07
11.50
6.72
7.16
8.96
7.03
8.09

6.61
8.14
5.87
6.94
6.14
6.21
10.14

6.50

5.03

5.90

8.03

8.23

6.62

1986 Reserve Components Surveys
NCCPOs FY 1986
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Table 5-11 shows the average length of Selected Reserve
service by specialty and geographic region. Table 5-12 shows
average years of prior active duty service by specialty and
region. In aggregate, reserve medical officers had less
Selected Reserve service (9.2 years versus 10.5 years) and more
active duty service (6.2 years versus 5.0 years) than did other
Selected Reserve officers. This data is based on the 1986
Reserve Components Surveys and was used in part to estimate
retention probabilities. Pay and other pecuniary benefits can
be used to attract physicians into the reserve for either a
short period of time or, if desired, until retirement. The
ability to attract substantial numbers of physicians, however,
especially those who earn significant annual pay, will be very
difficult on the margin.
Table 5-11.

Average Years in the Reserve for Medical Officers, by Specialty and Region

General

Other

Other

Surgery

$uraery

Surlery

Physicians

Orthopedic
Region

Anesthesioloay

Avg

New England
Middle Atlantic

27.0
6.0

2.5
15.6

5.6
7.2

6.9
7.0

10.8
6.1

East North Central
West North Central
South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central
Mountain
Pacific

10.0
10.7
9.0
7.0
5.4
3.5
10.5

6.0
9.5
6.9
9.0
9.0
7.4
8.3

5.0
13.0
6.9
11.0
2.8
6.5
7.0

8.5
12.1
9.7
17.0
24.9
11.3
10.6

7.4
9.5
9.4
7.2
8.3
7.3
7.1

7.4
11.5
8.2
10.6
10.3
7.2
8.8

9.9

7.7

7.2

12.0

8.1

9.2

Average
Source:

10.5
8.4

1986 Reserve Components Surveys
RCCPDS FY 1986

Table 5-13 shows the number of hours that reserve physicians
work each week in the civilian economy: a substantial amount of
time. Having to spend additional hours in the reserve consumes
some of a physician's leisure time--typically time that is
valued highly by those working a significant number of hours per
week. Even so, medical officers in the reserve contribute hours
to the reserve that are uncompensated, as indicated in Table 514. Reserve medical officers also work additional hours in the
reserve which are compensated. Table 5-15 shows the number of
additional paid mandays performed by reserve medical officers.
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Table 5-12.

Distribution of Years of Active Duty of Reserve Redical Officers,

by Specialty and Region

Orthopedic

General

ooySAnethe
SuLry
Now England
Middle Atlantic
East North Control
West North Central
South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central
Mountain
Pacific
Average
Source:

Sur

Other
Physicins

A

6.4
6.4
15.0
6.9

6.4
5.0
2.0
6.9

3.0
6.0
11.0
2.0

4.0
5.0
3.0
3.5

7.2

12.0

11.4

3.5

5.6

6.8

8.4
8.0
10.0

8.4
7.0
6.5

7.9
2.0
6.5

7.1
?.0
7.7

9.1
6.6
3.9

9.1
6.4
5.5

3.0

6.8

5.3

8.0

5.7

6.0

7.7

7.7

6.9

5.6

6.0

6.2

6.0
5.4
6.0
.2

5.4
5.3
5.9
6.1

1966 Reserve Components Surveys
RCCPOS FY 1986

Table 5-13.

Average Hours Worked per Week in the Civilian Job by Reserve Nedicsl Officers,
by Specialty and Region

Orthopedic
Reston
Ne

Other

SIur

AnesthesioLogy

England

Surary

Genera

Other

Other

Surnery

Suraery

Physiciasa

Ant

60.0

57.4

63.2

49.2

47.3

55.4

fiddLe AtLantic
East North Central
West North Central
South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central
Nountain
Pacific

50.0
60.0
56.9
58.8
58.0
54.8
60.0
60.0

60.8
60.0
56.8
51.7
59.4
56.7
56.9
55.7

55.5
58.0
57.9
58.9
67.8
62.2
60.0
57.4

66.0
65.3
51.2
73.0
60.0
50.3
53.9
48.7

55.4
53.1
59.5
56.3
60.0
56.0
51.8
49.9

57.6
59.3
56.2
60.0
61.4
55.8
56.4
54.0

Average

57.5

57.5

60.1

57.5

54.4

57.4

Source:

1966 Reserve Components Surveys
RCCPOS FT 1986
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Table 5-14.

Distribution of Monthly Unpaid
by Specialty and Region

ours Worked in the Reserve by Omedicet Officers,

Anasthe-sMlos

Orthopedic
,Burary

general
Burary

Other
Sursety

Other
Physicians

New England
Middle Atlantic
East North Central
West North Central
South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central
Mountain
Pacific

8.0
9.8
7.9
5.6
8.8
5.0
4.0
1.0
6.0

5.4
7.7
10.0
3.8
5.9
4.0
3.3
3.7
3.2

3.5
3.6
2.0
3.0
9.0
1.0
5.0
5.6
3.6

10.0
16.5
4.0
2.2
8.0
16.0
4.0
17.7
2.5

5.6
8.8
7.9
3.9
3.6
3.7
2.5
1.4
2.1

7.0
10.5
6.9
3.5
8.6
4.0
2.6
3.3
2.5

Average

9.1

4.1

9.5

9.0

4.5

5.7

Resion

Source:

1986 Reserve Components Surveys
RCCPOS FT 1986

Table 5-15.

Distribution of Additional Paid Mandays (Annual) Worked in the Reserve by Medical
Officers, by Specialty and Region

Region
New England
Middle Atlantic
East North Central
West North Central
South Atlantic
East South Central
Vest South Central
Mountain
Pacific
Average
Source:

Orthopedic
Surgery

General

Other

Other

Suroory

Surgery

Physicians

Ane

5.1
10.0
5.0
5.5
2.7
10.0
3.4
7.0
3.0

2.1
2.0
1.2
2.3
1.1
2.1
1.4
1.9
1.5

4.0
2.4
2.7
8.6
4.8
4.5
3.0
24.0
2.5

4.5
0.8
2.5
2.5
2.2
22.0
8.0
8.7
0.9

2.4
0.4
1.9
6.6
1.4
5.2
2.9
1.2
3.3

5.5
0.9
1.9
6.4
1.6
5.4
2.4
4.5
2.7

4.7

0.8

3.8

3.1

2.4

2.8

Anestheeoiogy

1986 Reserve Components Surveys
RCCPDS FT 1986
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The reserve components require a substantial number of
physicians and have consistently had problems in attracting and
retaining physicians. As previously noted, the needs of the
reserve components differ from those of the active duty force.
The active duty requirements are for specialties that serve the
these include
medical needs of members and their families:
specialties such as pediatrics, internal medicine,
gynecology/obstetrics, surgery and the full range of specialties
found in the civilian sector. The reserve force requires
physicians who can deal with trauma, injury, and disease

resulting from wartime activities. Reserve requirements,
therefore, focus on surgeons, especially general surgeons and
orthopedic surgeons, as well as anesthesiologists. The total
wartime requirements, as stated by the Office of the Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs, are shown in Table 516. Reserve component requirements and shortfalls focus on
general surgeons, orthopedic surgeons, and anesthesiologists
which are designated as critically short wartime medical
specialties by the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health
Affairs.
Table 5-16.

Total Wartime Shortfall
Total Wartime

S~eiaty

egiremenL

Total Wartime

Shortfall

3,420
2,820
2,970
1,960

1,920
2,030
240
1,315

Other Physicians

20.430

1.595

Total

31,600

7,100

General Surgery
Orthopedic Surgery
Other Surgery
Anesthesiology

Source:

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health
Affairs

The reserve requirements for physicians are primarily derived
from the MPM-generated peak mobilization workload manpower needs
to which are added the Service-unique requirements. One of the
primary objectives of the 6th QRNC study is to identify
compensation alternatives that would help achieve the DoD goal
to reduce the total projected shortfall of physicians classified
as critically short for wartime by 20 percent per year, and to
completely eliminate the shortage in those specialties over a
five-year period. This requirement can be partially met by
5-16
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physicians in the IRR, as well as by those in the Standby and
Retired Reserve, and need not be totally filled from the
Selected Reserve.
This is particularly true for the Army
Reserve where many additional personnel will be assigned to the
IRR. Navy growth will be largely in the Selected Reserve and
the Air Force will rely on increases in both the Selected
Reserve and the IRR.
Selected Reserve authorizations and assigned strength, by
specialty, are shown for FY 1986 in Table 5-17:l there were
8,384 authorized positions (including IHAs), with an assigned
strength of 5,346.2 The numbers shown here indicate a Selected
Reserve shortfall of physicians of 3,038.
Primary shortages are
in general surgery (795), orthopedic surgery (400),
anesthesiology (189) and the "other" physician category (1657).
The total wartime shortfall is larger than Selected Reserve
shortages, however, because total wartime requirements are based
on peak workload projections for mobilization. The total
wartime shortfall of physicians is 7,100. The primary
shortfalls are in the same specialties that are short in the
Selected Reserve: the general surgery category (1,920),
orthopedic surgery (2,030), and anesthesiology (1,315).
Table 5-17.

Peacetime Shortfall in the Selected Reserve - FY
1986
Selected Reserve

Authorized
General Surgery
Orthopedic Surgery
Other Surgery
Anesthesiology

Assiged

1,444
593
580

649
193
583

359

170

189

1

1657

5,346

3,038

Other Physicians

5,408

3

Total

8,384

Source:

795
400
(3)

Figures for the Army and Air Force are from REMNIS
database. Army figures as of September 30, 1986. Air
Force authorizations as of September 30, 1986; assigned
as of June 30, 1986. Navy figures from Medical
Manpower Trends Data Report as of September 30, 1986.
Figures displayed in the aggregate.

The policies and compensation alternatives addressed in this
report focus on increasing accessions of physicians into the
reserve components and producing higher continuation rates for
reserve physicians. Achievement of these goals requires a set
Achieving an Adequate Suppty of Physicians in the Reserve Componet*
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of policies (for compensation, training, administration, and
personnel management) that focus on attracting physicians to the

reserve and a set of policies to keep them in the reserve.

This

latter policy probably entails, in part, more effective use of
physicians' skills in the reserve setting.
Comenation for Physicians
Physicians typically have high opportunity costs with respect

to additional activities that are time-consuming. Physicians in
specialties identified by the reserve components as qualified in
the critically short wartime skills, namely general surgeons,
orthopedic surgeons, and anesthesiologists, have very high
annual incomes; they also work very long hours. Reserve
obligations can impose substantial time requirements for drills
and annual training:
48 drills and two weeks of annual training
cost physicians (particularly surgeons and anesthesiologists)
significant leisure time, because they are already working long
hours. If training conflicts with their practices, the dollar
costs to physicians are very high. On the other hand, to
substitute directly for physicians' income at their civilian
rate of earnings would be fairly expensive. For example, a
weekend drill (16 hours) would cost approximately $1,400 on the
margin. The cost of 48 drills and annual training would be
approximately $25,000. Even then, physicians might experience

some opportunity costs if time away from their civilian practice
hampered the retention of patients or interfered with normal
operations.
The QRMC considered several alternative compensation schemes
as possible ways to alleviate the problem of medical specialty
imbalance in the reserve. Imbalance refers both to the lack of
sufficient physicians in specific units and to an incorrect mix
across specialties throughout the entire reserve medical force.
There is significant excess demand (based on total wartime
requirements) for physicians. The QRMC analysis supports the
general view in the literature and in prior studies that
physicians tend to be relatively nonresponsive to reserve pay
increases in the ranges that have historically obtained. The
increases required to induce an adequate number of physicians to
participate in the reserve in an undifferentiated or untargeted
incentive program are most likely not feasible, given budget
constraints. The challenge, then, is to devise compensation
alternatives that focus on subgroups of the physician population
that may be relatively more responsive to reserve pay. Also,
physicians in specialties for which there is an excess supply
will be more responsive than those in specialties with excess
demand. These specialties may not be those critically short for
the reserve combat medical mission, however; hence these
physicians should be recruited only if there is an identified
need or they can be trained for the required specialties.
5-18
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Younger physicians, with large school debt and significant
costs for establishing a practice, may be more readily attracted
to the reserve.
To study the responsiveness of physicians to
compensation in the reserve, all physicians were categorized
into subgroups.
The level of responsiveness to a common
compensation incentive should differ among subgroups. The goal
is to tailor the compensation plan for the subgroups and, at the
same time, to alter the compensation among the subgroups to
remedy the physician shortfall as much as possible.
As reflected in the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys, medical
officers are, in general, less satisfied with pay and allowances
in the reserve than are nonmedical officers. This is shown in
Table 5-18, which indicates that the overall average level of
satisfaction with pay and allowances is 2.5 (on a scale from 1
to 5 where 1 represents very satisfied and 5 represents very
dissatisfied). The average response of 2.5 falls between

satisfied (2) and neither satisfied nor dissatisfied (3). This
level of satisfaction is lower than the level of satisfaction
with pay and allowances for all reserve officers, which is 2.0
(satisfied) on the same scale.
Table 5-18.

Averse Level of Satisfaction of Reserve Medical Officers with Reserve Pay and
Allowances, by Specialty and Region

Resion

Anesthesco1LMe

Orthopedic

General

Other

Other

Surgery

Nursery

Surgery

Physicians

-AvI

New England
iddle Atlantic

2.3
5.0

2.9
3.5

2.5
2.6

1.5
2.3

2.7
2.7

2.5
2.7

East North Central
West North Central
South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central
Mountain
Pacific

2.0
2.3
2.4
2.0
1.5
3.0
2.0

4.0
2.9
3.5
2.8
3.0
2.8
2.9

4.0
2.4
2.6
3.3
4.0
3.0
2.0

2.0
1.5
1.7
1.0
2.5
2.3
2.0

2.5
2.6
2.6
2.2
2.5
2.1
2.7

2.6
2.4
2.6
2.3
2.6
2.3
2.4

Average

2.2

3.4

2.7

2.0

2.5

2.5

Source:

1986 Reserve Components Surveys
RCCPDS FY 1986

Compensation alternatives were identified for the Selected
Expanded use of the IRR, which does not
Reserve and the IRR.
have a substantial training requirement, can help to satisfy the
need for flexibility in training schedules and for participation
levels that conflict less with the stringent time demands that

physicians experience in their civilian profession, and which
Achieving an Adequate Supply of Physicians in the Reserve Components
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may keep then out of the reserve. Increased use of the IRR may
reduce shortfalls at relatively low cost to the reserve; in
which case, because training opportunities are limited, the
reserve should be "buying" only the critically short wartime
specialties required. In addition, service in the IRR generally
does not have the geographical constraints of the Selected

Reserve, where members are attached to units in specific
geographical locations.
Compensation alternatives fall into two broad categories:
accession alternatives and retention alternatives. Accession
alternatives are those designed to induce physicians to choose

National Guard and Reserve service in either the Selected
Reserve or the IRR. Accession compensation alternatives
considered by the 6th QRMC are those expected to provide
physicians who would not have joined otherwise with an
additional impetus to join the reserve. The compensation

alternatives considered are specific to reserve service and, for
the most part, are not identical to and do not reflect the
active force situation. The costs of these alternatives are
important. Clearly, on the margin, additional compensation
alternatives will bring new physicians into the reserve;
however, in so doing, additional costs will be incurred in terms
of providing that increased compensation to physicians who
already have joined the reserve and would have entered the
reserve regardless.
Retention alternatives would be expected to encourage
physicians to remain in the reserve after an initial term.
Retention tends to require different compensation than
accession, and these alternatives may work over a longer term.
To a large extent, alternatives likely to keep physicians in the
service are less oriented toward "out-of-pocket" costs and pay
than are accession alternatives. Retention alternatives are
relatively intangible and may include appropriate use of
physician skills, specific training, and reduction of time away
from practice and family.
For the options evaluated, the amounts are not offered as
definitive, optimal values for inclusion in an incentive
program. Instead, the values for the programs analyzed were
selected from the range of reserve income observed in the
database. The average reserve income observed for physicians by
region and specialty ranged from $2,000 to $15,575. The use of
values that fall too far outside the range decreases the
reliability of the projected estimates. Experimentation with
various programs and additional data collection may show that
there are other program values which have more optimal effect.
The values and responses are offered as baseline estimates for
use by planners in developing experimental test designs.

5-2
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The 6th QRKC does not recommend the payment of all
alternatives to all reserve medical officers. In an environment
where the specialties in critically short supply are those where
the practitioners have the highest average civilian income, the

impact of incentive programs can best be maximized through
effective targeting of incentives. The QRNC has, however,
evaluated the effect of incentives for broad categories of
reserve physicians, including those qualified in specialties not
currently classified as critically short wartime specialties.
This data is provided to show relative responsiveness of
different groups to economic incentives and the impact on the
total supply of physicians and on budget resources.
Within this context, the QRMC also assessed the potential of
the compensation alternatives evaluated to achieve the DoD
objective of eliminating shortfalls in critical wartime
specialties over a five-year period. The objective of this
assessment is to provide a rough estimate of whether or not
compensation alternatives at the levels evaluated appear to be
generally in the range likely to be required to eliminate the
shortfalls. Based on the projections of an econometric model
and given the specific alternatives and values analyzed,
implementation would result in elimination of shortages for the
Selected Reserve at the FY 1986 level over a five-year period
both in the aggregate and for critically short wartime
specialties for reserve physicians. In the aggregate, the total
numbers of medical officers for the options evaluated and the
incentives in place are projected to exceed shortages for the
Selected Reserve. Based on model projections, it appears that
additional incentives would be required to eliminate the entire
wartime shortage for the Ready Reserve in a five-year period.
The model projects that, at the program levels analyzed, a
shortfall of anesthesiologists and orthopedic surgeons would
remain. It is emphasized, however, that empirical evidence on
the effect of compensation initiatives is lacking. Therefore,
it is far from certain that the effects of specific initiatives
as projected in the model would be adequate to significantly
reduce or eliminate the shortfall, even in the Selected Reserve.
For this reason, the QRMC recommends a test program of
incentives for medical officers in combination with a test for
incentives for nurses and careful evaluation of the effects of
the stipend and loan repayment programs. It is also emphasized
that the results of the econometric model were not incorporated
into a general manpower model. Rather, values from the
econometric model were used in combination with known rates and
trends and applied against the existing reserve medical officer
population to estimate effects over a five-year period.
The lower participation requirement of the IRR was projected
to be of high value for many potential reserve physicians, even
though fewer benefits accrue to the member and it is more
difficult to earn a creditable year for retirement. As the QRMC
Achieving an Adequate Supp y of Physicians in the Reserve Components
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was not able to analyze the relationship between the relative
value of tine and compensation, the decision was made to analyze
program for the IRR based on lower levels of compensation than
those selected for evaluation for the Selected Reserve. In the
absence of survey data for medical officers in the hRR, the same
or similar elasticities as those developed for Selected Reserve
members were used to project responsiveness of IRR members to
compensation options.
Accession Alternatives
The accession alternatives described in this chapter provide
an indication of possible changes that can be made and the
effect of these changes on the supply of reserve physicians by

specialty. The costs of each alternative are also provided;
these are important because the cost of each alternative will
provide new reservists, on the margin, but the same incentive
will generally have to be provided to all reservists in the
Selected Reserve or the IRR. Reservists already on board will
receive the same increases and compensation, even though the
increases were not needed to induce them to join the reserve.
This fact, known as economic rent, increases the costs of the
compensation alternatives.
Special Pay
This alternative represents special monthly pay for annual
training and periods of inactive duty training for all
physicians in the reserve components. The amount analyzed is at
a monthly rate of $450 which equates to $225 for 15 days of
annual training and $60 for four drills periods. This
represents an increase of $100 in the monthly rate currently
authorized for medical officers with two or more years of active
duty. On the margin, it will increase reserve pay by $945 per
year for all physicians without prior service in the Selected
Reserve.
A strong rationale exists for removing the current requirement
for prior active duty service, thereby entitling all reserve
medical officers to this special pay. When the current special
pay for reserve medical officers on active duty for training was
first paid in 1974, it was paid in the same amount and with the
same qualifying conditions as that in effect for active duty
medical officers ($150 per month with one but less that two
years of active duty and $350 per month with two or more years
of active duty). At that time, active duty medical officers who
signed service agreements to remain on active duty for periods
of from one to four years were also entitled to an annual
variable incentive pay bonus. No comparable annual bonus
entitlement was legislated for reserve component medical
officers. Thus, although authority for direct payment in return
for an additional service commitment was not applied to the
5-22
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medical reserve force, there was a clear connection between the
active and reserve special pay authorized for basic
qualification and service as a medical officer.
On meeting the same qualifying criteria, the reserve medical
officer was paid special pay in an amount equivalent to that of
the active duty medical officer. The reserve medical officer

was paid only when on active duty, however, and the basis for
the entitlement to the pay, at either the $150 or $350 level,
was largely unrelated to the reserve situation; it was based on
active duty service. The Uniformed Services Health
Professionals Special Pay Act of 1980, which revised the active
duty special pay program, made special pay entitlement for basic
qualification and service as a medical officer even less
comparable between active and reserve medical forces. The Act
entirely revised and significantly improved the special
incentive program for active duty medical officers. As
previously discussed, such an adjustment was not made for
reserve medical officers.
The element of the revised active duty special pay package
that most nearly parallels the former monthly special pay for
active duty medical officers (and that still authorized for
reserve medical officers) is variable special pay (VSP).
Criteria for entitlement are a commission as a medical officer
and status on active duty under a call or order to active duty
for a period of not less than one year; the status is stipulated
simply to differentiate an officer on extended active duty from
a reservist on order or call to active duty (or full-time
National Guard duty) for less than one year. Entitlement, like
that for the former special pay, is based on qualification and
service as a medical officer and is not related to specialty,
professional certification, or level of manning. All other
active duty incentive pays legislated as part of the revised
active duty program in 1980 are paid selectively, based on
special criteria such as professional certification, execution
of agreements for active duty service, or qualification in a
limited number of specialties that are designated as critically
short for the combat mission or manning level.
As shown in Appendix A, the annual rate of VSP (excluding
medical officers in internship training) ranges from a low of
$5,000 ($416.66 per month) to a high of $10,000 ($833.33 per
month) for officers with six to eight years of service that is
creditable for special pay purposes. From the $10,000 level,
the rate of pay decreases after eight years of service,
returning to an annual rate of $5,000 for medical officers with
22 or more years of service that is creditable for special pay
purposes.
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To reestablish the original relationship between active and
reserve special pay would require an increase in the amount of

entitlement to special pay for reserve medical officers.
Establishment of a single rate of entitlement for all recipients
at the annual rate of $5,400 (a monthly rate of $450 or $225 for
15 days of active duty for training and $60 for 4 drill periods)
would approximate the lowest range of the comparable active duty
pay (VSP) discussed above. An increased rate of reserve special
pay would also serve the secondary function of reducing the loss
in special pay sustained by active duty medical officers who
enter the reserve.
The requirement that a reserve medical officer have previous
active duty in order to qualify for the special pay is
anachronistic. It appears that the original standard stemmed
from the singular focus on active component requirements rather
than a conscious expansion of a policy objective. Today the
reserve medical force is clearly identified as an integral
component of the defense medical department and plays a major
role in the primary mission of combat medical readiness. To
meet the manpower requirements necessary to sustain medical
readiness, the reserve components must attract personnel who
have never served on active duty. The pool of personnel with
prior active duty is by itself inadequate. A full 20-year
career in the reserve must become much more commonplace if the
Services are to meet their readiness goals. Further, officers
with prior active duty service are more likely to enter the
reserve than are individuals with no prior active duty.
Personnel with prior service may join the reserve based on
remaining obligation or due to vested retirement interest they
established while on active duty; or they may join because they
enjoyed military duty and want continued military experience.
These very powerful motivating factors do not function in the
population without prior service; thus, incentives to attract
individuals with no prior service must be at least as attractive
as those for personnel who have prior service. Unless an
incentive is designed specifically to attract the prior active
duty officer, special incentives developed for reserve health
professionals should apply equally to personnel without regard
to prior active duty service.
The raise in special pay will bring an estimated 54 more
physicians into the reserve. The incremental cost associated
with this program is $5 million. Table 5-19 compares the
current and the alternative programs.
The special pay alternative recognizes the value of the active
force VSP and the generally very high civilian income of
physicians. Thus, the alternative is set at a single rate
applicable to all reserve medical officers. Compensation
incentives do not elicit the same response in all specialties.
Physicians in the nonsurgical specialties, for instance, respond
5-24
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Table 5-19.

Current and Alternative Special Pay Program
Reserve Medical Officers

Prior Active
Less than 1 year

for

current
None

$450/month for annual

training ($225 for 15
days) ($60 for 4

drills)
1 year but less
than 2 years

$100/month for
annual training
($50 for 15 days)

$450/month for annual
training ($225 for 15
days) ($60 for 4
drills)

2 years or more

$350/month for
annual training
($175 for 15 days)

$450/month for annual
training ($225 for 15
days) ($60 for 4
drills)

most favorably to monetary incentives because their average
civilian income is substantially lower than that of physicians
in the specialties that have been designated as critically short
wartime specialties. Even more significant, the analysis
indicates that the response differs among physicians in the
critically short wartime specialties. Physicians in the general
surgery specialty respond more favorably to compensation
incentives than do those in orthopedic surgery and
anesthesiology specialties. Those in the "other" surgeon
category respond at an intermediate level (between those in the
medical specialties and those in orthopedic surgery and
anesthesiology). Development of a multiple-tier system,
applying incentives at differing levels, is suggested. This
would be appropriate in order to obtain the desired result at
each level. Table 5-20 shows the categories used in analysis of
the alternatives and their estimated effects.
Stipend for Training in Very Lritically or Critically Short

Wartime Specialties
One alternative is to provide a stipend for qualified
physicians who are participating in graduate medical education
to become qualified in a critically or very critically short
specialty. The income of residents in training is generally
low, and frequently a physician has large debts remaining from
educational loans. A stipend program was authorized in the
Fiscal Year 1986 Department of Defense Authorization Act and
modified and expanded for Fiscal Year 1988. The stipend can

Achieving an Adequate Supply of Physicians in the Reserve Components
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Table 5-20.

Categories Used in Analysis of Reserve Medical
Officer Compensation Alternatives

Very critically short
sIecialties

Anesthesiology
orthopedic Surgery

Critically short
specialties

General Surgery

other

Other Surgery
Medical (nonsurgical)

reduce the burden of the cost of living during a period of low
income for the resident. The rate in effect on July 1, 1987,
was $664 per month. Implementation was initially delayed, but
Service programs are now in place. Because of the delayed
implementation, effects of this program could not be evaluated.
While it is too soon to judge the actual effect, the QRMC
estimates that, on the margin, this alternative will attract
about 148 additional medical officers per year in the combined
very critically and critically short specialty groups. The
annual cost associated with this program for the Selected
Reserve for one year based on 148 participants is approximately
1.2 million. The National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal
Years 1988 and 1989 also authorized a stipend of $332 per month
for physicians who agree to participate in the IRR. The
increase to the IER is anticipated at 143 physicians for the
first year, with a projected cost of $0.6 million. The current
and alternative stipend systems Are shown in Table 5-21.
Loan Repayment (For Very Critically and Critically Short
specialties)
Physicians completing medical school, internship, and
residency frequently have high debt, as indicated earlier.
Fiscal Year 1986 Department of Defense Authorization Act
authorized a loan repayment program for medical officers

The

qualified in specialties designated by the DoD as critically
short for wartime. As the program has only been recently
implemented, evaluation of its impact from actual data was not
possible.

The alternative evaluated by the QRMC would increase the
current statutory annual loan repayment from a maximum of $3,000
for qualifying medical officers serving in the Selected Reserve
to a maximum of $8,000 annually for very critically short
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Table 5-21.

Paaeter
Eligibility

Current and Alternative Stipend Programs for
Residents in Very Critically and Critically Short
wartime Specialties
Current System
Residents in training
in anesthesiology,
orthopedic surgery or

Alternative Syst
No change evaluated

general surgery
Entitlement

$664 per month for
service in the Selected

Reserve
$332 per month for
service in the IRR
Obligation

Note:

Two for one contractual
obligation following
completion of residency
training

No'change

The stipend increases at the same rate as basic pay.

specialists and to $4,000 annually for critically short
specialists. This amount increases the total remuneration of
anesthesiologists by about 100 percent and of orthopedic
surgeons by approximately 142 percent. On the margin, the
option increases the combined number of specialists in the very
critically short wartime skills in the Selected Reserve by
approximately 110 in the first year. The $4,000 annual loan
repayment for critically short wartime specialists is projected
to increase the number of physicians in that category in the
Selected Reserve by 62 physicians for the first year. The
projected additional cost for both levels of loan repayment is
$1.1 million.
A loan repayment program for the IRR has also been evaluated,
at the annual repayment rate of $4,000 for the very critically
short specialties only. The projected impact is an additional
56 medical officers, with an associated cost of.$0.2 million.
3
The loan repayment program is detailed in Table 5-22.
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Table 5-22.

Current and Alternative Reserve Medical Officer
Educational Loan Repayment Programs
Current System

Eligibility

All critically
short specialties

Alternative System
Apply at differing levels
to very critically short
and critically short
specialties

Entitlement

$3,000 per year, to a
maximum total of
$20,000

Selected Reserve:
Increase the payments for
the very critically short
specialties to 15% of
outstanding debt per
year or $8,000, whichever
is lower, up to a
cumulative maximum
of $50,000; and, for the
critically short
specialties, increase to
15% per year or $4,000
per year, whichever is
lower, to a cumulative
maximum of $25,000.
IRR: Add payments for
very critically short
specialties. At rate of
15% per year or $4,000
per year, whichever is
lower, to a cumulative
maximum of $25,000.

Membership
requirement

Note:

Must be a member of
the Selected Reserve.
Receive payment upon
completion of each
year of service

Add program for IRR

The current authority extends through FY 1990.

Incentive Bonus (For Very Critically and Critically Short
Specialties)
Bonuses are intended to help attract and retain physicians for
the reserve who are qualified in specialties in critically short
supply for wartime. The approach is to compensate these
physicians, who earn very high civilian incomes, for choosing to
6th GENC Report - Votume IC
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spend time in the reserve rather than in practice or leisure
activity. Under the option evaluated, an incentive bonus would
be paid on accession into the reserve or in return for a

commitment to remain in the reserve.

Because estimates

indicated that anesthesiologists and orthopedic surgeons would
respond less readily than would general surgeons, a two-tier
bonus program was analyzed. Members in the very critically
short category, which includes anesthesiologists and orthopedic
surgeons, would receive a $10,000 annual bonus whereas the
critically short tier (general surgeons) would receive a $6,000
annual bonus. on the margin, the bonus alternative would
increase annual reserve compensation to anesthesiologists by 123
percent and to orthopedic surgeons by 177 percent. The effect
of a bonus of $6,000 increases the annual reserve compensation
of general surgeons, on average, by 100 percent. The supply
effect of these bonuses on the Selected Reserve for the first

year is an additional 168 anesthesiologists and orthopedic
surgeons combined and 110 general surgeons. In order to provide
comparative data, a $3,000 bonus was also analyzed for
specialties which have not been classified as critically short
for wartime. The $3,000 bonus for other physicians is projected
to increase the supply to the Selected Reserve by 837 physicians
during the first year. The costs associated with the bonus
option for the first year are $10.3 million for the very
critically and critically short specialties combined and $15.8
million for other physicians. Data on the effects of a bonus
are provided in subsequent tables.
Reduced bonus levels for medical officers in the IRR were
evaluated at an annual rate of $4,000 for very critically short
wartime specialists and $3,000 for critically short specialists.
The incentive bonus program is described below in table 5-23.
Health Education Courses and Experiences

It is DoD policy that reserve health care personnel shall be
afforded the opportunity to attend at least one health education
course or experience annually. Funding constraints, however,
have been a limiting factor in enabling health care personnel to
participate in continuing health education on an annual basis.
Generally, the Services have problems in funding all officers
who would like to attend such courses annually. The QRMC
recommends a review of current funding procedures to ensure that
the intent of DoD Directive 1215.4, "Medical Training in the
Reserve Components," which states that "reserve health care
officers shall be afforded an annual opportunity to attend at
least one health education course in reserve status" is
achieved. The QRMC concludes that it is important for the
Services to provide funding for all physicians to attend one
health education course or experience annually within existing
budget authority and priorities. continuing education is
generally a professional requirement and, in addition, most
Achieving an Adequte SuppLy of Physicians in the Reserve Components
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Table 5-23.

Current and Alternative Incentive Bonus Programs
for Reserve Medical Officers

igiiX

Current System

Aaltva yLEUj 3

Selected Reserve:.
Very critically
short specialties

None

$10,000 per year
lump sum payment

Critically short

None

$ 6,000 per year

specialties

Other specialties

lump sum payment

None

$ 3,000 per year
lump sum payment

Very critically
short specialties

None

$4,000 per year
lump sum payment

Critically short
specialties

None

$3,000 per year
lump sum payment

IRR:

physicians feel that it is in their interest to attend
professional meetings to remain current in studies and
developments in their respective fields. They consider it as
part of the expense of doing business and maintaining state-ofthe-art knowledge of medical developments. Physicians appear to
value such participation at or above the opportunity cost of
absence from professional practice. Such opportunity cost is
the forgone professional income for the period of their absence,
less taxes and associated professional expenses. This benefit
can be provided to the reserve physician at a value far
outweighing the cost of the meetings to the reserve components.
Based on a marginal tax rate of 32 percent, the average annual
increase in pretax reserve income that this benefit would
provide physicians is about $1950, or about a 28 percent
increase, not including saved opportunity cost.
The program has multiple benefits that extend beyond the
immediata enhancezent of individual and unit mobilization
readiness. There is a very low level of awareness of reserve
opportunities among the civilian health care community. A
strong additional impact may be made in the area of direct
advertising. When a health professional attends a civilian
training experience, the reserve medical department obtains
direct exposure to the very populations from which it seeks to

recruit potential members.
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indications that health professionals respond much more
favorably to recruiting efforts by professionals in the same
field than they do to laymen.
The effect on supply of reserve medical officers were all
medical officers entitled to one health course or experience
annually is projected to be approximately 111 physicians during
the first year. The total costs associated with this benefit
will reflect not only the incremental costs associated with new
physicians joining the reserve but also the costs of all
physicians currently in the reserve components. This
opportunity was evaluated for all health professionals in the

Selected Reserve as well; the analysis was not restricted to
medical officers. The estimated annual incremental cost of this
program for Selected Reserve medical officers is approximately
$1.8 million, based on an increase in attendance of
approximately two-thirds during the first year. The 6th QRMC
concluded that this program was valuable, that the existing
direction was appropriate. Requirement for mandatory fencing of
program funds for this purpose was4 unnecessarily cumbersome and
restricted management flexibility.
However, a review of
current procedures for funding and for ensuring compliance with
DoD Directive 1215.4 is recommended.
In summary, the preceding group of major compensation
alternatives includes the following options:
0

For fully qualified physicians

*

* Special pay for periods of active duty for training and
inactive duty training
* Loan repayment (very critically and critically short
wartime specialties only)
* Annual incentive bonus
° Attendance at health education courses/experiences
For qualified physicians in training in the very critically
and critically short wartime specialties
Student stipend

Summary of Accession Alternatives
Accession alternatives for the Selected Reserve and the IRR
require modifying current compensation practices and enacting
proposals for additional compensation. Compensation
alternatives focus on three groups of physicians: (1) the very
critically short specialties - orthopedic surgeons and
anesthesiologists, (2) the critically short specialties general surgeons, and (3) all other physicians.
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In addition to giving direct compensation for the Selected
Reserve and the IRR, developing a system similar to the Army
National Augmentation Detachment (discussed in Chapter 3) would
allow recruiting of physicians and nurses in areas where there
are no units or positions available. Such recruitment provides
flexibility for the system even without additional incentives.

Recruitment in areas without units essentially increases the
pool from which physicians could be drawn and hence would
increase the number of physicians joining the reserve (assuming
that physicians in those areas behave similarly to physicians in
other areas).
The tables that follow show the impact of each pay alternative
on supply and on cost, as well as its effect on the needed
physician specialties. Impacts on supply and cost are shown
separately for the Selected Reserve and the IRR. The first year
impact for the Selected Reserve and the IRR are summarized in
Tables 5-24 and 5-26 respectively. The total increase in
physicians due to the pay alternatives is 1,600 for the Selected
Reserve for the first year and 478 for the IRR. Projected costs
for the first year for the compensation options evaluated are
shown in Tables 5-25 and 5-27 for the Selected Reserve and the
IRR. Over a five year period, the increases in the number of
physicians is 6,106 for the Selected Reserve as indicated in
Table 5-28. The increase is slightly less each year over the
five year period as the options progressively lose relative
value due to increases in civilian income. The five-year
increase in anesthesiologists and orthopedic surgeons combined
is 1,341 physicians. The increase for a 5-year period for the
general surgery group is 1,150 physicians.
The shortage of very critically and critically short wartime
specialties, as well as the shortage for all physicians in the
aggregate in the Selected Reserve is projected to be met during
a five-year period. Based on the FY 1986 continuation rate of
85.6 percent for medical officers in the Selected Reserve, the
net gain projected to the Selected Reserve over a five-year
period is 6,677 physicians which is in excess of the FY 1986
shortfall of 3,038. Some losses to the Selected Reserve will be
gains to the IRR as medical officers move into the IRR to
fulfill a remaining military service obligation or for other
reasons. Based on the specific alternatives evaluated in this
report, it is projected that additional incentives would be
required to meet the entire wartime shortfall during a five-year
period. As indicated above however, the five year estimates are
not precise and are only intended to provide a general
indication of the feasibility of compensation alternatives in
the range evaluated with respect to the achievement of DoD
objectives. Five-year projections are outlined in Tables 5-29
through 5-31.
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Table 5-24.

First-Year impact of Pay Alternatives on the Supply
of Physicians (Selected Reserve)
Additional Nembers in Specialty Categories

Very
Critically
Short

Alternative
Special Pay $450/mo
Incentive Bonus S 1OK/yr (very crit short)
Incentive Bonus S 61/yr (crit short)

Incentive Bonus S 3K/yr (other spec)
Loan Repayment S OK/yr (very crit short)
Loan Repayment S 4K/yr (crit short)
Resident Student Stipend $664/mo
Health Education Courses/Experiences
Total

Table 5-25.

Not
Critically
Short

Critically
Short

Any
Soecialtv
54

166

Tote
54

168
110

-

110

837

837
110

110

-

-

62

62

50
.-

98
--

148

328

270

11tZ
MtM
837

165

1,600

Total First-Year Cost ($000) of Pay ALternatives
for Physicians (Selected Reserve)
Very
Critically

Alternative

Short

Special Pay $450/mo

Total

Not
Critically

short

Any

Short

-

Incentive Bonus S 1OK/yr (very crit short) $5,390
Incentive Bonus S 6K/yr (crit short)
Incentive Bonus S 3Kfyr (other spec)
Loan Repayment S 8K/yr (very crit short)
880
Loan Repayment S 4K/yr (crit short)
Resident Student Stipend $664/mo
398
Health Education Courses/Experiences

Critically

Total

S6,657-

$6,657

5,390
4,944
15,809
880

-

$4,944

-

$15,809
-

248

248

781

-

-

-

$6,668

Spcat

$5,973

$15,809

.04**

$11,161

1,179
4.504

$39,611

*Incremental cost-$5.0 million
**Incrementat cost-*1.8 million
Note:

Except as shown immediately above, including where an incentive currently exists, costs
shown are total program costs and not additive costs.
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ITable

5-26.

Impact of Pay Alternatives on the Supply of
Physicians (IR)
Additional Nembers In Specialty Categories
Very
Critically Critically
Short
Short

Alterative
Special Pay S450/mo
Incentive Bonus S 4K/yr (very crit short)
Incentive Bonus S 3K/yr (crit short)
Loan Repayment S 4K/yr (very crit short)
Resident Student Stipend $332/mo
Health Education Courses/Experiences
Total

Any
Imat

152
56
68
.

276

Table 5-27.

Not
Critically
Short

T2111

127

152
127

75

56
143

-

202

478

Total First-Year Cost (SO00) of Pay Alternatives
for Physicians (ZRR)
Very
Critically

AiLernative

.IShort

Special Pay $450/mo
Incentive Bonus $ 4K/yr (very crit short)
Incentive Bonus $ 3K/yr (crit shortr

12,008

Loan Repayment S 4K/yr (very cr1t short)
Resident student Stipend $332/o
Health Education Courses/Experiences
Total
Note:

Critically

Not
CriticaLly

Any

Short

Short

Specialty

-

$1,971
224
271

-

$2,008

-

1,971
224
570

-

299

-

--

$2,503

Total

52,270

$4,773

Costs shown are total program costs rather than additive costs,
including where an incentive currently exists.
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TabLe 5-28.

Five-Year Impact of Pay Alternatives on the Supply
of Physicians (SeLected Reserve)
Additional Nembers In SpeciaLty Categories
Very

Atternative
Special Pay $450/mo
Incentive Bonus S 1OK/yr (very crit short)
Incentive Bonus $ 6K/yr (crit short)
Incentive Bonus S 3K/yr (other spec)
Loan Repayment $ 8K/yr (very crit short)
Loan Repayment S 4K/yr (crit short)
Resident Student Stipend S664/mo
Health Education Courses/Experiences
Total

CriticaLly
Short

Not
CriticaLly
Short

CriticaLly
Short

S

194

-

606
-

Any
x

-

396
-

-

250

264
490

-

-

402
596

6,106

-

1,341

1,150

-

-

3,019

a

194
606
396
3,019
485
264
740
402

-

3,019
485

I

Suimary of Retention Alternatives
The 6th QRMC considered retention alternatives to keep reserve
physicians in the reserve medical force after they have joined.
Retention alternatives may focus on the hard-to-recruit skills,
namely orthopedic surgeons, anesthesiologists, and general
surgeons, but are generally applicable to all medical officers.
If retention is increased, fewer physicians will be required to
enter initially. Although the analysis focused mainly on
accession alternatives, an improvement in the annual
continuation rates for critically short wartime specialties,
(which have averaged at the mid-to-upper 80 percent level since
1981), would be advantageous to the reserve. Retirement
incentives, special training, professional education, and other
incentives can be provided to help keep the physician in the
reserve. In addition, one of the primary causes of attrition
from the reserve appears to relate to satisfaction of reserve
medical officers with activities during reserve training. No
analysis was made of the costs or benefits of alternatives
designed to increase continuation rates and no recommendations
are made.
The following retention alternatives are, however, suggested
for further consideration:
Special training would cross train in critically short wartime
specialties or skills those individuals with a civilian
specialty that is not critically short for wartime.
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Low interest loans for initiating a medical practice would
reduce costs of civilian practice for reserve medical officers.
continuing education in the physician's specialty is valued
highly by physicians and is therefore considered to be a strong

retention as well as accession incentive.
Subsidization of liability insurance rates would provide in-

surance as a cosponsor, thereby reducing rates for the reserve
member.
Demobilization assistance would guarantee pay after mobilization
for the period required to re-establish practice.

In summary, the QRKC analyzed several compensation
alternatives, projecting the impact on supply and cost for each
option evaluated. The QRNC evaluated a modification of the
current authority that provides special pay to reserve
physicians on active duty for training. The program evaluated
included payment to all medical officers irrespective of prior
service, payment at a flat rate of $450 per month, and expansion
of entitlement to periods of inactive duty training. The
stipend program for reserve physicians in training in the
critically short wartime specialties was evaluated at the
current rate. A modification of the current loan repayment
program that authorizes annual payments in the amount of $3,000
was analyzed for increased annual payment levels ranging from
$4,000 to $8,000. Incentive bonuses were evaluated in amounts
ranging from $3,000 to $10,000. The impact of attendance at one
health education conference or experience annually was also
analyzed for medical officers as well as other health care
professionals in the Selected Reserve.
The 6th QRMC analysis of alternative pay compensation options
for physicians in the reserve indicates that additional
compensation incentives are necessary to eliminate the shortfall
of physicians to the reserve. The total physician shortfall is
approximately 7,100, of which 5,265 positions are in specialties
designated as critically short for combat. The reserve
components are committed to reducing the latter shortfall by 20
percent per year.
For physicians, the combination of pay alternatives discussed
above produces increases in the supply of physicians as
previously detailed in this chapter. Pay alternatives are
presented independently because the interactive effects of the
alternatives were not analyzed. The development of a national
administrative headquarters for the management of health care
personnel who are not able to be assigned to local units is
5-8
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suggested for consideration by all Services. A program similar
to that discussed in Chapter 3 should have a beneficial impact
on recruiting into the reserve.
The 6th QR14C recommends that the bonus alternative be
evaluated in a provisional program for the Selected Reserve that

includes analysis of impact for specific geographical subgroups.
The provisional program should be monitored closely, in the
context of an experiment, to identify the separate and interactive effects of the bonus with existing Selected Reserve
incentives.

This provisional program would operate over a two-

to four-year cycle, with an evaluation at the end of the first
year to identify needed program adjustments and endorse, modify,
or cancel the program at the end of the cycle. The experimental
program is recommended for the Selected Reserve only at this

time, as the current administrative resources and training
programs in the IRR are viewed as inadequate to support a full
scaleexperiment. The projected cost of such an experiment,
conducted in conjunction with nursing specialties, is projected
to cost $8.25 million over a four-year period and $3.6 million
for the first year.
In addition, the compensation package should be evaluated not
only in the context of past and present shortfalls, but also in
the context of p)tential diminished future shortfalls. The
American Medical Association indicates that the supply of
physicians will increase relative to demand over the next ten
years. In fact, it is anticipated that an excess supply will
exist in the early to mid-1990s. With an excess supply, the
potential pool of reservists will effectively increase, thereby
providing a positive effect relative to the achievement of
manpower goals. This positive effect should be greater than
would have occurred with an excess demand or equilibrium in the
market for physicians. Over a period of perhaps six to eight
years, the supply of physicians should adjust, and the number of
students coming out of medical school may decrease, or at least
not increase as rapidly as has recently been the case. In fact,
enrollments in medical schools are already starting to decline.
Possible explanations are that medical schools themselves are
rationing physicians by limiting the supply of graduates, or
that students are viewing their future opportunities and,
perceiving that those opportunities may be decreasing, choosing
other occupations.
Findings indicate that the reserve, given the pay alternatives
evaluated, in concert with other administrative actions and
policy changes, could be sufficient to eliminate the shortfall
in five years for all but anesthesiologists and orthopedic
surgeons. However, the uncertainty in programs like these and
the "thinness" of the data, require that the programs be
monitored very closely. The variance in both accession to the
reserve and continuation in the reserve can be large. Many
Achieving an Adequate Suppty of Physicians in the Reserve Cowponents
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factors operate to influence reserve supply, including such
factors as general public awareness and attitudes, perceived
international unrest, likelihood of armed conflict, and general
economic conditions.
The program must be evaluated periodically
and adjusted to deal with the nonquantifiable factors.
Finally, an increase in accessions to the reserve (members
with no prior service as well as those with prior service) viii
increase the pool of initial reservists and hence the number
continuing on will increase. all now accessions without prior
service incur an oight-year military service obligation. &
medical officer is a deployable asset whether a member of the
Selected Reserve or the IMR.
Therefore, as accessions come
increasingly from the portion of the civilian population with no
prior service, the number of accessions continuing in the
reserve for at least eight years will increase. That increase
in the number who are obligated to continue in the reserve for
an extended period of time, in combination with a projected
increase in the continuation rate based on implementation of new
compensation programs, will reduce the demand for new
reservists. Should a high percentage of medical officers with
no prior service choose to leave the reserve after eight years,
that length of service is sufficient to stabilize the demand for
new reservists.
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Not"
1. The analysis incorporated FT 1986 data as shown in Table
5-17. However, as discussed in Chapter 1, the Health Manpower
Information System (HmIS), the official database for the Office
of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs,
recently incorporated reserve component data. The FY 1987
shortfall for the Selected Reserve as indicated by HKIS is a
total of 2,487 of which 1,212 are in the critically short
physician wartime specialties.
2. The data from RCCPDS indicates 20 more physicians than
the data from the RENNIS database combined with the Medical
Trends Data Report, the basis for the number of assigned medical
officers in the Selected Reserve. This represents a difference
of 0.37 percent that was not definitively reconciled.
3. The loan repayment program would potentially be more
attractive to health professionals if the payments were
nontaxable. In 1983, the Internal Revenue Service concluded
that loan repayment by the DoD under the Fiscal Year 1981
Defense Authorization Act (section 902 of P. L. 96-342) on
behalf of certain enlisted members was taxable income. Since
that time, however, changes have occurred in the tax laws
regarding the taxable status of educational loan forgiveness
programs. The Tax Reform Act of 1984 (P. L. 98-369) excludes
from gross income certain discharges of student loans.
4. A minority view in favor of fenced funding to ensure
attendance was made available to all health professionals was
expressed by the Reserve Components Medical Council (RCMC)
representative on the 6th QRMC Steering Committee.
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Chapter 6.

ATTACKING SHORTAGES OF YURSES IN THE RESERVE
COMPONETS

In FY 1986, the total wartime shortfall of nurses was 31,000
and the shortfall of nurses in the Selected Reserve was
approximately 3,381. The shortfall in the Selected Reserve
represented about 25 percent of the FY 1986 authorization. One
of the primary reasons for the difficulty in achieving manpower
objectives for nurses appears to be the fact that working
qualified nurses are currently in short supply in the civilian
economy. This shortage portends civilian wages being bid up for
nurses, as they were subsequent to the 1979 nurse shortage,
making it more difficult to attract nurses to the reserve.
Surveys over the past several years have indicated that
reserve pay is an important factor in attracting and retaining
nurses. Other factors are important, such as working conditions
and the appropriate application of skills, but compensation is a
primary motivating factor. Yet, compensation for reserve nurses
has not been augmented in order to help meet targeted strengths.
Can nurses be attracted in larger numbers to the military
through increased pay and benefits? The answer is that more
nurses can be recruited into the reserve components, but the
magnitude of the increase depends upon the compensation and the
resulting responsiveness of nurses to additional compensation.
Civilian Suolv
There were about 1.9 million nurses in the United States in
1984. Of these, about 1.5 million were employed in nursing.
Nurses are qualified in several different specialties in the
civilian sector. For the reserve components, nurses qualified
as nurse anesthetists and operating room nurses, as well as all
other nurses have been designated by the Office of the Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs as specialties
critically short for wartime. Many of the nursing specialties
that the reserve requires tend also to be in short supply in the
civilian economy. Of the total registered nurses, only 17,300
are nurse anesthetists and an estimated 83,100 are operating
room nurses. Nurses are distributed throughout the United
States much as the population is distributed across the United
States: the majority of nurses are in the Middle Atlantic
region (including New York), East North Central region
(including Chicago), South Atlantic region (including Miami and
Atlanta), and the Pacific (including Los Angeles and San
Atteckifn
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Francisco) regions. Table 6-1 shows the distribution of nurses
across the United States in 1984. The key concern in the
civilian sector is whether there will be sufficient supply in
the future to preclude a nursing shortage. A large shortage
would tend tc reduce recruiting opportunities of the reserve
vis-a-vis no shortage.
TabLe 6-1.

RegionaL Distribution of Nurses in the United States

TtaL

Emptoyed
in
Nurslna

Not Employed
in
Nursina

East North Central
Weast North Central
South AtLentic

158,044
367,147
345,202
149,298
289,857

119,914
277,040
277,280
125,639
227.724

38,130
90,107
67,922
23,659
62,133

909
2,490
2,763
2,131
3,275

157,135
364,657
342,439
147,167
286,582

East South Central
West South Central
Mountain
Pacific

85,526
145,661
95,264
251,697

72,429
113,518
72,448
199,734

13,096
32,143
22,817
51,964

:.546
470
623
1,292

83,980
143,391
94,641
250,405

1,887,697

1,485,725

401,971

Region
Now Engtand
Middte AtLentic

All Regions
Note:

Nurse
Anesthetist

17,29

Other
Nurse

1,870,398

The number of nurse anesthetists is the number of registered nurses certified by the
Councits on Certification and Recertification of Nurse Anesthetists as of January 1985.
Other nurses are derived by subtracting nurse anesthetists from the totaL registered
nurses from the National Samote Survey of Registered Nurses as of November 1984.

Source:

U.S. Department of HeaLth and Human Services, The Registered Nurse PoDutation:
Findinas from the National Sampte Survey of Reafstered Nurses November 1984
American Nursing Association, Facts About Nursing 84-85

In terms of demographics, considerable numbers of nurses are

employed part-time, which has a downward affect on total nurse
compensation in the civilian sector. The salaries of nurses
vary significantly across the country. The starting rates for
staff nurses are highest in San Francisco and lowest in Seattle,
as shown in Table 6-2. However, the top rates for nurses are
highest in Boston and Chicago. Table 6-3 compares monthly
salaries for several nursing specialties/positions. Nurse
anesthetists earn significantly more than do staff nurses, with
the income of head nurses and nurse practitioners falling in
between.
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Tabte 6-2.

Staff RN Earnings in 19 Major Cities in 1986

Start Rates

Top Rates

Increase

Low

Nigh

Low

Nigh

in CPI

Boston
NYC
Manhattan
NYC-Metro Area
Newark
Baltimre
Miami
Attanta
Houston
Daltas/
Fort Worth
CLeveland

21,736

23,608

31,283

48,381

2.1

22,500
19,100
19,240
16,848
17,576
17,056
16,164

26,257
25,975
23,713
21,002
22,296
20,592
24,384

24,78
20,410
21,320
21,133
22,152
20,862
18,720

35,010
33,251
32,198
39,832
31,200
34,320
40,668

3.1
3.1
3.1
2.0
5.0
2.3
1.6

14,772
19,448

22,068
24,960

15,108
23,254

32,928
31,658

8.0
1.3

Chicago
Minneapotis

16,120
21,798

23,712
26,395

21,736
28,912

48,880
30,202

2.3
4.0

Mitwaukee
Detroit
Denver
Seattte
Porttand, Ore.
San Francisco
Los Anges
San Diego

17,680
19,240
20,010
19,698
21,299
27,955
22,090
20,155

21,382
24,336
22,110
19,906
23,544
32,885
25,834
25,522

22,526
21,632
26,250
27,664
25,813
36,421
28,787
21,757

31,304
28,475
34,029
28,933
32,344
37,357
34,341
37,066

2.0
0.2
1.4
1.4
1.0
2.9
3.3
2.3

Source:

American Journat of Nursing, January 1987

Nurses in

the Reserve CoWonents

Reserve Nurses in

Relation to Nurses in

the Civilian Economy

In FY 1986, the total number of nurses in the continental
United States who served in the Selected Reserve was
approximately 10,150. This number represents 0.5 percent of
the total number of nurses in the civilian economy. Of the
total reserve nurses, 439 are nurse anesthetists; another 781
are operating room nurses. The nurse anesthetists in the
Selected Reserve represent approximately 2.5 percent of all
nurse anesthetists, and operating room nurses in the Selected
Reserve represent approximately 0.9 percent of all operating
room nurses. Reserve nurses as a percent of regional nurse

populations ranges from a low of 0.4 percent in the East North
Central region to a high of 0.8 percent in the East South
Central region.
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Table 6-3.

Monthly Salaries of Civilian Nurses (August 1986)

Rates

Head
Nurse

Nurse
Anesthetist

L

.

Nurse
Practitioner

Staff
Nurse*

HOSPITALS
Starting Rates
Lowest
Highest
Mean
1st Quartile
Midpoint
3rd Quartile

1,680
3,305
2,144
1,973
2,074
2,228

1,817
3,528
2,583
2,243
2,603
2,704

1,661
2,485
2,045
1,845
2,059
2,198

1,417
2,314
1,696
1,560
1,659
1,823

Maximum Rates
Lowest
Highest
Mean
1st Quartile
Midpoint
3rd Quartile

2,306
4,047
2,919
2,591
2,912
3,140

2,661
4,501
3,517
2,972
3,528
3,859

1,829
3,940
2,664
2,446
2,583
2,865

1,757
3,437
2,316
2,054
2,279
2,458

INSTITUTIONS COMBINED **
Starting Rates
Lowest
Highest
Mean
Ist Quartile
Midpoint
3rd Quartile

1,416
3,305
2,122
1,946
2,074
2,305

1,715
3,664
2,596
2,281
2,535
2,817

1,574
2,698
2,060
1,792
2,058
2,227

1,350
2,415
1,695
1,559
1,650
1,822

Maximum Rates
Lowest
Highest
Mean
ist Quartile
Midpoint
3rd Quartile

.1,702
4,047
2,857
2,544
2,857
3,132

2,661
4,501
3,490
3,125
3,520
3,777

1,694
3,940
2,618
2,432
2,659
2,867

1,595
3,437
2,312
2,054
2,337
2,466

*Staff nurse category includes medical-surgical and operating
room nurses as well as other staff nurses.
**Institutions combined includes hospitals, medical schools and
medical centers.
Source:

1986 National Survey of Hospital and Medical School

Salaries, The University of Texas Medical Branch at
Galveston
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The number and characteristics of nurses serving in the
Selected Reserve vary from region to region. The distribution
of nurses in the Selected Reserve across regions and specialties
is shown in Table 6-4. The age distribution across regions by
specialty is shown in the Table 6-5. It is clear that
specialties with higher incomes, discussed earlier, are also the
specialties with an older age distribution. This aqe-income
linkage occurs in part because it takes longer to train the
specialist. Generally, advanced skill levels resulting from
longer training and increased time in a specialty field result
in higher income.
Table 6-4.

Nurses in the Reserve FY 1986, by Specialty and Region

Other
General

Operating
Room

Nurse

Nurse

Anesthetist

7
16
22
7
43
14
21
14

204
610
422
246
743
219
347
257

55
142
95
76
120
65
80
48

32
53
62
66
37
54
23

361
1,060
631
424
822
370
422
322

Pacific

_U

16

M

-a

__M

J,45

Total

187

3,764

781

439

4,978

10,149

Nurse

iaAnin
Ne England
Middle Atlantic
East North Central
West North Central
South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central
Nountain

Note:

Nurse

7a

Other
Specialist
s

Total
659
1,906
1,223
815
1,794
706
925
665

The ather general nurse% category includes ait nurses, except nurse adimnistrators and
directors of nursing services, Listed under General Nurses in 00 1312.1-N, Sept 1984.
The mother specialist nurse" category includes all nurses, except nurse anesthetists and
operating room nurses, listed under Nursing Specialists in DOD 1312.1-N, Sept 1984.

Source:

1986 Reserve Components Surveys
RCCPDS FY 1986
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Table 6-5.

Average Age of Nurses in the Reserve, by Specialty and Region

Operating

Nurse

Flight

Other

JoLoU

Anesthetist

Nurse

Nurse

New England
Middle Atlantic

37.3
36.1

39.1
39.8

53.0
38.0

38.5
36.5

42.0
37.6

East North Central

36.3

43.3

38.5

34.3

38.0

West North Central
South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central

41.0
39.7
40.2
38.9

42.8
47.8
39.9
40.7

41.0
38.9
37.5
39.1

34.5
36.0
35.6
37.6

39.8
40.6
37.8
39.1

Mountain
Pacific

39.3
38.5

38.5
41.0

30.2
35.0

36.0
36.6

35.2
37.8

Average

38.6

42.1

39.1

36.2

39.0

Source:

1986 Reserve Components Surveys
RCCPDS FY 1986

gon

Averaa*

Reserve income of affiliated nurses, by specialty, is shown in
Table 6-6. The average reserve income of operating room nurses
is approximately $5,000, an the average reserve earnings of
nurse anesthetists is approximately $6,700. Other nurses earn
about $5,000 per year in tle reserve, with the exception of
flight nurses who earn an average of $7,400 per year, bringing
the average reserve income for all nurses to approximately
$6,000. The distribution of the average reserve income of
nurses is similar from region to region. However, there is a
marked difference by region in terms of civilian income. The
average civilian income of nurses who serve in the Selected
Reserve varies significantly by specialty. Nurse anesthetists,
for instance, earn significantly more than other nurses, as
shown in Table 6-7. The ratio of reserve income to civilian
income correlates by specialty and by region with the supply
rates of nurses to the reserve. Clearly, the nurses with the
highest ratio of reserve income to civilian income enter the
reserve in higher numbers, and those with the low relative
incomes are less likely to enter the reserve. Similarly, in
regions where the reserve income is high relative to civilian
income, the number of nurses in the reserve is also high. Table
6-8 provides an indication of reserve income relative to
civilian income for nursing specialties and regions.
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Table 6-6.

Average Reserve Income of Nurses, by Specialty end Region

Operating
Room Nurse

Nurse
Anesthetist

S

bslon

Flight
Nurse

Other
Nurse

Average

$

$

S

New EngLand
Middle Atlantic
East North Central
Vest North Central
South Atlantic
East South Central
Vest South Central
Mountain
Pacific

5,020
4,609
4,522
5,110
4,777
4,896
4,907
3,873

5,983
5,564
8,444
5,374
10,622
6,016
5,844
5,297

4,399
11,0OC
6,586
11,250
8,005
6,539
6,288
4,293

4,748
A,392
4,670
4,315
5,071
4,623
5,325
4,283

5,038
6,391
5,879
6,512
7,119
5,353
5,359
4,150

Average

4,892

6,762

7,378

4,794

5,956

Source:

1986 Reserve Components Surveys
RCCPDS FY 1986

TabLe 6-7.

CiviLian Income of Nurses in the Reserve, by SpeciaLty and Region

Operating
Room Nurse

Rcion

S

Nurse
Anesthetist

$~

FLight
Nurse

Other
Nurse

S

$

Average

New EngLand
MiddLe Atlantic

21,829
26,414

43,294
32,759

33,723
19,000

26,322
26,634

31,292
26,202

East North Central

35,489

43,681

30,699

28,486

35,885

Vest North Central
South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central
Mountain
Pacific

24,094
17,968
26,859
24,827
28,377
26,167

45,000
49,337
35,482
63,513
34,853
45,000

30,300
30,865
26,210
31,499
25,035
19,000

22,J01
24,962
28,887
25,002
25,666
28,877

30,399
30,783
27,319
37,7826,359
29,761

Average

25,780

46,083

26,262

26,371

31,124

Source:

1986 Reserve Components Surveys
RCCPDS FY 1986
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TabLe 6-8.

Average Reserve Nurse Income as a Percentage of Average Civilian Income of Reserve
Nurses, by Specialty and Region

Operating
Room Nurse

flj

Nurse
Anesthetist

FLight
Nurse

Other
Nurse

Average

%

%

%

Ne4 England
Middle Atlantic
East North Central
West North Central
South Atlantic

23.0
17.4
12.7
21.2
26.6

13.8
17.0
19.3
11.9
21.5

13.0
57.9
21.5
37.5
25.9

18.0
16.5
16.4
19.2
20.3

17.0
27.2
16.2
22.5
23.6

East South Central
West South Central
Mountain

18.2
19.8
13.6

17.0
09.2
15.2

24.9
20.0
17.1

16.0
21.3
16.7

19.7
16.8
15.8

Pacific

24.1

12.2

32.4

19.8

22.1

Average

19.0

14.7

28.1

18.2

19.1

Source:

1986 Reserve Components Surveys
RCCPDS FY 1986

_

Supply of Nurses to the Reservn Components

As discussed previously, only a small percentage of the total
nurses in the civilian economy are reserve component members.
Attraction for nurses varies, but can be attributed, to several
factors. One of the strongest incentives for reserve service is
the interest active duty nurses have in preserving their
investment in military retirement benefits, after deciding to
leave active duty for the civilian economy. Other factors
include continued interest in service to the country, training
opportunities, and the need for supplemental income.
The reserve income of nurses averages 19 percent of their
civilian income. Tables 6-9 and 6-10 show years of service in
the reserve and years of prior active service. Reserve nurses
average 0.9 years less reserve service and 0.4 years less active
service than reserve officers as a group. Table 6-11 shows that
reserve nurses generally work full-time in their civilian jobs,
with some working mori than 40 hours per week. Having to spend
additional hours in the reserve reduces a nurse's leisure time-typically a time of high opportunity costs for those working
full-time or irregular shifts. Tables 6-12 through 6-14 display
training time and pay factors as they relate to participation of
nurses in the reserve.
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Table 6-9.

Average Years of Reserve Service, by Specialty and Region

Operating

Nurse

Flight

Other

Rom Nurse

Anesthetist

Nurse

Nurse

Aaum

New England
Middle Atlantic
East North Central
West North Central,
south Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central
Mountain
Pacific

8.6
8.5
6.3
7.8
6.8
7.4
8.8
3.1
8.4

10.9
10.5
14.2
10.2
14.0
9.7
19.8
7.3
8.0

24.0
17.0
10.2
12.5
11.8
8.2
11.8
3.0
7.0

8.5
6.6
5.0
6.2
6.6
7.1
6.7
6.6
6.8

13.0
10.6
0.8
9.2
9.8
7.6
11.0
4.2
7.6

Average

7.3

12.5

11.9

6.8

9.6

Source:

1986 Reserve Components Surveys
RCCPDS FT 1986

Rafia

Table 6-10.

Average Years of Prior Active Duty Service, by Specialty and Region

Operating
Room Nurse

Region

Nurse
Ansh~s

Flight
Nus

Other
-Nurse

Average

New England
Middle Atlantic
East North Central
West North Central
South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central
Mountain
Pacific

4.5
2.8
7.0
2.0
4.2
4.4
6.0
3.7
7.1

5.5
3.0
2.5
6.8
8.7
4.6
4.0
5.0
4.0

3.9
3.8
4.4
3.0
4.5
3.8
4.3
4.2
3.0

3.8
3.8
4.7
4.4
4.9
3.7
4.5
4.6
4.8

3.9
3.7
4.8
4.6
5.0
3.7
4.7
4.5
4.9

Average

5.3

5.8

4.0

4.6

4.6

Source:

1986 Reserve Components Surveys
RCCPDS FT 1986
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Jobs by
Average Number of Nours Worked per Week In Civilian
Reserve Nurses, by Specialty end Region

Table 6-11.

Operating
Resn

Other

Nurse

Flight

Anesthetist

Nurse

Nurse-

40.0
40.0
44.0
40.0
467
41.4

41.8
41.7
45.0
41.A
42.2
40.8
42.7
41.2
41.9
42.4

England
giddle Atlantic
fast North Central
West North Central

40.8
42.6
42.2
39.7

South Atlantic
East South Central
Vest South Central
mountain
Pacific

33.9
41.9

45.9
53.7
46.2
49.4
44.4

42.4
39.5
32.7

45.9
44.7
50.0

42.9
45.2
48.0

38.4
38.3
39.3
38.7
38.8
39.6
39.7
38.8
37.0

Average

39.5

48.4

43.1

38.7

paw

Source:

48.0

1986 Reserve Components Surveys
RCCPDS FY 1986

Table 6-12.

end Region
Average Days of Annual Training, by Specialty

Operating
Nurse

alnRo

Nurse
Anesthetisti

Flight
Jwe

Other
Nurse

Av*

mountain
Pacific

10.3
13.1
12.1
14.8
13.3
12.6
11.0
13.6
15.6

8.8
16.2
14.3
11.5
14.7
13.2
14.0
15.0
15.0

13.1
15.0
13.7
22.5
15.7
15.0
15.0
15.0
15.0

12.3
12.4
12.3
13.5
14.2
13.8
12.9
12.8
13.8

12.0
12.6
13.2
13.8
14.1
13.8
12.8
13.0
13.9

12.3

12.7

14.3

12.7

12.7

Average

New England
Middle Atlantic
East North Central
Vest North Central
South Atlantic
East South Central
Mest South Central

Source:

1986 Reserve Components Surveys
RCCPOS FY 1986
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Table 6-13.

Average Number of Unpaid Reserve #ours, by Specialty and talisn

Nurse

Operating
Rom Nure

Anesthetist

Flight
Nurse

Other
Nurse

Averae

Now England
Middle Atlantic
East North Central
Vest North Central
South Atlantic
East South Central
Vest South Central
Mountain
Pacific

0.7
1.6
2.8
7.1
3.3
0.6
3.0
2.8
4.6

2.0
25.8
6.7
6.5
19.3
8.2
16.0
7.2
9.4

6.3
8.3
7.9
2&.0
2.7
10.5
8.0
6.2
7.9

5.6
8.8
8.4
3.9
6.2
6.3
4.6
5.3
7.2

5.1
8.7
8.0
7.6
6.2
6.3
4.8
4.9
7.2

Average

6.6

10.7

7.9

7.2

7.2

Source:

1986 Reserve Components Surveys

Realon

RCCPDS FY 1986

Table 6-14.

Average Annual Additional Paid Mondays Worked, by Specialty snd Region
Operating

Nurse

Flight

Other

Region

ROOM

Anesthetist

Nurse

Nurse

New England
Middle Atlantic
East North Central
Vest North Central
South Atlantic

5.8
1.0
1.2
1.6
0.2

7.5
2.8
14.0
0.5
36.6

0.0
31.0
9.5
34.5
10.9

4.3
2.8
5.2
3.2
4.1

4.4
9.4
6.8
9.9
13.0

East South Central
Vest South Central
Mountain
Pacific

2.3
0.9
0.0
5.1

6.1
3.2
5.0
0.0

7.0
8.0
6.2
4.0

2.6
10.1
1.9
6.4

4.0
4.7
2.7
3.9

Average

2.0

9.2

13.4

4.5

7.3

Source:

1986 Reserve Components Surveys
RCCPOS FY 1986
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Reserve Demand for Nurses
The reserve medical forces require large numbers of nurses,
and have perennially not met their total requirement. Table 615 shows the shortfall as measured against total wartime
requirements and the peacetime shortfall for the Selected
Reserve. 1 Relative to the total wartime requirements, the
supply is dramatically short.
Table 6-15.

Total Wartime and Selected Recirve Nurse ShortfaLls, FY 1936

WTotal
Wartime
RSuirement8

Total
Wartime
Shortfall

Selected
Reserve
Authorized

Selected
Reserve
FILL

Selected
Reserve
Sfll

OR Nurse
Nurse Anesthetist
Other Nurse

3,015
55.985

1,715
29,285

1,372
1,104
1

771
446
9.024

601
658
2.122

Total

59,000

31,000

13,622

10,241

3,381

*

*The MPH does not project specific requirements for operating room nurses. Requirements
for this specialty are included in the "other nurse" category. An estimated wartime
shortfaLl of approximately 2,200 exists.

Source:

Wartime requirements from the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Health Affairs. Selected Reserve figures for Army and Air Force
from RENNIS.
Army figures as of September 30, 1986. Air Force authorizations
as of September 30, 1956; assigned as of June 30, 1986. Navy figures from Medical
Manpower Trends Data Report as of September 30, 1986. Figures displayed in the
aggregate.

Total wartime requirements for nurses reflect military needs
at peak mobilization. One of the primary objectives of the 6th
QRNC study was to identify compensation alternatives in support
of the DoD goal to reduce the shortage of all nurses by 20
percent per year, completely eliminating the shortage over a
five-year period. In FY 1986, the Selected Reserve
authorization for nurses was 13,622, with 10,241 assigned. This
left a Selected Reserve shortfall of 3,381 nurses. The nurse
anesthetist shortage was 658 and the operating room nurse
shortfall was 601, while the shortage of all other nurses was
2,122. The total wartime shortfall of nurses is much larger.
Based on total wartime requirements, the total nurse shortfall
was 31,000, wLch a shortage of nurse anesthetists of 1,715 and
approximately 2,200 operating room nurses. This requirement can
be filled in part from the IRR, the Standby Reserve and Retired
6-12
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Reserve.

As discussed in Chapter 5, reliance on the Selected

Reserve and the IRR to accommodate additional personnel to meet

wartime requirements varies between tho Services.
Policies and compensation alternatives addressed in this
report are intended to increase the accession rate of nurses to
the reserve components and also to achieve a greater
continuation rate among nurses. These goals require a set of
policies that focus on attracting nurses to the reserve (primarily compensation policies) and pelicies to keep them ir.the
reserve. Compensation is also important for retention, but such
nonmonetary factors as appropriate use of nurses' skills, and
rewarding and meaningful training are also extremely important.
Compensation for Nurses

Nurses do not make as much money in their civilian jobs as do
physicians. Thus their opportunity costs with respect to
additional activities are considerably lower. Two of the
reserve nurse specialties deemed critically short for wartime,
namely, nurse anesthetists and operating room nurses, exhibit
characteristics which make them less responsive to service in
the reserve. Nurse anesthetists have higher annual incomes than
do staff nurses, work longer hours, and represent a very small
segment of the total registered nurse population in the United
States. The reserve requirement for operating room nurses is a
much higher percentage of the total reserve nurse requirement
than the civilian population of operating room nurses is a
percentage of the total registered nurse population.
The 6th QRNC analyzed several compensation plans for
attracting the significant numbers of nurses required to meet
the total wartime shortfall. There is significant excess demand
(given total wartime requirements) for nurses. The QRMC
analysis concludes that nurses are likely to be relatively
responsive to pay increases in the ranges that have historically
been paid for reserve service. However, shortages in nurses are
occurring in the civilian economy; this may bid up salaries and
tend to reduce the responsiveness of nurses to increases in
reserve income.
The QRMC only identified compensation alternatives for nurses
in the Selected Reserve. Although no alternatives were
evaluated for the IRR, it is anticipated that similar options
would have a beneficial impact on IRR accessions and retention.
Options for the IRR, without substantial drill requirement, may
be appealing to many nurses and therefore relatively effective
in meeting the very large shortfall. Data pertaining to the
response to the two new stipend programs authorized in the
National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Years 1988 and
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1989 for graduate and undergraduate nurses in the IRR should be
monitored and the information obtained used as a basis for
program modification or further program development.
As was the case for physicians, the 6th QRKC analyzed
compensation alternatives in two broad categories: accession
alternatives and retention alternatives. Accession alternatives

induce nurses to choose participation in the reserve.

The

accession compensation alternatives considered are those that
should provide an additional impetus to nurses who would not
have joined the reserve otherwise. The compensation
alternatives under consideration are specific to the reserve.
Retention alternatives are compensation alternatives that
encourage nurses to remain once they have completed a number of

years within the reserve. Retention alternatives tend to differ
from accession alternatives and work over a longer term; to a
large extent, the alternatives that keep nurses in the National
Guard and Reserve must combine fair compensation with less
tangible incentives such as appropriate use of a nurse's skills,
training opportunities, and professional and military
development.
accession Alternatives
The accession alternatives are discussed below in terms of
their estimated effect on the supply of nurses by specialty to
the reserve. The costs of each alternative are also provided.
Costs are important because the cost of each alternative
provides new reservists, on the margin, but the same incentive
will apply to reservists who are already in the reserve.
Reservists already on board will receive the same increased
compensation, even though the increases were not needed for them
to join.
As in the case of compensation alternatives for reserve
medical officers, the dollar value of the options that were
evaluated are not recommended as optimal amounts for
incorporation in compensation incentive program design. The
amounts analyzed were chosen in part because they fall within
the range of reserve income observed for nurses in the database,
thereby increasing the reliability of the model projections.
The average reserve income for nurses observed by region and
specialty ranged from $3,800 to $11,500. The results of the
analysis are submitted as a benchmark for future
experimentation.
Although targeting of incentives is recommended, the 6th QRMC
included all nurses in the analysis in order to display
comparative data relative to responsiveness of different
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categories of nurses and the impact on supply and budget
resources were all nurses to be paid at the incentive levels
evaluated.
Stipend for Trainees in the Critically Short Wartime Specialties
The amount of the stipend in effect in FY 1987 for fully

qualified nurses in training in operating room nursing or as
nurse anesthetists was $664 per month for service in the
Selected Reserve. The rate for the stipend authorized in FY
1988 for service in the IRR was one-half of that, or $332 per
month. The amount of the stipend increases annually at the same
rate as any increase in base pay. The FY 1987 rate was used for
the 6th QRMC analysis. The National Defense Authorization Act
for Fiscal Years 1988 and 1989 also authorized a $100 per month
stipend for nursing students in the third and fourth years of
undergraduate baccalaureate nursing programs. As both programs
are new, no data was available for analysis by the 6th QRMC.
Based on implementation of the stipend program for the Selected
Reserve only, the projected increase of nurses qualified -%
nurse anesthetists or operating room nurses during the first
year is 627, with an associated cost of $5 million.
The greatest numerical shortage of reserve nurses is in
medical-surgical nurses. No formal training beyond the level of
the basic nursing degree is required for this category. A large
potential source of nurses for whom there is no specialty
training requirement is the new baccalaureate nurse graduate.
This population was targeted in the 1987 Act with the
authorization of the $100 per month stipend for undergraduate
nurses. Should additional incentives prove to be required, the
option of a full scholarship might be evaluated by the reserve.
The Services have previously used nursing training programs to
obtain officers to staff active component nurse requirements.
Similar programs might be designed to attract nurses to the
reserve components. The active component programs called
nursing students to active duty in pay grade E3 for the period
of time in which they participated in the program. Participants
received pay and allowances and scholarship assistance. A
reserve scholarship program which would not call participants to
active duty, but would provide full scholarship assistance could
be effective in view of the rising costs of education and
increasing levels of student indebtedness. A similar Navy
program for enlisted health care personnel enrolled in civilian
schools in the various enlisted health care specialties is
discussed in Chapter 7. That program has been successful in
drawing applicants. The success of civilian hospitals in
recruiting participants into tuition assistance programs in
return for a commitment to work for the sponsoring hospital upon
completion of training is discussed in Chapter 4.
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Both the Army and the Air Force have offered ROTC scholarships
to undergraduate nurses for many years. The rate of application
for the scholarships has varied over the years, but the ROTC
nursing scholarship program has been a significant source of
nurses for the active components, particularly for the Army. A
direct correlation cannot be drawn between the ROTC program and
a non-ROTC scholarship program as the ROTC graduate, in the
majority of cases, has been guaranteed entry on active duty. As
long as the guarantee of a full-time job upon graduation is
viewed as a benefit, the ROTC program will differ appreciably in
its value from a reserve program which offers only part-time
employment in the reserve upon graduation. The reserve program
is likely to appeal to a different subset of the undergraduate
nursing population which does not desire to serve on active
duty. The acceptance of ROTC scholarships by nursing students
over the years, and particularly in the current academic and
social environment, provides some precedence for anticipating
the acceptance of a reserve scholarship by undergraduate nursing
students. While in training, participating undergraduate
students would, as in the case of current undergraduate nurse
stipend recipients, serve in an enlisted reserve status until
eligible for commissioning upon completion of the baccalaureate
degree.
Loan Repayment Program
Nurses completing professional training frequently have
significant debt. The loan repayment program authorized in
Fiscal Year 1986 for nurses in the Selected Reserve who are
qualified in the critically short wartime specialties was
expanded in 1987 to include nursing loans made under part B of
Title VIII of the Public Health Service Act. The alternative
analyzed would increase the maximum annual loan repayment from
the $3,000 rate currently authorized to $4,000 and would pay all
eligible nurses, in an attempt to attract large numbers of
medical-surgical nurses as well as operating room nurses and
nurse anesthetists. On the margin, a loan repayment program at
the $4,000 rate is projected to attract 2,420 nurses to the
Selected Reserve during the first year. Of that number, 292 are
projected to be qualified as nurse anesthetists and operating
room nurses. As the current program at the $3,000 annual rate
was only recently implemented, the program at that level has not
been evaluated and estimates of the costs and additional
accessions generated are compared to a "zero-program" base. A
loan repayment program has particular advantage as an accession
alternative because the number of loan repayments for which
those already in the military would qualify is fairly low. The
total cost of the program for the first year, at a $4,000 annual
repayment rate, is projected to be $1.2 million for nurse
anesthetists and operating room nurses and $9.7 million for all
nursing specialties combined.
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Incentive Bonus
In looking at the impact of differing levels of pay and types
of compensation incentives, it is clear that all nurses may not
respond to the incentives in like fashion. Nurse anesthetists
could be expected to respond less favorably to compensation

alternatives than staff nurses because their average pay is
higher than that earned by staff nurses. Operating room nurses
are responsive to reserve compensation, but the available
population from which the reserve must recruit is relatively
small. The bonuses evaluated by the QRMC would compensate
nurses with relatively high civilian wages, or other
characteristics that make them difficult-to-zian, for their time
in the reserve. As in the case of physicians,-a bonus would be
authorized for accession and/or for a commitment to remain in
the reserve for a given period of time.
A $4,000 bonus was evaluated for nurse anesthetists and
operating room nurses. Based on reserve income data from the FY
1986 Reserve Components Surveys, a bonus of $4,000 increases
average reserve compensation to nurse anesthetists by 59 percent
and to operating room nurses by 82 percent. Because other
nurses are more readily obtained for the reserve than are nurse
anesthetists and operating room nurses, the 6th QRMC evaluated a
two-tier bonus program. The first tier includes nurse
anesthetists and operating room nurses; the second tier includes
medical-surgical nurses along with other staff nurses. An
annual bonus of $2,000 was evaluated for the second tier. The
effect of the two-tier bonus program is projected to induce
accessions of 315 nurse anesthetists and operating room nurses
combined, and 1,069 other nurses to the Selected Reserve during
the first year. The projected cost for the first year of the
bonus program is projected at $6.4 million for nurse
anesthetists and operating room nurses and at a total of $28.4
million if all nursing specialties were included.
Health Education Courses and Experiences
This alternative would provide new accessions into the
Selected Reserve based on assured attendance at professional
meetings or continuing health education experiences at the rate
of one per year for each nurse in the Selected Reserve. Most
nurses feel that it is in their interest to attend professional
meetings to remain current with developments in their respective
fields. Based on this high valuation of continuing education
opportunities, many nurses perceive the opportunity to attend
through the military as a benefit of reserve service. It may be
of high value to those wh could not otherwise attend such a
course, as well as to those who would otherwise have attended,
but whose opportunity cost has been reduced by attending through
military sponsorship. Payment of expenses for these meetings is
evaluated against the nurses' opportunity costs and will have a
Attacking Shortages of Nurses in the Reserve Components
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greater value than is initially seen by the reserve.
Additionally, professional development may be a motivating
factor for reserve membership for many nurses. As a high
percentage of a reserve nurse's time may be spent in
administrative duties, attendance at a health education course
may be one of few opportunities for pursuing professional
enhancement through the reserve.
The positive impact on recruiting additional health
professionals discussed in Chapter 5 is equally applicable to
nurses. Attendance by reserve nurses at civilian meetings
provides direct exposure for civilian nurses regarding reserve
opportunities, and civilian nurses are generally more responsive
to members of their profession than to full-time recruiters in
another discipline.
At a marginal tax rate of 25 percent, the average value of the
program would be equivalent to an increase in reserve nurse
income in pretax dollars of approximately $1750 per year, an
increase of 29 percent. It is projected that 152 nurses would
be attracted to the reserve components if annual attendance at
one health education course or experience were guaranteed. The
entire input projected from the health education alternative is
shown under the "any specialty" category in Tables 6-16 and
6-17, as some impact could be anticipated on all of the nursing
specialties.
The costs associated with this alternative will reflect not
only the incremental costs associated with new nurses joining
the reserve components but also the costs of all nurses
currently in the reserve. The projected incremental cost of the
program for the first year, based on an increased attendance of
approximately two-thirds, is $3.4 million. Due to the value of
the program, the QRMC recommends a review of current procedures
for ensuring compliance with DoD Directive 1215.4 that governs
the continuing education program for nurses as well as other
health professional disciplines.
Sumarv of Accession Alternat.dThe major compensation alternatives evaluated for the Selected
Reserve are summarized below:
For fully qualified nurses
. Annual incentive bonus
. Loan repayment
, Attendance at health education courses/experiences
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For nurses in training as nurse anesthetists or operating
room nurses
Student stipend

The estimated first-year supply impacts of the evaluated
alternatives for the Selected Reserve, without consideration of
attrition, are shown in Table 6-16. The first-year cost is
shown in Table 6-17. A detailed estimate of the five-year
supply impact was not deemed feasible, in part because of the
very large IRR shortfall which dominates the total shortfall and
the limited experience with IRR training options and
compensation incentives. In general terms, however, it appears
that the alternatives evaluated, if implemented, would be likely
to be sufficient to eliminate aggregate and specialty shortfalls
in the Selected Reserve over a five-year period. No projections
were made for the IRR, but even with the transfer of some
individuals from the Selected Reserve to the IRR and the impact
of the stipends currently authorized for IRR participation, it
appears likely that even with implementation of the
alternatives, at the values evaluated in this report, additional
incentives would be required to entirely eliminate the shortfall
of nurses over a five-year period.
Table 6-16.

First-Year Impact of Pay Alternatives on the Supply of Nurses (Selected Reserve)
Additional Members in Specialty Categories

AJternatfv

Nurse Anesthetist/

Other

OR Nurse

Nurse

Any

specialty

Total

Ince. tfve Bonus S4K/yr
(OR Nurses and Nurse Anesthetist$)

315

Incentive Bonus S2K/yr (all others)
Loan Repayment $4K/yr
Graduate Nurse Stipend $664/no
(OR Nurses and Nurse Anesthetists)

292

315
1,069

2,1L8

2,420

627

Health Education Courses/Experiences
Total

-

1,069

627
- -

1,234

3,197

152
152

4,583

RetentionAlternatives
Retention alternatives keep nurses in the reserve after they
have already joined. Unlike accession alternatives, which are
best targeted at specific populations, retention alternatives
should focus on all categories of nurses. If retention is
increased in all specialties, then fewer nurses in these

specialties will be required to enter initially.
Attacking Shortage* of Nurses in the Reserve Components
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TabLe 6-17.

First-Year Cost (1000) of Pay Alternatives for Nurses (Selected Reserve)
Nurse Anesthetist/
OR Nurse

Alternative
Incentive Bonus S4K/yr
(0R Nurses end Nurse Anesthetists)
Incentive Bonus $2K/yr (all others)
Loan Repayment *4K/yr
Graduate Nurse Stipend $664/mo
(OR Nurses and Nurse Aneathetists)
NeaLth Education Courses/Experiences
Total

Other

Any

Nurs

Ini.iLy

$6,376

-

1,168

$21,988
8,512

Total

$6,376
21,988
9,680

4,996

4,996

-

-

HAW0

LM0

$12,540

$30,500

$8,400

$51,440

* Incremental cost-$3.4 million
Notes:

Except as shown imedistely above, including where an incentive currently exists, costs
shown are total program costs and not additive costs.

Given the high value nurses place on training in the reserve,
the QRMC concludes that providing quality training to nurses is
a strong retention as well as accession tool. Two types of
training are particularly valuable: continuing health education
in the individual's specialty area, as discussed under accession
alternatives, and special cross training into specialties or
skills which the nurse does not currently possess and which
contribute to the medical readiness of the reserve. Cross
training should include training into the critically short
wartime specialties or specific skills which enhance the medical
readiness of the reserve. Cross training is then valuable not
only to the recipient nurse, but to the reserve components whose
source of manpower qualified in critically short wartime medical
skills is increased.
Findings and Recommendations
The 6th QRMC study of compensation in support of requirements
for nurses in the reserve suggests alternative compensation
initiatives that promise to assist in meeting the DoD goals to
eliminatL nurse shortfalls in the reserve components. The DoD
is committed to reducing the shortfall of approximately 31,000
nurses by 20 percent per year by the end of Fiscal Year 1992. A
related initiative is the establishment of a national augmentation detachment for all reserve components similar to that
discussed in Chapter 3. The impact of such a centralized
personnel management system for those unable to participate in
local units should have a positive impact throughout the Ready
Reserve.
6-20
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The combination of pay alternatives analyzed is projected to
produce increases in the supply of nurses as explained earlier.
The pay alternatives are presented independently; interactive
effects of multiple initiatives were not analyzed. The 6th QRNC
proposes the establishment of an experimental program for the
Selected Reserve that includes a bonus alternative for nurses,
in combination with that for physicians, for specific
geographical subgroups. As discussed in Chapter 5, this
combined program for physicians and nurses would be monitored
closely, in the context of an experiment, to identify the
separate and interactive effects of the alternative compensation
programs and to analyze the impact of different approaches to
administration of the programs. Administrative support and
training programs appear inadequate to support the inclusion of
the IRR in an experiment at this time.
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shown in Table
1. The analysis incorporated FY 1986 data as
NanpoWer
Health
the
1,
Chapter
in
6-15. However, as discussed
for the Office
database
official
the
(H1IS),
System
Information
Affairs,
of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health
data. The 1Y 1987
component
reserve
incorporated
recently
indicated by HNS is a
shortfall for the Selected Reserve as
anesthetists or
nurse
total of 2,660 of which 1,114 are
nurses.
operating room
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Chapter 7. ENLISTED HEALTH CARE PERSONNEL IN THE NATIONAL GUARD
AND RESERVE
Although primary attention is currently focused on the
shortfall of health care officers in the reserve components,
there are also deficiencies in the numbers and qualifications of
enlisted health care personnel, deficiencies that affect
readiness. There is a significant shortfall in the total
numbers of enlisted health care personnel required for wartime
and there are personnel readiness problems relating to the skill
qualification level of those who are assigned. In the Selected
Reserve, the shortfall is primarily the result of lack of skill
qualification.
Backround

An adequate supply of qualified health care specialists is
necessary to the success of battlefield medicine. Even if all
requirements for physicians, nurses, and other health care
professionals were satisfied, the medical combat mission would
not succeed without the technical support of enlisted health
care personnel. The total requirement for enlisted health care
specialists in time of war is nearly 250,000, with an estimated
shortfall of over 73,000 for the Total Force. As indicated in
Chapter 1, there are authorizations for over 70,000 enlisted
health care specialists in the Selected Reserve alone. The
shortfall for the Selected Reserve, as of September 30, 1986,
was approximately 26,200 based on calculations that incorporate
training and skill qualification factors. The shortfall in the
Selected Reserve is 36 percent of the total shortfall, with the
remaining deficiencies occurring in the IRR. The magnitude of
the shortfall varies significantly by Service, with the total
Air Force shortfall only 2,700. The Army shortfall of
approximately 58,100 is much larger. The shortfall in the Navy
is 12,200.
Although the shortfall is large, the enlisted health care
specialties in the aggregate have not been designated as
critically short for wartime. This is due to several factors.
The Services have indicated that, given existing programs, and
with enhanced recruiting support, deficiencies in the health
care specialties could be largely corrected by Fiscal Year 1992.
The Selective Service System should also be more efficient in
supplying the Services with enlisted health care personnel than
with health care professionals. Although enlisted health care
personnel must have training in a medical skill, dependent upon
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the skill required, the training is relatively short compared

with training required for health care professionals such as
physicians and nurses. There is, however, significant variance
in the technical medical skills needed for combat support and
qualification in many of the more complex skills requires
lengthy training.
A more discrete analysis by specialty and specialty
qualification is necessary to fully assess the state of
readiness in the enlisted health care specialties. Such an
analysis only became available at the DoD level with the recent
development of the REMMIS database, described in Chapter 1. The
shortfalls tend to be the largest for specialties that require
higher levels of formal specialty training, such as operating
room technicians, pharmacy technicians, respiratory therapists,
X-ray specialists, laboratory specialists, biomedical equipment
repairmen, licensed practical nurses, and dental laboratory
technicians. Shortages of personnel trained in these skills
would be particularly critical in time of war. Due to the
specificity and length of training required, these skills are
also in short supply in the civilian population. In the
enlisted health care specialties, the armed forces benefit in
many ways from recruiting individuals already trained in the
skill that they will use in the Services. However, it is not
clear that health care specialists who are already qualified and
employed in the-civilian community have been recruited for
employment in like skills in the reserve as effectively as
possible.
Survey data indicates that there are about 41,000 civilian
health technologists and technicians who serve in the Selected
Reserve. Of these, about 7,800, or 19 percent, serve in
military health care specialties. Conversely, of those whose
military specialty is health care, only about 13 percent work as
civilian health technologists or technicians (about 15 percent
of those who are employed).l
Comparison of the reserve enlisted health care population with
the numbers of individuals employed in 1986 in specific
technical health occupational groups, as reported by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics, indicates that only a small percentage of
the qualified civilians were serving in the reserve. As an
example, the number of individuals I -'a Ready Reserve
identified in the radiology specialties represents only 2
percent of radiologic technologists al- -echnicians and nuclear
medicine technologists nationwide; simiarly, the number of
reservists identified in the various military laboratory skills
in the Ready Reserve represents only 2 percent of medical and
clinical laboratory technologists and technicians nationwide.
It is possible that more of these qualified individuals who are
not now in the reserve would be responsive to appropriately
designed reserve compensation and benefit packages. On the
6th QRMCReport
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other hand, in terms of absolute numbers, the number employed in
the civilian sector in the health care skills that the reserve
requires is relatively small. Using the previously mentioned
specialties as examples again, Bureau of Labor Statistics data
shows that there were 36,906 employed surgical technicians and
125,106 radiologic technicians and technologists and nuclear
medicine technologists nationwide in 1986. If accession of
skill-qualified enlisted health care personnel is a desirable
goal, it is probable, due to the limited size of the civilian
population possessing the desired skills, that many of the
enlisted medical skills will fall into the hard-to-man category
and therefore require additional compensation in order to man
those specialties during peacetime.
There are significant advantages to the recruitment of
individuals already trained for the specialties that require
initial training ranging from six months to two years in order
to meet civilian certification criteria. Not all enlisted
health care skills require the level of training dictated by
civilian certification requirements, but the fact remains that
many of these specialties require lengthy periods of training,
and lengthy training can pose problems for reservists.
The major factor reducing personnel readiness in the Selected
Reserve is lack of skill qualification. A unit position may be
filled by a reserve member who is in training but is not yet
qualified for the skill required in the position. In other
cases, the position may be filled with a member who is qualified
in a skill other than that required by that duty position.
Table 1-10 (Chapter 1) shows the percent fill and percent of
skill-qualified enlisted health care personnel for the Army's
reserve components as of June 1987. Table 7-1 contrasts skill
qualification levels for health care specialists and nonmedical
Army Selected Reserve enlisted personnel.2 The level of skill
qualification is lower for enlisted health care specialists than
for nonmedical personnel in both the Axmy National Guard and the
Army Reserve. Comparable data contrasting skill qualification
levels of health care and nonmedical
personnel was not available
3
for the Air Force or the Navy.
Another factor affecting the manning of enlisted health care
specialists in the Selected Reserve may be the relatively large
size of many medical units. In a RAND Corporation analysis of
the determinants of unit manning for a large sampling of Army
National Guard and Army Reserve units, unit size emerged as an
important factor, with larger units evidencing more difficulty
in meeting authorized manning levels than units of similar
mission, but lesser size. 4 This is significant in the medical
arena as many medical units are large. The Army has 132
hospital units, the largest of which is authorized over 700
personnel. The REMIS database allows a comparison of unit fill
Enlisted HeaLth Care Personnet in the National Guard and Reserve
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Table 7-1.

Duty Qualification as a Percent of Peacetime and
Wartime Authorizations for Army Selected Reserve
Units, as of September 1986

ARNG

Peace
Medical
Nonmedical
Source:

USAR

War

66
74

61
70

Peace
51
61

War
47
57

REMKIS Database
"Logistics Management Institute Technical Information
Paper #3 - Army Guard and Reserve Skill Match."
June 19, 1987

based on unit type and size, and medical units do tend to
reflect lower fill for larger units. Although there is a range
in size among units of a similar type, there is also relative
consistency by unit type. The pattern of higher fill rates for
smaller units is evident in both Army and Air Force medical
units. Although some of the lower fill rates in Army units are
found in relatively small units, they are in units that rely
heavily on specialties that require the more complex skills and
lengthy periods of training. The QRMC also found that smaller
units tend to have higher rates of duty-qualified personnel than
do the larger units.
In summary, personnel readiness among enlisted health care
specialists in the reserve components is deficient due to
overall personnel shortfalls and low levels of skill
qualification. The latter is the most important factor limiting
personnel readiness in the Selected Reserve.
Studv Aporoach
The basic approach to the study of compensation for enlisted
health care personnel was to determine manpower requirements and
shortfalls and to compare recruiting, retention, and skill
qualification success with that achieved in other military
skills and units in the reserve components. The approach was to
determine whether the enlisted health care population differed
from the nonmedical population and, if so, in what ways. When
differences were identified, they were examined to determine
whether compensation initiatives might produce a beneficial
effect.
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In the process of comparing enlisted health care specialists
with nonmedical enlisted personnel, the extent of congruence

between the skills required for a member's civilian job and
those required for the member's military duties was also
examined. Job congruence is of particular value to the reserve
in the case of health care specialists. The nature of the
enlisted health care specialist's work demands relatively high
levels of skill qualification. Yet there is some indication
that practical experience in the military specialty may be more
difficult to achieve in the health care area. This is important
because skill decay rates may be high unless the skill is
constantly used. Civilian/military job congruence can generally
be expected to produce an enlisted health care specialist who is
more highly qualified in technical health care duties in the
event of mobilization than is the member whose civilian job does
not increase qualification in the health care skill. Therefore,
the 6th QRMC Analysis attempted to determine whether there were
systemic differences between enlisted health care personnel with
high military/civilian job congruence as compared with those
with entirely dissimilar military and civilian jobs.
Data Sources
Three primary data sources were used in the analysis of the
enlisted health care population: the 1986 Reserve Components
Surveys, the REMNIS database, and the Reserve Components Common
Personnel Data System (RCCPDS). The RCCPDS data used was as of
September 30, 1986.
1986 Reserve Components Surveys
The population of concern in the QRMC's analysis included
part-time Selected Reserve unit members and Individual
Mobilization Augmentees (INAs). Active Guard and Reserve (AGR)
members and military technicians were excluded. Also excluded
from the analysis were the Marine Corps Reserve and Coast Guard
Reserve, because no health care providers are authorized in
those components. The adjusted survey response rates for
enlisted part-time unit members and IMAs were 58.4 percent and
55.6 percent, respectively. The rate for enlisted health care
specialists was about 6.5 percent lower.
Out of the base population of respondents, 2,334 members were
identified as health care personnel, using QRMC criteria. These
respondents represented a weighted population estimated at
42,596. Eight percent of the enlisted health care respondents
were INAs. The basic stratification variable for the surveys
was reserve component; within each component, stratification was
by reserve category, officer or enlisted status, and sex. There
was no stratification introduced for specialties such as health
care enlisted skills.
Entisted Health Care Personnel in the National Guard and Reserve
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In establishing the population of survey respondents defined
as health care specialists for purposes of the QRMC analysis,
the following categories of specialties were used (as published
in DoD's OcuDational Conversion Manual, September 1984):
*

Medical Care and Treatment, General

• Operating Room
* Mental Care
* Therapy
*
•
*
*
*

Orthopedic
Laboratory
Pharmacy
Radiology
Food Inspection and Veterinary Services

*
*

Preventive Medical Services
Dental Care, General
.
Dental Laboratory
Medical administration and logistics specialists, biomedical
equipment repairmen, diet therapy specialists, and several low
density health care-related skills are not included in the
medical chapter in the 1984 edition. These skills were
therefore excluded from the population of survey respondents
defined by the 6th QRMC as the enlisted health care population.
The Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health
Affairs, however, does include the omitted categories in reports
of enlisted health care manpower statistics, and the DoD
conversion manual has since been revised to incorporate those
specialties into the medical chapter. For purposes of the QRMC
analysis, enlisted health care manpower requirements and
shortfalls include all specialties currently defined as health
care specialties by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Health Affairs. The 1986 Reserve Components Surveys
data used, however, is based on the responses of enlisted
personnel in the occupational categories as defined in the 1984
DoD conversion manual and listed above.
The civilian jobs of survey respondents were also classified
according to the 1980 Census of Population AlDhabetical Index of
Industries and Occunations of the U.S. Department of Commerce.0

In selecting records for the enlisted health care database, the
civilian job of survey respondents was also used as a
determinant of status. Survey respondents were identified as
members of the enlisted health care population if they met any
of the following criteria:
"
"
*
"
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Primary and duty specialty codes were medical
Primary and civilian specialty codes were medical
Duty and civilian specialty codes were medical
Primary specialty code was medical
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SOURCE: RCCPOS

Attrition and continuation Rates

!

QRMC analysis of reserve continuation rates found that, at the
aggregate DOD level, continuation rates for enlisted health care
specialists are consistently lover than continuation rates for

total DOD reserve enlisted personnel.

,

This

is the case for

Iz

I.
personnel (members with less than 6 years of
first-term
service), as well as for career personnel (members with 6 or

1m

more years of service).

As seen in Figure 7-1, this pattern of

lower continuation rates for reserve health care specialists has
been consistent between FY 1981 (which is the earliest RCCPDS
data generally considered sufficiently reliable for analytical
purposes) and FY 1986. Figures 7-2 through 7-6 show this data
by reserve component. The same general pattern exists for all
components.
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The higher continuation rates for women in enlisted health
care specialties, shown in Figure 7-7, contrasts with studies
conducted by the RAND Corporation on personnel attrition in the
reserve components. These studies indicate that, holding other
factors constant, the attrition of women is generally higher
than the attrition of men for all categories of reserve
personnel. 7 Because about one-third of enlisted health care
specialists in the reserve are female, compared with less than
one in ten in nonmedical specialties, this initially appeared to
be a possible explanation of the lower continuation rates for
enlisted health care specialists. In the case of enlisted
personnel in the health care specialties, however, the QRMC
found that the continuation rate for women was slightly higher
than for males in FY 1986. Overall, continuation rates for
members in the health care specialties were lower than rates for
all enlisted reservists for both first-term and career members,
as shown in Figure 7-8. As shown in Figure 7-9, this difference
is primarily due to much lower continuation rates for men in the
health care specialties than for mal& reservists in other
skills.
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The following sections compare demographic characteristics of
enlisted health care specialists with their reserve counterparts
in other skills, review differences in attitudes toward reserve
service and in expressed intent to stay, and discuss the
relevance of compensation initiatives in relation to personnel
readiness in the enlisted health care specialties.
Characteristics of the Enlisted Health Care Population
Distribution by Pay Grade and Gender
The distribution of reservists in the health care specialties
by pay grade is very similar to that of the nonmedical enlisted
population, as shown in Figure 7-10. The most striking
difference between the health care specialists and the
nonmedical enlisted population is in the percentage of members
who are female. Women constitute 31 percent of the total
enlisted population in the health care specialties compared with
9 percent of the nonmedical population. Figure 7-11 shows the
percentage of females in the health care skills compared with
the percent in nonmedical skills by component. The percentage
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of enlisted women in the health care skills ranges from a high
of 38 percent in the Air Force Reserve to a low of 19 percent in
the Army National Guard. Women as a percent of the total
enlisted population by pay grade is shown for health care and
other skills in Figure 7-12.
Distribution by Prior Service Status and Total Years of Service
At the aggregate DoD level, enlisted health care personnel are
about as likely to have prior active duty service as are members
in other skills. Prior active service was defined as two or
more years of active duty service. Figure 7-13 shows the
percentage of health care specialists and nonmedical personnel
with prior service by reserve component. There is noticeable
variance by component, with the Army National Guard and the
Naval Reserve representing the extremes. Generally, the prior
service/no prior service mix is about the same for enlisted
members in the health care skills as it is for members in
nonmedical skills. In the Army Reserve and the Air Force
Reserve, however, members in the health care skills are less
likely to have prior service. Enlisted men in the health care
skills are much more likely to have had prior active service
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than are enlisted women. Figure 7-14 shows the percentage of
enlisted reservists in the health care skills with prior
service, by reserve component and sex.
As discussed previously, low levels of skill qualification are
a problem in the reserve enlisted health care force. One method
for increasing skill qualification levels is to use members with
prior service in the health care skills in which they worked
while on active duty. It appears that the process of matching
active duty skills with the reserve duty assignment is somewhat
better for reservists in the health care skills than it is for
those with nonmedical skills. Figure 7-15 shows the percent of
enlisted reservists in the health care skills as compared to
other skills, by component, who say that their reserve duty is
in the same skill as that in which they performed on active
duty.

f/I

Total Years of Service and Age by Pay Grade
Enlisted health care specialists in the reserve appear to be
promoted with about the same number of years of service as their
nonmedical counterparts. The slightly lower average years of
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service for health care personnel than for nonmedical enlisted
members, shown in Figure 7-16, may be due to a combination of
accessions of health care personnel with previously acquired
civilian skills in advanced pay grades and the lover
continuation rates of health care personnel. Comparing the
average age of health care personnel by pay grade with the
average age by pay grade for the total reserve enlisted force,
only slight differences are found. Health care specialists tend
to enter at an older age than the average for all enlisted
personnel, which may be due in part to increased levels of
training obtained prior to entry into the reserve.
:

Education
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A
Kmm

m

One area showing clear differences between enlisted health
care personnel and nonmedical populations is that of educational
level and educational aspirations. Members of the health care
population are better educated and have much higher levels of
academic aspiration than do other enlisted members. Sixty-seven
percent of enlisted health care personnel have ompleted some
college.
Dy contrast, 41 percent of nonmedical enlisted
personnel have completed om college.
A comparison of the
highest educational level completed is shown in Table 7-2.
Table 7-3 shows a similar pattern in aspirations for future
EntletN Neatch Card Peraeogwe
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Table 7-2.

Highest Grade or Year of Education

Specialty
Medical
Nonmedical

Highest Completed
Education Level
Less than high school
High school
1-3 years of college
4 years of college
More than 4 years of
of college
Source:

33
44
13

7
53
29
7

10

5

1986 Reserve Components Survey of Enlisted Members,
Question 69

Table 7-3.

Educational Aspirations
Specialty
Medical
Nonmedical
.
L

Current Educational
Level

Highest Projected
Educational Level

Less than 12 years
of high school

Less than 12 years
of high school
High school
College

*

14

71
29

72
14

High school
College

17
83

33
67

High school
graduate
• No respondents

Source:

1986 Reserve Components Survey of Enlisted Members,
Questions 69 and 72

education. Based on survey data, health care specialists expect
to complete much higher levels of training than do nonmedical
personnel.
Higher aspiration translates into higher current school

attendance; 48 percent of enlisted health care specialists were
attending school in 1986, compared with only 36 percent of those
in other skills. Also, a higher percentage of health care

specialists were attending two-year and four-year colleges.
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Family characteristics
Marital and dependent status and spousal attitudes toward
reserve membership were reviewed because earlier reserve studies
have found a relationship between these factors and retention.
Overall the health care specialists and nonmedical populations
are similar with respect to marital status. This is depicted in
Figure 7-17. With higher pay grade, the likelihood of marriage
and parenthood increases for male members. For enlisted men in
the health care skills, the differential in the percentage who
are married increases with pay grade compared with women, but
the pattern is the same as that for members in nonmedical
skills.
Of married reserv:ists, enlisted women in health care skills
were slightly more likely to say that their spouse had an
unfavorable attitude toward their reserve participation than
were enlisted men. Seventeen percent of enlisted women in
health care specialties in pay grades El through E4 indicated an
unfavorable spousal attitude as compared with 14 percent of
their male counterparts. For higher pay grades there was little
difference.
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Enlisted women, in both the health care and nonmedical skills,

reported fewer problems for their families as a result of their
absences for drill, annual training, or extra time required by
the reserve. A partial explanation might be found in the fact
that a significantly higher percent of enlisted females than
males are married to spouses currently on active duty or in the
reserve. Forty-three percent of married enlisted women in the
health care specialties have a spouse currently in the military.
This compares with only 2 percent for enlisted men. A similar
relationship exists for the enlisted force as a whole.
Familiarity with the military system may foster acceptance of
absence or flexibility in dealing with family logistics during
absence for military duties.
Occupation and Income
The QRMC compared civilian occupation (including school

attendance) and income patterns for health care specialists and
nonmedical personnel. An important variable was the degree of
similarity between the member's military duties and civilian
occupation. This similarity, or job congruency, is important
because of its implications for meeting skill qualification
objectives for health care specialists. The QRMC analysis found
that it is also important with respect to employment and income
patterns, which are potentially related to retention in the
reserve.
Similarity of Military Duties and Civilian Occupation
Job congruency, or the similarity of military duties with
those of the civilian job, is of interest to reserve leadership
in the health care field. Particularly in the health care
occupations, individuals whose military jobs require the same
skills as their civilian jobs might reasonably be expected to
perform with a higher level of expertise than their peers who
train in and perform those skills infrequently throughout the
year during reserve activities. Skill decay occurs over time
for all unused skills, but it occurs at an even higher rate for
complex skills and for skills dependent on lengthy periods of
training such as those found in many of the health care
specialty areas. For some of the enlisted health care skills,
adequate results may be obtained through training of individuals
within the military system following enlistment. Skill levels
and desired levels of expertise may suffer minimally through
infrequent application of those skills if the skills are
relatively simple and do not require lengthy training to obtain
or frequent repetition to develop or sustain the desired levels
of expertise.
Enlisted health care specialists are potentially entrusted
with tremendously high levels of responsibility. Even the entry
level Army medical specialist, although employing the most basic
T-2
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of health care skills, would be expected to administer emergency
medical treatment to battlefield casualties. Successful
performance requires rapid and accurate decision making which
must be followed by skilled,
rapid, and efficient
procedures in
order to save lives
or reduce the sequelae of injury on the
battlefield. Where jobs require even higher levels of
expertise, lack of proficiency may literally cost lives.
Proficiency that results in speed and accuracy of judgment and
in technical manual skill is clearly best obtained, and in many
cases can only be obtained and sustained, through constant
practice. For many enlisted health care specialties, then,
employment in a civilian job that fosters the required levels of
expertise supports the necessary levels of qualification.
Survey respondents were requested to rate the similarity of
their civilian job to their Guard/Reserve duty. Table 7-4 shows
the degree of job congruency for specific enlisted health care
occupations and in aggregate for both health care and nonmedical
specialties. The percentage of respondents in the health care
specialties who indicated a high level of job congruency is
twice as high as for nonmedical occupations, yet nearly three of

five indicated that their civilian job was not similar at all to
their reserve duties. The higher rate of dissimilarity for
nonmedical personnel can be anticipated because there are many
military skills for which there is no civilian counterpart,
whereas most military health care skills are also practiced in
the civilian occupational setting.
Table 7-4.

Nlitary/Cfvfiian Job Congruence of Health Care Specialists and MonmedicaL Personnel

Very Similar

Simitar/Somewhat
SimiLar

Not Similar

General medical

17

24

59

Surgery

20

25

55

Lab, Pharmacy
X-Ray

25

25

50

Dental
Prav Ned/Vet
other Nedicat
All Medical
Nonmdicat

20

19

61

*

C

77

22
18
9

26
24
22

52
58
68

* Cell size inadequate
Source:

1986 Reserve Components Survey of Enlisted Nembera. Question 30
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Civilian Employment Patterns and Conflicts
Table 7-5 shows that, for those who are employed full-time,
the civilian employment pattern of health care specialists whose
civilian job is dissimilar to their military duties is

essentially the same as the pattern for members in nonmedical
skills. Those whose civilian work is very similar to their
military duties, however, are much more likely to be employed in
government and less likely to be self employed.
Table 7-5.

Type of Civilian Employer, by Job Congruence

Percent

Sie~i~ly

Job Conaruence

1=lye

Medical

Very similar jobs

Government

39

Private
Self

57
4

Government

28

Private
Self

63
8

Government
Private
Self

28
62
10

Medical

Dissimilar jobs

Nonmedical

Source:

All jobs

1986 Reserve Components Survey of Enlisted Members,
Question 94

Health care personnel with high job congruence work fewer
hours per week at their primary civilian job than do those with
low job congruence and nonmedical personnel. Also, health care
specialists whose civilian employment is similar to their
reserve duty are less likely to work more than 40 hours per week
than other enlisted members.
Overall, enlisted members' perceptions regarding the attitudes
of their immediate or primary supervisors toward their
participation in the reserve are very similar for health care
specialists and nonmedical personnel. Those employed in
government, however, perceive a somewhat lower level of
favorable attitudes on the part of their supervisors than do
nonmedical enlisted members (56 percent compared to 61 percent).
Survey respondents were asked to rank the degree to which
reserve training activities were a problem for their main
employer or for themselves if self-employed. Both health care
7-22
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specialists and nonmedical groups perceive absence for weekend
drills as the least burdensome for their main employer, followed
by time spent at work on Guard/Reserve business. The two

activities perceived to present the greatest problems for
employers are absence for annual training and absence for extra

time spent at reserve activities.

While differences were not

great, enlisted members in the health care occupations were more
likely to rate each type of absence as being a serious or

somewhat serious problem. This was also true of reserve
enlisted health care personnel who are government employees.
Income and Debt
The QRMC contrasted civilian income levels for the enlisted
health care specialists and nonmedical populations in the
aggregate and by job congruency for health care personnel.
(Analysis of income data by specialty was not feasible because
of small population cell sizes.)
As shown in Figure 7-18, the civilian income of all full-time
employed enlisted health care specialists tends to be less than
that of nonmedical enlisted members of the same military pay
grade. The differential is generally small, ranging from only
$340 per year for members in pay grades E3 and E4 to about
$1,500 for members in pay grade E6.
As shown in Figure 7-19, the income of health care specialists
whose civilian jobs were similar to their military occupations
was higher in the lower pay grades and lower in pay grades ES
and E9 when compared with those whose civilian jobs were not
similar. This fits with a general pattern in subprofessional
technical skills of higher entry level pay rates with relatively
flatter slope of income progression over time. The civilian
income differences found between enlisted reservists in health
care occupations and other enlisted reservists would generally
indicate a more favorable recruiting and retention environment
in the medical area.
Impact of Guard/Reserve Participation on Income
Closely related, and of great importance for retention, is the
effect of reserve participation on civilian income
opportunities. There are two principal elements in the
relationship between reserve participation and civilian income.
The first has to do with what happens to the reservist*s
civilian income during military leave for annual training. Some
employers, including the majority of government employers,
continue full civilian pay for up to two weeks or more. Others
make up any difference between the employee's civilian pay and
the military pay received during training. Most employers
simply provide the reservist time-off without charging it

I

against vacation time.

Some reservists find it more profitable
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to use their vacation time or other tine off to meet their
reserve obligations. This may result in reduced leisure time
but does maximize income opportunity.
Survey respondents were asked how they were paid by their
civilian employer when absent to meet their reserve obligations.
Potential responses included receipt of both full civilian and
military pay, partial civilian pay in combination with military
pay, military pay only, and military pay only, due to
participation occurring during nonwork days. Health care
specialists with high job congruence indicated receipt of both
full civilian and military pay at a higher rate than their
counterparts with dissimilar civilian and military duties and
the nonmedical population.
The second major element in the relationship between reserve
participation and civilian income is the extent to which
reservists lose opportunities for overtime or are otherwise
precluded from civilian income opportunities as a result of
reserve schedules. When asked how they are paid for work beyond
40 hours per week at their civilian job, health care personnel
with highly congruent civilian jobs appear to be better paid for
periods of overtime. Sixty-three percent of health care
specialists are paid time-and-a-half or more compared with 58
percent of their health care counterparts with noncongruent
civilian jobs and 61 percent of nonmedical personnel.
Both QRMC and RAND Corporation analysts found that lost
opportunities for civilian income significantly reduce
satisfaction with reserve compensation and with the reserve in
general while increasing the likelihood of separation. Enlisted
health care personnel with civilian jobs very similar to their
military duty lose opportunities for overtime slightly more
often than do health care personnel with noncongruent civilian
jobs. Overall, however, nonmedical personnel lose overtime
opportunities slightly more often than do the health care
specialists.
Another factor that may influence an individual's satisfaction
with reserve compensation is the perception of the relative
value of the full-time military compensation associated with the
individual's grade and specialty compared with the individual's
civilian income. As shown in Table 7-6, members in the health
care specialties with high job congruence are much more likely
to say that their income would increase if mobilized for 30 days
than medical members with no job similarity or nonmedical
personnel.
In looking at family and occupational characteristics of
enlisted health care specialists compared with other enlisted
reservists, the general pattern that emerges is one of overall
similarity. The major difference is the percentage of women in
Entsted Health Care Personnet in the National Guard and Reserve
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Table 7-6.

SJob

Cnarence

Medical
Medical
Nonmedical
Source:

Effect of Mobilization on Income

Very similar jobs
Dissimilar jobs
All jobs

Percent Responding
Income Would
Increase
Decrease
a

44
34
34

41
53
53

1986 Reserve Components Survey of Enlisted Members,
Question 117

the health care specialties, which is over three times the
percentage found in other skills. Other differences that do
exist between the enlisted occupational groups and other skills
would lead one to conclude that the compensation environment for
enlisted health care specialists is, if anything, more favorable
than for the nonmedical groups.
Attitudes Toward Particivation in the Reserve
Survey respondents were asked to rate their relative level of
satisfaction with several features of reserve service. The
following discussion focuses on the negative end of the scale,
or the relative levels of dissatisfaction.
Training
Respondents to the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys were asked
a series of questions concerning their perceptions of military
training. Table 7-7 compares the responses of enlisted health
specialists and nonmedical groups concerning aspects of
training. It shows that health care specialists are less likely
to be satisfied with the training received during drills and
with opportunities to use their skills during drill.
Dissatisfaction with annual training was much less pronounced
for all members and here there was no difference between the
health care and nonmedical categories.
A series of questions asked Guardsmen and Reservists to rate
the extent to which several factors were a problem for their
unit in meeting its training objectives. Table 7-8 shows that
enlisted health care personnel are more likely to see specific
factors as impacting on training more than are nonmedical
members.
7-26
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Table 7-7.

Percentage Dissatisfied with Training
Specialty
Nonmedical
Medical

Aspect of Training

Training during unit drills
Unit activities at 1985
annual training
Opportunities to use specialty
Source:

33

27

18
42

18
33

1986 Reserve Components Survey of Enlisted Members,
Questions 46, 47, and 52

Table 7-8.

Percentage Indicating a Factor as a Serious or
Moderately Serious Problem in Meeting Unit Training
Objectives

Specialty
Medical
Nonmedical
Trainina Factor
Out-of-date
equipment/weapons
Poor condition of

35

30

equipment/weapons

26

24

21

17

23

20

27

24

29

22

Ineffective training
at annual training
Shortage of specialty
qualified personnel
Not enough drill
time to practice skills
Lack of good instruction
manuals/materials

Source:

1986 Reserve Components Survey of Enlisted Members,
Question 43
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As might beFor
expected,
there were variances by reserve
example, 27 percent of enlisted
health care

component.

specialists in the Air Force Reserve indicated that ineffective
annual training was a serious or moderately serious problem. By

contrast, only 15 percent of Air National Guard health care
specialists and the same percentage of Air Force Reservists in
nonmedical skills saw ineffective annual training as a problem.

As perceived by health care specialists, lack of adequate drill
time was the greatest problem in the Army Reserve and the Air
National Guard, where 29 percent recorded this as a significant

problem in achieving unit training objectives. Overall enlisted
health care personnel expressed lower levels of satisfaction
with all aspects of training than did nonmedical enlisted
personnel.
Opportunities for Education and Training
Twenty-eight percent of health care specialists indicated
dissatisfaction with opportunities for education and training in
the reserve as compared with 20 percent of nonmedical personnel.
As shown in Table 7-9, responses of health care personnel ranged
from a high of 32 percent dissatisfied (Army Reserve and Naval
Reserve) to a low of 15 percent (Air National Guard).
Table 7-9.

S

Percentage Indicating Dissatisfaction with
Opportunities for Education and Training, by
Component
Specialty
Medical
Nonmedical
%
%

ComBonent
ARNG
USAR
USNR
ANG
USAFR

23
32
32
15
29

17
24
29
14
20

All Components

28

20

Source:

1986 Reserve Components Survey of Enlisted Members,
Question 123

Time
Reserve participation often competes with civilian job
requirements and with leisure time activities, including time
spent with the family. Survey responses indicate that the level
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of dissatisfaction with this feature of reserve service among
enlisted health care specialists and nonmedical enlisted
personnel is virtually identical.
Respondents were asked to indicate their likelihood of
extending or reenlisting under the current training schedule and
under a hypothetical schedule with increased participation
requirements. Table 7-10 shows the percentage who indicated "No
chance" of reenlisting or extending a) under the current
schedule, b) if required drills were increased by an additional
two 4-hour drills per month, and c) if annual training was
increased by an additional 5 days. Both groups indicated that
increased training requirements would decrease their
reenlistment probability within similar ranges.
Table 7-10.

Percentage Indicating "No Chance" of Reenlisting or
Extending in the Guard/Reserve if Training
Requirements were Increased
Specialty
Medical

Trainina Reauirements
Current schedule
Increased drills
Increased annual training
Source:

Nonmedical

%

%

8
20
17

9
22
19

1986 Reserve Components Survey of Enlisted Members,
Questions 18, 19, and 20

Unit Morale
Perception of the level of morale in the member's unit varied
between the enlisted health care specialists and their
nonmedical counterparts. Twenty-seven percent of enlisted
health care specialists rated unit morale as very low or
somewhat low, as compared with 21 percent of nonmedical
personnel. Conversely, 56 percent of enlisted health care
personnel rated unit morale as very or somewhat high as compared
with 62 percent of nonmedical personnel.
Compensation
The satisfaction of enlisted health care specialists and their
nonmedical counterparts with respect to military pay and
allowances and retirement benefits were very similar (Table 711). The same was true with respect to military privileges.

Enlisted Health Care Personnel In the National Guard and Reserve
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Table 7-11.

satisfaetien uith Compensstion end Privileges

Redical Specialty

Compeneatil/

N-cmedlcal

Specialty

Satisfied

Dissatisfied

Satisfied

63

17

63

15

44

16

4

17

43

26

41

26

Nilitary pay
and atlowNe
Military retirement
benefito
Military privileges

Diasatisfiled

Source: 196 Reserve Components Survey of Enlisted Nombers, Question 123

Promotion
Survey respondents were asked how satisfied they were with
promotion opportunities in the unit. Respondents marked one of
seven blocks ranging from "very dissatisfied" (block one) to
"very satisfied" (block seven). Table 7-12 shows those
dissatisfied (marked blocks one, two, or three), by grade and
component. Among enlisted health care personnel, the Army
Reserve and the Army National Guard show the highest levels of
dissatisfaction; with sizeable differences between the views of
health care and nonmedical members.
Table 7-12.

Percentage Oissatisfied with Promotion, by Pay Grade, Component, and Specialty

EI-E4

ARNG
USAR
USR
A6
USAFP

Source%

7-30

ES-E6

ET-E9

Medical

Monmedcal

MeNdical

NMomedical

M dicaL

Nonmedical

60
64
16
36
19

51
56
35
39
42

63
65
28
45
52

so
49
46
60
60

45
51
28
52
51

27
30
34
34
42

196 Reserve Components Survey of Enlisted Nembers, Question 48
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Overall Satisfaction with Reserve Participation and Compensation
Table 7-13 indicates levels of overall satisfaction with
participation in the National Guard and Reserve. Again, levels
of satisfaction are similar for health care specialists and
nonmedical personnel.

Table 7-13.

Satisfaction with Guard/Raserve Participation and Compensation

Medical Specialty
Satisfied
Dissatisfied

Nonmedical Specialty
Satisfied
Dissatisfied

Overatt participation
in Guard/Reserve

67

17

70

1s

Pay and benefits
retative to the amount
of time spent in Guard/
Reserve activities

54

26

56

2S

Source:

1986 Reserve Components Survey of Enlisted Members, Questions 124 and 125

Reasons for Stavina in the Reserve and Plans for Continuatin
Contributions to Decisions to Stay in the Reserve
Survey respondents were asked how much each of several factors
contributed to their most recent decision to stay with National
Guard or Reserve. Table 7-14 shows the percentage rating
factors as major contributors to their most recent decision to
stay. For the most part the responses of health care
specialists and their nonmedical counterparts were similar.
The two major areas of difference were the contribution of
educational benefits, which was more important for health care
specialists, and the opportunity to use military equipment,
which was more important for those in the nonmedical skills.
Intent to Stay

Overall, the expressed intent to remain in the reserve is
strikingly similar for health care specialists as compared with
nonmedical personnel. This is true with respect to the stated
intention to reenlist or extend at the end of the current term
of service, and with respect to intent to remain in the reserve

Enlisted Health Care PersonneL in the National Guard and Reserve
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Table 7-14.

Percentage Indicating Specific Features as Major
Contributing Factors in Their Most Recent Decision
to Remain in the Guard/Reserve
Specialty
Nonmedical
Medical

Reserve Feature
Serving the country
Using educational benefits
Obtaining skill to help get

50
29

55
18

civilian job
Serving with people in the unit
Retirement credit
Promotion opportunities
Use of military equipment
Challenge of military training
Money for basic family expenses
Extra current income
Savings for the future
Travel opportunities
Enjoy the reserve
Pride in accomplishments

23
30
44
29
10
28
33
34
21
30
29
47

18
34
50
31
19
31
33
35
22
28
31
48

Source:

1986 Reserve Components Survey of Enlisted Members,
Question 26

until qualified for retired pay. Figure 7-20 shows the
likelihood of reenlistment by pay grade and specialty. Figure
7-21 shows the percentage of members indicating their intent to
stay until qualified for retired pay by pay grade and specialty.
Impact of Variables on Intent to Stay
In view of the highly similar responses concerning likelihood
of reenlisting/extending or retiring on the part of the
aggregate health care and aggregate nonmedical groups, further
analysis was conducted to determine whether there might be
specific variables that had particular impact on the likelihood
of remaining in the reserve and whether or not their impact was
constant for the health care specialists and nonmedical
populations. The variables of training and promotion were

selected because these two areas showed the greatest
differential between health care and nonmedical respondents.
Although expressed levels of dissatisfaction with pay and
allowances were similar for the two groups, that variable was
also investigated to determine whether there was any inherent
difference in impact.
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When comparing enlisted health care specialists with
nonmedical populations, there is little difference in the impact
of dissatisfaction with training on the propensity to reenlist
or to stay until eligible to retire. This is shown in Figure
7-22.
A similar pattern was found with respect to the effect of
dissatisfaction with promotion and pay and allowances, as shown
in Figures 7-23 and 7-24. For all variables, the effect on the
likelihood of staying to retirement (not shown) was very
similar. Thus, for example, although greater dissatisfaction
with training opportunities among reserve health care
specialists may reduce retention, the relative impact of
dissatisfaction appears to be about the same for reserve health
care specialists as it is for other enlisted reservists.
Eligibility for and Impact of Bonus Programs
The 6th QRMC analysis of the effect of bonuse' in the reserve
components was hampered by a lack of reliable personnel and pay
data. Despite these problems, the QRMC analysis found generally
positive effects from bonuses, and they provide the major means
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of targeting compensation toward hard-to-man units and skills.
The QR14C used data from the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys to
assess the extent to which enlisted health care specialists
received enlistment, reenlistment, or affiliation bonuses as
compared with their counterparts in other skills.
Based on the survey data, a higher percentage of enlisted
health care specialists receive bonuses than do nonmedical
enlisted personnel. Fifty-nine percent of health care enlisted
respondents with less than 10 years of service (the maximum for
receipt of a bonus) and 47 percent of nonmedical personnel
indicated receipt of a bonus at their most recent enlistment.
Comparative data for the reserve components with health care

specialists is shown in Table 7-15.
Table 7-15.

Percentage of Enlisted Members with Less Than 10
Years of Service Who Received a Bonus at Last
Enlistment, by Component and Specialty

Specialty
Nedica'
%

Coz~onent

Nonmedical
I

ARNG
USAR
USNR
ANG
USAFR

64
65
52
22
47

56
47
23
38
25

All Components

59

47

Source:

1986 Reserve Components Survey of Enlisted Members,
Question 15

Another way of looking at this issue is in terms of the
member's expectation of receiving a future bonus and of the
relation of this expectation to reenlistment intent. Table 7-16
shows the percentage of enlisted members with less than 10 years
of service who say they will be eligible for a reenlistment
bonus.
Although a slightly smaller percent of health care specialists
say they would be eligible for a bonus, eligibility for a bonus
appears to have a greater affect among health care specialists
than in other communities. This is shown in Table 7-17.
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Table 7-16.

Percentage of Enlisted Members with Less Than 10
Years of Service Who Say They Will be Eligible for
a Reenlistment Bonus, by Component and Specialty
Specialty
Medical

Nonmedical

ARNG
USAR
USNR
ANG
USAFR

40
31
25
13
14

39
31
16
16
12

All Components

29

31

Co

%

ne2nt

Source:

%

1986 Reserve Components Survey of Enlisted Members,
Questions 11, 12, and 16

Table 7-17.

Percentage of Enlisted Members Very Likely to
Reenlist, by Bonus Eligibility, Component, and
Specialty
Specialty
Medical

Component
ARNG
USAR
USNR
ANG
USAFR
All Components
Source:

Nonmedical

Eligible
%
49
56
61
50
60

Not
Eligible
%
43
47
52
49
48

Eligible
%
44
51
43
54
51

Not
Eligible
%
45
51
49
55
56

54

47

46

49

1986 Reserve Components Survey of Enlisted Members,
Questions 16 and 18

Summary of Differences
In summary, the primary differences found between the enlisted
health care specialists and the nonmedical population were in
the following areas:
.

Greater dissatisfaction with all aspects of training

EnListed Neoalth Care Personnt in the NationaL Guard and Reserve
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* Greater dissatisfaction with opportunities for promotion in
the Army National Guard and Army Reserve
0

Lower perceived levels of unit morale

*

Higher percentage of females

0

Lower continuation rates, despite a slightly greater
expressed likelihood of reenlisting or staying until
qualified for retirement

• Higher education levels and educational aspirations
*

Lower levels of duty qualified personnel

The differences outlined above suggest types of initiatives
that may be particularly effective in the recruitment and
retention of enlisted health care specialists in the reserve.
Improved quality of inactive duty training and enhanced
opportunities for education and training would appear to be
areas where initiatives might be most beneficial. In general,
however, the QRMC analysis indicates that the population of
enlisted health care specialists does not differ significantly
enough from other enlisted reservists to warrant special
compensation programs or initiatives. Although no special
compensation initiatives are recommended, there were some areas
where it appeared that initiatives or further investigation and
analysis might be indicated.
Possible Initiatives and Areas for Further Investigation
Promotion Opportunities
For many health specialties in the reserve, the highest grade
authorized is lower than that authorized in the active
component. Even where there is no cap on the highest pay grade
authorized, there may be severe limitations on the number
authorized in a given pay grade. Problems relative to low
levels of grade authorizations at the higher pay grades are not
unique to the health care occupations, but may be exacerbated
for health care personnel due to the large number of relatively
low density specialties. There is evidence that skill
qualification problems are exacerbated when members switch
career fields as the only means of obtaining promotion.
Permitting the progression of more personnel through the higher
pay grades might serve to keep personnel in the same skill and
would enhance skill qualification levels, which is vitally
important for achieving medical readiness. Also a factor here
is the fact that reservists have more service within each pay
grade than do their active component counterparts.
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Bonus Payments
Bonuses are the primary means by which the reserve components

are able to target enhanced levels of pay toward certain member
populations without increasing pay uniformly for all military
personnel categories. As such, the use of bonuses may be
postulated to be particularly cost-effective. The enlisted
health care specialties in particular might benefit from further
refinement of the bonus system, because of the great diversity
of types and levels of technical skills required, and the
variance in the shortage levels experienced in different reserve
components. Also, as previously discussed, unit size is an
important factor in determining unit fill. Not only must units
compete in varying local labor markets, but some are
disadvantaged by their structural size as well as the nature of
their mission, which dictates the primary skills required.
Therefore, further differentiation of bonus levels may be an
effective method for increasing the manning levels of
undermanned units and specialties.
Bonus payments should be contingent on and tied to skill
qualification and on remaining in the skill for which the bonus
was initially paid. In the medical community, particularly
within the Army components where there is a high level of skill
turbulence as individuals are retrained from one skill to
another in order to be promoted, such a policy may tend to
reduce some of the personnel turbulence and need for retraining.
Recruitment of Skill-Qualified Personnel
Enhanced recruiting of skill-qualified personnel with no prior
service may also be possible. Accession of increased numbers of
qualified personnel reduces stress on the existing training
base, which in many cases is incapable of providing enough
training seats in service schools for reserve participants; A
corollary advantage is an increased state of readiness because
skill trained individuals are available sooner as trained
manpower for the reserve. The time in the training pipeline is
reduced to the minimum required for acquisition of the basic
military skills. The element of risk in selecting an individual
for skill training is also eliminated for the reserve, with the
consequent reduction in lost training dollars due to failure in
training.
The long training courses required for many health care skills
are a particular burden for the medical community: a new
reserve member may be disadvantaged by the requirement to leave
home and job for a lengthy training period. The skill-qualified
member does not need to sustain the same upheaval in his
personal life and civilian employment to attend lengthy training
away from home. The reduction in this potentially negative
aspect of reserve affiliation may reduce the high rate of
EnLIfeted Health Care Personnel In the Natlonat Guard and Reserve
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attrition observed during the training period. The expense of
training unqualified health care personnel is high for the
military, due to the length of the training period and the fact
that many individuals must be called to active duty for the
period of training. Several programs exist for local skill
training, but in order to obtain levels of training comparable
to that obtained by full-time attendance, programs may last as

long as two to three years.
One may assume that the individual who possesses a given
complement of skills, particularly those obtained through formal
training, also has a high likelihood of current employment in a
civilian job using those skills. As previously discussed,
reservists currently employed in civilian jobs similar to their
military jobs are likely to have a higher level of expertise
than those not currently practicing their skills on a sustained
basis by using them in civilian jobs.
An additional benefit may accrue, unique to the health care
field. Due to considerations of malpractice liability, civilian
patient care facilities often resist allowing reserve medical
units to train in their facilities. Enlisted reservists in
health care specialties who are employed by a civilian facility,
or who are licensed to practice their medical skill, are more
readily accepted into civilian patient care environments for
purposes of reserve training than are individuals who are not
employed in their skill as civilians.
Scholarships for Enlisted Personnel Training in the Health Care
Skills
A program with similar benefits for the reserve as well as
great recruiting potential is the use of a scholarship program
to train reserve members in the requisite military health care
skills through enrollment in formal civilian training programs.
The Naval Reserve Allied Medical Program (RAMP) was initiated in
1986 to assist in filling its critical need for certain medical
and dental technicians in the Naval Reserve. Trained personnel
with prior service did not provide an adequate supply of
technicians, nor were there adequate service school training
billets available to train the numbers required.
The Navy pays program participants a full scholarship,
including tuition, books, and fees, during their period of
technical training in qualifying medical or dental technician
programs. These programs are typically conducted at accredited
two-year civilian junior colleges, vocational schools, and trade
schools. Scholarship recipients incur an obligation of eight
years in the Selected Reserve. In FY 1987, the Navy reported
the average annual cost of tuition per enrollee as $2,200. The
program has been successful, with .the Navy having reached its
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recruiting goal for the program each year since its inception.
Enrollment increased from 460 students in FY 1986 to 730
students in FY 1987.
Based on Navy experience, the program is attractive to
individuals enrolled in or planning to enroll in the technical
health care career fields. It may thus serve as an important
recruiting tool for the reserve. It further provides an

efficient mechanism for training personnel in skills for which
the military has inadequate training resources; training is
accomplished-without the costs of expansion of the training
base. The program also appears to be cost effective in
comparison with other reserve health care training programs.
The Army, as an example, uses several methods of training
unskilled enlisted personnel in the required health care skills.
One of the approaches is to call the reservist to active duty
for purposes of training in a formal service school. In FY
1987, the Army estimated the approximate cost to train one
licensed practical nurse for the requisite year-long course at
$19,000. The pay and allowances received as an active duty
member at pay grade E2 constitute the bulk of the cost. The
cost per student is increased substantially, to an estimated
$30,000 to $32,000, if one includes overhead costs for the Army
school and instructor staff. By comparison, in FY 1987, the
Army estimated that the total cost per trainee for a one-year
course of instruction would average only about $4,000 using a
scholarship program similar to that used by the Navy.
Additional values also derive from such a program. Enlisted
members need not physically relocate to attend training and are
more likely to seek civilian employment in the skill for which
they have been trained, thus the positive benefits of job
congruence may be obtained.
The Army plans a pilot program in FY 1988 to determine the
efficacy of a scholarship program for its reserve components.
recruiting approach based on educational assistance may be a
particularly effective choice given the high value placed on
training by enlisted health care personnel.

A

Training and Administration
Training and administration initiatives are also necessary
based on survey data, survey comments, unit visits, and
interviews with enlisted personnel and personnel managers. It
appears probable that no compensation initiatives are likely to
fully solve the shortfall of enlisted health care personnel
unless measures are taken to increase the opportunities for
training and to improve the quality of that training for
enlisted health care specialists.

Unlisted NeaLth Care PersonneL in the National Guard and Reserve
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The importance of capable, motivated, and concerned leadership
in the reserve components is critical in this effort.
The 6th
QRMC saw some medical units that, against all odds and with no
apparent advantage in location, size, or availability of
personnel, were extremely successful in meeting manpower
requirements. Such units, perhaps not coincidentally, reflected
high levels of morale and enthusiasm for the reserve mission.
Special problems and challenges face reserve leadership in the
health care field because the medical force represents only a
relatively small part of the total reserve force. As discussed
in Chapter 1, the reserve medical force has been disadvantaged
by the lack of recognition, until recently, of the vital and
essential nature of its role in providing wartime medical
readiness. Reserve leaders have a particular responsibility to
ensure that the requirements of the reserve medical force for
wartime readiness are defined and met.

There exists a significant shortfall of enlisted manpower in
the health care skills in the reserve components today. The
impact of the shortfall on the failure to achieve medical
readiness is compounded by a low level of skill qualification
among health care specialists. Yet it is important to
differentiate between the readiness problem as it pertains to
enlisted health care personnel and the manpower shortage of
physicians and nurses. The nature of the problem regarding
enlisted health care specialists is not unique among the reserve
enlisted population, whereas the shortfall of reserve medical
officers and nurses is unparalleled in size and is exacerbated
by the unique aspects of their civilian employment.
The 6th QRNC did find clear differences in training problems

for reserve health care specialists that set them apart from
their nonmedical counterparts. Conversely, the QRMC found
striking similarities between the health care and nonmedical
enlisted populations; particularly as reflected in their reasons
for reserve participation, their levels of satisfaction with the
reserve, and the factors influencing their behavior and
retention. Whereas a compelling argument can be made for
developing unique compensation and personnel policies for
reserve medical officers and nurses, the data and information
available does not indicate a need for special compensation
initiatives for enlisted health care specialists. Initiatives
are required to address the manpower shortages and skill
qualification problems in the enlisted health care skills, but
these initiatives do not appear to warrant special compensation
programs.
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The 6th QRKC concludes that initiatives with a positive impact

on enlisted personnel readiness in general will have essentially
similar beneficial effects on all enlisted health care
specialists.

Ct
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This is quite close to the subjective assessment of
reserve health care specialists. As shown in Table 7-4, 18
percent of enlisted health care specialists reported that their
civilian job and their military duties were very similar.
2. The duty qualification levels shown in Table 7-1 are
somewhat lower than those extracted from the Army Functional
Review (APR) and shown in Table 1-9 as the APR includes
secondary skills in the assessment of duty qualification. The
1986 RENMIS database does not account for secondary or
additional skills, substitutability of skills, or subjective
judgment regarding qualification; but it provides a strict
comparison between the primary skill of the member and the skill
requirement of the job.
3. As part of DoD medical database improvements, the 1987
REMMIS database has been revised to include secondary and
additional skills and a limited standard of skill
substitutability to determine skill and duty match. Skill
substitutions for this purpose were approved by The Surgeon
General of the Army. The overall impact was to increase by
3,397 the level of personnel considered to be skill-qualified.
The Office of the Army Surgeon General is currently developing a
more extensive list of skills that may be substituted at both
the officer and enlisted levels; this list will facilitate

manpower planning and enhance training initiatives.
Appendix B provides extracts from the upgraded 1987 REMNIS
database for the Army reserve components. Due to the broader
definition of duty qualification, the overall levels of skill
qualification in the revised 1987 REMMIS database more nearly
approximate those of the 1987 Army Functional Review. The
tables included provide detailed information by specialty
showing Army fill and skill qualification levels for the health
care specialties as of September 30, 1987, as measured against
wartime requirements.
4. David W. Grissmer, Richard Buddin, Sheila Nataraj Kirby,
Chanaina Reserve ComDensation: A Review of ComDensation Related
Personnel and Trainina Readiness Issues, R-3669-FM&P/RA, The
RAND Corporation, forthcoming.
5. Department of Defense, Office of the Assistant Secretary
of Defense for Manpower, Installations, and Logistics, DoD
1312.1-M, Occuoational Conversion Manual: Enlisted/Officer/
C.iilin, September 1984.
6. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1980
Census of PoDulation AlDhabetical Index of Industries and
gNggions, (PHC80-R3 Final Edition), November 1982.
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7. The difference is more striking for members without prior
service than for those with prior service.

See David W.

Grissuer and Sheila Nataraj Kirby, Attrition of NonDrior-Service
Reservists in the Army National Guard and ArM Reserve, The RAND
Corporation, R-3267-RA, October 1985; David W. Grissuer and

Sheila Nataraj Kirby with the assistance of Priscilla N.
Schlegel, Changing Patterns of NonDrior Service Attrition in the
Army National Guard and Army Reserve, The RAND Corporation,
R-3623-RA, June 1988; and N. Susan Narquis and Shiela Nataraj
Kirby, Economic Factors in Reserve Attrition: Prior Service
Individuals in the Army National Guard and Army Reserve, The
RAND Corporation, forthcoming. The continuation rates for women
are shown only through 22 years of service. Subsequent to that
point there are few women due to the fact that, prior to the
mid-1960s, the number of enlisted women authorized to serve in
the armed forces was restricted.
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Chapter 8.

SUMMARY AND

IECOUNDATIONS

As a group, health professionals in the National Guard and
Reserve have received comparatively little attention until
recently. The QRNC study of compensation in support of reserve
medical manpower requirements clearly indicates that planning
and resources have been directed primarily at active component
issues. Over the past 40 years, the immediate demands of
maintaining an active duty medical force of the necessary size,
quality, and experience have served to divert attention from
reserve issues. Although active component issues remain
immensely important, the focus on wartime medical readiness as
the primary mission of medicine in the military has served to
highlight both the critical role of reserve medical manpower and
the significant shortfalls that exist.
The history of both personnel and compensation initiatives for
reserve health care professionals is abbreviated. It has been
recognized since World War II that health professionals as a
group, and physicians and dentists in particular, could not be
retained in military service in sufficient numbers without
additional pay incentives. Personnel and compensation
initiatives have served to make military service in the active
components more attractive to the health professional. Until
very recently, there were no comparable incentives for reserve
health professionals.
The analysis and recommendations of the QRMC were conducted
and developed during a period of intense concern with wartime
medical readiness and reserve medical manpower. There were two
new compensation initiatives which had been developed
specifically as a first attempt to reduce identified wartime
shortfalls of health professionals essential to the provision of
combat-related medical care. These initiatives were 1) a
program to repay educational loins for health professionals
qualified in the critically short wartime skills and 2) a
stipend for specialty training in the critically short wartime
skills. These programs, included in the Department of Defense
Authorization Act, 1986, were offered in return for Selected
Reserve service.
An part of the DoD legislative contingency, the President's
Budget for Fiscal Years 1988 and 1989 included a proposal to
revise and expand the stipend program. The program includes
these features: 1) addition of a reduced stipend in return for
service in the IRR and 2) provision of a monthly stipend for
undergraduate baccalaureate nursing students in the third and
uwery and Rocamendattons
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fourth years of training.

This proposal was one of several

legislative items referred to the 6th QRMC for evaluation before
submission of a legislative recommendation to the Congress. The
QRNC reviewed this proposal as part of the initial review of

their study of compensation in support of reserve medical
manpower. The QRMC developed alternatives to modify the
proposed program. It was emphasized, however, that these
alternatives were not based on analysis of the costs and
benefits of the proposal, relative to other forms of
compensation initiatives designed for reducing shortfalls in
critical health specialties in the reserve components. The QRMC
Coordination Council subsequently agreed that the legislative
proposal should be forwarded for clearance as part of the
Administrations's legislative program. They also agreed that
work on other alternatives should continue, because the revised
stipend program would not be sufficient to solve the reserve
medical manpower problem.
The essence of this proposal was enacted as part of the
National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Years 1988 and
1989. The new law also extends the loan repayment authority
until October 1, 1990, and corrected a technical deficiency by
permitting repayment of nursing loans provided under Section B
of title VII of the Public Health Service Act.
The Act contains three other measures designed to reduce
shortfalls in reserve medical manpower: it authorizes extension
of the retirement age to 67 years for health care personnel in
the reserve; it prohibits setting the maximum age for
appointment in the reserve at less than 47 years for health
professionals in a critically short wartime specialty; and it
authorizes the granting of service credit to all health
professionals for their health professions experience, if the
experience can be directly used by the armed force concerned.
The principal effect of this expanded authority was to authorize
credit for experience for nurses who have not completed
post-graduate training.
The existing combination of compensation and personnel
initiatives has an impact on the supply of health professionals
to the reserve components. However, the QRMC analysis indicates
that, in combination, these initiatives are inadequate to reduce
existing shortfalls at the rate specified in DoD program
guidance. This analysis is based on estimated effects on
supply. These estimations necessarily have used secondary
measures rather than measures derived from actual compensation
changes. It was not possible to work with actual compensation
changes because the first significant changes were so recent
that there is as yet insufficient data with respect to their
actual separate or interactive effects.
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The 6th QWKC r
continuation of the stipend and
loan repayment programs; analysis indicates that these
programs will help to reduce shortfalls in critically short
wartime skills. It further rcomaeds that accessions
gained through these program be carefully tracked with
respect to their continuation and use in the reserve.

M

The 6th QRMC also estimated the effects on supply of a range
of compensation initiatives and of modifications to existing
programs targeted at meeting Selected Reserve and IRR
requirements for health professionals. It was not judged
feasible to recommend a complete program of incentives until
more empirical evidence concerning actual program effects was
available.
M

The 6th QRKC recommends three initiatives:
m

A geographically limited experimental test program of an

annual bonus for critically short wartime physician and
nursing specialties. Since full implementation would
require substantial outlays, assessment through a test
is warranted.
N

Revision of section 302(h) of title 37, United States
Code, to increase special pay for reserve medical
officers when on active duty for training, increasing
pay from the current rate ($100 a month for those who
have completed at least one but less than two years of
active duty and $350 a month for those who have

completed two or more years) to $450 a month without
respect to previous active duty as a medical officer and
to extend this pay to periods of inactive duty training
(IDT).

m

A review of current procedures for funding and ensuring
compliance with DoD Directive 1215.4, which stipulates
that health care officers shall be afforded an
opportunity to attend one health education conference or
experience on an annual basis. QRMC analysis indicates

that this is a cost-effective incentive that can assist
in both attracting and retaining reserve health
professionals.
The 6th QRNC also found that the provisions of current
statutes for appointment and promotion of reserve health
professionals were inadequate for the most effective personnel
management of the numerous categories of health professionals.
The statutes also result in unwarranted differences among the
Services, differences that directly affect the compensation of
reserve members.

Sumiry and ROeComndMton
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The 6th QREC recomnds early consideration and
enactment of the Reserve Officer Personnel Management

Act (ROPK), wlich includes provisions that will
materially improve the management of reserve health
professionals and provide the capability to treat
reserve health professionals in all reserve components
in a uniform and equitable manner.
The 6th QRNC also evaluated the enlisted health care
population, especially manpower requirements and shortfalls,
success in recruiting and retention, levels of skill
qualification, demographic characteristics, and attitudes of
this group toward the reserve, and compared these findings with
those of nonmedical enlisted reservists. Although some
differences were found, similarities in the two enlisted
populations predominated. The QRMC acknowledges the need for
revised personnel and compensation policies to improve overall
enlisted personnel readiness, but found no unique aspects of the
enlisted health care population that would indicate need for
special compensation policies unlike those available for other
enlisted personnel. The areas where compensation initiatives
are projected to have favorable impact appear to be the same for
both health care specialists and nonmedical enlisted
populations. These initiatives appear to be manageable under
the broad terms of existing and recommended special pay and
bonuses as discussed in Volume I of the 6th QRMC report.
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Appendix A.

SPECIAL PAYS FOR ACTIVE DUTY MEDICAL AND DENTAL
OFFICERS

Entitlement to all active duty special pays for medical and
dental officers requires that an officer be on active duty under
a call or order to active duty for a period at least one year.
Creditable Service for Special Pay PurDose

The rate of entitlement to the current medical and dental
special pays (with the exception of the incentive special pay
bonus for selected medical officers) is based on years of
creditable service. Years of creditable service are determined
by adding all years of formal internship or residency training
in a recognized graduate medical or dental education program
during which the officer was not on active duty and all periods
of active service as a medical or dental officer in the armed
services or Public Health Service.
Special Pay for Medical Officers of the

e

Forces

The current .framework for special pay for medical officers of

the Armed Forces was set out in the Uniformed Services Health
Professionals Special Pay Act of 1980:
Variable Special Pay: Variable special pay is a monthly
entitlement based on the number of creditable years for special
pay purposes and the status of the member.
Variable Special Pay

Interns
Less than 6
6 but less than 8

Appendix A

$ 1,200
5,000
10,000

8 but less than 10
10 but less than 12
12 but less than 14
14 but less than 18
18 but less than 22

9,500
9,000
8,000
7,000
6,000

22 or more

5,000

Pay grade 07 and above

1,000

A-I

Board Certified Pay:

Board certified pay is also paid monthly

to medical officers who have obtained certification from an
approved medical or osteopathic specialty board. The amount of

entitlement is based on the number of creditable years for
special pay purposes.
Board Certified Pay

Less than 10
10 but less than 12
12 but less than 14
14 but less than 18
18 or more

2,000
2,500
3,000
4,000
5,000

Additional Special Pay: Additional special pay is payable to
all medical officers except those undergoing internship or
initial residency training, in return for an agreement to remain
on active duty for not less than one year. The bonus is payable
as a lump sum at the beginning of the committed period.
Additional Special Pay

Less than 10
10 or more

$ 9,000
10,000

Incentive Special Pay: Incentive special pay is also a lump sum
bonus payable, upon execution of an agreement to remain on
active duty for not less than one year, to selected medical
officers who are not undergoing internship or initial residency
training. Instructions from the Office of the Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs target this pay at
medical officers in specialties designated as critical. When
the pay was first authorized, the maximum bonus was $8,000 and
the total incentive pay budget was limited by law to 6 percent
of the entire outlay for all special pays. In 1987, however,
shortages continued to persist in specialties with critical
wartime skills. In order to provide the Services more
flexibility in developing compensation programs to attract these
hard-to-get medical officer specialties, Congress, in the FY
1988-1989 National Defense Authorization Act, removed the
limitations on incentive special pay. Payments were authorized
in excess of $8,000 to physicians in specialties designated as
needed wartime skills, and the 6 percent limitation on the
incentive special pay budget was eliminated beginning in FY
1989.
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Sn cial PaV for Dental Officers of theArMed ForZoes
The Defense Authorization Act for FY 1986 established a
special pay system for dental officers, similar to that for
medical officers. Variable special pay, board certified pay,
and additional special pay were included, but authority for
incentive special pay was not legislated. This bonus, targeted
at critical specialties, was not included for dental officers
because, at the time of passage of the legislation, no critical
shortages existed comparable to those for medical officers.
Although the types of pay parallel those of medical officers,
the rates are not identical. A description of the current
dental special pays follows:
Variable Special Pay: The rate of variable special pay is based
on the years of creditable service for special pay purposes. It
is paid as a monthly entitlement.
Variable Special Pay

Annual Rat

YearSat~us
Interns
less than 3
3 but less than 6
6 but less than 10
10 but less than 14
14 but less than 18
18 or more
Pay Grade 07 and above

$ 1,200
1,200
2,000
4,000
6,000
4,000
3,000
1,000

Board Certified Pay: Board certified pay is paid monthly to
dental officers certified by an approved dental specialty board.
The amount of entitlement is based on the number of creditable
years for special pay purposes.
Board Certified Pay
Yeara!Status
Less than 12
12 but less than 14
14 or more

Annual Rate
$ 2,000
3,000
4,000

Additional Special Pay: All dental officers not undergoing
internship or initial. residency training, who have at least
three years of creditable service and who execute an agreement
to remain on active duty for not less than one year, may receive
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this lump sun bonus. the amount of the bonus is based onl years
creditable service and is payable as a lump sum at the onset
of the arement period.
Additional Special Pay

Yeagau
3 but less than 14
14 but less than 18
18 or more

A-4.

Annua at
$ 6,000
6,000
10,000
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Appendix B.

Sample Data from the Revised REIMS 1987 Database
for Army Selected Reserve Units

The RE
S database for the Army Reserve Components for 1987
is representative of ongoing improvements in the ability of the

DoD to monitor health care skills at the specialty level, both
in terms of fill rates and skill qualification levels. The
revised 1987 version incorporates two additional features that
permit a more functional interpretation of the data and of
personnel readiness. The original database identified as skill
qualified only individuals who possessed a primary skill

equivalent to that designated for the assigned billet.
However, a substantial number of military personnel are
qualified in more than one skill. Additionally, individuals
with advanced skill levels in a given field would, in most
cases, be able to fill the requirements of a duty position
designated at a lower skill level. Finally, there are other
skills, not in the same skill progression path, which are
adequately similar in nature to permit substitution of
personnel. Knowledge of such multiple skill capabilities and
their logical substitution is necessary for a complete
assessment of available personnel capability.
The 1987 REMMIS database has adopted an expanded definition of
duty qualification that includes secondary and additional skills
as well as limited skill substitutions. This expansion of the
parameters for skill qualification provides a more accurate
assessment of readiness, and in many skills, increases the
number of personnel who are classified as skill-qualified.
*which
*shows

Shown below are excerpts from the revised REMMIS database
display personnel data based on wartime requirements. The
first column lists Army health care skills and the second column
the wartime authorizations for those skills in Army
Selected Reserve units. Data is shown for the Army National
Guard and Army Reserve combined, as well as for each component.
Column 3 indicates the number of personnel assigned to those
units as of September 30, 1987. Column 4 (P-DY) represents the
number of reservists who show a primary skill the same as that
required by the duty position. The fifth column (MATCH)
includes those members assigned to positions that match their
primary skills, adds reservists whose secondary skill matches
the duty specialty, and also adds those who meet the skill
substitutability criteria. The "MATCH" column is therefore
generally larger than the preceding column based on only a match
of the primary skill and the duty skill requirement. The last
four columns display the status of those individuals whose
Appendfx 1
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skills are not classified as matching the requirement of the
duty position. These assigned reservists may have other medical
skills, nonmedical skills, be in training, or have an unknown
status.
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All respondents to the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys were
given the opportunity to comment at the end of the
questionnaire, where the following prompt appeared:
We're interested in any comments you'd like to make
about Guard/Reserve personnel policies - whether or
not the topic was covered in this survey. Do you have
any comments?
Respondents also marked a coded response block indicating
whether or not they had filled out a comment sheet. This
enabled the QRNC to determine the percentage of respondents, in
various categories and with varying attitudes on major issues,
who filled out comment sheets. By comparing the characteristics
and attitudes of those who provided comments with those who did
not, it was then possible to judge the extent to which those who
provided comments were representative of all respondents.
Overall, one of four officers and one of every five enlisted

members provided written comments. Senior members in both
officer and enlisted categories were somewhat more likely to
have provided comments. There were only slight differences
between those who commented and those who did not; differences
related to the sex of the respondent, their intent to stay in
the reserve, or their overall satisfaction. Those dissatisfied
or very dissatisfied with pay and benefits or with leadership or
training were more likely to comment than those who were
satisfied with these aspects of their service.
About one of every Live spouses who responded to the survey
provided written comments. Unlike the members, the percent of
spouses who provided comments did not vary by the member's pay
grade. Whether or not the spouse had previously served in the
military did not affect the percentage who provided comments.
Neither the participation status of the member--part-time unit

member, INA, military technician or AGR/TAR--nor the likelihood
of the member staying in the reserve for a full career affected
the rate at which spouse comments were provided. Spouses who
were dissatisfied with the member's pay and allowances or with
the member's participation in the reserve were about twice as
likely to have provided comments than those who were satisfied,
favorable or indifferent on these matters. About one out of
five spouse comments was written by an individual who was
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dissatisfied with their spouse's reserve pay and allowances.

In

aggregate, it appears that those providing comments were
representative of the population surveyed.

Although the National Guard and Reserve members and their
spouses who provided additional written comments appear to be
generally representative of the population surveyed, the
comments included in this appendix cannot be said to be
representative. The process of screening over 20,000 comment
sheets was systematic, however, and does provide additional
insight into the issues being considered. QRNC staff members
who had participated in the unit visit
program read through the
comments and used predesignated codes to identify categories of

comments for subsequent review.

Most of these categories

related to compensation or other personnel issues affecting
overall satisfaction with the Guard and Reserve. The coded
comments were then reviewed, and representative comments on each
subject recorded. A brief sample of the comments provided by
medical personnel and their spouses are presented below.

A=m

National Guard

Officers
"My official unit is. a combat support hospital, but I am
attached to an aviation unit as medical support. If I were not
attached out, I doubt that I would still be a member of the
National Guard. In my present assignment, I feel that I am

making a significant contribution in many ways, I respect the
leadership, the work is challenging and in a totally different
environment than my civilian position although I use many of my
professional skills. I learn something new each time I drill.
Many of my associates are professionals in other specialties and
have become valuable resources to me personally and
professionally. Unfortunately, the leadership and challenge in
my parent unit is sorely lacking. I see many talented people
underutilized and discouraged. The situation has been allowed
to continue for as long as I have been a member of the NG.
Opportunities for change seem to be acively obstructed. I
believe this to be a very serious problem which is why I have
taken the time to respond."
"As Clinical Laboratory Officer for an Army National Guard
evacuation hospital, my most difficult task is training. An
insufficient amount of MOS training time and shortages or lack
of vital equipment are the largest contributors to inadequate
training. On a typical NUTA 4 weekend drill, only 6-7 hours is
allotted for MOS specific training. The remainder of time is
spend on basic soldier skills or miscellaneous details such as
KP. These items are important, but I feel proficiency in your
primary MOS is essential. Annual training provides a block of
C-2
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time for concentrated instruction, however, its occurrence is
only aV= a year. Even though there is the availability of time
during annual training, effective learning is not always
achieved due to a serious lack of equipment. I have attempted
to obtain the reagents, instruments, and materials necessary to
teach basic 921 skills. Due to VMO non-authorization of
certain equipment, more than 33% of the 92D NOS skill -level I
tasks can NOT be taught, practiced, or evaluated. How can

partially trained soldiers be expected to proficiently perform

unfamiliar tasks under the stressful conditions.of war?
must be prepared to be good."

They

"My Job as a Registered Nurse has involved 6 years as a full
time hospital supervisor and 2 years as a part time supervisor

*
*to

of a 300 bed medical center. I believe in iy service in the
National Guard but I have seen very poor examples of personnel
supervision and this includes officers as well as enlisted
personnel. Ineffective communication and lack of the ability to
delegate duties along with very poor follow up are glaring
problems in my opinion. Since I have no prior military
experience I realize that I don't understand many areas of
military procedures. I received a direct commission, which I
would not recommend to any one with no prior military
experience. I have received very little orientation, and what
little I have learned has been by trial and error. I am in a
Medical Battalion which seems to have no use or any idea of what
do with me. For the year of 1985 I did essentially nothing
except a few caliper measurements, some immunizations and my
duties at Annual Training. I do want to serve my country, but
my association with the Army National Guard is becoming
frustrating and unfulfilling."
"Professional people do not need to have the same number of
drills as other members who do not spend their civilian time in
an identical occupation."
"I am fed up with the inequities in pay and promotions that
affect Physician Assistants. I went to the USAF Physician
Assistant program through the ARNG. My classmates that are in
the Air Force are now captains (03) and I am a CW2 and not even
promotable for 2 more years. The Navy, even though they make
Physician Assistants Warrant Officers, promotes much faster than
the Army."
"I am a physician. One of the most attractive features of the
guard for me is the opportunity to use some of my active duty
time for continuing medical education. It is difficult for me
to afford this education without the financial help. The
education is helpful for me in both my civilian job and military
job. I hope this opportunity continues."
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Spoume. of offboerm
"Guard drills are too boring. His smmer camp requires him to
treat supurn and poison ivy which is far away from h$s
Specialtyj field in medicine.

He gets bored.

There isn't

a lot

to lure him back to sUmmer camp at the same place every year
when his practice suffers & he makes less money."

eMy husband has to Ue his own medical equipment when working
at the Dispensary. No opportunities for Physician Assistant in
rank advancements."
Enlisted Numbers
"There is no medical training for our Special Forces qualified
medics.

Nearest military post is

60 miles."

"I have extensive prior military training in the medical 91B
series. I have found the training level of my piers and subordinates to be extremely low.
Further the Guard does not even
permit my men to use the limited skills the have at Annual
Training or drill times."
"I feel that the National Guard should provide funds for
additional training by members at civilian facilities on their
own time. For example, many medical specialists find it
necessary to go through Emergency Medical Technician training at
their own expense. Many more individuals would like to do this,
but firancing is a major factor in preventing them from doing
so. Also, I am dissatisfied with the opportunity for promotion
in the medical MOS's. I've been a medic 91A for over 4 years.
The Combat arms JOS's are full of NCO's who have less time in
service and less training. Medical personnel are highly trained
and skilled professionals. If there is no opportunity for
promotion there is very little initiative to remain in the
medical section or even in the Guard."
"I am a flight medic in an air ambulance company, and would
like
comment
we've had
recently.trying
For quite
some to
time
severalonofsome
the problems
medics and
convince our unit leaders
that we doNCOs
not have
have been
the proper to
training or equipment to provide adequate medical care to the
sick and injured. Although several us work full time on
ambulances and rescue units, and several were medics in Viet
Nam, we were dismissed as not understanding 'our mission.' It
seems
this mission is to be a flying club for pilots and flight
surgeons
than to treat and evacuate injured troops."
"I am a flight medic. I will pick up Z-6 (we are slotted E-5
flight medics) and can still fly but to pick up 2-7 I would have
to transfer to another unit. I enjoy my unit very much. I feel
we are the best unit in the Guard system and as a M.A.S.T. unit.
C-4
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satisfaction in our work with the.civilian populafeel grat
tiOn. My,-question Is 'why can't I look forward to 1-7 possibly
B-8 pro!ot~en, still fly & rmain with my unit as a flight
medic?"
"I an in a medical section and have attained the highest rank
I can according to regulation. Why is it that we can have no
enlisted men over the rank of 36? 1 feel I must leave my 10 to
attain any more rank, and that is in my book contrary to the
purpose of our OS training, why should we have to transfer to
an unknown NO8 job just to get more rank. I don't understand."
*As a medical lab technologist I am assigned to a small
medical unit. In the 2 years I've been in the unit we have
never received any supplies except at annual training. The
supplies we've received there have, for the most part, been
appropriated through 'begging.' Lab wise, I can honestly say,
that all of the supplies I've been able to get are a result of
people I know on active duty being generous to me. Supply
requisitions are filled out and turned in 3-4 times a year only
to be disapproved by higher authorities. This same situation
applies to medications and general medical supplies."

&nWReserve
Officers
"94F series-NOS has no real future. A1KED policy administered
in Reserve component MD's 'too special' for their contribution
to Corps."
"Every time I put on a uniform I lose money in my office
because of (1) lost revenue, (2) massive overhead, which totals
approx 1000/day. The First Army Augmentation Detatchment (FAAD)
allows me to serve and also to minimize personal economic loss
by allowing flexibility with drill dates. Individual units
though are sometimes apt to discriminate against FAAD physicians
either actxvenX or g
ivly : of resentment of not being w/unit
every weekend; of out of sight - out of mind. This is
particularly reflected in promotion-related areas. It sometimes
becomes difficult to become enthusiastic about - giving up
valuable free time that could be spent personally/other educat.
training - losing money - when the units you are assigned to
forget about your (1) poin,
(2) mispay you for 2 years and
send you a bill for $800, (3) lose your records, (4) continually
made administrative errors."
"I am a physician making $100,000/yr. in an emergency room
practice (I make $41/Hour). I lose money going to drills, etc.
unless I go to Continuing Medical Education (CxE's) (I'm in the
FADD program). However, I still can't get a full weekend drill
Appendtx C
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credit for attending 3-4 days of civilian CUR since a full day
counts as only one drill period. (1) There needs to be greater
in ttY*E or
credit given to doctors in the reserves, uKreatr
they just won't stay in reserves.

(2) The 2 M

just to get

paid and orders request, etc. is excessive. (3) The biggest
problem a easy. conoise,
-nsandable
nfoxmatJon about pay,
benefits#,- etc. is hard to come by in the USR. (4) When I do
support my unit I'm attached to I dent relly
undersad xv
re
1wnmIilitiA.
(5) The only reason I'm staying in UShR is
because of the FADD program, but there is still notsnnggo
jngM
ujyt. I would really like to see more benefits to
family's out of USAR officers and enlisted. (6) The 5
reauired - unit guDMort - Active duty training/yr. is very hard
on me - I lose $2,000 - (before my Army pay) and have to work
hard before I go and when I come back at my job. Please don't
just throw this in file #13.
I took a lot of tine and effort,
trying to give you honest - straight forward comments."
"in the medical field the whole army is understaffed which
would hurt the Aray's preparedness in the case of even a small
crisis."

"I am very dissatisfied with the 'Muta 5' overnite drills. I
work full time and over nite drills are exhausting. When I
return to work on Monday I am tired and the quality of my work
suffers. I work in a critical care area in the health care
field. My patients are ultimately the ones who suffer. My
employers attitude is one of 'How much longer do you have to do
this?' My fellow employees must pick up for my slack. When one
is a reservist it is not just he who has made the commitment.
His fellow employees, not to mention his family, are also
hindered with extra work and responsibilities. For the parttime employee or the single person this may not present a
problem. But for myself, I find myself depending on then to
help me with things that are my responsibility and I can not
take care of especially during weekends which are the overnite
'Muta 5'."
"The USAR program has improved since I joined. Retention
remains a problem. Real training takes creative thinking. I do
not have time to get my operating room section trained to the
standards we need for war. I need two days before each drill
and several days before annual training to be the Head Nurse of
the Operating Room I want to be. NCO's need to be more skilled
and smarter. Self esteem is a problem for NCO's. I appreciate
USAR sending me to professional meetings. I could not afford to
go otherwise."
"I am in a Medical Unit. The physicians in the unit have been
given (by our higher headquarters) the flexibility to conduct
their own training on an individual basis -At a time and location
of their own choice. Nearly all physicians have abused this
6th QRWC
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privilege and our comoander (who is

also an MD)

is

powerless to

do anything. I am told that the problem identified above is a
nation-wide policy (that is, all physicians in .the Reserve are
given the freedom to do what they like, when they like, and
where they like). The rationale I an told is-that 'higher ups

look good' if their ND popitions are filled. I an also told
that if we dtd not have such a lenient policy, we would lose the
p iysicians. As a soldier, I "a morale in our unit suffer when
some are required to be at training and others are not
(especially when those who are not required to be at training
mock the system and publicly acknowledge the fact that they are
getting paid for doing nothing more than signing a pay slip. As
a taxpayer, I see my own dollars going to waste."
"Resent the type of housing we are given at annual training filthy, noisy, hot, long way from place of work, & totally
substandard."
"I am in a MASH unit. When I joined the Army, I felt my pay
to be good. Now, I find we are in the field zore and more spending lg hours training - I am exhausted by Monday when I
return to work. I have noticed that other units (Hospitalbased) do not have such extensive training yet earn the same
pay. I am now wondering why should I do all this physical work
-

getting 3-4 hours sleep in a cold tent (if I'm lucky) - when

another unit makes the same mone but does not set up 'bubbles'
and work all night in rain and cold! X= of our officers have
left our unit -there is little incentive t stay.- and no 'L.gn
k' either. For five years I have been very proud to be
tJbL
in a MASH unit and have served well. But I doubt now that I'll
do five more."
"During weekend drill unable to work in critical care also
unable (due to contract with hospital) to give meds, or do major
procedures. Therefore, feel have regressed 14 years to nurse
aide and/or student nurse."
"I think you need to remember most medical people work
weekends & use thir weekend for drill. The medical corps will
suffer greatly if you extend the weekend drills. I sure would
like to see us stay busy on drill weekends & learn something.
The only ones who really know anything are yiax prior service.
If we were to go to war tomorrow I know nursing skills but as
far as military I know enough to get by. But we have Captains
and Majors etc who have never served active and don't know much
of military skills. As wall we have mpmbers El to E5 who have
never served active and they know nothing in military skills or
medical. We would be in severe trouble, I feel and I dread the
day I would have to go with our unit. I feel the CTT is helpful
but I guess once a year exposure isnt enough. Doing 6 months
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this year has helped because realistically how many people are
going to study for their military job when you have a civilian
one that keeps you busy.O
"I think all military units should have complete up-to-date
medical instruments to examine properly enlisted or any military
personnel especially if they have to be assigned overseas.
we
don't have good (working well) instruments even to examine or do
simple screening physicals (they are old & broken-down). We
don't have enough supplies (some are expired) to use. Doctors
have touse & bring their own medical or clinical instruments.*
"There appears to be an over abundance of officers in the
Nurse Corps because only a select few are allowed to do
administrative duties. This is ineffective for other senior
officers in the unit. After all it doesn't take a Registered
Nurse to complete nursing tasks on the unit."
"My section (nursing) does not keep us informed as to schools
available, military update, and is not supportive of personal
needs & growth professionally."
"I am a nurse in a field hospital unit. I have spent 13 years
of my reserve duty in field hospital or combat support hospital

troop units. My NO is 66H/66E. I gladly serve in these units.
However, I spend a great deal of time and energy maintaining
records, uniforms, field equipment (personal) physical fitness,
teaching classes, and continuing education for secondary ASI66E.
I spend about 48 hours a month per year for paperwork, uniform,
and equipment (not including drill). I spend about $500.00/year
total for continuing education for 66E. These demands are
increasing almost yearly. I believe that Reserve benefits
should be increased. More benefits to assist with continuing
education should also be increased. The Army Medical Department
is unique in that health care workers - doctors, nurses, etc.
must maintain clinical as well as AM And field skills especially if assigned to field units. Request increased

compensation for additional time & sacrifices for those in
field/CDT support and MASH units. Once again I gladly serve and
am ready for deployment should this occur."
"I hold a critical MOS as an Operating Room Nurse. At my
civilian job, I am an assistant head nurse in a very large and
busy trauma facility. I am on call at the civilian hospital
once every month, and attending drills once a month (quite a few
of those being MUTA 5). As of May 24 thru June 29, because of
annual training, MUTA 5, and my civilian job, I'll have had one
day off."
"I find it very frustrating and disturbing that we are
permitted to join the USAR, given an NOS then not permitted to
function in that capacity. The only rational explanation is
6th ORPC Reprt
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that were sldiers first and tochnical professionals second. I
dislike all the Adinistrative paperwork but realize that it's
a
necessity. I would like to be able to spend more of my time in
my NW (68F) because it 1 directly related to patient care."
"Training for medical units where actual local hospitals are

utilized for training purposes should be much more coordinated.
instead of getting 6-7 hours of training per drill period we
usually get only four or five due to various requirements from

unit headquarters."

RAs a professional person (dentist) I feel we should have the
same privileges as HD's. That is, professional pay, and should
have the privilege of fragmented active duty instead of 2 weeks
AT."

"I am a NSC officer (0-2) with 12 years of service.

I

understand that of my 8 ADT periods left, 3 must be spent on
Command & General Staff. That leaves only 5 ADT periods left to
work & learn ir.my specialty (68)."
arr reserve unit is a general hospital. One of its main
problems is that it's so large (4 satellites and 2 other
sections). Communications are difficult to coordinate. This
means spending 6-8 hours per month on trying to stay informed on
unit activities, attending staff meetings, developing training
schedules, etc. Realistically I don't have time to accomplish
administrative paperwork during my week-end drill. Sometimes
it's a real hassle to try to get it done during the week. Also
now that there is a local medical training facility, our AT's
have been planned there in '85 & '86. I feel more valuable
training should be arranged to co as a unit to a MEDDAC or
MEDEEN to get realistic training in how to function as a G.H. or
to be assigned in sections to attached to field or evac
hospitals performing support missions."
"My unit is a 100-bed general hospital with 600 plus
personnel. The shortage of authorized full time staff,
especially in the training and operations area (only 1
technician authorized) is detrimental to training and
mobilization readiness."
0I am a physician's assistant, CW2 attached to a general
hospital and assigned to the physical examination section of the
unit. My background consists of graduation from a civilian
accredited physician's assistant program, eight years of
teaching clinical medicine in a university program, and
presently three years of clinical practice in an occupational
setting. I have virtually no experience in internal medicine or
emergency room medicine, very little experience with
pharmacology. I have extensive training and experience in
physical assessment, orthopedic assessment and treatment and
Appidix C
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radiology. I have limited experience in suturing techniques,
interpretation of laboratory tests, interpretation of
radiographs other than orthopedic cases, etc.

Given the above

brief assessment of my strengths and weaknesses,

I would think

it more practical for me to be assigned to one or our hospital
satellite settings wher I could expand my knowledge and
clinical skills rather than be assigned to the physical
examination section of our hospital, since this only reinforces
In our section, there are two nurse
my civilian experiences.
practitioners and myself. One nurse practitioner who has a
civilian occupation as a clinical instructor and is not in any
clinical practice setting, is assigned to the weight control
program at our unit. Surely, this is another example of not
utilizing proper resources for the training of individuals, nor
is it a practical use of manpower for our unit."
"I do get a lot of reward from Association. of Military
Surgeons yearly meetings and, as an ANEDD officer, can use the

one active duty for training period per year for continuing
health education. That is valuablel"
"Quality and quantity of medical equipment (MUST, instruments,
etc.) available to reserve medical units is totally inadequate.
More pay and more flexible training policies will be needed to
attract sufficient physicians for the reserves. Lacking these
this country needs a 'doctor' draft."
"I am a dentist. I feel that &W straight weeks active duty
training every year is actually a hardship for dentists in
private practice. There has to be more feibility in allowing
dentists and physicians in private practice to FRAGME their
AT's."
"Mine was a large medical unit. There was not adequate time
to train bh good soldiers and good medical personnel. In my
new position, I have discovered a large medical unit which has
had the same Chief Nurse for about 8 yrs, creating problems in
subordinate units, promotion & leadership mobility problems.
What about tenure policies? Look at 91C requirements.
Reorganized MTOES created lots of 91C vacancies for the Reserves
with no way to fill them. Civilian agencies are laying off
LPN's & going to all RN staffs, so civilian employment is not
sellable. Few Reservists can take off a year to attend ABS or
civilian contract school. The 2076 program is good & now
exportable, but takes a long time (2-2 1/2 years) & is not for
everyone. I think the Reserves keeps shooting itself in the
foot. I have the same problem with the work requirements for
nurses to join the Reserves, especially in light of the fact
that no professional nursing experience is required to stay in
(I know there was talk of requiring a token 8 hours per month).
Where is your mobilization asset then?"

C-l0
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"Walter Reed Army Institute of Nursing (WRAIN) was the best
professional education I could have received both as a nurse and
an officer. I have always appreciated that opportunity and
would make that investment again as a taxpayer."
"Continuing medical/dental education opportunity is a major

reason for my staying in the reserves.

Do not remove or even

temporarily discontinue.u

"I am a Medical Service Corps. Professional, a Podiatrist.
The greatest problem I have now is that I receive no help from
RCPAC in making the required 50 points each year without great
amounts of time spent going distances away from a busy private
practice. I am in a rural area, and receive very little support
from my contact officer."
"Why is it becoming mandatory that nurses should work so many
hours a year in a civilian nursing job to remain in the
reserves."

Spouses of Officers
"My wife is a member of the Army Nurse Medical Reserve unit.
She is physically fit passing all the required PT tests. She is
the person in the unit that when there's a difficult job that
needs to be done--they come to her. However, because of the
Army's - 'over lean & trim' weight program, she is constantly on
or on the verge of being put on the weight program. This over
emphasized program is distracting from her feelings towards the
reserves, performance, & desire to remain in the Reserves."
"Planning of drills seems to be erratic in the field hospital
unit to which my wife belongs. Also, she has 5 drills per
weekend at times and I don't understand why 5 some weekends and
4 other weekends."
"They seem to be trying to make people miserable so they will
leave. My wife is a nurse on a surgical floor and has ten years
experience. She does not need the hassle."
"Our only problem with Reserve duty is that as a dentist, when
my husband is out of the officer for 2 weeks annual training AUl
our income stops, but our bills and overhead do not. The pay he
receives for this training doesnt come close to what he would
make working in his office. This creates quite a great
financial strain. It would be much easier for us if this
training could be broken up into shorter time increments and
spread throughout the year."
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"My wife in a nurse who is constantly frustrated vith 2
policies:
(1) The large amount of time spent in

non-medical (fighting)

activities
(2) The projected requirement to work in nursing beyond the
reserve time. This, even though she is a full-time graduate
student in nursing getting a Ph.D. Isn't schooling directly
related to her reserve duties enough to keep her current?
These factors will probably cause her to leave the reserves this
fall."
Enlisted Members
"Generakl hospital enlisted personnel have been trying to get
to NCO school for years, ie: 80-150 sign up to go & 2 people
are scheduled. This is discouraging."
"We could do much better with more up to date equipment. Many
in our unit are RN's, LPN's, ENT's etc. I'm merely a combat
medic and feel a bit out of place. I'd much rather train and
practice in my own NOS than study advanced nur3ing skills."
"I am currently an E4 with a 92B MOS. Since I have returned
from Med Lab Specialist school in Aug '83, I have had only 9n
opportunity to work in our unit's lab, and that was during
Annual Training in 1984. I feel my MOS skills have suffered
g
due to my lack of OJT."
"I am currently serving in a field hospital, and while my tent
erecting skills are fantastic, my NOS skills (91D) suffer
greatly. I feel that the emphasis on common tasks for enlisted
is wrong."
"I am a certified medical technologist in civilian life,
certification requires a college degree with a 1 year hospital
internship. I am an E-4, 92310 (medical lab specialist) in my
reserve unit. I feel I am qualified for more rank due to my
civilian education and work experience. Also, most of the
enlisted members who outrank me, have little or no experience in
laboratory medicine & would require a great deal of supervision
to function in a military hospital."
Spouses of Enlisted Membor
"Why should my husband be penalized and be 'frozen in rank'

(E-5) for the past 3 years because the General Hospital is top
heavy in E-6s? He has gone to many Army schools and is
currently an instructor for training 91D."
"Having been an active duty dependent, I have found the
reserves to be an example of the Army at its worst. The nonprior service NCOs and officers frequently have no idea what
6th QRNC Report
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they are doing. The ineptitude and lack of military bearing are
The general hospital may be even the worst of the
appalling.

Reserves I I"

Officer
"I would like to see more offered to the nurses in the line of
Combat Casualty Training. ACDUTRA in the Naval Hospitals that
I've attended has not increased my skills, nor is it
challenging.
I receive adequate training in my Civilian
Occupation."
"I am very frustrated with the continual reorganization of
Naval Reserve Medical units. Retention is very difficult with
the constant turmoil, morale drops and it is a real struggle to
put the pieces back together & continue good effective consolidated training"
"I an dissatisfied with the military pay for physicians;
especially because there is no bonus allowance.
Because of this
I find it near impossible to recruit physicians into the active
reserve. They can usually make twice the amount moonlighting,
elsewhere, with far less demands on their time from administration including training), paperwork, etc."
"As C.O. of a medical unit, I am dissatisfied with the
training facilities available to the unit. With no military

medical facilities within 100 miles, all local training must be
didactic. WET's help, but are too infrequent and require
inordinate amounts of paperwork to accomplish. WET's also
require an extra non-pay drill since travel to the WET site must
occur on the day prior to the scheduled drills. Additionally,
use of unit medical officers to perform RESCEN physicals
prevents them from taking part in unit training."
"Please remember that osteopathic medical doctors comprise a
sizable number of the Navy's medical professionals."
"Mobilization would devastate me financially. I suggest that
the reserves establish an income replacement program in the form
of an insurance policy not unlike a disability insurance program
to go into effect during mobilization (e.g., with Lloyds of
London, etc.) the policy costs could be deducted from military
reserve pay if necessary. This could apply, for example, to all
professional people or self employed people or others with high
income. Also ACDUTRA pay for doctors should be the same as for
active duty doctors including ALL incentive bonuses, etc."
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1 camse in to obtain degree.

I was already a diploma nurse

with a RN license. NJ= programl I went to school (university)
then 'paid back' 3 yrs active duty.
"Nurse Corps Officers in the Naval Reserves are often abused

when on their 12 days ACDUTRA.

Frequently, they are made to

work 12 days straight without any days off - because they are
No
short or to let an active duty nurse have the weekend off.
other disciplines are made to do this (ie doctors, medical
service corps).
Frequently, they are made to work off shifts
(His) where there are less active duty personnel available to
With the above problem, it is
train the Naval Reserve Nurse.
and retain Nurse Corps Officers
extremely difficult &
No one wants to be abused no matter how
in the Naval Reserves.
No
much money you pay them or how many benefits you offer them.
one would want three or more weeks active duty if you are not
allowed any days off to rest. If a nurse is mentally and
physically exhausted, they are more likely to make mistakes that
could hurt someone.
*There is a serious problem with a lack of support from the
active duty people in areas of training, e.g. no instructors,
training aids, movies, etc., as scheduled and promised; and in
administrative support such as typing, etc. In 14 years of
association with the supporting active duty naval base the
reserve medical unit has yet to have a stable office space with
any type of secure spaces, e.g. lockable file cabinets."
ONavy people are the finest, most professional, dedicated, and
nicest I've ever associated with. Their technical expertise &
'can-do' spirit are incomparable. My husband, who has never
been in the military, not only agrees, but recruits for the
military in general & the Navy in specific."
Air National Guard
Officer
NI currently live in Michigan and must drive to Pennsylvania
for my drills, because this is the closest ANG location that has
an authorization for my AFSC (9125A). The round trip drive
exceeds 600 miles, which requires me to leave work several hours
early the Friday before the drill and means I don't arrive back
home until very late Sunday nights. I want to continue in my
current unit in my present position, but the extra time and
driving is a substantial drain on both myself and my family;
also it is quite expensive. To ease this burden, I would
suggest that the applicable ANG regulations concerning training
be revised to permit more liberal allowances in the area of EQTs
and SUTAs. This might permit me to 'double up' on UTAs saving
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both time and money. I recognize that it is important to train
with my unit, but its also important for the unit to recognize
my situation and have the discretion to assist me."
"The ANG Nurse Corps requires o continuing education credits
per 3 years but yet offers little
in the way of military courses
&/orreimbursement for civilian professional courses that we
attend."

"As a civilian plastic surgeon it costs me money to go to
annual training, etc.

I feel that

all

professional Guards-

Persons should get similar extra pay as our AD counterparts do.
Commissary, travel and retirement benefits should also be equal.
Flight surgeons should have more flying equipment access and
more AFTP's and should be given occasions to go active duty

through Guard but for 4-5 yrs."

"Prefer more opportunities to attend military or civilian
schools appropriate for Reserve job responsibilities, e.g.,
aircraft accident investigation for flight surgeon, Air War
College, Red Flag. Prefer more flexible ACDUTRA assignments,

e.g. 2 weeks as a flight surgeon rather than 2 weeks with the
Reserve uni,
Need more training at active bases appropriate to
unit's responsibility if mobilized. Why not overseas duty?"

Enlisted Nembers
"In our unit, a medical group, we have approximately 98% of

the physicians who do not attend regularly. It is a source of
bad feelings among the enlisted and 2 physicians and nurses who
put in their time on the weekend. We understand that
emergencies arise and there are occasions that Doctors may have
to be called away, however when all 5 (perhaps more, I am not
certain to the total assigned) have never been in attendance at
the scheduled time, it is difficult to follow their leadership.
There are days when they will put in 1/2 an hour (at their
discretion) and be paid for the entire day. Those who
faithfully attend are becoming increasingly dissatisfied and
several have refused to reenlist. Our First Sergeant is visibly
intimidated by the Physician's rank and position and will not
express dissatisfaction in their actions. The entire base is
aware of our situation as during physical training time there
have been units that have had to wait hours until we were able
to contact a Doctor and ask that he show up to monitor the
walk/run."
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Officer
"There is only one Lt Cal slot for nurses in my unit. I think
th
like ta
J3=
there should be opportunity to advance to
ptyaj.ijns. Also, because our unit manning changed, after 14
years in the same unit, I'm in an overage position - not that
I'll be kicked out - but you never know what the next move in
the military will be."
"When on Reserve duty - if I use vacation time I keep military
pay. If I receive military leave from the clinic my civilian
pay continues and I return military pay to the clinic. In
general I have been very satisfied in my reserve participation mostly because of the amount of latitude given to allow me to
participate even though I have a busy practice. I wish there
were more local benefits i.e. commissary - Exchange - space
available for self and spouse. The pay is not a primary factor
in participation although I would be in big trouble if I had to
be mobilized because of fixed debts."
"I am a surgeon with a busy practice . 2 weeks annual tour
interferes with my work and family life. It cuts into the
vacation time for family. I would like to make followup suggestions.
(1) Physician be allowed to take specialty training courses
at reputed military or civilian hospitals in place of annual
tour.
(2) More family participation in the unit activities and the
opportunity to join the annual tour."
"It is somewhat disconcerting to practice as a dentist in the
reserve and not receive professional pay during my active duty
training. In the past I was paid professional pay, but now the
reserve dentists are not. I have to credential, keep current
with my continuing health education, and yet I do not receive
professional pay. I am doing the same things as my active duty
-ounterpart and am held to the same stands. Why the
4iscrimination if I'm suppose to part of the team?"
"Not enough time on weekend to effectively train medtechs and
perform extra assigned duties that must be performed on weekend,
but which take you away from the duty area where tech training
occurs. Also physical exams, mobility classes and training

interrupts the needed time on the medical floors for tech
training - this is important if techs are to learn & give high

quality medical care to patients."
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"This is an Aeromedical Rvacuation Squadron.
The training
demands are high due to our medical mission.
The chemical
warfare, small arms etc., etc. training is making it difficult
to keep medical training objectives in sightt"
Spouses of Officer
"I feel it is unfair for my vife to be expected to work extra
days for Reserves without being paid when others (i.e. Chief
Nurse and Asst. Chief Nurse) get all the mandays they want. But
since the chief nurse signs her OER, she can't grip. too much
without it affecting her later."
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PREFACE

A

The 6th Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation (6th QRMC)
was organized in October of 1986 to fulfill the direction of the
President of the United States; "conduct a complete review of
the principles and concepts of the compensation system for
members of the uniformed services", and "report to me...options
and recommendations for improving the current reserve
compensation system." Specific to the President's direction was
the requirement, found in section 1008(b) of title 37, United
States Code, to submit a detailed report to Congress summarizing
the results of such a quadrennial review. Recommendations were
also to be included proposing changes in the statutory salary
system and other elements of the compensation structure provided
to members of the uniformed services.
In his letter of instruction, the President designated the
Secretary of Defense as Executive Agent for this review. The
Secretary, in turn, instructed the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Force Management & Personnel) to conduct the study. To
provide overall policy direction and guidance, a Coordination
Council was established, with the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Force Management and Personnel) and the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Reserve Affairs) as co-chairmen. Members included the
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health
Affairs), the Assistant Secretaries of the Army, Navy and Air
Force (Manpower and Reserve Affairs) and the Commandant of the
Coast Guard. The Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Military Manpower & Personnel Policy) served as Executive
Director of the review.
A further body, the 6th QRMC Steering Committee, was
established in January of 1987 in order to provide close
oversight and direction for the review. The Steering Committee
was composed of flag and general officers from each of the seven
National Guard and Reserve components and from the four active
DoD components. A general officer representing the Reserve
Components Medical Council was also named to the Steering
Committee.
Liaison was established with the Public Health Service and the
Commissioned Corps of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA). They did not participate in most
deliberations since the 6th QRMC review was entirely focused on
reserve compensation. Reserve members of the Uniformed PubliHealth Service do not actively participate unless on active
duty, and the NOAA Commissioned Corps has no reserve component.
Pref ce
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The technical st aff for the QRNC was developed in the
months of 1986 by assembling qualified individuals from
active and reserve components. By January 1, 1987, all
and steering committee members had convened, commencing
efforts of the review.

last
the
staff
the

This volume is part of the report of the 6th Quadrennial
Review of Military Compensation. Unlike other volumes, where
the focus is on specific structural and technical issues, this
volume reports the results of a comprehensive review of the
entire compensation system for the part-time membership of the
Selected Reserves. The system is examined in its functional
context; that is, it is reviewed as it serves in the social and
economic environment to produce the forces and levels of
readiness required by the demands of modern war for a Nation
with global alliances and commitments and a policy of volunteer
service.
In reporting results, this volume first examines the
requirements of war and the social and economic environment in
which the system functions. Next, it analyzes the compensation
system and the structure and readiness of the forces. Finally,
this Volume II describes the role of compensation initiatives in
alleviating readiness shortfalls.
Volume II describes the critical role of Selected Reserve
forces in the Total Force, providing the context for evaluating
the importance of meeting the readiness requirements and other
personnel objectives of the reserves. This role, much increased
in recent years, is shown as far more integral and far more
important in the opening days of overseas deployment than was
the case when the present compensation concept was adopted.
The compensation environment for the part-time reservist, and
particularly the way that competing demands of school, family,
and civilian employment interact and compete, is analyzed and
elaborated. The income from civilian work and military activity
is measured and described. Composition of the components
changes as members grow older and rise in rank; these changes
are determined and are associated with the factors of both
environment and compensation. The volume examines the
relationship between retention and the interaction of the
elements of compensation and environment, especially as they act
to increase or decrease the net amount a member actually
receives from the pay tendered.
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Also included is an analysis of the linkage of pay elements
with the active duty system and the way in which reserve pay
policies combine with these elements. Relative differences

between the active and reserve compensation systems are
described and related to observed personnel behavior.

This volume goes on to examine force structures and the
attainment of readiness, actual and desired, for the seven Guard
and Reserve components. It then relates observed readiness and
training experience to the persistent personnel problems
examined earlier and discusses the extent to which compensation
elements can serve to meet readiness requirements more
effectively in the modern era. Finally it offers examples and
guidance for the further development of reserve compensation
initiatives.

During the course of the work of the 6th QRMC, numerous
presentations, briefings and discussion sessions were held.
These included presentations and discussions with the Military
Department Secretariats and Service staffs, of great assistance
but too numerous to mention here. In the Executive Branch,
assistance was provided by staff of the Office of Management and
Budget, Veterans' Administration, Department of Health and Human
Services, Department of Justice, and Department of Labor. As
noted above, liaison was also established with the Public Health
Service and the Commissioned Corps of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration. Staff of the General Accounting
office, Congressional Budget Office, and of the Senate and House
Armed Services Committees also were most helpful throughout the
review.
Communication with the Reserve Forces Policy Board, which has
a statutory role as advisor to the Secretary of Defense on
reserve issues, and with policy boards established within the
individual Services, were of great value to the QRMC both in
identifying issues and concerns and in providing feedback to the
QRMC staff as positions were being developed. In addition to
the Reserve Forces Policy Board, these groups included the
Senior Enlisted Advisors to the Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Reserve Affairs, the Joint Army/Air Force Reserve Forces
Policy Committee, the National Reserve Forces Policy Board
(Navy), the Secretary of the Navy's Advisory Council on Retired
Personnel, the Marine Corps Reserve Policy Board, and the Air
Force Reserve Policy Council. Participants in the Naval Reserve
Flag Officers Conference (1988) and the Reserve Center
Commanders Conference (1987) were also most helpful.

Prefece
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Additionally, several military associations provided forums on
one or more occasions for the discussion of issues and were most

gracious in providing formal association positions on National
Guard and Reserve compensation issues, membership survey
information, perspectives on the views of their membership, and
other valuable data and suggestions. These organizations
included the Adjutants General Association of the United States,
Air Force Sergeants Association, Council of Military
Organizations, Enlisted Association of the National Guard of the
United States, Fleet Reserve Association, Marine Corps Reserve
Officers Association, The Military Coalition, National Guard
Association of the United States, National Military Family
Association, Naval Reserve Association, Non-Commissioned
Officers Association, Reserve Officers Association, The Retired
Enlisted Association, and The Retired Officers Association.
Finally, within the Department
Defense Manpower Data Center and
deserve special mention for data
and advice at every stage of the

vI

of Defense the staffs of the
the DoD Office of the Actuary
assistance, support, analysis,
review.
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Chapter 1. RESERVES IN THE TOTAL FORCE:

AN OVERVIEW

In this volume and chapter, the 6th QRMC examines the expanded
role of reserve forces in national defense strategy and their
evolution under the influence of the numerous forces that shape
them. The pay system itself is considered, and the way in which
it encourages or discourages certain types of people or certain
types of behavior in those who participate part-time in the
Selected Reserve. The volume discusses the socioeconomic
environment in which the pay system must operate; it discusses
the trends in personnel readiness as well as current levels; and
it presents some conclusions about the ability of the present
pay system to support modifications that this review indicates
as required for part-time Selected Reserve members.
The 1970 report of the President's Commission on an
All-Volunteer Armed Force (Gates Commission) in its discussion
of the reserves, recognized that removing the supply of
draft-induced volunteers from the reserve components would
create severe challenges. The Commission had estimated that 75
percent of the enlisted reservists fulfilling their initial
obligation were there only because of the draft. "If
conscription is eliminated, how are these forces to be manned?"
they asked. 1 The report went on to forecast a reserve force
level under all-volunteer pay policies.
In 1983, reviewing the first 10 years of the All-Volunteer
Force (AVF), Brinkerhoff and Grissmer reported that the forecast
estimates of the Gates Commission had come very close to the
future mark but did so through a combination of large
compensating errors rather than by applying a clear vision of
attendant economic factors. 2 Moreover, successfully attaining
the required numbers of personnel is only a part (and not the
most important part) of reaching the level of readiness needed,
readiness that makes U.S. forces fully capable to deploy and
fight anywhere in the world.
Nearly 20 years have passed since the analysis supporting the
Gates Commission. These years have allowed significant advances
in data and in manpower modeling. In this volume, manpower
force structures are examined, not only in size but also in
"shape"; that is, in component, status, numerical distribution
by year of service, and flow rates. Insights are reported from
other studies since the beginning of the AVF era and from the
vast data resources of the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys,
comparing, where appropriate, with the active force survey of
1985. The growth of reserve missions is reviewed, both in size,
Reserves in the Totat Force: an Overview
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examining the impact of the AVF
in share, and in complexity:
Era changes on the demand for the necessary levels of
qualification as well as the difficulty of achieving these
levels.

Reserve Missions
In the four decades since the lessons of World War II were
incorporated into reserve personnel policies, there has been a
continuous evolution of concepts for the maintenance,
development, and use, in peace or in war, of the reserve
components. In the late 1940s, which may be usefully taken as
the beginning of the modern period, the supply of trained
individuals with wartime active duty experience far exceeded any
conceivable requirement short of total war and full
mobilization. Such a mobilization would have required retrieval
of familiar types of equipment from the vast stores left over
from World War II, a brief period of organization and refresher
training in familiar skills, and then deployment of reserve
forces to supplement the efforts of the actives holding the line
in the opening days. These active formations were fully
equipped and were furnished combat support and combat service
support by other active units; they required reserves only for
campaigns too large for their numbers or as replacements as the
campaign went on. Indeed, the Korean police action displayed,
in miniature, exactly this concept and function of reserve
forces as a supplemental manpower pool.
In subsequent years, the huge supply of World War II
experienced veterans aged and faded away. Presently, the
confluence of the realities of the all-volunteer policy and the
continuous pressure of fiscal constraint resulted in an
unprecedented dependence upon reserve forces for missions and
functions. This process accelerated with the announcement in
1973 of the "Total Force Policy," which specifically recognized
and encouraged the trend. As a result, by the mid-1980s, no
mission of any size could be executed by the active forces
without participation of reserves, who were called,
involuntarily, for their contributions.
In the Congress, support strengthened for sustained growth in
the reserve. In the Department of Defense Authorization Act of
1983, the House Armed Services Committee proposed reliance on
reserves as an alternative to increases in the active force:
Reserve personnel should be seriously considered as a
means of manning any force structure increases
proposed for Fiscal Year 1984 and beyond. In fact it
is the committee's position that the Department of
Defense should program the use of reserve personnel
for the new force structure initiatives, unless some
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The Senate Appropriations Committee vent an extra step during
the same year, stressing that it was better and less expensive
to rely on reserve forces, stating that "the committee is
convinced that by augmenting the strength and capabilities of
the Guard and Reserve forces, the military readiness of the
Armed Forces can be maintained at a lover cost with no
degradation to combat effectiveness." Although not supporting
the claim with illustrations or evidence, the Committee also
claimed that "for less cost the Reserve Components can perform
certain missions as well as, or better than Active Force
counterparts."
This strategy, although attractive in a time of fierce
competition for public resources, contains considerable risk.
Modern war is increasingly complex. For a nation supporting a
worldwide network of defensive alliances, the requirements for
military forces, operations, and logistics are imposing. They
are unique in application, and they are different in kind, as
well as degree, from the traditional reserve defense
requirements. No nation has ever relied so heavily on part-time
forces, mobilizing out of a peacetime posture, to accomplish
overseas deployments directly into combat. In many cases, the
forces transporting and protecting the movements are reserve
forces as well.
This strategy of reserve mobilization and movement, partly by
air and partly by sea, with air and sea protection furnished by
other reserve component forces, creates "event chains" in which
a series of complex operations must all be successfully
concluded to bring critical elements of force to bear in support
of the Nation's alliances. The absolute number of such
operations grows with the complexity of modern war as well as
the nature and location of the conflict at hand, none of which
can be predicted with precision. Since the active forces are
increasingly dependent on the successful deployment of reserve
combat support and combat service support, failure of individual
event chains has an impact out of proportion to the number of
failed events. For example, if the personnel and the vehicles
of a fuel service unit reach their planned place but the fuel is
lost through failure of, say, a reserve mine sweeping unit, not
only is the fuel operation at risk, but also the battlefield
survival of the active formation needing the fuel.
Figure 1-1 diagrams the interdependency of these "event
chains" as they might take place in a transoceanic movement of
forces. The functions of individual units are not statistically
independent; a unit failing in its function in one chain is
likely to fail its role in other event chains of which it is
Reserves In the Totol Force: an Overview
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also a link--and may cause the failure of another unit in the
chain. A unit performance failure does not necessarily mean
defeat for the whole chain: the 'opposing forces will have
i readiness and performance problems of their own and may fail to
take advantage of opportunities. It must be noted however, that
all the elements of the operation must succeed to create a
success, whereas only one of many interdiction efforts to defeat
it
would be msufficient
to ensure its failure.
,,
•AImm
mlm nnllln I~
Figure 1-2 shows the relative reserve dependency of a sample
portion of the forces (in this case airlift) whose performance
contributes to the event chains described above.
This phenomenon of increasing interdependence of operations
and of reliance on reserves for immediate deployment to
integrated missions is concentrated most heavily on a modest
number of reserve units. There are over 4,600 Army National
Guard and Reserve units, but less than 300 are required for the
first 30 days of deployment of the Rapid Deployment Force, and
only about 200 for the early deploying portion of the NATO
reenforcement. The others have similar but later roles. The
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airlift and protection forces, and similarly the sealift and sea
protection forces, number only a few hundred, and even less in
some scenarios.

For these immediate deploying units with a place in the
Nation's strategy that allows no time to fill out or "train up"
before moving out, the urgency of providing the highest level of
readiness is apparent. With the advent of the Total Force
policy in the 1970s, the situation began to change, and in the
1980s a policy was adopted to give equipment priority to units
that would be "first to fight," whether Active, Guard, or
Reserve.
This policy
furtheredin the
trend
and continues
to
produce significant
increases
modern
equipment
for the
reserve forces. Equivalent progress in personnel readiness has
been more difficult to achieve. Fiaure 1-3 shows the readiness
situation of the early deploying ur . %.-ompared with the Guard
and Army Reserve as a whole. Readir,-.
as measured by the
UNITREP system (currently the SORTS _ .em), has defied efforts
for improvement or concentration.
No administrative reporting system can capture all the
elements of combat success. The intangibles of war defy such
analysis; having reached a technical qualification does not
alone make an effective warrior; failing to achieve a
qualification does not preclude a member from useful
contribution in battle. Under the stimulus of combat,
Reserves In the Totat Force: an Overview
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individuals often perform with tireless inspiration, and
learning is accelerated. Finally, the enemy might be maintained
at an even lower state of readiness, and it is the relative
performance, not any absolute measure, that prevails.
Persistent indicators of low reserve personnel readiness are a
concern, however. In any case, achieving higher levels of
personnel readiness can only improve the chances of success,
which, as shown previously, must be very high for each unit in
the chain in order to be acceptable at all for the operation as
a whole.
In deployment and in battle, the key to success (insofar as
planning and preparation can provide for success) is in having
the needed numbers of trained and qualified people in the
Nation's units. As part of its study plan, the 6th QRMC
reviewed patterns of reserve personnel readiness. The report
describes the function of the compensation system in addressing
personnel readiness deficiencies.
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The Reserve Environment, Recruiting and Retention in the 1980s
Like the active force, the reserve force in the AVF Era

consists of officers and enlisted members serving their years of
part-time service as a result of free choice made in a setting
with both social and economic influences. Unlike active
members, however, reserve members remain under the continuing
daily influence of these factors for the majority of their life
decisions. Also unlike their active duty counterparts, reserve
members can (and all too often do) leave without notice or
completion of their enlistments when their circumstances or
their tastes change. This unprogrammed attrition, as this
section shows, is a prime contributor to the process that erodes
efforts to reach readiness objectives.
The requirements of modern war demand high levels of training.
They thus require that reserve participation be of an intensity
sufficient to achieve this training. However, the socioeconomic
climate of the United States in the last decades of the
twentieth century is progressively less conducive to reserve
participation when considering the increasing intensity
required. A number of factors are influencing this trend, and
they are examined in this volume; they have in common the
phenomenon that they bear most heavily on participation by the
younger members.
To begin with, there are fewer young people in the United
States than in recent years. Figure 1-4 shows the trend of the
Nation's manpower in the age groups of interest to the
recruiter. The decline in these age cohorts, although modest in
view of the very small fraction that will satisfy the demand for
active and reserve forces, is nevertheless adverse. The
challenge might be met by more efficient recruiting (for
example, covering areas or groups not before reached), by
assigning more recruiters, or by lowering accession needs
through better retention.

*active

Although the demography affects prospects with prior service
as well as those without, members leaving active service offer
advantage in most cases, because of the training investment and
duty experience and because they are known performers.
Table 1-1 shows the distribution experience of recent years
between affiliates with and without prior service. This
proportion reflects the particular needs of the several
components.

Reserve
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Table 1-1.

The numbers are caloulated from the United States Bureau
of Census, Current Population Report Series P-25, Report
Numbers 917, 952, and 965.

1986 Prior-Service Flow into the Reserve Components
(Enlisted)

onent

Veterans
Recr
e

Percent of
Total Gains

Army National Guard
Army Reserve
Naval Reserve
Marine Corps Reserve

38,492
54,293
29,397
5,836

46.5
61.6
81.5
39.8

Air National Guard
Air Force Reserve

8,038
10.965

61.4
76.3

147,921

59.0

Total
Source:
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Members entering reserve service from active duty are
generally also entering full-time civilian employment with a new
employer under unfamiliar circumstances. Members entering the
reserve components without prior service, however, are generally
(62 percent) not employed full time. Figure 1-5 shows this
state to be temporary, however; within a few years most, like
their counterparts with prior service, have full-time employers.
This juxtaposition of important life events is likely to be
compounded by marriage, household formation, additional
education, and considerable career choice turbulence. Moreover,
young people often find conflicts between alternative demands
more frustrating personally than do more mature members who have
some experience in resolving such matters. Reserve research
indicates that the less-experienced members are more likely to
resolve the tension by dropping out without notice.
Are these difficulties universal? And are they tractable
through compensation policy? To the extent that they are, one
would expect to find differential trends among members,
depending on the degree to which their employment situations
were favorable or unfavorable. Such trends are apparent in the
progressively greater percentage of public employment reported
by more senior members. Although public employment accounts for
Reserves in the Total Force: an Overview
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about 15 percent of U.S. employment, only about 6 percent of
enlisted reserve members without prior service who have fulltime jobs are employed by governments (whether federal, state,
or local) at the tima of their entry into reserve service. The
strong increasing association of public employment and reserve
affiliation as service increases is shown in Figure 1-6.
Public employment is characterized by such supportive policies
as guaranteed military leave at full pay (a policy followed by a
small minority of the private sector employers). This
information, drawn from the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys, may
reflect a tendency for career-motivated reservists to shift
their employment to a more supportive situation. Alternatively,
it may reflect the differential survival of would-be career
reservists in more suitable environments. Either way, or in
combination, the result is a force increasingly made up of those
who have reached accommodation of civilian and military demands,
and who actually receive more total income for the same reserve
service.
To the extent that this perception is valid, there should also
be found a trend among members employed in the private sector
toward employers with relatively favorable reserve military
leave policies. Such a trend exists: Figure 1-7 displays the
evidence. Only a small number of employers (10 percent of the
t-10
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employers of enlisted, and 27 percent of the employers of
officers) furnish full pay during military leave.
The survey
found that a progressively larger share of seniors, and of
officers compared with enlisted, enjoy such supportive policies.
Full civilian pay during military leave is available for only 5
percent of beginning enlisted but to about half of officers in
pay grade 0-6.
The economic effect of pay, of course, is determined by the
total amount received net of any costs understood to be incurred
in earning it, rather than by the amount paid or any costs
incurred by the employer. If the individual loses overtime pay
or normal pay for weekend work because of reserve service
conflict, this will undermine the effect of compensation policy,
and, indeed, the effect of other po~icy. The data shown in
Figure 1-8 reveals a heavy proportion of such loss, distributed
disproportionately upon the enlisted and the junior members.
Another barrier to participation by reserve members is the
actual direct cost of drill attendance. This is largely a
matter of travel cost, including out-of-pocket expenses for
personal vehicles or, less often, public transportation and
other costs relating to the procurement and maintenance of
uniforms and so forth. This "overhead" cost varies in
Reserves In the TotaL Force: an Overview
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proportion to the intensity of participation, rather than to
income received; that is, it is roughly constant regardless of
rank or seniority, but varies by distance traveled, drills
attended, and so forth. The survey revealed that in fact
officers travel considerably greater distances, on average, than
enlisted members and participate in more extra assemblies and
training duty. The proportion of reserve pay lost to this
overhead cost, however, (shown in figure 1-9) is still found to
be much greater for junior and enlisted members. There are many
other ways in which the socioeconomic environment makes reserve
participation difficult, and more difficult for those in the
early years of their career and in enlisted status. These
elements will be examined in greater scope and detail in Chapter
m
03in
202.
The Reserve Pay System
The reserve pay system is generally said to parallel the
active system.
Many people recognize the differences introduced
by paying for drill periods with one-thirtieth of a month's base
pay for the appropriate grade and longevity; however, even these
people may be unaware of the overall compensation effects of
this practice. There are two fundamental effects: the member
usually completes two periods of drill in a single weekend day,
1-12
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and he or she receives only the base pay portion of the current
pay and allowances table (about 66 percent of the Regular
Military Compensation (RMC)).
The first effect, often reported by prior studies, results in
rewarding the member with a total of 1/15th of a month's basic
pay for the two drills during a single full day worked. It is
important to note that, on average, this amounts to only 1/23 of
a month's RMC. This is often carelessly called "two days' pay
for one day's work," notwithstanding that the normal civilian
and military practice is 1/20 of a month's full pay and benefits
(and leave or vacation credit) for each full day actually
worked. Familiar with both military and civilian practice,
drilling reservists are usually aware that in fact they receive
less total compensation for a full day's service than they would
for a full time active duty working day or for comparable
civilian work. This difference alone, however, has not been
identified as a retention problem.
The second effect is more subtle. As the military system has
evolved, the basic pay portion of total direct compensation
differs more by pay grade than the allowance portions, for
reasons pertaining to the intent of the allowances. As a
result, the relative pay progression from the entry level to the
Reserves In the Total Force: an Overview
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upper levels (the "tilt" of the system) differs by a relatively
greater amount when allowances are not paid.
The effect of a pay system in shaping a force structure is
dependent upon, among other things, the tilt of the system.
High tilt systems that are otherwise generally competitive tend
to have poor attraction and retention at the early low end of
the scale where the pay is relatively low, but better retention
at upper levels where it is relatively high. Similarly,
organizations with small tilts generally find recruiting easier
than later retention, and not infrequently these organizations
find themselves training beginning personnel only to see the
best of them lured away later during their career. Such
organizations may find persistent shortages of very senior
people, if they need large numbers of them, unless their
retirement plan is constructed to offset the effect, as is often
the case.
Recognition of this tilt is important in creating and
maintaining a structure appropriate to the functions to be
performed and -o neeoed age and experience distribution. The
observation "I*-, the reserve pay system is tilted significantly
more than th
tive system is not new. The first QRMC reported
this in 1967, ane the Reserve Compensation System Study of 1978
reported it aga'
Figure 1-10 shows the amount of the tilt
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relative to the active duty pay system. If the tilt of both
systems were the same, both officer and enlisted lines would be
horizontal and coincidental.
This observation does not mean that reserve seniors are
overpaid, either for their time or their value: significant
extra hours of unpaid time are required, and, as noted
previously, paid time is rewarded at a lower total compensation
level than the equivalent active duty service.
A similar phenomenon was evident when the QRMC examined
civilian income of reservists by grades. Such data has value to
the degree that one believes that civilian income level sets the
degree of an individual's expectations and estimates of the
value of time. In the case of the lost pay and overtime premium
frequently reported among younger members, it sets the actual
amount of the loss. Figure 1-11 illustrates the degree by which
enlisted reserve pay, as a proportion of members' average total
pay, is lower. In fact, reserve pay is a significantly smaller
portion of the total income of enlisted members than it is for
officers, as Figure 1-12 shows, and therefore is less important
in their economic lives.
Is pay satisfaction affected? The 1986 Reserve Components
Surveys showed that reservists' satisfaction with pay is greater
overall than pay satisfaction in the active forces. The data
presented in Figure 1-13 reflects the survey sample bias in this
volunteer force in which individuals can and do leave before
enlistment expiration if not satisfied. Satisfaction, however,
rises sharply with seniority among reservists, while it is
roughly constant with pay grade among actives. But does pay
dissatisfaction lead to departure? The survey could not poll
those who departed, but did measure reenlistment intention,
proven in past work to accurately predict actual behavior.
Table 1-2 displays the data. Early in career, where
satisfaction is lowest, it is very closely tied to reenlistment
intention. Later, when the level of satisfaction is higher and
when other factors such as retirement tend to dominate
decisions, it appears to make little difference.
Table 1-2.

Percent Intending to Reenlist, in Pay Satisfaction
Categories

Satisfied/
Very satisfied

39%

47%

63%

69%

73%

Dissatisfied/
Very dissatisfied

22%

33%

48%

57%

69%

Source:

1986 Reserve Components Survey
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We have seen, then, that the pay system is not well adapted to
overcome the elements of the environment that make reserve
participation hardest for junior and enlisted members. In fact,
the tilt is away from them, and may exacerbate the tendency to
leave. Figure 1-14 displays the 1986 experience with attrition
in the enlistment cohorts of the previous eight years.
How is this experience related to readiness? Table 1-3 shows
results estimated by RAND from their 1979 Reserve Forces Studies
Survey of the Army National Guard and Reserve that associates 4
MOS qualification rate with years of service in the same unit.
Note that considerable time is required, under normal training
time and intensity, to reach the levels of NOS qualification
required for modern military operations. The turbulence
introduced by unprogrammed attrition and failure to reenlist,
coming as it does on top of the necessary turbulence from
civilian job and home changes, is the deadly enemy of training.
If the high rate of attrition remains and the length of time to
qualification remains, units cannot, even with the best of
intentions, reach required levels.
The rate of qualification could be accelerated if more
training time were available, but only if the losses (and
therefore the turbulence) were not increased in proportion.
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Table 1-3.

Years of
Reserve

Predicted MOS Qualification Rate for Pay Grade
El-E4, by Years of Service, Component, and Prior
Service Status
Army National Guard
NPS

Army Reserve

_

PS

1-

NPS

PS

0.5
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0

.589
.598
.803
.813
.822

.584
.611
.761
.793
.818

.608
.617
.758
.771
.784

.443
.462
.634
.660
.681

5.0

.829

.839

.796

.697

6.0

.836

.855

.808

.708

service

Note:

__

Results estimated by RAND from the 1979 Reserve Force
Studies Surveys
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Table 1-4.

Effect of Extended Time Options on the Reentlistment Intentions of Junior Personnel
by Component and Prior Service Status
Proportion painning to reentlist
2 Extra britts
per month

Extra 5 days of
Annual Training

.498
.558

.370 (12.8)
.43 (11.5)

.396 (10.2)
.462 ( 9.6)

.517
.589

.392 (12.2)
.482 (10.7)

.443 ( 7.4)
.517 ( 7.2)

Current Policy

Army National Guard
NPS
PS
Army Reserve
MPS
PS

Mote:

Results based on 1986 Reserve Components Survey of Enlisted Personnel. The difference
between the proportion reenlsting under current policy and under each option is reported
in parenthesis.

1986 Reserve Components Surveys support no optimism for the
success of such a policy. Table 1-4 displays the reported
effect on reenlistment intention of hypothetical increases in

*loss

drill time or, alternatively, increases in annual active duty
for training. The table shows that significant losses may be
expected from attempts to "train harder" in the absence of
additional offsetting incentives to stay. Among more senior
personnel (Table 1-5), the predicted losses were even higher,
leading to the danger that such policy changes for drill and
active duty for training could simultaneously bring an immediate
of qualified persons and a coincidental reduction in the
rate of training their replacements.
We have shown earlier that the readiness of units with early
deployment plans, and therefore priority qualification and
training requirements, was not better than the force readiness
as a whole. Solving this problem would be relatively easy in
active units, which could be brought up through transfer of the
needed skills from units with lower priority. The geographical
scatter and the nature of reserve participation makes this
solution unavailable.
The number of people required, shown in Table 1-6, is
relatively small. The NATO units could be brought to 100
percent of allowed level of organization (ALe) at Cl or C2
readiness in personnel with only 1,729 additions. Alternatively,
5,615 people of exactly the right skill would be required to

eserves in the Total Force: en Overview
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Table i-S.

iffoct of ,Etended Time Options on the Reenlistment Intentions of Senior Personnel
by Cowponent and Prior Service Status
Proportion planning to reenlist
2 Extra Drills
per onth

Extra 5 days of
Annual Training

.658

.486 (17.2)

.494 (16.4)

.691

.536 (15.5)

.558 (13.3)

.677
.722

.522 (15.5)
.585 (13.7)

.562 (11.5)
.623 ( 9.9)

Current Policy

Army National Guard
MPS
PS
Army Reserve
OPS
PS

Note:

The difference
Results based on 1986 Reserve Components Survey of Enlisted Personnel.
between the proportion reentisting under current policy and under each option is reported
in parenthesis.

bring all skills in each of the 268 early deploying units to 100
percent manning. The 208 RDF units would require 4,681 and
8,799 people, respectively. This relatively small number of
shortages in critical places suggests the use of specifically
targeted compensation initiatives.
The objective of any pay system is, of course, to fill the
billets through the desired affiliation and retention behavior.
The system also must support the other nonmonetary personnel
policies, especially those dealing with training and readiness.
It should provide this support by attracting and retaining
individuals early in career, until the retirement "pull" and
other nonpecuniary appeals of reserve service take effect.
Table 1-6.

Number of People with Correct NOS Required to Fill
to Allowed Level of Organization (ALO)

nunits
RDF
NATO

# of

100% ALO

100% ALO

208
268

4,681
1,729

8,799
5,615

Units
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In the following chapters the QRNC examines the phenomena
reported in this chapter in considerably greater detail, and
suggests the kind of pay changes t~iat would allow management of
the geographical and economic differences, the skill shortages,
and the manning priorities characteristic of reserve forces in
the All-Volunteer era.
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1.

The President's Commission on an All-Volunteer Armed

Forces, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., February
1970, p.97.

2. See John R. Brinkeroff and David W. Grissmer, The Reserve
Forces in an All Volunteer Environment, P-6934, The Rand
Corporation, January 1984, p. 34.
3. U.S., Congress. House, Committee on Armed Services, an
Overview of U.S. Commitments and the Forces Available to Meet
Thm, Hearinas before the Military Personnel and Compensation
Subcommittee of the Committee on Armed Services. House of
Re2presentatves, H. Rept. No. 97-482, p. 315.
4. David Grissmer, Richard Buddin and Sheila Nataraj Kirby,
Chanaina Reserve ComDensation: A Review of ComDensation Related
Personnel and Trainina Readiness Issues, R-3669-FMP/RA, The RAND
Corporation, Forthcoming, pp. 115-123.
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Chapter 2.

THE ENVIRONNENT FOR RESERVE RECRUITING AND RETENTION

This chapter discusses the environment in which the part-time
Selected Reserve member serves, from the perspective of

recruiting and retention. 1 Following a discussion of force size
and motivation for reserve service, the chapter focuses on two
aspects of this environment. First, the initial entry of
individuals into the reserves is examined in terms of the
characteristics of those who join. Second, the civilian
environment of the drilling reserve member is described,
including a variety of aspects of civilian employment, spousal
influence, and unpaid hours spent at the reserve site.
Some environmental factors that relate to reserve compensation
are revisited in Chapter 3.

The size of the Selected Reserve,
in the 1970s, is now at an all-time
paid strength achieved in 1959 when
supported by the draft. Figure 2-1
endstrengths through 1987.

after falling precipitously
high, exceeding even the
reserve service was strongly
shows Selected Reserve

otivation for Reserve Service

V

Reserve component service differs in very significant ways
from employment in the civilian sector secondary labor market.
Nevertheless, the reserve components compete in this market for
an important percentage of their junior enlisted members. The
commissioned and noncommissioned officer corps, rather than
resembling the secondary labor market, more closely resembles
the professional, career-oriented primary labor market and is
motivated by incentives such as retirement, more characteristic
of the primary labor market and with salaried employees.
In the civilian sector, secondary labor or part-time
employment is typically used in the following circumstances:
.

As a supplement to the full-time force during seasonal
periods of peak activity (e.g. additional retail sales
clerks during the Christmas shopping season).
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When operating hours or peak demands make the use of
part-time employees cost-effective. This implies a short
learning curve for the tasks to be performed; such that the
savings incurred by using skilled labor with full-time
on-the-job experience is offset by the additional costs
associated with overtime.
* As a temporary replacement for a full-time employee whose
tasks are routine and must be accomplished on a daily
basis. An example is the use of temporary secretarial
services.
When the nature and structure of the employment lends
itself to the secondary labor market. Examples are the
part-time employment practices of fast food chains,
telephone solicitation firms, and recreational facilities.
In the United States, the primary incentive for workers in the
secondary labor market is supplemental current income. The
secondary market is, for the most part, composed of individuals
seeking to supplement the income derived from their primary
employment, individuals who cannot devote the time required for
full-time employment (students, homemakers, etc.), individuals
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between full-time employment (actively seeking full-time
employment), and individuals without the prerequisite skills to
enter the full-time market.
A review of the civilian sector secondary labor market
produces the following conclusions:
*

Under most circumstances, secondary labor may be obtained
for direct current compensation at levels equivalent to or
below those required for full-time employees.

a Additional benefits beyond those required by law are not
generally necessary to attract secondary labor.

r

Secondary employment seldom requires the exercise of
managerial or supervisory authority and never requires
executive level authority.
a Secondary employment does not include long-term contracting
of individuals for part-time employment.
* A career orientation is not desired or required for the
vast majority of those in the secondary labor market.
Organizations that recruit entry-level employees from the
secondary market provide career paths for a percentage of these
individuals, but acceptance of a career path typically results
in a primary full-time position with the organization. The
nature of military service in the reserve components does not
fit the pattern of civilian sector secondary labor markets.
Following are the major characteristics of service in the
reserve components that make it differ from the secondary labor
market in the civilian sector:
*

Long-term obligation to serve. The initial obligation,
including active drill and annual training participation
for reserve duty, is typically four or six years for new
entrants. A total military service obligation of eight
years is a condition for all new entrants.

0 Requirement for intensive and lengthy initial training.
All new entrants without prior service must serve a minimum
period of active duty for training, a period ranging from
12 weeks to two years and necessitating a leave of absence
for new members who are employed full-time in the civilian
sector.
a

Service in the Selected Reserve requires an annual leave of
absence from primary civilian employment for a minimum of
two weeks for annual training.
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*

An employee's conflicts between primary civilian employment

and reserve service must, by law, be resolved in favor of
reserve service.
*

Long-term career orientations are not only encouraged, but
are required for the proper maintenance of reserve
component force structures.

0 The requirement to attract individuals with leadership,
managerial, and supervisory level talents is extensive.
The required levels of employment-related experience are
most often not compatible with civilian sector experience.
* Unlike supplemental employment in the secondary market of
the civilian sector, reserve service carries the potential
for mobilization, which places the reserve component member
at risk.
In the early 1970s, the Air Force initiated a series of
reserve personnel studies that developed a theory of secondary
labor market participation in relation to the behavior of Air
Force reservists. Subsequent studies, most particularly the
1978 Selected Reserve Bonus Test, found that reservists did not
behave like typical employees in the secondary labor market
and
2
had much lower pay elasticities than those employees.
For these and similar reasons, reserve component service
differs from employment in the civilian sector secondary labor
market. The reserve components compete in this market for a
significant percentage of their junior enlisted members and the
compensation system incorporates appropriate monetary incentives
to attract these individuals (bonuses and educational benefits).
The officer corps and the noncommissioned officer corps more
closely resemble the professional, career-oriented, primary
labor market and require appropriate compensation incentives to
retain these members (deferred income, etc.).3

There are two very different sources of supply for the
reserves: young civilians and somewhat older individuals who
have had previous military service. Members without prior
service are recruited directly from the civilian population.
Members with prior service are individuals who have served in
the active or reserve components; they join the reserve as a
part of their initial commitment upon entering active service,
as a personal decision upon leaving active duty, or are
rejoining the reserves after an absence.
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members Without Prior Service
Accessions without prior service have no previous experience
therefore, before they can become
or training in the military:

productive members of a unit, they must complete full-time
over a year,
to as
much as
months
from several
training,
military
skills and
in the
specific
military
skill in
basic
required by the individual's unit.
There are several advantages to recruiting members without
previous military experience. A primary advantage is that they
can be recruited and trained into specific skills required by
the unit they have joined. Also, these recruits are required to
man entry level positions and they provide the youth input
necessary for a viable force. Components with a need for the
youth and vigor required for skills such as those in the combat
arms have a greater need for members without prior service, who
tend to be younger than members with previous military
experience. The Army National Guard and Marine Corps Reserve
have, proportional to their total manpower requirements, the
highest requirement for these members.
The disadvantages of recruiting inexperienced members involve
the time and expense of training and the attrition of members
before completion of their service commitments. There is a
substantial lead time from recruitment through completion of
training, even for skills requiring the shortest period of
formal training. For more technical skills, the time and
expense become a major factor. The high attrition rate during
and subsequent to training is another important consideration.
For example, in the Army National Guard and Reserve in fiscal
year 1985, more than a third of enlisted members left the
reserve by the end of the second year. In fiscal year 1986, 25
percent left by the end of the second year. When these members
are lost during or soon after completion of training, there is
little, if any, return on the training investment.
In a period of mixed trends in the youth population, most
reserve components have met their recruiting goals in recent
years (See Table 2-1). In 1987, the required accession for
individuals without prior service was over 100,000 men and
women. In the same year, the U.S. population of 17- to 21-yearold males was 9.5 million. Although the number of youths has
declined in the 1980s (and will decline further until 1993), the
period saw a 32.6 percent increase in positive preference for
military service, as reported in the Youth Attitude Tracking
Survey (YATS) of 1986, more than enough to offset the decline in
numbers.4 Including active force requirements, recruiters will
need to enlist about 10 percent of the qualified males who have
expressed a positive preference for military service.
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Table 2-1.

Fiscat Year 1987 Reserve Component Personnel Accessions

Enlit

Officer

El
ARNG
USAR
USNR
USNCR
ANG
USAFR

0cC
USCGR

Source:

in

PS
EUlotl

VA

5516
8726
5695
959
1244
1901

280
332
24
0
105
255

5796
9058
5719
99
1349
2156

41837
42742
21533
5836
8157
10475

24041

996

25037

130580

10836

76

0

76

739

1225

43753
31847
16204
8375
4812
3395

mI
85590
74589
37737
14211
12969
13870

EnListment

X of

Oblecttv*

QkL

81000
77100
33800
13500
13300
13900

106
97
112
105
98
100

23896

232600

103

19"

2100

94

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Reserve Affairs)
Data as of September 30, 1987

Members With Prior Service

The reserve components can also recruit from among individuals
who have decided to leave or have left the active components.
These members may join the reserves either to complete a service
obligation incurred upon entering the armed forces or simply
because they are not ready to sever their affiliation with the
military. Recruits with prior service provide reserve units
with enlisted members who possess, typically, two to four years
of active duty military experience and have a continued interest
in the military.
The major advantage of recruiting these members is that, if
appropriately matched to a required skill, they are immediately
a productive asset to the unit. This is an especially important
advantage in skills requiring extensive training and experience.
Even if these members leave after a short period (as many do),
relatively little has been wasted in additional reserve training
expense.
Weighing against the advantage of recruiting members with
prior service are several potentially significant disadvantages.
In order to reap the benefits of their prior military experience
and skills, there must be a match between the acquired skills of
a memiwe and the openings available in a local unit. If not,
then there is little advantage to recruiting a member with prior
service over a member without prior service. If retraining is
required, the member most often must be retrained through time
consuming on-the-job training. Resultant skill mismatch
problems are discussed extensively in Chapter 4. Members with
6th QRMC Report
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prior service are not appropriate for filling entry level
positions--in fact, their higher rank may exacerbate local
promotion progression problems. Finally, should a member serve
until retirement, the retirement liability associated with the

active duty is substantial--for example, the cost of retirement
for a member with six years of active duty time will be
approximately double that of a member who joins and serves a
career without serving mn extended active duty other than for
initial training.
Mix of Members With and Without Prior Service
The proportion of affiliates required to be pretrained and
experienced in modern military skills depends upon the needs of
the component. By virtue of their mission, certain reserve
components require, for the most part, experienced technicians.
The Naval Reserve, Coast Guard Reserve, Air Force Reserve, and
Air National Guard fall into this category. The Army and
especially the Marine corps require higher numbers of recruits
without prior service, finding relatively smaller numbers of
noncommissioned officers to be sufficient. Table 2-1 shows, for
each component, the number of accessions of members in each
category for fiscal year 1987.
Betntin
There are over one million individuals in the Selected
Reserve, and for most of them, a minimum of 48 periods of
inactive duty training and two weeks of active duty training per
year are the major departures from a predominantly civilian
lifestyle. Elements in both the civilian and reserve
environments affect the ability of the reserve components to
recruit and retain members.
In many respects, the environment of the reserve compensation
system is far more demanding than that of the active duty
compensation system. For the active duty member, the
competition is employment in the civilian economy. For the
reservist, the competition includes not only income supplement
alternatives in the civilian economy, but also includes no
replacement at all (i.e. more leisure time for the member).
Furthermore, because of its part-time nature, the reserve system
must be attractive to members with a wide variety of primary
civilian employment situations: full-time employed, part-time
employed, self-employed, unemployed, and in school.
Furthermore, a member in one primary employment situation may
change to another. Even within an employment category, members
in same reserve pay grade will receive different civilian
salaries and thus may view their reserve wages differently.
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The pattern that emerges from the statistical data is an
environment that is both demanding and diverse. It is apparent

that the most severe demands are on junior members, particularly
junior enlisted members. The diversity is universal for
officers and enlisted members as well as for junior and senior
members.
Civilian Employment
Civilian employment has an important influence on the
reservist. Analysis of data from the 1986 Reserve Components
Surveys provides extensive information on the civilian
employment patterns of reserve members. This information
includes such details of reserve members' civilian work
experience as the type of occupation, income, and
characteristics of the employing firm or government. In
addition, there is extensive data on how and whether civilian
employers compensate reservists when they are on military leave
from their civilian job to perform their reserve obligation.
See Appendix B for additional technical details.
Type of Civilian Employment
The vast majority of experienced reserve members are employed
full-time in their civilian employment. Approximately half of
junior members (pay grades El-E3 and 01) are employed full-time,
with many of the remainder in school.
Figures 2-2 and 2-3 show, for each pay grade, the proportion
of members in each of the following categories: full-time
employed, self-employed, in school, unemployed, part-time
employed, retired, and miscellaneous. 5 A substantial percentage
of the more senior officers are self-employed. Figure 2-4
combines the full-time employed and self-employed categories.
Note the similarity in the percentages for officers and enlisted
members at similar times in their careers. Additional figures,
including figures for each reserve component, are in Appendix B.
Type of Civilian Employer
Figures 2-5 and 2-6 show, for each pay grade, the percent of
members employed by government and by private employers,
respectively. Forty percent of full-time employed reserve
officers are employed by federal, state, or local government.
The percentage is relatively constant regardless of pay grade,
although slightly higher for pay grade 05 and above (44
percent). Thirty-two percent of full-time employed reserve
enlisted members are employed by federal, state, or local
government. The percentage is lower for junior members and
increases steadily by pay grade. Forty-five percent of members
in pay grade E7 and above are employed by government. Figures

l
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B-30 through B-35 in Appendix B show, for each pay grade, the

percentage of members employed by each of the following
categories of employer: private firms with less than 100
employees, 100 to 499 employees, and 500 or more employees and
local, state, and federal governments.
Trends in Type of Civilian Employer
Statistics available from a 1969 survey of the Ready Reserve
can be used for comparison purposes with the 1986 Reserve
Components Surveys.
Figure 2-7 and 2-8 show how data from the 1969 survey 6 (1968
data) compares with data in similar categories from the 1986
Reserve Components Surveys (1985 data)." The percentages and
percentage change are shown in Table 2-2. The largest change is
the approximate doubling of the percentage of junior members in
school (student). In recent years, the reserve components have
placed more emphasis on recruiting and retaining members who are
interested in continuing their education through programs such
as the MontgomeryGI Bill Act of 1984.
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Table 2-2.

Primary Employment of Reserve Members
Self-Employed, Full-Time Employed, or in School
Career Members (Six or More Years of Service)
%Large

%Small

%
School

%SelfB3DlQYed

Govt

Officers
1968
1985
%Change

13
14
6

38
33
-13

32
33
2

14
16
18

3
4
32

Enlisted
1968
1985
%Change

5
9
77

46
32
-30

26
27
5

20
27
33

3
5
68

Junior Members (Less Than Six Years of Service)
%
Z=Selfve

Gov't

%
Large
Private

I
Small
Private

%
School

Officers
1968
1985
change

8
11
38

16
22
41

41
24
-41

21
16
-25

14
27
90

Enlisted
1968
1985
* Change

9
10
15

12
13
7

36
19
-48

32
33
5

24
122

Source:

11

1968 data: Career Motivation in the Ready Reserve,
Special Assistant for Policy Studies, ODASD (MPP)
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower
and Reserve Affairs), June 1969, pp. 38-39.
1985 data: Statistics were selected from the 1986
Reserve Components Surveys in categories as closely as
possible to the 1969 report.
While the amount of detail available from the earlier
survey is quite limited and the results are more likely
to be contaminated by sample and response error than
the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys, we believe margin
trends identified to be valid.
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Table 2-3.

Primary Employment of Reserve Members
Full-Time Employed
Career Members (Six or More Years of Service)

Gov't

%
Large
Private

%Private
Small

Officers
1968
1985
% Change.

45
40
-11

38
40
4

17
20
20

Enlisted
1968
1985
% Change

50
37
-25

28
32
12

22
31
42

Junior Members (Less Than Six Years of Service)
% Large

% Small

Private

Private

Officers
1968
1985
% Change

21
36
76

53
39
-27

27
25
-6

Enlisted
1968
1985
% Change

15
20
32

45
29
-36

40
51
28

Source:

1968 data: Career Motivation in the Ready Reserve,
Special Assistant for Policy Studies, ODASD (MPP)
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower
and Reserve Affairs), June 1969, pp.38-39.
1985 data: Statistics were selected from the 1986
Reserve Components Surveys in categories as closely as
possible to the 1969 report.
While the amount of detail available from the earlier
survey is quite limited and the results are more likely
to be contaminated by sample and response error than
the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys, we believe margin
trends identified to be valid.
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For career members who are employed full-time (Table 2-3),
there has been a decrease in the percentage who are employed by
federal, state, or local governments. In 1968, 45 percent of
officers with six or more years of service, who were employed
full-time, listed government as their primary employer. In
1985, the percentage had decreased 11 percent, to 40 percent.
In 1968, the comparable percentage was 50 percent for enlisted
members; this decreased 25 percent, to 37 percent in 1985. Over
the same time period, employees of federal, state, and local
governments as a percentage of all U.S. civilian workers.
remained at 15 percent (See Table 2-4).
Although reserve

service still is more attractive to government employees than it
is to many private sector employees, from the previous
discussion we can conclude that the magnitude of the difference
has decreased since the draft-motivated era.
Table 2-4.

United States civilian Employment
All
Civilian
(Thousands)

1968
1985
Source:

Government
(Federal, State, Local)
(Thousands)

79,066
109,524

11,839
16,394

Percent
Gov't
15
15

Government employment figures for 1968 are from
Bulletin Number 1312-11, "File of Employment and
Earnings Table B2," May 1987; U.S. total employment
figures are from unpublished papers, Office of Economic
Growth and Employment Projections, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Department of Labor.

For junior members who are employed full-time (shown in Table
2-3), there has been an increase in the percentage who are
employed by federal, state, or local governments. In 1968, 21
percent of officers with less than six years of service, who
were employed full-time, listed government as their primary
employer. In 1985, the percentage had increased 76 percent, to
36 percent. In 1968, the percentage was 15 percent for enlisted
members; this increased 32 percent, to 20 percent in 1985. It
is likely that, during the draft-motivated era, reserve recruits
were proportionately drawn from private and public sector alike.
In today's environment, the reserve components have greater
success recruiting and retaining government employees because of
relatively more supportive policies. The rising proportion by
pay grade of reserve members who are employed by governments,
noted earlier, would further support this hypothesis.
The Environment for Reserve Recruitfng end Retention
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Income and Type of Civilian Employment
The civilian income of members of the National Guard and

Reserve varies across a wide range. 8 This is i ortknt because
higher civilian income appears to increase attrition and can
otherwise be relevant to reserve compensation levels. There is
a substantial difference in income between full-time or selfemployment and the other categories of employment. Figures 2-9
and
and 2-10 show annual median income received by1 officers
enlisted members in their civilian employment. 0 There are
substantial differences in income even among members who are
employed full-time. Figures 2-11 and 2-12 show the 25th, 50th,
and 75th percentile income for members who are employed fulltime in civilian jobs. For members in pay grade E3, the 75th
percentile of civilian income is 140 percent of 25th percentile
of civilian income. For members in pay grade E6, the
corresponding percentage is 70 percent. For members in pay
grades 01 and 06, the corresponding percentages are 100 and 76
percent.
Reserve Income as a Proportion of Total Income
The proportion of total personal income of reservists
represented by military income varies greatly, dependent upon
the employment status of the member. Figures 2-13 and 2-14 show
reserve pay as a percentage of total income for the employment
categories. 1 1 There is substantial variance even for reservists
with full-time civilian employment. Figures 2-15 and 2-16 show
reserve pay as a percentage of total income for the 25th, 50th,
and 75th civilian income percentiles of members who are employed
full-time. 12 For officers at the 75th percentile of civilian
income (high income), reserve pay constitutes roughly 11 percent
of total income. It is 19 percent of total income for members
at the 25th percentile (low income). For officers, the
percentiles are relatively constant regardless of pay grade.
For enlisted members at the 75th percentile of civilian income,
reserve pay constitutes roughly 10 percent of total income, but
ranges from less than 15 to more than 20 percent, depending on
pay grade, for members at the 25th percentile.
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Civilian Income and Retention
Data from the 1969 and 1986 surveys can be used to illustrate
the importance of civilian income and the decision of the
reserve member to continue participation in the reserve
components.
Figure 2-17 shows the median 1968 gross civilian income for
officers and enlisted reservists who are employed full-time. 1 3
The civilian income of enlisted members is relatively higher
than expected during the initial six-year commitment; the report
attributes this to their higher educational level. The
midcareer dip in income
is due to the "exodus of many well14
educated reservists."
Empirical evidence from the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys
tends to confirm the observations made from the 1968 data.
Median civilian income for 1985 can be adjusted to 1968 levels
using the change in the Consumer Price Index - All Urban
Consumers (CPI-U)1 5 . For officers, the adjusted 1985 income is
not substantially different from the 1968 income. Figure 2-18
shows, for enlisted members, the 1968 income and the adjusted
1985 income. The income levels subsequent to the initial sixyear commitment are strikingly similar whereas, in the earlier
years, the higher civilian income of the more highly educated
(presumably draft-motivated) first-term enlisted members is
readily apparent. The pay and other attractions of the reserve
were able to retain enlisted members whose civilian income was
comparable to that of the adjusted 1985 levels, but not those
who had better civilian opportunities.
Reserve Participation and Taxes
Reserve pay, unlike the pay of active component members, is
paid in addition to a main source of income for the majority of
reservists. Reserve participation is incremental "work" in
incremental "time." For all but reservists whose primary income
is from reserve service, reserve pay is taxed at the margin,
i.e. at a higher average rate than the earnings from their
primary job and at a higher average rate than the pay of an
active duty counterpart with the same pay grade and years of
service. This situation has two effects: a reservist typically
receives less for the same compensation dollar, and tax-free
benefits and nontaxed allowances become more desirable to
reservists than to their active duty counterparts.
A recent change to the Social Security laws increased taxes
and reduced current reserve income for a greater percentage of
enlisted and junior members than for officers and senior
members. Full Social Security coverage was extended to
reservists while on inactive duty training (IDT) effective
January 1, 1988. Figure 2-19 shows the percentage of members
The Environment for Reserve Recruiting and Retention
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I
with full-time civilian employment 1 6 for whom the federal
government will retain all FICA taxes from their reserve
income. 1 7 Obviously, the same members may receive increased
Social Security coverage in their retirement years and death and
disability coverage they otherwise may not have had, but these
are also1 8the members showing greater interest in current
income.
Reserve Participation and Primary Employment
In this study, the relation between civilian earnings and
Reserve participation was statistically analyzed, controlling
for the effects of other factors such as years of work
experience and education. Overall, there is an average civilian
earnings advantage of about $2,191 per year for officers, but a
negligible difference for enlisted members. Both occupation and
years of experience affect the advantage or disadvantage.
Figures 2-20 and 2-21 graphically illustrate the comparative
incomes of officer and enlisted reservists compared with their
counterparts in the civilian economy.19
After accounting for wide variations from occupation, the
civilian income of reservists is lower than that of their
civilian counterparts during the early years of reserve
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participation and higher than that of civilian counterparts in
the later years. The crossover point for enlisted members
occurs at 18 years of service. For officers, the crossover
point occurs after 12 years of military service. No cause and
effect relation between earnings and Reserve participation
necessarily affect these patterns. Instead, results could be
largely attributable to sorting or selection patterns related to
military affiliation and retention.
There is a well-documented income disadvantage for military
veterans during their early years in the civilian labor force,
with a similar crossover. The generally accepted reason for the
crossover is that military service acts as a screening device
that selects more capable individuals. Over the long run,
veterans are able to overcome the disadvantages initially caused
by delayed entry into the civilian labor market. Another reason
relating to prior service may be the general transferability of
both the work skills and the leadership skills acquired while in
military service.
In addition to income disadvantages that reservists with prior
service may suffer due to the later entry of many into the
civilian labor market, they may also have their income reduced
as a result of lost time from civilian employment and lost
overtime opportunities. The income reduction suffered by
reservists is strongly dependent upon the paid leave policy of
reservists' employers.

f

Employer Support and Conflicts
Employer support for reserve participation plays a significant
role in reserve retention. Employer support includes a number
items, such as whether the reservist is provided military
leave (as the law requires) or uses vacation time for reserve
obligations and whether the employer provides full or part pay
for the reservist during military leave. The employer's and
supervisor's attitude toward reserve participation are also
important. The minimum standard required by federal law for all
employees is an unpaid leave of absence for reserve training
obligations. Data from the 1986 Reserve Components Survey is
limited to the reservist's perceptions concerning the employer
and is not necessarily an accurate reflection of employer
policies and attitudes. However, a limited employer survey to
discover benefits (Hay Huggins), an informal survey of personnel
managers of selected large companies (Syllogistics), and data
from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, all tend to confirm
reservists' observations in general.

Iof

Some kinds of civilian occupations are more likely than others
to give rise to work-schedule conflict, as are some kinds of
reserve duty. Reservists employed in industries with aroundthe-clock coverage may have rotating or changing work schedules;
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these schedules are more likely to conflict with regularly
scheduled reserve training than is the traditional nine-to-five,
Monday-through-Friday work week. Reservists with irregular
schedules include health care workers and public safety workers
(police, security guard, fire). Other occupations in businesses
that operate outside the traditional work week present the same
potential for conflict. Retail sales, food service,
transportation (airline, trucking) are among these occupations.
Employment in seasonal industries and industries with
variations in workload can present direct schedule conflicts or
indirect conflicts (lost-overtime opportunities), especially if
the two-week annual training obligation occurs during the peak
season or load. Conversely, occupations in some seasonal
industries may be less likely than others to present conflicts
so long as lengthy training periods occur during the off season.
This category of employment would include teachers, students,
agricultural laborers, and tax accountants. Table 2-5 shows the
percentage distribution of reservists by civilian occupation
group.
Reserve duties that take more than 14 days of annual training
and 48 drills are increasingly prevalent. These duties may
cause conflicts with types of civilian employment that
ordinarily would not be expected to conflict with reserve
obligations. When a reservist works a traditional work week and
uses vacation time to perform annual active duty for training,
the employer may not be aware of a conventional reserve
obligation. The reservist's difficulty in getting time off, and
the employer's difficulty in allowing this time off, increases
with the length and amount of duty required, as Table 2-6 shows.
Civilian Pay During Annual Training
An indication of the amount of employer support can be
measured by the percentage of employers who pay full wages
during-the two weeks of annual training. Most government
employers have this policy and the policy is encouraged by the
DoD. Federal employees with reserve affiliations are entitled
to 15 days paid leave per year to perform military duty. Many
states also provide for paid leaves of absence of varying
lengths for state, local, and municipal employees with reserve
obligations.
Among private employers, the likelihood of the employer having
a paid leave-of-absence policy is directly related to employer
size. Even among large- and medium-size companies that do have
a paid leave-of-absence policy, executive and professional
employees are more likely to receive paid leave than are
production
employees, and leave is typically for longer periods
20
of time.
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Paid miLitary Leave: Percent of fuLl-tim employees by number of paid miLitary
Leave days avaiLabLe per year, medium and Large firma, 1986

Professional
Administrative
EmpLoyees
ALL EmpLoyees

5 days
6-9 days
10lay
11-14 days
15days

TechnicaL
and
ClericaL
EmpLoyees

Production
Emptoyees

1

2

39
4
3

42
4
3

40
5
3

37
3
2

2
1

2
2

3
2

2
1

*

*

*

16

19

17

14

1
0

16-29 days
30 days
More than 30 days
No maximum specified
Number of days not avaiLabLe
Provided Paid Military Leave
Not Provided Paid MiLitary Leave
TotaL

*

*

*

66

74

72

14

U

U8

100

100

100

58

100

* Less than 0.5 percent.
** MiLitary leave is provided as needed.
NOTE:

Source:

t

Because of rounding, sum of individual items may not equaL totaLs.
employees in this category.

Dash indicates no

Emotovee Benefits in Medium and Large Firms. 1986, BLS.

Syllogistics' informal survey of personnel managers of large,
well-known corporations indicates a trend, among employers
considered to be supportive of reserve participation, to cut
back on paid leave policies. The reasons given for planning to
cut back were not directly related to reserve affiliation, but
were due to a desire to scale back benefits generally under the
have more uniform
business conditions of the 1980s and to
21
benefit practices within the company.
A higher percentage of officers who are employed full-time
receive full civilian pay during annual training than do
enlisted members. For both officers and enlisted members who
are employed full-time, the percentage who receive full pay
during annual training increases as pay grade increases. Figure
2-22 shows the percentage of members employed full-time who
reported receiving full civilian pay as well as military pay
2-28
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FIGURE 2-22. RECEIVED FULL CIVILIAN PAY DURING RESERVE OBLIGATION
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SOURCE: 1986 RESERVE COMPONENTS SURVEYS

during time taken
from their civilian job for reserve
obligations.2 2 For enlisted members, the percentage is 20
percent or less for members in pay grade E4 and lower, and
increases to approximately 50 percent for members in the senior
enlisted pay grades. For officers, the percentage is
approximately 40 percent for members in pay grades 01 and 02,
and increases to 70 percent for the senior pay grades.
Figure 2-23 shows the percentage of reservists who received
full civilian pay from their nongovernment full-time employers
during annual training. Figure 2-24 shows a similar percentage
for reservists whose full-time civilian employment is with the
government.
Paid leave is a major indicator of employer support. Although
not the only factor, it may reflect an employer's overall
attitude toward reserve participation. There are several
possible interpretations of the data from the 1986 Reserve
Components Surveys: highly motivated reservists may seek out
supportive employers as their careers progress, reservists
employed by supportive employers may continue to participate,
and other reservists with less supportive employers may tend to
leave the reserve.
The Eniroment for Reserve Recruiting and Retentfon
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Data from the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys indicates that
reservists with full-time employment who receive full civilian
pay during annual training will be 6 percent more likely to
reenlist than reservists who do not receive it. Figure 2-25
shows the intent to reenlist for each enlisted pay grade for 1)
reservists who are employed full-time and receive full civilian
pay during annual training, 2) all reservists who are employed
but do
full-time, and 3) reservists who are employed full-time
not receive full civilian pay during annual training.2 3
Enlisted and junior members will, holding all other factors
constant, be more difficult to retain due to the comparatively
low percentage who receive full pay during annual training, as
compared to the percentage of officers and senior members who
receive full pay during annual training.
Lost Overtime/Extra Pay Opportunities
Reserve members who lose opportunities for overtime pay or
lose other extra pay opportunities because of reserve
obligations have a lower level of satisfaction with reserve pay,
are less satisfied with the Guard and Reserve overall, and have
a lower likelihood of reenlisting than do members who
The Envlronment for Reserve Recruiting and Retention
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occasionally or never lose extra pay opportunities. For members
with equivalent years of service, twice the percentage of
enlisted members lose opportunities for extra pay as do
officers. For both officers and enlisted members, a higher
percentage of junior members lose opportunities for extra pay
than do senior members. The percentage of members who lose
extra pay opportunities also varies among the components.
Members who frequently lose civilian pay opportunities are
less satisfied with reserve pay and allowances and are less
satisfied overall with their participation in the Guard and
Reserve. The left half of Figure 2-26 shows the level of
satisfaction with reserve pay and allowances for all enlisted
reserve members, grouped by the frequency (frequently,
occasionally, never) of their lost extra pay opportunities. The
left bar in each group shows the percent who are satisfied with
reserve pay and allowances. The
bar on the right shows the
percent who are dissatisfied.2 4 Members who frequently lost
extra pay opportunities reported the lowest satisfaction with
reserve pay and the highest dissatisfaction with reserve pay.
The opposite is true for members who never lost extra pay
opportunities. The right half of the figure shows an almost
identical pattern for members' overall satisfaction/dissatisfaction with the Guard and Reserve. The same pattern is repeated
in Figure 2-27 for members in pay grades El through E4; however,
members in these pay grades showed less satisfaction and more
dissatisfaction than those in the other figures.
Members who frequently lose extra pay opportunities also are
less likely to reenlist or extend at the end of their current
enlistment than are other members. Figure 2-28 shows a member's
likelihood of reenlistment, grouped by the frequency of lost
extra pay opportunities. There are relatively small differences
in the intent to reenlist when comparing the groups with
occasional or no lost extra pay opportunities (the middle and
right groups). However, a much higher percentage of members
with frequent lost opportunities (the left group) reported their
intent to reenlist as slight to none and a lower percentage
reported their intent as high to certain.
Over 50,000 members in pay grades El through E4 reported
frequent lost extra pay opportunities. Figure 2-29 shows the
number of members, in three pay grade groupings, who reported
lost extra pay opportunities as frequent, occasional, and never.
Moreover, twice the percentage of enlisted members reported
frequent lost pay opportunities compared with the percentage of
officers. Of members who are employed full-time, approximately
20 percent of enlisted members in pay grades below E5, and 10
percent of officers in pay grades below 03, reported frequent
lost extra pay opportunities. For senior members these
percentages are about half as large.
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As shown in Table 2-7 for members in pay grades E5 and E6, the

percentage of members losing extra pay opportunities varies
substantially among the components. The Marine Corps and Army
National Guard have the highest percentage of members with
frequent loses; the Coast Guard Reserve and Air National Guard
have the lowest percentage.
Table 2-7.

Lost Pay Opportunities (%)

COMPONENT
Army National Guard
Army Reserve
Naval Reserve
Marine Corps
Air National Guard
Air Force Reserve
Coast Guard Reserve
Source:

FREOIWLY
16.3
13.3
12.7
18.3
11.5
13.1
7.9

-

Pay Grades E5-E6.

OCCASIONALLY
33.3
32.3
32.6
35.0
30.8
30.4
28.9

NEVER
50.4
54.5
54.6
46.6
57.6
56.5
63.3

1986 Reserve Component Surveys

It is apparent from the survey information that members who
frequently lose extra pay opportunities, mostly enlisted or
junior members, are more difficult to retain. This is not
necessarily reflective of the level of employer support. It may
be more reflective of the nature of the civilian employment and
work schedule. Whatever the cause, it dramatically illustrates
the effect of civilian employment variables on reserve
retention.
Unpaid Hours
A considerable number of unpaid hours are spent by reserve
members at their drill location or place of regular duty.
According to the information reported in the 1986 Reserve
Components Surveys, the amount of time varies significantly by
component, by pay grade, and by individuals within a pay grade.
Figure 2-30 shows, for each pay grade, the median number of
unpaid hours per month as reported in the survey. The amount of
time increases with pay grade and, except for the more senior
pay grades, officers report more unpaid hours than enlisted
members (this exception occurs only in the Army components).
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The variability of the number of unpaid hours for members
within a pay grade is shown in Figures 2-31 and 2-32. These
figures show the number of unpaid hours performed by members at
the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles. For example, although the
typical officer in pay grade 04 or below spends four hours a
month in unpaid time, at least 25 percent spend no extra time
and 25 percent spend 12 or more hours each month.
Figures showing the variability in the number of unpaid hours
for members in each of the components are in Appendix D. For
comparison, each figure also includes the all-components 50th
percentile from the Figure 2-30. Army officers and senior
enlisted members report more unpaid hours than is typical for
all components together, as do Marine Corps officers and senior
Coast Guard members. Officers and enlisted members of all other
components report fewer unpaid hours than typical.
The effect of unpaid hours can be estimated with some simple
assumptions. Assuming a 40-hour paid work week during annual
training and four hours per drill, the effect of four hours of
unpaid time per month (typical for officers in pay grade 04 and
below) is a 15 percent decrease in pay. At eight hours of
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unpaid time per month, which is typical for senior officers and
enlisted members, the effect is the same as a 30 percent
decrease in hourly pay.
The Conflicts of Two Jobs
The conflicts civilians have when they hold down two jobs
exist for reservists too, but reservists do not have the same
choices civilians typically make. If civilian part-time
employment conflicts with the primary job, most people will
either take a different part-time job or work only at the
primary job, rather than jeopardize the primary job and source
of income. similarly, unless the income from part-time
employment is necessary to meet current obligations, most people
would change or terminate their part-time employment rather than
sacrifice time with their family. By contrast, reservists are
frequently required to take a leave of absence from their
primary employment or to leave their families in order to meet
their reserve obligation.2 5 If faced with an ultimatum from the
employer (as many reservists are), reservists must choose
between their primary employment and, for example, a training
period that was inconveniently rescheduled at the last minute.
The reservist is required to choose the reserve obligation;
however, when the military obligation expires, the reservist may
choose to leave the reserve component to avoid future conflict
with the primary employer.
Spousal Support

The significance of the spouse's attitude toward continued
reserve participation is an important issue. The data from the
1986 Reserve Components Surveys show that one-half to threequarters of reservists feel that insufficient time is spent on
family activities and leisure time. 2 6 The 1978 RAND Exit Survey
indicated that family matters are as significant a factor as
employer attitude in the matter of member continuation.
Evaluation of data from the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys
shows that the attitude of ihe spouse is second only to
retirement as a predictor of enlisted reserve participation.
There is a definite relationship (not necessarily causal)
between a member's intent to reenlist and the spouse's attitude.
Roughly, 75 percent of all spouses have a favorable attitude
toward the member's participation in the reserves, the
proportion is somewhat lower for junior members and somewhat
higher for senior members. Figure 2-33 shows, for each pay
toward the member's
grade, the spouse's overall attitude
27
participation in the reserve.
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The member's intent to reenlist is substantially lower for
members with a spouse whose attitude is unfavorable toward
participation. In Figure 2-34, for each enlisted pay grade, the
member's intent to reenlist is shown for members with spouses
who have a favorable attitude, for all members with spouses and
for members with spouses who have an unfavorable attitude.26
Few members are married when they join the reserves; however,
most of the more senior members are married. Figure 2-35, shows
for each pa grade, the percentage of reserve members who have
dependents. 9
Although it is not clear whether unfavorable spousal attitude
is the cause of low intent to reenlist, or whether the spouse's
attitude is a result of the member's dissatisfaction, it is
clear that the spouse is an important factor in the reservist's
participation decision.
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Members in Transition
Junior members are in a transition period of their lives.
This fact has considerable impact on the ability of the reserve
components to retain trained members, particularly since
conflicts with civilian employers and spouses have been shown to
be the two
leading reasons for reservists leaving at their end
30
of term.
There is transition occurring in members' primary employment
status. As shown in Figure 2-4, half the members with one or
two years of service are employed full-time or are selfemployed;3 1 however, the percentage increases to 70 percent for
members with five years of service and to 80 percent for members
with 10 years of service. Approximately 90 percent of all
reservists with more than 10 years of service have full-time
employment outside the reserves. Furthermore, a 1979 study by
the RAND Corporation found that, of members who were employed
when they joined the reserves, 50 percent did not return to the
same employer upon completion of initial training. 32 Finally,
data shows that annual turnover rates for full-time
jobs are
33
36.4 percent for the 18-24 year old group.
New employers may have differing policies and attitudes toward
reserve participation. New employment may alter members' need
for supplemental income and their availability for reserve
participation. Finally, new primary employment may require a
geographical move to a location less convenient to reserve
participation.
A similar transition is taking place in their personal lives.
As shown in Figure 2-35, fewer than half the junior members have
dependents; however, the percentage increases to over 70 percent
at 10 years of service and to 90 percent for members with more
than 20 years of service. As was noted in the previous section,
the attitude of the spouse is an important factor in reserve
participation. Also, the reservist's attitude toward the time
requirements of reserve participation may change after marriage.
Recruiting from the population that is in transition leaves
the reserves vulnerable to high attrition of newly trained
members, because either a new civilian career or new dependents
may result in situations less conducive to reserve
participation.
Impact of the Environment
The compensation system for the reserve components must be
effective in an environment that is for more heterogeneous than
the environment of the active component system. The environment
is more hostile for enlisted and junior members than for
The Environment for Reserve Recruiting and Retention
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officers and senior members.

The situation is further

compounded for junior members because most are in a transition
period of their lives.
The environment for reserve members is more varied than it is
for active component members because much of an individual's
lifestyle is driven by that individual's primary employment.
The primary employment of all active component members is, of
course, active duty service. Primary employment for reservists
varies among individuals and, over time, may vary for a specific
individual. The need for supplemental benefits from reserve
service varies, depending on the benefits of a member's primary
employment. Furthermore, sacrifices due to a reserve service
commitment vary with the individual's situation and change as
the individual's situation changes.
Elements of the civilian environment are less conducive to the
retention of enlisted and/or junior members. Employer attitude
is less supportive of reserve participation for enlisted and
junior members. Civilian income supplemental opportunities
occur more frequently for enlisted and junior members. There is

evidence that reserve service is detrimental to the primary
employment income opportunities of enlisted members, whereas it
may be beneficial to officers.
The lives of junior members are changing in many ways, and
these changes have an influence on members' inclination toward
reserve service. The majority of junior reserve members have a
change in primary employment immediately or within a few years
of joining their component. Similarly, the majority of junior
members marry within a few years of joining the reserves.
Members' inclination toward reserve service may change as a
result of either or both of these factors.
In the next chapter we review the effectiveness of the reserve
compensation system in confronting the challenge of attracting
and retaining reserve component members.
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The emphasis of the analysis is on part-time Selected

Reserve members; therefore, unless otherwise specified, the data
excludes AGR/TARs and military technicians. IMAs are also
excluded since their training schedule often differs from that
of other members. Most figures present information in graphic
form and show the median for each pay grade. Appendix A
contains a discussion of the median year of service for each pay
grade. For convenience, only data for officers in pay grades
01-07 and enlisted members in pay grades El-E9 is shown on
graphs tables and cited in the discussion in Chapters 2 and 3
and Appendices B through D. Appendix E includes figures for
warrant officers (pay grades Wl-W4).
2. See John W. Brinkerhoff and David W. Grissmer, "The
Reserve Forces in an All-Volunteer Environment," in William
Bowman, Roger Little, and G. Thomas Sicilia, eds., TheAllVolunteer Force After a Decade (McLean, Virginia: PergamonBrassey's 1986), pp. 206-229. This article contains citations
for the Air Force-sponsored studies and a summary of the
features of reserve participation that distinguish it from other
secondary labor market participation.
3. The discussion on motivation for reserve service is from
6th QRMC Report, Volume IB, Chapter 5.
4. Local Area SuDIVl of Non-rior Service Reserve and Active
Duty Enlistments, RAND Corporation, October 1986.

5. 1986 Reserve Components Surveys: Selected Reserve
Officer and Enlisted Personnel. Questions 93 and 97.
6. Department of Defense, Special Assistant for Policy
Studies, ODASD (MPP) Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Manpower and Reserve Affairs), Career Motivation in the
Ready Reserve, June 1969, pp. 38-39.
7. 1986 Reserve Components Surveys: Selected Reserve
officer and Enlisted Personnel. Questions 93 and 97. Also see
appendix B. While the amount of detail available from the
earlier survey is quite limited and the results are more likely
to be contaminated by sample and response error than the 1986
Reserve Components Surveys, we believe margin trends identified
to be valid.
8. A set of rules for editing, correcting, and imputing
civilian income variables reported in the 1986 Reserve
Components Surveys was developed by the RAND Corporation for the
6th QRMC. RAND created civilian income and related variables
which were incorporated in the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys
database by the Defense Manpower Data Center. A RAND note
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documenting the variables and presenting income characteristics
of reserve officers and enlisted members and their households is
included in Volume III of the QRHC report.
9. Susan Marquis and Sheila Nataraj Kirby, Economic Factors
in Reserve Attrition: Prior Service Individuals in the Army
National Guard and Reserve, RAND Corporation WD-3795-RA,
forthcoming.
10. 1986 Reserve Components Surveys: Selected Reserve
officer and Enlisted Personnel. Questions 93, 97, and 108.
grades not shown have insufficient data.

Pay

11. 1986 Reserve Components Surveys: Selected Reserve
Officer and Enlisted Personnel. Questions 93, 97, and 108.
grades not shown have insufficient data.

Pay

12. 1986 Reserve Components Surveys: Selected Reserve
Officer and Enlisted Personnel. Questions 93, 97, and 108.
Reserve pay computed as RMC (See Appendix C for details of RMC
computations) for 14 days of ADT and 48 periods of IDT. Pay
grades not shown have insufficient data.
13. Department of Defense, Special Assistant for Policy
Studies, ODASD (MPP) Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Manpower and Reserve Affairs), Career Motivation in the
Ready Reserve, June 1969, pp. 28, 29.
14.

Ibid. p. 7.

15. The average CPI-U was 34.8 for 1968 and 107.6 for 1985,
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
16. Only members who are employed in full-time civilian jobs
have been included. In many of the discussions in this chapter,
data from the 1986 Reserve Components Survey is restricted to
evaluation of these members. These members have the greatest
potential for conflict with their civilian employment and,
therefore, should bear the most scrutiny. Since the great
majority of members fall into this category, the figures would
change little if all members were included.
17. 1986 Reserve Components Surveys: Selected Reserve
officer and Enlisted Personnel. Respondents with full-time
civilian employment were considered as having the federal
government retain all FICA taxes from their reserve income if
their total income was less than the 1986 FICA ceiling of
$42,000.
18. 1986 Reserve Components Surveys: Selected Reserve
Officer and Enlisted Personnel. Question 26J asked respondents
to estimate the contribution that extra money to use now had in
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their most recent decision to stay in the Guard/Reserve. Of
members in pay grades 35-37 with income less than the FICA
maximum, 62 percent said it vas a "moderate" or "major"
contribution, whereas only 47 percent of members in the same pay
grades with income over the FICA maximum responded in that
manner.
19. Analysis of Selected Reserve Compensation and Retention,
Syllogistics, Inc., IDA 903-87-C-0647, Jan 26, 1988, pp. 2-17,

reprinted in Volume III of the 6th QRKC report.
20.

Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of Labor.

21.

Analysis of Selected Reserve Compensation and Retention,

Syllogqitics, Inc., MDA 903-87-C-0647, Jan 26, 1988, p. 3-13,
reprinted in Volume III of the 6th QRMC report.
22. 1986 Reserve Components Surveys: Selected Reserve
Officer and Enlisted Personnel. Question 107.
23. 1986 Reserve Components Surveys: Selected Reserve
Enlisted Personnel. A member was considered as intending to
reenlist or extend if question 18 was marked as 70 percent or
above.
24. 1986 Reserve Components Surveys: Selected Reserve
Officer and Enlisted Personnel. A member was considered to be
satisfied with pay if question 123a was marked "Satisfied" or
"Very satisfied." The member was considered dissatisfied if the
question was marked "Very dissatisfied" or "Dissatisfied."
25. Federal law forbids employers from penalizing reservist
employees because of such absences from employment. Many states
afford similar protection.
26. David W. Grissmer, Richard Buddin, Sheila Nataraj Kirby,
Chanuing Reserve Comnensation: A Review of ComDensation Related
Personnel and Training Issues, The RAND Corporation., R-3669FN&P/RA, forthcoming, p. 57.
27. 1986 Reserve Components Surveys: Selected Reserve
Officer and Enlisted Personnel. The spouse's attitude was
considered as favorable if question 88 was marked "Very
favorable" or "Somewhat favorable."
28. 1986 Reserve Components Surveys: Selected Reserve
Enlisted Personnel. A member was considered as intending to
reenlist or extend if question 18 on the was marked 70 percent
or above. Similar data is not available for officers.
29.

1986 RCCPDS.
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30. B. K. Burright, D. W. Grissmer, and Z. D. Doering, A
Model of Reenlistment Deoisions of Army National Guardsmen, R2866-MRAL, The RAND Corporation., October 1982.
31. Junior pay grade survey data, especially for pay grade
El, is limited because members in training or awaiting initial
training were not included in the survey; therefore, the
relatively few members who were included may not be
representative. The reported data does see consistent with the
trends established in adjacent pay grades, although a slight
change in the trend could change the junior pay grade statistics
substantially.
32. Statement of Principal Director, Office of Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Guard and Reserve Manpower
and Personnel, Hearings on H.R. 2798, Committee on Veterans'
Affairs, Serial No. 99-49, 1986, p. 44.
33. S. E. Haber, E. L. Lamas, and G. Green, "A New Method for
Estimating Job Separations by Sex and Race," Monthly Labo
Review, Vol. 106, No. 6, Bureau of the Census, June 1983.
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Chapter 3.

THE RESERVE COMPENSATION SYSTEM IN OPERATION

As discussed in the previous chapter, factors in the civilian
environment, such as loss of pay and lost opportunities for
overtime pay from the member's civilian employment as a result
of reserve training obligations, tend to be greater negative
factors for enlisted members than for officers. They also tend
to be greater negative factors for junior members than for
senior members in both enlisted and officer categories. This
chapter looks at the compensation system itself.
The Reserve CoMensation Systa
Compensation for the reserve components is an adaptation of
the active duty system. In order to allow movement of
reservists to and from active duty without disruption it must be
compatible with the active duty system. While the appropriate
level of military compensation for members on active duty may be
debated, comparison with compensation in related systems such as
private civilian employment, civil service, etc., does help to
establish the military pay levels necessary to be competitive.
However, unlike reserve membership, part-time employment in the
civilian environment typically makes no long-term demands on
individuals and does not require individuals with lengthy
training and long experience. In this respect, the reserve
compensation environment is unique; compensation for part-time
jobs in the civilian environment does not provide a realistic
comparison to reserve membership. Active duty comparability
studies, together with active duty manning requirements,
manpower shortages, and retention indices frequently provide the
basis for adjustments to active duty compensation, and the
affected elements of reserve compensation automatically change
in tandem. Thus additional incentives may be required to ensure
reserve manpower needs are met.
In understanding the linkage between the active duty and
reserve systems that has been in effect for over 70 years, 1 it
is worthwhile to evaluate the parallel characteristics of the
two systems and discover where there are unintended differences
and effects in the application of active duty system elements to
reserve members.
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Regular Nilitary Compensation

Regular Military Compensation (RMC) is the measure most
frequently used to compare the basic elements of military
compensation with other forms of compensation. RMC consists of
basic pay, basic allowance for quarters (BAQ), basic allowance
for subsistence (BAS), variable housing allowance (VHA), and an
imputed tax advantage of the fact that the allowances are not
taxable. RMC is the best basis for comparing active duty and
reserve compensation because it includes the elements and
advantages that are present in both systems but in varying
degrees.
RMC for reserve members on active duty for training (ADT) is
composed of basic pay, BAQ (paid to members with dependents
only), BAS, and the imputed tax advantage of BAQ and BAS. There
is no RMC for inactive duty training (IDT) compensation. An
equivalent was constructed for the purpose of analysis from
compensation for IDT, which is 1/30th of a month's basic pay,
subsistence in kind (for some enlisted members, some of the
time), and the imputed tax advantage of enlisted subsistence in
kind. See Appendix C for additional details of the RMC and RMC
equivalent computations and figures showing the elements of RMC
for each dependency status and pay grade.
For most reservists, the minimum required annual training
consists of approximately 14 days of ADT and 48 periods of IDT.
This forms a reasonable benchmark for comparison; however,
annual compensation for a specific reservist can vary
significantly, depending on additional days of ADT or IDT
performed. Unless stated otherwise, 14 ADT days and 48 IDT
periods are used in comparisons. Figure 3-1 shows the
comparison between median annual reserve income (as reported on
the 1986 Reserve Component Surveys) and RMC for 14 days of ADT
and 48 periods of IDT. Although many members perform additional
paid duty, participation levels of members in pay grade 07 were
substantially higher than for other pay grades.
Retirement
To qualify for reserve retirement, an individual must complete
20 years of satisfactory federal service as a member of the
uniformed services, the last eight of which must be in a reserve
component. For retirement purposes, a satisfactory year is one
in which at least 50 retirement points were earned. Reserve
retired pay is computed from the total point accumulation.
There are two classes of retirement points: active duty
points and inactive duty points. An active duty point is
awarded for each day of active duty. An inactive duty point is
awarded for each period of IDT. Fifteen additional inactive
duty points are awarded annually for reserve membership. There
3-2
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are a number of other ways to accumulate inactive duty points;
for example, by participating in approved periods of equivalent
instruction or by completing accredited correspondence courses.
Only 60 inactive duty points may be credited toward retirement
each year, but there is no limit to the number of active duty
points other than that set by a maximum annual point cap of 365
points.
Entitlement to reserve retired pay begins at age 60.
pay is computed as follows:

Retired

1. Total the active and inactive points.
2. Divide the points by 360 to determine computed years (and
fractions thereof) of service.
3. Multiply computed years of service by 2.5 percent to get
pay multiplier (maximum of 75 percent).
4. Establish the pay as the monthly basic pay for the member's
grade and years of service at
2 the time of entitlement.
5. Multiply pay by multiplier.
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Reaular Nilitar Comensation Co=arison
Implicit in the tie to the active duty system is the
assumption that compensation differentials for grade and length
of service are essentially parallel. Although it is generally

assumed that the two systems are parallel with respect to the
level of compensation paid to a given pay grade, two earlier
studies showed this was not the case: a follow-up to the 1st
QRMC in 1969 and the Reserve Compensation System Study (RCSS) in
1978. The studies found that the reserve pay system, relative
to the active component system, was less advantageous for
members in lower pay grades than for members in higher pay
grades. The 6th QRMC found essentially the same patterns. In
addition, the 6th QRMC found that the environmental factors
affecting reservists generally reenforced the comparative
differences rather than offsetting them. An analysis performed
by the RAND Corporation in support of the 6th QRMC arrived at a
similar position. There is no evidence to suggest that the two
systems were not intended to be parallel.
Relative Compensation Differences
The relative value of the compensation system, when comparing
two pay grades, can be expressed as a ratio. For example, if
the RMC of an active duty member in pay grade 06 is twice the
RMC for an active member in pay grade 02, then the compensation
ratio is 2:1 when using pay grade 02 as a base. Using the
active duty compensation system as a standard, the QRMC compared
the compensation ratios for reserve compensation with those of
active duty compensation, pay grade by pay grade. For example,
if the compensation of a reservist in pay grade 06 is twice that
of a reservist in pay grade 02, then the reserve system is
parallel to the active duty system example shown above. If,
however, the compensation of the 06 reservist is 2.2 times that
of the 02 reservist, then the system is not parallel; it is
"tilted" toward the higher pay grade. In this example, using
pay grade 02 as the baseline, the relative value of pay for
grade 06 would be 10 percent greater (2 subtracted from 2.2
then divided by 2), due to the tilt, than for pay grade 02.5 It
is important to note that these ratios do not imply overpayment
or underpayment; they are merely a method of assessing relative
compensation in the system with respect to senior and junior
members in the system being compared. In this analysis, a tilt
was discovered when comparing the relative value of reserve
compensation bypay grade to that of active compensation.
Reserve officer IDT compensation is not parallel to active
duty officer RMC; relative to active duty RMC, compensation for
IDT is relatively less for officers in junior pay grades than
for officers in senior pay grades. Figure 3-2 shows, for each
officer pay grade, the percentage that reserve IDT compensation
departs from being parallel to active duty RMC for members with
3-4
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dependents. In this case, pay grade 03 is the baseline active
duty pay grade; however, any grade could be used as the baseline
to show the relative difference between the reserve and active
systems.
Reserve enlisted IDT compensation is not parallel to active
duty enlisted RMC; relative to active duty RMC, compensation for
IDT is relatively less for enlisted members in junior pay grades
than for enlisted members in senior pay grades. Figure 3-3
shows similar percentages for the enlisted pay grades for
members with dependents. In this case, E6 is the baseline pay
grade. Again, any grade could be used as the baseline to show
the relative difference between the reserve and active systems.
Reserve IDT compensation is not parallel to active duty RMC;
relative to active duty RMC, compensation for IDT is relatively
less for enlisted members than for officers. Figure 3-4
combines the officer and enlisted pay grades for members with
dependents and uses E6 as the baseline.
The observed tilt in the relative value of compensation of
active duty and IDT occurs because compensation for IDT is
directly tied to basic pay: there is a greater relative
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differential in the basic pay of junior and senior grades than
there is in the quarters and subsistence allowances. For
example, the ratio for basic pay between pay grades 06 and 02 is
2.27:1, the ratio for BAQ is 1.66:1, and the ratio for BAS is
:. IDT pay is composed entirely of basic pay and therefore
the 06 to 02 ratio for IDT is the same as for basic pay
(2.27:1). Active duty RMC is a mix of all three compensation
elements, resulting in an 06 to 02 ratio of 2.06:1.
For members without dependents, the quarters allowance
structure differs slightly; however, the same pattern remains,
as shown in Figure 3-5.

r

As shown in Figure 3-6, even in the case of reservists on
annual ADT or other short periods of active duty there is a
tilt, although it is much less pronounced than in the case of
IDT. For members with dependents, the tilt results from the
fact that reservists on active duty orders specifying periods of
less than 140 days do not receive VHA; the tilt is very slight.
For reservists without dependents, the tilt during annual
training or other periods of active duty of less than 140 days
is greater because n2 quarters allowances are authorized. See
Figure 3-7.
For the reservist who completes the minimum training
requirement for training pay category A (about 97.5 percent of
trained Selected Reservists are in training pay category A), the
IDT/ADT combined pay is also tilted. Figures 3-8 and 3-9 show
the tilt in annual income for members who are compensated for 14
ADT days and 48 IDT periods.
Previous Studies
Although few past studies have dealt with reserve
compensation, there are two that are important: a follow-up to
the lst QRMC in 1969 (Reserve Forces Compensation for Inactive
Duty Training), and the Reserve Compensation System Study
completed in 1978. Each study had findings that are relevant to
the 6th QRMC's evaluation of reserve compensation.
Reserve Forces Compensation for Inactive Duty Training
The 1st QRMC proposed a salary system for military pay to
replace the system of pay and allowances. This proposal raised
the question as to how the relationship between pay for inactive
duty training and the proposed military salary system would be
formed. The Compensation and Career Development Directorate in
the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower
and Reserve Affairs completed a comprehensive study of this
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issue. The study was completed but not released since its
recommendations were tied to the proposals of the 1st QRMC
rather than directed at specific changes to reserve compensation
per se.
Although it was primarily concerned with "developing a method
of paying drill pay when the active duty forces convert to the
salary s~stem
proposed in the active duty portion of the
review, " some of its findings are still relevant today. For
example, the following is taken from "Findings with Respect to
Drill Pay":
Unintended distortion and inequities have crept into
drill pay because basic pay--a part of active duty
compensation--has been adjusted primarily in response
to active needs, not drill pay needs. Distortion and
inequities are evident in the different percentages of
active duty regular military compensation received by
reservists of different pay grades and longevity
steps.
We do not pay a "day's pay" for a drill
period; we pay the reservist anywhere from 64 to 83
percent of the full day's pay of his active duty
counterpart.5
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The study included a chart, recreated here as Figure 3-10,
illustrating that each pay grade receives a different percentage
of RNC and portraying the magnitude of the difference between
officer and enlisted grades.e Also significant is the marked
deviation from the horizontal. Instead of each reservist
receiving approximately the same proportion of active duty RNC
for participation in drill as his active duty contemporary of
the same grade and with the same length of service, the
percentages fluctuate from 64 percent to 83 percent. From this,
the study concluded that "unintended distortion and inequities
exist in the current drill pay system because basic pay, which
is only one element of active duty regular military
compensation, equals all of drill pay.""
After evaluating alternatives in the context of the primary
report that had recommended a salary system for active duty, the
review resulted in the following finding and recommendation:
FINDING 9. A percentage of the daily comparability salary
per drill period for reservists designated and the daily
rate of personal money pay for the remainder will best
satisfy the criteria for reserve forces drill pay.
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RECOMMENDATION 3. That a percentage of the daily
comparability salary per drill period for reservists
designated and the daily rate of personal
money pay for the
8
remainder be adopted for drill pay.
Based on the desirability of maintaining the historical and
traditional relationship between drill pay and active duty pay
and avoiding unfavorable monetary impact, the study recommended
that comparability pay be 75 percent of one day's comparability
salary per drill period.9 Because minor amounts of "save pay"
might be required, the study also recommended that a "one time
save pay provision be incorporated in the conversion to
comparability drill pay to insure that all take home drill pay
will be equal
- to or greater than that presently received by
reservists. ul
Reserve Compensation System Study
The Reserve Compensation System Study (RCSS) Final Report (dated
June 30, 1978) also had findings that relate to the tilt in
reserve compensation. The RCSS generally concluded that officer
and enlisted pay at high YOS levels is probably higher than
necessary and that pay is too low for junior enlisted
personnel. 1 1 The RCSS recommended inclusion of "training pay"
and "retainer pay," which together tended to flatten the slope
of the pay lines for both officer and enlisted members and to
reduce the difference between officer and enlisted pay. The
resulting general increase for junior personnel was recommended
"because all components are experiencing shortages of these
personnel, even those that are meeting their aggregate manning
goals." In general, under the RCSS proposal, pay would have
been increased for junior personnel and decreased for senior
personnel.12
Impact of Regular Military Compensation
Relative to the active duty compensation system from which it
is adapted, reserve compensation is relatively less for junior
members than for senior members, and relatively less for
enlisted members than for officers. Previous studies have
highlighted this fact, but no revisions to change the system
have been seriously considered. As a result of this tilt, and
in the absence of any other offsetting factors, one would expect
to see somewhat better retention in senior and/or officer pay
grades and somewhat poorer retention in the junior and/or
enlisted pay grades, relative to a reserve compensation system
without the tilt. This is in fact the case, as shown later in
this chapter.
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Retirement Qoa~rison

Implicit in the tie to the active duty system is the
assumption that the value of retirement is essentially parallel
for the two systems. Just as in case of basic pay and
allowances, the 6th QRMC has found that reserve retirement is
not parallel in relative value to active duty retirement, it is
relatively less valuable for enlisted members than for officers.
Relative Retirement Differences

AIn

The receipt of reserve retired pay is based on age, whereas
receipt of active duty retired pay is based on years of service.
both systems, the enlisted member typically joins
approximately four years younger than does the officer. As a
result, active duty enlisted members are first eligible to
receive retired pay when they are four years younger than
officers, and in fact are four years younger when they do
retire. In the reserve system, both officer and enlisted
members must wait until age 60. An explanation of the impact of
this four-year difference follows.
All members have a personal value that they place on time and
money. This value varies from person to person and for
individuals over time; it is termed the personal discount rate.
The overriding theme of all personal discount rates is that a
dollar today is worth more than a dollar tomorrow. At a
conservative personal discount rate of 1.6 percent per year
above inflation (1.6 percent above inflation is the interest
rate used by the DoD to value the cost of military retirement;
it is not, however, regarded as being a personal discount rate)
for an enlisted reservist, the loss of waiting those four years
would be perceived by the member to be 6 percent; at a personal
discount rate of 5 percent per year over inflation, the loss
would be 19 percent. The modeling of reserve retirement
alternatives using the models developed by the RAND Corporation
for the 6th QRMC used a 5 percent personal discount rate.
In addition, there are mortality related-differences that have
a greater impact on reserve enlisted members than on reserve
officers. Because retirement-eligible reserve enlisted members
must typically wait four years longer than officers before they
become age 60 and can draw retired pay, they experience
additional mortality during the years after qualifying for
retirement, but prior to receiving their retired pay. Depending
on the discount rate, the reduction in value from mortalityrelated factors to enlisted reservists relative to officer
reservists ranges from 16 percent at a 1.6 recent personal
discount
rate to 14 percent at a 5 percent personal discount
13
rate.
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Thus, combining both influences (personal discount rate for
four years and the impact of mortality related differences), the
loss in the relative value of reserve retirement for enlisted
members at a personal discount rate of 1.6 percent over
inflation is 21 percent; at 5 percent, the loss is 30 percent.
From the preceding discussion, it is apparent that reserve
retirement is not parallel to active duty retirement. Relative
to active duty retirement, reserve retirement is 14relatively less
valuable for enlisted members than for officers.
Because reserve retirement is based on points, the preceding
discussion applies equally to the value the member places on the
awarding of retirement points (system cost and perceived value
to the member), such as those associated with ADT, IDT, IDT
without pay, membership points, points for correspondence
courses, etc., as they are earned.
Impact of Retirement
Relative to the active duty retirement system, reserve
retirement is less valuable to enlisted members than to
officers. With other factors held constant, the reserve agebased retirement will be from 21 to 30 percent less attractive
as a draw for enlisted members than for officers, relative to a
system that is year-of-service based and awarded immediately
upon retirement.
EnviroMntal Comparison
The Reservist's Reserve and Civilian Income
Pay from members' civilian employment is relevant to reserve
compensation in that retention may be affected by the comparison
of reserve pay to the member's civilian pay. Analysis of the
1986 Reserve Components Surveys revealed that, if reserve pay
makes a poor comparison with the member's civilian employment
income, the reservist will be less satisfied with reserve pay.
The 6th QRMC determined from the survey data that the reserve
pay for enlisted members, when compared with the pay they
receive in their civilian employment, makes a less favorable
comparison than does the parallel comparison for reserve
officers. Said another way, reserve pay seems less attractive
to enlisted
members than to officers, relative to their civilian
15
jobs.
The relative attractiveness of pay can be evaluated through
ratios of officer and enlisted pay. For example, while
fulfilling Selected Reserve obligations, the reservist in pay
grade E5 makes about 50 percent of the pay of a reservist in pay
grade 03. The civilian pay of the average reservist in pay
3-14
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grade E5, however, is about 65 percent of the civilian pay of
the average reservist in pay grade 03. Median civilian pay for
reservists in pay grade ES is equal to the median civilian pay
for reservists in pay grade 03, yet reserve pay for pay grade E8
is only 80 percent of reserve pay for pay grade 03. Thus
reserve pay, compared with the civilian pay of the two groups,
is relatively less for enlisted members than for officers.
When we plot the RMC ratios for members without dependents
(derived from RMC numbers shown in Figure 3-1) against years of
service, interpolating in the intervals, we find that the ratio
remains fairly steady with enlisted RMC at 53 to 63 percent of
officer RMC (Figure 3-11). In other words, at comparable years
of service, the typical enlisted reserve wages are 53 to 63
percent of the typical officer reserve wages. When we compare
civilian median income ratios for the same members (derived from
civilian income numbers for members with dependents shown in
Figure 3-12), we find civilian income of enlisted members to be
64 to 72 percent of civilian income of officers (Figure 3-13).
Comparing these ratios in Figure 3-14, it seems logical that
enlisted members, particularly midcareer enlisted members, might
perceive their reserve wages less favorably than will officers
making similar comparisons at similar career points. As shown
in the next section, satisfaction with reserve pay does vary
systematically wit-l civilian income.
Second Job Travel Expense
The 6th QRMC also used 1986 Reserve Components Survey data to
show the travel time of officers and enlisted members from home
to the unit/drill location. Although travel time is less for
members in junior and enlisted pay grades, analysis shows that
travel expenses are a relatively larger proportion of pay for
the junior enlisted pay grades.
Enlisted members have shorter commuting times to unit/drill
meeting location than do officers. Figure 3-15 shows the
percentage of officers and enlisted members reporting commuting
times of less than 20, 40, 120, 180, and 360 minutes. 16 For
example, 81 percent of the enlisted members live within an
hour's commute whereas only 63 percent of the officers do. For
both officer and enlisted members, commuting time to unit/drill
meetings increases as pay grade increases. This can be seen in
Figure 3-16, which shows, for each pay grade, the percentage of
officers or enlisted members commuting one hour or more.
Additional commuting tie figures are in Appendix D.
There are several reasons that senior members and officers
will have greater commuting times. First, there is a selfselection process in which members are less likely to travel
great distances for lower paying junior pay grades and enlisted
The Reserve Compensation System in Operation
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jobs.

Also, as pay grade gets higher, the number of reserve

positions decreases; therefore, a more senior member is more
likely to have to join a less convenient unit in order to find
an appropriate reserve position.
Members' transportation costs may be regarded as having two
components: actual "out-of-pocket" expenses and the opportunity
costs (foregone income or value of alternative use) of transit
time. Out-of-pocket costs were calculated using actual driving
mileage and driving costs of 22 cents a mile. The calculations
assume that reservists make two round trips for 11 drill
weekends and one round trip for a combined annual training and
drill weekend. The results, depicted in Figure 3-17, show that
annual transportation costs range between $100 and $200 for
reservists, with officers and senior enlisted personnel having
greater transportation costs.
The second component of transportation costs is the value
reservists place on their driving time. For most reservists,
driving time does not substitute for income earning activity; it
decreases leisure time. This valuation is implicit in many
decisions individuals make concerning housing choices and
distance to work. Empirical analysis of this data shows that
leisure time is valued at some fraction of the civilian hourly
rate. The assumption here is that driving time is valued at
one-quarter of the civilian hourly wage. The results, depicted
in Figure 3-18, show that time costs are between $40 and $140
for enlisted personnel and between $60 and $300 for officers.
Time costs rise with rank because of the higher civilian income
of more senior personnel.
As a proportion of pay, total cost associated with reserve
participation is highest for members in the junior enlisted pay
grades. Foregone income and transportation costs were combined
to estimate a total cost associated with reserve participation
as shown in Figure 3-19. These costs represent either real
reductions in gross income, or alternatively, opportunity costs
resulting from the reserve participation decision. These costs
are shown in Figure 3-20 as a percentage of gross reserve pay
and in Figure 3-21 for after-tax reserve pay. The results show
that the costs of participation amount to 4r cents of each
after-tax dollar for reservists in pay
A22, but only 23
cents for reservists in pay grade E9.
ifficers, total costs
are between 25 and 30 cents of each after-tax dollar.17
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BAQ During Annual Training for Members Without-Dependents
During annual training, members without dependents are at a
pay disadvantage relative to members with dependents and to
active duty members without dependents. Only members with
dependents receive BAQ during annual training. It is obvious,
however, that housing costs do not cease during the two weeks of
annual training for members without dependents. As shown in
Figure 3-22, the highest percentage of members who have no
dependents are in the junior pay grades, with officer and
enlisted percentages relatively close to one another. 1 8 For
example, over 60 percent of members in pay grade 01 and 50
percent of members in pay grade E4 are without dependents,
whereas fewer than 10 percent of members in pay grades higher
than 04 and E7 are without dependents. Therefore, pay during
annual training is less advantageous for a higher percentage of
junior members than for senior members.
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Satisfaction with PaU and Allowances
Reserve and Active Component Pay Satisfaction

Reported levels of pay satisfaction reflect the tilt of the
reserve compensation. Member satisfaction with pay and
allowances was measured in both the 1986 Reserve Components
Surveys and the 1985 DoD Survey of officer and Enlisted
Personnel (active duty). There are insights to be gained from
review of this data; these tend to confirm the effect of pay
system tilt and of the environmental factors.
Members in each active duty officer pay grade report about
equal satisfaction with pay, as do members in each enlisted pay
grade. Figure 3-23 shows, for each active duty pay grade, the
percentage of members responding that they are satisfied with
pay. 1 9 In fact, if one ignores members in the more senior pay
grades (above E7 and 04), there is a slight decrease in
satisfaction as pay grade increases.
Within both reserve officer and enlisted categories, however,
satisfaction with pay increases steadily as the pay grade
increases. Figure 3-24 shows the percentage, for each reserve
pay grade, of members responding that they are satisfied with
The Reserve Ccmpensaton System in Operstion
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pay.2 0 Thus, both in an absolute sense and compared with the
active components, the reported satisfaction level of the
reserve members reflects the effect of the observed tilt against
the lower pay grades.
Not surprisingly, both surveys show officers as more satisfied
with pay than are enlisted members. Also, reserve members
indicate a higher level of satisfaction with pay than do active
duty members. There are obviously many reasons why the
comparison of expressed satisfaction with pay of full-time
members and part-time members are not directly comparable. It
seems logical to expect that pay would be relatively less
important overall for part-time members and that there would
therefore be a tendency to express greater satisfaction. Also,
reserve component members can more easily leave part-time
reserve service than active duty members can leave their
livelihood, and there is a higher level of unprogrammed reserve
attrition. As a result, many dissatisfied members, having
already left the reserve, are not included in the survey.
Retention and Satisfaction with Pay and Allowances
In the evaluation of the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys, we
found that expressed intent of members to reenlist or extend at
the end of the current term of service is related to the
21
Of
member's satisfaction with reserve pay and allowances.
members who are employed full-time
in their civilian job, the
reported propensity to reenlist 2 2 is 47 percent for members in
pay grade E4 who are satisfied with reserve pay and allowances
and 33 percent for those who are not. 2 3 The satisfied member is
42 percent more likely to reenlist. For members in pay grade
E5, the percent reporting themselves likely to reenlist is 63
percent for those who are satisfied with pay but 48 percent for
those who are not. In pay grade E6, the percentages are 69 and
57 percent. Figure 3-25 shows the results for all enlisted pay
grades.
Retenti
Reserve continuation rates (percentage of those in the reserve
on a given date who are still in the reserve one year later) are
typically lower than those for the active components. For
example, in the 11th year of service, the Fiscal Year 1985
continuation rate for Army National Guard officers is found to
be 83 percent, or 87 percent of the continuation rate for active
component Army officers, which is 96 percent. The officer and
enlisted continuation rates for the Army, Army National Guard,
ani Army Reserve are shown in Figures 3-26 and 3-27.24 Figures
showing continuation rates for all active and reserve components
are in Appendix F.
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The spread between the active and reserve continuation rates
is greatest in the lower pay grades, particularly in the case of
enlisted members. The continuation rate for each Guard or
Reserve component is shown as a percentage of the continuation
rate for the respective active component in Figures 3-28 and
3-29. The tilt in the officer continuation rates is slight;
however, the tilt in the enlisted continuation rates is qu :e
pronounced. This relative tilt was also true of the pay itself
and the satisfaction with pay, as discussed previously.
The significance of this difference between active component
and reserve retention is seen in its cumulative effects (Figures
3-30 and 3-31).25 In the active Army, when an officer reaches
the 7th year of service, there is a 64 percent chance that the
officer will complete the 19th year of service. In the Army
Guard and Reserve, the probabilities are only 18 and 17 percent
respectively, or about one-fourth as many. 2 6 For enlisted
members, the active Army percentage is 45 percent, and for the
Guard and Reserve the percentages are 15 percent and 12 percent.
These retention differences have a substantial impact on
training costs and tl,-moil within reserve units.
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Chapter 2 discussed the finding that negative influences in
reservists' civilian environment tend to be most severe for
junior and enlisted members. Chapter 3 showed that the
compensation system, rather than being parallel to active
component compensation, is less advantageous to junior and
enlisted members, and that there are additional negative
factors, especially travel costs, that further hinder junior and
enlisted members. These factors are associated with retention
and potentially other personnel readiness issues in the reserve
components.
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~Notes
1. The National Defense Act of 1916 provided, for the first
time in U.S. history, federal drill pay for the performance of
inactive duty training. Although there were exceptions for some
pay grades, this act and subsequent modifications to the act
based drill pay on active duty base pay and, after 1948, basic
pay.
2. Chapter 67 of title 10, United States Code.
3. The ratios used in the example approximate the actual
circumstances. The actual ratio for active component pay grades
06 and 02 is 2.06:1, the ratio for reserve pay grades 06 and 02 is
2.27:1, and the relative value of the 06 reservist is 10 percent
greater than for pay grade 02 (2.06 subtracted from 2.27 then
divided by 2.06).
4. Reserve Forces Compensation for Inactive Duty Trainin,
OASD(M&RA), 5 May 1969 (unpublished), p. ix.
5. Ibid. p. xi.
6. Ibid. p. 9.
7. Ibid. p. 7.
8. Ibid. p. 14.
9.

Ibid. p. 27.

10.

Ibid. p. 27.

11. Reserve Compensation System Study Final Report, 30 June
1978, p. V-2.
12.

Ibid. p. xxiv.

13. The loss is greatest at the lowest discount rate, whereas
previously the loss was greatest at the highest discount rate.
The reason is that the higher discount rates place more emphasis
on early years (before there are substantial differences in
mortality rates) and, therefore, less emphasis on late years.
14. From the perspective of the cost of retirement to the DoD,
the appropriate discount rate is 1.6 percent per year above
inflation--meaning that, relative to active duty, 21 percent less
is drawn by the reserve enlisted member than by the reserve
officer for each retirement dollar promised to the member (based
on 20 good years).
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15. Only members who are employed in full-time civilian jobs
have been included when computing median civilian income. In many
of the discussions in this chapter, data from the 1986 Reserve
Components Surveys will be restricted to evaluation of these
members. These members have the greatest potential for conflict
with their civilian employment, and therefore should bear the most
scrutiny. Since the great majority of members fall into this
category, the figures would change little if all members were
included.
16. 1986 Reserve Components Surveys:
and Enlisted Personnel. Question 45.

Selected Reserve Officer

17. The discussion on transportation cost is based in major
part on David W. Grissmer, Richard Buddin, Sheila Nataraj Kirby,
Chanaina Reserve Compensation: A Review of ComDensation Related
Personnel and Training Readiness Issues, The RAND Corporation,
R-3669-FN&P/RA, forthcoming, pp. 29-44.
18. Selected Reserve (no full-time support, military
technicians, or INks) from Reserve Components Common Personnel
Data System (RCCPDS).
19.
1985 DoD Survey. A member was considered to be satisfied
with pay if question 109 (officer) or 105 (enlisted) was marked

"Satisfied" or "Very satisfied."
20. 1986 Reserve Components Surveys: Selected Reserve Officer
and Enlisted Personnel. A member was considered to be satisfied
with pay if question 123a was marked "Satisfied" or "Very
satisfied."
21. 1986 Reserve Components Surveys: Selected Reserve Enlisted
Personnel. Questions 18 (enlisted only) and 123a. Similar data
is not available for officers.
22. 1986 Reserve Components Surveys: Selected Reserve Enlisted
Personnel. A member was considered as intending to reenlist or
extend if question 18 was marked as 70 percent or above.
23. 1986 Reserve Components Surveys: Selected Reserve Officer
and Enlisted Personnel. A member was considered satisfied with
pay if question 123a was marked "Satisfied" or "Very satisfied."
A member was considered dissatisfied if the question was marked
"Dissatisfied" or "Very dissatisfied."
24. Reserve Components Common Personnel Data System (RCCPDS)
and Active Duty Personnel Database System.
25. The 7th year of service was chosen as the starting year; it
is the first year subsequent to the initial reenlistment time for
both active duty and reserve.
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26. This is based upon cumulative continuation rates which do
not fully account for the later reentry of reserve members. This
will reduce the actual differences between the two rates, but they
remain substantial.
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Chapter 4. RESERVE FORCE MANPOWER FORCE STRUCTURES AND
PERSONNEL READINESS
Since the advent of the All-Volunteer Force in 1973, defense
policymakers have pursued a Total Force policy designed to
integrate the Active, Guard, and Reserve forces into a coherent
whole. In this process much greater reliance has been placed on
reserve component units and members. Today many Reserve and
National Guard units are scheduled to deploy before active force
units. These units simply will not have time between
mobilization and deployment to complete unit fill and training.
Consequently, unit readiness is essential, and units of the
Selected Reserve must be as close to their wartime requirement
in peacetime as possible.
The ability of the reserve components to meet mission
requirements depends heavily on their ability to man units with
qualified personnel. Reserve component units must be manned
with persons trained and qualified in military and technical
skills, possessing the needed levels of experience, and with the
proper mix of age and grade. Rapid advances in technology also
demand better educated members in almost every skill area. The
requirement for the geographical availability of these members
makes the overall task of manning reserve units a complex and
continuing challenge. As components with new, added missions
strive to meet personnel requirements, the technology-driven
force structures will continue to add new dimensions to
personnel management, bringing additional pressures on an
already challenged environment.
Overviw
This chapter will focus on the subjects of manpower
requirements, manpower force structures, and, most importantly,
unit personnel readiness. First, benchmarks must be developed
to evaluate compensation change initiatives. The benchmarks
established for this study are Fiscal Year (FY) 1986 Assigned
strength, FY 1986 Steady-State, and FY 1992 Steady-State force
structures. Following the benchmarks, which represent a macro
level view, attention is directed to a more micro level review
of individual units. Specifically, selected high-priority units
of the Army National Guard and Reserve are looked at from a
perspective of unit personnel readiness. Army National Guard
and Reserve units were selected for review because their units
together comprise almost 70 percent of all reserve units that
report readiness, and because of the very high dependence of the
R*erve Force Manpower Force Structures end Personnel Readfnees
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Army on its reserve components (half of Army manpower is in its
reserve components). For the reserve, an understanding of the
dynamics of readiness must address the status of personnel

resources at the unit level, since the environment for
recruiting and retaining personnel for reserve units is
geographically constrained. Consequently, the achievement of
aggregate manpower objectives does not ensure the individual
readiness of critical reserve units.
To further identify and document factors that impact
personnel readiness, this section reviews and discusses
personnel attrition and turnover within the Army reserve
components. Personnel readiness is adversely affected, not only
by the inability to recruit quality people in the required
numbers and train them quickly in requisite skills, but also by
the existence of significant personnel turbulence; i.e.
attrition from the force (separation before completing the
contracted term of service) and turnover (skill retraining in
units or transfers of individuals between units, generating
retraining requirements).
Reserve Force ManDower Reuuirements
Desired force structures and manpower end strengths in the
reserve components are governed and affected by congressional
and DoD policy on active/reserve mix. The current policy is to
maintain as small an active peacetime force as permitted by
global security requirements and overseas commitments. Within
that framework, functions requiring potential participation in
combat or the direct support of combat forces, but not requiring
immediate or full-time availability or peacetime overseas
deployment, are generally assigned to the reserve components.
Using one of several manpower requirement determination
methodologies or combinations thereof, each Service develops
manpower requirements to meet tasked war plan missions. The
method used depends in part upon the nature of the mission.
Methods include the use of computer simulations, the development
of quantitatively based manpower standards, or validation
through the use of manpower surveys and operational audits.
Regardless of the technique employed, the result is a
specification of the total number of persons needed, by skill
and skill level, to accomplish a mission. As force mix
decisions are made, certain missions, or a portion of the
mission capability, may then be assigned to a reserve component.
Manpower requirements for reserve missions are translated into
reserve unit structures, and ultimately a unit personnel
document is achieved. When the unit personnel structures of a
reserve component are combined (including individual
mobilization augmentees), the beginnings of the component's
4-2
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desired force structure are visible. Other factors also enter
into the composition of the desired force structure. For
instance, within the reserve components, the requirement for
full-time support personnel further affects the desired force
structures.
The members assigned to reserve units, when identified by the
same factors (skills, skill levels, grade, etc.) represent the
actual force structure. A primary goal of each reserve
component is to have the actual force structure closely
duplicate the desired force structure. Although this is a
difficult task, the desired force structure originated from the
manpower requirements for accomplishing a wartime mission and
therefore is a reflection of the manpower needs for
accomplishment of that mission. These desired force structures
are displayed and discussed in this chapter.
Reserve Manpower Force Structures
Purpose and Definitions
Military compensation analysis depends in large measure on the
ability to identify and understand manpower requirements.
Within reasonable and practical constraints these requirements
are best derived by the components charged with the military
missions of the nation. To establish the benchmarks necessary
for a proper examination of reserve compensatioa systems, each
component was tasked by the Office of the Secretary of Defense
to provide manpower force structures; that is, the personnel
structure of the component expressed in numbers and years of
service desired for officers, enlisted, warrant officers, and
subgroups, such as medical or full-time support personnel that
might usefully be considered separately. The preparation of
these structures required establishing specific rates of
accession, attrition, and continuation for the course of an
individual hypothetical reserve career period in the particular
reserve component.1 The data provided describe three distinct
structures. These are interrelated in that they describe where
the component is, where it would prefer to be, and where it
would prefer to find itself five years in the future.
The QRMC used the force structure data to compare how the
current personnel inventory, derived by the policies of the
past, matches up to today's need. After this comparison, the
QRMC used force structures of the future requirement to help
understand how the reserve pay system, with current and deferred
reserve pay and benefits could be adapted to promote the
evolution of the desired forces.

Reserve Force Manpower Force Structures and Porsonnot Readiness
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The three force structures requested were FY 1986 Actual, FY
1986 Steady-State, and FY 1992 Steady-State. They were
described in the following manner:
* FY 1986 Actual - The actual force configuration, by number
and year of service (YOS), as it existed on September 30,
1986.
"

F 1986 Steady-State - A conceptual force structure at the
1986 year-end actual level but reflecting desired numbers
and years of service consistent with experience/vigor and
stability/promotion opportunity tradeoffs. The
continuation rates needed to sustain such a hypothetical
force were to be made consistent with preferred force
management practices. Unlike other planning and
programming force structures,this steady-state force was
not to be bound by factors such as cost (other than the
general level implied by the 1986 number), external
economic conditions, or historic continuation rates. This
force structure was to reflect continuation rates, from
year to year, required to fill each year's cohort with
exactly the number required for the next year's cohort, and
so on for 30 years' cohorts. In this way the force
structure would remain in steady-state balance
indefinitely. When defining these force structures, issues
such as age of the force, realistic promotion flow relative
to length of service, training requirements, and skill
level compared with pay grade had to be carefully balanced.
This methodology has often been used for analyzing
active duty force structures and has proved effective
in identifying compensation policy initiatives that
will support efforts to develop the desired profile.
Reserve components offer an additional challenge,
however; unlike active components, reserve components
can recruit personnel with prior service and do so in
any year of service; their population is "open",
unlike the active components' "closed" population,
which is dependent on initial accessions throughout
the period of the steady-state force. Thus reserve
components can have, and in early years will often
want, continuation rates higher than unity, reflecting
year-to-year increases where active forces would
always have declines.
FY 1992 Steady-State - A conceptual force structure
constructed in the same manner as the FY 1986 Steady-State
force, with the exception that this steady-state force was
built at the FY 1992 force strength as described in the
Program Objective Memorandum (PON) FY 1988. It reflects,
among other things, Service-desired changes in end-
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strength, promotion, skill composition, and experience
levels, compared with those characteristics of the FY 1986
Steady-State Force.
The steady-state force structures were also requested in a
format of years of service by grade. The grade information
provides links to specific unit manpower requirements. The
years-of-service dimension allows personnel planners to balance
the total requirement in a steady state. Such a force is a
notional force, of course; even with perfect planning it would
require 30 years to evolve. Thus to actually achieve this goal
by 1992 would have required starting in 1962. And, of course,
outside events (and the policy response to them) introduce peaks
and valleys into a real force that an "ideal" force does not
have.
The components were asked to provide separate breakouts of the
three force structures for AGR/TAR personnel, military
technicians, part-time members not employed as technicians, and
medical personnel. Graphs displaying manpower force structures
in these categories can be found in Appendix G. In addition to
the categories requested, the Military Departments were invited
to develop and submit force structures for any other categories
that they desired. None, however, were submitted.
Using Steady-State Force Structures
In examining the steady-state force structures, the reader
should remember that steady-state forces, by definition, do not

change with time, whereas actual observed force structures are
subject to variation over the years due to policy changes and
changing outside factors. Thus steady-state force structures
reflect constant conditions, with the same set of policies and
external factors affecting all year-of-service cohorts
simultaneously. This methodology allows examination of policy
options in their full permanent effect. The structures will
show "standing waves" as opposed to the "traveling waves" found
in actual populations. Therefore, comparing actual rates and
levels with steady-state rates and levels must be done with
care. A major observation is the identification, in actual
population, of "humps" and "valleys" that will pass through the
system in time and do not require permanent policy treatment.
Major Observations from the Manpower Force Structures
There are significant differences among the force structures
provided by the Military Departments and the Coast Guard. For
most components, the desired FY 1986 Steady-State force
structures differ from the FY 1986 Actual force structures.
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As noted previously, the force structures used by the QRNC
required the construction of desired accession patterns and
promotion flows. In this regard the QRNC staff worked with the
Services to the maximum extent practicable concerning the
details for the steady-state submissions. However, neither the
distribution and mix of accessions, nor the promotion flows
showed consistent patterns amonq the components, even after
allowing for differing mission requirements. Some force

structures submitted were not sustainable in steady-state
condition. Additional work would be required, in varying
amounts depending on the component, to make the submitted
accessions and promotion flows useful for more detailed
analysis. Nevertheless, a number of important observations are
made regarding the forces.
Actual FY 1986 force structures for most components, when
compared with the appropriate steady-state force structure, show
more members than desired in the later years of service.
Conversely, a comparison of FY 1986 Actual accessions without
prior service, versus steady-state accession patterns, shows
fewer members than desired in the earliest years of service in
the components with the greatest need for large numbers of
personnel without prior service. The Navy and the Air National
Guard, with somewhat smaller needs in the early years, and
larger requirements for enlisted members in years of service 10
to 25, had excessive junior members and shortages in the years
of service of greatest need. The Air Force Reserve indicated a
desire for more officers and enlisted members in the later years
of service, up to the 30th year of service. All components' FY
1986 Actual force structure showed that each currently has
significant numbers with over 30 years of service, yet their FY
1986 and FY 1992 Steady-State force structures indicate that
only a few members with over 30 years of service are desired.
In fact, most components indicate a desire for fewer members in
all pay grades beyond 30 years of service, and all components
desire fewer members beyond 35 years of service. Moreover, the
objective force structures anticipate a shorter span of years of
service for each of the pay grades. This is true for both
officers and enlisted members.
All components indicated a desire to retain a higher
percentage of the force from 6 to 20 years of service, with an
increase in the separations occurring after 25 to 30 years of
service; that is, the Services want more sustainable force
structures. They desire to recruit most members relatively
early in terms of years of service and have gradual attrition in
later years. This is generally preferable to adding members in
later years of service to meet requirements, but patterns and
requirements vary by component. This desired force structure
shape means that the components would need to increase retention
rates during the first 20 years of service and lower retention
rates after the 20th year.

I
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The steady-state force structures also vary significantly from
current experience in the rate at which retention rates decrease
after 18 to 20 years of service. This results from the
Services' desire to decrease participation more rapidly than is
currently happening for thc.e later years (20 to 30 YOS). The
desired force structures differ for different categories. Force
structures of AGR/TAR personnel demonstrate a desire on the part
of most components for AGR/TAR members to retire relatively
earlier then part-time members not employed as technicians, and
for longer service prior to retirement for military technicians.
(This reflects the influence of the policy of federal civilian
retirement which generally does not permit an unreduced annuity
earlier than age 55 with 30 years of service.)
Reserve components with manpower force structures that require
large numbers of relatively youthful personnel consider early
entry important. Two components, the Army National Guard and
Army Reserve, together representing almost 70 percent of the
numerical strength of the Selected Reserve, desire that, at any
given time, 55 percent of the enlisted force and 28 percent of
the officer force be in junior grades with less than 6 years of
service. The personnel flow rates required to maintain proper
balance include a high rate of loss of junior members (although
clearly not as great as the present high rate of unprogrammed
early attrition).
The reserve components do not want to maintain all individuals
on a career path. The majority of members are not expected to
remain in service through eligibility for retirement, ind the
required force structures do not need the retention of all
members for 20 or more years of service. Some force structures
need more than they are now getting, however. Thus, a retention
incentive for midcareer members is necessary to build and
maintain the desired force structures as well as the required
levels of management talent and technical experience. The QRMC
also found need for an incentive for continuous performance of
satisfactory years through 20 years of service and, for
personnel without promotion potential or critical skills, an
increasing incentive for self-selection out of active membership
from 20 through 30 years.
Continuous satisfactory service has advantages for the reserve
components as well as for their members. Breaks in service
increase recruiting demands and costs; increase personnel
turbulence, which impacts on readiness; reduce the experience
level of members and increase training costs; and create
problems with the implementation of selective retention
policies.
For all components, the age distribution of part-time
reservists is currently being affected by a sizeable hump of
members who initially joined the armed forces during the Vietnam
Reserve Force Manpower Force structures and Personnel Readiness
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War period. Individuals in the age cohort who represent the
peak of this hump were 40 to 41 years old in 1987, depending on
the component and on their status as officer or enlisted. It is
clear that most components will have to implement personnel
policies to provide effective management of this hump over the
next 10 years in addition to policies for evolving the desired
steady-state structures.
The QRMC believes that in order to achieve and maintain a high
state of personnel readiness, the reserve components require a
compensation system that is highly flexible and adaptable to
each component's particular needs.
Reserve Component Personnel Readiness
Reserve Component Unit Readiness
In support of QRMC objectives, Logistics Management Institute

(LMI) conducted research and analysis of the personnel readiness
conditions existing within the reserve components. The
objective of this analysis was to determine how compensation
initiatives might be used to improve personnel readiness. As a
result of this research, I(I's basic conclusion was that,
although major improvements in reserve readiness have been made
since 1980, reserve component units still lack readiness in some
areas to fulfill their assigned wartime missions. 2 LMI analysts
found that over 40 percent of Selected Reserve units (which
report readiness) show a less-than-ready status, and that a
major contributing factor was the personnel status of those
units. Table 4-1 shows that almost half (46 percent) of the
more than 4,800 National Guard and Reserve units reporting under
the Unit Status and Identity Report (UNITREP)3 system
established by the Joint Chiefs of Staff are considered
marginally ready or not ready for personnel. Twenty-six percent
of the units report that they are not ready for personnel.
Use of Army Reserve Components as Examples
Tables and figures showing Army National Guard and Reserve
data are used throughout this discussion for the following
reasons: the relative size of the Army National Guard and
Reserve compared with the size of the reserve components of the
other armed forces; the very high dependence of the Army on its
reserve components (half of Army manpower is in its reserve
components); and the Army's straightforward approach to unit
priority assigrments.
For comparison pu'-oses, a brief discussion on personnel
readiness and ski], -hortages in selected unit groupings within
the Air National -, rd and Air Force Reserve follows this
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Tabte 4-1.

Units Reporting Marginally Ready or Not Ready In Personnel

Status of Reporting Units
Components
(in descending order of number
of refortina units)

Army Guard
Army Reserve
Air Guard
Air Force Reserve
Naval Reserve
Marine Corps Reserve
Alt Units (4,800 + units)
Source:

Marginatly
Ready
X

Not Ready

.

Marginally or
Not Ready
%

24
20
13
18
12
19

23
42
7
17
9
31

47
62
20
35
21
50

20

26

46

UNITREP, April 1987.

section. Similar data for Naval Reserve and Marine Corps
Reserve units had not been developed at the time of LMI's
report.
Personnel Readiness in Context
UNITREP (now SORTS) is a system that provides, for a selected
point in time, the status of a unit's resources and training
measured against that required to undertake the mission for
which the unit was organized or designed. UNITREP is primarily
an internal management tool for use by the Services and the
Joint Chiefs of Staff. Because personnel readiness is but one
of four elements that contribute to unit overall readiness under
UNITREP, it is necessary to understand these personnel ratings
in the context of the other three resource areas:
0

Equipment and supplies on hand
Equipment readiness
4
• (Unit) training.

a

Each unit has an overall rating based on the lowest rating of
the unit in any of the resource categories. For illustrative
purposes, Table 4-2 shows the aggregated readiness ratings of
all reporting units of the Army National Guard and the Army
Reserve. It Is clear that, by a small margin, personnel
deficiencies represent the most serious readiness problem,
although significant equipment deficiencies also exist. As late
as Fiscal Year 1986, the equipment-on-hand resource category was
the factor imposing the greatest limitations on unit readiness
Reserve Force Manpower Force Structures and Personnel Readiness
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across all of DoD's Selected Reserve. 5 The equipment situation
has been improving steadily, however, as a result of changes
made to procurement and distribution policies, 6 and personnel
readiness is now emerging as the primary limitation on Selected
Reserve readiness.
TabLe 4-2.

Readiness Status of ALL Army National Guard and Reserve Units Combined
Readiness Ratings
as Percent of Total Units

%esource Cateacrv

Ready

Marginatty
Ready

%

7,

Not Ready

OveraLt

32

23

45

Personnel
Equipment Readiness
Equipment-On-Hand
Training

45
66
57
66

22
9
13
23

33
25
30
11

Source:

UNITREP, 1987

Although the kinds of summary information contained in Tables
4-1 and 4-2 help to illustrate the extent to which a personnel
readiness problem exists, aggregate data cannot show the
specific nature of personnel readiness problems. To do so, data
must be broken down into specific groups of units and into
specific groups of skills.
Personnel Readiness of High-Priority Units
All Selected Reserve units are not of equal importance to the
execution of a given war plan. Neither is it necessary that all
reserve units be fully ready during peacetime, since some units
that are not scheduled to perform important missions during the
earliest stages of a conflict may not have to be fully resourced
in peacetime. Therefore, the notion of "unit priority" is
important - to help identify which of the units must be highly
ready during peacetime as opposed to those that should be as
ready as possible. A unit priority scheme can help determine
all the following:
"

The magnitude of any readiness problems

a

The effectiveness of the use of available resources

a

The extent to which focusing on priority units could result
in the quickest, most cost-effective payoffs

4-10
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100

90
so

Ready

70
60
Total
Units
50
(percent)
40

Marginally
Ready

30

20
10

Not Ready

0
All Units
Combined

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

FIGURE 4-1. ARMY GUARD/RESERVE UNIT PERSONNEL READINESS
BY GROUPS OF UNITS
SOURCE: UNITREP, April 1987

To illustrate this issue, two groups of Army National Guard
and Army Reserve high-priority units have been selected:
*

Scenario 1 - Army reserve component units scheduled for
early deployment in a major scenario using primarily combat
support and combat service support forces

*

Scenario 2 - Army reserve component units scheduled for
deployment in a major scenario using primarily combat
forces

LMI's analysis of personnel readiness data shows that highpriority Army National Guard and Reserve units do not have
noticeably higher personnel readiness than do AU Army National
Guard and Reserve units. Specifically, Figure 4-1 shows that,
although the several hundred Army Reserve component units due
for early deployment in Scenario 1 have slightly higher
personnel readiness ratings than do all the units of the Army
Guard and Army Reserve together, the units assigned to Scenario
2 are actually less ready.

Reserve Force Menpower Force Structures and Personnel Readiness
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Personnel Readiness on a Unit Basis
Aggregated unit data show the existence of widespread and
serious personnel readiness shortcomings in Army National Guard
and Reserve units, even in the case of units considered as
having the highest priority. Because reserve component service
members are not readily transferable among units (unlike members
of the active forces), it is important that personnel status in
the reserve components be looked at on a unit basis. Aggregate
level inventory data, while adequate for evaluating active force
personnel issues, is inadequate for analysis of most personnel
issues within the Selected Reserve. In order to understand the
problem of personnel readiness in individual units, the rules
and structure of the personnel readiness ratings must be
understood.
In reporting personnel readiness, the unit commander compares
available personnel (often constrained by the Authorized Level
of Organization (ALO)), against the unit strength reguired in
wartime. 7 Three separate personnel factors are used to
determine a unit's personnel rating:
* Available strength percentage
* Available individual skill qualification percentage
* Available senior grade (E5 and above) percentage

j

All percentages are calculated against the unit's full wartime
required quantities. In other words, the commander asks, What
percentage of required unit strength is now available to be
deployed? Of the people available for deployment, what
percentage are trained and qualified to meet unit requirements?
Finally, what percentage of the unit's required leaders are
available to provide adequate direction and management?
Deficiencies or shortages within one or more of these areas
lower the unit's personnel readiness rating.
Available Strength versus Assigned Strength
Not everyone assigned to a unit is available for deployment in
the event of emergency. Under UNITREP, members are considered
to be unavailable under the following circumstances:
*

They have not yet completed initial training

*

They are pregnant

* They are within 7 days of discharge
* They are sole-surviving family members
*

They are not available for one of several additional
reasons

4-12
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Thus the assigned strength of a unit overstates the available
Jstrength
in almost all units. Of particular concern to reserve
Icomponent
units are service members who are unavailable because
they have not yet completed their initial training. On the
average, these members account for 10 to 15 percent of a unit's
assigned strength. These members are assigned to the unit and
may be attending training assemblies with the unit, but they are
not legally available for deployment in wartime.
Available Skill Qualifications
Not everyone available to a unit may have been awarded the
specialty called for by the particular position to which they
are assigned. To be considered qualified, a member must have
been awarded the required specialty according to the rules of
the military Service. The person-to-job match may include
secondary specialties or additional specialties (including any
that a Service authorizes for substitution). Under UNITREP,
skill levels, such as numerical designations for apprentice,
journeyman, and master, are not used to determine skill
qualifications.
Available Senior Grade Members
The unit's personnel "health" in leaders is rated in a simple
way: the ranks (pay grade E5 and above, including officers) of
available personnel are compared with the rank structure
contained in the unit's wartime manning document. Specialties
are ignored for this rating.
Causes of Personnel Lack of Readiness
LI's analysis reveals low skill qualification percentages as
the personnel factor that most interferes with personnel
readiness in Guard/Reserve units. Skill qualification problems
are more serious than simple personnel shortages or insufficient
numbers of personnel in senior grades, for all units, including
high-priority
units.
This
is shown
in Figure 4-2. Some units
may
be deficient
in more
than
one area.
Table 4-3 shows, for the same three groupings of units shown
in Figure 4-2, the percentage of assigned, available and
qualified members. From left to right, the table columns show
the increasing reduction in available, qualified personnel when
comparing wartime required strengths with assigned strengths,
with available strengths, and finally with available skillqualified strengths--all expressed as percentages of the wartime
requirement. As seen earlier in the case of overall personnel

readiness ratings, high-priority Army reserve units are not
better off than all Guard and Reserve units combined.
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ALL ARMY
GUARD/RESERVE

z*UNITS
*

S0

-a

0

20
20

z
w
mu

10

SCENARIO 1

SCENARIO 2
PERSONNEL INDIVIDUAL AVAILABLE
SKILL
STRENGTH
QUALIFICATION

SENIOR
GRADE

FIGURE 4-2. PERSONNEL READINESS IN ARMY GUARD/RESERVE UNITS
BY PERSONNEL FACTOR AND GROUPS OF UNITS
(AS PERCENTAGE OF ALL UNITS REPORTING "NOT READY")
SOURCE: APRIL 1987 UNITREP. PERCENTAGES REPORTED FOR EACH FACTOR
DO NOT ADD TO PERCENTAGE REPORTED FOR PERSONNEL BECAUSE
SOME UNITS ARE "NOT READY" BECAUSE OF MORE THAN ONE FACTOR

Table 4-3.

Successively Restricted Personnel Strength
Percentages (Selected groups of Army reserve
component units)
Group Strenaths
as Percent of Group's Total Wartime Reauirement
Available
and

Unit~u
GrM

Assigned
%~

Available
%

Qualified*
%

All Guard/Reserve Units

93

80

69

Scenario 1

99

87

72

Scenario 2

89

75

65

*

I

Qualified for assigned position specialty

Source:
&-14

UNITREP, April 1987
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The Army National Guard and Reserve units assigned to Scenario'
2, for example, report levels of available, qualified personnel

equal to 65 percent of their wartime requirement. Obviously,
not all these difficulties occur as a result .of simple position
vacancies. Many factors, including vacancies, positions filled
with members having the wrong skills, members in training, and
members unavailable for other reasons, contribute to the
shortfalls.
Skill Shortages and Mismatches
Skill imbalances may be considered generally as belonging to
one of four groups:
*uPure"
or Inventory Shortages - This kind of imbalance
occurs when positions calling for certain qualifications
simply cannot be filled. In unit after unit, recruiting
efforts fail to attract service members to certain
positions. These specialties may represent chronic
shortages to the military service concerned; they may
include unpopular specialties, or specialties with very
high aptitude or difficult training requirements.
*

Training Pipeline - Reserve component enlistees who
require initial training are currently enrolled as unit
members, but they cannot be counted as being available in
readiness reporting until they complete that training.
This can be true for individuals with prior military
service as well as for new enlistees. Some specialties
consistently have large groups of service members declared
unavailable because they are awaiting training or
undergoing training. It is likely that these specialties
have high turnover rates in the units, and/or that they
show high attrition rates during training.

* Unit-by-unit Imbalances - These groups of "shortages" in
certain specialties are particularly troublesome because
they are shortages only in some military units. Other
units, in other locations, may actually show overstrength
conditions in the same military jobs.
*

Skill Xismatches - This kind of imbalance occurs when
positions calling for certain qualifications are filled,
but filled with people having the wrong qualifications.
When these individuals do not undergo timely training in
the proper skill, the skill mismatch persists.

Certain specialties may display more
characteristics at any one time. That
represent a chronic "pure" shortage in
the same time, show consistently large
training.

than one set of
is, a specialty may
a number of units and, at
populations undergoing
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Army Specialties Adversely Affecting Personnel Readiness

Tables 4-4 and 4-5 are I4I-developed lists of Army specialties
with shortfalls contributing heavily to personnel readiness
problems. These listings are derived from two groups of highpriority units. Table 4-4 shows specialties related to earlydeploying National Guard and Reserve units found in Scenario 1.
Table 4-5 contains specialties related to National Guard and
Reserve units in Scenario 2. These lists show the 20
specialties with the largest shortages of qualified personnel.
Over 200 other specialties show smaller shortages. Note that
officer, warrant officer, and enlisted specialties are included.
Further detail on the procedures used to examine skill
imbalances in relation to unit priority is provided in Appendix
H.
The complete lists of specialties contain the numbers of
additional qualified personnel needed to make up shortages in
all specialties and for all units in each group. These numbers
would raise a unit's percentage of fully-qualified personnel
enough to attain a personnel readiness rating equal to the
unit's ALO. In other words,, if the numbers of qualified
personnel identified were added to the appropriate units, the
result would be that each high-priority unit would achieve the
highest peacetime personnel readiness rating that is possible
within existing personnel ceilings.
The determination of the quantities of Army specialties shown
in Tables 4-4 and 4-5 began with the personnel readiness rating
of each of the high-priority reserve units. If the rating of a
unit was high (ready, or substantially ready), no further
examination was made of that unit, even though a few specialties
might be substantially short of qualified people. In units with
unsatisfactory personnel readiness, however, the precise number
of vacancies making up the shortage was then calculated and
distributed among the specialties that were short. The
objective was to identify the minimum number of soldiers, by
specialty, who could be added to produce a satisfactory
personnel readiness rating. The significance of the procedure,
as it relates to reserve compensation, is that it implies the
possibility that initiatives targeted at the most critical
skills and units could potentially result in substantial
readiness improvements within reasonable cost limits.
The next approach is to investigate the significance of doing
more than just eliminating poor personnel readiness ratings of
high-priority units. What would be required to raise every
specialty in aUl high-priority units to a satisfactory level?
Such a scheme (which would create much more capable reserve
units, but which has higher cost implications than that used for
Tables 4-4 and 4-5) was used to develop Tables 4-6 and 4-7.
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Table 4-4.

Twenty Army Specialties Contributing Most to Low PersonneL Readiness Rating of Units
(SpeciaLty Qualification)

Scenario 1:

268 Early-deploying Guard/Reserve units
(Computations based on unit readiness ratings)

Shortage*

Military
CLLss

Speciltty

Wartime
Reauir d

Additional

as Percent

Qualified

of Wartime

Personnel
Needed

Requirement
%

E

644

123

19

E
E
E

880
188
181

106
80
56

12
43
31

E
W

524
102

55
39

10
38

E

173

30

17

E

148

28

19

E

191

26

14

E

383

25

7

E
E

322
59

25
25

8
42

Unit Supply Specialist
Equipment Records and
Parts Specialist
94B Food Service Specialist
8811 Traffic Management
Coordinator
953 Traffic Management
75Z Personnel Sergeant

E
E

549
126

24
23

4
18

E
E

497
256

23
22

5
9

0
E

69
83

20
19

29
23

Comand Sergeant Major
Counter Signet
Intettigence Specialist

E
E

89
34

17
16

19
47

54B
951
12C
520
91A
180
753
623
76V
630
553
55R

Chemical Operations
Specialist
Military Police
Bridge Crewman
Power generation
Equipment Repairer
Medical Specialist
Special Operations
Technician
Personnel Administration
Specialist
Construction Equipment
Repairer
Materiel Storage and
Handling Specialist
Light Wheel Vehicle
Mechanic
Ammunition Specialist
Ammunition Stock Control
and Accounting Specialist

76Y
76C

OOZ
970

0 - Officer

W a Warrant Officer

E - Enlisted

Shortage* represents additional NOS-quaLfied personnel needed in each specialty to ensure
that all njts have a personnel readiness rating (for available qualified personnel) equal to
their Authorized Level of Organization (ALO).
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Table 4-5.

Scenario 2:

Twenty Army Specialties Contributing Nost to Low PersonneL Readiness Eating of Units
(Speciaty Gueltficatfon)
208 Guard/Reserve units
(Computations based on unit readiness ratings)

s!€Iaty

Ile
1IC
31K
11H
12B
520
113
77F

Infantry
Combat Engineer
Power Generation
Equipment Repairer
Light Infantryman Officer
Petroleum Supply

13F
31M

Specialist
Military PoLice
Switching Systems
Operator
Single Channel Radio
Operator
Medical Specialist
UL Communications
Maintenance Repairer
Equipment Records
and Parts Specialist
Fire Support SpeciaList
MuLtichanneL Communica-

71L

tions Equipment Operator
Administrative Specialist

95B
36N
31C
91A
31V
76C

Z

infantryman
Indirect Fire infantryman
Combat Signaler
Heavy Antiarmor Weapons

540
88M
IIM

Chemical Operations
Specialist
Traffic Nanagement
Coordinator
Fighting Vehicle
Infantryman

0 - Officer

W

=

Additional
Qualified
Personnel

Shortage*
as Percent
of Wartime
Requirement

Military

Wartime

0M,

Rawl red

E
E
E
E

6,508
1,469
941
1,016

766
169
113
112

12
12
12
11

E
E

660
546

97
97

11
18

0
E

552
482

96
85

17
18

E
E

784
185

83
77

11
42

E

568

74

13

E
E

885
428

70
69

8
16

E

433

64

15

E
E

395
806

63
57

16
7

E

1,242

so

4

E

421

46

11

E

170

43

25

E

345

43

12

Warrant Officer

_d

x

E - Enlisted

'Shortage" represents additional MOS-quaLified personnel needed in each speciaLty to ensure
that alL Vnjjj have a personnel readiness rating (for available qualified personnel) equal to
their Authorized Level of Organization (ALO).
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In this case, each unit on the list of priority units was

examined by s.
Within each unit, any specialty that did
not have a satisfactory number of qualified soldiers available
for deployment had its shortage identified, and that shortage
was entered on the list of total shortages. Thus, even though a
unit might be reporting a "ready" personnel readiness rating,
any internal shortages were identified as requiring remedy. 124I
analysts found that the number of soldiers listed by this
method, in Tables 4-6 and 4-7, was larger (by about a factor of
two) than the numbers of shortages identified by the more frugal
readiness rating improvement method that produced Tables 4-4
and 4-5.
In summary, because of the nation's high dependence on units
of the Army National Guard and Reserve early in any major
conflict, the readiness of reserve units during peacetime is
vital. However, as LMI analysis demonstrated, reserve component
units are not as ready as they should be to fulfill their
designated wartime missions. In terms of unit personnel
readiness, approximately 55 percent of Army Selected Reserve
units report a less-than-ready status. These deficiencies are
found even in units identified by the Army as high priority. By
identifying the specific skills most directly related to the
readiness of high-priority units, compensation initiatives could
produce substantive readiness gains.
Personnel Readiness and Skill Shortages in the Air National
Guard and Air Force Reserve
Thus far, discussion has centered around the Army National
Guard and Reserve at the unit and specialty levels. However,
the issues discussed and the methods used to identify
specialties that may become targets for compensation incentives
are applicable to unit groupings of other reserve components as
well.
The purpose of this section is to display comparable readiness
and skill shortage information about the Air National Guard and
Air Force Reserve. For illustration, three unit groupings have
been chosen as notional high-priority Air National Guard and Air
Force Reserve units based on mission area. Since the purpose of
this discussion is general component comparability, the
information presented here includes only three selected enlisted
specialties and does not provide the same detail on specific
specialties as those produced for the Army. LMI reviewed skill
shortages in Air Force units by comparing the specialty required
by each position with the primary specialty of the airman
assigned in those units.
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Table 4-6.

Qualified Personnel
Twenty Army Specialties Contributing Most to LoW Unit Fill of
Qualification)
(Specialty

Scenario 1:

26 Earty-deploying Guard/Reserve units
(Computed without regard to unit readiness ratings)

ialty

71L
548
95
91C
38A
IA
91A
76Y
84E
31C

NIlitary

Wartime

am

Raou rd

Administrative Specialist
Chemical Operations
Specialist
Military Police
Practical Nurse
Civil Affairs,
General (aS Cop)
Special Operations
Officer
Medical Specialist
Unit Supply Specialist
Special Operations
Cmmunicat ions Sergeant
Single Channel Radio

ISF
520
88N
748
12C
553
31K
1A
943
73

Operator
Special Operations
Intelligence Sergeant
Power generation
Equipment Repairer
Traffic Management
Coordinator
Chemical Operations/
Training Officer
$ridge Crewmn
Aaition Specialist
Codat Signaer
Special Operstins
Technician
Food Service Specialist
Personnel Administration
Specialist

0 a Officer

*Shortage

V

u

Additional

Shortage*
as Percent

Qualified
Personnel

of Wartime
Requirement

Neded%

E

1,351
644

225
195

17
30

E
E

a0
249
192

162
124
123

Is
50

0

220

120

55

E
E
E

524
549
318

117
117
97

22
21
31

E

456

95

21

E

167

93

56

E

181

93

51

E

256

8

34

0

84

84

100

I
E
1
W

186
322
321
102

84
83
so
s0

45
26
25
78

U
E

497
173

78
73

16
42

Warrant Officer

represents additional NOS-quetlfled personnel needs

U

E - Enlisted

in each specialty to ensure

to the
in all units are filled with qualified people to a level equal
anclties
that fl
(ALO).
Organization
of
Level
unit's Authorized
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Table 4-7.

scenario 2:

Personnel
Twenty Army Specialties Contributing Most to Low unit IM of Qualified
CSpeciatty Qualificati~n)
208 Guard/ReServe Units
(computed without regard to unit readiness ratings)

Wartime

E
E

6,508

985

I5

345

224

65

E
E

1,242
546

200
179

16
33

E

1,469

177

12

Military

III

Infantryman
uIN Fighting Vehicle
infantryman
71L Administrative Specialist
520 Power Generation
Equipment Repairer
IIC indirect Fire
Infantryman
31K Combat Signaler
77F Petroleum Supply
Specialist
13F Fire Support Specialist
956 Military Police,
31MN ultichannet Comuunfcations Equipment operator
121 Combat Engineer
31C Single Channel Redio
Operator
IMN Heavy Antiarmor
Weapons Infantry
91A Medical Specialist
III Light infantryman
officer
721 Telecomiunications
Center operator
54$ Chemical Operations
Specilist
76C Equipment Records
and Parts Specialist
36u1 Switching System
operator
76Y Unit Supply Specialist
0 a Officer

W

Shortage*
as Percent
of Wdartime
Requirement

Additional
Qualified
ParsonneL

E
E

91.1
482

176
147

19
30

E
E
E

395
784
806

145
143
138

37
i8
17

1
E

860
568

f26
124

i5
22

E

1,016

122

12

E
0

885
552

110
104

12

E

534

101

19

E

421

94

22

E

433

93

21

E

185

87

47

E

1,032

Warrant Officer

19

868
E

Enlisted

each specialty to ensure
*Shortagea represents additonal NOS-qualfied personnel needed in
to a level equal to the
people
qualified
with
filled
art
units
all.
in
secialties
that alt
(ALO).
unit's Authorized Level, of Organization
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General Comparison
The reserve components of the Air Force are substantially
smaller than their Army counterparts, in total assigned
personnel and in numbers of units. Table 4-8 shows those
comparative figures.
Table 4-8.

Component

Selected Reserve Assigned Strength and Numbers of
Units Reporting Readiness: Four Reserve Components
Assigned Strength*
(000)

Units Reporting
Readiness**

451.8
313.6
114.6
80.4

1,701
1,748
832
411

ARNG
USAR
ANGUS
USAFR

*RCCPDS Fiscal Year 1987 Summary.
**Data from MULTICS files, October-November 1987.

The Air Force is, in some respects, less dependent on its
reserve components for overall mission accomplishment than is
the Army. Within some mission areas, however, the wartime
effort of the Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve is
extremely important. Table 4-9 shows the levels of reserve
contribution to the total Air Force in selected mission areas.
Three of these mission areas were chosen by LMI for further
review as notional high-priority unit groupings. Table 4-10
summarizes the status of personnel readiness of these selected
groups.
Aerial Port Operations
Aerial port units provide terminal services for both cargo and
passengers. These units, which are organized in peacetime as
squadrons or flights, are employed as teams upon mobilization to
augment existing aerial port terminals or to provide similar
services at unimproved air bases destined for wartime service.
Aerial pnrt units are required very early in any major conflict,
during the initial surge in airborne shipments to (and within)
the war theater. Those Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve
units are therefore important to early accomplishment of the
wartime mission of the Air Force. Over 10,000 enlisted
positions exist in the Air Guard and in the Air Force Reserve
for aerial port units.
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Table 4-9.

Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve
Contributions to Total Air Force
Percentage

Mission Area
78*
60*
50**
33*
22*
54*
61**
55***
67***
93****
44***

Air defense
Tactical airlift
Strategic airlift aircrews
Tactical fighter capability
Air refueling
Tactical reconnaissance
Aerial port
Tactical control
Combat communications
Aeromedical evacuation crews
Civil engineering personnel
Note:

All data except those for aeromedical evacuation
crews from the Annual Report of the Reserve Forces
Policy Board for FY1987, p.13.

*Percentage determined by counting primary authorization
aircraft.
**Percentage determined by counting primary authorized
aircrews.
***Percentage determined by counting primary authorized
personnel.
****Data from Air Force Maaazine, September 1987, p.107.

Table 4-10. Personnel Readiness of Notional High-Priority Air
National Guard and Air Force Reserve Unit Groups*
Personnel Readiness**
Marginally Ready

U
Aerial Port
Civil Engineering
Combat Communications

88%
70
89

10%
18
9

Not Ready
2%
12
2

*LNI retained the older UNITREP category titles of "combat
ratings" rather than "category levels" used under the new Status
of Resources and Training Systems (SORTS), which was implemented
during FY1987. All units in these unit group report readiness.
**Shown as a percentage of all units within each unit group.

I
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Although the overall personnel readiness status of this group

of units is generally good (see Table 4-10), a review of the
individual specialties for aerial port units shows that three
specialties are experiencing some level of skill imbalance in
Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve units combined. The
current situation for these specialties is shown in Table 4-11.
Table 4-11.

Potential Problem Specialties in Aerial Port Units (ANG and USAFR Units Combined)

Primary of Assigned as Percentage of Authorized
Percent

Initial

Specialties

fill

P a DY*

Same CF**

472X0
605X0

Vehicle Mechanic
Passenger
specialist

103%

43%

492

116%

51%

52%

605XI

Cargo specialist

41%

42%

992*****

Other CF***

Trsnjrm
e se*

8%

3X

5%

8%

12%2%*****

*Primary incumbent specialty is same as duty specialty.
"ePrimary incumbent specialty and duty specialty not the same, but are in same career
field.
***Primary incumbent specialty and duty speciaLty are in different career fields.
****Undergoing initial skills training in duty specialty.
*****This percentage is an estimate due to the practice of the Air Guard of assigning new
Service members to special, separate "training ftights" so that these not-yet-qualified
airmen are not counted against Selected Reserve unit strengths. It is assumed that the
ANG and USAFR have equal percentages of their airmen undergoing initial skilL training in
this speciatty.

Civil Engineering
Civil engineering units of the Air National Guard and Air
Force Reserve are to deploy very early in any major conflict to
provide engineering support for Air Force combat units at both
unimproved locations and established air bases. Runway battle
damage repair, construction of facilities, fire protection,
crash rescue, and bare base maintenance and operations are
representative wartime tasks for these important units. Air
Force dependence upon the Air National Guard and Air Force
Reserve for civil engineering work is also substantial. Of all
Air Force people assigned to this mission area, the Air Guard
and Air Force Reserve provide 44 percent.
Two of the 57 specialties required for the operation of these
units show levels of skill imbalance which might merit special
attention. Table 4-12 shows this data.
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Table 4-12.

PotentiaL Problem Specialties in Civil Engineering Units
(Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve Units Combined)

Primary of Assigned as Percentage of Authorized

Specilties
552XQ
$52X1

Carpenter
Naeon

Percent
fill

Sam CF**

P

Other CF*

**

Initial
Training****

t051*****

492

292

24%

3*****

101%

42%

43%

15

1%

*Primary incumbent specialty is same as duty specialty.
**Prfmery incumbent specialty and duty specialty not the same,

but or* in ame career

field.
***Primary incumbent specialty and duty specialty are in different career fields.
****Undergoing initial skills training in duty specialty.
*****This percentage is an estimate due to the practice of the Air Guard of assigning new
Service members to special, separate "training flights" so that these not-yet-quaLified
airmen are not counted against Selected Reserve unit strengths. It is assumed that the
Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve have equal percentages of their airmen
undergoing initial skill training in this specialty.

Combat Communications
Combat communications flights are mobile units that are
deployed promptly to the war theater in time of emergency to
establish and to operate ground-to-ground communications and
ground-to-air communications, including those communications
required for command and control during combat. The bases to
which these units deploy are both unimproved air bases or those
which are operated jointly with units of allied nations.
Combat communications units in the Air National Guard and Air
Force Reserve show generally satisfactory levels of personnel
readiness (see Table 4-10). When a specialty-by-specialty
review is made, however, a single military job shows a level of
skill imbalance which may require special attention. Table 4-13
contains the specific information. No Air Force Reserve data
are shown since all Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve
combat communication units are assigned to the Air National
Guard.

Observations

L14I research reveals that, when compared with the reserve
components of the Army, the units of the Air National Guard and
the Air Force Reserve show higher levels of personnel readiness.
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Tabt

4-13.

Potentalt Probtem Specaltty In Combat Comunlications Units
(ANE Units Onty)

Primary of Assigned as Percentage of Authorized

Percent
flEitL

472X2

Vehicte Mechanic

100%

P a OY*

391

Se
i

*

CF
E

50%

Other CF***

Initalt
Tra1nio****

01****

11%

*Prfmry incumbent specfiaty is sawe as duty specialty.
"Primary incumbent specitlty and duty specietty not the same,

but are in same career

fietd.
***Primry incubent speciatty and duty specietty are in different career flds.
" Undergoing inittaL skirts training in duty speciatty.
*****The nmber of airmen undergoing initial skirls training is unknown, since the AMG enrolts
slt such peopte in training flights that are not associated with the unit to which each
airmen will be assigned permanently.

At the same time, the number and magnitude of skill shortages
and imbalances in the Air Guard and Air Force Reserve are lower
than in the Army components.
A review of the types of troublesome Air Force specialties in
these selected groups of units shows an interesting trend. For
the most part, the military jobs for which trained and qualified
airmen are sometimes unavailable are jobs that are by their verl
nature unpopular: they require hard work under sometimes
arduous conditions. In flying units--none of which was reviewed
here--the sortie-generating skills and others connected directly
with the assigned aircraft consistently showed higher levels of
specialty qualification than the jobs shown in these tables.
The data imply that carefully developed compensation
initiatives could be used to address the perplexing problem of
intrinsically unpopular skills that show persistent shortages
over time-.
Proble=s of Skill Oualification in Reserve Connonents
It is well recognized that high levels of unprogrammed
attrition represents one of the most serious personnel problems
in the reserve components. If personnel losses are severe, how
can training efforts ever catch up to readiness requirements?
Turbulence undermines training, and training difficulties result
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in low levels of skill qualification and slow correction of
skill mismatches.
Reserve training is difficult.

Individual skill qualification

treining and matching of individual skills to unit billets are
inherently more difficult in the reserve force than in the
active force. Part-time reservists are available only on a
limited basis, with training often separated by weeks of
distraction by civilian job requirements. Many are far removed
from training facilities. Particularly in the more technical
specialties, unit capability to provide adequate skill training
may be severely limited. Civilian job changes often requires
relocation, resulting in transfer, retraining, broken service,
or even total loss.
As part of their work in support of the QRMC, the RAND
Corporation and the Logistics Management Institute (LMI)
provided research and analysis of the process of individual
skill training and the matching of individual skills to unit
billet requirements. LMI analysts, expanding on the technology
developed for the Reserve Medical Management Information System
(REMMIS), produced tables depicting how well specialty
requirements of Army Selected Reserve units match the primary
skill qualifications of the enlisted personnel assigned to those
units. Summary tables are shown in Appendix I. The tables
reveal wide variances by MOS when matching the primary skill
qualification of a member with duty qualification. LKI also, as
in the preceding section, used personnel files and
manpower authorization documents to analyze MOS qualification
rates and levels and their effect on unit personnel readiness.
RAND analysts used data from the 1979 Reserve Force Studies
Surveys of the Army National Guard and Reserve which they
conducted under contract to DoD and from the 1986 Reserve
Components Surveys to analyze causes of low MOS qualification
levels and suggest compensation related
incentives that might
8
improve skill qualification levels.

Ireported

With very limited exceptions for individuals with relevant
civilian training or experience, nonprior service recruits
receive basic military training and training in a military
specialty during a period (sometimes split) of initial active
duty for training (IADT). After trained members return to their
units, however, they may change units or skills. In these
cases, skill retraining is difficult because of limits on the
member's time and the difficulty of scheduling additional formal
school training. Table 4-14 shows that, one year after entry,
only about 80 percent of Army reserve component nonprior service
accessions have formal school training in the skill to which
they are assigned. Table 4-15 shows that on-the-job training in
the reserve unit is the most common alternative training method
for nonprior service members who have not received formal
training in the skill to which assigned.
Reserve Force Nenpower Force Structures and Personnel Reedtness
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Table 4-14. Percent of Nonprior Service Personnel
With Active Duty Training in PROS
Army
Years of

Army

Reserve

Guard

1

76.5

82.9

2

74.6

81.5

3
4

74.0
67.3

80.0
77.5

5
6+

63.7
45.1

71.9
56.0

Note:

Table 4-15.

National

Reserve

Results based on 1986 Reserve
Components Survey of Enlisted Personnel.

Alternatives to Active Duty PROS Training for
Personnel without Prior Service
(percent trained in each alternative)
Army
National
Guard

Army
Reserve

OJT in civilian
job
Formal civilian
school

OJT in Reserve
component
Correspondence
course
Note:

4-20

13.2

19.2

05.5

13.2

84.6
23.6

73.8
27.8

Results based on 1986 Reserve Components
Survey of Enlisted Personnel. Percents do not
sum to unity because individuals may be
trained in more than one mode.
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For the majority of nonprior service members, civilian

experience or training does little to reduce military skill
qualification problem.. Table 4-16 shows that only about 11
percent of enlisted members of the Army National Guard and 17
percent of nonprior service Army Reservist's have civilian jobs
similar or very similar to their military specialty. Not only
is unit skill training limited by the relatively few days each
year available for training, but there are many other demands
besides working and training in the duties of the member's

primary military occupation. For those without prior service,
46 percent of junior enlisted members of the Army National Guard
and 31 percent of senior members report that they spend less
than half of their time working in their primary specialty. In
the Army Reserve the comparable figures are 53 and 36 percent.
Table 4-16.

Similarity of Civilian and Reserve Jobs for
Nonprior Service Personnel (percent in each
alternative)

Similarity of
Civilian and

Army
National
Guard

Army
Reserve

Very similar

05.4

08.8

Similar

05.4

07.9

Somewhat
similar

12.1

14.2

Not similar
at all

65.7

58.2

No civilian
job

11.3

10.8

Note:

Results based on 1986 Reserve Components Survey
of Enlisted Personnel. Percents may not sum to
unity because of rounding.

Is the situation better for veterans? It is often argued that
the affiliation of prior service members with the reserve
components represents increased return on training investment
and reduced requirements for initial military and skill
training. At least with respect to qualification in the skill
to which assigned, this is not the case. Table 4-17 shows that
in the Army National Guard and Reserve, less than half of prior
Resrve Force Nanpower Force Structures end Personnel Needines
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service accessions are initially assigned against their active
duty primary specialty. With promotion and reassignment, the
proportion drops to one in four or less after seven years of
reserve service. Similarity between military and civilian
duties is slightly higher in the Army National Guard for prior
service than nonprior service members, and in both components
prior service members are more likely to spend a majority of
their time performing in their primary specialty.
Table 4-17.

Share of Prior Service Reservists
With Same Active and Reserve PHOS
Army National Guard

Years of
Reserve

Junior

Senior

1
2
3
4
5
6
7+

37.1
33.2
31.8
26.3
29.2
21.0
25.8

28.9
29.1
28.1
25.0
20.9
22.0
18.9

Service

Note:

Army Reserve
Junior Senior
47.6
41.7
33.8
31.2
31.3
28.3
27.1

56.3
45.4
40.9
34.1
28.4
29.9
22.7

Results based on 1986 Reserve
Components Survey of Enlisted Personnel.

RAND analysts estimated specialty qualification from the 1979
Reserve Force Studies Survey and predicted future duty specialty
qualification rates by years of reserve service and prior
service status from 1986 Reserve Components Surveys data. This
work predicts that the qualification of members who join the
reserve after a period of prior active duty service will
continue to trail the rates for nonprior service members. A
substantial percentage will remain unqualified even after years
of reserve service. These forecasts are shown in Tables 4-18
and 4-19.
The research shows that a great deal of time is presently
required to earn a new specialty. For this reason, reservists
who change units are much less likely to be qualified in their
duty specialty than those who do not. Table 4-20 shows how
frequently members change units. Overall, those who remain are
relatively stable, but unit change is generally more frequent
for those with prior active duty service and is much more likely
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Table 4-18.

NOS Qualification Rate for Pay Grade
El-E4, by Years of Service, Component, and Prior
Service Status
Y sArmy
Years of

National Guard

Reserve

NPS

PS

0.5
1.0

58.9
59.8

2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0

Ser ic

Note:

Army Reserve

_t

NPS

J_

PS

58.4
61.1

60.8
61.7

44.3
46.2

80.3

76.1

75.8

63.4

81.3
82.2
82.9
83.6

79.3
81.8
83.9
85.5

77.1
78.4
79.6
80.8

66.0
68.1
69.7
70.8

A-

Results estimated from the 1979
Reserve Force Studies Survey.

Table 4-19. MOS Qualification Rate for Pay Grade E5E9, by Years of Service, Component, and
Prior Service Status
Years of
Reserve

1
2
4
6

Army National Guard
NPS
PS

Army Reserve
NPS
PS

85.3
86.9

73.6
75.9
79.5
82.3

82.4
83.0

69.1
71.8
76.5
80.2

8
10

88.2
89.2

84.5
86.1

84.0
85.5

83.0
85.2

15
20

91.0
91.8

88.7
89.5

90.1
94.6

88.4
89.4

---

---

Note: Results estimated from the 1979 Reserve
Force Studies Survey. NOS qualification
rates are not shown for NPS E5-E9 in years
1 and 2 because very few NPS recruits
achieve these ranks with so few years of
service.
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Table 4-20. Unit Tenure of Reserve Personnel
Army National Guard
Characteristic

Average Years in
Reserve
Average Years in
Current Unit
if Changed

Army Reserve
PS

NPS

PS

11.75

7.48

9.28

7.29

6.05

4.22

4.57

3.73

NPS

Number of Units
of AssLanment

1
2
3
4+
Note:

1

!k-

59.76
21.44
8.76
10.04

60.27
21.90
8.58
9.26

53.45
23.19
14.16
9.20

56.07
24.70
8.88
10.35

Results estimated from the 1979 Reserve
Force Studies Survey.

for members of the Army Reserve than for the Guardsmen. Tables
4-21 and 4-22 show the effect of unit change on the duty
qualification rate. The RAND researchers conclude that low
occupational qualification levels can be traced to low rates of
occupational matching for prior service personnel, high turnover
of personnel in units, the long process for occupational
retraining, and promotion incentives which encourage
occupational movement.
There are, however, other factors. RAND analysts compared the
views of senior enlisted members in 45 units which had been
surveyed with a 100 percent sample in 1979 with views expressed
in a follow-up in 1986. They found a pattern of shifting
perception of the nature of the most serious problems between
the two periods. Table 4-23 shows the shifts and calculates the
differences. The personnel related factors of quality of
personnel, early pay grade strength, low attendance and, to some
extent, OS qualified shortage are believed to be improved. The
respondents now consider them less severe.
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Table 4-21.

Unit Change and Duty Qualification for Personnel in
Pay Grades El-E4, by Component and Prior Service
Status
Army National Guard
NPS

Duty Oual. Rate
Before unit
change
After unit
change
Years in new
unit

1

!2
3
4
586.3
Note:

PS

..

Army Reserve
NPS

PS

.

92.7

72.8

86.4

72.3

77.7

55.3

58.2

56.4

80.5
82.5
84.1
85.3

61.5
67.5
72.6
76.9
80.5

61.8
65.1
69.0
73.3
77.8

57.2
60.7
64.2
67.8
71.3

Results estimated from the 1986 Reserve Components
Survey of Enlisted Personnel.
sults are based on
National Guard and Army Reserve member changing
units after 3 years of reserve service.

Table 4-22.

Unit Change and Duty Qualification for Personnel in
Pay Grades E5-E9, by Component and Prior Service
Status
Army National Guard

Duty Oual. Rate

Army Reserve

NPS

PS

NPS

PS

91.8

82.5

87.4

79.8

74.3

62.8

58.8

51.2

75.6
76.8
78.0
79.0
80.0

66.9
70.6
73.7
76.4
78.7

62.4
65.6
68.5
71.1
73.3

57.0
62.2
66.9
71.0
74.6

L

_._

__%_

Before unit

change
After unit
change
Years in new
unit
1
2
3
4
5
Note:

Results estimated from the 1986 Reserve Components
Survey of Enlisted Personnel. Results are based on
all members who changed units after 8 years (NPS)
and 6 years (PS) of service.
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Table 4.23

Comparing Perception Probtem For 1979 AND 1986

X Responding 'Serious" or "Somew ato of a Probtem

Not Enough
Staff

Poor
Being BeLow
Mechanical
Strength
Condition
Out of Date
Equipment/ of Equipment/ in Grades
E1-E4
Weapons
Weapons

Being Bo
Strength
in Grades
ES-E9

Residences
to Ptan
Lou
Effective Attendance at
Training
Unit DriLLs

Low
Attendance
at Annuat
Training

1979
E5
E6
E7
ES

13.7
14.8
10.4
13.1

11.9
10.1
9.3
7.9

30.2
35.7
37.5
38.1

7.8
5.0
5.6
2.8

12.6
11.7
12.1
8.0

18.0
17.0
15.5
7.4

6.9
6.6
5.6
1.7

1986
E5
E6
E7
E8

21.6
20.9
19.9
20.5

14.9
14.5
14.6
11.6

16.8
19.4
15.1
15.7

7.3
5.2
6.1
6.8

13.7
14.3
15.3
16.4

12.8
10.4
9.0
7.5

8.3
6.3
6.8
4.1

Differences
1986-1979
7.9
ES
E6
6.1
9.5
E7
7.4
ES

3.0
4.4
5.3
3.7

-13.4
-16.3
-22.4
-22.4

*0.5
-0.2
-0.5
+4.0

1.1
2.6
3.2
8.4

-5.2
-6.6
-6.5
40.1

+1.4
-0.3
1.2
2.4

Instead, the surveys reveal a much higher concern with access
to facilities, time to train, poor equipment, and paperwork
interference. The pattern of improved numbers of personnel,
accompanied by increased problems of training time and access is
an indicator of the increased intensity of reserve training and
administration today.
Turbulence is the enemy of training, and training is the key
to readiness. Training personnel to the levels required for MOS
qualification takes a long time: losses and transfers cut the
members" tenure short and hold down the level of personnel
readiness. Could the components solve the problem by training
harder and faster, either through additional training
assemblies, or through longer active duty for training?
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Table 4.23 (continued)
X Responding "Serious" or

Some*hat* of a Probtle

Lack of
Lack of Good
Access
Not Enough
to Good
Instruction
Time to Plan
Nanuats/
Training
and Get Att
Paperwork Done Facilities Materials

ineffective
Training
During
Annual
Training

Shortage
of NOS
ualified
Personnel

Low Quatity
of Personnel
in Low Grade
Unit Positions

Not
Enough
Tim to
Practice
SkilLs

1979
ES
E6
E7
E8

9.2
8.7
7.3
3.4

15.5
14.1
13.7
7.4

15.6
17.9
18.8
12.5

12.0
14.7
26.9
15.9

14.7
21.4
29.4
31.2

17.2
21.6
19.1
16.5

12.1
11.6
9.2
3.4

1986
E5
E6
E7
E8

12.6
10.5
9.5
7.5

12.7
9.8
10.2
8.9

11.0
9.1
10.2
9.6

19.7
21.2
29.2
34.9

23.8
29.5
42.8
45.2

22.7
22.7
28.0
22.6

14.1
12.0
10.5
13.0

3.4
1.8
2.2
4.1

-2.8
-4.3
-3.5
1.5

-4.6
-8.8
-8.6
-2.9

7.7
6.5
2.3
19.0

9.1
8.1
13.4
14.0

5.5
1.1
C.9
6.1

Difference
1979-1986
E5
E6
E7
E8

2.0
0.4
1.3
9.6

Previous research has established a strong association between
employer or family conflict and reserve loss. Increased
training time which exacerbates these tensions might produce
more rapid MOS qualification in the individual, only to see the
benefit lost through increased losses and the need to train more
individuals.
This is indicated by an empirical study of retention in the
first seven Army National Guard units to attend the National
Training Center and RAND analysis of data from the 1986 Reserve
Components Surveys for revealing intentions. 9 In the latter
data, a clear pattern of change in reenlistment intention was
found in answer to questions of the effect of extended training
options. The options presented for consideration were two: two
extra drills per month on the one hand or an extra five days of
annual training duty on the other. Tables 4-24 and 4-25 present
the results. While intention is not fait accompli, other work
has shown reenlistment intention to be an excellent predictor of
actual behavior. The analysts found a strong negative shift in
intention to continue under the hypothetical conditions.
Reserve Force Manpower Force Structures end Personnel Readiness
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Tab[* 4-24. Effect of Extended Time Options on the neenlistment Intentions of Junior Personnel
by Component and Prior Service Status
(percent planning to reentlist)

Current PoLicy
Army National Guard
NPS
PS
Army Reserve
NPS
PS
Note:

2 Extra DriLLs
per month

Extra 5 days of
Annual Training

49.8

37.0 (12.3)

39.6 (10.2)

55.8

44.3 (11.5)

46.2 ( 9.6)

51.7
58.9

39.2 (12.2)
48.2 (10.7)

44.3 C 7.4)
51.7 ( 7.2)

ResuLts based on 1986 Reserve Components Survey of Enlisted PersonneL. The difference
between the proportion reentisting under current policy and under each option is reported
in parenthesis.

Table 4-25. Effect of Extended Time Options on the Reentistment Intentions of Senior Personnel
by Component and Prior Service Status
(percent planning to reenlist)

Current Policy

Army National Guard
UPS
PS

2 Extra Drills
per month

Extra 5 days of
Annual Training

65.8
69.1

48.6 (17.2)
53.6 (15.5)

49.4 (16.4)
55.8 (13.3)

MPS

67.7

52.2 (15.5)

PS

72.2

58.5 (13.7)

56.2 (11.5)
62.3 ( 9.9)

Army Reserve

Note:

ResuLts based on 1986 Reserve Components Survey of Enlisted Personnel. The difference
between the proportion reenlisting under current policy end under each option is reported
In parenthesis.

The results of the Army National Guard's use of the National
Training Center in an expanded training program support the
intentions reported by the surveys. 1 0 The National Training
Center training increased the time required of the members in
three ways; three weeks of duty were required in place of the
usual two; the units involved undertook a more intensive
4-36
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Table 4-26.

Attrition/Transfers in NTC versus Comparison Unite

over the NTC period by State
Separated

Transferred

fror the
Guard
Unit

to Another
Guard
Unit

14.8
14.1

16.0
8.4

30.8
22.5

69.2
77.6

(533)
(491)

Georgia (1-108)
NTC units
Comparison units

30.7
21.5

1.1
1.1

32.0
22.6

68.0
77.4

(547)
(1,552)

Georgia (1-121)
NTC units
Comparison units

24.1
17.4

4.9
4.7

29.0
22.1

71.0
77.9

Georgia (2-121)
NTC units

Stitt
Overall
Unit
Attrition

Remaining in
Original
Unit

Alabama
NTC units
Comparison units

(801)
(1,531)

17.4

7.4

24.8

75.2

(771)

Comparison units

15.7

7.8

23.5

76.6

(1,561)

Louisiana
NTC units
Comparison units

15.6
13.5

8.9
6.6

24.5
20.1

75.5
79.9

(649,
(1,075)

Minnesota
NTC units

28.4

4.7

33.1

Comparison units

23.3

4.5

27.8

66.9
72.2

(821)
(2,036)

North Carolina
NTC units
Comparison units

15.2
10.2

9.4
5.4

24.6
15.6

75.4
84.4

(792)
(2,523)

Source: Grlasmer and Mogami, Retention Patterns for Army National Guard Units Attending the
National Training Canter, prepared for Sattete Columbus Laboratories under contract to
U.S. Army Research Office, November 1986, draft.

training schedule in the year before their arrival; and officers
and senior NCOs were required to participate in a large number
of additional planning sessions during the preparation phase,
which could have taken as much as two or three extra weekends
each month.
The results show a significant difference in attrition between
units participating J the program and equivalent non
participating units. UTable
4-26 shows the data.
Reserve Force Nanpower Force Structures and Personnel Reediness
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More than extra work was involved in the NTC program.

reservists reported income loss from the extra time.

Many

Most young

members received no civilian pay during their absence, and
military pay suffered a troublesome delay. Some members lost
pay during the preparation sessions, and others during the extra
drills required.

Unit Personnel Shortaaes
The preceding section on reserve component personnel
readiness provided insight into the extent to which available

strength and skill qualification levels which affect unit
readiness are being achieved. The section documented the
magnitude of the personnel readiness problem and suggested that
the systematic documentation of factors affecting personnel
readiness in priority units may make the problem susceptible to
improvement through the use of target incentives. To better
understand the environment in which reserve compensation
functions to attract and retain members with the desired
qualities and needed skills, the pattern of personnel shortages
across Army National Guard and Army Reserve units has been
explored. This was accomplished as part of the research by the
RAND Corporation in support of the 6th QRMC. The objective of
this support was to determine the relative extent to which unit
characteristics or local labor market characteristics influence
manning and qualification levels.1 2 The evidence of unit
shortages is based on examination of the fill-rate (or percent
fill) of reserve units as a function of unit-specific
characteristics (unit size or authorized strength, unit mission,
competition among units and so forth), and local and specific
characteristics (size and nature of the recruiting pool,
economic and demographic characteristics, region or state, and
so forth).
There are over 6,000 distinct Army National Guard and Army
Reserve units located throughout the United States. Each unit
has a specified function (such as infantry, combat support,
administration) and a mobilization mission. Reserve units have
had different degrees of success in meeting manning goals. The
research found that manning rates vary widely, from undermanning
by more than 50 percent to overmanning by more than 25 percent.
An understanding of the reasons for the differential success
in manning becomes important to the most efficient allocation of
recruiting resources (broadly defined to include recruiters and
bonuses for enlistment and reenlistment).
To analyze the determinants of unit manning among
approximately 2,400 Army National Guard and 2,200 Army Reserve
units, RAND analysts used data on operating and authorized
strengths and functions of units from 1980, and matched this
4-38
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with county-level census data from the 1980 Census for the
locations of the units.

Table 4-27 shows that the National

Guard is more successful than the Army Reserve- in meeting
strength requirements and that larger units of either component
have a significantly harder time in achieving strength levels

than smaller units.
Table 4-27.

Distribution of Units by Percent Fill Unit Size and
Component, 1980

Percent Fill
(Operating strength/authorized strength)

Authorized Stren Mh
11-40
41-80
81-120
121-160

members
members
members
members

Army National

Guar

Army
Reserve

111
96
89

97
93
83
76

81
81

over 160 members

74

The empirical model was estimated using percent fill in 1980
as the dependent variable for the Army National Guard and the
Army Reserve separately. Both unit size and unit mission emerge
as important to fill rates. Size is directly related to percent
fill, although the reasons for the relationship are not known.
Unit mission was also related to fill rate. The RAND research
found that differences of unit mission are even more significant
among Guard units. Combat and combat-support units have
considerably more trouble achieving their strength levels.
Several locational characteristics also appear to have
significant effects on unit manning levels. For example, the
size of the recruiting pool (proportion of population age 16 to
34 years) and the proportion of veterans in this pool are both
positively related to unit manning levels. Also, fast county
growth rates are positively related to higher manning.
The effects of county economic characteristics (measured by
unemployment rate, average household income, and percent of
labor force with a high school education) were all in the
expected direction and strongly significant for the Guard.
Higher unemployment, as expected, is associated with higher
manning levels, and RAND analysts found the effects to be
significant for both components. Higher unemployment would tend
to increase enlistments (as other job opportunities became
curtailed) as well as retention. Counties with high income
tended to have lower manning levels, as did counties with high
average levels of education.
Reserve Force Nanpower Force Structures and Personnel Rediness
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The research also found regional effects:
have relatively higher overall manning,

the South tends to

although effects

other regions are not consistent across components.

for

the

There are several caveats that must be mentioned with regard

to these results. This analysis is based on cross-section data
for a single year, 1980. Considerable changes in reserve
policies have been implemented since then, and average unit
manning levels have risen considerably. Significant variation
still exists however, and the underlying structural reasons for
these variations are probably best analyzed with full Census
data and in poorer recruiting times. The RAND analysis has
implications for reserve compensation: persistent personnel
problems exist in certain types of units and in certain
locations, even during periods where overall manpower goals are
achieved. Again, this indicates flexible forms of compensation,
which can be targeted against persistent problems, are likely to
be most cost effective.
Attrition of Junior Enlisted Personnel
Junior personnel requirements are filled mainly by recruiting
retaining and training individuals without prior service, but
some requirements for pay grade E4 are also filled by new
personnel with prior service. Shortages can result from high
unprogrammed attrition rates early in careers as well as
inability to recruit the required number and quality of
personnel. The following section discusses attrition of
personnel with and without prior service.
Early Attrition of Reservists
One measure of the stability of groups of reservists is the
probability of attrition over a three-year period. Figure 4-3
shows, at each year of service, the probability of officer and
enlisted reservists leaving the reserve within the following
three years. The data shows tbt junior enlisted personnel have

significantly higher three-yeaz attrition rates than either
junior or senior officers or senior enlisted personnel. If it
is assumed that a reservist is fully trained after two years,
the data shows that only about four in ten enlisted personnel
will remain for an additional three years. This ratio declines
to about 3 in 10 for personnel with four to six years of
experience.
In contrast, junior reserve officers show significantly lower
three-year turnover rates and correspondingly greater retention
of experience in junior billets. For these members, the
turnover rate after three years is only 4 in 10. For more
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senior officer and enlisted personnel, turnover rates after
three years are significantly less--declining to under 2 in 10
for personnel close to retirement eligibility.
Attrition, particularly early attrition that is unrelated to
Expiration of Term of Service (ETS), is generally regarded as
one of the single most important issues facing the Selected
Reserve today, particularly the two Army components. Most
systematic research on attrition has focused on the Army Reserve
and the Army National Guard, partly because these two components
are by far the largest, and partly because the problem appears
to be the most severe for these two components. In FY 1986,
losses not related to ETS were 30 percent of average enlisted
strength for the Army Reserve. An earlier RAND study analyzing
the FY 1980 entrance cohort showed separation rates during the
first two years of 30.6 percent for the National Guard and 39.5
percent for the Army Reserve. 13
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Initial active duty for training requires approximately eight
weeks of basic military training plus advanced individual skill
training, which can take from one month to over a year. There
is further investment in the resources required to perform onthe-job training (OJT) at the unit level. The return on this
investment occurs as individuals serve out their terms of
reserve service.
The longer the individual stays, provided performance is
satisfactory, the better the return on the training investment.
Loss of these individuals before they complete their term can
substantially reduce the return on this training investment, and
introduce a permanent "float" of constantly rotating untrained
persons.
RAND analysts have identified three types of Selected Reserve
attrition, arguing that these must each be understood in order
to evaluate the return on training investment. 14 A few
reservists leave to enter the active force, more leave and
return to the Selected Reserve at a later time, and others are
lost permanently from the Selected Reserve. A greater return is
realized on the training investment if individuals enter the
active force, and some value is retained if an individual
returns to the Selected Reserve. These two categories of
reserve attrition, active duty transfers and returnees,
accounted for 20 to 30 percent of the two-year attrition of the
Army Reserve and for 10 to 15 percent of attrition in the Guard
(Table 4-28). All attrition from reserve units affects unit
personnel readiness, however, and the objective of the 6th QRMC
is to identify compensation alternatives that can reduce that
attrition.

The characteristics that are related to attrition were also
studied. In the nonprior service cohorts of 1980, 1981, and
1982 gender was found the largest consistent attrition risk
factor, followed by education experience and aptitude scores.
Female members are at much higher risk of loss than similar
males. High school graduates within a cohort show lower loss
rates than members who did not graduate, and higher scorers on
the Armed Forces Qualification Test show lower losses than lower
scorers. This effect is not consistent between cohorts,
however; later cohorts had higher averages in both these
categories, but the about the same overall rate of loss.
As a quality objective, education is most desirable, and
probably the best indicator of future performance. Compensation
improvements, particularly the Selected Reserve incentive
programs, have been one of the factors in improving the
educational level of the Guard and Reserve components since
1980. However, while those with higher education levels are
lost at lower rates, the RAND analysis suggests that improving
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the overall educational level without other policy changes may
not reduce attrition,
particularly during the initial
training
phase.
"There is som strong evidence shoving that a policy
shift
to a more lenient discharge bolicy for unit cmmanders in
the Army Reserve, so called "wrench up", accounts fo the
siseable increase in attrition
in the FY82 cohort."hI
Attrition of MeMbera with Prior Service
A comparison analysis, currently underway at RAND, examines
the attrition
behavior of reservists with prior service who
entered the two Army Reserve components during the period fram
FY 1980 through FY 1982.
Personnel with prior service account
for 56 percent of total accessions in the Army Reserve and about
45 percent in the Army National Guard; these proportions have
remained relatively stable over the period from FY 1980 to FY
1986.
As we have noted above, they are smaller than the other
components, except for the Marine Corps Reserve.
For accessions with prior service who leave within the first
two years and do not later return to the Selected Reserve,
analysis reveals a significant difference in attrition rates
between the two components:
36.4 percent for the Army Reserve
and 24.7 percent for the National Guard. Attrition rates for
individuals without prior service mirror this difference,
although to a lesser degree, as shown in Table 4-29.
Table 4-29.

Two Year Attrition Rate for FY 1980-1982 Accessions

with Prior Service vs. Accession without Prior
Service
Accessions
Reserve Comonent

Accessions

with
Prior Service

without
Prior Service

&

%

Army Reserve

36.4

37.7

Army National Guard

24.7

31.6

Source:

Grisamer and Kirby, Chanaina Patterns of Nonnrior
Servige Attrition in the Army National Guard and Arm

BimiAMM,
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The researchers found significant differences in attrition
among different demographic and quality groups.
The following
are among the more important findings:
*
-

-

The higher the level of education,
of oivlias
attrition...
.

the lower the rate

Both age and prior years of service, as expected, show

an inverse relationship to attrition.

For prior service members remaining in the military, the
analysts examined continued affiliation with the reserve
component first joined. The results are shown in Table 4-30.
Table 4-30.

Affiliation of Personnel with Prior Service who
Remain in Military Service, by Time Since Entry
Military Affiliation

Time Since Entry

Army

National

Other

Active

Reserve
- %

Guard
a

Reserve
%

Force

Army Reserve Accessions
One year
Two years
Three years
Four years

92.5
87.2
83.5
80.0

3.6
6.2
7.8
9.5

0.7
1.3
2.2
3.0

Five years

3.2
5.3
6.5
7.5

75.4

Ii.3

4.0

9.3

1.3
2.5

2.0
3.2

National Guard Accessions
One year
Two years

1.6
3.2

95.1
91.1

Three years

4.5

88.3

.3

Four years

5.6

85.4

4.1

4.8

Five years

6.7

82.3

4.5

6.6

.9

Losses from the Army Reserve to other active or reserve
components tend to be greater than similar losses from the
National Guard. Among those still in service after two years,
13 percent of the Army Reserve prior service accessions and 9
percent of prior service accessions to the Army National Guard
will have transferred to another reserve component or to active
duty. Among those remaining in service at five years, fully 25

percent of Army Reserve acOessies will have transferred

elsewhere, whereas thoe coresperiing figure for the Ar l
National Guard is 18 percent.
* of
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The conclusion of this research is that high attrition by

initial accessions, whether with or without prior service, is
affecting personnel readiness.

Readiness problems also result

from differences in geographic area and among types of units.
Shortag
and tkill mismatobes that arise as a result of these
factors are largely the effect of differences in local labor
markets. The research shows that larger units in the Army Guard
and Reserve are more prone to shortages, that units with combat
and combat support missions are harder to fill,
and that there
are local labor market differences that impact on unit manning
success.

gng1usion
The fundamental objective of reserve force personnel
management is accession and retention of the required number and
quality of persons who possess the desired mix of age,
experience and skills, and who are geographically distributed to
meet unit manning requirements. When this objective is
substantially achieved, personnel readiness will be maintained
at a high level.
The 6th QRMC found serious shortfalls in reserve component
personnel readiness. Over 40 percent of Selected Reserve units
report a less-than-ready status, and a major contributing factor
to shortcomings is personnel status. Moreover, the reserve
component units upon which the Nation would most heavily rely
early in any conflict, the Army National Guard and the Army
Reserve, report some of the lowest personnel ratings.
Shortages of junior enlisted personnel represent a significant
part of the numerical shortages in reserve manpower.
Additionally, there are significant distributional skill
mismatches existing across many enlisted occupations. These
patterns characterize all components, but the magnitude of the
problems vary by component. In general, the Air Force
components have fewer manning problems, and the Army components
the most severe. The 6th QRMC review finds that reserve
manpower growth over the last several years has not been evenly
distributed within the reserve components. It has resulted in
overmanning certain skills while others go short.
High attrition of recruits, whether or not they have prior
service, is affecting personnel readiness most seriously. This
loss of junior personnel is directly related to the demographics
and aptitude of recruits, the turbulence associated with the
civilian lives of younger recruits, the level of net reserve pay
for junior enlisted members, and lack of opportunity for
promotion to higher grades. Changes are needed that produce
longer service from initial recruits, with and without prior
service.
6th
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Difficulties in matching the military specialties of personnel
to the skill requirements of units are affecting personnel
readiness. The deficiencies result from a low level of matching

of prior service personnel skills with billet requirements,
turnover of personnel among units, the length of the process of
skill retraining, and promotion policies which motivate
individuals to move to skills for which they are.not trained.
Initiatives are needed that can influence choice of initial
skills and units, impede undesirable kinds of unit transfer,
reduce unit turnover, and keep individuals in occupations longer.
Personnel readiness problems also result from differences of
geographic area and among types of units. Shortages and skill
mismatches that arise as a result of these factors are largely
the result of differences in local labor markets and individual
preferences for certain skills and certain units. The QRMC
learned that larger units in the Army Guard and Army Reserve are
more prone to shortage, that units with military missions
requiring combat skills were harder to fill than those needing
skills commonly found in civilian life, and that there are local
labor market differences in unit manning success. Locations that
have higher unemployment, lower per capita income, and more
veterans have units with better manning.
New attrition problems are arising from initiatives to require
longer and more intensive training time from certain reserve
units. National Guard units attending the National Training
Center (NTC) have encountered higher attrition rates than similar
units undergoing normal training schedules. Increased training
should improve overall readiness and mission capability by
accelerating the rate of NOS qualification and team training, but
only if retention does not suffer in inverse proportion.
These impediments to personnel readiness are hurting even the
units identified by the Army as high priority. The Army Reserve
and Guard units designated as high priority and early deploying
do not have significantly higher personnel readiness ratings than
the Army Reserve and Guard components as a whole.
Many previous studies, and organizations such as the Reserve
Forces Policy Board, have revealed and documented problems
associated with skill mismatches and reserve training. Few of
the recommendations to address these problems have been oriented
toward compensation. The 6th QRNC believes that changes to
compensation are not a sufficient answer to solving reserve
component problems, but are a necessary one. Compensation
initiatives aimed at the general age distribution problems of the
component profiles, and others targeted to the specific readiness
problems of units critical to the Nation's military plans would
produce improvement by themselves, and would support the noncompensation policy initiatives needed to get the rest of the
way.
Reserve Force Nnpour Force Structure
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Notas
1.

Appendix G contains instructions to the Military

Departments for preparation of the manpower force structure data.

2. The material presented in this section of Chapter 4 is
derived from a technical paper on reserve component personnel
readiness prepared for the 6th QRNC by Logistics Management
Institute (LMI).
3. UNITREP has undergone a change (in FY 1987) to "Status of
Resources and Training Systems" (SORTS). However, no
adjustments were made to criteria for reporting personnel
readiness and, for purposes of this report, UNITREP data,
classifications and rating definitions are used. Appendix H
outlines the changes between UNITREP and SORTS.
4. The "training" resource area reflects only unit training
status. Individual skills training is reflected in the ratings
of the personnel resource category. See subsequent sections.
5. Department of Defense, Annual Report of Reserve Forces
Policy Board. FY 1986. p.111.
6. A comparison of UNITREP data from October 1986 with data
from April 1987 showed a 7 percent reduction in the number of
Army units reporting "not ready" for equipment-on-hand.
7. The peacetime authorized strength level of a unit may be
fixed at a level below the wartime requirement to save money and
other resources. The most systematic approach to these
peacetime reductions occurs in the Army, where each unit is
assigned an "Authorized Level of Organization" (ALe). The ALO
reflects the priority of the unit in a general way, with ALO 1
representing levels approaching 100 percent of wartime
requirements, ALO 2 representing peacetime authorizations
slightly below wartime levels, ALe 3 representing a deeper
reduction, and so on. Appendix H discusses this system in
detail.
8. The RAND data and analysis is set out in section V of
David W. Grissmer, Richard Buddin, and Sheila Nataraj Kirby,
Chanaing Reserve Compensation: A Review of Compensation Related
Personnel and Trainina Readiness Issues, R-3669-FM&P/RA, The
RAND Corporation, forthcoming.

4-"

9.

Ibid.

10.

Ibid.

11.

Ibid.
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12.

Ibid.

13. David W. Grissmer and Sheila Nataraj Kirby, Attiino
Nonnrior-Service Reservists in the Army National Guard and Army
Reserve, The RAND Corporation, R-3267-RA, October 1985.
14. David W. Grissmer and Sheila Nataraj Kirby, Changing
Patterns of NonDrior Service Attrition in the Army National
Guard and Army Reserve. The RAND Corporation, R-3623-RA, June
1988.
15.

Grissmer, Buddin, Kirby, Chanaing Reserve Compensation.
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Chapter 5.

OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLSIONS

This volume describes the pressures, tensions, and
difficulties found in the social and economic environment in

which members of the Selected Reserve serve.

It portrays the

complex interdependence of today's Total Force and its military
missions in support of a complicated system of overseas

alliances.

It describes and analyzes persistent problems in the

personnel readiness of reserve components and determines the

negative mechanisms that are the main general sources of the
problems. Finally, it addresses the role of compensation in
support of increased personnel readiness.

The 6th QRMC has had the opportunity to examine the forces at
work within the reserve components with new analytical tools,
techniques, and technologies. The observations and

recommendations contained in these volumes are intended to
provide decision makers with the basis for sound policy
decisions to improve the Nation's strength by improved

management of reserve personnel.
General Observations
The 6th QRMC found that most factors in the civilian
environment make reserve participation for junior members
relatively more difficult than for senior members, and that
generally these factors more adversely affect the participation
of enlisted members than officers. Additionally, reservists,
especially those without prior service, can be recruited most
effectively during a transitional period in their civilian
lives. Soon, however, the transition from school, unemployment,
or active duty to full-time civilian employment brings new
tensions to the life of the reservist.
The QRMC also found that reserve pay, compared with active
duty pay, is relatively lower for enlisted members and members
in junior pay grades than for more senior members and officers.
A similar pattern was found when comparing reserve pay with the
average civilian pay of reserve members. In addition, the
reserve retirement system, compared with the active duty system,
is relatively less favorable for enlisted members than for
officers. Enlisted members enter and retire at earlier ages
than officers (as do active component members), but in the
reserve system, none receive retired pay before age 60.
Therefore, a reserve enlisted retirement dollar is generally
worth less than a reserve officer retirement dollar: it is paid
Observatlons and Conctusions
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an average of four years later, it is paid for a shorter time,
and it has a greater chance of never being paid at all.
Finally, marginal tax rates, transportation expenses, and
forgone civilian income result in junior enlisted members
netting less than half their gross reserve income.
Transportation and forgone civilian income are a much higher
percent of reserve pay for reservists in pay grades E5 and below
than for more senior members.
The combination of compensation system factors and a difficult
civilian environment is reflected in the member dissatisfaction
In conjunction with the
and attrition reported in Chapter 3.
increasing training challenge inherent in expanded missions and
the complexity of modern war, and with the reported large
increases in competition for the limited training time
available, these factors result in lower personnel readiness
than that which otherwise could be achieved. In the decade of
the 1980s, the shortfall is less often numbers and more often
skill mismatch and shortage. It is often localized, often
concentrated in military-only skills, and often concentrated
among younger members.
The 6th QRMC found that approximately 55 percent of Army
Selected Reserve units report a less-than-ready condition for
personnel. The turbulence of rapid turnover, especially that
generated by unprogrammed attrition, and the long time required
for skill training means that training never catches up. The
difficulty of matching the right skill to the right billet (when
reservists naturally want to join the unit they live near and
usually cannot afford to travel very far) means that bringing in
personnel with prior service often does not help very much.

Difficulties in matching the military specialties of members
to the skill requirements of units affect personnel readiness.
The deficiencies result from a low level of matching, for
personnel with prior service, of skills with billet
requirements; turnover of members among units; the lengthy
process of retraining; and promotion policies that motivate
members to move to positions for which they are not trained.
The result is significant distributional skill mismatches across
many enlisted occupations.
Reserve training is difficult. Part-time reservists are
available on a limited basis only, and many don't live near
training facilities. Frequent civilian job changes require
relocation, too often resulting in transfer, retraining, broken
service, or even total loss.
These impediments to personnel readiness affect even the units
identified by the Army as high priority.

The QRNC found that

Army National Guard and Reserve units designated as high
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priority, or early deploying, do not have significantly higher
personnel readiness ratings than Army National Guard and Reserve
units as a whole.
Many previous studies, and reports from groups like the
Reserve Forces Policy Board have revealed and documented
problems associated with skill
mismatches and reserve training.
Few of the recommendations to address these problems have
included compensation remedies. Changes to compensation are
necessary, although they will not alone be sufficient, to solve
embedded reserve component problems. These changes include
initiatives aimed at the general problems of age distribution

found in the reserve component personnel force structures, and
initiatives targeted to the specific readiness problems of
special skills and units. Such pay policies would, on the one
hand, offset tensions with the environment, and, on the other,
support noncompensatory policy initiatives needed to get the
rest of the way.
Reserve compensation initiatives to assist in alleviating the
deficiencies found by the 6th QRMC could, at one extreme,
include major structural changes requiring redefinition of
fundamental system elements like the "salary" system proposed by
the lot QRMC. Alternatively, such initiatives could be
restricted to less revolutionary changes requiring no more than
alteration of the relative emphasis of existing system elements.
The latter would be consistent with the practice of this
century, at least since 1947. The 6th QRMC has confined most of
its consideration to evolutionary changes rather than radical
alterations.
Diffidence about embarking on courses of major change is in
part due to the lack of historical experience with change in
reserve compensation, and in part to the shortage of reliable
and complete reserve data, notwithstanding some recent
improvements. This situation greatly favors improvements that
can be carefully monitored and, most of all, those that can be
tested by actual experiment before being generally applied.
A 1981 review of the compensation system for the Selected
Reserve concluded that, given the relatively low pay elasticity
for reserve members, there was no basis "to decouple reserve
compensation from active duty to effect minor payline
variations."1 The report noted that reservists look to active
duty pay levels as a reference point and that uncertainty and
irritation in the minds of reservists with respect to
alternative systems could offset any benefit. The 6th QRMC
reached a similar conclusion. This does not imply that the
existing payline and environmental factors documented in the
preceding chapters should be ignored.
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This conclusion also derives from the fact that aggregate

force distribution patterns are relatively less important in the
reserve setting than they are in the active components. Far
more important are the specific critical skills in the early
deploying units and other units furnishing essential support to
combat formations.

Because of geographical inflexibility,

compared with the active components, and because of the limited
travel expense and distance junior members can afford, the
reserve components are less able to translate aggregate force
structure solutions into local unit personnel readiness.
Moreover, improvement efforts quite normal in the active forces,
entailing extra training time, longer hours, or even more
frequent inspections, may be counterproductive in the reserve
components where time is a limited and precious resource. Thus,
broadly applied compensation adjustments to meet the manpower
force structure objectives will not be efficient for specific
unit shortfalls and may not be effective at all unless combined
with elements that can be focused on individual skills and
units.
The most economically efficient way to change the effects of
reserve compensation is to target through flexible bonuses; that
is, to put the money where the problems are. Such changes can
provide equity and would also tend to move the overall force
structure in the right direction.
Because of the lack of consistent and reliable data, less is
known currently about the effectiveness of incentive programs
than is needed for well managed adjustment. It is possible,
however, to target specific problems identified by analysis of
the kind Logistics Management Institute has pioneered.2 Then,
as improved data becomes available, relating resources to
readiness, programs can be structured for increased efficiency
and effectiveness.
Some other examples of targeting compensation to meet broader
problems, particularly higher than desired attrition of junior
members, are the following:
0 The payment of BAQ during ADT for members without
dependents.
Currently, members without dependents do not receive BAQ
during ADT, despite the fact that their permanent housing
expenses continue during that time, just as they do for
members with dependents. This would eliminate a
longstanding equity issue and have the greatest impact on
junior pay grades since they have the highest percentage of
members without dependents.
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The emphasis of programs such as the Montgomery G.I. Bill

(MG18), with its greater appeal to the young.
The MGIB was found to be particularly valuable and

important to the reserve components because it is selective
in those it attracts as well as because of its other
features. Educational assistance is an effective incentive
to potential enlistees who have higher aptitudes and
possess a high school diploma or equivalent. Thus, the
program is targeted to the high quality individuals sought
by the reserve components. In addition, there is a

continued service requirement: a member must enlist,
reenlist, or extend the service obligation.for a period of
six years. In fact, QRMC analysis indicates that
participants in the MGIB are more likely to be retained
than their nonparticipating counterparts. Moreover, the
concern of active components that have midgrade shortages,
i.e. that educational programs "pay the best ones to get
out," is irrelevant to the reserve situation. A reserve
component needing to retain experience and skill finds the
MGIB especially attractive because the member can (indeed,
must) continue military participation while in school.
With a primary draw among younger members, the NGIB
complements and balances the draw of the retirement system.
The strengthening of flexible bonuses to meet specific
local labor market factors for enlisted members with less
than 14 years of service.
Flexible bonuses tailored to meet local conditions offer
the reserve components a means to solve local problems that
have been exacerbated by reserve component inability to
relocate people. Bonus programs that require achievement
of skill qualification as a criterion of eligibility can
also enhance readiness. Finally, more emphasis can be
placed on bonuses that encourage completion of contractual
such as bonuses that are paid largely during
the later years of the obligation. (Whereas "front
loading" of bonuses is desirable in the active components
to solve accession problems and achieve maximum response
per dollar expended, the opposite type of loading is likely
to be desirable in the reserve components as one method of
reducing severe unprogrammed attrition.)

Iobligations,

The revision of statutory employment protections for
Guardsmen and Reservists in conjunction with a system of
tax incentives to encourage employer support of
participation in the reserve by their employers.
As shown in Chapter 2, primary employment was one of the
foremost concerns of many reserve members and was a greater
problem area for junior and enlisted members than for
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senior members and officers. Reduced employment
opportunities and forgone civilian income due to reserve
participation can potentially be affected by tax incentives
targeted at smaller employers.
As a general force structure remedy, the 6th QIRC
recommeads a Two-Tier Option to the current retirement
system.
Retention of members with less than 20 years of service
would be improved because an optional early annuity would
be provided at any point after initial qualification for
reserve retirement. Enlisted retention would be improved
because tier one of the recommended system is based on
years of service and, therefore, has no unintended bias
against enlisted members, relative to the active system.
The most powerful element of compensation, for its effect in
the aggregate and on the force structure, is a revised
retirement system, but all pieces of compensation must work
together for greatest efficiency. Thus, improving the early
circumstances of junior members is important to reduce
unprogrammed early attrition, Bonus and other targeted
initiatives are important to retain the most difficult skills in
the highest priority units, to keep the best men and women, and
to treat local problems. Finally, as members mature, they will
come under the growing attraction of the retirement features and
share increasingly in the nonpecuniary satisfactions that
traditionally become the highest motivation of mature and
experienced military professionals.

It has long been apparent that the reserve components have had
far more difficulty retaining junior enlisted members than have
the active components. The unintentional biases found to exist
in the reserve compensation system are subtle, however, and not

well known. These system effects, combined with an environment
that often results in reserve service being more difficult and
economically less rewarding for the junior member, may be
partially responsible for the observed readiness problems.
Readiness can be enhanced through improvements to the reserve
compensation system. It is an accepted principle of military
compensation that compensation policy should support general
manpower policy. In the case of the National Guard and Reserve
components, this should help to reduce turbulence and increase
training effectiveness and skill qualification, thus improving
personnel readiness, which is now emerging as the primary
limitation on overall readiness.
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1.
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower,
Reserve Affairs and Logistics), Review of the ComnEnsation
Sstem for the Selected Reserve: Final Report, January 1981,
2. See Appendix H, Logistics Management Institute, AnalyAja
of Skill Imbalances.
3. In brief, the Two-Tier Years-of-Service-Based Early
Annuity Option would provide an early annuity at any point after
initial qualification for retirement. The first tier would be a
flat percent of the retired pay base, calculated under the highthree averaging method. There would be a retirement point
reduction for electing the option. The annuity would be
adjusted for inflation from election until age 62, using the
Consumer Price Index (CPI) minus 1 percent mechanism. The
second tier would be at age 62, calculated from the remaining
accumulated retirement points after subtraction of the
retirement point reduction. The formula for calculating the
second tier would be identical to the current formula, except
that the retired pay base is established at the time of firsttier election and is adjusted by the full CPI to age 62; thus
any loss in earning power of the first-tier annuity that
resulted from the use of the CPI minus 1 percent adjustment
mechanism would be caught up for the first-tier annuity before
it was added to the second-tier annuity. This system is
explained in detail in Volume IB of the QRMC report.
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Throughout Volume II, the median year of service for each pay
grade appears on the x-axis of the graphs. The median and other
percentiles were computed using fiscal year 1986 Reserve
Components Common Personnel Data System (RCCPDS) data on
Selected Reserve members (excluding full-time support, military
technicians, and individual mobilization augmentees (ImAs)).

Percentiles for the active components are also shown in this
appendix. They were computed using the 1986 Active Duty
Personnel Database System.
A comparison of the pay grade median year of service for
officers, warrant officers, and enlisted members is shown in
Figure A-1. A similar comparison for the active components is
shown in Figure A-2.
The 25th, 50th, and 75th year of service percentiles for each
reserve
and active
component
officer
pay grade
are
shown
in
Figures
A-4.
The
same
percentiles
are
shown
for warrant
officersA-3
andand
enlisted
members
in
Figures A-5
through
A-8.
The median year of service for each officer pay grade is shown
in Figure A-9 for each reserve component and in Figure A-10 for
each active component. Similar medians are shown for warrant
officers and enlisted members in Figures A-11 through A-14.
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To categorize reserve members by employment, questions 93 and
97 from the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys were used. Since
question 93 included instructions to "Nark all that apply,"
Judgement was necessary to Select a single category for each
member. The member was placed in the first applicable category
from the following list.
Shown with each category are the
responses or combined responses that qualified a member for

inclusion in the category:
1)

Full-time employed: Q93 - "Working full-time in a civilian
job" and did = mark Q97 = "Self-employed in own business"
2x Q97 - "Working wijhout aX in family business or farm."

2)

Self-employed: Q93 - "Working full-time in a civilian job"
and (Q93 2r Q97 - "Self-employed in own business").

3)

School:

4)

Unemployed:
work."

5)

Part-time employed:

Q93 - "In school."
Q93 - "Unemployed, laid off, looking for

job."

Q93 = "Working part-time in a civilian

6)

Self-employed:
business."

7)

Homemaker (miscellaneous):

8)

Temporary (miscellaneous): Q93 - "With a Civilian job, but
not at work because of t@Agora
illness, vacation, strike,
etc."

9)

Retired:

10)

Unpaid (miscellaneous): Q93 - "Unpaid worker (volunteer in
family business)" 2r Q97 - "Working withut ay in family
business or farm."

Q93 2r Q97 - "Self-employed in own
Q93 = "A homemaker."

Q93 - "Retired."

11)

Other (miscellaneous): Q93 - "Other."
The sequence of selection is important. For example, if a
member marked "Working full-time in a civilian job" and "In
school" and "A homemaker" on question 93, the single category

3x
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chosen would be "full-time employed.0 If the member marked
"Working part-time in a civilian job" and "In school" on
question 93, the single category chosen would be "school."

Since most analysis was to be performed on the "full-time
employed- employment category and would exclude the "selfemployed," the categorization process included appropriate
members in these categories while allowing for possible
inconsistency in a member's responses. If a member marked
"Working full-time in a civilian job" and "Self-employed in own
business" on question 93, then question 97 was used to determine
in which category the member belonged: 1) "full-time employed"
because, in question 97, the member chose something other than
"Self-employed in own business" as the best description of the
civilian employer; or 2) "self-employed" because in question 97,
the member choose "self-employed in own business" as the best
description of the civilian employer. A member was also
considered "self-employed" if "Working full-time in a civilian
job" was marked on question 93 and "Self-employed in own
business" was not marked on question 93 but was marked on
question 97, under the assumption that the member had failed to
notice the "Mark all that apply" instructions on question 93.
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Enlisted Civilian Employment, Naval Reserve
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Enlisted Civilian Employment, Marine Corps Reserve
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Officer Civilian Employment, Air National Guard

B-20.

Enlisted Civilian Employment, Air National Guard

B-21.

Officer Civilian Employment, Air Force Reserve

B-22.

Enlisted Civilian Employment, Air Force Reserve
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B-23.

Officer Civilian Employment, Coast Guard Reserve

B-24.

Enlisted Civilian Employment, Coast Guard Reserve

B-25.

Similarity of Reserve and Civilian Jobs: Similar or Very
Similar (Full-Time Employed)

B-26.

Officer Civilian Employer (Full-Time Employed)

B-27.

Enlisted Civilian Employer (Full-Time Employed)

B-28.

Civilian Employer:

Government (Full-Time Employed)
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Civilian Employer:
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Private Firm 100-499 Employees (Full-

Time Employed)
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Civilian Employer:

Private Firm >= 500 Employees (Full-

Time Employed)
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B-33.

Civilian Employer:

Local Government (Full-Time Employed)
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Civilian Employer:

State Government (Full-Time Employed)
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Civilian Employer:

Federal Government (Full-Time

Employed)
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Appendix C.

REGULAR MILITARY COMPENSATION

Regular Military Compensation (RMC) is defined for active duty
members and, for convenience, an RMC Equivalent (RMC-E) is
defined for reserve part-time members as follow:
Active Duty Members or Reserve Members on Full-time Duty for 140
Days or Nore
Basic pay appropriate for grade and longevity: For comparison
purposes, the grade and longevity distribution of the reserve
components was used. No provisions were made to use the
separate pay table for officers with more than four years of
enlisted service.
Basic allowance for subsistence (BAS) appropriate for officer or
enlisted: All members are assumed to receive BAS. It is
assumed that enlisted members receive the CONUS "authorized to
mess separately" rate (or, equivalently, that furnished
rations have the same value as BAS).
Basic allowance for quarters (BAQ) appropriate for grade and
dependency status: For comparison purposes, the grade and
dependency status distribution of the reserve components was
used. It is assumed that all members receive BAQ (or,
equivalently, that furnished quarters have the same value to
the member as the housing allowances).
VA appropriate for grade and dependency status: For comparison
purposes, the grade and dependency status distribution of the
reserve components was used. It is assumed that all members
receive VHA (or, equivalently, that furnished quarters have
.65,
the same value as BAQ and VHA) at the rate of .2 x BAQ
which is equivalent to the average amount envisioned by the
VHA legislation.
Tax advantage associated with BAS, BAQ, and VHA: A marginal tax
rate of 28 percent for officers and 15 percent for enlisted
members was used to compute an imputed tax advantage of the
tax free elements.
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summary:
RNC(officer) = BP(PG,YOS) + 1.28 x (BAS(officer) +
BAQ(PG,dep) + .2 x BAQ(PG,dep) .65]
RHC(enlisted) - BP(PG,YOS) + 1.15 x [BAS(enlisted) +
BAQ(PG,dep) + .2 X BAQ(PG,dep) .65]
BP - basic pay
PG - pay grade
YOS = years of service
dep = quarters allowance dependency status
Figures C-1 through C-4 show, for each dependency status and
pay grade, the elements of RNC. Figures C-5 and C-6 show, for
each dependency status and pay grade, total RMC.
where:

Active DLU

f or Trainina CADTI

one day's basic pay, BAS, BAQ (members with dependents only),
and tax advantage: Each is equal to one-thirtieth of the
active component's monthly amount.
Su1Mary:
ADT RMC-E(officer,w dep) = BP(PG,YOS) + 1.28 x [BAS(officer) +
BAQ(PG,w dep)]
ADT RNC-E(off,w/o dep) - BP(PG,YOS) + 1.28 x BAS(officer)
ADT RMC-E(enlisted,w dep) = BP(PG,YOS) + 1.15 x [BAS(enlisted) +
BAQ(PG,w dsp)]
ADT RMC-E(enl,w/o dep)

=BP(PG,YOS)

+ 1.15 x BAS(enlisted)

Figures C-7 through C-10 show, for each dependency status and
pay grade, the elements of EMC-E for ADT. Figures C-1l and C-12
show, for each dependency status and pay grade, total RMC-E for
ADT.
Inactive OMt

Training (IDT)

Compensation appropriate for grade and longevity: The grade and
longevity distribution of the reserve components was used. No
provisions were made to use the separate pay table for
officers with more than four years of enlisted service.
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Subsistence for enlisted members: The receipt of furnished
rations is dependent on the circumstances and can vary from
none for an IDT period up to full rations for two IDT periods.

For simplicity, it is assumed that enlisted members receive
furnished rations half the time. It is further assumed that
the value of these rations is equal to half the CONUS
"authorized to mess separately" daily BAS rate for each
period.
Tax advantage associated with subsistence: A marginal tax rate
of 15 percent was used to compute an imputed tax advantage of
subsistence.
Summary:
IDT RMC-E(officer) = BP(PG,YOS)
IDT RMC-E(enlisted) = .5 x BP(PG,YOS) + 1.15 x .5 x
BAS(enlisted)
Figures C-13 and C-14 show, for each pay grade, the elements
of RMC-E for IDT. Figure C-15 shows, for each dependency status
and pay grade, total RMC-E for IDT.
Part-time Reserve Total Annual Comoensation

*

For most reservists, annual compensation consists of
approximately 14 days of ADT (the actual situation varies from
12 to 15 days depending on the component) and 48 periods of IDT.
Annual compensation for a specific reservist can vary
significantly if the reservist works additional days, depending
on the amount and type of added duty. For comparison purposes,
14 ADT days and 48 IDT periods are used.
Sumary:
Annual Reserve RMC-E = 14 x ADT RMC-E + 48 x IDT RMC-E
Figures C-16 and C-17 show, for each dependency status and pay
grade, annual RMC-E.
NOTE: RMC differs from Basic Military Compensation (BMC) only
because RMC includes VHA and its tax advantage, whereas BMC does
not. Generally, BDC and RMC are equivalent for the reservist,
since the reservist does not receive VHA except when on active
duty for time periods of 140 days or more.
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FIGURES

C-1.

Elements of Officer Active Duty RNC (With Dependent)

C-2.

Elements of Officer Active Duty RMC (Without Dependent)

C-3.

Elements of Enlisted Active Duty RC (With Dependent)

C-4.

Elements of Enlisted Active Duty RC (Without Dependent)

C-5.

Active Duty NRC Comparison (With Dependent)

C-6.

Active Duty RMC Comparison (Without Dependent)

C-7.

Elements of Officer

C-8.

Elements of Officer RMC-B for ADT (Without Dependent)

C-9.

Elements of Enlisted RMC-E

RmC-

for ADT (With Dependent)

for ADT

Elements of Enlisted RMC-E for ADT

C-1.

(With Dependent)
(Without Dependent)

RMC-E for ADT Comparison (With Dependent)

C-1.

C-E for ADT Comparison (Without Dependent)

C-12.

C-13.

Elements of Officer RMC-B for IDT

C-14.

Elements of Enlisted RNC-E for IDT

C-15.

RMC-E for IDT Comparison

C-16.

RMC-B for 14 ADT and 48 IDT Comparison (With Dependent)

C-17.

RMC-E for 14 ADT and 48 IDT Comparison (Without
Dependent)
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Appendix D.

UNPAID HOURS AND TINE FROM HONE TO DRILL
FIGURES

D-1.

Officer Unpaid Hours, Army National Guard (Full-Time
Employed)

D-2.

Enlisted Unpaid Hours, Army National Guard (Full-Time
Employed)

D-3.

Officer Unpaid Hours, Army Reserve (Full-Time Employed)

D-4.

Enlisted Unpaid Hours, Army Reserve (Full-Time Employed)

D-5.

Officer Unpaid Hours, Naval Reserve (Full-Time Employed)

D-6.

Enlisted Unpaid Hours, Naval Reserve (Full-Time Employed)

D-7.

Officer Unpaid Hours, Marine Corps Reserve (Full-Time
Employed)

D-8.

Enlisted Unpaid Hours, Marine Corps Reserve (Full-Time
Employed)

D-9.

Officer Unpaid Hours, Air National Guard (Full-Time
Employed)

D-10.

Enlisted Unpaid Hours, Air National Guard (Full-Time
Employed)

D-11.

Officer Unpaid Hours, Air Force Reserve (Full-Time
Employed)

D-12.

Enlisted Unpaid Hours, Air Force Reserve (Full-Time
Employed)
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D-13.

Officer Unpaid Hours, Coast Guard Reserve (Full-Time
Employed)

D-14.

Enlisted t~ni~aid Hours, Coast Guard Reserve (Full-Time
Employed)

D-15.

Officer Time from Home to Drill (Full-Time Employed)

D-16.

Enlisted Time from Home to Drill (Full-Tine Employed)
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Appendix E.

WARRANT OFFICER FIGURES

The figures in this appendix include warrant officers. The
Air Force does not use warrant officers in either the active or
reserve components. While the Navy and Marine Corps use warrant
officers in the active components, they make limited use of them
in the reserve components. Thus, the "all component" figures in
In figures
this appendix are dominated by the Army components.
for individual components, the data is very limited except for
the Army components.
The figures are organized by chapter and appendix in the
following tables. If the figure in the original chapter or
appendix included both officers and enlisted members, the figure
in this appendix will include officers, enlisted members, and
warrant officers (occasionally, officer or enlisted pay grade

labels have been eliminated so the warrant officer labels can be
seen). The figure number from the original figure in the
chapter or appendix will be cited in the table. If there were
separate figures in the original chapter or appendix for
officers and enlisted members, then the figure in this appendix
will include only warrant officers. The figure number from the
original figure showing officers will be cited in the table.

I

Appefidix I

E-t

WARRANT OFFICER FIGURES FOR CHAPTER 2
E-1.

Figure 2-2 with warrant officers.

E-2.

Figure 2-4 with warrant officers.

E-3.

Figure 2-5 with warrant officers.

E-4.

Figure 2-6 with warrant officers.

E-5.

Figure 2-9 with warrant officers.

E-6.

Figure 2-11 with warrant officers.

E-7.

Figure 2-13 with warrant officers.

E-8.

Figure 2-15 with warrant officers.

E-9.

Figure 2-19 with warrant officers.

E-10.

Figure 2-22 with warrant officers.

E-11.

Figure 2-23 with warrant officers.

E-12.

Figure 2-24 with warrant officers.

E-13.

Figure 2-30 with warrant officers.

E-14.

Figure 2-31 with warrant officers.

E-15.

Figure 2-33 with warrant officers.

E-16.

Figure 2-35 with warrant officers.

E-17.

(not used.)

1-2
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I

WARRANT OFFICER FIGURES FOR CHAPTER 3

E-18.

Figure 3-1 with warrant officers.

E-19.

Figure 3-2 with warrant officers.

E-20.

Figure 3-4 with warrant officers.

E-21.

Figure 3-5 with warrant officers.

E-22.

Figure 3-6 with warrant officers.

E-23.

Figure 3-7 with warrant officers.

E-24.

Figure 3-8 with warrant officers.

E-25.

Figure 3-9 with warrant officers.

E-26.

Figure 3-12 with warrant officers.

E-27.

Figure 3-15 with warrant officers.

E-28.

Figure 3-16 with warrant officers.

E-29.

Figure 3-22 with warrant officers.

E-30.

Figure 3-23 with warrant officers.

E-31.

Figure 3-24 with warrant officers.

E-32.

(not used.)
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E-3

WARRANT OFFICER FIGURES FOR APPENDIX B

E-33.

Figure B-1 with warrant officers.

E-34.

Figure B-2 with warrant officers.

E-35.

Figure B-3 with warrant officers.

E-36.

Figure B-4 with warrant officers.

E-37.

Figure B-5 with warrant officers.

E-38.

Figure B-6 with warrant officers.

E-39.

Figure B-7 with warrant officers.

E-40.

Figure B-8 with warrant officers.

E-41.

Figure B-9 with warrant officers.

E-42.

Figure B-11 with warrant officers.

E-43.

Figure B-13 with warrant officers.

E-44.

Figure B-15 with warrant officers.

E-45.

Figure B-17 with warrant officers.

E-46.

Figure B-23 with warrant officers.

E-47.

Figure B-25 with warrant officers.

E-48.

Figure B-26 with warrant officers.

E-49.

Figure B-28 with warrant officers.

E-50.

Figure B-29 with warrant officers.

E-51.

Figure B-30 with warrant officers.

E-52.

Figure B-31 with warrant officers.

E-53.

Figure B-32 with warrant officers.

E-54.

Figure B-33 with warrant officers.

E-55.

Figure B-34 with warrant officers.

E-56.

Figure B-35 with warrant officers.

E-57.

(not used.)

E-4
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WARRANT OFFICER FIGURES FOR APPENDIX C

E-5S8.

Figure C-1 with warrant officers.

E-59.

Fiure C-2 with warrant officers.

E-60.

Figure C-5 with warrant officers.

E-61.

Figure C-6 with warrant officers.

E-62.

Figure C-7 with warrant officers.

E-63.

Figure C-8 with warrant officers.

E-64.

Figure C-I1 with warrant officers.

E-65.

Figure C-12 with warrant officers.

E-66.

Figure C-13 with warrant officers.

E-67.

Figure C-15 with warrant officers.

E-68.

Figure C-16 with warrant officers.

E-69.

Figure C-17 with warrant officers.

E-70.

(not used.)
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WARRANT OFFICER FIGURES FOR APPENDIX D
E-71.

Figure D-1 with warrant officers.

E-72.

Figure D-3 with warrant officers.

E-73.

Figure D-5 with warrant officers.

E-74.

Figure D-7 with warrant officers.

E-75.

Figure D-13 with warrant officers.

E-76.

Figure D-15 with warrant officers.
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Appendix G.

OBJECTIVE MANPOWER FORCE STRUCTURES

Individual Services

Sours:

This appendix contains graphs displaying objective manpower
force structures of each reserve component with the exception of
the Marine Corps Reserve. The data is portrayed in three
separate and distinct force structures: FY 1986 Actual, FY 1986

Steady-State, and FY 1992 Steady-State. Definitions for these
three force structures can be found in Chapter 4 of Volume II.
The instructions to the Military Departments for preparation of
the manpower force structure data are included in this appendix.
The sequencing of the graphs by component ! as follows:
* Army National Guard
* Army Reserve
"

Naval Reserve

* Air National Guard
* Air Force Reserve
* Coast Guard Reserve
Separate
for:
*
a
*
*

breakouts of the three force structures are displayed
Part-time members
Military Technicians
AGR/TAR
Medical Personnel

These categories are further broken out by officer, warrant
officer (where appropriate), and enlisted categories, by grade.
The Marine Corps was unable to provide the force structures
requested by the QRMC. In addition, the Army did not submit
separate force structures for military technicians on the basis
that, for the purpose of objective force designs, military
technicians are managed as part-time members of the Selected
Reserve. Also, there are no subpopulation break outs for the
Coast Guard Reserve.
The information contained in this appendix will be retained
for future use. The data will be maintained on disk and in hard
copy and reside with the Directorate of Compensation, Office of
the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Force Management and
Personnel (FM&P).
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON,. D.C. 20201-400

)RCE MANAGEMENT

4 M198

AND PERSONNEL

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE ARMY (M&RA)
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (M&RA)
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE (MRA&I)
COMMANDANT OF THE COAST GUARD
SUBJECT:

Reserve Component Manpower Force Structures

On September 25, 1986, the President tasked the Secretary of
Defense to be the Executive Agent for the Sixth Quadrennial
Review of Military Compensation (6th QRMC). In line with the
President's direction, this quadrennial review is conducting a
comprehensive evaluation of the benefits and costs of all reserve
component compensation programs. The purpose of this memorandum
is to request Reserve Component Manpower Force Structure data to
enable the 6th QRMC to evaluate, validate, and justify reserve
compensation programs.
The development of these manpower force structure data will
become the benchmark for evaluating current and proposed reserve
compensation programs. These structures should be developed as
soon as possible and are needed not later than April 25, 1987.
Attached are instructions to be used in formulating your
response. The 6th QRMC staff stands ready to assist in this
important undertaking. Please have your designated action
officer contact Captain J. F. Murphy, USN, Technical Director of
the 6th QRMC at-693-2204.

Prici Q1 u
Attachment
As stated
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1. Military compensation analysis depends in large measure on
identification and understanding of manpower requirements
derived within reasonable and practical constraints. To
establish the benchmarks necessary to properly examine reserve
compensation systems, each Service sust provide data on desired
accession, attrition, and continuation rates over the course of
a reserve career period for its reserve component(s). The data
will describe three separate and distinct force structures.

These three force structures are interrelated in that they
describe in some precision where we are, where we would like to
be, and where we are heading.
2. These data will be used to compare how the past and current
personnel inventory has matched the requirement. Further, it
will help focus on current and deferred reserve pay and
benefits necessary for the design bf a reserve compensation
system responsive to personnel management requirements.
I.

DATA RROUIREMENTS

Data will be required for each component for the three force
structures mentioned in paragraph one above. Each component
force structure will be further subdivided as described in
paragraph II (Scope). The three force structures are defined
below:
A. FY86 ACTUAL: This is the actual force cozifiguration,'.by.
grade and year of service (YOS), as it existed on September"30,
1986.
B. FY86 STEADY-STATE: This iS a conceptual force profile that
reflects desired continuation rates and force management
practices. Unlike other force profiles, it is not bound by'
factors such as cost considerations (including curreht levels of
reserve compensation programs), external economic conditions,
and historical continuation rates. This force should reflect
continuation rates required by the services in their reserve
components to fulfill assigned missions. When defining these
force structures, issues such as age of thb force, realistic
promotion flow relative to length of service, training
requirements, and skill level compared to pay grade must be
carefully balanced.
C. FY92 STEADY-STATE: This is a conceptual force profile
constructed in the same manner as the FY86 steady-state force,
with on exception: this steady-state force will be built at the
FY92 force strength as described in PON 88. When completed, it

App Ixdlx 0
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will reflect, among other things, service desired changes in
endstrength, promotion, skill composition, and experience when
compared to the FY86 steady-state force.
II.

D0 PI

Force profiles for Full Time and Part Time (other than Full
Time) personnel are required for the Selected Reserve of each
component, i.e., Army National Guard, Naval Reserve, etc. The
chart defines subdivisions for the three force structures
described in paragraph I, and for six subpopulations. Note that
separate Health Professional force structures are required by
component where applicable.

Chart 1
Full Time
FY86

ACUAL

FY86

Part Time
FY92

FY86

FY86

FY92

SACTA

Officers
(less Health Professionals)
Officers
(Health Professionals)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Warrant Officers
(less Health Professionals)

X

X

X

X

X

X

Warrant Officers
(Health Professionals)

X

X

X

X

X

X

Enlisted
(less Health Professionals)
Enlisted
(Health Professionals)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

*

Army and Air Force should submit separate AGR and
Technician force profiles.

** Steady-State
Notes:

1. It is recognized that each element of the force profiles does not exist, e.g., Coast Guard
Office Health Professionals, Marine Corps Health Professionals (officer and enlisted). In
such cases, a clarifying stateent should be Included in the data submission.
2. Health Professional force profiles must be consistent with established or projected manpower
requirents derived from the OO (Hearth Affairs) Nedical Planning Nodule (NPN).
3. Flaog and general officer requirements will not be described in the force profiles.
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In designing the two steady-state forces specified in
paragraphs I.B and I.C, several considerations are in order:
A. Steady-State

*

Steady-state forces are defined as those that maintain
equilibrium, i.e., strengths in each pay grade/YOS cell remain
the same; therefore gains must equal losses. This means that

continuation rates for each YOS cell remain constant, e.g., YOS
3 equals 80%,

SB.

¥OS 4 equals 64%, etc.

Approach
Force Configuration design can be accomplished in two separate
ways. The first method is to determine all individual billet
requirements and aggregate them to a total force requirement.
This is normally defined as a bottom-up approach and inmost
cases will yield a force profile that exceeds endstrength
targets. A second method, a top-down approach, requires the

establishment of manpower parameters with resultant allocations
defining subcategory total numbers. Experience has shown that a
combination of these two methods will be required but that the
bottom-up approach should be considered first. This will
produce a force which provides the maximum Reserve Conponent
contribution to national defense readiness within sDecified
manoower constraints.
C. Design Procedure
A useful procedure for constructing the steady-state force
configurations would proceed through the following steps.
are worded from the standpoint of the
Although these procedu
two steady-state forces, they can also be used for the FY86
Actual force as well. See Enclosure I for a pictorial
representation which shows the impact of cumulative losses to a
cohort over the years of service.
1. In designing the steady-state forces, a significant
departure from historical continuation patterns may be
required. Assume that everyone entering the force has the
potential to serve for a period of up to 30 years
recognizing, however, that this service may be terminated
at the convenience of the reserve component at any time.

Appndl x a
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2.

Account for losses that are outside the influence of any
compensation system (essentially beyond the component's
control or in the best interest of the component), such

as:
a.

Deaths.

b.

Disability losses.

c.

Involuntary attrition -- such as losses due to various
adverse reasons or failure to meet standards, etc.

d.

Voluntary attrition -- as defined with respect to the
two steady-state forces, this means those hardship or
humanitarian losses which are beyond the influence of
the compensation system and are in the best interest
of the component to permit. It doesnot include
current levels of voluntary attrition simply for the
convenience of the member.

Accounting for these losses define. for a given year of
service, the maximum achievable residual force configuration to
which force control actions must be applied.
3.

Account for thosq losses that are necessary from a force
control viewpoint and are at the total discretion of the
component. Some of the considerations that must be
incorporated in this step are:
a.

Youth versus experience.

b.

Stagnation versus turnover.

c.

Maintenance of a career progression plan.

d. Physical limitations (aging).
e.

Flexibility to adapt to changing requirements.

f.- Maintenance of an adequate influx of "fresh blood"
(i.e., enthusiasm/new talent/latest in technology
from the universitiep/high schools/private sector
and active duty).
g. Minimizing the proportion of the force in training
or not fully qualified in a particular skill.
h. Job knowledge and technical skill requirements.
i. Levels of job content and responsibility.
J. Organizational hierarchical requirements.
6-134
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k. Male/Female mix.
1. Quality personnel (mental categories... is grad,
etc.)
m. Combat versus non-combat requirements.
n. Mobilization status/requirements.
IV.

9UNMI&LASMMMIONS

A. Grade ceilings
Abide by current component policy for both officers and
enlisted grade ceilings.
B. Maximum Service
Limit maximum possible service to 30 years for both officers
and enlisted for these models, recognizing that it is possible
currently to be in the Selected Reserve even after completing
that many years of service. All losses generated by force
control actions (component discretion) should be identified and
explained.
V.

2UMOPLATIONS

As discussed previously, separate force configurations will be
constructed for officers (01 - 06), warrant officers, and
enlisted for health professionals based on the Medical Planning
Module (MPM). The manpower levels for these forces will be
configured internally on the basis of previously established
career field and grade authorizations. Departures from the FY86
career field configuration to better express requirements
related to skill mismatch or build up for force improvements
must be explained. Additional subpopulations may be submitted
by the components to amplify specific career fields. As
explained in Enclosure 2, for each such defined category within
the component, a separate set of data forms must be submitted.
VI.

DATA REOUIEUNM

FORM

There are four data requirement forms necessary to obtain and
display data:
Format
Format
Format
Format
ApptIdI
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1:
2:
3:
4:

Exclusion Reconciliation
Force Configuration
Flow Dynamics
Age Distribution By Grade
-135

Enclosure 2 describes which data forms should be utilized

depending upon the data required.
examples of the four forms.
A.

At Enclosure 3 are blank

Data Element Description
1.

Exclusion Reconciliation, Format 1: Indicates the
population excluded, e.g., flag and general officers and
health professionals. The components should coordinate

with the QRMC staff concerning any additional exclusions
desired but not directed in these instructions.
2. Force Configuration, Format 2: The overall aggregate of
the force by grade and years of service. Years of
service will be established by Pay Entry Base Date
(PEBD) to be consistent with the way reserve manpower
data bases are maintained currently.
3. Flow Dynamics, Format 3: Displays accessions,
attritions and flow within the service by grade and
years of service:
a. GRADE:

b.

E-1 through E-9, W-1 through W-4, 0-1
through 0-6. E-1 through E-3 may be
combined if most Non-Prior Service (NPS)
accessions will be promoted to E-3 within
the first year of service.

CATEGORY:

The overall population should be examined
with respect to internal career field
configuration. Separate data sets may be
submitted for each category of MOS,
Rating, Designator, AFSC, etc. that is
managed significantly different from
other categories or which has specific
manning problems. If separate data sets
by category are submitted, a force
configuration FORMAT 2 form must also be
submitted.

c. YEARS OF SERVICE:

d.

0-136

STRENGTH:

Years of service are based on Pay
Entry Base Date (PEBD). Year of
Service One (1) is all personnel
who have less than, or equal to,
one year of service. Year 2 is
all personnel who have greater
than one, but less than or equal
to two years of service, etc.

Limited to Manpower Authorizations as
indicated.
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GAINS:
(1) GAINS TO SERVICE. Number of gains due to
accession. Must identify accession as NPS
(YOS 1) or PS (YOS greater than 1) derived
from either prior reserve status, active
duty or a combination of the two. Does
not include promotions into the YOS cell.
(2) ADVANCE PAYGRADE ENTRY: Permitted but
should be reflective of component policy.

f.

g.

j

REMAIN IN SERVICE:
(1) TRANSFER TO OTHER CATEGORIES: The number
of transfers to Officer and Warrant
Officer Programs. No transfers to other
Reserve components are permitted. Note:
the officer or warrant officer profile
must indicate an equal gain.
(2)

REMAIN IN GRADE: The rate that remain in
that grade by YOS.

(3)

PROMOTE OUT: The rate that promote out to
the next higher grade.

LOSSES TO SERVICE:
(1) DEATH: Self-explanatory

(2) RETIREMENT:
(a)

DISABILITY:

(b)

NONDISABILITY VOLUNTARY: For the
steady-state forces this is the rate
of nondisability retirement for all

Self-explanatory

reasons.
(3)

Appfdtix
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ATTRITION:
(a) INVOLUNTARY: Losses due to various
adverse reasons or failure to meet
standards, etc.
(b)

FORCE CONTROL: Those losses which
are desirable from a force control or
management point of view.

(c)

OTHER: Losses to service following
the above criteria but do not result
in the member receiving a retirement
benefit.

G-137

h. RATES (%):

Rates should be carried to three decimal
points and should add to 100% for each
year of service.

4. Age Distribution by Grade, Format 4. After completing
Formats 1, 1, and 3, Format 4 should be completed to

reflect the age distribution desired for each of the
force profiles developed.
5. A sample of completed Formats 1, 2, and 3 is provided at
Enclosure 4. Each component will submit their force
structure profiles in the prescribed Format using Lotus
1-2-3. Submission should include a hard copy with high
density diskette backup. Coordinate with service point
of contact indicated below.
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Appendix B. ANALYSIS OF SKILL IMNLANCIS
This appendix is derived from a technical paper prepared for
the 6th QRMC by the Logistics Management Institute (LKI) on
reserve component personnel readiness.

Intriducti
A periodic review of skill imbalances in high-priority reserve
units can contribute to an understanding of how personnel
readiness in the reserve components may be improved. This paper
is the baseline for much of the information presented in Volume
II, Chapter 4.
First, a rationale is established for analyzing personnel
requirements and availability of qualified personnel in earlydeploying Army Reserve units. Next is a discussion of the data
sources and techniques that allow an examination of skill
imbalances within hundreds of units and for hundreds of officer,
warrant officer, and enlisted specialties. Finally, several
different ways of viewing and measuring skill imbalances are
reviewed.
skill Imbalances Defined
A unit should contain a mix of individuals who have the
skills I needed to accomplish its mission. A shortage of
qualified, available 2 personnel in any of the required skills
reduces the unit's ability to accomplish its mission.
Such skill shortages may be considered as belonging to one of
four groups:
"Pure" or inventory shortage. This kind of imbalance
occurs when positions calling for certain qualifications
simply cannot be filled: in unit after unit, efforts to
attract and retain individuals for these positions
consistently fall short. These specialties may represent
chronic shortages to the Military Service concerned. They
may include unpopular specialties, or specialties with very
high aptitude or difficult training requirements, or
specialties with high turnover.

App
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Individual unit imbalance.

These groups of "shortages" in

certain specialties also include unoccupied positions.
These shortages are particularly troublesome because they

occur only in some military units. Other units in other
locations may actually show overstrength conditions in the
same military jobs.
* Training pipeline. Many positions are filled by
individuals who are not yet trained and have no skill
qualification. In reserve component units, enlistees who
require initial skills training are currently enrolled as
unit members, but they cannot be counted as being available
in readiness reporting until they complete that training.
Some specialties consistently include large groups of
Service members declared unavailable because they are
awaiting training or undergoing training. These
specialties have high turnover rates in the units; they may
show high attrition rates during training.
"

Skill mismatch. This kind of imbalance occurs when
positions calling for certain qualifications are filled,
but filled with people having the wrong qualifications.
When these individuals are not required to undergo training
in the proper skill, the skill mismatch persists.

Certain specialties may display more than one set of
characteristics at any one time. That is, a specialty may
represent a chronic "pure" shortage in a number of units and
show consistently large populations undergoing training at the
same time. All these problems can be viewed collectively as
skill imbalances.
The Need For a Unit-nv-Unit Analysis

Problems With Aggregate Data
The use of aggregate data to identify and study skill
imbalances in the Selected Reserve can present problems. One
can be misled into believing that the personnel situation for an
individual specialty across the entire component is better or
worse than it actually is. The overall inventory of qualified
personnel in a particular specialty may look quite satisfactory,
although many individual units in particular locations may be
experiencing severe shortages in that specialty. On the other
hand, a specialty that appears to be a problem, having only a
limited inventory of qualified personnel, may actually not be a
problem for most units. This can happen because sufficient
numbers of qualified personnel are available in units for which
the skill is critical, and units that are short simply do not
require a full supply of that specialty. In short, the
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distribution of skills among units can be more important than
total inventories of skills when evaluating Selected Reserve
personnel status.
These findings are not difficult to explain. Reserve units
are found in thousands of locations across the country, without
the ability to transfer personnel from one place to another as
the active components do. They are subject to local

demographics, and local factors often result in skill
imbalances. For example, Unit 1 has more than its requirement
of personnel qualified in skill A, but has a shortage of
qualified people in skill B; Unit 2, a similar unit in another
part of the country, has a shortage of personnel qualified in
skill A and an excess of qualified people in skill B.
The special circumstances and peculiar problems of the reserve
components make it difficult to identify and respond to skill
imbalances. The LI analysis identified and quantified skill
imbalances through a detailed, unit-by-unit analysis of each
required specialty. This method is especially useful for
identifying imbalances in different units and groups of units,
each of which has its own specific skill imbalances.
Focusing on High-Priority Units
The first step in the review was the identification of highpriority units. Because resources are limited, personnel
readiness should be improved where the payback in increased
combat capability is the greatest. Because specialty imbalances
are unit-specific, the remedies needed to improve combat
capability should be targeted first at imbalances in our most
important units.
The identification of high-priority units was best
accomplished through the individual Services. The Army has
established reserve component unit lists for all major combat
scenarios. The review of Selected Reserve personnel readiness
used Army National Guard and Army Reserve units that were slated
for early deployment to two different combat scenarios.
Authorized Level of Organization
Limited resources prevent the Army from manning and equipping
all units in peacetime at 100 percent of their wartime
requirement. The Army classifies units depending on their type,
mission, and priority in order to determine what percentage of
their full wartime requirement to authorize in peacetime. Units
whose type, mission, and priority make it necessary for them to
operate in peacetime at (or close to) their ful wartime
requirement are assigned the highest authorized level of
organization (ALO). In peacetime, these AL 1 units are
authorized 100 percent (or close to 100 percent) of their
AppedIx N
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wartime requirement. Units with slightly lower priority are
assigned ALO 2. ALO 2 units are authorized approximately
90 percent of their wartime requirement; ALO 3 units,
80 percent; ALO 4 units, 70 percent: and so on down to units to
which no resources have been assigned. The high-priority units
examined were typically ALO 1 or ALO 2, with a few ALO 3 units
included.
Data Requirements and Sources

Once the group of high-priority units was identified, a
detailed, unit-by-unit analysis was undertaken. Three different
kinds of data were- required for this analysis: each unit's
wartime personnel authorization by specialty, the specialty
qualifications of all personnel assigned to each unit, and the
personnel readiness condition of each unit. For the Army, this
data is located in three different databases. Wartime
authorization data, by unit and specialty, is located in the
Personnel Structure and Composition System (PERSACS) maintained
by the U.S. Army Force Development Support Agency (USAFDA).
Data on personnel hssigned to each unit and their qualifications
is located in the Reserve Components Common Personnel Data
System (RCCPDS) maintained by the Defense Manpower Data Center
(DMDC). Unit personnel readiness data is located in the Joint
Chiefs of Staff's Unit Status and Identity Report (UNITREP)
system.
It should be noted that the Joint Chiefs of Staff have
implemented certain changes to UNITREP:
* UNITREP has been renamed "Status of Resources and Training
Systems " (SORTS).

*

The term "combat ratings" has been changed to "category
levels."

• The term "equipment readiness" has been changed to
"equipment condition".
*

Short title definitions have been eliminated (for example,
Fully Combat Ready, Marginally Combat Ready, etc.).

* New definitions have been established for the five resource
and training status categories (C-1 through C-5).
Although the transition to SORTS resulted in the establishment
of new definitions for the five rating categories, no
adjustments were made to personnel readiness reporting criteria
and, for the purposes of this Appendix, UNITREP classifications
and rating definitions are used.
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Integxatina The Databases

Producing a Unit Personnel List
It was possible to produce a personnel list for each unit by

combining the unit authorizations in PERSACS with the unit
assignments in RCCPDS. This list was simplified by ignoring the
grade and skill level of the required specialty and the grade
and skill level of those assigned.3 Table H-1 shows an example
of a unit list that compares, in each specialty, the total
personnel required with the number of qualified personnel
assigned. In producing unit lists, it was assumed that people
who have been awarded a specialty as their "primary" specialty
are assigned to that specialty if it is required within the
unit. Personnel assigned to the unit were excluded if they are
listed as "in-training" or "awaiting training."
The unit personnel list serves as the basis for a unit-by-unit
look at skill imbalances. Table H-1 shows a sample unit (an
actual unit, but not identified here) with serious skill
imbalances. Serious shortages exist in 13B, 31K, 88M, and 76C,
while overages exist in 76Y and the 31V.
Using the Unit Commander's Personnel Readiness Rating
The unit list is not sufficient for a review designed to link
skill imbalances to personnel readiness; for example, the list
does not account for the substitution of one skill for another
when appropriate, or competency learned on the job, or the lag
time between becoming qualified for a job and updating the
personnel database. Instead, the unit commander's own rating of
the unit's personnel readiness for qualified personnel (from
UNITREP) was used as a check. If the unit commander rated the
unit's qualified personnel strength at a level higher than that
shown by the unit list, it was assumed that the analysis missed
some qualified people, and that the unit does not need as many
additional qualified personnel as indicated by its roster.
Likewise, if the unit commander rated the unit's qualified
personnel strength at a level lower than that shown by the unit
list, it was concluded that the unit needs more qualified
personnel than indicated by the unit list. The total number of
additional qualified personnel needed to improve a unit's
readiness rating for personnel was calculated using the
percentage of qualified personnel available to the unit as
reported by the unit commander.
Determination of the overall number of additional qualified
personnel needed by a unit was critical to the review process.
This number was used to measure the severity of the skill
imbalance within a unit; it guided the selection and quantification of specialties responsible for the problem.
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Table H-1.

UNIT LIST- XXTH FIELD ARTILLERY BATTALION

Military
clas

Uart ie
Reur aent

E
E
E
0
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

263
35
26
23
23
21
16
16
12
11
9
8
8
7
6
5

134
8
22
15

E

3

E
E
0
E
E
U
W
0
E
E
0
E
E

3
3
2
2
2
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
1
1
2
I
1
0
0
0
1
1
0

56A Command and Unit Chaplain
44B Metal Uorker
74B Chemical Operations/Training Officer

0
E
0

1
1
1

1
2
0

77F Petroleum Supply Specialist

E

1

1

spcat
138
31K
13E
13E
639
949
76Y
88M
82C
76C
31V
31C
91A
13Z
758
548

Cannon Cretwman
Combat Signaler
Cannon Fire Direction Specialist
Cannon Field Artillery Officer
Light Uheet Vehicle Mechanic
Food Service Specialist
Unit Supply Specialist
Motor Transport Operator
Field Artillery Surveyor
Equipment Records and Parts Specialist
UL Communications Maintenance Repairer
Single ZhanneL Radio Operator
Medical Specialist
Field Artillery Senior Sergeant
Personnel Administration Specialist
Chemical Operations Specialist

71L Administration Specialist
29E
52D
25C
13F
918
630
761
60E
71D
71M
13D
OOZ
63S

Communications Electronics Radio Repairer
Power Generation Equipment Repairer
Communications-Electronics Operations Officer
Fire Support Specialist
Medical NCO
Field Artillery Maintenance Technician
General Supply Technician
General Medical Officer
Legal Specialist
Chapel Activities Specialist
Field Artillery Target Acquisition Officer
Command Sergeant Major
Heavy Wheel Vehicle Mechanic

Total

516

Asoe

20
20
18
9
10
3
13
6
1
6
5
3

305

Source: PERSACS, November 1986 and RCCPDS, March 1987.
Note: O=Officer; WUUarrant; E-EnListed.
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Under UNITREP (now SORTS), four levels of personnel readiness-as measured by the availability of qualified personnel--are
possible for a unit: (1) the highest level, 85 percent or more
of wartime required; (2) between 75 percent and 84 percent of
wartime required; (3) between 65 percent and 74 percent of
wartime required; and (4) the lowest level, less than 65 percent
of wartime required.
If a unit is organized at the highest level of peacetime
authorized strength (ALO 1 or 100 percent of wartime strength),
it is reasonable to expect that unit to achieve the highest
level of personnel readiness. To do this, the unit must have
qualified personnel available in at least 85 percent of its
wartime positions. Similarly, units placed at the second level
of peacetime authorized strength (ALO 2 or 90 percent of wartime
strength) should be compared with the second level of personnel
readiness (having qualified personnel in between 75 percent and
84 percent of its wartime positions). ALO 3 and ALO 4 units
should be compared with personnel readiness levels 3 and 4,
respectively.
For units with a personnel readiness rating (level) for
qualified personnel that is lower (worse) than their ALO, the
number of additional qualified personnel needed to raise the
unit readiness level to the same level as its ALO serves as a
measure of the skill imbalance problem present in each unit.
For example, the unit shown in Table H-1 is an ALO 2 unit. To
achieve level 2 personnel readiness, at least 75 percent (387
out of 516) of its wartime positions must be filled. The unit
commander reported having only 300 qualified personnel (58
percent). The additional 87 required serves as a useful measure
of this unit's skill imbalance problem, and is very close to the
number indicated by our unit personnel list. Table H-2 shows a
sampling of other high-priority Army units from this review and
the measure of skill imbalance for each unit.
Problems With the Databases
Matching up large, diverse databases was not without its
problems. A number of minor problems were encountered. A small
number of important units could not be reviewed because
authorization data for these units could not be found in
PERSACS. This occurred because Unit Identification Codes (UIC)
are subject to change as units convert from one mission to
another, new units are activated, and old units are disbanded.
Sometimes there is a time lag between output of databases due to
changes made in one database. Databases are also updated at
different times. The PERSACS used was current as of November
1986, 4 the inventory data from RCCPDS was current as of March
1987, and the UNITREP data was updated in April 1987.
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Table H-2.

MEASURING UNIT SKILL IMBALANCES

UnLt

AL

Additional Qualified
Personnel Regulred *

1
2

3
1

25
15

3

1

5

4

1

3

5

1

76

6

3

61

7

1

2

10
11

1
2

2
0

12
13
14

3
3
3

0
0
0

8
9

1
3

3
0

15
1
10
16
1
1
17
1
0
18
1
14
* Quantity needed to ensure unit personnel readiness level is
equal to unit ALO.

Limitations within RCCPDS make it difficult to be completely
accurate-when determining the qual fications of individuals
assigned to units. The secondary specialty carried by an
individual is not contained in this database, leading to the
likelihood that the unit roster will underestimate the number of
adequately qualified personnel in the unit.5 Some qualified
personnel assigned to units were overlooked due to another
limitation: about 3,000 Army Reservists on full-time active
duty and assigned to Selected Reserve units do not carry their
unit's UIC on their RCCPDS record, making it impossible to
include them on any unit roster. Although these problems
require attention, they did not appear to disqualify the use of
this review technique.
Identifying Problem Specialties

The third step of this review process was to create a list of
specialties that account for skill imbalances in the units being
analyzed. Problem specialties were first identified and
quantified for each unit. These individual unit lists were then
combined to produce a list that summarizes and ranks all the
specialty problems.
N-8
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The process of identifying and quantifying th46 problem
specialties in a unit requires measuring the magnitude of the
skill imbalance for that unit. Such a measure is available in
the numbers presented in Table H-2.
For example, Unit 8
requires only three additional people to ensure a high level of
personnel readiness. This indicates a small imbalance including

not more than three of the specialties in this unit.

unit 5, on

the other hand, needs 76 additional people, indicating a more
serious imbalance problem, likely affecting several specialties
in significant quantities.

Using this measure of a unit's skill imbalance problem, a
computer program examines each unit roster and allocates a
portion of the unit's overall need for additional qualified
personnel to specific problem specialties. The program arranges
the unit's personnel list by the density (quantity) of wartime 6
specialty authorizations, ranking the low density skills first.
The program then proceeds through this list, "adding"
personnel to a specialty when needed and recording the
specialties and quantities that are required. The number added
to a specialty would bring the total number of qualified
personnel in that specialty to a level consistent with the
overall
level of personnel readiness sought for the entire
7
unit.

L

After the program allocates the total number of additional
qualified personnel needed by the unit (regardless of how far
down the list the program has progressed), the review of that
unit is complete and the next unit is reviewed. In some units,
all skills may not be examined and filled with the necessary
additional personnel. The assumption implicit in the algorithm
is that the low-density skills must be considered and remedied
first.
Problem Specialties in High-Priority Army Units
The program produced a complete list of problem specialties
for an entire group of units. This list includes every
specialty for which the program allocated additional personnel,
with the total number allocated for each summed up across all
units. Table H-3 shows the top and bottom portions of the list
completed for Army reserve units that are slated for the first
combat scenario. Specialties have been ranked by the total
number of additional qualified personnel needed by those units
to improve their personnel readiness.
The complete list contains 337 officer, warrant officer, and
enlisted specialties. As the bottom portion of Table H-3
implies, a number of those were allocated only one additional
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Table N-3.

SPECIALTY SUORTAS

AFFECTING READINESS (208 UIQM-PUIONITY ARMY UNITS)*

(Specialties ranked by aggregate quantity needed to Improve readiness)

Military,
Class

32ft
11g Infantryman

E6,508

11C
31K
IIN
12B
520
113
77F
953

E1,69

Indirect Fire Infantryman
Combat Signaler
Heavy Antiermor Weapons Infantry
Combat Engineer
Power Generation Equipment Repairer
Light Infantry Officer
Petroleum Supply Specialist
Military Police

Wartime
Reaurecl

Additional
Qualified
Personnel
Neededl **

Percent
of Wartime
eaufred *

6

12
12
12
11
11
18
17
Is
11

784

169
113
112
97
97
96
85
83

Switching System Operator
SingLe Channel Radio Operator
Medical Specialist
UL Communications Nafntenence Repairer
Equipment Records and Parts Specialist
Fire Support Specialist
Multichannet Communications Equipment
operator
71L Adminiatrative Specialist
54B Chemical Operations Specialist
88N Traffic Management Coordinator
11 Fighting Vehicle Infantryman

E
E
E
E
E
E
E

185
568
885
428
433
395
806

77
74
70
69
64
63
57

42
13
8
16
15
16
7

E
E
E
E

1.242
421
170
345

50
46
43
43

4
11
25
12

68P Sanitary Engineer
16H Air Defense Artillery Operations and
Intelligence Assistant

0
E

5
1

1
1

20
100

823 Construction Surveyor
45N NOA1/A3 Tank Turret Nechanic
91J Physical Therapy Specialist

E
E
E

3
22
4

1
1
1

33
5
25

40,485

4,681

12

36M
31C
91A
31V
76C
13F
31N

Total
Note:

E
E
0
E
E

941
1,016
860
546
552
482

OOfficer; W=Werrant; EsEntisted.

Includes 111 USAR and 97 ARNO units.
Number of additional NO-qualified personnel needed in each specialty to ensure that all 208
units have a personnel readiness rating (for available lOS-qualfffed personnel) squal to
their ALO.
This percentage should not be confused with the "percentage of positions fiLled" that
appears in other writing* on this subject. This percentage Is offered as another gouge of
the severity of a particular speciatty' imbaltance problem. The relationship between this
percentage and the "percentage of authorized positions filled" is convoluted.
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person. There were 183 that required five or fewer additional
personnel. The top 68 skills (roughly 20 percent) account for

nearly three-fourths of the 4,681 people allocated to the units.
The group of additional personnel required by these units to
improve their readiness is relatively small when compared with
the wartime size of these units. However, these units currently
only have 26,315 of their 40,485 wartime positions filled with
available, qualified personnel. 8 The additional 4,681 represent
an increase in qualified personnel of 18 percent.
These additional personnel would leave ALO 1 units 85 percent
filled (level 1 personnel readiness), ALO 2 units 75 percent
filled (level 2 personnel readiness), and ALO 3 units 65 percent
filled (level 3 personnel readiness). Based on the mix of ALOs,
these units as a whole would end up with nearly 77 percent of
their wartime positions filled with qualified personnel.
Table H-4 shows the top and bottom portions of the list
completed for all Army reserve units slated for another high
priority combat assignment. The complete list contains
224 officer, warrant officer, and enlisted specialties.
There were 43 specialties that were allocated only one
additional person. A total of 182 specialties required five or
fewer. The top 55 skills (roughly 24 percent) account for over
two-thirds of the 1,729 allocated to the units.
These units currently have 12,858 of their 17,858 wartime
positions filled with available, qualified personnel. 9 The
additional 1,729 represent a 13 percent increase in qualified
personnel. Again, ALO 1 units would end up 85 percent filled,
ALO 2 units 75 percent filled, and AID 3 units 65 percent
filled. These units as a group would end up with nearly
82 percent of their wartime positions filled.
Comparing the Two Lists
Any list of
the types and
improvement.
comparing the

skills to be targeted for remedy is dependent on
sizes of units whose readiness is targeted for
This fundamental principle can be illustrated by
two lists.

The lists shown in Tables H-3 and H-4 differ substantially.
The first group of units is made up primarily of combat forces;
thus infantry specialties like 11B (both enlisted and officer),
11C, 11H, and 11 dominate its list. The second group of units
is made up primarily of combat service support forces; thus a
variety of support specialties like 54B, 12C, 52D, and 91A
dominate.
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Table 0-4.

SPIECIALTY SlOtTAOES AFFECTING READINESS (2" NIGH-PRIORITY ARMY UNITS)
(pecialties ranked by aggregate quantity needed to improve readiness)

Additional

suoclatty

Qualified

Percent

Military

Class

Wartime

Personnel

of Wartime

Itaured

Needed

""

gulred**

543
955
12C
520
91A
180
7SB
628
76V
631
5S9
551

Chemical Operations Specialist
Military Police
Bridge Crewman
Power Generation Equipment Repairer
Medical Specialist
Spalt Operations Technician
Personnel Administration Specialist
Construction Equipment Repairer
Notarial. Storage and HnlLing Specialist
Light Wheat Vehicle Mechanic
Ammunition Specialist

E
E
E
E
E
W
E
E
E
E
1

644
880
188
181
524
102
173
148
191
383
322

123
106
80
56
55
39
30
28
26
25
25

19
12
43
31
10
38
17
19
14
7
8

Ammunition Stock Control end Accounting
Specialist

E

59

25

42

76Y
76C
948
8O
953

Unit Supply Specialist
Equipment Records and Parts Specialist
Food Service Specialist
Traffic Management Coordinator
Traffic Management

E
E
E
E
0

549
126
497
256
69

24
23
23
22
20

4
18
5
9
29

75Z Personnel Sergeant
OOZ Command Sergeant Major
976 Counter Signal Intelligence Specialist

E
E
E

83
89
34

19
17
16

23
19
47

66G
96R
290
762
61%

E
E
E
W
0

2
6
1
9
2

1
1
1
1
1

so
17
100
11
5

17,858

1,729

10

Utility Airplane Technical Inspector
Ground Surveillance System Operator
ADNSE Repairer
Support Supply Technician
Thoracic Surgeon

Total
Mote: OOfficer; U-Varrant; E=Entisted.

Includes 16 USAR and 100 ARMG unit.
Number of additional MOS-qualified personnel needed in each specialty to ensure that sit 268
unite have a personnel readiness rating(for available MOS-qualfied personnel)equal to their
ALO.
This percentage should not be confused with the Opercntage of positions filled" that

appears in other writings on this subject. This percentage is offered as another gauge of
the severity of a .particular specialty's Imbalance problem. The relationship between this
percentage and the apercentage of authorized pesitions filled" is convoluted.
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Several skills are ranked near the top of both lists: 88N,
91A, 95B, 54B, and 76C. These skills are needed in a variety of
units but found in short supply, independent of combat scenario,
tending to indicate that these specialties are especially
important and may suffer from a chronic or "pure" inventory
shortage.
Limitations
One of the important points of this approach is that it uses
actual readiness reports from unit commanders in the field.
This link to readiness adds credibility to the unit-by-unit
analysis of the merged authorization and assignment databases.
It also reduces the chances of "fixing things that are not
broken." That is, it eliminates the need to analyze units whose
reported readiness is satisfactory (personnel readiness level
equal to unit ALO).
This direct link to readiness, however, also has drawbacks.
Under certain conditions of skill mismatch, UNITREP can create
an overly optimistic impression of unit readiness. This is
especially true when a modest unit shortage (say 10 percent to
15 percent) is concentrated in one or two critical skill
specialties.
A large percentage of units in the sample reported personnel
readiness equal to their ALO. If we look at individual
specialties within these units, however, we sometimes find
critical specialties with large shortages of personnel. There
are even some units whose personnel readiness appears
satisfactory even though there are no qualified individuals in
some required specialties. These skill imbalances can be missed
by the described review process.
A second drawback to this approach is the limited number of
skills it selects for improvement in the units analyzed. After
allocating the minimum number of additional personnel needed to
raise a unit's personnel readiness level to its ALO, the review
of specialties for that unit is ended. Since the additional
personnel are allocated to low-density skills first, this often
means that skill imbalances in high-density skills are not
improved as much as in low-density skills.
An Alternative Approach
To overcome the limitations mentioned above, modifications
were made to the methodology to review and correct skill
deficiencies in each specialty in every unit regardless of the
unit's reported personnel readiness situation. In this modified
approach, each specialty was "filled" to a level consistent with
the unit's ALO: all specialties in ALO 1 units must be filled
to at least 85 percent, all specialties in ALO 2 units must be
App fxIP
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filled to at least 75 percent, and all specialties in ALO 3
units must be filled to at least 65 percent. No units were
omitted, and no skill imbalances within any unit escaped
consideration.
Table H-5 shows the top and bottom portions of the new list

completed for Army units slated for the first combat scenario.
It is important to note that skills ranked at the top of this
list are nearly identical to those on the list in Table H-3.
The alternative approach, however, added substantially greater
numbers to most skills. Overall, it requires nearly twice as
many additional personnel as the previous list. In some cases,
the difference in quantity is dramatic. The previous list added
43 additional Fighting Vehicle Infantryman (11M). The new list
adds more than five times as many.
Personnel were added without regard to the overall readiness
situation of the unit as reported by UNITREP, with the result
that units ended up filled at levels higher than those minimally
required to be rated at a readiness level consistent with their
ALO. Some units could even have enough additional qualified
personnel added to be rated at a readiness level higher than
their ALO. Even with this more generous approach, the units
represented in Table H-5 would end up with only 87 percent of
their total wartime positions filled with qualified personnel.
The new list, like the previous list, has many specialties
that required only one or two additional people. The top
68 skills account for roughly 70 percent of the personnel added.
Table H-6 summarizes the new list *or the second group of
units. The top 20 specialties are nearly the same as the
previous list for the same group of units, but the quantities
are substantially larger. Overall, the alternative approach
requires three times as many additional personnel as the
original approach. And again, some of the quantity differences
in specific skills are dramatic. For example, the new list
requires four times as many Traffic Management Coordinators
(88N) as did the original.
The Need for Nanagement Judgment
The outputs of these programs serve only as a tool. Judgment
must still be applied in determining which skills most seriously
effect combat readiness and how shortfalls can best be made up.
Substantial increases in the quantities of some skills, like
Administrative Specialist (71L) on both lists for the first
group of units and Personnel Administration Specialist (75B) on
the lists for the second group of units, may not be essential
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Table N-5.

SKILL

NIALANCES IN NIGN-PRIORITY UNITS (208 RIGH-PRIORITY ARMY UNITS)*
(Specialties ranked by aggregate quantity needed to improve readiness)

Specialty

Military
Class

Wartime
Reclufre

Additional
Qualified
Personnel
Needed **

Percent
of Wartime
Rewitred *

11S Infantryman
IIN Fighting Vehicle Infantryman
71L Administrative SpeciaList

E
E
E

6,508
345
1,242

985
224
200

15
65
16

520 Power Generation Equipment Repairer
IIC Indirect Fire Infantryman

E
E

546
1,469

179
177

33
12

31K Combat Signaler
77F PetroLeum Supply Specialist
13F Fire Support Specialist

E
E
E

941
482
395

176
147
145

19
30
37

953 Military Police
31N MuLtichanneL Communications Equipment
Operator
123 Combat Engineer
31C Single Channel Radio Operator
110 Heavy Antiarmor Weapons Infantry
91A Medical Specialist
11B Light Infantry Officer

E
E

784
806

143
138

18
17

E
E
E
E
0

860
568
1,016
885
552

126
124
122
110
104

15
22
12
12
19

72E telecomunications Center Operator
543 Chemical Operations Specialist

E
E

534
421

101
94

19
22

76C Equipment Records and Parts Specialist
364 Switching Systems Operator
76Y Unit Supply SpeciaList

E
E
E

433
185
1,032

93
87
86

21
47
8

13C Tacfire Operations Specialist

E

1

1

100

31G Tactical Communications Chief
35L Avionic Communications Equipment Repairer
16H Air Defense Artillery Operations &
Intelligence Assistant
39X Electronic Equipment maintenance Chief

E
E
E

1
1
1

1
1
1

100
100
100

E

I

1

100

40,485

8,799

22

Total
Note:

O-Officer; W-Warrant; E-EnListed

Includes 111 USAR and 97 ARNO units.
Number of additionsl NOS-qualified personnel needed by these 208 units so that each unit has
at least its ALO strength for each of its required specialties (ALO 1-85 percent of wartime
required, ALO 2-75 percent of wartime required, and ALO 3a 65 percent of wartime required).
As a result, each unit's personnel readiness would be at least equaL to its ALO.
This percentage should not be confused with the *percentage of positions fitled" that
appears in other writings on this subject. this percentage is offered as another gauge of
the severity of a particular specialty's imbalance problem. The relationship between this
percentage end the Opercentage of authorized positions filled" is convoluted.
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Table N-6.

SKILL INBALANCES IN NIGN-PNIORITY UNITS (268 NIGN-PRIONITY ARMY UNITS)*
(Specialties ranked by aggregate quantity needed to improve readiness)
Additional
Nltitary

Specilty

*

Class

Qualified
Personnel

Reaurd

Needed

Percent
of Wartime

aur

71L
54B
95
91C
38A
ISA
91A
76Y
18E
31C

Administrative Specialist
Chemical Operations Specialist
Ntitary Police
Practical Nurse
Civil Affairs,GeneraL(RS Camp)
Special Operations Officer
Medical Specialist
Unit Supply Specialist
Special Operations Communications Sergeant
SingLe channel Radio Operator

E
E
E
E
0
0
E
E
E
E

1,351
644
880
249
192
220
524
549
318
456

225
195
162
124
123
120
117
117
97
95

17
30
18
50
64
55
22
21
31
21

1SF
52D
88N
74B
12C
55B
31K
180
94B
7SB

Special Operations InteLligence Sergeant
Power Generation Equipment Repairer
Traffic Management Coodinator
Chemical Operations/Training Officer
Bridge Crewman
Amunition Specialist
Combat Signaler
Special Operations Technician
Food Service Specialist
Personnel Administration Specialist

E
E
E
0
E
E
E
W
E
E

167
181
256
84
188
322
321
102
497
173

93
93
88
84
84
83
80
80
78
73

56
51
34
100
45
26
25
78
16
42

67Y Attack Helicopter Repairer
67T Tactical Transport Helicopter Repairer

E
E

1
4

1
1

100
25

67G Utility Airplane Repairer
151 Avionics Naintenance Technician
35F Human Intelligence

E
W
0

7
1
1

1
1

14
100
100

17,858

5,615

31

Total
Note:
*

Wartime

O-Officer;

Warrant; E-Enlisted

*

IncLudes 168 USAR and 100 ARNG units.
Number of additional MOS-quaLified personnel needed by these 268 unts so that each unit has
at Least its ALO strength for each of its required speieaLties(ALO 1-85 percent of wartime
required, ALO 2=75 percent of wartime required, and ALO 3m65 percent of wartime required).
As a result, each unit's personnel readiness would be Least equal to its ALO.
This percentage should not be confused with "percentage of positions filled" that appears in
other writings on this subject. This percentage is offered as another gusge of the severity
of a particular specialty's imbalance problem. The relationship between this percentage and
m
the "percentage of authorized positions fiLled is convoluted.
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for a unit to fulfill its combat or combat service support
mission. These skills may be in short supply, but they may have
less affect on combat readiness than do other skills.
Other skills that ranked high in the review (like the Chemical
Operations and Training Officer (74B) that shows up on Table H6) may not have a problem at all. Further research reveals that
these positions are actually intended for officers trained as
(and carrying) the 74A Chemical, General area of concentration.
Assignments of 74A officers to 74B positions are routine and
appropriate. What looked like a serious skill imbalance is not,
demonstrating the need for further detailed review of each
specialty that is identified as a potential problem.
In summary, understanding and identifying skill imbalances
that reduce personnel readiness in reserve units requires a

comprehensive, unit-by-unit review of individual specialties,
and also requires decisions regarding which skill shortfalls
most adversely affect combat readiness.
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1. "Skill" and "specialty" are used interchangeably to refer
to a formal military job or occupational qualification awarded
to an individual, based on training or experience he or she has
received. The relative "skill level" of an individual is not
considered.
2. Not everyone assigned to a unit is available for
deployment in the event of emergency. Service members are
considered to be unavailable if they have not yet completed
initial skills training, if they are pregnant, if they are
within seven days of discharge, if they are sole-surviving
family members, or if they are not available for one of several
additional reasons.
3. Although the skill level required by a position and the
skill level acquired by an incumbent are important
considerations, they are not reported as part of each unit's
personnel readiness rating under UNITREP. consideration of
skill levels is therefore omitted as part of our analysis.
4. PERSACS is updated semiannually, with both versions
containing authorizations that will become effective as of the
end of the current fiscal year. That is, both versions
anticipate unit authorizations occurring in the future. Thus,
the November 1986 PERSACS contained unit authorizations that
were to become effective by the end of FY 1987.
5. In a 1987 review of the impact of secondary and
additional Army MOSs on the qualification "fit" of Army Reserve
medical personnel to their unit positions, the fit improvement
was discovered to be 2 percent for enlisted personnel and 4
percent for officers. The review included about 30,000 enlisted
soldiers and 14,000 officers, all assigned to the Army's medical
career management field.
6. Many small support units require only a single specialist
for each skill category required in the unit. If that position
is unfilled, the unit has lost all its capacity in that limited
area. Such shortages are especially important to units, so the
review identifies replacements required in these positions
first.
7. Personnel are added to a specialty under the following
conditions: for an ALO 1 unit, if less than 85 percent of its
wartime positions are filled; for an ALO 2 unit, if less than 75
percent of its wartime positions are filled; for an ALO 3 unit,
if less than 65 percent of its wartime positions are filled.
Sufficient additional personnel will be added to bring the
specialty to 85 percent, 75 percent, or 65 percent filled,
respectively. These percentages were selected because they are
consistent with levels of personnel readiness described earlier.
-18
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8. Based on the unit commander reports taken from the April
1987 UNITREP.
9. Based on the unit commander reports taken from
the April
1987 UNITREP.
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Source:

ARMY NATIONAL GUARD AND RESERVE ENLISTED SKILL
MATCH DATA

Logistics Management Institute (L1I)

This appendix contains tables displaying Army National Guard
and Reserve enlisted skill match information. The tables depict
how well specialty requirements of Army Selected Reserve units
match the primary skill qualifications of the enlisted personnel
assigned to those units.
The first table pp. 1-2 through 1-12) portrays data on all
Army National Guard and Reserve units combined, while the second
table (pp. 1-13 through 1-23) contains data on Army National
Guard units, and the third table (pp. 1-24 through 1-34)
displays Army Reserve unit data. The title at the top of each
page summarizes the information contained on that page. The
column entitled authorizations equates to the wartime
requirement for the Military Occupational Specialties (MOSs)
displayed. The column heading P=DY means the primary skill or
MOS of the individual matches the skill required of the position
to which the individual is assigned. Additionally, the acronym
CMF refers to the term Career Management Field, which is a
collection of similar MOSs.
All of the data presented compare wartime requirements
contained in the Army's Personnel Structure and Composition
System (PERSACS) against personnel assignments information from
the Reserve Components Common Personnel Data System (RCCPDS).
One data discrepancy must be noted. Omitted from the displays
are 8,872 individuals whose specific status is in doubt. This
results from the fact that although they are coded as belonging
to the Selected Reserve, there is no Unit Identification Code
(UIC) shown for any of their unit assignments. Consequently,
it's not possible to slot each of these individuals against a
given position's MOS.
The data provided in this appendix was developed by II
through an expansion of their Reserve Medical Management
Information System (REMMIS). REMMIS is a microcomputer-based
information system that compares medical personnel of the
reserve components with manpower authorizations by unit and by
individual medical specialty.
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PRMFACE
The 6th Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation (6th QRMC)
was organized in October of 1986 to fulfill the direction of the
President of the United States; "conduct a complete review of
the principles and concepts of the compensation system for
members of the uniformed services", and "report to me... options
and recommendations foA improving the current reserve
compensation system.
Specific to the President's direction was

the requirement, found in section 1008(b) of title 37, United
States Code, to submit a detailed report to Congress summarizing
the results of such a quadrennial review. Recommendations were
also to be included proposing changes in the statutory salary
system and other elements of the compensation structure provided
to members of the uniformed services.
In his letter of instruction, the President designated the
Secretary of Defense as Executive Agent for this review. The
Secretary, in turn, instructed the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Force Management & Personnel) to conduct the study. To
provide overall policy direction and guidance, a Coordination
Council was established, with the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Force Management and Personnel) and the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Reserve Affairs) as co-chairmen. Members included the
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health
Affairs), the Assistant Secretaries of the Army, Navy and Air
Force (Manpower and Reserve Affairs) and the Commandant of the
Coast Guard. The Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Military Manpower & Personnel Policy) served as Executive
Director of the review.
A further body, the 6th QRMC Steering Committee, was
established in January of 1987 in order to provide close
oversight and direction for the review. The Steering Committee
was composed of flag and general officers from each of the seven
National Guard and Reserve components and from the four active
DoD components. A general officer representing the Reserve
Components Medical Council was also named to the Steering
Committee.
Liaison was established with the Public Health Service and the
Commissioned Corps of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA). They did not participate in most
deliberations since the 6th QRKC review was entirely focused on
reserve compensation. Reserve members of the Uniformed Public
Health Service do not actively participate unless on active
and the NOAA Commissioned Corps has no reserve component.

fduty,
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The technical staff for the QRNC was developed in the last
months of 1986 by assembling qualified individuals from the

active and reserve components. By January 1, 1987, all staff
and steering committee members had convened, commencing the
efforts of the review.

This volume includes major supporting studies that were
completed in support of the work of the 6th QRMC.
It is
published to provide users of the report of the 6th QRMC with
direct access to important materials used in the analysis and
development of recommendations. The documents included here are
the major separate reports which were prepared for the QRMC and
not incorporated elsewhere in whole or in part in the body of
the QRMC report. The major exception is several additional RAND
Corporation documents, which were used by the QRMC in
preliminary working draft form and will be separately published
as RAND reports.

During the course of the work of the 6th QRMC, numerous
presentations, briefings and eiscussion sessions were held.
These included presentations and discussions with the Military
Department Secretariats and Service staffs of great assistance
but too numerous to mention here. In the Executive Branch,
assistance was provided by staff of the Office of Management and
Budget, Veterans' Administration, Department of Health and Human
Services, Department of Justice, and Department of Labor. As
noted above, liaison was also established with the Public Health
Service and the Commissioned Corps of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration. Staff of the General Accounting
Office, Congressional Budget Office, and of the Senate and House
Armed Services Committees also were most helpful throughout the
review.
Communication with the Reserve Forces Policy Board, which has
a statutory role as advisor to the Secretary of Defense on
reserve issues, and with policy boards established within the
individual Services were of great value to the QRMC both in
identifying issues and concerns and in providing feedback to the
QRMC staff as positions were being developed. In addition to
the Reserve Forces Policy Board, these groups included the
Senior Enlisted Advisors to the Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Reserve Affairs, the Joint Army/Air Force Reserve Forces
Policy Committee, the National Reserve Forces Policy Board
(Navy), the Secretary of the Navy's Advisory Council on Retired
Personnel, the Marine Corps Reserve Policy Board, and the Air

IV
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Force Reserve Policy Council. Participants in the Naval Reserve
Flag Officers Conference (1988), and the Reserve Center
Commanders Conference (1987), were also most helpful.
Additionally, several military associations provided forums on
one or more occasions for the discussion of issues and were most
gracious in providing formal association positions on National
Guard and Reserve compensation issues, membership survey
information, perspectives on the views of their membership, and
other valuable data and suggestions. These organizations
included the Adjutants General Association of the United States,
Air Force Sergeants Association, Council of Military
Organizations, Enlisted Association of the National Guard of the
United States, Fleet Reserve Association, Marine Corps Reserve
Officers Association, The Military Coalition, National Guard
Association of the United States, National Military Family
Association, Naval Reserve Association, Non-Commissioned
Officers Association, Reserve Officers Association, The Retired
Enlisted Association, and The Retired Officers Association.
Finally, within the Department
Defense Manpower Data Center and
deserve special mention for data
and advice at every stage of the
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of Defense the staffs of the
the DoD Office of the Actuary
assistance, support, analysis
review.
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Part A. Syltatilee Study

A-?

PREFACE

This report presents an analysis of the civilian
earnings of reserve force members and comparison
groups. It also contains analysis of other compensation,
civilian employer support for employee participation in
the Selected Reserve, and intent of members to stay in
the Selected Reserve.
This study was conducted for the Sixth
Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation under
the overall direction of CoL Frank Rush, USAF. Ms.
Zahava Doering and Ms Bette Mahoney of the Defense
Manpower
Data Center (DMDC)
facilitated our
understanding of the data elements contained in the
1986 Reserve Component (RC) Survey files. Ms. Elaine
Sellman prepared the data file extracts for our specific
Use.
Dr. George Kettner of Syllogistics served as
project director and principal analyst for the study.
Mr.
Ali
Sayer
of
Syllogistics
provided
analyst/programmer support, while Ms. Julien Chan
served as
programmer.
Mr.
Ed
Hustead
of
Hay/Huggins Company performed actuarial analysis of
Selected Reserve benefits and civilian employerprovided benefits with support from Mr. Larry Bobbitt
of the same company. Mr. David Weeks of Weeks &
Associates conducted an informal survey of large
companies on their support for employee participation
in the Selected Reserve.
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,tEXKCUTIVR SUMMARY
The study, Analysis of Selected Reserve Comnensation and Retention.
conducted for the Sixth Quadrennial Review Of Mfilitary Compensation by

Syllogistic$, analyze

the civilian earnings of reserve force members. civilian

employer Support for reserve participation. and factors relating to retention of
reserve force members
4

The principal data source used for this study was the 1986

Reserve Components Survey of reserve force members,

In ant analysis which .compared the civilian earnings of reserve members to
non-reserve civilians, it was found that enlisted reserve force members earned
about $330 less annually than the coparison.
earnings advantage of about $2,190.
earnings advantage as well

Reserve officers had an annual

Enlisted reserve members actually had an

for several

major occupational

categories.

This

comparative analysis used Bureau of the (Cnus/Bureau of Labor Statistics Current
Population Survey data and controlled for certain critical variables such as years
of workforce

Two

experience and education.

principle factors are believed to be behind the discovery

of

an

earnings premium for the reserve force member. One is that the reserve member is
more able

than the general population within certain occupational groupings,

particularly for the officer reserve member. The other factor is that older or more
exprienced individuals in the Guard/Reserve are more adaptive to combining
civilia

and military careers and/or are generally more capable.

organintiort, a self-selection

As in most

or 'weeding out' phenomenon may occur whereby

lea adaptive members tend to leave sooner.

Vil
PA9s
s

The analysis of civilian employer support reveals that a majority of reserve

force members receive at least pert civilian pay for their time off from civilian
jobs to perform reserve force duties. Federal and state governments provide the
most financial support, followed by larger private firms and then smaller firms.
The typical practice in the private sector is to pay the difference between military
pay and civilian pay for the 'eserve

members annual two week training duty.

Employer support tends to be less than this for junior grade members or members
with little tenure in their civilian jobs.

The study also analyzed 1995 total compensation for enlisted and officer
reserve members, including civilian pay and benefits and reserve income and
benefits. Civilian compensation, inclusive of pay and benefits, amount to $29,190
and S$4,550 for enlisted and officers, respectively.

Selected Reserve income and

benefits (including the actuarial value of retirement benefits) were estimated at
$3,400 and $8,800 for enlisted and officer reserve members, respectively. In other
words, reserve income and benefits constitute 11.6 percent of civilian compensation
for enlisted members and 16.1 percent for officea.

The relation between the reserve force member's intent to stay and several
potential explanatory variables was analyzed.

Aside from being eligible already

for retirement, the most predominant influence on retention is, by far, earning
credits toward retirement.

Educational benefits and patriotism are also highly

significant factors, followed by civilian employer support. Spouse attitude is very
important in the member's stay/leave decision and is influenced by these same
factors.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

OBJECTIVE OF STUDY
The overall objective of this study is to conduct an analysis of civilian

earnings, other compensation and employer support of reserve force members, and
an analysis of factors which could affect their intent to stay in the Selected
Reserves.

The analysis of compensation encompasses a comparison of civilian

earnings of reserve force members to non-reserve force members, analysis of
Selected Reserve retirement and other benefits, and analysis of benefits or nonsalary compensation from civilian jobs and Selected Reserve participation.

One

critical question posed in this study is whether participation in the Selected
Reserve has a positive or negative effect on civilian earnings. Analysis of civilian
pay, Selected Reserve income and other benefits, and the non-salary benefits for
reserve force members from their civilian jobs
compensation analysis

provides a basis for total

In the analysis of factors which affect or relate to the

reserve force members intent to stay in the Selected Reserve, potential factors
include supplemental pay from civilian employment for time off for reserve force
duties, other measures of employer support, spouse's attitude, educational benefits,
and age.
1.2

CHARACTERISTICS OF SELECTED RESERVE FORCE MEMBERS
In order to provide background information on the population groups being

analyzed in this study, Table I-I presents the percent distribution of reserve tore
members (exclusive
descriptors. The m

of

military

technicians) according

to several different

lts are based on weighted frequencies of observations from

I-I

Prt

A.

Iyltoglatles ttudy
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TABLE 1-1
CHARACTERISTICS OF RESERVE FORCE MEMBERS
TOTAL POPULATION

SUSYrX
Army National Guard
Army Reserve
Navy Reserve
Marine Corps Reserve
Air National Guard
Air Fore &,,rerva
Coast Guard Reserve

42.3%
25.3
11.7
4.1
9.2
6.0
1.4

to E4
to E6
to E9
to W4
01 to 03
04 to 07

50.0
40.0
10.0
-

El
ES
E7
Wl

27,9%
35.2
19.3
2.2
8.7
6.4
1.3

41.0%
25.3
12.1
3.9
10.1
6.4
1.1

-

51.6

-

38.2
10.2

-

27.1%
35.2
15.9
2.2
8.4
10.1
1.0
-

1.6

-

50.4
41.0

-

-

-

9.7
46.1
44.2

2.7
30.7
32.6
34.0

1.2
7.6
23.3
61.0

9.7
29.0
29.8
31.5

1.4
10.8
19.9
67.9

38.1
30.5
31.5

6.0
33.2
60.8

41.8
29.6
28.6

7.1
29.8
63.1

Mle

89.0

88.4

88.8

88.6

White

74.6

91.2

76.2

89.4

Married

53.8

78.0

NA

NA

Nou-Rastrve &mIovmnent
Federal government
State government
Local government
Self-cmployed
Private firm w/500 + employees
Private firm w/100-499 employees
Private firm w/dlOO employees
Working w/o pay in family business

10.5
8.4
8.5
9.9
26.5
13.0
22.5
0.7

13.8
10.6
10.0
12.9
33.0
1.3
11.2
0.2

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Years of figrtle
Les than I year
I to 4 years
5 to 10 years
Over 10 years

Ana

25 years old or younger
26 to 35 years old
36 years or older

-

Snz

1.2
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TADLS 1-1 (Cost.)
Rese

.hU~I

Cemomete

RMLIa

__________________

FederAl Pay Tva. (for Federal Warkersi
GSo M37.3
23.6
Wage Grade
38.5
Services

1 3euMM
2Searm:

TOTAL FORMLATION
RNLIJBIIW OFItCIR

75.5

3.5
6.2

IPostal

Hours of Work Per Week
35 hours or more
Len than 35 hours

...
EIUMCK

8879.
11.3

7.1

Weighted rowlte hamn 1101Resere OMMakem 3rnVs.
Offical Gaud ad Raev Ueomer Ubmwate amd 5tadii.

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA

NA

ANA
NA

NA

Jue 1567.

opartmt of

Detanee. NA = Not Avail"b.

the 1986 Reserve Components Survey data files for enlisted and officer personnel.
The respective figures based on the total populations, as of July 1987, are
presented as well ror comparison.

For the most part. they compare similarly.

However, the survey included trained personnel only. Also, our analysis excluded
military technicians. Survey results included:
0

The predominate proportion

or

reserve force members, either enlisted

or officer, are in the Army National Guard and the Army Reserve.
0

Half of all enlisted personnel reserve fore members are in the lower
pay grades ElI to E4.

0

About a third of the Selected Reserve enlisted members surveyed
have less than five years

or

service in the military.

In contrast, less

than a tenth of the offiers have less than five years. Likewise, 38
perent enlisted members are 25 years old or younger, while the
respective percent for officers, Is only six.

1-3
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o

Nearly 90 percent of either enlisted or officer reserve force members
are male.

o

About 25 percent of enlisted members are

non-white, while the

respective percent for officers is nine.

"

About 54 percent of enlisted members and 78 percent of officers are
married.

o

A significant number of reserve force
civilian employees (10.5

members are government

and 13.8 percent of enlisted and officer

respectively, are employed by the federal government and 16.9 and
20.6 percent. respectively, are employed by state/local governments.)

"

About one-fourth of the enlisted members work for private firms
with more than 500 employees, while the respective proportion for
officers is one-third.

o

About 90 percent of reserve force members work 35 hours or more
per week at their civilian job.

1.3

ORGANIZATION OF REPORT

Section 2 compares the civilian earnings of reserve force members to nonreserve force members, controlling for years of workforce experience,
education, and other factors.
stemming

years of

The analysis focuses on earnings differences

from Selected Reserve participation.

Section 3 examines employer

support for employee participation in the Selected Reserves, in terms of financial
support for employee time off to fulfill Selected Reserve obligations and employer
attitude toward employee participation.
benefits, satisfaction of reserve

Section 4 examines reserve pay and

force members

with

such benefits,

benefits

1-4
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provided by civilian ek ,ployer.

and Wtot

compensation.

in Section S multiple

regression techniques are used to analyze statistical relationships between the
reserve force member's intent to stay and several potential explanatory variables.

Unless otherwise noted, the data source used in this study is the 1986
Reserve Components Survey of reserve force members, conducted and edited under
the auspices of the Defense Manpower

Data Center (DMDC).

The military

technicians were excluded from the DMDC files during the analysis.

Current

Population Survey data from the March 1986 Census Bureau files on non-reserve
force members were used for comparison of civilian earnings.
on civilian employer benefits and an informal Weeks &

Hay/Huggins data

Associates survey of

employer support for employee participation in the reserves were utilized as well.
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SECTION 2

COMPARISON OF CIVILIAN EARNINGS
2.1

APPROACH

A key objective of the study is to provide insight into a possible relation
between civilian earnings and participation in the Selected Reserves.

A positive

effect of reserve force participation on civilian careen can enhance the overall
recruitment and retention. On the other hand, if reserve force participation is an
obstruction to career

advancement,

recruitment and retention will

be

more

difficult.

The study approach to this issue is to compare the civilian earnings
experience, of reserve force members (excluding military technicians) to nonreserve

force members,

controlling

for

the

effects of

years

of

workforce

experience, years of education, and other factors. Data on the earnings experiences
of non-reserve force members is derived from the 1986 March Current Population
1

Survey (CPS) .

The records selected from this data

base are individual (not

household or family) records, civilians (including federal as well as non-federal
employees),

aged

14

or

over,

who

worked

SO

or

more

weeks

in

1985.

Approximately 42,000 records were extracted from this source.

In order to assess the relationship between civilian earnings of reserve force
members and non-reserve force members, it is essential that the two groups are
similar to each other in terms of key attributes. Attributes which we have chosen
to obtain comparable groups are:

I isb
pmd e I$
of
dthe
mamn
l bMIde
kM& W
veWOum d bave ao effed
the deddkd iab
h - ale
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o

Individuals in both groups work 0 or Morn weeks in

o

Individuals in both groups work 35 or norn hour in a week.

o

Individuals in each $romp are sorted according to the same Census
occupational category and matched against each other. respectively,

0

Since the reserve data files contain younger individuals, on average.
than the CPS files, sampling was used to achieve similar age
distributions for the two groups.

For the sampling. the crou-tabulations of major occupation groups were calculated
by different age group. for the 1986 Reserve Components (RC) Survey data files
separately, for enlisted and officer personnel, separately.

Records from the 1986

March Current Population Survey (CPS) were randomly selected by age group so
thtthe CPS data file would have the same percent distribution by age and

occupation groups characteristic of enlisted and officer files.
The civilian occupational categories selected for -analysis in this study for
both the CPS and RC Survey files are based on the 13 Census major recode
categories, which are listed in Table 2-1.
4

Also shown in Table 2-1 is the percent

of workers in each category for each of the CPS, enlisted reserve, and officer
reserve files.

Since the percent is relatively small for some of the categories the

13 categories were reduced to 9 for the enlisted analysis (refer to Table 2-2) and to
6 for the officer analysis (refer to Table 2-3).

Tables 2-4 and 2-5 present cross-

tabulations of major occupational groups by different age groups for non-reserve

force members.(iLe, workers in the CPS file) before and after sampling. and for
3Th
abni.i
skar.
onii Ia NwmSOCuIsMs, "md "mOUMt is =a& to mCref-w"k Iewm ah
d odwn by
gce0ps
gelpemsaUS 49 ewl"M Jaw W- OAms1"0 a-ft 0w
Miidtu- Jb 6s Nouv
tid.Iboth s. m
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u
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TABLE 2-1
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYEES
1Y MAJOR CENSUS RECODES

OCCUPATIOE(GROUP

CENSUS
RECODE

CENSUS
OCCUPATION

COD

RC SURVEY
RNLtSIRDO
FIE

Sj

Executive, Administrative and
Managerial Occupations

I

3-37

Professional Specialty
Occupations

2

43-199

14.0

6.9

36.8

Technicians and Related
Support Occupations

3

203-235

3.8

7.8

7.6

Sales Occupations

4

243-285

9.6

6.2

7.2

Administrative Support
Occupations

5

303-389

17.8

10.3

3.6

Private Household
Service Occupations

6

403-407

0.3

0.0

0.0

Protective Service
Occupations

7

413-427

2.2

9.6

5.1

Service Occupations,
except Household
and Protective

8

433-469

7.6

4.1

0.8

9

473-499

1.2

2.4

1.0

Precision Production,
Craft, and Repair
Occupations

10

503499

13.7

20.8

4.0

Machine Operators,
Assemblers. and
Inspectors

I!

703-799

8.4

8.2

0.4

Transportation and
Material Moving
Equipment Occupations

12

803-859

4.3

5.8

0.4

Handlers, Equipment
Cleaners, Helpers,
and Laborers

13

863-889

3.3

$.1

0.4

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

*Farming,

Forestry, and
Fishing Occupations

TOTAL

13.8%

12.8%

32.8%
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TABLE 2-2
MAJOR 0CCUPAYN GROUJP ECO1DE FOR
EGRSSIONNODEL ON EARNINGS
(ENLISTED)

OCCU

-N

CENSUS
OCCUPATION

GRMIt

UQDI

Executive, Admimistrative and
Managerial Occupations

PERCENTAGE
D]WMBUTION

3-37

1

12.13

43-199

2

6.86

Technicians and Related Support
Occupations

203-235

3

7.10

Sales Occupations

243-285

4

6.20

Administrative Support Occupations,
Including Clerical

303-389

5

10.25

Private Household Service
Occupations, and Protective
Service Occupations

403-427

6

9.60

Service Occupations. Except
Protective and Household

433469

7

4.11

FarminC. Forestry. and Fishing
Occupations. and Precision
Production, crart and Repair
Occupations

473-699

Machine Operators, Assemblers, and
Inspectors Occupations,
Transportation and Material
Moving Equipment Occupations, and
Handlers, Equipment Cleaners,
Helpers and Laborers

703-899

Professional Specialty
Occupations

TOTAL

23.26

9

0
I00.00
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TABLE 2-3
MAJOR OCCUPATilON GROUP RECODE FOR

REGR ESON MODEL ON EAuNINGS
(OFFICER)

OCCUPATSON VAOUP/

OCCUPATION
--Ga -

Executive Administrative and
Managerial Occupations

PERCENTAGE
DIMZINWUIO

Ric=n

3-37

1

32.76

43-199

2

36.77

Technicians and Related Support
Occupatioas

203-23S

3

7AO

Sales Occupations

243-283

4

7.20

Administrative Support Occupations,
Including Clerical, Private
Household Service Occupations,
Protective Service Occupations,
and Service Occupations, Except
Protective and Household

303-469

5

9.50

Farming, Forestry, and Fishing
Occupations, Precision Production,
Craft, and Repair Occupations,
Machine Operators, Assemblers,
and Inspectors Occupations,
Transportation and Material
Moving Equipment Occupations,
and Laborers

473-889

66.17

Professional Specialty
Occupations

TOTAL

100.00
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TABLE 2-4

MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION DY AGE GROUPS,
NON-RIRIiVRE FORCE MEMBERS AND ENLISTED RESERVE FORCE MEMERS

OCCUPATION GROUP

16-25
26-35
36-50
51-55

1.03%
4.64
5.92
1.19

56-60
TOTAL

Li

.L~- .L

NON-R SERVE
FORCE MImnaztS,
BEFORE SAMPLING.

0.72%
5.34
6.03
1.16

0.49%
1.59
1.35
0.24

1.47%
3.58
3.05
0.71

2.93%
5.91
6.11
1.4S

L

J-

024%
0.7
1.00
0.19

1.38%
2.24
2.41
0.68

0.18
2.48

0.67
1.08
7.38 15.18

-L

2.09%
5.20
5.47
1.34

2.57%
5.32
5.56
1.39

1.06
13.83

0.1
14.07

0.17
3.83

0.61
9.43

1.20%
3.52
7.97
0.84
0.19
13.71

0.47%
1.93
4.19
0.45
0.14
7.18

0.92%
2.98
2.84
0.32
0.12
7.17

1.56% 1.52%
1.86
4.01
2.71
4.82
0.32
0.48
0.14
0.16
6.59 10.99

0.50%
1.83
2.11
0.38
0.12
4.93

1.27% 4.39% 4.81%
1.52
7.94 6.75
1.33 11.16
8.02
0.23 0.87
0.65
0.06 0.21
0.21
4.41 24.57 20.44

1.10%
3.31
7.47
0.79
0.17

0.45%
1.96
3.91
0.41
0.12

0.87%
2.75
3.77
0.30
0.11

1.53%
1.71
2.59
0.25
0.12

1.24%
335
4.55
0.35
0.11

1.17% 4.28%
1.40 7.37
1.30 10.51
0.20 0.85
0.05 0.24

6.6

7.80

6.20

9.60

4.11 23.26

1.26
17.71

IIL

1.25
16.09

12.93%
34.70
36.91
8.38
7.09
100.00

NON-R suvi
FORCE MEMBERS,
AFTER SA&MPLlNG 1
16-25
26-35
36-50
51-55
56-60
TOTAL

16-25
26-35
36-50
51-55
56-60
TOTAL
1 dm

12.83
gSmooft
b Oe CM W

Ndima ase pow".ddi.
go" wok 60 or am

a

mdum
nuM6
jg

1.43%
3.65
4.55
0.47
0.14
10.25

sbe .u*m

4.56%
6.40
7.34
0.62
0.17
19.10

.bof
d. wormmumeftd Ine
. BaS.

sum m ahM hew
so dkkibuI i6 dh s I I
No CPSmdA0 So-ey
fn 9W X or =o hemi e s wadi, -- me dd dm 14 .i yamew thm 4L

16.63%
32.34
45.15
4.53
1.36
100.00

16.64%
31.90
45.99
4.25
1.22
100.00
AR

amplin eduft dy
e b*Wlinua
6

Sebe*
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TABLE 2-5
MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION BY AGE GROUPS,
NON-RESRVE FORCE MEMBERS AND OFFICER R1ESBRVE FORCE MEMBERS

OCCUPATION GROUP
NON-RESERVE
FORCE
MEMBERS, 1
BEFORE SAMPLING

2L

.

-.L

.

._

L

TOTAL

Aim Cateaor-i

16-25
26-35
36-50
51-55
56-60
TOTAL

103% 0.72%
4.64
5.34
5.92
6.03
1.19
1.16
1.06
0.81
13.83
14.07

0.49%
1.59
1.35
0.24
0.17
3.83

1.47%
3.58
3.05
0.71
0.61
9.43

4.55%
9.03
9.52
2.36
2.11
27.6

4.67%
10.52
11.03
2.73
2.33
3127

12.93%
34.70
36.91
3"38
7.69
100.00

0.37% 0.27%
6.83
10.56
23.56
23.60
1.39
1.86
0.06
0.58
32.31
36.88

0.11%
2.30
4.86
0.16
0.07
7.51

0.07%
2.08
4.93
0.22
0.04
7.34

0.16%
3.01
5.83
0.49
0.11
9.61

0.15%
2.39
3.71
0.09
0.02
6.36

1.13%
27.18
66.43
4.22
0.99
100.00

0.26% 0.31%
6.98
10.70
23.90
23.16
1.40
2.04
0.22
0.55
32.76
36.77

0.09%
2.39
4.88
0.18
0.06
7.0

0.07%
203
4.88
0.17
0.06
7.20

0.20%
3.06
5.71
0.46
0.07
9.50

0.15%
2.28
3.52
0.17
0.06
6.17

1.09%
27.44
66.05
4.42
1.01
100.00

NON-RESERVE
FORCE MEMBERS,
AFt SAMPLING'
S

Ago Category

16-25
26-35
36-50
51-55
56-60
TOTAL

Ate Cattegory

16-25
26-35
36-50
51-55
56-60
TOTAL
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enlisted and officer personnel The sampliag eaduced the percent of older workers
in the CPS file in order to achieve an age dstributlon similar to that in the RC
Survey files.

Relatively broad categories of occupations were chosen for the analysis in
order to insure a sufficient number of statistical observations for each category.
Each category has a more heterogeneous mix of specific occupations than we would
want ideally.

Significant variations in the mix for one comparison group versus

another affect the validity of comparison of civilian earnings.
categorization is broad, it is difficult to avoid this problem.

So long as the

Alternative broad

categorizations tend to be arbitrary without necessarily resolving the problem. In
the regression analysis which follows, some attempt was made to control for
varying mixes of less aggregate occupations by specifying categorical variables for
them (e.g., teachers and pilots).
2.2

REGRESSION RESULTS ON RESERVE PARTICIPATION
Multiple regression equations were estimated for reserve force members and

non-members (strictly civilian)
presented in Tables 2-6 and 2-7.

combined in a single data file with results
An explanatory variable was specified in the

regression equation to estimate the effect of Selected Reserve participation, in
addition to several other variables. This variable has a value of I for the reserve
force member and 0 for the non-member.
earnings difference related

It is designed to measure the civilian

to Selected Reserve participation.

Several other

variables are included in the equation in order to control for their effects on
earnings such as years of experience and education.

In other words, in order to

effectively compare earnings, differences attributed to factors other than Selected
Reserve participation need to be held constant.
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TABLE 24
REGRESION RESULTS FOR CIVILIAN EARNING5, ENLISTED RESERVE
FORCE EKEMBE AND NON-RESRV FORCE MD3U COMBINED
Parameter

EXP
EXP2
Education
Sex
Marital
FEDEMP
STLOEMIP
HR WORK
Reserve
Veteran
Pilots
Teachers
FOODOCC

Parameter

'812
-13.28
1.91
6.526
154
2,129
-1.673
223
u.330
-474
1,216
-3,533
-5,693

No. of obeervatioass:
Adjusted R-Squarec

34.52
-19.62
65.30
36.72
101.53
9.25
-9.37
26.70
-2.35
-3.18
4.24
-7.60
-30.31
38,272
0.245

0.04
-. 0007
0.09
0.30
0.09
0.13
-0.03
0.008
-0.001
-0.01
0.008
-0.13
-0.38

42.95
-26.70
72.24
42Z79
15.69
53.91
-4.90
22-83
4.19
-2.00
0.11
-. 93
-17.37

38.272
0.305

TABLE 2-7
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR CIVILIAN EARNINGS, OFFICER RESERVE
FORCE MEMBER AND NON-RESERVE FORCE MEMBER COMBINED
Parameter
Intercept
EXP
EXP2
Education
Sax
Marital
FEDEMP
STLOEMP
HRWORK
Reserve
Veteran
Pilots
Teachers
No. of observatiouss
Adjusted R-Squarc.

-52803
1,345
-19.39
3.074
3.4117
1.243
-1,470
-4,656
364
2J191
-775
7,808
-5,944

Parameter
-36.54
16.83
-8.92
41.37
21.91
3.41
-2.93
-11.33
19.11
5.99
-2.25
8.30
-9.93

10.905
0.369

7.83
0.04
4.0006
0.09
0.30
0.05
0.02
-0.09
0.007
0.09
-4.003
0.20
-0.14

173.36
15.67
-9.33
39.03
25.05
4.19
3.01
-6.36
13.80
7.75
4.32
6.52
-7.64

30,905
0.333
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Table

2-6 ad 2-7 Present the civilians earnings regiesses resuls for

enlseed ad officer personnel. respectively. for all oceuatlns sad remeve force
members sad sen-mmbers combined.

Selected Reserve pay is excluded from

civilian earnings. The Selected Reserve participation varilable (RESERVE) has a
negative

s is

thae atiated *#uation sad a positive sigp In the officeer equation.

and it is statistically significant at a greater than the 95 percent confidence level
is beth equations. The annual earnings disadvantage for enlisted reserve force
msembers related to their Reserve participation is shunt $330.

The respective

earning advantage for officers is about 52.191 per year.
Other key variables in the regression equation which have significant
coefficient estimate values are years of experience (EXP). years of experience
squared (EXPI), and years of education (EDUCATION).

Years of experience is

defined as the Individual's age minus years of education minus six. its coefficien
in the estimated regression equation is positive, reflecting that with more years of
experience earnings of the individual are greater. The years of experience squared
coefficient has a negative value. reflecting that with advancing age, earnings will
increase at a slower rate or level out. The coefficient for years of education has
the expeeted positive sign and is highly significant.
The coefficient for hours of work per week (IIRWORK) is positive and
significant for the both enlisted and officer equations.

SEX (I-male, 0-female),

and MARITAL (I-married, 0-not married) each have positive and significant
coef~'elet in both equations. Federal workers earn more in the enlisted equation,
less in the officer equation (FEDEIMP-1 for federal workers. 0 otherwise). Workers
in state/locnl governments earn less in either equation (STLOEMP

-I

for

state/local geveramecat workers. 0 otherwise).
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An additional factor considered for the analysis is that many reserve force
members had active duty experience previously.

Prior-service (PS) reserve force

members are potentially a different group than

on-prior service (NPS) members.

They have been screned for active duty tour, have different Reserve contract
obligations, and have poteatiUy greater Reserve retirement benefits. A variable
for PS experience is added to the regression to control for this (Veteran - I for
those who served active duty when first entered the military, 0 otherwis).

The

coefficient for this variable is negative for both enlisted and officer

Aestimated

equations. The annual earnings disadvantage for enlisted and officer veterans is
about $474 and $775. respectively. From a statistical point of view the effect of
PS appears to be relatively small, and in the case of officers the statistical
significance is marginal.

The negative sign for the veteran variable could be

interpreted to imply that civilian income opportunities were greater for NPS
reserve force members at the start of their careers, relative to an active duty tour
(as opposed to any cause and effect relationship).
In addition to specifying the dependent variable (DV) in terms of actual
annual earnings, the natural logarithmic value of earnings is specified as the DV
for regression estimation as well.

The estimated coefficient for the explanatory

variables then represent the percnt difference in earnings for a marginal change
in a given variable, as opposed to the actual dollar difference in earnings.
results are reported in Tables 2-6 and 2-7.

These

For example, an additional year of

education yields an nine percent increase in earnings for either enlisted or officer
reserve force members.

Reserve participation relates to only one-tenth of one

percent less earnings on the enlisted side, but a 9 percent premium on the officer
side.
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The "adjusted R-4vUare

is aim reported in Tables 2-6 and 2-7.

This

statistic is defined as the ratio of variation in the dependent variable explained by
the regression equation to total variation of the dependent variable. For the type
of data which we are analyzing (i.e.. cros-sectional survey data), the results for the
R-Square are typical. While it appears that much of the total variation in earnings
is left unexplained, nearly all of the explanatory variables specified

in the

regression equation are statistically significant at the 95 percent confidence level
or higher.

The exception is that veteran (Prior Service) tends to have a weak

effect in either the enlisted or officer equation.
Regressions equations were also estimated separately for each of nine major
occupational groups for enlisted personnel and six groups for officers.

Three

occupational dummy variables were added to the multiple regression equations to
control for pilots', teachers', and food preparation and service related occupations'
effects on earnings. For group 2 (Professionals), a dummy variable for Teachers (I
- Yes, 0 - No) was included in the enlisted and officer equations.

It has a

negative and significant sign in both equations. Pilots were similarly specified in
the regression equation for group 3 (Technicians). The coefficient of the variable
for Pilots (I - Yes, 0 - No) is statistically significant and positive, where, as
expected, pilots earn more than the other occupations in the technicians group.
Excluding this variable would have resulted in a greater earnings difference
between the reserve force member technicians and non-reserve force member
technicians.

For the same reasons, a dummy variable for food preparation and

service occupations (I - Yes. 0 - No) was added in the regression equation in
group 7 for enlisted reserve force members.

It hs a negative and significant sign.

Detailed results for each of the major occupational

groups are reported

in

Appendix A.
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Table

24

presents ,the regreslon

results for

the Seleted

particilpatoa variable for each of the major ocupation groups.

Reserve

For the enlisted

personnel, both the direction and magnitude of the relatiot between civilian pay
and Selected Reserve participation varies widely asmog the occupation groups. In
fact, the result for a gives occupation can be much different from all occupations
combined, as reported previously in Table 2-6. There is no statistical reation for
group 3

(Technicians), a

negative relation

for groups

I

(Exec/Admia), 2

(Professional), and 4 (Sales), and positive for groups 5 to 9 (Admin Support.
Household Service, Service. Production. Industrial).

Among the groups with a

positive relation, the annual earnings advantage for the enlisted reserve force
member varies from a low of $470 for group 8 to a high of $3,705 for group 7.
For the officers, the relation is more consistently positive across all six major
occupational groups, except for group I where there is essentially no difference.
The earnings differences are also consistently greater.
Multiple regression equations were also estimated for reserve force members
where CPS or non-reserve -force member observations are excluded from the
equation.

Table 2-9 and 2-10 present civilian earnings regression results for

enlisted personnel and officers, respectively. Two dummy variables were added in
the regression equations. The first variable (ARMY) takes the value of I if reserve
force member is a member of Army National Guard or Army Reserve, and 0
otherwise. Similarly, the other variable (AIR) takes the value of I if reserve force
member is a member of Air National Guard or Air Force Reserve, and 0 otherwise.
ARMY variable has a negative sign in both enlisted and officer equations, and it is
statistically significantL

In other words, Army reserve component members earn

less in their civilian occoupations than the Naval and Coast Guard Reserves. The
coefficient for AIR is positive in the officer equation, and negative in the enlisted
equation. Officer Air Force reserve component members earn more, while enlisted
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earn less, compared to their respective counterparts in the Naval and Coast Guard
Reserves. Geographic location may be affecting these results. A predominance of
Army Reserve/Guard installations in rural or Southern areas relative to the other
Reserve Components. for ettample, may have some effect an the negative sign of
the ARMY variable. Naval installations. in contrast, predominate in coastal areas.

The other variables in the enlisted and officer equations have the expected
signs. They are very similar to the regression results of reserve force members and
non-reserve force members combined.

TABLE 28
RELATION BETWEEN CIVILIAN PAY AND.SELECTED RESERVE
PARTICIPATION
Enlisted
Occupation
-an

No. of
I
Obsnrvationj

Statistical
Relation

Annual -Pay
Difference
-$4,839
-944
....
-2,605
1,734
1,991

Level of
Sivnificance

1
2
3
4
5
6

2,528
1,351
1,537
1,221
2.020
1.891

Negative
None
None
Negative
Positive
Positive

7
8
9

810
4.583
3,764

Positive
Positive
Positive

3,705
470
1.097

Statistical

Annual Pay

Level of

Relation

Difrec

Sioolfieasce

Officer
Occupation
Gre

No. of
Os

1.779

1
2
3
4
5
6

1,997
413
391
516
335

Nul wd eh'uwe
CPS
L.

1atez

..

m

bcds
- spracmat* tbw
W .
or Smelw.

None
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Surv., iNmt.emvatgt

95%2
90
95
95
95
95
90
95

4,154
2,627
2,512
4.594
4,403
marmeuim qs w

--

95
95
90
95
95
hichttacltuda

.imbs
d abew ic ,bIaI"m.
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TABLE 2-9
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR CIVILIAN EARNINGS,
ENLISTED RESERVE FORCE MEMBERS

VraieEstimate
Intercept
EXP
EXP2
Education
Sex
Marital
FEDEMP
STLOEMP
HRWORK
Veteran
ARMY
AIR
Teachers
FOODOCC

No. of observations:
Adjusted R-Square:

Parameter

T4tstlstmi

Parameter
Isimt

-13,549
1,038
-15.57
1,316
3,148
1,099
2.237
-995
202
-1,227
-3,033
-837
-1,652
-5,554

-13.44
24.46
-14.09
24.26
7.70
4.60
7.57
-3.92
16.56
-5.96
-12.65
-2.88
-1.79
-5.61

8.36
0.05
-0.0008
0.05
0.16
0.07
0.12
-0.02
0.007
-0.04
-0.13
-0.02
-0.07
-0.35

1=tatisti

s

248.43
35.48
-22.31
29.93
11.50
9.27
12.17
-1.82
16.31
-6.18
-16.76
-2.47
-2.41
-10.48

19,704
0.263

19,704
0.162

Dependent vasriable.
2

T-eataimtle pertamze to nul/ hpypthesi that paramter esdiate in0. The rit l T-statistic for a 96 porent

nc
ow-ted test and 1.96 ar twotaied test; for a90 pereat cemfide . level t Is 1.82
tuuliemee level Is 1.64 fOw

for .me-tailed test and 1.646 for two-tailed teat.
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TAlLE 2-10
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR CIVILIAN EARNINGS,
OFFICERS

Actal
Variable

Parameter
Estimate

Intercept
EXP
EXP2
Education
Sex
Marital
FEDEMP
STLOEMP
HRWORK
Veteran
ARMY
AIR
Pilots
Teachers

-55,455
1,727
-20.71
3,183
6,193
406
-1.696
-4,720
401
-1,350
-3,063
2,161
6,615
-3,975

No. of observations:
Adjusted R-Square:

_arulmae
[Ame £Earglugs
T-

tldc S

-20.57
11.88
-5.20
25.11
7.78
0.62
-2.41
-7.27
14.30
-2.76
-5.67
2.89
5.71
-3.00

5,430
0.281

Parameter
Esimte
8.30
0.05
-0.0008
0.07
0.16
0.03
-0.09
-0.10
0.007
-0.02
-0.09
0.03
0.17
-0.07

1

_

tatlstle

s

129.83
14.96
-8.15
23.75
8.45
2.00
-0.53
-6.53
10.43
-1.46
-7.02
1.58
6.14
-2.32

5,430
0.273

Dependent variable.

2

T-statiatic pertains to null hypohltel

that parameer estimate is 0. The ealtal T-.tattl io

6 percent

confidence level is 1.646 for ama-tailed test ad 1.96 for two-taled tet; for a go Percent oemfideae level it Is 1.M
for one-tailed test and 1.64$ for two-tailed test.

I,
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II
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Figures 2-1 and 2-2 show the civilian earimnp profiles of reserve force
members and non-reserve

force members by years of workforce experience

military) for enlisted personnel and officers, respectively.

(including

These

profiles are based on the regression results whereby earnings vary according to the
years of experience variable and the other variables are held constant at their
mean values. In both figures the earnings profile for non-reserve force members
starts out at a higher level, but then later the reserve force member profile crosses
over to a higher level. The cross-over for enlisted personnel occurs with about 18
years of experience, while for officers the cross-over is at only twelve years of
experience.
FIGURE 2-1

CIVILIAN EARNINGS PROFILES: ENLISTED
32
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FIGURE 2-2

CIVILIAN EARNINGS PROFILES: OFFICERS
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INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
How the regression results for civilian earnings can be best interpreted is an

important issue for this study. One interpretation of a positive relation between
reserve participation and civilian earnings is that the participation enhances one's
civilian career. An alternative explanation is that reserve members are superior in
ability compared to the general population as represented in the CPS data file.
Therefore, their earnings would be hiaher regardles of Reserve participation. The
latter explanatios prtaias to a selection bias relatio.
effect relatio.

in contrast to a cause and

Selection bias could also result from Selected Reservists quitting
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whose prospective civilian earnings would have been less than their counterparts
who stayed in the Selected Reserve longer.
To the best of our knowledge, previous research has not investigated the
relation between Guard/Reserve participation and civilian earnings.

A number of

studies have investigated the effects of alive duft military experience on civilian
earnings of veterans

Although these studies are not directly relevant to our

present study on reserve force members, we review them in the context of the
screening issue.

Generally, the finding is that veterans earn more than non-

veterans after controlling for such variables as years of experience and education.
Whether this finding is more a result of cause and effect or a priori selection has
been much debated in the literature. One study', for example, focused on whether
the vocational training content of military experience enhances one's productivity
in the workforce or alternatively, the military service acts as a screening device
for employers to select a higher quality job applicant.
Another study' examined the differences between the post-service earnings
of military retirees and separatees and the earnings of their comparably aged and
educated

civilian

peers.

The

latter

included

Reserve

members.

National

Guardsmen, and others who were screened for military service, including veterans
of World War i,

the Korean. and Vietnam Wars.

The major finding of the study

indicates that for officers, military service appears to provide valuable experience
which increases post-service earnings relative to the comparison group. In contrast,
enlisted personnel face financial disincentives to remaining in
beyond their fourth year. Officer separatee

military service

fare better relative to their civilian
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peers with each additional year of service through eight years of service. After
the eighth year post-service earnings decline relative to the comparison group with
each additional year of service through 25 years.

Officers who retire from

military service earn slightly less than the comparison group.
Also according to the Coopel (1984) study, enlisted personnel retiring after
20 to 25 years of service earn substantially less than the comparison group.
Officers and enlisted personnel working in different military occupations do not
fare equally well in the civilian workforce.

In general, those with timely and

relevant skills fare better in their post-service careers.

Military personnel who

worked as scientists, engineers, physicians, and dentists earned much more, on
average, than individuals in the comparison group in comparable occupations.

In

relating

Guard/Reserve

influences could be at work.

participation

to

civilian

earnings,

various

From the point of view of productivity effects,

Guard/Reserve participation can result in skill augmentation/enhancement that
impacts

favorably

on

the

civilian

career.

Alternatively,

accommodating

Guard/Reserve duties with a civilian job results in a productivity loss with the

civilian job.
From the point of view of screening effects, one possibility is that reserve
members have greater ability than non-reserve individuals with similar work
experience, education, and occupation. The individual's status as a Guard/Reserve
member may be a 'signal" to employers of the individual's superior job capabilities.
An alternative screening hypothesis is that retention rates in the Guard/Reserve
are higher, on average, for members who fare better in their civilian jobs than
other

members.

In particular,

younger

members: who

find it

difficult

to

accommodate their Guard or Reserve duties with their civilian jobs andtor do not
hkave employer support may tend to "self-select" themselves out of the Selected
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Reserves.

A changing mix of the Reserve population could also be affected by

reserve force member, who leave the Guard/Reserve who have relatively less
ability than those who stay. Most organizations tend to 'weed out less capable or
adaptive members.
The empirical results in this study, overall, point to a civilian earnings
premium for the Guard/Reserve member. Skill augmentation/enhancement may be
one factor, although there is no evidence to suggest that it is predominant. In our
analysis of the member's intent to stay (see Section S) obtaining training that
affects a civilian job has only a small marginal impact on retention.
We believe that selection bias where the reserve force member is more able
than the general population is particularly strong in the civilian earnings results
for officers, particularly for occupations where the earnings difference is very
large. The selection bias is likely less for enlisted personnel for occupations where
the reserve force members more closely represent the talents of the general
population.

In the case of occupation group I (executive, administrative, and

managerial occupations), the selection bias for enlisted members is likely to be
opposite from that for officers, Le, non-reserve force members in group I are more
able than the enlisted reserve force members in this group.
The study's empirical analysis reveals, more specifically, a cross-over point
where the average member achieves a civilian earnings premium after a number of
years of workforce experience (refer back to Figures 2-1 and 2-2).

This result

supports the argument that the selection bias stems from a "weeding

out"

phenomenon. That is, older or more experienced individuals in the Guard/Reserve
are more adaptive to combining civilian and military careers and generally more
succesful in either career.
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A Corollary hypothesis in the context of a weeding phomenon could be
that Guard/Resrve members who do om have good employer support tend to leave
relatively sooner.

The lack of employer support affects their civilian earnings.

Results in Section 5 of this report sugest that employer support does affect
retention decisions but other factors such as retirement benefits, patriotism, and
educational benefits are more important.

I
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SECTION 3
EMPLOYER SUPPORT

Employer support for employee participation in the Selected Reserves is a
critical factor to attract and retain personnel. One positive measure of employer
support is the extent to which they supplement military pay for employee time off
to fulfill Selected Reserve obligations.

r

A negative measure is the number of

employees who must use their vacation time instead of being granted additional
leave time for these duties. Management attitude is another important attribute of
employer support. One specific measure available from the Reserve survey is how
favorable is the attitude of the reserve force member's civilian supervisor. Other
attitude measures pertain to the degree to which emplov-c absences for reserve
force duties constitute a problem for the employer.
3.1

SUPPLEMENTAL CIVILIAN PAY/LEAVE: OVERALL COMPARISONS
Four sources of data were available to this study pertaining to civilian

pay/leave which supplements military pay for employee time-off for reserve force
duties:
o

1986 Reserve Components surveys (reporting results for 1985);

o

1986 Bureau of Labor Statistics' (BLS) survey of employee benefits in
medium and large firms;

o

1987 Hay/Huggins benefits survey (reportings results for 1986); and,

o

Syllogistics informal survey of 27 large companies (as of October
1987).
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The Hay/Huuis benefits survey is Part of a larger Hay compensation
survey of over 900 medium and large companies.

The companies are clients of

Hay, and many of them are Fortune 500 corporations.

The Syllogistics survey is

based on informal telephone interviews of personnel or compensation directors at
27 large, prominently known companies.

Significant differenees exist amon# the three sources of data, and therefore,
differences in

results shoyld not be unexpected.

The number and types of

respondents vary widely among the three surveys.

The respondents for the BLS,

Hay/Huggins, and Syllogistics surveys were the employers, whereas in the Reserve
surveys the respondents were the employees.

The survey questions vary as well.

The questions in the Hay/Huggins and Syllogistics survey pertain to the two-week
annual training, whereas in the Reserve Component Survey the questions pertain to
all Selected Reserve obligations.
Table 3-1 shows the percent of respondents in each survey reporting full,
part, or no civilian pay for reserve duty. The overall indication is that a majority
of reserve force members receive at least part civilian pay for their time off from
civilian jobs to perform reserve force duties.

Thirty-four percent of officers

reported no paid military leave, which is identical to the respective percent in the
BLS survey.

Among
differences.
multiple

the other surveys
One factor

responses

from

or categories

hampering
the

of

comparability

same respondent

employees,

there are

among the surveys

are

allowed

in

the

wide

is that
Reserve

Component Survey whereas in the other three surveys responses are mutually
exclusive.

A respondent, for instance, could mark or indicate a *no pay" response,

thinking of weekend drills, but mark "part pay* as well, thinking of annual
training.
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TABLE 3-1
PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS REPORTING CIVILIAN PAID TIME OFF FOR
SELECTED RESERVE DUTY

FULLPAX PAT PAX

NO PAY

Enlisted Reerve Survey'

25.3%

15.4%

50.1%

Officer Reserve Survey

45.9

17.0

34.0

BLS Survey

s

NA

Syllogistics Survey

34.0

NA

3.7

88.9

7.4

14.0
20.0

66.0
52.0

17.0
18.0

Hay/Husain2 Survey

Firms with 500+ Employees
Firms with less than 500
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3.2
RESERVE
PAY/LEAVE

SURVEY

RESULTS

ON

SUPPLEMENTAL

CIVILIAN

Further insights can be gained into the Reserve Component Survey by
analyzing more detailed categories. Table 3-2 shows the percent of reserve force
members who received supplemental civilian pay for reserve duty, by each grade
category. The table shows that lower grade personnel (hence, younger) tend to get
less supplemental pay. The lower grade personnel are likely to have less tenure in
their civilian jobs and less benefits, including employer financial support for
reserve force member time off. In the Syllogistics survey there is an indication
that if there were recent changes in company policy, they tended to reduce
benefits for employees with less tenure.
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TABLE 3-2
CIVILIAN PAID TIME-OFF, BY GRADE CATEGORY
Enlisted
Working
mCivilian

Part
Civilian PAT

Full
Pa

EI-E4
ES-E6
E7-E9

Military
pay OMIT

18%
36
49

12%
20
24

59%
40
27

47
39
52

21
Is
19

33
41
28

Officer
Working
WI-W4
01-03
04-06

Source: Question 107 in the 1996 RC Survey.

Table 3-3 reveals the incidence of supplemental civilian pay by each type of
employer for reserve force members who work full-time.

An anomaly of the

attitudinal survey is that nearly 100 percent of the reserve force members who
hold federal civilian jobs should indicate that they receive full civilian pay while
performing their two week active duty training. The results for this category are
less than 100 percent in Table 3-4, particularly for enlisted reserve force members.
Hence, we could expect underreporting of supplemental civilian pay for other
categories of employers. The overall patterns, however, are likely to be still valid.
In particular, the percent of reserve force members working in federal, state, or
local government who receive fall civilian pay is much higher than it is for
On
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reserve force members who work for Private firms. The percent of reserve force
members working for the largest private firms (S0

or more employees) who

receive at least supplemental pay is higher than it is for smaller firms.

These

results help to explain part of the wide disparity of results among the three
surveys reported in Table 3-1.

Undoubtedly, type of respondent and reporting

anomalies would account for differenc

as well.

TABLE 3-3
CIVILIAN PAID TIME OFF, BY TYPE OF EMPLOYER
Enlisted Working
Full-Time
Federal government
State/Local government
Private firm with 500+ employees
Private firm with 100-499 employees
Private firm with under 100 employees
Overall
Officer Working
F-Time
Federal government
State/Local government
Private firm with 500+ employees
Private firm with 100-499 employees
Private firm with under 100 employees
Overall

Full
Cilvilian Pay
72.5%
65.3
10.0
8.7
8.6
27.8
Full

lina
89.0
73.7
22.5
30.4
32.9
47.6

Part
Civilian Pay

Military

Pay Only

5.9%
8.0
'55.3
16.1
7.4
17.0
Part
Civilian Pay

15.3%
17.6
48.6
65.5
69.1
45.9
Military

Pay Only

2.7
6.7
33.2
19.1
9.6
17.7

12.9
182
42.9
45.5
43.3
32.4

Source: Question 107 in the 1986 RC Survey.

Additional leave or leave of absence time granted by employers for reserve
force members to perform their Selected Reserve duties is another barometer of
employer support.

Table 3-4 reports the percent Of reserve force members who
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rceive *nlltery leave/heave of absene' free their civilian job for each type or
is more prevalent with government employers than it is for private firms, which is

supplemental civilian pay, the disparity for leave support between government ad
private firms bamuch less. The occurrence of leave support is greater among the
larger private frms than among the smaller sine firms.

TABLE 3-4
LEAVYE TIME FOR RESERVE DUTIES, BY TYPE OF EMPLOYER

Enlisted Working
Fo.l-TbimeL.

Received Military
Leave/Leave of Absence

Used
Vacin Duys

82-8%
76.7
73.5
65.5
51.7
68.9

23.2%
21A4
20.8
19.1
21.2
2J.1

Received Military
Leave/Leave of Absence

Used
Vacation Days

93.7
83.1
72.8
68.0
51.2
75.7

39.5
32.6
43.0
37.5
37.7
38.8

Federal government
State/Local government
Private firm with 500+ employees
Private rirm with 100-4" employees
Private firm with under 100 employees
Overall
Officer Working

Fajl-iuj.

Federal government
State/Local government
Private rirm with 500. employees
Private firm with 100-4" employees
Private firm with under 100 employees
Overall
Source: Question 106 in the 1936 RC Survey.
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3.3

HAY/HUGGINS SURVEY RESULTS ON SUPPLEMENTAL CIVILIAN
PAY
The Hay/Huggins

1916 survey of their clients includes questions on

employer practice concerning reserve duty. These results. are reported in Table 3-5.
The most prevalent supplement for both two-weeks of annual active duty trainiag
and for short-term active duty. is to provide salary less military pay. The second
most prevalent practice is to provide full salary. Seven pereeqt of small employers
and two percent of large employers do not have a policy regarding supplemental
pay for either training or short-term active duty. Employers are much less likely
to supplement short-term active duty than they are to supplement annual active
duty training. While only 18 percent of small employers do not supplement pay for
annual active duty training. 41 percent of these same organizations do not
supplement short-term active duty.

For large employers, 17 percent do not

supplement annual active duty training but 39 percent do not supplement shortterm active duty. Short-term active duty for reserve force members, though, occurs
rarely.
Provision of full salary for annual active duty training is more prevalent
among small employers (20%) than it is for large employers (14%).

Provision of

full salary less military pay is more prevalent for large employers (59%) than for
small employers (42%).

This same result holds for short-term active duty. In the

area of long-term active duty, only a few employers supplement pay (3 percent of
large employers and 5 percent of small employers).
Many employers do not have a policy regarding supplemental pay.

This

may be related to the infrequency with which employers are confronted by the
need to have such a policy, particularly in the area of supplemental pay for longterm Pr;ve duty.
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TABLE 3-S
PREVALENCE OF EMPLOYER PRACTICE CONCERNING RESERVE DUTY'
I to 500
Domestic
Employes
A.

Prevalence of supplemental pay for
two-weeks of military training
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

B.

Pay salary Is military pow
Pay full salary
Provide the employee with a
choice of either salary less
military pay or vacation
Do not supplement pay
Provide some other supplement
Do not have a policy

42%
20

59%
14

10
Is
3
..

7
17
2

TOTAL

I00

Pay salary less military pay
Pay full salary
Provide some other supplement
Do not supplement pay
Do not have a policy

37%
14
2
41
7
100

TOTAL

47%
10
2
39
100

Prevalence of supplemental pay
for long-term active duty 2
I.
2.
3.

1

100

Prevalence of supplemental pay for
short-term active duty'
(emergency call-up)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

C.

00 orMore
Domestic
Employees

rme:

Do not supplement pay
Supplement pay
Do not have a policy

63%
3
14

81%
5
14

TOTAL

100

100

Ray/MugqSim heat mumvy I'dhtet.

we,not deked ay ftethe. Thek ItApr.etad

w
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In

order

to

investigate

the

relationship

between

employer

practice

concerning supplemental pay for two weeks of training and the actuarial dollar
value of civilian employer-provided benefits, the companies in the Hay/Huggins
survey were divided into the following categories:
i.

Employers who do not supplement pay;

2.

Employers who provide full civilian salary; and

3.

Employers who supplement pay but do not provide full civilian
salary.

The average dollar value of non-salary benefits was calculated for each
category by base salary level in increments of $10,000.
is presented in Figure 3-1.

The result of this analysis

The value of the benefits provided by employers does

not seem to be strongly related to their policy regarding supplemental pay for
military training. There is some tendency for firms with lower benefits in general
to offer no supplemental pay for reserve duty as well.

(Calculation of benefit

values is discussed in Section 4.)

3.4

SURVEY OF LEADING COMPANIES ON DIRECTION OF EMPLOYER
PAY/LEAVE POLICY

In addition to the 1986 Reserve Components and Hay/Huggins surveys, it
was also thought highly relevant to track the past, current, and future direction of
civilian employer pay/leave policy. To accomplish this, Syllogistics commissioned
David

A.

Weeks

&

Associates to interview

the personnel

vice president or

compensation director of each of 27 leading corporations. These interviews sought
to determine the main features of the firms' time off with pay policies and then to
query the subjects on the evolution and direction of that policy.
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FIGURE 3-1
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Table 3-6 lists the companies in the survey. Of the 27 selected companies
20 are in the industrial sector

I

ad 7 are the services sector.

Fifteen are

predominantly unionized, while 12 are non-union. All the firms are very large and

were selected because they have a history of liberal employee benefits policies.
They

are

leading

firms

communications and services

in

computers,

pharmaceuticals,

aerospace,

food,

Two are utilities.
TABLE 3-6

COMPANIES SURVEYED BY SYLLOGISTICS
General Wills, Inc.

Aeroject General Corp.

IAetna Life & Casualty Company

American Cyanamid Comnpanjy
ARA Services. Inc.
AT&T
Bristol Myers Company
Durrough Corp.
Ciba Geigy Corp.
Comburstion Engineering
Coopers & Lybrand
Digital Equipment
Emery Worldwide
Florida Light & Power Company
General Electric Company

IBM Corp.

Johnson & Johnson. Inc.
Thomas 3. Lipton, Inc.
Martin Marietta Aerospace
Miliken & Company
Owens Illinois, Inc.
Pacific Gas & Electric Company
Sandoz, Inc.
A.0. Smith Corp.
TRW. Inc.
Warner-Lambert
Westinghousc-Lambert
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
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CURRENT POLICY

Current policies with regard to time off for military leave are as follows:

r

o

Twenty-five firms grant time off in addition to vacation.

o

Two firms require that military leave include vacation.

0

Twenty-four firms paid the difference between regular straight time

pay and military pay for the period granted for reserve duty.
0

Two firms paid for no time unless military leave and paid vacation
ran concurrently.

0

One company gave full pay in addition to military pay for only the
first week of leave. The second week is unpaid time off.

Eighteen of the 27 companies reported no real change in their policies and
practices in this area since the end of the draft. Union demand for increased time
off with pay have not been a keystone bargaining issue in the last decade. Many
firms felt that they had done enough in this area for both white- and blue-collar
employees.

Nine companies reported that they had revised their policies since the end
of the draft. In most of these companies, the standard benefit is to grant time off
for two-week annual training and provide salary less military pay.

Some of the

companies which made a change initiated the review because their policies were
unclear on payment and time off

for National

Guardsmen

involved

in civil

emergencies; a few had more liberal benefit limits for one group of employees or
another, and they wanted to scale these back to the "core" level.
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No policy distinctions were reported between men and women.
reported between male and femle

None were

mployes, ot among the differcnt Reserve

Components. The leave policies are the same for officers and enlisted ranks, but
companies did report that upper middle managers who are also senior officers in

the reserve are given additional informal consideration in taking time off for
military duty in addition to annual active duty for training with their units.
When

queried

about

top

management

attitudes

toward

employee

participation in the reserve components now that there is no draft obligation, 20 of
the personnel directors characterized their companies' stances as neutral.

Five of

the firms stated that their corporations maintain a very positive attitude toward
employees (particularly managers) who are career reserve force members.
personnel

directors

characterized

their attitudes

toward

reserve

Two

service

as

somewhat negative.

DIRECTION OF POLICY

The basic policy of providing pay equal to the difference between normal
pay and

military

corporations.

pay

for

annual

active duty

training

continues

in

large

Most of the companies have looked at their policies every few years

and see little reason to change. *The cost of the policy is declining by itself," said
one vice president.

*Fewer of our employees are involved with the reserve than

was the case when the draft was in place."

Others said. 'We

consequences of cutting down such payments.'

A few of these executives referred

do not know the

to potential negative morale impacts of a cutback in this benefit, and some are
concerned about the potential negative effects their lack of support might have on
their ability to be considered for goverament contracts.
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Concern say be well-founded that practices in this urea are about to be

reconsidered by major compnies.
encoutpred us

oter recent

The David.A.,WeeAks I

Asocate

,oafideatl sureys in the field.

survey

One was among

s

leading companies in the insurance and finacial services area , the other among
Fortune 50 large firms.

These surveys show some renewed interest in reducing

benefit costs for reserve force members.

Where companies have indicated the

direction of change in policy, it is toward paying for only one-week of the annual
two-week training time at full pay and requiring employees to take paid vacation
time or unpaid military leave for the other week.

The reason for the cutback to

one full week's pay by several of the insurance companies seems to relate to a
desire to cut the administrative burden as well as costs. In the other survey, the
only change reported seems to result from a desire to make policies more uniform
across company units.

Three facts about these reported changes in policy are noteworthy:

First is

the fact that all of the companies who are involved in changing policy are in the
service industries

-

communication, insurance and finance. Second is the fact that

the new levels of benefit are about half what the former level was.

Third is the

evidence from the new policies that some of the companies are diminishing
benefits radically for employees with less than a year or two of company service,
while continuing the full benefit for those with over two years.

The thinking at AT&T

does not seem to follow

insurance group in Hartford, CT.

the rationale of the

Changes (all reductions of a day or two) at

AT&T are due to an effort by the company to harmonize differing provisions in
union contracts in effect in the three major new divisions of the company.
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Companie with strong Defense Department ties are more likely to continue
liberal policies in reserve force member benefits. In half a dozen companies, the
fact that top management contained several retired general officers was cited as a
policy influence.

Almost a dozen companies mentioned the fact that they felt a

'responsibility" to continue their policies of supporting the reserve components.
Some connected this rationale to the high profile of their companies as *patriotic
citizens." Others connected it to their responsibility as managers not to jeopardize
government contract business prospects.
One cannot generalize these results too far beyond the limited sample. The
sample in the survey is very small, and the companies are very large. The survey
does reveal the current thinking of employee policy makers in selected companies
that might be viewed as being on the "leading edge, of new developments.
3.5

ATTITUDINAL SUPPORT
The

employer's

attitude

toward

his

employees'

Selected

Reserve

participation is an important factor affecting the members' decisions to stay in the
Selected Reserves. As shown in Section 5 of this report, this factor can be just as
important as employer compensation or leave support.
One measure of employer attitudinal support is the member's civilian
supervisor's overall attitude toward Selected Reserve participation.
responses range from 'very

favorable'

unfavorable' with a code value of 5.

The possible

with a code value of one to 'very
When evaluating the statistitAl means of

survey item responses, one should consider that larger mean values imply less
favorable attitudes.
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Table 3-7 reports meas values of supervisor attitude by type of employer
and pay grade category.
*somewhat favorable,"

In the aggregate, the civilian supervisors' attitudes are

but

leaning

more

unfavorable than towards 'very favorable.'
attitude

towards

*neither

favorable

nor

The overall means of supervisor

for enlisted and officer reserve force members

are

very similar.

Supervisor attitude is rated highest by survey respondents who work within the
federal government and better at higher enlisted and officer grade levels. Attitude
varies little among private firms in different size categories.
TABLE 3-7
MEAN VALUES OF CIVILIAN SUPERVISOR ATTITUDE TOWARD EMPLOYEE
PARTICIPATION IN THE SELECTED RESERVE'

Federal government
State/Local government
Private firm with 500+ Employees
Private firm with 100-499 Employees
Private firm with under 100 Employees

Enlited

Officer

2.15
2.26
2.31
2.32
2.31

2.11
2.32
2.34
2.38
2.31

Pay Grade Cateferv
Ei-E4
ES-E6
E7-E9

2.28
2.30
2.24

WiW
01-03
04-06

--

-

--

2.40

*2.3.s

2.22

Overall

2.27

2.30

Source: Question 94 in the 1986 RC Survey.
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Another measure of employer support is how much of a problem there is for
the employer when the member is absent for Selected Reserve duty.

Possible

survey responses range from *serious problens (code value is 1) to *not a problem"
(code value is 4).

Table 3-4 reports mean values of survey responses concerning

employer attitudes towards four different types of absence. The aggregate attitude
is that being absent from the civilian job for Selected Reserve activities presents
only a "slight problem" for the employer. Absence for annual active duty training
presents somewhat of a worse problem than time away for other activities, and
absence for weekend drills tends to be the least problematical.

Employer attitudes

about absences tend to be less problematical for enlisted reserve force members
than for officers. These results are reflected in the percent distribution figures as
well, as shown in Table 3-9.

TABLE 3-8

MEAN VALUES OF EMPLOYER PROBLEM CONCERNING EMPLOYEE
ABSENCES FOR SELECTED RESERVE TIME
True of Absence
Absence for Weekend Drills
Absence for Annual Training
Absence for Extra Time
Time spent at work on Selected Reserve
Business

Enlisted

Officer

3.47
3.07
3.11

3.51
2.85
2.96

3.31

3.12

Source: Question 9S in the 1986 RC Survey.
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TABLE 3-9
PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYER PROBLEM CONCERNING
EMPLOYEE ABSENCES FOR SELECTED RESERVE TIME

Enlisted

Serioes
Eroem

Somewhat
ofa
Iroblem

Slight
Prom

Not a
Problem

%bsence for Weekend Drills
kbance for Annual Training
kbsence for Extra Time
rime Spent at work on
Selected Reserve Business

3.4%
8.4
9.6

11.6%
21.1
17.6

19.8%
25.2
24.7

65.2%
45.2
48.2

8.4

12.3

19.6

59.8

Absence for Weekend Drills
Absence for Annual Training
Absence for Extra Time
Time Spent at work on
Selected Reserve Business

1.8
7.9
9.2

11.9
29.0
22.4

19.8
33.4
31.7

66,5
29.6
26,7

9.5

15.7

28.3

46,4

Source: Question 95 in the 1986 RC Survey.
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SECTION 4

BENEFITS AND TOTAL COMPENSATION ANALYSIS

Section 4 describes Selected Reserve benefits, both potential and actual, for
reserve force members fulfilling their duty obligations.

It reports their level of

satisfaction with benefits, including Selected Reserve pay, and analyzes the dollar
value of benefits which can be valued in monetary terms.
complete compensation picture, Section 4 reports

In order to provide a

the dollar value of benefits

provided by civilian employers as well and then totals up all the components of
pay and benefits to obtain estimates of total compensation.

4.1

DESCRIPTION OF RESERVE BENEFITS

Reserve force members receive pay and other benefits from the Department
of Defense for performing their Reserve Force Component obligations.
significant benefits include:

The more

commissary and exchange privileges, health benefits,

educational benefits, and state benefits.

The benefit of greatest value, by far, is

the retirement one; it is discussed in more detail in Section 4.4 (Actuarial Value of
Reserve Benefits).

State benefits typically include educational benefits and state

income tax breaks as well as other kinds of benefits. The more significant benefits
are discussed in more detail as follow:

EXCHANGE AND COMMISSARY PRIVILEGES FOR MEMBERS OF THE
RESERVES/GUARD

Members of the

National

Guard and

Reserve and their

families may

purchase food and other items at military commissaries at any time during the year
but not to exceed 14 days annually.

Members of both the Reserves and National

Guard serving on active duty or active duty for training may use PX or other
exchange facilities, and their

families have direct access to PX catalog order
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facilities. Reserve force members who servo in inactive duty training status, either
in pay or non-pay stats are entitled to use PX or other exchange facilities. based
on the formula of one day of shopping for one drill.

Spouses sad/or other

dependents are entitled to accompany a reserve force member into a PX and are
entitled to unaccompanied exchange shopping in certain cases.
In the most recent market survey on a market basket of 350 items sold by
exchanges, there was a savings of 24 percent for at least 90 percent of the time.
Savings on commissary purchases currently provide a benefit of about 25 percent
as well.,
MILITARY HEALTH BENEFITS
Reserve force members are entitled to medical and hospital care for disease
or injury incurred or aggravated while serving on active duty or in active duty for
training.
The medical and dental care benefits of the retired members of the Reserve
Components drawing pay after age 60 are subject to the availability of space in
any facility of any uniformed service and the capabilities of the medical and
dental staff.

They also may obtain iaedical and dental care for non-service-

connected disabilities in Veterans Administration facilities, again subject to the
availability of space.
If medical care is not available at a military facility, certain categories of
people may use the Civilian Health and Medical Program of the Uniformed
Services (CHAMPUS), including: all members of the reserve forces who are serving
on active duty or active duty for training under orders that do not specify a
1afew
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period of 30 days or less; their dependents; and dependents of the Retired reserve
force members who are eligible for retired, retainer, or equivalent pay or who die
in such a status are eligible for CHAMPUS benefits. On the other hand, members
of the Retired reserve force members who are entitled to receive retired, retainer,
or equivalent pay but who are not yet 60 are not eligible for CHAMPUS benefits.
STATE BENEFITS FOR RESERVE FORCE MEMBERS AND NATIONAL
GUARDSMEN
I* addition to the benefits received from the federal government. National
Guard members are also eligible for additional benefits from their individual
states. Examples of these benefits, which vary by state are enlistment/reenlistment
bonuses, educational scholarships and tuition assistance, state-funded retirement
pensions, improved medical benefits, legal assistance, life insurance programs,
special license plates, and state tax exemptions.
Federal Reserve Components

.

Even for members of the purely

several states offer benefits, mostly in terms of tax
2

considerations, leave entitlements, and tuition waivers, to these personnel.
EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS

The new G.I. Bill, put into effect July I, 1915 and applicable to the Selected
Reserve (not to Individual Ready reserve force members), provides money for
undergraduate college education at a rate of $140 per month for full-time school
enrollment, S105 per month for three-quarters-time enrollment, and $70 per month
for half-time enrollment. The maximum benefit is $5,040.
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The Services contribute to a trust fund for this program. while the Veterans
Administration handles payment to the beneficiaries.

According to rough DaD

actuary estimates, the trust fund is yielding approximately $100 per year for each
eligible member.

The Defense Manpower Data Center (DMD1)

is developing an

education forecast model to provide more accurate estimates for these trust
contributions.
Another
Repayment.

educational

benefit

program

is the

Selected

Reserve

Loan

It was first authorized on September 9, 1980 as a one year test to be

conducted in Fiscal Year 1981.

It is designed to repay designated portions of

outstanding educational loans made, insured, or guaranteed under Part B of Title
IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 and Part E of such Act after October 1,
1975.

Guaranteed Student Loans (GSL), Federal Insured Student Loan (FJSG),

Auxiliary Loans to Assist Students (ALAS) and National Direct Student Loans
(NDSL) incurred after October 1, 1975 qualify under this program. This incentive
is offered only to enlisted personnel who meet specific enlistment criteria and may
be paid in addition to any enlistment, reenlistment, or voluntary extension bonus.
The amount that may be repaid on all qualifying loans, when totaled
together, is 15 percent of the outstanding loan balance plus annual accrued interest
not paid by the Department of Education or

W50 whichever is greater, for each

year of satisfactory service performed in the Selected Reserves.
The largest user of this program was the Army National Guard followed by
the Army Reserve. In FY 1986, 4,314 payments were made to the Guard for a total
expenditure of S3,075,92g, an average of £713 per payment.

During the same

period of time, 1.293 payments were made to USAR personnel amounting to
$1,337.254 or $1.034 per payment. The only other service that used this program
was the Air National Guard. In FY 1986, 1,963 personnel used this program at a
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cost of SI,530,15S (S779 per person) in new mnd anniversary payments. The range
of payments made to individuals varies by Service. The Army reported that the
minimum annual payment was SS00 plus interest up to a maximum of

i,.00 plus

interest. Data were aot available on the number of individuals who qualified for
the maximum loan repayment.

The Air National Guard, by not limiting loan

repayments to a specific enlistment or reenlistment, reported payments ranging
from 500 plus interest charges per year to a maximum of 54,500 plus interet.
4.2

ANALYSIS OF RESERVE INCOME AND THE USE OF BENEFITS
Reserve force members receive basic military compensation, based on the

joint military pay tables, for inactive duty training (drill), annual active duty for
training (14 days), and other active duty. In addition, reserve force members can
receive additional pay for special skills or duties, such as Aviation Career
Incentive Pay or incentive pay for hazardous duty. Bued on the RC Survey, Table
4-1 presents the mean Selected Reserve income from military pay by pay grade
group.
A large

variety of potential benefits are available

for reserve force

members', but the frequency of use or value is not necessarily great. Some of the
benefits are of token value (e.g, specia .icense plates), while others are available
only when the member is performing Selected Reserve duties (e.g., Selected Reserve
health coverage).

Furthermore. data on the use of specific benefits is limited.

Information available from the Reserve Components survey is presented below.
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TABLE 4-1
MEAN VALUES OF SELECTED RESERVE INCOME,
BY PAY GRADE CATEGORY

Pay Grade Catearu

El

-

E4

SI,865

ES
E7

-

E6
E9
W4
03
07

2,874
4,351
-

WI
01
04

-

6.366
5,870
8,700

Sourc Question 36 in the 1986 RC Survey. Question 36 states: *For all of 1985,
what was your total Guard/Reserve income BEFORE taxes and deductions'r

Table 4-2 displays the average amounts of exchange and commissary
spending reported by survey respondents, by pay grade and whether or not the
survey respondent answered yes to the question: 'Did you participate in the 19841985 Selected Reserve Commissary Test (conducted in the Los Angeles. San
Antonio, New Englad aroas from I January 1984 to 30 September 1985)

As one

might expect, spending is greater by those at higher grade levels and those who
participated in the commissary test.

Even exchange spending was higher if the

reserve force member participated in the commissary test, suggesting that a greater
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TAULE 4-2
EXCHANGE AND COMMISARY SPENDING

Participated Is
Cgonlaary Tuit

Did Not Partilge

El

to E4

ES
E7

to
to

E6
E954613219

WI

to

W4

527

155

to

03

412

652
502

336

01

296

161

04

to

06

607

483

414

176

S264

$315

9

$142

3

$69

010

Source: Questions 38 and 39 in 1986 RC Survey.

awareness of the opportunity and the proximity of many exchanges to the
A

commissaries will lead to greater use. It can be noted that commissary privileges
used in the test were provided to all reserve force members, starting in 1987.
Table 4-3 report:~ (1) the percent of reserve force members who are eligible

I
I

for educational benefits, and (2) the percent of the eligible% who are currently
using the benefit, by program category.

The data in Table 4-3 reflect it higher

level of use of educational benefits by enlisted personnel than by officers. Two.
thirds of the enlisted respondents indicated that they are currently eligible for
educational benefits, whereas the respective proportion for officers is less than
one-half. Approximately 30 percent of the eligible enlisted are currently using an
additional benefit, compared to 23 percent for officers. Among officers, both the
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rate of eligibility and use of state educational benefits are greater than for the
Selected Reserve G.i. Bill. I

the case of enlisted, eligibility and use is somewhat

higher for the Selected Reserve G.L bill.
TABLE 4-3
KbUCATIONAL BENEFITS: ELIGIBILITY AND USE

Eligible for State Educational Benefits
Eligible for Selected Reserve G.L Bill
1,
Eligible for Active Force Benefits (VEAP G.I. Bill)
Not Eligible for Educational Benefits
2

Now Using State Educational Benefits
Now Using Selected Reserve G.L Bill
1
2
Now Using Active Force Benefits (VEAP , G.L Bill)
Not Now Using Educational Benefits (of those eligible)

26.3%
29.8
18.3
33.0

22.2%
16.7
37.9
53.7

11.2
12.3
10.2
70.1

7.6
5.3
12.0
76.7

Veteae Edwatoml Assistasce ProTa.
SFor thOe coumtly etible for the respective benefit.

Source: Questions 40 and 41 in the 1986 RC Survey.

A,3

SATISFACTION WITH RESERVE BENEFITS
In the 1986 RC Survey, respondents were asked to "indicate your level of

satisfaction' with various features of the Selected Reserve.
defined is the respondent's own interpretation.

How "satisfaction" is

Satisfaction levels of enlisted

personnel and officers with various pecuniary and non-pecuniary benefits of the
Selected Reserve are presented in Tables 4-4 to 4-6.

For comparison purposes,

features of the Selected Reserve program other than benefits are presented as well.
Certain patterns are evident from Tables 4-4 to 4-6:
0

Satisfaction levels of officers are greater than of enlisted personnel;
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0

The level of satisfaction with commisary privileges is lower than it
is for any of the other selected features for both enlisted personnel
and officers (since the survey there has been a significant increase in
these benefits for reserve force members)

o

Satisfaction levels with pay and benefits are greater for higher grade
personnel;

o

Satisfaction levels with pay and bencfits and participation in the
Selected Reserve are greater for reserve force members working for
federal or state/local government relative to the private sector.

0

Satisfaction

levels with

pay/benefits

and

participation

in

the

Selected Reserve are greatest with the Air National Guard and least
with the Marine Corps Reserve (reflecting, in part, age/seniority
differences in one Reserve Component versus another).

I
I
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LEVEL 0ff SATISFACTION WITH SELECTED FILATURES
OF S=LECTD RESERVE PARTICIPATION'

zNLTm

OFFICE

Acquaintance/friendships

4.13

4.31

Opportunity to serve *ad's country

4.07

4.25

3.59

3.50

Military Pay and Allowanes

3.56

4.01

Military Retirement Benefits

3.32

3.47

Opportunities for education/
training

3.30

3.30

Unit social activities

3.19

3.31

Other Miitary Privileges
(eg.. exchange, spaceavailable travel)

3.13

3.13

Commissary Privileges

2.74

2.41

Time required at Selected Reserve
activities

MItemmwalue. we basited
dieeetefied. 4
reepeam were

m

su l

o 1 =vay

dluemhfled, 3 . db*&Uhfld. 2

=nefther

eadled nor

sa0*
seuie
l9 very wiene5d, aSw
w eede
ema Quawee 123 of the KC luwoy
seode
e h iser kwhk of sedutinmetlem a ciated with highe code value,.

hut
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TABIE 44
LRVRL OF OUEALL SATIISACFrON WITH MIITARY PAY/BENEFITS AND

FArIC1PlATIOW.4N SELIOPE RUURV,

DBY SKLRCTXD VARIABLES'

SATISFACTION WITH

SATISFACTION WITH
PARTICIPATION

WAKW
El
ES
E7
W
01
04

-

E4
E6
E9
W4
03
07

4.42
4.73
4.87
--

4.77
4.89
5.14

5.27
5.57
--

5.20

-

5.44

5.27
5.49

Federal Government

4.60

5.05

Private firm
w/S00+ employees
Private firm

4.55

4.85

4.61

5.00

5.12

5.36

4.58

5.04

5.J2

5.38

4.59
4.52
4.62
4.24
4.83
4.66
4.67

4.98
4.82
5.15
5.17
5.23
4.93
5.01

5.15
5.11
5.03
4.98
5.31
5.26
5.11

.5.39
5.26
5.41
5.67
5.60
5.34
5.51

!
2
3
4
5
6

4.61
4.54
4.57
4.63
4.64
4.48

5.05
4.99
4.78
5.04
4.84
4.98

5.15
5.10
5.08
5.09
5.10

5.44
5.35
5.18
5.48
5.29
5.41

7

-

5.18
5.22
5.18

--

9

4.71
4.59
4.62

OVERALL

4.59

4.98

5.14

5.37

State/L[ocal

ov.4.61

w/100-499 employees
Private firm

w/under 100 employees
Reserve Component
Army National Guard
Army Reserve
Naval Reserve
Marine Corps Reserve
Air National Guard
Air Force Reserve
Coast Guard Reserve
i

-

5.05

5.18

5.39
5.44
5.24

Oeunatiom

8

I li.. v.dmm ..
md12
tsf1
t30
21W

itto.

s aad

-

b risNOaW
f01 1 a VWY diumtuW to I

VWeysi, sied

--

-

QmtWa 124
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TABLI 44
LEVEL OW
3RjjLAL
SATISFACTION WITh MILITARY RETIREMMWT BENEFITS AND
OPPORTUNMRS IOR £DUCATION/TFAINING, IRV SULECTID VARIABLES'
SATISFACTION WITH
ET|I EMENT/3IENEMI
,

SATISFACTION WITH
OPPORTUNITIES FOR
RDICATIONITRAINING

Pay Grade
El

-

E4

3.35

ES
E7

- E6
- E9

3.30
3.23

Wi

-

01
04

- 03
- 07

W4

-

3.31

-

3.29
3.28

-

-

3.33

-

-

3.39
3.59

-

3.25
3.36

3.27
3.30

3.50
3.48

3.25
3.24

3.28
3.31

3.29

3.44

3.26

3.26

3.34

3.53

3.30

3.27

3.32

3.46

3.32

3.30

Reserve Comoaeat
Army National Guard
Army Reserve
Naval Reserve
Marine Corps Reserve
Air National Guard
Air Force Reserve
Coast Guard Reserve

3.33
3.33
3.33
3.15
3.34
3.19
3.33

3.36
3.47
3.65
3.46
3.48
3.33
3.56

3.41
3.21
3.08
3.01
3.49
3.26
3.06

3.43
3.24
3.22
3.23
3.36
3.26
3.13

Occupation
1
2
3
4
5
6

3.27
3.28
3.24
3.33
3.32
3.23

3.55
3.49
3.26
3.46
3.36
3.35

3.17
3.11
3.15
3.35
3.27
3.20

3.31
3.26
3.27
3.41
3.30
3.38

7
8
9

3.41
3.26
3.36

--

--

-

3.39
3.32
3.36

OVERALL

3.32

3.47

3.30

Tyo* of Einslaver
Federal Government
State/Local Govt
Private firm
w/500.+
employees
Private firm
w/100-499 employees
Private firm
w/under 100 employees

-

Meef vehm %enbased an hewle afta a very dlhat led. 2 = dieseuifed. 3= neither e
NOWS

V-et7 01dLed.

eatlitada

em awmaod

kel w bend on Querem 12 of tae RC Survey. but eepomeeea m
Wth higher ede valuae.

3.30

--

3.30
"jded
w dleatWed. 4 a 6e@lled.
Mcaed ao that hig er k Cis af
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4.4

ACTUARIAL VALUE OF RESERVE

EN4EFITS

Hay/Huggins Company, the benefits and actuarial consulting division of the
Hay Group, calculated the actuarial dollar value of Selected Reserve benefits and
benefits provided by their civilian employers.

In particular, the Hay/Huggins

Benefits Value Comparison (BVC) is used to perform a quantitative analysis of the
value of the benefits provided by an employer.

The unit of measure is:

(a) the

rate of expected use of a benefit, multiplied times (b) the expected value of the
benefit, multiplied times (e) the duration of receipt of the benefit.

For instance,

the value of the disability benefit is determined by multiplying: (a) the expected
rate of disability, by (b) the expected annual benefit, by (c) the expected number
of years on the disability rolls.

Five benefits were determined to be of significant monetary value to the
reserve force members and were included in the calculation of the average value
of benefits.

The first, and most important, is the retirement benefit.

Details on

the calculation of the retirement value are provided below.

The second

benefit

is the

value of the

government's Social

Security

contribution for pay while on active duty. There is a proposal to cover drill pay
for Social Security, but the values show the effect of current law which covers
approximately 25 percent of total reserve pay.

The third benefit is the average value of the educational assistance.

The

benefit value was determined to be about SI00 a year based on determinations of
the Board of Actuaries of the military retirement system. The value is included as
an opportunity at all pay levels although reserve force members are not eligible if
they already have a college degree or do not sign up for at least a six year tour of
duty.
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The fourth benefit is the savings resulting from use of commissary and
exchange privileges.

The last benefit is the value of compensation and benefits

receivd as a result of injury while on duty.
The value of these benefits is shown .in Figure 4-1.

These benefits decline

somewhat as a percent of different reserve force member basic pay levels with an
average value of about 32 percent of basic pay salary for enlisted personnel and 26
percent for officers whose Selected Reserve income is higher compared to enlisted.
The graph covers the range of total yearly earnings of officers and enlisted for 48
drills and 14 days of annual active duty.
FIGURR 4-1

Benefits for Reserve Force Members
Governent Provided

32.8
2.6
2.4 2.2 2
1.81.6

f

>

1.4

1.2
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

-

1 .2

3

5

6

9

10

11

12

Basic Pay (So00)
8

ANBenefits

+

Retirement Benefits
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Values were not assigned to other government-provided benefits be-ause:
(I)

they apply to reserve force members only while on active duty, (2)

the

frequency of use of the benefits is very low, and/or (3) the amount of the benefit
is negligible. The benefits that were not assigned a value include:
o

Use of military clothing stores;

o

Legal assistance;

o

Use of military postal facilities;

o

Use of military.recreational facilities;

o

Burial flag;

o

Wearing of uniforms;

o

Official library services;

o

Military affiliate radio service;

o

Military Red Cross assistance;

o

Military death gratuity;

o

Military medical/dental services; and

o

Transportation by military aircraft on a space-available basis.

Retirement plan points are accumulated for active duty, for drills, for other
instruction, and for certain other services provided to the government by the
reserve force member.

The reserve force member who accumulates 50 such points

annually for 20 years becomes eligible for retirement benefits at age 60.

The 20

years need not be consecutive. The benefit amount is based on both current basic
pay and the total number of points accumulated.

For purposes of this calculation

all points earned are counted including points earned in years in which the reserve
force member did not accumulate 50 points. The benefit provided is 2-1/2 percent
of active duty basic pay for every 360 points.

Total retirement

pay may not

exceed 75 percent of active duty basic pay.
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The value or the benefit of commissary and exchange privileges depends on
both usage and availability.

The amount spent in commissaries and exchanges

depends on the individual reserve force member. Additionally, the number of days
in which a rcserve force member has access to these privileges depends on the
amount of training and drills in which an individual reserve force members
participates. An estimate of 24 percent savings per dollar spent together with data
on annual spending provided by the 1986 Reserve Component Surveys were used to
estimate the average annual amount saved through the use of these services by
reserve force members. The benefit provided is the dollar amount saved by use of
the service.

Therefore, the benefit increases as the amount spent in commissaries

increases.

The BVC uses the normal cost of a retirement system to measure the value
of the benefit as a percentage of Selected Reserve salary.

The reserve-specific

normal cost calculated by the Office of the Actuary of the Department of Defense
was used as the base for the BVC calculation.

The office reports that the military

normal cost is 26.4 percent of covered payroll in 1987 and will decline eventually
to 22.8 percent of covered payroll. The 22.8 percent will be the normal cost when
all of the reserve force members are subject to the retirement plan changes enacted
in July 1986 for members first entering on or after August 1, 1986 (Military
Retirement Reform Act of 1986).

if there is more than ine retirement plan, the BVC measures the cost of the
plan that will apply to new employees since one of the purposes of the analysis is
to determine
personnel.

the effect that

benefits programs will have on recruiting

new

Therefore, it is appropriate to base the BVC analysis on the ultimate

22.8 percent normal cost.
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The normal cost was adjusted to reflect the economic assumptions u~ed in
the BVC.

Actuaries for different employers use different sets of assumptions

based on the unique characteristics of the benefits. investments, and funding
philosophy of the specific plan.

The BYC uses a standard yardstick based on a set

of assumptions that are the approximate average of actuarial assumptions in the
private sector.

The differences in assumptions were applied against the baseline

costs of 22-8 percent to produce a BVC cost of 18.8 percent of covered payroll for
military retirement.

The average cost of retirement benefits in the private sector

is 13 percent of salary.

The 13 percent includes the value of pension plans and

capital accumulation plans since the latter are primarily tax-deferred income to be
used for retirement income.

The demographic assumptions, such as the UP-1984

mortality table used in the BVC, were not adjusted since they create only marginal
differences.

It is important to understand that the BVC assumptions are used in this
study to standardize the

measurement of the

benefits systems.

The set of

assumptions used by the DoD has been established as the most appropriate for
funding

of

the

military

retirement ..system.

The

differences

in

economic

assumptions are:
Department
of Defense

V

Annual inflation

5.0%

4.0%

Annual salary scale increase

6.2%

6.0%

Annual investment

6.6%

7.0%

4.5

CIVILIAN EMPLOYER-PROVIDED BENEFITS

Data from the Hay/Huggins Benefit Comparison (HHBC) for 1986 were
analyzed for 936 employers selected from the 912 HHBC participants as most likely
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to employ reserve force members while they are not on military duty.

The HHDC

is 2n annual survey of employers throughout the country and includes participants
from all industry groups and geographical areas.

The survey concentrates on

medium and large organizations and includes questions concerning insurance plans,
pension plans, capital acoumulation plans, annual and sick leave, and executive
perquisites.

Data for this study were drawn for specific groups from the 912

employers reporting in the 1936 HHBC.

Benefits provided by these employers average 65 percent of pay for lowpaid employees and decline to an average of 35 percent of pay for higher-paid
employees.

Larger employers (those with over 500 employees) provide a benefits

package that is worth about 4 percent more on average than the package provided
by smaller employers.

In addition, the Department of Defense provides benefits

worth about 32 percent. of Selected Reserve salary for enlisted reserve force
members and 26 percent for officers, as discussed in Section 4.4.

The level of benefits which an employer provides to its employees is known
to vary by the size of the firm and the industrial sector. To measure the impact of
these factors, and how they relate to reserve force member benefits, the analysis
concentrated on the following industry groups which are more likely to employ
reserve force members:
o

Manufacturing (273 firms);

o

Transportation and Trade (138 firms);

o

Finance (394 firms); and

o

Government (31).

Further, an analysis of the benefits provided by employers in all four industry
groups was performed for two categories of firm size:
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o

Employers with I to 500 employees

154

o

Employers with 501 or more employees

682

Figures 4-2 to 4-4 show the total value of benefits provided by each group
of employers.
$100,000.

The total values are compared at pay levels from SI0.000 to

Figure 4-2 shows the values by industry group and in total for the 154

employers in the survey who reported 500 or fewer employees.

Figure 4-3 shows

the results in total and by group for the 682 employers who reported 501 or more
employees.

There is a tendency for the smaller employers to offer benefits which are
similar for lower salary ranges.
industry group

However, for higher salary ranges, the Finance

clearly provides comparatively higher benefits than the other

industries for the smaller organizations.

The Transportation and Trade industry

group provides lower benefits at the higher salary levels

benefits are close

together by

industry segment for employer groups with 501 or more employees.

Within that

The mean

values

of employer-provided

limited range, however, in contrast to smaller organizations, the Transportation and
Trade industry group offers higher benefits than other industry groups.

i
I
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FIGURE 4-2

Mean Civilia Benefits
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Mean Civilian Benefits
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FIGURE 4.4
Civilian Benefits
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Figure 4-4 compares the mean values of employer-provided benefits for

government employers, employers with 500 or less employees, and employers with
S01 or more employees.

Large organizations tend to have higher benefits.

This

result might be expected since the larger employers have typically been in business
longer and have had time to develop better benefit packages for employees than
those offered by the smaller employers. The benefit values for the 31 government
employers in the survey are lower than the benefit values provided by nongovernment employers.
Figure 4-5 and 4-6 show the first and third quartiles and mean benefit
values for both large and small organizations.

The first quartile (QI) for each

group represents that benefit level which was exceeded by 75 percent of the
organizations in that group. The third quartile (Q3 ) represents that level which
was exceeded by only 25 percent of the organizations in the group. In both large
and small organizations the variability of the value
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FIGURE 4.5
Civilian Benefits
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of benefits provided increases with salary.
Total benefits encompass. life insurance, disability benefit, health care,
pension benefits, capital accumulation; holiday and vacation, and executive
The prevalence and benefit values of each of these benefits were

perquisites.

analyzed in order to arrive at the total benefit values reported here.
analyses for

each

of

the

benefits

are

reported

under

separate

Separate
cover

by

Hay/Huggins.

4.6

TOTAL COMPENSATION ANALYSIS

Previously, in Section 4 we examined Selected Reserve income, Selected
Reserve benefits, and civilian benefits. Civilian pay of reserve force members and
of those not in the Selected Reserve were compared in Section 2.

The various

compensation components are related to each other as a conclusion to Section 4.

To start with, Selected Reserve income and benefit values are related to
civilian pay in Table 4-7.

In this table, average amounts of Selected Reserve

income and benefits are calculated according to annual civilian income that varies
increments of $10,000.

in

Selected

Reserve annual income amounts to $2,515

overall for enlisted and $7,074 overall for officers.
income levels,

the average

actuarial

value of

At these Selected Reserve

Selected

Reserve

benefits

are

4

estimated at $700 and $1,600 for enlisted personnel and officers, respectively.
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TABLE 4-7

AVERAGE SELECTED RESERVE INCOME AND BENEFIT VALUE, BY
CIVILIAN INCOME CATEGORIES
Selected Reserve
Income
Officer
uistd

Annual Civilian Income
Less than $15,000
$15,000 to $24,999
$25,000 to $34,999
$35,000 to 544,999
$45,000 to $54,999
S55,000 to $64,999
$65,000 to S74,999
$75.000 and above
OVERALL

Selected Reserve
. Benefits
Officer
Enlisted

$2,200
2,600
3,000
3,200
3,200
3.000
2,800
2,700

$6.400
6,200
6,600
7,200
7 "
8,1.
7,8%;
7,800

$650
730
800
850
850
800
770
770

$1.490
1,460
1,530
1,660
1,720
1,900
1,770
1,770

2,515

7,074

720

1,630

Source: Questions 36 and 108 in the 1986 RC survey and Hay/Huggins actuarial
calculations.

Next,

in Table 4-8, actuarial

values of non-salary benefits provided

civilian employers are calculated as a percent of civilian salaries.

by

In Table 4-9, the

total of Selected Reserve income and benefits are calculated as a percent of
civilian salary as well.

Both civilian benefits and Selected Reserve income and

benefits decline as a percent of civilian pay for increasing levels of civilian salary.

f
Average civilian income, excluding civilian benefits, is presented in Table
4-10.

Overall, enlisted reserve force members earned S19,460 annual income in

1985, while for officers annual income was $37,619.

Total compensation, then,

consists of civilian income, civilian benefits, and Selected Reserve income and
According to Table 4-11.

benefits.

total compensation amounted to $32,590 for

enlisted personnel and 563,350 for officers, based on the overall average civilian
income levels for enlisteO and officers, respectively.

Selected Reserve income and

benefits made up about 10 percent of average total compensation

for enlisted

personnel aad 14 percent for officers.
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A question at this point is what would be the total compensation ir the

member did not participate in the Selected Reserve. The 10 or 14 percent Selected
Reserve income of total compensation for enlisted or officers, respectively, would
be gone, but offsetting it somewhat is the recapture of loss pay due to the Selected
Reserve two-week annual training.

The civilian employer typically pays only the

difference between Selected Reserve pay and what the civilian pay would be if the
member were not absent from the civilian job.
loses about one-week of civilian pay.
compensation

(depending

Suppose, for example, the member

Between two and three percent of total

on which civilian

benefits are

affected)

would

be

regained if the employee were not absent to fulfill the annual two-week training.
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TABLE 4-8

~?.,M~T CIVILIAN
CIW.U.e

Set

BENEFITS OF CIVILIAN SALARY
Ovor M9

SiAO64.8%
$20.900
$30.000
55.0041.6
560042.1

49.0
44.3
44.8,

69.4%
52.1
47.1
46.4

39.5

43.5
43.A

45A
444

57.0040.3
MSoll0
Source:

Stale/lecal

GwMmud

_antam

61.9%
47.4
43.1
41.2
39.1
37.2

35.8
34.9

Hay/Huggins 2986 benefits survey and actuarial calculations.

TABLE 4-9
PERCENT SELECTED RESERVE INCOME
AND BENEFITS OF CIVILIAN SALARY

Civilian
gfs

-SAphr

O lc

$10,000
$20.000
S30.000
540,000
$50.000

28,5%
16.7
12.7
10.1
8.1

79.9%
38.3
27.1
22.2
18.4

560,000
S70,000
$80,000

6.3

17.2
13.7
12.0

Source-

5.2
4.3
Table 4-1.
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TABLE 4-10

AVERAGE CIVILIAN INCOME, BY TYPE OF CIVILIAN EMPLOYER

OVERALL

19,460

37.619

Federal Government
State/local Government
Private firm
w/501 employeea
Private firm
w/50 or less employees

24.965
21,433

37,254
32.599

22,397

40.285

15,987

33,248

Source:

Questions 108 sad 109 in the 1986 RC Survey.

TABLE 4-11
COMPENSATION: TOTAL AND BY MAJOR COMPONENT

jEnlised

Offiers

Civilian Income

S19,460

S37,619

Civilian Total

9-3

2919

19.930

Selected Reserve Income
and Benefits
Total Compensation

3.400
32,590

9800
63,350

civilian Benefits

Source:

54-550

Tables 4-8 to 4-10.
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SECTION S
INTENT TO STAY
Section 5 focuses on the members' intent to stay in the Selected Reserves.
Intent to stay is measured by the survey respondent's response on a likelihood scale
which ranges from 'no chance" to 'certain' with nine other possible responses over
the range. Multiple regression and logit regression techniques were used to analyze
possible relations between intent to stay and several explanatory variables. Spouse
attitudc toward the Selected Reserve is similarly analyzed, as it

is closely

associated with intent to stay and affected by many of the same variables which
relate to intent to stay.
5.1

ANALYSIS OF INTENT TO STAY
Measures of intent to stay are presented in Table 5-1 by pay grade category,

type of employer, occupation group, and reserve component.

Two measures of

enlisted intent to stay are available from the Reserve Component Survey, which
are likelihood of reenlistment on a scale of I to I I and yes/no response to stay to
retirement. One measure for officers is likelihood of staying until retirement on a
scale of I to 11. Certain patterns are evident from Table 5-1:
o

Officers are more likely than enlisted to stay;

o

The likelihood of staying is greater for higher grade personnel;

0

The likelihood of staying is greater for reserve force members
employed in their civilian job in the federal government, followed by
employees of state/local government, then larger private firms, and
finally smaller firms.
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TABLE S-I
INTENT TO STAY, BY SELECTED VARIABLES
Enlisted
Likelihood
% Staying
to Btr
ReenlistmentI
L.of

Pay Grade
El
ES
E7

-

Wl

-

E4
.6

6.28
8.05

64%
94

E9

852

99

W4
03
07

--....

Offleer
Likelihood of
Stavine to Retiret
---

--

-

9.73
8.54
9.89

7.83
7.62

92
88

9.35
9.35

7.29

85

9.04

7.08

8

893

6.96

76

8.93

6.82
7.28
7.39
5.67
7.79
7.12
7.79

82
87
89
49
91
92
91

8.99
8.87
9.32
9.04
9.48
8.91
9.62

S71.70
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

7.53
7.47
7.04
7.41
7.54
6.86
7.34

88
88
86
77
84
87
74
85

9.51
887
5.90
9.40
8.97
9.22
--

9

7.08

81

--

7.12

84%

01
04

-

Tvue of Eamnlover
Federal government
State/Local government
Private firm
w/500+emplc -fees
Private rirm
w/100-499 employees
Private firm w/under
100 employees
Reserve Comnonents
Army National Guard
Army Reserve
Naval Reserve
Marine Corps Reserve
Air National Guard
Air Force Reserve
Coast Guard Reserve
Occunatlon Groun

2

OVERALL
Mesa v.3..

a

10

9 0d 4,e.4
Iikelihood 6c610 bhih rang" front I
Ha

9.05
no chance tw 11- certain.

Occupatioe gpoup S and 6 sfe defimed dierently tot enlisted a"t afic-mk.

Source: Questions it and 22 in the enlisted RC Survey and Question 19 in the
oCficer RC Survey.
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0

The likelihood of staying varies more among different categories
enlisted 'ersonael than it does among officer personnel.

qf

It is much

lower for junior grade enlisted than it is for other grade catcgories.

Explanatory variables are statistically related to intent to stay using the
ordinary least squares regression method.

Results are presented in Tables 5-2 and

5-3 for enlisted and officers, respectively.

Table 5-2 displays results for two

likelihood of reenlistment and

dependent variables (D.V.):

intent of enlisted

reserve force member to stay to retirement (D.V.equals one if yes, zero if no). In
Table 5-4 the D.V. is the officer's likelihood of staying until retirement.

Most of

the explanatory

variables presented

in

these

tables have

the

expected directional effect and are statistically significant in excess of the 95
percent confidence level
most

predominant

retirement.

Aside from being eligible already for retirement, the

influence

on retention

is,

by

far,

In addition, intent to stay is more likely,

earning

credit

toward

given any one of the

following conditions, holding other factors constant:

0

The less of a problem it is to be absent from civilian employment for
weekend drills or annual training;

0

If the member receives full or part supplemental civilian

pay for

military leave (as opposed to none);

o

The older the age of the reserve force member;

o

If eligible to receive educational benefits;

o

If the civilian supervisor's attitude is more favorable;
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0

if serving the country is more of a reason to stay.

0

If obtaining training in a skill that would help to get a civilian job

is more or a reason to stay;
o

If the member has a high school diploma;

0

If getting credit toward Guard/Reserve retirement is more of a
reason to stay;

o

If the enlisted member has a college degree; and

o

If the member had active duty experience (defined ror this analysis
according to whether the member served in an active duty or reserve
component when first entering the military).

Similarly, intent to stay is less likely if:
o

The enlisted member is already eligible to retire.

"

The officer reserve force member has a college degree.

A variable which measures the ratio of Reserve income to civilian pay was
found to have no statistical relation in intent to stay for enlisted members.

In the

regression analysis for officers, there is some marginal significance with this
variable (but no statistical significance based on the logit analysis presented later
in this section). Staying in the reserve force for "obtaining training in a skill that
would help get a civilian job" (Question 26c in RC Survey) is more significant for
reenlistment, compared to the retirement decision for either enlisted or officers.
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TABLE 5-2
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR INTENT TO STAY
(ENLISTED)

Variable
Intercept
Supervisor Attitude
Absence for Weekend Drills
Absence for Annual Training
Received Supplemental
Civilian Pay
Age
Stayed in to Serve Country
Eligible for Education
Benefits
Already Eligible to Retire
High School Graduate
College Graduate
Veteran
Stayed in for training to
get a civilian job
Stayed in for credit
toward retirement
Ratio of Reserve income
to civilian pay

latent to Stay
latest to Remmllat
Unmtil Retirement
Parameter
I Parameter
T-Statistic
Estimate
T-Statistic
E
6.25
0.10
0.24
0.25

39.06
5.94
9.41
11.29

0.34
0.008
0.02
0.003

15.39
3.58
5.41
1.10

0.07
-0.003
0.47

1.89
-1.04
19.80

0.02
0.01
0.03

4.81
29.33
7.94

0.48
-0.98
0.14
0.34
0.20

13.57
-11.88
3.28
6.63
5.47

0.06
-.84
0.02
0.04
-0.004

12.49
-74.30
3.07
5.90
-0.72

0.07

4.53

-0.006

-2.99

1.44

73.58

0.21

77.76

-0.0004

-0.40

0.000005

No. of observations:
Adjusted R-Square:

30.794
0.266

0.03
30.906
0.361

1 T-etatistic pertains to null hypoamele that peramestr estimate is 0. The critical T-etaittic for a 95 percent
confidence levl is 1.645 for oae-taled tet mad 1.96 for tug.tailed toot; for a0 percent confidence level it imI.s2
for one-tailed test and 1.645 for two-talled tet.
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TABLE 5-3
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR INTENT TO STAY UNTIL RETIREMENT
(OFFICERS)
Variable
Intercept
Supervisor Attitude
Absence for Weekend Dt ills
Absence for Annual Training
Received Supplemental
Civilian Pay
Age
Stayed in to Serve Country
Eligible for Education
Benefits
College Graduate
Veteran
Stayed in for training to
get a civilian job
Stayed in for credit
toward retirement
Ratio of Reserve income
to civilian pay

Parameter Estimate

T-tatistic

6.62
0.06
0.08
0.13

23.72
2.31
1.94
3.72

0.12
0.07
0.44

2.16
14.14
11.64

0.07
-0.31
0.13

1.16
-4.11
2.44

0.05

1.50

1.34

38.45

0.02

1.59

No. of observations: 5,956
Adjusted R-Square: .31
I

T-tatitic pertaine to nuallbypotbuis tha permenter ainate is 0. The critica" T-statietic fot a 95 percent

confidence level s 1.45 for one-taild tort end 196 to two-tailed ted; for a 90 percent confidence level it ie 1,282
for oe-tailad teet and 1.646 for two-tailed tot.

Aside from 'serving the country", the two variables which potentially have
the greatest impact on intent to stay are *obtaining credit toward retirement' and
.already eligible to retire' in both the enlisted and officer regression equations.
Serving the country tends to be more dominant than being eligible for educational
benefits in both of the enlisted and officer equations. How problematical absence
for weekend drills or annual training is for the employer has a larger quantitative
impact and more statistical significance than employer support measure of
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supplemental civilian pay in the intent to reenlist equation, relative to the intent
of enlisted personnel to stay until retirement equation and the officer equation.

An enlisted member whc hss a high school and/or college degree is more
likely to reenlist at the end of his current term of service and/or to stay until
retirement, while the reverse is the case for the officers.

The low 'adjusted R-Square' statistic calculated in the regression equations
does not necessarily imply that the model is not a satisfactory one. The lower RSquare value occurs, for one, bccause of the large variation across individual units
of observation inherently present in cross-sectional survey data.

Secondly, the

dependent variable is strictly an attitudinal measure, and as such, much of its
variation will be *noise* that cannot be explained by any available measure.

Beside multiple regressions, intent to stay regressions also were estimated by
using a different technique, called logit regression technique,

This technique is

often preferred over linear regression analysis when the dependent variable is
dichotomous in nature, such as the "likelihood of staying until retirement" variable
in this study.

The dependent variable in the logit model is the logarithm of the

ratio of the probability

t

of staying to the probability of not staying .

likelihood e)' staying in the Selected Reserve until retirement

is a dependent

variable in the enlisted equation, where the values are: I = Yes, 0 - No.
likelihood of reenlistment at the

end of enlisted

member's

The

service

For the
and the

likelihood of staying until retirement for the officers, the answers are based on a
scale from I -

No chance to 1I ft Certain.

These two variables arc recoded as a

The blot model Wbasesd on a cusewlative logistic probabilty function. and the slope of this function implies
that canes in bmdepeadent veiables wi have their greated hapect on the proe"t of ehoaeing a given option
at the sdp,' tof the distrIbution. The low dopes by the two endseof the distribution imply that large changes in
independent variabe waessa to brineg
about a eusel change in ptobsbit. For a detailed tehical
d~m-is
, eg, Pbdyck, It.
5., and D. L.RUbinfeid, Econometric Models and 1icononmForecete, Second
Rdton, McGraw Hill Co., lc1.
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binary variable (I - if the answer is between 'Fairly Good Possibility' to 'Certain"
and 0 - if the asi*er is between "No Chance' to "Fair Possibility').
The results of estimation of the logit models are reported in Tables 5-4
through 5-10 for overall enlisted and officer personnel and for different categories
of pay grades. Intent to stay is analyzed for different grade categories as well,
because it is generally recognized that the attitude of members changes throughout
a career.

Furthermore, the composition of the reserve force changes if younger

members with certain attitudes self-select out of the force. Logit analysis results
and differences between the logit analysis 4nd the linear regression analysis are
summarized as follows:
0

Estimated logit equations have more statistical significance overall
than the estimated linear regression equations.

o

The estimated logit equations for the enlisted reserve force members
are statistically more significant than for the officers.

0

"Intent of enlisted reserve force member to stay* logit model is
statistically superior over 'intent to reenlist' logit model.

(We can

relate this to having a more natural dichotomous dependent variable
in the former equation, whereas in the latter, the dependent variable
was recoded in order to have a dichotomous variable.)
0

Age variable in the officers' intent to stay logit model has a negative
sign implying that the older age of the officer, the less likelihood of
staying until retirement, whereas in the multiple regression equations
age is positively related to intent to stay until retirement.
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0

For officers having a college degree is positively rela':.d to intent to
stay in the logit regression model. while it is negatively related in
the multiple regression model. In either equation. ho-,,

er, the level

as it is for
of statistical significance for this parameter is not as 1iagh1
other parameters
o

The resalts by pay grade are generally similar to overall results. The
relation of age to intent to stay, though, varies deper~ding on grade
category. Holdinn other factor constan including chl*.ible to retire
and earning credit towards retirement. age is nggjjyey. related to
inetto stay among more senior grade members, :-;)t positively
among junior grade members. Eligibility for educatio: benefits has
nore of an impact on the retention decision for
members. Staying in the reserve force in order to got

junior

grade

civilian job

is significant only for the E5 to E9 pay grade category.
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TABLE S-4

LOGIT REGRESSION RESULTS (ALL ENLISTED)
lugging To Ramifst

Until Retiremost

Estimated

Estimated

Paaetr
Intercept
Supervisor Attitude
Absence for Weekend Drill
Absence fr Annual
Training
Received Supplemental
Civilian Pay
Age
Stayed in to Serve
Couantry
Eligible for
Education Benefits
High School Graduate
College Graduate
Veteran
Already Eligible to Retire
Stayed in for training to
get a civilian job
Stayed in for credit
toward retirement
Ratio of Reserve income
to civilian pay

latest To Stay t

t

Ch~oa

Fa~oe

Ch-Sawsr

0.53
0.08
0.16

MAI8
32-21
60.22

0.38
0.03
0.09

9.21
4.35
22.44

0.16

80.70

0.04

6.01

0.03
4.01

0.78
2L73

0.12
0.005

iI.40
7.20

0.28

208.8

0.10

27.79

0.33
0.01
0.21
0.15
-0.64

124.77
7.59
23.14
22-86
93.47

0.35
0.03
0.39
0.33

153.51
0.92
93.54
138.39

0.06

21.12

-0.03

4.62

0.86

2395.04

1.11

3721.76

0.39

-. 0001

0.01

-0.0006
R

-

0.4063

-

R

-

-

0.448'

Dependent vad"~.
CM-Squat statistic pea"
to null hypothesis that parameter seathate in 0. The aft"e Chlqusere statistic
for a 06 pereent confideiucs Sorel is 3.84.
Ris
t adsatistic that is betuses -1 and +1 mid provides a meea
the entbtibcatbon at vasihles Indpendeimt
the predictive abilty' of the roodel aind is dodiar to the unwile corvelation
of lb. sample dAa it maea
hinemethm see Athion. A. C. (1560), 'A Note..m the Cenecettead tafoeisties Criteeon
cooffdpol. Fo we.
for Choke of a Madr Dlometrka. 6?. 413-419.
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TABLE S-S

LOGIT REGRESSION RESULTS, PAY GRADES EI-E4

Intet To Reenlist
Estimated
rarzettt C-ame
Intercept
Supervisor Attitude
Absence for Weekend Drill
Absence for Annual
Training
Received Supplemental
Civilian Pay
Age
Stayed in to Serve
Country
Eligible for
Education Benefits
High School Graduate
College Graduate
Veteran
Already Eligible to Retire
Stayed in for training to
get a civilian job
Stayed in for credit
toward retirement
Ratio of Reserve income
to civilian pay

I

latent To Stay
Until Retirement
Estimated
Parameter ([-Snate

-0.16
0.09
0.15

0.55
15.70
20.59

-1.28
0.07
0.07

30.56
8.87
3.27

0.14

23.92

0.07

4.25

-0.12
0.01

5.44
9.35

0.04
0.05

0.59
97.19

0.28

85.22

0.20

29.70

0.42
0.03
-0.19
-0.10
-1.43

83.31
0.25
4.28
3.12
5.85

0.45
-0.05
0.21
-0.09

81.28
0.82
4.69
2.04

-0.07

12.86

-0.04

3.71

0.84

1327.78

1.06

1369.44

0.32

0.001

0.12

0.0009
R - 0.4363

--

-

R - 0.4823

1Dependent vaiable.
Chl-quae sleftiec pertas tonun hypohee that perainew estimat 1O"TheCritical Cbi-Iquare-fa
for a U peent canidence level Is3.24.
2

Is a satelle tat
of the s sple &a.

a

t
between -1 end +1 and peavids. a rAeasr. C the ctrlbutim cf vadabirsa lad
L
amtmmmthe predictive a :lty of the model and Is imilar t the multiple CO Astl

eomdam. Fer tm intatia em Atkinoa. A. C. (100). 'A Net* on the Gmeealed Ifrmation Criterioa
for Choce ofa Mader. imetrika, 67.413-418.
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TABLE 5-6

LOGIT REGRESSION RESULTS, PAY GRADES ES-E9
latent To Reenlist
Estimated
]Paramete
Chi-Somaret
Intercept
Supervisor Attitude
Absence for Weekend Drill
Absence for Annual
Training
Received Supplemental
Civilian Pay
Age
Stayed in to Serve
Country
Eligible for
Education Benefits
High School Graduate
College Graduate
Veteran
Already Eligible to Retire
Stayed in for training to
get a civilian job
Stayed in for credit
toward retirement
Ratio of Reserve income
to civilian pay

1.46
0.09
0.16

65.70
23.01
37.37

1.79
0.03
0.10

125.35
3.32
17.65

0.20

68.41

0.05

5.30

0.05
-0.04

1.71
203.09

0.07
-0.03

4.38
140.60

0.30

136.39

0.08

11.86

0.19
0.11
0.25
0.13
-0.49

23.18
5.78
23.37
12.32
54.87

0.22
0.03
0.33
0.32
--

39.06
0.41
54.62
92.92
-

0.09

23.46

-0.02

1.54

0.79

1127.50

1.07

1866.96

.0.02

0.60

0.005

0.18

R - 0.3263

2

Intent To Stay
Until Rettremeg 1
Estimated
Parameter Chi-Sanare

R - 0.3313

Dependent ve4ehis.
Chi-Square stetlafeic patsin. to nell hipolwul that parameter estimate is 0. The critcal Chi-Square statistic

for 96 pece conidenee wel is8.84.
Ri a statitk thmt is betm
ee -l a

+1 sad peovides a messure of the contribution of variables independent

rof
t
sample da. R sessme the predctie ability of the model sid is similar to the multiple corlation
coefficlmnt.fr mar .#esmeuloa ee Athine, A. C "ON). 'A Note en the Generalized Information Criterton
for Choke ot. Mader, N; -4eelke. 67. 413-416.
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TABLE 5-7
LOGIT REGRESSION RESULTS (ALL OFFICERS)
Intent To Stay Until Retirement

1

Estimated
Paa

A

2

e

Chl-ESaare

Intercept
Supervisor Attitude
Absence for Weekend Drill

4.11
0.02
0.05

165.95
0.32
0.93

Absence for Annual Training
Received Supplemental
Civilian Pay
Age
Stayed in to Serve Country
Eligible for Education Benefits
College Graduate
Veteran
Stayed in for training to
get a civilian job
Stayed in for credit
toward retirement
Ratio of Reserve income
to civilian pay

0.07

2.69

0.08
-0.09
0.29
0.25
0.38
0.31

1.37
304.25
43.22
11.31
21.62
23.87

-0.01

0.10

0.99

597.31

R -

0.008

0.07

0.353s

SDepen sn veebe.
2 Ci1
eezietlo pertsein to ul hypotheel. the'

meter etm"t in0. The aitc

staoeeti
Chtquee
-

toe a 9S percet confldee* levd i 5.84.
3 R aa etasth Uat b between -1 end +1ead pemovides
a memoo oftthe contitbutioa of variables
independent
of the sample elm. R moeurm the predcUve bilty of the modl ad to siamnor to the mltiple correlation
tn em Atkinson, A. C. (190). 'A Mote en the Generasised Infonation Oteto
coedet. For mom Iofosma
for Choice of a Model. Slometthe. 67. 413-418.
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TABLE 54
LOGIT REGRESSION RESULTS, PAY GRADES 01-02, W1
Intent To Stay Until Retirement
Estimated

Prtmeter

1

Ca

Intercept

0.71

0.87

Supervisor Attitude
Absence for Weekend Drill
Absence for Annual Training
Received Srpplemantal
Civilian Pay
Age
Stayed in to Serve Country
Eligible for Education Benefits
College Graduate
Veteran
Stayed in for training to
get a civilian job
Stayed in for credit
toward retirement
Ratio of Reserve income
to civilian pay

0.005
0.13
0.15

0.01
!.43
2.44

0.20
0.01
0.26
0.55
-0.05
0.55

1.68
0.59
5.99
9.42
0.07
9.36

0.06

0.65

1.01

161.84

0.20

4.24

R 1
2

0.436

s

Dependent vadaie.
atatletic pertains to nul hypotheele that prenmeter estimate iso. The critical C-Squem statistic
Chi-quem

for a06 perent comdece

3

rleveis 5.54.

Itbs atls

that is between -lnd +1 and pem"dee a measum at the cootributln of vactable independent
R .neaewre the predictive ability of the modd and i edilar to the multiple correlatlon
of the emple ae.
eoeAden. For mae Informuhatn sm Atkinson. A. C. (19M). *A Note on the Generelleed Infennation uttoaon
for Choke of a Moder, Bionstrika. 67. 413-418.
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TABLE 5-9
LOGET REGRESSION RESULTS, PAY GRADES O3-OS, W2-W4
latut T 61ta
Estimated
JlIraeleIII
Intercept
Supervisor Attitude
Absence for Weekend Drill
Absence rot Annual Training
Received Supplemental
Civilian Pay
Age
Stayed in to Serve Country
Eligible for Education Benefits
College Graduate
Veteran
Stayed in for training to
get a civilian job
Stayed in for credit
toward retirement
Ratio of Reserve income
to civilian pay
R - 0.339

Until RetremeAnt t
Chi-Sausre2

4.94
0.01
0.04
0.07

137.37
0.01
0.46
2.23

-0.01
-0.11
0.35
0.10
0.47
0.14

0.02
237.10
49.01
1.31
22.00
3.65

0.002
0.94
0.0003

0.01
347.73
0.01

s

I

Dwandeat vaibe
2 Chi-ft-., s",ttUe petal. to 1XVIIhetb.OI that psatmeter eatate L.0. The attcal OW,-qW.tts.,
daut
isvd
9jk.
ftr a 96 peret omeate
Rh a satitic dth between -1 wan+1 e Vamd aenmaeem
of the aottslbutla. of "vaalmindspeadent
of the smaph de. IL m
the
bedictive ahifity at the model end is sAUlor to the multiple omelan
aoedadc. PA mom InaeMeUM oea Atlnama, A. C. (t1o), *A Not. amti Oeneraizsed
entantion Cattedod
or Chokc, at a M
o4.4sftmstmika, 67. 413-410.
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TABLE S-10
LOGIT REGRESSION RESULTS, PAY GRADES 0-07
Intent To Stay Until RetirementlL
Estimated
Intercept
Supervisor Attitude
Absence for Weekend Drill
Absence for Annual Training
Received Supplemental
Civilian Pay
Age
Stayed in to Serve Country
Eligible for Education Benefits
Collete Graduate
Veteran
Stayed in for training to
get a civilian job
Stayed in for credit
toward retirement
Ratio of Reserve income
to civilian pay

-!.47
0.19
-0.09
0.01

0.54

-0.01
0.01
0.12
0.81
1.39
0.27

0.01
0.18
0.38
4.40
3.99
1.20

0.01

O.01

-0.39

5.40

-0.38

0.30

2.4
0.19
0.01

R - 0.3202
1Dendmt vurWA*.
2 Q-Sq mueeatt pwal to mu0 hoedtbta pemaw eeuMe k 0. TheirkCl%1-queeae

c

tor sUS peacant comfidesce level ic 3.4.

Sh sb u th6atb t
o the
04
SI. 3 MeM
iPIe

-1 0"t + mAd p vde a men at h cmtdbautom et veabee ndepeadmAn
the
Wp
Wtivalty t
modl
MW sd uW O th multie
AeMIt

coeffiderA. Fw oti IUaoelUm e AMm-s. A. C. (1960), *A Note as the Gewdned tuofmilm Oriio
far ChAce o a Meodar. Bletoih. 67, 413418.
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5.2

ANALYSIS OF SPOUSE ATTITUDE

Spouse attitude towards the Selected Reserve was purposely omitted from
the regression equations for intent to stay for both statistical and conceptual
reasons.

Without question, spouse attitude is highly relevant to the issue of the

members intention of staying.
that is jointly determined
.explanatory'

variable.

In our analysis, however, it is viewed as a factor
with

to stay

intent

rather

than

strictly

as

an

Furthermore, spouse attitude is highly or significantly

correlated with other variables which are specified in the intent to stay equations.
Its inclusion in the equations as well would obscure our reading of the possible
effects from these other variables.

In order to demonstrate this interrelatedness of spouse attitude with these
other variables and,

hence, with intent to stay as well, spouse attitude was

analyzed in a regression equation as a function of the variables.

The results are

reported in Tables 5-6 and 5-7 for enlisted personnel overall and officers overall,
respectively, and in Appendix C for each Reserve Component.
expected.

In

particular,

a more

The results are as

favorable civilian supervisor

attitude and

supplemental civilian pay relate positively to a more favorable spouse attitude.
The less of a problem it is for the member to be absent for reserve force duties,
the more favorable the spouse's attitude is.

These results support our view that the members' decision of intent to stay
is made in consultation with the spouse.

Thus, the spouse's attitude is more of a

*dependent variable' than an "independent variable" affecting intent to stay. The
same factors which affect the members decision affect spouse's attitude as well.
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TABLE S-11
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR SPOUSE'9S ATTITUDE TOWARD SELECTED
RESERVE, (ENLISTED)
Variable

Parameter Estimate

T-t1aisatik

2.73
0.17
-0.04
-0.14
-0.02

50.88
23.98
-3.21
-14.75
-19.75

0.08

5.45

Intercept
Supervisor Attitude
Absence for Weekend Drills
Absence for Annual Training
Age
Received Supplemental
Civilian Pay
No. of observations- 20.769
Adjusted R-Square: 0.102
1 T-"ta

patelas to mail hj'pothed that prmnaer ustmate Is 0. TMecrta T-et..tletk for a69efsm
coiemlimu leve Is 1.14 for mae-tanle tes %adI.5"fr two-t$Akld test; for a 20 percent confideafe level It is 1.251
for oem-taild toot ad 1.6 for two-tan"e test.

TABLE 5-12
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR SPOUSE'S ATTITUDE TOWARD SELECTED
RESERVE (OFFICER)
Varable

Parameter Estimate

Intercept
Supervisor Attitude
Absence for Weekend Drills
Absence for Annual Training
Age
Received Supplemental
Civilian Pay
Age

T-Satiti

2.36
0.16
-0.02
-0.12
-0.01

19.68
11.61
-0.93
-6A41
-6.06

0.05

1.70

No. of observations: 5,458
Adjusted R-S~uarc: 0.069
I

-eedee

pertains to mAl hypotheele that peraneter etUente is 0. The citical T-etatlstic forma

percent

60eeeme leard b 1*48 for eme-telle toft mA 1.6 for two-tailed test; forea00 percen~t
confidence leve ft Wt1.322
fo eme-tefld tat mmA1*4 for two-tonled t".
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APPENDIX A
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR CIVILIAN EARNINGS,
BY OCCUPAT[O
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TABLE A-I

I

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR CIVILIAN EARNINGS, ENLISTED RESERVE
FORCE MEMBERS AND NON-RESERVE FORCE MEMBERS COMBINED,
OCCUPATION GROUP I

l

al Raralaugs
a
Parameter

Variable

Estimate

Intercept
EXP
EXP2
Education
Sex
Marital
FEDEMP
STLOEMP
HRWORK
Reserve
Veteran

-32,436
1,129
-16.43
2,274
8,285
1,356
1,646
-5,325
279
-4.839
-508

Lot (.ar_,
i nla
Parameter

S

l

-17.39
13.01
-7.13
23.54
15.13
2.79
2.59
-9.67
10.71
-10.73
-1.10

IL
Estte
7.99
0.05
-0.008
0.08
0.26
0.08
0.10
-0.13
0.008
-0.12
-0.01

afl
123.41
15.55
-9.65
22.97
13.87
4.47
4.44
-6.91
8.61
-7.47
-0.70

5,073
0.268

No. of observationsA:
Adjusted R-Square:

5,073
0.272

1 Dependent vwriablo.
2 T-etat
t.
weto mAu
hypot

thisparter aimat. S 0. Thte rtical T-stattic foira

eafidm ewelI t.645 for om4aUled tog md IG far two-tiMW tet; fr a00 peret confide l
for oae-tahd tust Ad 1.645 fat two-tuSe tee.
sd
n ommh
ae-hef are nm-etam formewnmbea.
S Appozmutly oem-half remd frer

eet
it e 1.2
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TABLE A-2
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR CIVILIAN EARNINGS, ENLISTED RESERVE
FORCE MEMBERS AND NON-RESIRVE FORCE MEMBERS COMBINED,
OCCUPATION GROUP 2

Vaibl

Intercept
EXP
EXP2
Education
Sex
Marital
FEDEMP
STLOEMP
HRWORK
Reserve
Veteran
Teachers

Actual Earaltml
Parameter
stimate

t

Lot (Earningz'
Parameter

s

T:8tatistle

-17,140
746
-9.52
1,888
7,433
144
-130
-4,026
129
-944
-1,154
-4,527

Estimate

-6.55
6.81
-3.17
14.28
10.81
0.24
-0.14
-6.38
3.76
-1.55
-1.87
-6.32

No. of observationsS:
Adjusted R-Square:

T-taisi

8.45
0.03
-0.0004
0.07
0.26
0.03
0.01
-0.11
0.002
-0.02
-0.05
-0.17

2,683
0,194

96.23
9.11
-3.92
16.46
11.40
1.45
0.34
-5.07
1.70
-1.07
-2.49
-7.14

2,683
0.224

StDependent
T sT4atlk variable.
Pertain toull hypothesis that paeomtewesthr te is 0. The ctkal T-etatlatk for

.;

coafideae level be1.646 for one-tailed tat mud 1.46 bntwo-tiled test; for a 0 percent confidea
for
S3 one-tailed tet and 1.645 for two-tailed tat.
Approxatey ona-half a

resetve force man

aend oe-wslf a e non-reserve fere

s P

t

level it 1.i*2

Iewaeg.
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TABLE A-3

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR CIVILIAN EARNINGS, ENLISTED RESERVE
FORCE MEMBERS AND NON-RESERVE FORCE MEMBERS COMBINED,
OCCUPATION GROUP 3

Actual Earmlassi
Parameter
VariEstimate
Intercept
EXP
EXP2
Education
Sex
Marital
FEDEMP
STLOEMP
HRWORK
Reserve
Veteran
Pilots

T-Statist
-6.96
10.47
-6.55
9.83
9.78
3.84
0.39
-6.70
8.i1
-0.22
-0.30
4.54

8.39
0.04
-0.0007
0.05
0.23
0.09
0.02
-0.18
0.009
-0.006
-0.01
-0.03

-16,530
906
-15.26
1,150
5,481
1,806
247
-4,206
290
-109
-151
8,202

No. of observationss:
Adjusted R-Square:

Lot (Earulnes 1'
Parameter
Estimate

2,868
0.209

T-Statistic
95.57
11.79
-7.61
11.26
10.99
5.12
0.76
-7.73
6.78
-0.33
-0.65
-0.46

2,868
0.225

Dependent vylehe.
T-*etilc pertain. to null hypothtes

fcidenf level I 1.4" fo

that parameter estimate i. 0. The edtitea T.etatioc for a 9

pertent

fet-toiled test mad 1.M for two-4tiled tet; ftra 0 pecent Ceonfidence level it Is 1.261

for one-tealed test and 1.64 for two-tailed twA.
.Appre
lmately oe-hef ae reserve force membees and one-haf e an-teer

fote memhetra
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TABLE A-4
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR CIVILIA14 EARNINGS, ENLISTED RESERVE
FORCE MEMBERS AND NON-RESERVE FORCE MEMBERS COMBINED.
OCCUPATION GROUP 4

Actual Karalaffs t
Parameter
Intercept
EXP
EXP2
Education
Sex
Marital

FEDEMP
STLOEMP
HR WORK
Reserve
Veteran

No. of observations2 :
Adjusted R-Square:

-32,499
8 07
-11.18
2,332
8,165
2,262

-13.01
7.58
-3.88
15.25
10.30
3.40

Lot (Earananus
Parameter

1

7.37
0.04
-. 0007
0.10
0.42
0.09

75.05
10.55
-6.38
16.47
13.51
3.25

210

0.05

-0.08

-0.50

-990
224
-2.605
-931

-0.36
6.47
-3.99
-1.31

0.006
0.008
-0.08
-0.03

0.05
6.23
-3.30
-1.23

2,444

-

2,444
0.315

0.250

Dependent wadt"t.
T-ttita petals to ftUI hYPOXbeuithat pamiaste OWSteAW
leO0. The critical I -etatletle foa 9 percent
'ia,eVol
In1.648 for ass-4iled text "a LM see two-tiled tet; farsa00 perent oasfdeooe level It is1.111
far ass-tailed test and 1.645 fot two-tailed test.
Apetmdoey ass-half we esv Comesmash.. sand ass-half we sose-mer, farce inew~he.
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TABLE A-S
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR CIVILIAN EARNINGS, ENLISTED RESERVE
FORCE MEMBERS AND NON-RESERVE FORCE MEMBERS COMBINED,
OCSUPATION GROUP 5

Actual Earlegs
Parameter
Estimate

Variable
Intercept
EXP
EXP2
Education
Sex
Marital
FEDEMP
STLOEMP
HRWORK
Reserve
Veteran

T-Statistle

-19,426
757
-13.12
909
5.212
215
4,022
-1,572
399
1,734
426

No. of observationss:
Adjusted R-Square:

-9.78
11.38
-7.36
9.16
12.23
0.61
9.17
-3.28
11.26
4.12
0.94

4,060
0.279

Low (RaramngliPatmeter
Estimate
8.02
0.04
-0.0007
0.05
0.25
0.01
0.19
-0.08
0.01
0.06
0.03

T-Statistic
103.38
14.84
-9.95
11.68
15.05
0.87
11.02
-4.19
10.53
3.42
1.41

4,060
0.349

t tDependent vauiable.
2 T-estatktfc pertains to null hypothesis that parameter olama

ie 0. The cutlcl T-etatitk for a 6Speemnt

cafideece- leve0 1.645 for em-talged tet and 1.96 fee two-iled test; for a 00 percent ceafideece level Itis LOt
for oe-tailed teat end 1.64 for two-tailed test.
S
tely oeh-bet awereserve force members and oae*-half are non-reeve
a
e
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TABLE A-4
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR CIVILIAN EARNINGS, ENLISTED RESERVE
FORCE MEMBERS AND NON-RESERVE FORCE MEMBERS COMBINED,
OCCUPATION GROUP 6

rParameter

Actual IsalmesL

Vatlale

Intercept
EXP
EXP2
Education
Sex
Marital
FEDEMP
STLOEMP
HRWORK
Reserve
Veteran

athIC

3ULmt

-19.219
721
-10.04
1,612
5.797
859
5,027
6,008
61.51
1.991
-414

-9.23
7.27
-3.95
13.53
6.20
1.57
4.88
9.81
2.37
3.92
-0.85

Lon fRarla'rn

parameter
Estimat

T-Satist

7.60
0.03
-0.0005
0.07
0.52
0.04
0.37
0.40
0.003
0.06
-0.0!

9%.13
S.93
-5.57
16.25
14.56
2.10
9.57
17.33
3.11
3.02
-0.68

No. of observations 3 :

2,806

2,806

Adjusted R-Square.

0,232

0.404

De)pmedet Vtehle.
T-Attt Pertains to twit bhp~tha.U. Sh peamuelor edowt ba0. The cridcal T-oatteic for aKN~u
q-ndm.. level is 144S for eme-taied on* end LOS Swor
W
gookild
a; A* a K
Confiegdeffc.
leb"lft Is 1.52
for 00.-tamld godt And I"4 hr twetoflbed Sat.

Aeeqemateb' one-aff ame
resrv m

. mewa and eme-halt afe mn-roemw feormuae
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TABLE A-7

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR CIVILIAN EARNINGS, ENLISTrD RESERVE
FORCE MEMBERS AND NON-RESERVE FORCE MEMBIERS COMBINED,
OCCUPATION GROUP 7

Ates Rarmlazat
Variable

Parameter
1timLte

Intercept
EXP
EXP2
Education
Sex
Marital
FEDEMP
STLOEMP
HRWORK
Reserve
Veteran
FOODOCC

I

-7,457
441
-8.38
748
2.269
1.029
2,451
-614
173
3,705
-741
-3,014

No. of observationss:
Adjusted R-Square:

Lea (Raralae'll
Parameter

sf
-2.93
4.41
-3.26
5.04
3.30
1.76
2.06
-0.84
4.43
5.45
-0.97
-4.73

1,628
0.137

.stma

T.Statistic

7.92
0.03
-0.0005
0.06
0.22
0.07
0.19
0.03
0.01
0.13
-0.03
-0.18

70.34
6.05
-4.03
8.58
7.36
2.65
3.65
1.00
5.35
4.35
-0.81
-6.25

1,628
0.252

Depende" Yez,".
2

T-edalek pSies to "ollb
spsthesb
th" psAiter stm"e Is 0. Tbe adtlewa T-4t8thke hr a U pwrt
comfde
lae hs14S fo 0me0ied tet sod IM
two-tald tst; fo s0 pete cmfidee level It is 1.4:
for .me-tAld tet emd 164Lfor two-tailed tes.
Appruelmately .me-heN aft reve Ow"
frem
md ome-he are o-eemoe fetes mebes.
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TABLE A4

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR CIVILIAN EARNINGS, ENLISTED RESERVE
FORCE MEMBERS AND NON-RESERVX FORCE MEMBERS COMBINED,
OCCUPATION GROUP 8

1

t

Actuaal Earalnes
Parameter
T-StatisUc
Estimt

Varjble

-15.90
17.13
-8.92
23.99
9.65
7.42
4.51
-5.46
9.18
1.83
-0.31

-20,014
859
-11.73
1,647
5,678
" 215
2,291
-2,537
151
471
-85.41

Intercept
EXP
EXP2
Education
Sex
Marital
FEDEMP
STLOEMP
HRWORK
Reserve
N eteran

154.17
20.87
-12.01
26.84
!.41
10.07
6.06
-4.61
6.09
1.37
0.46

7.97
0.04
-0.0006
0.08
0.28
0.12
0.13
-0.09
0.004
0.01
0.01

9,144
0.237

9,144
0.192

No. of observationss:
Adjusted R-Square:

l

Low (Karalagsl
Parameter
Estimate
T-Statisti

1 Depe dent wadbie.
2

T-ta*stlc pwtalm to aO hypethele that parafmete estimate Is 0. The critical T-etatidti

eoddence level b 1465 1w

for 00eied- tAe
k

nms-tailed

et sad 1.6 fhr two-ta~led tat; fhr a 90 preet

ad 1.645 hw tw.-taiwl

3Apwwemuaidy sue-bltr w

reae

for a 95 percent

conidence evel It e 1.252

test.
re msebes

alnd emhalfte mon-reeerweeorcem

.
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TABLE A-9

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR CIVILIAN EARNINGS, ENLISTED RESERVE
FORCE MEMBERS AND NON-RESERVE FORCE MEMBERS COMBINED,
OCCUPATION GROUP. 9

Alumal Earmsl

__

Lon (Elralassl
Parameter

Parameter

ITtaiics

Variable
Intercept
EXP
EX?2
Education
Sex
Marital
FEDEMP
STLOEMP
HRWORK
Reserve
Veteran

-18,550
807
-13.71
1.096
6,181
1,181
2,309
-1,570
264
1,097
-320

3

No. of observations :
Adjusted R-Square:

-15.59
15.75
-10.23
15.21
14.84
3.97
3.47
-3.05
15.23
3.85
-1.02

2

T-Statistic

7.74
0.04
-0.0008
0.06
0.33
0.09
0.13
-0.07
0.01
0.04
-0.02

152.37
20.06
-13.34
21.11
18.72
7.34
4.68
-3.38
14.05
3.63
-1.46

7,558
0.258

7,558
0.185

Dependent varlable.
2 T-,tAlitk pertaso to null hypothesis that parameter evmimate is 0. The critical T-stutistic for a 95 percent
anwses. le" is 1.45 for owtoalkd test and I.1 for two-taled teat; foea 0 percent confidence level it is 1.282
for one-tailed test and 1.645 for two-tailed tet.
3Apprndntely eue-halt are reserve force
Iebers
and one-half arenoo-reserv. force mem.ben.
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TABLE A-10

REGRESSION -RESULTS FOR CIVILIAN EARNINGS, OFFICER RESERVE
FORCE MEMBERS AND NON-RESERVE FORCE MEMBERS COMBINED,
OCCUPATION GROUP I

Actual Earnlnrs t _
Parameter
Intercept
EXP
EXP2
Education
Scx
Marital
FEDEMP
STLOEMP
HRWORK
Reserve
Veteran

No. of observationss:
Adjusted R-Square:

-59,208
1,639
-24.50
3,085
9,315
934
-2,626
-7,656
480
215
276

-20.88
30.64
-6.03
21.56
12.80
1.39
-3.09
-10.42
13.43
0.35
0.47

3,547
0.342

Log (Earnings)'Parameter
7.68
0.05
-0.0008
0.09
0.32
0.02
-0.02
-0.17
0.01
0.03
0.003

95.20
10.76
-6.69
21.82
15.31
1.25
-0.82
-8.13
10.88
1.52
0.21

3,547
6.348

Dependent variable.
2T-statlstic pertains to null hypothesis that parmter e~stae Ia 0. The critical T-etatlti for a 95 percent
conradonte level is 1.645 for one-tailed test and 1.06 for twro-tailed gest; for a 90 percent confience level it is 1.262
for one-taied test and 1.64S for two-tailed tewt.
Approimvately one-half awe reserve force members and onse-half ane non-reserve, forc members.
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TABLE A-11

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR CIVILIAN EARNINGS, OFFICER RESERVE
FORCE MEMBERS AND NON-R&SERVE FORCE MEMBERS COMBINED,
OCCUPATION GROUP 2
Actmal Karmpna t
Parameter

VaribleEstmate
Intercept
EXP
EXP2
Education
Sex
Marital
FEDEMP
STLOEMP
HRWORK
Reserve
Veteran
Teachers

T-ta

-45,837

-17.70
7.34
-2.34
20.47
12.63
3.15
-1.42
-6.34
9.31
6.68
-3.36
-7.75

962
-8.77
2.976
7,807
1,889
-1.155
-4,279
297
4,154
-2,024
-6,067

No. or observations3-Adjusted R-Square:

4,015
0.360

for onaed

Met..

teet and IA.6 for

Los 'Ea1uas't
Parameter

Estiate

TISatltl

8.45
0.03
-. 0003
0.07
0.26
0.06
0.02
-0.06
0.002
0.15
-0.03
-0.17

98.92
6.05
-2.56
14.94
12.78
3.01
0.49
-2.72
2.32
7.18
-1.39
-6.51

4,015
0.258
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TABLE A-12
REGRESMION RULTS FOR CIVILIAN EARNINGS, OFFICER RESERVE

FORCE MEMBERS AND NON-fRSERVE FORCE MEMBERS COMBINED,
OCCUPATION GROUP 3

Actimal Earmlm

Leff

Intercept
EXP
EXP2
Education
Sex
barital
FEDEMP
STLOEMP
HRWORK
Reserve
Veteran
Pilots

-28,983
1,368
-21.38
2J135
7,765
1,797
-1,435
-6,444
91.14
2,627
-1,671
14,285

No. of observationss:
Adjusted R-Square:

arluui

Parameter

Parametor
-5.18
4.93
-2.91
7.36
5.40
1.53
-0.8!
-4.03
1.62
1.84
-1.41
8.82

823
0.465

8.32
0.04
-0.007
0.07
0.32
0.05
-0.04
-0.20
0.003
0.11
-0.03
0.29

52.45
5.16
-3.33
8.01
7.81
1.64
-0.89
-4.45
1.96
2.63
-0.85
6.24

823
0.4 78

Dependent var~ale.
2T-stodekcpeals to wellhppoth.
-- fib-a-

34
'ede Is IA"

UMaparameer mdat. b0. The cticeal T-sabdc ter a.6 peroed
ntmAmed MAdend 1.94 for two-talled ted; (wa 90 peen 'cmaidmm. lewdl k In 1.282
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TABLE A-13
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR CIVILIAN EARNINGS, OFFICER RESERVE
FORCE MEMBERS AND NON-RESERVE FORCE MEMBERS COMBINED,
OCCUPATION GROUP 4

Actual Karmmaws
Parameter
.tm

Variable

-61,378
1,638
-27.73
2,938
10,219
-920
-2,739
-10,470
504
2,512
-870

Intercept
EXP
EXP2
Education
Sex
Marital
FEDEMP
STLOEMP
HRWORK
Reserve
Veteran

No. of observations ' :
Adjusted R-Square:

egg dmeelevel Ii t1
Aw

o-d

Ow*..-tafld "a

on*-h

-9.26
4.61
-2.90
8.14
5.19
-0.53
-0.25
-1.99
6.54
1.52
-0.57

Lm. tRarninaz~l
Parameter
Estimte
T-taisi
7.07
0.06
4.001
0.10
0.46
0.02
0.06
-0.30
0.0 13
0.06
-0.05

792
0.312

Depemit vr.iabh.
T-tak P-guii- 0 mIl kWpmebW
$

T~tatls

37.25
5.69
-4.06
9.43
8.20
0.47
0.20
-2.00
6.11
1.30
-1.07

792
0.396

"a permiu etlmais

6 0. The Wel T-.tkstc

we feww hm mo

@d one-bal an pon-ne

U9rpernot

e levl it ii .282
a aoidmd
a
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TABLE A-14

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR CIVILIAN EARNINGS, OFFICER RESERVE
FORCE MEMBERS AND NON-RESERVE FORCE MEMBERS COMBINED,
OCCUPATION GROUP S

Actual Ear.mlf__
Parameter
V

i

eh

T-Stattsti
-. 08
-6.19
-4.30
9.06
7.32
1.73
1.67
1.82
4.23
4.10
0.75

-32,756.
1,204
-21.31
1,789
7,158
1,447
2,107
1,586
256
4,594
685

Intercept
EXP
EXP2
Education
Sex
Marital
FEDEMP
STLOEMP
HRWORK
Reserve
Veteran

3

No. of observations
Adjusted R-Square:

Depends" vriebl.
T-taftit pertains to nu

Log (Earaluesl
s

Parameter
m
E

T=Statist

7.73
0.04
-0.0007
0.07
0.29
0.07
0.13
0.08
0.01
0.18
0.04

52.39
5.83
-4.13
9.70
8.07
2.44
2.75
2.44
4.43
4.48
1.34

1,041
0.472

1,041
0.418

hypothesis that parauwter seklosate is 0. The ctical T-tatstic Wta 96 percent

for two-talled test; fora 90 perent cofidence lvl it is 1.161
coa fdef"
lahel Is 1.646 fm se-tiled tes and 1.96
fo two-tald test.
fo one-taile gu &Wdt.645
3 Approxietly
a-elr
e rest're
fCore mnbers sad ona-halt
weno-re.
force
naeehers.
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TABLE A-IS

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR CIVILIAN EARNINGS, OFFICER RESERVE
7ORCE MEMBERS AND NON-RESERVE FORCE MEMBERS COMBINED.
OCCUPATION GROUP 6

1

Actual Earn.-a-Variable

T-Statisit

Parameter
Esimt

T-Statistic

-22,851
966
-17.38
1,605
5,328
-2,076
3,955
-2,689
282
4,403
879

-4.90
3.67
-2.54
6.22
3.14
-1.70
1.96
-1.37
4.73
3.64
0.84

8.30
0.03
-0.0006
0.06
0.29
-0.04
0.15
-0.12
0.007
0.17
0.04

50.54
3.54
-2.43
6.06
4.91
-0.82
2.14
-1.78
3.57
3.94
1.05

Intercept
EXP
EXP2
Education
Sex
Marital
FEDEMP
STLOEMP
HRWORK
Reserve
Veteran

No. of observationss:
Adjusted R-Square:

2

Log (Earaines[

Parameter
Estimate

s

682
0.273

682
0.258

Depndent variable.
T-statiatic pertain, to null hypothesis that parsaeter

atimate is 0. The critical T-.tatloic for a 95 percent
confidece level is 1.645 fgecoa.tailed tea and 1.96 for two-tailed teat; for a S0 percent confidence level It is 1.282
for one-tailed tat and 1.64 for trm-tailed test.
Appromcbnately ome-halfare reserve foccemnambersand one-half re non-reserve force nibers
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APPENDIX 3
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR SPOUSE'S ATTITUDE,
By RI9SERVE COMPONENT

I
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TABLE 3-I
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR SPOUSS ATTITUDE TOWARD SELECTED
RESERVE, ARMY NATIONAL GUARD (ENLISTED)

Varable

mT-Statistic

Intercept
Supervisor Attitude
Absence for Weekend Drills
Absence for Annual Training
Age
Received Stpplemental
Civilian Pay

2.81
0.16
-0.01
-0.1
-0.02

34.32
14.89
-0.70
-11.45
-13.43

0.09

3.61

No. of observations: 8,769
Adjusted R-Square: 0.109
I T.ua&Aeih prmtan to mdl lm&bd *b prusmmbr emme b 0. Tb. aeal T-eaddk for a gpes
maemte lo-d b 1.4
--f
u 6Md I fr1M
Otwo4sdd t ;he a 90 peem mMdommc lod Is 1.52
tOw.me-tailed to* od 1.645 fortw.4ad t4".
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TABLE B-2

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR SPOUSE'S ATTITUDE TOWARD SELECTED
RESERVE, ARMY RESERVE (ENLISTED)

Paate

Vadabl
Intercept
Supervisor Attitude
Absence for Weekend Drills
Absence for Annual Training
Age

P

Received Supplemental
Civilian Pay

Ftg

T-

S t tlst c l

a

2.25
Oi
-0.04
-0.12
-0.A09

17.79
13.00
-. 64
-5.22
-4.33

0.14

3.96

i

No. of observations." 3.893
Adjusted R-Square: 0.099

1 T-sede Upwtain tonaUpumlb
e w am
tm~te 6O. The aftlgT-etdUcfor a 96 wm
confd em bed Is I1A46 for *mw-4dWW
tw end lSg &wrto-SWW da; for a 90 peude confdenc ew k isb1.26
for ot e-ald &atmid 1.645 A*gtwo-t&W eda.
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TADLE B-3
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR SPOUSE'S ATTITUDE TOWARD SELECTED
RESERVEt, NAVAL RE9SERVE (ENLISTED)

Variable

parameter Estimate

I-Statflstic

Intercept
Supervisor Attitude
Absence for Weekend Drills

3.14
0.13
-0.08

19.08
6.19
-2.60

Absence for Annual Training
Age

-. 14

-5.04

-0.02

-8.00

0.09

2.06

Received Supplemental
Civilian Pay

No. of observations: 2,251
Adjusted R-Square: 0.103
1 T-etafidk*pedal.. to mMi hypotheee tat pamt.n

attaat Is 0. Tk. edittad T-etatetc Sw a6 pefet
aweddmawleel Ia 1.645k aAtaWle ted sad 1.A6 fw tee-taile tuk w go,.pwree coniden.. leve it is 1.282
1r .e-taile tA .. d S.A4 Sw two-taied teo.
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----TABLE 8-4
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR SPOUSE'S ATTITUDE TOWARD SELECTED
RESKRVE, MARINE CORPS RESERVE (ENLISTED)

*

Varable

Parametet Estlimate

Intercept
Supervisor Attitude
Absence for Weekend Drills
Absence for Annual Training
Age
Received Supplemental
Civilian Pay

TSttIst1c

2.85
0.26
0.06
4.16
-0.03

10.63
6.75
0.91
-2.85
4.89

-0.09

-0.95

1

No. of observations: 807
Adjusted R-Square: 0.144
o
ws.h
0. TheaicTTb4
e
Mpeaubl
mb a" s S
ofld~me losvdi.1.4 Owome-6tld *W id 1.96 1w tu 4edW tea; for a00 per
for aaedhd tat md I.4$ f two-fd 6us.
I

stcktfa
pea t
coafteoce r h h 1.ki2

84
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TABLE 2-5
REGRESSION RESULTS VOR SPOUSrS ATTITUDE TOWARD SELECTED
RESERVE, AIR NATIONAL GUARD (ENLISTED)

Variable

Parameter Estimate

Intercept
Supervisor Attitude
Absence for Weekend Drills
Absence for Annual Training
Age
Received Supplemental
Civilian Pay

T-tatistl 1

2.31
0.15
001

14.1
7.65
0.43

-0.14
-0.01

-5.27
-5.54

0.13

3.10

No.of observations: 2,555
Adjusted R-Square: 0.075

1 ?.detahw pudm 10 SMVebi
9
M pwM*w som~ In0, IM wlined T-Steidk O a I sm
6686mm hwd b IAN 9aS
emated tM md 36
M
w 60hr as M paeo emAd.de.
Id is 1.202
hsr e-Mailed Sa
Iad h645
two-tajed tat.

3-s
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TABLE B-6

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR SPOUS'S ATTITUDE TOWARD SELECTED
RESERVE, AIR FORCE RESRRVE (ENLISTED)

gPar

T-Sttisti 1

Pameter Estmt

Intercept
Supervisor Attitude
Absence for Weekend Drills
Absence for Annual Training
Age
Received Supplemental
Civilian Pay

2.35
0.17
-0.06
-0.08
-0.02

10.78
6.44
-1.25
-2.05
-4.50

0.15

2.66

No. of observations: 1,376
Adjusted R-Square: 0.08
I T-GaahM9 Patdw to mal hYOheds that pameter aeim teW 0. The
icel T-etatlc
aena
d
I ei I 1.445 let emOs-taBed t* ad 1.96 for two ied tuet; er a 0 peoreat cofld.a.
for .me-GaIledt
=d 1.646 for twoaed test.

rg5perceat
lwVd it It 1.282
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TABLE 3-7
SELCTED
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR SPOUSE'S ATTITUDE TOWARD
RESERVE. COAST GUARD RESERVE (ENLISTED)

Variable

ParaMetr Estimate

-Statit~l

2.67
0.13
-0.12
-0.08
-0.01

".99
4.72
.2.72
-1.90
-3.75

Intercept
Supervisor Attitude
Absence for Weekend Drills
Absence for Annual Training
Age
Received Supplemental
Civilian Pay

0.03

0.50

No. of observations: 1,115
Adjusted R-Square 0.073

t T-"

hpotk"that pitw
Is pwalmt to uMd

caofidewes tad Is 1AOS fts oaled

ontimae is 0. TMe riticalT-twtostctsf pset

tat smd .9 fot two-tailed tet; far a 90 percent conldm

1o cam-taled test sod 1.645 for two-tailed teAt.
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TABLE 34

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR SPOUSE'S ATITUDE TOWARD SELECTED
RESERVE. ARMY NATIONAL GUARD (OFFICERS)

YIjfluh'
Intercept
Supervisor Attitude
Absnce fr Weekend Drills
Absence for Annual Trinimg
Age
Received Supplemnal

2.47

10.04

0.14

4A7

4.01
-0.17

4.31
-4.38
-2.83

-0.01

Nofo observations: 1,219

ow *M-aw

tat a"d 1.64 s

two-taie t..
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TABLE 3-9
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR SPOUSE'S ATTITUDE TOWARD S1ELECTED
RESERVE, ARMY RESERVE (OFFICERS)

~uiklaParameter.Estimate
Intercept
Supervisor Attitude
Absence for Weekend Drills
Absence for Annual Training
Age
Received Supplemental
Civilian Pay

T-Statisiac

2.02
0.2!
0.04
-0.09
-0.01

8.27
7.40
0.96
-2.48
-3.31

0.08

1.38

No. of observations: 1.498
Adjusted R-Square: 0.069
I
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TABLE 1-10
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR SPOUSE'S ATTITUDE TOWARD SELECTED
RESERVE, NAVAL RESERVE (OFFICERS)

Vaale

Paramnter Estimate

T-SttistleI

2.74
0.13
-0.11
-0.06
-0.02

9.99
4.22
-2.23
.-1.57
-3.75

0.09

1.43

Intercept
Supervisor Attitude
Absence for Weekend Drills
Absence for Annual Training
Age
Received Supplemental
Civilian Pay
No. of observations: 945
Adjusted R-Square. 0.06

1 T-.atkt petalm. to mdlw
hypoheet that paramete eathumte is0. The clled T-Shakdtt 6 a 6 pe
.etdeaee hved k I45 hr ewA.led tst sad L for two-sadled test; r .090 peae
cesM " led it 6I.Mt
hr lmi-ftIled test and IA45 Car two-tailed tat.
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TABLE B-11
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR SPOUSE'S ATTITUDE TOWARD SELECTED
RESERVE, MARINE CORPS RESERVE (OFFICERS)

LV EstiateTh
Supervisor Attitude
Absence for Weekend Drills
Absence for Annual Training
Age
Received Supplemental
Civilian Pay

0.13
0.10
-0.16
0.009

2.61
1.13
-2.22
1.04

-0.18

-1.72

No. of observations: 448
Adjusted R-Square: 0.041
1 T..t.istc Paslw to null hYPebwel that Pm.ubw -Ahtai. h0. Tb. amled T.GlM l (w a Sopeea
.25
confid mc lkd Is 1.645 for oae-taihi tet ad IMo t two-toSle t"t; fts ag eea .teAtime hindI
for e n-thild Cwt wAd1645 for et&old tat.
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TABLE 3-12
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR SPOUSIES ATTITU6E TOWARD SELECTED
RESERVE, AIR NATIONAL GUARD (OFFICERS)

Yariabl&

Parameter Bztlmste

I~aialffik t

2.20
:0.26
-0.05
•0.03
-0.02

5.33
5.63
-0.69
0.46
-2.81

-0.09

-0.91

Intercept
Supervisor Attitude
Absence for Weekend Drills
Absence for Annual Training
Age
Rcceived Supptcmntal
Civilian Pay
No. of observations: 482
Adjusted R-Square: 0.09

I T-Mtlaik
petwl todlNUhypedst &pat p
M
et0steO.m"ies
The cdltak T-.tatic orsa
peCMt
coundsom
taw lis 1.445 1r *stMed let
Md
1Ow
Ir lwtwoaMd lst; h
90 perest Conme. I" IsI.
t 1.23
(w"oe-laed tst sad 1.645 hr two-lad lest.
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TAILE 11-13
RIEGRESION RESULTS FOR SIPOUSM3

ATTITUDE TOWARD SNLZCTID

RESERVE. AIR FORMg RESURVE (OFFICERS)

Varable

T-Sudti

Intercept
Supervisor Attitude
Absence for Weekend Drills
Absence for Annual Training
Age
Received Supplemental
Civilian Pay

2.51
0.13
-.03
-0.22
-0.004

4.85
2.)l
-0.42
L2.90

0.059

0.49

-0.35

No. or observations: 342
Adjusted R-Square: 0.07
46"s.s
.
L The eltced

T-aask putade toMd holbelwe dial
cedimo1 hloels
1.45 fee mohied tot end |
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TABL9 3-14

ATTITUDE TOWARD SELECTED

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR SPOUS

RESERVE, COAST GUARD (OFFICERS)

-- toar Etmatlmle
Intercept
Supervisor Attitude
Absence for Weekend Drills
Absence for Annual Training
Age
Received Supplemental
Civilian Pay

I-zatiuh

.01
0.07
-0.08
-0.21
-0.01

7.4S
1.74
-1.17
-3.73
-1.66

0.06

0.2

No. of observations: 518
Adjusted R-Square: 0.076
-

im
o t r
1 T-,tatistc peortam to auM hYPotas tha Paxa44C
conaidece level i- 1.44 for ona-tail toot and 1-9 fGr two-tailed tt
for on-tailed tat ad 1.04 for two-tliled teat.

a 6 pk eefo
T.t
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APPENDIX C
CIVILIAN EARNINGS PROFILES,
1Y OCCUPATION GROUP
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CIVILIAN EARNINGS PROFILES: ENUISTED
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PREFACE

This Note documents the definition and creation of civilian income
and income-related variables created from the 1986 Reserve Components
Survey database designed and conducted by the Defense Manpower Data
Center. Presented are the sources used to construct the civilian income
variable, the contents of the computer data files incorporated into the
1986 Reservc Components Survey database, and selected income
characteristics of reserve personnel.
The task involved extensive data cleaning, definition and creation
of civilian income and income-related variables, estimation of total
civilian income given multiple sources of income data, and exploratory
tabulations on the variables created.

The information should be of

particular interest to researchers and programmers working on
compensation issues pertaining to Guard/Reserve personnel.
The research was sponsored by the Offices of the Assistant
Secretaries of Defense for Force Management and Personnel and for

Reserve Affairs as part of their support for the Sixth Quadrennial
Review of Military Compensation.

This Note was prepared by the Defense

Manpower Research Center, part of RAND's National Defense Research
Institute, a Federally Funded Research and Development Center supported
by the Office of the Secretary of Defense.
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SUMMARY

The 1986 Reserve Components Survey of Officer and Enlisted
Personnel and the 1986 Reserve Components Survey of Guard/Reserve
Spouses form the first comprehensive survey of Guard/Reserve members and
their spouses.

The information obtained through the surveys provides

baseline information on the composition of the reserve population for
current use and for comparison with future data.
The raw survey data on civilian income and other income-related
variables were examined.

A set of rules for editing/correcting/imputing

the civilian income variables was developed and additional civilian
income and income-related variables was created for officer and enlisted
reserves using alternative sources of income data.

Exploratory
tabulations on the civilian income variables were calculated to gain
insight into the civilian income characteristics of the reserve force.
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INTRODUCTION

I.

The 1986 Reserve Components Survey of Officer and Enlisted
Personnel and the 1986 Reserve Components Survey of Guard/Reserve
Spouses form the first comprehensive survey of Guard/Reserve members and
their spouses. The information obtained through these surveys provides
baseline information on the composition of the reserve population for
current use and for comparison with future data.
PURPOSE OF THE SURVEYS
The 1986 Reserve Components Survey data will be used to study a
wide range of reserve issues.

The surveys make it possible to examine

the relationships between families and the retention and readiness of
reserve members.

They allow the Department of Defense and the

individual components to assess the need for family-related programs and
policies in the event of mobilization.

Finally, the data enable policy

researchers and policy makers to answer a variety of questions about
Guard/Reserve families which heretofore have been the subject of broad
stereotyping and speculation.

These in turn can be used in the

formulation and justification of programs and budgets, particularly
those related to readiness, recruiting and retention management, and
human resource issues.
In addition, the 1986 Reserve Components Survey data will be used
by the Sixth Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation (QRKC). The
QRIC has been tasked to perform a comprehensive evaluation of the
benefits and costs of all reserve compensation programs.
QUESTIONS ON CIVILIAN INCOME
An important variable to be created and incorporated into the 1986
Reserve Components Survey database is that of Total Household Income.
Total household income of families with one or more members in the
Guard/Reserves is composed of Total Household Military Income and Total
Household Civilian Income.

Pert 2.
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of reserve personnel and their spouses. Military income is being
assessed by another contractor.
The Reserve Components Survey of Officer and Enlisted Personnel and
the Reserve Conponents Survey of Guard/Reserve Spouses ask identical
questions pertaining to civilian income of the survey respondent and the
household. The income questions focus on the civilian income of the
survey respondent, spouse, and other civilian income.

The primary

income questions from the Reserve Components Survey used to obtain
estimates of Total Civilian Household Income are listed below for
reference:
1.

In 1985, what were your USUAL WEEKLY EARNINGS from your (main)
civilian job or your own business before taxes and other
deductions? (q. e104, o104, s51)

2.

During 1985, what was the TOTAL AMOUNT THAT YOU EARNED FROM ALL
CIVILIAN JOBS or your own business BEFORE taxes and other

deductions? (q. el08, o108, s52)
3. Altogether in 1985, what was the total amount that YOUR SPOUSE
earned from a civilian job or his or her own business, BEFORE
taxes and other deductions? (q. e11 4 , o114, s58)
4. During 1985, how much did you or your spouse receive from other
income sources, i.e., interest, capital gains, alimony,
unemployment, etc. (q. e116, o116, s65)
5. Altogether in 1985, how many weeks did you work for pay, either
full- or part-time, at a civilian job? Include weeks that you
were on paid vacation, paid sick leave, and military leave.
OVERVIEW OF NOTE
The Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC) asked RAND to: (I) develop
a set of rules for editing/correcting/imputing the civilian income
variables, and (2) create new civilian income and related variables
where appropriate.
The results of this work are two SAS computer files containing the
variables created by RAND. One file contains variables pertaining to
officer reserves and another file contains variables for enlisted
-8
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reserves. "The files have been incorporated into the 1986 Reserve
Components Survey database.
This Note documents the income-related and civilian income
variables created by RAND that are incorporated into the 1986 Reserve
Components Survey database and presents income characteristics of
officer and enlisted reserves and their households.

Section II of this

Note documents how the civilian income variables were constructed.
Section III defines all income-related variables and civilian income
variables contained in the final RAND database given to the DMWC in
Honterey.

Section IV presents income characteristics of officer and

enlisted reserves and their households.

Poert .
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II.

CONSTRUCTION

OF CIVILIAN INCOME VARIABLES

Survey research is always subject to some degree of respondent
error, both unintentional and deliberate.
are generally attributable to:

Errors in the survey data

(1) the respondent's incorrect

interpretation of the question (e.g., reports income per paycheck
instead of income per week), (2) misreporting or miscoding of response
(e.g., the respondent inadvertently deletes or adds a digit when
reporting income), or (3) deliberate nonresponse to a question.
The raw survey data are valuable and should be preserved.

But

because of respondent error and nonresponse error in the existing
civilian income variables, it is necessary to examine and then
correct/impute/refine the values for these variables when data are
questionable.

Accordingly, RAND has constructed a new set of total

civilian income variables, for the Reserve Components Survey database.
For imputing/refining the total civilian income variables, three
sources of data were identified:
Respondent's survey
Spouse's survey
*

Regression estimates

A description and assessment of each source is given below.

The

collection of rules for deciding which source of data to replace/fillin the total civilian income value is presented in Section III.
RESPONDENT'S SURVEY
Responses to the questionnaires were received from 11,583 officer
reserves, 6868 officer reserve spouses, 48,636 enlisted reserves, and
20,732 enlisted reserve spouses.

Questionnaires were sent only to

spouses of reservists participating in the survey.

6th ORNC *eport - VoL
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The reservist questionnaire for officer and enlisted reserves and
the spouse questionnaire contain identical income-related questions.
Both surveys ask the respondent for his/her total 1985 civilian income
from all civilian jobs before taxes, the usual weekly civilian income
from his/her main civilian job before taxes, and the number of weeks
worked for pay, either full or part-time, at a civilian job.
The product of the weekly income and the number of weeks worked is
the only combination of survey variables that was intended as a
consistency check for the respondent's total civilian income.

In most

cases, the reservist s or spouse's raw response to the total civilian
income question is accurate and should not be adjusted.

If the raw

total civilian income response is questionable, then the product of the
weekly variables can be used as a source of data for imputing a value of
the respondent's total civilian income.

However, this consistency check

may not be valid for all respondents.
Close examination of the survey questions shows that the questions
are not completely consistent in their wordings.

For example, if a

reservist changed civilian jobs or had more than one civilian job during
1985, the product of the weekly variables may be significantly different
from his total civilian income.

Fortunately, a relatively small number

of reserves are of this type.

SPOUSE'S SURVEY
The spouse questionnaire and the reservist questionnaire contain
questions in which the respondent reports his/her spouse's total
civilian income.

In those cases where a reservist (or a spouse) did not

provide relevant income-related information and data exist from his/her
spouse, there exists an imputation source for total civilian income.
Data on officer and enlisted reservists who have spouses who
responded to the spouse's survey were used to evaluate this imputation
source of civilian income.

Records were selected where both the

reservists and their spouses gave income estimates for themselves and
income estimates for their spouses.

Descriptive statistics and

correlations were calculated to determine how well the spouse's estimate

Part B.
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-6of the reservist's income compares to the reservist's estimate of his
own income, and similarly, how well the reservist's estimate of his
spouse's income compares to the spouse's estimate of her own income.

Comparison of Estimate to Actual
Tables 2.1 and 2.2-show means and standard deviations of total
civilian incomes for officer reserves and their spouses, and enlisted
reserves and their spouses, respectively.
For these survey populations, the mean of the differences (own other) indicates that the spouse tends to, on average, underestimate the
reservist's civilian income.

This is understandable in that the spouse

typically sees only take-home pay, and not the actual income before
taxes (which is what the reservist is reporting).

On the other hand,

the reservist, on average, tends to slightly overestimate the spouse's
civilian income, although not by a significant amount.
This result must be tempered by the fact that the means of the
differences are rather small as a percentage of mean civilian incomes
and relative to the variance of the difference of income -estimates.
further illustrate the implication of this point:

To

if a household were

chosen at random, the probability the spouse underestimates the
Table 2.1
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF TOTAL CIVILIAN INCOMES
FOR OFFICER RESERVES AND TILIR SPOUSES

Officer's Income
Mean
Std
Own estimate
Other estimate
Difference
(own - other)

36755
35308
1447

20038
19465
11952

Spouse's Income
Mean
Std
17040
17221
- 181

14747
14720
8953

NOTE: Own estimate is the estimate of civilian
income by person who earned the income. Other
estimate is the estimate of civilian income by a
person who did not earn the income. The number of
observations in this sample is 3493.

3-12
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Table 2.2
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF TOTAL CIVILIAN INCOMES
FOR ENLISTED RESERVES AND THEIR SPOUSES

Enlisted Income

Own estimate
Other estimate
Difference

Mean

Std

23083
21759
1324

12182
11630
8845

Spouse Income
Std

Mean

12189
12257
- 67

9752
10257
8481

(own - other)

NOTE: Own estimate is the estimate of civilian
income by person who earned the income. Other
estimate is the estimate of civilian income by a
person who did not earn the income. The number of
observations in this sample is 10001.

reservist's income is not much greater than one-half.

In other words,

the overall tendency to underestimate a spouse's income does not lend
much additional income-related information for any given household.
Table 2.3 shows the correlations between the two estimates of
civilian income for officer and enlisted reservists.

The correlations

are quite high, indicating a strong linear relationship between the
spouse's estimate of the reservist's income and the reservist's estimate
of his own income, as well as the reservist's estimate of his spouse's
income and the spouse's estimate of her own income.
Table 2.3
CORRELATION OF THE TWO ESTIMATES
OF CIVIIIAN INCOME

Type of Reservist
Officer
Enlisted

Income
Reservist's
Spouse's

0.81731
0.81537
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The high correlation of the two estimates of civilian income, along
with the results presented in Tables 2.1 and 2.2, suggest that using the
spouse's inoedt

sa

income is a viable option.

muainsource for rsritscvla
The same is true for the reservist's data as

an imputation source for the spouse's civilian income.
difficulties that need to be accounted for:

There are still

Identifying outliers, and

who should be believed if information exists from both the reservist and
the spouse?
REGRESSION ESTIMATE
In cases in which the reservist has not reported total civilian
income or the weekly income variables, and his spouse does not give an
estimate for the reservist's income (or the spouse was not part of the
spouse survey, or the reservist is not married), the only other
alternative for imputing a value for total civilian income is using some
form of an estimate.
Regression equations were used to estimate total
civilian income. Only 426 or 3.7 percent of the officer records and
3728 or 7.7 percent of the enlisted records required replacement of the
total civilian income variable by the regression estimate.
For analysis purposes, the officer and enlisted survey data were
each split into two groups.

One group consisted of those reserves whose

spouses responded to the spouse questionnaire, and the other consisted
of those reserves who did not have spouse survey data. This was done
for two reasons: (1) it was felt that reservists who are not married
would exhibit different behavior characteristics than reservists who are
married, and (2) the division of the data into groups facilitated the
development of the civilian income replacement rules (see Sec. III), by
eliminating many redundant tests and checks.
Regression Equation
Regression equations were determined for the four groups. The
regression equations were fit to reserve data where the product of
weekly income and the number of weeks worked was within 50 percent of
total civilian income.
3-14
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age squared, sex (male or female), race (white or nonwhite), level of
education completed (did not complete high school, completed high
school, completed college), current status (workin# full time, working
part time, in school,-not vorking, other (self-employed, working full
time as Guard/Reserve technician, did not report statusi), region of the
country (northeast, midwest, dbuth, west, other (did not report region
of country]), and occupation group
(professional/managerial/administration, technical, sales, clerical,
craft, security, labor, service, farmer, and other [had no civilian
job]).

Age and age squared are the only continuous variables, with all

other variables being indicator variables.
The regression equations for estimating total civilian income were
determined in a two-step process.

First, preliminary regressions were

run to determine potential significant variables; at least one level
from each factor was dropped to permit identification of parameters.
Variables found to be not significant were removed from the model and
the regressions were rerun to determine the final coefficients.

All

variables are significant at the 0.10 level unless otherwise indicated.
Tables 2.4 and 2.5 show the regression coefficients and T-statistics for
officer and enlisted groups.
Table 2.6 gives the means of the continuous variables and the
counts of the indicator variables used in determining the coefficients
of the regression equations.
Lognormal regression equations were fit to the above specified
populations and compared to the standard regression results.

The mean

of the difference--actual minus predicted--was not significantly
different from zero in both regression models.

The standard regression

was chosen over the lognormal model for estimating total civilian income
of officer and-enlisted reserves because of smaller mean squared error
(MSE) and easier interpretation of the regression coefficients.
officer reserves:

MSE = 217 from standard regression versus HSE

for lognormal regression.

For enlisted reserves:

MSE = 61 from

standard regression versus MSE = 66 for lognormal regression.)
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Table 2.4

REGRESSION COEFFICIE
AND -STArISTICS FOR ESTIHATING
TOTAL CIVILIAN INCOE OF OFFICER RESERVE PERSONNEL
Independent

With Spouse

No Spouse

Variable

Coefficient

Constanta
Age
Age(sq)
Male

-34979.76
1597.23
-8.25
9142.88

-4.381"
4.083
-1.700
7.433

-2762.52

-2.013

0.0
0.0
5889.14

NS
NS
3.230

0.0
-5989.32
0.0

MS
-3.286
NS

8423.48
0.0
-5675.05
-3748.47
0.0

7.351
NS
-3.916
-2.083
NS

8677.98
-2169.81
-2832.79
-4711.38
0.0

7.885
-1.842
-2.561
-3.261
NS

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

0.0
-2311.66
-1209.12
0.0
0.0

MS
-2.839
-1.804
NS
NS

4.720
2.623
4.655
-1.915
-2.502
NS
NS

6646.34
4806.65
7812.53
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

7.026
3.746
5.279
NS
NS
NS
NS

White
EDUCATION
Other
High school
College
CURRENT STATUS
Full time work
Part time work
In school
Not working
Other
REGION
Northeast
Midwest
South
West
Other
OCCUPATION
Prof/mgrl/admin
Technical
Sales
Clerical
Craft
Security
Service
Labor
Farmer
Other

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
5215.64
3927.23
8040.17
-8685.22
-6515.10
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

t

NS
NS
NS

N=2862 R(sq)i0.2272 F-64.42
NOTE:

Coefficient
-56525.41
2870.66
-23.73
9227.29
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

t
-8.893
8.550
-5.548
12.353
NS

NS
MS
NS

W3196 R(sq)=0.3219 F=116.17

NS - Not significant.

aEstimate for female or nonwhite reservist; includes
estimate for polytomous variables where level is not significant.
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Table 2.5
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS AND T-STATISTICS FOR ESTIMATING
TOTAL CIVILIAN INCOME OF ENLISTED RESERVE PERSONNEL
Independent
Variable

With Spouse
Coefficient
t

No Spouse
Coefficient

Constanta
Age
Age(sq)
Male
White
EDUCATION
Other
High school
College
CURRENT STATUS
Full time work
Part time work
In school
Not working
Other
REGION
Northeast
Midwest
South
West
Other
OCCUPATION
Prof/mgrl/admin
Technical
Sales
Clerical
Craft
Security
Service
Labor
Farmer
Other

-30433.02
1620.95
-15.63
5350.97
0.0

-12.540
16.522
-12.182
9.203
NS

-26070.99
1390.19
-12.06
3738.23
576.13

-18.526
23.253
-14.120
15.187
3.127

0.0
3892.37
5279.69

NS
2.932
3.958

0.0
3046.92
4073.35

NS
3.748
4.980

1894.73
-2116.00
-1638.31
-4214.99
0.0

6.150
-4.822
-3.489
-7.833
NS

2725.86
-2495.26
-2367.08
-2802.17
0.0

12.781
-10.023
-9.883
-9.466
NS

7046.30
5503.83
4612.59
7126.08
0.0

8.372
6.591
5.584
8.377
NS

6258.83
4869.56
4834.71
6276.05
0.0

12.188
9.533
9.585
12.085
NS

3087.18
2810.74
0.0
-1915.00
0.0
1703.62
-4985.62
-2016.68
-6542.92
0.0

9.993
7.954
NS
-3.318
NS
3.866
-7.062
-6.070
-3.998
NS

3147.16
2621.18
-621.27
-1144.27
0.0
567.61
-4173.93
-1700.24
-4701.38
0.0

12.485
9.564
-1.858
-3.347
NS
1.799
-11.981
-7.588
-6.065
NS

N=7562 R(sq)=0.2919 F=155.46

t

N=14,239 R(sq)=0.4332 F=493.82

NOTE: NS = Not significant.
aEstimate for female or nonwhite reservist; includes
estimate for polytomous variables where level is not significant.
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Table 2.6
MEANS AND COUNTS OF CONTINUOUS VARIABLES
AND INDICATOR VARIABLES

Variable

Officer
With Spouse
No Spouse

39.45
Age
1599.02
Age(sq)
Male
2595 (90.7)
2697 (94.2)
White
EDUCATION
Other
NA
98 (3.4)
High school
College
2764 (96.6)
CURRENT STATUS
Full time work
2581 (90.2)
Part time work
183 (6.4)

Enlisted
With Spouse No Spouse

37.69
1471.88
2471 (77.3)
2886 (90.3)

37.12
1444.75
7251 (95.9)
6793 (89.8)

30.99
1041.20
12546 (88.1)
11169 (78.4)

3 (0.1)
94 (2.9)
3099 (97.0)

50 (0.7)
3533 (46.7)
3979 (52.6)

118 (0.8)
7136 (50.1)
6985 (49.1)

2793 (87.4)
307 (9.6)

6254 (82.7)
525 (6.9)

10923 (76.7)
1955 (13.7)

In school
Not working

162 (5.7)
120 (4.2)

306 (9.6)
162 (5.1)

460 (6.1)
366 (4.8)

2141 (15.0)
1144 (8.0)

Othera
REGION
Northeast
Midwest
South
West
other
OCCUPATION
Prof/mgrl/admin
Technical
Sales
Clerical
Craft
Security
Service
Labor
Farmer
Other

134 (4.7)

115 (3.6)

833 (11.0)

956 (6.7)

553
576
1159
545
29

(19.3)
(20.1)
(40.5)
(19.0)
(1.1)

2120 (74.1)
247 (8.6)
152 (5.3)
15 (0.5)
52 (1.8)
130 (4.5)
14 (0.5)
45 (1.6)
2 (0.1)
85 (3.0)

644
629
1190
684
49

(20.2)
(19.7)
(37.2)
(21.4)
(1.5)

2274 (71.2)
309 (9.7)
194 (6.1)
49 (1.5)
47 (1.5)
115 (3.6)
28 (0.9)
71 (2.2)
5 (0.2)
104 (3.2)

1536
1922
2778
1193
133

(20.3)
(25.4)
(36.7)
(15.8)
(1.8)

1952 (25.8)
1102 (14.6)
412 (5.4)
321 (4.2)
1148 (15.2)
585 (7.7)
191 (2.5)
1312 (17.3)
33 (0.4)
506 (6.7)

3047
3434
5017
2420
321

(21.4)
(24.1)
(35.2)
(17.0)
(2.3)

2418 (17.0)
1636 (11.5)
926 (6.5)
984 (6.9)
1927 (13.5)
1062 (7.5)
833 (5.9)
3202 (22.5)
134 (0.9)
1117 (7.8)

NOTL: NA
Not avilabla.
alt is possible for the reservist to be in school and working
full time, part time, or not at all.
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III.

CONTENTS OF DATA FILES

Two SAS data sets containing the variables created by RAND have
been sent to DMDC in Monterey for incorporation into the 1986 Reserve
Components Survey database.

One file contains variables pertaining to

officer reserves and the other file contains variables for .enlisted
reserves.
Each of the data sets contains variables of the following types:

*

Indicators of existence and consistency

*

Total civilian income

*

Replacement indicators

This section contains definitions for all created variables,
distributions for all indicator variables, and replacement rules for raw
survey data in the total civilian income variables.

INDICATORS OF EXISTENCE

AND CONSISTENCY

The product of weekly civilian earnings and the number of weeks
worked is the only combination of survey variables that form a
consistency check on the total civilian income of the respondent.

Six

income-related indicator variables were created to determine the
existence of the civilian income raw survey data and the consistency
between the product of the weekly variables and total civilian income.
An existence variable and a consistency variable were created for
officer and enlisted reserves, and for spouses.
these variables is given below.

The definition of

The variable names are indented and in

boldface print.

Part U.

m1
________

MAND
Study
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Definition of Officer Variables
The following variables pertain to officer reserve member. and are
incorporated into the officer data set.
OFFDATA

Indicator of the presence of civilian incomerelated data for officer reservists.

OFFDATA is a string variable consisting of three indicators that
distinguish the eight possible combinations of the variables, total
civilian income (survey question o108), usual weekly earnings (survey
question o104), and number of weeks worked (survey question o109). The
meanings of the three indicators are:
0

0

0

SI

j_

I if number of weeks paid is > 0, 0 otherwise.

I I
I

1 if usual weekly earning is

_

I if

OCONSIST

total civilian income is

> 0, 0 otherwise.

Indicator of the level of consistency between
the product of weekly income and number of weeks
paid, and total civilian income for officer
reservists.
-1 =

I

> 0, 0 otherwise.

Missing

(OFFDATA S 110).

1 =

Product of weekly income and number of weeks
paid is within 25 percent of total civilian
income.

2

=

Product of weekly income and number of weeks
paid differs by at least 25 percent and less
than 50 percent of total civilian income.

3 =

Product of weekly income and number of weeks
paid differs by at least 50 percent and less
than 75 percent of total civilian income.

4

Product,-of weekly income and number of weeks
paid differs by more than 75 percent of total
civilian income.

=
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Definition of Enlisted Variables
The following variables pertain to enlisted reserve members and are
incorporated into the enlisted data set.
ENLDATA

Indicator of the presence of civilian incomerelated data for enlisted reservists.

ENLDATA, like OFFDATA, is a string variable consisting of three
indicators that distinguish the eight possible combinations of the
variables, total civilian income (survey question e108), usual weekly
earnings (survey question e104), and number of weeks worked (survey
question e109).

0

0

SI
I

I

The meanings of the three indicators are:

0

I~. I if number of weeks paid is > 0, 0 otherwise.
1 if usual weekly earning is > 0, 0 otherwise.
1 if total civilian income is > 0, 0 otherwise.

ECONSIST

Indicator of the level of consistency between
the product of weekly income and number of weeks
paid, and total civilian income for enlisted
reservists.
-1

Part B. RAND Study

=

Missing

(ENLDATA 5 110).

1 =

Product of weekly income and number of weeks
paid is within 25 percent of total civilian
income.

2 =

Product of weekly income and number of weeks
paid differs by at least 25 percent and less
than 50 percent of total civilian income.

3

=: Product of weekly income and number of weeks
paid differs by at least 50 percent and less
than 75 percent of total civilian income.

4

=

Product of weekly income and number of weeks
paid differs by more than 75 percent of total
civilian income.
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The following variables pertain to the spouses of Guard/Reserve
members and incorporated into both the officer and reserve data sets.

SPSDATA

Indicator of the presence of civilian
income-related data for the spouse of the reservists.

SPSDATA, like OFFDATA, is a string variable consisting of three
indicators that distinguish the eight possible combinations of the
variables, spouse's total civilian income (spouse survey question s52),
spouse's usual weekly earnings (spouse survey question s51), and number
of weeks spouse worked (spouse survey question s46).

The meanings of

the three indicators are:

0

0

I I

0
j_

I if number of weeks paid is > 0, 0 otherwise.

I I
I [

1 if usual weekly earning is > 0, 0 otherwise.

_~I

SCONSIST

if total civilian income is > 0, 0 otherwise.

Indicator of the level of consistency between
the product of weekly income and number of weeks
paid, and total civilian earning for the spouse.
-1 =
1 =

Missing

(SPSDATA S 110).

Product of weekly income and number of weeks
paid is within 25 percent of total civilian
income.

2

m

II

=

Product of weekly income and number of weeks
paid differs by at least 25 percent and less
than 30 percent of total civilian income.

3 =

Product of weekly income and number of weeks
paid differs by at least 50 percent and less
than 75 percent of total civilian income.

4

Product of weekly income and number of weeks
paid differs by more than 75 percent of total
civilian income.

=
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Distribution of Existence and Consistency Variables
Table 3.1 shows the distribution of the variables OFFDATA and
SPSDATA that are found in the officer data file.

SPSDATA.= -1 means the

officer does not have a spouse who responded to the 1986 Reserve
Components Survey of Guard/Reserve Spouses.

Table 3.2 shows the

distribution of the variables OCONSIST and SCONSIST that are found in
the officer data file.
Table 3.3 shows the distribution of the variables ENLDATA and
SPSDATA that are found in the enlisted data file.

SPSDATA = -1 means

the enlisted reservist does not have a spouse who responded to the 1986
Reserve Components Survey of Guard/Reserve Spouses.

Table 3.4 shows the

distribution of the variables ECONSIST and SCONSIST that are found in
the enlisted data file.

Table 3.1
DISTRIBUTION OF OFFDATA AND SPSDATA VARIABLES
IN RESERVE COMPONENTS SURVEY: OFFICER FILE

Code

Part I.

OFFDATA

Percent

SPSDATA

-1
000
001
010
011
100
101
110
ill

0
715
323
101
432
18
282
235
9477

0.0
6.2
2.8
0.9
3.7
0.2
2.4
2.0
81.8

4715
2005
5
282
171
3
13
70
4319

Total

11583

100.0

11583

Percent
40.7
17.3
0.0
2.4
1.5
0.0
0.1
0.6
37.3
100.0

lAND Study
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Table 3.2
DISTRIBUTION OF OCONSIST AND SCONSIST VARIABLES
IN RESERVE COMPONENTS SURVEY: OFFICER FILE
Code

OCONSIST

-1
1
2
3
4

2106
7273
1077
3X2
795

18.2
62.8
9.3
2.9
6.9

7264
3213
518
186
402

Total

11583

100.0

11583

Percent

SCONSIST

Percent
62.7
27.7
4.5
1.6
3.5
100.0

Table 3.3
DISTRIBUTION OF ENLDATA AND SPSDATA VARIABLES
IN.RESERVE COMPONENTS SURVEY: ENLISTED FILE

Code

ENLDATA

Percent

SPSDATA

-1
000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111

0
5685
1553
808
1923
217
1219
2039
35192

0.0
11.7
3.2
1.7
4.0
0.4
2.5
4.2
72.4

27904
5886
32
932
677
25
64
236
12880

57.4
12.1
0.1
1.9
1.4
0.1
0.1
0.5
26.5

Total

48636

100.0

48636

100.0

3-24
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Table 3.4
DISTRIBUTION OF ECONSIST AND SCONSIST VARIABLES
IN RESERVE COMPONENTS SURVEY: ENLISTED FILE

Code

ECONSIST

Percent

SCONSIST

Percent

-I
1
2
3
4

13444
22032
5964
1966
5230

27.6
45.3
12.3
4.0
10.8

35756
8928
1715
654
1583

73.5
18.4
3.5
1.3
3.3

48636

100.0

48636

Total

100.0

Total Civilian Income
Rules have been developed to adjust the raw data responses in the
Reserve Components Surveys for nonresponse and other errors.

Using

these rules, two civilian income variables were created and serve as
corrected/refined versions of the total civilian income variables.

One

variable is for total civilian income of reserve members, and the other
is for the total civilian income of the spouse.
It was assumed in developing the replacement rules that for any
given person in the reserves, if the original data seemed questionable
or were missing, the objective was not to determine his/her actual

income, but rather to determine the income value representative of that
type of reservist given the data available.
Definition of total civilian income variables and the rules for
replacing the raw survey data are given below.
Variable Definition
The following variables are contained in both the officer and
enlisted data sets.

RESINCOM

= Reservist's total civilian income.
= -1 if reservist did not have a job in 1985 and
did not repor.t civilian income.

Part U.

RAND Study
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= 100000 if reservist made at least $100,000 during
1985.

SPSINCOM

= Spouse's total civilian income.
= -1 if spouse did not have a job in 1985 and did
not report civilian income.
= 100000 if spouse made at least $100,000 during
1985.

INCXREGR

=

Reservist's total civilian income as estimated
by regression equation.
= -1 if reservist did not have a job in 1985 and
did not report civilian income.

(NOTE:

INCXREGR is reported for all reserve personnel, and is used as

the imputation source when no other information is available.)

Replacement Rules
The following rules were applied to officer and enlisted reserves
who responded to the 1986 Reserve Components Survey data and the spouses
who responded to the 1986 Reserve Components Survey of Spouses in order
to create the RESINCOM and SPSINCOM variables.

Regression estimates of

spouse's total civilian income were not applicable and are not part of
the replacement rules for the SPSINCOM variable.

The replacement rules

are given below:

I.

Two initial consistency checks were made.

Failing both consistency

checks resulted in the data being further evaluated and potentially
replaced/filled in.

If the respondent passed either of the checks,

raw response was not replaced.

a.

The first check compared the product of weekly civilian income
and the number of weeks worked with the total civilian income.
If the product of the weekly variables differed by more than 50
percent of the total civilian income, or some combination of
the respondent's civilian income variables was missing, then
the record failed this test.

S-26
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b. The second check compared the respondent's estimate of total
civilian income with his spouse's estimate of his total
civilian income if the spouse's data were available for those
respondents who failed the first test.

If these estimates

differed by more than $2500, the record failed this test.
2.

The income variables were checked for extreme values.
Records where total civilian income was less than $2500 or total
civilian income exceeded $90,000 were considered extreme values.
These records were examined by hand to determine the explicit rules
to replace the values.

3.

If the respondent's total civilian income was missing and at least one
of the weekly income variables was missing (e.g., ENLDATA 5 010), the
total civilian income was filled in using the spouse's estimate of the
reservist's income.
excluded (e.g.,

Estimates that were potential outliers were

the reservist was not in school, or not working

part-time, and the estimate was less than $10,000).

If spouse data

were not available or excluded as an outlier, the regression estimate
was used.
4.

If the respondent's total civilian income was missing but the
weekly income variables were reported and acceptable (e.g., number of
weeks paid ? 45), then the income was filled in by the product of
the weekly variables.

If the weekly income variables were not

acceptable and spouse's data were available, then the total civilian
income was filled in using the spouse's estimate of the reservist's
income; otherwise the regression estimate was used.

S.

If the respondent's total civilian income was reported and at least
one of the weekly income variables was missing (e.g., 100 SENLDATA
110), and the spouse's estimate of the reservist's total civilian income
is given, the difficulty of "who to believe" arises.

Here, the total

civilian income of the reservists was filled in using the maximum of
Part

. RAMD study
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If the total civilian income reported was between $2500 and $90,000
and the spouse's data were not available, the value was not replaced.
Since regression estimates are given for all records (see INCXREGR

variable), replacement of these values are at the analyst's
discretion.
6,

If all of the respondent's civilian income variables wiere reported
and the product of weekly civilian income and the number of weeks
worked was inconsistent with the total civilian income, then total
civilian income was replaced by the product of the weekly variables
or the spouse's estimate of the reservist's income, whichever is most
appropriate.'

REPLACEMENT INDICATORS
Two variables were created that indicate the replacement of the raw
survey data in the civilian income variables.

These variables give an

indication of why the raw survey data were replaced and the source of
the replacement data.

The definitions of the replacement variables are

given below.

1

The maximum of total civilian income and the spouse's estimate of
the reservist's income is used since in the majority of cases the income
estimates differed by a factor of 10. This suggests that a zero was
inadvert:ntly dropped from one of the income estimates.
2By nature of the questions, the product of the weekly variables
should be less than or equal to the total civilian income. If this is
not true, either the reservist underreports his income or is reporting
wrong values for the weekly variables. If he appeared to underreport
his income, the product of thp weekly variables was used; if weekly
var :i.Ies appeared questionabLe, the spouse's estimate of the reserve's
inc,<:was used.
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Variable Definition
The following variables are contained in both the officer and
enlisted data sets.
REPLCODE

Indicator of the source of data for RESINCOM and
the reason why the original data were replaced..
= 0 if original data are used, no replacement needed.
= 1 if total civilian income is low (income < $2500)
and the earnings were not consistent with the weekly
consistency check or the spouse's data. Replaced
with the product of the weekly variables or spouse's
data, whichever is most appropriate.
-

2 if total civilian income is high (income > $90,000)
and not consistent with the weekly consistency check
or the spouse's data. Replaced with the product of
the weekly variables earnings or spouse's data,
whichever is most appropriate.

= 3 if total civilian income and at least one of the

weekly variables is missing (ENLDATA S 10).
Replaced with spouse's data.
= 4 if total civilian income is missing but the weekly

earning and number of weeks paid are present.
Replaced with the product of the weekly variables
or spouse's data, whichever is most appropriate.
5 if total civilian income is present but the weekly
earning or number of weeks paid are missing.
Replaced with spouse data.
= 6 if total civilian income is inconsistent with the

weekly consistency check (e.g., EcONSIST Z 3).
Replaced with the product of the weekly variables or
spouse data, whichever is most appropriate.
7 if total civilian income is missing and has not
been filled in; regression estimate is used.
= 8 if the reservist indicated that he did not have a

job in 1985 and received no civilian income.
income replacement needed.
REPLSPS

No

Indicator of the source of data for SPSINCOM and the
reason why the original data should be replaced.

Part 6.

DAStudy
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-1 if spouse data do not exist.
= 0 if original spouse data are used.
= 1 if original spouse data are missing.
reservist's data.

Replace with

2 if spouse's total civilian income is missing but
the weekly earning and the number of weeks worked is
present. Replace with product of weekly variables.
= 3 if spouse's total civilian income is inconsistent

with the weekly consistency check and reservist's data
on spouse are missing. Replace with product of
weekly variables.
4 if spouse's total civilian income is inconsistent
with the weekly consistency check and the
reservist's data on spouse are available. Replace
with product of weekly variables or reservist's data,
whichever is most appropriate.
Distributions of Replacement Indicator Variables
Tables 3.5 and 3.6 show the distribution of the variables REPLCODE
and REPLSPS for officer and enlisted reserve members and their spouses.
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DISTRIBUTION OF REPLCODE VARIABLE FOR OFFICER
AND ENLISTED RESERVES

REPLCODE

Officer
Frequency Percent

Enlisted
Frequency Percent

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9221
196
29
146
427
54
537
426
547

79.6
1.7
0.3
1.3
3.7
0.
4.6
3.7
4.7

33380
2122
82
573
1833
231
2855
3748
3812

Total

11583

100.0

48636

68.6
4.4
0.2
1.2
3.8
0.5
5.9
7.7
7.8
100.0

Table 3.6
DISTRIBUTION OF REPLSPS VARIABLE FOR OFFICER
AND ENLISTED RESERVES

REPLSPS
-1
0
1
2
3
4
Total

Part S.

IAim Study

Officer
Frequency Percent

Enlisted
Frequency Percent

5246
3950
1863
123
49
352

45.3
34.1
16.1
1.1
0.4
3.0

2859S
11275
6497
535
345
1389

11583

100.0

48636

58.8
23.2
13.4
1.1
0.7
2.9
100.0
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CHARACTERISTICS OF RESERVIST'S INCOME

To better understand the total civilian income variables created by
RAND and the civilian income of reserve members in general, it is useful
to examine some income characteristics of the variables.

Exploratory

tabulations were run that look at:

*

Distribution of individual income

*

Comparison with civilian population

•

Average household income

DISTRIBUTION OF INDIVIDUAL INCOME
The civilian income distributions of officer and enlisted reserves
and their spouses as shown by the variables RESINCOM and SPSINCOM are
given below.

These distributions show that the replacement rules, given

in Sec. III, do not produce unreasonable results. The distributions of
civilian household incomes are also given.
Officer Reserves and Spouses
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 illustrate the distributions of civilian
income, as shown by the variables RESINCOM and SPSINCOM, for officer
reservists and their spouses, respectively.

Income level 77.5 includes
The 0

all officers or spouses who earned $77,500 or more during 1985.

income level refers to officers or spouses who did not have a civilian
job in 1985 and did not report a civilian income, had no civilian income
in 1985, and other missing values.
Figure 4.3 shows the distribution of total civilian household
income.

This income was found by adding reservist's civilian income,

spouse'b civilian income, and other income.
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1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1

*

0.
0.7

0.6
z

0.5

0.4
0.3
02
0.I
0
0

2.5 7.5 12.5 17.5 22.5 27.5 32.5 37.5 42.5 47.5 52.5 57.5 62.5 67.5 72.5 77.5
Income (in thousands,

Fig. 4.1--Distribution of civilian income of officer reservists
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Income (in thousands)

Fig. 4.2--Distribution of income of spouses of officer reservists
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2.1
2

~1.9
-V

2

E
z

1.8
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.4

1.3
1.2
0.9
0.80.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.2
0.1
0
0

5

15 25

35

45

55 65 75 85 95 IOU J5 125 135 145
Income (in thousands)

Fig. 4.3--Distribution of total household civilian income
of officer reservists

Enlisted Reserves and Spouses
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 illustrate the distributions of civilian
income, as shown by the variables RESINCOM and SPSINCOM, for enlisted
reservists and their spouses, respectively. Income level 77.5 includes
all enlisted reserves or spouses who earned $77,500 or more during 1985.
The 0 income level refers to enlisted reservists or spouses who did not
have a civilian job in 1985 and did not report a civilian income, had no
civilian income in 1985, and other missing values.
Figure 4.6 shows the distribution of total civilian household
This income was found by adding reservist's civilian income,

income.

spouse's civilian income, and other income.
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Fig. 4.4- -Distribution of civilian income of enlisted reservists
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4. 5--Distribution of income of spouses of enlisted reservists
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Fig. 4.6--Distribution of total household civilian income
of enlisted reservists

AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD INCOMES
The average household incomes of officer and enlisted reserve
households are given below.

Household income was determined by adding

the reservist's total civilian income, spouse's total civilian income,
and other income.

Since income tends to increase with age, average

household incomes are presented controlling for age.

The age

distribution of the reserve members is also given.

Officer Reserves
Figure 4.7 shows the average civilian household income of officer
reserves, controlling for the age of the reserve member.

The civilian

household income is also delineated by the source of income (reserve,
spouse,

other income).

It

is

obvious that the reservist is

the primary

income producer, income increases with age, and other income tends to be
only a small portion of civilian household income.

Table 4.1 gives the

means and standard deviations of the sources of household civilian
income.
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~40
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0
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51 +

Age of reservist
Fig. 4.7--Average household civilian income of officer reserves

Table 4.1

SOURCE OF CIVILIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME OF OFFICER RESERVES
Reservist's

RESINCOM

Age

N

SPSINCOM

OTHERINC

Mean

%

Mean

%

Mean

%

Household

Income

S25
26-30
31-35
36-40
41-45
46-50
51+

409
1144
2205
3476
2346
1209
791

10312
19789
29733
38738
44109
47490
46452

72.22
69.88
72.08
76.08
77.66
79.31
79.47

3478
7552
10129
10559
10654
10232
9264

24.36
26.67
24.55
20.74
18.76
17.09
15.85

488
975
1391
1619
2033
2156
2736

3.42
3.45
3.37
3.18
3.58
3.60
4.68

14279
28317
41253
50916
56796
59878
58451

Total

11580

36676

76.11

9827

20.39

1688

3.50

48191
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Enlisted Reserves
Figure 4.8 shows average civilian household income of enlisted
reserves, controlling for the age of the reserve member.

The civilian

household income is also delineated by the source of income (reservist,
spouse, other income).

Again, the reservist is the primary income

producer, income increases with age, and other income is a nominal
portion of the total household income of enlisted reserves.

Table 4.2

gives the means and standard deviations of the sources of household

civilian income.

40
Total income
Other Income
Spouse's income

30

Reservist's income

25

E0

8CO-

20

.so

15
10

<= 25

26to30

31 to 35

36 to 40

41 to 45

46 to SO

51 +

Age of reservist
Fig. 4.8--Average household civilian income of enlisted reserves
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Table 4.2
SOURCE OF CIVILIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME OF ENLISTED RESERVES

Reservist's
Age

N

RESINCOM
Mean
%

SPSINCOM
Mean
%

OTHERINC
Mean
%

Household
Income

525
26-30
31-35
36-40
41-45
46-50
51+

14323
7997
7211
8658
4927
3065
2448

10949
16356
21397
25978
27965
28601
26726

84.02
75.17
75.75
75.88
76.20
76.26
77.17

1788
5044
6514
7984
8433
8606
7613

13.72
23.18
23.06
23.32
22.98
22.95
21.98

294
358
335
274
300
298
293

2.26
1.65.
1.19
0.80
0.82
0.79
0.85

13032
21759
28246
34237
36698
37505
34632

Total

48629

19694

77.15

5524

21.64

308

1.21

25526
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Benefits Provided by Employers of Personngel
in the Selected Reserves

This report is the employer-provided benefits.section of the
Reserve Components study for the Quadrennial Review of Military
Compensation (Contract No. 14DA 903-87-C-0647). Hay/Huqgins was
asked to derive the relative value of employer-provided benefits
(e.g. retirement, insurance and leave provided by an employer) for
reserve force members through the Defense Department and from
their full-time employer. Section I explains the survey and
analysis methods. Section I shows the value of benefits earned
as a reserve force member. Section III of the report shows the
value of benefits provided by the full-time employer by type and
by economic sector.

Appendix A describes the prevalence of
benefits by provision: Appendix B Is a list of the comparator
organizations; and Appendix C is a listing of the numeric results.
Data from the Hay/Huggins Benefit Comparison (HHBC) for 1986
were analyzed for 836 employers selected from the 912 HIBC
participants as most likely to employ reserve force members while
they are not on military duty. Benefits provided by these
employers average 65% of pay for low-paid employees and decline to
an average of 35% of pay for higher-paid employees. Larger
employers (those with over 500 employees) provide a benefits
package that is worth about 4% more on average than the package
provided by smaller employers.

In addition the Department of

Defense provides benefits worth 29% of their reserve salary to the
reserve force members.

1.

Hay/Huggins Benefits Comparison
Hay/Huggins conducts an annual survey of employers throughout

the country.

The survey, called the Hay/Huggins Benefits

Comparison. includes participants from all industry groups and
geographical areas.

Part C. Nay/Nusgins Study

The survey concentrates on medium and large

C-3

organizations and includes questions concerning insurance plans.
pension plans, capital accumulation plans, annual and sick leave.
and executive perquisites. Data for this study were drawn tot
specific groups from the 912 employers reporting in the 1986 HHBC.
The survey information is used to measure the total benefit
value for each of the organizations in the survey. The
Hay/Huggins Benefits Value Comparison (BVC) is used to perform a
quantative analysis of the vaLue of the benefits pravided by the
employer. The unit of measure is (a) the rate of expected use of
a benefit times (b) the expected value of the benefit times (c)
the duration of receipt of the benefit. For instance, the
disability value is determined by multiplying (a) the expected
rate of disability by (b) the expected annual benefit by (c) the
expected number of years on the disability rolls.
The level of benefits which an employer provides to its
employees is known to vary by the size of the firm and the
industrial sector.

To measure the impact of these factors, and

how they relate to Selected Reservist benefits, the analysis
concentrated on the following industry groups which are more
likely to employ reserve force members:
1.

Manufacturing

II.

Transportation and Trade

III. Finance
IV.

Government

-2-
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A couplets list of the 836 employers is included in Appendix a
(76 employers were excluded because they vere in other Industry
segments or did not report a number of eployees). The number by
category

is:

Manufacturing

273

Transportation & Trade

136

Finance

394

Government
Total

836

Further. an analysis of the benefits provided by employers in
all four industry groups for each of the subgroups A and 3 was
performed. This final comparison was performed for different
benefits categories. The number of employers by subgroup is:
A.

Employers vith 1 to 500 Employees

B.

Employers with 501 or More Employees
Total

164

836

The description of Selected Reservist benefits was based
primarily on information in the 1987 Reserve Forces Almanac. The
almanac includes information on the benefits provided and on the
specific rules and regulations covering use of those benefits.
Information from the 1986 Reserve Components Survey of Officers
and Survey of Enlisted Personnel and the Office of the Actuary of
the Department of Defense was used to evaluate the benefits.

The

Reserve Components Surveys included information on the usage of
commissaries and exchanges.

~-3-
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11.

eneofits fcosReervo Status
Reserve foce members receive Defense Department benefits

associated with their reserve status. The value of those benefits
is shown in Graph I. These benefits are approximately the same as
a percentage of different basic pay levels with an average value
of 29% of basic pay. The graph covers the range of total yearly
earnings of Officers and Enlisteds for 48 drills and 14 days of
annual active duty.
Five benefits were determined to be of significant monetary
value to the reserve force members and were included in the
calculation of the average value of benefits. The first. and most
important, is the additional points earned toward retirement
credit. Details on the calculation of the retirement value are
provided below.
The second benefit is the value of the government's Social
Security contribution for pay while on active duty. There is a
proposal to cover drill pay for Social Security but the values
show the effect of current law which covers approximately 25% of
total reserve pay.
The third benefit is the average value of the educational
assistance. The benefit value was determined to be about $100 a
year based on determinations of the Board of Actuaries of the
military retirement system. The value is included as an
opportunity at all pay levels although reserve force members are
not eligible if they already have a college degree or do not sign
up for at least a six year tour of duty.
The fourth benefit is the savings resulting from use of
commissary and exchange privileges. The last benefit is the value
of compensation and benefits received as a result of injury while
on duty.

-4-
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ValUes were not assigned to other government-Provided benefits
because (1) they apply to reserve force members only while on
active duty. (2) the frefey of Use of the benefits Is very low.
and/or (3) the amount of the benefit to negligible. The benefits
that veto not assigned a value include*

Use of Military clothing stores
Legal assistance
use of military postal facilities
Use of Military recreational facilities
Burial flag
Wearing of uniforms
Official library services
military affiliate radio service
Military Red Cross assistance
Military death gratuity
Military medical/dental service.
Space-available use of military aircraft
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Retirement plan points ace accumulated for active duty, for
drills. for other instruction, and for certain other services
provided to the government by the reserve force members.

The

reserve force member who accumulates SO such points annually for
20 years becomes eligible for retirement benefits.
need not be consecutive.

The 20 years

The benefit amount is based on both

current basic salary and the total number of points accumulated.
For purposes of this calculation all points earned are counted
including points earned in years in which the reservist did not
accumulate SO points.

The benefit provided is 2 1/2 percent of

active duty basic pay fir every !O

points.

Total retirement pay

may not exceed 7S% of active duty basic pay.
Reserve force members are provided commissary and exchange
privileges.
availability.

The value of this benefit depends on both usage and
The amount spent in commissaries and exchanges

depends on the individual reserve force member.

Additionally, the

number of days in which a reserve force member has access to these
privileges depends on the amount of training and drills in which
an individual reserve force member participates.

Data provided by

the 1986 Reserve Component Surveys were used to estimate the
average annual amount saved through the use of these services by
members of the Selected Reserves.

The benefit provided is the

dollar amount saved by use of the service.

Therefore. the benefit

increases as the amount spent in commissaries increases.
The BVC uses the normal cost of a retirement system to measure
the value of the benefit as a percentage of salary.

The

reserve-specific normal cost calculated by the Office of the
Actuary of the Department of Defense was used as the base for the
BVC calculation.

The Office reports that the military normal cost

is 26.4% of covered payroll in 1987 and will decline eventually to
22.8% of covered payroll.

The 22.8% will be the normal cost when

all of the reserve force members are subject to the retirement
plan changes enacted in July 1986 for members first entering on or
after August 1. 1986 (Military Retirement Reform Act of 1986).

-7-
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if there is more than one retirement plan. the DVC measures
the cost of the plan that viii apply to now employees since one of
the purposes of the analysis is to determine the effect that
benefits programs will have on recruiting new personnel.
Therefore. it Is appropriate to base the BVC analysis on the
ultimate 22.8% normal cost.
The normal cost was adjusted to reflect the economic
assumptions used in the BVC,

Actuaries for different employers

use different sets of assumptions based on the unique
characteristics of the benefits, investments, and funding
philosophy of the specific plan. The BVC uses a standard
yardstick based on a set of assumptions that are the approximate
average of actuarial assumptions in the private sector.

The

demographic assumptions, such as the UP-1984 mortality table used
in the BVC. were not adjusted since they create marginal
differences.
The differences in assumptions were applied against the
baseline cost of 22.8% to produce a BVC cost of 18.8% of covered
payroll for military retirement.

The average cost of retirement
benefits in the private sector is 13% of salary. The 13% includes
the value of pension plans (see Table XI) and capital accumulation
plans (see Table XII) since the latter are primarily tax-deferred
income to be used for retirement income.
It is important to understand that the BVC assumptions are
used in this study to standardize the measurement of the benefits
systems.

The set of assumptions us' by the DoD has been
established as the most appropriate Lor funding of the military
retirement system.

The differences in economic assumptions are:
Department
of Defense

BVC

Annual inflation

5.0%

Annual salary scale increase

6.2%

6.0%

Annual investment

6.6%

7.0%

4.0%

-8-
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amployer-Provided Benefits Values

Graphs 11 through IV show the total value of benefits provided
by the civilian group of employers. The total values are compared
at pay levels from $10.000 to $100.000. Graph It shows the values
by industry group and in total for the 154 employers In the survey
who reported 500 or fewer employees. Graph III shows the results
in total and by group for the 602 employers who reported S01 or
more employees.
There is a tendency for the smaller employers to offer
benefits which are similar for lower salary ranges. However. for
higher salary ranges, the Finance industry group clearly provides
comparatively higher benefits than the other industries for the
smaller organizations. The Transportation and Trade industry
group provides lower benefits at the higher salary levels.
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The mean values of employer-provided benefits are close
together by industry segment for comparator groups with SOl or
more employees. Within that limited range, however, in contrast
to smaller organizations, the Transportation and Trade industry
group offers higher benefits than other industry groups.
Graph IV compares the mean values of employer-provided
benefits for government employers, employers with SO0 or less
employees, and employers with Sol or more employees. Large
organizations tend to have higher benefits. This result is
expected since the larger employers have typically been in
business longer and have had time to develop better benefit
packages than those offered by the smaller employers. The benefit
values for the 31 Government employers in the survey are lower
than the benefit values provided by non-government employers.
Graphs V and VI show the first and third quartiles and mean
benefit values for both large and small organizations. The first
quartile (Q1 ) for each group represents that benefit level which
was exceeded by 7S% of the organizations in that group.

The third

quartile (Q3 ) represents that level which was exceeded by only
25% of the organizations in the group. In both large and small
organizations the variability of the value of benefits provided
increases with salary.
Graphs VII through XIII show the mean employer-provided
components of the benefits packages for both large and snail
employers.

The description of prevalent practice within each

industry group, in Appendix A. assists in the understanding of the
important differences.
Appendix C shove the means, quartiles,
medians, and percentiles for each benefit category for those
employers who provide at least one benefit in the category.
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median represents that level of benefit which was exceeded by 50%
of the employers who provided the benefits. The 10th percentile
(PIO) and the 90th percentile (P90) represent those levels which
exceed the benefit values of 10% and 90%. respectively, of
employers who provide at least one benefit in the category.
Provision of executive perquisites begins as low am $20.000
salary but has the highest value after $40,000. The note common
executive perquisites are stock option plans, parking, lunch club
membership, company cars or car allowances, and liability
insurance.
Death benefits provided by the large employers are
significantly greater than those provided by small employers with
the difference increasing as salary increases. Almost all
employers provide life insurance with the typical benefit being
two times salary for large employers. A significant percentage
(30%) of small employers provide a benefit of one times salary.
Disability benefits are identical for the average employers
from the two groups.

Ninety-five to ninety-six percent of

employers provide a formal sick leave plan and the rest provide a
discretionary benefit. The value of the benefit also includes the
long-term disability benefit for the 93 to 94 percent of employers
vho provide such a benefit.
The health care and dental packages tend to provide the same
dollar benefit at all pay levels.

For instance, a typical design

would be to pay all of the employee premium end most of the family
premium for all employees, irrespective of salary
shows that the mean value is around $3.000 for
employers with a slight increase as pay inctases
with 501 or more employees. The increase results
of additional benefits at executive levels.

level.

Graph IX

h r roups of
fi the firms
4
a the value

Seventy-eight percent
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of large firms and 51% of small firms provide physical
examinations which are limited to executives in the majority of
cases.
The second most valuable part of the benefits package is the
pension benefit. The great majority of employers provide a basic
retirement package and an increasing number provide capital
accumulation plans which, under current tax law, are primarily
intended to supplement retirement income.

Graphs XI and X1I

show

the value of the pension and capital accumulation plans. The
third leg of retirement income. Social Security. is included in
the calculation of statutory benefits.
Pension benefits increase by pay levels, as a percentage of
salary, because many plans are integrated with Social Security to
provide relatively higher benefits at higher pay levels. The
values are slightly higher at the mid-pay levels for small
employers than they are for the large employers at the middle pay
levels, but the values are almost identical at both low and high
pay levels.

The prevalence tables show that 90 percent of large

and 75 percent of small employers provide pension plans and that
59 percent of small and 72 percent of large employers integrate
these with Social Security. The BVC includes the value of
inflation adjustments whether provided as a formal part of the
plan or on an ad hoc basis.
The most valuable benefit provided by an employer is usually
the leave provided for vacations and holidays.

Typical practice

is to provide 9 to 12 holidays a year and from 10 days vacation
Cor new employees to 25 days for long-term employees. The
cumulative value of these benefits, together with a small addition
for employer-provided cafeterias, is about 11% of salary.
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Large employers provide a slightly greater number of leave
days at all pay levels. Since the same leave Is typically
provided at all pay levels, the benefits are directly proportional
to salary.
The final element of employer-provided benefits Is the
required statutory benefits.

These include Medicare. Social

Security, and Workmen's Compensation programs.

The value of these

benefits is the same for all employers In the survey and declines
from 10% of salary for the lowest-salaried to 3% of salary for the
highest-salaried workers.
The prevalence of employer practice concerning supplementing
pay while on military duty is of particular Interest for this
study so it is shown separately in Exhibit 1.

The most prevalent

supplement for both 2 weeks of training and for short-term active
duty is to provide salary less military pay. The second most
prevalent practice is to provide full salary. For both training
and short-term active duty, 7% of small employers and 2% of large
employers do not have a policy regarding supplemental pay.
Employers are much less likely to supplement short-term active
duty than they are to supplement training.

While only 18% of

small employers do not supplement pay for training. 41% of these
same organizations do not supplement short-term active duty.

For

large employers. 17% do not supplement training, but 39% do not
supplement short-term active duLy.
Provision of full salary for training in more prevalent for
small employers (20%) than it is for large employers (14%).
Provision of full salary less military pay in nore prevalent for
large employers (59%) than for small employers (42%).
result holds for short-term active duty.

This same

In the ares of long-term

active duty, only a few employers supplement pay (3% of large
employers and 51% of small employees).
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WhMINhT 1
Prevalence of Employer Practice Concerning Reserve Duty

1 to SO0

A.

Em

Flovee

Pay Salary less
military pay
Pay full salary
Provide the employee
with a choice of either
salary less military
pay or vacation
Do not supplement pay
Provide some other
supplement
Do not have a policy

2.
3.

4.
S.
6.
Total

42%
20%

s9%
14%

10%
lot

7%
17%

3%

2%
___a

100%

100%

Prevalence of supplemental pay for short-term active duty
(emergency call-up)
1.

Pay salary less
military pay
Pay full salary
Provide some other
supplement
Do not supplement pay
Do not have a policy

2.
3.
4.
S.
Total
C.

SO0 or more
Domestic

Prevalence of supplemental pay for 2 weeks of military
traiming:

1.

B.

Domestic

37%
14%

47%
10%

2%
41%
7%

2%
39%
2%

100%

100%

Prevalence of supplemental pay for long-term active duty
1.
2.
3.

63%
3%
_in

Do not supplement pay
Supplement pay
Do not have a policy

Total

100%

61%
S%

.10

100%
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Many employers do not have a policy regarding supplemental
pay.

This may be related to the frequency vith which employers
are confronted by the need to have much a policy. particularly in
the area of supplemental pay for long-tern active duty.
In order to Investigate the relationship between employer
practice concerning supplemental pay for 2 weeks of training and
the value of employer-provided benefits the comparator
organizations were split into the following three subgroups:
1.

Employers who do not supplement pay.

2.

Employers who provide full civilian salary.

3.

Employers who supplement pay but do not provide full
civilian salary.

The result of this analysis is presented in Graph XIV. The value
of the benefits provided by employers does not seem to be related
to their policy regarding supplemental pay for military training.
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Appendix A
prevalence of Benefits
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pmvl~

(I)

1001
332
262
22
841
1
102
18Z
i6z

(2) DIsaBILTY(2)

CMUE

inUi.Y

932 have

m

a plan
a plan
a plan
a plan
a Plan
a PlN
a plan
a pln
a plan

aplan

hM-TS
501 provide
592 provide
In9 provide
512 provide
r d

Hospltal/rdlitl Plan
Retiree Coverage
Dental Coverage
Vision Care
Physical examnlato
wMu,n

have
hae
have
have
have
have
have
have
have

952 have a formal plan

Short Te Diability
Long Term Disability

(4)

MrAeti

VimTs

WIml

&ale Group Life temOraNCO
Supplemental Group Life
Dependent Group Life
Croup Survivor Income
Nate Accidental Death
Supplementsl Accidental Death
Voluntary Accidental Death
Business Travel Accident
Executive Group Life

(3)

f.it

or "

pension Plan
401(k) Thrift Plan/fatchtlng Stock
Purchase Plan
Thrift plan/Natchins Stock
Purchase Plan
401(k) Profit Sharill/Stock Bonus Plan
Profit ShrlngStck Sonus Plan
401(k) Salary Reduction Only Plan

h3l
732 have a plan
322 have a plan
62 have a plan
22 have a plan
162 have a plan
pla
1%have
a plan
have a
12

ESOP
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1-50

Apartments, Suites. or Mouses
*Athletic Club Membership

Chauf firs
Company Aircraft

oestic NMl@ee8

51 provide
IIZ provide

41 provide
8

provide

'Company Cars or Car Allo-ance
Country Club Mahership
Deferred Compensation Plan

642 provide
36Z provide
131 provide

Director* snd Officers Liability Insurance
Employment Contracts
aZscess Personal Liability Insurance
Dining Room
*oxecuttie
Executive Severance Pay Practice
Executive Stock Bone Plan
Executive Stock Purchese Plan
Front-end Nouses
Golden Parachutes
Key Man Life Insurance
*Lunch Club Membership
Mobile Car Phone
mortgages (other than transfer)
and Loum
Paid Spouse Travel Expense
Performance Shares or Units
'Personal Financial Counseling and
Tax Preparation Services
'Personal Legal Services
*'anton
Stock or Dividend Units
Pro-Retirement Counseling Program
Sabbeticals with Pay
Special Education Program for Executives
Specisl Parking
Split Dollar Insurance
Stock Appreciation Rights
Stock Option Plan
Waiver of Insurance Waiting Periods

361
181
6Z
4Z
231
4Z
6Z
4Z
22
162
302
142

provide
provide
provide
provide
provide
provide
provide
provide
provide
provide
provide
provide

51 provide
272 provide
I provide
162
32
4Z
2Z
21
92
361
8x
4Z
381
12

provide
provide
provide
provide
provide
provide
provide
provide
provide
provide
provide

Percentages are based on the number of respondents to each perquisite practice.
Item
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(I)

0111

-

BASIC GROUP LIME IUSURAIICK

(a)glisibilit,

1002 have a Plan

Immediate eligibility
a waiting peiod; of these.
462 have I months
422 hew., 3 moeths
162 have let of the month
"I hae

362 bae

following emnployment

(b) Cost

89X are employer-paid
112 involve cost-sharing

Wc Basin of Benef it

792 are boued an uniform
earnings multiple

(d) Covered compensation
(based on bonus-paying companies)

13X credit bonuses
as compensation

(a) Amount of Benefit
based on a uniform

S12 provide 2 times pay
162x provide I time pay

earnings multiple)

I5Z provide 3 times pay
14X provide 1.5 time pay

Mf "SImm

762 hae
562
192
142
In

a mezme; of those.
Uare S100,000-02"99
hame under $100,000
have $500,000 or More
have $300,000-8499,999

242 have no maximu
(g) Disability Benef it

96Z continue coverage in the event
of nosablirtyrmntdt

C-28

(h) Retirement Provisions

582 cancel coverage

(1) Cost of Retiree coverage

902 are employer paid

222 make a one-time reduction
retirement
1612euebnfta
and msfrhrreductions
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(z) suFH.UmorA

aMU LinU InsuIUmIC

332 have a plan

(a) Ilialbility

442 have a vatting period
312 have immdiate coverage
WX have 3 seethe
4n hae I mouth
252 have lot of the month following
employme t

(b) Coot

762 are employee-paid
142 Involve cost-oharing
62 are employer-paid

and Amount of Usuaefit
"@iDeas

$

(d

overd Cogymof
(d)
CveAtion
(boed
n bmmepayngcompanies)

392 aea based an uniform earnings
mltiple; of these.
632 provide I timea pay
212 provide 2 timee pay
IIZ provide 1.5 time pay
292 are based an an earnings
multiple that to the
employee's choice
122 are based on a fiat dollar amount
the employees chice
162 credit bonusee as compensation

(a) Disability Benef it

942 cautios coverige in the
event of disability

MI Retirement Provisions

662 cancel coverage
122 continua coverage in a
reduced amount

(3) DKSIUUNTW

GROUP LIFE

512 are employer-paid
341 are employee-paid
142 involve cost-sharing

(a) Coat

Part C.

Ueylltgnr

262 have a plan

Study

C-29

too"

(4) 010P

361
16
152
IO

efit . Fr Child
"wS
_l---,--

COUM

SRYIV01R

(5) _ASIC A
! (a) Coot

*

flat

flat dollar afout

(c) "atSam

t

ftoltlem

9deit

ae b aed on a m l
"¢in%

(h) (Cao)
(b) 5al0 Of enefit

(d)

4A

provide
provide
provide
provide

$2,000
$1,000
$10,000 or Nore
$5.000

All provide $1,000
302 provide $2,000
102 provide $5,000
52 provide $2,500

for
for
or
for

each child
each child
ire fir each child
each child

22 have a plan
642 have a plea
8A

'DNAL

93% are eaployer-paid
6Z involve cost-ehrllrli
12 are employer-paid
Bit aare based on uniform erninlga
multiple

(b)

of
C) Amount
tt a372
For(lan
"eod pon@ tat ire
based an 4 uniform

eoraiiaw

452 are 2 times Pa7
ore I to 1.5 times pay
142 are 2.5 to 3 times pay

ultiple)
d22 have a N*NtMM;s
of theee,
60Z have $100,00-$299,999
222 have under $100.000
1O have $300,000-$499,999

(d) lHU -uam

8 hove $500,00
in! have no maOmum

or sore

6th WSC NpoPt

€-3;%

-

VoIuIn III

Prw150o

u~t
~

bPloe e

i-sm ihme OlFwae*
NAO101
M
AL tIIn.AIL

(6) SUIPIUEAI

(7) VOUJUIART A,CIDEAL DREAlM

Siisi

(8) WSIMI.
(a)

(b)

131 hove a plai
97Z are employee-paid

(a) Coot
(b)

have a plan

of

nmeiS

TRAVEL ACCIDENT

821 are a flat dollar amount that i
the employee's choice
56% have plan
971 are employer-paid

ast

Beain and Amount of Ioefit

(9) EXECMIVI OIOUP LIFE

481 are baaed on a uniforu flat
amount; of these
552 provide $100.000
231 provide $50,000
82 provide $15O.o00
231 are based an a uniform earnings
multiple; of theme
381 provide 4 to 6 times pay
262 provide 3 time pay
26 provide 2 tle
pay
141 are baed on a flat dollar
amount that varies by earnings
class
10 are based on a flat dollar amount
that varies by Job level
III have plan

(a) Coat

822 are employer-paid
182 involve coot-sharin

(b) Coordinstiew of Covease,

652 offerWsocutive Life in addition
to all other life coverages
252 offer Executive Life in liem of
the basie group life plan

Part C.

Nay/Ut

inmaStudy

C-31

I
I M1t ftaLicee

,lom

M SHORT TWA DISABILITY

93z have forml plan
51 arm discretionary
841 are slory cotinuance plans
111 are a combination of salary
conetinuance with sickness and
accident Insurance
and accident
micknese
1 are
Insurance only

(b)

have immediate ellgibllty
47) he a mlting parted; of these,
451 have 3 months
222 are I month
152 are 6 months

b531

(a)

salary Contimuace Pl j

(i)

Service Schedule
NAR-t of Benefit
2 Weeks or les
2.1-6.0 Weeks
6.1-13.0 Weeks
13.1-17.9 Meeks
18.0-25.9 Weeks
26 Weeks +

(it)

(ill)

Number of Days
Accumulated Per Year

YAmilW4m

%nobet Of

Days Accumulsted

c-32

37%
291
21Z
121

are beed
are based
provide a
tvide a
p

an - accumlatin of days
on a service schedule
uniform benefit
combination plan

of Weeks of Pull Pay
per
(Service Related Plans)
2 Yeors
212
432
322
-2
2z
22

8 Tears
6z
121
361
ex
let
201

1S Years

l.ax.

2Z
ex
221
21
24%
42Z

2Z
H1
201

-z
12Z
581

41Z accuulate 12 days
201 aec late ( 10 days
17% accumulate I0 days
762 have a maximum; of
432 have a maximum
31% have a maxism
26Z have a maximum
241 have no maximum

6th

these,
of 60-120 days
of lees than 60 days
of over 120 days

Report - VoLue III
eNC

I
ft -vaoO
eISUUMiy MWIrT

(Coat'd)

LoG " in

-

(2)

em te U mtit

Prcne

s

932 have a plan

SUlALITT

54Z have a waiting period;
of these,
43! are 3 months
212 are I mnath
16Z are 12 months
1A! are 6 montha

(a) 11sibii

30! have imediate eligibility

162 have let of the month following
employm t

771 are employer-paid
15X involve cost-sharing
82 are employee-paid

(b) coot

(c) KZclusioe

begin LTD benefits after
6 months of disability
312 begin LTD benefits after
3 maonth of disability
58

Period

942 bass benefit on a flat
percentage of pay; of these$
75! provide 602 of pay
152 provide 65-70Z of pay
8Z provide 502 of pay
6! bang benefits on a percentage
of pay that varie with earnings

(d) Amount of 30tefit

6! credit bonuses as

(e) Covered

CUmueWatio.
(bseed on bonus-peying

compensation

companies)
(f)

part C.

922 have monthly aazimmu; of these,
412 are $3,000-$4,999
232 are $5,000
III ere < $3,000
132 are $5,001-$8.000
6! are over $8,000

Hasimam Benefit

C-33

eylNuggtns Study

j

._

___U

?rveSSa

1-fulit

Practice

-5w Desmtic NMIowse@
DIjgUj&LII

(2) LOD

NW11

(Oawed)

hTM DISISILIT! (Cast'd)

(S) social SecuritY Offset

(h
EectieLTD

C-34

552 directly of fset by primary
Social Security
34.2 directly offset by family
Social Security
71 offset occurs only after
LTD benefit plus Social
Security exceeds a specified
percentage of earnings
72 provide; of thes,
75Z provide Executive LTD to
supplement basic plan benefits
252 provide of Executive LTD
to restore reduction caused
by basic plan maximum

6th

MRC Report

-Volume

III

Ofbeft
sumelme

ftaetteee

1-500 lmetle fle, lam

mT cum.
(I)

IOSPITALIZATIOINIUDICAL
(a)

llulblllty

1002 have a plan
SI have immediate eligibility
392 are lot of the month
employmnt or
followinU
following one full month

of employmnt
b) Costs
(I)

Smployee

(it)

Dependent Coverage

(c) Plan Deaign

Pert C.

Nay/Nugglns Study

682 are eployer-paid
322 involve coat-sharing; of these,
502 employee pays < 252
482 employee pays 252-502
492 Involve cost-sharng; of these,
552 employee pays 252-50Z
342 employee pays < 251
112 employee pays > 502
422 are employer-paid
92 are employee-paid

37

cover initial hospitaliaetion

and surgical charges at <IOOZ of R&C
372 cover initial hospitalization and
surgical charges at 100, of t&C
222 cover Initial hospitalitation
charges only at 1002 of R&C

C-35

PrvLem

main

c

of

Benef it fEctIIes

(entod)

(1) flOSflhIAfIOIIAUCA (Cast 'd)

(I)

(it)
(Iii)

(IV)
(v)

Deductible

deductible
IS have a separate hospital deductible
Assead Board

592 pay 1002 of semi-private rate
312 pay "0S of semi-private rat*

kezimm

50o hane so mauimmo
412 have a maxisim number of days
92 have a nowuimm dollar amount

iecellaseeua Chargee
Doctor's Visits In tho

Usepital,

(Vi)

382 are subject to =jot medical

Psychiatric Care In Nospital

942 have no separate maximum for
miscellaneous charges
642 base coverage on I of tiC; of those.

pay 602
42pay 3602
162 base coverage em a dollar
mout par visit
53

442 cover ( 1002 of tIC
322 cover 1002 of tic with a
separate Cfrem hospital) maximum
242 cover 1002 of tIC

We Surgical menfits
(1C) Deductible

532 are subject to major
medical deductible
32 have a separate surgical
deductible

C 36

6th

"PNCepw~t

Volumes III

(1) UOSMIALI&MTOII/ICM. (Cot'd)
(e)Sericl Dmefra(Coat'd)
(11)

Imets of ""afit

% t6C;
o5n baa" coverase#e*oft
of the..,
441 pay 2002
521 have coverage based an a
dollar echedale

(tit)

(tv)

tergery After a
Second Opinion

542 do not cower wurgery after
* aecend opinion at a higher
coalneursoce rate
312 co~e all seary at t00%
142 cover Margery after a second
opiuae at a higher conimearancs
rate

Outpatient Surgery

441 do oft cover outpatient surgery
at a higher coineurance rate
432 cover all sargery at 1081
12 do cover outpatient surgery
at a higher colerce rate

MI Dotor'se Vis:
M1

OWfiN

Sligibility

942 cooer doctor's office visit*
962 provide coverage for both aoployeea
ea" dependent@

pert C. Nlay/ftIhins 5tudy-s

-

Dese
inetic I1set

t

mALA Gas (cest,d)
(1) I SPITALIZATION/UID)CAL (Cont 'd)
(f)

Ctrebeeive
ISefit.

99Z base coverage on 2 of I&C;
of thee,
822 are 802

Outpatient x-ray &
Lab Test

96Z bass coverage on I of R&C,
of these.
502 pay 3002
462 pay 802

(it)

(S)

Hator Mledical

(h) Skilled
€i~tijdd

rE! NEA Jr
6re a icy

(I)

!mrleac Ardent/

(J)

Hater Medical CoveraL
(1)

Deductible

702
132
112
62

covered < iOOZ of R&C
cover 1002 of RIC
have no coverage
cover 1002 of M&C with a
separate (from hospital)
maimus

472 have a separate provision

951 have a flat dollar deductible

-

Individual

642 have 8100
342 have $350
8 have $200

-

Feamly

872 have a family Saxiwum
of
have $300
37Z these.
32% have $200
8 have $400
42 have $500

C-36

6th

WC Report

Volume Ill

1-00

ometic 8aplevma

aR (Cot'd)

84MA.

HOSIPIThIIZATION/IDICAL (Cant 'd)

(I)

(ii)
(iII)

Coinsurance percentale

662 reimbre 302 of eligible
charges

Stop Loe

s72 provide out of pocket limits

Limits

(one company can have
both Individual and
family out-of-pocket
maximum)

(iv)

Maximum

(k) Retiree Coverea

Part C.

Uey/Nuggfne Study

above which 1002 of eligible
charges are paid. of these.
642 are based on amount paid
by individual:
452 hv ( $500 maximum
172 have $1,000 maximum
162 hew $500-900 mxism
132 have $1.001-$2,000 mazimum
312 are baed on amount paid by
family:
40X have S1,000-$1,500
232 have $1,S01-$2,000
192 have $2,001-$4,000
142 have $900 or less
642 hove a lifetime maximu; of theme,
642 have a $1,000,000 maximum
202 hove a $250,000 oxtimum
321 have no mazim.
501 cover neither
432 cover both early and normal
retirees
3 cover early
42 cover normal retirees

C-39

a-u

1WALIE1 ct

e,.

a.

(Cbu:'d)

( I) UWOSTALUATIMMIDIcL (Coat d)

(1) Coat (uovual Nstite..)
- "titee Coverag

481 are mployer-pald

371 are employee-paid
171 involve cost-shartsno

of twase:
3
retiree pays < 291
381 retiree pays 30Z-491
232 retiree pays > 301
-

)8

pendent Coverage

471 are eoployee-paid
312 are employer-patd
22t involve cost-sharinfl, of these;
381 retiree pays > M02
321 retiree pays 02-402
302 retiree pays ( 291
cover
uder
t cover
51 cover

am an
ejor
anuder
wider

eligible expense
radical
a separate plan
both

II do not cover

Ct

C'40

6th

etNc

Report

-

Voue ItI

Fj
minu M
(2)

tce.a)

owrAL osVutAE

652 hove a separate dental plan
212 do not cover
41 c ver uder a liberalised
major mdical plea

(a) ZliuibllIty

462 have imodiate covetage
332 have a vetting period;
of these,

41Z are I moat
241 &to 3 moothe

192 ate 12 mamth.
212 are lot of the month
following employment
(b) Cost
(l)

Employee Coverage

(iI) Dependent Coverage

(c) lais of Covere

Part C.

IsY/ifnsl ItudyC-

731 are employer-paid
25% involve cost-sharing; of those,
59z employee pay ( 292
382 employee. pay 301-492
332 employee pay Z 50
21 are employeeopaid
491 are eployer-paid
431 involve coet-sharing, of these,
42 employee pays 292
312 eployee pays > 501
202
ployee pays 30n-492
82 are employee-paid
9Z2 base coverge on reesonable end
cuetousry charges; of these,
671 vary cotnseurace by type of
expense

O.LSu Cox (Camf'd)
(2) WMTAL (Cot'd)
(d) CoiM aen
<502
SOZ to
702 to
B0 to
90Z to

C-42

699
792
62
tiOO

-Preventive
Basic
-

-

1z
4z
28Z
672

62
6Z
632
52

Iteconstguctive

Reatorative

22
25Z
42
652
42

52
85
4z
6Z
-

(a) Deductible

742 have a seperate deductible;
of these,
are $50
572
30Z are $25

(f) Waiver o f Deductible

872 vive deductible for preventive core

(g) mazim

942 have a separate nonorthodontic
annual maximum; of theae,
552 are $1,000 per year
142 are ,500 per year
142 are $500 750 per year

(h) Ortbdetie

622 cover orthodontia; of these.
85Z base coverage on SO
of reasonable and
custowary charges

6th QRNC Report

-

Votum III

1-sos

NRAL1U CAN (QM**

Domestic an...

(2) fUIWL (Cont'd)
00i

maximums

661 have a lifetme orebo
maxim; of.
571 are $901

-

tic

0ti~
$1:00

211 are $1,001 - $2,000
301 are $401 - $SO0
$82 do met cover

(3) VISION CAMl

101 have a separate plean
21 over ander a liberaized
major medical plan

(4) PHSICAL MUIJUAII

512 provide

(Program covering Anual or btemnial
routine physical maieMatems)
(a) Ul5*gilty

601 limit eligibility to
executives only

352 extend eligibility to all
salaried employees

52 cover both execut ives avid
salaried employees but with
different, Policies tor each

t
(5)

513dM. im

part 9-f.

/Wft

UMI

33IIU~sW102

vttwy

have plan

C-43

Mas
hae ita
(

no o

a2

a) RreeMM U

______

(u) soote ofSeet72
(e) Uestif

52 hae Imelaet eigibilit
tes.1gae
221 laoth
11 have miniu sertice oft 232ea
are falaeragpay pa
a01rere myercae planriett
otter
veo inal
hfull est
"Ia howag

2.2

41so71%
(4)%"i
M LOM~,th

Tearof evie
rovote typera

ofae

1
fer yearsic
at.2
prside 102
staepay pla, ws
proe ia
perea nage peryea

ofeie

fe
perg
30 provide flat.
er
eiwdneroof service
24 provide pertae tat ofr
rvln
h
service ftee
22 year evc
per
provide
prctce1t
toin pernare ad per year evc

C-vrie

epl
with comentio

1evel

Fr

-nlO~h

tll
Famlite

m m unr ins (Cm'ed)
(n)EUM
IO LANu
, (Conted)
(c)

ide)302 credit bonuses as compensation

°q

h) Socl1hCrltz Offset
(Final pay pls)

592 heo direct Social Security
offeet: of tese,

52 offeet

02

eer 30 years

262 offset ( 302 after 30 years
222 offset > 50 after 30 years
rlI Retirement

i)

Disability Provisions

(j)

592 permit reduced early
retireusat panel"oa only
192 permit both reduced and unreduced
early retirement pesIis
192 are moey purchae ple
22 permit mawrdueed early retirement
pensle oely
312 allow service to scrue during
disability
462 have an Imediate disability pension

k) fre-hetiemot Death Benefit
(i)

Death in Active Service
Before Deming Fully Vested

(i) Death in Active Service
After Decomi*g Fully Tested

782 do not provide a benefit
632 the MSAdeath benefit is paid
for by the plan

(1) Payment provisions
Single Employees

83X provide life income to
umerried retirees
I1Z provide life income with 30 years certain

(it)

Hrried Employees

872 provide a actuarially reduced
502 joint and survivor to worried retirees

Pert C.

(1)

lay/UNtin8 Study

C-45

M!IN

(1) peNSION

(Cost -A)

-C

u

ti

le

FLAB C~bOnt)

(m)Cost-of-Liviss Mistets

o uI

(I)

Type

(it)

Total Increase for
1/1/6O retiree as
of 1/1/87

342 ban gives COLAs
52X gave ws COLAs an ad boc besis
302 gave OLUs by plan provision
ldet
I62 gave COLAs by plan am
322
27Z
17%
13

gave
gave
gave
gave

20.11-30K
102 or loear
over 401
10.12-M0

112 gave 30.11-40K

(a)Uuslemental gzecutive
Pension Flame

C-46

7% provide supplemental executive
executilve retirement pie. (SERP)
42 provide excess benefit plans
(designed to rectore reduction
due to TEMR maximum)
11 provide a combination

6th ORMC Rkeport

Volume III

fteval

(a) 401(kj Thri t/!t=MI

(I)

%Wen, employse Contribottom wlteba
by employer

mployer Wtching of PerMet of employee Contribution

Ismf it ftactlee.

322 have plan
52t Permit
of 6X
152 petmit
of 52
15! pe i
of Al
12X Permit
of 32

malum contribution
Maxla,. contribution
"Olsen contribution
assam contribut ion

662 Mid. by a specifiled percentage;.
of these,
631 mtch 502 of the employee,@
contribution
142 mtch 1002 of the employee'.
contribution
9z mtch ?52 of the employee'.

(iii)

Covered compensation
(based on bonus paying
companies)

(iv) vesting

contribution
312 credit bonuses as compensation

362 are fult and immediate
322 are graded with full westing
basefun veasn o ecur;
afth ear.
base oulvear.n ocserie fthe ear
21full vesting Occurs after
10 year.
7full vesting Occurs after
1-4 years
242 are graded with full vesting
based on years of class@ participation

Part C.

Nay/UNugns Study

C4

P-XI
(2) CAPITL SACO-wnUTW

Dometic. SIMONS

(conit'd)

(b) ThrlftIiftubira Stock

6Z be" pla

l

21fi~m
hebaplan

(c) 40(k
(d) ftWLi

Manrlims Rsactiou

Se
(a) 410JAG

a

futton

162 hbas plan
SI have plan

Oly Pla

Mf Mravm Stock aorshim

*41Z

it hae

plan*

*1 the comparator organizations are stockholder companies.

C456th

UKC Report

Volume Ili

1eIMM of ininlfnt

erAcML

I-SwO Dmestic !
(1) m rn

eaB
e

aM vM

(a) Total (niW and Fleeties)
Pm i .f RldAs Irovided

492
I9
a62
142

(b) FloatingmUldam

48 provided floating holidays;
of thee.,
442 provided 1
332 provided 2
312 provided 3

(2) VACATIOU3
(a)

10-11 holidays
12 holidays
9-9.5 holidays
( 9 bolideys

years of Service

2

5

732
17Z
52
22
It

232
S62
142
3
22

10

15

20

Mas.

22
522
392
42
32

12
162
68
St
7Z

12
a2
642
at
192

It
92
4 2
62
362

Vacetion Days
10-12 das
13-17 days
16-20 days
21-24 days
25 + days

(b)

provide
provide
piovide
provide

special
Yacatie

cutive

662 do not provide executive vacation
schedules
322 provide special vacation schedules
for ezecetives; of those,
642 provida a @eperate schedule
202 are based oanthe tegular
schedule with a minimum
mount based on position

level

122 provide the returm schedule
plus extra vacation time

Pert C.

Iay/luOggno Sttd

c-49

prevalec

of Benef it Frect ices

Greater them So0 ktic
a
a
a
a
a
a

plan
plan
plan
plan
plan
plan

Basic Group Life, leourece,
Sappleumt4 Group Life
Dependent Group Life
Group surviver bocom
Ionic Accidental De"At
Supplemmital Occidental Death

M9 have
652 hae"
452 hav*
ItI% have
691 have
182 have

greutive Group Life

192 have ,a plan

voluntary Acideatal Death
hisaoes Travel Accident

jlem

301 howe a plan
742 have a plan

(2) DISADILITV
Short Term Disability
long Term Disability
(3) iU~w

C-58

962 have a formal plan
942 have a plan

CIII UVITS-

Uoopital/Nedicel Plan
Ret iree Coverage

1002 provide
842 provide

Dental Coverage
Vista" Care
physical Revaluations

662 provide
182 provide
762 provide

pension Plan
401(k) Thrift Plan/Hatching Stock
purchase Plan
Thrift Plan/Natching Stock
Purchase Plan
401(k) Profit Sharing/Stock Bonlus Plan
Profit Sharing/Stock Bonua Plan
401(k) Salary Reduction Only Plan
ESOP

902 have a plan

532 haye a plan
92 have
62xhave
122 have
101 have
52 have

a
a
a
a
a

plan
plan
plan

plan
plan

6th 66NC Ruert

-Volume

III

Grtert

than So0 Dometic %tie""e
31 provide

ApartematS. Suites. or House'
*Athletic Club NONamberhp

lox provide

Company Aircraft
*company Care ow Car Allowance
'Country club Ilemberebhip

251 provide
691 provide
451 provide

Deferred COMpeee"tiN Mle
Directors ad Officers Liability Insurance

322 provide
Sol provide

Employment Cont racts

192 provide

'Exces Paeomal Liability Insurance
'Executive Dining Room
Executive Severance Pay Practice
Executive stock Daiwa Plan
Executive Stock Purchase Plan
Front -end Bonuses
Golden Parachutes
Key Man Life Insurance
'Lunch Club Membership
Mobile Car Phone

mortgages (other than transfer)
and Loase

paid Spouse Travel Expense

Performance Shares or gait@
'Personal Financial Counseling and

Tax Preparation Services
'Personal Legal Services
'Phtom Stock or Dividend Units
Pre-Retirseent Counseling Program
Sabbaticals with Psy
Program for Executives
pectai Education
Parking
Speciai
Insurance
Split Dollar
Stock Appreciation Rights
stock Option Plant
Waiver of Insurance Waiting Periods

132
182
242
91
52
SI
III

provide
provide
provide
provide
provide
provide
provide

13Z provide
461 provide
132 provide

201 provide

232 provide
341 provide
362 provide

41
42
IMI
32
101
592
91

provide
provide
provide
provide
provide
provide
provide

51 provide
631 provide
191 provide

Percentages are based on the number of respondents to each perquisite practice.
'Item

Part C.

which are valued.

Nay/buggtna Study

C-S1

Vrevmfm of emeit

~~.

~~

(1) BASIC CM0? L113 INUPMC

teft

reator than M0 EuMmtic XMLOw
992 have a plan

(a) Eligibility

492 have Immediate eligibility
34% have a waiting period.. of those,
361 have 3 months
341 have I months
152 have 6 months
172 have lot of the month
following employment

(b) Coat

842 are eaployer-paid
15Z Involve cost-shoring

of Benefit

(c) "Baig

792 are based on uniform

earninx. multiple
(d) Covered Compenuaption
(based on boune-paying companies)

182 credit bonuses
of compensation

(a) Amount of eMelit
based on a waiforo
esaing. multiple)

'.62provide 2 time pay
302 provide I time pay
122 provide 1.5 time pay

(f) Maximum

66Z have a me: (mum; of the*.
4.22have $100,000-$299,9
272 have $50,000 or more
212 have $300,000-$499,999
102 have *100,000

342 have no masims..
(1) 8isabilit, Semef it

942 continue coverage In the event
of disability

Wh Retiremet Provisions

352 ma

(

on normal retirement date
342 cancel coverage
242 reduce benefit at retirement
and ake further reductitone
during retirement

(i0 Coat ofRetiree Coverage

all ore employer paid

C-526th

a one-time reduction

*AMCReport

-Volufe

II

Greater the. M0Smonle Ilmlee

M=&!MIT$ (Chmecd)
(2) SIIPFI.UITAL GROP LIESC 1!10MAU

632 hove a plait
512 have a waiting period
309 hove immediate coverage

(a) Elisib6ility

342 have 3 moothas
332 have I maoth
162 have 6 moothe
199 hae. let of the moth following
employment
(b) Cost

602 are employee-pid
162 involve cost-sharlag
42 are employer-paid

(c) Oasia and Amount of lenef it

462 are based on an earnings
multiple that io the
employee's choice
382 are bosed an a uniform earnings
multiple; of these.
492 "roIdeI timues pay
262 provide 2 time pay
IMl provide 1.5 times pay
42osio
credit bonuses as compensat ion

(d) cooro
(booe on bonaiy

ng companies)

(a)Disability Iette it

92% continue coverae in the
event of disability

MI Retiremnent Provisiona

802 cancel, coverage

(3) DUFUIUSU GIRU LIFE

451 have a plan

(a) Cost

762 are employee-paid
21X are employer-paid
32 involve coat-sharing

(b) Bsis of Denefit

962 ere based on a uniform
fiat dollar amount

(Cc) Maximum Sponge Denefit

362 provide $10,000 or more
262 provide $5,000
262 provide $I,000-$2.000

Port C.

syluggfna Study

CS53

O"Nowr tit=- so6 DIm Iamino"
Cd) Vbmimm Bnfit

Per Child

292 provide *1,00 for sa"

Cil
25! Provide $2,000 for OP6 child
reviiie i 5 or
"w~mei
far each chilid
112 provide $2,500 lei am* child

in ,

(4) Ogg0 SmYKYIt

Ill11have a plan

CS) "sic AMCCIULI Dunl

692 have a plan

(a) cos

362I are empleoer-paid
32% itvolve cost-sWaring
41 are employ*e-paid

Cb) 1agie of kneEIft

732 are based an uniform earnings
mltipi.
132 are based on a flat dollar amount

(C) 4woutof

yqysM

(For pa" tha are
based am a uniform
earnings multiple)
(d) VA-IA

(6) SWF1MUT*L £CCI3UTAI. MwI
(1) VOUPPIAX! ACCI1ENTAL DEATIN

46are 2timepay
39I are I to 1.5 time pay
lit are 2.5 to 3 tines pay
722 have a "Xaxi;
of these.
44X hae" *100.00"-2",t"9
202 have $3w0,000-$4"99,
152 bae $500,00 or mire
132 have under $100,000
262 have no amuiman
162 have a plant
332 have a plan

(a) cost

982 &re employee-pid

(b)lesta of Noeteit

66Z are a flat dollar amount that Is
the employees choice

C-54
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-Voluns

Ill

Prai
G.ee

1 hm
iEi

ftt

ilma

thim so sin0tic 11i.
h

T

iWO IMMM (Cmla'd)
(a) mta-In
(a)

742 have plan

Aym AMOcME

ast

.96

(b) Dale aud Nmmt of UBeefit

are empleysr-paid
442 are booed on a uniform earnings
mltiple; of these
462 provide 4 to 6 time pay
242 provide 3 time pay
14X provide 2 time pay
382 are based on a ulfore flat
amount; of these
SIX provide $100,000
132 provide $58,00
202 provide ) $200,000

132 provide

TaSO.ooo

102 are baed on a flat dollar
mount that varies by earnings

class

82 are based on a flat dollar amount
that varies by job level
(9) RECUTIVZ G00

LIFS

832 are employer-pld
112 Involve coet-aharing
U2 ere employee-paid

(a) Coot

(b) Coerdastio

Pert C.

392 have plan

of Coverems

NUa/Numins Study

601 offer Exmcuttve Life In addition
to all other life coverqe
212 offer Exeutive Life In lieu of
the basic group life plan
152 offer Eective Life in live of
all other life coverages

CoS

hesmor

tha

M

sitPvat

Vl~

I - -1a
,
I

oret.

e

962 hove formal PIS
are diecreiesry

MlD? 1
(3) SiSA~~iWA4

621 are 4ala0y c6stlobldus #Tom

Me ore a comination of salary
ceetlumeem wliths elekas
accident Insurance
eed accident
21 are stake"
insurance only

ad

541 have Imdiate eliiility
461 haow a waiting periodS of these.
441 haes 3 seethe

(a) Iiiat.Mlitiw

231 have 6 umatke
441 are based on a Service schedule
222 Provide a silem bernef it
72 Provide a combiation Pla

Mb Salary Ceeiasesca Piaow

Number of Weeks of Poil Pay
(service Related pimue)-

(1) service schedule

2 boars
loxF

Amount or 3.5.116
2 Weae or 1ess
Wes221
13.1-151 11661
18.004509 4100
3 Vooe
(11)

(111)

21
21
12

1"fh96I.~

S Toiears

*ix

46t
121
151
142

w
52
241
452

Member of Dsay
Accmulted Per Toar

451 accumulate 12 days
201 secomiate ( 10 days
391 accmlate 1o days

Maximum Number of
Days Accumulated

621 have a maumat of
441 hews a swuz"M
322 hews a wslue
242 hae a mimim
332 have so mximo

C46

-,a
2
a
4

those.

of 40420 days
over 120 days
of loes them 40 dsp.

6th amn wopet -Veo"m

III

&M =m DRUILITS!as

(a)~ahA&

a pta.

552 a

-atm pprtsd;

Mhave 12 mnethe
Mhave 3 menths
162 have 6 moeths
St hae 24 months
342 hae immediate eligibility
III have lot of the month following
emloyent
(b)

~

632 are einploers-peld
202 Involve coet-sharing
151 are employee-paid

__________________________22

Cc aEclopiom Period
______________________102

g

Copestin2i

Companies)
Mf Maximum Soemef it

pat C. 11"/NU1m StUd

begin LTD benefits after

3 woethe 61 disability
932 base benefit on a flat
Percestap of pay; of these,
622 provide 602 of pay
202 provide 65-702 of pay
151 provide =0 of pay
92 ba.s benef Its on a percentage
of pay that varies with earnings
credit bomue"sas compnsaat ion

(d) Amount of Reesfit

Ce) fq

varies

"X begin LTD benefits after
6 weathe of disability

in
792 have monthly mauimum; of them.
322 are $3,000-4.9
272 are $5,000
362 are $S.001-$8,000
342 are ever $8,000
I1It are ($3,000

C-57

-

(2) tam T

a
-thim

agat

e

u

mIAulT (Cot'd)

(S) Social geeuitV gufme

(h) Executive LTID

-58

*~eetet

472 offset by primry Social

Security
352 directly offeet by fnily
Social Security
132 offset occurs only after
LTD benefit plus Social
Security exceedo a specified
perceatage of earnings
132 provide; of these.
$22 provide Baecutive LTD to
supplement bastic plan benefits
362 provide Executive LTD to
restore reduction caused
by basic plan maxium

6th QUIC Report

Votume III

i

'2

(1) IG6ITALIZTIOU/HUDtCAL
(a) Blialbilit

aeaer ihm no Doetic

1002 hov

nit

Paci

i

xwess

a plan

561 have immediate eligibility
382 are lot of the month
folloeing employment or
following ee full mouth
of employment

(b) Costs

(c)

(i)

Sployee

591 are employer-paid
412 involve cost-sharing; of these,
?IZ employee pays < 252
29Z emploee pays 251-50

(i)

hependent Coverage-

65Z Involve cost-sharing; of these,
5OZ employee pays ( 252
421 employee pays 252-502
81 employee pays > 5OZ
32Z are employer-paid
3% are employee-paid

Plan 2ein

Part C. lay/Nuggtno Study

451 cover initial hospitalization
and surgical eharges at (1001 of R&C
331 cover initial hospitalization and
surgical charges at 1002 of R&C
202 cover initial hospitalization
charges only at 3001 of t&C

C-59

ifDm

C td)
sin

man

(1) ISITALIZTLO/MICA
(e) furcal
(it)

G_m--_
g
tm _ e_

_me_

(Cont'd)

Denefits (Cmtd)
Baste of leauet

Sit base coverage on 2 of I&C;
of these,
552 pay 302

312 pay 1001
92 have coverage baoed on a
dollar schedule
(iti)

(iv)

(f)

C-60

Surgery After a
Seomd Opitom

491 do not cover surgery after
a second opinion at a higher
coinsurance rate
202 will penalise if a second
surgical opinion is not received
let cover at surgery at 1001
132 cover suery after
second
opinion at a higher conineursnce
rate than It a sscond opinion
is not obtained

Outpatient Surgery

392 do not cover outpatient surgery
at a higher coinsurance rate
352 do cover outpatient surgery
at a higher coinsurance rate
262 cover all surgery at 1001

Doctor's Visit.: Office

971 cover doctor's office visits

(I)

97Z provide coverage for both employees

Eltgibtlity

and dependents•

6th OMNC report
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I

()

K,.

uai

Mr-IIlT*LIu lOUJIblCAJ (Cat d)
,5e~ttalLaetleaImeatita
d)
451 are ebject to major medical
deductible
II1 kwe a separote hospital deductible

Deductible

(t)

(it)

good' ad

(Ii)

Useire

par JO 3

50

$e

o sd-1rlvate rate

36Z pay 80 of awlt-private rote
$72 have as "aeom
362 bas a maxtum Mbser of days
dollar awomt
1 bw a wautme

"iseellaneos

(iv)

have so separate muatime

9I

Charges

for

ulcellaneous charges
(v)

coverage on Z of 9tC; of these,
902 baas
606 pay 302

Ytelts in the

Dotour'
Uiptal

272 Ma 2002
OX beon c€ dj agm a dollar
wosat por visit

(vi)

Psychiatric Care in

531 cover ( 3001 of I&C
242 cover 1002 of SIC
232 cover 1001 of MSC vith a
Oeperate (from hospital)

Rbepital

sazia

(a) Surgical Beget tc
(1)

bodutIble

are subject to major
medical deducttble
.surBgIcal
have a aeprt

5a
iI

deducttble

i

dPert

C.

C-I)

Nay/Nugtlnh 5tudy'

,

i,

,

i i, i , .

, I i-i

ii

ii

•

.

. . . ....

. ..

. ..

. ..

j

Ioaf¢
ofwlme.

oater Man00

It

ractes

Ilnetic I1.,ie

11.lIu Cm (Csatd)
(I)

tOSPITALI2ATIO/NDICAL (Cont'd)
(f)

Cospohensive .LO? Mtedicsl
(it)

(S)

Benefit

Out-satSiat I-ray &
Lob Teat

972 base coverage on 2 of R&Cd
of these,
812 are 80Z
982 boe. coverer on I of l&C.
of these,
s1ix pay 802

382 pay 1002
(W) Skilled Nurab"A racili y
or Eztended Care Facility

(1)

targenc, Accident/
llnsa

66Z covered ( 1002 of R&C
fix cover 1001 of tIC
91 cover 1002 of R&C with a
separate (from hospital)
oXimm
14Z have so coverage
402 have a separate provision

enf it

(j) tator Hedical Coverage
(i)

Deductible

952 have a flat dollar deductible
192 have $150
172 have $200

- fatly

892 have a reily maximum;
of these.
332 have $300
21 have $300
202 have $200
122 have $400

6th *EMC Report
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VoLum II

I
______________________

geater thn

ONOWtic ft2.veee

mI nO~ftILIZAMTIO6flMICAL (Coat 'd)
(it)

Coinsurance Peetage

611 reimburse 601 of eligiblo

(lit)

So Le LU&P
(a... cs~y e'rn have
ad
bohi1141"
failtp "-t-atockst
mast~am)by

992 Provide out of rocket limits
sbover Afth 106 of eligible
charges are paid; of these,
80M are based on mat paid
individual:
321 have $500-$00 maxiam
292 have $1,000 neatiwa
212 have $1,0014*2.000 maximum
i21 have < ON0 MOxIMuM
291 arm based oa mount paid by
familys
372 have $1.000$SI,50
252 have $2,001-$4,000
212 have $1.501-$2,000
112 have *900 or less

00v

I

Wsimm

(ki) Rette. Coverage

792 have a lifetme maxtim.; of these,
492 have a $1,000,000 maximum
211 have a $250,000 maxim.m
182 have no maxim.s
731 cover both early and normal

retirees

162 cover neither
82 cover early
32 cover normal retirees

Pert C.

Say/Uugt'S *tuft

C-6~3

RO=-g
(I)

(coavenlm

PLTAMIZATIOII

(I) Coat (oreel
-

(1) f

ftw

DICAL (Coat 'd)
IStROW)

Retiree Covorag

SDependent

them

Covera$e

572 are eployer-patd
272 levol*e coe-sharing,
of these;
65X retiree pays ( 292
15e retiree pays 302-1.92
172 retiree pays > 502
162 are employee-paid
412 are euployeor-patd
392 involve cost-abaring, of theme;
611 retiree pays ( 29%
20Z retiree pay@ 3o%-402
19X retire@ pays ) SOZ
202 are ewployee-pad"
872 cover an a" eligible expense
Mder majo. mdical
7Z cover under a separate plan
51 cover under both
I do not cover

I

C_"

6th ORMC
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ftmvlema
a ~fit tractie

manm

A&pm

(Coaed)

(2) NUIAL COVEAM

772 have a separate dental plan
142 do not cover

92 cover uinder a liberalized
"ar medical plan

(a) Ellaibility

442 have a waiting period;
of these.
292 are 3 months
202 are I smth
191 are 6 soathe

122 are 12 months

38S have Immediate coverage
162 are lot of the month
(b)
(i)

employment

Costfollowing

Employee Coverage

682 are employer-paid
302 Involve cost-saraing; of those,
Ga2 employees pay ( 292
22

(ii)

Dependent Coverage

employee pay 302-492

512 Involve coet-eharing; of these,
5Zemployee pays

292

232 employee pays 302-491
232 employee pas > 502
412 are amployer-pold
OZ are employee-paid

(e) Bsa

of Coverage

652 baa. coverge on reasonable and

customary charges; of these,
832 vary coinsurance by type of
expense

Part C.

Ecy/Nuggfna Study

C-65

ftewaleace of somfit Praeteed
creater thme 500 omestic a pleeee

uM.N cu

(Obet'd)

(2) DhlNAt. (Cant'd)
(d) Cotmerence
<50
501 to 692
702 to 792
aft
902 to 1002

Preventive

Basic

Reconstructive

Restorative

2Z
22

AX
112
92
651
I1

2z
352
7z
492
7Z

72
82Z
3%
72
12

1
232
72%

(e) Deductible

742 have a separate deductible;
of these,
502 are $50
402 are $25

(M) Waiver of Deductible

632 valve deductible for pre-

(g) Haximmam

912 have a separate nonorthodontic
annual rmximum; of these,
562 are $1,000 per year
212 are $500-$750 per year
82 are 1,500 per year

(h) Orthodontia

742 cover orthodontia; of these.
852 base coverage on 502
of reasonable and
customary charges

ventive care

6

II

II

frevsaemee of Gesalit Practicee
aceeter tbam $aS *="@tic eimve"

MAM& cmz (Cost 'd)
(2) DETAL (Cont'd)
(ii) maimumm

92% have a lifetim orthodontic
maximum; of these,

442 are $901

-

$1,000

232 are $701 - $800

162 are $1,001 - $2,000
(3) VISION CARE

822 do not cover
152 have a @eparate plan
32 cover under a liberalixed
major medical plan

(4) PMUSICAL WMAINATIONS
(Program covering annual or biennial
routine physical examinations)

782 provide

(a) Eligibility

(5) SPECIAL MEDICAL EXPENSE
REIH3UUEMPNT

Part C.

Hay/Nuggins Study

67Z limit eligibility to
executives only
232 extend eligibility to all
salaried employees
102 cover both executives and
salaried employees but vith
different policies for each

172 have plan

C-67

(I P11W

nmA

902 have a Plan

(a) 9Ullaibility

442 have saiam ag of 21
and minimum service of oes year
252 have Immediate eligibility
152 have minimum service of one year
or loe

Mb Coat.

882 are employer-paid
122 require employee contributions

(C) veatLag

742 have fall vesting after 30
years of service
132 have other types of graded
vesting schedule$
72 have graded vesting with 252
at 5 years and 1002 after 13 years

(d) feals of Beanefit

832 are final average pay plans

(0)

772 use highest or final 5 years

SIS 69f ifal AVerage

Mf TostIc
(Final Pay Fling)

452 provide a "Mifor. percentage of
final average pay; of these,

522 provide .5.52per
year of service
27Z provide 1.762-22 per year of
service
192 provide percentages that
vary according to years of
service; of these. tha prevalent
prttce is to provide 22 per year
up to 25 years and IZ per year
thereafter
142 provide a atep-rae plans. where
the percentage per year of service
varies with compeftsation level
332 provide a flot percentage after a
specified number of years of service

C-d8
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III

(1) PENSION PLAN (Con'td)
(S)covered

51Z credit bonuses a compensation

(h) Social Security Offset
(Final pay pla)

72Z have direct Social Security
offset; of these,
531 offset 509 after 30 years
311 offset ( 501 after 30 years
162 offset > 50 after 30 years

as"
(based om me Meyog
euupsae)

(I)

garlY Retireenet

W()Dlsability Proevieons

47

permit reduced early
retirement pensions ocly
46Z permit both reduced and ureduced
early retirement pensions
12 permit onreduged early retirement
pension$ only

*

63Z allow service to eccrue during
disability
342 heve an Immediate disability pension

(k) Fre-Retiremt Death Ieed it
(i) Death in Active Service

86Z do not provide a benefit

efore Becoming Fully Vested
(i) Death in Active Service
After Becoming Fully Vested
(1) Paiment Frovialooe

722 the REA death benefit i paid
for by the plan

(i)

Single Eaployeo

822 provide life income to
unmarried retirees
72 provide life income with 10 years certain

(ii)

Herried Employee$

882 provide an actuarially reduced
502 joint and survivor to married retirees

Pert C. NHy/Nufns Study

C-69

amaliOn

(1)

M vaf it

mra~vii

MNIION PUN (Cet'd)

(a) Cose

f-Livine Aillaetawae

612 hase given CP~im
372 gave COLAs by plan amendment
142 gave CPA$ by plan ptevisiom

(it)Total Iucream for
1/1/80 retireee
of 1l1/97

252
232
222
III

gave
gave
gave
gave

10. IZ-20X
10@or less
20.32-302
30. 12-40

92 gave over 402

(a) soIup!!!L!!!tftecuZ!.
penion Pla

(I)

Senef it

Income Objective

232 provide excess benefit plans.
(designed to restore reductiton
due to TOM maximm)
131 provide supplemental executive
retirmeI pla (SUP)
302 provide a combinat ion
SOX specify a benefit Income objective; of these.
322 are 412-552 of f inal salary
262 are over 402 of final salary
222 are 402 of final salary

422 do not specify a benefit income
objective

C-7O

(it)

Benefits from Qualified
Plan

652 include benefits under the qualified
plan in meeting the benefit Income
Income objective

(MO3

Final Salary

591 use final or highest 5 years
282 us* final or hlihest 3 years

6th GANC Report
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(3)

,,

l

1

oetri-

Pla

522 permit uswum contribution
151 permit, a

u
r
tiu,, cat ib t ton

of 41
umil
6trjfti
of U1*

n ast

armit'Idif09
cat of UIplop

le ble=ee
-~l

be

()53!
(I)

t

Ine
56

euttbut Ion

by **u~iffed patsetag*;

of these,

Cmntributlon

match 50 aO the employee's
contribut ion
of the employee's
172 atch I0

502

'1*

-contribution

"fi - M9 of thu
'132
Oo
employee'. contribution
2 mateh 252 of the suployee's
contribution

I

match vseries based on profit.
credit benuses as compensetion

(Ii1)

Covered Compenestoi
(basd on boaus paying
compeanie)

402

(iv)

Vesting

31

Pert C. I*sy/Nuggire Study

SIII

122

---------------------

are graded with full vesting
based on years of service8 of these,
50 full vesting occurs after 5 years
241 full veetlg occurs after
6-10 years
241 full vesting occurs after
3-4 years
301 ore full end immdiate
251 are years of pla perticipation

C-71

(2) CWAI.

& .i

(b)

(Cmtd)
S

()

92iibof
oa, pts

22 have pla

tow)

C-72
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III

(I) inMI

al vinti

eetr tin see

t*

ve

e

and Fjottim)
(a) T6a (md
provided
ettofftlidas
i1S

541 provide 30-11 holiday$
212 provide 12 holidey
provide a holiday@
102 provide I holidays

(b) nietiea Illidew

642 proyided floating holidays;
of these.
392 provided I
34% provided 2

162 provided 3
Lam
er of Servce

_

(2)

(a) Vectielew

(b)

.

10-12 days
13-17 days
18-20 days
21-25 days
) i days

36

31

IS

132
I

621
72

692
271
212

lve
8 ljjj!Mj~
heda_
VaeL__ _

612 do not provide executive vacation

-

-

.
152
712

32
42

-

42
672
62
23Z

22
351
32
601

schedule*
39Z provide special vacation schedule@
for suecutives; of thee,

462 are based an the relaer
Sschedule with a ntminum
amutbsed
level

an position

372 provide a separate schedule
142 provide the return schedule
plus

Part C.

IlaylNufilm ltCdy

etra vacation tie

c-73

Appendix B
List Of Comparator organizations

C-746th

aORU tport

-Votume

III

1996 mar/nggins De fits 4mar lison
Nanufacturing. Transportation. Trade. Finance and Government
U.S. Participants vith

tto 50 Employees

Air-Shields Vicketrs
Allied Bank International
ALM
American Association for the Advancement of Science
American Bankers Association
American College
American Council of Life Insurance
Ameican Gas Association
Ameican React Association
American Institutes for Research
American Iron and Steel
American Public Transit Association
American Red Cross Greater Nov York
American Society *f Civil Engineers
ANKV-American Security Insurance
Anchor/Darling Industries
Andrulis
Anser

Aris Isotoner Gloves
ASHRAR. Inc.
BAB
Baker Perkins
Bank Fund Federal Credit Union
Bank Marketing Association
Bank of the Commonvealth
Banner
Bariven
BATUS
Beaven Companies
Betas & Company. George
Berkshire Life Insurance
Boone County National Bank
Braden/AMCA International
Brim & Associates
Business & Technology Systems
Canaan
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh
Catholic Uealth Association
Central Bank
Century Companies of Ameritea
Chase Clark Credit
Childrens Aid Society
Chrysler Credit Corporation
Cincinnati
City bank &Assct
Trust foF the Blind
City of Rapid city (Fit* & Police)
Community Federal Savings & Loan
Compuchem Laboratories
Congressional Budget Office

Part C.

NOy/Huggqns Study
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Cattoo states Insurance
Ca t ots a
'i0a..
ca8t

Credit oen*

tootek

b"Otl:

Dick slick company

Dsston
Systems
Dy11s
adwirds I"king

t~3
Kitedb 3S
hecbSolOgiOS. tncOgpotat*d
Ipiscopal mission Society
Fat

vasily Insurance

Vetteto USA
First Amt lank of IND
pighkill Vationa Bank
tcants Nanufactuclag
Fruit Growers Uxproe
picot National Bank. Mexico

MO

Galileo Ileotto Optics
G(ils ScoutS of the USA
.
Bnety
Highlands
tngitnoeting
.0o11-saxe[
uman Resourceo Reseanch organization
Uilon
13Nw3n4icott/Oweo nploY*** Credit
ICL. Inc.
tndependencS Health Plan
Indianapolis Lit* Insurance
industtial Bank of Japan
Interstate
jefferson Bancorp. Inc.

Corp. USA
wanawba Valley
Kotocs Bank
Snaanki
Kepnec-Tclogoo
LanzagOcta Ooup
LavinO Shipping
Leyboll Hnseu Vacuum Products
e marketing anu Reeatch (LIMA)
Life Insunt
Lt
Inc.
Los Alamos Technical Associates.
Lucas CAV Industries
Lutheran Health Systens
Xiecremid

"a

Mechanics Savings Bank
Medical Tneornatitn autean
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t

" tl IaM#u. nc
**"avet Ugusareb, ltitat
Nodes Drop Fogge, Co.
"match A"814ea Rimedtan**
mutual broadcastinag
Mutual Federal savings a Loan
Midlnd

N. Domaint G Company
Nassau E9ducators Federal eodit Union
National Futures Asibetation
National Gypeun-Austin
National Railway Labor Coaf
National Restaurant Association
National Rural Utilities Cooperative Finance
National Council of the Pore Industry
Nebraska BC/ZS
Nippendentso Illinois
Nippendenso of Los Angeles
North American Life a Casualty
Ohio National Life Insurance
old Americoan Insurance
Old National lank-Evansville

I

PAKO

Pennsylvania medical society
Pentagon Federal Credit Union
pioneer Savings and Loan
pious XII youth ad Family service
Electric 6Generation and Transmission Cooperative
Pool* (Gregory) Equipment
Pontiac state Bank

7

fPlains

I
L

Public broadcasting

Ragold
Regional Transportation Authority
Rios International
Rite-Kite corporation

Schafer Associates (W. J.)
Security savings Bank
Shipley Company
Sol& Optical U.S.A.
Solar Energy Research Institute
State Department Fetderal Credit Union
Steiger Tractor
Sunealth
Tim Life looks
Tower Federal Credit Unio
Town of Palm leach (public Safety)
Trailer Train,
Tricil Environmental

Part C.
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meu:4H. eCIJKI1
UnderzltOeS anagement
Unite4 ay Tof Southamptonfotedi4
United Way of Southeast Pe 4ilV*yIla

'

Valles
Vetoa Technologlee
Volunteer Slectric Cooperative
otor Club
feat Ponn
Wool Bureau

YMCA of the United States of America
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is
isnotits Compar e

n

and Government
Manufactutlmg. TeantSPOttation. Tade,. Finance
U.S. Participant

r
with 501 orNIfo 8er ol as

AAL
Abbott Laboratories

Abbott Northsetet3 Hospital
Acacia Mutual Life insurance
ADC Telecommunications
Adventist Health Systm-Weost

AEL Industries
Aerospace Corporation
&GA Gas
Ai Products and Chemicals

Alabama Slue Cross/SlUe Shield-vitmingban
ALCOA
Alexander & Alexander
Alexander & Baldwin
AlleghenY Intermediate Unit

Allendale 1Mutual Insurance

Allied Chemical Corporation
Allied Corputation
Allis Chalmers
Alt& Rates Corporation
Ametada Hess
American Chemical Society/Cheft A
American Crystal Vuqar
American Expres
Antmican xpross-IDS
American Tautly Insurance Group
American Hospital Association
Asetican Institute of CPA's
American Reinsurance Company
American standard
American Sterililst
Aerican Systems
&
xaettifint Federal Savings fLoan
sell

jAmeritocb-lllinois
Amecitrust

Aerv Holdings
Anchor Hocking
Anchorage School District
Andersons. The
ARC America
Atcata Graphics
Ather-Daniels Midland

Arco Chemical
hRIUC Research
Arizona Sank. The
Arkansas Best
Armoe
Armstrotg World Industries
Arvid& Corporation
ASA
Ashland Oil
Atlantic Aviation

Part C. Hay/Nunifno Study
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Atlantic Richfield Cos' ony
Avery Products Corporation
Baltimore Aircoil
Balt more Sum. The
Dank of New Ingland
ankRast Corporation
bankers Lite ad Casualty
Bankers Life of Nebraska
baptist Hospital and Health Systems
Barber Colman-gnvironmental eye
Barber Greene
Barclays American Corporation
Darclays Bank Now York
Barclays Bank of California
Barnett Banks of Florida-Corp
Batry Wight
BASF-Fibers
Basin glectrice Power Cooperative
Baxter Travenol
BDEN Corporation. The
Dean (L. L.) Company
Becot Western
beecham. Incorporated
e*11 Atlantic
bell Communications Research
bell Helicopter Textron
BellSouth Corporation
benefit Trust Life Insurance Company
Derel
Dessemer G Lake Erie Railroad
Best Products Company Inc.
Bethesda. Inc.
Betz Laboratories
Beverage Management Inc.
Dinney & Smith
Bishop Clarkeon Memorial Hospital
Black and Decker Mfg.
Blue sell
Blue Cross & Blue Shield Associations
Business Iln's Assurance Company of America
Businese men's Assurance Career Agents
US Industries
Don Secours Health System
Borg Warner-Financial Services Group
Boston adison Company
Bright Bank
Bristol-Myers
British Petroleum. North America
Brooklyn Union Oas
Dorwn & Williamson Tobacco
Brunevick Corporation
Buckeye Gas Products
Duell Industries
Bureau of Finance & Management
Burger King Corporation
Burlington Northern Railroad
Nutlet Manufacturing Company

i6th
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C.A.C.I.. Inc.
California & Havaiian Sugar
Camcar - Illinois Division
Cameron Iron Works
Campbell Soup Company
Capital Cities-American Broadcasting
Capital Holding Cargill
Carlo Foundation Hospital
Carrier
Carson. Piie Scott Company
Carteret Savings & Loan
Castle (A.N.) & Company
Coco Industries
Celanese-Virginia Chemical
Centel
Central Bancshares of the South
Central Life Assurance
Central Soya
CertainTeed Corporation
Chamber of Commerce of the U.S.
Charles Levy Circulating
Charter Medical
Chase Federal Savings & Loan
Chase Manhattan Bank
Chemical Bank
Cherry-Textron Fastnere
Chesebrough-Pond's
Chicago & Northvestern Transportation
Chicago Board of Trade
Chicago Bridge & Iron Industries. Inc.
Chicago Title & Trust
Chipman-Union
Chrysler First Inc.
Ciba-Geigy
Cigna Corporation
Cigna Healthplan Inc.
Citibank, NA
Citizens Bank
City of Colorado Springs
City of Hampton
City of Los Angeles (Fire S Police)
City of Los Angeles (General)
City of Los Angeles (Water & Power)
.City of Norfolk
City of Portland
City of Rapid City (General)
City of Richmond
City of Suffolk
CIA Insurance
Cole National Corporation
Colonial Bank
Colonial Life and Accident
Colorado Blue Cross/Blue Shield-Denver
Columbia Gas System
Columbia Hospital
Commercial Security Bank

Part C.
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c

Commercial Shearing

Commercial Union Insurance

Commonwealth National Balak
Community Mutual Blue CrossDblue Shield
Computer Sciences Corp.
Computer Sciences Corp./systvea Division
Computervision
Connecticut Blue Cro$a/1lue Shield-nocth Haven
Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance
Consolidated Healthcare
Consolidated Rail
Continental Corporation
Continental Illinois Corporation
Continental Matecials
Coattaves Qoetz
Cookson America
Copperveld
Country Companies
County of Lake
Covenant House
Cox Cable
Crane
Ccompton & Knovles
Crovley maritime Corporation
CSX
Curtis Mathes
Cyclops
Danly Machine Corporation
Daughters of Charity Health System-Nest
Dayton Power and Light
Dayton-Hudson
Dead River
Decision Industries Corp.
Delaware BC/US - Wilmington
Deluxe Check Printers
Dennison Kanufacturing-Executives
Deposit Guaranty National bank
Dexter Corporation. The
Diamond Shamrock
Dick. (A.B.)
DiGiorgio Corporation
Dixie Yarns
Donaldson Company
Dov Chemical
Dow Corning
Duke Power
Duarion
Duct Fillauet Medical Inc
Dynalecton
3o & a Idaho
Elea Industries

Elkay manufacturing
2lken Metals
Empire Blue Cross/Blue Shield-Nov York City
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Savings. Building and Loan Associetioa
Uquibank MA
Equitable Trust Co., The
Brie Insurance Group
Evaluation iesearch
empire

9xide Corporation

Factory lutual angierifg and Research
Patrview Hospitals & 8an6thacre Svcs
Farm Credit Banks of Springfield
Farm Credit Services
Federal Express
Federal Rose Loan Mortgage Corp.
Federal National Mortgage Association
Federal Reserve Bank Ian Francisco
Fidelcot. Inc.
Fidelity Mutual Life Insurance
Fidelity Union Life Insurance
First aerican sanasaces
First American Corporation
First Bank system - CH
First Data Resources
First Empire State Corp.
First Maryland Bancorp
First Mississippi
First National Bank Chicago
First Nationwide bank
First Pennsylvania lank
First Republic Bank
First Security Corporation
Fisher-Price Toys
Florida Blue Cross/Blue Shield - Jacksonville
Florida Power
Florida State Government
Florida Steel
FM Corporation
FMC Indus Chem-Lithium
Fox & Jacobs
Fox-Stanley Photo Products
Foxboro Company. The
Friendly Ice Cream Corporation
Qallaudat College
GICO
General American Life Insurance
General Electric
General 2lectric-Space Sye Div
General Foods
General Mills
General Public Utilities
General Shale Products
General Signal
Genicom Corp.
Genstar
Germantown Savings sank
GHI Blue Cross/Stu* Shield of Washington
Gibraltar Savings
Godfather's Pizza

Part C. NOy/NuuJn Study
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QoiGoSS
Gote (W. L.) & &ssociates
Goula-ComputoK systems
Qalner (. ".)
QGand Trus Meeters Railtoad-00iP

g
s
Graybac Nlecc
Great "viecslo First Sivings lanK

treat atetoan Insurano

Greyhound
Group Health Coop Of Puget Sound
GrmCogmunicaLtioos Services
abhnoann Medical College and Hospital
Cards
Raliftea
RaAdy Brothers Foods. Inc.
Wannafond Brothets
HartfOrd Hospital
Health Cars Service
ealth Central System
ealthcare tntetnattOnal
HealthMeSt
oeinz (RJ)
Revlett-Psekard Company
Htllcceet Medical Center
Inc.
Hilti.
Hiram Walker
Honoyvell-InIO eye-Non Incest
Woneyvell-Ptocoss Mgment Systems
Hormel (Geore A)

Horton Nenocial Hospital
Houghton MitClif1
Howard Johnson
Howard UniversitY

Huffy
guans

Hunt Chemical Corporation (Philip P.)
Hunt Manuotactuing
Hyatt Clark Industries
iygoei Coca-Cola Bottling
Illinois Central Gulf Railroad
Illinois Power Company
Illinois Tool WockS
Independont Life Insurance
Inland stel
Insurance Services Office lue.
Intogon
Intermedics. Inc.
Intermountain Health ear
Moines
Iowa Blue Cross/UlUe Shield-Des
Irtc
Jacob anqioeRting
jefferson-PilOt Life lasurane
Jewish Child Cate

6th OnRC 11aort - VoeOe

1!

John Haneock Mutual

Lite Insurance

Johnson (S.C.) & Son.
Joy Manufacturing
Kar Poumation Health Plan
Kansas lue Cross/Shue Shield-Tropeka
Kansas City Lite Insurance
Kanoa City Poe~r 4 Light
xellog
Kelly Services
Katt Moe
Kimberly Clack
Knapp King-Size
Kroger
Lamb-Weston
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
Lohifh Press
Leo Burnett Advertising
Lever Brothers Company
Levi Strauss
Liberty National Dank and Trust
Liberty National Life Insurance
Lincoln National lank
LiptoL, Thomas J.
Lincoln National Life Insurance
Long Island Lighting
Long Island Railroad
LTV Energy Products
Lucas Industries Inc
Lutheran Brotherhood
Mack Printing
Mack Trucks
Maine blue Cross/Blue Shield.- Portland
Manchester Memorial Hospital
Manor Care Inc
Marine, Midland lank
Mark Twain Bancshares
Mary Kay Cosmetics
Maryland Slue Cross/lue Shield-saltimore
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance
Massachusetts Blue Cross/Bhue Shield-Boston
Matsushita. incorporated
Mattel, linorporated
May Department Stqres Company
Mayflower
McGraw-Hill
MCI Telecommunications Systems
McKesson Corporation
Mead
Mellon lank at
Mellon lank vest
Memorial Care Systems
Meoroial Care systems
Meoroial Health Service
Memorial Medical Center California

Part C. Nay/Nusins study
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galU C~attc

Me~Ii~i

Flori
Notel
G
'*as

.4t

Zo

notrvol most Fth0Zt-trVJt*f

..
tviezamatjy*f

Mattvoltift

Motteoplta mut Life Insunce
IAtiS
Michigan Blues Ccois/IIU* Shield-Si.
1

Mj~iut

Conslidae
race

%jtsbiau,

XeyC

ttl

SZO1atia

"idea%~ CnailCeP.

MissourinaSlil esvicetshil-t

I

MITREstac
Muontal ofCaa

ICsUtO

Mnattomal soeicalene
NOWtina

nos

or

eialServies5

osi

1SyteC
foa.atn*

tindMutuali

Li

iA$surauC*
Mutua

at

uabaIftetani

6t
Naina

UC

epr

vtin

I

ashigto
at
411
natinal
Natinal an CZP~ttiI

aksf'ezl

lue Cross/slue shield
Now
Joger
How York, port Authority

now York Power Authot'ItyNeW York Stock nabs*
Newport Steel Corporation,
Mike
31130
Nissan Noter Manufacturing USlA
NEC
Norfolk Southern-

Norfolk Southern-W6rth American Van Lines
North steward Hospital District
North Carolina Blue Cross/Shue Shield-Dothan
North Carolina Baptist Hospital
North Mississippi Medical Center
Northern Indiana public Service
Northwestern Boll Telephone,
Northwestern Mutual Life
Northwestern Nativnal- Insurance Co.
Northwestern National Life Insurance
Norton
Norvest Corporation Composite
Occidental Chemical
Ohio (Northwest) lne Cross-Western Div.
Ohio Edison
Ohio Valley Medical Center
OIKIDATA
Old Kent lank and Trust
Old Stone lank
Onbank
Overlook Hospital
Owatonna Tool
Ovens-Corning Fiberglas
Owens-Illinois
Pacocar Incorporated
Pacific Mutual Life Insurance
Pacific Resources. Incorporated
Pacific Telesis Group
PacTel Spectrum Services
Paper converting
Peebles (N. S.)
Pendleton Woolen Mills
Pennsylvania lne Cross of Greater Philadelphia
Pennsylvania glue shield-Camp Rill
PennylvniaVirginia Corporation
polsnatural Gas
Peopes
as LghtandCoke Co

Perpetual America Fe~deral savings a Loan

Part C. Eoy/lusstns study
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Piedmont Natural Gas

Pillsbury
Pitney Bowoo-Business systems
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad
Pittsburgh National Bank
Plantrosice
Portland General lelctiic
PP Induettie
PO Corporation
Prteerred Rist Mutual Insurance Co
Price (T. Rove) Associates. loc.
Price Brothers

Primark
Prime Computer
Principal Financial Group
Protective Life Insurance
Provident Life & Accident Ins
Prudential/Bache
Public Service Company of Nov Nezico
Puget Sound National Bank
Puritan-Dennett
Racal
Raymond Corporation
Reckitt & Colman North America
Recognition Equipment
Research Triangle Institute
Reeearch-Cottrell. Incorporated
Remnord
Reynolds Metals
Rhone-Poulenc
Richardson-Vicks
Roadvay xpress. Inc.
Rockford Memorial Hospital
Rockvell International-Allen Bradley
Rogers
Rouse Company
Royal Insurance Company
Ryder System
Saga Corporation
Sanders Associates. Inc.
Sandvik
Santa Fe Railroad
Santee Cooper
Sara Lee-aoes
Schreiber Foods Inc.
Schroders Bank & Trust Co.
Schumacher & Company (F.)
Schveiber Electronics
Scott Paper
Sea First
Sears Roebuck-Herhandising

securities Industry Automation
Segnode
Sentry Insurance
Sherex Chemical
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Shipboard & Ground Sy1tems

Siemens Medical systems
Sierra Pacific Power Company
Sioux valley Hospital
Society for savings
Society national Bank
Solvay America
Sonoco Products
Soo Line Railroad
South Jersey Industries
south suburban Hospital
southeast Bank. N.A.
Southern Eletric-Alabam Power
Southern Eleacic-gorgia Power
Southern Electric Services
southern Pacific Railroad
spring valley Foods
St Louis Board of Police Commissioners
St Luke's Episcopal & Texas Children's HOSPital/T*Xas Heart Assoc
St Luke's Hospital-Meritcate
it n4ary-s medical and Health Center
St Paul Fire and Marine
St Vincent Hospital & Health center
Staley Continental-CFS Continental
Stanadyne. Incorporated
State Fars Insurance companies
state of Arizona
state Of Connecticut
state of Georgia
State of Maryland
State of Nebraska
State of Nov Jersey-Department of Personnel
state Of North Carolina
State of Oregon
Statesman group. The
Steamboat Ski
Stearns catalytic
Steelcase Incorporated
Storer Comsmunications
Stormont-Vail Regional Medical Center
Student Loan Marketing Association
Subaru of America
Suburban Propane Gas
Sun Chemical Company
Sun Health Corporation
-Arizona

I

sun R &SM

Sunday School Board of Southern Baptiste

Supermarkets General

Susquehanna
Sutter Health system
Sverdrup Technology
Southwest Research Institute
syntex
Syscom Corporation
systems Research Laboratories
Talon
Tektronix

Part C. lay/Nusln Study
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Tennesse Valley Authority
Tetra Chemicals Internatlonal Inc.
Texas American Bancsher-Comp
Texas blue Ctoss/llue Shield
Texas Department of Human Resouroes
Texas Instruments
Texas State Qovenment
Thermo-Ulectton
Thomas Cook
TIAA-CREF
Timot
Timex
Timken
Tonka
Topps Chewing Gum, Inc.
Touch* Ross k Company
Transamerica Corporation
Travelers. The
Tcavenol Laboratories. Inc.
Triangle Corporation
Triangle Publications
Uarco
UCCRL Corp.
UGI Corporation
Unigard Security Insurance Company
Union Carbide
Union Pacific-Union Pacific Railroad
Union Special
Unit Rig & Equipment Company
United HealthCare
United Services Life Insurance Co.
United Technologies
United Telecommunications
United Virginia Bank
University of Texas Health Science Svc
University Hospital of Cleveland
University of California
UNUM
UpJohn Company. The
US Life Corporation
US5
Utah Power and Light
Valero Energy
Valley National lank
Vitro Corporation
Volvo White Truck Corporation
Wagner Electric
Warner & Swasey Company
Washington National Insurance Corporation
Washington Post. The
Washington Public Power Supply
Wesle) medical Center
West Virginia Blue Cross/Slue Shield
Western Forge
Western Publishing
Western Union
Westin Hotels

C-9
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I

wElit ronsiatlea' (AmbOxit 13)

Wiley

(jobs) a son$ Inc

wlllal stoths anfisesia,
Willias International

~j,~j
8 ~3gtbVt

3 ji0 .5 0

Ppglinle

PbliC UOVvlCO Corp*
.in

WrgleyV Oft.) J.

Zal*
Zare corportitonl
Zurich Insuranice
Companly)
319 Company (Kills. Mining .Mf g-
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19046 Ray/mughns Bemefits Comparison

Neufactur Lag
U.S. partieipants with I to S00 20plyee8
Air-Shiolds Viceors

Anchor/Darllng Industrloes
Aria Isotoner Gloves
Baker Perkins
Sariven
Braden/ANCA International
Canaan
Compuchom Laboratories
Edvards Bating
INC Technologies. Incorporated
Ferrero USA
Frant: manufacturing
Fruit Growors axpress
Galileo Eloctro Optics
ICL Inc.
Kavasaki Motors Corp USA
Lanzagorta Group
Iavino Shipping
Leybold Retanus Vacuum Products
Lucas CAV

IMacDocnid
Modern Drop Forge Co.
N. Dorman & Company
Nippendenso Illinois
Pako
Rite-Rite
Shipley Company
Sola Optical U.S.A.
Steiger Tractor
Time Lite Boots
Versa Technologies
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19SS Ray/HJgiS~

Beef its Compa4tisomt

manufactur ing

U.S. Participants with S01 Or Mote Rmployees

I

Abbott Labs
ADC Teleoomunicat ions
AEL Industries
AGA gas
Air Products G Chemicals
ALCOR
Allied Chemical Corporation
Allied Corporation
Allis-Chalmers

Amerado ReSS
American Crystal Sugar
American Standard
American Sterilizer Co.
Achor Rocking
Arc America
Arcata Graphics
Archer-Daniels Midland

Arco Chemical
Area*
Armstrong World Industries
ASIA
Ashland Oil
Atlantic Aviation
Atlantic Richfield
Avery Products Corporation
Baltimore Aircoil
Baltimore Sun, The

Barber Colaan-.Elvicaneftal Sys
Barber (;reene
Barry Wright
Baxter Travenol
Decor western

Beecham. Incorporated

Bell Helicopter Textron

serol
lets Laborat~ries
Beverage Management Inc
Diane? & Smith
Black and Decker Mt g
Blue sell

SC Industries
Iristol Meyors
British Petroleum. N.A.
Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Urunevick Corporation
Buckeye Gas Products
Duell Inc.
Dutler Manufacturing Company

Part C.
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california

a Hawaiian

Sugar

Camcar-nllinois Division

Cameron Icon Woks
Campbell Soup Co.
Carrier
Ceco Industries
Celanese-Virginia Chemical
Central soya
CectainTeed Corp.
Cherry/Textron Fastnere
Chesebrough-Pond's
Chicago Bridge & Iron Industries. Inc.
Chipuan-Union
Ciba-Geigy
Commercial Shearing
Computervision
Continental materials
Contraves Goezr
Cookson America
Cooperveld
Crane
Crompton & Knowles
Curtis Mathes
Cyclops
Danly Machine Corporation
Deluxe Check Printers
Dennison Manufacturing-Executives
Dexter Corporation. The
Diamond Shamrock
Dick (A. B.)
Dixie Yarns
Donaldson Company
Dow Chemical
Dow Corning
Duciron
Elco Industries
Elkay Manufacturing
Elkem Metals
zxide Corporation
First Mississippi Corporation
Fisher-Price Toys
Florida Steel
FUC corporation
FNC Indus Che-Lithium

POx & Jacobs
Foxboro Company. The
General Electric
General Electric-Space Systems Division
General Foods
General Mills
General Shale Products
General Signal
Genstar
Gore (W. L.) & Associates
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Gould-Computer Systems
GTE
GTE-Communication Systems CorpoC&ticn
Hallmark Cards
Hartmaxr
Heinz Company (iH,)
Hewlett-Packard Company
Hulti. Inc.
Honeywell-Info Sys-Non Incent
Honeyvell-Process Managment Systems
Hormal & Company (George A)
Houghton Mifflin
Huffy
Hunt Chemical Corporation (Philip A)
Hunt Manufacturing
Hyatt Clack Industries
Hygeia Coca-Cola Bottling
Illinois Tool Works
Inland Steel
Intermedics. Inc.
IPC
Itek Graphics and Composition Systems
Johnson (SC) & Son
Joy Manufacturing
Kellogg
Kerr-McGee
Kimberly-Clark
Knapp King-Size
Lamb-Weston
Lehigh Press
Lever Brothers Company
Levi Strauss
Lipton. Thomas J.
LTV Energy Products
Mack Printing
Mack Trucks
Mary Kay Cosmetics
Mattel. Incorporated
McGraw-Hill
MCI Telecommunications Systems
McKesson Corporation
Mead
Merck
Miles Laboratories
Nodine

Moog
Morgan Corporation
Motorola. Incorporated
NASHUA
National Can Corporation
National Gypsum

Part C. Hay/Huggins Study
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National supply
NCR
Newport steel Corporation
Nike
NIPRO

Nissan Motor Manufacturing USA
Norton
Occidental chemical
OKIDATak

Owen*-Corning
Owens-Illinois

34ibor.1.

Paccar Incorporated
Pacific Resources. incorporated
Paper Converting
Pendleton Woolen Mills
Peonvalt
PepsiCo
Pepsico-Frito Lay
Perkin-Elmer
Pillsbury
Pitney Doves-Business Systems
Plantronics
PPG Industries
PQ
Price Brothers
Prime Compucer
Puritan-Bennett
Racal-Milgo
Raymond Corporation
Reckitt a Colman North America
Recognition Zquipment
Research-Cottrell. Incorporated
Rexnord
Reynolds Metals
Richarison-Vicks
Rockwell Intl-Allen Bradley
Rogers
Ryder system
Sanders Associates. Inc.
Sandvik
Sara Lee-Hanes
Schreiber Foods Inc.
Scott paper
Sherex chemical
Shipboard & Ground Systems
Siemens medical systems
'19snode,

;*Ivey America
Sonoco Products
Spring Valley Foods
Stanadyne. Incorporated
Steelcase incorporated
Sun Chemical Company

C-%6
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III

Sun I & ff
Susquehanna
Syntax

Talon
Tektronix
Terra Chemicals international Inc.
Texas Instruments
Therno-Elootron
Timet
Timex
Tiankn
Tonka
Topps Cheving Gum. Ina.
Travenol Laboratories. Inc.
Triangle Corporation
Triangle Publications
Uarco
Union Carbide
Union Special
Unit Rig G Equipment Company
United Technologies
Upjohn
US gypsum
Volvo White Truck
Wagner Electric
Warner & Swasey Company
Western Forge
Western Publishing
Weyerhaeuser Company
Wiley (John) & Sons Inc
Williams International
Wrigley (NN) Jr.
Wyman Gordon
Zenith
3M Company (Minn. Mining a Mfg. Company)

*

P

[i
:
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19S6 may/sugging Benefits Coupatison
Transpottation and Trade
U.S. participants vith I to SOO Empleyeos
slick (Dick) Company
CST
Disstoft
Kid-Atlantic Toyota Dis..
Mutual Broadcasting

Inc.

National Railvay Labor Conf
Nippondenso of Los Angeles
Plains Electric Goa 9 Trans Coop
Pools (Gregory) Equipnont
Public broadcasting
Ragold
Rios International
Trailer Train
Vallen
Volunteer Xlectric Cooperative

-911
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19S6

say/Huggios seneits comparison
Transportation and Trade

AlexanroadBaltiin
CAnosns NoThestr
Colraas Ste
CroinvlecMriime Cooationv
Dead Rive.)In
8D11iommuncrationRsac
BuelllaerMeicltnh
4ELpres
i
aira
F3ee
ht
Boe-tane ProductsnIc
Bredl KiceCr Corporation
Brntun Nothern Railroad-Cr

Caitler (..)
hiagao&

BrthestrTan

rowe
C.aritime~

Cororaio

|I

Illinois Central Gulf Railroad
Illinois
Power COapany
Kansas City Pover a Light
Kroger
Levy Circulating. Charles
Long Island Lighting
Long Island Railroad
Lucas Industries Inc
Matsushita. Incorporated
May Department stores Company
mayflover
Mercedes Bena-North America
Memphis Light, Gas & Water
Motropolitan Transit Authority-metro North Commuter at
Metropolitan Transit Authority-Nov Jersey Transit
Metropolitan Transit Authority-Wov York Transit
Michigan Consolidated Gas
Midcon Corporation
Milvaukee Metropolitan Sant. Dist.
Missouri Public Service
Minolta
Mitsubishi International

Mentgomory Ward
morrison
National Railroad Passenger Corp
Nebraska Public Power District
NBC Information System
Nov York Port Authority
Nov York Power Authority
Norfolk Southern
Norfolk Southern-North American Van Lines
Northern Indiana Public Service
Northvestern el1 Telephone

Ohio Edison
Pacific Telesis Group
PACTRL Spectrum Services
Peblos (W. S.)
Peoples Natural gas
People's gas Light and Coke Co
Pepsico-pizsa nut
Piedmont Natural gas
Pittsburgh & Lako Srie Railroad
Portland General Electric
Primark
Public Service Co. of Now Mexico
Rhone-Poulenc
Roadvay Express. Inc.
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MW

Saga Corpocation

Santa Fe Railroad
Santo Cooper
s bmuwbeC. F. G Company
Schelbet
Sears. Roebuck-KeZohaldisIng
Sisera Pacific pover Company
Son Line Railroad

South Jersey todustcies
Southern 4ompany Servtces

Southern Voupany-Alabana Power
Southern Company-Georgia Power
Southern Pacific Railroad
Storer communications
Suburban Propane Gas
Staley continental-CF Continental
Subaru of America
Supermarkets General
Tennesse Valley Authority
UI Corporation
Union Pacific-Union Pac Railroad
United TeltCosUunications
Utah Pover & Light
Valero Energy
Washington Post. The
Washington Public Pover Supply
Wickland Oil
Public SCviCO CoVp
Wisconsin
Woolworth (p.m.)
Zale
Zayre Corporation

Part C. Hay/Nugginf
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I

1986 Ray/uggins Benefits Compartison

Finance
U.S. Participants with I to 100 Employeos
Allied Bank International
American Association for the Advancement ot Science
American Bankers Association
American College
American council of Lite Insurante
American Gas Association
American Heart Association
American Institutes for lesearch
American Iron & Steel
american Public Transit Assoc.
American Red Cross Ortr Nov York
American Society of Civil Engineer
AllV-American Security Insurance
Andtulis
Anset
ASHAR. Inc.
BASS Inc
Bank Fund Federal Credit Union

Bank Marketing Association
bank of the Commonvealth
Banner
BATUS
beaven Companies
leran G Company. George
Berkshire Life Insurance
Boone County National bAnk
atim & Associates
Business G Technology Systems
Carnegie Library ot Pittsburgh
Catholic Health Association
Central Bank
century companies of America
Chase Clark Credit
Childcen's Aid Society
Chrysler Credit Corporation
Cincinnati Assoc for the Blind
City Bank & Trust
Community Federal Savings & Loan
Cotton States Insurance
Credit Union League - California
Deak-Perera
Desecet Research
Dynamic systems
Eltech Systems
Episcopal Mission Society
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Farm

Family Insurance

Picot American lank of Maryland
Fishkill National Bank
First National lask. Mexico NO
Girl scouts of the USA
Highlands Energy
Hove-lake: Eng ineeoring

Human Resources Research Organization
IsN-sndicott/Ovego "mPI Cr Union

Independence Health Plan
Indianapolis Life Insurance
Industrial lank of Japan
Interstate
111 International Corporation
Jefferson Rancorp. Inc.
Kanawha Valley lank
Kepner-Tregoe
Life Insurance Marketing & Research Assoc.
LAI
Los Alamos Tech Assoc., Inc.
Lutheran Health Systems
MAR
Mechanics Savings lank
medical information Bureau
Midland Mutual Insurance
Midwest Research Institute
Munich American Reinsurance
Mutual Federal Savings & Loan
NACUBO
Nassau Educators Federal Credit Union
National Council of the Paper Industry
National Futures Assoc
National Gypsum-Austin
National Restaurant Association
National Rural Utilities Cooperative Finance
Nebraska Blue Cross/Ilue Shield
north American Life & Casualty
Ohio National Life Insurance
Old American Insurance
Old National lank-Evansville
Pennsylvania Medical Society
Pentagon Federal Credit Union
Pioneer Savings and Loan
Pious III Youth & Family Service
Pontiac State Dank

Part C. Nay/Huggins Study
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I
Schafer f. J.
Secu ity Bank

Solar Enetgy Research Institute
State Depactmeat Pederal Credit Union
Suniealth
Tover Federal Credit Union
Tricil Inc.

Undetwvitecs Management Insurance
United Way of Southampton
United Way of Southeast Pennsylvania
Vest Penn Notor Club
Wool Bureeu
iNCA of the United States of Aatcica
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I
1986 Hay/Huggins Benefits Comparison
Finance
U.S. Participants vith S01 or More*Employees
AAL
Abbott-Northvestocn Hospital
Acacia Mutual Life Insurance
Adventist Health System-West
Aerospace Corporation
Alabama Blue Cross-Blue Shield-Birmingham
Alexander & Alexander
Allegheny Intermediate Unit
Allendale Mutual Insurance
Alta Bates Corporation
American Chemical Soc/Chen A
American Express
American Zxpress-IDS
American Family Insurance Group
American Hospital Association
American Institute of CPA's
American Reinsurance Company
American Systems Corporation
Amerifirat Federal Savings & Loan
Amecitrust
ANEV Holdings
Anchorage School District
AIUNC Research
Arizona Bank
Arvida Corporation
Bank of New England
Banktast Corporation
Bankers Life & Casualty
Bankers Life Nebraska
Baptist Hospital & Health System
Barclays American Corp.
Barclays Bank Nev York
Barclays Bank of California
Barnett Banks of rocida-Corp
BASF-Fibers
BDN Corporation. The
Benefit Trust Life
Bethesda. Inc
Bishop Clarkson Manorial Hospital
Blue Cross & Blue Shield Assoc
Business Men's Assurance Career Agents

Business Men's Assurance Company _f America
Bon Secours Health System
Borg Warner-Financial Services Grp
Bright Bank
"

f

C.A.C.I.. Inc.
Capital Holding - CM
Cagle Foundation
Carteret
Savings and Loan

Pert C. Noy/Uuggns Study
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Bancshares of the South
Life Assurance,
of Commerce of the US
medical
Chase Federal savings & Loan
Central
Central
Chamber
Charter

Chase Manhattan Bank

Chemical Bank
Chicago Board of Trade
Chicago Title & Trust
Chrysler First Inc.
Cigna Corportion
Cigna Health Plan Inc.
Citibank. NA
Citizens Bank
CNA Insurance
Colonial Bankt
Colonial Life G Accident
Colorado Blue Cross/Blue Shield-Denver
Columbia Hospital
Commercial Security Bank
Commercial Union Insurance
Commonwealth National Bank
Community mutual BlUe Cross/Blue shield
Computer Sciences Corp.
Computer Sciences Corp./Systems Div.
Connecticut Blue Cross/Blue Shield-North Haven
Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance
Consolidated Healthcare
Continental Corporation
Continental Illinois Corp
Country Companies
covenant House

6

Daughters of Charity Health System-West
Decision Industries Corp.
Delaware Blue Cross/Blue shield - Wilmington
Deposit Guaranty National Bank
Dyna bc tron
to & 0 Idaho
mapire Blue Cross/Blue Shield-New York City
tapire Savings & Loan
Equibank NA
Equitable Trust Co..* The
Erie insurance Group
Evaluation Research
Factory Mutual Engineering & Research
Fairviev Hospitals & Healthcare Svcs
Farm Credit banks of Springfield
Fars Credit Services
Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp.
Fderal National Mortgage Assoc
Federal Reserve Bank San Francisco
Fidelcor. Inc.
Fidelity Mutual Life Insurance
Fidelity Union Life Insurance
First American Bankshares

jC-
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III

First American Corporation
First
Ficot
First
First
Ficot
Pirot
Fleet
First

Bank system - C
Data Resource$
Empire state Corp.
Maryland Bancorp
national Bank Chicago
Nationwide Dank
Pennsylvania Bank
Republic Bank

First security Corporation

Florida Blue Cross/Blue Shield
Florida state Government

-Jacksonville

Gallaudet College
GE ICC
General American Life Insurance
Genicon Corp.
Gormanto-n savings Bank
CI Blue Cross/Blue shield of Washington
Gibraltar savings
Godfather's Pizza
Goldome
Great American First Savings Bank
great American Insurance
Group Health Coop of Puget Sound
Hahnemann Medical College and Hospital

Hartford Hospital
Health Care Service
Health Central System
Healthcare International
Healthwest
Hillcest Medical Center

Horton Memorial
Howard Johnson

Hospital

Howard University

Human&
Independent Life Insurance
Insurance Services Office Inc.

Integon
Intermountain Health Coa
Iowa Blue Cross/Blue Shield-Des Moines

Jacob Engineering
Jefferson-Pilot Life Ins.
Jewish Child Care
John Hancock Mutual Life
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan
Kansas Blue Cross/Blue Shield-Topeka
Kansas City Life Insutance
Kelly Services
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

Lso Burnett Advertising
Liberty National lank and Trust

Part C. Nay/Huggins Study
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Liberty National Life Insurance
Lincoln National Bank
LMC - Lincoln national Life tits
Lutheran Brtherhtzood
Maine Blue Cross/Blue Shield

-

Portland

Manor CasInc
Marinte Midland Bank
Mark Twain Bancshares
Maryland Blue Cross/Blue Shield-Baltimore
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance
Massachusetts bine Cross/lne Shield-Boston
Mellon Bank East
Mellon Bank Went
Memorial Care systems
Memorial Care systems
Memorial Health Service
Memorial Medical Center California
Memorial Medical Center Florida
Merchants Bancorp
Merchants Insurance Group
Meridian Dankcorp. Inc
Merrill Lynch
Metpath
Metropolitan Life.Insurance
Michael Deese Hospital G Medical Center
Michigan Blue Cross/Blue Shield-Detroit
Michigan rars Bureau and Affiliate Cos
Midwest Stock Exchange
Minnesota Mutual Life Insurance
Missouri Blue Cross/Blue Shield-St Louis
Monarch Capital Corp.
Montefiore Medical Center
MOM Financial Services
Moses H. Cone Memorial Hoop.
MSI Insurance
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance
Mutual of Omaha Insurance
National Bank of Detroit
National bank of Washington
national Medical Hospitals
Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company
NWavy Federal Credit Union
NCNB Corporation
Now England Mutual Life Insurance
New jersey Blue Cross/lne shield
Nov York Stock Exchange
NKC
North Broarad Hospital District
North Carolina Baptist Hospital
North Carolina Blue Cross/Blue Shield-Durham
North Mississippi Health
Northwestern Mutual Life
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Northwestern National insurance Co.
Northvestern National Life Insurance
UN-otwest Corporation Composite

POhpotValleAmeical eterSL
Pldttbung Natnalkn

Prefrre Muisk Lutua Insurance C
rae Piaepi
Principannial Croupo
Prectylia le Sinre-a#R l
Ins
uac
ProenlifeNacienaMtulCsat
i Crorto
PrenliaUac
Puittsungh National

ank

recferrd eRikMal
sanc
rusecpafnanilru
roaliv
nirane Cosuane
Pcrodert Dank & Trusdt
n.

C

Suertisounduatona Buatio
SentrhITriangeintue
Roiod
ValemoiaHospital
soet fr

vi

Society National Bank
south Suburban Hospital
Southeast Bank, N.A.
St Luke's Episcopal Children Hoag
St Luke's Hospital-Meritcare
St Mazy-s Hospital and Health Ctr - AZ
St Paul Fire and Marine
St Vincent Hospital & Health Center
state Farm Insurance companies
Statesman -Group
Steamboat

t

Stearns Catalytic

Stormont-Vail Medical Center
Student Loan Mlktg Association
SunR0alLh Corporation
Sunday School Board of S. Baptiste
Sutter Health System
Sverdrup Technology
S" Research Institute
SYSCON
Systems Research Laboratories

Part C.

Ney/Niuggtns study
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T. Rove Price Asseolates. Inc.
Texas American Sanoehaces-Coup
Texas Blue Cess/blue Shield
Texas Dept of Human Resources

Texas State Govecaent

Thomas Cook
TIAhCRRF
Touche Rose & Company
Transamrica Corporation
Travelers. The

UCCzL Corp.
Unigard Security Insurance Company
United Health Care
United Services Life Co.
United Virginia Sank
University of Texas Health Science Svc
University Hospital of Cleveland
University of California

uU

US Life Corporation
Valley National Bank
Vitro Corporation
Washington National Corporation
Wesley Medical Center
West Virginia blue Cross/blue Shield
Western Union
Westin Hotels
Wilder (Amherst H) Foundation
Williams Brothers Engineering
Williams-NW Pipeline
Wisconsin Physician Service
Zurich insurance
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Bayffuggins

Denefits Comparison

Governmeat Participants
ALM
Bureau of Finance

Nanagement

City of Colorado Spring.
County of Late
City of Los Angeles (General)
Police)
City of LOS Angeles (Fire
City of Los Angeles (Water & Power)
City of Hampton
City of Norfolk
City of Portland
City of Rapid City
City of Rapid City (Fire & Police)

City of Richmond
City of Suffolk
Congressional Budget Office
Florida state Government
Ilichigan state Government
itre
Regional Transportation Authority
8t. Louis board of Police Adnin.
State of Arizona
State of Connecticut
State of Georgia
State of Maryland
State of Nebraska
State of Nov Joesey-Dept of Personnel
State of North Carolina
State of Oregon

Texas Department of Human Resources
*Tovn

Texas State Government
of Palm leach (Public Safety)

P
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Part D. Extract from the Description of Officers and Enlisted
Personnel in the U.S. Selected Reserve
THE 1986 RESERVE COMPONENTS SURVEYS
The 1986 Reserve Components Surveys were a major source of
data for analysis by the
staff of the 6th QRMC and its
supporting contractors. 1 This document provides an overview of
the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys. It includes a discussion
of survey research in the Department of Defense and the design
used in conducting the present surveys. Information about the
sample, data collection, response rates and the questionnaires
is also provided.
A. Survey Research in the Department of Defense
In formulating manpower and personnel policy, the Department
of Defense (DoD) relies on both administrative data and on
survey data. Administrative data are personnel-related
information collected from individuals, or maintained about
them, primarily for record-keeping purposes. Such information
is used in determining the types and amounts of military
compensation, eligibility for various forms of health and
program benefits, and performance assessments. These data are
largely automated and readily available for policy research and
formulation purposes.
Survey data collected in DoD include social characteristics,
descriptive, economic, demographic, and behavioral information,
as well as data about tastes, preferences, experiences, and
projected behaviors. Survey data are currently collected from
samples of individuals, using a range of methodologies. Data
are most frequently collected using self-administered
questionnaires distributed and collected individually or in
group settings. They are also collected through personal and
telephone interviews and as an adjunct to field experiments.
Survey data can be used to supplement administrative data as
well as to address issues which cannot be studied from the
administrative data. Particularly if collected periodically and
systematically, these data serve as a basis for assessing the
response of military personnel to policy changes and for
identifying areas for future policy action.
Each of the Services and the reserve components undertakes
policy analyses using their own administrative data and data
from surveys conduc .1 among their own personnel. In general,
Part 0.
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such studies address Service- or component-specific issues.
Issues which are cross-Service or cross-component in nature are
addressed within the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD).
Either such studies are conducted by OSD or a single service is
designated to conduct a study on OSD's behalf.
The administrative data used to support OSD studies are less
detailed than those available at the Service or component level,
since the former are primarily used for policy formulation and
assessment, while the latter are used for detailed personnel
management as well as for policy purposes. Surveys conducted at

the OSD level strive for a balance between data which will allow
for cross-Service or cross-component policy analysis and data
detailed enough so that they can also be used by the separate
military services.
The 1986 Reserve Components Surveys (1986 RC Surveys)
described below are the most recent examples of OSD surveys,
developed and conducted with the cooperation of the reserve
components and intended to provide data for both OSD and
component-specific studies. In the case of the 1986 RC Surveys,
to ensure
was included
the
Coast of
Guard
of the comprehensive
armed forces.
components
all Reserve
seven reserve
coverage
B. Background of the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys.
1. Purpose
In January, 1983, the Deputy Secretary of Defense mandated a
survey of military families, who were increasingly recognized as
important to the retention and preparedness of the armed forces.
While each of the military services had previously conducted
small-scale studies of Service-specific military families, a
single consistent cross-service data set which could be used to
study emerging family issues was not available. Concurrent with
the requirement to create a data base for studying military
families, DoD also had a need to assess the impact of a range of
personnel policies implemented in the past few years. Because
there was a great deal of overlap in the information needed for
both purposes, i.e., studying family issues and studying a
broad range of personnel issues, the two requirements were
merged.
In preparation for that task, the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Manpower, Reserve Affairs and Logistics) (currently the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Force Management and Personnel)]
established the Family Survey Coordinating Committee, a DoD-wide
committee which assessed both information requirements and data
sources within the DoD. Early in the deliberations of the
Committee, it was recognized that major surveys of both the
active and the reserve components were required. Recognizing
the complexity of the undertaking, the Committee initiated
0-2
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active terce erveys but temporarily pcwtponed the reserve
surveys. The 1985 DoD Surrey of Officer and Enlisted
URsmnne1 (1985 DoD Member Survey) and the 1985 DoD Survey of
N(198
DoD Spouse Survey), collectively the I=98
n aifma
of oicr
ind
tnlist d
ronnel Nd Militady
srveyt
n aditiDon
Surveys),were thus conduced to meet the
requitreents f
ata from active-duty military personnel and
their spouses.e
components

In February, 1985, the Deputy Asscitant Secretary of Defense
(Guard/Reserve Manpower and ersonnel) [DhSD(G/R eP)] asked the
Detnseo
pmer Data Center (ve)
to act as his agent in the
conduct of the 1986 Reserve C
aon te Su
Rve. se
had acted
in
a
similar
capacity
in
the
conduct
of
the
1985
active
duty
survey&. In addition,the DRSD(G/R N&P) convened a special
committee of reserve component representatives to focus on
establishing the requirements for the surveys. The aM
Reserve Covenants Surveys, described
in detail In the remainder
of this chapter, were conducted to met the requirements for
data from mmers of the reserve components and their spouses.
i

Together, the 1985 noD Surveys and the 1986 Reserve CoQnents
Surveys provide data sets on the total population actively
~involved in the military way of life. The survey data
collected from both of these major surveys can be used to
study:
0

The response of military personnel to changes in military
compensation and benefits enacted in recent years;

0

Factors affecting individual preparedness and retention of
active-duty and reserve personnel;

0

Projected behavior of military personnel in response to
possible changes in personnel management;

*

Differences in career orientations, attitudes, and
experiences between members of different subgroups, e.g.,
occupational specialties, officers and enlisted members,
minorities, men and women;

*

The demographic, household, familial and other
characteristics of military personnel, couples, and
families, including special groups such as dual-career
couples and single-parent families;

*

The impact of military policies on aspects of military and
family life such as residential arrangements, continuing
education, and spouse employment;

*

Family well-being, including economic issues facing
military families; and
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Demand for, use and adequacy of programs providing family
seiviaeso

In addition, data available from the, 126 mserve Oonent
IMm mc
be used to address a variety of questions about
National Guard and Reserve coqponents members and families which
heretofore have been the subject of limited or outdated
research, broad stereotyping, and speculation. These include:
*

Patterns of previous active and reserve component service;
Financial issues that would face Guard and Reserve families
in the event of mobilization;

* The interaction between the amount and forms of reserve

compensation and career intentions;
a The relationship between civilian occupations and military
occupations for members;
0 Availability-of medical and health coverage to reserve
families from non-reserve sources;
.

The impact of employer policies, practices and attitudes on
member reserve participation; and

* The role of the family in reserve participation.
2. Previous Reserve Studies
The 1985 DoD Surveys and the 1986 Reserve Comoonents Surveys
(1986 RC Surveys) build directly on OSD-spOlsored survey
research conducted in recent years. The objectives of these
surveys include a systematic examination of, and provision of
policy-sensitive information about the military life cycle. The
military life cycle includes both reserve and active force
enlistment and reenlistment decisions, career orientations,
responses to policies that affect military members and their
households, and decisions to leave the military.
Beginning in FY 1979, several major life cycle surveys have
been conducted. The 1979 DoD SurveY of Personnel Entering

Military Servicmaend the 1981 and 1983 DoD Surveys of Arnlicants
for Mili"ar Service focussed on enlistment decisions. The
1978/79 DoD-Survey of Officer and Enlisted Personnel (1978/79

DoD Surveys) focused on the in-service population; i.e. the men
and women on active-duty in the four Services. The 1985 DoD
Surveys are closely related to the 1978/79 DoD Surveys both in

subject areas and survey design.

-
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sit re aSurveys
I weretoa

The 1979RF
.
of enlisted
creseton
personnel and unit coners
in both the Army National Guard
and Army Peserve.
The purpose of the surveys yas to collect
data for the Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
Mmmz

(Reserve Affairs) and the Army Guard and Reserve components to

Support policy research analysis on reserve force and manning
problems. The study was limited to a sample of 441 Army
National Guard and Army Reserve units, 219 for specialized case
studies and 222 randouly selected. In each unit,
questionnaires were administered to all junior and senior
enlisted personnel and to the unit commanders.
In addition,
one questionnalre .was filled out either by the unit commander or
another unit member (generally the unit military technician) to
report basic factual information about each sampled unit.
The 1984 BtUve of National Guard and Reserve Members was
conducted at the request of the Office of the Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Reserve Affairs) and the Office of the
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Military Personnel and
Force Management). The purpose of the survey was to provide
information on the attitudes and experiences of Selected Reserve
members with regard to the military identification card system
and other aspects of reserve service. The sample included 201
units. Within sampled units, all Selected Reserve members
(including drilling members, Active Guard/Reserve or Training
and Administration of Reserve members (AGR/TARs), and military
technicians) were asked to complete questionnaires.
3.

Brief Descrintion of the 1986 Reserve Cmn2onents Surveys

The 1986 Reserve Comonents Surveys (1986 RC Surveys) consist
of three portions, two of reserve component members and the
third of their spouses.
The 1986 Reserve Cgmnonents Survey:
selected Reserve Officer and Enlisted Personnel (1986 RC Member
Survey) surveyed a sample of Selected Reserve unit members.
Individual Xobilization Augentees (Inas), i.e.,
Selected
Reservists who train with the active components, and military
technicians, i.e., Selected Reservists who are also employed
full-time in reserve units in a civilian capacity, were also
included in the 1986 RC Member Survey. The 1ML
"MM
C
nonents Survey: Full-Time Sunnort Officer and Enlisted
22=200" (1986 RC AGR Survey) surveyed a sample of Active
Guard/Reserve or Training and Administration of Reserve
(AGE/TARS) members.
Individuals in &UJ seven reserve components
(Army National Guard, Army Reserve, Naval Reserve, Marine Corps
Reserve, Air National Guard, Air Force Reserve and Coast Guard
Reserve) were included in both the 1986 RC Member Survey and,
where appropriate, in the 1986 RC AGR Survey.
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As an additional part of, thoe surveys, a follow-up of
seleateid Army :National laardt mi~d Army Reserve units Uluded in
the l970: IF Surveys was Oandditd. Of the 222 unit r~niamdy
selected. In I 0~7C 145 gVai* still
in existence in 1986. A cenwss
of aporokxiat.1y 13,'060 enlisted members in these units
constituted, the -1079 RF- buloUp portion of the 3,984 RC
Surveys. TIbbo units were included so that change* in personnel
attitudes "and "Attributes could be compared* between -1979 And
1986. Members selected for the 1979 3? 'Fo11w-Up are incoluded

in the 1986 RC Member Survey population.

The 1966 RC Member Survey and the 1986 RC AMR Survey were
administered to a sample of approximately 121,000 Guard/Reserve
members (including about 13,000 in units previously sampled in
1979) in the United States and Puerto Rico. Five questionnaire
versions were used: officer and enlisted members (including
technicians and fles) (Forms 1 and 2); full-time support
officer and enlisted personnel (Forms 3 and 4), and the
commanders of units in the 1979 RF .Follow-Up (Form 7).
The 1986 Reserve CogMr nta Sugvey of Snouses of Selected
Reserve Personnel (1906 RC Spouse Survey)' was a census of the
spouses of all individuals sampled for participation in the 1986
RC Member Survey and the 1986-RC AGE Survey. A questionnaire
was sent- to approximately 75,000 spouses in English (Form 5)
and Spanish (in Puerto Rico) (Form 6) versions.

I similar
All of the questionnaires contained a core group of questions
to those usedlin previous DoD active and reserve surveys
covering members' and spouses' characteristics and current
experiences.

C.

Siurve

Ponuations and Sanmles

The Reserve Compotnents Comon Personnel Data System (RCCPDS)
as of 30 October 1085 was used to initially define the
popultion' on which the sample. were based. In addition to the
information *b~ed for samling, RCCPDS contains other
administrottivdata on Guard/Reserve members which were used in
data calle~ftit*f. The 1966 RC Surveys contain three units of
analysis: military persontnel, spouses and couples.

1L. Mltm-asn
The papttlition for the basic military samples of the 1986 RC
Surveys cafwtadW of Selected Reserve trained officer and
enliste ICsorea, i.e., individuals in the training pipeline
were 6zali~. These personnel are included in the Selected
Rezerve at*tength of all res~r*,e components. Therefore, the
samplet population 'was smiller by approximately 9 percent from

the total population or the Selected Reserve.

stratification variable was reserve component.

The basic

Within each
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component, personnel were classified by reserve category (RCAT)
as defined in RCCPDB, officer/enlisted personnel status and sex.
The four reserve categories are unit members (RCAT - S),
non-unit members or INAs (RCAT - T), military technicians (RCAT
M), and full-time support personnel or AGR/TAR (RCAT - F).
The final sample sizes were based on a compromise between the
number of questionnaires needed for detailed analyses of special
#mall populations and budgetary constraints. In most strata,
the design provided for a 10 percent sample. The sample design
also provided for larger sampling ratios of women, officers,
Marine Corps Reserve and Coast Guard Reserve personnel. The
final stratification scheme along with the sampling ratios is
shown in table 2.1. Within each stratum, a random sample of
military personnel was selected with equal probability of
selection using the sampling ratios shown in Table 2.1. The
final sample sizes, by stratum, are shown in Table 2.2.

_m•

As indicated above, in addition to the basic sample,
approximately 13,000 Army National Guard (ARNG) and Army Reserve
(USAR) members of specific units from the 1979 RP Surveys were
surveyed. These 145 units had been randomly selected and
surveyed in the 1979 RF Surveys and were still
in existence in
late 1985. Table 2.3 shows the complete follow-up sample, in
strata defined on the basis of unit size; i.e., following the
classification used in the 1979 RP Surveys. The table shows
12,977 individuals were selected; 7,443 individuals in the ARNG
and 5,534 in the USAR.
However, some individuals in the ARNG or
USAR are in h samples, that is, they were randomly selected
as
of the basic
sample number
and happened
to be members
RP part
Follow-Up.
The actual
of additional
unique of 1979
individuals sampled was 11,700: 6,707 in the Army National Guard
and 5,013 in the Army Reserve. Put another way, there is an
overlap of 1,257 individuals, 736 in the Army National Guard and
521 in tho Army Reserve who are in both the basic 1986 RC
Surveys sample and the 1979 RF Follow-Up.
2.

S2ous

The 1986 RC Spouse Survey queried the total population of
spouses of married military members who had been randomly
selected for inclusion in the military portions of the 1986 RC
Surveys. While the accuracy of marital status information in
RCCPDS made this administrative data of limited use in selecting
married members, it was possible to make a rough estimate of the
total number of reservists who were married. It was estimated
that approximately 75,000 individuals in the basic and
additional sanples described above would be married at the time
of data collection.
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196 Reserve Caimonuts 5umrvs Samping Ratios
for ilitary 1nsirs

Tyre

AM

Unit M

I

M UANG
USAI

SO

s (McAT-s)

Officew

Hale
Female
Iklisted
male
Female
M-

USC

t lbers

Femle
Sa0i2ted
Hale
1rmd'e

N"*
Feale

0.10
0.20

0.10
0.20

0.40
0.80

0.10
0.20

0.10
0.20

0.60
1.00

0.10
0.10

0.10
0.10

0.10
0.10

0.20
0.20

0.10
0.10

0.10
0.10

0.30
0.30

-

0.40

-

0.80

-

0.10
0.20

-

0.20
0.20

0-

0.10
0.10

-

(ZMe)

Hale

Tedwicim
OffiLear
Hale
Female
Unlisted

0.10
0.20

(RCAT-T)

-

0.10

-

0.20

-

0.10
0.10

-

0.10

0.10

-

0.20

0.20

(WAT-t4)

0.10
0. 10

0.10

-

0.20

0.10

-

-

0.10
0.10

0.10
0.10

-

0.10
0.20

0.40
0.80

0.10
0.20

0.10
0.20

-

0.10
0.10

0.20
0.20

0.10
0.10

0.10
0.10

-

0.100
.. 100

.t2-Tims
Support Irrs-epotR )
Officer
mllae
0.10
0.10
Female
0.20
0.20
waliste
Mae
0.10
0.10
Feae0.10
0.10
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Table 2.2

Baic. Sple of Military Members Selected
for the 1986 Reerve Cainpeaeats Surveys

gyegeve Comownt,

Total

Respondent

Selected

Unit Hliers (RCAT-S)
Of ficer
fale
3,175
3,345
Femle
385
Enlisted
Hale
30.785
Femle
1,408
Han-Unit
Officer

1,872

976

935

584

890

11,777

1,340

331

46

163

309

74

2,648

15.826
3,164

7,650
899

6,040
224

5,971
777

3,729
852

2,890
300

72,891
7,624

651
164

-

1,718
306

-

739
142

aimbers (ZIAs)

(RCAT-T)

Hale

-

795

-

94

64
9

208
39

-

Female

-

291
42

4
2

97
13

-

347

187
9

77
7

-

-

891
60

1,790

672
55

-

4,253

162

-

387

-

Enlisted

ale
Femle

Teclicians (ECAT-Ml)
Officer
Hle
531
96
Female
31
13
Enlisted
Hale
1,548
243
Female
141
29

-

-

-

-

85

ME
., -Sort
(M-WTAX) (WCAT-)
Male
Female
Enlisted
Hale
Female
btal

Port S.

277
22

280
43

164
16

76
18

92
7

15
2

-

904
108

1,523
188

592
191

1,254
89

154
34

441
110

32
11

-

3,996
623

40,014

26,384

12,354

7,925

10,644

7,592

4,154

109,067
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Table 2.3.
Reserve

9

1979 Reserve Forces Follow-up Survey Sample
unit

nin

Army National Guard

101-160
41-100

101-160
161+

Subotal
&W

3,911
L304

7,443

Ress__e_0-40
41-100
101-160
161+

Subtotal

270
1,043
1,863
2,358

5,534

Total

3.

54
2,174

12.977

=e

The couple data have been derived by merging survey
information provided by married military survey respondents with
that given by their responding spouses. A unique aspect of the
couple information is the existence of married couples both of
whom are Guard/Reserve members. It is clear that, with two

distinct probabilities, either or both partners of any
dual-Guard/Reserve couple could have been drawn into the
military sample. If both partners were selected, both received
"military" questionnaires to complete. In addition, both
partners also received 1986 RC Spouse Survey questionnaires.
Because the spouse questionnaire was sufficiently different from
the member questionnaire, both partners were asked to fill out
the spouse questionnaire. When only one partner was selected
into the member sample, the couple was asked to complete one
member and one spouse questionnaire between them.
D. Survey Administration and Response Rates
1.

Administraon

Data collection for the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys was
the responsibility of component-specific administrative units,
coordinated by the DKDC, ODASD(G/R M&P) and representatives from
each of the reserve components.

0-IO
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Prior to the start of data collection, WKC provided a
aontractor, National Capmtmr Systems (NCS), with a tape of the
mlitary
sample selected from the 30 October 1985 RCCPDs file.
The tape contained two types of records. The first type, Record
Control Number (RCN) records, defined the location of the
targeted military sample. RCN records contained uit&addresses
for all military mebers in the survey, numbers of specific
questionnaire variants sent to each location, and other
information for survey control purposes.
(The term "unit" in
this context refers to an organizational element of the reserve
components such as headquarters, a company or platoon.)
The
second type, indiidua records, contained information about
each person to be surveyed at each unit. The information
included name, Social Security Number (SSN), rank, questionnaire

variant assigned to the individual, and the individual's home
address.
CS used this information in producing field materials
and in the survey tracking system designed for these surveys.
ICS mailed packages containing questionnaires and related
materials directly to approximately 15,000 units in the U.S. and
Puerto Rico. On the average, units had 7-10 survey
participants. However, many units had only one or two survey
participants, while other units (including the 1979 RF Survey
follow-up units) had 50 or more survey participants.
The
survey packages mailed to units contained the following
documents:
a

Survey checklist;

*

Printed roster identifying military survey
participants and requesting spouse information and
member address and information correction;

Alternate return mailing labels for those expected to
be absent during the survey administration;

Member survey packets (including questionnaires with
computer-generated member identification numbers and
cover letters, in individually addressed
envelopes/survey packets for each member survey

participant);
0

Spouse packets (including questionnaires with
computer- generated spouse identification numbers and
cover letters, in individually addressed
envelopes/survey packets for each spouse survey

participant);

Pawt 9.

a

Administration instruction booklet; and

0

Return mail packaging materials.

IseifIh Trianlge institute Study
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With minor variations resulting from component-specific
organizational differences, the administrative procedures used
for data collection were the same in each of the components. The
basic process is summarized below:
Prior to sending the survey package, a "heads up"
letter
was sent to the unit commander requesting the
name of a point-of-contact (POC) to administer the
survey as well as the POC's telephone number.
Next, a survey package was sent to the POC or unit
commander (if
a POC had not been designated).
When a
survey package arrived at a unit, the POC was
responsible for the following actions:
Reviewing, conletina. and returnina the SurvyM
Checklist to NCS. The checklist allowed survey
administrators to specify any deficiencies in the
survey package shipment.
They were required to
complete same and return to NCS.
Reviewina. and coMetina the Survey Roster.

Survey administrators reviewed the roster,
indicated members who were still in the unit,

those who are expected to be absent during the
survey administration, and those married. They
also verified home addresses and/or provided
corrected home addresses and, for married
members, provided the spouse's name.
*

Mailina S
aouse
Survey Packets. The mailing
contained Spouse Survey packets addressed "to the
Spouse of ..." for aU members selected to

participate in the survey, since information
available prior to the survey was judged
inadequate for data collection purposes.
Administrators were instructed to destroy packets
for unmarried members. For those married, the
correct spouse name was to be substituted where
possible for "to the Spouse of ..." and addresses
verified and corrected where necessary.
Corrected packets were then mailed to the home
address by the unit point-of-contact -- not given
to members to take home.

Senaratin Member Survey Packets and Returning
SUey Roster. Using the Survey Roster,
administrators were instructed to separate the
Member Packets into groups of those who were no
longer in the unit, those expected to be absent,
and those expected to be present at either the
next drill or the one following. The packets for

-
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those no longer in the unit were to be destroyed.
Packets were mailed to members at home if they
were expected to be absent during the
administration period. An alternate return
mailing label was enclosed, so questionnaires
could be returned directly to the contractor.
Packets for unit mmbers expected to be at either
of the next two drills were held for
administration. Annotated survey rosters were
then to be returned to NCS.
*Aministerina Member Survey.
Returnina Combleted
Oustionnaires and Ouestionnaires for Those
Unexbectedly Absent Durina Administration Period.
Questionnaire packets were distributed to members
during the next drill following receipt of

materials or, if any were absent, at the
following drill. Units were expected to give
time for members to complete the questionnaire
during the drill. The survey administrator
collected all completed questionnaires in sealed
envelopes.

After the second drill, completed

questionnaires were packaged and mailed to the
contractor.
To ensure that data collection procedures were being
followed, the survey contractor monitored each stage of the
process and sent follow-up letters and special reminders to unit
points-of-contact. Follow-up letters were sent if checklists,

rosters, and questionnaires were not received within a specified
period of time after initial transmittal. NCS processed
completed member and spouse questionnaires, as they were
returned, by optically scanning, editing and coding responses
onto computer tapes. Follow-ups (including a second
questionnaire) were sent to the home addresses of those members

expected to be absent from drills, and to spouses, if
questionnaires were not received within a specified period of
time.
Administrative procedures for individuals identified as
XNAs (RCAT

- T) were somewhat different.

INAs are programmed

in significant numbers in only three components: Army Reserve,
Marine Corps Reserve and Air Force Reserve. For the Army and
Aiz Force Reser-e samples, computer tapes listing the names,
SSNs, and mailing addresses were sent to the Reserve Personnel
Centers where the addresses were corrected and forwarded to NCS.
Survey packets were then sent directly to their home addresses.
In the Marine Corps Reserve, a survey package containing survey
packets was sent to the Personnel Center in Kansas City. There,
packet addresses were hand-corrected and mailed directly to the
home addresses of XMAs and their spouses.
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Data collection from spouses followed another scenario, one
less complex than used for the member surveys. As indicated
above, questionnaire packets were mailed directly to verified or
corrected home addresses from units or from NCO
or the Marine
Corps Personnel Center in the cases of spouses of IMLs.

Following the pattern of the member

survey, spouses received an

introductory letter and a follow-up letter from
component-specific military leaders and, after several weeks,
received a second questionnaire. While the units were
responsible for mailing the initial questionnaire to the
spouses, the follow-up activities were the responsibility of the
contractor. Thus, if the unit had failed in following the

procedures for the initial mailing, the second mailing insured
that at least one questionnaire was sent.
Questionnaires to the 145 unit commanders in the 1979 RF
Follow-Up were mailed directly to them by NCS, several weeks
after the start of the main data collection activities. For
this group, follow-up activities were handled by DMDC. Personal
telephone calls were made to commanders from whom questionnaires
were not received within a reasonable amount of time.
Throughout the data collection, ODASD(G/R M&P) was informed
of the surveys'progress and asked to provide special assistance,
e.g., resolving unit specific problems or contacting components
who appeared not to be conducting the survey in a timely
fashion.
2. Response Rates
As shown in Table 2.2, the basic sample selected for the
military member surveys consisted of a total of 109,067 officer
and enlisted personnel. Including individuals unique to the
1979 RF Follow-Up Survey, i.e. excluding those who were selected
for both samples, a total of 120,787 were to be surveyed.
Data collection for the survey began in February 1986 with
the mailing of the initial notification letters to units
containing sampled individuals. Because of the dispersion of
the sample, varying drill schedules, and the follow-up efforts
initiated to improve response rates, the last questionnaires
were not received by the survey processing contractor until June
1986. The majority of the questionnaires, however, were filled
out in March and April 1986.
Data collection for the spouse survey lagged that of the
member surveys initially by several weeks, since the first
questionnaires were mailed by the unit. Follow-ur efforts,
however, lagged even more. The lag resulted from the reliance
on verifications and corrections of spouse home addresses to
arrive from military units. This delay in completing the
initial mailing, combined with the requirement to send second
0-14
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questionnaires to spouses who did not respond initially, meant
that the last questionnaires for the spouse survey were not
received untJl late July 1986.
One way to assess the response rates among military members
is to compare the numbers of questionnaires mailed out with the
final numbers received. Table 2.4 provides a complete set of
member response rates, by stratum, and the frame count (i.e.,
the number in the population), the number selected, the number
eligible, and the number responding. Table 2.5, an abridgement
of Table 2.4, shows the same data by reserve component, for both
officers and enlisted personnel separately and combined.
The unadjusted response rates shown in Tables 2.4 and 2.5
do not account for the fact that some individuals who had been
selected for participation from the 30 October 1985
administrative files were no longer members of the unit to which
the questionnaires were sent at the time of actual data
collection. There are several reasons why this occurs. First,
individuals may have totally separated from the armed forces,
i.e. were no longer members of any reserve or active component.
Second, individuals may have transferred from a reserve
component to an active component. Third, individuals may have
transferred within the reserve components to either another
classification, e.g. individual ready reserve, to another
component, or to another unit within their original component.
Experience with the reserve components shows that a "losing"
unit may or may not have information about the actual status of
a "lost" member. For example, an individual may inform his unit
that he is totally separating from the reserve components due to
geographical relocation but may, in fact, rejoin another unit
several months later. Thus, the administrative procedures
specified that survey eligible members were only those who were
unit members at the time of data collection. (Unit members who
were absent during data collection were eligible to
participate.)
As can be seen, the u
response rates for all
components, officer and enlisted personnel combined, except the
Army, are over 50 percent. Since the Army components
constitute a significant portion of the total DoD sample
selected, (65 percent), its response rate lowers the
(unadjusted) overall DoD total to 53 percent. As is usually the
case, officer response rates were higher than those for enlisted
personnel, with the overall DoD officer total (unadjusted) being
67 percent and the enlisted personnel (unadjusted) being 50
percent.
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Table 2.4

1986 Reserve Component Surveys Response Rates
for Military Members. by Stratum

t
Stratun Sex

Reserve
Component

Frae
Count

ICAT =
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

F
F
F
1
F
F
M
M
N
N
N
M

Selected

(AGR/TAR)

D-16

Rank Group - Officer

USAR
USA1
AIG
ANG
usCR
USMR
USAR
USAYR
ARIG
A1I
USCR
USER

211
9
110
32
24
80
2796
146
2803
924
190
1632

43
2
22
7
18
16
280
15
277
92
76
164

36
2
22
6
11
14
237
15
268
91
73
145

27
1
14
5
10
12
182
14
187
79
59
106

62.8
50.0
63.6
71.4
55.6
75.0
65.0
93.3
67.5
85.9
77.6
64.6

75.0
50.0
63.6
83.3
90.9
85.7
76.8
93.3
69.8
86.8
80.8
73.1

Subtotal

8957

1012

920

696

68.8

75.7

RCA? - F (AGR/TAR)
13
1
14
F
15
1
16
F
17
1
s18
19
H
20
N
21
N
22
N
23
N
24 N

Iligible

UnadRejusted Adjusted
spond- Response Response
ins
Rate
Rate

Rank Group - Enlisted

USAR
USA1
AM
ANG
U3ICR
USER
WAR
USAIR
AMG
AG
USHR
USER

1909
102
1914
1095
167
888
5920
311
15315
4415
769
12540

191
11
205
110
34
89
592
32
1729
441
154
1254

162
11
191
104
32
81
502
31
1611
431
141
1107

76
9
124
91
24
44
278
21
1161
384
86
586

39.8
81.8
60.5
82.7
70.6
49.4
47.0
65.6
67.1
87.1
55.8
46.7

46.9
81.8
64.9
87.5
75.0
54.3
55.4
67.7
72.1
89.1
61.0
52.9

Subtotal

45345

4842

4404

2884

59.6

65.5
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Table 2.4 (continued)

Strattm sea

Reserve
comonent

Frame
Count

Selectad

IliSible

RCAT - H (Military Technicians)
25
26
27
28
29
3C
31
32

F
F
F
F
H
N
1

F
F
F
7
M
N
H
N

Rank Group - Officer

USAR
USAFR
ARNG
AmG
USA
USAIR
ARNG
AUG

61
31
156
43
93
762
5323
1862

13
7
31
9
9
77
531
187

12
7
30
9
89
73
494
183

7
6
24
9
6
58
406
167

53.8
85.7
77.4
100.0
68.8
75.3
76.5
89.3

58.3
85.7
80.0
100.0
74.2
79.5
82.2
91.3

Subtotal

9201

951

897

743

78.1

82.8

RCAT
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

linadRe-justed Adjusted
spond- Response Response
Rate
Ing
Rate

X (Military Technicians)

Rank Group-

Enlisted

USAR
USAFR
AMG
AMG
USAR
USAFR
hUN
ANG

285
542
1430
1613
2430
6713
15318
17900

34
55
157
162
323
672
1786
179

29
50
135
151
278
650
1671
1738

17
42
83
134
162
525
1116
1496

50.0
76.4
52.9
82.1
50.2
78.1
62.5
83.6

58.6
84.0
61.5
88.7
58.3
80.8
66.8
86.1

SRubtotal

46431

4979

4702

3575

71.8

76.0
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Table 2.4 (continued)

Stratun Sea

ftesrve
C-ne1-t
RCAT

-

Rligible

S (Ulit Nembers)

unadRejusted Adjusted
spond- Response Response
In&
Rate
Rate

Rank Croup

-

Officer

41

1

USA1

6849

1340

1124

42

724

54.0

64.4

F

MM

1545

309

282

226

73.1

80.1

43
44
45
46
47
48

1 AIM
1 AM5
IF UR
to
7
USWR
M
08*1

1938
813
57
1666
74
34271

385
163
46
331
74
3345

324
154
43
276
68
2804

220
125
33
206
64
2011

57.1
76.7
71.7
62.2
86.5
60.1

67.9
61.2
76.7
74.6
94.1
71.7

49

"

U31

5833

584

541

400

68.5

73.9

Am)
AM
IJNC
UM

3189
9353
2440
18755

3175
935
976
1872

2784
890
858
1629

1959
739
671
1313

61.7
79.0
68.8
70.1

70.4
83.0
78.2
80.6

s0
51
52
53

"
"
M
"

54

M USCM
Subtotal

RCA?
55
56
57
38
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

0-18

rcam
Count

soleeted

1

F
1
1
F
7
7
M
N
N
N
M
N

L419

890

792

691

77.6

87.2

116824

14425

12569

9382

65.0

74.6

w

S (Unit Members)

Rank croup

nlisted

USAR
USAfl
AUG
*150
USHCR
USHR
USCGU
USA
0901
*311
Am
A1G
US4
USE
US=cx

31687
8534
14216
7773
1117
9425
1009
158767
37380
308589
59418
30255
77747
9739

4110
852
1660
777
224
899
300
19808
3729
36763
5971
6040
7650
2890

3178
684
1380
690
172
715
238
15272
3168
31648
5479
4980
6224
2457

1541
485
703
520
103
471
165
7426
2245
17847
4366
3086
3791
1788

37.5
56.9
42.3
66.9
46.0
52.4
55.0
37.5
60.2
48.5
73.1
51.1
49.6
61.9

48.5
70.9
50.9
73.4
59.9
63.9
69.3
4.6
70.9
56.4
79.7
62.0
60.9
72.8

Subtotal

756016

91673

76285

44537

48.6

58.4
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Table 2.4 (cntinued)

L,,,
Stra-

e
DOerve
tn3xCAWOmt

1r
Coait

so "b
lected

811,
Sible

asu ed Adjuted
p"od- hapones lepae
lug
late
Rate

BAT = T (Non-Unit Members; Inaiviual Nobtlizftion Augmatees)
-Rank Group = Offiear
69

7

UN

470

94

t0

58

70

r

UsA!

61.7

72.5

825

164

139

123

71
72
73
74

75.0

7

88.5

48
44
7946
6559

39
9
795
651

37
8
674
552

27
6
533
503

69.2
66.7
67.0
77.3

73.0
75.0
79.1
91.1

75
76

M
K

520
659

208
64

203
54

165
42

79.3
65.6

81.3
77.8

IUNCR
1 vi
K
1AR
N USAn
IWNR
v3n
Subtotal

-----

---------------

17071

2024

-----

1747

1457

72.0

-----

83.4

RCAT - T (Non-Unit Members; Individual Mobilization Aumaentees
Rank Group - Enlisted
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

F
7
F
F
K
N
M
K

USA
USAFR
UHCR
US
USAR
UOAn1
USNCR
1S3
Subtotal
Total

Pert D.

419
42
36
860
85
72
62
13
13
12
2
2
2904
291
247
3513
347
294
483
97
76
41
4
3
-----------------------------------8294
881
743
1008139 120787

Research Trlunste Institute study

102267

)

15
47
6
0
125
191
28
1

35.7
55.3
46.2
0.0
43.0
55.0
28.9
25.0

41.7
65.3
46.2
0.0
50.6
65.0
36.8
33.3

413

46.9

55.6

63687

52.7

62.3
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Table- 2.5

1936 Reserve Components Surve
for NL tacy Nebers, by 3srv

eUn

Componunt Coa~t

spsme Rates
Components
Adjusted

yadjusted

Selseted

148ible

Rate

Rsj;"ngm

at's

3.k Group - Off lear
USAR
ULVWt

53367
0710

6006
1809

5056
1611

g3
1331

60.1
73.6

71.4
S2.6

AM
AIM
US=
WNE
US=t

42139
13027
3279
22338
1493

4421
1393
1363
2456
96

3922
1333
1225
2126
360

2810
1124
965
1685
755

63.6
80.7
70.8
68.6
78.3

71.6
84.3
78.8
79.3
87.6

--------

Subtatal

152053

--

13412

------

-..--

16133

12278

-

-

--

-

-

-

66.7

76.1

Rank Group = Enlisted
USA
WAn
AW
A19
USNCR
M
us0M

204321
57955
356962
92574
32853
160653
10748

25391
5783
42M300
9251
6562
9398
3190

19704
4960
36636
8593
5414
8132
2695

9640
3565
21034
6991
3333
4393
1953

38.0
61.6
49.7
75.6
50.8
49.4
61.2

48.9
71.9
57.4
81.4
61.6
60.2
72.5

Subtotal

856036

102375

86134

51409

50.2

59.7

Reserve Components
ton1
USA
AMG
AIn
11
UMR
3am
Total

257333
73665
399121
1mI
36132
123491
12241

31397
7592
46721
1044
7923
12354
4154

24760
6S71
4053
96
6639
10258
3555

13248
4896
23844
3115
4298
6578
2703

42.2
64.5
51.0
76.2
54.2
53.2
65.2

53.5
74.5
58.8
81.8
64.7
64.1
76.2

1008139

120787

102267

63687

52.7

62.3
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AdioI reamonse rates, which take account of the
adai
e& e pocadz", were calbulated by comparing the
sample mlo4d as of 30 Oct er. 1985 with (a) the survey
c
oflileer,which rafigct intormation received from units as
to whether the rimewvtsu adle teOd were still unit mebers when
date
collected end fb) for imits who did nbt ptoVide this
information, the 30 June 1966 UCOPD administrative files. This
comparison allowed for the identification of both those who do
not appearon
seaz
lUoat all (i.e. were either no longer in the
arm& foxcms orthad transferred to the regular components) and
those who had made various transfers within the reserve
componen0,
e,, changed component, unit, or transferred out of
the4keoted ee
. Of the 120,787 individuals initially
lbted
, 520 were-in fact not eligible for the survey for
the reafmo
noted above. Of these, 7,971 did hot appear in
RCCPDS in June 1)86 and an additional 10,549 were in RCCPDS but
at a unit different from the one at which they were selected for
thesurv
ly
leaving an effective sample of 102,267.

As shown in Table 2.5, after the adjustments are made the
overall response rate is increased to 62 percent. The final
(adjteted) ofricer response rate was 76 percent. The enlisted
response rate was 60 percent. Ixcept for the Army components,
officer req~pns. rates were about 80 percent and those for
enlisted personnel were over 60 percent. It is likely that the
greaftwr mobility of Amy personnel partly explains the lower
respose rat".
When subgroups of the sample are examined, as shown in
Table 2.4, other differences are apparent. For example, among
officers, the response rates ranged from a low of 74.6 percent
for officers in units to 83.4 percent to officers who were INA.
Among enlisted personnel, unit members had the lowest response
rate, 58.4 percent, and military technicians the highest, 76.0
percent.

The calculation of response rates for spouses is somewhat
more -complex than that for military members. Unadjusted rates
for members were defined as the ratios of the number of

questUmmaires received to the number mailed out. For military
members, the contractor sailed out known numbers to each
administrative unit; i.e. the number selected by ODKC. As
discussed in Section D.1 above, the contractor-provided units
with th. same number of spouse questionnaires as member
questimair". Since we know that not all reservists are
married, a calculation of unadjusted response rates for spouses
in the sm way as was done for members is meaningless. The
appropriate *wiled out* number should be the number of
questL6nwires sent out by unit administrators to married
members. This number, according to the procedures, should have
been reported to the contractor on returned rosters. In fact,
some unit administrators did not return rosters and others who
Part . h eret rIangle h1tWltut. study
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returned them did-not indicate marital status nt
to every
name.
As a result, a dotemination
mas ds as to the marital

status of. each rseist

methods and sources.

in t

sta. i,

using a variety of

These papuamtion estinates

by stratum,

together with the number of spomes respoling (ie.
questionnaires received) and response rates are shown in Table
2.6. A summary of thene data is presented in Table 2.7.
Examination of Table 2.6 shows variation among various
subgroups.
Among the spouses of officers, the rates range from
49.3 percent among spouses whose mates are part-time unit
members (RCAT - 8) to 60.6
percent among the spouses of

officers who are also military technicians.
Among the spouses
of enlisted personnel, spouses of unit members have the lowest
rate, 34.2 percent, and spouses of military technicians the

highest, 54.3. Within subgroups, there is variation both by
component and by the sex of the spouse. In general, the
response rates for female spouses are higher than those for male
spouses and the response rates for the Air Force components are
highest among the components.
Table 2.7 summarizes the response rate by component. For
spouses of reserve officers, response rates for the Army
components were the lowest. Rates for the Naval and Marine
Corps Reserve were slightly higher. The response rates for
spouses of enlisted personnel in the Army components and Naval
and Marine Corps Reserve were also the lowest, and considerably
lower than rates among spouses of officers. Since the Army
co. )onents constitute the largest portion of the samples, their
low response rates decrease the overall rates.
Examination by DNDC of all the information available on the
data collection suggests several reasons for the low response
rates to the 1986 RC Spouse Survey. First, we know that 31
percent of units did not return rosters, and that the majority
of these were in the Army components. The number of
questionnaires returned by spouses from units who did not return
rosters was smaller than from those who did return them. This
strongly suggests that a considerable number of spouses may
never have received questionnaires from the unit; i.e., that
administrative procedures were not followed. The response rate
data presented in Tables 2.6 and 2.7 assumes that sy
eligible
spouse received a questionnaire.

This may not have been the

case. Second, it appears that some administrators gave the
spouse's questionnaire to the member to deliver, rather than
mailing it to a home address in accordance with the instructions
provided.

We do not know how many of these questionnaires were

never received by a spouse. Again, our response rate
calculations assume receipt. This also may not have been the
case.
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Table 2.6

1986 Resrve Components Spouse Survy Respomie Rates.
by Stratum

lation
Estimate

ktmerve

Stratn Sa

C

m

ligible

fta
t Spoue

Respoudift

Spouse

W

Response Rate

Spouse

Couple
Couple

Spouses

CAT

1P (AITAR)
- Officer

Rank Orop
1
USAR
2
1 U5M
3
1 AIM
4
AM
S
uSCR
6 F um
7 14 USAR
8 N USA R
9
14 RNG
10
14 AG
11 1
UUU
12
M
IR
Subtotal

100
23
10
9
43.5
39.1
7
1
1
1
100.0
100.0
28
10
3
2
30.0
20.0
22
4
3
3
75.0
75.0
9
8
4
4
50.0
50.0
34
S
2
2
40.0
40.0
2519
2"4
139
130
57.0
53.3
130
13
9
9
69.2
69.2
2628
243
168
146
69.1
60.1
973
84
61
60
72.6
71.4
152'
63
38
38
60.3
60.3
1538
149
82
78
55.0
52.3
---------------------------------------------------8140
U7
520
482
61.4
56.9

RCAT - I (AITA)
Rank Group - Enlisted
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

F ISAR
7 USAYR
1 ARM
F ANG
usC
1 USR
14 USAR
14 USAIR
14 hUB
14 AM
H USI4CR
1 11M
Subtotal

974
33
830
645
91
746
5014
311
13006
3800
520
10168
-----36138

Pert D. Reseerob TPranfte Institute Study

88
4
91
65
13
42
477
29
1439
362
102
378
---3595

26
24
2
2
47
38
37
34
8
7
16
15
192
170
18
18
883
777
252
243
45
36
300
272
--------1826
1636

29.5
50.0
51.6
56.9
44.4
38.1
40.3
62.1
61.4
69.6
44.1
34.2
---50.8

27.3
50.0
41.8
52.3
38.9
35.7
35.6
62.1
54.0
67.1
35.3
31.0
---45.5
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Table 2.6 (continued)

lation
tiante

StraReservm
Total
tun Sex CCvqKomt Spouses

Eligible
Total
Spouses

Respondiu

Spouse

Couple

Repoense Rate

Spouse

Couple

RCAT = N (Military Technicians)
Rank Group - Officer
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

F USR
F USAn
P AI99
F AMG

N WAR
M USAYR
N AIMG
N AMG
Subtotal

30
870
586
4705
1576

5
4
15
4
38
60
436
166

3
3
12
4
48
38
302
124

3
2
10
4
44
35
286
118

60.0
7S.0
30.0
100.0
54.5
63.3
62.1
74.7

60.0
50.0
66.7
100.0
50.0
58.3
58.8
71.1

7913

828

534

502

64.5

60.6

26
21

RCAT - N (Military Technicians)
Rank Group
ERnlisted
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

F
7
7
F
N

USAR
USAn
AIG
AMC
USR
N USM1
N AM
M AM
Subtotal

6-14

97
350
639
745
2006
5484
12480
14259

11
31
88
74
263
565
1483
1478

6
19
33
42
121
351
855
983

5
16
28
40
101
316
729
934

54.5
61.3
37.5
56.8
45.1
62.1
57.7
66.5

45.5
51.6
31.8
34.1
37.7
56.3
49.2
63.2

36060

3998

2410

2171

60.3

54.3
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Table 2.6 (continmed)
Population
Zetimato
Total
StraReserve
two Sex Component Spouses

Eligible
Total
Spouses

Responding
Spouse

Couple

Response Rate
Spouse

Couple

RCAT - S (Unit Members)
Rank Group - Officer
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

USAR
USAFR
ARNG
ANG
USHCR
USUR
US=R
USAM
USAIR
AIG
AUG
USHCR
USMR
USCGR
Subtotal

709
300
252
42.3
35.5
3920
47.7
149
79
71
53.0
750
35.1
66
38.3
188
72
973
52.8
47
52.8
47
468
89
44.0
34
25
11
11
44.0
1246
233
110
100
47.2
42.9
75.4
73.7
43
42
57
63
45.2
50.3
1323
1187
2629
26901
51.8
64.2
255
316
492
4916
48.3
1185
56.,l
1376
2453
24426
59.9
458
66.2
506
764
7682
804
445
401
55.3
49.9
2097
56.4
53.1
894
841
16722
1584
774
520
486
67.2
62.8
1309
----------------------------------------------------49.3
55.2
5402
6042
10950
91507
RCAT - S (Unit M;embers)
Rank Group
Enlisted

USAt
ANG
ANG
USHCM
118M
USCGRI

2
2075 254
184063
21712
41869
4119
9735
2202
49385
4889
6762
2040

Subtotal

439022

F
F
F
F
F
F
H
M4

USAR
USAFR
AhG
ANG
UUScR
UMUR
US=
ISAR

63
64
65
66
67

H
N4
N
N
68

Part 0.

1647
422
682
331
2097
486
20
111"9

55
56
57
58
5
60
61
62

Reses

11332
3918
5484
3161
373
5217
40
92108

52574

Trirwnqts Institute Itudy

194
63
3508

223
116
153
130
14
169
54
2934

16.7
30.8
27.6
41.4
19.6
39.9
42.0
32.0

13.5
27.5
22.4
39.3
14.4
34.8
36.0
26.2

1211
9266
2365
663
2180
1072

1063
7509
2186
556
1896
980

40.6
42.7
57.4
30.1
44.6
52.5

40.2
34.6
53.1
25.2
38.8
48.0

21351

17983

40.6

34.2

275
130
188
137
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Table 2.6 (continued)

lation
istat
Strca
Reserve
Total
tus Sex Component Spouses

Eligible
Total
Spouses

Responding
Spouse Couple

Response Rate
Spouse

Couple

RCAT - T (lon-Unit Members; Individual Mobilization Augmentees)
Rank Group - Officer
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

1
7
1
7
M
H
H
M

USAR
08AIR
U1O
USM
WAR
USAR
USI
OUm
Subtotal

S7.7

324
633
44
0
6811
5639
499
438

32
108
29
7
666
554
185
55

30
54
18
0
355
330
109
9

29
53
15
0
336
324
102
8

50.0
62.1
0.0
53.3
59.6
58.9
16.4

55.8
49.1
51.7
0.0
50.5
58.5
55.1
14.3

14388

1656

905

867

54.6

52.4

RCAT - T (Non-Unit Members; Individual Mobilization Augment:
Rank Group - nlisted
77
78
79
so
81
82
83
84

1
7
F
F
H
N
H
M

USAR
UAI
USHCR
uf
WAR
U1*R
USNCR
Um

287
642
69
0
2651
2926
341
54

22
56
11
2
176
266
81
1

6
28
A
0
67
146
13
1

5
26
3
0
61
136
15
1

27.3
50.0
36.4
0.0
38.1
54.9
22.2
100.0

22.7
46.4
27.3
0.0
34.7
51.1
18.5
100.0

Subtotal

6970

615

270

247

43.9

40.2

640138

75063

33858

29290

45.1

39.0

Total

Dp

Table 2.7

Reserve

1986 Reserve Components Spouse Survey Response Rates,
by Reserve Component
Population
Estimate

Component Total SpouM

USAR
USAPR
ARNG
ANG
USHCR
US"R
USCGR
Subtotal

41471
12682
32859
10751
2835
19978
1372
121948

Eligible

Responding

Total Spouse

Spouse

Rank Group

Officer

Response Rate

Couple

Spouse

Couple

4416
1381
3395
1111
1114
2033
831

2208
830
1933
745
625
1097
563

1990
750
1695
690
571
1029
528

50.0
60.1
56.9
67.1
56.1
54.0
67.7

45.1
54.3
49.9
62.1
51.3
50.6
63.5

14281

8001

7253

56.0

50.8

Rank Group

Enlisted

USAR
USAFR
AMCG
ARC
UHCR
USNR
USCGR

114469
38739
216502
64479
11129
65570
7302

13888
3971
25495
6429
2511
6298
2190

4281
1905
11272
3816
757
2691
1135

3523
1695
9234
3567
631
2353
1034

30.8
48.0
44.2
59.4
30.1
42.7
51.8

25.4
42.7
36.2
55.5
25.1
37.4
47.2

Subtotal

518190

60782

25857

22037

42.5

36.3

Reserve Coaponent
USAR
USAVE
ARMC
AMG
USHCR
US R
USCGR

155940
51421
249361
75230
13964
85548
8674

18304
5352
28890
7540
3625
8331
3021

6489
2735
13205
4561
1382
3788
1698

5513
2445
10929
4257
1202
3382
I562

35.5
51.1
45.7
60.5
38.1
45.5
56.2

30.1
45.7
37.8
56.5
33.2
40.6
51.7

Total

640138

75063

33858

29290

45.1

39.0

Prt 0.
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IHDC analyses show that the demographic characteristics of
members whose spouses returned questionnaires are the same as
those of members whose spouses did not. Further, since
respondents to the 1986 RC Member Survey and the 1986 RC AGR
Survwy reported the demographic characteristics of their
spouses, EDC was able to compare the demographic
characteristics of spouses who returned questionnaires with
those who did not. The analysis shows that they are quite
similar. Similarity of emographic characteristics, however,
does not mean that respondents and non-respondents would have
similar attitudes and opinions. There is some evidence to
suggest that non-respondents are more detached and indifferent
to their mates' reserve participation. Thus, the data collected
from spouses should be viewed as suggestive rather than
definitive. In order to minimize misinterpretation, given the
difference in response rates between components, initial reports
based on the data from the 1986 RC Spouse Survey will not
discuss individual reserve components. Rather, a general
discussion of spouse issues for the reserve components in
general is presented.
Finally, examination of Tables 2.6 and 2.7 shows that the
response rates for couples are lower than those for spouses.
These lower rates result from the administrative procedures
which called for independent administration of questionnaires to
members and spouses. A response on the part of a member was not
a prerequisite for a spouse to receive or complete a
questionnaire. In order for a couple to be included in the
couple response rates, 122h the member and the spouse had to
return completed questionnaires. What these data show is that
for approximately 4,600 completed spouse questionnaires a
matching completed member questionnaire was not received.
3. Weightina the Data
To allow time for questionnaire distribution and mailing of
packages to units, a gap of several months was planned between
sample selection and survey administration. Since
questionnaires were sent to individuals selected by name,
planning for the surveys could not readily make provisions for
surveying new unit accessions between sample selection and
survey administration. Further, as discussed above, provisions
were made for forwarding questionnaires to individuals who
would be absent during the period of data collection. As
described in the section of the sample design, other technical
considerations resulted in excluding from the sample individuals
who were in the training pipeline (RCAT - U). This includes
unit members awaiting or attending initial active duty for
training and untrained Selected Reservists attending specialty
training programs such as chaplain candidates, health, etc.

o-2
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Because the sampling plan allowed for disproportionate
sampling among subgroups in the DoD population, differential
weights were required for the different subgroups. In addition,
weights were required to adjust for the fact that the sampled
subgroups did not respond to the survey in identical rates.
When the sample of respondents was weighted, population
statistics could be computed, indicating estimates for the
population at a given point in time.
Inspection of the dates on which actual questionnaires were
filled out indicates that the majority were completed in March
and April 1986. However, in selecting a RCCPDS population to
which weight adjustments would be made, the decision was made to
use the 30 June 1986 file, since it would most likely reflect
lag between changes in the field situation at the time of the
survey and inclusion of those changes in the RCCPDS files.
Weights were calculated separately for the basic sample and for
the 1979 RF Follow-Up. A weighting procedure was then utilized
in which the 1979 RF Follow-Up sample was combined with the
basic sample's ARNG and USAR components. The final combined
sample weights can be used to produce consistent estimates of
the Selected Reserve trained population as of 30 June 1986.
Table 2.8 shows the total component populations, by reserve
category and by officer and enlisted status, for which inference

can be made using the 1986 RC Surveys data.
E.

The Survey Ouestionnaires

As noted above, the data requirements for the 1986 Reserve
Components Surveys were developed by two groups of individuals:
those concerned with broad issues of personnel management and
those specifically concerned with family issues. In order to
address both types of issues in a systematic fashion, the Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Guard/Reserve Manpower and
Personnel) established a committee consisting of representatives
from each of the reserve components, as well as representatives
from his office and DKDC technical experts. The Committee
concurred with the conclusion reached at the time the 1985 DoD
Surveys were designed, namely, that new information would need
to be collected. The Committee also identified subject areas
covered in previous efforts which would be important to
reevaluate, as well as new areas for which survey data would be
helpful.
An outline which consolidated all of the requirements was
then circulated to all interested OSD offices and individuals.
These included researchers who had utilized previous reserve
survey data, especially the 1979 RF Survey, both within DoD and
in other government agencies as well as Committee members.
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onct tent, =WC

prepared
quesionau,0. 1onn
Lagthe questionnaires, spiecialdraft
attention w
id
g aqwp~ability, whenever possible,
with previ~ 1tit~ry and civilian survey-efforts. The most
heavl re ~
a ionnaires were those from the 1979
Folifo'li

gen**1

Draft? 0e iominaires were r4~dewed by the, same groups
involved in
looJing the data requirements and, after
agreement mAac)hed, thb questionnaires were prepared by DKDC
for protosng
The prtein
wa o ucted in iterative fashion; that is,
problems
od,4id
in:-one pretest were corrected prior to the
next. Cor~e
generally involved modification of items or
clarificatiop
instructions. In some instances, however, the
pretests I.,t~4
ujc
areas which had been overlooked in
assembling t4i* *atal requirements. By the time the
questionnatga%,s mirs considered final, formal and informal
pretests had been conducted with officers, enlisted personnel
and spouses.,. .*.th off iqer -and enlisted personnel participated
in pretests at 'An Air Force Reseirvi Unit and Coast Guard Reserve
unit in Ri*m'i1%, 'VA, an Army Reserve unit at Ft. Meade, XD., an
Army Guardl 0 1 1aUnit in Iowa City, Iowa, a Naval Reserve unit
in Baltimox*, MD. and an-Army Reserve unit in Boston, Kass.
Full-time s~3pport personnel participated in pretests at Andrews
Air Force Base, ND (DC Air National Guard) and in the Office of
the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Reserve Affairs). The major
changes resulting from the pretests are discussed below.
In tho original planning, it had been assumed that separate
questionnaire variants-were needed for officer and enlisted
personnel who awe not unit members, i.e., individual
mobilization augmentees (INhs). Visits to the three components
(Army Reserve, Marine torps Reserve and Air Force Reserve) who
utilize n1MM led to the qonolUsion that INA issues were quite
similar to those of unit'sembers. Thus, INAs could receive the
basic member ~ieton~. codes preprinted on the
quetinnae-wou
. vovr, allow data from this population
to be analged sepqrate~y.
The ptetswt at the Army duard Dental Unit in Iowa City,
Iowa, highlighted the importance of addressing training issues
in detail. members were particularly concerned that the only
time they got to practice their skills was during Annual
Training. Questions dealing with training were expanded,
including the addition of a question assessing the percentage of
time spent working in the momber's primary occupation.
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The utilization of tim,

both training time and time

required for meeting zassve ohligatorie, emie up in several
A&W-Matiotal Guard and Am. Reserve
lo0aticM,

To address

theae oncerns, a question asking the nmber of unpaid bowrs
(monthly) spent at drill loations was added.
The Naval Reserve pretest was especially helpful in
clarifying differnces in nomenclature between its member and

mmesof

other z~rve

the abbreviation ACWTU

conmponents.

One example is

the use of

.(Active Duty for Training) instead of

Annual Training (AT) as used by most other reservists. As a
result, in many place,the questionnaires ,provide for alternate
tArminology,
qeq.Annual Training/ ACDTRA and
NOS/Rating/Specialty.
In developing the FTS-AGR/TAR questionnaire variants, DHDC
relied heavily on the 1985 DoD Survey of Officer and Enlisted
Personnel. A pretest conducted with FTS-AGRs of the DC Air
National Guard, and discussions with several TARs, clarified
differences between components utilizing PTS personnel, as well
as differences between FTS personnel and active duty personnel
in the regular components. For example, some National Guard
AGRs had difficulty answering the questions that related to PCS
moves, since the relocation process is different for full-time

support members from that of active component members.
Accordingly, the questionnaire was modified to account for the
differences. Questions on career status were also modified to
account for component differences.
For all membership categories, questions about military
background presented problems, since some of the distinctions
which are analytically important are difficult to communicate in
a questionnaire. For example, initially FTS-AGR/TARs were asked
how long they had served on active duty, followed by a question
asking how long they had served in the Guard/Reserve.
Individuals with prior active duty time, Selected Reserve time
and FTS tours encountered problems. Attention to wording,
question order and asking for estimates of time spent in
different categories clarified some of the problems.
Inspection of the data, however, indicates that not all problems
of this type were resolved.
A pretest theme, one corrected in the revisions, was a
sentiment that more questions should be asked about the
interface between reserve obligations and benefits and civilian
employment and benefits. Questions about loss of overtime pay

at civilian jobs, medical benefits, and related issues were
subsequently added.

As a result of all the pretests, the questionnaire
underwent considerable refinements. Questions were deleted,
added and reworded for clarity and simplicity so that
Pert D. R1eerek Trienge Institute study
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Voul-hae-litletralblein answerin them. in the
abily with, prevtoms tesearch was
reies&wd40
mspado qsistonmi lewh
here
queatlaou
VW*i
e..
inaI in, imPoving clarity, but
XWO

inlt~ostims,

Whr the modification would lose comparabillity,
wording wasrestored.

the original

Itl
apou
qstionnaire
uas also subjected to rigorous
pretesting a d underwent important-ohanges tram the initial
qastionnawi-to
th- final
one.
In the initial
versions, the
spocmi
vas asimd many questions which assumed greater

familiarity with the reserve components than proved to be the
case. In the end, soot of thes
questions were excluded and the
questionnaire oriented more towards understanding what spouses
kneow, the types of information they would be interested in
having, and detailed information about themselves.
2.

OnetLonaire Contents

A total of &ven questionnaire forms were used in the data
collection for the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys.
For the
member surveys, two nearly identical pairs were developed.
The
difference is primarily in terminology and in the inclusion of
some items which pertain specifically only to officers or only
to enlisted members. Form 1 was used for all officers, except
FTO-AGR/TARs and Form 2 for all
enlisted personnel, except
FTS-AG/TARs. Form 3 was for FTS-AGR/ TAR officers, and Form 4
for FTS-AGR/TAR enlisted personnel.
Form 5 was used for all
English-speaking spouses and Form 6 was a direct translation,
into Spanish, for spouses who elected to use it in Puerto Rico.
(The spouses in Puerto Rico received both an English and a
Spanish version of the questionnaire in the same envelope.)
A
seventh form for the commander of the 1979 RF Follow-Up units
was almost identical to that used in the 1979 RF Surveys.
1996 R C

ember Survey.

The first

section of each of the

regular meber survey questionnaire (Forms I and 2), *Military
Background,* collected basic data such as reserve component, pay
grade, number of active duty years, number of years in the
reserve components and the different components in which the
respondent had served. For Officers, procurement source was
ascertained. Section II, "Military Plans," probed the
respondent's future plans by asking the likelihood of staying
in the reserves under current conditions, as well as under

several hypothetical management options je.g. an increase in
drills and/or Annual Training), number of good years, plans to
elect the Survivor Benefits Plan, plans for the next year, and
participation reasons. Officers were asked about their current
obligation, its completion date and if they intended to
participate
at the end of their
obligation.
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Secton an, militaryTr4ining, Benefits and Programs,
tboy..mere' trained for their current
asked the-ea
o kpndess bh
Primnary NOS/tpealty/ati".gor Designator and the time spent
-espondents were asked to assess the
working In.that-O ll.,
siniut
itylbetwee their civilian job and their reserve job.
Respon
ts w.vere queriod about Annual- Training, their
Guard/Reserve earnings, educational benefits, unit training
objectives, and their opinion on training, promotions,
leadership, supervision and unit morale. This section also
included ispecial questions for military technicians, e.g., did
they serve as technicians and, if so, how long they had bean so
employed.,
section IV, "Individual and Family Characteristics,"
focused on basic demographic facts such as sex, age, marital
status, aspects of educational attainment, number of dependents
and whether or not dependents were handicapped. Married
respondents were asked to provide basic demographic data about
their spouses, as well as information about spouse military
participation.
Section V, "Civilian Work,N included detailed questions
about labor force participation, such as civilian occupation and
industry, type of employer, hours and weeks worked in the
previous year, and earnings. Questions dealing with the
interface between civilian employment and reserve participation
were included here, as well as questions about spouses'
Aection VI, UFamily Resources,* asked the
employment.
respondents about additional income sources, debts and monthly
mortgage and-the offec ts on their income should they be
mobilised for 30 days or more.
The last section, Section VII, NXilitary Life," elicited
attitudes toward time spent on selected activities, plus
interest in receiving information on Guard/Reserve benefits and
program.
The questionnaire conclude with a set of items
measuring satisfaction -or dissatisfaction with selected aspects
of military life, e.g., pay and allowances, commissary
privileges, retirement benefits, unit social activities, and
the opportunity-.to serve the country. The final item measure
overall satisfaction with participation in the Guard/ Reserve.
Like Forms 1 and 2, the first section
1936 RC iA~ Survey.
of each of the FTS-AGR/TAR questionnaires (Forms 3 and 4),
Nilitary Saokgreundw collected basic data such as reserve

component, pay grade, mber of active duty years, number of
years in the reserve- omponents and the different components
served in.
€eortfitAe s, procurement source was ascertained.
1,
lPresdatand Past Locations,N asked questions about
Sectiof
the length at tay# expected stay, and problems encountered both
at the present location and in moving to the location.

ut-S0.
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Section IZZ, *Nllitey
Plans," probed the respondent'e
future plans by asking the likelihood of staying in the ITS
program, number of good years, plans to elect the Survivor
DensmEits Plan, plans for the next year and participation
reasons.
Officers were asked about their current obligation,
its completion date and if they will continue to participate
following the end of thlir
obligation.
Section IV, "Individual and Family Characteristics,N
focused on basic demographic facts such as sex, age, marital
status, aspects of educational attainment,.number of dependents
and whether or not dependents were handicapped. Married
respondents were asked to provide basic demographic data about
their spouses, as well as information about spouse military
participation. With-minor differences, this section is
identical to Section IV in Forms 1 and 2.
Section V, *Military Compensation, Benefits and Programs,"
asked about the benefits being received by the respondent, as
well as the availability and level of satisfaction with a broad
range of family programs. Section VI, "Civilian Labor Force
Experience," and Section VII, "Family Resources," focused on the
household's labor force participation and earnings, non-wage or
salary sources of income, debts and monthly mortgage payments.
The last section, Section VIII, "Military Life," elicited
respondents' perceptions of unit problems and unit morale. The
questionnaire concludes with a set of items measuring
satisfaction or dissatisfaction with selected aspects of
military life, e.g., pay and allowances, interpersonal
environment, retirement benefits, and overall satisfaction with
military life.
1986 RC Spouse Survey. The spouse questionnaires (Form 5
in English, Form 6 in Spanish), consisted of five major
sections. Section 1, "The Guard/Reserve Community," collected
information about the kind and size of community in which the
household lived, transportation arrangements for the member, and
information about the spouse's participation in volunteer
'activities. It also included questions about knowledge of and
participation in Guard/Reserve activities and interest in
information about benefits and programs for families in the
reserve components.
Section 11, OFamily Military Experience," asked about the
spouse's military background and the member's military
background and career plans from the spouse's perspective.
Section 111, "Your Background and Family,
focused on basic
demographic facts such as sex, age, educational attainment,
number of dependents and whether or not they were handicapped.
Spouses with young dependents were asked about their child care
arrangements.
6th ON Report - VolM iII
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In Section IV, "Family Work Experience," focused on the
households' labor force participation and earnings, non-wage or
salary-swou es of income, expenditures in military exchanges and
comiaeries, and debts. The sectie includes items on
comonity social services and an assessment of faily
problems
resultMa
frow the member', reserve participation.
The last set of questions, Section V, *Family Concerns,"
asked about aspects of family preparedness, e.c;, wills and life
insurance, military services which might be utilixed in case of
mobilLiation/ftployment of the member, and community social
problem.
It concluded with a set of satisfaction measures with
various features of the member's participation in the
Guard/Reserve and with overall satisfaction.
Respondents to all of the surveys were provided with the
opportunity to make additional comments or recommendations on
all topics, whether or not the topic was included in the
questionnaires. For this purpose, a separate page was provided,
without identification, but with space to indicate reserve
component and status, i.e., enlisted or officer personnel or
spouse.
1986 RC Unit Commander Survey.
Form 7 was developed for
administration to unit commanders in units included in the 1979
RF Follow-Up Survey. The major purpose of this effort was to
collect information about characteristics of unit commanders and
their opinions about both unit activities and environments so
that changes since 1979 could be studied. The design
necessitated, by definition, a questionnaire as close to that
used in 1979 as possible.
Section I, "Unit Characteristics," Section II, "Unit
Personnel," and Section III, "Unit Drill and annual Training
Activities," asked for objective data about the unit, as well as
an assessment of personnel, training activities, equipment, and
overall unit functioning. Section IV, "Your Guard/Reserve
Activities," asked about time spent on various activities and an
assessent of whether it was sufficient or not. Section V,
"Your Opinions,* addressed the unit commander's view of unit
problem, priorities given to unit activities by headquarters,
and a comparison of the unit in 1986 with its condition five
years previously. Section VI, "Your Military Background," and
Section VII, "Individual Characteristics," collected military
and civilian demographic information similar to that collected
from officers in the other survey questionnaires.

Pert D. 3..ebch Triengto Institute study
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Center for the Offip. f the
(Reserve Affairs) and the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Fers Ilsamement and Personmel) .zThe Research Triangle
Xnatiaut. with assistance of Docision Science Csorwtium Inc.,
wos the contrator for the report,. The 6tk,Q3
rport includes
more celete data applying to-the oowensetion W benefit
progrems epplicable to reserve mnbers and for responses from
such groups, as reserve health professionals and Active Guard and
Reserve members than is included in the Defense Manpower Data
Center Report.

2.
Dascrintion of Military Denennts Issues Based on the
1985 DoD Survey of Officer and Enlisted Personnel. By A.J.
Bonito, Research Triangle Institute, 1986.
Descritgin of Officers and Enlisted Pferonnel in the .U.S.
Armed Forces:
1985. A Report Based on the 1985 DoD Survey of
Officer and Enlisted Personnel. By M.E. McCalla, S.H. Rakoff,
Z.D. Doering, and B.S. Mahoney. Research Triangle Institute,
1984.
DesarMiion of Officers and Enlisted Personnel in the U.S.
Armed Forcem
1985. Sunnlmemntarv Tablations from the 1985
DoD Surv*es of Offi&er and Enlisted Personnel. By L.M. LaVange,
R.E. NCalla, T.J. Gabel, S.H. Rakoff, Z.D. Doering, and B.S.

Mahoney.

Research Triangle Institute, 1986 (3 Volumes).

Description of Spouses of Officers and Enlisted Personnel in
the U.S. Armed Forces:

1985.

A Re ort Based on the 1985 DoD

SurveMs of Officer and Enlisted Personnel Military SNuses.
J.D. Griffith, Z.D. Doering, and B.S. Mahoney. Research
Triangle Institute, 1986 (3 Volumes).

By

DeSMition of Spouses of Officers and Enlisted Personnel in
6unnleuent&M Tabulations from
the 1985 DMR Surveys of Officer and Enlised Personnel military
MWi] i.
By L.M. LaVange, T.J. Gabel, J.D. Griffith, Z.D.
Doering, and B.S. Mahoney. Research Triangle Institute, 1986 (3
Volumes).

the U.S. Armd Forc:~1985.

3.
Thus, "population estimate" in Tables 2.6 and 2.7 refers to
the estimated total number of spouses in the reserve population.
For a discussion of marital status in the 1986 RC Surveys see
Appendix A. 1986 RC Surveys: Survey Weighting Methodology in
1986 Reserve Comuonents SurveYs: Selected Reserve Officer and
Unlisted Personnel -- User's Manual and Codebook or 1986 Reserve
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PIWACX
The 6th Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation (6th QRMC)
was organized in October of 1986 to fulfill the direction of the
President of the United States; "conduct a complete review of
the principles and concepts of the compensation system for
members of the uniformed services", and "report to me... options
and recommendations for improving the current reserve
compensation system." Specific to the President's direction was
the requirement, found in section 1008(b) of title 37, United

States Code, to submit a detailed report to Congress summarizing
the results of such a quadrennial review. Recommendations were
also to be included proposing changes in the statutory salary
system and other elements of the compensation structure provided
to members of the uniformed services.
In his letter of instruction, the President designated the

k

Secretary of Defense as Executive Agent for this review. The
Secretary, in turn, instructed the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Force Management.& Personnel) to conduct the study. To
provjide overall-policy direction and guidance,'a Coordination
Council was established, with the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Force Management and Personnel) and the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Reserve Affairs) as co-chairmen. Members included the
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health
Affairs), the Assistant Secretaries of the Army, Navy and Air
Force (Manpower and Reserve Affairs) and the Commandant of the
Coast Guard. The Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Military Manpower & Personnel Policy) served as Executive
Director of the review.
A further body, the 6th QRMC Steering Committee, was
established in January of 1987 in order to provide close
oversight and direction for the review. The Steering Committee
composed of flag and general officers from each of the seven
National Guard and Reserve components and from the four active
DoD components. A general officer representing the Reserve
Components Medical Council was also named to the Steering
Committee.

Iwas

jLiaison
was established
Commissioned Corps of the

with the Public Health Service and the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA). They did not participate in most
deliberations since the 6th QRMC review was entirely focused on
reserve compensation. Reserve members of the Uniformed Public
Health Service do not actively participate unless on active
duty, and the NOAA Commissioned Corps has no reserve component.
Preface

M
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The technical staff for the QEIC was developed in the last
months of 1986 by assembling qualified individuals from the
active and reserve components. By January 1, 1987, all staff
and steering committee members had convened, commencing the
..efforts of the review.

This volume presents a systematic evaluation of the elements
of compensation for reserve members to include those serving in
a full-time status with the active components and those serving
full-time or part-time in the reserve components. Although the

primary focus is on compensation for reservists who are not
serving in a full-time capacity, the context of the review is
set by the military compensation system as a whole. There are
three reasons why the totality of the military compensation
system forms the context of the review. First, military careers

commonly combine periods of active service with periods of
reserve service. The effective and equitable treatment of these
periods is required for the purpose of determining both active
duty and reserve compensation levels and for calculation of
deferred compensation. Second, there are numerous elements of
compensation such as bonus programs, eligibility for separation
pay, and application of dual compensation statutes that apply
differently to reserve members who are serving or who have
served on active duty, simply because of their status as
reserves. Finally, compensation for inactive duty training is
directly linked to active duty basic and special pays.
The full range of military compensation elements is covered.
Separate chapters cover basic pay and related issues,
allowances, and health care, disability and survivor benefits.
In the case of the part-time reservist, compensation is received
for military duty served in a context in which significant
scheduling conflicts with civilian employment often affect total
income and, too frequently, continued employment in the civilian
job or service in the reserve. There are also significant
considerations associated with tax provisions and reserve pay
and expenses and the possibility of mobilization. These items
become key compensation issues for many reservists and they are
covered in a separate chapter.
Three issue areas were identified for separate analysis within
the overall context of the review. The first area is
compensation for members providIng full-time support to the
reserve components. Significant growth in full-time support to
the reserve components has been required to achieve readiness
objectives. Program growth has been accomplished primarily
through placing National Guard and Reserve members on full-time
duty to support reserve administration, training, and
recruiting. This Active Guard and Reserve (AGR) force now
fV
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however, new compensation issues have been raimO with rspect
to the status and conditions of service of AOR Mbes.. noe
other major source of military full-time support is the ailitary
technician. About 65,000 military technicians provide full-time
f
U
support as f*deral civilian employeas of the A
who also maintain a alltus as part-time Sqe- od
1, s
ta.
condition of their civilian employment. Duin t* leeueds
submtantial questions have been raised over the relative 40eteffectiveness of these two forms of military full-tim support.
Questions have also been raised about the extent to hi.
,.
compensation differences between member in the two statusesm
result in conflicts and affect morale. These matters are
summarized in Chapter 3 and set out in detail in Volume TA of
this report.
The second issue, the reserve retirement system, was addressed

separately within the context of the costs and benefits of
reserve compensation. This was due in part to a statutory
requirement to submit a separate report to the Congress on
reserve retirement. The complexity of the system, its cost-which amounts to about one quarter of the cost of basic pay and
compensation for inactive duty training--and its importance
within the total force in attracting members with active
component experience into the National Guard and Reserve also
warranted separate treatment. An interim version of the report
on reserve retirement was forwarded to the President of the
Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives on March
23, 1988. The report is summarized in Chapter 9 and is
published as Volume lB of this report of the 6th QRKC.
Finally, a separate volume, Volume IC, addresses compensation
in support of reserve medical manpower. Shortages of health
care professionals have been a continuing problem for the
military. Until recently, the primary concern has been to
procure and retain the numbers of qualified health professionals
needed to meet the health care requirements of the uniformed
services. Significant incentives have been developed and
implemented in response to this concern, and the history of
special incentives for medical personnel is almost exclusively a
history of incentives for those serving in the active
components. Now, the DoD estimates that it has an overall
shortfall of 7,100 physicians and 31,000 nurses. This shortfall
is almost entirely in the reserve components. In the past,
studies of the compensation of health professionals neglected
reserve component needs, and studies of manpower and
compensation in the reserve components paid little or no
attention to health professionals. The DOD is now actively
working to improve wartime medical readiness as the highest
priority of the military health care system. The QRMC study of
Preface
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cretariats and Service staffs, of great assistance
to men-tion here.

but .I4t" m

In the zZe60tive Branch,

assistace was provlded by staff of the Office of Management and

Dnatet, Vet ram'

-dministration, Department of Health and Human

Services, -De--tmet of Justice, -and Ddpartment of Labor. As
noted aboave, laison
was also established with the Public Health
Service and the Commissioned Corps of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration. Staff of the General Accounting
Officei'Comg wgessional Budget Office, and of the Senate and House
Armed Services-rOmattees also were most helpful throughout the
review.
Commuication with the Reserve Forces Policy Board, which has
alotatutory role as advisor to the Secretary of Defense on

reserve issues, and with policy boards established within the
individual Services, were of great value to the QRMC both in
identifying issues and concerns and in providing feedback to the
QI staft as positions were being developed. In addition to
the ReserVe Forces Policy Board, these groups included the
Senior ftlisted advisors to the Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Res"
Affairs, the Joint Army/Air Force Reserve Forces
Policy Committee, the National Reserve Forces Policy Board
(Navy), the Secretary of the Navy's Advisory Council on Retired
Personle the Marine Corps Reserve Policy Board, and the Air
Force-Resorve Policy Council. Participants in the Naval Reserve
Flag Of tqers Conference (1988) and the Reserve Center

C

nfetence- 1987) were also most helpful.

e

AOUitipsally, several military associations provided forums on
one ormtsa~infor the discussion of issues and were most
graciaus in pslding formal association positions on National
~
e~cpnstion issues, membership survey
inf0Matij.06ropectives on the views of their membership, and
other *4V4w1e 0ataand suggestions. These organizations
il :lmi
the Adjutats General Association of the United States,

Air ?ot*Sjeafts Association, Council of Military
orqanipetish
:iste[
Association of the National Guard of the
United ifraes, 1
,Rserv Asociation, Marine Corps Reserve
Officerp'sso

Asso~iatiO

Vf

it,.

e Military Coalition, National Guard

*5 the nted States, National Military Family
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The ultimate purpose of all military manpower policies, and of
the compenation system that supports those policies, is to
recruit, train, end field a force capable of preserving the
peace and protecting the vital interests of the United States
and its allies. The men and women currently in the reserve are
integral part -of that, force. Since the proclamation of the
Total Force policy in the All-Volunteer Force era, and
particularly since 1980, greatly increased reliance has been
placed on reserve members and units.
To help achieve the increased readiness associated with this
reliance, unprecedented attention has been focused on
compensation and benofits in support of reserve force manpower
objectives. New bonus, stipend, loan repayment, and educational
assistance programs have been authorized and implemented.

Improved end expanded medical, incapacitation, and survivor

benefits have been enacted and commissary privileges enhanced.
These measures have been considered necessary to achieve

manpower goals in a rapidly expanding reserve force and to
provide adequate protection to reservists, who must meet Total
Force readiness standards, employ state-of-the art weapons

systems, and perform training and support missions throughout
the world.
Sgoge and Obiective of the OM

Evaluation

The QRNC has been tasked by the President to perform a

comprehensive evaluation of the benefits and costs of all

reserve compensation programs. The military compensation system
covers both regular and reserve members. Regular members are,
by detnItion in law, on active duty. The service of reserve
members, bi 4ontrat, ranges from extended active duty service
in an active duty career path to part-time or intermittent
service in the Ready or Standby Reserve.

The compensation of reserve members depends upon their duty

status and, if serving on active duty, on the duration of
service specified in tbeir eripr.
As a result, within the
military oompensatkio stem,
the compensation of reserve
members is considerably more complex than that of regular

members.*
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The comprehensive study of reserve compensation can logically
be divided into two broad categories. The first category is the
systematic evaluation of the elements of compensation for
reserve members to include those serving in a full-time status
with the acti. 'composents and those se ving full-time or parttime in the reserve components. The latter category is
particularly important, because significant growth in full-time

supprt to the reserve components has been required to achieve

readines objectives.
gwoth
oThis was accomplished primarily
through placing National Guard and Reserve members on full-time
duty to sugort.-reserve administration, training and recruiting.
This Active Guard and Reserve (AGR) force nov exceeds 65,000
members. Many compensation provisions affecting these members
are the same as for: reservists, serving as part of the active
components of the armed forces. In addition, however, new

compensation issues have been raised with respect to the status
and conditions of service of these members.
The second category of study is the analysis of the way in
which the levels and types of reserve compensation affect the
ability of the reserve components to meet unit manning
requirements for part-time reservists. The report of the Sixth
Quadrennial Review of Nilitary Compensation treats these two
categories in Volume I and Volume I1, respectively.
Reserve Fore"

in

Historical Pemaetive

The 200th anniversazy of the Constitution of the United States
of America may serve as a reminder that the Constitution
codified a military system that had roots in the English militia
tradition and a century and a half of American colonial
experience. The militia clause of the Constitution (Article I,
Section 8. Clauses 15 and 16) provided for the continued
existence of the militia. 1
The Constitution also provided very
broad power to the Congress to raise and support armies (Article

I, Section 8, Clause 12).
The Nilitia Act of 1792 served to implement the provisions of
the militia clause of the Constitution. While inadequate with
respect to.providing the United States with trained military
reserves to augment the regular forces, it was the only
permanent legislation covering the organization of the militia
until the twentieth century.
Purely federal reserve forces and the dual state militia and

federal reserve status of the National Guard were enacted in
this century. Beginning with the Dick Act of 1903 and
continuing through the Act of June 15, 1933, which amended the
National Defense Act, the legal framework for our current
reserve forces was established.2 At the end of this period, the
National Guard of the United States had been created and
1-2
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National 49ard members were nW at all times members of both the
ati palfGtar oJ their state W_ of a reomme component of the
AM, Iam
statutes also oppated for the first
time purely

federal reerve forms and the Reserve OfUfers Training corps

The Ddik 44ct provieod that the National Guard would- be
equippe4 throh fapral funf and conform to the organization
of the Megular Aray. It also established a requirement for 24

armory drills and a five-day encampment annually, and it
authorized the pssignment of Regular Army instructors- to the
National Guard.J The National Defense Act of 1916 required more
training for the National Guard and authorized federal pay for
drills and administrative work " well as for field encampments.
The trainisg, requirement of 48 drill periods and 15 days of
field training established for the National Guard in 1916

remains today the statutory minimum requirement for the Guard.
Reserve Toros Following World War II and Korea
Mobilization plans in place prior to World War II assumed a
full mobilization of reserve forces and qualified civilian

manpower; however, the actual sequence of events did not follow

this planning scenario. In fact, active duty and National Guard
forces were increased, and
Guard training time
expended in 1939 and 1940. National
In 1940, mobilization of the was
reserve
was approved and a peacetime draft enacted.

Nevertheless, similar mobilization plans were developed after
the war.

Even had more flexible mobilization plans for reserve

forces been in place, however, theme plans would have been
difficult to execute, because the legal vulnerability to recall
of reserve units and members was not differentiated by their
training status. All reserves were equally vulnerable to
mobilization, and unit and individual reserve training
priorities were not clearly specified.
Within the newly formed Department of Defense, there was
recognition that problems with existing reserve forces required
immediate attention. Although the underlying legal structure of
today's reserve system was complete by 1933, statutes setting
out detailed and uniform mobilization, trainingi compensation,
and personnel systems were not in place.
In November of 1947, Secretary of Defense James Forrestal
directed a comprehensive study of the reserve components. The
report was to include recommendations on how reserve components
should be structured and organized to best carry out their
missions. In addition, the study was to address the measures
needed to eliminate disparities and inequities among the
components.

Roserve Manpowr In the Nationet Oefnee
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attention
aebf-called to the

nsibilities of the United States in the

unstable postwar world and the extent to which the reserves -vore
necessary to meet defense needs. It noted further that these
reserve fot"e would have to be ready for immediate mobilization
The author assmuvd it unlikely that future
and deployment.
conflicts would give the Unite States time for an intensive
period of arming and training after mobilization and prior to
initial
comhbt.
At the same time, a major revision to the reserve compensation
system was under consideration in the Congress and, on June 29,
1948, a nondisability retirement program for reserve personnel
was enacted. The purpose of this hew program was to encourage
longer reserve service so that there would be a relatively large
group of well-trained reserves available if needed for
mobilization. The reserve retirement system has not been

substantively revised since enactment. The 1948 initiative may
be seen as the first step in the creation of a structured
manpower, personnel, and compensation management system designed
to meet readiness and training requirements of the reserve
forces.

Many of the recommendations of the Gray Report dealt with the
structure for training, compensating, and promoting reserve
members. The report recommended a simplified structure common
to all Services. This included dividing reserve forces into
active and retired categories and categorizing the active
reserve forces in accordance with the degree of required
participation in training.
Also recommended were pay for all drill periods; the
establishment of uniform appointment, promotion, and separation
criteria for reserve members; and a standard system of benefits
for reservists injured, disabled, or killed during training. To
meet the training standards demanded by the mission and
mobilization requirements to be placed on reserve forces, the
assignment of full-time personnel, in particular Guardsmen and
Reservists on full-time duty, was recommended. The report also
addressed the problem of conflicts between increased training
requirements and civilian employment. Standard and uniform
policies were suggested relative to leave from civilian
employment for reserve training.
The invasion of South Korea by North Korean troops just a few
days short of two years after issuance of the Gray report
underscored many of that study's conclusions. The manpower
needs associated with the Korean War did not fit with a full
mobilization strategy. In fact, time for training, deployment,
and employment was limited, with the result that reservists who
1-4
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were not beiag paid to train (and who had not trained since
their release fto. active duty foliovinq1okId War Iii were
called i' large numbers. They were also the firt reservists, in
the combat zone. There was controveriy as to whether those
called first should have been reservists who were veterans of

World War I,

a group of relatively lOw-priority volunteer and

inactive reserviats vithin the Guard and Reserve structure.

SWithin

a year after the start of the Korean Wit, in January of
1951, Secretary of Defense George Marshall announced a set of 39
long-range policies designed to provide for ready and effective

reserve forces. These policies, expanded in number to 43, were
formally not out in April of that year. Developed to a large
extent from the findings and recommendations of the Gray Report,
the now Department of Defense policies clearly set out the
purpose of reserve forces and defined the seven reserve
components.
These policies outlined a structure for the ori.
ation and
administration of reserve affairs in the Departme -- f Defense,
including a Reserve Forces Policy Board in the OffiQe of the
Secretary of Defense and similar policy committees in each
Military Department. The structure for the reserve forces
followed the lines recommended by the Gray Report. The reserve

forces were to consist of a Ready Reserve, made up of units and
individuals available for immediate employment in any expansion
of the active forces and subject to involuntary active duty for
training not to exceed 15 days a year; a Standby Reserve; and a
Retired Reserve. Reserve forces training categories, each with
a training priority and minimum required training, were to be
established along with a system of setting priorities for
involuntary order to active service.
The Reserve Forces policies called for adequate and equitable
promotion systems and stated that members in an inactive status
would not be eligible for promotion. The Services were required
to maintain adequate and current personnel records for all
reservists, and a standard system of physical examinations was
established. Policies for full-time personnel were also set
out. All regular officers were, to the fullest extent
practicable, to spend a tour with the reserve forces. Reserve
officers and enlisted members were to be placed on continuous
active duty in connection with the organization, training, and
administration of the reserve forces.
Uniform Military Training and Service Act
The Uniform Military Training and Services Act was Enacted on
June 19, 1951, during the Korean War, with the following
purpose:

Reserve manpower in the Notiont DOefenes
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To ac~eve the -4irt

objective, every male 18 to 26 years of

age was required to iegister for military service. Individuals
in this group over age 18 1/2 were liable for service in the
armid forces. In- support of the second objective, all those
inducted, enlisted, or ,appointed prior to age 26 were subject to
a total military service obligation of eight years in the active
and reserve forces

Young

men who joined the National Guard

before age 18 1/2, and who were satisfactory participants in the
Guard, were deferred from induction. Upon completion of active
duty, qualified members were to be transferred automatically to
a reserve component. Although this provided for a flow of
trained and untrained men into the reserve components, those
components still lacked an integrated and adequate system for
personnel, training,, and compensation.
The krmed Forces Reserve Act of 1952

The Armed Forces Reserve Act of July 9, 1952, was the first of
several major legislative initiatives of the 19506 and 1960s
which, taken together, formed the basis for a reserve structure
with much more rigorously defined systems for training,
promotion, pay, and personnel. A clear hierarchy of
mobilization priorities and vulnerabilities was also
established. These initiatives were based in considerable part
on the 43 defense policies of April, 1951.
The Act declared the reserve components to be "maintained for
the purpose of providing trained units and qualified individuals
to be available for active duty... in time of war or national
emergency, and at such other times as the national security may
require, to meet the requirements of the Armed Forces... during
and after the period needed for procurement and training of
additional trained units and qualified individuals." (66 Stat.
482).
The Act specified the seven reserve components, including the
Army National Guard of the United States and the Air National
Guard of the United States, and reaffirmed that it was essential
to maintain and assure the strength and organization of the
National Guard asan integral part of the first-line defenses of
the Nation.
Established in law as a result of the Act were the Ready,
Standby, and Retired Reserve categories, and the physical
examination and recordkeeping requirements of the DoD Policies.
Also included were requirements for a Reserve Forces Policy
Board and for staffs in Military Departments and in the Services
1-6
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to include positions for top-level civilian and military
officials with specific responsibilities for reserve component
affairs. The Act also contained provisions for full-time

support of reserve forces by regular and reserve members.
Also following on the DoD policies, but set out in greater
detail, were provisions for voluntary and involuntary active
duty and release from duty. The establishment of uniform
training and pay categories was mandated for all purely federal
reserve components. These categories were to specify the types,
degrees, and duration of training required. The new law did
not, however, require minimum training for any category or
establish penalties for nonparticipation. It did provide
general authority to require up to 15 days of annual training

for all reservists in an active status.
Finally, the 1952 Act set up a system of allowances for the
purchase of uniforms for reserve officers. These allowances
were payable when ordered to active duty and at certain other
times, contingent upon satisfactory participation. The new law
also established authority to provide enlisted members with
rations in kind when performing inactive duty training for at
least eight hours in any day.
Reserve Officer Personnel Act
DoD Policies and the Armed Forces Reserve Act required that
adequate and equitable systems be established for the promotion
of active status reservists. The systems were to be patterned,
insofar as practicable, after the regular component systems.
Before these systems were fully in place, however, the Reserve
Officer Personnel Act (ROPA) was enacted on September 3, 1954
(Pub. L. 773, 68 Stat. 1147).

I

ROPA provided detailed statutory procedures for the promotion,
precedence, constructive service credit, grade distribution,
retention, and voluntary and involuntary separation of reserve
officers. The legislation was based in large part on the
officer personnel systems established for regular officers by
the Officer Personnel Act of 1947. Congressional committees
were
concerned
the lack of
firm, adequate
promotion
system
reduced that
the incentive
for aactive
reserve participation
in
peacetime and caused confusion and discontent following
mobilization. The Korean experience had provided concrete
evidence with respect to the latter concern. ROPA was an
important part of the manpower, personnel, and compensation
systems developed after Korea. For officer personnel management
procedures, ROPA filled out the provisions of the Armed Forces
Reserve Act of 1952. In so doing, it relied heavily on the
structure provided by the earlier Act.
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Reserveof

1955

The Reserve Forces Act of 1955 reflected continued concern
about reserve.programs.
Both the Congress and the Executive
Branch issued major studies in 1953 and 1954, focusing on the

statUe of

reserve forces.

A primary concern was that, under

existing rules, ,reserve forces could not be maintained at the
high state
of readiness needed to meet immediate mobilization

requirements.

There was high attrition and low participation in

training programs.

Individuals who enlisted directly into the

National Guar4 did not attend any form of initial

basic training

and only gradually acquired necessary military skills through

drill and annual training attendance.

The 1952 law required

that consideration be given to the length and nature of previous
service whenever the Ready Reserve might be mobilized in time of
a Presidentially declared national emergency. However, there
was widespread concern that lack of trained younger men would
result in experienced veterans again being called first in any
future emergency.

In January of 1955, President Eisenhower sent a message to
Congress relative to military security, including
recommendations for new legislation on both active and reserve
forces. The bulk of the message dealt with new measures deemed
necessary to strengthen reserve forces.
The House Armed Services Committee began hearings on these
recommendations in early February. Prior to enactment six
months later, the bill had been rewritten five times. During
June, when the legislative progress had bogged down, President
Eisenhower twice publicly stressed the need for new reserve
legislation to strengthen the reserve forces.
The new law, enacted on August 9, 1955, reduced the military
service obligation from eight to six years for individuals
entering military service after its enactment. For these new
members, however, it established for the first time an
obligation to participate in reserve training. It also
established enforcement measures to help ensure that
participation requirements were met. The 1955 Act also provided
for continuous screening of Ready Reservists under regulations
to be prescribed by the President. This process was intended to
ensure that members who could not be mobilized in an emergency
would be transferred to the Standby Reserve, so that, during a
mobilization, there would be no significant attrition in Ready
Reserve units and members.
The original legislative proposal would have required
completion of basic training by all new members who enlisted
directly into the reserve components. Although this was not
enacted, emphasis on special enlistment programs provided by the
Reserve Forces Act of 1955 was credited with greatly reducing
u-a
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the number of Ready Reservists who had not completed fol1r months
of active duty for training or the equivalent. It was estimated

by the Department of Defense that, immediately prior to the 1955
Act, over half the members of the Ready Reserve had not
completed basic training or the equivalent. By 1960, this
number had been reduced to less than 5 percent.
Two special reserve enlistment programs were added in 1955:
*

A two-year active duty program, subsequently codified as
section 511(b) of title 10, United States Code.

* A draft deferment or exemption in exchange for enlistment
in a Reserve program requiring three to six months of
active duty for training or enlistment in a National Guard
program with no active duty requirement.
The draft deferment/exemption program was repealed by Public
Law 88-110 in 1963. The new law substituted a program that
provided a draft exemption in exchange for a six-year reserve
enlistment, with an initial period of active duty for training
of not less than four months. This program was codified as
section 511(d) of title 10, United States Code. Subsequent
amendments revised the length of active duty for training
required from four months to 12 weeks and modified the
requirement to commence the training 180 days after enlistment,
requiring commencement at 270 days. These changes, together
with new service policies for training reserve enlistees,
effectively eliminated the longstanding basic training problem.
Reberve Forces Bill of Rights and Vitalization Act, 1967
The last major piece of legislation affecting the basic
manpower and compensation structure of the reserve forces was
the Reserve Forces Bill of Rights and Vitalization Act of 1967.
This Act created a Selected Reserve force within the Ready
Reserve. A Selected Reserve within the Ready Reserve of the
Navy had been established by regulation in 1958, and the
Department of Defense had strongly advocated statutory sanction
for a smaller reserve force in a higher state of readiness. In
1966, just over 50 percent of the total Ready Reserve was in
paid training. The new Selected Reserve force was, for the most
part, composed of members participating in paid training.
Under the new law, the organization and unit structure of the
Selected Reserve was to be approved by the Secretary of Defense
and, in the case of the Coast Guard Reserve, the Secretary of
Transportation. Selected Reserve strength was to be authorized
annually by Congress. Ready Reservists not in the Selected
Reserve were administratively classified to the Individual Ready
Reserve. Although priority status was now focused on the part
of the Ready Reserve associated with immediate readiness, Ready
Reerve Nenpewor in the National Defense
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Reservists still had the same liability for call to active duty
and, under the law, could be required to meet the same minimum
training requirements.
Other important, if less dramatic, changes with respect to
personnel and compensation were revised training requirements
and the authorization of per diem for reservists. The Reserve
Forces Act of 1955 had required (1) not less than 48 inactive
duty training periods, and (2) not more than 17 days of active
duty for training. The 1967 Act revised the latter requirement
to not IMs than 14 days. It also mandated an initial period of
active duty for training of not less than four months for
reserve component enlistees without prior service who were
qualified for induction. Training was to commence, insofar as
'practicable, within 180 days after enlistment.
The Act also included significant changes in the structure
established for administration of the reserve components within
the Department of Defense. A statutory position for a Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Defense, requiring Presidential
appointment and the advice and consent of the Senate, was
established. The Act also created statutory authority within
each of the Military Departments for an Assistant Secretary for
Manpower and Reserve Affairs and for military chiefs of the Army
Reserve and the Air Force Reserve.
Total Force Policy and the All-Volunteer Force
The Policy
On August 21, 1970, Secretary ---Defense Melvin Laird directed
the Military Departments to apply a Total Force concept to all

aspects of planning, programming, manning, equipping, and
employing Guard and Reserve forces. Increasing reliance and
dependence was to be placed on the Guard and Reserve as a
combat-ready part of the total force structure as active forces
were reduced. In this manner the adequacy of total military
capability could be maintained while reducing the overall cost
of defense programs.
The Selected Reserve was now to be maintained as a force in
being, able to deploy rapidly and to operate side-by-side with
active force units in peacetime as well as when mobilized.
Readiness objectives were directed toward the degree of
mobilization and training readiness that had been intended in
section 264(b) of title 10 as amended by the Reserve Forces Bill
of Rights and Vitalization Act. Under the Act, the Secretaries
of the Military Departments were required to provide personnel
and materiel support enabling the Selected Reserve to meet the
mobilization readiness requirements prescribed for them by the
Joint Chiefs of Staff in contingency and war plans.
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On August 23, 1973, Defense Secretary Schlesinger stated that

the Total Force was no longer a concept but a *Total Force
Policy which integrates the Active, Guard and Reserve forces
into a homogenous whole." He recognized the progress that had
been made but directed specific actions for achieving the
readiness required by contingency plans.
The All-Volunteet Force
The 1970 report of the President's Commission on an AllVolunteer Armed Force (Gates Commission) indicated that the
Commission "recognized from its first meeting the need for
special attention to the problem of the reserve forces." 6
The
Commission also recognized that the analysis of this problem
suffered from a serious lack of data.
In 1971, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower and
Reserve Affairs testified before the Senate Armed Services
Committee that a special group had been formed to recommend
changes needed with respect to the National Guard and Reserve to
ensure readiness as reliance on the draft declined. He
identified the 7 following reserve compensation issues as under
consideration:
" Enlistment bonuses to attract enli3tees without prior
service and reenlistment bonuses to enlist personnel with
prior service and to retain members of National Guard and
Reserve units
"

Provisions for medical, dental, and death benefits to
Guardsmen and Reservists while in training or on active
duty

*

Provisions to permit early reserve retirement with
retirement pay actuarially reduced--not to include,
nowever, early qualification for medical, dental,
commissary, and exchange benefits prior to age 60

"

Reserve survivor benefit coverage for surviving dependents
of Guardsmen or Reservists who die between transfer to the
Retired Reserve and attainment of statutory retirement age

Legislative enactment in these areas was not to follow quickly;
however, all of these initiatives except an early° reserve
retirement annuity have subsequently become law.
The Gates Commission had tentatively concluded that a reserve
force associated with a 2.25 to 2.5 million member active force
could be maintained in an all-volunteer environment. The
*precipitous
decline in strength (from 987,000 in 1970 to 7d8,000
in 1978) experienced by the Selected Reserve in the postdraft
environment, however, caused widespread concern. Contemporary
Reserve Manpower In the National Defense
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analysis of this trend revealed that the manpower deficits
varied markedly by component, being significantly greater for
the Army Reserve and Marine Corps Reserve (and, to a lesser
extent, for the Army National Guard). Also, heavy losses of
draft-motlvated members at the end of their first enlistment
could have been expected to cause a drop in reserve 9 strengths
albeit significant increases in reserve accessions.
The Total Force policy recognized that "reserve forces would
take on an enhanced importance in an all-volunteer environment
due to the smaller planned size of the active force and the
diminished capability, without an operating graft, to rapidly
expand the active force during mobilization. 10 Thus the
decline in Selected Reserve strength experienced in the 1970s
triggered significant, if belated, attention to reserve manpower
issues. In 1976, President Ford directed a review of the
effectiveness of reserve compensation in meeting manpower
objectives. Among the more important results of the Reserve
Compensation System Study, conducted in response to that
direction and completed in 1978, was a program of Selected
Reserve enlistment, reenlistment and affiliation bonuses.
Increased management attention, greatly expanded recruiting
resources, and the new bonus authorities combined with the
higher continuation rates of volunteer enlistees to help reverse
the unfavorable strength trends after 1978.
Current Status
During the 1980s there have been a series of significant
improvements in reserve compensation, including substantial
restructuring of benefits for members who are incapacitated in
connection with reserve service and for survivors of members
whose death is reserve service connected, and the 1985
implementation of the Montgomery GI Bill for the Selected
Reserve. By 1984, Selected Reserve numbers had reached an all
time high, surpassing the previous strength peak that had been
achieved in 1959 when reserve service could qualify an
individual for deferment from the draft. Selected Reserve
strength has continued to grow as missions and roles for reserve
forces expand, reaching a strength of 1,164,142 by the end of
Fiscal Year 1987.
Missions of the Reserve Components
With the advent of the All-Volunteer Force, the scope, size,
and criticality of missions assigned to reserve components have
increased dramatically. Today, a substantial portion of the
manpower and equipment of each of the Services is resident in
their respective reserve components. In a number of cases, that
manpower and equipment is the entire force structure assigned to
a particular mission area; the mission has no other resources.
1-12
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DoD policy is to maintain as small an active peacetime force as
national security policy, military strategy, and overseas
commitments permit.
Each year, the Reserve Forces Policy Board (RFPB), which has a
statutory advisory role to the Secretary of Defense, collects
data from the Services on National Guard and Reserve
contributions to the Total Force. The figures in this section
display the RFPB data as presented in its annual report for
Fiscal Year 1987.
Each of the Services uses its reserve in a somewhat different
way. Differing missions and weapons systems of the reserve
components result in differing training and manpower
requirements. In this respect, the seven reserve components
differ from one another very significantly in many ways. This
has implications for reserve compensation as divergent manpower
requirements, and utilization implies the need for a
compensation system sufficiently flexible to meet differing
needs in a cost effective manner.
Army National Guard and Army Reserve
The personnel strength in the Army National Guard and Army
Reserve now equals the size of the active component. Thirtyfive Army unit types have substantial amounts, or all, of their
resources in the Guard or Reserve, as detailed in Table 1-1.
The mission areas assigned to the reserve are comparable to the
percentage of unit types resourced by reserve components, as
shown in the Table. Approximately53 percent of the total Army
structure is in the Army National Guard and Army Reserve.
Combat divisions are manned 43 percent by reserve forces, combat
nondivisional forces are 67 percent reserve, 67 percent of
tactical support is reserve, reserve theater forces are 46
percent of the total, and 32 percent of all other forces are in
the reserves.
Increased reserve participation in field exercises throughout
the world reflects the Army's reliance on reserve forces.
Reserve participation at the Army's National Training Center
provides units with rigorous combined arms training under
realistic scenarios. With approximately 70 percent of the total
strength of the Selected Reserve, manpower issues in the Arxn-'
reserve components have received a great deal of attentip"
Army National Guard and Army Reserve units are found at
- al
thousand locations throughout the United States, its
territories, and possessions. The number of locations and units
creates significant recruiting and administrative problems.
Differing missions and unit types in the Army National Guard
and the Army Reserve result in differing manpower requirements.
The combat-unit-intensive Guard relies heavily on enlisted
Reserve Manpower in the National Defense
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Table 1-1.

Amy National Guard and Army Reserve Contributions to the Total Army
National Guard
Percent of
Army

UntLTyfe&Total

Army Reserve
Percent of
Total Army

Combined
Percent of
Total Army

TOW Light Anti-tank Infantry Battalion
Infantry Scout Groups

100
t0

0
0

100
t00

Heavy Helicopter Companie
Training Divisions and Brigades
Judge Advocate General Units

100
0
2

0
100
96

100
100
100

Railtrod Units
Rear Area Operations Centers
Civil Affairs Units
Public Affairs Units
Pathfinder Units
Supply and Service Units
PsychologicaL Operations Units
maintenance Companies (General/Direct)

0
100
0
64
46
31
0
46

100
0
97
30
46
59
89
43

100
100
97
94
92
90
89
89

Infantry Battalions
Corps Support Groups, Headquarters Companies
Separate Brigades
Chemical Units-Smoke Generator
Engineer Bridge Companies (Non-Divisionst)
Army Hospitals
Medical Units (Other)
Conventional Ammuntion Companies
Combat Engineer BttaLions/Units
Truck Companies
Military Police Companies (Non-Divisionat)
Corps Signal Battalions
Armored Cavalry Regiments
Field Artillery Battalions
Major Logistics Units
Watercraft Companies

74
17
66
0
48
11
24
17
43
37
46
47
57
47
22
7

8
62
13
78
29
65
49
51
24
30
20
16
0
9
31
44

82
79
79
78
77
76
73
68
67
67
66
63
57
56
53
51

Special Forces Group
Mechanized Infantry Battalions
Armored Battalions
Petroleum, Oil, and Lubricant Companies
Combat Divisions
Medium Helicopter Companies

2S
47
43
0
36
11

25
2
2
45
0
11

50
49
45
45
36
22

Note:

Percentage determined by counting like-type unite.
Data as of September 30, 1987.

Source:

Reserve Forces Policy Board
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has the highest percentage
accessions without prior service and
of its officer force in the lowest two pay grades of any
component. Maintenance of a youthful, vigorous force is a high
priority. Although relative youth and vigor are important in
any military organization, the Army is highly dependent on the
capability of the Army Reserve to provide critical combat
service support functions in the earliest days of any war.
Thus, compensation incentives and other programs to ensure
training in critical technical skillb are a high priority. Many
of the compensations issues reviewed by the 6th QRMC -deal with
issues of primary concern to the Army.
Naval Reserve
The Navy structures its reserve in a somewhat different way.
Naval Reserve units are divided into three categories:
* Commissioned Units - Units that are an organic whole,
responsible for delivering a complete operational entity to
the operational forces. These units often have peacetime
missions and are manned by a combination of full-time
support personnel and drilling Selected Reservists. Six
percent of the total Naval Reserve is in this category.
* Reinforcing or Augment Units - Units that fill out the
wartime manning level of active component commissioned
units and operational staffs when necessary. These units
generally are located in Naval Reserve Centers throughout
the country and will operate during their annual active
duty for training with their mobilization gaining command.
Twenty-eight percent of Naval Reserve units are structured
in this way.
Sustaining Units - Units designed to contribute trained
manpower for fleet and force support activities providing
for replacement of active personnel reassigned to
commissioned units on mobilization, as well as providing
additional manpower for surge and sustaining capability of
such activities. Sixty-six percent of the total Naval
Reserve is composed of these units.
Table 1-2 outlines the Naval Reserve contribution to mission
areas of the Navy by showing the percentage of units or
personnel by purpose. The Naval Reserve has grown at a faster
rate than any other reserve component in recent years. Location
of Reserve Units at great distances from their gaining command
and equipment, combined with the need for experienced
technicians, creates training challenges that the Naval Reserve
is striving to meet. Different problems are associated with
full-time and part-time crews of the Naval Reserve Fleet. The
QRNC analyzed several issues unique to the Naval Reserve.
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Tables 1-2.

Naval Reserve Contributions to the Total Navy
Reserve
Percent of

CONUS Based Logistical Airlift Squadrons
CONUS Based Fleet Composite (Service) Squadrons
Light Attack Helicopter Squadrons
Combat search and Rescue Squadrons
Mobile Inshore Undersea Warfare Units
Naval Control of Shipping (Military Personnel)
Cargo Handling Battalions
Military Sealift Command Military Personnel
Ocean Minesweepers
Special Boat Forces
Mobile Construction Battalions
Medical Support (Military Personnel)
Maritime Air Patrol Squadrons
Intelligence Personnel
Airborne Mine Countermeasures Squadrons
LAMPS Anti-Submarine Warfare Squadrons
Base Operating Support Personnel
Frigates (FFG-7s/FF-1052s)
Carrier Air Wings
Amphibious Warfare Ships
Note:

100
100
100
100
100
99
92
85
82
66
65
58
35
35
25
21
19
16
13
5

Percentage determined by counting like-type units or
personnel.
Data as of September 30, 1987.

Marine Corps Reserve
Marine Corps Reserve contribution to the Total Marine Corps is
shown in Table 1-3. The Marine Corps Reserve is configured to
augment and reinforce the active component through combat,
combat support, and combat service support units. In addition
to augmenting and reinforcing active units, the Marine Corps
Reserve is designed to field a limited marine amphibious brigade
and a division, wing, and force service support group. Several
mission areas such as civil affairs and salvage are now totally
reserve.
The enlisted force of the Marine Corps Reserve differs
markedly from that of any other reserve component. Its members
are much younger, with a median age of 23.1 years, and they are
much less likely to have had active component experience.
Thirty percent are in combat arms. Because of these and other
1-16
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Table 1-3.

Marine Corps Reserve Contributions to the Total
Marine Corps
Reserve Percent

of Total

l

Marine Cor=

Civil Affairs Groups
Salvage Platoons

100
100

Ui

Force Reconnaissance Companies
Air/Naval Gunfire Liaison Companies
Force Service Support Group Military
Police Companies

50
50

Tank Battalions
Beach and Port Companies

40
40

Heavy Artillery Batteries
Division Reconnaissance Battalions
Light Anti-Aircraft Missile Battalions
Infantry Battalions
Marine Air Control Groups
Marine Wing Support Groups2
Bulk Fuel Companies
Force Service Support Groups
Forward Area Air Defense Batteries

33
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

40

3
Aircraft Tv=es

Light Attack Aircraft
Observation Aircraft
Aerial Refueling Aircraft
Electronic Warfare Aircraft
Helicopters
Fighter Aircraft
Notes:
7Marine

30
29
29
18
18
15

1. Percentage determined by counting like-type units.
2. Reserve Wing Support Groups being reorganized into
Wing Support Squadrons to mirror active
component support units.
3. Percentage determined by counting primary authorized
aircraft.
Data as of September 30, 1987.

Source:

Reserve Forces Policy Board

differences, some issues reviewed by the 6th QRMC, such as
providing the Basic Allowance for Quarters to members without
dependents when they are on short periods of active duty, would
have a relatively greater impact on Marine Corps Reservists.
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Air Natio al Guard and Air

oro

Reserve

Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve units encompass a
wide ranqe of mission areas.

Here again, some mission areas,

such
as aerial spraying
capability, are totally supported by
reserve assets.
The total contribution of Air National Guard
and Air Force Reserve units is displayed in Table 1-4.
Peacetime responsibilities are a significant aspect of both
the Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve missions. Of the
continental United States Strategic Interceptor Forces, which
provide the 24-hour alert fighter interceptors throughout the
country, 78 percent are provided by the Air National Guard.
Seven out of every ten hurricane missions flown by Air Force
WC-130 aircraft are assigned to the Air Force Reserve.
Additionally, both components provide year-round theater airlift
support to the United States Southern Command in Panama.
The very high level of day-to-day integration of active and
reserve forces in the Air Force has been accompanied to a
substantial degree by the integration of management and
administrative systems. This integration, combined with a high
level of full-time support personnel, has won the Air Reserve
Forces a reputation for mission effectiveness and administrative
efficiency that stands out among the reserve components.
Half the officers and 10 percent of enlisted members in the
Air Force Reserve are Individual Mobilization Augmentees (IMAs)
to active component units and headquarters. The inactive duty
training requirement for IMAs typically involves only half the
training periods required of unit members, thus creating a
somewhat unique compensation environment. The peacetime
integration of active and reserve force missions in the Air
Force makes the typical two-week annual training period for
reserve members atypical for many in the Air Reserve Forces,
particularly in the case of aircrew members.
Coast Guard Reserve
Although not a component of the Department of Defense during
peacetime, the Coast Guard Reserve is one of the seven reserve
components specified in statute. Virtually all the Coast Guard
Reserve units are designed to augment active Coast Guard units
upon mobilization. Three deployable port security units and two
deployable air squadrons are the exception. Within the Coast
Guard, wartime deployment is primarily a reserve function, hence
the formation in recent years of an Office of Readiness and
Reserve at Coast Guard Headquarters. Table 1-5 identifies the
percentage of total Coast Guard contribution provided by the
Coast Guard Reserve.
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Table 1-4.

Air National guard and Air Force Ieerve Contributors to the Total Air Force
Ntionlt guard
Percent of
Totga Air FarIe

Unit Tyes

Reserve
Percent of
Ttl
Force
Frc

Combined
Percent of
Total Air

FLYING UNITS
1

Aircraft
Aerial Spraying Capability
CONUS Strategic Interceptor Forces
Theater Airlift Aircraft
Tactical. Reconneieance
Tactical Air Support
Air Recue/Recovery
Tactical Fighters
Weather Reconnaissance
Aerial Refueling/Strategic Tankers
Support Aircraft
Special Operations
Strategic Airlift Aircraft

0
76
35
54
40
14
25
0
18
19
11
4

100
0
25
0
0
24
8
28
4
0
17
6

100
78
60
54
40
38
33
28
22
19
28
10

Aeromedical Evacuation Crews
Strategic Airlift (Associate)

0
0

72
50

72
50

Tanker/Cargo (Associate)
Aaromdicat Airlift (Associate)

0
0

50
30

50
30

67
67
67
14
0
55
24
0
8
15

0
0
0
47
60
0
20
40
15
1

67
67
67
61
60
55
44
40
23
16

Al rcraws

M

2

FLYING UNITS,

Aircraft Control & Warning
Combat Commnications
Engineering Installationa
Aerial Port
Combat Logistics Support Squadrons
Tactical Control
Civil Engineering Personnel
Strategic Airlift Naintenance Personnel
4
Nedical Personnel
Weather
llotes:

1. Percentage determined by counting primary authorized aircraft.
2. Percentage determined by counting authorized aircrews.
3. Percentage determined by counting authorized personnel.

4. ExcLudes meromedical evacuation cree.
Date as of September 30.
Source:

1987.

Reserve Forces Policy Board
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Table 1-5.

Coast Guard Reserve Contributions to the Total Coast Guard

DepLoyable Port Security Units (351 billets)
Port Safety & Security Forces (3,535 biLlets)
Small Boat Operational Shore Facilities (4,788 biLlets)
Command A Control (1,702 biLLets)
Repair/SuppLy/Research (1,126 billets)
Training Commands (320 billets)
Vessels (1,194 billets)
Air Stations (124 billets)
Note:

100
56
30
23
21
15
14
2

Percentage determined by counting billets
Data as of September 30,1987

The Coast Guard relies heavily on its small (approximately
13,000 Selected Reservists) highly experienced reserve. With a
median age of 36, the Coast Guard Reserve has the oldest
enlisted force. Coast Guard Reserve enlisted members also have
the greatest reserve experience, exclusive of any active
component service, with an average of 8.6 years. The Coast
Guard reserve also has a high level of congruence between the
reserve and civilian occupation of its members. Twenty-two
percent of its enlisted members are employed in the protective
services in civilian life. Longstanding resource limitations
have created a rather austere compensation environment for the
Coast Guard Reserve, with very limited use of incentive programs
and considerable unpaid duty.
Reserve Manvower Accomplishments and Priorities in the 1980s
As discussed earlier, the modern era of reserve force missions
came into its own with the All-Volunteer Force (AVF) in the
early 1970s. More missions were placed in the reserve, but in
obtaining the
the AVF environment there was concern about
trained manpower to accomplish the task. 1 1 The 1980s have seen
further new and expanded reserve missions together with
significant improvements in equipment modernization, training
strategies, and achievement of objectives for overall personnel
strength. Table 1-6 shows the relative size of each reserve
component, from 1970.
The successes in meeting reserve manpower objectives and
improving the quality of accessions is attributable in part to
the new bonus authorities. In addition, since 1981 significant
new benefits and protections have been implemented for
reservists and their families. These enhancements recognized
the increased demands of reserve service. At the same time,
1-20
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TWOe 1-6.

Fiscal.

SeLected Reserve Strength by Component.
(in thousands)

Army
Mott

Army

Re
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982'
1983"*
1984
1985
1986
1987

409
402
386
386
403
395
362
355
341
346
367
389
408
417
434
440
446
452

261
263
235
235
235
225
195
189
186
190
206
225
257
266
275
292
310
314

v

Air
Noat

Uvat

Marine
Corps

Res e
hr

Reserve iuatr
B

128
130
124
126
115
98
97
90
S3
88
87
88
94
109
121
130
142
148

49
47
41
38
31
32
30
31
33
33
35
37
40
42
41
42
42
42

90
66
89
90
94
95
91
92
92
93
96
98
101
102
105
109
113
115

FT 1970-87

Armed
Forces

Air
Force

Coast
Guard

Breserve

Resrve Ia.Lu

50
50
48
44
46
51
48
50
54
54
59
62
64
67
70
75
79
80

17
15
12
11
12
12
12
12
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
13
13
13

1004
993
937
930
937
908
835
820
799
819
862
910
975
1016
1058
1101
1143
1163

Source: Official Guard and Reserve Manpower Strengths and Statistics, 1982 & 1987 Sumaries
* Reservists with required annual training, but not required to drill, added to Selected
Reserve
* Nave Reserve TARs added to Selected Reserve

many reservists were being asked to trair' more intensely and for
longer periods than ever before. To t'- Atent that extended
training results in increased time and schedule conflicts
between reservists and their civilian employers and puts
additional stress on family, community and personal obligations,
the result may be increased turnover and reduced personnel
readiness.
Members and their spouses participating in the 1986 Reserve
Components Surveys were asked about their (or their spouse's)
likelihood of staying in the reserve under three scenarios:
0

The current training schedule

a

The current schedule plus two extra four-hour drills per
month

e

The current schedule plus an additional five days of annual
training

Reserve Manpower in the National Defense
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Analysis of responses indicates that, under either extended

I

training scenario, both officer and enlisted retention would

drop. RAND created a reenlistment supply model to predict, for
enlisted members of the Army National Guard and Reserve, whether
extended training time would affect the retention o£[ some types
of reservists more than others. RAND found that, for junior
enlisted personnel, those who have been promoted faster, have
are
some education past high school and are employed full-time
12
more adverse to the prospect of extended training time.

I!

Evidence of the effects of increased intensity of reserve
training on member perceptions can be inferred through the
comparison of 'theviewsof senior enlisted members in 45 units
of the Army National Guard and Reserve concerning training
readiness problems. Members of these 45 units were surveyed in
1979 and again in 1986. The two factors most likely to be
considered a problem in 1986, and showing the greatest relative
increase from 1979 to 1986 in the percent of members who
considered the factor a problem, were "not enough time to plan
done"
training objectives andt get all administrative "1paperwork
3
and "not enough drili ime to practice skills.
This quantitative analysis of changing perceptions is
reflected in the views of Guard and Reserve members and their
spouses who added written comments in responding to the 1986
Reserve Components Surveys. Many indicated that they were being
pushed close to the limit by the time and schedule demands of
reserve obligations.
In addition to member perceptions of current demands of
reserve service and their responses concerning the likely
effects of increased training upon their continued
participation, there is some empirical data concerning retention
in units that have experienced extended training. Case studies
of the first seven Army National Guard units to attend the
National Training Center, which requires three weeks of annual
training and extra drills and planning sessions for preparation,
from the participating
indicate that attrition increased both
14
units and from the National Guard.

*

In addition to the increased employer, family, and personal
conflicts that may be associated with intensified or extended
training, civilian income is lost by a substantial number of
reservists, and this is not fully made up by military pay. This
situation creates a-compensation environment substantially
different from that experienced by and relevant to full-time
members of the uniformed services. This report addresses issues
and initiatives that may improve the effectiveness of military
compensation in the National Guard and Reserve environment.
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NanzKrData in

thReview of National Guard and Reerve

The 6th QRNC relied heavily on reserve manpower, personnel and
pay file data. Throughout this report there are specific
discussions of the difficulties encountered by QRNC work groups
because of incomplete, inaccurate, or unavailable data. There
are numerous indications that these data shortcomings are
detracting from the effectiveness of day-to-day management as
well as confounding analysts. Specific recommendations are
included elsewhere in the body of the report. Accurate and
complete manpower, personnel, and pay data is so essential to
reserve component management, however, that a brief summary is
included in this introductory chapter.
Reserve Components Common Personnel Data System (RCCPDS)
RCCPDS has been the official source for reserve component
personnel strength since July 1975 and the official source for
accession, loss, and reenlistment data since July 1976. It
provides a standardized and centralized database of personnel
information on all members of the reserve components. RCCPDS
data was invaluable to the work of the QRMC; however, its use
created major problems due to missing data and inaccurate data
in both current and historical files.
The DoD has recognized the importance of RCCPDS data and its
current shortcomings. In 1983 an initiative was begun to
improve the system. In October of 1984, the Assistant Secretary
of Defense for Reserve Affairs directed the establishment of a
senior level Steering Group to oversee progress in this effort.
significant improvements have been made in the quality of the
data and the database has been expanded. As noted elsewhere in
the report, however, much critical data is still missing or
deficient.
m

The 6th QRNC recommends that the RCCPDS database continue
to receive high priority attention.

Reserve Nilitary Pay Record Extracts
Because of known deficiencies in the personnel data base (e.g.
reserve component incentive program data) and unavailability of
certain data from budget documents (e.g. data on special and
incentive pay costs and recipients), the Defense Manpower Data
Center began a project to develop an information file based on
reserve component pay files early in 1986. This project was
never fully successful. In some cases extensive computer
programming was required to combine and array data to be
suitable for analysis. In other cases, needed pay and
retirement point data was collected and maintained at different
Reserve Manpower in the National Defense
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locations based upon the type of duty performed by the
reservist. Therefore, it was necessary to determine from
reserve pay files the total annual military earnings of the
reserve members of most components.
The Defense Manpower Data Center receives quarterly magnetic
tape extracts of retired military pay records (DoD Instruction
7770.1), and active component military pay records (DoD
Instruction 7770.2), according to existing DoD Instructions.
This procedure provides essential data for the evaluation of DoD
programs and policies, interagency reporting, and actuarial
purposes. Similar standard information is required for reserve
military pay records. As discussed in the following chapter of
this report, reservists serve in many different duty statuses
and the duty status determines the compensation of the member.
Moreover the duty is intermittent. Thus standard extracts of
pay data from all reserve components are imperative to provide
needed management and program data.
0

The 6th QRMC recommends revision of DoD Instruction 7720.2
"Magnetic Tape xtracts of Military Pay Records," to
require that reserve component pay file
data be furnished
quarterly to the Defense Manpower Data Center on the same
basis as presently required for active pay file
data.

Need for an Integrated Reserve Manpower Database

The data on reserve manpower available to and used by the 6th
QRMC illustrates the potential for the use of integrated
manpower data in increasing the effectiveness of reserve
compensation. Analysis reported in Volume II of the QRMC report
used manpower authorization files, RCCPDS data on grade and
skill qualification and Army unit-priority schemes to identify
the minimum number of soldiers, by specialty, that could be
added to priority units to achieve targeting personnel readiness
ratings. This implies the possibility that compensation
initiatives targeted at the most critical skills and units and
with appropriate conditions for use could result in substantial
personnel readiness improvements within reasonable cost limits.
In its analysis, the 6th QRMC was able to overcome many
systemic reserve manpower data deficiencies due to the
availability of the comprehensive 1986 Reserve Components
Surveys. For most components, survey data was superior to
personnel and pay files for such items as annual military pay,
inactive duty retirement points etc. With the increasing
resources devoted to reserve forces and the extent to which the
nation is dependent on their readiness, a plan for an integrated
system of reserve personnel, manpower and pay data is required
and should be a near term priority of defense managers.
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1. The militia clause of the Constitution provides that "The
Congress shall have Power...to provide for organizing, arming,
and disciplining the Militia, and for governing such part of
them as may be employed in the Service of the United States,

reserving to the states.. the Appointment of the Officers, and
the Authority of training the Militia according to the
discipline described by Congress."
2. Two accounts of these statutory provisions that
complement one another in scope and detail may be found in
Frederick B. Weiner, "The Militia Clause of the Constitution,"
Harvard Law Review, Vol. LIV, Mo. 2 (December, 1940), pp. 182220; and Robert L. Goldich, "Historical Continuity in the U.S.
Military Reserve System," Armed Forces and Society, Vol. 7,

(Fall, 1980), pp. 88-112.
3. A "drill" is a period of inactive duty training. Originally, it was a weekly assembly of at least 1 1/2 hours. Today
the minimum period is two hours and the DoD has established a
four-hour minimum by regulation.
4. Department of Defense. Reserve Forces for National
Security - Reort to the Secretarv of Defense. U.S. Govt.
Printing Office, 1948.

5. Senate Armed Services Committee, Report No. 117, 82d
Congress, 1st session, p. 1.
6. The Report of the President's Commission on an AllVolunteer Force. U.S. Govt. Printing Office, 1970, p. 97.
7. Department of Defense Commanders Digest, February 27,
1971, pp. 7-8.
8. As discussed in Chapter 5 of this report, a test of a
Selected Reserve reenlistment bonus was authorized in 1977 and
additional bonus authorizations approved in the late 1970s and
early 1980s. Medical, dental, and death benefits were improved
and standardized in the mid-1980s. In August, 1969 the Reserve
Forces Policy Board had recommended an actuarially reduced
reserve retirement annuity be paid at age 50 with 20 years of
creditable service. The RFPB recommended that all retirement
benefits, including commissary, exchange, and medical care be
available on receipt of retired pay. Legislation to amend
chapter 67 of title 10, United States Code, to authorize payment
of reserve retired pay at age 50 was introduced in the 91st
Congress (H.R. 8859). The DoD recommended deferment of action
on the legislation pending completion of a review of the total
military retirement system. Survivor benefits for surviving
dependent s of Guardsmen and Reservists who died after becoming
Reseive Nenmewtr In the National Defense
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eligible for retired pay at age 60, but prior to reaching age
60, were enacted into lay in 1978.
9.
FrZ.

RV.L. Cooper, Military Kannover and the All-Volunteer
The RAND Corporation, 1977, pp. 150-158.

10. 3.R. Brinkerhoff, and D.W. Grissuer, "The Reserve Forces
in an All-Volunteer Environment," in Boven, W., Little, R. and
Sicilia, G.T. (Rds). The All-Volunteer Force After a Decade.
McLean, VA: Pergamon-Brassey, 1966, p. 209.
11. Total Selected Reserve strength fell from 925,000 in
Fiscal Year 1972 to 823,000 in Fiscal Year 1976, an overall
decline of 11 percent. This compared to a decrease in active
force end strength of only 8.6 percent; 2.3 million in Fiscal
Year 1972 to 2.1 million in Fiscal Year 1976.
12.

David W. Grissmer, Richard Buddin and Sheila Nataraj

Kirby. Im-roving Reserve Compensation: A Review of
Comnensation Related Personnel and Trainina Readiness Issues,
The RAND Corporation, R-3669-FX&P/RA, Forthcoming, pp. 129-133.
13.

Ibid. pp. 70-78.

14. Ibid. pp. 133-141. The research is reported in detail in
David W. Grissmer and Glenda Nogami, "Retention Patterns for
Army National Guard Units Attending the National Training
Center," prepared for Battelle Columbus Laboratories under
contract to U.S. Army Research Office, November 1986 (draft).
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Chapter 2.

TM STRUCR OF
RESZM NE lIM

PSATIO

FOR NATIONAL GUARD AND

Regular members of the uniformed services are, by definition
in law, on active duty. The elements of their compensation are
based in large part upon the fact thatthey are, at least
potentially, on a military career track. The service of reserve
members, by contrast, ranges from those serving on active duty
with the expectation or opportunity to serve until qualifying
for an active duty retirement, to those whose service is
strictly in a "part-time" capacity. While substantial numbers
of reservists serve full-time, the great majority do not. There
is a similar range of intensity of service for part-time
members. Selected Reservists may be required to perform 48 or
more inactive duty training periods and up to 30 days of active
duty each year. Individual Ready Reservists, by comparison,
must only fulfill a one-day annual reporting requirement. A
much smaller group of Standby Reservists have no participation
requirements, but remain vulnerable to mobilization during a war
or national emergency.
The work of the 6th QRNC concentrated primarily on
compensation for full-time and part-time reservists who serve
and train in the reserve components. Although compensation for
regular members was generally excluded from the study plan
because of the direction to perform a comprehensive study of the
costs and benefits of reserve compensation, the QRMC did not
ignore the compensation of reserve members serving with the
active components, since their status differs in some respects
from regular members.
The compensation structure for reserve memb:- lepends upon
their duty status and, if on active duty, the -:u-tion of
service specified in their orders. For exampl., ill reservists
in an active status receive 15 retirement points each year--the
equivalent of 15 days of active duty--for their membership.
Members performing inactive duty training may receive pay,
benefits, and survivor benefit protections for line-of-duty
incapacitation or death, depending on the type of inactive duty
training performed. Reservists serving on active duty have
different entitlements and benefits depending on whether the
duty is "for training" or "other than for training," and on the
length of the period of duty. For example, members serving on
orders that specify a period of more than 30 days accrued leave,
and their dependents gain medical care entitlements and
The Structure of Compensotion for VationaL Guard and Reserve Nenbers
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benefits.

Members ordered to active duty for a period of 140
days or more are eligible for Variable Housing Allowance
payments. Reserve members may serve for two or more years of
continuous active duty for training and yet not qualify as
veterans for the purpose of obtaining a Veterans' Administration
guaranteed home loan. This anomaly occurs because title 38 of
the United States Code treats active duty for training
differently from active duty for the purpose of veterans'
benefits.
This complex system has evolved piecemeal in response to the
demands of our national defense. Prior to the Korean War, the
active duty service of reservists in peacetime was limited to
relatively short terms. Service for a full active duty career
in reserve status was not contemplated. For example, it was not
until passage of the Act of February 21, 1946, that the first
legislation was authorized providing for the nondisability
retirement of reservists from active duty for length of service.
This authorization was followed by extension of nondisability
retirement to reserve officers of the Army and Air Force through
the Army and Air Force Vitalization and Retirement Equalization
Act of 1948 (Public Law 80-810). Nondisability retirement from
active duty for enlisted reservists was authorized in 1958 for
the Navy and Marine Corps (Public Law 85-583) and, in 1980, for
the Army and Air Force (Public Law 96-343).

I

The QRMC study of reserve compensation entails a comprehensive
review of the way in which specific elements of compensation are
structured for reserve members across the range of statuses in
which they serve. These statuses include active duty, active
duty for training, full-time National Guard duty and inactive
duty training. They include full-time duty in an active
component, paid from active component military appropriations,
whether in a career, specified term, or temporary status. They
also include full-time duty paid from National Guard or Reserve
personnel appropriations in support of the reserve components.
Finally
is part-tine
duty involving
active
duty or
inactive included
duty training,
and reserve
membership
without
participation in training activities.
There are variations in the elements and provisions of
military compensation with respect to each of these statuses.
Although a complete description of this complex structure was
judged to be beyond the scope of the QRMC study, an
understanding of this broader framework was necessary, both for
a general understanding of the field under review and for
analysis of specific inequities, inconsistencies and anomalies,
and potential cost efficiencies. The following discussion is
intended to provide this framework.
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After Korea, the maximum number of regular officers authorized
in law was wall below the number of officers required to serve
in the active forces.. As a.result, large numbers of reserve
officers served on extended active duty, many with the hope of a
full active duty career. These officers were drawn from a
variety of sources--reserve officer commissioning programs,
part-time reservists, and regular enlisted members who qualified
for reserve commissions..
For these officers, continuation on active duty was subject
to changing military requirements, however, and involuntary
release after long service frequently resulted in hardship and
inequity. New compensation provisions were enacted in response
to this situation. In 1956, for example, a readjustment payment
was authorized for reservists who, after having served
continuously on active duty for long periods of time, were
involuntarily released. The same law (Public Law 646) provided
that a member within two years of becoming eligible for retired
pay or retainer pay could not be released from active duty
unless the release was approved by the military department
secretary. Other examples of such provisions include the
following: enlisted members who accepted a commission and then
were released from active duty were entitled to be restored to
active duty in the highest regular enlisted grade formerly held,
and these reservists became eligible to retire at the highest
grade in whic4 they had satisfactorily served.
These separate provisions, relating to compensation of reserve
officers on extended active duty with the active components,
were based on the differing standings of reserve and regular
officers with respect to promotion, separation, and retirement.
The Defense officer Personnel Management Act (DOPMA) of 1980 was
intended to diminish these differences. In considering DOPMA,
the Congress referred to the "anomaly of career active-duty
reservists."1 The House report noted that, although large
numbers of reserve officers may serve on active duty and qualify
for an active duty retirement, the law provided for differing
treatment of regulars and reserves. The report noted
specifically that reserve officers on active duty had no
expectation of minimum time in grade prior to retirement or
separation, and they could be released at any time subject to
the needs of the service. Conversely, compensation provisions,

such as dual compensation laws affecting the military retired
pay of career officers who work for the federal government in a
civilian capacity, were different for regular officers than for
reservists.

*IThe
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As originally conceived, DOPMA would have resolved such
differences by requiring an all-regular officer force after 9 to
11 years of service. This coincides with the considerations for
selection for promotion to pay grade 04. Officers who were
still reservists at this -oint would be tendered a regular
appointbent if selected for proation to 04; they would be
released from active duty if not selected after the second
consideration.
This feature of DOPNA was left
to Service policy
in the version of the Bill that was ultimately signed into law.
Nevertheless, DOPHA did make major changes affecting the
management of reserve officers on active duty. It established a
single active duty list for the career management of both
regular and reserve officers. Promotion consideration
and selection procedures are how uniform for active duty list
officers and reserve offiprs on the active duty list are no

longer considered by reserve promotion selection boards.
Conversely, under DOPMA, keberve officers on active duty for

training, those pursuing special short-term projects, and those

on active duty specifically to develop reserve policies or to
organize, administer, recruit, instruct, or train reservists
were excluded from the active duty list. The rationale for this
exclusion was that these officers were not on an active duty
career path.
The DOPHA legislation served to reduce much of the turbulence
and uncertainty that had been associated with the call to and

release from active duty of reserve officers. In conjunction
with the personnel managent and compensation provisions
already in effect, the result was generally more equitable
treatment of reserve officers pursuing a career in an active
component.
Full-Tim Duty in Support of the National Guard and Reserve

Coincident with the consideration and enactment of DOPA, much
greater reliance was being placed on reserve members and units
as part of the Total Force. Achievement of the increased
readiness associated with this reliance required significant
growth in full-time sulport to reserve units. This growth was
achieved primarily through placing National Guard and Reserve
members on full-time duty in support of reserve administration,
training, and recruiting.
The great majority of this increase in full-time reserve

members was in enlisted members of the Army National Guard, Army
Reserve, and the Air National Guard. For all components, over
57,000 National Guard members and enlisted Reservists now serve

on extended full-time duty in support of the reserve components.

The majority of these new full-time members, particularly in the
Army and Air Force components, were accessed from the ranks of
part-time unit members.
2-4
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similar to those that developed in the 1950s and 1960s when
reserve officers were needed for extended service on active
duty. These issues are addressed throughout this report. A
summary is contained in Chapter 3 of this volume.
The nature of the increase in full-time reservists also
resulted in creation of a new duty status--full-time National
Guard duty. There are now approximately 30,000 officers and
enlisted members of the Army National Guard or Air National
Guard who serve on full-time National.Guard duty under section
502(f) of title 32, United States Code. This status was created
to preserve the command and control structure within the
National Guard. Members of the National Guard perform weekend
drills, annual training, and some other training duty in State
status rather than in federal service. Thus the command
authority for these members rests with the State. In order to
preserve and clarify peacetime command authority with respect to
National.Guard members who provide full-time support, the DoD
developed legislation creating a new status, full-time National
Guard duty, now defined in law as follows:
Training or other duty, other than inactive duty,
performed by a member of the Army National Guard bf
the United States or the Air National Guard of the
United States in the member's status as a member of
the National Guard of a State or territory, the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, or the Diztrict of
Columbia under section 316, 502, 503, 504, or 505 of
(title 32]

for which the member is entitled to pay

from the United States or for which
the member has
2
waived pay from the United States.
Although members on full-time National Guard duty are not in
federal service, for the purposes of laws that provide benefits
for members, their dependents, and their beneficiaries, fulltime National Guard duty is considered active duty in the
federal service. The one exception is that full-time National
Guard duty is considered as active duty for trainingfor the
purposes of determining veterans' benefits. As a result,
members serving in this status who are not veterans as a result
of prior active duty are not eligible for all veterans'
benefits. This is discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
Part-Time Duty

j

Active Duty for Part-Time Members: Part-time reserve members
typically serve on active duty or full-time National Guard duty
for two weeks annually. Many part-time reservists, including
now entrants, those receiving additional formal training and
those performing special work, however, serve additional periods
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of active duty. Members of the reserve components may serve on
active duty in one of the following five categories described in
DoD Directive 1215.6.

*

Initial Active Duty Training (IADT). IADT includes basic
military training and technical skill training required for
all entrants without prior service.

* Annual Training (AT). This is the minimum period of
training that a reservist must perform each year to satisfy
the AT requirements associated with his or her reserve
component assignment.
* Active Duty for Training (ADT). ADT includes full-time
attendance at formal specialized skill training, flight
training, combat crew training, and professional
development education programs intended to provide reserve
component members with skills and disciplines necessary to
support reserve missions. ADT orders provide for automatic
reversion to inactive duty status when the specified period
of ADT is completed. Reservists on ADT do not count
against statutory endstrengths prescribed for the active
components or for reserve component full-time support.
" Active Duty for Special Work (ADSW). ADSW is funded from
military and reserve personnel appropriations and is used
for projects supporting active or reserve component
programs. Examples of these projects are study groups,
boards, and support for training sites and exercises.
Members on ADSW for more than 180 days are counted in
computing active component endstrengths or reserve
component full-time support endstrengths, dependent on the
appropriation category from which they are paid.
*

Active Duty (AD).
Full-time active duty, other than ADT or
ADSW, including full-time National Guard duty is authorized
in support of reserve component missions. Members on
active duty other than ADSW or on full-time National Guard
duty for more than 180 days are counted against active or
reserve component endstrengths as discussed above.

For purposes of pay, there is no distinction between the types
of active duty. All personnel on active duty in a pay status
are, as a minimum, entitled to basic pay, basic allowance for
quarters (BAQ) (or quarters in-kind), and basic allowance for
subsistence (BAS) (or subsistence in-kind). These three cash
elements of compensation plus the federal tax advantage
resulting from the nontaxable elements, BAQ and BAS, are known
collectively as basic military compensation (BUC). In 1980, the
BAQ element of compensation was broadened to include variable
housing allowance (VHA) and the overseas station housing
allowance; this expanded definition is referred to as regular
2-6
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mAilitary
compensation (RIC) and is codified in on
Section 101(25)
title 37, United States Code. Zvery mbr
active duty is

~entitled to BUC but not necessarily to RMC.
~active force members living off base do not
/

i

~not

As an illustration,
receive VHA if local
housing expenses do not exceed certain levels. Reserve
component members on active duty tours of less than 140 days are
entitled to VILA.
Inactive Duty for Part-Tine Members:
The majority of the
military duty performed bynmost part-time reserve members is in
an inactive duty training (IDT) status. IDT in generally
defined in DOD Directive 1215.6, "Uniform Reserve, Training and
Retirement Categories," an authorized and scheduled training
performed by a reservist or member of the National Guard who is
not on active duty or active duty for training.

IDT consists of regular training periods, assemblies or
drills, or periods of applicable duty or equivalent training.
Typically, it consists of training conducted monthly on a
weekend, with two four- to six-hour drills per day. For each
training period or drill, a member's basic compensation is 1/30
of the monthly basic pay of an active component member with the
same pay grade and length of service. 3
Basic compensation does
not include subsistence and quarters allowances, but many
special and incentive pays authorized in chapter 3 of title 37,
United States Code, may be added to IDT compensation. In the
case of a member entitled to a special pay during IDT, the
compensation for each IDT period is increased by an amount equal
to 1/30 of the monthly amount of the special pay.4
Although
section 206 of title 10, United States Code, authorizes
compensation for an IDT period of at least two hours, DoD policy
prescribes a minimum four-hour duty period and limits paid IDT
periods to two in any calendar day. Thus, as compensation for a
four-drill weekend with two drills each on Saturday and Sunday,
a member receives a total of 4/30 of the monthly basic pay of an

active component member of the same grade and service longevity
and 4/30 of any special pay to which entitled. As discussed in
Chapter 1, the minimum number of regular IDT periods required
annually is established by training category.
Additional IDT periods may be authorized for the purpose of
training periods fall
into three categories. These
DoD additional
Directive 1215.6
establishes policy
for administering additional IDT periods as follows:
improving readiness.

0

Additional training periods (ATPU) for units, subunits,
and individuals are to accomplish additional required
training as defined by a unit's wartime mission. The
number of these training periods shall not exceed 12 per
fiscal year for any member.
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Additional flying and flight training periods (AFTPs) are
authorized for primary aircrev members to conduct aircrew
training and combat crew qualification training, to attain
and maintain aircrew flying proficiency, and to sustain
mobilization readiness. AFTPs shall not be in addition to
ATPs. The number of AFTPs shall not exceed 48 per fiscal
year for any aircrew member unless specifically authorized
by the Service Secretary concerned.

*

Readiness management periods (RMPs) are used to support the
ongoing day-to-day operation of the unit, including unit

administration, training preparation, support activities,
and maintenance functions. The number of periods shall not
exceed 24 per fiscal year for any member. These training
periods shall be used only where sufficient full-time
support personnel are not available for these duties. RMPs
shall not be performed on the same day that another
training period is being performed, and not more than one
lIMP shall be performed by an individual in one calendar
day.

The combination of duty statuses outlined above for part-time
members has assisted the reserve components to meet specific
training objectives and Total Force mission requirements. It
also creates situations in which the compensation status differs
for members performing the same duty. When combined with the
fact that reservists may perform6 duty with or without pay, 5 the
This flexibility is not
range is broadened even further.
without cost. One reserve unit visited by 6th QRMC staff
indicated that an excessive amount of the administrative work
done by full-time support personnel is devoted to managing the
funds associated with these differing training statuses. In one
component, the QRMC analysis was severely limited by the lack of
complete military compensation costs for individuals or groups
of individuals. This lack of information was due in large part
to the fact that members were paid from different pay systems
when performing in different duty statuses. Flexibility has
also resulted in concern over possible abuse of the system.
Since Fiscal Year 1979, paid equivalent training (pay for
activities performed in lieu of a regularly scheduled training
assembly or drill) has been limited to four IDT periods per
fiscal year. This limit was the result of congressional concern
that many equivalent training sessions were not equivalent in
content or in quality to the missed training.
The

t

u

of the

Cemrve
onents

Active duty and IDT for members of the reserve components is
conducted within a structure only slightly modified from that
initially set out in the Armed Forces Reserve Act of 1952.
Regulatory implementation of the statute is provided by DoD
*-4
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Directive 1215.6, *Uniform Reserve, Training and Retirement
Categories," which provides official DoD and Coast Guard

policies pertaining to management of members of the reserve
components of the armed forces.

This Directive establishes

policy guidance for maintaining i.nd reporting personnel data,
designates uniform reserve component categories and training and

retirement categories, establishes min*mum training criteria for
each category of the reserve components, and provides uniform
planning policies and procedures for training reservists.
The structure and relationships of the numerous reserve
categories and their mobilization responsibilities are complex.
All National Guard and Reserve manpower is assigned to one of
three reserve component categories as shown in Figure 2-1: the
Ready Reserve, the Standby Reserve, and the Retired Reserve.

TOTAL RESERVE
MANPOWER

READY
RESERVE

Figure 2-1.

STANDBY
RESERVE

RETIRED
RESERVE

Reserve component categories

The Ready Reserve is comprised of military members of the
National Guard and Reserve, organised in units or as
individuals, liable for recall to active duty to augment the
active components in time of war or national emergency. The
Ready Reserve consists of three reserve component subcategories
as shown in Figure 2-2: the Selected Reserve, the Individual
Ready Reserve and the Inactive National Guard.

Th* Itructure of Cmpeation for Nationat Suard ad Reserve Members
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READY
RESERVE

SELECTED
RESERVE

Figure 2-2.

IRR

ING

Ready Reserve subcategories

The Selected Reserve consists of units and individuals within
the Ready Reserve that are designated by their respective
Services and approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff as so
essential to initial wartime missions that they have priority
over all other reserves. The Selected Reserve includes both
full-time Active Guard and Reserve members (AGR/TAR) and parttime Guardsmen and Reservists.
Selected Reserve Units are units manned and equipped to
serve and/or train either as operational or as augmentation
units. Operational units train and serve as units.
Augmentation units train together but, when mobilized, lose
their unit identity, being subsumed into an active unit or
activity. Selected Reserve units include the following:
Part-Time Unit Members: Trained unit members who
participate in unit training activities part time.
These members are required to participate in 48 drill
periods and two weeks of full-time training duty each
year.
Active Guard/Reserve (AGR): Guard members or Selected
Reservists who are ordered to active duty or full-time
National Guard duty with their consent for the purpose
of organizing, administering, recruiting, instructing,
or training res-rve ceponent units.

2-10
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Subcategories of the Selected Reserve are shown in Figure 2-3
and consist of the following:

Selected
Reserve

Pipeline

Part-Time
Reservists
in Units

Figure 2-3.

Full-Time
Unit
Support

T

Individuals

Part-Time
Individual
(IMAs)

Full-Time
Individual
Support

Selected Reserve subcategories

Military Technicians (MT): Federal civilian employees
who provide full-time support for administration,
training, and maintenance to reserve units and support
activities. These employees must maintain their status
as part-time Selected Reservists; they are often
referred to as dual-status individuals and are counted
in the part-time unit member subcategory. Dual-status
military technicians must be in mobilization positions
and are required to meet the same drill and annual
training requirements as other part-time unit members.
Trained Individuals are members of the Selected Reserve who
are assigned to an active-force organization. Trained
individuals include the following:
Individual Mobilization Augmentees (IMAs): IMAs are
trained individuals preassigned to the billet of an
active component of the Selected Service System, or of
the Federal Emergency Management Agency organization
that must be filled on or shortly after mobilization.
The Structure of Coml nhation for National Guard and Reserve Nembers
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nMAs train part-time with an active component unit in

preparation for recall in mobilization,
Some Me have
the same participation requirements as unit members.
Most, however, are required to participate in only 24
drill
periods (this
is the typical INA training
requirement in the Air Force Reserve) or only annual
training (the typical pattern in the Army Reserve) each

year.
Individual Active Guard/Reserve

(AGR/TAR):

Individual

Guard members or Selected Reservists who are ordered to
active duty or full-time National Guard duty in an
active component organization with their consent for the
purpose ot organizing, administering, recruiting,
instructing, or training the reserve components. They
are assigned in headquarters and support functions of
both active and reserve components. Naval Reserve AGRs
are identified by the acronym *TAR" for Training and
Administration of Reserve.
Individual Military Technicians (XT): Individual
federal civilian employees who provide full-time support
for administration, training, and maintenance in the
Selected Reserve, not in a unit. These employees must
also maintain their status as part-time unit members.
All individual military technicians must be in
mobilization positions.
The Individual Ready Reserve (IRR) and Inactive National Guard
(ING) consist of Ready Reservists who are not in the Selected

Reserve:
"

The IRR is a manpower pool consisting principally of
individuals who have had training and who have served
previously in the active component, or in the Selected

Reserve, and have some period of their military service
obligation (XSO) remaining. In addition, there are some
individuals in the IRR voluntarily, for hardship reasons or
in special nonpay programs that provide a variety of
professional assignments and opportunities to earn
retirement points and military benefits. These individuals
all have an obligation to complete either the 1SO or a
contractual agreement.
"
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The ING consists of National Guard personnel in an inactive
status, not in the Selected Reserve, who are attached to a
specific National Guard unit but do not participate in
training activities. Upon mobilization, they would
mobilize with their units. In order for these individuals
to remain mebers of the ING, they must muster once a year
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with their assigned unit. Like members of the IRR, all
members of the UG have legal contractual obligations.
Currently, the IMG is used oniy by the Army National Guard.
The Standby Reserve consists of individuals who maintain the
military affiliation without being in the Ready Reserve, who
have been designated as key civilian employees, or who have a
temporary hardship or disability.
Thes individuals are not
required to perform training and are not part of units. The
Standby Reserve is a pool of trained individuals who could be
mobilized if necessary to fill manpower needs in specific
skills. The number of reservists in Standby Reserve Status is
decreasing, mainly as a result of DoD initiatives to emphasize
accession and retention of personnel in Ready Reserve Status.
Within the Standby Reserve there is an active status list and
an inactive status list. The former consists of Standby
Reservists temporarily assigned for hardship or other cogent
reasons; those not having fulfilled their statutory MSO; those
retained in active status under certain statutory provisions; or
those identified as "Key Personnel" and removed from the Ready
Reserve because they are critical to the national security in
their civilian employment.
Members on the inactive status list include those who are not
required by law or regulation to remain in an active program and

who retain the reserve affiliation in a nonparticipating status,
and those who have skills which may be of possible future use to
the Armed Force concerned. Members on the inactive status list

may
not train for points or pay and are not eligible for
promotion.
The Retired Reserve comprises all reserve officers and

enlisted personnel who receive retired pay on the basis of their
active duty and/or reserve service as well as all members who
are otherwise eligible for retired pay but have not reached age
60 and who have not elected discharge and are not voluntary
members of the Ready or Standby Reserve. The composition of the
Retired Reserve is discussed in detail in Volume IB of the QRMC
Report.
leservye status. Camnal

adMblz

on Priorities

Section 262 of title 10, United States Code, defines the
purpose of the reserve components as allows:
Provide trained units and qualified persons available
for active duty in the armed forces, in time of war or
national emergency and at such other times as the
national security requires, to fill
the needs of the
armed forces whenever, during, and after the period
The Structure of Calenatilon for Naltional Guard and Reserve NMmbers
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naded to procure and train additional units and
qOaifiv pfir i to achieve the planned mobilization,
a*r* unit and persons are needed than are in the
.regular components.
This 1arAM"e *t ams 'from the Armed Forces Reserve Act of 1952

Which, "

c'

e-d i

%provided
spte 1,

the basis for a

reserv sysm Vith uoh
tot rigorously defined training,
promo!on, pay and perbonnel systp than had previously
existud. The requirement for uni-fdr training and pay
categories was first established by the Act, as was a hierarchy
of mo3
xlotion priorities tied to the Ready Reserve, Standby
Reserve; And Retiked Reierve categories which were also
established by the Act.
The training and pay categories discussed in the previous
section deal with requirements for active duty and inactive duty
training for National Guard and Reserve members in the differing
categories. Juat as the training and pay categories set the
mini
training requirements for reservists, statutory
provisions define the circumstances under which National Guard

and Reserve members may be involuntarily ordered to active duty
to meet national security needs. 7 Thus the training status of
the National Guard or Reserve member sets the conditions under
which the member may be involuntarily ordered to active duty
(other than for training). In this sense it establishes a
hierarchy of vulnerability to mobilization in time of crisis.
As noted earlier, a Selected Reserve was established within
the Ready Reserve in 1967, and Ready Reservists not in the
Selected Reserve were administratively classified to the
Individual Ready Reserve. Under the statute, the Selected
Reserve contains those units and members so essential to initial
wartime missions that they have priority over all other reserve
forces. The President may order as many as 200,000 Selected
Reservists to active duty involuntarily for 90 days. The period
of the call-up may be extended for not more than 90 additional
days under the enabling authority (section 673b of title 10,
United States Code).
This authority may be used whenever the President determines
that it is necessary to augment the active forces for any
operational mission. This authority may be considered the first
tier of mobilization priority.

No declaration of war or

national emergency is required. Statutory limitations on this
authority include prohibition of its use to suppress
insurrection, enforce the laws of the United States, repel
invasion, or provide disaster assistance. -The President must
report to the Congress, within 24 hours and in writing, the
circumstances necessitating the action and the anticipated use
of the reserves ordered to active duty. This authority was
originally enacted in 1976. At that time it limited to 50,000
6th QWMC
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the number of Selected Reservists who. could be .ordered to active
duty, nd it limited the duration-to .90 days.
In 1980,
the
50,000-4init
wooenacted
ineressed
100,000.
The current
stautory
Provisions
wee
in to
1986.
Tho ,second tier of the statutory obilination priority affects
all of the Ready Reserve (the Selected Reserve and the
Individual Ready Reserve). The President may, upon declaring a
state of national emergency, order to active duty as many as one
million members of the National Guard and Reserve for up to 24
months. The enabling statute (section 673 of title 10, United
States Code) requires the President to inform the Congress of
the necessity for the involuntary order, the use of the forces
ordered, and their performance.
Section 673 also contains a requirement that, in exercising
this authority, consideration be given to the length and nature
of previous service, family responsibilities, and essential
civilian employment. These restrictions were included when the
law was originally enacted in 1952. The restrictions resulted
from concern over the fact that, in the Korean conflict, World
War II veterans who were in the equivalent of today's Individual
Ready Reserve were the first reservists to be called and to
enter the combat zone.
The language does sound archaic in
today's all-volunteer reserve. In practice, the requirement to
consider the factors specified in the statute is fulfilled by
the continuous screening of the Ready Reserve mandated by Public
Law 85-861 of September 2, 1958. The purpose of the later Act,
codified at section 271 of title 10, was to ensure that there
will be no significant attrition of Ready Reserve members or
units during a mobilization.
The screening system, implemented by DoD Directive 1200.7,
"Screening the Ready Reserve," is the primary moans for ensuring
that reserve members receive fair treatment and are evaluated on
their mobilization responsibilities. On mobilization, all
members of the Ready Reserve are considered immediately
available for active service. DoD Directive 1235.10,
"Mobilization of the Ready Reserve" (CPR 110), provides that no
member of the Ready Reserve shall be exempt from mobilization,
and it directs the4 Services to develop specific procedures to
deal with ready reservists physically unable to mobilize. This
Directive also recognizes the difference in priority and
readiness repired of the Selected Reserve and the Individual
ReadfyResorve.
It sets a maximum reporting time of 24 hours
from notification for the 8elect Reserve and, for the
Individual Ready Reserve, a Fequ;Lveent to report within 5 to 15
days as determined by Service pro
ues.
Th

condition setting the third tier of mobilization priority

is declaration of war or of national emergency by the Congress.
During such time, any reserve member may be ordered to active
The Structure of Cqlopetion for Nationat Guard and Sasevorve Uera
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duty ,for the.6bration of the war or emarericy and for six months
thereatter. -,The statute that rprovidew this third tier authority
(codified as seotion 6-72 (a) of title 10, United States Code)
also stipulates that reservists in an inactive status may not be
jordered to active duty unless a determination is made that there
aee t6t eneugh -qualified reserves In an active status or the
Inactive Natioal Guard (whiah is- part of the Ready Reserve) in
the requited ctegory who are readily available.
11k Summary, the statutory scheme noe out a priority for
mobilifition cantering on three conditions: (1) Any operation
or dentienV (2) A Prosidefitial declattion of a *tate of
nat*WWi "r~enetj and (3) DeclartionOf war or national
emergency by the Congress. only Selected Reservists my be
involuntarily ordered to active duty under the first condition;
the s~cond-anditionprovides authority to order Ready
Reseftvsts involuntarily; and condition three applies to all
reservdta but.eats 'cffnditions on the involuntary order to
ative dty of reservists in-an inactive status.
in Practice, thie~schdeme, has been followed; although the
eetiitint statttett authorities were not used. Subsequent to
Korea, there hatV'-bedn- four instances entailing the involuntary
order to aftife dut of units and-members of the National Guard
and eeveireonbto
specific crises. In response to the
merlin:'Crisis In 1961, President Kennedy did not declare a
national emergency (under which he could have mobilized up to
one Aillion Ready 'ReerVIsts). InsteAd, he requested Congress
to eaftat a Joint Resolution authorizing a mobilization of up to
250,000 se~bers-of the Ready Reserve. (The Joint Resolution was
enacted as Public Law 87-117 on August 1, 1961, and implemented
by Executive Order 10959 on August 10th.) The mobilization in
October'1962 'of 14,000 m bers of the Air Force Reserve in
response to thelintroduction of Soviet missiles into Cuba was
also ordered under specific enabling legislation. A Joint
Resolution of Congress (Public Law 87-736, October 3, 1962)
authorized the President, until February 28, 1963, to order any
unit or any member of the Ready Reserve to active duty for not
mae'than 19 consecutive months provided not more than 150,000
memba
of the Ready Reserve were thereby on active duty (other
thatS fat trainirqr -at any one time. The law was implemented by
ftiCutiva Ordft 11058, October 23, 1962.
'No-etheir mobilizations occurred subsequent to the 1952
establiffliment of teserve categories with an associated hierarchy
of mobiliviti~ft priorities and vulnerabilities. These
Mebilisatis wre also based on temporary legislation rather
than on existing statutory authotities. The January 1968 callup
following the Pueblo incident and the Nay 1968 Vietnam
msbili*tion wefe both effected by Rxecutive, Order under the
au3S91ty of Public Law 89-667 (October 15, 1966), which

t*t6
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authorized the President, until June 30, 1968# to order any unit
in the Ready Reserve to active duty for a period of not to
exceed 24 months.
These four involuntary callups all followed the substance of
the statutory scheme, however, with all or the majority of those
mobilized in each case being from the Selected Reserve or, in
the case of the 1961 and 1962 callups, from the precursor of
today's Selected Reserve.8 The hierarchy of mobilization
priorities parallels the minimum training requirements set out
in the training and pay categories. Reserve compensation
programs and limitations follow these hierarchies. Special
bonusest stipends, loan repayment programs, and insurance
programs have been established for Selected Reservists.
Separate bonus, stipend, and insurance programs are authorized
for the Individual Ready Reserve. The size and value of the
latter programs reflects the reduced training requirements and
mobilization vulnerability of the Individual Ready Reserve.
Such programs are not available for reservists who are in an
inactive status; they may not receive pay or retirement point
credit.

The pattern that emerges from this review is, in the judgment
of the QRMC, reasonable, equitable, and consistent with the
principles of military compensation set out in the Military
Compensation Background Papers published by the Office of the
Secretary of Defense.9 This pattern is well described in the
discussion of the subprinciple of "institutional benefits":
The overall institutional benefits component of the
military compensation system should be awarded
according to the military value of the member to the
Service. This sub- principle provides a guide to the
recipients in regard to
approximate levels of
benefits. Many benefits, however, are (and should be)
automatic in their entitlement, such as
Dependency
and Indemnity Compensation, Death Gratuity, and the
group insurance programs. Nonetheless, the criterion
of
military value, including the possibility of
mobilization or recall to active duty in times of
national emergency, should govern the eligibility for
and level of benefits
to the various categories of
10
beneficiaries.
Although the general pattern of reserve compensation reflects
this subprinciple, the QRMC found instances where specific cases
did not. Recommendations for corrective action in such cases
are included in the following chapters of this volume.
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1. U.S., Congress. House, Committee on Armed Services,
Renort of the Committee on ArXmd Services to accompany S. 1918,
96th Conq., 2nd .ess.,

Report No. 96-1462, 1980, p. 12.

2. 10 U.S.C. §10(42) and 32 U.S.C. 5101(19), originally
enacted as section 414 of Public Law 98-525.
3. Compensation of reserve members performing IDT is
authorized by 37 U.S.C. 1206, which reads in part: "(a) Under
regulations prescribed by the Secretary concerned, and to the
extent provided for by appropriations, a member of the National
Guard or a member of a reserve component of a uniformed service
who is not entitled to basic pay under section 204 of this
title, is entitled to compensation, at the rate of 1/30 of the

basic pay authorized for a member of a uniformed service of a
corresponding grade entitled to basic pay, for each regular
period of instruction, or period of appropriate duty, at which
he in engaged for at least two hours, including that performed
on Sunday or holiday, or for the performance of such other
equivalent training, instruction, duty, or appropriate duties as
the Secretary may prescribe."
4. It is important to note that only the basic amount and
not the increased amount is technically compensation for IDT;
this is important, for example, when determining the DoD
contribution to the Military Retirement Fund or calculating the
DOD or Coast Guard FICA contribution. The increased amount is
not included when calculating these contributions.
5. Under 10 U.S.C. §683, any reservist may perform active
duty with pay or, with the member's consent, without pay. Duty
without pay is considered for all purposes as if it were duty
with pay. 37 U.S.C. §206, which authorizes compensation for
IDT, provides broad discretionary authority for promulgation of
regulations specifying when compensation may and may not be
provided for IDT. All statutory entitlement to IDT is qualified
by language making such entitlement contingent on regulations
and appropriations provided for IDT.
6. Thus for example, a reservist serving without pay may be
placed on active duty instead of IDT to earn a retirement point
that would otherwise be subject to the 60-point annual cap on
IDT retirement points.

7. This does not include the call of members of the National
Guard, not in federal service, to protect life and property and

to preserve order and public safety under the order of state

authorities. Each year such state duties involve several
thousand members of the National Guard.
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8. It is noted that service of National Guard or Reserve
members on active duty pursuant to an order under 10 U.S.C.
11672, 673 or 673b activates provisions of law that authorize
the President, during a time of crisis or national emergency, to
suspend any provision of law relating to essential regular and

reserve members without regard to their normal separation or
retirement dates. Thus, unless separate statutory authority was
provided, the availability of these essential ustop-loss"
provisions would be contingent on the use of existing statutory
authorities for the involuntary order of reservists to active duty.
9. Office of the Secretary of Defense, Military Compensation
Backoround Papers, 3rd ed., U.S. Govt. Printing Office, June
1987.
10.

Ibid. p. 9.
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Chapter 3. CKUTION OF FULL-TI3E SUPPORT PERS01N3L
Compensation of full-tine National Guard and Reserve members

employed in support of the reserve components was one of the
reserve compensation programs reviewed by the 6th QRNC as a
separate issue.

As administratively classified by the

Department of Defense,

ull-time support personnel include

active component personnel (15,738), military technicians
(61,651), Active Guard/Reserve (AGR) members (63,518), and civil
service employees (18,333). The full-time support total of
159,240 (as of September 30, 1986) makes it readily apparent
that this function requires an important segment of total
defense manpower. As members of the Selected Reserve, paid from
reserve personnel appropriations and accounting for four out of
five full-time support personnel, military technicians and AGR
members were the focus of attention. The review did not include
the Coast Guard Reserve because full-time support in that

component is provided by reserve program administrators who are
members of the active component. This chapter summarizes the
background, findings, and recommendations of the QRMC which are
set out in more detail in Volume IA of the report.
The objective of the full-time support program is to enhance
the readiness of reserve forces, and this program is largely
responsible for enabling these forces to perform the expanded
missions they have been assigned under the Total Force policy.
The cadre of military technicians and AGRs plays an especially
important role in providing support at reserve unit level.
Military technicians are full-time federal employees who are, as
a condition of employment, active military members of the
reserve component in which they are employed as civilians. They
must enter active military service when called. AGRs are
members of the Selected Reserve who have been called to fulltime active military duty (180 days or more) for the purpose of
organizing, administering, recruiting, instructing, or training
the reserve components. "TAR" is the Navy acronym for a special
category of AGR members whose career specialty is Training and
Administration of Reserves.
During the past decade, many difficult questions have arisen
about the growth, cost, force mix, program objectives of the
full-time support program, and management. From a compensation
perspective, two major questions have arisen:
.

Co,

Should AGR/TARs and active component members receive
essentially the sme compensation, given the perceived
differences in conditions of service between these two
e -stion of Fult-Tle Support Personnet
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groups? This question potentially affects all components,
and it steam from the perception that the hardships

associated with military service occur less frequently and
with less severity in AGR/TAR service than in active
component service.
Are military technicians or AGRs the most cost-effective
form of full-time support manpower? This question
potentially affects the components of the Army and Air
Force.
in reviewing these questions, the 6th QRNC operated from the
premise that military compensation must support defense manpower
policies that, in turn, support the military, strategic, and
operational plans of the Nation. Therefore, conclusions and
recommendations were sought that would enhance the readiness
objective of the full-tine support program. To understand and
appreciate the complex nature of this relationship, a broad
survey was conducted of full-time support program origins and
personnel management as practiced in the six reserve components
of the DoD.
OriaLn of the Rese'Ve",nent

.B

n_ull- Proarams

The practice of providing full-time support to reserve
components is not a new one. When the modern reserve forces
began to evolve at the turn of the century, full-time civilian
caretakers were hired to maintain the horses and supplies in
National Guard units. During the same period, active component
members were detailed to reserve units as instructors and
inspectors. There is also a
reservists to full-time duty
called "statutory tours," to
headquarters of the National

long tradition of calling
at the seat of government on soother tours of duty at state
Guard, and to intermediate military

headquarters for the purpose of preparing and administering the
policies and regulations affecting the reserve components.
Descendants of all these programs exist in the reserve
components today, encompassed by the term "full-time support"

(TS).

After World War 11, it became apparent that the traditional
concept of reserve forces constituted in the "civilian
components" was inadequate to meet the challenges of modern
defense requirements. The wartime experience had proven that

reserve forces as organized and trained before the war simply
would not be prepared for mobilization, deployment to an
overseas thetter, and employment in

combat in

a timely fashion

and at the necessary levels of proficiency. To make matters
worse, the Nation then as nov strained under the enormous costs
of large, peacetime military operational requirements and
commitments.
3-2t
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This
Force policy was devised and adopted in the early 1970s.
policy calls for maintaining only the minimum essential active
forces and for placing increased reliance on the reserve
components, not only to provide forces to support a full
mobilization in the event of war, but also to provide forces to
be called upon in circumstances short of war. As a consequence,
the Nation now also relies heavily upon operational support from
its reserve forces in peacetime. Each of the reserve components
has developed different approaches to this dual challenge within
the context of their own specific requirements and missions;

however, they all rely heavily on full-time support in one form
another to get the job done.

ror

army Full-Time Support Programs
The Army full-time support programs include both military
technicians and AGRs. The use of technicians originated in the
National Guard's system of unit caretakers and was expanded to
include their employment in Army Reserve units after World War
11. Military technicians provide unit support. Most are
members of the units in which they work as civilians, although
large numbers are employed as civilians in area support
activities and in some headquarters elements that are not
mobilizing units. Prior to the initiation and rapid expansion
of the AGR program in the 1980s, full-time active duty
reservists were generally employed in other than mobilizing
units as recruiters or on statutory tours. Beginning with a
military technician conversion test in FY 1978 and 1979, AGRs
have been assigned in increasing numbers to provide unit support
along with military technicians. All Army AGRs are managed as
careerists.
Navy Fll-Time Support Programs
The Navy relies primarily on TARs for full-time support of its
reserve forces. In fact, the Navy pioneered the concept of
reliance on uniformed, full-time active duty reservists to
provide uni" support. The forerunner of the TAR program was
established in December 1945 as the CAD (Continuous Active Duty)
program. The name "TAR" was applied in 1953 after

implementation of the provisions of the Armed Forces Reserve Act
in 1952. Thus, it predates by over a quarter-century the
widespread use of AGR members during the 1980s in the Army's
reserve component units and the Air National Guard. TARS play a
key role as ship's company in the Naval Reserve Fleet. To keep
Naval Reserve forces current with operations in the active
fleet, TARs maintain a close association with the regular Navy.
Among their other assigned functions, TAR officers routinely
serve tours of duty with the regular Navy for refresher

training. In fact, before FY 1983, TARs were members of the
active Navy. They were transferred to the Naval Reserve In that
year for personnel strength accomtability and funded from

I

I
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reserve personnel rather than from military personnel
appropriation accounts to provide AGR program uniformity within
the DoD. In addition to TARs, the Navy AGR program also
includes other full-time reservists on statutory tours and on
recruiting duty.
Marine Corps Full-Time Support Programs
Although the Marine Corps Reserve does use some full-time
reservists, most of its full-time unit support is provided by
active Marine Corps Instructor-Inspector (I&I) teams attached to
Marine Corps Reserve units. The Marine Corps Reserve is
organized as a division/wing team that mirrors the three teams
composing the bulk of the Corps' active component manpower
structure. The nature of the Marine Corps Reserve training
mission and day-to-day operational requirements generally does
not demand a large proportion of full-time members with
relatively narrow, highly technical skills in long term, stable
assignments. It is in this context that the active component
provides full-time support for reserve units. The simplicity
and flexibility of such a plan is self-evident. In addition to
instructing and inspecting, I&I teams provide a natural means of
coordination and liaison with active units. This assists the
Corps as a whole in integrating the peacetime and wartime
support provided by its reserve forces.
Air Force Full-Time Support Programs
When the Air Force was established as a separate service in
1947, its full-time support force had its roots in the National
Guard's system of military technicians. A.though the Air Force
did experiment briefly with full-time active duty reservists in
the Air Force Reserve (the Category R program), it ultimately
has continued to depend primarily on technicians to provide most
required full-time support. Both Air Force reserve components
use AGR personnel for statutory tours and reserve recruiting
duty, and the Air National Guard uses them in relatively small
numbers for unit support. All full-time unit support in the Air
Force Reserve is provided by military technicians. The fulltime support programs in both Air Force reserve components have
been highly successful.
Life-Ccle ManageMent of Full-Time Su

ort Personnel

There are significant differences in the full-time support
(FTS) programs of the Military Departments. These differences
emanate from the unique structure and functional needs of each
component as developed over time, and they are reflected in both
law and policy. Consequently, there are separate and distinct
management procedures and force characteristics for each
category of FTS personnel in each component. To form a
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comprehensive perspective of these differences, a matrix wan
developed to display in general term how each component"& FT8
program is structurqd. The matrix can be found in Table 2-1 in

Chapter 2 of Volume 1A of this report.

It

shows the major

differences both across the reserve components as well as among
the various categories of full-time support personnel (military
technicians, AGR/TARs, and active component members) within any
single component.

LAn/VAK and active CgOWSn

innata

Should AGR/TARs and active component members receive
essentially the same compensation, given the perceived
differences in conditions of service between these two groups?
This is the first of the two major full-time support
compensation questions reviewed by the 6th QRNC. The complete
analysis of the issue may be found in Chapter 3 of Volume IA of
the report of the QRMC; a synopsis is provided below.
Full-time AGR (Active Guard/Reserve) members, including Navy
TARs (Training and Administration of Reserves), are compensated
under essentially the same pay and benefit systems as active
component military members. Concern has been expressed about
this situation, based on the perception that AGRS and TARs are
not subject to the same rigors and hardships characteristic of
service in the active military components. Most often mentioned
among the hardships of the active component member are the
frequent permanent change of station (PCS) moves brought about
by changes in duty assignments and the family separations caused
by remote overseas assignments or deployments aboard ship.
The 6th QRMC analysis entailed two major avenues of
investigation: a comparison of conditions of service, and a
comparison of the elements of compensation as they are paid to
these two groups. The comparison of conditions of service
included institutional policy and perspectives as well as
perceptions of active and reserve component members about
service conditions, using the results of the 1985 DoD Survey of
Officer and Enlisted Personnel (active component) (1985 DoD
Member Survey) and the 1986 Reserve Components Survey: FullTime Support Officer and Enlisted Personnel (1986 RC AGR
Survey). Results of the surveys are supported by available
objective data in the Reserve Cemponents Common Personnel Pata
System (RCCPDO). The 1986 RC AGR Survey provides the first

available comprehensive reserve component data in this area;
therefore, this analysis provides a new and unique perspective
on the issue. The comparison of compensation elements was made
to validate the hypothesis that their application is essentially
identical for both groups.

Componhtlon of Futt-Tfm
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Institutio
Policies ad Poriiectivea
The policies that govern conditions..of skj ice for .individuals
must be devel"ped With . at.&tt
authotity and c4nq3essional
guidance. AGA duty
.;$ftvh#nts *ust be mads,to aqcomplish the
reserve suppoltt funotons 4specifled in the law. National Guard
members ordered to fulitiue duty under the provisions of title
32, United States Code, are not in federal service, and they
generally serve in their home state. Guardsmen and Reservists
10, United
ordered to active duty under section 672(d),of title
States Code, may be detailed to other duties only for the
specific purpose of periodic refresher training under the
authority of section 678 of title 10; they may not be detailed
to other duties simply to meet the requirements of the active
component.

Within the DoD and the Services, the current, single
compensation system for both groups is considered to be the only
one that provides essential fairness to all members on active
duty as well as the compensation needed to attract the quality
of military members needed. While demands for duty overseas
and at sea are recognized as being less frequent for full-time
Active Guard and Reserve members, there is little or no
perceived difference with respect to other aspects of service.
Comparison of Conditions of Service
Through the analysis of survey data and other supporting data,
it has been possible for the first time to make across-the-board
quantitative comparisons of many aspects of the conditions of
service for active component members and AGR/TARs.
As expected
for the two most often-cited areas, frequency of moves and

family separations, active component members do have the most
rigorous service conditions, but the comparisons also depict a
wide variation within and between components and reveal that a
relatively high level of short-term separation from family is
experienced by the AGR population.

Navy TARs appear very similiar to their counterparts in the
active component with respect to conditions of service and
satisfaction, but there are wide differences between members of

other reserve co'onents and their counterparts.

When comparing

officer and enlisted populations within components, the
differences in conditions are often far greater than the
corresponding differences between active component members and
AGR/TAR members. Across the rafge of conditions of service, the
results are mixed. Sometimes the advantage is with active

members and sometimes with AGR/TAR members.

The net result is a

complex interaction of advantages and disadvantages within each
component. Because the results are mixed, it would be
especially difficult to devise a gsnsrul formula to relate
rigors of service to compensation rates on a rational basis.
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compensation costs are identical for these two groups. The
number of members drawing special pays, for example, was found
to be iheru op the actiya ONmOnent sid* Likewise, since
enlis'w, 46enlistkbnt, and other bo*s
are paid by policy
on tba ba is of-.ervice needs, AGE/TAR mebers do ot,currently
receive stlch Pomp*tion even wben the statutes authorize
the.
Fniy, thve,am several tye of. lloances such as
the. vaxii.e housing allowance, family separation allowance,

dislocatioi, allpwance, jand hostile fire/iuminent danger pay that

are paid, all or in part, on the basis of exposure to a
particular condition of service. Compensation elements that are
related to conditions of service are inherently more efficient
and equitableithan any general remedy ever could be.
Four technical or 'structural differences wero found in
examining elements of active component and AGRZTAR compensation:
VA Benefits for active component members and title 10 AGRs
(those in federal service) differ from benefits for title
32 National Guard AGRs (those on full-time National Guard
duty under state control).
pitlement
'
to nondisability separation pay for regular
enlisted members differs from that for AGR/TAR enlisted
members.
" Entitlement to selective reenlistment bonuses authorized by
Section 308 of title 37, United States Code, for regular
enlisted members differs from that for AGW/TAR enlisted
members.
* Educational benefit entitlements for active component
members differ from those for AGR members.

Although there are specific, measuFable differences in
conditions of service when comparing active component members
and AGM/TAR*, thqre tp no rational basis for making a general
corresponding aedustaint in the compensation structure.
Applyinq specific elements
ally to each member on the basis
of exposure to rigorpus conditios appears to be an equitable
and 'e ficient approa6h ** thi*i Is ue. The oopmnsation of
actife component and Mdt/f2Iamee
is essentially the same
except for four technical or structural differences, two of
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The 60t.h QRNC analysis included a review of the historical
dev*lpmet of the issue and an examination of prior work that
the actual compensation
ptay
heen doe omsread
developed an automated cost
Zac.
Systems,
Based
Computer
costs.
compa4san model, for sigifficant elements of military technician
and
A oome_,.ion costs as, partr of the sta4y effort, and the
requItel were u-.se &a the ),aeis flor objective comparisons in this
report,. since compensation costs are intricately connected to
.4, management practices for both
manpower !anatenttsys
aial
iiasand A(as. were, reviewed.
military tc
personnel information was eawpined, including manpower force
structure data so*!sitted b~y the Services or available in RCCPDS
and otbg data tlies ziatasined by the -Defense Manpower Data
321.e,reoults of the lott X'sserve Ccomponents Surveys of
Selcted Reserve officer and enlisted personnel, and data
provided in published reports or by Service points of contact.
Repoo;" pre1ae b~V elemnts of the Executive and Legislative
Drenches iucli as the Congress and the General Accounting
office, were also reviewed along any with Departmental
responses.
11y the late 1970s, new missions and the need'for increased
responsiveness under the Total Force Policy had generated a
basic requirement gor more, full-time support personnel in the
reserve forces. Aditionsl full-time active duty reservists had
already beest called to duty as recruiters after the 1973
transition from conscription to voluantary, service in the Armed
?oroee: however, the need tor additional support extended to the
day-to-day operation of units.as well. The requirement was
especially great in the Army's reserve components, where
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reservists as an alternative source of manpower. After
consider1i~'-be robults of the convers ion test, the Congress
or1#%64fdbJAed to allow each component to program the fulltime -6~t
'14M ttiit Would best neet its own unique
re~mirme
Ts he 7Atay components-and to a lesser extent the
Air Natiok*L duir~d-"I'-anned to replace many of their military
tth~idirve VWth fl1-ime. active duty reservists (now known as
M~s).
btAe~er,"because the addition of large numbers of AGES
hat not-pribdqced Signtificant cost savings, some of the original
conoerz~e 4bodt military technicians (such as union activities)
have not $ nto be-significant, and because of management
problems' wi*~ 4 mixed force,. these plans have not been
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restiow
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strength cVilirs
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In reviewing the historical record of full-time support
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Because pay raise 'andahor compensation system
changes may Alter .*lative osts, 'coat analyses must
be uvpM%* pwio4ically.
The availability of accurate, integrated databases is
essential to the computation of valid cost
comparisons.
Relative osts cannot be determined without
establishing a linkage,

such as mlitary pay grade, as

a basis of aomparison. Such linkages may take the
form of grade equivalency tables, service or component
manpower organization classification guidance,
population averages.

or

The more recent analyses show that AGRs generally cost
more than general schedule military technicians but
somewhat less than most wage board technicians. In
addition, AGR officers are relatively more expensive

than enlisted AGRS, and the relative costs of AGRs
within enlisted, warrant officer, and officer
categories increase with military pay grade as
compared with military technicians.
6th QUIC Full-Time Support Cost Comparison Model
The 6th QRMC full-time support cost comparison model
incorporates the above precepts and has produced up-to-date cost
estimates reflecting compensation system changes since the last
major analysis (conducted by xanagerent Consulting a Research,
Inc., published on May 24, 1985). It also advances the state of
the art, where possible, using improved databases and
procedures. The results provide the basis for 6th QRKC
conclusions about the cost-effectiveness of military technician
and AGR manpower from a reserve component compensation
perspective. This model incorporates military and civilian
income data for military technicians and AGRs, including data on
reserve component, military and (if applicable) civilian grade,
step and category, military specialty, marital status, and all
elements of compensation: direct, indirect and in-kind. The
basis of comparison selected for use was military grade, in view
of the paramount importance of the military aspects of the
functions performed.

results:

-

The following points summarize the model

GS/GN military technicians have lower average annual costs
than AGES in most military pay grades and lower than
average costs than wage board technicians in all military
pay grades.
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Zn the military Vrades vith the highest population
trengths, wage -fard military technicians generally cost
more than AGRs. In the more senior military grades, AGRs
generally cost more than wage board military technicians.

"

Costs increase more rapidly with military pay grade for
AGRa than for military technicians.

"

Although the three observations listed above are valid for
all four reserve components, there are significant
differences between these components. The difference
between the woxM civilian grade held among military
technicians at any military grade varies by as much as 3.4
civilian grade levels across the components. Air Force
Reserve AGR and military technician forces cost more per
capita than .in other components because the AGR force
consists largely of higher grade statutory tour officers

and recruiters. The Air National Guard generally has the
least difference between AGR and military technician costs
while the Army Reserve has the greatest.
Cost Model Management Indicators

If hypothetical total program costs were the sole criterion
for choice, the 6th QEMC cost comparisons (as well as the
conclusion that AGRs should continue to receive essentially the
same compensation as active component members) would generally
support the use of general schedule military technicians over
AGEs in the full-time support forces of the Army and Air Force
reserve components. However, changing the force mix, either
through program growth or through realignment, is not likely to
produce significant savings since changes would occur only at
the margin. Short-term savings are especially unlikely because
members of the existing force would likely be protected from
mandatory conversion of status, and few members could be
expected to volunteer for any status change yielding less
compensation. BecaUse cost savings are not likely to occur,
military requirements for meeting readiness objectives ought to
be the governing factor in force mix decisions.
Cost cmulatison Conlusions
Relative cost savings from using one form of full-time support
rather than another will occur only at the margins as the result
of program growth or realignment; thus, costs savings in the
shor ter are-very unlikely to result from any FTS force mix
decision- Give*t the difficulties with compensation and other
related prdblems of a mixed force with no clear delineation
between requirements for AGR and technician positions, and given
the fact that short-term costs (and probably longer term costs)

will not be affected significantly by the choice of AGRs or
technicians to perform full-time support, it seems apparent that
31
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military requiroents and effectiveness should be the primary
consideration in force-mix decisions.
This is consistent with
congressional guidance indicating that the choice of manpower
should not based on cost alone, but also requires consideration
of "military requiremento and other needs of the Department of
Defense."

Full-flue Support Manpower Management
Once the costs of available forms of manpower have been
determined, they must be examined in relationship to military
requirements and other needs of the DoD before any determination

can be made about which form of manpower is most suitable for a
specific function.

To enable the 6th QW4C identify and understand the overall
objectives of full-time support manpower objectives, each

Service was asked to provide appropriate force-structures for
its reserve components. The Army and Air Force were asked to
provide separate structures for military technicians and AGR.
These structures were to be based on three separate and distinct
strength profiles. The first was a profile of the existing
force as of September 30, 1986. The data array included
strength by pay grade and years of service as in the standard
RCCPDS report AS. The second was a steady-state structure for
FY 1986 showing where the Service would like its reserve
component(s) to be, and the third was a steady-state structure
showing where the Service would like its component(s) to be
heading assuming FY 1992 program strengths. The steady-state
profiles were to include the basic force configuration required
for the actual force, and they were to include additional flow
dynamics and age distribution data as well. The 6th QRNC formed
the following conclusions about the full-time support force
structure profiles:
*

Since the full-time support force structures produced
for this review generally represent a new, single
iteration effort, they should be viewed as a "first
draft" rather than as a definitive statement of

existing status and Service force structure
objectives.
*

Co

Full-time support force structure analysis, if
institutionalized, can provide a disciplined method
for defining force structure objectives and
requirements as a basis for improved active (as
opposed to reactive) program management.

metaion of Full-Tim Support Pereonnot
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Xfforts should be continued to improve full-time
sUpport manpower, personnel, and pay data integration
so that
it can be used more effectively in the
oralysis of manpower costs and personnel management
ieeuos.
Friction between military technicians and AGRs in the daily
work environment has existed since the inception of the AGR
program. The individual problems that exist are generally
attributable to the existence of two separate military personnel
management systems for the performance of one set of functions.
These systems are frequently seen by members as competitive
rather than mutually supportive programs to the extent that some
members feel a threat to their livelihood. Additionally,
wherever there are differences between the two systems, they are
normally a source of frustration for members in one category or
the other.
According to members responding to the 1986 Reserve Components
Surveys, friction continues to create tension in the Army's
reserve components and in the Air National Guard. This friction
manifests itself in several ways as another problematic aspect
of mixing technician and AGRs in units. The compensation system
has a direct impact in creating two sources of this friction.
The first is pay inversion that occurs when a supervisor
(typically a general schedule military technician) earns less
The second is
pay than a direct subordinate (typically an AGR).
grade inversion that occurs when the level of responsibility,
even supervisory relationship, may be reversed between daily
work status and unit training when military technicians switch
between their civilian and military position/status. There are
other sources of friction:
for example, active duty rules for
duty hours differ from civil service rules, and promotion rules
and opportunities differ. The result has been allegations of
"politics" and favoritism on both sides by members of these two
groups. This friction, much of which centers on compensation or
compensation-related matters, tends to work against
organizational effectiveness. It demonstrates that employing
military technicians and AGRs in the same working environment in
mobilizing units is not sound personnel management practice.
Such practice specifically disrupts the very efficiency and
organizational cohesiveness that compensation systems, grade
structure, and other personnel management mechanisms are
designed to promote. Although management can ameliorate some
problems, it cannot eliminate the structural differences that
are a root cause of friction between the two groups.
After examining the Army's reserve components full-time
manning program in 1985, the General Accounting Office concluded
that mixing technicians and AGR personnel in deployable troop
units is not organizationally sound and detracts from
effectiveness. A primary reason cited by the GAO was
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in mobil iangits is highly desirablefrom a compensation
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such to
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io an
rtant
considleration.
Plans
achieve separation
cshould
fousUh improving ombat readiness in a cost-effective
manner
as the fudaetal objective. In achieving this
objective, theQRC analysis indicates that the following key
points should be addressed: n

Mixed forces should be aligned to separate AGRS and
technicians
in their
dailypatterns.
work environment
or provide
clear and separate
career
A- " program
of
change should pay particular attention To existing
comitments to and expectations of current members.
0The separation should not be based on the performance
of
"peacetime"
and
wartime
functions.
exceptions,
both
military
technicians
andWith
AGRs few
should
perform functions, applicable to both peace and war,
that require individuals on a full-time basis for the
efficient and effective accomplishment of mission
objectives. Peacetime-only functions generally do not
require a military status.
*

Separation of the AGR and military technician
full-time forces would be facilitated by clearer
conceptual standards for delineating the difference
between military technicians and AGRs. These cannot
be formulated in absolute terms, but guidelines could
be developed based on Service functional requirements
and the characteristics of each force. Clearer role
definitions, in addition to contributing to the
development of cost-effective force mixes, would
assist in allaying same of the animosity and
counterproductive competition that exists between
these two groups.

0

Increased emphasis should be placed on the

compatibility of military and civilian grade and
position for military technicians. Associated with

Cclapwttoa of Futi-TIm

luppet Pelomvet
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each military technician position should be a specific
range of military grade and skill within limits specified
by the Service.
Finally, opportunities for support system
modernization should be sought in conjunction with
force realignment.
Obsolete systems and procedures
employed in the support of reserve units are one of
the major causes of data proble
noted throughout
this. review.
During the 6th QMC unit visit
program,
full-time support personnel were observed to be
overburdened with administrative work, much of which
is no longer performed at the unit level in the active
components. This obsolescence may also limit wartime
capability. The full-time force should be organized
in peacetime to provide support through the same upto-date systems required to support their units in
combat.
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Chapter 4. BASIC PAY AND RELATED ISSUES
This chapter reviews basic pay for members of the National
Guard and Reserve. For the purpose of the 6th QM4C review,
compensation for inactive duty training (IDT) is included in the
discussion of basic pay issues. Compensation for IDT, although
technically not basic pay, is directly linked to basic pay. A
detailed discussion of this linkage and its effects is provided
in Volume II of the QRMC report. This chapter revibws several
issues dealing specifically with or generally related to basic
pay. These issues are the years of service in the reserve that
are creditable in the computation of basic pay for military
members (longevity credit), the computation of the travel time
that is creditable for pay when a reservist is ordered to or
from active duty, restrictions on dual compensation from reserve
service and veterans' benefits, and deficiencies in the
timeliness and accuracy of reserve pay. The use of the
commissary by reserve members and their dependents is also
addressed in this chapter.
Basic Pay in the Reserve Settina
Basic pay is the principal element of military compensation.
With limited exceptions, all members on active duty receive
basic pay. Retired pay for both regular and reserve members and
compensation for inactive duty training performed by National
Guard and Reserve personnel are directly linked to basic pay.
The amount of basic pay to which a member is entitled is
determined by the member's pay grade and length of creditable
service.
The linkage of basic pay to compensation for IDT is set out at
section 206(a) of title 37, United States Code. Reservists are
entitled to compensation, at the rate of one-thirtieth of the
basic pay authorized for a member of corresponding grade and
length of service, when they perform IDT. Under the law, such
training periods must be at least two hours in duration. By
regulation, the DoD has extended this minimum requirement to
four hours.
Significantly, the entitlement to compensation for IDT that is
established in section 206(a) of title 37, is specifically
subject to the availability of appropriations. This tracks to
the provisions of section 683 of title 10, United States Code,
which provides that reservists may be ordered to active duty or
other duty either with the pay and allowances provided by law

Bscl
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or, with their consent, without pay. The source of section 683
is section 240 of the Armed Forces Reserve Act of 1952. That
1952 Act simply restated several longstanding provisions of law

affecting compensation fcr duty performed by reservists. The
intent was that duty without pay would be counted for all
purposes in the same manner as duty with pay. This was to avoid
administrative interpretations that duties performed without pay
do not equally count for retirement and other benefits.
Transportation and other allowances may also be provided
for
1
duty that a reservist consents to perform without pay.
For a typical reservist (in pay grade E4 with over 4 years of
creditable service, married and not receiving bonus payments),
90 percent of annual compensation from reserve service is basic
pay or compensation for IDT which equates to basic pay. There
is no evidence, however, that potential effects on part-time
reserve members have ever been considered during the process of
determining pay increases or when allocating of such increases
among basic pay and other elements of compensation.
Under section 1009 of title 37, United States Code, whenever
the base salary for federal civilian employees is adjusted
upward, the President must make an upward adjustment in basic
pay, basic allowance for quarters, and basic allowance for
subsistence for members of the uniformed services. This
adjustment, effective the same date as the adjustment in
civilian base salary, must provide military members with an
increase in each of these pays, an increase of the same
percentage as the overall average percentage increase authorized
for civilian employees.
The same section of the law authorizes the President to
allocate the overall average increase, on an other than equal
percentage basis, among these three cash elements. The
President may reallocate in two ways:
Percentage increases can be applied differentially to the
elements of basic pay, BAQ, and BAS.
*

Percentage increases in basic pay can be applied
differentially to categories based on pay grade and yearsof-service categories.

However, the increase in basic pay for any given pay grade and
years-of-service category, after either or both reallocations,
must be at least 75 percent of.the basic pay increase that would
have resulted from equal percentage increases to each element.
The reallocation authority has been used sparingly. Twice, in
October of both 1976 and 1977, the President used his authority
to reallocate part of the basic pay increase into the quarters
allowance, but the pay grade and years-of-service provision has
4-2
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never been used. The Uniformed Services Pay Act of 1981
provided for differential basic pay increases, but they were not
made under section 1009 of title 37, United States Code.
In practice, the pay adjustment mechanism of mction 1009 has
frequently been bypassed by the annual National Defense
Authorization Acts, and the reallocation authority has had
In a review of reserve compensation, the
limited usage.
allocation of pay among these three elements of compensation is
relevant, not because of its effects on the tax advantage and on
the retired pay base, but because of the less obvious effect on
reserve component members.
As noted above, for most reservists, basic pay or compensation
linked to basic pay represents the bulk of their military
compensation. Therefore, a greater allocation of any pay
increase to allowances means that pay raises and the base for
future increases are relatively lower for reserve members than
for members on full-time duty. In the past, the impact on the
reserve components of allocating pay increases among basic pay,
BAQ, and SAS may have been overlooked; however, in keeping with
Total Force policy, an evaluation of the effect on reserve
compensation should be considered whenever differential
allocation is contemplated.
For a great many of the specific reserve compensation issues
analyzed by the 6th QRNC, there was evidence that the
development of new compensation programs and the revision of
elements of compensation for the uniformed services was

undertaken without an assessment of whether and under what
circumstances such compensation should be provided to
reservists. The potential impact of new or revised compensation
elements on reservists and on their compensation has often been
overlooked. These shortcomings must be remedied in the interest
of an effective Total Force compensation program.
m

The 6th QiUC recommends that formal procedures be
established within the Departments of Defense and
Transportation to ensure that the assessment of reserve
component costs and benefits is evaluated as part of any
proposal to revise military compensation.

Longevity Credit
ld : The issue of the crediting of reserve component
Algk
service when computing the basic pay of a member of a uniformed
service (longevity pay) provides a recent example of a statutory

revision that was made without a complete review of its effects
on National Guard and Reserve programs and members.

Basic Pay aid Ntated tswns
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The Career Compensation Act of 194p established the system of
basic pay and allowances in effect
today.
Under this
system,
the basic pay to which any member is entitled
is determined by
pay grade and length of service.
Length of service is

calculated under statutory provisions set out in section 205 of
title
37, United States- Code.
Until 1985, length of service or
"longevity" credit
ws
provided for all
enlisted service in a
reserve component.
Section 607(b) of the Department of Defense
Authorization Act, 1985 (Public Law 98-525), amended title 37 to
preclude -longevity credit
for time spent in a reserve component
if that time was spent under an enlistment under section 511 of
title 10, United States Code, prior to the member's actual entry
on active duty.
The intent of the amendment, which applied to persons enlisted
after December 31, 1984, was to preclude longevity credit for
time spent in a Delayed Enlistment Program (DEP) of an armed
force. The DEP is a Service-created program, in which an
individual with no prior military service is enlisted in a
reserve component of an armed force, pending later enlistment in
the regular component of that
armed force.
The DEP was begun by
the Marine Corps in 1963, and is now used by all Services. The
DEP is an important recruiting and force management tool; first,
to obtain a commitment from a person evidencing interest in
becoming a member of an armed force and, second, to facilitate
orderly scheduling of training for individuals recruited.
Under the DEP as implemented by the armed forces, persons
recruited into the DEP are enlisted in the reserve component of
the armed force for a period of up to one year; when they are
later called to active service, they are discharged from the
reserve component and immediately enlisted in the regular
component of the armed force. While in the DIP, members are
controlled by the recruiting command of the armed force, have no
formal reserve status, duties, or obligations and are not
counted in reserve manpower strengths. On reporting to active
duty, members are enlisted in a regular component for a normal
enlistment period.

Although the armed forces have relied on section 511 of title
10, United States Code, as authority for the development and
implementation of the DEP, there is uncertainty as to whether
this statute effectively authorizes the DEP. Because DEP
members are not counted in reserve force strengths and are not
required to perform further regular or reserve service if they
elect not to enter on active duty, there is also concern over
whether or not members of the DEP could be mobilized in a
national emergency. The Services maintain that DEP members are
subject to mobilization under section 672(a) of title 10, United
States Code, because they are receiving credit toward
fulfillment of their military service obligation during the time
they spend in the DEP. The lack of personnel accounting
4-4
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The PETprogram. is similar to the DEP; it is used by the
reserve components to enlist individu~als into a reserve
component and to accomplish unit training while the new enlistee
is awaiting initial active duty for training (IADT). Members
entering the WET program ae nlisted under either section
511(a) Or 511(01) of title 10, United States Code, which
specifically allfthorixe such enluistment, As is true of the DIP,
the D*T roamis used as a recruiting and force management
tool. Under the PET, however, the-member is accessed into the
reseive component and counted in reserve strengths. The member
is under, the co6ra of the rese:rve component commander and,
depending upon sez'Vice policy, may attend drills.
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be required to train.
The unintended effect of the'L1984 4egislation was avoided in
the immediate dircumstanc. bfit'a prmatneit resolution remains
necessary. After contact with staff 'ofthe Armed service
Committees, the-'Deputy Assistant SecIretary Of Defeo"s for
Military Personnel and Frtci IIxaaement prulae
a policy
memoratndUAL'to clarify the intent of the nwscin607 (b).
This xemorindti states- that*the '48use and Sonate Armed Services
committees (idviiied) that it was notithe intent of Congress to
deny credit in computing basic pay to nembers of the Reserve
Components for time served in the Reserve compoient prior to
initial active duty for traininig.0 The memorandum -further
states that, as a matter of pers6nnel policy, this legislation
(Public Law 98-525) rotors only to those entering the regular
component DZP.: The DoD off ice of Genera);Counsel concurred in
this memorandum on the premse-tat prompt action would be
initiated, amending the wording of the statute to reflect the
intended meaning. to: datel these changes-have not been enacted.

L

Because of'the apparent disparity between the language and the
intent of the statiftory provisions cotcoening longevity pay, and
because the criterion for denyidg longevity'dredit to those in
the DIP (no military duties or productive work) does not apply
to most wnibik of the :M the Gth-QAMC oolides that
leqislAtion should be eft~cted to proyide longeity credit for
pay purposes, provided 'the mUstber Is' authorie or required to
train prior-to tAft. Not all members enlisted into the DST have
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duty for traAIning service prior to entry a active duty
or active duty for training may not be counted.
The-6th QRUC staff estimates that enactmeont of the above
recobeddtion will result in a reduction of approximately one
millio 'dollars annually in the budgets of the reserve
components.
Reserve Pay Administration
flckg020d: The issue of timeliness of pay surfaced to the
6th QRNC in several ways. First, this issue was frequimtly
raised during the QRNC staff's visits to National Guard and
Reserve, units.. During tihes visit*, members frequently
Fai "uted on problems with timeliness -of pay. -now members
experienced this problem for pay earned upon initially joining a
reserve unit, and other members had problems in receiving pay
for short periods (30 days or less) of active duty for training
that did not coincide with the unit's annual training period.
Seondr, tbe issue wae raised in written dOWttts furiiished by
meefs aid their,spouses who participated in the 1"66 Reserve
Caqacnats 'Survelro, who frequently'mefitime~d problems with the
t "I
f
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curoc y et reserve Vey. The written comments
receme fkv* membeis and soesechoed and eanedo the
experiences related to '.the =ECStaff duting tieunlt visit
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mao Pey OWi Relted tInass
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Obligatione
a Is- to 3@day delay il receiving pay can be more
than a serious irritant.
--Zn their civilian spoyment, most
members am accntmed to receiving pay on a vemkly or biweekly
basis for the .workpriod immediately ended.
similar pay
sysm
am used -for payin mem6em of the active uniformed
services ant rtedesal Ajbver
0,
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hus it is easy to
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se couplaints coneemwing pS,'delays,

oven tugh,th 4s1aye my on y be of two to tftsw'eVeks mad are
the nermal time Interval for all -ther reservists.
The majority
of reservists received no civilian pay while perftrming their
annual training.' -n the case of junior enlistd
mAbers, three
out of four receive only their military pay while performing
annual trAning,. IMany of these members are dependent on a
weekly or biweekly paycheck to make- ends mset. It pay for
annual training is not provided immdiately at the completion of
such training, many experience hardship.
All reserve component pay programs are dependent upon the
entry of oertain sember data, such as social security account
number, pay grad., pay date, tax withholding information, ,etc.,
into their personnel and/or pay systems. Additionally, duty
performed must be documented, and this information must be
entered into the pay system before pay is computed and issued.
From the comments of reservists, it appears that the lack of

timely entry and transmission of data generates a number of the
problems associated with pay,delays. For instance, during the
unit visits the members and commander of an Army Reserve unit

complained that at -least three to four months elapsed before new
enlistees received their first paycheck. A member of a Naval
Reserve unit stated, *'ve been established with the (Unit
designation) since September 12, '86. I have not missed a
single drill and have yet to hear of any form of compensation.
I have not been paidl" This comment was recorded on April 11,
1987. Officers of a Marine Corps reserve unit said that the pay
system was so complicated that full-time support personnel spent
50 percent of their time on pay administration. Similar

comments were received from Air Force and Coast Guard reserve
members.
The effect of pay on the morale of reservists can be traced
back to the time General George Washington commanded the

Continental Atty.

Gearal Washington, in an April 22, 1776,

letter to the President of the Continental Congress, wrote:

"The Militia which on my application were ordered to this place
to keep possession until I should arrive with the Continental
Troops, were obliged to return h me without their pay, as there

was not then Honey sufficient in the Treasury for that purpose,
and to answer the Nxigencies of the Army; this occasioned great
une"iness among the and may be attended with very bad consequenoce,
it case we-shld
have occasion for their service on
any future emergetay."
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a the 5.maet Aame4a Services Cmittee, a.report
tat am po~je~-noted were not now. Their existence
indis
adsignitaftiWe -WAm Wedl reOgniZedL and had -been the stabject of
several, Isval: Audi t Avine wanGA reports. The Naval Reserve
bm" e0srked on, & throeyesr pwogruek to enhance the verification
of drill performance through a. new online Reserve Source Data
System (USD6). The primary concern at this point Is how soon
those impro~powints wUkl be, implemented. A similar system
ezifts for tim Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve.
alreaft%
Tho Axy Ntiona ,GU*W Asd~ AMy.Reserve are investigating the
Possibility, ot, issuling pay *twice monthly for reservists as a
means otf Improiritimoliness; of pay.
The ofrort&of the Services to improve their pay system Is a
signdiicant begining to ,-improvingj the timeliness of pay to
rs Along- W*b -these: effort*, however, mast be measures to
msaev,
ensure the tiaely accession -*f members into associated personnel
sgaltem11aI
hm IS I I 1 to. the reporting of duty performance.
The nsal Somorveo new ROM tis, progressing in this direction,
recognisiug that a&l these factors are critical to providing
Gu- -through the enhancement of all aspects of the
timely ay.,, Oly:
repot&S, ppronnel, and pay systems can individual reservists
rely on dependmble and tiuely payi
Tho QW-cmoulus: that timeliness of pay is an issue of great
concern to a ropber of reserve component members and spouses and
that, although - 1 -veaents-are planned or in progress,
significant problemts remain. This issue is of utmost importance
to retention. Comments about lengthy delays in initially
rectiviq pay wAi the depende1noe on that pay to meet monthly
family obilgation.mae -chrateristic of member and spouse
concerns. None-at"the Becvioe pays members immediately upon
ccmpltimkef ~
Instead# paychecks are normally mailed to
smb thiait*6e t days. For Miw enlistees who must also
be aai1fto the piarsonnel and pay systemis, delays between
dog oteu oaur. Although pay for periods of active
30 anid 75ft
is, semmift more timely, delays of 14 to 40
4Mi*n
duty __
da~i-w-~s u~erimoed. There has been no definitive
reeesdt~th wa tiiliessof pay affects members* morale or
retekmntisat 66066ts received during unit visits and from the
s Surveys indicate that delays in pay can
19" UsesrWc ~pm
be an extreme irrtitant. All Services should continue to seek
Gth OUNC *epfl

Won~mI

moth9do to rquetetm
nter~aX, etwqa" mebes' performance
of duty and 4boir; rep*U*p of pay. f *,tbqt doty, and uathods to
reduce errors must be sought. In this 48Mdvo, -not just the
pay System, but the accession of members to associated personnel
ayetu
1mrcvm~pqt
an
to4~t~pe
ostooc Foporting must be
cons~erd.
4~~c xi Aa3tb1lity of tbo reterve

pysystems ito respond to mobiljizatio nee~s and integrate
moize4 -xesorvist, into. active pay .ysqw:s quick~ly and
a iemty.
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htamytw

av4it of the

conacuted Wy the Potosise Au~it Agmat
the. earliest
practical date. 9onsiptont with their audit program.
Pay Entitlement for Reservistsa

Travel Time

Reservists calle4 to activ, duty axe entitled to pay and
allowances for the allowable travel time going to and from
active_4uty.- This is a pay eptitlesgnt, set out in the DOD
KilitaryPay -and Alloanwes -Entitlement Manual (DODP) . it is
separate from any travel entitlement based on the Joint Federal
computation of compensable travel timeu Executive Order 10649 is
an amendment.
Under the DOWPN, compensable time is uniformly determined for
travel to and from active duty tours of 30 days or loe.
However, reservists ordered to active duty for more than 30 days
receive differing treatment when allowable time is computed.
Under the existing Executive Orders, specifically section 1 of
Executive Order 10649, travel time to the active duty location
included as active duty is based on one of the following:
* For public transportation, actual and necessary schedules
that most nearly coincide with the possible time of
departure and arrival by the mode of transportation

actually used.
*

For private conveyance, public surface transportation time.
If9 the private conveyance is ppecifically authorized, the
travel tine computed as active duty is calculated based on

a rate of 350 miles travel per day.

Compensable time. Xor travel from the last duty station to home
under section 2 of the same order is based on "Public surface
tronsportation, without regard to the actual performance of such
travel," unless private conveyance is authorized and used, in
which case 350 miles per day is the basis. The Executive Order
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Althoumb air travel -has long

mince become well established, the outdated public surface

transportation provisions of the Executive order remain in
effecti
It to9etrs that," in pridtice,cauaie.tdtrin
1
the Pay eatitlesint have bees based an the 3WRrather than the
DODKP. - 1"e 4MnprOVides
tt p eiW and travel pdymeft are
based an ther 1Msr-of actual
ofwitructiv* -travel time.I
Clearly, however, the JFrh and DOWlN must be consistent: a
revision to the Executive order is warranted.
aumdbi1 be- forther amended, to update, and standardize
c 1taIon of tr*v*l time for the purpose of pay andI
eatitlemeat. Sopeific*1ly, the Executive order should
upecift that the- lesser: of- actual or constructive travel
tie "be used in -the adotatioi of allowable ttme. in
aftitisa, the restriotcm that limita; specific
Iatatsiatian -of pivate conveya to active duty periods
or 90 days or more should be removed from the Executive
order.
Wei would eliminate any possible inconsistency in
the caloulatit ot dappensable tine for travel
re
t Te
fmeicurrent incnsistency has a potential
for atirpitying some reserve component members for TUT
traal.
Dual Cooesat,
f Section 684 of title 10, United States Code,
provides, that reservists who are entitled to Veterans"
Administwatioi (VA) aompensation may elect to receive, for their
reserve duty, either the VA compensation benefits or the reserve
pay, i.f they specifically waive VA compensation.
Section 3104 of title 36, United States Code, covers the
ptcabkition "&aiast duplication of benefits or dual
cowpensation, other than iftsurance,. for any period that active
service pay is roceived. This section requires the elimination
*g-wk
estation
-n~
by ensuring that not more than one award of
peada
fati
ion ative service pay, regular or reserve
rdtIre*at' iy Will be made g~~rnI to any person based on
their mill"* -service.
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Of the romorve component members who are paid for their
reserve duty, sose members (1.28 percent of the Selected Reserve
in Fiscal Year 1986) also qualify for and receive VA
compenstion qr disabilities incurred during prior active
servic
04
at
. tor a 10 percent disability is $2.17
per day, and a 20 petrent disability pays $4.27 per day.
Veterans with rati g of 30 percent or more are entitled to
a4ditinal allowances for dependents. An individual' in pay
grade- 4 with over 4 years service currently earns $32.69 per
day or drill period. Therefore, it would almost always be to
the reservist/veteran's benefit to waive VA compensation.
Reservists may waive their VA pension, compensation, or
retired pay for periods of training, instruction, other duty, or
drills. A waiver may include anticipated or forecasted periods,
and the VA disability

compensation may be withheld based on that

estimate. However, the member is entitled to a reimbursement
from the VA if the estimated or forecasted number of days that
the VA compensation is withheld exceeds the actual number of

days of military pay that the reserve member receives.
The Defense Audit Service reported in June 1980 that about 80
percent of the active reservists who received VA compensation
payments in Fiscal Year 1979 either were not requested to

execute a waiver, or erroneously stated that VA compensation was
not received. As a result of that report, DoD has annually
matched computer tapes of reservists in a pay status with tapes
of VA compensation recipients to identify the reservists
required to submit waivers.
N

In 1982 over 70 percent of the 16,442 reservists entitled to
VA benefits belonged to either the Army Guard or the Army

Reserve. Of those members, the Army Finance & Accounting Center
stated that more than 99 percent prefer to waive the VA benefits

in order to receive their reserve pay entitlements.

The Army

recommended that action be initiated to change the current law
and allow for a default waiver of VA disability compensation in
lieu of military compensation. The Army recommendation was

proposed because current statistics indicate that most
reservists receive a greater financial benefit from their
military compensation than from VA benefits.
The General Accounting Office (GAO) reported in November 1983
that VA compensation of $2.2 million had not been waived for

about 65 percent of the paid reservists identified by DoD in
July 1982.

They also stated that the average reservist waives

VA disability compensation of approximately $3.23 per day/drill
for 63 days/drills per year. The GAO review of VA records

revealed that compensation was not being correctly withheld when
waivers were submitted. Poorly designed waiver forms caused
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confusion and errors for both reservists and the VA staff.
Additionally, VA personnel filed waivers without taking any
action.

A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)

was initiated in the

qpringq of-1984
twveen the veterans,' Administration, the
Department of Defenseo, and the Department of Transportation.
The M
established an agreement for periodic data exchanges
between the VA and DNDC to identify reservists in receipt of VA
compensation payments. The December 1983 Reserve Components
Common Personnel Data System tape and the December 1983 VA
reconciliation tape were matched in June 1984 to determine the
Selected Reserve members who were receiving VA disability
benefits. As a result of this match, a total of 16,505 records
of Selected Reserve members so identified was provided to VA in
July 1984. In Fiscal Year 1985, 15,528 reservists were
identified, with 7,628 not returning the waiver form. The
Fiscai Year 1986 tape identified 14,909 Selected Reserve members
as receiving VA disability benefits, and 9,121 waivers recorded
as not received by VA. An analysis of the data by DIDC
regarding the lower waiver return rate (37 percent for Fiscal

Year 1986 compared with 51.5 percent for Fiscal Year 1985)
resulted in a random sample of records being returned to VA for
verification. The VA confirmed that analysis of the sample
records resulted in their finding "a bug in the program to

update their records." As of February 1987 there were still
some VA data problems in existence; however, a "one-time" waiver
form, developed by VA with DoD comments incorporated, is in the
approval process and should eliminate some of the VA data
recording problems.
On March 31, 1987, the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense, Reserve Affairs (OASD/RA), provided the following
information to the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Reserve
Affairs of each Military Department and the Chief, Office of
Readiness & Reserve, United States Coast Guard:
The DoD, Inspector General (IG) reported in 1983 that
some members of the Selected Reserve are receiving VA
disability payments in addition to their reserve pay.
Individuals are not of course entitled to this dual federal
compensation for identical time periods.
Currently, the Veterans Administration is responsible for
identifying these members and the Department is responsible
for taking corrective action. It is our view that current
procedures are not working and,changes must be made.
In May 1987 the Inter-Service Financial Improvement Program
(IFIP) with representatives from the Veterans' Administration,
the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Defense Manpower
Data Center (fKDC) and each of the Service finance centers met
4-14
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at the Air Force Accounting & Finmic Center. They were tasked
with outlining a plan stating how a VA-developed one-time
submission waiver form will be processed. IMplementation of
this plan should improve procedures, but it will remain a
complex operation.
Conclusion and ]AggMMnatiomn: Currently, the Veterans'
Administration is responsible for identifying members and the
DoD is responsible for taking corrective action. This means the
DoD must stop payment of reserve pay entitlements if and when
notified by VA. This split responsibility has not been
effective.
If the military pay (normally the larger sm) were
the default entitlement, the split responsibility would be
eliminated, and the VA could withhold VA disability benefits
unless the member were to file a military compensation waiver
through the VA.
Additionally, if action Vere initiated to change the current
law, so that military pay becomes the default entitlement, then
the IFIP plan mentioned above would be sufficient to provide the
following: prevent dual compensation, provide appropriate
checks and balances, improve recoupment of funds, and ensure
recoupment into the proper appropriation. The workload would be
negligibly increased for the VA and substantially decreased for
each component within the DoD.
M

The 6th QRNC recommods that section 684 of title 10,
United States Code, be amended to provide that reservists
may elect to receive for their duty either of the
following:
"

The pay and allowances authorized by law for the duty
they perform

"

If they specifically waive those payments, the payments
to which they are entitled because of their earlier
military service MA disability compensation)

The result of such legislative action would be that, when a
waiver is filed, the VA. would withhold the required amount of
compensation, based either on forecasted days or on the DoD tape
of actual military pay. If a waiver is not filed, the VA could
suspend disability compensation, thereby preventing dual
compensation. This change would provide appropriate checks and
balances, improved recoupment of funds, and recoupment into the
proper appropriation, with a negligible increase in workload for
the VA and a substantial decrease in workload for each component
within the DoD. Additionally, this change would enable the VA
to recoup prior years' payments for persons who may have
"dropped out" of the reserve program, but did in fact draw dual
compensation at some point in time. Section 3104 of title 38,

8e
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which covers the Drohibition against duDlication of benefits
other.than.insurance for any period that active service pay is
received, should remain unchanged.
Commissary Privileges
Backgrind:

Military commissaries were established by the

Appropriations Act of 1866. Until 1949, each service made its
own determinations concerning who was authorized to use its
respective commissaries, thus commissary entitlement for reserve
members varied by Service.
As a result of hearings before the
House Armed Services Committee in 1949, the Services adopted a
joint commissary policy and regulation. With respect to reserve

members, commissary use was tied to receipt of basic pay, and
the new policy provided commissary privileges for those serving
on active duty or active duty for training for periods in excess
of 72 hours. Until recently, with only slight modification to

provide commissary privileges to reservists who performed all
required annual training in periods of less than 72 hours, this
remained the policy.
The Department of Defense Authorization Act, 1984, directed
the DoD to conduct a one-year test of expanded commissary
shopping privileges for reserve component members. This test
began in January 1984 and was extended until October 1, 1985.
It allowed reserve members in three regional areas to use the
commissary, at their convenience, one time for each day of
active duty for training performed, but not to exceed 14 visits.
The DoD report to Congress on this test indicated that by the
end of the test period, as many as 28 percent of eligible
members used the commissary privilege, resulting in a 4 percent
increase in store sales.
The following information resulted from demographic data
collected during the test:
Reserve members in the intermediate pay grades (E4-E7 and
02-04) were more likely to use the commissary.
The families of National Guard and Reserve members
participated in over 70 percent of the commissary visits
made during the test. For many, it may have been their
first opportunity to experience a tangible community related
benefit of reserve service.
Guard and Reserve members and their families spent $108 on
an average visit. The average varied, depending on who was
doing the shopping. Members shopping alone spent $84 per
visit; when accompanied by their families they spent an
average of $123. The day of the week or the distance
traveled to the commissary did not significantly affect the
amount spent per visit.
4-16
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About one-third of the visits were made on Saturdays.

The

remaining visits
were fairly
evenly distributed throughout
the remaining days of the week.

National Guard and Reserve families that live more than 50
miles from a commissary are far less likely to use the
commissary.

While half ,of all Selected Reservists live uiore

than 46 miles from a commissary, only 10 percent of the
reserve shoppers in the test came from a distance of more
than 50 miles. Twenty-five percent of the Selected Reserve
population lives more than 100 miles from the nearest
commissary, and only 2 percent of the test participants
travelled this far.
When the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys were fielded, the
test had been discontinued and the prior procedures for use of
the commissary were reinstated. A survey question requested the
respondents to indicate their level of satisfaction or
dissatisfaction with several features of the Guard and Reserve.
Dissatisfaction with commissary privileges was much more
widespread than any other dissatisfaction. Thirty-seven percent
of spouses, 41 percent of enlisted members and 51 percent of
officers indicated that they were dissatisfied or very.
dissatisfied with commissary privileges. Written comments
expressing dismay that the commissary test had been halted with
no improved privileges forthcoming were among the most frequent
provided by respondents.
The National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1987
added a new section 1052 to title 10, United States Code, in
response to these concerns, providing expanded reserve
commissary privileges along the lines that had been authorized
for the test. The new authority allows reservists to use an
entitlement to the commissary, based on performance of active
duty for training, at any time during the following year. A
maximum limit of 14 visits per year is imposed.
DoD Directive 1330.17, Military Commissaries, was amended to
implement the new privileges for reserve members effective March
30, 1987. The new policies and procedures for reserve member
and dependent use of the commissary privilege provide the
following:
The member will gain admission to the commissary by presenting his/her reserve components ID card and end of year Leave
and Earnings Statement (LES) or other appropriate document
as established by the respective services (the term LES will
be used to refer to both the actual LES or any other
document used in place of the LES.) The LES will be
prepared from active duty for training (ADT) data as of
December 31 of the preceding calendar year. It will show

$*sic
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how many days of AM were performed during that year.
Depedents will gain admission to the coaissary by
presenting the LI and a photo ID, such as a drivers' license.

g=N AnjaJsis:

After reviewing the law and the DoD Directive,

the QRMC found several actual and potential problems for reserve

members using their commissary privileges.

Several of these

problems are caused by imprecise language in the law.
result from the implementation procedures.
include the following:

Others

These problems

Annualized entitlement and identification difficulties

The authorizing legislation reads, in part,

...authorize the member to have one year from the date
on which the member performs active duty for training to
use a day of eligibility...." The DoD implementation
did not strictly follow this provision. Instead,
procedures provided that commissary privileges could be
used at any time during the full calendar year following
the year in which the qualifying ADT was performed. The
practical consequence of this procedure was that some
reservists had to wait nearly a year to use earned
benefits, while others potentially had a commissary
privilege for some time after they stopped active
reserve participation. The former is of particular
concern with respect to new members.
New members did not have any commissary privileges
during the calendar year in which they entered a reserve
component because they did not have a LES from the prior
year.
The practical problems are significant, i.e. providing a
method of identification that could be issued in a
timely manner without excessive administrative workload;
providing standard identification for all components;
and providing identification that would be effective in
precluding use by unauthorized persons. In response to
problems in the field, the Principal Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Force Management and Personnel)

asked the QVMC to review reserve component commissary
identification procedures and provide recommendations.
*

Benefit reduction

Under the new law, cmmissary privileges are limited to
14 days annually. Previously, members were granted
unlimited use of the commissary any time they were on
APT for a period in excess of 72 consecutive hours. A
tmember

performing more than 14 days of ADT could have

earned more than 14 visits to the commissary under the
4-18
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inactive status do not receive comissary privileges if
transferred prior to receiving an LS. Also, many
members of the IRR perform ADT, and under the initial
DoD policy, do not receive commissary privileges.
These
limitations appear to be more restrictive than Congress
intended.
Conclusion and Recommendations: The QRMC concludes that the
expanded commissary privileges implemented in 1987 for members
of the National Guard and Reserve are a much more effective
means of providing this benefit than the system previously used.
The method initially used for administering this benefit was
complex and cumbersome, however. It was also inequitable
because members who perform multiple periods of ADT could lose
to commissary privileges based on the 14-day limit.

jentitlement
U

The 6th QEEC recommends revision of DoD Directive 1330.17
to provide both the folloving:
"

Members of the Selected Reserve be authorized 12 visits
to the commissary each year by virtue of their
membership in the Selected Reserve.

*

Any reserve member on active duty for a period of 72
hours or more be authorized commissary use without
penalty as to authorized annual visits.

The QRNC review of the procedures for identification of
commissary entry concluded that two factors are essential:
(1)
The system must be the same for all reserve components. Lack of
uniformity between the Services or their reserve components
inevitably causes confusion at the commissary with resultant
inconvenience for reserve members and families, and (2) the
system must not place a significant burden on reserve unit
administration.
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1I. U.S., Congress.
XMeaIni
On 3.3. MAO0,

U.S., Cangress.

1795 to AGG90Mpn

Homse Committee an ArmedServices,
62Ad Cong., lot sess., 1951, p. 624;

Senate, Committee on Armed ServiceNs, NAgno~.
612nd Cong.,

3.3. 542.

2.* U.*S.*, Congress.
92mrtp-8OO to accurdnp

2nd Sees.,

1952, p. 30.

Senate, Comittee on Armed Services,
8

2723. Canthu -efnse

Authorization Act. 1985, 911th Cong., 2t sess.,
207.

May 31, 1984, p.

3. U.S., Congress. Senate, Comittee on Armed Services,
Report 100-57, 100th cong., 1ot sess., p. 148.
4.* The Nitino of Qeo2M Washinaton (from the Original
Manuscript Sources), 1745-1799, U.S. Govt. Printing office,
March 1944.
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This chapter on Reserve Component Incentive Programs covers
the three principal types of incentives available to the reserve
components. They are special and Incentive (S&I) pays, bonus
programs, and educational assistance programs. For the Selected
Reserve, each of these three forms of incentives play a
distinctive role in helping the reserve components meet
specialized and aggregate manpower requirements. While bonus
programs are technically S&I pays, they are considered
independently by the 6th QRKC because of their relative
importance to the National Guard and Reserve.

Special and Incentive Pays
Special and incentive pays are compensation that members of
the uniformed services receive in addition to their basic pay

f

and allowances. Special pays provide compensation for specific
types of career occupations requiring unusual degrees of
responsibility. Incentive pays are intended to attract and
retain personnel in specific skill areas that are considered
hard to fill, and are often inherently dangerous, hazardous, or
unattractive.
Background
In 1982, the 5th QRMC performed an extensive review of all S&I
pays tracing the legislative history and congressional intent
and ascertaining the numbers of individuals receiving these
pays, along with their associated costs. The purpose of their
review was to determine whether S&I pays were accomplishing the
purpose for which they were established. The 5th QRMC evaluated
each SIi pay to determine whether it was needed or should be
eliminated, and, if needed, whether the pay should be modified.
The 5th QNRC review was the most comprehensive study of S&I pays
ever undertaken. The 5th QRKC analysis did not, however,
include a review of the cost data and benefits of S&I pays
within the reserve components, nor did they look at pays
specifically designated for the reserves. The 6th QRNC was
charged to perform a comprehensive review of the benefits and
costs of all elements of reserve compensation. Using the
comprehensive work of the 5th QRKC as a starting point, the 6th
QRC review of S&I pays completes that analysis by reviewing the
operation of these pays in the reserve setting.

Reserv

Component Incentive Programs

iI

Laqislativo Nistoty
The earliest legislative referenc, to compensation for nonof the armed forcm may be traced to the Militia
regular mmb
Act
Kf
b~3 ?~ Um iULiti.
Atof 1792 and
provided for the organization of a militia but imposed no
as to drills or musters. The Act of May 2nd made
reiment
ft;W- the .. ailitia and provided
*welli.
W1pntr
ylma
the *~#t
. for tbw.WAlitLa.=vder,; uch call would be
Beiy.
the p#me as
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oftbe UnAted Statesz.

Although WAi bmte-principle, i . providing the same pay for
century, reservists) called or ordered
the militia (or#' In ts
to awtive duty as reqlar members roceiv,;.has been retained,
pay for inactive duty training was authorized for the first time
by the National Defense Act of 1916.- This pay was authorized
for National Guard members and, for enlisted members, was 25
percent of annual base pay of enlisted members of the Army, for
attendance at not less than 48 drills of at least 1 1/2 hours
duration. This system of payments was subsequently modified
several times. In June 1920, "armory drill pay" was set at a
rate of one-thirtieth of the basic pay for attendance at a
regular drill period, subject to several restrictions and annual
cap*.

R

The one-thirtieth formula prevailed as the standard in 1948
when Public Law 460 of March 25, 1948, reorganized the
provisions of previous statutes relating to inactive duty
training pay for reserve forces personnel. This Act
standardized inactive duty training pay for all reserve
components and also authorized. inactive duty training pay to
Army Reservists. The Congress had previously authorized such
pay, but only to members of the National Guard and the Naval and
Marine Corps Reserves. In addition to authorizing this training
pay for members of the Army Reserve (and Air Force Reserve),
Public Law 460 extended entitlement to special pays to reserve
members serving as pilots, radar technicians, and medical
personnel for inactive duty for training periodp when the
standards specified by the Secretaries are met. L The 1948 Act
also amended the Pay Readjustment Act of 1942, which initially
extended special pay to personnel required to perform aerial
flight, parachute jumping, glider flights, and submarine duty in
connection with inactive duty for training (IDT).
The Career Compensation Act of 1949 refined and clarified the
provisions of both the Pay Readjustment Act of 1942 and the Act
of March 25, 1948, with regard to the special pay entitlement of
reserve forces personnel. Section 501 of the Act extended the
hazardous duty incentive pay entitlement to reserve forces
personnel during periods of IDT whenever they were required by
competent orders to perform any of the hazardous duties
(contained in Section 204(a) of the Career Compensation Act) for
5-*2
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Special pays serve to increase the ability of the uniformed
services to attract and retain personnel in certain specific
(critical) skills on active duty. Most special pays are
applicable only to extended active duty members, although some
have been extended to members of the Selected Reserve.
Incentive pays, on the other hand, are of two types. First,
certain incentive pays are related to specific skills or duties.
These pays are designed to induce members to volunteer for
special skills that involve duties that may be hazardous or
unattractive and to encourage individuals possessing certain
fprofessional and technical skills to serve in the uniformed
services. Examples of these are aircrew flight pay and
parachute pay. Secondly, other incentive pays serve the purpose
of attracting and retaining members for both active and reserve
Z.
component service. Pays in this category consist of a variety
of bonuses such as the enlistment, reenlistment, and affiliation
bonuses. These bonuses are separately addressed in the next
section of this chapter.
Entitlement to special pays is often contingent on whether a
member is serving on full-time active duty, active duty for
training, or inactive duty training. Historically, part-time
members have not been eligible for most special pays since they
have been developed to attract and retain members in the active
components. Members receiving such special pays normally
possess special or critical skills in specialties which are
undermanned in the active components. Skills earmarked for
special pays are typically those that are in high demand in the
civilian sector and as a result command significantly higher
civilian salaries.
Incentive pays differ somewhat from special pays in that they
typically provide additional compensation to members who are
performing duties that may be hazardous, rigorous ounappealing. The basic precept for entitlement to these pays is
Reserve Compomnt Ientive Prorams
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performed, at a rate of one-thirtieth of the rate authorized for
active duty members. Reservists do not actually receive all
pays for Which a statutory entitlement exists. For example,
reservists do, not receive experimental stress pay or flight deck
ditty pay because reservists are not assigned to these duties.

tab(* 5-1.

"featPaop and their Entitleents
vutt-Time Duty
Active
Reserve

pledlest Officer Speial Pay
Variableo
Additional
Soard Certified
Incentive special
Reserve officer Ntedicat special pay
Dental Officer Special Pity
Variable
Additional
loard Certi fied
Optometrist special, pay
Veterinarian "peletpay

,living
Certain

Pey
Places Pay

Muy

-Part-Tims

Active Duty

Duty

inactive Duty

yes
Yes
Yes
Yfes
No

Too
yes
Yea
Yes
No

NO
No
No
No
yes

yes
yes
yfes
'fee
'fee

Yes
Yes
Tee
yes
yes

no
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No

Yea

yes

Yes

yes

yes

yes

yes
No

'fes
yes
Yoe

Yfe
Yfes
No

No
No
No

career See Pay
Tee
ltesponeibitity Pay
Yes
international Nititary Headquarters Pay Yes

No
No
No
No
*No

Nomber must have, completed at leat one year of active duty.
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Table S-2.

Incentive Pays and their Entitlements
Futt-Time Duty
Reserve
Active
Ci mmonen

Eazardous Duty Incentive Pays
Aerial Ftight Pay
Creomieber
Nonere meamber
Parchute Duty Pay
Demolition Duty Pay
Experimental Stress Duty Pay
Nigh/Lou-Pressure Chamber
AcceLeration/DeceLeration
Thermal Stress
Flight Deck Duty Pay
Toxic Pesticides Duty Pay
Toxic Fuels/Chemical Nunitions
Air Weapons Controller Duty Pay
Aviation Career Incentive Pay
Aviation Officer Continuation Pay
Submarine Duty Pay
Hostile Fire/Imainent Danger Pay

Pert-Time Duty
Active Duty
Inactive Duty
For Yrafnfno
For TraLnfna

Yes
Yes
Yea
Yes

Yes
yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
yes
Yes

yes
yes
Yes
yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
yes
Yes
Yes
yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No

Method

The Department of Defense legislative contingency for the
Fiscal Years 1988 and 1989 President's Budget contained a number
of initiatives dealing with S&I pays. The DoD Program Budget
Decision (PBD) on the legislative contingency included tentative
funding for certain reserve proposals, but directed their
reevaluation by the 6th QRMC prior to submission of a
legislative proposal for clearance. Additionally, the
Departments of the Army and Navy asked the QRMC to review other
selected S&I pays and their application to members of the
reserve components.

I

In order to determine whether the special and incentive pays
authorized for reserve service are fulfilling the needs for
which they were designed, the 6th QRNC initially attempted to
determine the numbers of reservists, by skill, authorized to
receive and actually receiving S&I pays. To accomplish this,
each Service was requested to furnish aggregate data by Military
Occupational Specialty (NOS), Air Force Skill Category (AFSC),
or Navy Enlisted Classification (NEC) on the number of their
reservists authorized to receive and receiving each S&I pay.
The 6th QIMC intended to use this data to determine whether the
Services were having problems with either recruiting or
Reserve Component Incentive Progrm
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Table 5-3.

Other Incentive Pays and their EntltemUats
Full-Tim Duty
Active
Reserve
Component

Special Duty Assignment Pay
Enlistment Bonus
Reenlistment Bonus
Selected Reserve Bonuses
Enlistment
Reenlistment
Affiliation
Prior Service Entlstment
Individual Ready Reserve Sonuses
Enlistment
Reenlistment
Nuclear Qualified Officer
Continuation Pay
Nuclear Qualified Enlisted
Continuation Pay
Nuclear Career Accession Bonus
Nuclear Career Incentive Bonus
Overseas Duty Extension Pay
Engineer end Scientist Career
Continuation Pay
Foreign Language Proficiency Pay

*

i

Part-Tim Duty
Active Duty
Inactive Duty
Fooren!
Tifi
For Truinin

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
No
-No

No
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

No
Yes

No
No
No

'

DOI 1304.22 authorizes SOAP only for members serving on active duty in excess of 180 days.
MIlitary Technicians are not eligible.

retention of members with skills that are authorized S&I pays.
Where shortages existed, alternative courses of action could be
investigated, such as increased bonus levels, use of educational
incentives, or possible revisions to the structure of S&I pays
in the reserve setting.
The second data source was the Reserve Components Common
Personnel Data System (RCCPDS).
Through use of RCCPDS data, it
was possible to identify members who possess specific skills and
to compute continuation rates. The objective of this effort was
to establish whether or not members receiving S&I pays tended to
remAin in the reserves longer than those not drawing such pays.
The service finance centers were requested to provide financial
data by specific types of S&I pays and the numbers of members
receiving, then. Finally, the 6th QRMC requested comprehensive
pay tapes from the Army and Air Force, to provide actual pay
data for members serving in the Selected Reserve. Although
these tapes were part of another analytical effort (Full-time
5-6
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Support), information was sought concerning the numbers of
members receiving 8A pays by type, amount, and overall service

outlays.
Unfortunately, the 6th QRNC encountered major difficulties in
obtaining data on the numbers, cost, and use of SAX pays in the
reserve components.
Special and incentive pay costs are not

separately identified in the detailed justification of estimates
for reserve personnel as part of the budget submissions. From
examination of service pay files, the 6th QRMC was able to
determine that a member was receiving a special and/or incentive
pay, but was unable to identify the specific pay (parachute pay,
flight pay, etc.). The pay files did not permit identification
of total amounts or number of members receiving specific pays.
In the absence of definitive data, the 6th QR1C was unable to
conduct an empirical analysis on the effectiveness of specific
S&I pays; instead, it was necessary to address this subject from
a more general perspective: whether the current construct of
S&I pays is applicable to the reserve forces.
Analysis of Special and Incentive Pays in General
The 6th QRMC review revealed several differences in both
philosophy and application when comparing the entitlement to S&I
pays for members of the active components with the entitlement
for reservists performing ADT or IDT. For example, reservists
performing ADT generally are not entitled to special pays as
depicted in Table 5-1. These entitlements are restricted to
members serving on active duty or in an extended active duty
status. Pays that fall into this category include a variety of
special pays for physicians, dentists, veterinarians, and
optometrists; special duty assignment pay; and a number of
continuation and accession pays.
Generally, incentive pays are designed to attract members to
skills that are inherently dangerous, rigorous, or unappealing.
Members of the 'Selected Reserve who perform and maintain these
skills are entitled to such pay during both ADT and IDT. A
review of the legislative history of incentive pays did not
reveal specific congressional intent to limit such pays to
periods of active duty. However, unlike special pays, incentive
pays are performance-oriented; that is, member* possessing such
skills must perform their duties and maintain specific levels of
proficiency before being authorized to draw a particular S&I
pay.

Reservists on ADT or IDT performing in certain specialties
receive one-thirtieth of the basic pay rate authorized for
active duty members for each period of duty performed. The 6th
QRMC believes this rate of pay is both appropriate and
consistent with the manner in which members of the reserve
components are compensated. There are, however, two
Reserve Comsponent fncentfve Program
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compensation systems that pertain to members of the Selected

Reserve; one that compensates reservists called to active duty
or ADT with a pro rata share of basic pay and allowances as
provided by law or regulation for each day of duty performed,
and another that recognizes the part-time commitment of these
members by compensating those who perform IDT at a rate onethirtieth of basic pay for each period of instruction. Each
period of instruction must be at least two hours long. The onethirtieth rate serves the purpose of underscoring the part-time
nature of a reservist's duties. There does not appear to be any
compelling rationale to change the manner in which reservists
are compensated.
During the 6th QRC unit visit program, some reservists
addressed the one-thirtieth rule and expressed dissatisfaction

with the way the Aviation Career Incentive Pay (ACIP) program
operates in the reserves. These individuals believe that
reserve pilots should receive the same monthly ACIP rate
received by active members because they must meet the same
minimum proficiency requirements as their active duty
counterparts. They further argued that reserve pilots often log
more monthly flying hours than do their active counterparts.
Army Reservists had a similar criticism regarding parachute pay,
noting that some special forces reservists jump as often as
their active counterparts (and in some cases more often) and
for, reasons of equity, should receive the same pay. National
Guard and Reserve members responding to the 1986 Reserve
Components Surveys frequently raised similar issues when
providing additional written comments. These comments are
included in Appendix A (pages A-42 - A-53).
When Aviation Career Incentive Pay was created in 1974,
Congress specifically legislated that this pay was compensation
for members who committed themselves to a career, "on a
continuing basis," in a field that represented a considerable
investment on the part of the government. Changing this pay
from a hazardous pay to a career incentive pay was intentional;
Congress wanted to recognize retention problems in the active
components and to induce members to remain on active duty.
Although full monthly pay for duty performed is not a new
issue, 2 it points to a fundamental misunderstanding regarding
incentive pays. The primary purpose of incentive pays is not
simply to compensate members for undertaking occasional
hazardous duties, but to serve as an incentive for undertaking a
career that is, on a full-time basis, more hazardous than other
service careers. It is apparent that this philosophy is not
well understood by many members in the Selected Reserve, who
look upon incentive pays as compensation for danger or exposure
to risk inherent in their part-time military duties. This view
is understandable. Nevertheless, the current compensation
system provides a level of compensation relative to an
6th QRMc Report - volume I

individual's participation and meets the criteria of being both
fair and reasonable. There is no evidence that a revision to

the amount and longstanding practice is needed to relieve
recruiting or retention shortfalls.
Analysis of Specific Special/Incentive Pays
Diving Duty Pay

Section 304 of title 37, United States Code, restricted
entitlement to Diving Duty Pay to officer and enlisted divers in
receipt of basic pay who were assigned by competent orders to
diving duty positions, and who maintained the required
qualifications and performed diving duty. Therefore, members of
the Selected Reserve serving on active duty or ADT were

authorized Diving Duty Pay. However, reservists were not
eligible for Diving Duty Pay during periods of IDT, because they
were not entitled to basic pay. This restriction with respect
to IDT is in contrast to other S&I pays paid to reservists
during IDT (e.g. Parachute Pay, Flight Pay and Demolition Duty
Pay). Until recently, this restriction in law precluded
reservists from drawing Diving Duty Pay during drill weekends,
even though they performed diving duties. Furthermore, members
of the reserves serving in billets that require diving skills
must meet the same criteria (formal training and maintenance of
proficiency) as members of the active components.

The 6th QRMC review indicated that undermanning existed in the
diving programs of the Navy, Marine Corps and, to a lesser
extent, the Air Force. Most critical was the Naval Reserve,
where only 38 percent of authorized diving positions were
manned. Reasons for the reserve component shortfalls are
varied. The extensive training and continued requalification
required discouraged many reservists from entering the specialty
because it conflicted with their primary civilian occupations.
In addition, there is a high demand in the civilian labor market
for diver qualified personnel. Review of the legislative
history of Diving Duty Pay ,-evealed no intent of the part of the
Department of Defense or the Congress to limit this special pay
to periods of active duty. It appeared, in light of the
legslative history, that the exclusion of reservists from
entitlement to Diving Duty Pay during IDT was an unintentional
oversight. The 6th QRMC recommended that legislation be
prepared to extend the eligibility for Diving Duty Pay to
Selected Reservists performing inactive duty for training.
Subsequently, section 624 of the National Defense Authorization
Act for Fiscal Years 1988 and 1989 (Public Law 100-180)
authorized the payment of diving duty pay to reservists during
periods of IDT.

Reserve Component Incentive Programs
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Special Duty Assignment Pay
Special Duty Assignment Pay (SDhP) is the only proficiency pay
program authorized for current use by all the services.
Section
307 of title 37, United States Code, authorizes this additional
monthly payment for enlisted members performing duties
designated as extremely difficult or as demanding an unusual
degree of responsibility in a military skill. SDAP is a
retention incentive for enlisted personnel serving in a critical
military skill specialty and an inducement to persuade qualified
personnel to volunteer for certain duties outside their normal
career field. It is paid to enlisted members who voluntarily
perform authorized special duty assignments, such as recruiters,
drill instructors, reenlistment NCO's, or other duties. SDAP
ranges from $55 to $275 per month, and is paid only to members

who are fully qualified in the skill for which SDAP is being
paid and who are on active duty for at least 180 days.
SDAP is limited by statute to members performing active duty.
By regulation, the Department of Defense has further limited
SDAP to personnel serving on active duty for at least 180 days
(DoD Instruction 1304.22). This restriction eliminates SDAP
entitlements for reserve component members during annual
training or other periods of active duty of 180 days or less.
There is no statutory authorization for reservists performing
IDT to receive SDAP.
Members authorized SDAP for active component service include
those serving in the following duties:

5-10

ARMY:

Drill Sergeants
Recruiters
Guidance Counselors
In-Service Recruiters
Retention NCO's
Classified Duties

AIR FORCE:

Recruiters
Military Training Instructors
Human Intelligence Interrogators
Para Rescue
Combat Controllers
1724th Special Tactics Squadron
Joint Communications Unit at Ft
Bragg

6th QRNC Re
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II
Navy:

Nuclear Series

Recruiters
Recruit Company Commanders
Classifiers
Operation Deep Freeze
Hospital Corpsmen
Underwater Welders
Fire Control/Ordnance
MARINE CORPS:

Drill Sergeants
Recruiters
Security Guard Battalions
Career Planners

COAST GUARD:

OIC of Floating/Ashore Units (3-9)

Recruiters
Special Agents (Intelligence)
Generally, the Services do not believe that SDAP is warranted

as an incentive for service in these or other duties in the
reserve.

The major exception is the Army with respect to

members of the Army Reserve performing duty as drill sergeants.
The Army Reserve has had significant problems in meeting
requirements for drill sergeants.

The 6th QRMC analysis could

not assess the extent to which SDAP would stimulate personnel to
volunteer for and remain in drill sergeant positions. However,
in the active Army where SDAP is authorized, the 4300 drill
sergeant positions are manned at 100 percent with NOS-qualified
soldiers. In comparison, drill sergeant positions in the USAR
are manned at approximately 93 percent with only 51.2 percent
fully qualified. Personnel turbulence (50 percent drill
sergeant attrition) has been a major contributing factor in the
low level of fully qualified drill sergeants. This is due in
part to the fact that it takes up to five years to develop a
reserve drill instructor (eligibility criteria plus completion
of drill sergeant training).
The legislative history of SDAP indicates that Congress
established this special pay to encourage qualified personnel to
undertake duties outside their normal career field, requiring
volunteers, and for which there is a manning shortage. No
distinction is made between active and reserve components or
duty except that the member must be entitled to basic pay. This
only precludes payment to reservists for periods of IDT. Thus,
Congress provided a high degree of flexibility to the
Departments of Defense and Transportation in their employment of
SDAP.
In addition to authorizing SDAP, the statute delegates broad
authority to the Defense and Transportation Secretaries to
prescribe the criteria under which members of that armed force
5-11
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Previous evaluatio-etitks "06#6al suggestad that duties of
reserve drill sergestbaUt
the criterion of "extremely
difficult duty",
ther active duty counterparts.
The statute uses these
criptors, but it also contains
reference to duties "in*.Iw~ng an uuIsual degree of
responsibility.* It is clear that Army drill sergeants, whether
active or reserve, are 3 g ret to be highly proficient in their
military skills. Both activeland reberve drill sergeants
require the same specialized traing,
coupled with demonstrated
performance. When reserve drill instructors report for their
annual tour of active duty, they are required to be at the same
peak of personal readiness as their active duty counterparts and
must produce at a level of performance no different from that of
the active force. The reqirement that they maintain an
exceptionally high degree of readiness often requires then to
participate in additional training throughout the year, training
that is not normally required of other reservists. Reserve
drill
periodssergeants
of IDT. also perform drill sergeant duties during
The central issue with respect to Special Duty Assignment Pay
is whether or not the nature of reserve duty is essentially
equivalent to duty in the same military occupational specialties
on extended active duty. Where the duty has or is perceived to
have the same demands, eligibility for SDAP, not the size of
payment, appears to be the central issue. In the specific case
reviewed, the Department of the Army has concluded that the
duties performed by reserve component drill sergeants and the
conditions of their service are comparable to the duties and
service conditions of active duty drill sergeants. Only the
Army intends to use SDAP for reservists on short tours.
The QRMC concludes that the determination of SDAP eligibility
for reserve members should be left to the discretion of the
Military Departments based on their evaluations of the extent to
which the specific duties, as performed by reservists, meet the
stated intent of the law and their assessment of the relative
effectiveness of SDAP in meeting specific reserve manpower
objectives within budgetary constraints.
As in the consideration of Diving Duty Pay, the QRMC concludes
that the statutory limitation of incentive pay to members in
receipt of basic pay (i.e. performing active duty including ADT)
is unnecessarily restrictive. The reserve pay and duty system
is quite complex. The reserve components and reserve commanders
use this complex but relatively flexible system to accomplish
training and peacetime missions using reservists in a wide range
5-12
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of duty status%*
It is not unusmal for resrvists to serve
toe taer for a single aission vith some on active duty mandays,
teo4
, and still others in IDT status, In this the authorization of an incentive which would be
envir
-4 t,
paid to the member serving on AMT but not to the member serving
on IDT appears unnecessarily restrictive.

There are, of course,

very significant
differences in AM and IDT compensation
involving travel, allowances, and retirement point credit.

Notwithstanding these differences, it seems clear, based upon.
the unit visit program of the 6th QRMC and the analysis of
comments from the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys, that members
are quite sensitive to equity considerations in the incentive
pay area, even when the amounts involved are relatively small.
As a general principle, the QR4C concludes that all incentive
pays for duties which reservists perform should be authorized
for payment for IDT. Implementation of such authorization would
be based on Service evaluation of appropriateness and need.
0

The 6th QRWC recomuends:
N

himeunt of section 307 of title
37, United States
Code, to authorize payment of SDAP to reservists during
periods of inactive duty training.

a

Revision of DoD Instruction 1304.22, (Administration of
Enlisted Personnel Bonus and Special Duty Assignment Pay
Programs) to delete the restriction that limits payment
of SDAP to members on active duty for 180-days or more.

The estimated annual cost is $1.5 million based on a payment
of $28 to $125 for 9,979 members serving an average of 14 days
ADT per year and 12 periods of IDT performing as drill

Isergeants.

Foreign Language Proficiency Pay
Lhe PY 1987 Depaitment of Defense Authorization Act
established Foreign Language Proficiency Pay (FLPP) to provide a
special incentive for members of the armed forces to become
proficient, or to increase their proficiency, in a foreign
languaqe, thus enhancing the foreign language capabilities of
the armed forces.
The authorization for FLPP included authority to pay FLPP to
members of the reserve components for periods of ADT and IDT.
embers called to active duty or ADT receive a prorated share of
FLPP for each day of duty performed. Members of the reserve
components attending IDT are entitled to one-thirtieth of the
rate.of FLPP authorized for active duty personnel for each
regular period of instruction, training, duty, or appropriate
duties associated with maintaining foreign language proficiency.
At the request of the Department of the Army, the 6th QRMC
teor-v Coaw
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At the request of the Department of-the Army, the 6th QRMC
evaluated th merits of an sIternative tbat would eliminate the
one-thirtleth rate and provide a full month's FLPP to qualified
reserVe eem, keltf linguists including those serving in the
Individual- Seady Reserve (0m).
The current lVel of F

drill veikend.'

ranges frz

$3.33 to $13.33 for a

ftis amount may be insufficIent to attract and

retain qualified linguists in the Selected Reserve.

This

possible Insufficiency is of particular concern to the
Department of th*-"-'
since its requirements for linguists are
programmed to inrease by more than 3,800 linguists by FY 1990.
Fiscal Year 1966 satning data provided by the Army indicates

that there is not currently a shortage of qualified linguists.
The Army currently has 107 percent of the needed linguists,
including members assigned to the Individual Ready Reserve.
This makes the asse sument of compensation revisions needed to
support programed expansion difficult.

Since FLPP is a new authority, there is no baseline from which
to measure its effectiveness. Therefore, the possibility that
the current rate of FLPP may be insufficient to attract and
retain qualified linguists cannot be documented at this time.
Payment of a full month's FLPP to both active and reserve
linguists would, of course, be a major departure from the
historical authorities provided for the payment of S&I pays to
reservists (i.e. the one-thirtieth rate).
In lieu of a major

modification to the compensation system of reservists, the 6th
QRMC concludes that no change to FLPP is warranted at this time.
Consideration of other incentive programs or the use of
additional training assemblies (ATAs) should be considered as a
means of sustaining linguist proficiency and enhancing
retention. Use of ATAs would serve to recognize the criticality
of the skill and provide a greater monetary compensation to the
drilling reservist. Other measures, such as larger enlistment
and reenlistment bonuses, use of Special Duty Assignment Pay,
and educational incentives, should be considered before a change
which would be a major departure from the current system of
compensation for IDT.
Hostile Fire and Imminent Danger Pay
At the request of the Department of the Army, the payment of
Hostile Fire and Imminent Danger Pay (HFP) for IDT was evaluated
by the 6th QRNC for its application to drilling reservists who
are employed in civilian occupations in overseas areas. Because
all the Services have drilling reservists overseas, it is
conceivable that some of these members could be subject to the
threat of physical harm or imminent danger when performing their
reserve duties. However, entitlement to HFP is contingent upon
entitlement to basic pay, so reservists are ineligible to
receive HFP during IDT.
5-14
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There is a PosLbility that a reservist performing IDT could
beome sublect to hostile fire or could be subJect to terrorism
while on duty in a foreign area. However, since no such
incidents have occurred, a legislative change appears premature.
Should-suah a case occur, secretarial authority could be used to
change a mmber's duty status if warranted. Consequently, the
6th QRXC sees no justification for proposing legislation to
cover circumstances that to date have never occurred and-are
remote and unlikely.
Unit Incentive Pay for Enlisted Selected Reservists
Unit Incentive Pay was an item in the legislative contingency
in the DoD portion of the President's Budget for Fiscal Years
1988 and 1989. As discussed above a Program Budget Decision
(PBD) directed that reserve compensation items included in the
legislative contingency be reviewed by the 6th QRMC prior to
submission of a legislative proposal to the Congress. This PBD
included a proposed Selected Reserve Unit Incentive Pay. This
initiative would authorize the payment of an incentive pay to
Selected Reserve enlisted personnel who voluntarily affiliate
and train with certain high priority units which are
inadequately manned. It would permit payment of a $10 incentive
pay per drill period for five drills per month. This Navy
initiative was developed to help meet manpower needs for

personnel assigned to the Naval Reserve Fleet (NRF) and for
hospital corpsmen assigned to Marine Corps Reserve units.
Manning and retention problems among members of the Selected
Reserve of the Naval Reserve assigned to NRF ships are of
concern to the Navy. These problems have been attributed to two
factors. First, reservists assigned to NRF ships experience
many of the same hardships of sea service as members of the
active Navy, but are ineligible during IDT for the Career Sea
Pay available to active personnel. Second, reservists assigned
to the NRF experience more arduous duty than most Naval Reserve
participants, but receive no offsetting compensation.
Initially, the Navy adopted a policy of mandatory assignment
to NRF ships to meet requirements. While mandatory assignment
solved the manning problems in the short run, dissatisfaction
among enlisted personnel resulted in high turnover rates and
recurring readiness problems. During the period from July 1,
1986, to June 30, 1987, the turnover rate among reservists
assigned to NRF ships exceeded 30 percent.
Crew instability heavily impacts upon the training readiness
of the Selected Reserve in NRF ships. Historically, few
enlisted members have remained onboard long enough to achieve
full qualification in their mobilization billets. Nine west
coast NRF ships, representing 748, or 27.6 percent, of the 2712
total NRH Selected Reserve billets report the mobilization
Reserve Componeft Incentive Programs
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qualifications of the Seleotod Reseve.
The nine ships of
Surface Squadron ONE include five guided missile frigates, two
frigates, one landing ship tank, and oe Salvage ship and are a
relatively representative sample of ships by bothtype and
length of service as NIl platforms. Among the 628 incumbents of
their 748 billets, only 27.5 percent are fully qualified.
A "Naval Reserve Force Antisubmarine Warfare Frigate Manpower
Study," prepared for Chief of Naval Reserve in 1983, predicted
that increased compensation equal to one-thirtieth of the
monthly Career Sea Pay per drill period could attract sufficient
volunteers to increase manning on NRF ships by a minimum of
twelve percent. The payment of $10 per drill period would
exceed one-thirtieth of the monthly Career Sea Pay per drill
period for which any Selected Reserve member of an NiP ship
would be eligible. However, an enlisted member must be in pay

grade E4 or above to receive Career Sea Pay. Therefore, members
in pay grades El through E3 would receive no increased
compensation if Unit Incentive Pay per drill period was equal to
one-thirtieth of the monthly Career Sea Pay. However, a Unit
Incentive Pay of $10 per drill period would dramatically
increase the total compensation of the junior enlisted (nonrated and third class petty officer) personnel among whom
turnover is the highest.
Selected Reserve billets presently constitute approximately 36
percent of the collective allowance of the NRF ships. Therefore
an increase in manning of 12 percent would raise the overall
manning of NRF ships by over four percent and produce a
significant increase in their collective readiness rating for
personnel.
The 6th QRMC initially explored other alternatives such as
authorizing Career Sea Pay, enlistment or reenlistment bonuses,
use of Special Duty Assignment Pay, and provision of authority
to use unit bonuses. The provision of a Unit Incentive Pay
based on a flat amount of $10 per drill period for enlisted
member of all grades does have attractive features for
application in the specific setting proposed by the Navy. The
QRMC concludes that a Unit Incentive Pay could stabilize the
Selected Reserve compliment of NRF ships, allow the training
received during both drill weekends and periods of annual active
duty to be concentrated on fewer Selected Reserve members, and
produce platforms available for immediate service in the event
of a national emergency.
8
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The 6th QRIC recommends that legislation be prepared to
permit the Secretary of the Navy to authorize payment,
under a two year test program, of "Naval Reserve Fleet Pay"
to enlisted Selected Reserve members serving on NRF ships.
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The QRNC believes the Navy should limit the test, if authorized,
to the coast (or geographical area) where Naval Reserve ships
have the lowest aggregate readiness (personnel and training), in
order to isolate reductions in turnover rates and best ascertain
any increase in readiness attributable to Naval Reserve Fleet
Pay. The estimated cost of the test as recommended would be
$1.6 million for each year of the proposed two-year test.

Sea Duty Service Credit for Members of the Selected Reserve
The Secretary of the Navy's National Reserve Policy Board
recommended that legislation be developed to provide authority
for Selected Reservists assigned to NRF ships to have their
regularly scheduled drill days computed ar Tn duty toward sea
*Ad the Chief of
pay credit. The Secretary of the Navy di.:
6th QRNC.
Naval Operations to forward this issue to uil..

The 6th QRKC reviewed the Navy policy that limits granting sea
duty service credit to Selected Reservists in the Naval Reserve
who serve aboard Naval Reserve ships during periods of IDT.
Currently, Selected Reserve crews serving aboard NRF ships
accrue creditable sea duty time for purposes of Career Sea Pay
only during ADT, not during periods of IDT.
Section 305a of title 37, United States Code, defines sea duty
as "duty performed by a member while permanently or temporarily
assigned to a ship, ship-based staff, or ship-based aviation
unit, ... the primary mission of which is accomplished

underway." No distinction in law is made between active or
reserve personnel who may be assigned to the same ship. In
fact, Selected Reservists in the Naval Reserve meet the same
qualifications as their active counterparts; namely, they are
permanently assigned to the NRF ship, perform duties aboard that
ship, and the ship has been designated under regulations of the
Secretary of the Navy as a ship whose primary mission is
accomplished underway. Nevertheless, these individuals accrue
creditable sea duty time only during periods of ADT. The Navy
acknowledges that the existing system of sea duty computation
may be inequitable, but has concluded that credit for sea duty
time is linked by statute to eligibility for Career Sea Pay.
This may be the result of language contained in the statute
addressing the entitlement to basic pay.
The 6th QRMC review of the statute and implementing
regulations (Department of Defense Pay and Entitlements Manual
and SECNAVINST 7220.77B) indicated that the entitlement and rate
for Career Sea Pay are dependent upon entitlement to basic pay
and sea duty service. However, the legislation does not
stipulate that accumulation of creditable sea duty service is
dependent upon entitlement to basic pay. Only the actual
payment of the special pay is tied to basic pay. Thus, the QRNC
believes that members of the Naval Reserve who are assigned to
.erve component Incentfve Program.
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by Selected Reservists of the Naval Reserve can be
considered usea duty service" for the purpose of determining
rates of Career Sea Pay. The Office of General Counsel
concluded that credit for sea duty for inactive duty training
may be provided for by Navy regulation under the conditions set
forth in title 37, United States Code. The Office of General
Counsel opinion and supporting documentation are included as
part of the working papers of the 6th QRNC (Volume ID).
General Findings - Special and Incentive Pays
Data for the reserve components is not currently available to
properly identify and quantify the numerous S&I pays. Unlike
the active components, which specifically program and budget for
S&I pays, the reserve components factor S&Is into their reserve
personnel programs. In addition automated reserve pay files do
not contain sufficient data on S&I pays to track recipients or
cost by type of pay. Consequently, no data could be provided to
show, by skill type, the numbers of positions authorized to
receive S&I pays or the numbers of members currently receiving
these pays.
The 6th QRMC noted that financial data relative to S&I
entitlements differs greatly, depending upon the component and
the type of reserve status (IDT or ADT). For example, for IDT,
the Army maintains accounting on the Joint Uniform Pay System
(JUMPS-ReC). Army accounting for ADT, by contrast, is maintained
at the field or installation levels and data is reported only
for specific entitlements such as Basic pay, Basic Allowance for
Quarters, and Basic Allowance for Subsistence. Special and
incentive pays are not specifically identified; they are
combined into a pay category termed "other pays." Gathering
meaningful data on S&Is would require an individual pay record
audit to determine the type of incentive pay and the amount
paid. Similarly, the Navy and Marine Corps capture data in
total only, not by specific entitlement. Currently, the Air
Force appears to be the only service with the capability to
report S&Is at the detail level; however, producing this level
of detail would require a major reprogramming effort that would
take approximately six months to accomplish.
The Reserve Components Common Personnel Data System (RCCPDS)
can identify,.by military occupational specialty, individuals
who potentially would be entitled to S&I pays. However, this
system cannot verify that individuals possessing such skills are
actually performing them (duty position) and cannot validate
that a member is receiving a special or incentive pay. For
5-18
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example, in the Army, a member coded as possessing a parachutist
skill may not be receiving Parachute Duty Pay because the member
Other problems such
is not assigned to a parachutist position.
as the multiplicity of skills possessed by a single member

(secondary or tertiary specialties, coupled with skill prefixes
and suffixes) make it extremely difficult to obtain reliable
data.

Notwithstanding the scarcity of data on S&Is, the 6th QRC
supports the basic principle of compensating members of the
reserve components in proportion to their participation through
S&I pays were created as career
the one-thirtieth formula.
incentives to attract and retain active component members.
Extending these SaI pays to reservists was intended to
compensate members of the reserve components fairly and equally
when they perform the same military duties as their active
counterparts.
Finally, the 6th QRMC review noted that entitlement to certain
SaIs is tied to the receipt of basic pay. This restriction
appears to have an adverse impact on reservists who perform the
same duties as their active component counterparts and should be
eliminated.
While the effectiveness of S&I pays could not be determined in
terms of their recruiting and retention effects, the QRMC
believes that S&Is are necessary if the reserve components are
to meet their manpower requirements. Furthermore, these pays
serve to recognize the unique skill requirements placed upon the
reserve components and act as an inducement for members of the
Selected Reserve to become qualified and maintain their skill
qualifications.
m

The 6th QRNC recommends the following general changes
relative to special and incentive pays in the reserve
components:
The each special and incentive pay for the reserve

.a

components should be identified in budget documents,
with a separate line item for AGR and part-time

personnel.
U

Financial
aggregate
recipient
automated

accounting systems used by the Services should
each S&I pay separately so that cost and
data can be specifically identified in an
fashion.
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History of Sonuses
The National Guard and Reserve components use bonus programs
as an incentive to induce persons to join a reserve component

and to encourage those already in a reserve component to remain.
These programs and others are intended to enhance readiness by

meeting manpower requirements, particularly in the areas of
critical skills and critical units, and to develop and maintain
a pool of skilled, trained, and immediately available personnel
and units to combine with active component forces in times of
national emergency.
In the late 1970s, the Department of Defense introduced the
use of Selected Reserve incentives as an "extraordinary measure"
to correct severe manpower shortages that were most critical in
the Army National Guard and the Army Reserve. Army Reserve
component strength had dropped from 638,000 in 1973 to 527,000
in 1978. Initial attempts to solve the problem included such
measures as increasing the size of the recruiter force and
adding low-cost incentives to the reserve benefits package, such
as survivor benefits, exchange privileges during weekend drills,
and life insurance.
Despite these efforts, the strength of the Army's reserve
components continued to decline. This decline raised serious
concerns about the Army reserve components' viability in the
All-Volunteer Force. In response to these concerns, Congress
passed Public Law 95-79 on July 30, 1977, authorizing a test of
a Selected Reserve Reenlistment Bonus to correct shortages in
the skills or units most essential to mobilization capability.
The Army began use of this incentive program with the
reenlistment bonus test in Fiscal Year (FY) 1978. Since most
reservists who were retained at that time extended their term
for only one year, the program goals were to lengthen the term
of commitment and increase the reenlistment rate. The RAND
Corporation conducted the one-year test and then systematically
followed the retention of the bonus group. Their subsequent
evaluation indicated that the bonus had only a relatively small
effect on reenlistment rates. The evaluation did find, however,
a substantial difference in the term of service selected by
individuals who reenlisted
for the bonus and in their subsequent
3
continuation rates.
Continuing reserve manpower shortages prompted Congress to
authorize additional incentive programs (enlistment bonus 1978, affiliation bonus - 1980, Student Loan Repayment Program 1981, IRR enlistment and reenlistment bonus - 1983, priorservice enlistment bonus - 1985, and the Montgomery GI Bill 1985). The Student Loan Repayment Program is discussed later in
this section and the Montgomery GI Bill is discussed in the
5-20
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educational assistance section of this chapter. These programs
have been important in enabling the Selected Reserve to increase
its strength and the quality of its manpower resources. The new

incentive programs, together with increased recruiting
resources, have improved the quantity and quality of the
Selected Reserve manpower.
Current Bonus Programs
As noted, the incentive program has grown over time. Actual
expenditures for new and anniversary payments for reserve bonus
programs in FY 1987 were $107.9 million. The six bonuses
currently authorized for reserve component use are described
below. These bonuses are currently authorized through September
30, 1990. Figures 5-1 through 5-5 depict the DoD budget, by
component, for each bonus in constant 1978 dollars. Note: Each
bonus graph has a different scale, designed to show the amount
spent on that bonus by component. The graphs do not show the
relative amount spent per bonus as compared to the other
bonuses. Data for FY 1987 and prior years is historical, and
data after FY 1987 is projected. Figure 5-6 shows a comparison
of the DoD total for all bonuses for FY 1987 through FY 1989.
Budget and bonus recipient information by bonus type and
component is included as Appendix B. The budget data does not
include Coast Guard Reserve information. The Coast Guard
Reserve bonus program is a very small program with less than 100
recipients and less than $100,000 in payments. It has not been
used since 1985.
Enlistment Bonus for Members of the Selected Reserve
Section 308c of title 37, United States Code, authorizes a
bonus for individuals without prior service who enlist in the
Selected Reserve. Any secondary school graduate who has never
served in an armed force, and who enlists in the Selected
Reserve for not less than six years, may receive an enlistment
bonus of up to $2,000. The Army National Guard and Reserve and
the Marine Corps Reserve use this bonus for critical skills and
for designated units. Other reserve components use this bonus
for critical skills only. Under the law, up to half the
Selected Reserve Enlistment Bonus shall be paid upon completion
of initial active duty for training (IADT), with the remainder
being paid in periodic installments or a lump sum, as determined
by the Secretary concerned. Cost data is shown in Figure 5-1.
Prior-Service Enlistment Bonus for Members of the Selected
Reserve
Section 3081 of title 37 authorizes a bonus to former enlisted
members of an armed force if they enlist in the Selected Reserve
for three or six years in a critical military specialty. These
members must have completed their military service obligations
Reserve Componrnt lncentifv
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FIGURE 5-1. SELECTED RESERVE ENLISTMENT BONUS
ACTUAL AND PROGRAMMED EXPENDITURES

but have less than 10 years of total military service, must have
received an honorable discharge, must not be leaving active duty
to enlist in a reserve component, and must not previously have
been paid an enlistment or reenlistment bonus in a reserve
component. Members may not receive more than one bonus under
this section. For a three-year enlistment, the law provides
payment of up to $2,500. This includes an initial amounv not to
exceed $1,250 and subsequent payments not to exceed $416.66 per
year for the remainder of the enlistment. For a six-year
enlistment, the law provides payment of up to $5,000, with the
initial payment not to exceed $2,500 and subsequent payments not
to exceed $416.66 per year of enlistment. The subsequent
payments are dependent upon satisfactory completion of each year
of the enlistment term. DoD policy limits the maximum bonus
amount to less than that authorized in law. Under DoD policy, a
merber cntering a three-year enlistment may receive not more
than $1,500. This includes an initial payment of $600, with
anniversary payments not to exceed $400 per year. For a sixyear enlistment, a member may receive not more than $3,000. The
initial payment may not exceed $1,200, and the anniversary
payments may not exceed $400 per year. Cost data for the
Selected Reserve Prior-Service Enlistment Bonus is shown in
Figure 5-2.
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FIGURE 5-2. SELECTED RESERVE PRIOR SERVICE ENLISTMENT BONUS
ACTUAL AND PROGRAMMED EXPENDITURES

Reenlistment Bonus for Members of the Selected Reserve
Section 308b of title 37 authorizes a reenlistment bonus for
individuals with less than 10 years of total military service if
they reenlist in the Selected Reserve in a designated military
skill or unit for periods of three or six years. Members may
not receive more than one bonus under this section. The payment
schedule authorized in law i- the same as the Prior-Service
Enlistment Bonus schedule. For a three-year enlistment, the law
provides payment of up to $2,500. This includes an initial
amount not to ex.eed $1,250 and subsequent payments not to
exceed $416.66 per year for the remainder of the enlistment.
For a six-year enlistment, the law provides payment of up to
$5,000, with the initial payment not to exceed $2,500 arl
subsequent payments not to exceed $416.66 per year of
enlistment. The subsequent payments are dependent upon
satisfactory completion of each year of the enlistment term.
Again, a lower maximum bonus amount has been set ty DoD policy.
The limits and payment schedules are the same as those set by
the Prior-Service Enlistment Bonus. A member reenlisting for
three years may not receive more than $1,500. The initial
payment may not exceed $600, and anniversary payments may not
Reserve Component Incentfve Programs
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FIGURE 5-3. SELECTED RESERVE REENLISTMENT BONUS
ACTUAL AND PROGRAMMED EXPENDITURES

exceed $400 per year. For a six-year reenlistment, the member
may receive not more than $3,000. The initial payment may not
exceed $1,200, and anniversary payments are limited to a maximum
of $400 per year. See Figure 5-3 for cost information.
Reserve Affiliation Bonus for Members of the Selected Reserve
Under section 308e of title 37, members serving on active duty
with less than 180 days of active duty obligation remaining, but
who have a military service obligation upon release from active
duty, may receive a bonus equal to $50 multiplied by the months
of the military service obligation remaining. The member must
be qualified in a military specialty as designated by the
Secretary concerned, must have a grade for which there is a
vacancy in the prospective reserve component, and must execute
an agreement for the period of obligated reserve service
remaining. If the individual has 18 or less months of
obligation remaining, the Military Department Secretary may pay
the bonus in a lump sum. If the individual has more than 18
months of obligation remaining, half the bonus is paid upon the
execution of the agreement, with the remaining amount paid on
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the fifth anniversary of the original enlistment or call to
active duty. Figure 5-4 shows the cost information for the
Selected Reserve Affiliation Bonus.
Bonus for Enlistment in the Ready Reserve other than the
Selected Reserve
Section 308g of title 37 authorizes a $1000 bonus for a sixyear enlistment in the Individual Ready Reserve (IRR) in a
combat or combat support skill by someone who has not previously
served in an armed force. The member must satisfactorily
complete IADT. In FY 1984, the Army was authorized $1.2 million
to test this bonus. Less than 500 members were enlisted
directly into the IRR. Neither the Army nor any of the other
Services is currently using this authority.
Bonus for Reenlistment, Enlistment, or Voluntary Extension of
Enlistment in Elements of the Ready Reserve other than the
Selected Reserve
Section 308h of title 37 authorizes a bonus to persons who
reenlist, enlist, or voluntarily extend an enlistment in a
combat skill or a combat support skill in the Individual Ready
Reserve for three or six years beyond any other period of
obligated service. The three-year bonus is $750, paid in equal
annual installments. The six-year bonus is $1,500, with $500
paid upon reenlistment and the remainder paid in equal annual
installments. The Secretary concerned may require the recipient
to participate in an annual muster or active duty for training.
Cost information is shown in Figure 5-5.
Figure 5-6 shows a comparison of the DoD total for all bonuses
for FY 1987 through FY 1989.
Previous Studies of Bonus Effectiveness
Since the inception of the reserve incentive program, efforts
have been made to measure its effectiveness. Analyses have
focused in three major areas: surveys, field tests, 'historical data. A recent report on recruiting an3
.ation in
the reserve components, prepared by the Office of

_.,

%ssistant

Secretary of Defense for Reserve Affairs (OASD(RA)), notes "that
analytic studies of the factors influencing reserve accessions
and retention are intrinsically more difficult to perform than
are analyses of the factors influencing the active components." 4
For example, reserve units for the most part must draw their
needed manpower from individuals living in a specific
geographical area, whereas the active force can draw from the
entire country. Therefore, the data required for analysis must
include information on the supply of manpower at the local level
as well as information on unit requirements.
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Unfortunately, much information of this type is lacking. In
addition, compared with active component members, reservists are
much more affected by events in their civilian lives.
Reservists' continuation and reenlistment decisions are affected
by changes in their marital status, employment status, and
residence. As these variables change, their commitment to the
reserves or their ability to meet reserve training requirements
is likely to change. Finally, the reserve manpower system is a
more open system than the active duty system, with a higher
degree of lateral entry and reentry. An individual may
disappear from 4 reserve roster only to enter another reserve
component or Selected Reserve unit later.
Thus the analysis of the use of bonuses as an effective
recruiting and retention vehicle in the reserve components is a
particularly complicated issue. Since 1978, numerous studies
have examined the question of bonus effectiveness for recruiting
and retention; however, only a handful of these studies have
looked at the reserve forces.
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Some information is available concerning the attitude of
potential enlistees. The Youth Attitude Tracking Study (YATS)
is an annual survey that provides data about the propensity of
young men and women to enlist in the active military and in the
reserve components. YAT3 provides some information on the
potential effects of reserve incentives on individuals with no

current or prior military service. Results from the 1983, 1984,
1985, and 1986 surveys show that hypothetical incremental
increases in enlistment bonuses and educational assistance
increase the estimated likelihood of enlistment for individuals
with a propensity to be members of the Guard or Reserve.
Similarly, the U.S. Army Recruiting Command 1983 study, "The
Measurement of High School Students' Attitudes Toward Recruiting
Incentives," 5 concluded that educational assistance was a more
effective incentive to potential enlistees in mental categories
I and II, whereas enlistment bonuses were more effective to
potential enlistees in mental categories IIIa, IIb, and IV.
The RAND Corporation has been heavily engaged in evaluating
the effects of both enlistment and reenlistment bonuses. As
mentioned before, the results from their study, "The Design,
Administration and Evaluation of the 1978 Selected Reserve
Reenlistment Bonus Test," 6 showed relatively small differences
in reenlistment rates when comparing the test and control
groups. The length of term of service selected by individuals
who reenlisted, however, was substantially different for the
test group and the control group. Eighty-two percent of
reenlistees in the test regions selected three- or six-year
terms. Only 13 percent of the reenlistees in the control group
selected the longer terms. RAND also found that, given an
annual reenlistment choice, many members chose not to reenlist.
However, the bonus incentive apparently encouraged recipients to
honor the longer commitment they had incurred, thereby reducing
attrition and resulting in higher strength levels. Their
subsequent study, "Follow-up of Participants in the 1978
Selected Reserve Reenlistment Bonus Test," 7 concluded that the
longer term of service generated by the bonus increased total
man-years of service. Additionally, it was found that, during
the second, third, and fourth years after reenlistment, the
difference in attrition rates remained at approximately 6
percentage points when comparing the test and control cells.
RAND concluded that the principal effects of a reenlistment
bonus were longer terms of service, higher quality recruits, and
reduced attrition.
Studies by the United States Army Research Institute for
Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARX) tend to support the RAND
conclusions. ARI examined the effects of reenlistment bonuses
on the Army. One study, conducted for the 6th QRMC, used an
empirical Bayes analysis to estimate the increased length of
service that can actually be expected as the result of the
longer enlistment period for bonus takers. The ARI study,
5-28
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included as Appendix C, concluded that reenlistment bonuses are
useful for increasing the average reenlistment ters
and
therefore for increasing committed man-years of service (up to
triple the man-years),

retention rates.

and that bonuses also increase Army

The second ARI study, included as Appendix 0,

looked at educational incentives and higher reenlistment bonuses
in relation to Army Reserve reenlistments. This study concluded
that higher bonus amounts of $1,250 for a three-year contract
and $2,500 for a six-year contract resulted in a 6 to 8 percent
increase in reenlistment contracts.
As with RAND and ARI, other studies support the positive
effects bonuses have on recruiting and retention. One such
study on Naval Reserve affiliation found that veterans with

Naval Reserve skills that were eligible for bonuses tended to
affiliate at a higher rate than veterans with skills that were
not eligible.
Another study on Naval Reserve affiliation found
that naval veterans with prior service were responsive to pay,
including bonuses, and that veterans were less costly to attract
than personnel without prior service even after the payment of
bonuses. 9 The study also found that affiliation bonuses may be
more effective if the bonus payment level varies according to
skill. However, as mentioned previously, the study also noted
that analysis was hampered by the lack of quality data on the
reserve forces.
Sixth ORKC Bonus Analysis
The 6th QRMC attempted to use personnel and payroll data in
conjunction with the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys to estimate
the extent to which the reserve incentive programs were
effective in support of recruiting and retention objectives.
The QRMC analysis was hampered by a lack of reliable personnel
and pay data. Supporting analyses, conducted by the Services on
their own programs, were not available. The Services were able
to document the magnitude of their programs, both in terms of
the numbers of bonuses paid and the personnel receiving them,
but there was little analysis of their cost-effectiveness. In
other words, the effects of alternatives and supplements to
bonus programs, such as an increase in existing educational
programs or the combined effect of educational incentives and
bonus programs, were not being explored.
Another aspect that hindered analysis efforts was the number
of available incentives. For example, in FY 1981, a new recruit
could receive an enlistment bonus or educational assistance and,
if eligible, entitlement to the Student Loan Repayment Program.
Currently, an enlistee may be eligible for a bonus, the
Montgomery GI Bill, Student Loan Repayment Program, and (in the
case of the National Guard) state-funded educational assistance.
Therefore, the effects of any one program become very difficult
to aasess.
Reserve Comonent Incentive Programs
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In order to determine the effectiveness of bonuses, the QRMC
created continuation rates for recipients of enlistment and
reenlistment bonuses. The Services provided data listing the
skills that were bonused and those that were not from 1981 to
1946. Thisdinformation for selected skills was then crossmatched with the Reserve Components Common Personnel Data System
(RCCPDS) to determine, by social security number (SSAN) and
component, which individuals within that skill received and
which did not receive bonuses in the specific time frame. The
extent to which RCCPDS data was available limited the analysis
to the USAR and the USAFR from 1983 to 1986. For each year ('83
through '86) USAR cohort groups at zero, three, and six years of
service (YOS) and USAFR cohort groups at zero, four, and six YOS
were chosen to highlight the enlistment bonus (zero YOS) and
reenlistment bonus (three, four, and six YOS).
The zero YOS cohort includes all members with less than one
YOS. The chosen control years of service approximate the
reenlistment decision years for individuals. These cohort
groups were then examined by SSAN at the beginning of each year
and again at the end of each year to determine which individuals
who started the year remained at the end. This provided cohort
continuation rates for individuals in that fiscal year and YOS
who received bonuses and for those who did not. The QRMC
analysis assumed that bonused individuals included both those
enlisting or reenlisting for a bonus and those receiving bonus
anniversary payments for a decision made in previous years. By
comparing the continuation rates of bonused skills (including
within*a bonused skill both those who received a bonus and those
who did not) with continuation rates for nonbonused skills and
with the reserve components' average, it was possible to
estimate the relative effectiveness of the bonuses. Selection
of the cohort groups by separate year made it possible to
discount effects of the economy, of age, and of pay changes,
highlighting the effects of the bonus.
Numerous problems with the databases hampered and constrained
this analysis effort. Prior to 1982, RCCPDS did not include an
incentive code and did not make it possible to identify the type
of bonus an individual was receiving. This limited the analysis
to four years: 1983 through 1986. Even though the database
codes indicated whether or not an individual was receiving a
bonus, the data was not reliable. As stated before, the only
components with reliable data were the Air Force Reserve and the
Army Reserve. Data for the other components was either missing
or considered to be insufficiently reliable. Even in the case
of the two components with relatively reliable data, there was a
tendency forthe post-1982 data to be miscoded. Miscoded data
identified itself when numerous individuals in unbonused skills
were coded as receiving a bonus, as in the case of USAR Chaplain
Assistant and USAFR Turboprop Propulsion Mechanic shown in Table
5-4. In addition, in the Army, an individual could have
5-30
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TABLE 5-4.

Cohort

Continuation Rates for Cohorts with Sleteod Skills. With and Without Bonuses
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0 YOS
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FY 198"
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.74
.70
.72

.76
.91
.76

.67
.49
.61

.81
.73
.73

.89
.69
.78

.63
.50
.52

.80
.69
.68

.70
.84
.75

.73
.51
.46

)

.59
.56
.50

USAR chaptain Assistant (71)
0 To$
.70
.73
.6

- Nonbonued skirt

.62
.00
.63

.67
.4
.52

.81
.79
.73

.92
.00
.57

.73
.6
.53

.80
.74
.79

.73
.75
.71

.79
.44
.42

Rom Specliest (91)
.71
."5
.82
.7
.75
.57
.70
.73
.82
.7
.72 .92

.7
.60
.56

.81
.73
.73

.85
1.0
.70

.88
.68
.45

.80
.69
.9

.85
.70
.58

.77
.61
.54

USAFR Aurcrft FuelSystem Mechanic (423X3)
0 YOS
.83
.88
.5
.8
9 .83
4 YOS
.73
.73
.70
.80 1.00
.54
6 TOe
.79
.75 .70
.82 1.00
.74

.85
.79
.84

.89
1.00
.67

.79
.69
.70

.84
.74
.79

.69
.7
1.00

.72
.75
.65

.85
.79
.84

.85
1.00
1.00

.88
.62
.80

.84
.J4
.79

.77
.86
.50

.71
.62
.65

.82
.81
.70

.84
.74 1.00
.J9 1.00

.95
.52
154.

3 YO$
6 YO$

."
.71

.73
.67

USAR Opertng
0 TOS
.70
3 YOS
.7
6 TO5
.79

.52
.55

.7
.80
.72

USAFR Aerospace Ground Equpment Nechani

(423Xb)

0 YOS
4 YOS
6 YOS

.79
.58
.66"

.83
.73
.79

.86
1.00
.82

.75
.31
.78

USAFR Turboprop Propusion

.82
.80
.52

.73
1.00
.96

echanic (426X3) - Nonbonused skit

0 TOe
4 YOS
6 YOS

.83
.73
.78

Source:

Reserve Components Common Personnel Data System

.50

.50
.71
.75

.82
.80
.82

1.00

.78
1.00
.77

.85
.79
.84

1.00

received a unit bonus and not a skill bonus.

This was not

~identifiable in the database.

Also, an individual could have
received a bonus for a previous skill that was no longer the
individual's duty skill. Although the bonus should have been
terminated, this was not evident from the database and could not
be determined.
Despite these problems, the 6th QRXC analysis does show
generally positive effects from bonuses. Continuation rates for
the cohort groups and selected skills (shown in Table 5-4)
indicate that bonused members have better continuation rates
than the reserve component average and better than unbonused
Reserve Component Incentive Program
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members with the same skill.

The improved continuation is more

apparent in the early years (zero-, three-, and four-year
cohorts) than in the six-year cohort, where the effects of other

incentives, such as retirement and higher pay, are more
pronounced. Years with a continuation rate of 1.00 resulted
from small cohort groups. Years with no continuation rate
listed ara years when, according to the database, no members
received a bonus.
The rates may also highlight an "on again-off again" effect.
This appears to occur when the starting authority is delayed by
the annual Congressional authorization process or when Service
decisions result in the bonus not being authorized again as the
Services adjust the bonus eligibility lists for skill and unit
eligibility. This is evident in FY 1985 and FY 1986, when the
continuation rates tended to drop because the starting bonus
authority was delayed, even though members currently receiving
the bonus were not affected. This "uncertainty factor"
indicates that bonused members are concerned with and react to
the fact that their bonus may not be available when reenlistment
time comes around.
The database problems encountered by the QRNC also plagued a
forthcoming RAND study conducted, in part, in support of the
QRMC. The RAND study deals with economic factors affecting the
attrition of prior service members in the Army National Guard
and Army Reserve. 10 Among other factors, RAND looked at the
effects of reenlistment and affiliation bonuses. While RAND
found a positive relationship between increased compensation and
reduced attrition, results concerning the effects of bonuses
were mixed. RAND did find that, for the Army National Guard
(data was not available for the Army Reserve) the completion
payment in the affiliation bonus does appear to reduce
attrition. In part, the problems encountered by RAND were due
to the difficulty of assessing bonus effects outside an
experimental design. RAND also found that available reserve
databases did not contain information concerning eligibility for
or receipt of bonuses and this had to be estimated. Other1 1gaps
in reserve personnel data also confounded their analysis.
A study of the effect of pay on the retention of active Navy
veterans affiliating with the Naval Reserve was conducted for
the QRMC by the Center for Naval Ar-lysis (CNA) (study at
Appendix E). As did RAND, the CNA study found that pay has a
positive impact on retention. As with the other studies,
however, CNA had difficulty in estimating bonus effects because
of insufficient data to show which reservists actually receive
bonuses. CNA did impute bonus pay, however, based on the
analysis of individual characteristics and bonus qualification
provisions used by the Naval Reserve during the period studied.
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CNA concluded that bonuses affected both affiliation and
retention in skills responsive to pay and, for those skills, can
be effective and relatively inexpensive tools.
The QRNC also analyzed data from the 1986 Reserve Components

Surveys in order to assess bonus effects. Analysis of the
survey data indicates that both enlistment and reenlistment
bonuses improve the length of terms of enlistment, as shown in
Figures 5-7 and 5-8. Figure 5-7 shows that 95 percent of
enlistment bonus recipients and 82 percent of reenlistment bonus
recipients committed to terms of four or more years, contrasted
with only 60 percent of unbonused members. As shown in Figure
5-8, out of the 283,347 members who enlisted for a four- to sixyear term of service, 52 percent received a bonus. More
significantly, the group having a four- to six-year term of
service comprises 65 percent of all members. This indicates
that bonus takers elect longer terms of service, either to
qualify for a bonus or to maximize bonus earnings. since
bonused members have higher continuation rates than other
enlistees, the end result may be reduced attrition, higher
selectivity, and reduced costs in meeting manpower strength
objectives.
One beneficial result of the longer terms of enlistment
resulting from bonuses is the concurrent potential increase in
man-years of service. As discussed earlier, RAND's reenlistment
studies have shown an improvement of approximately 25 percent in
continuation rates for bonused members over unbonused members.
For Army and Air Force skills, a representative training cost is
approximately $10,000 to train the individual to initial skill
level qualification. Any avoidance of new training costs that a
bonus can provide will more thar offset the total outlay of the
bonus, which in most cases i. 's than the $5,000 outlay for
the maximum bonus. However, realization of the additional manyears of service is dependent upon the bonused individuals
completing their obligation.
Another reason to conclude that bonuses contribute to longer
enlistments comes from members' responses to survey questions
about the extent that money contributed to a member's most
recent decision to remain in the reserve. Comparison of
responses of the pay grade groupings showed that, in their
reenlistment decision, bonused individuals placed a slightly
higher value on money to meet immediate expenses than did
members not receiving bonuses. The most significant difference
in the responses came from the E5 and lower pay grades, those
most likely to be eligible for bonuses. These results support
the view that bonuses attract individuals who would otherwise
not enlist.

Reserve Component Incentive Programs
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The 6th QRMC did examine the cost of the reserve bonus
program. Figure 5-9 shows the DoD total actual and programmed
bonus costs (all bonuses, both new and anniversary payments)
from their inception in FY 1978 until FY 1989. The data is
expressed in constant FY 1978 dollars. Data for FY 1987 and
prior years is historical; for years after FY 1987, data is
projected. The total bonus program has grown from $1.7 million
in FY 1978 to a projected $56.2 million in FY 1989 ($107.9
million in current year dollars). Figure 5-10 shows the growth
in the numbers of bonus recipients over the same time period.
In FY 1978 there were 2,108 recipients; the number of recipients
is projected to grow to 247,415 in FY 1989. According to the
Services, this growth has allowed them to better meet their
strength requirements and to reduce shortfalls in skill and
critical unit requirements.
Observing the continued growth in the use of the bonus
program, the 6th QRMC examined the portion of members' pay that
bonuses represented. The 6th QRMC selected the FY 1986 enlisted
force with less than 10 years of service. Only the cohort with
less than 10 years of service was used, because members with
over 10 years are not eligible to start a new bonus. The QRMC
determined the basic pay of this cohort and compared it with the
basic pay of the bonus recipient cohort of the same year. Basic
pay was used instead of Regular Military Compensation because it
is consistent for all reserve and active members. Of the
reservists (all DoD) receiving a bonus in FY 1986, the average
bonus was 21 percent of average annual basic pay. In addition,
39 percent of reservists with less than 10 years of service were
receiving a bonus. For the active components, the average bonus
was 19 percent of average annual basic pay, and 19 percent of
active component members with less than 14 years of service were
bonus recipients. (In order to use comparable populations, the
6th QRMC used the active component enlisted population with less
than 14 years of service, after which active members are
ineligible for bonuses.) In essence, compared with the active
components, the reserve components are paying bonuses to a
larger proportion of their enlisted force, and they are paying
at a slightly higher per capita rate, relative to overall basic
compensation. However, the QRMC could not conclusively
determine the cost-effectiveness of these bonuses for recruiting
and retention because of the inadequate databases.
Special Bonus Issues
Selected Reserve Enlistment Bonus
Examination of the current bonus program structure brought to
light numerous inconsistencies. The Selected Reserve Enlistment
Bonus is designed to attract and retain an individual without
prior service in the Selected Reserve. According to the reserve
components, the attracting mechanism of the bonus is effective;
Reserve Component Incentive Programs
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the components are generally meeting their recruiting
requirements. However, the retention mechanism is not working
as wellas desired; the reserve components have high attrition
rates among first-term enlistees. Active duty bonus studies
have shown that the bonus is most effective if paid in a lump

sum, with the largest amount possible paid up front. This
rationale is reasonable in the active components, which have
tight control over the bonused individual and whose enforcement
of the bonus contract term is relatively easier. This is not
the case, however, with the reserve. According to the reserve
components, it is not uncommon for an individual to enlist with
a bonus, complete training, and fail to continue with the
reserve service required under the contract. To prevent an
individual from taking a large bonus up front and subsequently
failing to complete the contract, the Army reserve components
restructured their payment of the Selected Reserve Reenlistment
Bonus in July 1986 to pay a smaller initial payment with larger
anniversary payments. Prior to this restructuring, both the
Army Guard and Reserve had a reenlistment ratio of three 6-year
contracts to every 3-year contract. After restructuring the
reenlistment bonus, the ratio has increased to 6:1 for the Guard
and to 10:1 for the Reserve. Also, there is little or no
recoupment action necessary for failure to honor the contract.
The same approach could be used on the Enlistment Bonus.

*

As currently written in law, at least 50 percent of the
Enlistment Bonus must be paid upon initial enlistment, with the
remainder paid in periodic installments. Based on the Army's
experience with the Reenlistment Bonus, it may be more
advantageous and cost-effective to restructure the Enlistment
Bonus, making it payable up to 50 percent upon initial
enlistment, with the greater portion spread over the term of the
enlistment to encourage members to stay and complete their
contracts. This would avoid many recoupment actions: the
individual would-essentially receive the anniversary payments
for service rendered instead of service promised. Appendix F
contains an Army Research Instituteworking paper outlining the
parameters for a reserve Enlistment Bonus experiment that would
restructure the payment schedule to provide greater incentives
later in the enlistment period. The test will allow a
comparison of the cost-effectiveness of two experimental
programs, each with different bonus amounts and different pJyout
schedules, and will allow comparison of each experimental
program with the current program. The differing bonus amounts
will enable assessment of whether larger nominal skill bonuses
will increase the total number of enlistments without prior
service and channel people into the critical skills that are
most difficult to fill. Results with the differing payout
schemes will determine whether the bonus can be used to reduce
attrition.

Rserv* Compne tincentive Progee
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for an additional four years. It appears most feasible for the
Army to conduct the recommended test: however, providing the
Department of Defense with general authority to test will allow
flexibility to test an option within another Service, if it is
deemed advisable. In addition to measuring the effects of the
restructured bonus, the test should track the influence of the
Montgomery GI Bill on new bonus recipients. The test would
provide for a rate of payment up to a maximum of $5,000;
however, the test should be conducted within the current budget
authority. This may cause the Army to restructure the
Enlistment Bonus as it applies to units, in order to fund the
proposed modified skill Enlistment Bonus. Authority for the
test should be pursued on an urgent basis to enable testing to
begin as soon as possible, due to the current budget reductions
and the declining youth cohort.
Selected Reserve Prior Service Enlistment Bonus
Another incongruence is in the Selected Reserve Prior-Service

Enlistment Bonus. Currently, this bonus is paid to individuals
with prior service who have completed their military service
obligation (six years for those who first entered military
service prior to June 1, 1984, and eight years for those who
first entered after that date) but who have less than 10 years
of total military service. This restriction was put in place
when the service obligation was six years. With the current
eight-year obligation, the bonus allows only a two-year window
in which an individual must decide to enlist in the reserve.
This limitation may be costing the reserve numerous potential
enlistees. The 6th QRMC believes that a longer enlistment

window would be beneficial and appropriate. Preliminary
analysis, conducted by RAND, on the accession patterns of active
component veterans into the Selected Reserve indicate that, for
the Army, 25 percent of active duty separatees who are eligible
for reenlistment affiliate with the Guard or Reserve within one
year. By the end,of the fifth year after separation, the
percentage increased to 37 percent. By moving the latest year
of enlistment to 14 years, which is consistent with the active
duty bonus program, the reserves can expand the enlistment
window for this bonus from two years to six years. While the
numbers of accessions would be small for the group with over 10

years of service, the expanded authority could help meet needs
in the very critical skills. Adoption of this recommendation
would not require increases in service outlays.
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The 6th QEC recommends that the law be amended so that the
eligibility window for the Selected Reserve Prior-Service
nlistment Bonus is extended to members with less than 14
years of total military service.

Selected Reserve Reenlistment Bonus
a

The 6th QMbC recommends legislation to modify the Selected
Reserve Reenlistmnt Bonus authority, extending eligibility
for the bonus to members with iess than 14 years of total
military service.

This change is justified by the additional flexibility it would
give to the reserve components in their efforts to retain
members in the most critical specialties. Also, of course, it
would be consistent with the active duty bonus program. The
restriction allowing only one bonus of this type per member
should be retained. The authority could be implemented with no
increase in total outlays. As with the Prior-Service Enlistment
Bonus, the bonus payments for those with over 10 years of
service would be limited to only very critical specialties.
Selected Reserve Affiliation Bonus
The final change recommended in the current bonus program is
to amend the Selected Reserve Affiliation Bonus. Currently, a
member who has less then 180 days of active duty remaining, and
who agrees to affiliate with a reserve unit for the remaining
military service obligation, may receive a bonus of $50
(statutory authority is a maximum of $75) for every month of
military service obligation remaining. If over 18 months of
obligation remain, half the bonus will be paid upon execution of
the agreement with the remainder to be paid on the fifth
anniversary of the original enlistment. With the average
current enlistment of four years, this change equates to half
being paid upon affiliation (at four years) and the remainder
being paid one year later (on the fifth anniversary), with three
more years of service still required. As with the Prior-Service
Enlistment Bonus, this service obligation restriction was put in
place when the military service obligation was only six years.
With a six-year obligation, the remainder of the bonus was paid

just before the expiration of the service obligation.
n

In order to re-link the bonus to the end of A,_ service
obligation and to provide a greater incentiv I,-- an
individual to successfully complete the terms
the
agreement, the OW recmed legislative modification of
the current requirement to pay the remainder of the
Affiliation Bonus at the fifth year anniversary by
providing for payment of the remainder at the sixth

anniversary of the original enlistment.
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other Reserve Incentive Issues
Selective Reenlistment Bonuses for Training and Administration
of Reserve and Active Guard/Reserve Personnel
The 6th QRMC evaluated extending active duty Selected

Reenlistment Bonuses (SRB) to full-time Training and
Administration of Reserves (TAR) and Active Guard/Reserve (AGR)
personnel. Section 308 of title 37, United States Code,
restricts eligibility of SRBs to enlisted members who reenlist
in a regular component for a period of at least three years.
TAR and AGR members, even though they are serving on full-time
active duty, are not members of a regular component.

t
f

The Department of the Navy developed a legislative proposal to
authorize the payment of an SRB to TAR/AGR reservists who
satisfy the requirements contained in section 308 of title 37,
United States Code, modified only to provide the SRB entitlement
to full-time reservists. This proposal was forwarded to the
Office of Management and Budget for advice as to conformity with
the program of the Administration on March 17, 1986. The
proposal was also included in the DoD Legislative Contingency
Account in the President's Budget for Fiscal Years 1988 and 1989
in the amount of $15.8 million. Rationale for expanding the SRB
to full-time reservists was based on manpower force structure
increases required as part of the Navy's'Surface Expansion
Program. TAR end strength was programmed to increase
approximately 25 percent through Fiscal Year 1992 and would
include the introduction of seven critical ratings heretofore
held only by active component Navy personnel. Given the
critical designation of these ratings, and the fact that regular
Navy personnel were eligible for an SRB, the Department of the
Navy believed that TARs serving on full-time active duty and
possessing these critical skills should also be authorized an
SRB.
The 6th QRMC determined that an SRB was not needed because
current retention rates among TAR personnel are extremely high.
However, Fiscal Year 1986 retention rates contain more one- and
two-year extensions than actual reenlistments. Shortages could
develop in critical ratings unless retention remains at its
present level throughout the next five years. In order to solve
this problem and for the Navy to meet its end strength
objectives, extensions need to be converted into reenlistments.
If this cannot be accomplished and retention rates decline, some
form of an SRB may be required. However, given the current high
retention rates in the TAR/AGR community, the 6th QRMC concluded
that the TAR/AGR SRB proposal could not be justified at this
time.
A
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Selected Reserve Student Lon Repayment Program

The General Educational Loan Repayment Program (section 2171
of title 10, United States Code, comonly referred to as the
Student Loan Repayment Program) was first
authorized as part of
the Comprehensive Fiscal Year 1981-Educational Assistance Act on

September 8,, 1980. It ~suinitially authorized as a one-year
test to be conducted in Fiscal Year 1981. The program was
designed to repay designated portions of outstanding educational
loans that were made, insured, or guaranteed under Part B of
Title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 and Part E of that
Act
after October
1, program:
1975. The Guaranteed
following loans
qualify
repayment
under this
Student
Loans for
(GSL),

Federal Insured Student Loans (FISG), Auxiliary Loans to Assist
Students (ALAS), and National Direct Student Loans (NDSL)
incurred-after October 1, 1975. The Student Loan Repayment
Program is available to enlisted personnel who meet specific
enlistment criteria; the program is available in addition to any
bonus for enlistment, reenlistment, or voluntary extension.
All DoD reserve components except the Marine Corps Reserve
participated in the Fiscal Year 1981 test. The Naval Reserve
and Air Force Reserve have not used the program since that time.
The program was suspended in the Army reserve co, o,-nts in
Fiscal Year 1982 and reinstated in Fiscal Year 19b
The Army
offers participation in this program to any member wLho meets the
enlistment criteria, regardless of specialty. In Fiscal Year
1987, active components of the Army restricted participation in
the Student Loan Repayment Program to critical skills.
Extension of the restriction to members of the Army National
Guard and Reserve is expected in Fiscal Year 1988. The Air
National Guard restricts participation in the program to members
in critical skills (bonused specialties qualify a member to
participate).
Under this program, repayment of a loan is made on behalf of
an enlisted member who enlists, reenlists, or voluntarily
extends
the Selected Reserve after September 30, 1980. Loan
repaymentinmay
provided in addition to any other bonus. The
qualifications befor
eligibility for the program are as follows:
" The member must have completed IADT.
*

The member must be classified, through the Armed Forces
Qualification Test (AFQT), as being in aptitude category
I, 11 or III.

* The member
of certain
and expect
IADT under

must be a high school graduate, or in the case
enlistees, must be attending a secondary school
to graduate before entering the second phase of
the split (alternate) training option.
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The member must remain in

the sane component of the

Selected Reserve and in the same specialty for which the
incentive was granted, unless excused under "convenience of
the government" criteria.
The Student Loan Repayment Program provides benefits for each

complete year of satisfactory service performed as an enlisted

member after the loans are made.

Payments to the promissory

note holder begin on the first anniversary of the enlistment or
reenlistment. The amount that may be repaid on an individual's
qualifying loans, when totaled together, is 15 percent of the

total outstanding loan balance (or $500, whichever is greater)
plus annual accrued interest not paid by the Department of
Education. Eligibility continues with every year of
satisfactory service performed in the Selected Reserve. The
total amount that can be repaid under this program cannot exceed
$20,000 (a DoD imposed ceiling). The Army limits the amount of
repayment to $10,000 for the period of initial enlistment. The
remainder ($10,000), may be paid for a reenlistment period.
The largest user of this program in terms of total dollar
amounts is the Army National Guard, followed by the Army
Reserve. In Fiscal Year 1986, 4,314 payments were made to Army
National Guard members for a total expenditure of $3.1 million,
an average of $713 per payment. During the same period of time,
1,293 payments were made to USAR members, totaling $1.4 million,
or an average of $1,034 per payment. The USAR reported that the
minimum annual payment was $500 plus interest, with a maximum of
$1,500 plus interest. Data was not available on the number of
individuals who qualified for the maximum loan repayment.
The only other reserve component using this program is the Air
National Guard, which had the highest percentage of members
participating. In FY 1986, 1,963 members used this program at a
cost of $1.5 million (an average of $779 per person) in new and
anniversary payments. The Air National Guard, by not limiting
loan rapayments to a specific enlistment or reenlistment,
reported annual payments ranging from $500 plus interest to
$4,500 plus interest.
The cost data shown above, the small number of reservists
enrolled in the Student Loan Repayment Program, and the wide
variance in the size of annual payments (based on the size of
the individual's loan rather than on National Guard or Reserve
requirements) make the need imperative for improved information
on program benefits and on the relationship between individual
payments and component needs. Neither the Army nor the Air
Force could estimate the current benefit of the program or the
potential impact on recruiting or retention if this program were
to be eliminated. Less than 0.5 percent of the 1.1 million
Selected Reservists participate in this program.

can be attributed to many factors.
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The low usage
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incentive programs, the Student Loan Repayment Program is the
most difficult to manage because administration requires the
coordination of the member, unit, lending institution, college
or university, finance and accounting centers, and the
Department of Education. The program does not appear to be
understood by many recruiters or unit personnel; thus it is not
marketed as effectively as other incentives are. In addition,
some individuals have experienced lengthy processing time (3 to
36 months) which has resulted in defaults on loans.
Costs associated with this program during the period from FY
1983 to FY 1989 are reflected in Table 5-5.

:

The 6th QRMC concludes that the Student Loan Repayment Program
needs to be justified on the basis of its use by service members
and its cost. Because of low use, its impact on reserve
accessions has been minimal. The program is expensive, on an
annual per capita basis, when compared with the $2,000 six-year
enlistment bonus, the $5,000 six-year reenlistment bonus, or the
MGIB,
which
offers $5,040 for six years of participation in the
Selected
Reserve.

Table 5-5.

Cooet
ARNG
USAR
ANG
Source:

U

Selected Reserve Student Loan Repayment Program Costs (S Mittions)

FY83

FY84

EMj

FY86

UIZ7

FY88

LM1

0.3
0.01
0.2

0.5
0.2
0.2

1.4
0.6
0.8

3.1
1.3
1.5

5.2
2.0
2.0

3.7
0.3
3.7

4.5
0.3
4.0

President's Budget for Fiscal Years 1988 and 1989

The 6th QRMC recommends a thorough review by the Services
of the program payment levels of the General Educational
Loan Repayment Program for the Selected Reserve, as
authorized under section 2171 of title
10, United States

Code, in light of their manpower requirements.

Maximum

payment levels should be established on the basis of this

review.

The review should also determine the most

effective method of coordinating the Student Loan Repayment
Program with other reserve incentives.
It is further
recoamended that participation in the program should be

limited to critical or hard-to-man skills.

Reserve Compermet incentive Program
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Bonus Data and Program Evaluation
Finally, because the DoD reserve component bonus budget

increases along with the number of members receiving a bonus, it
is imperative that the Services and the DoD develop an accurate
and reliable tracking and evaluation system. The lack of
consistent and reliable data severely hampered QRMC analysis of
the cost-effectiveness of the reserve bonus program. In
addition, this lack of data has consistently restricted the
ability of the Services and of military manpower research teams
to assess the relationship between reserve compensation and
bonus payments to the effectiveness of accession and retention
programs. Although this lack of data may be due to complexities
inherent in reserve service, lack of resources for reserve
component research, and the relative newness of reserve
incentives, it is still necessary to establish reliable data on
bonus recipients for program evaluation.
Specific changes required include the capability to provide a
periodic report on the effectiveness of reserve incentives in
meeting reserve manpower strength and personnel readiness
objectives. The lack of such capability to determine and
periodically report on progress in improved unit and skill
readiness resulting from the application of bonus programs
should be remedied as a matter of some priority.
d

In order to apply reserve bonus programs with maximum
effectiveness, the 6th QRNC recommends:
m

Continuing priority attention to the improvement of the
quality and accuracy of the Reserve Components Common
Personnel Data System.

E

Revision of DoD Instruction 7770.2, "Magnetic Tape
Extracts of Military Pay Records,w to require that
reserve component pay file

data be furnished quarterly

to the Defense Manpower Data Center on the same basis as
presently required for active pay file data.
N

Development of and periodic reporting of standard data
displays on bonus programs for all reserve components.

The capability to report personnel readiness impacts of bonus
programs is dependent on reliable data on bonus eligibles and
recipients in the Reserve Components Common Personnel Data
System (RCCPDS). This data is presently required but the data
reported is inaccurate and incomplete. Provision of quarterly
reserve pay file information to the Defense Manpower Data Center
(DUDC) is also needed. In conjunction with the RCCPDS
information, pay file data will provide an integrated database
for future bonus and other reserve compensation analyses.
Finally, DKDC, the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
5-44
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for Reserve Affairs, and the Reserve Components should develop

and report comprehensive data categorizing Ready Reserve
incentive program participants by type of incentive, component,
individual characteristics, and continuation rates by type of
incentive. Appendix G contains an example of how such a data
display might look.
The availability of this data will provide a basis for judging
the cost-effectiveness of the reserve incentive programs.
Combined with system for reporting and tracking personnel
readiness, this data can provide the basis for periodic OSD
reports on the effectiveness of reserve incentives in support of
personnel readiness.
Summary and Conclusions
N

Review of earlier studies and studies conducted for the QRNC
by ARI, RAND, and CNA, show that bonuses for the reserve
components are an effective and relatively inexpensive
recruiting and retention tool. For reservists, the primary

effects of bonuses are longer enlistment terms of service,
longer committed man-years of service, reduced attrition, and
higher quality recruits. These positive effects between
increased compensation and reduced attrition result in the

reserves being better able to meet their annual strength
requirements. Longer-term effects are increased readiness and a
better trained force, because members reenlist for longer
periods.
Results of the 6th QRNC analysis support findings of prior
studies. Examination shows that bonused skill cohorts tend to
have higher continuation rates than unbonused cohorts and
therefore lower attrition. However, after six years of service,
bonuses tend to have less effect on the continuation rate. In
addition, continuation rates appear to be affected by changes in
the bonus program, as evidenced in decreased rates in years when
the bonus authority was delayed.
Additionally, analysis of data from the 1986 Reserve
Components Surveys indicates that both enlistment and
reenlistment bonuses provide significant improvement in length
of service. The longer terms of service, combined with higher
continuation rates, should result in lower attrition and an
improved ability to meet manpower strength objectives.
Furthermore, bonuses provide a potuntial increase in total manyears of service. This potential gain in man-years should
result in lower additional training costs for new enlistees
(since fewer are required as members reenlist) and a higher
quality force. However, the gain in man-years is dependent upon
a member fulfilling the obligation incurred by the bonus.

R
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Review of members' responses to survey questions concerning
reasons for continued participation in the National Guard and
Reserve showed that money for immediate expenses was a more
important contributor to the decision to stay for bonused
members than it was for members who did not receive bonuses.
This supports the belief that bonuses provide an additional

incentive to attract and retain individuals who would not
otherwise enlist or continue in the reserve.
Although some anomalies exist in the reserve component bonus
program, the program is essentially sound. Specific changes
recommended with respect to individual bonus programs are
intended to make the bonuses more productive at the current
level of resource allocation. The QRMC recommends that
legislative authority be pursued to authorize a test of a
modified Selected Reserve Enlistment Bonus, reducing the initial
payments and increasing the anniversary payments to provide a
greater incentive to complete the contracted obligation.
Another recommended change would provide that the period of
eligibility be lengthened, from less than 10 years to less than
14 years of total military service, for the Selected Reserve
Prior-Service Enlistment Bonus and the Selected Reserve
Reenlistment Bonus. This change is consistent with the active
duty bonus program and increases the pool of potential reserve
members in critical skills that might be targeted. Because an
individual can receive only one of these bonuses, there should
be no budget impact. In addition, members receiving these
bonuses after the tenth year of service should be only those
with very critical specialties.
Additionally, for individuals who receive the Selected Reserve
Affiliation Bonus and whose remaining military service is over
18 months, the phase for final bonus payment should be changed.
By moving the final payment to the sixth year after the original
enlistment instead of the fifth year, the bonus is returned more
closely to its original structure and provides a greater
incentive near the end of the enlistment period.
The 6th QRMC also concludes that the General Educational Loan
Repayment Program for the Selected Reserve must be justified on
its use by service members, its cost, and the service manpower
requirements. Because of low usage, apparent minimal impact on
reserve accessions, and high per capita cost when compared to
other incentives, the program requires a thorough review by the
Services.
Finally, the lack of consistent and reliable data on reserve
incentive programs severely restricts analysis of the costeffectiveness and the accession and retention effects of these
programs in relation to overall reserve compensation and
manpower requirements. The Services and DoD must develop an
S-"
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accurate and reliable tracking and eval
evaluate the effectiveness of reserve i.
personnel readiness.
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Educational assistance programs have been used since World War

II to assist veterans in their ret'xrn to civilian life and to
recognize their contribution to the nation. More recently,
educational assistance has been demonstrated to be important as
a recruiting incentive. The principal forms of education
assistance have been the G.I. Bill programs administered by the
Veterans' Administration and the Tuition Assistance program of
the Department of Defense. Until recently those programs
applied only to active service and active component members.
The exception has been state-funded programs for members of the
National Guard and, occasionally, the Reserve. These programs
are identified in Appendix H to this volume.
Only recently have federal education assistance programs been
authorized for reserve component members. 1 2 The Montgomery G.I.
Bill for the Selected Reserve was implemented on July 1, 1985,
and Tuition Assistance for members of the Army's reserve
components has been paid since 1986. This section assesses
these educational programs as part of the compensation package
for Selected Reserve members.
Legislative Background

*chosen

The first G.I. Bill educational benefits program was
established in June 1944 to cover veterans who served between
September 1940 and July 1947. Known as the Serviceman's Readjustment Act, the Act was based largely on the notion that those
whose career or education plans were interrupted by conscription
deserved some form of remuneration. Under this G.I. Bill,
payments were made directly to educational institutions and
could not exceed $500 per year for books, tuition, and fees.
Veterans were also entitled to an additional $50 per month as a
subsistence allowance. This particular form of benefit was
because it was thought to ease the transition back to
civilian life.
Initially, this first G.I. Bill was not meant to provide an
entitlement to all veterans but only to those who could
demonstrate that their educational or training plans had been
interrupted by compulsory military service. The original
legislation was amended in 1945 to grant educational benefits to
members who served a minimum specified term; a member no longer
needed to demonstrate that education plans had been interrupted.
The amended bill also authorized
forwarding of benefit payments
directly to the member. 1 3
Reserve Component Incentive Prorams
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The Korean Conflict G.I. Bill took effect in August 1952 and
nJune 1950 and
coverdmmbers who served on active dutyobo
January 1955. Like its predecessor, it eliminated direct

payments to educational institutions and replaced then with an
educational assistance allowance designed to meet both living
and educational expenses. Under this bill, veterans were
entitled to 1 1/2 months of benefits for every month of active
duty service, not to exceed 36 months of behefits. A member was
also required to commence education or training within three
years after discharge and to complete it within eight years
after discharge.
The post-Korean or Cold War G.I. Bill covered three different
groups of veterans: peacetime, post-Korean veterans who served
between January 1955 and August 1964; Vietnam Era veterans who
served on active duty from August 1964 to Kay 1975; and postVietnam veterans who entered service before January 1977. This
bill, which became effective on June 1, 1966, provided an
educational assistance allowance of $100 per month for a maximum
of 36 months, with the entitlement period figured at the same
1.5:1 ratio as the previous bill. Although there were some
differences, this G.I. Bill contained features similar to the
two previous bills: a relatively generous benefit, a long
postservice period during which the benefits could be used, and
broad discretion with regard to types of training that could be
pursued.
The Vietnam Era G.I. Bill was replaced by the Veterans'
Educational Assistance Program (VEAP) in 1974. Conscription had
ended in 1973. The fact that mass entrants were part of the AllVolunteer Force (AVF) was the rationale for replacing the
educational entitlement. The VEAP program was designed to meet
two specific goals. First, it was to assist young men and women
in obtaining an education they might not otherwise be able to
qualified
afford; second, it would assist the AVF by attracting
14
men and women to serve in the Armed Forces.
VEAP, unlike previous programs, was a contributory program:
members who entered active service between January 1, 1977, and
June 30, 1985, could contribute up to $75 per month, to a
maximum of $2,700. The Veterans' Administration would add two
dollars for each dollar contributed by the member. Therefore,
those choosing to participate could accumulate up to $8,100 in
educational benefits, $5,400 of which consisted of government
matching funds. A participant who had contributed the maximum
amount would draw $225 per month for 36 months. A subsequent
change to this program allowed the service member to contribute
up to the maximum ($2,700) in the form of a lump-sum payment.
This new program, which offered benefits of $5,400, was less
attractive than the Vietnam Era G.I. Bill, which had offered
benefits of over $12,300. As a result, the new program had an
5-48
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adverse impact on the number of new accessions, particularly to

the Army and Marine Corps. After the first year of the program,
enlisted participation rates were 20.4 percent for the Army,
19.9 percent for the Navy, 7.9 percent for the Marine Corps, and
1.0 percent for the Air Force. By 1985, use of the program
remained low. In the Army, with the highest participation, only
25 percent of new enlistees opted to participate. A possible
reason for these low participation rates may be that members who
received educational assistance payments could not also receive
enlistment bonuses. As a result, many individuals chose the
enlistment bonuses over the more generous educational assistance
payments. Finally, the Veterans' Administration has indicated
that, of members who were eligible, only 7 to 8 percent enrolled
in the program and received benefits under VEAP, as compared
with about 70 percent of eligible veterans
who used some of
their Vietnam Era G.I. Bill benefits. 1 5
Given the poor recruiting results and low participation
rates, the Fiscal Year 1981 Defense Authorization Act authorized
the Services to conduct tests to determine what types of
educational programs would best attract high quality graduates
into military service. These tests authorized the use of
supplemental educational bonuses ("kickers") ranging from $6,000
to $12,000; establishment of a noncontributory VEAP program; and
establishment of a noncontributory Tuition Stipend, where
enlistees received $1,200 per year in tuition assistance and a
subsistence allowance of $300 per month for up to four academic
years. The tests proved positive in attracting high quality
graduates, but, a RAND Corporation study of the program
concluded that the services should maintain a contributing
program, and recommended that such a program should be targeted
to hard-to-fill specialties. 16 In this way, program costs would
be reduced, thereby creating a more cost-effective program than
would a general entitlement available to all members.
Montgomery G.I. Bill Act of 1984
The new G.I. Bill program, initially entitled "The Veterans'
Educational Assistance Act of 1984," was enacted in Public Law
98-525. The program consists of educational assistance for
active duty service personnel (chapter 30 of title 38, United
States Code) and for members of the Selected Reserve (chapter
106 of title 10, United States Code). Public Law 100-48, May
19, 1987, made permanent the new GI Bill and renamed it the
Montgomery GI Bill (MGIB) Act of 1984.
Basic educational benefits under the active duty (chapter 30)
program are funded and administered by the Veterans
Administration. Participation in the chapter 30 program is only
available to new entrants into the armed forces and requires
that each new entrant agree to a nonrefundable reduction of
$1,200 in basic pay ($I00 per month for 12 months).
t"erve cowponnt tncentive Progrem
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The law provides that a service member initially entering on
active duty after June 30, 1985, is entitled to basic
educational assistance benefits unless the service member

declines participation in the UGIR.
available to active duty personnel:
.

The following options are

Three years of honorable active duty service entitles an
individual to $300 per month for a maximum of 36 months of
full-time school attendance (or the equivalent thereof for

part-time
school attendance):
educational assistance.

a total of up to $10,800 in

Two years of active duty service entitles an individual to

a benefit level of $250 per month for a maximum of 36
months of full-time school attendance (or the equivalent
thereof for part-time school attendance); a total of up to
$9,000.
The Services may also provide additional benefits, known as
"kickers" and funded by DOD, to qualified recruits who enlist
for hard-to-fill occupational specialties. To date, only the
Army and Navy have implemented this option.
The program is also available with a combination of active
duty and reserve participation. If a member participating in
the EGIB serves a two-year tour of duty and agrees to serve at
least four years of continuous duty in the Selected Reserve,
that member is entitled to $300 per month for a maximum of 36
months of full-time school attendance (or the equivalent thereof
for part-time school attendance); a total benefit of up to
$10,800. Under section 1416, education assistance may start
immediately upon commencement of Selected Reserve service. This
feature is known as the "section 1412" or "2X4" program and is
part of the chapter 30 program for service on active duty. This
program falls within the 6th QRNC reserve compensation review,
inasmuch as it also provides an incentive for Selected Reserve
service.
The XGIB broke important new ground as it provided the first
educational assistance program for members of the Selected
Reserve. This program serves to promote and assist the AVF and
further recognize the Total Force policy and the role played by
members of the Selected Reserve. Selected Reserve members must

meet the following criteria to qualify for educational
assistance:

0 A member must enlist, reenlist, or extend the service
obligation for a period of six years (on or after June 30,
1985).

* A member must possess a high school diploma or equivalent.
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A member must complete Initial Active Duty for Training

(IADT) and serve as a member of the Selected Reserve for at
least 180 days.

Individuals not eligible to participate in this program
include the following:
0

Those who have a baccalaureate degree

0

Those currently receiving an ROTC Scholarship

0

Members entitled to educational assistance under Chapter 30

of title 38 based on Section 1412
There are important differences between the Montgomery G.I.
Bill as it applies to active duty personnel and as it applies to

members of the Selected Reserve. First is the difference in
eligibility. only active duty personnel enlisting after June
30, 1985, are eligible for educational benefits under the MGIB.
In contrast, all members of the Selected Reserve are eligible
for NGIB benefits, providing they enlist or reenlist for the

prerequisite term, have a high school diploma, and have served a
specified period in their reserve component. Second is the
difference in benefits. Active duty personnel cannot use their
benefits until they have completed at least two years of active
duty. In contrast, for new reservists, benefits can be used
almost immediately. Once they complete the initial active duty
for training and serve at least 180 days in the Selected
Reserve, they are eligible to receive benefits under the MGIB.
Third, the Selected Reserve benefit does not require any
contribution from the member, while the active duty program
involves a $100 reduction in basic pay for 12 months. Unlike
its active counterpart (chapter 30), the chapter 106 program is
entirely funded by DOD, and for members of the Coast Guard, by
the Department of Transportation.
Under the program for the Selected Reserve, members who
enlist, reenlist, or extend for a period of not less than six
years after June 30, 1985, are bntitled to educational
assistance benefits at the following rates, not to exceed $5,040
in benefit:
$140 per month for full-time education
$105 per month for 3/4-time education
$ 70 per month for 1/2-time education
An individual is not entitled to receive both chapter 30 and
chapter 106 benefits concurrently. Although it is possible to
earn an entitlement to both, there is a maximum benefit period
of 48 months for education programs administered by the
Veterans' Administration for individuals entitled to more than

Mese rvei caoment Incent 1e Program
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one program (Vietnam Bra GX Bill benefits under chapter 34 of
title
381 War Orphans Educational Assistance Act of 1956t and
Hostage Relief Act of 1980, to name a few).

The legislative history of theAS1 indicator that its
enactment had two primary purposes. First, the program wag
created to assist in the readjustment of veterans to civilian
life following separation from military service. Second, and
most important to the Selected Reserve program, the MGIB was
designed to assist in the recruitment and retention of high
quality personnel by the armed forces. "'

The Value of the Montgomery G.I. Bill for the Selected Reserve
The traditional purpose of the G.I. Bill, assisting military

members to transition to civilian life, is

not relevant to a

reserve force GI bill. Many reserve members are full-time
employees in the civilian labor market. The primary function of
an education program in the reserve forces is the significant
incentive it provides individuals to join a reserve component
and remain long enough to earn entitlement for educational
benefits. This has the added benefit of developing more highly
educated members with greater skills, but is clearly secondary
to the recruiting and retention benefit to the Services.
The value of the MGIB with respect to an individual desiring
an education is plainly evident. Monthly educational benefits,
along with a part-time job, may enable those who otherwise
cannot afford it to enroll in a full-time education program.
Among MGIB participants in the enlisted reserve who have fulltime jobs and less than five years of service, over 85 percent
are participating at the full-time level. Further, users of the
MGIB benefits are employed at full-time civilian jobs at close
to the same rate as nonparticipants. For example, in the 1986
Reserve Components Surveys, 64 percent of members in pay grade
E4 (the most populous pay grade) using the MGIB reported that
they were also "working full-time in a civilian job" and/or
"self-employed in own business," as compared to 70 percent of
all Selected Reservists in pay grade Z4. It should be noted
that, even if the members who use this benefit decided not to
stay, the MGIB provides to each of them the means for
educational improvement. Additionally, it enables them to make
a contribution to the country earlier than they could without
educational assistance.
The value of a G.I. bill to the reserve forces can be
determined by examining its impact in these three areas:
SEnhanced quantity and quality of accessions
*
Improved retention of quality members in the reserve
0
Improved effectiveness of reserve members
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Quality and Quantity of Accsions
Data on the reserve forces is limited and the time since
implementation is relatively short, but there are clear
indications that the MIB is having a positive Impact on reserve
accessions. Because eligibility for the benefit is linitd
to
individuals with a high school diploma and the benefit attracts
those interested in further education, the program is targeted
to the high quality individuals sought by the reserve
components.

r

One way to determine the importance of the NIB to new
recruits is by evaluating members in their early years of
service. Over 10 percent of all second-year reserve enlisted
members were attending school under
e.
B $_0 of March 1987.
(The second year of service washia
'smuch of the first
year is taken up by initial active &ty
ining, a requirement for 3QI1 eligibility, .Id ba
t
rs now in their
second year joined af%ti. effeict
date 40 the GIB.) The
Air Nationdl 4uard, wi
2.7 per6ftit atteMing, had the highest
percentage of its second-year enlisted members attending school
under the MNIB. Of all second year participants, 87 percent are
attending school full-time.
Retention of Quality Nembers
The GIB has its primary draw with younger members. Ninety
percent of the enlisted participants in the MIB are under age
30, while only 56 percent of all enlisted members in the
Selected Reserve are under age 30. Fifty percent of the
participants are under age 22. Thus, the MGIB complements and
balances the draw of other reserve benefits such as the
retirement system, which has a greater effect in later years.
Educational benefits are generally important to new reservists. For example, in the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys, 57
percent of enlisted members with less than four years of service
responded that using educational benefits was a major or
moderate contributor in their most recent decision to stay in
the reserve. A majority of members in pay grades below 24
responded in a similar manner. As can be observed in Figure 511, interest in educational benefits is substantial in the
reserve enlisted force.
Limiting the analysis to those targeted by the M3IB (enlisted
members with a high school diploma but no college degree) it can
be seen that, regardless of the year of service, participants in
the MID are more likely to remain in the reserves than their
nonparticipating counterparts. Figure 5-12 shows the annual
continuation rtos (i.e.,, the probability that a member will
still be in the reserve one yea later) comparing 1IB
participants (enlisted reservists with a high school diploma and
lawn* COmPNIMlmtfve Prwrawe
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no college degree) with those who are not participating. The
annual continuation rates were derived from data for the sixmonth period from September 1986 through March 1987. Overall,
for these two groups, the continuation rate for NGIB
participants is 15.2 percent higher (91.3 percent for
participants as against 79.2 percent for nonparticipants). The
difference is most dramatic for those completing six years of
service: in this category, the XGIB participants have a 89.2
percent continuation rate while the nonparticipants have a 58.7
percent rate.
Limiting the analysis to members who committed for six-years
since July 1, 1985, by further restricting the comparison to
include only members eligible for the XGIB (high school diploma,
no college degree, complete initial active duty for training,
and a six-year commitment), the comparison still favors the
MGIB. The continuation rate for members partioipating in the
NGIB is 12.5 percent higher than for those eligible but not
participating (91.3 percent versus 81.1 percent). The
difference is primarily reflected among those in their first
seven years of service and is quite large for those in their
first four years of service. See Figure 5-13.
If these
continuation
rates are sustained
during
the first six
years
of service,
the differences
are even mor
e striking. For
example, out of every 1,000 new reserve members who have a high
school degree but no college degree (non-MGIB and not eligible),
170 of them will complete six years of service; out of these
eligible for but not participating in the MGIB, 321 of them will
complete six years of service; and out of all new members who
are participating in the KGIB, 578 of these will complete six
years of service. In terms of reduced initial training
requirements, the savings would be substantial.
About one out of every eight participants with four to six
years of reserve service has at least two years of prior active
duty. For the members in this group with a high school diploma
and no college degree, the continuation rate for participants is
42 percent higher (86.9 percent versus 61.2 percent).
Restricting the comparison to members who are eligible for the
NGIB (and therefore have a six year commitment) yields an
overall four to six year continuation rate that is 5.8 percent
higher (86.9 percent versus 82.2 percent). If these
continuation rates are sustained, the differences are, again,
more striking. For example, for every 1,000 prior service
reserve members with a high school degree but no college degree
(non-MGID and not eligible), 237 will complete the three-year
period from four to six years of service; for members eligible
but not participating in the XGIB, 552 will complete it; and,
for prior service members who are participating in t"e NGIB, 653

will complete the three-year period.

The Army Research

Institute, in a study of the effect of the XGIB and of higher
Reserve Ceo
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concluded that the KGIB increased the committed man-years of
service for both the Army National Guard and the Army Reserve
and
resulted
in ____
a significant
net increase in reenlistment
____ ____
___ ____ ___
__.

I

contracts in the Army National Guard (See Appendix D).
These comparisons are not conclusive. In part, this is
because we do not know whether the gain in retention will be
sustained throughout the commitment of those participating in
the 1GB. Also, the gain is not necessarily due exclusively to
the KGIB. However, the comparisons strongly indicate that a
reduction in attrition can be obtained from the commitment
associated with qualifying for and participation in the NGIB.
Contribution to Effectiveness of National Guard and Reserve
Members
Although not a stated objective of the MGIB, further education
typically enhances the member's value to the reserve. Twenty
percent of the enlisted NGIB participants have more than four
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years of service. As Figure 5-14 shows, the part-time options
(quarter-time is not an option) are used most frequently by
members with more than 11 years of service, whereas the fulltime option is by far the most frequent option for members with
less service.
A Closer Look at the

MGIB

Although the MGIB has been in existence for a relatively short
time, there have been suggestions of ways to increase its
overall effectiveness. 18 Suggestions were made to a delegation
from the House Committee on Veterans' Affairs during their field
visits to a number of service training sites; suggestions
included such recommenldations as reducing the monthly payment
contribution (active duty personnel only) to $50 a month for a
period of 24 months instead of $100 per month for 12 months.
For members of the Selected Reserve, suggestions for program
changes included the extension of educational benefits for less
than half-time attendance and the use of benefits for postgraduate education were requested. Given these desired changes,
the 6th QR1C reviewed the NGIB program for the following:

*esfrv ComponeWn Iftefotive Programs
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Possible modifications
* Extending KGIB entitlements to include graduate
education and vocational training

*

Administrative changes

* Extending UGIB entitlements to cover less than half-time
attendance
0 Elimination of the 10 day requirement
*

Potential problems
'2x4" program administration
0
* Inequities of current "2x4U program
* Eligibility for Active Guard and Reserve (AGR) members

Program Modifications
During the QlWC Unit Visit program and in written comments
provided in conjunction with the 1986 Reserve Components
Surveys, reservists expressed concern that
the reserve MGIB can
be applied only toward a baccalaureate degree.
(Samples of
these and other comments concerning the educational assistance

program are included in Appendix A at pages A-42 - A-53.)
Some
reservists pointed out that participants in the active
components can use their GI Bill for any educational program
approved by the VA: vocational or technical training, graduate
education correspondence studies, and apprenticeship on-the-job
training. They also believe it is discriminatory to deny
entitlement to educational benefits to an individual who already
has a degree.
Survey statistics indicate that more than 126,000 officers and
enlisted reservists (58,487 officers and 67,644 enlisted
members) already possess a baccalaureate degree and are
ineligible for educational benefits. Over 24,000 reservists
(10,509 enlisted members and 13,858 officers) are currently
attending graduate school.
The 1986 Reserve Components Surveys were used to determine the
number of individuals enrolled in graduate studies, their years
of service, and their reserve component. As suggested
previously, the value of the RGIB to the reserve forces can be
counted in terms of enhanced quantity and quality, improved
retention and improved effectiveness of reserve members.

For

comparison purposes, data for officers and enlisted members
enrolled in undergraduate, graduate, and vocational training

programs is-shown in Tables 5-6 through 5-11.
Note: In Tables 5-6 through 5-11, NPS stands for nonprior
service and refers to members who entered the reserves with no
previous military experience. PS stands for prior service and
refers to members who have previously served in an armed force

prior to their entry into the reserve.
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Table 5-6.

Year Group Distribution of Officers Attending Undergradate PrPOrnM (FUT6)
of Service
ARNO

Go
Lees than 6

uPs

LesS then 6 PS
6 to 11
12 to 19
Nora than 19
Total %
Total Number
Source:

US..

us"

-

_DS L.

US8CR

ANG

USAFR

-L-

-I-

L

Call

TOTAL

.L

-

20.0

39.8

0.0

0.0

8.2

59.5

0.0

23.6

0.4
31.2
25.8

0.0
21.5
23.1

0.0
8.9
57.0

0.0
47.9
37.2

3.9
37.8
32.6

0.0
40.5
0.0

0.0
0.0
54.8

0.5
29.3
25.9

RA

ilA

IL

1

-Mi

iU

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

5267

1615

79

94

389

79

31

I A

I

W
100.0
7620

1986 Reserve Components Surveys

Table 5-7.

Year Group Distribution of Enlisted Nembera Attending Undergraduate Program (FY86)
by Years of Service
ARNO

USA

USUt

USNCR

Les than 6 UPS
Less than 6 PS
6 to 11
12 to 19

42.6
10.1
26.1
15.4

36.9
16.4
31.4
11.5

21.5
16.3
41.5
14.1

70.0
5.6
13.6
6.4

Nora than 19

-.

L.6A

ANG

37.9
10.8
27.7
18.8

i.

USAFR

CGB

TOTAL

25.6
13.7
38.6
17.6

40.4
6.6
34.5
16.9

37.1
12.8
30.7
14.3

.51 16

.O

Total %

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Total Number

23951

21561

1297

5211

10535

9291

1606

85102

Source:

by Years

1986 Reserve Components Surveys

Of those enrolled in graduate programs, 50 percent of the
officers and 44 percent of the enlisted members have more than
11 years of service.
In early 1986, nearly 14,000 officers and
10,500 enlisted members were attending graduate school,
representing about 9 percent of all officers and one percent of
enlisted members.
The pattern is different for vocational training. Few
officers (437, which is less than 0.3 percent) were enrolled,
and 76 percent of the officers who were attending vocational
training courses had more than 11 years of service. Only
Reserve Component Incentive Programs
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Table 5-8.

Les
Less
6
12

Year Group Dlstribution of Officers Attending Groduste/Profeessonat
by Years of Service

then 6 uPs
than 6 PS
to 11
to 19

ARNO

USA

USNI

USNCR

AuG

__

_L

L

_-

L

16.5
1.5
32.2
36.3

16.9
2.6
31.3
37.5

7.0
3.6
40.1
32.5

1.4
5.4
40.2
42.2

10.8
2.5
34.7
37.4

13.9
5.1
34.1
33.5

2.4
4.7
26.6
47.3

13.5
2.9
34.0
36.1

1U.

iml

I-9

AA

Ii

im-

It

Nore then 19
Total S
Total Numier
Source:

Program (FY86)

USAFE

COR

--.- -I-

TOTAL

_

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

2814

5365

2846

353

1016

1295

169

13858

1986 Reserve Components Surveys

Table 5-9.

Year Group Distribution of Enlisted Nosbers Attending Grduate/Professional Program
(FY86) by Years of Service

Less then 6 MPS
Less then 6 PS
6 to 11
12 to 19

Mora than 19
Total Z
Total Number
Source:

ARMO

USAR

USIR

USKCR

AUG

USAFE

24.3
5.4
27.7
34.2

19.0
7.1
33.3
32.4

11.2
4.7
33.0
35.9

43.1
0.0
20.7
26.8

13.6
4.4
41.0
34.6

8.6
4.5
40.6
34.2

I.

LI

6-3

L-

8-L

CGR

27.4
2.2
28.1
31.7

TOTAL

17.7
5.4
33.1
33.8

li.
1A9
IO.

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

2196

3239

1995

295

977

1472

333

10509

1986 Reserve Coponento Surveys

3 percent of enlisted members were enrolled in vocational
training. These members are more evenly spread over the years
of service than officers are; however, the highest level of
participation is among members who have passed their initial
reenlistment decision.
To be effective as a recruiting and retention tool, the NGIB
should primarily appeal to members in the earlier years of
service, generally those with less than 11 years of service.
Interest by members with more than 11 years of service has a
relatively small impact on retention because these members are
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TabLe 5-10.

Year Group Distribution of Officers Attending Vocationat/Trade/Bustness SchooLs
(FY86) by Years of Service
ARMS

TOO Group

9

Less than 6 iPS
Less then 6 PS
6 to 11
12 to 19

0.0
0.0
24.6
49.0

more then 19

ILA

Tota

S

Total Umber

Table 5-11.

USNCRt

AMC

0.0
0.0
9.1
37.2

USAFt

CGR

L
%

%

TOTAL

%L.

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
23.8
47.6

36.1
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
100.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

2.3
2.4
19.1
42.2

-LZ LI

&A

iL2

.L

2

R&

100.0

100.0

100.0

21

36

100.0

100.0

382

121

0.0
-0-

0.0

14

-0-

100.0
574

Year Group Distribution of Enlisted Members Attending VocationsL/Trade/Susiness
SchooLs (FY66) by Years of Service

Less then 6 UPS
Les then 6 PS
6 to 11
12 to 19

Nore than 19
X

Total Number
Source:

USNA

%.L

1986 Reserve Components Surveys

Source:

Tots

USAR

ARNO

USAR

USNR

USNCR

31.3
8.8
30.3
20.4

21.3
12.7
37.6
20.7

21.5
20.6
33.0
16.2

53.6
7.5
21.3
12.7

.Lj

-W

-LI

AUG

USAFR

CGR

TOTAL

19.5
5.5
30.7
31.9

18.7
5.3
7.4
35.4

26.8
6.0
23.4
36.6

25.7
11.2
32.4
21.7

-.L2

ILm

1l

.
9_Z

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

9338

8095

4056

903

2120

1857

265

26634

1966 Reserve Components Survey

already being encouraged to stay by the retirement system. In
our evaluation, the percentage of people attending
undergraduate, graduate, and vocational training, by years of
service, is an indicator of the interest in each program. Table
5-12 summarizes participation by members in the following
groups:
e
e
e

Members with less than 6 years of service
Members with 6 to 11 years of service
Members with more than 11 years of service

Reserve Component Incentive Programs
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Table $-12.

NOlUParticiption by Years of Service
Officers

Enlisted Nmbers

24.1
16.4
4.7

49.9
23.1
36.9

6-11 OS
Undergraduate

29.3

30.7

Graduate
Vocetional

34.0
19.1

33.1
32.4

46.6
49.7
76.2

19.3
43.7
30.7

VOS Tyme of Proera.

Less then6 YO
Undergraduete
graduate (Proposed)
Vocetional (Proposed)

nor* than 12 Plus
Undergraduate
Graduate
Vocational
Source:

1986 Reserve Component Surveys

Over half the officers and 80 percent of the enlisted members

attending undergraduate programs have less than 12 years of
service. Some of the undergraduate attendance by members in the
junior grades is by members whose accession was generated by the
MGIB. This group is small, however, because the MGIB became
effective on July 1, 1985, and such members would have had to
join and complete IADT and be attending school when the survey
was administered--the spring of 1986 (all within nine months).

*

A 1986 Army Research Institute survey of new accessions into
the Army National Guard and Army Reserve provides some
additional information on the relative importance of educational
benefits for a college education as compared with benefits for
vocational, technical or business school education. In rating
how the importance to the enlistment decision of money for a
college education or for vocational education in the enlistment
decision, 27 and 25 percent of male enlistees into the Army
National Guard and Army Reserve, respectively, indicated that
they would not have enlisted except to get money for college.
The comparable figures with respect to money for vocational
education were 10 and 9 percent. The responses for both sexes
by education level and, for USAR enlistees only, by test score
category on the Armed Forces Qualifying Test (AFQT, 1980 norms)
are shown in Table 5-13.
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Table 5-13.

Imortance of money for gdactfon in sn(fstumnt Decision by Educatfonal Level
Nigh School

Non-Nish School Grad

rad

(including equlv)
RANG
Cot tse/Votech

USAR
Cot tlevotech

ARNO
Co tago/Votech

,USAM
CotLegeotech

15.3

41.4

14.7

45.2

31.6

39.2

43.0

31.3

11.1

26.9

8.9

11.7

7.4

7.0

lsmrtancIe
Not at Ott
Important

42.7

Would not
have enWisted

except for
this reason

6.3

BY AFOT Score Category
(USAR ontla
31/4
Cot lgelVotech

3A
Cot lege/Votech

1/2
CoLtege/Votech

W

liortance
Not at Oll

24.0

34.9

16.4

42.2

9.8

55.5

Woutd not

14.9

8.1

23.7

10.6

36.0

9.0

This data indicates that enlistees who are high school

graduates
or who
have the
highest
value
for a college
education
much
more APQT
than test
they scores
do money
for money
vocational or technical education and value it more than do
those who have not graduated or who score lower on the AFQT.
Interestingly, the high school graduates and those with higher
AFQT scores also value vocational education slightly more
highly.
Viewed from the perspective of recruiting and retention, the
foregoing data suggests the following:
Graduate-level education - A graduate-level education

benefit appears to have little potential for significant
effect among enlisted personnel. Today, between 1 and 5
percent (depending upon component) of enlistees without
prior service enter the Selected Reserve with an
undergraduate degree. This percentage is unlikely to
increase greatly even if graduate education were available
under the NGIB.
Therefore, extending graduate-level
benefits to enlisted members would not yield significant
Reserve Component Incentive Program
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accession effects. Similarly, benefits would not be likely
to have more than a marginal impact on retention; the
primary draw of such coverage in the enlisted force would
be among members with more than 11 years of service (44
percent), who are already likely to stay due to the

retirement draw. Similarly, 50 percent of officers have
more than 11 years of service. As for the contribution of
graduate education to the effectiveness of reserve members
in accomplishing their duties, it is questionable that the
impact of graduate study would merit the added program
cost. Although graduate education would be beneficial for
most officers, it is not clear that the extension of the
MGIB to cover graduate study would influence many more
officers to enter graduate programs. It is likely that the
primary use would be by members already committed to
advanced education. The annual additional costs for this
benefit would be $13.4 million.
Vocational education - Unlike graduate study, vocational
and technical benefits would appeal primarily to enlisted
members. For members of the Selected Reserve, extending
NGIB coverage to attendance at vocational courses is likely
to yield qreater retention benefits than extending coverage
to graduate study. In relation to the costs of covering
vocational and technical educational programs under the
Selected Reserve MGIB, the benefits are unclear. The data
indicates that enlisted members with less than six years of
service participate in vocational training four times as
often as they participate in graduate training.
Conversely, 17 officers participate in graduate level
programs for every officer who enrolls in a vocational
training program. A vocational training benefit would
clearly be more beneficial in attracting junior enlisted
personnel with less than six years of service than would a
graduate education benefit. The cost of extending the
Selected Reserve MGIB program to cover vocational training
is estimated to be $21.6 million annually.
Recruiting and retention effects are not, however, the only
criteria by which to judge the merits of possible program
modifications. Written comments completed by Selected Reserve
members and their spouses during the 1986 Reserve Components
Survey frequently raised the issue of equity. The following
comment by an enlisted Selected Reservist is typical:
Educational opportunities and benefits should be
uniform. I received a Bachelor's Degree shortly after
enlisting in the service and have earned a
Professional License in two states since that time. I
have never been eligible for any civilian educational
benefits and the "new G.I. Bill" isn't worth the paper
it is written on to me.
5-4
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Although more enlisted members were attending vocational and
technical training, it was the absence of a graduate educationbenefit that was mentioned moat frequently.
Interestingly, a
member of spouses, reflecting on what they perceived as the
relatively limited range of benefits available to reserve
families
prior
to retirment
age 601, that
suggested
woul highly
value
educationalat benefit
could that
be they
transferred from the member to the member's dependents.
From a program analysis perspective, the equity argument is
somewhat inconsistent. The Selected Reserve program differs
from the active duty program in several critical aspects. Most
importantly, in the Selected Reserve, the benefit is immediately
available and is not limited to now entrants. Because the
program does differ from the active duty program, it makes sense
for the entitlement to differ also. This perspective is lost on
most of those affected by current limitations on the scope of
the %GIB benefits package fbr the Selected Reserve.
Conclusions on Program modification
The 6th QRKC reviewed possible MGIB program changes relative
to their potential effects on recruiting and retention. The
evaluation was primarily limited to effects on members with less

than 11 years of service, and in particular, members with less
than six years of service because the highest attrition occurs
among these individuals.

J

Given the data derived from the 1986 Reserve Components
Surveys, the 6th QRKC believes that extending vocational and
graduate training entitlements to members of the Selected
Reserve would have a positive bat modest effect on recruiting
and retention. The added costs of these proposals ($13.4
million for graduate education and $21.6 million for vocational
training) might be more effective, however, if used to enhance
enlistment and reenlistment bonuses for critical military
skills, and for specialties needed to meet the requirements of
expanding missions of the reserve components.
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significantly reduce administrative workLoad and help simplify
the administration of the chapter 106 program.
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8 The 6th RNC reomnsthat section 2132(b) (2) of title
I 1GA UnIted tates Mode, be amended to delete the
reqzireinept to ocelaet 10 days of service in the Selected
The 6th QRNC also reviwed the value of providing eligible
reservists the option of using their MOlE educational
entitlement for attending school less than half-time. Under
Veterans' Administration rules, half-time attendance is defined
as a minimum of six credit hours of course work. Even when

enrolled end participating in-the NGIU, members are not entitled
to benefits if they takce less than six credit hours. Although
most participating reservists are attending full-time, there
seems to be a definite need in the Selected Reserve for a
benefit for less than half-time attendance. Active duty members
participating in the 3G13 on less than a full-time basis are
compensated at an appropriately reduced rate, whereas members of
the Selected Reserve must participate at least half-time to
receive any benefit at all. Considering the competing demands
placed upon the reservist (reserve duties, civilian employment,
school, and family), it seems reasonable to extend the MGIB to
cover attendance on less than half-time basis. Such a change
would incur no additional cost for enrolled participants and
minimal cost for additional participants. The annual cost is
estimated at $1.1 million. This change would allow members to
balance their priorities without penalty when they must pursue
their education on less than a half-time basis.
U

2h- 6th QWC rpoomnds an amendment to chapter 106 of
title 10, United States Code, to provide educational
benefits for loe than half-time attendance.
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Section 1412 (U2Z4U)

Pttt

Vft*d educational assistance for 'service on active duty under
tbW*028 is conttifit upon th*14 ~er of continuous service on
active duty or, in the case of an individual whose initial
service of active duty is loes than three years, completion of
atl"At two yearn of continuous l61 ive duty. Under the twoyeatr Ofogram, uemb~rs who enlist f6r two ars of -active duty
are entitled to receive educational beeistotalling $9,000
($250 per month for 36 months). The- Jimy' i's the only-~ service
that offers a two-year enlistment option without a requirement
for- further service in the Selected Reserve.

*

ft'12X4 Program extends this two-year option througha
combination of service on active duty and service in the
Selected Reserve. Under this progim 1 a member who serves two
years of active duty, followed by at least fouir years in the
Selected Reevrcieducational'
benefits totalling
$10,800 ($300 per month for 36 Months). Currently, only the
Army and Navy offer this option and the Army and Navy programs
differ somewhat in their application.
The-ArM offers a straight two-year enlistment option, so

members 'are not required to opt initially for the six-year
commitment '(1 plus 4). Instead, those who enlist in the Army
fot two years of active duty and Whoa then separate from active
servf~s may, -up to one year after leaving active duty, decide to
affiliate with the Selected Reserve for the prerequisite four
additional years and thereby meet the eligibility requirements
of thes program.

The Navy pr&-wa

requaires prospective members to contract

initially for participiation in the "2X4" program. All other
compbL*t require three- or four-year enlistments that entitle
nmbers to makimus benefits under the chapter 30 program.

Comparing both programs and their corresponding benefits, the
two-year enlistment option appears more attractive. For two
Year* of serv'ice, a memb~r is entitled to $",000in benefits.
By agre~iu4 to serve'for four years in the Selected Reserve,
benefits are increased by only $1,800. 'this appears to be a
dispropobrtionately smill bonef it to the time required. If there
"w4,optichi a member might well opt for such a
wer
onltzt
prograp inle
f servSig a three- or four-year enlistment that
provdestI~a~.amount of educational benefit. The 6th QRMC
review
Ot f~t
at benef it* for the two-year option are
digpr 5
ChtAnat 6ompajed with those of the U102W option. Where
only e
1k4*-o%tioft is-Ovalable, this is not a problem.
Mhere a" straight, tlOyt
'enlistment is offered, however, the
addiltiona bnft
to be gained by agreeing to the four years of
Selected Reserve Service is insufficient.
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Table 5-14.

Nall and Benef its, Current

ystem vs. UI6sawSyst
IPsnthty

Naxim

Current $"Voen

2irsi
2 Yre AD with 4 vie

M.ta

5250
530

36
36

59,000

sift
536

24
36

57,200
510,800

$10,800

(Incentive for, reerve Simi o5160
Suggested Systa
2 Yrs AD
22Yrs ADwith 4-ra-ELM-,
(Incentive far resev
Nexim

Value

Me4

seryto. *53,6ftj

Progpram for either system

$ 10,800

It can be argued that, in each case, the additional $450 per
year in educational benefits, plus the reserve compensation,
plus any gelocted Reserve incentives or state educational
assistance. pZ'Oqr.
could pake this an attractive option for
the individual already predisposed to Selected Reserve service.
As; an itncentiye 1 t
ract additional active force separatees,
into the Weleced Reserve, however, the additional $50 per month
in esuoetioaal, beettts is somewhat limited.
An optional benefit formula would set the basic monthly
entitlement-at $300 and allow the months of entitlement to
accrue based on months of sevce, i* e., one month of
educational assistance for each month of active duty, and one
monthi of educational assistance for each four months of Selected
Reserve service. Table 5-14 compares the current system with
this alternative.
The 6th QMUC concluded that this alterative would provide a
greater incentive, for a, member to affiliate with a reserve
component upo 4=aation or~ to elect the *2x4" option
iitiallW.y, caus*ithe total dollar value of the entitlement
would inbrease. *Ader this alternative, by reducing the benefit
for. act~ve duty t*the benefit for Selected Reserve time
incxz**aea froxm *1,10 in benefits to $1, 600, while the combined
Value for tbo ,$.x4t Program remains constant. since the
altemati~i -would result in a reduced benefit for those who
serve only: **yars on active duty, it would be necessary to
grandfather in~ividuals currently in this program in event of a
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Enactment of an alteotative that

olad base educational

of service would solve other problems
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Individuals who do not
assoided vti* the P2W4 O Program.
oopwte their contractual 0ob;igation in the Selected Reserve
after JcesfUlly
completing the second year of active duty
receive'varying benefits under the current 02x4W Program. Their
treatment is due to one of the following situations:
*

They are discharged for the convenience of the government.

a

They are discharged or released due to service-connected
medical disability or hardship.

*

They are classified as unsatisfactory performers.

Currently, a "2x4" participant discharged from the service for
the convenience of the government before completing 3 1/2 years
of Selected Reserve service receives educational benefits based
on active duty time (36 months of educational benefits at a rate

of $250 per month or $9,000).

However, an individual who is

separated from the service for hardship or a service-connected

I

disability during this same time period receives educational
benefits on a month-for-month basis (i.e., 24 months X $300 =
$7,200) plus one month's benefit for each four months served in
the Selected Reserve. Table 5-15 reflects the entitlements for
two individuals who serve on active duty for two years and join
the Selected Reserve under the "2x4" program. Each member
separates after 1 year: Reservist A for the convenience of the
government (COG) or as an unsatisfactory performer and Reservist
B for hardship/medical disability reasons.
Table 5-15:

02x4

ENTITLEMENTS
With

Separation after

Reason for

Active Dut

SELRES OptIon

One Year

Seoaratin

Individuat A

$9,000

$10,600

$9,000

Indivldual 3

9,000

10,800

8,100

-

Unsatisfactory
performance/COG
Hardship/
Medical

Greater compensation for someone discharged for the

convenience of the government than for one who is discharged for
medical or hardship reasons does not fulfill any program

objective and is inequitable.
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The 6th RMC recommends that sections%,413 (a)(1) and 1415
of title
38, United States Code. be
id to bMW the
acrua lof ksic duction~l,.assistance on the months of
actie~~ii
4t~ ~iefor 4M
e1ting to~e $25
emnttl b
tOI two I
of
I ervi*e ands*ttig aonthly
d-i2.r qAt-tW
t of $00, the totga entitlement to be
oan the noets of uetvice perfored. To prent a
roduotito in benefit levels for mbers participatng in
the existi
program, a grandfather provision should be
included.

Administrative procedures are especially complex for the "2X4"
Program. There are already some 800 members who, upon
separation from active duty and entry into the Selected Reserve,
must be verified as participating members of the Selected
Reserve. This verification, in the form of automated data, must
be furnished to the Defense Data Manpower Center by the Services
before a member can receive the higher educational benefits from
the Veterans' Administration. When the Veterans' Administration
cannot verify a member's eligibility, benefits are delayed or
reduced to the $250 level. A need exists, therefore, for an
interactive automated system that can furnish timely
identification of eligibility to the Veterans' Administration
for payment or benefits.
N The 6th QEEC recommends that a DoD study group review the
existing and prospective administrative problems associated
with the 02X40 option. The study group should ensure that
problem resolution is within the limits of reasonable
administrative capability and resource expenditures.
Active Guard/Reserve (AGR) Entitlements
Another inconsistency in the present law relates to
entitlements of AGR members. These members potentially have
eligibility for MGIB benefits under chapter 30 of title 38,
United States Code, and chapter 106 of title 10, United States
Code. This was clearly not the intent of the NGIB; the Selected
Reserve benefit was specifically aimed at part-time members.
Full-time AGR members are also members of the Selected
Reserve. These members qualify for chapter 30 active duty
benefits if they initially enter active duty after July 1, 1985;
and if enlisted for a period of six years, they are also
entitled to Selected Reserve benefits. An individual who serves
in the Selected Reserve may not receive credit for such service
under both the chapter 30 and 106 programs simultaneously,
however, but must elect the program to which such service is to
be credited (section 1433).
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A more significant concern is that the AGR has an entitlement
that would not be available to an active componnt member in the
same circumstances.
The active duty educational program is
applicable only to new entrants. Except in the case of the

Navy's Tar Enlistment Program, relatively few AGIs enter AGR
status without' prior satvice. The active duty AGR, however, is
eligible for Selected Reserve benefits without regard to prior
service.

This is inequitable:

there is no evidence that it was

intended that AGRs receive benefits in excess of those received
by an active component counterpart or that Congress ever
intended to include full-time AGRs under the chapter 106
program.
To promote uniformity for all participants in the

NWIB, active AGR members, like their active counterparts, should
be afforded educational benefits under only chapter 30.
U

The 6th QC
r
amendment of section 2132, chapter
106 of title 10, United States Coder to limit benefits for

the Active Guard/Reserve members to those authorized under
chapter 30 of title 38, United States Code.
Tuition Assistance Program
The Tuition Assistance Program was started following World War

II to provide financial assistance to military personnel in the
active components. The purpose of the Tuition Assistance
Program is to enable members of the armed forces to develop
educationally and professionally while in the service and to
encourage them to continue their education after leaving the
service.

In the Fiscal Year 1954 DoD Appropriations Act, Congress
restricted the use of tuition assistance to military members
below the grade of captain or naval lieutenant. The following
year, Congress removed this prohibition but imposed a "payback"
on all officers, requiring two years of active duty after
completion of the program for which tuition assistance was
received. No such payback was required for enlisted members.
Under section 2007 of title 10, the Secretary of a Military
Department may pay up to 75 percent of the charges of an educational institution for the tuition or expenses of a member of
the armed forces enrolled for education or training during offduty period*. However, the following exceptions exist:
*

For an enlisted member in pay grade E5 or higher with less
than 14 years service, not more than 90 percent of the

charges may be paid.
"

For a member enrolled in a high school completion program,
all charges may be paid.

t*"*

Conmwwt
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For a commissioned officer, no part of the charges may be
paid oule a the officer agrees to remain on active duty for
at least two years after completing the training or
education.
In 1983, becatse a large number of officers in the Army
National Guard had not completed a college degree, the Army

explored the use of the tuition assistance program for reserve
officers to support their educational programs.

The Army Judge

Advocate General ruled however that, while there was no
statutory prohibition against tuition assistance for reserve
officers, as a practical matter, tuition assistance could not be
provided to reserve officers because of the two-year active duty
payback requirement of the law. The Fiscal Year 1986 Department
of Defense Appropriations Act temporarily dealt with this
limitation by providing a means to extend the Tuition Assistance
Program to officers serving in the Army National Guard and the
Army Reserve. The Act provided that tuition assistance could be
paid if the officer agreed to remain a member of the Ready
Reserve for at least four years after completing the training or
education.
This temporary authority, applicable only to members of a
reserve component of the Army, was continued and codified
through a provision in the Fiscal Year 1987 National Defense
Authorization Act. This provision further clarified the payback
period by differentiating reserve officers serving on full-time
duty (two-year payback after completion) from those serving in
the Selected Reserve but not on full-time duty (four-year
payback). The Act also stipulated that tuition assistance could
not be used for pursuit of education beyond the baccalaureate
degree. In addition, the Congress stated its intention that the
authority be used only in instances where the MGIB was not
available (less than half-time attendance). The new authority
remained applicable only to the Army, and the Congress required
a report on current Army policy with respect to educational
requirements for commissioning and promotion.
Although the Services have the legal authority to provide
tuition assistance to enlisted reservists not on active duty,
the Army is the only Service currently doing so for reserve
component members not on full-time duty. In Fiscal Year 1986,
the Army extended the use of the Tuition Assistance Program to
part-time reservists, both officers and enlisted members. This
appears to be the first time tuition assistance has been offered
to part-time enlisted reservists in any Service. Unlike the
officers, enlisted members who use this program have no further
service requirement as a payback for the assistance received.
In Fiscal Year 1986, a total of 4,941 Army National Guard and
Reserve members, (1,976 enlisted members and 2,965 officers)
used this program at a cost of $728,000. In Fiscal Year 1987,
5-73
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over 25,000 persolnel (20,730 enlisted members and 5,103

officers) used the Tuition Assistance Program.
during Fiscal Year 1987 totaled $6.04 million.

Expenditures

As noted earlier, members of the Selected Reserve who meet the
eligibility requirements of the G.I. Bill are entitled to the
following benefits:
$140 per month for full-time education
$105 per month for 3/4-time education
$ 70 per month for 1/2-time education
The XGIB as currently structured, however, does not provide
educational assistance for attendance less than half-time. The
Army is using the Tuition Assistance Program for some students

who attend less than half-time. Army program rules preclude
tuition assistance for those receiving MGIB benefits, but do not
preclude payment to those who could be eligible through
reenlistment or extension.
QRMC study of the current Tuition Assistance Program indicates
that, if the NGIB were changed to provide educational assistance
for attendance on less than a half-time basis, some members
might receive less money than under the current program. This
assumaes that no changes are made to the current Tuit. n
Assistance Program and that the MGIB would be modified to
provide $35 per month for attendance "less than half-time."
The higher the cost per credit hour, the more advantageous it
would be for the member to use the Tuition Assistance Program
for less than half-time attendance (1 to 5 credit hours).
For example, a part-time student enrolled in a 3-credit hour
course at the University of Georgia pays $61 per credit hour.
Using the Tuition
The cost of the course would be $183.
Assistance Program, the government would pay $137.25 and the
student $45.75. Assuming the same 3-credit course is taken at
George Mason University, the cost per credit hour is $86 or $258
The government would pay $193.50 and the
for the Course.
student $64.50. Finally, the same course at George Washington
University would cost $330 per credit hour or $990. The government would pay $742.50 and the student $247.50.
If the MGIB were changed to allow for attendance on a less

than half-time basis using the structure reflected below, the
maximum benefit would be $35 per month for the duration of the
course (usually 4 months).
Full-time
3/4-time
1/2-time
1/4-time
eItere CftPWMW Ineurt

12
9
6
3

credit
credit
credit
credit

Program

hours
hours
hours
hours

or
or
or
or

more
more
more
more

$140
$105
$ 70
$ 35
5-73

Under this structure, each student in the examples below would
receive $140.
Table 5-16 compares the Tuition Assistance
Program with a revised GI Bill that allows for less than halftime attendance and highlights the associated costs for each.
Tobte 5-16:

Coemparative Costa - Tuition Assistance Program and MI
Tuition Assistance Program

Course
Fee

Paid by
Program

183.00
258.00

137.50
193.50

9900

~obtigation

74. 50

Paid by
Student

45.75
64.50

247. 50

NO|S
Paid by
ProgramO

Paid by
Student

140.00
140.00

43.00
118.00

U40.0O0

$50.0

The benefit to the government is presumbly much greater with the N415 beause of the service
associated with this program.

Several observations can be drawn from this comparison. As
education costs rise, the Tuition Assistance Program potentially
becomes relatively more expensive. It should be noted, however,
that there is no permanent authority for tuition assistance; it
is based on authority flowing from the annual appropriation of
funds by Congress. Unlike the MGIB, which provides an
entitlement, funding for the Tuition Assistance Program is
discretionary and thus its availability and benefit levels can
be reduced or eliminated in the budget process.
As this report was being finalized, the Army announced that
they were cutting in-service education benefits by more than $30
million effective January 1, 1988.40 These reductions limit

tuition aid payments for officers, warrant officers, and
enlisted soldiers to 75 percent of tuition costs, with a cap of
$80 per semester hour for undergraduate education. However,
this limitation has not been imposed on either active AGRs or
part-time members of the Selected Reserve.
a

The 6th QEC recommends the following:
U

Benefits for part-time National Guard and Reserve
mumbers under the Tuition Assistance Program should be
limited to members who do not seet the NIB eligibility
criteria for reasons other than failing to enlist,

reenlist, or extend for six years in the Selected
Reserve.
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a

Tuition Assistance authority for the reserve components

should be extended in
a

Suwmmar

law to all

the Services.

The current statutory provision limiting Tuition
Assistance to baccalaureate degree programs should be
removed.
of Reserve Comment Incentive Progam Recommendations

The following is a summary of the 6th QRMC recommendations for
the reserve Special and Incentive pay program.
U

Amend section 307 of title 37, United States Code, to
authorize payment of Special Duty Assignment Pay to
reservists during periods of inactive duty training and
that DoD amend its own regulation (DODI 1304.22) to delete
the current restriction that limits payment of Special Duty
Assignment Pay to members on active duty for 180 days or
more.

a

Pursue legislative authority to permit the secretary of the
Navy to authorize payment, under a two-year test program,
of Naval Reserve Fleet Pay" to enlisted Selected Reserve
members serving on Naval Reserve Fleet ships.

0

Modify the Services' budgeting process so that each reserve
component budgets for each Special and Incentive pay as a
separate line item for full-time or part-time personnel, in
the same manner as done by the active components.

a

The financial accounting systems used by each Service
should
aggregate each type of S&I pay paid to members of
the Selected Reserve and include such financial data on the

,

quarterly military pay tapes to the Defense Data Nanpower
Center for merging with RCCPDS incentives information.
The following is a summary of the 6th QRNC recommendations for
the reserve bonus program:
•

Pursue legislative authority to conduct a two-year test
of
a modified payment schedule for the Selected Reserve
Enlistment Bonus (section 308c of title 37, United States
Code) in order to improve the effectiveness of the bonus.

"

Develop a legislative proposal with these amendments:
W

Amend section 308i(a)(2)(A) of title 37, United States
Code, to specify that the Selected Reserve Prior-Service
Enlistment Bonus may be provided to members with less
than 14 years (vice 10 years) of total military service.

lomerve Component Incentive Program
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N

Amend Section 308b(a) (1) of title 37, united States
Code, to specify that the Selected Reserve Reenlistment

Bonus may be provided to members with less than 14 years
(viae 10 years) of total military service.

0

"

Amend section 308e(c)(2) of title
37, United States
Code, to provide that payment of the second half of the
Selected Reserve Affiliation Bonus be made on the date
of the sixth anniversary of the original enlistment or
call to active duty vice the fifth anniversary.

A review be conducted of participation under section
2171(a) (2)(A) of title
10, United States Code, the General
Educational Loan Repayment Program for the Selected Reserve
(commnly referred to as the Student Loan Repayment

Program).
*

Pursue the following recommendations for data collection:
*

Continue priority attention to the improvement of the
quality and accuracy of the Reserve Components Common
Personnel Data System.

*

Revise DoD Instruction 7770.2, uxagnetic Tape Extracts
of ilitary Pay Records," to require that reserve
component pay file
data be furnished quarterly to the
Defense Manpower Data Center on the same basis as
premently required for active pay file
data.

a

Development of and periodic reporting of standard data
displays on bonus programs for all reserve components.

The following is

a summary of the 6th QRNC recommendations for

the reserve Educational Assistance Program:
M

Develop a legislative proposal with these amendments:
*

Amend section 2131(b), chapter 106 of title 10, United
States Code, to provide educational benefits for less
than half-time attendance.

a

Amend section 2132(b) (2), chapter 106 of title 10,
United States Code, to delete the requirement to
complete 180 days of service in the Selected Reserve as
an aspect of program eligibility.

N

Amend section 2132, chapter 106 of title 10, United

States Code, to limit benefits for the Active
Guard/Reserve members to those authorized under chapter
30 of title 38, United States Code.

6th QORC Report
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Amend sections 1413(a) (1) and 1415, chapter 30 of title
38, United States Code, to base the acrual of basic
educational assistancean themnths of active duty
service performed, deleting the $250 entitlement for two
years of service and setting a monthly dollar
entitlement of $30p, the total entitlemet to be
dependent an the months of service performed. To
prevent a reduction in benefit levels for members
participating in the existing program, a grandfather
provision should be included.

0

Ameud chapter 101 of title 10, United States Code, to
limit the coverage by the Tuition Assistance Program to
those reserve members who do not meet the UQIB
eligibility criteria for reasons other than failing to
enlist, reenlist, or extend for six years in the
Selected Reserve.

M

Amend section 2007(c)(1), chapter 101 of title 10,
United States Code, to extend the Tuition Assistance
authority for the reserve components to all the
Services.

m Amend section 2007(c)(1), chapter 101 of title 10,
United States Code, to delete the statutory provision
limiting Tuition Assistance to baccalaureate degree
programs.
0

A review be conducted by a DoD study group of the existing
and prospective educational assistance administrative
problems associated with the 02X40 enlistment option
(section 1412, chapter 30 of title 38, United States Code).
study group should ensure that problem resolution is
within the limits of reasonable administrative capability
and resource expenditures.
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basic allowance for. subsistence (US) (br the in-kind equivalent
of the quarters and subsistence allovAbces).
When the federal
tax advantage (which accrues from BAQ and BAS because they are
not subject to federal income tax) is added, the total is the
base level of compensation received by Members on full-time
duty. The term used to describe this base level is Basic
Military Compensation (MXC).
A closely related term, defined in
law at section 101(25) of title 37, United States Code, is
Regular Military Compensation (RKC).
RMC differs from BDC in
that it also includes any variable housing allowance (VHA) or
station housing allowance and the federal tax advantage of these
allowances. FC is conceptually different from BDC in that not
all members on active duty receive housing allowances in
addition to BAQ. BDC is used to provide a general basis for
comparison of military and civilian compensation.
As discussed in Chapter 4, basic pay and compensation for
inactive duty training, which is directly linked to basic pay,
represents the bulk of the military compensation for most parttime reservists. As discussed in Volume II of this report, this
fact results in a distortion of the pay of part-time reservists
relative to their active duty counterparts. The distortion
occurs because compensation for inactive duty training is based
on basic pay and reservists are not entitled to either BAQ or
SAS when on inactive-duty training.
Selected Reservists spend a minimum of two weeks each year on
active duty. Some spend significantly more time, performing
frequent short periods of active duty for training or of active
duty in support of active or reserve force missions.
Entitlements for allowances often are dependent on the length of
the active duty period being served. Other factors may also be

important in determi ing entitlements, as Vell, such as whether
or not the member has dependents. The remainder of this chapter
discusses allowances. Housing, family separation, subsistence,
and uniform allowances are reviewed and related issues
pertaining to travel allowances, housing, and subsistence during
inactive duty training are discussed. Finally, the QRMC
n6-1

analY3es the feasibility of substituting an allowance in lieu ot
par and allawnooe for members of the Individual Ready Reserve
who fulfill their.,annftal reporting requirement.

smilit"Ty

officer*. at: the United States

ii4oW;*cash. sUbstitut*. te career
40@&W km~l.14"" thol entitlement Of all
4P1AW
~
sev~n
&W
ivi 4t-t to-quarters or a cash
Pow w"e
I-OfOnailtod members, this -also
ea'p . tpt~pP~u1a o q~r~rsadoeg~te to house their
4e~et~Th*
a~er -provision.v"as subsequently extended to
=4W-,""W
0members 48 well. The OWP review focused on two
aspo
of
Jus* allowo entitlements for reservists: DAQ
and VHA.
fnsic 4U. lovwe for. Qusterv
The issue OPPscOing SA for members on active duty for
trainin aripqs from twPPowcerns. This issue was originally
raised by a congrsional -inquiry following a constituent*'s
comw*ai. that two single, members, of the same Service and same
grade receive- different compensation. when performing identical
iissiow. in a teqooary duty (TI)!) status.* The DoD response to
this inquiry QQWx4PlA.e Ourrent-procedures and indicated that the
6th QIUC, would, review ther isug further. The second concern
with respect to tbe S!. surfaced during the unit visit program
of the QRKC and in ~written comments provided by respondents to
the 1906 Reserve Components surveys. This concern centers on
the tact that meobori without dependents do, not receive BAQ
during shQut tours of active duty while members with dependents
do.
The current M Authority creates a disparity in entitlements
for members in easentially identical situations in that reserve
members with and -without dependents are treated differently with
respect to tOie BKQ "en On Short tours of active duty. A
further result is that active and reserve component members
without depoodents are treated differently in essentially
identical. situationks.
The disparity in ,treatment with respect to compensation
results frca tbe fact that Section 401(d) of Executive order No.
11157, *eWulaLtionW Relating to Incentive Pay, Special Pay and
Allowege T 4P-sfins the permaent duty station of members of
the eseve
ewpeeat onactive duty for training as the place
whero"
rann.i
being Performed. This provision had its
origins in ftmeetiveorfder 10204,, which was issued by President
TrUWMs in 1952 4o iMlement section 302 of the Career
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compensation A1t Qf 1949. The. apparent intent of the provision
was to smpta
*tandard that would 0~4 to Natoaa -Guard and
Reserve Aeqbu~r during their auanuaf training periods.
As ,r.
sequo. oe this provision, reserve members vithout
dpenders do nt .
eiv, a D allo
c
asigned quarters

while on active duty for training. This is. true regardless of
the fact that they also must continue to maintain their
.Guard
Reserve
personnel
who
: ave d='d.ens
Aao nt Rational
lose their
EMQ and
when
they are
provided
quarters dtirin

active duty for training.

This is

because the

govern
t has not provided quarters for their dependents.
i bonly with resiect to single members that this anomaly
exilts.

It

n eiwing this issue, the QRXC first looked at the basic

ration.to for payment of a quarters allowance to reservists on
short tours of active duty.
It could be argued that the
government has no obligation to help defray the permanent

hQUAIV4 Costs of reservists in their civilian community. Under
the W*C concept, however, the SAO is part of the base level of
compensation for military members on active duty. This standard
is ia important one to reservists, both as a benchmark for
mobilization income level and, during peacetime, as income
replacement for lost civilian wages.
This latter point is critical because the majority of
reservists simply substitute military income for civilian income
when they are on active duty for training. The 1986 Reserve
Components Surveys indicate that only 37 percent of Selected
Reservists receive either partial or full civilian pay during
their required annual training. Virtually no reservists receive
civilian pay for active duty beyond 15 days annually. Further,
88 percent of reservists own or rent their homes and should
reasonably expect a compensation standard that recognizes that
these expenses continue through annual training and other short
tours of active duty. This is a reasonable expectation, and one
that applies equally to members without dependents and members
with dependents.

Despite this standard, in determining eligibility for BAQ,
reserve members without dependents are treated differently from
either married reservists or their single counterparts on fulltime dUty. Treatment differs because entitlement to BAQ is
based on the availability and use of quarters at the permanent

duty station. This works to the disadvantage of members without
4pendonts, since quarters are generally provided to these

during short active duty tours, 'thereby resulting in no

.me--.mb

enOitlmnt to BAQ.

As an example of the resulting pay

differ
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d
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2S less dring a' 14-day annual training period
tithk dependents.
In the case of a single member

in pay

.03 veus onm who is married,
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the difference is
m bers without
goehment quarters
c iN that the

reserv .st incurs cqotinuing housing expepss from a civilian

resdsaq
t~. ut~ r

eiods
M~~3 'of active duty. -The fullqurters typically hats no need to

The -svist's
situation Is directly comarable to that of a
siges
activ duty member w
is authorized to live off base and
but who is Aisent from his or her
draQ,
entitled towta

permaneft station on temporary pOtOds of sea or field duty.

As

a result of statutory and Exe&utive Order changes made in 1985,
active force members without dependents who are permitted to
reside separately are no longer deprived of BAQ during temporary
assignments to sea or field duty. These changes recognized that
housing casts continue for such *Gmbers when at sea or in the
field.
The siae rationale applies to single reserve members
whose housing costs also continue when they perform periods of
less than 20 Weeks active duty. Since the compensation system
now proyides that the single active duty member is not penalized
by loss of the BAQ entitlement during temporary field or sea
duty, the same principle is appropriate and applicable in the
case of short-term reserve duty.
It is the inconsistent application of this principle with
regard to active and reserve component members that resulted in
this issue originally being surfaced for QRWC review. Two
officers in the same grade, without dependents and maintaining
apartments in the same city, were sent on temporary duty to
perform a mission outside the United States.
One officer was on

extended active duty, the other was a reservist called to active
duty for this special mission. While on temporary duty they
were furnished quarters.
Both received applicable per diem
while in a travel status. The active duty member continued to

receive MAQ. The reservist, however, because of the provisions
of the current Nxecutive Order, did not receive BhQ. The
civilian housing expenses continued for both members, but only
the member on extended active duty was compensated for these
expenses.
The current BaQ provisions have a negative impact on a

substantial number of Selected Reservists, most of whoa have
continuing housing expenses and experience a loss of civilian
wages while on active duty for training. Seventy percent of
members in pay grade 24 and below have no dependents and 45
percent of all members are without dependents.
The 1986 Reserve
Components SurvWs indicate that.sember. without dependents are
more likely to experience escalati* housing coasts, because a
higher percentage of single aebers rent than do members with
de
(43 percent for members without dependents compared
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with 29 ped*nt for

embers-tith dependents).

Furtheaora, 46

percent of members with dependents receive full or partial
civilian pay during reserve duty, coppaed with only 21 percent

aeed*t.

of members. ithO~1tThere is
which di

is most

no rationale for this difference in entitlements,.
ibnitel Iaffets
thos4 rs whose attrition

sIkofy
t coItly.

The dispatity could be

corrected y desgnng
the reeervists home as his or her
permanent duty station forRAQ entitleament purposes for tours of
less than 140 days active duty. For active duty tours of 140
days or more, permanent change of station rules apply, in
keeping with Total Force standards.

Variable Nausing Allowance
The second concern with housing allowances for reservists
deals with the 'provision of -VUtoreservists on active duty for
less than 140 days.
This allowance has been subject to recent
statutory change. Individual reservists expressed their
concerns with respect to VRA eligibility during unit visits and
in responses to the Surveys.
VA was first authorized in 1980 as a means of offsetting
additional housing costs experienced by members assigned to
high-cost areas. Public Law 96-343 of September 8, 1980,
provided that members eligible to receive BKQ would receive VRA
whenever the average housing cost in a specific area exceeded
115 percent of BAQ, Initially, .the VA entitlement was
applicable to qualifying reservists during active duty tours,
regardless of length.
Because it was tied to the BAQ
entitlement, the VRA entitlement increased the pay differential
between reserVa members with dependants and those without when
they were performing required annual training or serving on
other short tours of active duty.
In 1983, concern over cost growth in the VHA program resulted
in a DoD proposal to eliminate the vRA entitlement for shortterm reserva sekice. The DOD concluded that it was not
consistent with the intent of VRA to pay VRA to reservists who
were not subject to frequent reassignments or governmentdirected relocation to high-cost areas.
The DoD proposed,
therefore, that the law should be changed so that reservists on
active duty for less than 140 days would not be entitled to VHRA.
Am a result, the Piscal Year 1984 DoD Athorization Act
contald"'a prOVslion that eliminated VA for reservists ordered
to active duty for peribds of less than 140 days after September

30g 10$3.

9This reduced the Annual net income by 1 or 2 percent

fok a typical reservist at pay grade 35 with eight years of

A rll.

6-

The rationa~e fo)r the change was based on the following
iiirviotii serving short tours Qt active dut ore not
subject to involuntary reassignmen to high-cost' areas.
*ThodghquaUA xppegiourd yareuqrvist is based oc.
the
Regets Otvluif employment, is"~ on. the military
A-tiee bsib4 perftked those expense do not change simply
becatuse a. reservist, is called to a sort tour of active
:duty.
*Individuals not provided government quarters may receive
per diem, in addition to their pay and allowances, to cover
additional costs; therefore, they do not incur additional
living expenses.
*under the Joint Federal Travel Ptegulations, 140 days is the
minmu~m tour lengt considered to be a permanent change of
station (PCs). 90erefore, the 140-day requirement for
entitlement to V1"A is consistent with the intent of the
law.
In 1905, the VH& program was substantially revised in order to
better serve Its intended purpose of compensating members with,
high housing costs. .-Congres.s resttuctured 5&Q and.VHA and
intended that these combine elements lie tied to the housing
costp-4g~erienoed. MAQ was to be set at 65 percent of n.JaWJ
median hbusing costs ?or each pay grade and would be adjusted in
accordance "Ith the existing py-adjusntment mechanism and
reviewed periodically. YEU would be paid only when the JQMga
median -cost, of housing for a pay grade exceeded So percent of
the national median housing coots tor that pay grade.5
Subsequent VIA payments would be tied to the housing consumer
price index (CPT). Conress continued to expect that 15 percent
of housing costs would be absorbed by the member and paid from
compensation other than housing allowances *
Consistent with coticern. over program growth, there were other

changes to th VR pro~itak designed to constrain costs and

elsftatq
ctaurs
aracterized by Congress as "Imperfections"
or Owindftlis.0 'bW~ the l $S Irevisions, members living in
goverrnmnt quarters' whod receved WEQ at the "with dependents
rate"
Aol6l bw re61Aso Of' Child smpport payments became
ineligie
,~ V"-A.iobi*e pot pVovidod quarters but receiving
DSQ, at the, hithr rate 4 bscaus. o.? child support-paynents now
re0"iV*. VA t the 0,ithout dsPi~etsn rate. members in a
tft"l tats
due t6 a prmanent C6haage of station are no longeri
entitiod to V4 bause-the addWo~al expenses are compensated
through trafea entitliente. Wfir~lly, members are now required
to document housing expenses; VRA payments in excess of actual
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costs result in

a reduction in VHA.

member's housing costs are, however,

No matter how inexpensive

there is

a

no reduction of

Although the 1985 revisions tended to obscure the basic
rationale for VHA by concentrating on the formula described
above, the legislative history of the VHA program would indicate
that VHA remains a supplemental allowance, intended to help
mitigate the financial burden members experience as a result of
reassignmants to high cost areas solely for convenience of the
government.
Reservists permanent housing expenses are a
fumtion of civilian
employment, not military assignment.
Since
variable levels of housing costs for reservists are not related
to military assignment, we conclule that there is no
justification
for payment of VHA.'
When ordered to active duty
for periods of more than 20 weeks, VHA may be payable; this
constitutes a permanent change of station. For duty of less
than 20 weeks,, additional housing costs are provided for by per
diem entitlements.
Housing Allowance Alternatives
A variety of reserve housing allowance alternatives with

associated savings or costs were considered by the 6th QRNC.

A

brief summary of the seven alternatives considered and the QRMC

evaluation follows.

(1) Eliminate BAQ for all members on active duty for less
than 140 days. This alternative would result in
annual savings of approximately $190 million.
(2) Make no change to current housing allowance
entitlements, an alternative that obviously results in
no change from current costs.
(3) Provide an entitlement to BAQ for all members on
active duty for less than 140 days with the exception
of members without dependents on initial active duty
for training (IADT). The annual cost of this
alternative in estimated at $49 million.
(4) Provide an entitlement to BAQ for all members on
active duty for less than 140 days. Under this
alternative, members without dependents on IADT would
receive BAQ, raising the costs to $108 million.
(5) Restore the VA entitlement for all reservists who
receive BAQ.

At ta nc..

______________________

This would cost $58 million per year.
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(6) Provide an entitlement to BAQ and VHA for all members
on active duty for less than 140 days with the
exception of members without dependents on IADT.

This

alternative would cost $122 million.
(7) Provide an entitlement to BAQ and VHA for all members
on active duty for less than 140 days. Annual costs
would be $199 million under this option.
The impact of Alternative (1) would be a significant pay cut
for approximately 55 percent of the Selected Reserve.
Disproportionately affected would be junior personnel, for whom
BAQ is a relatively high percentage of total active duty pay.
This would surely adversely affect recruiting and retention as
well as violate the longstanding principle of BNC. Alternative
(2), i.e. no change, would perpetuate a major difference in
compensation for members with and without dependents and between
reserve and active component members- performing identical
duties. There is clearly no logical rationale for these
disparities.
Alternatives (3) and (4) would provide a reasonable level of
income replacement to all members during short active duty tours
while appropriately recognizing that housing expenses continue
during a time of lost civilian wages for more than half of
Selected Reserve members. However, because of their ages, it is
expected that many members performing IADT live at home and do
not incur the continuing housing expenses experienced by older
members. Alternative (4) could also create an inequity among
different categories of members performing IADT by providing
greater compensation for members on short IADT tours, who in
many cases receive less technical skill training.
Alternatives (5) through (7) are, in the judgment of the QRMC,
inconsistent with the intent of the VHA program. Furthermore,
restoring VHA would, in the absence of other changes, primarily
benefit members with dependents, thereby exacerbating the pay
differential between members with and without dependents.
Conclusion and Recommendations
The 6th QRC concludes that BMC provides an appropriate level
of income replacement for reservists on active duty tours of
less than 140 days. A further departure from this standard by
eliminating BAQ for members with dependents could have a severe
impact on retention and readiness. Although the formula for
determining housing allowance entitlements has changed, the
intent of VHA is to reimburse members for high housing costs
incurred due to military reassignments. On this basis,
reservists are properly excluded from entitlement to VHA during
short tours of active duty.
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With respect to BAQ entitlements for reserve members without
dependents on active duty tours of less than 140 days, the QRKC
concludes that the existing procedures are not reasonable or
logical and that the disparate impact of the current system is

primarily on members whose retention is most directly influenced
by their current compensation.
U

The 6th QIIC recommends that entitlement to

BhA

be provided

to all reserve members on active duty with the exception of
members without dependents performing initial

active duty

for training. Implementation of this recommendation would
provide an equitable solution to the current disparity in
BAQ between reservists with dependents and those without
dependents and between reserve component and active
component members performing duty together. Concomitantly,
it would provide an additional financial incentive to
junior enlisted personnel, the category in which personnel

turbulence dysfunctional to readiness has been the
greatest.

The QRMC concludes that this recommendation

should be implemented by amending section 403 of title 37,
United States Code, to provide that the reservist's home be
considered as the reservist's permanent duty station for

BAQ entitlement purposes when on active duty for less than
140 days.
Family Beparation Allowance

(FSAI

The purpose of the Family Separation Allowance is to
reimburse, on average, members who are involuntarily separated
from their dependents for the extra expense incurred as a result
of separation, and to reimburse members who must maintain a home
in the United States for their dependents and another home
overseas for themselves for the extra expenses incurred by
maintaining the overseas home.
There are two categories of family separation allowance,
commonly referred to as FSA-I and FSA-II. FSA-I is provided for
in section 427(a) of title 37, United States Code. FSA-I is an
amount equal to the basic allowance for quarters payable to
members in the same pay grade and without dependents. This
allowance is payable when both of the following conditions
exist:
*

The movement of the dependents to the permanent station or
to
a place near that station at government expense is not
authorized,
and the dependents do not reside at or near
that station.

*

Government quarters or government-provided quarters are not
available for assignment to the member.

At *mnce
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The allowance is payable in addition to any other allowances or
per diem to a member of the uniformed services with dependents

who is on permanent duty outside of the United States or Alaska.
The second type of family separation allowance (FSA-II) is
provided for in section 427(b) of title 37, United States Code.
FSA-II is a monthly allowance of $60, payable in addition to any
other allowance (includina FSA-I) or per diem under any of the
following conditions:
*

The member has a permanent change of station, the
dependents do not reside at or near that station, and the
movement of the dependents at government expense is not
authorized.

" The member is on duty on board a ship away from the home
port of the ship for a continuous period of more than 30
days.
" The member is on temporary duty away from the member's
permanent station for a continuous period of more than 30
days, and the dependents do not reside at or near the
temporary duty station.
On its surface, the law seems to provide the same eligibility
rules and coverage for both the active and reserve components,
but questions of interpretation have arisen that might expose an
inconsistency between full-time and part-time members in their
eligibility for FSA-I. Because reservists are not specifically
mentioned in the law and because such terms as "permanent
station" and "temporary duty" (rather than "active duty
training") are used, the matter was raised by the DoD Military
Pay and Allowances Committee during discussions in late 1964.
As a result, a ruling was requested from the Comptroller
General.
The Comptroller General opinion (#B-153192, April 2, 1964)
stated that qualified reservists are eligible to receive both
types of family separation allowance. The opinion pointed out
that neither the Act nor the legislative history of the Act
reflected any exclusion of reservists, so they were therefore
considered as eligible. Central to this opinion was the
determination that the training station to which the reservist
is ordered, and where the duty is performed, would be considered
the reservist's "permanent station" for purposes of FSA-I, when
both-of the following are true:
* The reservist is not authorized to move dependents to the
station at government expense.
0 The enforced separation from the reservist's family is for
more than 30 days.
6-10
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The opinion (except for the definition of "permanent station")
relied upon the language of the Joint Travel Regulations (with
regard to travel allowances) and Executive Order 10204

(regarding quarters allowance), and interpreted section
427(b) (1) in a manner consistent with them. The opinion created
a new problem in that it created a new definition of "permanent
station" by requiring that the duty station be considered as a
permanent station when the length of the enforced separation is
for more than 30 days. This is in direct contradiction to the
long-established rule, reflected in the JFTR, that the length of
time that distinguishes between TDY and a PCS is 140 days.
Thus, for reservists only, for purposes of NSA-I only, there are
circustances where the period from 31-139 days has been
included within the definition of a permanent change of station.
Under this situation, a reservist may be eligible to receive
per diem as the result of being on TDY status under the JFTR
while simultaneously being eligible to receive FSA-I, due to
being considered as assigned to a permanent duty station as
defined in the Comptroller General opinion. This is
inconsistent with rules applicable to members on extended active
duty, because the latter are not subject to the opinion that
created the potential problem.
No evidence has been found that anyone has actually received a
dual per diem and FSA-I payment as a result of the Comptroller
General's opinion. It is quite possible that some reservists
may have been entitled to FSA-I but did not receive it. With
the expanded use of reservists to fulfill overseas missions, the
likelihood of such eligibility is increased.
Implementation of the QRMC recommendation with respect to
housing allowances will prevent this potential problem from
resulting in unwarranted expense to the government. Amendment
of the law to provide that the permanent duty station of the
reserve member is the member's home would prrevent any potential
dual eligibility for payment of per diem and FSA-I to
reservists.
Basic Allowance For Subsistence (HAS)
The statutory authority for BAS is contained in section 402 of
title 37, United States Code. Enlisted members on active duty
are entitled to BAS on a daily basis when rations-in-kind are
not available or when permission to mess separately is granted.
These provisions are equally applicable to enlisted reserve
component members when on active duty, regardless of length or
type of duty.

At owances

_____,____

':________. ___, _____.___-___
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Reserve officers on active duty are entitled
to BAB at all
times on a mozb4
y basis or at one-thirtieth of the monthly rate
for each day of acftive duty or active duty for training, as are
their full-time duty counterparts. The QRMC found no basis on
which to reconmen4 a change to the BAS for reservists on active
duty.
Travel AIllN3M.
'Prainina (IDY)

-UA

and SubsiStence Drina I

ive-Dutv

DAQ and BS are not authorized for members who are not
entitled to basic pay; thus National Guard and Reserve members
performing IDT do not receive these allowances. It appears

that, under the circumstances that existed when paid drill
periods were first authorized, it was not anticipated that
quarters or subsistence expenses would be incurred. Under
modern circumstances, in which most monthly IDT includes at
least four drill periods covering two 8-hour days, quarters and
subsistence expenses become a concern.
The actual practices in place in the reserve components are
complex and, in some cases, vary among the components. Member
comments indicate that many believe that they should be
compensated for travel, quarters, and meals. Some members
clearly do not understand the rationale for the system,
particularly when they see reservists in another component
receiving benefits which they do not. Many are aware of the
extent to which the Tax Reform Act of 1986 reduced their ability
to claim these expenses on their federal income tax (this is
discussed, with recommendations, in Chapter 7).
The flexible
use of duty status to meet specific training or Total Force
missions also creates situations in which the pay status of
members performing the same duty will be different.

Thus a

member placed on active duty will, dependent upon distance from
the unit, be compensated under almost totally different
provisions than the member on IDT.
Travel Allowances
When performing IDT at their normal training site, reservists
do not receive travel expenses. Tables 6-1 and 6-2 shows the

time from the reservist's home to the IDT site and the method of
transportation for both officers and enlisted members.

As indicated, many reservists experience considerable travel
time to IDT, with 19 percent of officers and 7 percent of
enlisted members spending more than two hours in travel each
way. In some cases, government transportation is provided, but
this is never the prevalent practice even for members who must
travel several hours to their IDT site. The rationale for no
travel allowances in these circumstances is that the travel is
6-12
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Table 6-1.

Tine PFro Home to Unt by Method of ',PnPOrt tin
(9ff ic~r),
Percent of Total
(W -

143,675)

Private Auto

2-3 hours
3-6 hours

0.1
0.2

8.4
5.5

0.1
0.4

0.3
1.0

96.4

0.8

2

More than 6 hours
Total

Public

*

63.5
17.1

Less than 1 hour
1-2 hours

Military

*

2La

2

63.7
17.4
8.8
6.9

3
3.3

2.9

*Less than 0.1%

Table 6-2.

Time From Home to Unit by Method of Transportation
(Enlisted)
of Total
Percent
- 794,862)
(N

Tim
Less than 1 hour
1-2 hours
2-3 hours
3-6 hours
More than 6 hours
Total

Private Auto
or Walk
79.6
11.4
3.7
1.8
0QA

Military
Trn,
0.3
0.1
0.2
0.2
A

97.0

10.9

Public
Trans.
1.2
0.6
0.2
0.1

Total.
81.0
12.1
4.1
2.2
0.6

2.2

*Less than 0.1%

typically performed because the member has voluntarily elected
to serve in the unit. In 1984, section 613 of the Department of
Defense Authorization Act, 1985 (Public Law 98-525), amended
section 407(a) of title 37 to authorize travel allowances for
certain reserve component instructors who perform their IDT
duties more than 100 miles from the reserve school to which they

ALlowences
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are esis to
where (a aduldnoma1 y be alormed. A 1967
amendment to section 407(a) authorized travel allOvences for
reservists who perform IDT at a temporary training location.
Quarter

Although

Is not paid tor IDT, reservists are entitled to

per-Aiam or ritmbursement for actual lodging expenses when they
are performing IDT at a temporary training site. There is no
entitlement for such compensation at the member's normal
training site, regardless of the availability of quarters inkind. Provision of in-kind quarters varies by component. In
all components except for the reserve components of the Air
Force, reservists pay the service charge for bachelor officer or
enlisted quarters even though they receive no reimbursement or
per diem. National Guard and Reserve components in two Military
Departments may occupy contract quarters at no charge.
Subsistence
Authority initially provided by section 244 of the Armed
Forces Reserve Act of 1952 permits the Secretaries of the
Military Departments to provide enlisted reservists with
rations-in-kind during IDT periods that total at least eight
hours in a calendar day. This provision is codified as section
402 of title 37, United States Code. There is currently no
similar statutory authority to provide reserve officers with
subsistence during IDT, although, until 1960, annual provisions
of the Defense Appropriation Acts did authorize provision of
rations-in-kind to officers.
In practice, subsistence during IDT is provided by three
different methods: government mess facilities, government
contracted meals, and a cash allowance in lieu of rations-inkind. The latter method is used only by the Coast Guard Reserve
on a limited basis. This authority was added by section 605 of
Public Law 98-525 to meet the problem experienced by Coast Guard
reservists whose IDT site varies from month to month and is
seldom in the vicinity of a military installation with mess
facilities.

Conclusion and

-ntions

Asreserve component missions have become more demanding and
ilex, modifications to lav and practice have been made to

me

reds
of

the reserve components.

There is a tradeoff

flexaiie ptram for travel, quarters and subsistence

dr
T
Omt the differing needs of the seven reserve
.t
e
nor"eed standardization to preclude inequity to
ai
d otat with more constrained budgets. It seems
clear that i
eased mphasis on uniform practice is desirable.
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c sould be
made now. The Departent of the Wayhas
Veada
legislative proposal to autWoiize xpqktr at qrriated
*tum t~ami~it ~
oba~ds~billed
to
~
~ ~imi4~ RW
ez4ngtmal- 4
'atve u
tin
IDT. Statutory provisiol preclude payment of quarters expense.
f or 2666WI~*~x t* *dtivfdut f* trabting when government
quater
an mesin ar avIlable; howver, the Navy notes that
thes" -06"166 aha" Vere not Usnd At the time, the provisions
vdre entated. :The 60We conlodes that clear statutory authority
is required to provide that these service charges say be paid
for reservists performing training.
U
fte Gtlk 033 reaminds that mection 404 of titi.* 37,
iftod Bttes .iofm, be amoded to authorize the expnditure
of a~o~ae
fnsto
pmey actual expenses incurred by
roeariats Mien they occqpy Govawent homsing while
paeomg atimual active duty for training or inactive duty
timining, wheter at the normal or the temporary training
It is estimted that the annual cost of the enactment and

implementation of this recommendation would be $3 million.

Wihen individuals enlist in an armed force, the government
assumes an obligation to clothe (as well as feed and shelter)
them during their enlistment.
with respect to officers.

There is no comparable obligation

Congress has, however, authorized the payment of uniform

allowances to officers. Until recently, such allowances were
payable principally to reserve officers, to reimburse them for
expenses of procuring required uniforms and equipment.
Under present law (sections 415 to 416 of title 37, United

States Code) and implementing regulations, members of the armed
forces are entitled to the following clothing and uniform
allowances for enlisted members and' for officers.

Regular and reserve enlisted members, under DoD regulations
issued pursuant to section 416 of title 37, United States Code,
and Executive Order 10113, as amended, are authorized the
following:
" An initial clothing issue
"

An initial cash allowance for nonissue personal item for
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or aolance of not more
_aotJAve d*W or active duty for
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A Supplemental uniform maintenance allowance of not more
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than SUO fog-, ref
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p _ided that they are
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wo Years after
~ 4 o aotve iuty of uore than 90 days,
C Q~
s a
j al uniform reimbursement
v* not, rse
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oallWAnce, ;Q 20o
oew in the preceding two years
*A $50 Uniform Maintenance Allowance (UNA) for reserve
officers as reimurement for tbe purchase of required
uforms and1 equip~ent upon. completion of each four-year
period of satisfactory participation in one of the reserve
components of the Armed Forces, provided they have not
bome entitled to a supplemental uniform maintenance
allowance or reimbursement during the preceding four years
These rate. were establJostW by The armed Forces Reserve Act
of 19052, *nd kiave not been revised. It was recognized that
these sum would'not repay reserve off icers for the entire
amount of their expenses. These amounts were intended merely to
alleviate hardship or defray expenses, because it was felt that
the pay received by a reservist should absorb part of the
expenses.. Also, at that time Junior officers (those with less
than two yeartsorvice) were paid at a much lower rate than
officers with greater longevity.'
Coualwiioms ad Iaonn

ti

Enlisted members are provided, either replacement-in-kind for
clothing or cash clothing replacement allowances. These
procedures are, in our judgemest,,reasonable and equitable as
they apply to port-time and full-time enlisted members.
The officer uniform allowances authorized are not fully
consistent between part-time and full-time members. Elimination
of the $50 Uniform Maintenance Allowance paid to reserve
officers upon completion of each four-year period of
satisfactory participation would provide more uniformity of
entitlements. The $50 rate is so low that it has no positive
impact on retention or morale, and there is no reason to
6-166th
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that a member just short of qualifying for this allowance
would not be disentitled, an effective date one year after
enactment is recommended.

Each person who becomes a member of an armed force serves for
a total initial period of not less than six nor more than eight
years. Current directives implementing this statutory military
service obligation (NSO) prescribe an 8-year SO. Members who
have completed their active service or Selected Reserve
obligation and who have not completed their SO are transferred
to the Individual Ready Reserve (IRR) pending completion of
their MSO.
Other members of the IRR serve voluntarily.
The IRR is part of the nation's pretrained military manpower
resource. Its members are immediately liable for order to
active duty in time of war or national emergency. IRR personnel
would be used to bring active force and reserve component units
to full strength and to replace initial combat casualties. A
significant shortfall in junior enlisted members skilled in the
combat arms resulted in priority attention to the IRR and in a
series of initiatives to increase its size and viability. These
initiatives included more stringent limitations on discharge
from the IRR, extending the 1SO from six to eight years,
creating an IRR bonus program, testing direct enlistment into
the IRR, and administrative efforts to improve personnel files
and home address data on IRR members. These initiatives helped,
particularly in increasing the size of the IRR, but they did
little to ensure its readiness.
Because the IR is so important to wartime readiness, many
statutory and regulatory provisions have been established to
ensure that members of the IRR understand their responsibilities
and that the Services have complete, up-to-date records on IRR
members, indicating any limitations on their availability for
immediate mobilization and utilization and ensuring that members
can be located and notified when they are needed. The law
requires a system of continuous screening of IRR members to
ensure
there will
no requires
significant
a
mobilization.
It be
also
thatattrition
a current during
personnel
record
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requirements. in an effort to improve this situatiom, the Army
Reserve, in Fiscal Year 1986, began a program to order members

of the IW to., otiv. duty $or-one: day each- year.
progaa-,.based oh a voluntary callto
with
goa of-5000 partieipantso
actually participated.

a

Ihis trial

aetive duty, Vas des4ined
Approximately 6,700 members

This Fiscal Year 1986 Hmuster" program tested the ability of
the Army to contact its IRR members and to review and update
their personnel and medical records and other vital- data. After
a detailed review within the DoD, it was determined that
expansion of the muster program to call IRR members of all DoD
Services is essential to meet the statutory and regulatory
requirements necessary to the management of the IRR. The annual
reporting requirement not only helps to ensure that IRR members
can be located and called to active duty in a national
emergency; it also aids in ensuring that IRR members clearly
understand their status and responsibilities.
With this
program, members whose records identify them as no longer
qualified for worldwide service can be discharged or transferred
to the Standby Reserve or the Retired Reserve as appropriate;
thus the IRR can reflect mobilization assets more accurately.
To support a programmed call of between 271,000 and 334,000
IRR members in Fiscal Year 1987, the military services requested
funding of $61 million. Actual program costs, based on Service
reporting requirements, were about-$42 million. The DoD is
committed to the IRR annual reporting requirement as a matter of
policy. The cost of conducting the IRR muster remains a
significant consideration.,
During the muster of Fiscal Year 1986, a number of
difficulties arose in attempting to compensate Army
participants.
These difficulties included the requirement to
compute each member's pay individually and the inability to
verify in advance such items an dependency status for BAQ and
mileage allowances from home to muster site and return.
Because Congress and the DoD expressed an intent to continue
the ERR recall program begun in Fiscal Year 1987, the Army
proposed compensating members for the reporting period with a
nontaxable flat
rate allowance.
The Army cited three advantages
to the payment of an allowance. First, actual costs for paying
IRR members could be reduced; second, administrative costs would
be reduced; and third, *ember acceptance of the program would be
improved because they could receive a check to cover their
expenses at the time they were released from muster duty.
6-1S
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mebers are ordered to

and allowances, including

and creited with one or more days of active
Tax,
including FICA, aro deducted. A
matching FICA contribution (7.51 percent of basic pay) is made,

duty fkr retirement.
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and an aount equal to 26,.4 percent of basic pay is transferred
to the military retirement fund. If injured, disabled, or
killed at the reporting site or while travelling to or from, the
same entitlements and benefits accrue as for any member on
active duty for a period of less than 30 days.

In this respect, there is no difference between the pay and
allowances of IRR member reporting for the muster and a Selected
Reservist performing a one-day active duty tour. In fact,
however, there are significant differences between the nature of
the duties required for these substantially different forms of
military duty. The IRR member is not required to wear a uniform
or meet service grooming standards when meeting the annual
reporting requirement. There is unlikely to be a pay file for
the IRR member; in the great majority of cases this will be the
member's only direct contact with the military during the year.
Viewed from the perspective of military compensation principles,
it seems clear that most do not-apply because the duty involves
a maximum of one day each year. Moreover, there is no
requirement for the member to exercise supervisory or other
functions of rank. The primary objective of compensation for

members participating in the annual reporting requirement is to
provide adequate allowances for expenses associated with travel,
subsistence, and scheduling conflicts.
The adoption of a fixed allowance for all members of the IRR

who are subject to this one-day annual reporting requirement
would save nearly 34 percent of basic pay, because no retirement

accrual payment would be required and because the Services would
not need to pay the employer FICA contribution on the basic pay.
The elimination of these two very substantial payments is

warranted because IRR mebbers who are required to participate in
the annual reporting requirement are those who do not otherwise
participate in training, Thus very few members of this group
will ever qualify for a military retirement. In addition, there

would be no FICA employer contribution because allowanc , for
expenses are not considered wages for FICA tax purposes. There
Allownces
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To determine the appropriate amount of a muster allowance for
IRR members, the QRC developed the following criteria:
The total costs ~of the' 4lowance should not exceed the
total costs of paying members one day's active duty pay and
allowances plus travel expenses, nor should they increase
administrative costs or burden.
* The allowance should be the same for all members; thus, the
allowance would not be a 'wimpleweighted averaging of the
rates from the basic ay tables.
it should not draw its
ori in, from these tables. In fact, a link to basic
miiaycoapensation is inconsistent with the nature of
the duties required and is unnecessary. Rather, a per diem
basisissrsutbe
"The allowtance should provide adequate reimbursement or the
indiidul'itravel expenses incurred in relationship to
the muster duty.
*

The allowance should recognize that individual members have
little control over when or where they must report for
muster duty, and this call will create varying degrees of
disruption in these members' personal lives and employment.

" The allowance, while not an incentive to encourage members
to fulfil11 an obligation,' shoeld be perceived by most as
adequate comp eation for meeting the annual reporting
reqiwemont f or the nm.
A comparison~ of the Fiscal Year 1968 costs and savings at
vary~ing levels, of muster' allowance, as opposed to the costs for
active duty opensation, is displayed in Table 6-3. Cost
savings woml4 be sibilar in Fiscall Year 1989 and would increase
in future ye
as the nUtber of IRR members increases, assuming
constant *roft** criteria*.
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Mtor Jaowance Costs and swings

A41awance

-aimZ4SR

$80
$100

RPA~ *

AUlpwance*
....

"A4I

SaytM

(axi

$16.2

$44.7

$28.5

$24.3
$25.9
$32.4

$44.7
$44.7
$44.7

$20.4
$18.9
$12.3

*

Based on a programmed call of 323,500 members.

•*

Includes basic pay and allowances, travel pay, retirement
accrual, and DoD PICA contributions.

r

IRR members are located throughout the United States and its
territories.
All are subject to recall.
All the considerations
above suggest that an objectively determined daily rate of,
compensation unrelated to pay grade of years of service is the
most appropriate measure of reimbursement for expenses

associated with IRR muster.
Similar considerations in other areas of federal compensation
have resulted in location-specific rates of reimbursement for
travel and subsistence expenses. In addition, area-wide

averages have been developed for special types of federal

compensation
as compensation
for5,victims
terrorism
authorized in such
section
5569 of title
United of
States
Code.
Using a similar approach the average per diem rate for
locations where IRR members muster, i.e. CONUS, Alaska, Hawaii,
Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico, and Guam, as of June 1, 1988, is
$81.30. This rate is comparable to what is currently paid and
should be viewed by IRR members as just compensation for muster
duty. Only individuals in the upper pay grades who would have
to travel long distances would receive less monetary
compensation than under an active duty pay system. In most
cases, these members will be excluded from muster duty by
Service policy because they typically participate voluntarily at
other times during the year.
The recall of the IRR is estimated to be 323,500 members for
Fiscal Year 1988. As shown above, the cost of an $80 allowance
would be approximately $26 million compared to a cost of $45
million for active duty compensation for a one-day screening.
Cost savings would be similar in Fiscal Year 1989 and would
increase in future years as the number of IRR members increases.
Additionally, elimination of the administrative costs
associated with the current system and would result in a savings
of at least $861,750 in Fiscal Year 1988.

ft~ate

i
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Travel expenses vary by individual according to the distance
between the member's hoke end the muster site. The travel
distance is influenced by the design of the Services' muster
programs and policies fbr determinitg who must report. All of
the Services' current programs are designed so that most members
should be able to complete travel and screening within 10 hours.
If muster duty were adopted into law, Service policies should
preclude calling members to this duty when the reasonably
expected travel and screening time exceeds 10 hours. Based on
limited travel expense data gathered by the Services for the
first half of Fiscal Year 1987, the average round trip mileage
for IRR members reporting for muster duty is approximately 50
miles. Mileage reimbursement costs, per member, average $10.25.
The inconvenience imposed on IRR members by an annual
Usually the day of the
reporting requirement will vary widely.
reporting period is scheduled on a weekend to minimize
inconveniences caused by employment conflicts. This scheduling
does not address the disruption to the many other types of
activities persons may engage in on weekends. Members who
reside in close proximity to the muster location may be able to
complete their screening and return home in less than half a

day, appearing to be inconvenienced the least. Other members
who may have to travel more than 100 miles one way, while taking
leave from other employment, wouid be inconvenienced greatly.
In either case, however, the individual will have been deprived
of the opportunity for some other full day's or weekend's
activity.
For this reason, the compensation should include a premium.
The premium simply recognizes, in aggregate, that the member was
ordered to military duty at the cost of disruption and
inconvenience to their otherwise civilian lifestyle. Premium
pays in the civilian and government sectors range from 10
percent of normal pay for evening work, to 25 percent for Sunday
work, to 50 percent for working beyond 8 hours per day or shift.
Considering the final criterion, it is useful to determine the
average grade of members of the IRR. The average grades of IRR
members for DoD and each Service are shown in Table 6-4.
Table 6-4.

Average Grades of IRR Members

OficeEir

servic
Dept of Defense
Army Reserve
Naval Reserve

03.0
03.1
03.4

E3.6
E3.4
E4.0

MC Reserve

03.3

E3.7

02.1

E4.0

AF Reserve
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The daily basic pay and allowances for a member serving on
active duty in pay grade 03 with four years of service is
$93.91.
This mmber's take home pay after deductions (assuming

15 percent federal income tax, FICA taxes, and average state
income tax of 5 percent) would be $73.31. The daily pay and
allowances for a member serving on active duty in pay grade E4
with over 4 years of service is $42.70--$33.51 after deductions.
(All computations are based on pay rates in effect as of January
1, 1988.) A flat rate unrelated to rank ,rould ignore this
substantial difference in normal military compensation payable
for one day of duty.
Generally, military basic pay and special/incentive pays are
subject to income tax as compensation for services. On the
other hand, the taxation of military allowances varies. Some
allowances such as the allowances for quarters (BAQ, VHA, OHA,
etc.) and subsistence (BAS and FSA) are excluded from income and
not subjected to any income tax.
Other allowances are generally subject to income tax to the
extent the allowance exceeds expenses associated with it. In
circumstances where an allowance does exceed expenses, the
individual taxpayer/service member is responsible for properly
reflecting such amounts on the member's individual return.
For employment tax purposes (FICA), income tax considerations
are replaced by concern for what is defined by statute as
"wages." This employment tax base, for members of the armed
forces, is limited to basic pay for members on active duty and
compensation for inactive duty training that is comparable to
basic pay.
Under current law, the proposed muster allowance would likely
be considered taxable to the extent it exceeds ordinary and
necessary expensee associated with muster duty. It would not,
however, be considered "wages" for FICA tax purposes.
Unlike basic, special, and incentive pays, the muster
allowance is unrelated to any specific pay grade, length of
service or specialty skills. Another allowance with similar
aspects is the Family Separation Allowance authorized by
section, 427(b), of title 10, United States Code. Known as FSAII, this allowance of $60 per month is intended to offset
additional expenses and inconvenience associated with an aspect
of military service -- in the case of FSA-II, family separation
of 30 days or more. FSA-II is nontaxable. The muster allowance
should also be nontaxable for similar reasons.

ALtowances
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Although the allowance would provide members reasonable
compensation for their expenses during muster duty, they should
also be provided the protections of military service during this

period. These protections can be categorized as medical,
income, and survivor protections.
A member who incurs or aggravates an injury, illness, or
disease while traveling directly to or from, or while at a
muster location, should be entitled to the same medical and
income protections to which a reserve member traveling to or
from, or attending inactive duty training (IDT) would be
entitled. This medical care would include immediate medical
attention at government expense. When necessary, and approved
through normal medical review channels, continued medical care
through civilian, military, or Veterans' Administration medical
facilities should be provided. Further, these individuals
should be entitled to incapacitation pay and afforded the same
opportunity for military disability compensation as other
reservists who sustain injuries while performing or traveling to
or from IDT.
The survivors of a member who dies of an injury, illness, or
disease received or aggravated relative to traveling to or from,
or performing muster duty, should receive the same benefits as a
reservist who dies of injuries received while traveling to or
from, or performing IDT. These benefits would include SGLI
payment, unless the member elected not to be covered, death
gratuity payment, casualty assistance, mortuary services,
arrears of pay, and appropriate
Veterans' Administration
6
benefits, among others.
Payment of an allowance would require amendment of titles 10,
26, and 37, United States Code. Title 10 would need amendment
to define "muster duty" so that individuals of the reserve
components could be involuntarily ordered to this duty for
purposes of conducting the screening required by sections 271,
215, 651 and 1004 of title 10, United States Code. Amendment of
title 37 would specify that members ordered to "muster duty"
would receive compensation in the form of an allowance (in lieu
of basic pay, allowances and travel). The Internal Revenue Code
would need amendment to provide tax free treatment for the
muster allowance.
Conclusion and Recommendations
We conclude that a fixed allowance equal to the average per
diem rate for the geographical areas participating in the muster
(currently $81.30) provides members with fair compensation for
muster duty travel expenses as well as for personal
inconvenience. An $80 allowance would result in savings of
approximately $18.9 million in Reserve Personnel Appropriations
in Fiscal Year 1988. Members ordered to muster duty should be
6-24
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entitled, in addition to the allowance, to the protections
normally afforded reservists while performing IDT. These
entitlements include medical care for duty-related injuries,

compensation during a period of duty-related injury, disability
compensation for permanent duty-related injury, and survivor
benefits.

0

The 6th OUEC recommends enactment of legislation to

establish a new form of duty known as ffuster Duty," which
would allow the Services to call reserve members to duty
for one day annually for the required screening.
Additionally, the 6th QUI recommends that members called
to muster duty be compensated with a nontaxable allowance
of $80 that is indexed to average per diem rates, and that
these members be entitled to the same medical, income
protection, and survivor benefits as is a reserve member
performing inactive duty training.

AL Lowanc**
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1. Office of-the Secretary of Defense, Milita3L Sion
3rd -ad., U.S. Govt.- Printing Office, Junse

1987,.p.
1987,.p., ii.

2.
This issue is further confounded by the manner in which
the Executive Order has been implemented in pay regulations.
These regulations apply the rule that, for all members on active

duty for less than 20 weeks, the member's permanent station is
the training site. Thus a member who is without dependents on
active duty (other than for training) to perform special work
for either the active or reserve components is treated the same
as the member on active duty for training. It would be possible
to revise this administrative regulation so that members serving
on active duty in support of Total Force missions (as opposed to
active duty for training only) would be treated the same as
members on extended active duty. In the current Total Force
environment, however, many missions are performed by members
while they are fulfilling their annual training requirements;
thus the disparities under review would still exist in the
majority of cases.
3. The 65 percent level for the BAQ was a reduction from a
standard of 85 percent of the Federal Housing Administration
median for housing expenses of comparable income groups, which
was es'ablished in 1972. The standard established in 1985 for
computing BAQ rates could be said to represent a reduction of 24
percent in the value of BAQ for reservists performing annual
training or other periods of active duty of less than 140 days.
During the years from 1971 to 1985, however, the 85 percent
standard had not been applied. By 1985, 65 percent of national
median housing costs was approximately equal to the BAQ rates
then in effect.
4. It is noted that, since 1985, BAQ adjustments have lagged
behind the housing CPI, and the VHA was frozen for one year. As
a result, the housing cost absorbed from other compensation has
increased to 20 percent.
5. Data from the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys indicates
that 54 percent of enlisted reservists own their own homes.
Comparison with active force housing costs reveals that reserve
mortgage payments are lower. The median mortgage payment for a
reserve enlisted member ranges from 52 to 80 percent of an
active component counterpart's payment, depending on pay grade.
For reserve officers, the range is 56 to 81 percent. This may
be due to greater opportunity for stability in the housing
market. Thus it does not appear that a revision to the existing
rationale for the VHA program and system of determining
entitlement for payment of VHA is warranted on the basis of
actual housing costs experienced by reserve members.
6-26
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6. The Veterans' Administration has determined that the cost
of SGLI insurance, for a reserve member called to duty for one
day, is $0.25. This cost may be paid by the member or the
Service. The total SGLI costs for all members to be called in
Fiscal Year 1988 would be less than $94,000. To maintain an
allowance that is received in total by the member, and to reduce

as much of the administrative burden as possible, it is
suggested that SGLI costs for members serving on muster duty be
assumed by the Services.
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Some reservists, primarily officers, serve with the active
components. Others are on active duty or full-tine National
Guard duty to provide full-time support to the reserve
components. The majority are part-time members of the Selected
Reserve and,. of these members, most have a full-time civilian
job. Thus matters relating to the reconciliation of civilian
employment and reserve duty schedules, the effect of reserve
compensation on federal income taxes and the potential impact of
involuntary mobilization on income are of very great importance
to these reservists. A comprehensive study of reserve
compensation must take these matters into account in order to
capture the full scope of reserve compensation issues as they
exist in the world of the majority of National Guard and Reserve
members.
In Volume II of this QRMC report, data on the benefits and
opportunity costs associated with participation in the Selected
Reserve is systematically presented. This data shows that net
income from reserve service can be substantially reduced by
payment of taxes at marginal rates, transportation costs, and
foregone civilian income. Foregone civilian income may be
experienced during annual training or other active duty for
training. RAND has calculated that, on average, enlisted
members lose in the range of $400 to $525 annually from civilian
paychecks while attending annual training. The military leave
policies of civilian employers obviously have a major effect
here: some employers continue civilian pay while the reservist
is performing annual training duties, others make up the
difference between military and civilian pay, while the majority
of privote sector employers simply provide the time off.
Inactive duty training on the weekends may also result in
foregone civilian income as members lose opportunities for
civilian pay, including extra civilian pay or overtime, because
of theiz :eserve obligations.
Underlying the factors that significantly affect net income
from resevve compensation for many National Guard and Reserve
members is the more general problem of the potential effect of
Selected Reaerve participation on getting or keeping civilian
employment. Hundreds of the written comments provided by
members and spouseq responding to the 1986 Reserve Components
Surveys dealt with this issue, particularly within the context
of the inaoesed training and time demands associated with
greater reliance on the National Guard and Reserve within the
Total Force. Sample comments are in Appendix A (A-64 - A-100).
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These feltures of the civilian environment affect personnel
readiness in that they result in increased attrition,
particularly among junior enlisted members, and make it harder
to rectify shortfalls in skill training. As shown in Chapter 4
of Volume II of the QWUICreport, it is very difficult to qualify
reservists in new technical specialties when necessitated by
changes in unit mission or equipage or by individual transfers.
Difficulties stem in significant part from members' problem in
getting time off froltheir full-time civilian jobs to attend
formal skill training courses. Attendance at these courses
typically results in added costs and scheduling problems for
employers and increased likelihood of conflicts between job and
reserve duties for members.

The ORUC analysis indicates that some of these environmental
difficulties can be reduced or offset by direct compensation

initiatives, particularly bonus programs that are targeted at
priority units and at reducing skill qualification problems and
skill mismatches. In addition, the QRMC looked at programs or
initiatives that can potentially reduce the impact of some of
the environmental features that discourage reserve service. In
the following pages of this chapter are QRKC recommendations
concerning statutory employment protection, tax incentives for
employers of National Guard and Reserve members, FICA tax on
compensation for inactive duty training, tax deductions for
reservists, and protectiors provided by the Soldiers' and
Sailors' Civil Relief Act that would aid mobilized reservists
and their families.
i

StatutM

m

=,trtins

Over 80 percent of part-time enlisted members of the Selected
Reserve and nearly 90 percent of officers are full-time or parttime civilian employees of public and private employers.
overriding the military compensation provided to these reserve
members are the possible consequences which a member's reserve
obligations may have for continued civilian employment. The
relationship between civilian employment and reserve obligations
is a complex issue that is covered in detail in Volume II of
this report of the 6th QRMC.
The statutory employment rights discussed in this chapter are
an important factor in this relationship; they set a clear
minimum standard for employer conduct with respect to the
reserve obligations of employees and of applicants for
employment.

The statute also provides a basic set of rights for

reservists with respect to their current or prospective
employers. Narlier studies have concluded that employment
conflicts account for as many as one-third of unprogrammed
losses to the Selected Reserve. Because statutory employment
protections provide the underlying framework against which many
7-2
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of these conflicts are set, the 6th QRMC has included statutory
employment protections within its study plan as an element of
resexve cmpensation.
Subsequent to the initiation of the QRKC review of this issue,
an IntVegaucy Comittee "
formed to reocomend legislative
changes n. this area. The QRC participated in the Interagency
review, which includes representatives from the Departments of
Labor and Justice, the Veterens Administration and the Office
of the Assistant Secreta)W Qf Defense for Reserve Affairs.
Since the interagency Capittee s
developing a detailed
legislative
proposal,
QPW review and recommendations are
focused on setting

out the relationship between statutory

employment protection and reserve compensation and service,
outlining the deficiencies in the existing statutes and
associated administrative and legal procedures, identifying the
main issues in need of corrective legislation, and recommending
general remedies.
Background
The basic right provided under the law is the right of
reinstatement in employment following military service.
Included in this basic right are the seniority, status, and rate
of pay the employee would have had but for the performance of
military service. Additional protections, benefits, and
entitlements may also exist, but they depend upon a variety of
factors, including the manner of entry into the military and the
type of duty performed.
The first Federal statutory employment protections for members
of the reserve components were enacted just prior to World War
II. Separate statutes provided employment rights with the
preservicoe employer of reservists serving in the land and naval
forces on active duty as of August 27, 1940, and for persons
drafted into military service on or after Kay 1, 1940. The
essential idea behind these reemployment rights was summed up in
the Senate testimony of Senator Thomas of Utah:
If it is constitutional to require a man to serve in
the Armed Forces, it is not unreasonable to require
employers of such men to rehire them upon the
completion of their service, since the lives and
property of the employers as well as everyone else in
the United States are defended by such service.
In 1942 those rights were extended, and volunteers were added to
the groups of persons protected. In 1948, the basic protections
were reenacted as part of the Universal Military Training and
Service Act. In 1951, a comprehensive training provision was
enacted, extending employment protections to trainees in the
reserve components. Important provisions affecting reservists
Civitlon Emptom nt, Taa and
mobliation Issues
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were added in 1940 and, in i96, diWurge or denial of
promotion or other incidents of memployient because of reserve
membership was prohibited. Protections were extended to cover
discrimination in hiring in 1986.

Under the Original-Ochee,
the Selecatki
Service rendered
assistance to sliiqible veterans and the United States Attorney
was autherized to'fil
suit in the Federal District Court to
enforce the law on behalf of Vteranm seeking reemployment with
private employers. Assistance for federal employees was
provided through the Federal personnel system. Following the
end of the World War tI draft, the authority to assist veterans
was transferred to the Secretary of.Labor. In other respects
the statutory enforcement scheme remains the same. Since 1974,
employment protections have been codified with the provisions
covering veterans' benefits, and subsequent legislation has, in
practice, been attached to veterans' benefits legislation.
Since the enactment of the basic statutory employment protections, these laws have been amended on several occasions and
there have been several changes to related laws and programs,
changes that have not been reflected in the employment
protection statute. As a result of these revisions, the current
law is a complex collection of provisions that are difficult to
interpret, leading to much litigation and resulting in a body of
questionable case law.
The Statute
Statutory construction: Serious problems with the effectiveness
of existing statutory employment protections are directly
related to the construction of the statutes. The law is complex
and difficult to interpret, which leads to conflict between
employer and employee concerning its meaning and requirements.
Difficulties in interpretation have also resulted in a large
body of confusing and often contradictory case law. The QRMC's
review of the legislative history of the statute indicates that
it has been amended piecemeal over the last 40 years. Numerous
provisions were added over this period to modify the coverage of
the law as the circumstances and nature of military duty changed
and as gaps in coverage became apparent.
Distinctions between tres of Dersons: Under the statute,
employment protections are dependent upon distinctions among
types of persons, such as draftees and volunteers, enlisted and
officer, and Reserve, Regular, and National Guard. These
distinctions are based in part on military manpower practices
and requirements of the armed forces that are no longer
relevant. The range of rights and obligations that are
dependent upon these distinctions requires employers to make
subjective valuations in granting rights on the basis of these
distinctions. This is particularly troublesome, since the
7-4
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valuation may babiased concerning military service, or based on
inacouvate conceptions concerning the composition, missions, and
training requirements of the Total F6rce. Many of the existing
statutory distinctions ara no longer warranted. The manner in
which a person in called into a uniformed service and the
classification of that person Upon entry is not today a relevant

feature in the employer/e;plcyee relationship.
Distinctions based uon types of duty:

Just as many employment

protections are dependent upon classifications of the person,
they are further dependent upon the type of duty to be
performed. Distinctions exiAt between active duty, active duty
under mobilization orders, initial active duty for training,
active duty for training, inactive duty for training, reporting
for a preservice physical or other examination, full-time duty
and full-time duty for training. As with distinctions between
types of persons in current law, these distinctions providing
different rights based on different types of m=J 4 -ary duty are
based on outdated conceptions of the nature ot
. duty to be
performed.
For example, reservists entering active duty (other than

active duty for training) for any period of less than four years
have 90 days within which to apply for reinstatement with their
former employer. Reservists entering training duty (other than
initial active duty for training in excess of 12 consecutive
weeks) for any length of time must report for work at the next
work period on the day following release (plus any
time necessary to travel from the place of duty to the place of
employment). Those who perform initial active duty in excess of
12 consecutive weeks or are mobilized for less than 90 days
under section 673b of title 10, United States Code, have 31 days
within which to apply for reemployment. There are further
technical distinctions even within these categories.

Ischeduled

These distinctions are unlikely to be of concern to employers.
The most significant factor to the employer is the length of
time the employee will be absent, so that the employer can plan
for the absence and the reinstatement of the employee. Although
the categories in current law relate to assumptions concerning
the length of the prospective absence for members performing
various types of duty, many of these assumptions are now
obsolete due to changes in military manpower and training
requirements and practices.
Limitations on absence for active duty: The current law
presents several problems related to limitations on the length
of absence for active duty within which employment rights are
maintained. The overall limits are tied to the classification
of the person, as discussed above. Thus there is no limit on
the length of active duty that may be performed as a draftee
while preserving employment rights.

tvItllan Employment. Tax OWd NobItIzetfon Issues
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In-bath instance&, the exceptions that permit

the +extension create anomalous results. In the case of the
reserves, the exceptions are so conditioned upon changing
manpower statutes and executive orders that it is virtually
impossible to determine at any particular time whether a
reservist's absence due to military duty may be extended for as
little as 90 days or as long as two years. Conversely, changes
in statutes affecting veterans* benefits have apparently removed
any limitation on the length of time a member of the National

Guard may be absent and retain reemployment rights while serving
on full-time National Guard duty..
Character of discharoa: Another distinction controlling
eligibility for employment protection is the character of
discharge received. Draftees must receive a certificate of
satisfactory service, enlistees in a regular component must be
released under honorable conditions, others performing active
duty must be relieved under honorable conditions, persons
performing initial active duty for training must be released
after satisfactory service, and persons performing active duty
for training must be released from such training. Individuals
released from active duty with uncharacterized discharges may

not be covered by the law, even if the release is to inactive
duty in a reserve component. Failure to produce a certificate
because it has been lost, or because preparation or production
of a certificate is not required, can result in the erroneous
denial of rights. Miscellaneous chanaes and obsolete references: The statute
contains a number of obsolete references and miscellaneous
provisions which unduly complicate the law. Examples include
provisions for the extension of service limits for persons who

would otherwise have exceeded them because of service on or
before August 1, 1961, and references to delivery of assistance
by offices that no longer exist. Protections relating to
initial active duty for training are based on 12 consecutive
weeks of training, but some Services utilize the split option
and members of other Services may complete a 12-week equivalent
in a shorter period of time. Jurisdiction to hear claims of
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federal executive branch employees has been granted to the Merit
Systems Protection Board, but this jurisdictional grant is not
reflected in the statute.
Entaxens

:

Rnforcement of the existing law in a timely and

equitable fashion has becoms a major problem.

The proportion of

cases and problems associated with enforcement involving
reservists has grown dramatically as the Nation has placed

greater veliance on its reserve forces. The existing statutory
enforcement scheme reflects the original intent of Congress to
provide a returning veteran with an expeditious means of
enforcing the right to reemployment. Enforcement continues to
be limited primarily to claims arising from a failure to
properly reinstate. Rights added since the statutory
enforcement scheme was first established, such as discrimination
relating to a reserve obligation, are difficult to investigate
and prove, and violations may be independent of reinstatement.
Delays inherent in the investigation and prosecution of claims
by reservists are of immediate concern to the armed forces
because the individual's continued service may be contingent

upon timely enforcement and meaningful relief. Reservists who
believe that their only choice is between their reserve service
and their full-time job must in most instances choose the
latter. The absence of an enforcement presence that is
meaningful to affected reservists must, therefore, be of great
concern to the Department of Defense. Under the existing
enforcement scheme, even in cases where extraordinary relief for
the reservist seems to be warranted, it would be difficult to
legally establish irreparable harm to the reservist and to
coordinate support for the legal case among the affected
interests, including the Department of Defense and the reserve
component. An effective way to provide timely relief under the
current statute has not been developed.
What may be the most serious problem with enforcement is the
lack of balance in the law. The original right--reemployment-remains the primary remedy; and, in the event of a failure to
comply with the law, the courts can then award other remedies
such as back pay or expunction from a personnel record of all
reference to unlawful discipline. Employers are generally
unaware, however, that failure of the reservist to meet minor
requirements of the law does not justify discharge, but the
employer can invoke the usual sanctions for a similar offense.
Caselaw: At best, the considerable body of case law
interpreting the employment protection statute can be

characterized as contradictory and confusing. This can be
traced to a variety of sources. First, because there is no
enforcement authority short of Federal District Court, each

claim not amicably resolved becomes a precedent. Consequently,
a case that may have been decided in court for or against a
Civilian Eupteymnt, Tax and Noblization Issues
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claimant based on a unique et of circumstances may later be
resurrected and applied in unrelated circumstances.
Lack of definitions in the statute and changing terminology

have resulted in case law definitions of terms that are unique
to the statute. In some instances, these case law definitions
prohibit practices that appear to be clearly sanctioned on the
face of the statute. In other instances, they allow what the
statute appears to prohibit. Other instances include case "law"
that has been engrafted on to the statute, which the nonexpert
reviewing the statute would have no reason to suspect existed.
Lack of definition and lack of cross-referencing in a
complicated statutory structure has resulted in cases being
decided under sections of the law that are not applicable.
Neither the DoD nor the affected service component is a party
to the action; only the employer and employee. As a
consequence, facts, policies, and issues that may affect not
only the individual case but may also bear on recruitment,
readiness, and retention may not be presented at trial; errors
may not be preserved for appeal; and issues peculiar to the
military relationship that gave rise to the rights in the first
instance may not be fully understood.
The case law problem permeates the statute. Under the case
law, pensions (inadequately defined in statute) are defined as
seniority, not benefits. This has the effect of creating a
right to a private pension for military service from any
employer with a pension plan. Aside from issues of
congressional intent, such "case law" may contribute to
pressures to limit the employment of reservists and to limit
their absences if they are employed. The statute appears to
assure the reservist vacation benefits as though there had been
no absence, but case law permits the employer to dock the
reservist the amount of vacation that would have been earned
during a training absence. Although the statute states that the
reservist will not be denied any incident or advantage of
employment because of the reserve obligation, under the case
law, group health insurance may be terminated during annual
active duty for training, the right to apply for promotions and
equal access to overtime opportunities to reservists may be
denied, and compensation items such as perfect attendance
bonuses, holiday pay, and similar benefits, may also be denied.
Coverage of federal employees: The employment protections in
title 38 also apply to executive branch employees of the federal
government. Section 2023(a) requires that the Office of
Personnel Management (OPM) initiate implementing rules and
regulations. OPH has recently proposed major revisions to these
regulations to be published as part of chapter 353 of the
Federal Personnel Manual.
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Within the limitations of the regulatory authority of
section 2023(a) of title 38, United States Code, the Federal
Personnel Manual Chapter 353, as revised, after consultation
with QRUC and other DoD representatives, restates the statutory
employment protections of federal employees which will reduce a
great deal of confusion. To the extent that the new Chapter
provides current and accurate information on how to appeal
adverse decisions to the Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB),
conflicts between covered federally employed reservists and
their employers will be substantially reduced. However, the
Chapter continues what is construed to be an inaccurate
interpretation of the statute by directing agencies to weigh the
needs of the military against the needs of the agency in
granting absences to employees for reserve training.
In addition, there are statutory omissions that leave
substantial numbers of federally employed or federally connected
reservists without the protections apparently assured to them by
law, and without informal assistance or access to decisionmaking processes afforded other employed reservists. These
employees include legislative branch employees not falling
within the specified exceptions of the statute, judicial branch
employees generally, and employees of nonappropriated fund
activities. Notwithstanding the fact that these excepted
employees do not have access to federal MSPB assistance, because
of their Federal status they are not generally afforded
assistance, as a matter of custom, by the Department of Labor.
Also, because the authority of OPM to issue regulations does not
extend to rights as well as restoration, no guidelines have been
issued to define or prohibit discrimination in hiring or
employment.
Conclusion and Recontndations

The statute that provides employment protections for
reservists is complicated and difficult to understand, creates
opportunities for conflict between the employer and the
reservist, does not uniformly apply to similar persons
performing similar duty, artificially limits the availability of
reservists with prior service to perform active duty other than
for training, provides disincentives for employed reservists to
attend training that is lengthy or for which orders arrive at
the last minute, and does not provide for timely or effective
enforcement. Progressive changes in the statute coupled with
changing circumstances of duties have resulted in a law that no
longer serves the original intent of Congress, i.e. to eliminate
disincentives to military service by providing a speedy right to
employment in a position for which the person has previously
shown an aptitude. Therefore, the current law does not
adequately serve the needs of the Total Force.
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Because of the ongoing work on this issue of the Interagency
Task Force, it appeared most useful for the QRNC to set out
general recommendations for statutory revision to serve as a
guideline for the development of legislation. Briefly, the
recommendations would have the following effects:
*
*

Revise, standardize, simplify, and update the law.
Eliminate complex classifications.

• Create uniform classifications of service and rights.
* Standardize employment protections on length of absence.
* Cap employer costs.
* Cap cumulative military leaves of absence.
* Provide speedy, balanced, local arbitration.
These recommendations follow:
0

The 6th QRKC recommends development of legislation to
revise the existing system of statutory employment
protections in accordance with the following guiding
principles:

s

General:

n

a

Recodify the law into a standard statutory structure,
provide accurate section titles, a logical structure,
and adequate cross references.

*

Standardize the terminology and provide statutory
definitions.

W

Include an introductory section setting forth the
purpose of the law and rules of construction to aid in
providing uniform interpretation and application of the
law.

a

Eliminate obsolete references and, where appropriate,
preserve rights based upon those references through a
savings clause.

v

Structure the law to provide uniform rights over a
variety of circumstances so that it can operate under
changing manpower programs without amendment.

Classification and length of absence:
a

T7-70

Eliminate the current classification of persons for
employment protections and retain only minimum
distinctions based upon whether the member has a
military obligation and may be presumed to have been in
military service long enough to be aware of his or her
rights and obligations.
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m

Substitute one standard definition of military duty in
place of the current mltiple classification of duty for
employment protections.

m

Base eligibility and entitlements upon the length of the

m

Define the continuous Pervice limits at five years, with
exceptions for persons who are unable to obtain reles

absence.

gfactors beyond their control (e.g. extended due
to national emergency) and for thoe whose minimm
enlistment for an initial military occupational
specialty exceeds five years.
*

m

Eliminate limits on cumulative service for reemployment
with longevity. The law should, however, preclude the
possibility of a reservist serving on several extended
active duty tours with only days or weeks of intervening
return to work for a private employer and still
retaining reemployment rights.

Clarification of entitlements:
E

Define the terms in the statute that accord the employee
seniority, status, benefits, incidents and advantages,
and promotions.

*

Redefine pensions and profit sharing plans as benefits
rather than as perquisites of seniority.

*

Clarify that benefits are to be accorded to persons
according to the rules and practices of the employer for
any employee on leave of absence or furlough, except for
absences of 30 days or less.

•

Permit employers to establish a cumulative cap of five
years on seniority (other than longevity), pensions, and
other benefits of employment that accrue over time for
absences of 30 days or more.

e Clarify application to federal employees:
N

Extend protections to fe'eral employees of federal
corporations, employees of nonappropriated fund acti-

vities, and other employees of federal activities that
are neither nrivate or state employed.
*

Update the provisions relating to executive branch
employees to reflect the jurisdiction of the Merit
Systems Protection Board.
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Is Clarify who is to provide assistance to eligible
claimants and to what extent.
m

Provide procedures for the prompt resolution of claims

for all federal employees.
*

Provide adequate cross-references to the provisions of
title
5 and eliminate sections of title
Coverage.

0

5 that duplicate

Administrative hearings and procedures:
"

Provide for local informal consideration of the claims

of employees and employers arising under the law.

a

"

Provide for a hearing authority that reflects the
community and interests involved, including the claimant's reserve component if applicable.

"

Provide the hearing authority mediative authority and
powers to investigate and enforce its decisions,
including authority to order employers to reemploy
claimants pending any appeal.

"

Provide time limitations to assure speedy hearing of
claims.

"

Provide for limited appeal to Federal District Court.

*

Provide for penalties, such as the award of special
damages, costs, and attorney's fees (including the
reasonable cost of a United States Attorney) to
discourage unnecessary appeals.

*

Clarify and specify the responsibilities and limitations
of the Secretary of Labor in providing assistance to
persons with military obligations, in providing public
information, and in issuing policy or regulations.

Miscellaneous:
*
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Modify the authority of the Assistant Secretary of Labor
for Veterans' Employment and Training (ASVET) to include
preferential employment assistance to members of the
Guard and Reserve who do not otherwise qualify as
veterans, either by providing that they are veterans for
the purposes of such preferences, or by defining them as
eligible persons (the next lower category of
preference), and by including the National Guard and
6th QRMC Report - Volume I

Reserve components in the statement of purpose of the
employment preference law (sections 2001, 2002 of title
38, United States Code).
This modification would assist
in reducing hardship to reservists who are unemployed,
and it may reduce administrative costs resulting from
pursuit of claims for reinstatement when the reservist
would, in fact, prefer to be employed elsewhere.

n

Eztend the nondiscrimination provisions to prohibit
discrimination based upon any present, past, or
potential military obligation. This would prohibit the
current practice of same employers (mainly state
agencies) of forbidding employees to join reserve
components and would protect returning veterans who may
be refused employment, not only because they are
veterans but because of residual reserve obligations or
potential for reserve affiliation.

The QRMC recommendations would have no direct impact on the
DoD budget. However, the recommended simplification and
substantive changes to existing statutory employment protections
may result in substantial savings for the DoD; the changes
should reduce costs for recruitment and training that are
associated with current reserve attrition resulting from
problems with employers. Costs of administration for the
Department of Justice, Department of Labor, Office of Personnel
Management, Merit Systems Protection Board and Federal Court
System should decrease if conflicts between employers and
employees are decreased through clarification and
simplification. No additional costs should be incurred if all
National Guard and Reserve members are provided preferential
employment assistance under the current system.
Emplover Tax Credit
$Generally,

active members of the National Guard and Reserve
are required to attend one weekend of inactive duty training
monthly and 14 days of active duty training annually. The vast
majority of Guardsmen and Reservists are also employed in a
civilian occupation. As discussed above, these fundamental
facts are the source of substantial conflicts that affect
military readiness.
Although active participation in the reserves may be
considered part-time employment for many purposes, it is
substantially different from any other part-time activ
Reservists are members of the armed forces at all times. They
may be involuntarily activated in times of emergency. These
features of reserve service impose actual and potential costs on
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employers of reservists.

Unfortunately, many employers reduce

these costs by discriminating against members of the National
Guard and Reserve.
Although efforts are made to reduce conflict, competing
demands on a reservist's time from the military and from a
civilian employer are unavoidable. These conflicts and their
resolution are among the most important factors affecting
reserve retention. In fact, conflicts between civilian
employment and reserve component military duty account for
approximately one-third of all personnel losses incurred by the
National Guard and Reserve. These losses increase recruiting
and training costs and reduce readiness.
From an employer's viewpoint, employee absences create
problems. Work may have to be rescheduled or redistributed.
Deadlines may be missed. Solutions may include such things as
temporary help and/or overtime for other employees. All
increase an employer's costs, reduce revenue, or otherwise
affect profits. Not surprisingly, employees with substantial
periods of absence are less desirable. It should be noted,
however, that the reason for an absence has virtually no effect
on these additional costs. When an employer has little or no
control over when absences occur, the problems can become
particularly aggravating.
Budget-minded employers seeking to minimize costs associated
with employee absences might be inclined to reduce reserve
participation among employees. Such discrimination may take
many forms:
*

Discrimination at hiring, where qualified reservists may be
passed over for other, perhaps even less-qualified
applicants.

*

Failure to keep the reservist's job open until return from
initial full-time training.
Imposing costs on the reservist during the course of the
enlistment term: these costs could take the form of
forcing the reservist to use vacation time or take leave
without pay during annual summer training, exhibiting an
unwillingness to accommodate the reservist's schedule,
passing over the reservist for promotions, smaller raises,
etc.
Causing difficulties at the time of extension or
reenlistment by making clear that another term of service
could seriously jeopardize the reservist's employment or
chances of promotion.
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All these forms of discrimination pose a serious threat to the

ability

and willingnes

of Guardsmen and Reservists to perform

and to continue to perform their reserve duty. These actions
are also contrary to our national commitment to a strong reserve
as an integral part of the total defense force.
As discussed in the preceding section, federal statutes have
been enacted to reduce discrimination against reservists and
reduce unfavorable employment practices that penalize a.
reservist for absences due to military training. Chapter 43 of
title 38, United States Code, prohibits employers from
discriminating against reservists and requires employers to
grant a leave of absence to accommodate military training.
From initial efforts in 1970, the DoD has developed an
aggressive program to encourage employer support of the National
Guard and Reserve. This program has grown from several hundred
employers and professional and labor organizations to more than
3,000 community leaders nationwide. It involves multimedia
public service advertising with a value of approximately $25
million per annum. This effort has paid important dividends,
but 10 to 20 percent of reservists continue to experience
significant employment-related conflicts and approximately onethird of total losses are attributable in major part to these
conflicts. These continuing conflicts are exacerbated by
financial disincentives to employers of reservists. Reducing
these financial disincentives could go a long way toward
reducing the impact of inevitable conflicts for a reservist's
time.
Implementation of the recommendations in the preceding section
of this chapter with respect to updating and simplifying
statutory employment protections and providing a system of local
arbitration of individual cases would, in the view of the 6th
QRMC, help to reduce conflicts. These recommendations would be
preferable to an alternative that would greatly expand the
investigatory and enforcement function of the Department of
Labor under title 38, United States Code. This latter approach
has several distinct disadvantages. Today, the enforcement
procedures under title 38 are slow, cumbersome, and expensive.
More importantly, increased enforcement/monitoring does not
reduce employer costs. In fact, increased investigation and
enforcement are likely to increase employer costs, eroding
employer support rather than enhancing it.
Since the major employer disincentive to employee
participation in the resorve is additional costs and reduced
profits, an offsetting financial incentive would appear the most
appropriate remedial action in conjunction with updated
statutory protections. There are, however, no funds or
authorities to provide direct monetary incentives to employers
who support participation in National Guard and Reserve

t
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programs, nor could a program to do this be easily established.
Since the DoD has no jurisdiction over employers and is not in a
position to provide direct incentives, an indirect financial

incentive, in the form of a tax credit to employers who support
their employees serving in the reserve components, is a
reasonable way to encourage support as a matter of national
policy.
Tax incentives have been used to encourage employment in
particular segments of the civilian work force. The Targeted
Jobs tax credit (section 51 of title 26, United States Code),
first enacted in 1978, initially provided a credit of 50 percent
of the first-year wages and 25 percent of the second-year wages.
While the Tax Reform Act of 1986 reduced the amount of the
credit to 40 percent of first-year wages, unlike other credit
and deductions, the Targeted Jobs credit was extended for three
additional years.
A tax credit to employers who support National Guard and
Reserve participation by their employees would reduce an
employer's costs associated with employee absence due to
participation in the National Guard and Reserve, thus reducing
the disincentive to hire and retain reserve component members.
Rather than address symptoms such as discrimination, a tax
credit could significantly reduce or eliminate the reason for
discrimination--additional employer costs associated with
employee absence. It could potentially reduce the impact of
employment conflicts, a major cause of attrition in the reserve
components. A special subsidy or preference for a specific
industry or section of the economy would not be created. The
credit would simply reflect the overriding value to the Nation
of employer policies that are supportive of the reserve service
obligations of their employees. The credit would not override
market-based resource allocations because it would apply to all
employers, rather than a narrow sector. Without such an incentive, nonsupportive employers may gain undue advantage over
supportive employers, since direct and indirect costs accrue to
employers who actively support the National Guard and Reserve
service of their employees.
Although the addition of a new credit would result in a modification to tax forms and instructions, it would not
substantially affect the ability of the tax system to raise
revenue. An easily administered credit with commonly understood
concepts and unambiguous requirements will reduce any
difficulties of tax administrators in auditing any claim for the
credit.
With a new credit for employers supportive of the Guard and
Reserve, tax receipts from employers may be slightly less. The
cost of reserve forces, however, is significantly lower than
comparable active component forces and this is part of the
7-16
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rationale for the dramatic shift of missions and force structure
from the active to the reserve components.
Preserving this
substantial cost-effectiveness and maintaining strong reserve
forces requires innovative national action.
Given the significano of the reserve components as part of
the Total Force and the inability to reduce the impact of
employment conflicts to acceptable levels through cooperative
volunteer programs and public service information, the tax
credit approach should be tried. Voluntary programs aimed at
encouraging employer support of the Guard and Reserve have been
given priority attention within the DoD in recent years.
Although these programs have helped, the added benefit of the
proposed tax credit should greatly assist in improving employer
support.
Recognizing the substantial role that employer attitudes and
practices have on reserve readiness, legislative proposals
granting a monetary incentive (in the form of a tax credit) to
employers of reservists have been introduced in the 97th and
99th Congress and are a part of the DoD's Legislative Program
for the 100th Congress. Each proposal is outlined below:

H.R. 1361 (97th Congress)
0 credit instead of deduction
* 100 percent of amount paid less military pay and
allowances
* summer annual training
* refundable (i.e. if no tax liability, cash to employer)
H.R. 3241 (99th Congress)
*
*
*
*
*

credit and deduction
20 percent of amount paid and 10 percent of amount unpaid
additional training
nonrefundable
annual maximum of $2,000 per member

DoD 100-49
* credit and deduction
* 20 percent of amount paid and 10 percent of amount unpaid
* any training
* nonrefundable
# annual maximum of $2,000 per member
A detailed review of each proposal was conducted by the
QRMC. The following is a discussion of common issues:
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Training: Annual training is regularly evaluated by reservists
and commanders as substantially more productive and rewarding
than most other training experiences. This translates to
increased satisfaction of reservists with their participation.
Although an incentive could be provided only for absences due to
annual training, conflicts with monthly weekend training also
arise. The credit, therefore, should be available for any
employment-related conflict.
PayPjratc: Employer pay policies regarding time off for
military training vary substantially. Like many federal, state,
and local government employers, some private employers
(approximately 10 percent) grant military leave with full pay
and benefits.
Other employers (approximately one-third) permit
military leave and pay the difference between military pay and
allowances received during training and full-time pay normally
received. About half of all private employers consider time off
for military training to be an unpaid leave of absence.
Although compensation paid for time off is a deductible business
expense to an employer, civilian pay during periods of military

training increases a reservist's overall satisfaction with
participation in the reserve, thereby providing a substantial
indirect benefit to the government.
These pay practices for time off for military training, as
well as credit for military service, are considered substantial
reasons why many members of the reserve components are employed
by federal, state, and local governments. Excluding AGRs and
military technicians, 35 percent of reserve officers, 27 percent
of reserve enlisted personnel, and 28 percent of all drilling
reservists are employed by governmental agencies.
The federal government's military leave policies support
reserve participation and provide a model for private sector
employers. While elimination of such practices may appear
attractive in the short term, recruiting and retention
difficulties that were the basis for enactment of such practices
would surely increase. In addition, overall participation in
the reserve would suffer in the likely event that private
employers would provide less direct support of employees who are
reserve participants. The overall impact of elimination of
military leave for federal employees could be disastrous. This
tax credit would encourage reserve military leave pay policies
in the private sector similar to those in government.
A substantially greater crdt(50 percent of any amount paid)
should be available if an employer pays any amount during
absence for military training. A substantially reduced credit
(10 percent) should be provided to offset employer costs
fassociated with time off, unrelated to amounts paid to the
absent employee.

L
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Small- and medium-sized employers suffer greater
E:
financial burdens, because a single employee who is a reservist
is a greater percentage of a smaller total work force. Of
course, as total work force size increases, individual reservista constitute a smaller percentage of the total. For the
largest employers, reservists constitute approximately 2 percent
of the work force. For these reasons, smaller employers should
get full benefit of the credit. A dollar limitation on the
maximum credit available to any one employer would reduce the
total revenue loss of the credit and reflect the reduced amount
of disruption and costs associated with the absence of a single
employee in the work forces of the largest employers. A dollar
limitation of $7,500 would affect only the employers with a work
force greater than 700 employees.
Belf-eoloyed: Many reservists are self-employed and have
recognized reduced civilian income due to reserve participation.
This credit should be extended to the self-employed to reflect
this "employer" cost. It should vary by the amount of selfemployment income and reserve participation. Its amount should
not be related to military pay grade or rank. Easily
ascertainable facts such as self-employment income, days of
active duty, and military pay and allowances would minimize any
administrative complications.
EmDlovment Rights: Title 38 of the United States Code provides
employment and reemployment rights to reservists. The QRMC
recommends revisions to these statutory employment rights,
including a system of local arbitration. Implementation of the
QRMC recommendations should be favored by both reservists and
employers as less confusing, less time-consuming and more

effective. It would serve to make all employers more aware of
their obligations with respect to their reservist employees. A
tax credit would serve to balance these obligations. Employers
who deny or violate these rights, however, should not receive
the credit (nor should reservists be permitted to manipulate
this aspect of the credit). Accordingly, employers claiming the
credit should be required to certify that they have not been the
subject of employment rights litigation initiated by a United
States Attorney under title 38, United States Code.
Refundability: A refundable credit can result in direct
payments when tax liability is less than total credit. The
Earned Income Credit is an example of a refundable credit. Like
the Targeted Jobs credit and other business incentive tax
credits, this credit should be nonrefundable.
Deduction: The credit should be in addition to an employer's
normal deduction
for wages paid. A credit in lieu of this
normal
deduction would
inordinately inflate the revenue loss
attributable to the credit.
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Conclusion
The 6th QRNC concludes that an employer tax credit to enhance
employer support for the National Guard and Reserve should be
evaluated.
The 6th QRMC reviewed previous legislative proposals which
recommended the provision of a tax credit to employers of
reservists. The intent of all prior proposals has been to
recognize the cost to employers of their employees'
participation in the National Guard and Reserve, the value to
the Nation of reserve service, and the significant dollar
savings that can accrue through reduced conflicts between
reserve service and civilian employment. The QRMC developed the
framework for a tax credit which would have the following
characteristics:
Provide a nonrefundable credit, in addition to an employer's
normal deduction for wages paid, of 50 percent of any amount
paid by the employer during the military leave of the
reservist employee, and a credit of 10 percent of the
reservist's salary for military leave uncompensated by the
employer.
* Establish a limit of $7,500 on the maximum credit for any
one employer.
" Include a credit for self-employed reservists.
* From employers claiming the credit, require certification
that they have not been the subject of employment rights
litigation initiated by a United States Attorney.
Enactment of an employer tax credit would cause no increase in
the budgetary requirements for the DoD. There would be a modest
loss of revenue to the federal government resulting from a
decrease in the amount of business taxes that would otherwise be
due. Based on 574,000 reservists employed by private employers,
average income levels, and current pay practices, the enactment
of an employer tax credit which incorporated the above features
would result in a tax expenditure of less than $100 million in
Fiscal Year 1988.
Social Security Deductions for Inactive Duty Training
The Servicemen's and Veterans' Survivor Benefits Act of 1956
extended full Social Security coverage to all uniformed service
members while on active duty or active duty for training, effective January 1, 1957. Coverage was not extended to reservists
while on inactive duty training (IDT). Thus, a reservist pays
FICA tax, and receives Social Security wage credits, on his or
7-20
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her basic pay while on any period of active duty or active duty
for training, but not during periods of IDT. The DoD, as a
member's employer, must match all individual FICA contributions.

During the period of the QW4C study, the Administration
proposed extension of full Social Security coverage for inactive
duty training, and the costs of this initiative were included in
the President's Budget for Fiscal Years 1988 and 1989.1 The
proposal was enacted into law as section 9001 of title IX of the
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987 (Public Law 100-203).
IDT earnings were not originally included as earnings subject
to FICA taxation for the sake of administrative inconvenience
and because, based on the low earnings of reservists at the time
military earnings were brought under FICA there would have been
negligible tax return. In 1956, the Social Security ceiling was
$4,200 and the contribution rate was 2 percent for employers and
employees. The ceiling was only 14 percent higher than the
average annual earnings of $3,678 in nonagricultural employment.
By 1986, the ceiling had increased tenfold to $42,000 and the
tax rate to 7.15 percent. Average earnings also increased, but
only to about four times the 1956 earnings. The Social Security
ceiling in 1986 was about 267 percent higher than average yearly
earnings.
The collection of FICA taxes is no longer the administrative
burden it was in 1956. Today the Services have automated pay
systems that already make deductions for federal income tax and
Serviceman's Group Life Insurance. FICA deductions for IDT pay
could easily be introduced to the reserve components pay
systems.
The immediate effect of enactment of the Administration's
proposal to begin deducting FICA from IDT pay was a reduction in
take-home drill pay of National Guard ard
serve members. The
1988 FICA tax rate of 7.51 percent of gr%... IDT pay resulted in
an 8.8 percent reduction in the IDT take-home pay of members in
the 15 percent federal income tax bracket. (The FICA tax rate
is scheduled to increase to 7.65 percent in 1990.) The net
effect on a typical member in pay grade E4 was an approximate
$10 reduction in monthly drill pay: a paycheck reduced from
$114 to $104. The effect was to return a typical E4 to the
January 1985 pay rates as reflected in table 7-1.
The effect of the FICA deduction on the net pay of members
varies in relationship to their federal income tax withholding
bracket. The higher an individual's tax bracket, the greater
the percentage of decrease in net pay as a result of FICA
taxation. For a member with no income tax withLoldings, the
reduction in net drill pay is equal to the 7.51 percent FICA
tax. For a member in the 11 percent tax bracket, the reduction
in net pay is 8.4 percent. The reduction is 8.8 percent for
CviLan Emptoyment, Tax and
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Table 7-1.

Annual IDT Net Pay Comparison

IDT Pay*
FITW**

Oct 85

Jan 87

Jan 88

$1,479
222

$1,524
229

$1,569
235

$1,601
240

-

FICA

Net Pay
*
**

Jan 85

$1,257

-

-

$1,295

$1,334

$1,241

Pays are for a member in pay grade E4 with 4 years service.
Assumes a 15 percent tax bracket.

those in the 15 percent tax bracket, 10.4 percent for those in
the 28 percent tax bracket, 11.6 percent for those in the 35
percent tax bracket, and 12.2 percent for those in the 38.5
percent tax bracket.
This reduction in reservists' paychecks could be expected to
have a negative impact on member morale; however, the effect on
recruitment and retention is difficult to assess. Changes to
the administration of the Variable Housing Allowance (VHA) for
reservists performing active duty for training resulted in a 3
to 4 percent pay reduction for members performing annual
training in 1984. No impact on recruiting or retention was
attributable to this pay reduction. The difference between the
reduction that resulted from the loss of VHA and the loss that
would occur for FICA tax is that members usually receive only
one annual training paycheck each year, whereas they receive
twelve IDT paychecks. Thus a member must remember what he or
she received the previous year to compare the reduction in
annual training pay but must remember only what he or she
received the previous month to note the reduction for FICA.
The DoD and the Coast Guard must transfer to the Social
Security Administration a FICA amount equal to that of the
member. Some members whose combined civilian and military
earnings exceed the FICA ceiling, currently at $43,800, will now
receive a refund of all FICA taxes paid on the amount over the
ceiling. Based on information furnished by the Social Security
Administration's office of statistics, approximately 6 percent
of reserve members will earn more than the FICA ceiling
annually. Regardless of refunds to members, the DoD and the
Coast Guard must contribute the full amount. Based on the
Fiscal Year 1988 and 1989 Budget Request, the DoD's transfer
payment to the Social Security Administration for IDT FICA
contribution will be $125 million and $168 million,
respectively.
Three types of benefits are available under Federal Old Age,
Survivor and Disability Insurance (OASDI) for FICA
contributions: a monthly retirement benefit payable as early as
age 62; disability benefits if a qualified participant becomes
7-22
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severely disabled and is unable to do other substantial work,
and survivor benefits upon the death of a qualified participant.
The amount of retirement, disability, or survivor benefit is
based on the insured's status, which is determined by his or her
age, FICA taxes paid, and the wage-earning time covered by the
OASDI. The average monthly disability payment to an individual
in 1985 was $638. For a family, the average was $956. The
average monthly survivor benefit for a family of three was
$1,190 in 1985. The maximum monthly retirement for an
individual attaining age 62 in 1986 is $791.
Most members who qualify for and begin receiving Social
Security retirement income will benefit from having IDT pay
covered by FICA taxation. The extent of this benefit will vary,
depending on the percentage of an individual's total FICA
earnings derived from IDT pay. Also, using the information from
the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys, it is estimated that 10 to
15 percent of the members of the Selected Reserve are students,
unemployed, or working in situations not covered by OASDI. The
disability and survivor protection offered by OASDI would be of
value to this group because the entire year would be counted
(four quarters per year instead of only the quarter in which
annual training is performed) toward coverage. Based on
expected military earnings for a member age 18 to 21, whose only
FICA wages were derived from military earnings (IDT and annual
training), the member should be qualified, by military earnings
alone, for disability and survivors benefits after only one and
a half to two years of service.
Conclusion
The 6th QRMC concludes that the enactment of statutory changes
that subjected compensation for IDT to FICA taxation was
appropriate, although the impact on reservists' take home pay is
substantial and must be taken into account in assessing the
potential impacts of other proposed reserve compensation
changes. The original rationale for excluding inactive duty
training pay from FICA taxation is no longer valid. The
development of computerized pay systems, coupled with the
increased FICA tax rate and ceiling and military pay increases,
have resulted in a cost-efficient and effective means to deduct
these now substantial revenues.
In 1988, the FICA deduction of 7.51 percent in members' gross
IDT pay will result in a 7.51 to 12.2 percent reduction in
members' take home drill pay. This reduction in net pay will
probably have a negative effect on member morale, but the effect
on recruitment and retention is difficult to assess.
The reduction in net IDT pay will be somewhat offset for
members by increased deferred Social Security benefits. These
benefits may be in the form of retirement, disability income, or
Civlian Emptoyment, Tax and Nobitization Issues
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survivors' income.

For approximately 10 to 15 percent of

members who are not otherwise covered, FICA taxation of IDT pay

may be their only means of qualifying for these Social Security
protections.
Tax Deductions for Reserve Comonent no"=
Prior to enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, members of

the National Guard and Reserve, as employees, were permitted to
deduct expenses related to their military duties. In
particular, expenses of travel and transportation to a drill
site in excess of any reimbursement (considered an employee
travel and transportation expense) were deductible as an
adjustment to income. These deductions are made from gross
income in arriving at adjusted gross income and have been
described as "above the line" deductions. In addition, other
duty-related expenses in excess of reimbursement (i.e. uniforms,
association dues, etc.) were deductible as miscellaneous
itemized business deductions. Total itemized deductions in
excess of a standardized amount were subtracted from adjusted
gross income to determine taxable income.
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 made substantial changes to the
deductibility of employee business expenses:
0

Employee travel and transportation expenses are only
deductible as adjustments to income ("above the line") to
the extent of reimbursements. Expenses in excess of
reimbursements are only deductible as a miscellaneous
itemized business expense.

* Miscellaneous itemized business expenses (including
unreimbursed travel and transportation expenses) of an
employee are only deductible to the extent that they exceed
2 percent of adjusted gross income.
* Only 80 percent of unreimbursed business meal/entertainment
expenses are deductible and then only as a miscellaneous
itemized business expense subject to a floor of 2 percent
of adjusted gross income.
*

The standard deduction has been increased for most
taxpayers. This increase means that total itemized
deductions must be greater before taxes are reduced.

Based upon 1986 Reserve Components Surveys information, over
81,000 reservists (54,500 enlisted and 27,100 officers) have
one-way travel time from home to training site in excess of two
hours. They represent 7 percent of the enlisted community and
19 percent of the officers.
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A bill has been introduced in the 100th Congress (H.R. 2214)
that would amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 with respect
to certain deductions allowed to members of reserve units of the
Armed Forces or the National Guard. In particular, this
legislation would have the following effects:
0

Permit travel/transportation expenses of reservists and
National Guard members to be deductible as an adjustment to
gross income (i.e. "above the line").

0

Permit all other reserve-related expenses to be deductible
as miscellaneous itemized business expenses without
reduction by 2 percent of adjusted gross income.

*

Eliminate the 80 percent limitation on meal/entertainment
deductions incurred in connection with the performance of
services as a member of the National Guard or Reserve.

*

Apply a less strict standard of substantiation for expenses
related to reserve duties.

This legislation, if enacted, would restore the full value of
deductions for the travel/transportation expenses of reservists.
In addition, it would provide preferential treatment for other
reserve-related expenses. Under the Tax Reform Act of 1986, a
performing artist employed by at least two employers whose
adjusted gross income (without reduction for artist expenses)
does not exceed $16,000 is accorded preferential treatment for
deducting expenses "above the line".

*funding

Generally, reserve activities, like other military activities,
are in the national interest. In principle, expenses related to
these activities should be borne by the government. In reality,
competition for scarce resources at all levels requires that
some beneficial military-related activities be partially or
totally unfunded. Permissive temporary duty military orders are
a case in point. Although government funds are not expended for
the cost of travel or transportation, absence from normal duties
with pay not charged as personal leave can be considered partial
of permissive activities. Expenses of travel,
transportation, and attendance are borne by the individual
service member. These military-related expenses are deductible
by the individual service member for income tax purposes.
Uniformity of treatment accorded to similarly situated members
of the reserve and active duty communities is fundamental to the
Total Force. Preferential treatment is appropriate to
compensate for fundamental differences between these two groups.
This concept is reflected in the different tax treatment of
retirement for participation in the reserve versus retirement
for active duty service. Reservists performing less than 90
days of active duty are not considered "active participants" in
CIviltin Empoymet.
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a retirement plan for purposes of determining the deductibility
of a contribution to an Individual Retirement Account (IRA).
Members on active duty longer than 90 days are "active
participants." Active participants may only deduct a
contribution to an IRA if adjusted gross income is below certain
levels. Those not considered active participants may deduct the
entire IRA contribution without regard to adjusted gross income.
This differing tax treatment is consistent with the substantial
differences in the types of service required and retirement
available thereafter.
Conclusion and

imendations

Unlike most members on active duty, the vast majority of
participating reservists are full-time employees in the civilian
economy. Reserve duty is secondary part-time employment. As
with other employment, reserve-related travel and transportation
expenses (including meals) are deductible (although not at fullvalue under current law). In addition, the expenses of
transportation between civilian employment and reserve duties
are deductible. Preferential tax treatment of these expenses is
appropriate.
Other unreimbursed reserve-related expenses, it may be argued,
are not substantially different from the unreimbursed expenses
of members on active duty. On the other hand, these
expenditures can represent a substantially larger percentage of
annual compensation for military duty. In addition, the partial
nature of reserve duty does not diminish all annually recurring
expenses related to reserve activities. In fact, some expenses
are greater because they arise infrequently.
The QRMC concludes that, within the context of Total Force
policy, legislation permitting reservists to deduct unreimbursed
reserve-related travel and transportation expenses (including
meals) as an adjustment to income without reduction may be
warranted. Further, all unreimbursed expenses related to
reserve activities aid national defense, and their deduction
appears to be warranted within the context in which reserve
service is performed.
E

The 6th QRKC recommends that the Administration review the
feasibility of amending the Internal Revenue Code in the
following ways:
a

0

Permit unreimbursed travel and transportation expenses
of drilling reservists to be deductible as an adjustment
to gross income.
Permit all other reserve related expenses to be
deductible as miscellanequs itemized business expenses

without reduction by 2 percent of adjusted gross income.
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Eliminate the existing
80 percent
limiltation
on
meai/entertairment
deductions
incurred
in connection
with the performance of services as a drilling meber of
the National Guard or Reserve.

Adoption of any legislation will not directly affect the Defense
Department budget. The tax expenditure (revenue loss) of the
QRNC recommendation is minimal.
Rental Rate in the Soldiers' and Sailor'

r

Civil Relief Act

The purpose of the Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act, as
enacted in 1940, was to provide broad protection to persons
while in military service. The Act is identical in substance
with the original act of 1918. It provides for the temporary
suspension of legal proceedings and transactions that may
prejudice the civil rights of persons in the military service of
the United States. The Act is applicable to all persons in
military service on active duty with any branch of service.
This includes members of the reserve components when on active
duty. The Act contains adequate safeguards to prevent any
person from taking undue advantage of its provisions.
Article III of the Act provides that proceedings for eviction
or distress (i.e. the taking of personal property to secure the
payment of rent) in respect to any premises occupied as a
dwelling by the dependents of a person in military service, may
be stayed for not longer than three months, provided the agreed
rent does not exceed $150 per month. The $150 per month limit
has not been raised since 1966.
The maximum rent for which protection was afforded under the
Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act of 1918, was $50 per
month. In the Act of 1940, the amount was set at $80 per month.
The Act was amended in 1966 to increase the rate to $150 because
of the increase in rental prices over those in effect at the
time of enactment in 1940.
The current law that establishes $150 per month as the maximum
rental for which protection is afforded clearly results in
significant limits on the number of families protected from
eviction without court review. It appears
-.onable to adjust
the rate in peacetime to provide an adequate rw ,e for peacetime
service and to preclude the need for emergen- legislative
revision in time of war. The QRNC considered a number of
alternatives:
.

No change to the current amount. A proposal to change the
Act would probably be given favorable consideration if
mobilization occurs.

This has been the historical pattern

for legislative revision of the Act.
CtvtLIan Emptoymnt
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for example, was made early in the Vietnam War period.
.

Establish a new dollar amount. Based on the change in
housing costs, the rental rate today comparable to the $150
set in 1966, would be $410. To put this in perspective,
the BAQ/VHA (with dependent) rate for a typical member in
pay grade E5 is approximately $415. The typical housing
cost for an E5 is $500. Based on these amounts, the $410
rental rate would protect approximately 25 to 30 percent of
the members in pay grade ES. This alternative however,
would almost certainly require future amendments to
establish higher rental rates.

" Adopt an adjustable rate. Under this alternative, a
reasonable rate would be an amount equal to the member's
housing allowance (the members' BAQ and VHA). This
alternative would alleviate the need for future adjustments
in rental rates, and the amount would be reasonable for
members in each pay grade if there is no change in the
BAQ/VHA philosophy. For mobilized members, however, their
rental rate will primarily reflect their civilian income.
An amount set by their military housing allowance could be
insufficient, but would still seem a reasonable and
equitable standard.
* Amend the Act with no dollar limit. The amount would be as
agreed upon by tenant and landlord. This would eliminate
the need to determine the member's housing allowance, and
the need for future adjustments in the rate. On the other
hand, it does not provide a uniform amount, which could
create problems in enforcing this provision. Also, not
establishing a dollar limit could be viewed as unreasonable
protection because it does not provide adequate safeguards
to prevent service members who pay very high rents from
taking advantage of this provision.
Recommendations
0

The 6th QRNC recommends that the Soldiers' and Sailors'
Civil Relief Act be amended to establish in the law that
the dependents of a member of a uniformed service on active
duty may not be evicted from any premises occupied as a

dwelling for which the agreed rent does not exceed an
amount equal to the member's housing allowance (the
member's DAQ and VHA) without the permission of a court.

The BAQ and the VHA are the elements of the military
compensation system designed to help members pay for their
housing when the government does not provide quarters. BAQ is
tied to national median housing costs, by military pay grade,
and is designed to be maintained at a consistent level by
periodic revisions to the rates. VHA was designed as a means of
7-28
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defraying high housing costs experienced by members assigned to
high-cost areas. BAQ, plus VHA in high-cost areas, is designed
to provide evenhanded and equitable housing cost reimbursement
entitlements, on the basis of pay grade, to active service
familie4. Congressional intent is that BAQ, in conjunction with
VRA, cover 85 percent of the housing costs of military members.
The recommendation of the QRXC would eliminate the unrealistic
$150 maximum monthly rental rate prescribed since 1966 in
subsection (1) of section 530, title 50 Appendix, United States
Code, and would substitute the "with dependents" BAQ plus the

VHA, if any, to which a member is entitled under chapter 7 of
title 37, at the time of court action seeking eviction or
distress. The recommendation is designed to remedy the
shortcoming that flows from an outdated dollar sum fixed by law
and is potentially prejudicial to persons in the active military
service and their dependents. The recommendation would replace
that fixed sum with an amount that is regularly updated under
close congressional scrutiny to fairly reflect true housing
costs faced by active duty military personnel.
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1. This action was originally recommended in 1978 in the
report of the Reserve Compensation System study. office of the
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Reserve Affairs), 22sarYa
CoupNsAHtion Syt
Study. Final ER=r, June 1978, pp. V104-
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Chapter S.

HEALTH CAM,

DISABILITY AND SURVIVOR BENEFITS

The speciai'obligations and the actual and potential hazards
of military duty in service of the Nation are reflected in the
health care, disability, and survivor programs established for
military members and their dependents. Programs for the medical
care of military members and provision for disabled members and
dependent survivors are rooted in the early history of our
nation. These programs have been revised and expanded over the
years to meet current and developing needs. Today, Department
of Defense programs combine with programs administered by the
Veterans' Administration to support retired members, disabled
veterans, dependents, and survivors. Although the fundamental
basis for these programs remains the special character of
military service, some program modifications, such as expanded
dependent medical and dental care, have resulted in part from
changes in the broader society.
Typically, program revisions have been the result of wartime
experience. For example, after World War I, congressional
debate over provision of an immediate death gratuity focused on
whether the payment should be limited to regular members or
should be provided to the survivors of non-regulars as well. 1
Today, the system of protections in place for members who die,
or who are disabled in the line of duty while serving on
extended active duty generally makes no distinction between
regular or reserve status.
With respect to members of the National Guard and Reserve who
serve on active duty for short periods or perform inactive duty
training, the situation is much more complex. This complexity
derives from the fact that reservists maintain a continuous
military status as reserves of the armed forces but move in and
out of a specific military duty status. Like other aspects of
reserve compensation, entitlements depend upon the type of the
duty and its length. For example, medical benefits and
entitlements for dependents of reservists commence when a member
is ordered to active duty (including active duty for training)
for a period of more than 30 days.
Entitlement to the death gratuity mentioned above was extended
in 1949 to survivors of Reserve and National Guard members who
die during a period of active duty or inactive duty training.
Unlike the controversy over this issue during congressional
action after World War I, there was no dissent to the 1949
expansion. Nevertheless, significant gaps remained in the total
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program of reserve entitlements and protections for reservists
injured or killed, and benefits were not uniform among the
reserve components.
Beginning with the Fiscal Year 1984 Department of Defense
Authorization Act, a series of statutory changes have been made
to provide adequate protection for reservists or their survivors
when members are disabled or die as a result of their military
service. A brief review of these changes may serve to
illustrate how intermittent military duty status complicates the
equitable treatment of part-time reservists who are
incapacitated or die as a result of the performance of their
reserve duties.
*

In 1983, medical and dental care was authorized,
appropriate for the treatment of an injury incurred or
aggravated while traveling to or from inactive duty
training. The treatment was authorized until such time as
it was determined that further treatment would not
materially improved the disability. Travel and
transportation allowances incident to the treatment were
also authorized. (Section 1012, Public Law 98-74).

* In 1984, medical and dental care was authorized for members
of the reserve components who contract diseases or become
ill during inactive duty training. (Section 631, Public
Law 98-525).
*

In 19e5, medical and dental care in military medical
facilities or under the CHANPUS program was authorized for
dependents of reservists who die from an injury or illness
incurred or aggravated while on active duty for 30 days or
less, or while on inactive duty training or traveling to or
from such training. The effect was (1) to provide care in
uniformed services medical facilities and through the
wCivilian
Nealth and Medical Care Program of the Uniformed
Services (CHANPUS) instead of the comparable care which had
been provided through the medical system of the Veterans'
Administration, and (2) to cover survivors of reservists
who died of illness or disease incurred or aggravated
during inactive duty training. Previously, programs had
covered only the survivors of members who died as a result
of an injury incurred during inactive duty training.
In 1986, uniform provisions were enacted covering
disability and death benefits for reservists, or their
survivors. In this new authority, medical coverage was
provided for temporary disability resulting from disease or
illness aggravated while traveling to or from inactive duty
training. In addition, there was a major change to the
authorization for pay and allowances for reservists
temporarily incapacitated as a result of their training.
8-2
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Under the new authority, members were entitled to pay and
allowances while incapacitated as a result of an illness or
disease incurred or aggravated during or while traveling to
or from inactive duty for training. Also, for the first
time authority was provided for such pay for a reservist
whose incapacitation in the line of duty resulted in the
loss of civilian income, even though the member was deemed
able to perform his other military duties.
These new provisions reflected the very great changes that had
occurred in the rigors and demands of training in the National
Guard and Reserve. Forty years ago, much reserve participation
was on an ad hoc basis at the discretion of the individual. As
reserve forces have taken on a significant share of national
defense responsibilities in the Total Force, reserve training is
often integrated with the missions of active component units, so
that the reservist receives training while conducting day-to-day
missions. Reservists routinely participate with active
component units in realistic arms training and field exercises
at home and abroad and operate state-of-the-art weapons systems
and equipment. To function in this demanding environment, Guard
and Reserve members must meet the same standards for physical
condition and evaluation as do their counterparts in the active
components.
In this environment, it is essential that members and their
dependents or survivors be afforded adequate protection in cases
of death or disability in the service of their country. The 6th

QRMC reviewed the existing scheme of medical, disability, and
survivor benefits for National Guard and Reserve members in the
light of these significant recent initiatives to extend these
protections and make them uniform. Eight major issue areas were
identified and reviewed in depth: incapacitation pay, benefits
for dependents of incapacitated reservists, reserve members'
eligibility for dependency and indemnity compensation, the death
gratuity, group life insurance programs for reservists,
eligibility for burial in national cemeteries, survivor travel
to a member's burial, the survivor benefit program for
reservists, and the authority to provide pay and allowances for
reserve members undergoing medical evaluation. Discussion of
these issues and the recommendations of the 6th QRMC follow in
the remainder of this chapter.
Incapacitation Pay
Bacgrd: Incapacitation pay is monetary compensation
(equal to pay and allowances) paid to reservists who are injured
or who aggravate an illness or disease in the line of duty,
during inactive duty training, during active duty for 30 days or
less or while traveling to or from such duty. This pay is
authorized in sections 204(h) and 206(a) of title 37, United
States Code.
eatth Care, 01sabitity and Survivor Senefits
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In November 1983, the Department of Defense Inspector General
conducted An audit of incapacitation payments to reservists.
This audit, which followed a congressional investigation
conducted in 1979, reviewed 890 incapacitation cases. The audit
found significant procedural and internal control problems
within the Services and indicated that some reservists could be
unduly enriched or suffer unduly because their continued
civilian employment or their loss of civilian earnings were not
considered in computing incapacitation pay. Based on the
findings of the audit, the Inspector General recommended that
the existing legislation be amended to allow recognition of
civilian employment as a factor in determining the amount of
incapacitation pay that a reservist receives.
As noted above, beginning with the Fiscal Year 1984 DoD
Authorization Act, Congress has attempted to remove the
statutory distinctions between members of the active and reserve
components who are disabled or die as a result of injury,
illness, or disease while performing their military duties or
while traveling to or from those military duties. The authority
to provide medical care for injuries occurring while traveling
to and from inactive duty training was included in the Defense
Authorization Act for 1984.

*

The 1985 DoD Authorization Act revised the authorization for
medical and dental care for reservists who become ill or
diseased during periods of inactive duty training. As a result,
their care includes medical care for injuries sustained while
traveling to or from such duty. In addition, this Act
authorized medical care for Reserve or Guard members who
aggravate preexisting diseases by performing active duty or
inactive duty for training. Thus, for example, a member
suffering a heart attack during a weekend drill would now be
authorized medical care if it was determined to have been
aggravated as a result of the training. The 1984 amendment did
not, however, extend incapacitation pay entitlement to
reservists disabled as a result of contracting or aggravating a
disease during training for 30 days or less. Only disabilities
from an injury incurred during such training were covered by
entitlement to incapacitation pay.
In 1986, the DoD proposed revisions to title 10 and title 32,
United States Code, to standardize authorized medical and dental
care for all members of reserve components and make it uniform.
The Reserve Forces Health Benefits Act proposed by DoD was
incorporated, with modifications, in the National Defense
Authorization Act for 1987. It contained two major changes to
benefits affecting reserve component personnel. The new
provisions revised disability and death benefits for reservists
who are disabled while on inactive duty, active duty for 30 days
or less, or traveling directly to or from that duty as a
consequence of an injury, disease or illness incurred or aggra8-4
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vated during the period, and it revised death benefits for the
survivors of reservists who die under such circumstances. Under
the new law, disability resulting from disease or illness
aggravated during training now warranted incapacitation pay.
The new law also changed rules governing the circumstances
under which reservists are entitled to military pay and
allowances (incapacitation pay) while disabled as a result of
reserve duty. Until November 1986, if a member of a reserve
component was on active . t inactive duty for 30 days or less and
suffered a disability, the authority for continued military pay
and allowances was determined by the ability of the member to
perform normal military duties. Thus, if disabled reservists
could perform their civilian jobs but not their military jobs,
they could be paid for both during the period of disability.
Until the passage of the 1987 National Defense Authorization
Act, a person could remain disabled from their military duties
and remain employed in the civilian community until such time as
further treatment would not improve the medical condition.
There was no statutory termination of incapacitation pay and, in
many cases, incapacitation pay was paid for one or more years.
On the other hand, should the same person be able to perform
military duties but not the civilian job, there was no authority
to provide any compensation. Because the military duty is only
part-time, the financial consequence of such incapacitation
could be severely detrimental to the reservist.
The 1987 Authorization Act corrected this inequity by
authorizing pay and allowances, limited to a six-month period,
to disabled reservists who are unable to earn income from
civilian sources as a consequence of the disability. The
maximum payment could not exceed the lesser of the demonstrated
loss of civilian earnings or military pay and allowances. The
demonstrated loss of civilian income would take into account any
benefits received from a civilian income protection insurance
plan. Members who could perform in their civilian jobs but
could not perform their military duty could be paid for
scheduled inactive duty training notwithstanding their inability
to train.
The objective of the 1987 legislative change was twofold:
First, to prevent reservists from "double dipping" by
eliminating the possibility that a reservist could collect
incapacitation pay (equal to active duty pay and allowances) and
civilian pay at the same time. The second intent was to
compensate reservists for lost civilian earnings (their primary
source of income) due to a disability incurred or aggravated
during active duty, active duty for training, or inactive duty
for training, as recommended by the 1983 Inspector General
report. Such compensation however, is limited to the full
amount of pay and allowances to which the member would be
entitled. The cost of incapacitation pay prior to the 1987

I
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Authorization Act was estimated at approximately $27 million per
year. Based on the 1987 legislative changes, the annual cost
savings were estimated to be between $7 million and $11 million.

M _Ryiew: With the passage of the 1987 Department of
Defense Authorization Act, a reservist's eligibility for
incapacitation pay and the amount to be paid are now determined
primarily on the basis of the member's civilian employment and
the amount of lost wages from that employment. The QRMC study
plan identified the need to evaluate the adequacy of protections
and benefits for reservists with respect to its support of
personnel readiness requirements and the uniformity and adequacy
of coverages. A review was conducted to determine whether the
new system of compensating reservists for a qualified disease,
illness, or injury is adequate or whether it needs to be refined
in order to treat all reservists equitably.
After 'reviewing the historical data and the 1987 legislative
changes to incapacitation pay, it became evident that certain
reservists would be ineligible to receive more than the minimal
pay authorized for the training periods they missed as a result
of their disability. For example, students, housewives,
seasonal workers and those not employed in the civilian
community now qualify for very limited incapacitation pay, even
if they incur a severe injury in the line of duty. This
limitation is due to the fact that these groups of reservists
have no civilian income. These members receive only the pay
authorized under section 206(a)(3) of title 37, United States
Code, which provides pay for a regular drill period that a
member is unable to perform because of incapacitation in the
line of duty. For the member employed in the civilian sector,
incapacitation pay provides pay and allowances up to the amount
of lost civilian wages not to exceed the military compensation
to which the member is entitled. If there is no civilian income
lost, no incapacitation pay is paid to a reservist (with the
minor exception noted above to compensate for missed drills).
Therefore, it could be argued that an inequity exists when
reservists with no civilian income incur or aggravate an injury,
disease, or illness while performing active duty or inactive
duty for training.
The active duty disability system is based on the ability of a
member to perform all military duties commensurate with their
military occupation. If active members are unable to perform
their military duties due to a medical condition, they are
entitled to have their cases reviewed by their Service's
Disability Evaluation System. The same is true for reserve
members receiving incapacitation pay. If the incapacitation
results in a permanent or potentially permanent disability, the
reservist is also processed for disability retirement or separation pay. In tue case of the temporarily disabled member,
however, there is now a major disconnect: the member disabled
8-6
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while on active duty orders specifying a period in excess of 30
days draws full pay and allowances, but the member performing
duty of 30 days or less is subject to the new system and may be
essentially without income.
Although distinctions, based on primary source of income, need
to exist between benefits for reservists and members of the
active components, there should be reassessment for the inequity
allowing payment of disability income to reservists based on
ability to perform the civilian occupation while basing active

duty members' "disability income" on ability to perform military
duties.
0

In order to ensure that reservists are justly compensated
for illness, disease, or injury incurred or aggravated by
military service, and to remove the inequity that nov
exists, the 6th QRKC recommends the following changes:
M

Compensation payable to a member of a reserve component
incapacitated in the line of duty should be restructured
to
provide a common standard for compensation of members
incapacitated while performing
active duty or inactive

duty or whiletravelligto or from suchduty. Under

current law, members incapacitated while on active duty

under orders specifying a period of more than 30 days,

who are released from active duty while still
incapacitated, receive compensation for their
incapacitation under a different standard than do
members similarly incapacitated who were not on active
duty under orders specifying a period of more than 30
days. The new standard would provide full pay and
allowances to incapacitated members except those who
received earned income from nonmilitary employment or
self-employment performed during a month in which they
were entitled to incapacitation pay. (Earned income
includes wages, salaries, professional fees, tips, and
other amounts received as compensation for personal
services actually rendered.) If a member received such
earned income, the incapacitation pay would be reduced
by the amount of the earned income. Income from an
income protection plan, vacation pay, and sick leave
would be included as earned income if the member elected
to receive such income.
•

A separate standard should be provided for reserve
conponent members who suffer an injury, illness, or
disease or the aggravation of an injury, illness or
disease in the line of duty, and does not incapacitate
them for their military duties but does incapacitate
them for their civilian employment, resulting in a loss
of earned income from nonmilitary employment or selfemployment. The amount of compensation for such
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incapacitation would be the member's demonstrated loss
of earned income, not to exceed the amount of military
pay and allowances that would be payable during the
period. By distinguishing between members who are not
physically qualified to perform their military duties
and members who are not physically qualified to perform
in their civilian occupation, the statutory distinctions
between reserve component members and active duty
members are reduced, at the same time providing
compensation for loss of civilian income for members who
cannot perform their primary livelihood.
0

The following limits should be established on
compensation for incapacitated reservists:
(1) the
total amount of incapacitation pay for any period should
be limited to the amount of pay and allowances provided
by law or regulation for a regular member of the same
grade and length of service; (2) the compensation period
should be limited to a maximum of six months unless a
specific determination is made that continuation is
warranted in the interests of equity and fairness; (3)
there should be no entitlement to compensation for
incapacitation as a result of gross misconduct of the
member; and (4) the payment of incapacitation pay should
be under regulations prescribed by the Secretary of
Defense or, in the case of the Coast Guard Reserve, the

Secretary of Transportation.
Due to the recent implementation of the 1987 legislative
changes, it is not possible to know how many reservists are
physically unqualified for their military duties and would
receive incapacitation pay but for their inability to
demonstrate loss of civilian income. The 1986 Reserve
Components Surveys indicate that approximately 20 percent of the
reserve population is not employed. Therefore, using as a base
the annual cost savings of $7 million to $11 million estimated
to have resulted from the 1987 legislative changes, we estimate
that providing incapacitation pay to reservists who are
physically unqualified for their military duties, minus any
civilian earned income, would cost a maximum of $2 million per
year. These potential costs would be reduced by enactment of
the QRMC recommendation to apply the rules for incapacitation
pay, as they apply to those on active duty for 30 days or less,
to those who receive incapacitation pay after expiration of
their orders for a period in excess of 30 days. It is estimated
that the annual cost of the QRKC recommendations would be
approximately $1 million.

8-8
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Benefits for Dependents of Incapacitated Reservists
During the course of the 6th QRNC review of incapacitation
pay, a second weakness was uncovered in the current system.
This weakness results from the fact that the reservist receiving
incapacitation pay as the result of injury or illness related to
duty other than active duty in excess of 30 days is not on
active duty. As a result, the member's dependents do not have
the same entitlements and privileges as the dependents of
members on active duty. The practical effects of this
distinction were demonstrated, during the QRNC review, in a 1987
case involving the hospitalization of members seriously injured
in an aircraft accident. Some of the members who were
hospitalized as a result of the accident were on active duty for
more than 31 days (and remained on active duty while
hospitalized). Other hospitalized members were on active duty
for 30 days or less. Hospitalization was at a site over a
thousand miles from members t homes.
As a result of the differences in military status of the
injured members, their dependent spouses, who travelled to their
bedsides at the military installation where they were

hospitalized, received disparate treatment. The QRMC review
found that, for members hospitalized and drawing incapacitation
pay but not on active duty, existing authorities were sufficient
to provide their dependents with access to base facilities,
including commissary, exchange, and transient quarters. There
is no authority with respect to medical treatment of the
dependents, however, and this was a specific problem and source
of confusion in this case. Further, the National Defense
Authorization Act for Fiscal Years 1988 and 1989 (Public Law
100-180) contains a provision (section 615) that provides
authority for the transportation of up to two family members to
the bedside of a member who is serving on active duty, and
hospitalized. This creates further potential for disparate
treatment of the dependents of active and reserve members
hospitalized as a result of injuries received in a military
accident.
M

The 6thQMc
U

the following:

Section 411h(a) of title 3-7, United States Code, should
be amended to provide authority for the round-trip
travel of not more than two dependents of a reserve
member who is entitled to compensation for
incapacitation incurred in the line of duty and who is
hospitalized and seriously ill or injured. With this
change, the dependents of seriously ill or injured
reservists would be accorded the same benefit as the
dependents of an active duty member in the same
circumstances.

Heorth Care*, Sisabtilty nd Survivor
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M Section 1076 of title 10, United States Code, should be
amended to provide space-available medical and dental
care In facilities of the uniformed services, for
eof
reservists who are hopitalised in a
facility of the uniformed services as a direct result of
an injury, illness or disease incurred or aggravated
while an active duty for 30 days or Iess, on active duty
for training, c inactive duty training, or while
traveling to or from. The purpose of this
recommendation is to eliminate the disparate treatment
accorded the dependents of reservists in receipt of
incapacitation pay, as compared with the treatment of

dependents of members on active duty, when the military
sponsor is hospitalized. This care would be subject to
the availability of space and facilities and the
capabilities of the medical and dental staff.
The QMXC concludes that, in addition to the need, on their own
merits, for the recommended medical care and travel benefits,
the existence of these authorities would underscore and support
the policy of providing installation support to dependents in
the limited circumstances under discussion. No firm cost
estimate could be established for the medical care and dependent
travel authorities, because it is expected that the
circumstances under which they would be provided will be quite
limited. The medical care authorized would be limited to that
provided in facilities of the uniformed services and the travel
authority in the new law is limited to very specific
circumstances and conditions; thus, the number of dependents who
would meet the conditions of these benefits would be quite
small. We conclude therefore that any budgetary impact of the
medical and travel authorities would be minimal.
Reserve Members

EZligibility for DIC Coverage

h kgzmaM: The purpose of Dependency and Indemnity
Compensation (DIC) is to provide an annuity to the dependents of
deceased service members and veterans who die from a serviceconnected or compensable disability. This compensation is
partially to replace family income lost due to the member's
death and partially to serve as reparation for that death. DIC
is administered by the,Veterans' Administration, which was
especially created to administer the laws relating to the relief
and other benefits provided-by law for veterans, their
dependents, and their beneficiaries.
For a reservist not on active duty (other than for training),
DIC coverage is dependent upon the type of military duty being
performed and the cause of death. The question of causality
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becomes particularly important when a reservist dies due to an
injury or disease incurred or aggravated while on inactive duty
training.
Survivors of veterans who die after December 31, 1956, from a
service-connected or compensable disability, may be entitled to

receive DIC.
"Service-connected disability*
definition in law:

has the following

... with respect to disability
or death,
that
such
disability
was incurred or aggravated,
or that
the
death
resulted
from a
disability
incurred
or
aggravated, in line of duty in the active military,
naval, or air service." (Section 101(16) of title 38,

United States Code)
A veteran is a person who died in, or who served in the active
military, naval, or air service, and who was discharged or
released under conditions other than dishonorable. The term
"active military, naval, or air service," in the context of
disability and death, includes active duty, any period of active
duty for training during which an individual is disabled or dies
from a disease or inurv incurred or aggravated in line of duty,
and any period of inactive duty training during which an

individual is disabled or dies from an injury incurred or
aggravated in line of duty. The term "active duty for training"
includes authorized travel to or from such duty.
Another death benefit, the death gratuity (authorized by
section 1475 of title 10, United States Code), has long been
payable for death of members on active training duty or inactive
training duty. It is also paid for death resulting from disease
or injury incurred or aggravated while performing active duty
training or while traveling to and from such duty, and for death
resulting from injury incurred or aggravated while performing
inactive duty training or while traveling to and from such duty
that
occurs within 120 days following release from the duty.
Statutory provisions relating to the death gratuity were
amended by section 604 of Public Law 99-661 in 1986 to add death
from illness or disease incurred or aggravated during inactive
duty training or during travel to and from inactive duty
training.
This amendment was part of the same legislation
that
modified and made uniform the medical and incapacitation
benefits for reservists,
as discussed in the preceding section.
No provision was made, however, to amend DIC coverage to provide
protection consistent with the expanded coverage provided for
payment of the death gratuity.
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recoands legislative amendment to extend

eligibility for DIC to survivors of reserve members who di.
frem disease incurred or aggravated In line of duty while
performing inactive duty training or while traveling to or

from inactive duty training.

The estimated annual cost to the Veterans' Administration
extending DIC coverage as proposed would initially be quite
small. The QRMC estimates that less than $400,000 in paid out
benefits would be added each year. The pool of beneficiaries
would increase over a 25-year period, at which time the number
of survivors receiving DIC should stabilize at approximately
1,000. At that time the cost is estimated at $9 zillion per

year.
Death Gratuity
hakgram: The death gratuity was first enacted in 1908 as a
substitute for a life insurance program. The current death
gratuity provisions were established by Congress in 1956, with
the stated purpose of providing an emergency fund to assist the
survivors of deceased members of the armed forces to meet their
financial needs during the six- to twelve-week period
immediately following a member's death and before other survivor
benefits, if any, are made available. Current law provides for
the payment of a death gratuity to the survivors of a military
member who dies while on active duty or within 120 days
following release from active duty if the cause of death is from
a disease or injury incurred or aggravated while on active duty.
Reserve component members are included within this eligibility
while serving on active duty for training (ADT) or inactive duty
training (IDT), or while traveling to or from such duty. The
death gratuity entitlement is equal to six months' pay (basic
pay and special and incentive pays) at the rate to which the
decedent was entitled, with a floor of $800 and a ceiling of
$3,000. These upper and lower limits, as enacted, actually
ranged from 2.06 months' pay for the most senior officers to
10.26 months' pay for the lowest enlisted grade.
The upper and lower limits on t:e amount of the death gratuity
have remained unchanged since their enactment in 1956, and, as a
result of subsequent military pay raises, all grades now receive
the maximum amount of $3,000. This is because six months of pay
for all grades is now in excess of the $3,000 ceiling (six
months of base pay for the lowest pay grade, El, is $3,650).

Because the dollar range of the payable death gratuity has not
been adjusted since 1956, the economic benefit that it provides
to survivors of deceased service members has been severely
eroded and no longer provides the financial assistance
originally intended by Congress. This erosion of the death

benefit has bee
5-12;

addressed in previous compensation reviews.
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The 5th QRMC recommended that the death gratuity be based on
three months' basic pay, quarters allowance (.AQ and VEA), and
subsistence allowance, to which the member was entitled at the
time of death.

The 5th QRKC also recommended that the floor and

ceiling amounts be increased to $3,000 and $9,000, respectively,
with the amounts to be reviewed and revised as needed every four
years. The recommended change in the pay and allowance elements
to serve as the basis for the death gratuity was intended to
better reflect the compensation elements that typically support
household expenses.
A subsequent DoD legislative proposal recommended increases in

the floor and ceiling amounts similar to those recommended by
the 5th QRIC. The DoD proposal also recommended a revision in
the compensation elements on which the death gratuity was based.
Following the Newfoundland air crash of 1985, which resulted
in the death of over 200 soldiers, Congress enacted Public Law
99-297 (codified as section 403(l) of title 37, United States
Code), which provided an entitlement for dependent survivors to
remain in government quarters for up to 90 days or continue to
receive housing allowances for up to 90 days if they were not
occupying government quarters. This added benefit partially
offsets the erosion of the economic value of the death gratuity,
although in its current form the law does not provide for
immediate payment of the benefit.
It should be noted particularly that the authority to provide
quarters or housing allowances is limited to d
survivors, whereas the death gratuity may be paid to other
immediate family members, such as parents or brothers and
sisters, when the member does not leave any dependent survivors.
In the view of the QRMC, this is preferable; it provides the
benefits to the directly affected survivors who will experience
the greatest immediate costs.
The DoD proposal submitted to the Office of Management and
Budget for clearance in 1986 recommended the repeal of Public
Law 99-297 and also recommended increases in the death gratuity,
to a floor of $3,000 and a ceiling of $9,000. These amounts are
related to the pay scales for pay grades E4 and 04, based on the
fact that those grades had a higher number of deaths than any
other single grades within the enlisted and officer categories,
respectively.
eview: The Department of the Army requested that the
Q
QRNC review this entitlement in view of the recent legislative
changes to the death gratuity, including the extension of
eligibility for the death gratuity to reservists who die as a
result of illness or disease while traveling directly to or from
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This review focuses on the adequacy of
duty training.
inactive
payment to the survivors of deceased military
the immediate
members and on the way in which it applies to the Total Force.
In the background discussion of this chapter it was noted that
the increase in insurance coverage has partially been offset by
the erosion of the economic benefit offered by the death
gratuity. In 1956, the Serviceman's Indemnity Act provided a
$10,000 benefit, which was paid in monthly installments (with
interest for 120 months, for a total of $11,148). Today, the
Servicemen's Group Life Insurance (SGLI) provides a maximum
benefit of $50,000.
However, if one uses the Consumer Price Indqx to calculate the
value of the current SGLI benefit compared with that of the
Servicemen's Indemnity Act gratuity in 1956, it is seen that the
benefit has actually increased by only 24 percent ($10,000 X
(328.4/81.4) = $40,344; $50,000 - approximately 124 percent of
$40,344). Moreover, SGLI is a group insurance plan, paid for by
the service members with no cost to the government. The 1956
program was a "self-insurance" program paid for by the
government.
SGLI has been available in addition to the death gratuity
since 1965. (There was no serviceman's insurance program

between 1957 and the 1965 implementation of the SGLI program).
Also, there is no interaction or offset between SGLI and death
gratuity benefits, and SGLI does not meet the immediate
emergency fund purpose of the death gratuity.
If the floor and ceiling amounts of the death gratuity were
adjusted upward to provide an economic benefit equivalent to
that provided in 1956, the following amounts would be applicable
based on current (1987) military pay scales and the original
floor and ceiling amounts expressed in the number of months base
pay each represented:
FLOOR - $608 (lowest pay grade) x 10.26 months

$ 6,238

CEILING - $5900 (highest pay grade) x 2.06 months - $12,154
There is another way of calculating amounts that would provide
survivors with an economic benefit equal to that originally
provided under the 1956 law. This method would be to calculate
the value of the benefit in terms of current dollars. Using
Consumer Price Index figure of 81.4 for 1956 and 328.4 for 1986
(the latest annual figure available.) The following current
dollar amounts are calculated for the floor and ceiling:
FLOOR - $800 x (328.4/81.4) - $ 3,228
CEILING - $3,000 x (328.4/81.4)
6-?4

-

$12,103
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Under either method of calculation, the figures are roughly
equivalent for most grades except the lower enlisted grades,
which reflects an amount of $6,238 under the first method of
calculation and $3,228 under the Consumer Price Index
calculation. This difference occurs because it was necessary
during the era of the All-Volunteer Force that the military pay
for those lower grades be increased in order to compete with

civilian wages.
As noted above, the purpose of the death gratuity is to serve
as an emergency fund to tide survivors over for the period
immediately following the death of a service member while the
payments of other benefits (such as Social Security, Dependency
and Indemnity Coverage, and SGLI) are pending. The death
gratuity is in addition to, and not supplanted by, any of these
other benefits.
The rationale for the recommendations of the 1986 DoD Proposal
is, we believe, essentially sound. The immediate payment should
be based on the compensation elements that typically support
household expenses for the length of the period between the
death of the member and the receipt of other survivor benefits.
To increase the death gratuity to accomplish this purpose,
however, would result in higher payments being made to all
survivors, not just to surviving dependents, who usually suffer
the costs associated with the member's death and the cessation
of the member's pay.
Also, the law would have to be restructured in order for the
payment to keep pace with the cost of living and consumer price
increases in the future. All analysts who have looked at this
issue in the past have concluded that a floor and a ceiling are
desirable. These constraints seem logical because a straight
multiplier against either the existing compensation elements or
those previously proposed by DoD would result in a very wide
range of payments. The floor and ceiling features of the
entitlement, however, make a restructuring to keep pace with
inflation technically difficult.

A review of the changes made by Public Law 99-227, indicates
that, with slight modification, it could, in combination with
the existing death gratuity, be reasonably close to three months
of pay and allowances for junior members with dependents. For
example, the basic pay, subsistence, and housing allowances for
three months for a member in pay grade E5 with eight years of
service would be $5,200. Six months' housing allowances plus
the existing death gratuity would be $5,519.
By making the section 403(1) entitlement payable for six
months instead of three and making the payment immediate, the
objective of the prior death gratuity proposal could be

This approach would also have the advantages of (1)

achieved.
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being indexed, (2)

providing a higher payment to the surviving

dependents with the greatest need, and (3)

being less costly

(because the additional pay would go only to dependent
survivors, cost increases would be about 60 percent of previous
proposals). It should be noted that, because the existing death
gratuity would remain at $3,000, there would be a gradual
reductio in the value of this payment over time. This seems
reasonable in that administrative improvements should reduce the
time between death and the payment of other benefits in the

future.
Consideration of the Total Force application of the death
gratuity indicated unwarranted differences. Currently, reserve
members who die while in an inactive duty training (IDT) status

do not receive payment of three months' quarters allowance.
This is because they are not entitled to basic pay, which is a
prerequisite for entitlement to the basic allowance for
quarters. There is no logical difference in their status as
compared with fellow reservists who die while performing annual
training or other short periods of active duty.
The QURC concludes, therefore, that the death gratuity system
is defective in that it does not provide a means to adjust the
amount of the benefit payable to the survivors of a deceased
service member. As a result, the economic benefit of the
gratuity was severely eroded between 1956 and 1987. In addition
the death gratuity payment does not treat members uniformly
regardless of duty status, and the differences that exist are
not warranted by differing conditions of service or need.
M The Gth QURKC recommends that Public Law 99-227 be amended
to extend the current three months, housing allowance
payment to six months, payable immediately or when quarters
are vacated (with an offset for the time quarters were
occupied).

t

This allowance would be payable only to

dependent survivors or on their behalf if the dependents
are minors. This benefit would apply the same eligibility
criteria as for the $3,000 death gratuity, including
coverage for IDT, ADT, and travel to and from such duty.
The QEMC recommendation would provide for benefits
(depending upon pay grade) for those with dependent
survivors, ranging from $1,986 to $5,592 which, with the
existing death gratuity, would provide a combined benefit
of from $4,986 to $8,592. Those whose survivors are not
dependents
gratuity. would continue to receive only the $3,000 death
a

The 6th QURC also recommends amendment of section 403(1) of
title 37, United States Code to provide the same death

gratuity to dependent survivors of all members who would
have received a ho ing allowance at the Oith dependentsw
rate had they been serving on active duty instead of
8-16
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inactive duty training at the time of their death. This
will ensure that the death gratuity is applied in an
equitable manner to all members of the Total Force.

1

The annual cost of the death gratuity has ranged from $7.7
million to $8.8 million in the past few years. If the floor and
ceiling on the death gratuity were raised to $3,000 and $9,000,
respectively, as recommended by the 5th QRMC, total cost (based
i

on an average of 2,300 deaths over the 6-year period 1979-1985,
uniformly distributed around the grades of 24 and 03 at the

ratio of 87 percent and 13 percent, respectively, between the
enlisted and officer grades) would be in the area of $13
million. This represents an increase of approximately $6
million over the cost under the current law.
If the death gratuity were to remain the same and the housing
allowance payment was extended to six months as recommended by

the 6th QRWC, the estimated cost of providing the housing
allowance would increase from approximately $3.5 million to $7.0
million: an annual increase of $3.5 million. This would
achieve the intent of both the 5th QRNC recommendation and of
the most recent DoD proposal at approximately 60 percent of the
cost, while increasing the benefit available to those who most
need the immediate payment.
Group Life Insurance

k

D:
Since enactment of the War Risk Insurance Act of
October 6, 1917, programs have generally been in place making
life insurance protection available to members of the uniformed
services at a reasonable cost. The one exception was the period
between January 1, 1957, and September 29, 1965, when
legislation establishing the Servicemen's Group Life Insurance
(SGLI) program was enacted. The SGLI program has been amended
several times since its establishment, and the maximum amount
has increased from $10,000 to $50,000.
When established in 1965, SGLI was available only to members
on active duty for more than 30 days. In 1970, SGLI was made
available to reservists on active duty for less than 31 days or
performing inactive duty training scheduled in advance. The
program for reservists was modified in 1974, so that all Ready
Reserve members scheduled for 12 inactive duty training periods
a year were eligible to participate. Eligibility was also
extended to reservists under age 61 who were eligible for
receipt of reserve retired pay except for having reached their
60th birthday. The 1974 Act also created
a new program of
2
Veterans' Group Life Insurance (VGLI .
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As a result, the following categories of reservists are
currently eligible for SGLI:
"

Members on active duty under orders specifying a period of
more than 30 days

" Members of the Ready Reserve who are assigned to a unit or
position in which they may be required to perform active
duty or active duty for training, and who each year will be
scheduled to perform at least 12 periods of inactive duty
training creditable for retirement under chapter 67 of
title 10, United States Code
*

Other reservists performing active duty for training or
inactive duty for training, during the period of the
training duty; and members of the reserve who are in the
Retired Reserve; and members who would be eligible for
assignment to the Retired Reserve upon application, who
have not reached their 61st birthday and are not receiving
retired pay but will be entitled to retired pay upon
application at age 60.

In essence, continuous SGLI is available to reservists who
have qualified for retired pay at age 60 and qst members of the
Selected Reserve within the Ready Reserve.
The following Ready Reservists are not eligible for continuous
SGLI (unless qualified for retired pay except for being at least
age 60):

0

Certain Individual Mobilization Augmentees in the Selected
Reserve

*

Members of the Individual Ready Reserve (IRR)

0 Members of the Inactive National Guard (ING)
In 1985, Public Law 99-166 extended eligibility for VGLI to
members of the IRR and ING, that is to all members of the Ready
Reserve not in the Selected Reserve. These members are now
eligible for VGLI on a renewable five-year term basis, provided
they remain a member of the IRR or ING throughout the policy
term. Thus, all Ready Reservists, with the exception of
Selected Reserve IMAs who have an annual active duty for
training requirement but do not perform IDT, are eligible for
either SGLI or VGLI coverage.
GBMC Rxeve: Selected Reserve IMAs who must perform ADT but
do not perform IDT in this category are subject to the same
mobilization vulnerabilities as all Selected Reservists and may

*-*
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be mobilized for up to 180 days at Presidential discretion.
Other Ready Reservists are subject to involuntary mobilization
only during a war or national emergency.
Currently there are approximately 13,500 Selected Reservists
who are not required to perform inactive duty training. Ninetyseven percent are in the Army Reserve. About 10,000 of these
members are eligible for neither SGLI nor VGLI (approximately3,500 are eligible for SGLI as a result of their having
completed 20 good years for reserve retirement).
Neither SGLI nor VGLI is now subsidized by the government.
They are, in effect, self-sustaining group insurance plans that
contract with outside civilian insurance companies to obtain
insurance coverage. SGLI, which covers members with a lower
median age, provides coverage for a very low group rate. VGLI
participants constitute a much older group with much higher
premiums.
The QRMC examined three alternatives to provide insurance
coverage to this group of IMAs: (1) No change (leaving 10,000
Selected Reservists ineligible for SGLI or VGLI); (2) extension
of VGLI to IMAs (this would be inequitable because of the much
higher training requirement and greater mobilization
vulnerability for all Selected Reservists), and (3) extension of
SGLI to IMAs (this would provide equal eligibility for all
Selected Reservists). The QRMC concluded that the most
reasonable alternative was to provide SGLI coverage for all
Selected Reservists to include the small group of IMAs presently
excluded.
0

The 6th QRNC recommends that subchapter III of chapter 19

of title 38, United States Code be amended to provide full
Servicemen's Group Life Insurance benefits on an equal
basis to all members of the Selected Reserve.
Eligibility for Burial in National Cemeteries
Bacgrun: The current provisions of section 1002 of title
38, United States Code, provide eligibility for burial in
national cemeteries for the following classes of individuals:
*

Veterans (including members of the uniformed services who
die while on active duty)

*

Reservists whose death occurs under honorable conditions
while hospitalized or undergoing treatment at the expense
of the United States for an injury or disease contracted or
incurred under honorable conditions while performing active
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duty for training, inactive duty training, or while
undergoing that hospitalization or treatment at government
expense
0 United States citizens who served honorably with allied
forces during a war in which the United States was engaged
0 Members of ROTC whose death occurs under honorable
conditions while attending or traveling to or from an
authorized training camp or practice cruise, or while
hospitalized or undergoing treatment at government expense
for an injury or disease contracted or incurred under
honorable conditions at camp, during a cruise, or enroute
to or from a camp or cruise
0 The surviving spouse and certain children of the above
*

Such other persons as may be designated by the
Administrator of the Veterans' Administration

Ready Reservists who are not veterans of prior active
military, naval or air service are nevertheless considered
veterans for the purpose of eligibility for burial in national
cemeteries under the following circumstances:
0

They die while hospitalized or undergoing treatment at
government expense for injury or disease contracted under
honorable conditions while performing active duty for
training, inactive duty training, or traveling to or from
such duty

0

They are disabled or die from disease or injury incurred or
aggravated in line of duty during or enroute to or from
active duty for training

*

They are disabled or die from injury (but not disease)
incurred or aggravated in line of duty during or enroute to
or from inactive duty training

QRM_ Reie: Under the current provisions, reserve members
who have not met one of the above requirements, are not eligible
for burial in a National Cemetery. In the view of the 6th QRNC,
these provisions fail to recognize sufficiently the nature of
National Guard and Reserve service in the Total Force.
0

The 6th QRMC recommends that all members of the Selected
Reserve, plus reservists in any category who have completed
the service requirements for eligibility for retired pay
under chapter 67, United States Code, or who are in receipt
of such pay, should be added to the list
of persons
qualified for burial in a national cemetery.
Extension of

this benefit to such members is clearly warranted.
8
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participation requirements, their mobilization
vulnerability and the requirement that they be prepared to
report within 24 hours of notification underscore the fact
that today's Selected Reservists are continuous members of
the Total Force. National Guard and Reserve members who
have maintained a commitment to the armed forces for at
least 20 years should also be afforded eligibility for
burial in our national cemeteries as a reflection of the
service they have voluntarily rendered their country.
The Veterans' Administration manages 110 national cemeteries
in which it inters approximately 52,000 parsons per year.
National cemetery space is limited, an important consideration
when efforts are made to add new classes of eligibles.

If members of the Selected Reserve, reservists who have
completed all qualifications for reserve retirement except for
being age 60, and members drawing reserve retired pay are made
eligible for such burial, it is estimated that the number of
burials would increase by approximately 365 per year. The total
increase would represent only about 0.5 percent of the current
number of annual burials in national cemeteries. The Veterans'
Administration has estimated that implementation of the QRMC
recommendation would increase the Veterans' Administration
annual budget by approximately $123,000. This estimate is based
on an estimated 500 additional burials per year, costing $246
each.
Funeral Travel Allowances for Survivors of Reservists
BgXExmu: The Department of Defense Authorization Act, 1986
(Public Law 99-145) provided discretionary authority for the
Department of Defense to provide round-trip travel and

transportation allowances to the dependents of members who die
while on active duty for a period of 30 days or more so that
they can attend the member's burial ceremonies. This authority
was added after the Gander, Newfoundland, aircraft crash
involving soldiers of the 101st Airborne Division of the United
States Army.
QRMC RBvYew: In providing discretionary authority for roundtrip travel of dependents to attend burial ceremonies as
discussed above, the Congress unintentionally created a
situation where the Secretary of a Military Department might be
faced with the dilemma of authorizing travel for the next of kin
of members who had been on active duty under orders specifying a
period of 30 days or more but not having authority to authorize
such travel for dependents of members serving shorter tours.
In the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year
1987, the Congress passed a series of amendments that had been
proposed by the Department of Defense as the "Reserve Forces
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Health Benefits Act." The explicit rationale for this action
was to remove the statutory distinctions between mmbers of the
active and reserve components who are disabled or killed... in
the performance of their military duties or while traveling to
or from those military duties."3 It appears that, contrary to
this stated intent, the requirement that a member must be
serving on active duty for a period of 30 days or more
unintentionally created an unwarranted statutory distinction

between active and reserve component members.
a

The 6th QMC recommends that section 411f(a) of title 37,
United States Code, be amended to provide transportation
for survivors of deceased reserve members to attend the
member's burial ceremonies identical to the authority now
provided for survivors of members on active duty for a

period of 30 days or more. The cost for this authority
would be minimal. It has been estimated by the Army at
$16,300 annually.
Survivor Benefit Plan for Reserve Retirees
Bkod
: Congress created the Survivor Benefit Plan (SBP)
with enactment of Public Law 92-425 on September 21, 1972. The
intent of this legislation was to provide an improved program of
income protection for survivors of retired and retirementeligible members of the uniformed services. Predecessor plans,
such as the Retired Serviceman's Family Protection Plan (RSFPP)
had failed to generate the degree of enthusiasm necessary to
produce a reasonable level of participation. Lack of
participation was attributed to a variety of reasons such as
inflexibility, high cost, and complexity. Since 1972 there have
been many refinements to SBP; the most significant amendment
affecting reservists provided a means of income protection
before becoming eligible for retired pay. Coverage for
reservists under age 60 was established by Public Law 95-397 on
September 30, 1978, and is known as the Reserve Components
Survivor Benefit Plan (RCSBP).
As part of the Department of Defense Authorization Act of
1986, a number of revisions were made to SBP, the most important
of which was a two-tier annuity adjustment to integrate the plan
with Social Security. The two-tier approach to integration of
the SBP with Social Security, replaced a Social Security offset
method under which the offset was separately calculated for each
annuitant. This change was generally positive with respect to
active force survivors and retirees, but the effect on survivors
of members in the reserve retirement system appeared to be
unfavorable. The QRMC study plan thus included the evaluation
of this aspect of SBP to determine whether further modification
was warranted with respect to survivors of reservists.
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The purpose of SBP is to provide survivors of military
personnel who die after retirement eligibility with a reasonable
level of income.
The SBP annuity provides a payment of up to 55
percent of the deceased membr'8 retired pay. Eligible member
are active duty personnel with- at least 20 years of active
service, active force retirees,' iervisto
with 20 years of
qualifying service, and retired teservists.
The following are
eligible beneficiarios:
*

Surviving Spouse or Former Spouse Only. Spouses become
ineligible through remarriage before age 55. Eligibility
may be reinstated if remarriage ends in death or divorce.
Remarriage after age 55 does not affect eligibility.

*

Children only. A child must be unmarried, a dependent, and
under 18, or must be under age 22 if attending a full-time
education or training course. A child disabled before age
18 (or before age 22 if a full-time student) is eligible to
receive an annuity for life.

a

Spouse or Former Spouse and Children.

*

Person with Insurable Interest. Members with no dependents
may elect coverage for a person who has a bona fide
financial interest in the continued life of the member.

The size of the survivor's annuity depends upon the base
amount (in general, any amount between $300 and full monthly
retired pay) chosen by the member. For members who initially
become eligible for retirement after October 1, 1985, two levels
of benefits are paid, depending upon the age of the widowed
spouse or former spouse. Fifty-five percent of the base amount
is paid to spouses until they reach age 62, after which the
benefit level drops to 35 percent of the base amount. This twotier system does not apply to eligible children. A further
reduction of the annuity may result from entitlement to
Dependency and Indemnity Compensation (DIC). As discussed
earlier in this chapter, DIC is tax-free compensation provided
by the Veterans' Administration when death (other than from
misconduct) occurs on active duty or after release from active
duty if attributable to an injury or disease incurred while on
active duty. DIC is also payable when death occurs as a result
of injury incurred during inactive duty for training. SBP
payments are reduced by the amount of DIC received, and SBP
premiums applicable to the amount of DIC are refunded to the
surviving spouse. SBP annuities for children are not reduced by

DIC.
83?' coverage is automatically provided to active duty members
who have completed 20 years of active service and are married or
have dependent children. This coverage is for the maximum base
amount derived from the retired pay calculation and is provided
I
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at no cost.
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ilitary spousal consent requirements are
consistent with those o private sector and federal employee
survivor benefit program.
Reservists who complete 20 qualifying years for retired pay

eligibility must make the SBP decision within 90 days of
receiving their "20-year lette." Upon this notification of
retirement eligibility, there are two basic choices available
under the RCSBP. A reservist may choose' to participate in SBP,

electing either a deferred annuity or an immediate annuity. The
result of this election of coverage before age 60 is a higher
premium cost than that for the standard SBP. The other choice
is to decline participation until receipt of retired pay at age
60, when an election to accept or decline coverage under
standard SBP is required. Spousal concurrence is necessary to
elect a base amount less than the maximum level or for child-

only coverage, but no consent is required to defer election
until age 60. The effects of choosing early coverage or not
choosing it are described in the following three options
available to reservists qualified for retired pay except for
attaining age 60:

0 Option A: Defer SBP election until receipt of retired pay
at age 60 or later. Having deferred a SBP election, a
reservist with dependents may not change that decision
until becoming eligible for retired pay at age 60. At that

time, unless declined in writing, the member is
automatically enrolled in the standard SBP which has the

same costs and benefits as that for active duty retirees.
The risk inherent in this election is that if the reservist
dies before reaching age 60, beneficiaries will not be
eligible for an annuity under the SBP. Furthermore,
survivors will not be eligible for such benefits as medical
and dental care, use of comissaries, exchanges, and base
recreational facilities to which they would otherwise have
been eligible on the 60th anniversary of the deceased
reservist's birth.
9 Option B: Elect survivor annuity payment deferred until
age 60 or date of death of member, whichever is later.
This decision is irrevocable but loss of spouse will result
in suspension of coverage. Upon remarriage the member may

choose to reinstate coverage, if desired. Eligible
survivors will be entitled to the medical and other
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deceased reservist's birth.
Option C: Elect survivor annuity payment beginning at time
of death. In the case of death before the reservist
reaches age 60, the annuity begins immediately.
Eligibility for the associated benefits commence on the
60th anniversary of the deceased member's birth as in
option B.

*the

For active duty retirees and reserve retirees who choose
option A-.(standard "UP at age 60), the cost of participation in
standard 89P for-spouse-only coverage is fairly
Public Law 99-145, enacted on November 8,
straightforward.
1985, amenlded theSVP law to provide an indexing mechanism for
This threshold increases
the minimnk base amount ($300).
annually by the same percentage ,as active duty basic pay.
Currently, the threshold is $324, which is subject to a 2.5
percent charge for SBP, amounting to very low cost minimum
coverage. The cost for coverage above the threshold is 10
percent of the remaining base amount. Slightly more complicated
is the relatively small cost of child coverage, which is
calculated based on the ages of the member, spouse, and youngest
child or on the ages of the member and youngest child, if childonly coverage is chosen.
Retired reservists who have elected coverage before age 60,
the deferred or immediate annuity options, are subject to a cost
structure that factors in the ages of the member, spouse, and
children. The additional cost of coverage before age 60
increases the standard plan premium and also reduces the
survivor's annuity. Coverage before age 60 (RCSBP) is entirely
funded by members and survivors; the government does not share
this cost burden.
SBP premiums will increase by the same percentage as does
retired pay in the event of cost-of-living adjustments.
Survivor payments also increase at the same rate so that the
buying power of the annuity will not be adversely affected by
inflation. It should be recognized that the true cost of SBP
participation is somewhat less than the actual premium because
premiums are deducted from gross retired pay for Federal tax
purposes.
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iMC M.ai ;: Participation rates for nondisability active
duty and reserve retirees are as follows:

Officer
Enlisted

68%
46%

84%
82%

A comparison of the active versus reserve participation rates
seems to indicate that
reserve members find SBP more attractive
than active force retirees. One possible explanation for this

difference is the fact that reservists are subsidized to a
greater degree than are active duty retirees.

SBP was designed

as a cost sharing plan. Congressional intent was that, for the
program as a whole, the government share of the cost should
approximate 40 percent, while premiums from retirees should fund
60 percent of the total cost of the SBP program. Current
subsidy levels are as follows:

Officer
%

Nondisability Retirees
(excluding reservists)
Retired Reservists (age 60)
Disability Retirees
Death on Active Duty
Overall Group Subsidy

Enlisted

-

Total
--

34

53

44

62
60
100

79
70
100

68
67
100

45

60

52

It is noted that the overall subsidy rate of 52 percent is in
excess of the intended rate of 40 percent. Additionally,

reserve retirees are subsidized at a much higher rate than
nondisability active duty retirees. As mentioned above, the
higher subsidy is not a result of election coverage before 60,
for which their is no government subsidy. Two factors affect
the subsidy rate:

amount.

age at retirement and size of the bass

Older retirees pay premiums over a shorter life span.

Reservists are not entitled to receive retired pay until
reaching age 60, and SBP reductions commence at that time. The
active duty retiree will in most cases draw retired pay at a
amuch earlier age and therefore have many more years of SBP
premium payments than will the reservist.
The size of the base amount also has an impact because of the
lower rate (2.5 percent) applied to the threshold amount which

is currently $324.

aI-a

For a large base amount, the premium is
6th
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nearly.10 percent.

Smaller base amounts result in a premium

aloser to 2.5 percent because the threshold amount is a larger

proportion of the base amount. The government subsidy is much
greater for the low-cost coverage. A comparison of average
gross monthly retired pay for active duty and reserve
nonditability retirees is provided below:
Average Monthly Retired Pay for Members Retired in FY 1987

Officer
Enlisted

Actie

Reserve

$2,098
$1,035

$842
$492

This illustrates the substantial difference in the relative

size of possible base amounts for active versus reserve members
which has a significant impact on subsidy rates. Since benefit
levels are the same for active and reserve retirees, it would
appear that reservists are getting equal benefits for lower
cost.
For members who were retirement-eligible, retired, or had
achieved 20 qualifying years before October 1, 1985, benefit
levels vary for surviving spouses age 62 or older, due to
integration with Social Security benefits. An offset method is
used for calculating the annuity for these beneficiaries, who
are also eligible for the two-tier system; the offset method
allows them to receive the higher of the two annuities. A
discussion of the Social Security offset is relevant at this
point because this method of computing the annuity is more
advantageous for reservists.
Prior to enactment of Public Law 99-145, survivors incurred up
to a 40 percent reduction in SBP annuity, based on the value of
Social Security wage credits earned during the member's active
military service. For most active duty retirees, this offset is
equal to the cap of 40 percent, resulting in a benefit level at
age 62 of 33 percent of retired pay. Most reserve retirees, on
the other hand, have an average offset of approximately 16
percent, resulting in a benefit level at age 62 of 46 percent of
retired pay. Until January 1, 1986, reservists paid no Social
Security tax on inactive duty training pay and therefore did not
earn wage credits for a substantial portion of their reserve
service. Their Social Security wage credits were earned
predominantly from civilian employment. The two-tier system
represents an effective offset rate of 36 percent, which is
uniformly applied to survivors of both active duty and reserve
retirees without consideration of type of earnings base,
military or civilian.
N.Ieth Care, Disablifty and Survfvor *enfits
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Obviously, this new method of calculating survivors' benefits

at age 62 is

advantageous for active duty members but relatively

less beneficial-for reservists. This feature of the 1985
revisions to $BP is the cause of'some concern on the part of
reservists, who would prefer that the annuity not be subject to
a standard offset when wage credits are earned from other than
military service.

view.

There is a legislative precedent for this

Prior to implementation of the two-tier system, Public

Law 98-525, enacted on October 19, 1984, (known as the Thurmond

Amendment) provided that there would be no Social Security
offset if the SBP annuitant's Social Security benefits were
based on his or her own earnings. However, the Thurmond
Amendment was repealed before it became effective. Congress
instead enacted legislation to eliminate any reference to a
Social Security offset, with the intent of reducing the
complexity, confusion, uncertainty, and negative perception
associated with this method.
Furthermore, as stated in a DoD Office of the Actuary memo,
"Prior to Public Law 99-145, reservists were receiving higher
SBP benefits and-paying lower SBP costs than active-duty
retirees. The two-tier method reduced the Reserve SBP benefit
to equal that of the active duty member. Currently, Reservists
are receiving equal SBP benefits and paying lower SBP costs than
active-duty retirees." 4 The lower costs referred to are
directly related to the high government subsidy for reserve
retirees. To reinstate the offset method for reservists would
increase the subsidy rate from 68 percent to 76 percent, thereby
further reducing the costs for this subgroup.
It should be noted that costs for coverage before age 60
(funded by the member and not considered as part of subsidy
levels) were reduced because of the reduced benefit level.
Increased benefit levels would therefore increase costs for
coverage before age 60 for reserve retirees.
Although the two-tier system has a negative impact on reserve
benefits, Public Law 99-145 also contains a provision that has a
beneficial effect. The law provides that the low-cost portion
of the premium formula be indexed to increases in basic pay,
thereby maintaining the same proportion of the base amount
subject to the 2.5 percent rate. Major beneficiaries of this
action are active force enlisted members and most reservists,
because of their relatively low retired pay.
Thre are both positive and negative aspects of the SBP and
RCSBP programs. The 6th QRMC concludes that it would be
difficult to justify a change to remedy an adverse feature for
one particular subgroup without considering appropriate
adjustments to cost levels to ensure that all participants are
treated fairly.
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The 1982 enactment of legislation concerned with protection of

unremarried former spouses broadened the scope of SBP coverage
and added a new dimension of coploxity to a program that is
already somewhat difficult to explain and comprehend. For the
purposes of the QRNC review, an extensive discussion of the

Instead,
effect of a former spouse election is not warranted.
the purpose of the QRNC review of this feature is to discuss an

inconsistency created by the Uniformed Services Former Spouses'
Protection Act, (enacted as Title X of the Department of Defense
Authorization Act, 1983, Public Law 97-252). That Act extended
military-related benefits to former spouses when certain
conditions concerning marital status and -length of concurrent
marriage/creditable service are net. These benefits may include
such entitlements and privileges as medical and dental care, and
use of comissaries and exchanges. Unremarrid former spouses
of reserve retirees may be entitled to these benefits on the
60th anniversary of the deceased member's birth without regard
to the member's SBP election.
This situation is clearly inconsistent with the statutory
provisions governing benefits afforded the surviving spouse of a

reserve retiree who dies before age 60 without electing SBP
coverage. The surviving spouse in this case is not entitled to
benefits because they are, by law (section 1076(b)(2) of title
10, United States Code), tied to the SBP election of a
reservist. The Uniformed Services Former Spouses' Protection
Act eliminated, for former spouses only, the requirement that
the deceased reservist must have elected to participate in SBP
in order for medical and other benefits to be available.
Previously, denial of these entitlements and privileges was
based on the rationale that, without entitlement to retired pay,
there is no entitlement to the benefits. It would appear that
the provisions of the Former Spouses' Protection Act would serve
as a basis for extending these entitlements and privileges to
all unremarried surviving spouses of retired reservists who die
before attaining age 60. This would eliminate the significant
inequity borne by the unremarried widows and widowers of certain
deceased reservists, as distinguished from the unremarried
former spouses of deceased reservists. It would also eliminate
what the QRNC concludes is an unintended nexus between SBP and
other benefits normally available to survivors of active and
retired military members.
The severity of the inequity is compounded by the fact that,
under section 1448(a)(2) of title 10, a reservist under age 60
must make the SBP election within 90 days of the date on which
the notification required under section 1331(d) of title 10 (20.year letter) is received. If the reservist fails to make an
affirmative SOP election within the prescribed 90-day period,
another opportunity to make an election is not afforded until
the reservist reaches age 60. Thus, should the reservist fail
Neatth Care, Disabity and Survivor
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to make.an affirmative SBP election within the 90 day period,
and should the member thereafter die before reaching age 60, the

unremrried widow or widower is effectively barred from access
to uniformed services medical and dental care and related

benefits, while the unremarried former spouse suffers no such
impediment.
SBP is an important element of the compensation package and
also one of the most complex and least understood. As a means
of providing guaranteed income protection for survivors, it can
be an integral part of a member's estate planning. The results
of the 6th QPKC reserve unit visit program and the 1986 Reserve
Components Surveys, however, reflect a widespread lack of
information and knowledge concerning SBP. As an illustration,
survey results indicate that 40 percent of married reserve
enlisted personnel who have completed over 12 years of service
but are not yet eligible for retirement lack sufficient
understanding of the SBP to indicate their participation
intentions. Overall, 40 percent of reserve officers and 45.5
percent of enlisted members indicated that they are either
unaware of the SBP or do not understand it. Over 80 percent of
Selected Reservists and 85 percent of their spouses expressed a
high degree of interest in receiving informational materials
concerning SBP.

t

Benefit levels, costs, linkage to other military benefits and
individual financial and dependent circumstances must all be
considered and weighed as part of the SEP decision making
process. Although each service provides members RCSBP
information and election forms upon issuance of the "20-year
letter," these materials are limited in scope and often
complicated. Reservists are forced to make a long-term decision
within 90 days without much, if any, preparation. It might be
helpful if there were SBP materials of general informational
value available to reservists and beneficiaries, materials that
place less emphasis on mechanical calculations and provide a
clear and comprehensive overview of the program.
During the study of the 6th QRNC, the Armed Forces Information
Service was preparing an RCSBP booklet that is essentially a
reprint of Chapter II from The Retired Officers Association
publication "Reserve Retirement Benefits." This publication
will provide a good summary of the SBP/RCSBP program and its
salient features such as indexing, COLA increases, and the tax
advantage. The booklet would be an appropriate means for
disseminating information to aid reservists in making an
informed SBP decision and understanding the value of this
benefit at an earlier point in the member's career.
The 6th QRNC finds that SBP participation rates for retired

reservists are substantially higher than those of active duty
retirees.

The overall group subsidy rate for SBP, 52 percent,
6th ORMC Report
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exceeds the intended government subsidy rate of 40 percent. The
subsidy rate for the nondisability active duty retiree subgroup
in 44 percent while the rate for reserve retirees is 1 1/2 times
larger or 68 percent; therefore reservists are receiving equal
benefit* at a lover cost.
Notwithstanding the relatively high SEP participation rate for
retired reservists, the QRNC found considerable confusion and
lack of knowledge concerning SBP, and a high degree of interest
in receiving SBP informational materials.
During the course of the Q1UC review, the QIRC Steering
Committee requested that two additional issues be evaluated.
The first was the feasibility of an option that would permit
reservists electing RCSBP upon completion of 20 satisfactory
years for retirement to change SBP coverage at age 60. The
second was a proposal that would provide a flat 50 percent SBP
annuity not integrated with Social 5 Security. The QRMC did not
recommend either of these options.
U

The 6th QlIC recwmends the following:
•

That section 1076(b) of title 10, United States Code be
amended to authorize medical and dental care in
facilities of the uniformed services, subject to the
availability of space and facilities 4.d the
capabilities of medical and dental staff, and CHAMPUS
entitlement under section 1086 of title 10 (which
applies to retired members and their dependents) for
unremarried surviving spouses of retired reservists on
the 60th anniversary of the deceased mmber's birth,
without regard to SBP election.

a

That the services make maximum distribution of the RCSBP
booklet to increase awareness and understanding of the
program and to promote its use as a sidcareer retention
tool.

The QRNC anticipates that other benefits normally available to

the surviving spouses of members and retired members such as
access to commissaries, exchanges and recreation facilities
would also be made available to the subgroup discussed in this
recommendation. Implementation of the QRMC recommendation would
cost an estimated $895,000 in the first fiscal year ($75,000 of
this amount is the cost for surviving spouses of retirees who
would reach age 60 in the first fiscal year after
implementation).
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Cameusation for Reservists Undergoing Ndical Ivaluation

Ah2 rDvM: This issue concerns the provision of military
pay and allowances to reservists ordered to active duty for a
medical evaluation to determine fitness fox duty or retention in

service. In 1986, the Department of the Army initiated a
legislative proposal to provide authorization to call reservists
who test positive for the HIV virus after initial screening to
active duty for a medical evaluation to determine the status of
the infection. This issue was specifically addressed in a DoD
Program Budget Decision (PBD), dealing with the legislative
contingency for the President's Budget for Fiscal Years 1988 and
1989. Then PBD directed that the QRNC review the proposal prior
to its submission to the Office of Management and Budget for
clearance as part of the legislative program of the
Administration.
In 1965, the Comptroller General ruled (B-155974) "an enlisted
reservist in an inactive status who traveled at his own expense
incident to orders to report for 1 day of 'active duty for
training' for the purpose of a physical evaluation to determine
his fitness for retention in the Reserve may not have the
compliance with orders regarded as 'active duty' for entitlement
to pay and allowances where the member performed no active duty
and none was contemplated; therefore, the member is not entitled
to pay and allowances and point credit for retirement."
similarly, in 1975, the Comptroller General ruled (B-181762)
that "it has been held that the calling up of a member for the
sole purpose of physical examination to determine his fitness
for retention in the Reserve or for medical treatment when such
examination or treatment is not incident to the performance of
active duty, does not constitute 'active duty' for the purpose
of entitlement to pay and allowances."
The specific purpose of the legislation proposed by the Army,
was to provide authorization to call reservists who test
positive for the HIV virus after initial screening to active
duty for a medical evaluation to determine the status of the
infection. This medical evaluation, referred to as staging,
normally requires 7 to 14 days as an inpatient in a military
treatment facility. Based on the Department of Defense program
to test all active duty and reserve members, the Army proposed
this legislation in order to confirm the accuracy of the initial
test and to determine the severity of any related medical
condition that may necessitate an administrative decision to
discharge or retain a member in a reserve component.

8-32
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Review: In accordance with current DoD policy, reserve
members who test positive for the HIV virus will be retained in
the Selected Reserve unless they cannot be used there because of
assignment limitation policies established for military
personnel with serologic evidence of HIV infection.
All Services now hold that a reserve member infected with the
HIV virus incurred this condition while in the civilian
community. Therefore, the condition existed prior to service
and the government has no liability for a severance pay
discharge, disability benefits, or treatment for the condition.
The Army proposal deals strictly with the medical evaluation of
a reservist and does not involve any type of treatment.
AAfter

review of the legislative proposal and detailed
discussions with the individual Service representatives, the 6th
QRMC concluded that the proposal has merit but is too narrowly
framed. Review with the Services indicates that there are a
variety of cases where such medical evaluation may be in the
best interest of the Service. For example, the Air National
Guard and the Air Force Reserve would use such authority to call
pilots and aircrew members to active duty, should unusual or
abnormal findings be encountered during a flight physical, in
order for these members to undergo a specialized medical
evaluation at Brook Aerospace Medical Institute. As with the
HIV evaluation, the medical evaluation at Brook would take
approximately five days to complete.
m The 6th QRKC recommends that authority in law be provided
to recall a reservist to active duty for a medical
evaluation with full pay and allowances. In the view of
the QRMC, such law should be implemented in accordance with

DoD and Military Department policies. The law should
provide broad authority for medical evaluation when it is
determined to be in the best interest of the Service in
conformance with policies established by DoD and the
Military Departments.
For HIV testing only (as contained in the legislative
contingency) for Fiscal Year 1988, the additional cost to the
government would be $745,000. For all Services, including
pilots and aircrew, the cost for Fiscal Year 1988 increases to
$863,000. The numbers and costs ($,000) are as follows:
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FY 69-92 Costs

FY 8 Costs

USCOR

279
16
87'
26'
116'
51'
-__

TOTAL

$745

ARNG
USAR
USNR
USNCR
ANG
USAFN

*

0
0
0
0
67
51

279
186
87
26
163
102

698
465
2166
65*
li*
129'

0
0
0
0
289
223

__
.--

-

$118

S863

$1,754

698
465
216
65
470
352

$512

$2,266

In Legistetive contingency, service does not ptsn to us*.
pLan to use.
* Not in legislative contingency, service does not
a
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1. Office of the Secretary of Defense Military Q12Mt~ation
Bag~g=QMd p1a=, U.S. Govt. Printing Office, June 1987,
p. 449.
2.

Ibid. p. 447.

3. U.S. Congress. House Report on H.R. 4428 Committee on
Armed Services, Report No. 99-718, p. 203.
4. Memorandum for Staff Director, 6th QRMC, March 1987.

r

5. The evaluation of these issues is set out at pagen G-21
G-40 of the Working Papers of the 6th QRMC published separately

as Volume ID of the 6th QRMC report.
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Capter 9 *

NATIONAL GAS) AND umNR32IRUINm

This chapter summarizes the 6th QNWC report on National Guard
and Reserve Retirement which is published separately as Volume
Is of the report. In addition to Presidential direction that

the 6th 'QRN conduct; a' comprehensive study of reserve
compensation, there was a statutory requirement to study reserve
retirement. Section 302 of the Military Retirement Reform Act
of 1986 required the Secretary of Defense to submit a report on

reserve retirement to the Congress, together with any proposals
for modification of the system.

The Committee of Conference on

the Retirement Reform Act stated their intent that this review
be conducted mts part of the 6th QRMC, in conjunction with its
overall review of reserve compensation.
The 6th QRNC analysis of reserve retirement was conducted from
the perspective of the original objectives of the system and of

these objectives in light of the subsequent evolution of the
reserve components and of current and projected manpower

requirements. Three major areas were identified for review: 1)
the effects of the retirement system on manpower force structure; 2) the motivational effects of the retirement point
system; and 3) technical issues that have arisen over time as
the organization, missions, and support of the reserve
components have changed. Reserve retirement was reviewed as an
integral part of the entire reserve compensation system, with a
focus on compensation as a force management tool.
History and Description of Reserve Retirement
A reserve retirement system was enacted in 1948 to provide a
monetary incentive for continued membership and training in the
reserve components. World War II experience had demonstrated
the need for a large, well-trained, organized, and equipped
reserve force, capable of immediate mobilization and deployment.
A deferred income incentive was considered necessary to build
and maintain the planned reserve component manpower structure.
The initial proposals for reserve retirement were modified
several times before final enactment in June 1948. The system
has remained essentially unaltered since enactment. Recent
changes in law affecting the determination of the retired pay
base in calculating retired pay (1980) and the indexing of
retired pay (1986) have resulted in a significant reduction in
the value of both active and reserve retirement benefits for new
members who are affected by these changes.
Mtlefnl Surd
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CgIntation of Retired Pay
To be eligible to receive reserve retired pay, an individual
must complete a minimum of 20 years of qualifying service and be
at least 60 years of age. Retired pay AL. conputed based on the
basic pay scale in effect when the individual applies for
retired pay at or after the age 60 minimum. Retired pay is
calculated by xultip Lying the reservist's equivalent years of
active service by 2.5 percent and multiplying the resulting

fraction by basic pay.

Equivalent years of active service are

computed using a point system, in which retirement points are
credited as follows:
"

one point for each day of active service

*

one point for each attendance at a drill or period of

equivalent instruction
* Fifteen points per year for membership in a reserve
component in an active status
The number of points that can be credited in a year are
limited as follows:
• There is a 60-point annual limit on the total of all points
awarded for drill attendance or equivalent instruction, or
for membership in a reserve component.
A maximum of 365 points may be credited toward retirement
in any one year.
Subject to these limitations, years of equivalent active
service are computed by totaling all points, including those
earned in years when the minimum 50 points for a satisfactory
year was not attained. This point total is then divided by 360.
Costs of

Geserve RetirMeNnt

Since Fiscal Year 1985, milita:.y retirement has been funded on
an accrual basis. it previously was funded on a current cost
basis, and a single line in the DoD budget reflected the
projected annual costs of retired pay. Under the 1984 law that
created the accrual funding system, a military retirement fund
was established in the Treasury. The fund receives monthly
payments on accruing liabilities from the DoD and yearly
amortized payments from the Treasury on the unfunded
liabilities.
The DoD payments are a percentage of the total basic pay for

members on active duty or in the rReady Reserve. This percentage
of pay is contributed over the active career of new military
9-2
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entrants in order to pay for all future retirement benefits of
the group. Thus, under the accrual method of funding military
retirement and survivor benefits, the future costs of military
retirement must be taken into account in the formulation of
service budgets and,

policies.

consequently,

in

their

manpower plans and

Since Fiscal Year 1987, the law has provided that two

percentages wilI be determined:

one for members on full-time

dur with either the active or reserve components and one for
members of the Reedy Reserve who are not serving in a full-time
duty status.
The future costs of reserve retirement and the relative value

of retired pay for reservists vary, based on when the reservist
first entired a uniformed service. Legislative changes to the
system in 1980 and 1986 have created three categories:
embers who joined prior to September 8, 1980, have their

retired pay calculated as a percentage of the basic pay
scale in Oftpt when the member is first entitled to draw

retired pay.
Members who first entered On or after September 8, 1980,
and before August 1, 1986, will have their retired pay
calculated as a percentage of the average of their highest
36 months of basic pay. This reduces the percentage of pay
that must be set aside in the Military Retirement Fund from
27.7 percent to 25.3 percent, a nine percent reduction.
Members who entered on or after August 1, 1986, will have a
change in the method of adjusting their retired pay to
maintain its value against inflation. This further reduces
the relative cost and value of reserve retirement. The
percent of basic pay that must be set aside for this group
is 22.8 percent, which is a total reduction of 18 percent
from the system applicable to members who first entered
service prior to September 8, 1980.
The percentage of pay that must be set aside for full-time
active and reserve component members now entering service is
40.9 percent. To provide a perspective on the cost of reserve
retirement relative to that of private sector pension and
capital accumulation plans, the Hay/Huggins Company was asked to
make a comparison using the same economic assumptions in both
calculations. Their analysis concluded that the average cost of
retirement benefits in the private sector is 13 percent of
salary. Using the same economic assumptions, the cost of
reserve retirement would be 18.8 percent of basic pay. Since
basic pay, on which retired pay is calculated, is only about 70
percent of military compensation, it is not directly comparable
to private sector salary. Multiplying the 18.8 percent of basic
pay cost calculated by Hay/Huggins by 70 percent results in a
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cost of approximately 13 percent of pay for the reserve system,
indicating that it is very close to average private sector plans
in terms of cost.
In Fiscal Year 1986, 158,696 reserve retirees were paid $1.2
billion in retired pay. The average monthly entitlement was
$697. The average retired pay for officers who retired (at or

after age 60) in Fiscal Year 1986 was $762. The average retired
pay for enlisted members first retired in that year was $428.
Historically, the population drawing reserve retired pay has
included about three officers for every enlisted member. This

has led some to question the utility of reserve retirement as a
retention incentive for the enlisted force. 6th QMBC
projections, based on current continuation rates, indicate that
the officer-to-enlisted ratio among those receiving reserve
retired pay is rapidly changing and will result in a very
different popUlation of reserve members drawing retired pay.
Figure 9-1 shows these projections.
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The cost of reserve retirement must ultimately be related to
the system's effects on the readiness of the reserve components
and also to the value of that readiness to the national defense.
Its relative costs can be compared to the cost and effectiveness
of system alternatives.

A

The objective of the QRMC analysis was to determine the extent
to which the current reserve retirement system effectively
supports service and reserve component manpower objectives and
policies, and aids in achieving desired manpower force
istructures. There were three primary activities in conducting
the analysis: assessment of the effects of the current system,
comparison of these effects to those desired by the Services and
their reserve components, and identification and evaluation of
the costs and benefits of alternatives.
Data Sources
Primary data sources for the QRMC analysis included the
Reserve Components Common Personnel Data System (RCCPDS), the
1986 Reserve Components Surveys (1986 RC Surveys), the QRMC unit
visit program, and DoD Office of the Actuary retiree data and
retired population and cost projections. The RCCPDS is
maintained by the Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC). It has
been the official source of reserve personnel data since 1975.
There have been continuing and well-documented problems with the
accuracy and completeness of data on reserve personnel. These
problems did impact on the QRMC analysis. Missing data or data
of questionable validity with respect to creditable years for
reserve retirement, total days of active service, and data on
paid, creditable and total points were of particular concern.
Nevertheless, the availability of extensive historical RCCPDS
data, which was of generally good quality from 1981 forward,
provided a sound base for the QRMC analysis. The report
identifies areas where data problems limited confidence in the
conclusions reached.
The 1986 RC Surveys provided heretofore unavailable data
concerning reserve members and their spouses, much of it
directly relevant to the analysis and understanding of reserve
retirement. The Surveys were completed by 12,278 officers,
51,409 enlisted members, and 33,858 spouses, representing over
one million trained members of the Selected Reserve and 640,000
spouses. With generally excellent response rates, the 1986 RC
Surveys provided extensive demographic, household, and familial
data on reservists, including occupational and civilian income
information previously unavailable. Also, detailed information
on patterns of previous active and reserve component service was
available from the survey, largely offsetting weaknesses in the
Natfoma
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RCCPDS in this area. Using survey data, it was possible to
relate the strength and direction of reservist and spouse
attitudes and experiences of reservists and their spouses
concerninq specific aspects of reserve compensation to their
military status, background and demographic characteristics.
The 6th QRMC unit visit program was conducted during April and
May of 1987. Its objective was to provide QRMC staff with
firsthand exposure to the views of members at the unit level, in
order to identify.concerns and issues that might not otherwise
surface and to help place the quantitative data from the 1986 RC
Surveys in context. A detailed protocol was developed to ensure
uniform visit procedures and conduct by unit visit teams and to
minimize the extent to which the attitudes and opinions of team
members might influence unit member responses.
The 1984 law that placed the funding of military retirement on
an accrual basis also established an independent three-member
DoD Retirement Board of Actuaries, appointed by the President.
The Board is required to review valuations of the military
retirement system, to determine the method of amortizing
unfunded liabilities, to report annually to the Secretary of
Defense, and to report to the President and the Congress on the
status of the fund not less than every four years. The DoD
Office of the Actuary provides all technical and administrative
support to the Board.
The Office of the Actuary uses military personnel files
maintained by DMDC and pay files of the Service Finance Centers
as input data in conducting annual valuations of the military
retirement system. Population and pay projections are generated
by an actuarial projection model. The accuracy of all aspects
of this model has been confirmed through two extensive audits.
The 6th QRNC relied heavily on the Office of the Actuary for
supporting data. Data concerning the future costs of the
current reserve retirement system and of alternative systems is
entirely based on Office of the Actuary projections using the
economic assumptions approved by the Board of Actuaries.
Analytic Tools
The availability of tools for the analysis and evaluation of
the costs, benefits, and specific effects of active component
manpower and compensation policies and programs is many times
greater than that of tools for analyzing reserve manpower. This
is clearly a result of the paucity of research on reserve
component manpower as compared to the active components. It is
likely also a consequence of the relatively greater complexity
of reserve manpower programs. All of the following
characteristics of reserve manpower make its analysis
particularly difficult: accession programs that combine
significant proportions of individuals with and without prior
9-6
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service, frequent lateral entry and reentry into the Selected
Reserve, markedly different participation intensities among
Selected Reserve programs, a wide range in the amount of prior
active service possessed by current members (which affects the
degree-of investment in reerve retiremient), and the fact that
reserve service is not the full-time job of most members of the
Selected Reserve.

*system

A number of models and other analytic tools were developed by
the 6th QRMC staff or through contract. Most important in that
regard are two models developed by the RAND Corporation for the
6th QRMC. Part of this effort included the development of
estimation and projection models that were capable of separately
estimating future populations for part-time reservists, military
technicians, and AGRs. This model is the RAND Reserve Policy
Screening Model. The second part of the project was the
development of a Reserve Dynamic Retention Nodel. This model
creates retention rates by quantifying compensation, taste for
military service, and random disturbances that affect continued
service. The effect of retirement system and other compensation
alternatives on retention rates developed by the reserve dynamic
retention model can then be entered into the inventory
projection model to estimate force structure effects of
compensation alternatives. With the addition of alternative
costs, a systematic tool has been provided for the
evaluation of the costs and benefits of retirement system
alternatives.
The Effects of the Current Reserve Retirement System

*

The 6th QRMC began its study of the effects of the current
system with the review of earlier studies. The most extensive
previous review was conducted as part of the Reserve
Compensation System Study (RCSS) from October 1976 through June
1978. The RCSS concluded that, for reserve forces, there should
be greater emphasis on current compensation than on deferred
compensation, and that the need for a retirement system for
reserve members was much less apparent than for active force
c members.
The RCSS analysis concluded that reserve retirement was too
costly, fostered an aging force, and was hindered by the lack of
comprehensive planning and control relative to manpower force
effects and retirement costs. The ROSS developed two preferred
alternative reserve compensation systems. The first alternative
included a number of modifications to reserve retirement, the
cumulative effect of which would have been annuity reductions in
the range of 20 to 35 percent. go retirement system was
included in the second alternative, and the RCSS report states
that a retirement system would not be recommended if it 'ere
possible to develop a new compensation system for reservists. A
Eatielon
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Reserve qareer DOM=, strctred to provide an incentive for
continued servic through 30 years, was proposed in place of
retiremeat. The RpOS study was completed at a time when there
was greate .concern with -recruitment and early attrition than
with retention, and its recommendations may have reflected this
concern.
The 5th QRMC connducted a detailed analysis of the uniformed
services retireent system but, by design, did not undertake a
comprehensive study of reserve retirement.

The 5th QUMC did

find that a number of the RCSS conclusions were still valid,
including the finding that reserve retirement results in a high
flow of officirsnandga low flow of enlisted mmbers to
retirement.

r

As shown earlier in Figure 9-1, 6th QRKC projections indicate
that the officer-to-enlisted ratio among those receiving reserve
retired pay is rapidly changing. It is clear that reserve
retirement is now a major factor in the retention of enlisted
members with critical leadership and technical skills. The QRMC
analysis indicates that an incentive for career reserve service
is absolutely required to maintain the reserve components at
required strength beyond eight years of service. Results of the
RAND Reserve Dynamic Retention Model indicate that, with
elimination of retirement as a career incentive, the Selected
Reserve could not maintain its required manpower force
structures and would lose critical experience. Although the
analysis indicates that it is possible to replace retirement
with current income incentives, it is uncertain whether this
could be accomplished at less cost or with equal effectiveness
in attracting and retaining high quality members with the needed
experience. The model indicates that, in the absence of reserve
retirement, retention in the midyears of service becomes a
problem even with current compensation alternatives in place.
The QRMC looked in some detail at the relationship between
reserve retirement and continuation trends in the reserve
components. The retirement system retains needed manpower to 20
or more years of service. Once qualified for eventual retired
pay at age 60, however, there is little economic incentive to
discontinue active reserve service. Indeed, since continued
service increases retirement points and retired pay at age 60,
the reserve retirement system provides a strong incentive to
remain in the reserve program beyond completion of the minimum
years of satisfactory service for retirement eligibility.
The analysis of continuation rates in the reserve components
indicates that reserve retirement works wall as an incentive to
draw qualified junior members into reserve careers and to
attract members with active component service. The pull of
reserve retirement is evidenced in continuation rates as early
as five to seven years of service, and this pull gradually
9-6
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increases through 20 years of service. There is a drop in the
continuation rates at the 20-year point: however, they
immediately increase again and remain high well beyond 30 years

of service. Comparison with active duty continuation rates
indicates that reserve rates are slightly lower through the
first 20 years of service and much higher than active rates
after that point.
In most of the reserve components the reserve manpower force
has continued to age. The impact of this trend on the readiness
of reserve components is difficult to assess. The Logistics
Management Institute (LMI) conducted an analysis of the age
distribution of reservists by military specialty. The LMI
report Indicates that, as of early 1987, members in agecritical specialties with the greatest demand for youth and
vigor were only about two years older than their active force
counterparts. Older members were in specialties where age is
less critical.
aII did not, however, attempt.to project the
current force into the future.
As a benchmark against which to evaluate the effectiveness of
current and proposed reserve compensation programs, the Military
Departments and the Coast Guard were asked to develop manpower
force structures reflecting desired continuation rates and force
management practices for their reserve components.
Considerations such as age of the force, promotion flow relative
to length of service, training requirements, and skill levels
relative to grade were to be balanced in the development of the
desired structures. There are significant differences among the
force structure profiles provided. In general, however, they
indicate a desire to continue a higher percentage of the force
from 6 to 20 years of service, with increased separations
occurring after 25 to 30 years of service.
The age distribution of part-time reservists for all reserve
components is currently being affected by a sizeable hump of
members who initially joined the armed forces during the Vietnam
War period. Members in the age cohort representing the peak of
this hump were 40 or 41 in 1987, depending on component and on
or enlisted status. It is clear that most reserve
components will have to make and implement personnel policies to
provide effective management of this hump over the next 10
years. A major concern of the QRMC was to assess what the
manpower force structure will look like after this major hump
passes through the system.

Iofficer

The RAND Reserve Policy Screening Model was used to assess
future manpower force distributions. The projections indicate a
continuing aging trend into the next century, with the trend
stronger in the enlisted force than in the officer force. The
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projections indicate a doubling, by the year 2000, of the
percentage of the part-time Selected Reserve enlisted force with
over 20 years of service.
Conclusions Concerning the Current System
The 6th QRMC analysis of the current system concluded that a
retention incentive is necessary to maintain required manpower
force structures, and personnel with needed leadership,
technical qualifications, and experience. There are, however,
current and projected manpower force management problems that
are related to the effects of the current reserve retirement
system. In the absence of personnel policies that set maximum
tenure points or actively select out some members, the strong
incentive for personnel to continue as long as possible
contributes to an aging force. Associated problems of promotion
stagnation potentially reduce retention prior to 20 years of
service. The current system provides no flexibility in terms of
compensation incentives that could offset these trends or deal
with an increasing rate of involuntary transfers to the Retired
Reserve; transfers that will likely be required as members who
initially entered the military during the Vietnam Era complete
20 or more years of service.
Alternative Systems Analysis
The QRMC examined a number of alternatives to the current

reserve retirement system. The development and assessment of
possible alternatives was guided by several considerations that
became design criteria for alternative systems. These are the
resulting design criteria:
*

The reserve retirement system must be fully compatible with
the active duty retirement system, with active duty and
reserve service creditable in either system.

*

Reserve retirement should be sufficiently attractive to aid
in recruiting members with prior active duty service,
without being so competitive as to cause undesired
attrition from the active components.

*

An alternative system should be structured to support the
accomplishment of reserve manpower objectives in the
near term.
Members who first entered a uniformed service prior to the
enactment of any proposed alternative should be provided
the option of electing the alternative system or remaining
under the current system.

9-t0
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* An alternative system must be sufficiently flexible to meet
the needs of all seven reserve components.
*

There should be an incentive to continue to serve beyond 20
years, and the incentive should increase until 30 years of
service.

a

A means should be provided for replacing some percentage of
lost reserve compensation for members who have qualified

for retirement at age 60 but can no longer participate.
*

Any alternative should be relatively simple in application,
so that the modified or optional system can be readily
communicated to and understood by reservists.

*

Retirement system alternatives should be cost neutral or
reduce long-term retired pay costs.

In addition to the development and examination of alternatives
that would meet the above criteria, a review was conducted of
earlier recommendations and suggestions for change to reserve
retirement. These included reducing the value of reserve
retirement, creating a penalty for those who cease active
participation prior to 30 years of service, lowering the age of
eligibility for reserve retired pay or providing a lump sum
payment option before age 60, and eliminating reserve retirement
altogether.
Increased Current Compensation in Lieu of Reserve Retirement
Using the RAND models it is estimated that an average increase
of between 10 and 17 percent (depending on component) in aftertax pay would be required to offset the elimination of reserve
retirement and hold accessions constant. When the DoD
calculates its compensation costs of achieving the required
after-tax increase, there would be a slight increase in the DoD
budget even with the reduced accrual payments into the Military
Retirement Fund. Federal outlays to pay for the retired pay of
grandfathered reservists and the increased compensation for new
entrants would increase until Fiscal Year 2033. Total excess
cumulative outlays peak at over 29 billion 1988 dollars and are
not recaptured until Fiscal Year 2053. These cost estimates
represent a "best case" scenario, in that potential significant
increases in accession and training costs have not been
included.
While monetary costs are a major consideration, potential
impacts on manpower force structures are also important. The
QRMC analysis indicates that, in the absence of reserve
retirement, retention in the midyears of service becomes a
problem even with current compensation alternatives in place.
Increased accession requirements result from the reduction in
Natfonal Guard and Reserve Retiromnt
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career retention. Substitution of youth for midcareer
experience is especially problematic in the reserve components.
These projected effects might be reduced through the skillful
targeting of current compensation alternatives, but the longterm ability to provide an incentive as stable and effective as
reserve retirement is uncertain.
The QRMC concludes that current compensation alternatives
would be more expensive than reserve retirement. Substitution
of current compensation would reduce the proportion of members
with very long service--a change that is warranted--but it would
also be likely to reduce the proportion of members in midcareer,
a change that would almost certainly impact on readiness.
Reductions in Value of Reserve Retirement
Although elimination of reserve retirement has serious
drawbacks, it is possible that reductions in the value of the
retirement, combined with current compensation alternatives,
would achieve increased cost-effectiveness. The QRMC analysis
indicates that such a change, however, would result in increased
accession requirements. Initial entry training costs tend to
overwhelm the relatively small savings that can be achieved from
a more junior part-time force. Under this alternative, force
distribution problems would remain, since members who have
completed 20 years of service would still be likely to remain in
active reserve service for as long as possible in order to
increase their eventual retirement benefit. The QRMC concludes
that this alternative would exacerbate the problems of the
current retirement system while resulting in an increased DoD
budget and increased federal outlays.
Actuarially Neutral Lump Sum Payment
Actuarially neutral means that, if you offer an early lump sum
payment or a reduced early retirement annuity in lieu of an
existing annuity, the present value of a lump sum payment or of
a stream of early payments is equal to the present value of the
payment stream of the old annuity. On examination, the
actuarially neutral lump sum payment alternative had some
positive features. There were overriding defects, however.
First, this option appeared to be overly attractive, possibly
conducive to early losses of personnel that the reserve
components would want to retain. Second, the lump sum option
would greatly increase outlays for military retirement if
nlection of the option became possible.
Actuarially Neutral Early Annuity
An actuarially neutral early annuity was calculated and its
effects examined. The principal defect found with this
alternative was that the annuity amount represented a very high
9-12
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percent of monthly drill pay for
would be twice the monthly drill
points held by a member electing
payment. This would also induce

many members and, for some,
pay. The more retirement
this option, the higher the
unwanted losses, and the losses

would be greatest among those whose point totals were higher as
a result of past active duty or more intense reserve
participation.
The QRNC made several attempts to adapt the actuarially
neutral early annuity concept to an alternative providing a
better fit with the established criteria. The most promising
was a two-tier early annuity based on years of service rather
than on the age of the member when the first tier of the early
annuity starts. This two-tier system is the recommended
alternative of the QRMC.
The Two-Tier Years-of-Service-Based Early Annuity Option
This alternative would provide an optional early annuity at
any point after initial qualification for retirement through
completion of 20 satisfactory years of service. This first tier
would be a flat percentage of the retired pay base calculated
under the high-three averaging method. The second tier would be
at age 62. Election of the optional system would require a
retirement point reduction. Retired pay before and after age 62
would be annually adjusted for inflation, based on the increase
in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) minus 1 percent. A one-time
catch up at age 62 is made to the first tier. The amount of the
first-tier monthly annuity would be constant for all members in
the same grade who elect the Two-Tier Option at the same yearsof-service point, regardless of their age. While the Two-Tier
system would be optional for all current members, it would
replace the age 60 annuity for futuze entrants.
The QRMC assessment of this alternative indicates that its
implementation would result in a reserve retirement system
better able to support reserve manpower objectives. It would be
capable of supporting objectives immediately after enactment and
would be sufficiently flexible to meet the needs of all reserve
components. The size of the first-tier annuity would not be
large enough to discourage further paid participation or to
attract active component members to the reserves who would not
otherwise have separated.
The RAND Reserve Dynamic Retention Model designed to assess
the probable impact of reserve compensation revisions indicates
that more members would be likely to continue through 25 years
of service, and that there would be somewhat lower continuation
after that point. Accession requirements under the Two-Tier
Option decline by about 1 percent.
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Implementation of this option would initially increase outlays
from the military retirement fund. These increased outlays
would peak at just over $200 million, early in the next century.
At the highest level this would represent less than a 1 percent
increase in outlays from the fund. Long-term costs for reserve
retirement would be substantially reduced.
This reduction would
immediately be reflected by a reduction of about $132 million
per year in the DoD accrual payments into the fund. The system
should be easily understood by most reservists. The specific
provisions of the recommended alternative may be revised in the
development of a legislative proposal. Many technical details
necessary to integrate the Two-Tier Option with current law and
policy also remain to be worked out.
Retirement Point System Analysis and Recommedations
As with the reserve retirement in general, the retirement
point crediting system established in 1948 has remained
essentially unchanged. Documentation on the original basis for
some aspects of the point system is slight, however it is clear
that the following objectives were achieved in the system as
established:
*

Active duty and reserve participation were both creditable

for retirement.
*

Individuals were to be credited on the actual level of
their future participation.

• A minimum annual point standard was set for satisfactory
reserve participation for retirement qualification.
The QRMC analysis reviewed the retirement point system from
the perspective of current conditions of reserve service. A
major change from 1948 is the much greater level of
participation required and performed by today's reservists.
This higher level of participation has resulted in concern in
many quarters that the 60-point annual cap on points for
inactive duty training is inequitable. Under the cap, members
who perform the most inactive duty receive the same retirement
credit as those who meet minimum training-pay category A
requirements. In part, this is also an effect of the 15
membership points awarded each year. Data from QRMC unit visits
and from the 1986 RC Surveys indicates that the 60-point annual
cap on inactive duty training points is perceived by many
members as inequitable. A comparative analysis of the point
value for each day actually worked indicates that, even when
credited at two points per day for inactive training, the
probability is that the category A reservist will earn less
retirement point credit per working day than the member on
active duty.
9-14
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point data for most reservists, analysis of the existing system
led to the following recommendations for change:
Increase the annual cap on inactive duty training points
from 60 to 75.

M

SRliminate the 15 annual membership points.
0

Reduce the number of points required for a satisfactory
retirement year from 50 to 35 (with elimination of
membership points this keeps the participation requirement
for a satisfactory retirement year unchanged).

*

Cap the number of retirement points that may be credited in
one year at 360 instead of 365 (since the division in the
formula for calculating equivalent years of active service
is 360, this ensures that no more than one year of credit
may be received for one year of duty).

The QRNC believes that implementation of the above
recommendations would result in providing greater retirement
credit for members who perform additional inactive duty training
beyond minimum Category A training requirements. The retirement
credit earned would not exceed the benchmark per working day for
active duty credit. The QRMC proposal is judged to be cost
neutral if implemented. Because of the inadequacy of current
retiree point accounting systems and data, further review by the
next QRNC is recommended.
Structural Issues
The QRMC also conducted a detailed review of structural and
technical aspects of the reserve retirement system. The

requirement to keep large numbers of reserve officers on
extended active duty to meet national defense requirements after
the Korean War resulted in several changes affecting reserve
retirement. Similar changes are now required in response to the
needs of the last decade; i.e. the requirement for significant
numbers of enlisted members to serve on active duty in their
reserve status to meet the needs of the reserve components for
full-time recruiting, technical, and administrative support.
There are two results of the failure to update the reserve
retirement system. The first is the complex, overlapping, and

confusing structure in terms of which retired military members
are categorized.

The second is a number of unintended
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To achieve this objective, the 6th MW recomends the
Ii
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-

Legislation to simplify the regular and reserve retired
utu.La
tat require the asignment or regular
enlisted retirees to the Retired Reserve should be repealed
as nry
and anachronistic.
The Fleet Reserve and
Fleet Marine Corps Reserve would be continued, but would
not be accounted for as part of the Naval or Marine Corps
Reserve.

a

Amendment of section 688 of title 10, United States Code,
to provide recall authority to the Secretary of
Transportation equivalent to that possessed under this
section by the sicretaries of the ilitary Departments.

*

Revision of DoD Directive 1200.15 to eliminate the category
of honorary retiree and provide that only members who are
or will be eligible for retirement benefits be placed in
the Retired Reserve in the future.
Existing honorary
retiree lists would be reduced by attrition and then
discontinued.

0

Legislation to provide uniformity between the Services and
their active and reserve components with respect to the
retired grade of enlisted personnel qualifying for active
duty retirement. (NOTE: This change was enacted as
section 512 of Public Law 100-180, December 1987.)

a

Legislation to require continvuus membership in a reserve
component after receiving noti~ication of completion of the
yea" of service required for retired pay at age 60, in
order to qualify for that pay.

a

Legislative amendment to allow reserve enlisted members to
reoeive years-of-service credit for inactive duty training
points in the computation of active duty retired pay.

U

Legislative amendment to update the provisions of the
active duty retirement sanctuary for reserve members on
active duty who have more than 18 years of active federal

ervice.
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The*e a.e approximately 64,000 mbers of the *etired Reserve
who do not receiVe retired pay but wll be entitled to retired
pay at a 60. These embers, se
es referred to as gray
area retirees, have important benefits but are precluded from
participating in military activities that are available to
reservists in either an active or retired status. During the
period between the point when they transfer to the Retired
Reserve
and feel
the time
they
begin
draw
retired
pay, some
reservists
shut when
out and
cut
off to
from
their
Service-and
the
way of life to which they have devoted most of their working
years.
The 6th QRMC examined the costs and advantages of extending
certain benefits to retired reservists in the gray area-.. The
QRMC concluded that expanded benefits for gray area retirees
would recognize their long and dedicated service. After review

of several options, the QRIC recommends that temporary lodging
facilities, military exchange stores and services and Class
VI/Package store privileges be extended to gray area retirees.
The QRMC also noted that these expanded benefits would increase
monies for nonappropriated fund activities and provide an
incentive for members with more than 20 years of service to
transfer to the Retired Reserve.
The Two-Tier Option to the current retirement system, if
implemented, would effectively eliminate the issue of gray area
retirees. Under the Two-Tier Option, the QRMC recomnends that

all Retired Reservists under age 60 who are receiving first-tier
retainer pay or are eligible for retired pay at age 60 have the
same benefits as members of the Selected Reserve. At age 60 all
reserivists receiving retired pay or first-tier retainer pay

would be eligible for the same benefits as are all military
retirees.
Air Force Concerns
In the course of the review of the QRNC report by the Military

Departments, the Department of the Air Force (the reserve
components of which are structured and manned somewhat
differently than are the components of the other Military
Departments) provided a statement of concerns with respect to
certain QRKC recommendations.
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This
could
be
especially
si
if::eservo force pilots began to separate after 20
year of
ice, co
tolAy n1ot an intondp goal by manaement.
The Jnaauasd early outflow- of reserve forces pilots would
create mare vacancies, which would in turn provide more
ty for active forces pilots to affiliate with reserve
u lt , exacerbting an already critical active pilot retention
problem. The early annuity option may be especially detrimental
to the INK program. IRA positions are established by the Major
Commands and are typically senior grades. Since IMAs typically
receive less income from reserve participation than do unit
memlers, a significant portion of our INs may find it
attractive to take the early annuity thus causing a significant
shortfall. Before any decision is made for an early annuity,
these questions should be the subject of a thorough quantitative
analysts, and perhaps the subject of a survey, to project
possible effects on Air Force combat capability.
Second Tier of Annuity at Aae 62. Current reserve retirement
pay begins at age 60. Recommend age 60 vice age 62 be
considered as an alternative to the Two-Tier Years of Service
Based Early Annuity Option. The analysis and conclusion of this
review is not contained in the final report.
Elimination of Mmbershig Points. If membership points were
eliminated, well over half of the Air Reserve Forces would take
a corresponding reduction in retired pay. Few members in the
Air Reserve Forces are authorized additional Inactive Duty
Training Periods (IDTs). These periods are primarily used by
aircrews to enhance their combat capability, but aircrews only
represent 10 percent of the force. Unpaid IDT is unusual in the
Air Reserve Forces and is not mission productive nor does it
necessarily enhance combat capability. Any change in the
retirement system of this magnitude is certain to have a
negative impact on combat capability. We are concerned that the
Reserve Components Surveys data which indicated many unpaid IDT
points could be used to offset the loss of membership points is
over stated. The specific question from which this data was
extracted was ambiguous and provided great leeway for personal
interpretation.
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recommendation.

The elimination of membership points has not

been quantitatively analyzed and may have an adverse impact on
retention and combat capability.
Elimination of the Honorary Retiree Cateaory from the'Retired
Reserve. Although the QRXC sees little value to the Honorary
Retiree this category has a great deal of emotional appeal and
is a positive public relations issue for the Air Force and has
negligible costs. Recommend the category be retained but not
interfere with any lists used for mobilization.

ARetirement

Finally, it has been stated numerous times that "Reserve
is too expensive and needs to be cut." In 1987, the
total DoD budget for reserve retirement was $958 million for a
force of 1.1 million personnel in the reserve components. This
is certainly not too expensive considering the Reserve
Components contribute 25-30 percent of the Total Force
warfighting capability. While it is important for the
Department to constantly ensure the best capability for least
cost, this does not translate directly to an "a priori"
assumption that costs must be reduced.
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MEDICAL MIPOME

Defiinition of the PrOWim
The highest priority of the military health care system is

combat medical readiness. lthough quality health care during
peacetime may be the most visible aspect of military medicine,
the primary mission is to support military forces in conflict.
This mission requires trained personnel in sufficient quantity
and with the right skills, ready to perform their duties when
called. This chapter summarizes the report on compensation in
support of reserve medical manpower which is published
separately as Volume IC of the report.
Role of the Nedical Reserve
In recent years, the reserve components have assumed an

increasing portion of the combat medical support mission. The
role of the reserve medical force is even more extensive when
viewed as a percentage of the total manpower requirement.
Today, the reserve components are counted on for 53 percent of
required combat health care personnel. Fifty-five percent of
medical officers, 76 percent of nurses, and 47 percent of
enlisted health care personnel required for the world-wide
combat mission must come from the reserve. By Fiscal Year 1992,
61 percent of required combat medical manpower is projected to
come from the reserve components, which will then be providing
58 percent of the total required enlisted health care personnel.
The Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health
Affairs projects that the Services will then rely on the reserve
components to provide 78 percent of wartime staffing for the
critically short wartime physician specialties of
anesthesiology, general surgery, and orthopedic surgery.
Factors Unique to Health Professionals

There are several factors that differentiate the military
health professional community from otherntitrh members and
contribute to the difficulties in attracting and retaining a
reserve military health care force.
The role of military medicine is twofold: maintenance of
medical readiness for war and provision of a viable health care
system during peacetime. The simultaneous requirement for
medical readiness places a tremendous strain on a
fully-committed active component system. Given the
life-and-death peacetime mission along with :-.he need for
Coopwoatfon
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simultaneous training and equipping for war, the development of
a strong medical reserve force is Imperative. In retrospect, it
is surprising that there has been so little concern with reserve
component health professionals and their compensation. In part,
the zeason for this neglect may be that the benef it to the
military or the reserve medical force was not sufficiently
integrated into the institutional fabric of the military. The
absolute necessity for health care professionals is clear during
time of combat. Historically, during peacetime, concern with
day-t
y missions has resulted in the neglect of the
institutional benefit derived from retaining more health care
professionals than are required for quality patient care for the
immediate peaetime force.
Several health professions are among the highest paid
occupations in the country.
The basic pay structure of the
military does not compare favorably with civilian income for
these professions, which makes recruiting and retention
difficult. Lending further complexity to the problem are the
wide variety of specialties within each health profession,
particularly within the field of medicine, that command incomes
ranging over a very broad continuum.
The discrepancy between military income and the civilian
income of some health professions has been well recognized over
the last 40 years. The recruitment and retention of medical
officers has been of concern ever since World War II. The
greatest problem has generally been in specialties commanding
the highest civilian incomes. Special and incentive pays and
sponsored medical education have been used to meet this problem.
Although the discrepancy between military pay and civilian
income also exists for reserve component medical officers, no
incentive pay program comparable to the active duty program has
ever been developed for reserve health professionals. The only
special pay for reserve health professionals is restricted to
medical officers with prior active component service while
serving on active duty for training. At maximum, this special
pay increased the reserve income of eligible medical officers by
an average of only $175 per year. Given the high external
cannot be expected
market competition for physicians, this sum
to join or remain in
to be an economic activator in a decision

the reserve. The principle of additional compensation for
difficult-to-man specialties has not been applied to the reserve
medical force.
For the reserve components, the other critical shortage of
great concern has been for professional nurses. Military

compensation, training opportunities, and work environment have
generally been sufficiently attractive to meet the demand for
nurses for the peacetime mission in the active components. The
demand for nurses in the reserve components is significantly
greater than in the active components, however. In fact, the
10-2
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total reserve component shortfall for nurses, currently
projected at31,000, is more than twice as large as the total
Despite the
number of nurses serving in the active components.
magnitude of the demand for nurses in the reserve, there has
been no attempt, until very recently, to develop special
incentives or training programs to make reserve service more
attractive to nurses.
Determining the extent of initial and continuing training
needed to assure that military health professionals are prepared
for mobilization is a persistent problem. Health care
professionals in the reserve components represent a pool of
largely trained manpower. The primary skills of health
professionals are not specific to the military; instead, they
are universal medical skills in which the military member (with
the exception of the trainee) is already trained and proficient.
This poses two challenges unique to reserve medicine: the need
to determine minimum adequate levels of training in military
medicine and ancillary military skills, and the need to provide
training that is individually challenging and meaningful to
reservists already trained in their professions.
The time requirements of reserve participation may be
especially burdensome for many health care professionals.
Highly demanding schedules relative to the number of hours spent
in the civilian job and, equally important, the frequent
irregularity and lack of control over those hours, can make
participation in the reserve more difficult than for the
nonmedical reservist. Integration of military and civilian
schedules may be of particular concern. These considerations
have begun to be recognized. The first initiatives to improve
wartime readiness in the medical reserve were aimed at more
flexible training schedules to accommodate the demands of the
work environment of the civilian health professional.
Historical Perspective
A look at trends in military medical manpower following the
inception of the All-Volunteer Force in 1973 is helpful in
understanding the shortfall of health care personnel that exists
in the reserve components today. At worst, the problems in
medical readiness have been severe, with military medicine
potentially unable to support United States troops in combat.
Recognition of the deficiencies in medical readiness, in both
manpower and equipment, and efforts on the part of DoD and the
Services have resulted in major improvements in manning levels
of health care personnel and overall medical readiness. Medical
readiness goals have not yet been achieved, however.
Recognition of the priorities and requirements listed below has
evolved during the years of the All-Volunteer Force. The
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following concapts, along with implmentation of programs and
development of initiatives based on recognition of the concepts,
have all
been significant for achieving future preparedness:

0

The priority of mobilization requirements in medical
planning

*

The requirement for a strong peacetime reserve medical
force

0 The need for standardization in establishing medical
manpower requirements
The primacy of the medical readiness mission of military
medicine may appear today as a clear and self-evident concept.
This priority has not been clearly perceived in the past,
however, nor has the institutional value of this priority been
clearly established. Although all branches of the military are
subject to the environmental pressures of budget cycles and
manpower trends, perhaps none have been more pressed than the
medical. The clear necessity of providing health care to active
and retired members and their dependents assumed priority during
the period after the Draft Era, when large numbers of health
care personnel were leaving the military. Initiatives to
attract and retain health care professionals were being
developed to attract professionals in the health care
disciplines to active duty in the All-Volunteer Force. During
this period, the military medical departments entered a period
of declining capability. Manpower deficiencies in the active
components were accompanied by deficiencies in reserve manning
and in mobilization equipment and supplies. During a time when
it was already difficult to provide day-to-day care, the need to
maintain medical readiness went largely unaddressed. As a
consequence, the status of the reserve medical force was not a
priority. Assessments conducted since 1978 have generally
concluded that the United States would not be able to provide
adequate medical support to combat forces in time of war.
By 1980, congressional and Service initiatives had begun to
stabilize the active duty health care population at an adequate
level. In 1981, DoD efforts were turned toward correcting
deficiencies in medical readiness, the reserve medical forces
began to receive significant attention for the first time since
World Wai- 11. A number of initiatives were undertaken, ranging
from the establishment of DoD training policy designed to
achiave peacetime medical readiness, to establishment of the
general and flag officer Reserve Components Medical Council
organized to review medical readiness issues and to recommend
actions to increase the reserve medical readiness posture.
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A significant problem in the achievement of personnel
readiness in the medical reserve has been the establishment of
wartime medical manpower requirements. This problem manifested
itself in several ways. Until very recently, the Services did
not focus on management of reserve health care professionals by
specialty, which led to an imbalance in the strength of the
reserve components; this strength did not mirror the mix of
specialties required for combat. Achieving the correct mix of
specialties for combat has now become a major emphasis of the
DoD, and the Services have implemented recruitment and personnel
policies that emphasize management by specialty and are targeted
to the critically short wartime specialties within the reserve
community.
The ability to attract reserve health care personnel has also
been impeded by lack of agreement on the size and distribution
of the shortfalls. Staffing ratios, casualty estimates, and
evacuation policies make the development of requirements
exceptionally difficult. A number of studies over the years
indicate that planning, analysis, and management within the
defense medical department has been impeded by inadequate data
and information systems and by lack of standardization when
reporting assets and projecting requirements. Perhaps the most
important single effort in the establishment of a systematic
method for determining defense medical manpower requirements was
the development of the Medical Planning Module (MPM), a
subsystem of the Joint Operation Planning System. The MPM is an
automated program that predicts workload-related, hospital-based
medical requirements based on varying combat scenarios. Among
the requirements generated are hospital beds, blood/fluids,
medical supply, and manpower. Manpower requirements generated
by the MPM vary from standard requirements: they are derived
from a workload perspective, whereas previous requirements were
generated in consonance with individual Service force structure.
The MPM, in combination with Service unique requirements, is now
the official source of combat medical manpower requirements.
There were a series of delays in widespread use of the MPH until
1986 when the DoD directed that the Services use the MPM in
developing manpower requirements from Fiscal Year 1988 forward.
Development of Reserve Medical Databases
The newly developed emphasis on the reserve medical force, and
the ability to make standard projections of medical manpower
requirements through the MPM, focused attention on the need for
improved management information systems for reserve personnel
data. New database systems now enable comparisons of peacetime
authorizations, wartime requirements, and actual unit manning
levels as well as comparisons of skill qualification with unit
position requirements, enabling assessment of readiness from a
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perspective of skill qualification. An additional new database
provides the capability to assess medical unit readiness on the
basis of personnel and equipment criteria.
Fiscal Year 1988-1992 Defense Guidance
In Fiscal Year 1986, to ensure Service use of the MPM and to

further the achievement of medical readiness, the DoD issued
guidance to the Services with respect to medical readiness. The
Fiscal Year 1988-1992 Defense Guidance, reflecting a strong
Total Force emphasis on medical mobilization preparedness,
included the guidance that the Services should establish reserve
recruiting programs that would reduce, by 20 percent per year
from FY 1988 through FY 1992, overall wartime shortages of
nurses and physicians in the critically short wartime skills.
Details of the Shortfall
Based on total wartime requirements and incorporating Service
yield estimates, the DoD estimates that it has an overall
shortfall of 7,100 physicians and 31,000 nurses. Of the total
physician shortage, 5,265 requirements are for physicians
qualified in wartime specialties that are designated as
critically short, including anesthesiologists, general surgeons,
and orthopedic surgeons. The DoD has designated nurse
anesthetists and operating room nurses, as well as all other
nurses as critically short for wartime. The marked shortfalls
observed for medical officers and nurses do not occur in other
health professional disciplines. The shortage of enlisted
health care personnel is also large, with the DoD reporting a
shortage of 73,000 members in the health care skills.
The shortage in absolute numbers of reserve members who are
qualified as physicians, nurses, and enlisted health care
specialists is compounded by skill mismatches in which billets
are filled by untrained individuals or members qualified in
skills other than those required by their billet. Personnel
readiness among medical units for the Army and the Air Force
(the two components for which data was available) is lower than
that for nonmedical units. Personnel shortfalls and skill
mismatches are a significant cause of the low levels of
personnel readiness of medical units throughout the reserve
components.
History of Incentives for Health Professionals
shortages of health care professionals have been a continuing
problem for the military. Until recently, the primary concern
has been to procure and retain the numbers of qualified health
professionals needed to meet the health care requirements of the
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uniformed services. This concern became particularly acute with
the substitution of an All-Volunteer Force for the draft. Most
studies and reviews conducted in the 1970s and 1980s neglected
reserve health care professionals and enlisted health care

personnel.
The history of special incentives for health care personnel is
almost exclusively a history of incentives for those serving in
the active components: regular active duty members and
reservists on active duty for periods of one year or more. From
the beginning of World War II through the beginning of the AllVolunteer Force, except for a brief period, medical manpower
requirements were met primarily through the draft or draftrelated programs. During this entire period (and particularly

since the late 1960s) there have been a series of measures, with
both direct and indirect compensation effects, designed to
provide reasonable and more effective compensation and personnel
programs for health professionals. In historical perspective,
the net result of these measures has clearly been positive for
active component medical manpower programs. These measures
failed to consider reserve component members not on active duty,
however, and in aggregate, may have actually reduced the ability
of the reserve components to offer attractive personnel and
compensation programs for health professionals.
Personnel incentives have been developed largely for their
impact on the active component medical force. Special pays were
introduced as a permanent component of military income for
specific health care professions over 30 years ago. The special
pay programs have been characterized by frequent change and
growing complexity as needs and philosophy changed, but one
factor has remained constant: recognition of the need to pay
additional income to certain health professionals in order to
meet active duty manning requirements.
The current special pay programs for medical and dental
officers provide significant income above the basic pay and
allowances. A medical officer with 10 to 12 years of service
creditable for special pay purposes is, if board certified,
potentially entitled to $21,500 in special pays. If qualified
in a critically short wdrtime specialty, the officer may be
eligible for an additional annual bonus of up to $8,000,
depending on individual Service policy. The $8,000 limit for
the additional bonus was removed for payments made from FY 1989
on, opening the way for payment of still larger bonuses to those
qualified in the critically short wartime specialties. A dental
officer with 18 or more years of creditable service for special
pay purposes, if board certified, may be entitled to as much as
$17,000 annually in special pays.
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compeonsation related initiatives are in effect
active components which have not been authorized for the
reserve. For instance, since 1968, active component medical and
dental officers in pay grades 04 through 06 have been excluded
from the statutory limits on the numbers of officers authorized

to be on active duty in those grades. From 1956 through 1980,
both active and reserve medical officers were awarded
constructive service credit for use in computing longevity
credit for basic pay and in the multiplier used to compute
retired pay. When this authority was repealed in 1980, this
loss was offset for active duty medical officers by provisions
included in the Uniformed Services Health Professionals Special
Pay Act of 1980, which enhanced direct compensation incentives
for medical officers. For reserve component health
professionals, however, the new law added no new special or
incentive pays; the loss in indirect compensation due to the
repeal of constructive service credit for compensation purposes
was real and lasting. The 1980 Defense Officer Personnel
Management Act also restricted the use of constructive service
credit for initial grade and future promotion credit for
individuals appointed in the reserve, causing further
difficulties for the reserve components in the appointment of
health professionals.
Thus, when the DoD began to struggle with the issue of reserve
medical readiness early in this decade, it did so after more
than 30 years during which concern about compensation and
personnel management of health professionals was almost
exclusively concentrated on active component requirements.
Incentives and Education-Related Programs for the Reserve Forces
The military has historically employed two primary methods for
meeting its requirements for health care professionals. These
include additional income and a number of education-related
programs.
Education assistance programs for health care professionals
have long existed in the military. The active medical force has
employed several programs since as early as World War II,
ranging from sponsorship of training in the civilian academic
environment to training in a health profession while on active
duty. For many health care specialties, education assistance
programs for active duty health care officers continue to exist
today.
Only three incentive programs for reserve health care
professionals exist in statute today, and two of those were
enacted as recently as FY 1985. Since 1974, a special pay for
medical officers who have had prior active duty has been paid
for periods of active duty that are less than one year ($100 per
month for those with at least one but less than two years of
10-8
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prior active duty and $350 per month for medical officers with
two or more years of active duty).
It is payable for periods of
active duty only; no entitlement exists for drill periods. This
was the first special pay specifically authorized for reserve
health care professionals; it remains the sole such entitlement
today.
In the Department of Defense Authorization Act of 1986, toprovide recruiting and retention tools to alleviate the
significant shortage of critically short wartime specialists in
the reserve, Congress authorized two incentives pertaining to
education for health care professionals in the reserve. A
stipend program was authorized for qualified medical officers

and nurses in training in a critically short wartime specialty.
Due to continuing concern over the magnitude of the medical
manpower shortages, Congress modified and expanded the program
in FY 1987. Significant changes were made to provide an option
for participation in the IRR and to expand the eligible
population to include third- and fourth-year undergraduate
nursing students. In 1985, Congress also authorized a loan
repayment program for medical officers and nurses qualified in
the critically short wartime specialties.
In summary, in contrast to programs for the active components,
incentive programs for reserve component health care officers is
only a recent and piecemeal development. Statutory changes
affecting compensation and personnel management of military
health professionals over the past 40 years have largely ignored
reserve component issues and requirements. The incentives
enacted by the Congress in 1985, and modified and expanded in
1987, represent the only significant attempt to provide needed
incentives for reserve component health care professionals
during this period, even though shortfalls now identified in the
community demonstrate the severity of the problem.
Noncoupensation prrams and Initiatives
Any direct compensation or incentive program designed to
attract and retain health professionals in the reserve must also
consider the benefits, indirect compensation, and related
factors functioning in the civilian and reserve environments.
Individually or in combination, such programs have a significant
potential for impact on the recruiting and retention of medical
manpower. Complex interrelationships exist between direct
incentive programs and indirect forms of compensation and
environmental factors, and these have a direct impact on the
effectiveness of incentive programs.
Important in this regard are personnel management programs for
health care officers. The QRMC found that current programs do
not provide sufficient flexibility with respect to health
Compensatfon fn Support of Reserve Medical Manpower
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Management Act (ROPMA) proposed by the DOD would rwmedy most of
these deficiencies.
of service
Historically, efforts to enhance the attraotiveam
in the reserve for health care personnel have comocetvate4 on
areas other than direct compensation. As the "ole of mdical
readiness was identified and the requirement for a-strong
reserve medical force grew, new and flexible training program
were developed, tailored explicitly for health care personnel.

One of the first medical training programs developed was
Continuing Health Education to Enhance Readiness (CHEER). It is
DoD policy that reserve health care officers shall be afforded
the opportunity to attend at least one health education course
annually. Funding constraints, however, have generally been a
limiting factor in enabling health care personnel to participate
in continuing health education on an annual basis. Generally,
the Services have problems in funding all officers for
attendance at such courses annually.
The program has multiple benefits, including increased medical
readiness through assisting health care professionals in
maintaining and enhancing their professional skills and in
meeting certification, recertification, and licensure
requirements. There are additional benefits of attendance that
extend beyond the immediate enhancement of individual and unit
mobilization readiness. Health care officers are likely to
value such training at or above the opportunity cost, or lost
income during the period of absence from the professional job.
Based on this high valuation of continuing education
opportunities, many health care professionals perceive the
opportunity to attend through the military as a benefit of
reserve service. It may be of high value to those who could not
otherwise attend such a course, as well as to those who would
otherwise have attended, but whose opportunity cost has been
reduced by attending through military sponsorship.
A strong additional impact may be made in the area of direct
advertising. There is a very low level of awareness of reserve
opportunities among the civilian health care community. When a
health professional attends a civilian training experience, the
reserve medical department obtains direct exposure to the very
populations from which it seeks to recruit potential members.
Further, there are strong indications that health professionals
respond much more favorably when recruiting is conducted by
professionals in their professional field.
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The QRKC oonsiderod the feasibillyt of providing a guarantee4
opportunity for all health professionals in the Selected Reserve
to attad at ,least one.health education conference or experience
per year -througbhthe andatory fencing of progran .funds. it
conaclide4 ,tt
a requirement for mandatory fencing was
upnecqsarily cumbersome and restricted mnagement flexibility. 1
The QUIC, oncluded that a review of current program procedures
is indicated ii order to determine the effectiveness of Service
programs Implementing DoD Directive 1215.4 which governs the
CHNER program.
Simultaneous with the development of training programs for
reserve health care personnel, recruiting resources were
increased and recruiting operations intensified. Those
developmen
in the early 1980s now serve as cornerstones for
current initiatives that are broader yet in scope. Experience
du-rog the 1980s has indicated that although increased success
in recruiting brought unprecedented numbers of health care
personnel into the reserve components, the length of stay for
many was very short, indicating the need to make reserve service
more attractive for health care professionals.
Recent strides have been made in another area with the
increase of maximum age requirements for initial appointment and
retention in the reserve. The National Defense Authorization
Act for Fiscal Years 1988 and 1989 stipulated that professional
applicants who arequalified in a critically short wartime
specialty may qualify for initial appointment through at least
47 years of age. The Act also authorized the retention of
health care professionals in the reserve until age 67. These
recent age extensions should *nable the reserve to recruit from
the pool of physicians and nurses who, having reached a certain
point in their careers or family life cycles, find that they
have more time for additional activities.
The National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Years 1988
and 1989 also provided broader authority for the granting of
o-nstructive service credit for experience in the health
professions, if that experience can be directly used by the
Service concerned. This new authority is projected to have a
beneficial impact on the recruitment of nurses for the reserve.
Although analysis and recognition of the role of direct
compensation is imperative, it is equally important that efforts
continue to enhance training programs, recruiting programs, and
all aspects of, personnel management. The analysis of survey and
statistical 4*. by the oRWC indicates that success in attaining
medical readines will not be achieved by exclusive
concentration in

either the compensation or noncompensation

areas, but through policies and programs that incorporate both
of these aspects of the reserve environment.
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For both the tecent past and ,the foreseeable future, rapid and
sweeping
ages are a hallmark of the United States* health
care systZ. Scientific and technological advances have greatly

expended Vw potential of -medicine.

Demographic changes in the

Nation's popaation, changing methods of financing increasingly

costly health care delivery, and reorganization and structural
changes-in the health caresyotem may all be expected to have
major impact. Such major changes can be anticipated to affect
the requirements for health professionals and in turn the supply
of personmel entering the health professions.
There are recent trends in medicine and nursing that may have
significant impact on the ability of the reserve to recruit.
There are some indicators that physicians in the future may lose
some of their economic advantage in the civilian market place,
which might enhance the positive impact of well-designed reserve
compensation programs on recruiting and retention. On the other
hand, many leaders in the field of nursing say that the
available number of professional nurses is diminishing, with
potential for a serious nationwide shortage. Any resultant
increase in nurses, wages may increase competition for the
reserve. Amid this change, the reserve medical force faces its
greatest historical challenge--that of achieving medical
readiness during peacetime. Further, the reserve medical force
is particularly sensitive to environmental changes in health
care and employment practices of health professionals, due to
the reliance of the reserve on the civilian community as its
source of professional manpower. If the reserve is to be
successful in achieving medical manpower readiness, it is clear
that the reserve must employ compensation and personnel policies
and practices that are developed in consonance with the civilian
health care environment and that are flexible in the face of
change.
The 6th QIWC identified several major trends and conditions
that may have serious potential impact on the ability of the
reserve to recruit and retain health professionals now and in
the future.
Invironment and Supply Trends
The American ledical Association predicts that the environment
for the physician will be less economically advantageous in the
near future. Many factors are contributing to this change, and
a primary factor is the increasing supply of physicians which is
projected by many to become an oversupply by the year 1990. A
concomitant decrease is expected in the number of physicians
entering the medical field as conditions surrounding medical
school, residency, and medical practice become less desirable.
Nodes of alternative practice are increasing, with a trend away
6th
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from solo practice.

All these factors tend to produce an

environment less economically advantageous for the physician,
but pasibly conducive to greater success in attracting.
physiaians to the reserve components through vell-designed
compensation programs.
The supply trends for civilian nursing professionals may be
the opposite of those for physicians. Beginning in 1986, high

vacancy rates for nurses in some areas of the country are
beginning to result in increased wages and benefits. This may
make the recruiting and retention of nurses potentially more
difficult than it has been in the past. This is particularly
true because much of the wage increase is targeted at
individuals who are employed during evening, night, and weekend
shifts, the same periods of time the reserve vies for

participation of its members.
Student

ee ande

The cost of tuition and overall educational costs, both at the
baccalaureate level and particularly for medical school, have
risen dramatically in recent years. This has been accompanied

by increased borrowing, in higher amounts and at higher interest
rates, to finance student education. This trend has resulted in
increased levels of student debt. A study of the debt burden of
graduates of several different health professions disciplines
found that accumulated educational debt may be so great relative
to anticipated earnings that repayment of debt may be very
difficult for many graduates. The widespread existence of high
student indebtedness
can be
used as for
a basis
developing
attractive
loan repayment
programs
healthforprofessionals.

JNalpractice
I

Insurance

Professional legal liability is a significant problem
nationwide. Many observers believe that there is a crisis in
medical malpractice insurance because physicians leave active
medical practice prematurely or refuse to treat certain high
risk categories of patients because of the high risk of lawsuit
and the escalating cost of malpractice insurance. This area has
particular impact on the future of reserve recruiting of health
professionals. The insurance industry now offers primarily
claims-made insurance for physicians and increasingly for other
health care disciplines. This type of insurance requires
purchase of an extended reporting endorsement or, more commonly,
"tail" coverage upon retirement, cessation of practice, or
termination of insurance, in order to retain coverage for any
future claims made for prior practice. The reserve health
professional covered under claims-made insurance, if mobilized,
would be required to purchase tail coverage if he wished to be
covered for any claims brought against him for the previous
period of private practice. The tail coverage often costs three
reuPiaw.to
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to four times the coot of the annual premium, which would

require a very large lump sum insurance payment upon

mobilization.

This has potential for a highly negative impact

on recruitment of health professionals into the reserve, a
problem which has been recognized and is being addressed by the
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs.
Attitudes of Physicians and Nurses (Civilian and Reserve)
Through analysis of survey data, the 6th QRMC obtained
important insights into the attitudes and motivations of reserve
and civilian health professionals. It appears clear that
compensation plays a major role for many health professionals
both as a recruiting and a retention factor. This is
particularly true for nurses, who consistently indicate that
compensation is important in their decisions relative to
retention in the reserve. The role of compensation for medical
officers is less clear; according to reserve medical officers
surveyed, compensation is less important in retention decisions.
This fact, taken in tandem with relatively low levels of
satisfaction with reserve compensation, makes it apparent that
other factors are stronger motivators for many physicians who do
remain in the reserve. Civilian physicians not in the reserve,
however, indicate that higher levels of compensation would
increase their interest in serving in the reserve. The QRMC
concludes that enhanced compensation programs would make reserve
service appealing to a broader percentage of the civilian health
care population by expanding its appeal to individuals who would
be more responsive to economic motivators than to other aspects
of reserve service.
Attacking the Shortages of Physicians and Nurses in the Reserve
Since very limited data is available on compensation in
support of reserve medical manpower, studies addressing active
duty medical manpower were reviewed in detail to determine to
what extent findings from these studies might have application
for the reserve. Combining data from surveys conducted for the
DoD by the American Medical Association and professional
research organizations, surveys of reserve members conducted by
the Services, and the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys, the QRMC
analyzed demographic, economic, and attitudinal information
relative to medical officers and nurses in the reserve
components. This information was compared with similar
information for nonmedical officers. Basic demographic factors
and economic characteristics of physicians and nurses in the
civilian sector were also identified. The characteristics of
reserve physicians and nurses were then analyzed relative to
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civilian health professionals who were not reserve members.
trends in supply and demand for those professionals in the
civilian sector were identified.
Based on these comparisons, the QRKC analyzed several
compensation alternatives, projecting the impact on supply and
cost for each option evaluated. The QEEC evaluated modification
of the current special pay for reserve physicians on active duty
for training. The prcgram evaluated would provide for payment
to all medical officers irrespective of prior service, payment
at a flat rate of $450 per month, and expansion of entitlement

r

to periods of inactive duty training. Segments of the stipend
program for reserve physicians and nurses in training in the
critically short wartime specialties were evaluated at the
current rate. A modification of the current loan repayment
program that authorizes annual payme'-- in the amount of $3,000
was analyzed for increased annual p
t levels ranging from
$4,000 to $8,000. Incentive bonuses
e evaluated in amounts
ranging from $2,000 to $10,000. The impact of attendance at one
health education conference or experience annually was also
analyzed for health professionals in the Selected Reserve.
The options evaluated were not considered to be definitive or
optimal values for inclusion in an incentive program. Rather,
the values for the programs analyzed were selected from the
range of reserve income observed in the database. The use of
values that fall too far outside the range decreases the
reliability of the projected estimates. Experimentation with
various programs and additional data collection may show that
there are other program values that have more optimal effect.
The values and responses are offered as baseline estimates for
use by planners in developing experimental test designs or
compensation policy.
The 6th QRMC does not recommend the payment of all
alternatives to all reserve physician and nurse personnel. In
an environment of limited resources, the impact of incentive
programs can best be maximized through effective targeting of
incentives. The QRMC did evaluate the effect of incentives for
broad categories of reserve physicians and nurses, including
those qualified in specialties not currently classified as
critically short wartime specialties, in order to estimate the
relative responsiveness of different groups to economic
incentives and the projected impact on the total supply of
physician and nurse personnel and on budget resources.
Based on the projections of an econometric model, and given
the specific alternatives and values analyzed, the QRMC
estimated that implementation of the evaluated alternatives
could potentially result in elimination of shortages for the
Selected Reserve at the FY 1986 level over a five-year period
both in the aggregate and for critically short wartime
Coensetion in Support of Reserve Nedicet

npower
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specialties for both reserve pysiciam and nurses.
In the
aggregate, acommions generated by the alternatives would exceed
shortages for the Selected Reserve.

Based on the OM -projections, it appears that additional
incentives would be required to eliminate the entire wartime
shortfall for the Ready Reserve in a five-year period.
The
model projects that, at the program levels analysed, a shortfall
of anesthesiologists, orthopedic surgeons, and medical-surgical
nurses would remain.
It is emphasized, however, that empirical
evidence on the effect of compenation initiatives is lacking.
Therefore, it is far from certain that the effects of specific
initiatives as proj.cted in the model would be adequate to
significantly reduce or eliminate the shortfall, even in the
Selected Reserve. For this reason, the QHNC recommends a test

program of incentives for medical officers and nurses and
careful evaluation of the effects of the stipend and loan
repayment program,
Enlisted Health CAM Personnel
There exists a significant shortfall of enlisted manpower in
the health care skills in the reserve components today. The
impact of the shortfall on the failure to achieve medical
readiness is compounded by a low level of skill qualification
among health care specialists. Yet it is important to
differentiate between the readiness problem as it pertains to

enlisted health care personnel and the manpower shortage of
physicians and nurses. The nature of the problem regarding

enlisted health care specialists is not unique among the reserve

enlisted population, whereas the shortfall of reserve medical
officers and nurses is unparalleled in size and is exacerbated
by the unique aspects of their civilian employment.
The basic approach to the study of compensation of enlisted
health care personnel was to determine manpower requirements and
shortfalls and to compare recruiting, retention, and skill
qualfication success with that achieved in other military
skills and units in the reserve components. To the extent that
differences were identified, the approach was to determine
whether the health care differed from the nonmedical population,
and in what ways, and to discover whether any major variations

occurred in areas where compensation policies might produce a
beneficial effect.

The primary variances found for members in health care skills
compared with other enlisted reservists were lower levels of
satisfaction with reserve training, lower levels of skill
qualification, and higher rates of unprogrammed attrition. With
the exception of the forgoing differences, the QRNC found no
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significant differences between health care specialists and
other enlisted reservists that would be likely to require
special compensation initiatives.
Although compensation programs do not directly address the
training-related problem, they can have an indirect impact.
Compensation may also indirectly affect levels of skill
qualification if compensation is used in a manner designed,to
attract skill-qualified individuals into the reserve as trained
manpower. Yet, whereas a compelling argument can be made for
developing unique compensation and personnel policies for
reserve medical officers and nurses, the data and information
available does not indicate a need for special compensation
instituted for enlisted health care specialists. Initiatives
are required to address the manpower shortages and skill
qualification problems in the enlisted health care skills, but
these initiatives do not appear to warrant special compensation
programs. The 6th QRM4C concludes that initiatives with a
positive impact on enlisted personnel readiness in general will
have essentially similar beneficial effects on all enlisted
health care specialists.
Summa

ao
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As a group, health professionals in the National Guard and

Reserve have received comparatively little attention until
recently. The QRMC study of compensation in support of reserve
medical manpower objectives clearly indicates that planning and
resources have been directed primarily at active component
issues. Over the past 40 years, the immediate demands of
maintaining an active duty medical force of the necessary size,
quality, and experience have clearly served to divert attention
from reserve issues. Although active component issues remain
immensely important, the focus on wartime medical readiness as
the primary mission of medicine in the military has served to
highlight both the critical role of reserve medical manpower and
the significant shortfalls that exist.
The history of both personnel and compensation initiatives for
reserve health care professionals is extremely abbreviated. It
has been recognized since World War II that health professionals
as a group, and physicians and dentists in particular, could not
be retained in military service in sufficient numbers without
additional pay incentives. Personnel and compensation
initiatives have served to make military service in the active
components more attractive to the health professional. Until
very recently, there were no comparable incentives for reserve
health professionals.
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The analysis and reommendations of the QRNC were conducted
and developed within a period of inten
concern with wartime
medical readiness and

reserve medical manpower.

There were two

new compensation initiatives which had been developed

specifically as a first attempt to reduce identified wartime
shortfalls of health professionals essential to the provision of
coubat-related medical care. These initiatives were 1) a
program to repay educational loans for health professionals
qualified in a critically short wartime specialty and 2) a
stipend for specialty training in a critically short wartime
specialty. These programs, included in the Department of
Defense Authorization Act of 1986, were offered in return for
Selected Reserve service.

As part of the DoD legislative contingency, the President's
Budget for Fiscal Years 1988 and 1989 included a proposal to
revise and expand the stipend program. The program includes
these features: 1) addition of a reduced stipend in return for
service in the IRR and 2) provision of a monthly stipend for
undergraduate baccalaureate nursing students in the third and
fourth years of training. This proposal was one of several
legislative items referred to the 6th QRNC for evaluation before
submission of a legislative recommendation to the Congress. The

QRMC reviewed this proposal as part of the initial review of
their study of compensation in support of reserve medical
manpower. The QRKC developed alternatives to modify the
proposed program. It was emphasized, however, that these
alternatives were not based on analysis of the costs and
benefits of the proposal, relative to other forms of
compensation initiatives designed for reducing shortfalls in
critically short wartime health care specialties in the reserve
components. The QRNC Coordination Council subsequently agreed
that the legislative proposal should be forwarded for clearance
as part of the Administrations's legislative program. They also
agreed that work on other alternatives should continue, because
the revised stipend program would not be sufficient to solve the
reserve medical manpower problem.
The essence of this proposal was enacted as part of the
National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Years 1988 and
1989. The new law also extends the loan repayment authority
until October 1, 1990, and corrected a technical deficiency by
permitting repayment of nursing loans provided under Section B
of title VII of the Public Health Service Act.
The Act contains three other measures designed to reduce
shortfalls in reserve medical manpower: it authorizes extension
of the retirement age to 67 years for health care personnel in
the reserve; it prohibits setting the maximum age for
appointment in the reserve at less than 47 years for health
professionals in a critically short wartime specialty; and it
authorizes the granting of service credit to all health
10-1S
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professionals for their health professions experience, if the
experience can be directly used by the armed force concerned.
The principal effect of this expanded authority was to authorize
credit for experience for nurses who have not completed
post-graduate training.
The existing combination of compensation and personnel
initiatives has an impact on the supply of health professionals
to the reserve components.
The QWEC analysis indicates that, in
combination, these initiatives are inadequate to reduce existing
shortfalls at the rate specified in DoD program guidance.
This
analysis is based on estimated effects on supply. These
estimations necessarily have used secondary measures rather than
measures derived from actual compensation changes. It was not
possible to work with actual compensation changes because the
first significant changes were the initiatives included in the
Fiscal Year 1986 Authorization Act, and there is insufficient
data as yet with respect to their actual separate or interactive
effects.
U

The 6th QMI recommends continuation of the stipend and
loan repayment programs; analysis indicates that these
programs will help to reduce shortfalls in critically short
wartime skills. It further recommends that accessions
gained through these programs be carefully tracked with
respect to their continuation and use in the reserve.

The 6th QRMC also estimated the effects on supply of a range
of compensation initiatives and of modifications to existing
programs targeted at meeting Selected Reserve and IRR
requirements for health professionals. It was not judged
feasible to recommend a complete program of incentives until
more empirical evidence concerning actual program effects was
available.
The 6th QRXC recommends three initiatives:
0

A geographically limited experimental test program of an
annual bonus for critically short wartime physician and
nursing specialties. Since full implementation would
require substantial outlays, assessment through a test is
warranted.

I

Revision of section 302(h) of title 37, united States Code,
to increase special pay for reserve medical officers when
on active duty for training, increasing pay from the
current rate ($100 a month for those who have completed at
least one but less than two years of active duty and $350 a
month for those who have completed two or more years) to
$450 a month without respect to previous active duty as a
medical officer and to extend this pay to periods of
inactive duty training (IDT).
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A review of current procedures for funding and ensuring

campliance with DoD Directive 1215.4, which stipulates that
health care officers shall be afforded an opportunity to
attend one health education conference or experience on an
annual basis.
QRMC analysis indicates that
this
is a cost-

effective incentive that can assist in both attracting and
retaining reserve health professionals.
The 6th QRMC also found that the provisions of current
statutes for appointment and promotion of reserve health
professionals were inadequate for the most effective personnel
management of the numerous categories of health professionals.
The statutes also result in unwarranted differences among the
Services, differences that directly affect the compensation of
reserve members.
0
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The 6th QRMC recommends early consideration and enactment
of the Reserve Officer Personnel Management Act (ROPKA),
which includes provisions that will materially improve the
management of reserve health professionals and provide the
capability to treat reserve health professionals in all
reserve components in a uniform and equitable manner.
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1.
A minority view in favor of a mandatory requirement with
fenced funding was expressed by the Reserve Components Medical
Council (RCMC) representative on the 6th QRMC Steering
Committee.
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Vote I

APPENDIX A:

1986 RESERVE COMPONENTS SURVEYS

All respondents to the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys were

given the opportunity to comment at the end of the
questionnaire, where the following prompt appeared:
We're interested in any comments you'd like to
make about Guard/Reserve personnel policies whether or not the topic was covered in this
survey. Do you have any comments?
Respondents also marked a coded response block, indicating
whether or not they had filled out a comment sheet. This
enabled the QRMC to determine the percentage of respondents, in
various categories and with varying attitudes on major issues,
who filled out comment sheets. By comparing the characteristics
and attitudes of those who provided comments with those who did
not, it was then possible to judge the extent to which those who
provided comments were representative of all respondents.
Overall, one of four officers and one of every five enlisted
members provided written comments. Senior members in both
officer and enlisted categories were somewhat more likely to
have provided comments. There were only slight differences
between those who commented and those who did not; differences
related to the sex of the respondent, their intent to stay in
the reserve, or their overall satisfaction. Those dissatisfied
or very dissatisfied with pay and benefits or with leadership or
training were more likely to comment than those who were
satisfied with these aspects of their service.
About one of every five spouses who responded to the survey
provided written comments. Unlike the members, the percent of
spouses who provided comments did not vary by the member's pay
grade. Whether or not the spouse had previously served in the
military did not affect the percentage who provided comments.
Neither the participation status of the member--part-time unit
member, IMA, military technician or AGR/TAR--nor the
lihood
of the member staying in the reserve for a full c?,
Affected
the rate at which spouse comments were provided. spouses who
were dissatisfied with the member's pay and allowances or with
the member's participation in the reserve were about twice as
likely to have provided comments than those who were satisfied,
favorable or indifferent on these matters. About one out of
five spouse comments was written by an individual who was
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dissatisfied with their spouse's reserve pay and allowances.

In

aggregate,
it appears
that those providing
representative
of the population
surveyed. comments were
Although the National Guard and Reserve members and their
spouses who provided additional written comments appear to be
generally representative of the population surveyed, the
comments included in this appendix cannot be said to be
representative. The process of screening over 20,000 comment
sheets was systematic, however, and does provide additional
insight into the issues being considered. QRMC staff members
who had participated in the unit visit program read through the
comments and used predesignated codes to identify categories of
comments for subsequent review. Most of these categories
related to compensation or other personnel issues affecting
overall satisfaction with the Guard and Reserve. The coded
comments were then reviewed, and representative comments on each
subject recorded. There were a great many categories of
comments related to compensation issues. Comments pertaining to
full-time support, reserve retirement and medical compensation
are provided in Volumes IA, IB, and IC, respectively. The five
categories of compensation-related comments that follow are the
other categories that were most frequently the subject of member
and spouse comments and are presented in separate sections of
this appendix:
*
*
*
*
*

Timeliness and Accuracy of Pay
Unpaid Duty
Special and Incentive Pay and Educational Incentives
Allowances and Travel Expenses
Employment Conflicts and Concerns

Timeliness and Accuracy of Pay
Army National Guard
Officers
"TDY pay should be processed much faster. I would fire
everyone at the finance office and start over. The last time I
submitted a claim was Feb 2, 1986. As usual I haven't been paid
as of this date."
"The National Guard advertises a College Tuition Assistance
Program. We use this factor in recruiting personnel for our
unit. The problem is that ARNG does not fulfill their
obligation. In the 5 years that I was attending the university
my college tuition was paid 3 times. In the past year, at least
twelve people in my unit were attending college, only two of the
twelve (tops) received tuition assistance. This issue has
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produced many morale problems for our unit.

This problem has

existed for the period that I have been affiliated with the
unit."
Spouses of Officers
f"He has to take several trips to Ft. Polk a year. This would
not be so bad, if it didn't take six weeks to get the pay for
this. He usually has to take enough money for motel, gas and
meals, and we can't recover these expenses for six weeks. At
one time the guard furnished him a vehicle to drive on these
trips, but not any more. He has to take our private vehicle."
"Why does it take so long to get paid?
and extra FTTD takes 4-5 months."

Drills take 2-3 months

"Its annoying that guard per diem checks are so slow in
coming. My spouse has had to wait 3 months recently to collect
on per diem due him. Mistakes on paper work seem to be the
biggest problem. Clerks must not be following required guide
lines on paper work."
Enlisted Members
"The only problem with the National Guard I've had is that I
put in for my Educational Assistance Bonus in September 1985 and
I still have not received it."
"I was complaining about my scheduled bonus it has not come
yet, and it almost three months late. I would just love to get
what I deserve."
"I feel the two month delay upon receiving my monthly check is
not necessary and causes extra hassles for me."
"For whatever reason, pay problems are not handled in a quick,
efficient manner. I have back pay coming from 1 1/2 years ago."
"Due to my rank and position I have a lot of unreimbursed
expenses. My distance from the unit and cost of travel are not
involved. I am talking about meals and quartering when on duty.
Oftimes, Government meals are not available or impractical to
attain due to mission requirements and location. Military
Finance always deducts cost of meals if government meals are
supposedly available. This seldom is true. The extra time
required ir non pay status and weekend drill. Quartering is
also additional expense that mounts on some occasions."

A

"Whenever there is a problem with pay it takes months (too
long) to correct. (ex:) January pay still not corrected by end
of May, even though I was told 3 times that it would be
processed."
Appendix A
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"If you don't get proper check, it takes forever to clear it

up and sometimes you never gec it."
"I did not get my bonus for the year of 1985."

"There are severe problems with BONUS payments; sometimes
arriving up to a year late."
"I think aU military pay that a soldier has coming for summer
camp should be paid at the end of summer camp, not 6-8 months
later."
"When I first enlisted 5 yrs ago I entered under the Educational Bonus ($1,000/yr for four yrs.). I have been able to
obtain only the first payment of $1,000 which was 4 yrs ago. I
have submitted the appropriate paperwork several times, talked
to several individuals & have yet to see any of the remaining
$3,000 of my bonus. With only 9 months left of my initial
service time, I do not believe I will receive this money. This
is a major reason I will not reenlist."
"The pay system for Guard/Reserve components needs change. I
am already late for pay as much as Jan 086 and now March '86!
One check takes two months for processing."
"Reenlisted in Oct 12, 85. It is now April 12, 86. I have
not received any bonus, benefits, which was promised to me for
reenlistment."
"The monthly military pay is not distributed correctly. I
have not been paid for seven months. Someone should check the
computer or survey the problem."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"ADT pay very slow to come thrul Do not like to use and tie
up house hold money - pay master does not seem consistent."
"There have been times that my husband has not been paid the
full amount for the time spent at drill. They tell him they
will make it up the next drill. He gets part of it. They will
make it up the next drill. No more comes. We can't afford that
as he doesn't get paid at work when he is at Guard."
"My husband has never received his (1985 November pay) for his
monthly guard drill. He has turned this problem in to higher
officials. He was told something would be done. As of now 5
months later, we still do not know about the check. I feel
there should be better follow up on such lost checks because the
men who have guard duty are required to be there on each drill
or make it up."
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"Took 6 months for re-up bonus chock.

Unit should always pay

immediately after attending any military school, not a month
later. Travel pay should be in hand, not a month later when you
return home."
"I think National Guard should get their act together on their
pay & paper work. My spouse went to Redstone in Aug. in 1985
and still has not been paid for travel as of April 1986."
"We depend on my spouse's monthly Guard check very much. It
makes life extremely difficult and is very frustrating when for
reasons unknown the check is shorted or doesn't arrive at all.
My husband attends his drills and is proud to be part of the
Guard, why can't the Guard do it's part?"
"We have not been paid for 3 months out of the past year!"
"There have been about 3 or 4 times my husband agreed to do
some extra duty or over-time however you put it and was supposed
to earn wages for this and since it takes a month or so to
receive pay. Somehow my husband never received extra pay-"
'My husband was told when he enlisted that he would receive a
$2,000.00 bonus when he graduated or got his GED. He got his
GED and never got his bonus."
Army Reserve
officers
"I am extremely dissatisfied with the manner in which pay is
handled at my unit. For example, I still have not received
travel pay for AT in Sept of '85. It took months to receive ny
pay when I attended the Advance Course in Tx. I was also paid
for 4 yrs. not 6 yrs. with no success at correcting the problem
to date."
"The pay procedures are too complicated and too slow. I
received Oct. 85 drill pay in Apr., 86 after I spoke a dozen
time to unit finance technician. Sometimes the order for ADT is
not coming correctly; the dates are shorter than actual duty and
states the place is commuting distance while it is no, etc."
"I feel that the Army Reserven need to evaluate the ineffectiveness of their pay systems. All members entering the unit
must wait 4-6 months to receive pay and sometimes longer. The
unit pay personnel can only reply 'it is the computer system'
and can not give adequate information."
"Pay for A.T. & basic not on time - waiting period 4-8 weeks."
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"I have found through the years that the transition from
active duty or active duty for training back to reserves
resulted in pay/finance proulems usually requiring 6 months or
more to rectify. Loss of pay records and rotation of AD finance
individuals responsible make the paper trail extremely difficult
to follow. While on active duty because of pay restrictions
(i.e. funding for ADT) I have been required to have as many as 5
different orders to continue be paid and remain on active duty.
This required contacting ARPAC numerous times to follow up and
insure amended orders were cut and sent."
"I feel that pay problems need to be handled in a more
efficient and speedy manner. It recently took 18 months for me
to get pay for a promotion. No one could tell me why it took so
long to get processed at Ft. McPherson, GA."
"The pay system is often inaccurate and once errors are made,
require a prolonged period of time to correct. In all, I have
had problems getting paid for 6 drills and am even now missing
pay from a drill 8 months ago and have not received per diem for
active duty 5 months ago. Many other unit members have had
problems with pay and this has figured highly in many members
leaving or contemplate leaving the unit."
"Continuing pay problems."
"Pay system is not efficient. This is May 1986 and I am still
trying to get paid for drill days in Sept. 1985."
"Pay is slow and gets screwed up 3 or 4 times per year."
"I am very dissatisfied with the pay procedures in the Army
Reserve for Active Duty Training Pay. In 1985 it took, on the
average, 62 days to receive pay for duty performed, this is
calculated from the day the DA Form 1351 was submitted to the
day the check was received. This caused a hardship in that I
had to front the money for food, lodging, and travel which cost
me 18% for two months, more importantly it tied up the money
which could not be used for other living expenses. This was
compounded by lateness in publishing orders which were usually
received 2 to 3 days prior to the duty which prevented applying
for advanced travel and per diem."
"I received my W-2 form from the Army. My husband and I file
jointly. We had our income tax forms filled out by a CPA
costing $60. I later received a revised W-2 form from the Army
dated 28 Feb 86 after our forms were sent off. Now, it will
cost an extra $60 to send in an amendment."
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Spouses of Officers
"Upset by the disruption of the flow of money for time served

due to problems with the finance system."
"Need a more efficient pay system - it takes too long to have
pay problems straightened out."
"Part/most of my husband's AT time is broken into evenings &
extra weekends. Most often there is extra mileage on these
occasions plus the loss of family time. We give of this time &
expense willingly so my husband may do the best job possible for
the USAR - however checks are often received at least 8 weeks
from the time he submits the orders - meaning at least 9 or 10
weeks (up to 4-5 months sometimes) before we are paid for those
days. This is a lengthy time span and can be a frustration."
"I would like to see reimbursement for AT expenses received
more promptly. Also, monthly paychecks received on a more
regular basis."
"Pay chanaes stinkll
We waited 18 months for her last
promotion pay to be made correct. She was not given her
increase in pay during that time. We are still waiting for the
adjustment for her AT pay last summer. We still have not been
paid at the correct rate. (0-2 grade instead of 0-1 grade.)"
"Etee

dissatisfied with the following:

1. Length of time taken to compensate people for promotion.
My wife was promoted in M!ay 1985, with the actual promotion
taking place in December 1985 (due to backlog paperwork?) To
this date, June 1986, she still is being compensated at a prepromotion level and we are still awaiting backpay for those
drills participated in since May 1985.
2. Length of time to reimburse personnel for expenses
associated with special active duty requirements (i.e. school,
seminars, etc.) My wife attending a seminar in early April 1986
and we finally were reimbursed for 'out-of-pocket" expenses 8
weeks later. In private industry this would be totally unacceptable."
"I would like to point out that on the average, since my wife
has joined the reserves her paychecks has been late one month
out of each year. During that month the check does not arrive
at all, but is bumped into the next month. This is shoddy."
"As a result of my PCS, my spouse had to change USAR units.
Since the time of our move, her payments for drills have been
thoroughly screwed up. She drilled from Dec 84 to Jan 86
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without a single payment. In Jan 86, I estimate that she was
paid 1/2 of what she was owed. She still has not been
completely paid for drills that go back as far as Dec 84."
"My husband serves with a small unit with excellent personnel,
including the individual assigned payroll duties. Yet, there
seems to be on-going and reoccurring problems with payroll. I
believe there is a serious system problem. An army that can't
pay its members, correctly and on-time, when we're at peach will
likely have very very serious problems during wartime. I know
of one very talented reservist who left the Army Reserve becaase
he received not one check for a six month period of service."
"I strongly object to the Reserve policy of reimbursing
payment for lodging/rooms, airfare, rental cars, etc. Trips for
the Reserves should not have to cut into family management
income or necessitate using own credit cards for reimbursement
at some unspecified date in the future."
"My husband has always gone beyond the call of duty, e.g.,
extra time, extra drills, vacation never a priority but active
duty training & extra drills are the priority. And for this
there have been 10 years of pay problems. You learn to accept
this way of life but at times the delinquency of the pay for the
time & expenses already incurred make it all very questionable."
"Delay in active duty payment has caused hardship because my
spouse lost two weeks civilian salary for period of active duty.
(Occurred 3 consecutive years)."
"We are concerned about the amount of time it takes to be
reimbursed for expenses other than regular weekend drills.
Also, a big concern is the delinquency in receiving notice by
letter of 20 years participation in the Guard and Reserves. (We
have waited 2 years and still have no letter.)"
"Some improvement is required for the timely repayment of
expenses incurred on military trips. Waiting 3-6 months for the
military to reimburse the service member for his cash outlay (+
interest charges) is ridiculous."
"Finance is particularly bad; you will probably get the money,
eventually, but don't rely on a consistent monthly amount for
budgeting purposes."
"Pay irregularities. This is especially true now (Oct 1985 to
present) with a garnishment of w"4es ($800 plus interest) for
travel pay we were given for an authorized PCS move while my
husband was on active duty for training. We were due the money,
and because they have no record of a $76 repayment we have been
penalized the entire amount. Without, I might add, any prior
inquiry from the military pay system. We were just informed
A-8
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that the money would be deducted from my husband's regular drill
pay until the entire amount was repaid. (Guilty until proven
innocent.) We have spent no less than $50 in mailing and long
distance phone costs, not to mention the time and aggravation,
trying to resolve this issue. It is still not cleared up and
may not be for some time. Other errors made in military pay and
current mailing addresses have been an unnecessary nuisance as
we have learned it takes months for errors to be corrected."
"The Army Reserve Pay System is in a perpetual state of
confusion & error. One pay problem now goes unresolved for
approximately 3 yrs. This produces a hardship on the family
budget. One can never count on receiving a monthly pay or a
correct amount for the monthly pay. To see this problem
resolved would be a relief."
"Lack of sympathy & co-operation to get pay when leaving
Active Duty. He does not get any income from his civilian
employer when on military duty, so the Army check is critical.
We've both had a lot of stress hoping all the paperwork would be
pushed through in time."
"The problem is in how your pay system works. Because of an
error somewhere along the line my husbands paycheck was made out
& mailed to the wrong person. The check was voided and was not
reissued for 2 months. We also did not receive AM pay for .
whole months. There is something wrong in a payroll system that
does not allow for reissuement of a voided check, especially
when the error was not ours. The private sector would not be
allowed to get away with nonpayment of wages for 3 months."
"My only comment is that when my wife, a nurse, goes to
another unit to work for a day or weekend (RST), she has had
trouble getting paid (sometimes nonths late). If I worked
somewhere temporarily for my - any and I was not paid till
much later my wife would throw a fit."
Enlisted Members
"Pay is a big morale factor for us and when pay is stopped or
other wise interrupted by administrative mistakes at posts other
than reserve unit, it becomes a great deal stressful."
"Unit Administration staff is unsatisfactory! Personal
problems that deal with higher echelons (ie AD/ADT pay) are not
dealt with swiftly or effectively. Apparent 'snow jobs' by
these higher commands are accepted by management and staff. A
persistent questioning of the replies presents a pushy or
attitude problem on the part of service personnel. At this time
pay problems concerning myself and PLDC attendance are SNAFU.
To summarize, personal problems are not swiftly solved unless
they can be solved within the company limits."
Appendix A
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"Army's pay policy is rather archaic. Difficult to get pay (2
months delay). Other branches of military don't seem to have
that particular problem."

"On question number 123 the reason I'm dissatisfied is cause I
haven't received my drill check for January 1986, plus most of
the time the Army Reserve screws up my pay check."
"I feel that the pay system is too slow and outdated."
"Be sure that people are paid on time and the proper amount.
We lose a lot of people cause pay was overlooked or orders were
not paid enough attention to."
"Personnel administration at my unit is poor, due to a
shortage of competent and qualified support persons at higher
levels of command. For example, travel orders not being
properly published, over 80% of the students attending the last
ADT school were not paid at the completion of the school (this
includes cadre) due to lack of orders."
"80% of the men have pyDroblems - of not getting paid.
haven't been paid for over A year!"

Some

"I just first received my first loan payment after a 1 1/2
year battle with my unit administrator and people at USAFAC. I
don't believe the people at USAFAC tried to help me at all.
Currently, I teriously doubt I'll ever receive it all."
"My military pay has been a real source of dissatisfaction. I
have not been paid for all drills I have attended. I have
talked to several others with the same problem. This needs to
be investigated as it is a serious problem."
"I am dissatisfied with pay in reference to a unit member not
receiving their pay on time, with know effective means of
resolving the problem until the unit administration decides
too."
"The new "credit-card" pay system is unwieldy, inefficient and
terribly time consuming - to the detriment of training."
"My enlistment bonus after 3 years is still screwed up. I'm
getting sick and tired of the run around I get in trying to
resolve all my pay problem."
"I went to PLDC in Oct. and Nov. 1985 and did not receive any
pay whatsoever. The orders were not turned in by the training
officer."
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"My wife and I are both members of the same unit. It took 4
months for my wife to receive the 1st pay which was incorrect.
Realistic estimates of time to 1st pay should be given and this
time should not be >120 days maximum."
"Theowed
timemoney
in receiving
myyear."
educational bonus took awhile - I am
still
from last
"The pay system does not work as efficiently as it could.
can brake down and takes way too long to correct any error.
Being on a set income I can not afford any error."

It

"Dissatisfied with unit personnel files upkeep. Still trying
to get 20 year letter, after 22 years of service."
"Extra money "NOW" is not a correct statement, it took me 9
months to get paid."
"Getting...sick of... coming out during the month and not
getting paid."
"There is a serious problem I perceive at RCPAC with keeping
retirement points straight."
"I'm very disappointed with the pay system. Before I went to
basic the Army owed me a lot of money. I figured I would forget
about it and start fresh. I returned from basic in Sept. &
haven't been paid since. Nor have I received my bonus. I find
it a major disappointment & I find it hard to leave my civilian
job & show up for drills in which I don't get paid."
"I received an immunization shot prior to going to Germany
with my unit. I had a allergic reaction to this shot, therefore
I had to be rushed to the hospital. This happened to me in Aug
84, I was told the military would take care of all bills. It is
now almost 2 year later and I am still receiving bills from the
hospital. When I get these bills I take them to drill with me
and they take the bill and tell me they will take care of it.
Now the hospital is threatening to ruin my credit because the
bill is not paid."
"I feel that the pay system should be more effective.
had pay problem for the last three years."

I have

"Pay problems such as receiving annual payment of reenlistment
bonus four years in a row and then not receive it when due, not
being paid from months on up to a year for drills etc., should
be addressed."
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"I also wish to bring to your attention the fact that there is
much disappointment in the way which the units administrators,
civilian and military, tend to problem such as re-enlistment,
bonuses, back pay, school bonus reimbursements, cutting of
orders etc."
"I feel we have a problem in reserve finance department.
Sometime we don't get paid on time or don't get paid at all."
"The methods and procedures regarding pay are very unsatisfactory. I have been waiting for 18 months for an enlistment
bonus."

"The only suggestion I have is that the unit could set up a
better way to get your paycheck processed faster after you
return from active duty. It took 6 months for me to get into
the computer and receive my first check for drills."
"I'm very dissatisfied with the procedures for paying out the
initial enlistment bonus program. I am yet awaiting my bonus.
It was sent out in Aug., and got shoved around because no one in
Finance knew how to handle the problem. And to make it worst
they didn't notify my unit until it was 6 months late."
"The worst thing about the Army Reserve System is the fact
that we have to wait 2 months to receive money for drills we did
3 months ago. Why are Reserve personnel paid thru a system
which is always 2 months behind!"
"Also it take too long for newcomers to a unit to get paid."
"I am very dissatisfied with the unit administration. It is
now mid-April 1986. I am still waiting to be paid for travel,
food and lodging expenses I incurred in December 1985."

F

"I would like to make a comment about the procedure for pay at
annual training. I feel that reservists should be paid while at
AT and not have to wait until the individual returns to his/her
home station and then send in orders for pay then have to wait
another 9n to tw months before receiving their checks."
"Pay - one of the most pressing problems we face. Our people
are not getting paid. The unit is doing what is required but
6th Army cannot get the checks issued correctly and on time."
"Pay - this is an ongoing problem. Two things always seem to
happen. (1) No pay for drill weekend. (2) Or partial pay for
drill week-end. Pay problems have to be resolved during the
week rather than drill week ends. This presents a problem for
people who live 50-75 miles from drilling unit."
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"I would like to see the pay system be handled a little

different so we don't have to wait two months or more to start
to get paid."
"...we can make to drill on time, surely, our hard earned
check be on time."
"Out of 4 years of service, I have been paid the correct
amount on time, maybe 6 months."
"Totally unhappy with military pay procedures. More often
than not, we are not reimbursed fully for the monies spent
during annual training and active duty training. The pay
submittance procedures has many niches and small units do not
have full-time qualified personnel available to assist in these
matters."
"How come it takes so long to get pay when transferring from
one unit to the next? I haven't been paid for 3 months. I know
of others who haven't been paid in 6 months or more."
"The benefits become so entangled in paperwork & red tape that
some of these people give up and quit the Reserves because of
it."
"I am dissatisfied at receiving monthly checks a month late
such as:
Monthly Drill
14-15 Dec 85
11-12 Jan 86
8-9 Feb 86

*of

Check Received
3 Feb 86
3 Mar 86
2 Apr 86"

"I received an Airborne related injury at the beginning of
Annual Training which resulted in a broken left leg. As of this
date I have not received one cent of payment for said injury. I
was off my civilian job for 2 months and was forced to use all
my built up sick time in order to meet my bills. The proper
paper work was completed and sent in 4 months ago."
"Supposed to receive bonus for 6 yr. enlistment - 3 years have
gone by and no bonus as of yet. Six packets of my records have
been sent in and no word yet."
"The pay procedures are very unorganized in my unit. There
are people who haven't received any pay in over a year. A lot
of people, including myself, are due back pay from drills
attended without pay and also bonus pay."
"Very dissatisfied with the pay system - appears to operate
without competency ie finance often not aware of changing forms;
pay problems often extend >1 year."
Appndix A
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"The educational bonus should be separate from the monthly

drill pay (ie. I turned in a school tuition bill for $1000.00.
I received the check 5 months later and received only $800.00 of
the $1000 and did not receive my pay for the month drill."

"In 20 years I have never seen anything so poor as the pay
system this past year. This must be made a top priority to
improve the system."
"Don't receive monies for RMA's, ADT, travel pay for more than
year now."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"Husband performs tasks/jobs for USAR on off duty time (i.e.,
weekends) at request of senior officers and then has miles of
red-tape or months of waiting before receiving monetary pay
earned. (Still waiting pay for August 1985.)"
"He has also had some pay problems - receiving pay for made-up
meetings. It has taken over 6 months. to receive this pay even
though the drill was made up the following week. This seems
very unfair especially when you count on that money each month."
"There should be a provision made so that the reservist does
not have to spend money out of his own pocket when he attends
ADT at AT. The time is too long in filing and being reimbursed
for the money being spent out of one's own pocket."
"The pay is bad & since coming back from active duty training
his pay has been messed up for five months. He's received about
5% of the pay due him for his reserve duties, and keeps getting
the 'run around'."
"I wish the Army would pay 'on time.' We haven't got a check
for 2 1/2 months. Unfortunately, the bills are always 'on
time.' The Army owes my husband about $1,800.00 for full-time
work he put in, since he has no other job."
"...it takes an excessive amount of time to rectify pay
problems, etc. - often several months at best. Frustratingl"
"...when he transferred from National Guards to Army Reserves

someone got his papers messed up.- resulting in his not getting
paid for several Drill weekends. We are still trying to get all
the back pay that was due to him. If one of his main objectives
is to supplement his income with this Drill pay why is it so
complicated to get paid?"
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k"For

the most part, pay checks are issued for duty performed

on a regular basis.
mistake:

However, when your payroll shop makes a

#1. It alay shorts my wife'e pay. (never an overpayment).
#2. It can't be fixed for at least 30 days because of Army
'precedent'.
Since we budget my wife's reserve income into paying our monthly
bills, its more than an inconvenience when you make a mistake.
We have to scramble to meet our obligations while you take your
time meeting yours. If you want this spouse to feel better
about his wife's involvement in the Reserves, you'll find a way
to make your payroll unit more responsible when they make
mistake."
!
i

"Wish someone would do something about my husband's pay
problems."
"My most current complaint is pay. My husband is currently on
AT home station. He has been told that he can expect to receive
his pay up to 2 weeks after his AT is over. This makes it
difficult to plan for this money. Since my husband's reserve
pay always helps to pay bills, tuition, doctors, etc., the not
knowing when the money is coming is hard."
"The only complaint I have towards the USAR is that it seems
whenever my husband takes special schooling and donates more
time and weekends, his pay is always late or his orders are
lost. It always seems there is a lengthy delay."
"The problem is getting paid for some within a reasonable
time. Sometimes we wait 2 to 3 months. The expenses checks are
even longer getting to us. Sometimes his orders are not right
and then he doesn't get the right pay. They make amendments to
the orders and you still don't get the pay. We are still
waiting for some that happened back in December 85."
"We also have had problems in the past with receiving the pay
for the drills with the money arriving three months late which
causes a lot of hardships."
"My greatest dissatisfaction with my husbands reserve
experience is in the time it takes us to receive pay and reimbursement that is above or beyond his mont. K drill pay. He
went to an extra seminar in Nov of 1985 at.r w:t- to be paid for
the time and reimbursed for expenses. We h
yet to receive
that pay. All we get from people responsiblez for tracing why we
have not received the check is - 'We'll fill out a form."'

I
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"The unit that he's with makes out a yearly drill schedule
that chanqes within a month or two tops - he usually doesn't
know until about a month in advance when his 2 week training is.
Also...another problem is the ongoing problem with his pay &
getting it. He's continually getting his checks late, getting
the wrong amount of pay & it's taking years for then to =ry to
catch up with his present pay grade. For example for two years
he got pay as an E2 while he was an E3 & E4."
"I would like someone to check into the Payroll Department of
my husband's unit. He has reported for 6 weekend trainings and
2 other nights, and has only been paid for 2 weekends. Also
they promised him a bonus ($1800) to re-enlist. He re-enlisted
for 6 years and we have received nothing. When he checked with
the payroll department in his unit, they told him his name
wasn't in the computer."
"I am very dissatisfied with the payroll personnel. I think
you should insure that the proper military personnel are placed
in their proper slots and that they know their job! We have had
numerous problems with our pays and when it is a major contribution to our income, it puts us in a terrible predicament. There
is 'no' excuse to have to wait six months or more for a payroll
problem to be solved."
"I have no problem with my husband being in the reserve. The
only complaint I have is the manner in which he is paid when
asked to go to a school or etc. You are expected to use your
own money and then be reimbursed. It usually takes too long to
get reimbursed. My husband went to a school in Jan., it is now
April and we still have not gt pva."
"I did not appreciate the lax attitude the Army Reserve unit
had/has with paying its members timely and properly."
"My husband flies and if the helicopter breaks or they have to
go cross country he has to pay out of his pocket to stay someplace. They get reimbursed but that does not help when they
start running low on money or when it cuts into family money to
pay bills. They need to get a better system for this."
"Pay for mandays/RMA's/travel pay is horrible. If it is ever
received at all it is only after continuous harassment of pay
people, (unit technicians) & then is several months late."
"Additional training for the men is good but it can create a
financial hardship when you must pay for transportation,
housing, etc and then wait to be reimbursed."
"I don't like my husband being sent to school for and extra
weekends a month and can't get paid for his time for months
later."
6th QRmC
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"It would be very nice if the reserves would be a little more

prompt with reimbursements, a year is a little long."
"I don't like having to wait 3 months for each paycheck.
took too long to get the first one."

It

"I d2 Xish the pay system could be improved. There are many
months we are $1500-$2000 behind on pay and reimbursements. Pay
that has to be taken out of our family savings account to pay
months bills, because my husband has taken leave of absence from
his civilian job and the Army doesn't pay him his wages until 23 months later for time he has put in with them."
"My husband was told upon enlistment that he would receive a
promotion before they sent him to school in Virginia. This was
in July, 1984. He didn't receive the promotion for nearly a
year, and then it was another year before they paid him for his
higher rank. They didn't pay him for his drill for Dec., 1984
or the two drills in March, 1986. It cost my husband money for
gas plus his time for drills, then when he doesn't get paid,
that puts us 'in the hole' financially."
"I'm very dissatisfied with the length of time the Reservist
and dependents must wait before pay for special duty or annual
training is received. I speak for my family and one other, it
has created severe financial problems at times and if there were
not a small savings account readily accessible it would have
created a greater hardship."
"Pay problems
My husband went
orders were not
the second week

are almost impossible to get straightened out.
to two schools in August of 85. Because the
done correctly he has still not been paid for
of schools, this is April of 86."

Naval Reserve
Officer
"Then there's the question of pay. It took eight months after
affiliating with my unit to get my first paycheck. Eight
months. I understand that's not unusual. It may not be
unusual, but it is disgraceful."
"The Naval Reserve 'RESFIRST' pay system is too complicated,
and does not work well due to the inability of those
administering the system to keep up with the paperwork."
"I would advocate reimbursement for travel for reservists
living over 50 miles from their drill site."
"Travel is paid for one ACDUTRA but per diem should be paid
for any split ACDUTRA whether ACDUTRA is split in two or more."
Appendix A
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"I would like to shed some thoughts on the Navy Reserves pay
system/procedures. I fail to understand why a more serious
stance has not been taken regarding reserve pay for new affiliates. I feel there is a serious problem with a system which
allows these new reservists to wait up to six months and longer
before he or she receives the first pay check from Cleveland. I
do not believe there could possibly be a valid excuse for those
occurrence. Most new affiliates come to the reserves from
active duty tours where normal living expenses and debts have
occurred. Many are still seeking careers in the civilian
sector. As we all well know, mortgagors, banks, IRS and other
creditors do not accept promises for payments without penalties.
Therefore reservists %ho elect to give up time with family or
friends to serve their country ought to be treated with more
concern. It would be a far more fair system is new affiliates
were given a cash advance and then if the need arises monthly
deductions could be assessed to recoup any overpayments.
Overall pay problems take low priority at your level, but in
actuality it is a very high priority among drilling reservists."
"The few complaints that I do have are with agencies outside
of the unit. The people conducting payroll have not been doing
their jobs thoroughly. People are not getting paid or not at
the correct rank/grade. NMPC and NRPC have a difficult time in
obtaining and keeping necessary documents for service
jackets/promotion."
"The Reservist pay system is unsatisfactory. Numerous SELRES
I have been associated with during the past 11 months have
experienced lengthy (6-10 months) to get into the complex pay
system and get their pay for drills performed. Navy Finance
Center in Cleveland is iagi&
- they have admitted to my
YN/PN personnel that they leave their phones off the hook and I
believe them. I have tried to call, too. Pay problems beyond
local control RESFORMAN command and PSD/NAVCEN level), along
with the difficulty in reaching NRPC and NFC Cleveland is
causing many SELRES to become very frustrated and unmotivated.
They ask me why they have been drilling for 6-9 months without
pay, and as the personnel officer, I can not give them anything
but the Reserve salute as an explanation of the pay system. It
needs fixing!"
"When initially joined the reserves it took better than 6
months to straighten out the paperwork. Might add that entailed
a severe financial burden as I was in graduate school and not
working."
"Reserve pay is adequate, however getting paid in a timely
manner is most unsatisfactory. Often I have been owed significant sums of pay by the Reserves and through no fault on my
part, the monies have not been paid for periods as long as a
year. Often it takes this long to get pay problems corrected.
is
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The pay system is not responsive to efforts to correct problems
(whether the problem is a diary entry or administrative error).
In my experience, my pay problems have not been isolated cases.

Getting paid the correct amount in a timely manner is a problem
through out the Naval Reserve. Furthermore, unless the individual Reserve member closely audits his pay each month to
detect the errors, and then initiates long and time consuming
efforts to correct the problems, the administrative system or
disbursing in Cleveland (Navy), should never detect that a
reservist has been shorted pay and initiate action to correct
the under payment. Not only must the reservist meet all his
military requirements, but often has to 'chase' his pay after he
has earned it. Pay problems in the Naval Reserve are a cause of
much frustration and dissatisfaction with the system."
"While the pay is satisfactory, processing leaves much to be
desired. If, for any reason, a problem exists with pay, a
minimum of four weeks passes before correction. This is
compounded by the timing of the receipt. Often, the problem
isn't known about until the pay voucher is received. If a
correction is required by the time it is processed the cut-off
for the next cycle haz been passed, meaning resolution takes two
months. For lower grade ranks/rates, the loss of pay is a
severe financial blow, reducing morale and impacting on retention."

7*

"My biggest single complaint is with the Naval Reserve Pay
System. My pay checks have been incorrect 4 of the last 9
months and at one time over $2000 in arrears! This is
unsatisfactory and many others have the same problem. The
glitch seems to be in Cleveland at the Navy Pay Center. Perhaps
we could pay locally like the ANG? If not, make the system and
computer work!"
"PEy. The management of Navy Reserve drill pay by Navy
Finance Center, Cleveland is atrocious. Despite careful
preparation of pay slips at the Reserve Unit level and good
support from our Reserve Center, the pay checks of nearly all
our service members repeatedly come up short. Telephone calls
and letters to Cleveland are ignored. The shortfalls in pay are
the greatest detriments to morale that our unit faces. Does
anyone out there care?"
"The Naval Reserve Pay system is a disgrace. We have had too
numerous problems to list in our command. Pay problems have
been prevalent for over a year on some selected reservists caused members to quit and seriously affected the morale of our
sailors. Problems seem to be centered around flight pay and
drill cutoff dates and are compounded by an inability to reach
anyone in Cleveland who is willing to work toward a solution.
There needs to be standardization in drill cutoff/payment dates,
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a "chain of command, or checklist" for solving pay problems, and
representatives within the command (not PSD) who are willing to
help us."

"Drill attendance is poor, primarily because many reservists
end up going months without getting paid."
"I feel, that I am a very motivated Naval Intelligence
Officer, I am dedicated and enthusiastic about the mission and
assignments. However, when faced with the many frustrations
encountered in the administration of the NRIP motivation is at
times difficult to muster. For example, it took my having to
travel to Washington D.C. to straighten out my pay problems (9
months without being paid) and for them to get my Base Pay Entry
Date correct."
"Significant delay in pay, up to 6 months for officers,
hinders recruiting and destroys retention of female officers,
particularly nurses."
"I began drilling in a pay status in June '85. No one
would work with me to discover what was causing my pay problems
until 6 months had passed. (It takes 4-6 months to get an
officer paid was the normal quote). I finally received pay in
February. I would suggest a system of double checks - this is
inappropriate for anyone - besides, the pay is still not
correct."
"Pay problems go unresolved for months, even though addressed
through proper channels."
"If the fleet was as snarled up as the personnel record
keeping and pay system of the Naval Reserve, they would never
have found Libya and probably would have bombed Israel. The
present 6-8 months lag time in getting their drill pay started
is a great discouragement to young officers in transition from a
full time military to a civilian part-time military career."
Spouses of Officers
"As most families are on a tight budget, we are no different
and when my husband gets called away for an extra weekend
meeting that is out of our area and most of the time out of the
state we are expected to pay the bill for his transportation,
meals, rental cars, hotel room etc. This money has to come out
of our monthly budget and we have at time had to wait up to 4
months for reimbursement for these expenses which is totally
unsatisfactory. If these meetings are to take place then
provisions should be made ahead of time so that the burden of
these expenses are not carried by the family."

A-20
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h fficers of reserve units are generally understaffed,
unorganized, inefficient. I've found that very little is done
unless my husband looks out for his own welfare - including
financial difficulties. Drill chits are misplaced or lost
altogether, often processed months later."
"If my husband is going to be separated from his family and is

dedicated enough to devote his free time to the Naval Reserve, I
feel he should be financially compensated - 2D t =."

Enlisted Members
"Only one problem I have encountered, which to this day has
not been resolved, is travel reimbursement for modified ACDUTRA.
Since I am not in a disbursing rate I did not understand procedures in this matter and when asked for help did not receive a
response that directed me to an acceptable solution. The
outcome was that I paid my own fare to a training site. I
cannot understand this."
"...if the reservist did not get a paycheck he will not find
out why until after the reports are in; and he cannot get paid
until the following month."
"My only negative comment is in regard to the payment of
bonuses. Upon entering active reserves I contracted for an
affiliation bonus. That was June or 1984 and since I had fewer
than 18 months left on my six year obligation I should have
received the bonus in October 1984."
"I spent 2 extra weeks on ACDUTRA in Subic Bay because of
worker strike. Then only got paid for 5 of those days. Still
waiting for new orders to come in to get the last 9 days pay. 6
other people in same boat. We extended to help USN out then get
stepped on."
"For the last (many) months I haven't received any pay for my
drill weekends. This situation is getting very old I would like
it very much if this was worked on."
"We almost lost one man because he didn't get paid for six
months."
"I have not been reimbursed yet for the travel and meal
expenses I took care of myself on the last tw- weekends our unit

went on! I can't afford to go on the one scheduled in 2 weeks
if I don't receive a check very soon."
"The pay system is a poor excuse for pride and professionalism. They take months to correct mistakes they make. We
end up waiting months to get paid. Get your act together, make
the pay system simpler."
Appendix A
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"When we have to rent vehicles and be reimbursed 6-8 weeks
later causes a cash flow prob. as I don't earn funds to be tied
up for the convenience of the government for such a long time."
"Pay problems for people just coming in is a joke.
shouldn't take 5-6 months to start getting paid."

It

"Due to mission requirements of a C-9 outfit, 1 or more pays
special ACDUTRA is very common and getting paid for these orders
takes 4 to six weeks. If RON is involved on these orders,
advance per diem is impossible to obtain for SARs but TARs have
it."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"Is this a joke? My husband served in the Naval Reserves for
over a year & received D2 pay."
Marine Corps Reserve
Officers
"Our pay system has one m
flaw - we have to work at least
11 days at one site before that site can pay us; otherwise pay
must come from Kansas City and if they don't pay attention it
can take 30-90 days to receive a check - sometimes longer!"
"Pay problems are one of the .mainreason new Marines drop out,
I know of at least 2 Marines who have entered reserve program an
went 6 to 8 mo. before receiving pay. Due to lack of funds some
Marines have been over 6 mo. before they even had utilities to
ware. Lack of uniforms contributes to lack of motivation."
"Administration of Reserve Records for both pay and retirement
credit aren't always accurate. Pay has improve significantly in
the last 3-5 years in quantity and frequency. Keeping up with
"good" years and retirement credits is extremely poor! The
responsibility is wrongly placed on each individual reservists
to correct or update records."
Enlisted Members
"I am very dissatisfied with the pay system. The amount we
are paid for the time put in.... This also falls back on poor
ability to pay what is due on time."
"The day the Marine Corps starts to issue paychecks on a
regular basis instead of every six months... is the day I'll
happily reenlist."
"The amount of pay is adequate.
time."
A-22
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"I am very upset that I lost a bonus due to an administrative
error and a change in military policy since I enlisted 3 years
ago."
"The system used for paying mandays is pathetic. In April of
1985 I spent 2 2kndays in Yuma, Arizona and I have yet to be
paid for that. That is why on the questionnaire I answered no
to the question concerning paid mandays."
"I have enjoyed the Marine Reserve for some time now. I was
disappointed but not upset 3 or 4 years ago when I was not being
paid due to a computer problem. I did not get paid for almost a
year. The problem was finally resolved and I was paid but I
understood the reason."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"The reserve policy or situation I would like to comment on is
the fact that the Marines are expected to be where they are
assigned on time in presentable attire the whole bit and my
marine is. Then come pay time. Nine times out of ten for one
reason or another the pays are unavoidably late, incorrect etc."
"If you could make sure the reserve "might" get their checks
on time: and with the right amount each time."
"...during his reserve weekends he doesn't get paid until way
later - if possible the payment should be sent earlier to help
out w/financial responsibilities."
"Also, why is it the reservists are always supposed to be
there when they want them but half the time when they do get
paid you always hear the line "TME CHECK I I THE MAIL!"
"The reservists' pay checks are often not distributed at the
following drill. When this occurs, our financial commitments
often cannot be met. A sincere effort to distribute these
checks on a dependable schedule should be made."
Air National Guard
Spouses of Officers
"I feel that the people involved in payroll are v
incompetent. There was a period of 8 weeks that my husband's
paycheck did not come. This was only one time & the longest
time. There were several other times one being 6 weeks. Two or
three other times being 2 to 4 weeks late. This really put our
family in severe hardships at these times paying bills & buying
food for our family. I only hope that the lack of concern for
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our families that the payroll personnel seems to have does not
mar the respect that our children have toward our country,
government, & military."
Enlisted Members
"I dislike receiving sLgwM. I recently completed a formal
training school at an active air force base. I had to wait
after the completion of my school until my orders were submitted
for payment. The orders were submitted after my return to my
unit. I had to wait Sight weeks for payment. I believe this is
a disservice to anyone who is loyal and makes a good effort to
do a good job!"
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"More prompt attention should be given to errors in pay for
drill weekends. It should be unnecessary to have to wait as
much as one month (maybe more) for a correction in pay and/or
issuance of a new check."
"Sometimes my spouse is xired to do drill other than the
scheduled time, in order to do needed repairs to Aircraft. When
this occurs, it takes 4-6 weeks to receive pay for those
drills."
"I'd rather see the paycheck handled differently than by mail.
This sometimes makes things hard when you depend on money for
household expenses and live on a 2 week budget and the check is
late because of the mail being late."
"On days that he flies additional flight training periods he
drives 204 miles and spends 10 hours of that day to complete
this and does not receive enough pay to cover these expenses.
Not to mention wear and tear on our car."

*

"Active duty pay should be available upon return and/or
release from active duty or on biweekly schedule when active
duty period exceeds 14 days."
Air Force Reserve
Officers
"Delay in pay after a member participates can create serious
problems - especially for personnel without a full time civilian
job. The pay and orders system needs to be streamlined. We
create our own problems with all the various pots we use to
write orders and pay our people. RPA, School Tour, Prog Tour,
UTA, Annual Tnur and AFTPs all boil done to dollars required to
accomplish the mission. I suggest we only have one or two
A-24
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categories, e.g. Active Duty or Inactive Duty training and do
away with numerous accounts. We have come a long way in the
areas of pay and retirement since I joined the Reserves, and
also in improved weapons systems."
"Takes to long to get paid for drill and annual tours. My pay
is over three weeks after I performed duty."
"Surepay is fantastict

Thanks."

"The major dissatisfaction I have with military pay is the
long delays I have experienced in being paid for annual tours.
I go on an annual tour for two weeks each year. During this
period I am not paid by my civilian employer. Yet the Air Force
does not pay me on time either. I can expect to be paid about 6
weeks after my tour is over. This means that for a two week
period I will not have any income at all, yet my creditors do
not accept the fact that my military pay will impact my paying
the mortgage, etc. (by the way, any delays only result in
additional penalties and interest charges). The suggestion that
we as Reservists should have a buffer built up for such an event
is hard to do with the current high mortgages many of us pay.
Even if I had savings that would cover this period of annual
actual duty, it would then be a 'tax' I would have to pay to
have the privilege to go on annual tour. The Army and Navy
reserve is able to pay its reservists prior to completion of
their annual tours. Why Can't the Air Force Reserve do the
same? The only way I can afford to go on annual tour is for me
to take my total ten days vacation earned each year and use it
for annual tour. This means that I do not get to take a
vacation at any time as I am either at work in my civilian job
or on annual tour. Additionally, this creates a hardship for my
family as the whole family pays for my not having a true
vacation time I can use for family time. This will be the
reason I will not spend one day past the earliest time I can
'retire' from the program. Further, I cannot recommend the
reserve program to any one--the Air Force does not pay its bills
on time. It is hard for me to give any time to the Air Force
since my civilian employer is the one to whom I owe the most
loyalty."
"Service accounting organizations should be more professional
and responsive about paying salaries."
Spouses of Officers
"My husband is paid for each 3 days he does each quarter. But
we always have to wait a year before we receive the pay for his
two week tour of duty. He receives no pay for the days he
misses his civilian job. He only generates pay if he is on the
job and what he is paid for his reserve duty does not equal one
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fourth of a civilian pay day.

Therefore we are actually losing

money to serve. The least the pay office could do is to pay
promptly for each time period served.*

"Payroll seems very slow in cutting checks in a timely
fashion.

The processing of paper work is erratic."

Enlisted Members
"My pay is being held for no reason. They owe me over
$1,000.00 and we are ready to get evicted because of it."
"Pay checks not received on time."
Coast Guard Reserve
Enlisted Members

"I feel that
thepoor."
pay & records of pay for the Reserves is very
inadequate,
slow,
"Pay and travel reimbursements are very slow to nonexistent."
"The pay situation for ADT is u.

It takes several

weeks after ADT is performed for individuals to receive pay.
Several unit members have had to take out loans and pay interest
on that loan before their check arrives. In addition proper BAQ
entitlements are being sent to District but their seems to be at
least a one year delay in BAQ validation."
"Inadequate pay - not paid on time - too long for pay when

completing active duty."
"Pay problems should be taken care of more promptly."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"I am certain that if a private business operated with the
speed and efficiency of the pay offices for the Coast Guard
Reserves, that private business would have been out of business
almost before it started. My husband completed his first
reserves drill in April of 1981, and did not receive his first
such
until October
of November
of '81.andWe
have
enduredhas
paycheck
delays throughout
his Coast
Guard career
the
situation
not improved."
"There have been numerous delays insptting paych'ks and
reenlistment bonuses. One year he did"R t get his It-2 from the
Coast Guard until June! Would appreciae a more efficient
recordkeeping system."
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"We are very dissatisfied with the way the Reserve's pay is
handled. We depend on the money to meet our'needs and it is
impossible to count on it being here when such needs arise. It
does not arrive at any particular time and we can never be
certain as to how much we will receive. My husband has been
told he's been 'over-drilling'. He drills according to his
orders. No more and no less. Still they (you) continue to foul
up his pay."
*The only thing I don't like is when my husband goes on his

two weeks duty, he doesn't get paid at the end of the two weeks.
We go two weeks without a source of income and it puts a strain
on us. We usually have to wait a couple of weeks before we get
the check."

Army National Guard
Officers
"I spend an average of 20 hours per month at my civilian job
or at home preparing for Guard drills or other Guard requirements."
"Too much correspondence work for no pay.
Advanced Course. b. CGSC."

Specifically a.

"Drill time, Mandays, AT length & military benefits are not
sufficient to satisfy our current & projected missions. Corresponding compensation & benefits are failing to cover the

large amount of time needed to meet personal & unit needs."
Spouses of Officers
"Although I fully support my husband in his Army National
Guard membership, there are a few problems involved. He gives
more than that which is required of him by going on extra
missions to benefit his unit and his country.. Some of these
missions involve travel to other states. Sometimes he is away
for up to 3 weeks. This involves absence from work with
arrangements for money for the family to live on while he is
away. Much of his trip expenses; room, board, travel, etc.,
come from his pocket with the help of charge cards.
Reimbursement takes too long to arrive, sometimes several
months, and we pay the interest on our charges. It seems that
we have to have enough extra money ahead of time in order for
him to be able to go on his missions and for us to buy groceries
and pay bills. There ought to be a better way."
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"Too many meetings, etc., which often require out-of-pocket
cost and no pay."
"I was upset to learn that after he became an officer, he was
required to go in one additional evening before drill weekends
w/o pay."

"My husband is the commander of an Army National Guard unit.
I feel the Commander should be allocated more than 2 days per
month - perhaps 5 days, with the other 3 days served on days of
his choice. My husband is already putting in these days, he
just isn't getting paid for it."
,"For Guard activities during 1985, my husband was away for 2
mo. and approximately 2 weekends each mo. only 50% of this time
was required, he was paid for approx. 75% of the time, making
25% strictly volunteer. He missed one day of required drill as
it happened to coincide with the birth of our daughter."
"If you were to provide more monetary gratification for the
over-abundance of unpaid time my husband provides the Guard
maybe his absence from home would seem more justifiable."
"Husband puts in twice as much time as paid for, much of it
dealing with repetitious & seemingly unnecessary paperwork. We
don't mind most of the sacrifices but this is getting
ridiculous."
"I feel all mandatory time spent for the Guards should be paid
including ATA's. For ATA's in our units more people are
required to attend than what pay is authorized for - so they
have to take turns being paid."
Enlisted Members
"Since I am a 97B4L NOS, the 97B training was all army. But
the language was all civilian training. Almost all my
utilization by the Army has been for language (#28). But
despite the amount of time it takes me to keep up the language I
am not paid for this. I am required often times to work in
areas for which I am not trained or experienced. Such as
constructing new quarters or revamping existing facilities which
requires me to use skills I do not have. It is very frustrating
and the quality of the work is sometimes poor which can amount
to a safety hazard. Also even though required to do
construction work I am not always given the tools or supplies to
get the job done right. I have to make do or supply it myself.
I am required to do paperwork, language study etc on my own time
and it takes a considerable amount of time for which I am not
paid, which is a source of frustration."
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"I feel that to much time is asked of all men in this unit to
work without pay or coup. time. I.E. preparing for IG Coaet
inspection. Time should be put into training objectives to get
this done."
"The Ready Reserve is a 2

entity staffed by full-

timers who commit their units to part-time activities that take
full-time planning and preparation beyond their full-time capability. Therefore, in order to be a 'dedicated and respected
part-timer' (not to mention a good NCO who accomplishes the
mission and takes care of his personnel), I must be a 'temporary
full-timer' (unpaid), not a part-time soldier."
"Spend a lot of extra hours that we don't aet 2aid for.
very disappointing and time consuming."

it

"As a NCO we are spending more of our time at home on things.

Training outlines, class, preparation, counseling forms, calling
alert rosters, etc. that we don't have time for on drill
weekends."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"What really bothers me and my husband is that on several occasions this past year he has been sent a letter demanding he
attends a week night meetings (without pay) with no excuses why
he can't attend. This made it very hard for us plus I feel its
unfair. My husband works 2nd shift plus his only nights off are
Sunday and Monday, which means he has to take a night off
without pay or if he calls in sick, he is ineligible to work
over time for 10 days."
"My major concern with my husband's job is the ever increasing
amount of time the job demands, both in the actual job and the
training (schools). This year we have computed that he will
devote a minimum of 22 weekends to the guards and there are
always more that "pop up" throughout the year. This doesn't
begin to count the many hours of overtime he gives the guards.
I carry a picture in my wallet of him just so I won't forget
what he looks likel The pay is good and we are thankful that he
has the job. However the pay when divided by actual hours
worked, is not nearly as fantastic as it sounds."
"Pay scale is too low for extra hours involved before & after
drill."
"The only complaint I have is the fact that my (NCO) husband
has to attend meetings with out pay."
"Guard members are often expected to give up Saturdays that
are not drill days for such things as physical examinations,
etc, without compensation."
Appendix A
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"Neither overtime pay or time off is ever given for overtime
on weekend drills. I think one or the other should be given to
them."
"The biggest problem is the 15 or more hours a month required

where there is no compensation, monetary or otherwise. This
includes extra meetings & paper work required for drills &
inspections.'

"I don't think you should expect my husband to attain meetings
he doesn't get paid for. It cost too much money for gas for him
not to receive pay for these meetings."
"They require to much of his time without compensation,
additional planning & training time."
Army Reserve
Officers
"When I was a manager of a national chain restaurant it was a
requirement to pay anyone for time spent working there - whether
it was required or permitted. Now that my reserve units' fulltime manning has been cut back from 4 persons to 2, the officers
and senior NCO's are being asked to come in on nights and
weekends to do paperwork and other records maintenance. We have
a sense of pride in keeping the unit in a condition that would
be satisfactory to an IG inspection - so we come in and do it.
It is my feeling as well as everyone else, that if we need to
spend our time working for the unit - we should be paid for it."
"In general, officers, E-8 & E-9s, and some selected MOSs ie
71476Y, end up putting in a lot of extra time to the USAR
program, most of which is unpaid. Most of this time is
accomplished administrative actions, which are not accomplished

at drills due to training. There should be a way to at least
partially compensate members for extra time. Dedication only
goes so far."
"I contend that satisfaction ijeeye even though no pay is
derived for the 25 plus hours per month I spend endeavoring
toward USAR goals. When it gets down to trying to get paid for
hours spent, the man-days RNA's ETA. ATA's with their
associated paperwork/documentation is too cumbersome."
"Too many hours unpaid duty required and expected by US Army
of its Reservists."
"I spend approximately 20 hrs. extra a month at the reserve
center for which I do not receive any compensation. During this
time I am working on other administrative duties and activities
which cannot be preformed at drill. There are just to many
A-30
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other demands placed on the soldier today to accomplish

everything that needs to be accomplished at drill.

No one comes

to my home & works or repairs anything without being paid for
it. Why should the officers, NCO's and enlisted men have to

volunteer their time. Since it takes more time to do the
assigned task than allotted then more man days or ATA's should
be allocated. Paid drills should be one week end a month for
training and one night a week to take care of administration
duties. No compensation no work."
"Increased paperwork and increase in extra-duty (non-paid) has
caused some conflict w/spouse and employer. Higher HQ has
failed to realize that full time workers cannot drop their job
at a moments notice."
"From my personal experiences and observations the reserve
system has a lot of hard working and low paid people. The
amount of time spent by some of these members halves or quarters
their per drill pay easily."
"Question 35 asked about the number of extra hours spent at
the drill hall. No where did you ask about the extra time spent
at home in preparing for drill, doing administrative work or
time spent doing correspondence courses or time spent completing
courses like C & GS which most of us do in addition to attending
drills."
"Would like to see a third day per month added to drill
schedule. My section spent 450 man hours in the USARC between
Oct 85 and March 86, less than half was paid. Need extra day to
coordinate between sections and plan for training, as well as
completing paperwork and reports, and conducting training."
Spouses of Officers
drillbypreceding
is the
"My biggest
1200/noon the
to leave
and Friday
he hasnight
It's complaint
a 5 hr drive
weekend.
this
extra
for
not
paid
school is out at 3 00 pm. Also he is
day and it costs him 1/2 day of work. This is a horrible &im
commitment for a family to endure."
"I
said
that
case

favor military pay for reserve units. In no way can it be
that the time and effort put into the non-pay unit is below
of the paid reservists. In fact, in my spouse's particular
the non-pay units take more work time than any previous pay

units."
"Due to his position as a staff officer in his reserve unit,
my husband already attends one additional four-hour drill the
Friday before each regularly scheduled monthly weekend drill."
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"My husband spends a lot of time in the reserve unit without
receiving just compensation. The week-end drills are my biggest
complaint as they invariably conflict with plans at home, but I
understand that week nights do not allow enough time to complete

activities."
"I am angry with the reserves. My husband puts in hours of
work each week at home working on documents. He has even taken
time from work to work on army documents. I resent the amount
of at home work he is expected to do. Also some units expect
officers to attend non-pay drills on a regular basis."
"My main complaint about my husband being in the Army Reserve
is the amount of extra time he has had to spend at the reserve
center to get work completed. His unit seems to always be under
staffed in the personnel section and those officers are over
worked and spend far too many 2muoal and Im aid hours to try
to keep up with the work load. These are hours in addition to
drill weekends. At times I resent the time it takes him away
from our family and the fact he is not earning extra paid for
all the extra hours of work."
"I resent the frequency with which my husband has had to drill
on Mother's Day. I also resent that administrative drills for
which my husband does not get paid has turned into every Tues
until retirement. These take priority over family plans and
regularly cause him to miss important occasions such as children's concerts & games."

j

"I hate it! My husband is a group CO, drills a minimum of 20
hours per month and does another 20 hours per month of paperwork
at home, not to mention extra one-on-one meetings, phone calls,
etc."

rthat

"Our biggest dissatisfaction with the USAR at this time is
my husband is not getting paid for his monthly weekend
drill. This is a lot of time for no financial compensation."
"My husband has been in
get paid because there is
that there should be some
to attend meetings and to

reserves for 7-8 years and does not
no slot for him at his rank. I think
other method or means of allowing him
get some compensation for it."

"Unit commanders should be given extra pay or RST credit for
time spent at the USARC doing paper work and having meetings.
My husband is a physician, working long hours and is expected to
give many hours as a unit commander. This is not conducive to
good family life."
"My husband spends too much time at the reserve center,
sometimes 3 weekends a month and at least 1 night a week. The
weekends are for special training and visits to evaluate unit
A-32
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activities. The time away from family is Ast important, but he
also does not get paid for it. Bhould get paid for weeknight
meetings before weekend drill."
"I do not feel it in reasonable to radjzn education without

1) pay him for the time he spends in class and at least some
compensation for out-of-class hours and 2) mileage and/or meals

when attending these night schools. The Army Reserves is the
only major employer I know which demands this education for the
good of their officers is. experience, knowledge and skill, yet
is unwilling to pay for the members participation and ultimate
successful completion. Regular service members are compensated
for attending education programs because they attend the schools
as their full time job. Reservists cannot - another double
standard."

"My husband currently is on duty about 2-3 weekends a month as
well as 1-5 weeknights a month. Much of the required paperwork,
planning, etc. that must be done 'Just to keep up' must be done
at home with no pay. Often he meets the full-time staff
personnel during his lunch hour to sign paperwork. He has been
HHC Company Commander for 11 months, and was told his promotion
to Captain would be forthcoming but higher up's seem to be
dragging their feet. As I see it we have 'lost' the difference
in pay for this time period even though he done what is
required."
"Rumor has it the ATA and RNA funding is to be eliminated this
fall and if the work load continues I will no longer continue to
support my husband in his Reserve activities. I see no reason
to work for free when so much waste goes on."
"I object to the number of 'required' but unpaid hours that my
spouse spends at Reserve planning/organization meetings."
4

"My husband is a unit commander. He goes to drill Friday
afternoon (65 miles away) and returns Sunday evening. He works
at least one evening a week on Reserve work and training,
sometimes more. But his paychecks have gone down in the last
few months. He says there's no more training money. Why does
the defense budget keep going up while Reservists' paychecks are
going down?"
Enlisted Members
"I do not like having to use my vacation time to attend extra
meetings that the Army does not pay me for."
"For those of us who must spend addtional ti=e to meet
suspense items that occur throughout the month should receive
omn IM
of compensation. Examples are company 1st sergeants,
operatinns sergeants and training NCO's. Myself, I have
Appendix A
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attended 2 conferences in TY85-86, given by higher HQ. The lot
in Sept, on orders, but have not received pay; the 2d in March,
orders were cut but not received. I attended and have yet to be
paid."
"I am very happy with the Army Reserve. I am though not very
happy about spending many extra hours 0 my unit and not being
paid for them."
"NCOs have to spend to much unpaid time, 12 to 16 hrs per
month on admin nights. If the AGR program was used properly it
would help reduce this force time."
"In order to qualify for promotion, soldiers in this USAR
battalion are having to enroll and attend NCO development
courses on non-drill weekends on their own time and without pay.
Funds have been cut off for most additional tours."
"As a acting squad leader we are required to do many hours of
extra work after drills are over plus two evenings each month,
these extra hours are taken from our family time with no extra
pay."
"Spend too much time preparing for drills at home and at the
center preparing for week end drills in which there is no pay or
compensation. If I knew 10 years ago what the reserves were
coming to I would have gotten out. Too much paperwork."
"The USAR needs more RMA's for the amount of work done other
than regular drill time. It is important to pay the people who
are doing all the work."
"I accept fully that I must invest some extra, unpaid time,
say a day a month, to fulfill my responsibilities as First
Sergeant. However, administrative requirements - paperwork have increased dramatically the last few years. In 5 years as
ISG I've never had a funcg1na clerk. I competently delegate
to the max (for NCOOP, etc) and still I must put in 2-5 days
extra - unpaid - each month."

"I average about S0hrs a month to try and do my job, of this I
get paid for 20hrs. Some of this time is at home and I know I
can not get paid for that but the 50hrs still doesn't cover what
is expected and I really laugh at "Good Part Time Job" and
rather than seeing light at the end of the tunnel all I hear is
more to be expected."
"There has been on several occasions when reservists have been
required to attend classes (such as ANCOC) on their own time
(conducted for several months on week-ends) without pay. This
caused a great deal of stress and changes on several individuals
and their families with-out coupensation."
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"Don't think you should have to attend 4-hour ATA training
meetings in a nmniD drill status in BDU's. Seems to be plenty
of money elsewhere like Capstone Conferences and Cascom
Reviews."
"Not enough money in the Reserve system for us to do our job
properly. I put in too much required time & no payl"
"No consideration is given to the fact that many extra hours
are spent working for the government, without pay.
Additionally, after working and extra 20-30 ADT days per year,
it is often stated that because of unit mission requirements, we
MUST give MORE time to the Army Reserve or leave the unit."
"More manday's should be allocated for extra drills during the
month so service members can be paid for extra work they do
between drills."
"Many senior NCO's and officers spend 20 hours or more of
unpaid time to meet their units* administrative and training
needs."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"Sometimes my husband is required to stay longer than his
usual time. I would not normally mind this, but we have only
one car and (a baby with an illness requiring frequent emergency
treatments] and it is sometimes hard for me to get ahold of my
husband. This practice also seems unfair to the family in
general. He is a full time student and works a part time job.
As a family we miss having family time together. This extra
time is demanded by the staff. The time is usually 4 extra
hours of duty in one day (7:30 am - 10:00 pm). This requires a
30 mile drive from one base to another and the 4 extra hours are
unpaid time with no travel pay."
"Has to spend too much time unpaid to get the job thoroughly
completed before and after drills."
"I don't feel that my spouse should spend so much frM
Reserves without pay."

time at

"My husband is always bringing home work to work on or type
after his monthly meetings. It should be shared evenly with
other enlisted officers. Cut down on after hours work or get
paid extra for the work or job."
"We've been very unhappy about the extra time my husband has
been forced to drill - weekends & AT. He's been drilling , full
weekends a months and has to be at AT first and be the last to
leave. He teaches the ANCO/BNCO classes & must be re-certified
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to teach the new PLDC class - thus the extra time. He's hardly
ever home! The money certainly isn't worth the extra time he's
had to put in."
"At admin meetings prior to weekly drills one guy gets paid
others don't. Either treat then equal or find another way to
credit them with more than one point some get paid & points."
"My husband is a USAR instructor. I don't think its right for
any instructor to give his or her free time. They have to give
96 hours of instruction, voluntarily, before they can get paid.
I feel that any time, given to the USAR to teach and instruct
other soldiers should get paid for."
"I feel any branch of service is a wonderful thing to have in
the U.S. but I truly object when it comes to more than a once a
month. Especially when a person is overloaded with work that
has to be completed at home - with no extra pay. Or, Friday
night meetings for "No Pay." I feel if you work very hard and
always make drills, meetings, etc. you should be paid."
"Why do you advertise one week-end a month?
the administrative drills and extra weekends.
stated duties performed without pay."

What about all
Most of above

"My husband brings his work home & spends up to 20 hrs between
drills doing paperwork, instead of spending time w/his family."
"The longer my spouse serves, it seems that he spends more and
more time at the Reserve Center. Although, he only gets paid
for his regular drills, he spends many hours at the Center
preparing for and taking care of details concerning the week-end
drills and A.T. This is time that is required by his Commander
and time he gets no pay for. I realize someone has to do the
planning, but when you put in overtime on a civilian job, you
get paid for it. Sometimes you wonder what it's worth to be
promoted to a higher rank. Sure, you get a higher pay grade,
but you sure are required to give a lot of your own time free of
charge."
"I feel the biggest problem we have is the Wed. night ADMIN
meetings which my spouse must attend (50% of them are without
pay). These meetings are almost always too long/late at night
and seriously interfere with his civilian job responsibilities.
Lack of sleep being a big factor."
"On Wednesday nights my husband get calls at work wanting him
to do free hours for the unit. Now he puts in 60 hrs. a week as
a truck driver. They just keep calling him. Also he doesn't
mind going in for an hour or two but instead it can be anywhere
from four to six hours and then he has to go to work the next
morning."
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"It is my understanding, if a Reserve is promised extra pay
for extra work performed with-in his Unit said Reserve is to
receive said pay. This does not happen. I feel this is not a
professional way to treat enlisted men who are working in good
faith with full expectation of receiving wages for wages
earned."
"I am somewhat dissatisfied with the amount of time that my
husband must spend at his unit without receiving extra pay."

P

"Now they are trying to tell him he as to take off work 1
night a month to attend a NCO meeting, which they don't know if
he would be paid for it (they said if they had enough money,
they would.) And they said it's mandatory he attends. Theirs
now way he can take off work and loose his pay."
"My husband spends far too much of his own time on Reserve
matters. He's at the Center nearly every Wednesday evening yet
may of the meetings are unpaid. He shouldn't have unpaid
drills (they take too much time away from the family) and if
extra drills are necessary then he should be paid for them."
"Reservists should be paid and given credit for time spent
throughout the week on administrative duties. My husband is a
TM Sgt and he spends approximately 5 hours/week setting up drill
activities and communicating with team members. Now that TM
Sgts. plan drills there is more pressure and time requirements
on them and less on staff personnel who are paid as full time
employees. The team Sgts. also meet on Friday night/month in
addition to drill weekend to finalize plans; this ties up two
weekends/month."
"As the wife of a 1st Sgt USAR, I feel that my husband spends
too much time in order to prepare for weekend drills. He spends
at least 40 hrs per month with paperwork, telephone
conversations with his men and, constantly having to solve
everyone's problems (This is all done during evening hrs after
having worked 8 hrs at a civilian job.) and is not compeii.ated
monetarily for all this extra work."
Naval Reserve
Officers
"I've spent approximately half of my 19 year career in nonpay status. While pay isn't my only incentive, it does make me
feel like my abilities are valuable to the Navy. Efforts should
be made to restructure officer billets to correct this."
"Average 4-5 hour week at home/work doing reserve related
work."
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"The Naval reserve needs to follow the lead of the Army and
Air Force in having more pay billets for senior officers (0-5
and 0-6 level)."
"We should develop a better method of providing for senior

officer compensation. Whereas we accept "non-pay" status as a
condition of long term affiliation, administration of these
billets varies from place to place, is somewhat dependent on
local 'politics,' varies from service to service and is basically unfair."
"Current policy in the Naval Reserve is to promote officers
with their active duty counterparts. For those officers in
warfare specialties such as Naval Aviation or Naval Flight
Officer, the result is often being promoted out of a pay billet
with a full 5 to 6 years ahead till retirement eligibility. At
the same time those 'qualified men' are serving in VTU's, the
other flying squadrons routinely have vacancies. It is also
evident that the military (Navy) is struggling to retain a
sufficient pilot (NFO force and is initiating changes to meet
this need on the active duty side. The Navy should consider
policy changes which would facilitate proper manning in our
squadrons and to lessen the amount of 'non pay' years the
average Naval Officer must serve to qualify for retirement
benefits."
"The biggest disincentive to staying in the JAG Corps reserve
program is the fact that members must expect to drill without
pay one of every three years on the average."
"None of my civilian friends can understand why when I am
promoted to Captain, (only one out of my OCS company) I am put
into non-pay."
"The Reserve pay situation is sad for 0-5 & above. Seeing 4
out of 5 Cdr's in a VTU doing very little is a waste of good
manpower. The other services (except USCG) seem to have plenty
of $ for drill pay. Incidentally, I am in drill pay status, so
this isn't sour grapes."
"A major problem with the Naval Reserve is the fact that an
Officer reaching the 0-5 level cannot find a pay billet.
Therefore, an Officer who performs well enough to be promoted to
the 0-5 level, promotes himself out of a pay billet. This is an
extremely unfair situation for individuals who have served their
country normally between ten and fifteen years. If the military
cannot provide pay for an individual willing to participate,
that person should have the option of early retirement. The
Naval Reserve now forces an individual to perform work for no
pay in order to obtain the 50 points for a satisfactory retirement year. This situation should be rectified."
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"Besides ordinary working hours, our RESCEN is

open 1

weekend/mo. plus 1 evening/wk (which conflicts v/one of my civic
activities). Among our officers, I live closest to our NRC, &
it is a nearly 60-mi. round trip. So, to do anything at the NRC
requires giving up at least 1/2 a day of work, abandoning my
civic activity for a week, or killing a large chunk of a weekend
in addition to drill weekend, not to mention the $12 cost of the

trip. To do something over the phone involves a lengthy &
expensive toll call an takes a stationkeeper away from his or
her switchboard duties."
Hours devoted to USNR-R - per month.
Pay=QrilhE

- Drills (UCU-pay)
@ ESCEN-

Time athome
USEA for USNR-R

16 hrs

12 hrs

12 hrs"

Marine Corps Reserve

Enlisted Members
"I don't mind the extra hours served, I do mind when everyone
else goes home and I spend 6 to 8 more hours here and receive no
pay due."
"Important - on this survey there is a question about pay for
reserves and I answered it was well, but I'm basing this on a 8
hour work day. We usually work over 8 hours and we do not get
paid for this overtime."

*

f

"I can't begin to tell you the number of hours he has spent
taking care of Reserve paperwork after his regular job. He
stops late at his civilian job to take care of Reserve business
because (1) a 3 yr old &4 mon. old at home is not conducive to
getting anything done & (2) if I'm going to complain I'm more
likely to do it then. Before he was in the Reserves I always
thought he would spend one weekend/mon. drill & 2 weeks doing
his ACDUTRA, no big deal. But the extra hours someone as
'dedicated' to the Reserves as my husband spends is almost
intolerable."
Air National Guard
Officers
"Loss of training period preparation assembly (TPPA) mandays
produced negative impact. Most supervisors work minimum 6
hours, unpaid, in preparation for UTA."
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"In question 35 you ask how many unpaid hours are spent at the
drill location but nowhere do you ask about unpaid hours spent

elsewhere on unit related matters. I spend an average of 12
hours a month working at home on Guard matters.*
Enlisted Members
"General lack of orientation for new members on how the
military actually functions administratively. More realistic
counseling should be given on the fact that the Reservist is
expected to spend outside drill hours to accomplish training

requirements."
Air Force Reserve
Officers
"Although I am not certain that all IMA's have this problem,
in my organization each IMA must serve at least an additional 8
hours per month for points only in order to fulfill their
personal responsibility to their active duty colleagues."
"I'd like to know why some Cat B reservists can only earn
'points' for unit administrative duties, whereas other Cat B, &
all other Cat A reservists get PAID?!!"
Spouses of Officers
"We served for 11 years on active duty. Now that my husband
is in the Reserves he is quite busy trying to balance two jobs.
Basically he enjoys it but sometimes the Reserve people expect
more time than my husband can give. He works for the Reserve
many more hours than he gets paid for as it is, and yet there
seems to be a pressure from higher ranking officers for him to
give more."
"Until the last year, I had a very favorable attitude toward
my husband's participation in the Reserves. Primarily because
he enjoyed being a Reservist. However, this year he has become
an OER officer and as a result is spending many evenings on the
telephone as well as on my microcomputer preparing OER's for his
unit."
"It seems like the amount of time spent at home on Reserve
works increases on a monthly basis. This is reflected in time
on telephone, written communication and research of topics for
briefings. Although there is now a full time technician in the
office it seems like the work load hasn't lightened. Little
consideration seems to be given to the fact that there are
continuing responsibilities of a civilian job. The pressures
applied during weekend training and the added responsibilities
during the month definitely detract from continuing with the
6th QRNC Report - Vetue I
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Reserves. It seems like the unit-my spouse is in goes from
crisis to crisis. There doesn't seem to be time to do the
regular.work because of ORX's, ORI's, Mil's and.other related
exercises. It is not a time to look forward to because of the
time spent getting ready for UTAs and the catching up on the
rest after the UTA's.
Sometimes wonder if
only lead to an earlier grave."

this comitment will

Coast Guard Reserve
Officers
"I do a lot of my reserve work at home for no RaX.
'donate' our time each month."

Many of us

"I work a lot of extra time and IJlikei - but I would like
to do most of this by govt travel, etc. than my own money,"
Spouses of Officers
"This survey did not address question about additional nonpay hours spent by the Reservist in addition to his obligation
to get the Reserve job donel"
"My husband works a civilian job to support our family, and
although the Reserve monies are nice, even full-time pay would
be inadequate to meet our necessary expenses."
"Recently the Reserve seems to demand a disproportionate
percentage of our personal lives. Requiring officers to attend
meeting scheduled during normal working hours at their own
expense, moving assignment to lesser convenient locations and
not providing for expenses in travel & lodging during required
active duty periods away from home."
"My husband drills about 60 drills a year to get the work
done. But by law can be paid only 48 drills. This law should
be changed."
Enlisted Members
"If I do my 48 drills, plus 4 for mobilization drill, + 8 on
the rifle range, I am doing a lot of extra time for no pay.
This must stop.
"Mandatory drills should always be paidlll"
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"In addition to at least 15 extra hours spent at my drill

site, I put in at least 5 hours at home on reserve related
matters. "As Assistant Training Officer, I deal with problems
that arise during the month pertaining to training and ADT for
unit members, which I try to resolve over the phone with the
District Office and this I do from home."
"I would like to see the annual paid drills increased above
48. With all work required to keep a unit running, especially
in the Admin & training areas, preparing for District
Inspections and keeping up with the workload for 60+ personnel,
many persons donate 4-6 drills (unpaid) on an average, each
year."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"Both my husband and myself put in more than our required 4
drills a month. It is necessary for us to spend additional time
at our reserve jobs. On an average, we each spend approximately
20 hours at home and at the unit (combined) on Coast Guard
related matters. This time we give freely because we feel that
it helps the unit function smoothly and there just isn't enough
time to accomplish everything that needs to be done on our drill
fr

weekend."

"Must take days off from work so he can get his yearly
physical and travel 100 miles round trip for no pay and loses a
days vacation time."
Secial and Incentive Pay and Educational Benefits

t

Army National Guard
Officers
"I would like to see equal flight pay in the reserve as in the
active Army. I must fly as many hours, keep just as qualified
and just as current, but I only get a fraction of the flight
pay, even though I must come an extra night to gain my
minimums."
"Flight pay for ARNG aviators is not valid. We have the same
minimum requirements as active duty aviators, yet our pay is
prorated. As we have the same requirements as the active duty
aviators, we should receive full fliaht vavl"
"Flight Pay is inadequate as presently administered.
Guardsmen must maintain the same status as active duty flyers,
i.e. all month but get paid only for day's worked. Guardsmen
should be paid full flying pay."
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"Pilots should receive one full month of flight pay if they
fly even one day in that month. The Regulars.do this so why
discriminate against the Guard."
Spouses of Officers
"Education benefits for spouses if military spouse isn't using
them."
Enlisted Members
"Airborne jump pay for NG components is less than $20 per
month. Considering that the number of jumps our unit makes in
comparable to active airborne units and the risk of injury is
precisely the same it is inequitable to pro rate jump pay for NG
units."

"Airborne unit members should receive the full airborne duty
pay because these people jump as often and sometimes more than
active duty people who are getting the full stipend."
"The bonus for reenlistment should be looked at for people
with more than 10 years. These people are important and should
be offered a bonus for staying in and for the job done."
"I have a little over one year left in my current enlistment
and would like to take advantage of the new G.I. Bill but I must
extend for a little less than 5 years to be eligible and I would

lose my reenlistment bonus if I'extended. I am in a no win
situation because I want to continue my college education but I
don't want to lose my bonus."
"I am disappointed about the student loan repayment program.
There is a small group of Guardsmen like myself that joined the
guards in Oct 81 who are not eligible for the program. The
program is there for the people who joined before this time and
for the people who joined after that time. It seems unfair to
me that this oversight should be corrected to include all
Guardsmen who joined at that time (those few months in 81). The
only reason that the l1rogram was withdrawn at that time was
because the Army-Guard didn't have the administrative capacity
to run the program."
"My main complaint is in the Educational Benefits. I was told
that the state would pay my tuition. I made arrangements to
attknd a higher Educational School, signed for an extra year for
my G.I. Bill and then received a letter stating all funds had
bon appropriated and that they might be able to get compensated

if I paid the tuition. I did and sent the next semester's
tuition application in. I did not receive reimbursement nor did
I get the next semester's tuition. As a result I had to stop my
education."
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"Include Vo-Tech schools for financial aide under Educational
Benefits.
"I am especially satisfied with the Educational Assistance
Bonus and the new G.T. Bill (chap 106).
Both programs have
really helped me out.*
"I believe that the policy of not giving assistance to
students going for graduate degrees will seriously damage the
quality of the National Guard."

"I wanted the educational benefits provided in the new G.I.
Bill and thought I had applied properly to receive the $140
dollars additional income the G.I. Bill provides for. I had
been told I had filled out all the proper forms which would
qualify me for the Bill.
I was informed in the mail two months

later that I didn't qualify for the G.I. Bill because I hadn't
filled out all the proper forms and the reason I hadn't filled
out the proper forms was because my unit didn't have all the
pertinent information, they hadn't been instructed on how the
new G.I. Bill was to be applied for and as a result of their
misinformation I lost time--two months of educational assistance
at 140 dollars a month equals 280 dollars. Please when you
start new programs give all information necessary to the units
and train them in the proper procedures. Point two: After I
found out all information I applied for the G.I. Bill the second
time I was assured everything was done properly all the forms
were signed and I was properly extended to a six year
enlistment. I waited another two months, I hadn't heard
anything about my application so I asked why I hadn't heard
about it and was told that applications take four months to
process (before anyone could receive any money). It's now been
five months, I still haven't heard anything about the G.I. Bill.
My question is why, in today's computer age, does it take so
long to receive benefits promised to active, qualifying members
of the National Guard?"
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"Why doesn't the spouse of the member have any access to the
Educational bill. I know that my husband's plans for the next 5
to 7 years is not to attend college but mine are to do so. That
means more than likely the benefits that he has is not going to
ever be used."
"I think the educational opportunity should be extended beyond
Bachelor's degree. My husband would benefit in his civilian
employment with a Masters degree & we could use financial help
in his obtaining it."
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"As we are required to maintain the same level of flying
proficiency as our active duty counterparts - I think that we

should be entitled to

fl1i

a-"

"Would like to see educational benefits extended beyond basic
educational level J.A."
Spouses of Officers

"From what I understand about the new GI Bill if you have a BS
or BA or equivalent then you do not have any educational
benefits. Consequently those of us who chose to get an
education-prior to entering the service get nothing while those
who are doing the same job for the same pay do."
Enlisted Members
"USAR Drill Sgt, don't get pro-pay that Active Army get."
"Reenlistment Bonus - I was drafted in the Army in 1965.
Joined the reserves in 1974, and have stayed all these years
because I have enjoyed the reserve and the many different people
I have come in contact with. I have never received a bonus, and
wish the Army would do away with them. The government pay for
drills and education, and this should be enough. Cut out the
bonus, and see how many are in because they love the Resre or
because they love the money."
"Upset - I have always been a day late and a dollar short to
be eligible for a bonusl"
"When I became member of the Army Reserve I was told that my
college loans would be repaid, but no one in the Army told me
that my AFQT had to be over 50, so I still have to pay my school

loans."

"Being a member of a reserve airborne unit, which has airborne
operations equal, if not more than active duty units, I feel our

parachute pay should not be prorated.

We should receive full

pay due to our equal risk as active paratroopers. For jumping
out of an aircraft in the middle of the night, with 200 pounds
of equipment, an $8.00 pay is almost an insult."
"The new Reserve GI Bill is only beneficial to those who don't
have a bachelor's degree. What about master's or PhD's?"
"Educational opportunities and benefits should be uniform.
received a Bachelor's Degree shortly after enlisting in the
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service and have earned a Professional License in two states

since that time. I have never been eligible for any civilian
educational benefits and the 'New GI Bill' isn't worth the paper
its written on to me."
"Veterans educational benefits do not cover graduate school
which I would like to attend. Furthermore, if I want to get
another S.A. degree it would not be applicable."
"The reserves made a big deal out of the new G.I. Bill
benefits started in July 1985.
(A) Very little
preparation/information when program was started.

up for six years and met all requirements.

(B) I signed

The Veterans

Administration then proceeded to find ways to get out of paying
me the benefits.

and need
possibly
used and
benefits

I am changing professions at 40 yrs. of age

assistance. I want to be a registered nurse and
a nurse officer. Previously used G.I. Bill benefits
former college major - now prevent my receiving
that I signed up for in good faith."

"The educational benefits available to reservists are not
usually known by reservists or enlistees. A better job of
advertising the benefits should be explored; the same is true of
benefits for re-enlistment."
"I feel the educational assistance at my present unit is in
need of some dire-reconstructing. I am currently enrolled in a
correspondence course (91C) licenced practical nurse. As far as
educational assistance at my unit, that's as far as I've
gotten."

5"Another problem is with the new GI Bill, information and
forms are not getting to unit technicians. This is creating
problems for and slowing up some people's education."
"The Army Reserve does not currently have any GI Bill benefits
which cover educational opportunity beyond the undergraduate
level."
"I think it is interesting to note that the Army and Reserves
are always advertising their educational benefits in an effort
to recruit more people. They also lead you to believe that they
are very much in support of their people continuing their
education. I am about to receive a degree in Mechanical
Engineering. I have had nothing but problems from my reserve
commander whenever I have asked to RST a weekend in order to
prepare for exams. Yet, at the same time he expects me to be
willing to put in extra time to make sure the unit WBC
requirements are fulfilled. Because of the lack of cooperation
I have had from the reserves while trying to go to school I cant
help but be glad when my enlistment is over."
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"I have not been given any information about the GI Bill and
what education benefits there are, for being in the reserve."
"GI Bill (educational benefits) discriminates against those
individuals with college degrees by disallowing benefits."
"Educational programs are non-existent for those with B.AWs &
above.
"Minimal information/co-operation from unit re: benefits
(e.g., student loan assistance program)."
"Educational and medical benefits could be better and more
clearly stated."
"Could you please send me all the information you have
available about the new GI Bill. Through my experience of
applying for the new GI Bill Educational assistance program,
they have denied me any benefits and to my knowledge I am
definitely eligible for the benefits."
"The Army offers no assistance for Reserve members to get
master's. Your education program is no good to me since I have
a undergrad degree and you will not pay off college loans. The
Army should look into this matter."
"Extend the new GI Bill to include all forms of accredited

educational pursuits (graduate, professional and
vocation/technical schools). If the benefit remains the same,
what difference does it make where people chose to apply it? In
conjunction with this, the military should consider expanding
the correspondence course programs into a broader, more liberal
educational experience."
"I am trying to get the paper work filled out for the GI Bill
school assistance program. No one here knows how to fill it
out. I think that if it is going to be offered some one should
know how to fill it out."
"Education Benefits - I am ineligible under current law since
I already have a B.S. degree. I believe that enlisted personnel
should not have this educational limit restrict them from
education benefits."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"When my husband joined the Army reserves he was given
information about the educational benefits that was either
misleading or completely false. Every time he asks questions,
even now, he gets told different answers each time. Can someone
please make it clear to everyone, recruiters especially, what
the benefits are? Right now if he asked 5 different people who
APPe
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should know the answers,

And

he would get 5 different answers.

please try to do something about the 'misleading' tactics of
recruiterst"
"I would like more written information on educational benefits
for reservists."
"I really wish my husband's G.I. bill benefits could be

extended and that there were some schooling benefits for spouses
who would like to complete college."
To Whom it Kay Concern:
for the Reservist wife."

why isn't there education benefits

"Why is there no educational assistance (i.e. New GI Bill) for
Graduate-level study?"

Naval Reserve
Officers
"Shortages follow policy. Flight officers are not leaving
fleet. NFO's are simply being promoted out of billets and not
being able to fly/get paid without waivers."
Spouses of Officers
"In my opinion, aircrew pay should be increased for extra

efforts aircrews exert, talents they possess, risks they take,
long hours, extra stress & more. The few extra dollars above &
beyond the pay of the commissaryman or a yeoman isn't an
equitable distribution of resources. Quite frankly, aircrew
allowance is demoralizing in net effect in that it plainly
reflects to what extent his efforts are valued."
Enlisted Members
"On educational assistance. When I first came into the Navy
(in Sept '83), the Navy paid 75% of a person's tuition. In
December of '83, the SAN program came into effect where the Navy
changed it's
policy of paying 75% to 4,000 for 4 yrs. I signed
the contract under the 4 x 10 program, not the SAM program, so
the Navy should still
pay those of us that are under the 4 x 10
program (meaning paying the 75% of a person's tuition.) I plan
on returning to school, and would like the Navy to pay for 75%
of my tuition and not $1,000 per yr (tuition is $2200 at the
selected univ. I chose)."
"I recently found out that my reserve benefits for education
could only be used for undergraduate programs. I am planning on
attending Veterinarian School at North Carolina State University
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when I complete the required prerequisites. I know I would be
able to use the money from the reserves if I could get it, so I

feel the 'undergraduate level only' stipulation is not fair."
"Educational benefits should be extended to reservists seeking
Masters and Ph.D. degrees, or who wish to take undergraduate
courses in any area."
"It is my feeling that the US Naval Reserve has the right to
discriminate against enlisted members that already have received
their Bachelor's degree, not to be able to receive educational
benefits for higher degree programs as enlisted members of the
Reserve."
"In my opinion, aircrew pay should be increased for extra
efforts aircrews exert, talents they possess, risks they take,
long hours, extra stress & more. The few extra dollars above &
beyond the pay of the commissaryman or a yeoman isn't an
equitable distribution of resources. Quite frankly, aircrew
allowance is demoralizing in net effect in that it plainly
reflects to what extent his efforts are valued."
Marine Corps Reserve
Enlisted Members
"Better bonus for reservists if the reserves want better class
people. Need more programs for reservists to adjust to civilian
world, e.g. job replacement."
"Why does the Army National Guard have L )etter policy than
the Marine Corps Reserve pertaining to: paying back student
loans for higher education."
"I would like-to stay in the Reserve and stay in school
getting my Masters, but you can't use GI Bill for work beyond
the undergraduate level. Why not? Please change this."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"Sirs: I feel a greater effort could be made on the part of
the reservists' C.O. to inform the reservist & their families of
special services which are available to them. For example, my
husband has been qualified for the New G.I. Bill for a year but
it still has not been processed."
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Air National Guard
Officers
"Flight Pay is inadequate as presently administered.
Guardsmen must maintain same alltus as active duty flyer, i.e.
all month but get paid only for day's worked. Guardsmen should
be paid full flying pay."
"Pilots should receive one full month of flight pay if they
fly even one day in that month. The Regulars do this so why
discriminate against the Guard."
Spouses of Officers
"Educational benefits or really the lack thereof is non
existent. You can't even get state benefits for my spouse."
Enlisted Members
"A lack of some form of Proficiency Pay for the highly trained
technical fields."
"I already have a BA degree. I would like to receive educational assistance from the military for continuing my education
but nothing is available because I am only a part-timer. If I
were a Title 32 AGR I could get assistance to study for a
Masters degree. I don't feel that is fair."
"As my responses to this survey indicate, I am continuing my
education, but I am not receiving reserve G.I. benefits. I reenlisted for six years to receive such benefits, but then
learned that the program does not recognize non-residential
programs even though they are properly accredited. I feel this
policy should be reviewed and changed to more favorably reflect
the educational needs of military members in all branches."
*

)

"The new GI Bill for Reserves is a good idea, but it should be
extended for personnel wanting a master's or PHD Degree. I
already have a B.A. Degree and can't participate in the program
because it is only for undergraduate work."
"I would like to see service people, who have completed a four
year college program (from Active Duty), be able to get
additional educational benefits when serving in the Guard.
Additional service should bring about additional benefits."
"I think the new GI Bill is great and long overdue. For a new
recruit it is something I can't believe they wouldn't take
advantage of. For a guy like me it has one serious problem and
it is an annoying one. That problem is that it doesn't give
credit for prior military service in the Guard/Reserve. I have
6th oRmC Report - VoLume I
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12 years in the Guard and now they tell me that in order to get
GI Bill benefits I mZut sign up for and serve 6 more years. How
about giving zome credit for prior time in the Guard. We've
earned it."
"Education assistance should be expanded to include graduate
work."

"Reserve GI Bill should include Graduate School Assistance."
"I think that the new G.I. Bill should allow Guardsmeubers who
already have B.A. degrees to receive educational benefits in
order to get another B.A."
"I have taken advantage of the new GI Bill education program.
After the one experience I have been put through I will probably
never attend school again. Being a new program, some answers
were not available to my questions, i.e. do I need anything from
schools I attended under the old GI bill? When I was told I
would not receive any benefits until I had supplied information
from my previous schools, I said okay. When I had to drop out
during the semester, I figured okay, they weren't paying me
anyway and the school would notify VA. VA then started sending
checks. Called the VA, they would not believe = that I had
dropped out of school and correct the records. The school
either did not notify VA (as I requested at two different times)
or VA didn't understand that I had dropped. I now have a notice
from VA stating that my entitlement has been adjusted for the
semester of school I attended and I have $300 in a savings
account waiting for VA to ask for it back. No wonder the
government is short of money."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"The new GI Bill is one of the best benefits offered to the
reserves - please don't let it be eliminated."
Air Force Reserve
Officers
"I feel crew members should receive full flight pay. After
all, we fulfill the same flying requirements as our active duty
counterparts who receive full pay."
"I am not happy having to fly 4 hr/month instead of 2
hrs./month. I would also like more pay for when I fly.
satisfied with my pay for UTA."

I am

"Additionally, Reservists on flying status maintain the same
annual flight requirements and fly comparable (if not more)
flying hours as active duty counterparts. Yet reservists are
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paid a percentage of flight pay only when they fly onAFTP (or
if on one of limited mandays) while active duty personnel on
flying status receive a full month's flight pay as long as they

maintain minimum requirements."
"Reserve pilots have to accomplish same proficiency requirements as active duty counterparts. Should be paid flight pay
just as active duty and subtract flight pay when AFTP or manday
is accomplished."
"The issue of flight pay has never seemed to be equitable some crew members receive, others do not."
"Because we fulfill all the same training requirements as
active duty pilots, we should draw full flying pay. Not 1/30
for each day we fly. After all we are taking the same risks."
"I would like to see some educational opportunities such as
tuition assistance extended to officers. Those without prior
service have no GI Bill and yet a Master's Degree becomes one of
the squares to be filled for promotions. I would take advantage
of such a program!"
Enlisted Members
"My job requires me to (a) be educated in a broad spectrum of
information and (b) subject myself to high risk. When I report
for duty in the evening to plan and execute a mission involving
over-ocean flight, parachuting into a sometimes rough sea and
swimming to a target in the dark I get paid approximately $3.00
extra for my trouble. A number of people have died in the line
of duty in this AFSC since I've been around, including 3 people
two days ago. I think some new consideration ought to be given
to the idea of salary based on the job as well as on the rank.
Pro-rated incentive pay is definitely ng_ an incentive."
"My understanding of the GI Bill educational assistance
benefits is that these benefits are not available to those
already holding a 4yr+ college degree. This is a policy I
strongly disagree with. I believe educational benefits
pertaining to a civilian degree should be indiscriminate."
"Since I don't think I will continue my education I would like
to see a change in the GI bill to say the spouse could use the
benefit if I chose not to."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"I feel that there should be more educational benefits that
could lead to faster advancement in rank or possible officers
training for those who chose."
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"It would be more beneficial if there was more availability of
educational benefits for me, my children, and my husband towards

higher education.*

Coast Guard Reserve
Enlisted Members
"Opportunities to use the G.I. Bill should be made available
to holders of 4 year degrees."
Allowances and Traval ZXpen
Army National Guard
Officers

"Not receiving a quarters allowance during A.T. periods or
FTTD periods because I'm single with no dependents has been a
burr in my saddle that has caused a blister. Those service
members who have a dependent receive a quarters allowance."
"Facilities should be provided to personnel who travel over 50
miles to drill, for overnight use."
"The limitations put on getting two AFTPs in one day makes no
sense at all. I drive too far (240 miles round trip) to get
paid for just one AFTP per day."
"As a pilot I work 11 UTA's, 1 A.T., 3 S.F.T.S. (3 day) and 29
(soon to be 36) A.F.T.P.'s. This means 16 lost weekends, 10
workdays na (soon to be 36) nights---jl_AM EXTRA minimumi!
In addition to the 200+ days I work on my civilian job. Have
you guys considered time and a half for weekends? As an
employer - I have to pay NJ employees time and a half."
Spouses of Officers
"Why aren't guardsmen paid extra for traveling far from home
for drill weekends?"
Enlisted Members
"I don't understand why married men make so much more than
single men during annual training."
"I am very dissatisfied with the loss of the VHA program. It
seems unfair that you should be punished just because your house
is finally paid for."
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"The demanding job we train for and the responsibility
connected with these jobs deserves better compensation. Per
diem rates do not nearly cover expenses incurred when traveling
away fram home, and many of the rules connected with travel are
archaic and harassing rather compensative. E.g. No compensation
for meals when flying on TDY although airlines do not serve a
meal and you may be caught in a flight delay of 4 to 5 hours
which could make you purchase (or go without) up to three meals
in the day and not get reimbursed for them.
(Present day cost
of meals w/tips is much more than the current 10,10%,20%
compensation rates). Also ruling for military nd technicians

in travel status uaat be available government quarters within a
given area of your TDY is in many cases, a waste of time,
government gas, inadequate quarters and can in the long run be
more expensive to the government than a local motel. These are
just a couple examples of the need for change."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"Sleeping quarters should be provided for weekend drills - my
husband drives 100 miles to Natl G. & has to pay for motel."
"Why isn't there a monetary allowance for transportation to a
unit if unit exceeds 100 or 50 miles."
Army Reserve
Officers

"At AT, as a single person, I receive only partial BAQ, which
is an amount in the low two figures, which supposedly is to
cover housing costs. My married friends receive a full
allowance, which is a substantial tax-free amount. This is
patently unfair. Like my married friends, I too must maintain a
household (i.e., pay rent or a mortgage) when I am away for two
weeks each year. My married friends are compensated, and well
they should be, with a housing allowance. I am not so
compensated. This quirk in the regulations costs me about $175
per year."
"I am a single officer without dependents and I am yey
dissatisfied with partial rate BAQ during AT. This practice is
discriminatory and leads to poor morale and retention especially
in the company grade ranks. I have 16 yrs of service & stay
only for the retirement. If I were a younger officer with less
of a vested interest I would resign my commission."
"Regarding out-of-pocket expenses while traveling in USAR
status and during AT and ADT. Reservists are expected to foot
an entire bill and be reimbursed at a later date (many times RUQh laterl) Many young Reservists simply do not have these
financial services. Therefore, they do not attend training
A-S4
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2 weeks A=; enlisted soldiers must
opportunities. Ixample:
pay-for their meals in a military dining facility, payable at
Advances of military pay
(This includes the PV2 's.)
each Meal.
are discouraged by FA0's and the 3-2 thru 3-4 soldiers who need
training the most cannot take advantage of the training
opportunities. I have also seen many young officers run up
their 'charge-it' accounts to $600-$700 to attend a USAR school
for 2 weeks - spent only on basic necessities (transportation,
meals, and motel due--to -non-availability at active military.
s have decreased their workload considerably but
)O'
posts.) not granting pay advances for Reservists on short ADT tours and
the units continue to march with poorly trained young soldiers."
"It would be nice to see the Army help pay for travel expenses
on a drill weekend. For example I travel about 450 miles- and
spend 2 nights in a motel every drill,weekend. The Air Force
Reserve helps pay these expenses, why can't the Army?"
Spouses of Officers
"My spouse uses own automobile to travel 100 miles a month to
drill and miles each two-week active summer duty at own expense
and I feel some compensation should be given for travel. In
addition, as an officer he has to pay for his mid-day meals for
which I feel he should be compensated."
"I think the Army Reserve is very slow in paying their
reservists for travel costs. They are always months behind
which is very unfortunate."
"The true problem with my husband's reserve unit is that it is
480 miles from here. By the time the airfare, rental car, hotel
and meals are paid for we might see $50."
Enlisted Members

"Too much problem funding extra needed training or travel pay.
I have received travel pay for AT only once in 14 years in
USAR."
"I think that it is unfair that a man in the Army Reserve may

draw BAQ on two week training if he was unmarried."
"When the annual drill is performed the single reservist
should draw full BAQ as he has to pay his rent or mortgage while

he is away - just like everyone lose."
-Guard/Reservist who travel great distances to attend drill
should be reimbursed for travel over 50 miles."
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"My duty station is

approximately 160 miles from my home.

We

Moast Of the personnel in
travel to and from without travel pay
my unit have to drive from 100 to 169 miles. They also don't
receive travel pay.*
"I travel 100 miles to drill and the unit does not reimburse
me for motel expenses."
"Whoninit commanders require key personnel to come to admin
meetings,.pereonnel should be reimbursed for their expenses in
getting there."
"Because I have to travel at least an hour to drill and then
back to my home, I was wondering why it wouldn't be possible to
submit a travel voucher (and expenditures) each month for
expenses (travel, food, gas) to be sent in with our pay. Then
at tax time there would be a printout for those personnel that
do travel distances for tax reporting. At times I spend up to 8
hours between travel, eating plus returning to -my home. So
including 4 hours of drill, I spend 2-4 hours traveling without
pay - until tax time. But for the enlisted, a monthly travel
voucher would encourage enlistment and attendance."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"There is only one thing that I do not understand and that is
why reservists only can get extra money for being married at
their annual training (summer camp)."
"I believe reservists should be bussed to meetings other than
those held at unit unless otherwise fairly recompensed for

travel expenses."
"In my opinion when the people in the reserves need to travel
the individual units could use a 'petty cash' account to pay for
expenses instead of putting the stress on the individuals
traveling. I think in the long run everyone; government, units,
and individuals, would save money."
"My husband's unit has been going to a camp to do work. What
bothers me and my husband is, they have to find their own transportation up and back which is a 220 mile round trip. We should
think the reserve center he attends should provide army vehicles
for them to drive instead of them using their own gas which they
are never reimbursed for."
"The major drawback to my spouse's drills are the location.
He must travel 2-3 hours to and from drills. This cost money to
get there, causes him exhaustion from travel."
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"I teel that a type of travel pay would help a great deal.
Perhaps a radius ofa certain mileage, -thenso much a mile
thereafter. My husband driven almost 500 miles a drill
- this

cuts into his drill pay. It would certainly help if he could be
reimursed for soe of it.N
"More pay or help pay for childcare while spouse is at
drill erves.
site."

Pay for gas if they live more than 30 miles away from

Naval Reserve
officers
"My main area of dissatisfaction

is

the cost of uniform

maintenance. The Navy can't seem to make up its mind what they
want their personnel to wear. This becomes a financial burden
on me. The uniform allowance does not even come close to
covering my expenses."

"The requirement
worn changing
uniformsthe
can be
expensive,
such as to
thehave
dressinfrequently
Whites. Also,
uniforms is expensive for reservists."
Spouses of Officers
"Having to pay out of our pocket for many years for travel,
meals & lodging for Reserve weekends and ACDUTRA, the rubbing of
salt in the wounds is the IMS = disallowing mileage, expenses,
taking away amounts. claimed and charging Int. & Penalties on
top of taking back amounts. listed... Feel there should be
Military Transportation allowed for Reservists for some Reserve
Duty i.e., in place of having to drive weekend duty and
further."
Enlisted Members
"I must give back 34% of the small wages I was paid for my
military time. There is no compensation for the 84 mile round
trip I make each drill day, uniform alterations done by professionals, drycleaning, etc., which I don't really mind. But it
bothers me out of principal, that after paying my related
expenses out of my pocket, I must also give back such a large
portion of what little I was paid to serve my country."
"It is hard to leave money home for bills, food, etc. and take
2 or 3 hundred with yourself to get you by for 14 days. (This
applies for persons not on per diem). Advance pay should be a
new policy for enlisted."
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"The clothing allowance for CPO's is very inadequate. With
all the dress uniforms needed for Military Retirements and

ceremonies,

it doesn't cover 1/3 of the expense."

"When serving on ACDUTRA I feel single reservists (enlisted)
should be entitled to BAQ even though they are aboard a ship, or
at sea. This is because they, as civilians,
are required, like

active duty married personnel, to maintain a home. It's not an
"optional" prerogative. (Active single duty personnel aboard
ships should also be entitled)."
"I reside 385 miles (R/T) from my home to my reserve center.
Each weekend that I have reserve training it costs me $20 for
gasoline. My salary has been $101 for the drill weekend. It
would greatly raise my morale if I could be reimbursed for
travel expensesl"

"Travel expenses are 1/5 of my Naval Reserve paycheck. Unless
compensation for travels is already a part of a reservists pay,
I think it would be nice to have at least an percentage amount
allotted in pxgpg=tion to travel distance."
"I feel a reservist should be entitled to a 5 drill weekend
(not actually paid for) when having to take off work and driving
over 225 miles to a weekend function so they could use the
(quote) (extra drill) to take off shortly after noon or at noon
to get back plus still be paid for 4 drills or a formula of the
Navy's liking."
"I drill in a small Reserve Center - I drive approx. 110 miles
1 way to drill. During winter months the mountain passes are
dangerous and difficult to access. During those times I have to
drive approx. 300 miles to get to drills safely. Current
policies do not allow for re-scheduling these drills or
abstaining from drills without effecting my drill status."
"I must drive at least 3 hours to attend drills. I would like
to see this reflected in some way, i.e., pay, points. etc."
WET weekends should be 5 paid drills vice 4 paid drills due
to travel involved."
"While traveling as an aircrewman, I've'noticed a tremendous
difference in the amount of subsistance for travel between
officer and enlisted. During a 6 month deployment, an ensign
with very few years of service would be compensated two to
ur
times more for travel expenses than an enlisted who has been in
for many years. Why is there such a drastic gap between officer
and enlisted travel pay? I understand, agree and respect the
basic pay scale of officers and enlisted, but during travel,
both ranks incur the same basic expenses and therefore do not
agree with the per-diem gap."
A-S8
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Marine corps Reserve
Officers
"Travel allowance, meal allowance, etc. for officers on drill
weekends and ATDs."

"I lived over 400 miles from my unit and had to fly every
month to drill. Yet I couldn't receive any reduced rates from
the airlines."
"Dislike the round-about travel arrangements dictated by MTMC
for Reserves going to ATD, particularly going from East to West
Coast."
"More travel pay is needed for reservist to attend drills,
especially for enlisted personnel. Many training and MOS
problems result because reserves cannot afford to go to
locations beyond local limits."
"Transportation to and from reserve should be covered at
government expense."
"Money for transportation is not supplied from my home (800
miles) to my unit when I report for extended active duty. There
are observed differences on this issue in other services."
Enlisted Members
"During A.T.D., reservists with dependents receive B.A.Q.,
while members who are single do not. This policy seems unfair
for the following reasons:
1. My house payment, taxes, insurance, or rent do not stop
merely because I am away for A.T.D.
2. My income is reduced during this period because I am at
A.T.D. and not earning my full wages."
"The government-supplied motel for those of us living more
Thank
than fifty miles from the Reserve Center is terf.you!"
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"Currently, reservists serving 2 weeks ATD's are not entitled
to VHA. I feel these reservists should receive the full
entitlements afforded the active duty Marines. In addition, if
the spouse of the reservist is on active duty, then the active
duty Marine must have his pay adjusted to BAQ and VHA w/o
dependents while the reservist is on active duty. Considering
that the reservist is not entitled to VHA, this situation
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represents diminishing monetary returns for the Marines as a
married couple, somewhat of a penalty for both Marines serving

at the same time."
Air National Guard
Officers

"Guardsmen, whether married or not, are required to maintain
their residence while on AD, ACDUTRA, or mobilized. However,
they are not entitled to maintenance expenses (BAQ) if they are
not married. This needs to be rectified, and I would appreciate
any attention on this issue."
Spouses of Officers
"My husband's ANG base is located approximately 300 miles from
our home. This causes hardship on our family due to his long
travel hours, time away from the family, and travel expense.
There is little left of his guard pay check after all deductions
and expenses related to duty time are met. I would like to see

provisions made to allow my husband to double up drill weekends
so he could drill every other month for 4 days reducing travel

time and expense."
Enlisted Members
"As a single person my gripe is housing allowance. For a
single person to go TDY is a great monetary loss. I went on a
mobility exercise and as a single person I received $4.20 for
housing. This brought my total pay below a SSgt with dependent
and far less time in service (I was a TSgt at the time).
Perhaps this practice is okey for active duty where the single
person resides on base, but for a Guardsman who has to maintain
a home, this is grossly unfair and discriminatory. The married
Guardsmen are also provided housing and yet they receive their
full housing allowance because their spouse remains in their
home. True, there may be no one in my home but I still pay rent
or mortgage if I want a home to return to."
"My major complaint with the system involves per-diem. How
can anyone in their right mind believe that an officer pays more
for his meals than an enlisted person. A meal is a meal is a
meal, and the cashier at the restaurant doesn't care a hill of
beans what my rank is."
when on training away from home station, we do not receive
any housing allowance. Even though we are gone, we are still
required to maintain housing."
"Reimbursement should be made when performing either UTA's or
PT's during periods when no mess facilities are available."
6th QRNC Report - Votme I
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"Traveling 120 miles one way to UTA I would like to see a
travel allowance for my commuting costs."
"There should be no difference with per diem between officers
and enlisted."
"I would like to see pay and allowances on per diem and RAS on
UTA become more equal between enlisted and officer. Why do
officers receive BAS on UTA and then have to pay for meals. Why
not have them in same status as enlisted on UTA."
"My Guard does not have enough room to put up all the people
from the largest nearby city which is 50 miles away. So they
say they will only put up people who are 65 miles (air miles).
Since no one flies here I don't think that makes any sense, do

you?"
"Travel: Mileage reimbursement should be available when
performing active duty for short tours when residence is beyond
normal commuting distance (beyond 50-60 miles)."
"Overall satisfied with ANG. I have to travel 175 miles by
passenger car to drill, would very much appreciated milage
compensation included in drill payment check."
"I would like to see the per diem and travel regulations be
the same for National Guard personnel as they are for the
Regular Air Force. Example: I went to Langley AFB, Va. for 15
days annual training. Upon arrival, I learned there were no
quarters available on base. I was put up in the contract
quarters downtown. I was also told that under the flat rate per
diem regulation, meals were considered not available when
staying in contract quarters and subsequently drew $300.00 for
meals. Upon completion of active duty, I filed a travel voucher
and learned that I was not entitled to per diem just because I
stayed in contract quarters. I was told that the National Guard
did not come under the flat rate per diem regs. The bottom line
is that I took the money and spent it for meals and later had to
pay it beck out of my own pocket. I was misled and mis-informed
and had to repay $236.00 because of it."
"I dislike receiving slgw RAY. I recently completed a formal
training school at an active air force base. I had to wait
after the completion of my school until my orders were submitted
for payment. The orders were submitted after my return to my
AppendtiX A
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unit. I bad to wait 2Agkt xu& for payment. I believe this is
a disserv ie to anyone. who is loyal and sakes a good effort to
do a good jobII
"My major complaint with the system involves per-dies. How
can anyone in their right mind believe that an officer pays more
for his meals than an enlisted person. A meal is a meal is a
meal, and the cashier at the restaurant doesn't care a hill of
beans what my rank is."
"I an a C-130 flight engineer. I drive 102 miles 3-4 times a
week to stay current and qualified. For these days I only
receive pay for additional flight training time for which an
enlisted man receives almost nothing. If I was doing this as a
civilian job a highly trained civilian would receive 10 times
the pay."
"When on training away from home station, we do not receive
any housing allowance. Even though we are gone, we are still
required to maintain housing."
Air Force Reserve
officers
"Reserve Clothing Allowance:
uniforms. That averages out to
buy a shirt for $12.50. Either
the enlisted ranks or raise the

Every four years we get $50 for
$12.50 per year. You can't even
go back to issuing uniforms for
allowance."

"The BAQ entitlements for single and married people are
extremely inequitable. I'm not talking active and reserve, I'm
talking single and married. Currently, in peacetime, when we're
doing our two weeks of active duty, single people, like
marrieds, have a house or apartment to maintain and pay rent or
mortgage. The married person, depending on his/her grade and
number of dependents, may get anywhere from $213 to $636 for BAQ
during those two weeks. The single person gets a paltry partial
rate of $6.90 to $50.70 max for BAQ. If a war was on and we
were mobilized, the reasoning would seen a bit more justified.
But during peace time, when, in most cases, the married person
is probably doing active duty at home station--or even if they
are overseas--the same as I do, BAQ should be the same rate
based on grade not whether or not you're married. Now, if the
person has.dependents, they might get a bit more, but the rate
should be the same otherwise, as the active duty rates are."
Spouses of Officers
"Belonging to a reserve unit requires some sort of commute for
a maJority of the members. Example leave Houston at 5:30 pa
Friday - arrive at base 10:30 pm. Drill Sat & Sun. Leave
A-62
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Sunday at 4-5 pi, arrive Houston 9-10 pm.
In order to conduct
any required business on base, he would have to take leave
without pay on Friday and drive up Thursday pm because none of
the offices are open on weekends i.e. - medical - I.D. desk

etc...

This is an inconvenience & I feel more should be done to

accommodate reservists on weekends."

Enlisted Members
"Per diem inequity between officers and enlisted is another
bad spot. As an enlisted aircrew member we get less perdiem for
staying in the same quarters and eating at the same places as
the officers especially when we have to live off base on TDYs
because of lack of quarters. Per diem should not be based on
rank because per diem is intended to support us 'at our home away
from home. Also the reserve should get perdiem during our
annual two weeks training."
"I ride the cactus flight from Luke AFT AZ to Norton CA. I am
very dissatisfied on the way the whole flight is handled. The
flight is never on time arriving and leaving. It interferes too
much with my work schedule. We spend to much time in uniform.
If the flight is not improved I will separate from the reserves
at the end of my enlistment."
"My comment is on the topic of traveling to my unit.
Presently I am attending university and it takes me roughly 6
hours to get to Dover AFB. The travel expense for me is much
higher than the average person. I think that people who drive
extended distances should be compensated in some way for
example: It will cost me sometimes $30 for bus fare. Then
approximately another $20 for the roundtrip ride to Dover. So
that $50 dollars out of my E-4 UTA pay. Please, there has to be
a better way getting to my base."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"Why was the variable housing allowance (VKA) 'taken away from
the reservists unless be performs 120 or more days of active
duty. Due to this change money was taken away from us."
"My husband is a Tech Sergeant in the Air Force Reserves. He
loves the time he spends on duty, he is a hydraulic repair
specialist. My only gripe is the travel for him to report to
duty. The Air Force used to have a plane pick his group up, fly
them to their unit. Then they took that away. So my husband &
the group he had flown with began a car pool - each only having
to drive once every 4 months. Then, my husband's shop switched
lta weekend - even though they knew he car pooled with 3 people
from other shops. Now, he must drive alone - 3 hours - every
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month. My gripe is why did they do that when they kX
he
carpooled to save expenses. Now he has that long drive down &
back alone, along with the car wear & tear & gas billt"
Coast Guard Reserve
Officers
"Being required to commute in excess of 800 miles round trip
to attend IDT/Drill is somewhat excessive."
Enlisted Members
"I travel 130 mi each way to drill site and to home. Military
should pay for travel costs plus medical insurance for such
travel. Also military should reimburse members for overnight
housing & meals when unit site doesn't provide room & board
where travel over 50 miles each way."
EmlgNYMent Conflicts and Concerns
Army National Guard
Officers
£

"My civilian employer (which is a federal agency), including
some bosses & coworkers, view the reserve work as a dodge, a
vacation, some additional bennies that they don't have their
hands into."
"I do see a problem with employers and families as extensive
absences from home and work are reguired, i.e. Service school
requirements that exceed two weeks. I could go on about this
problem. But the point is that without a well defined immediate
cause, the American public is not willing to accept long term
absences by their employees and spouses."
"Most of the key personnel in my unit and units in our
Battalion happen to be also key personnel in their civilian

jobs. Therefore, weekend assemblies, which begin on Friday
constitute a problem for them their employers as well as the
unit strength report. Consequently, this situation originates a
morale problem in the unit when the troop see that some of their
leaders are absent once in a while, Fridays. The worst case
takes place when a good leader has to decide to separate from
the service in order not to jeopardize his civilian job. I
strongly recommend you to take a look at this situation and
eliminate N-5 drills. Instead, M-4 drills will serve to
accomplish what needs to be done in a

-5 drill.

Also, the

absence problems on Friday, will be alleviated."
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"The National Guard does not support its members in worker/
employer disputes. Many employers criticize and cause problems
for guard members. This has hindered our recruitment and
retention of unit members. The National Guard needs to make
some policy in this area or if it exists, enforce.i."
"Some requirements are getting heavier. AFTP's are increasing
to the point that you must fly once/week in addition to weekend
drills. Educational requirements, at no pay, take up At least
one night per week. All this time is taken away from family,
which could cause problems. Additionally, not enough concern is
given to a person's civilian employment. Attitude is Guard
first & civilian employment is treated in a secondary manner."
"There is an urgent need for military planners to realize the
problems encountered by part-time Guard personnel in getting
extra time off from their civilian jobs for military training.
I believe most employers support the Guard, provided military
time does not exceed one weekend per month, plus 15 days annual
training. Any time off for military activities beyond that
amount tends to jeopardize civilian jobs and disrupt family
life. Federal law requiring employers to retain part time
military personnel is not effective. If an employer is
dissatisfied with an employee because of excessive military
time, they will probably find some other reason to dismiss the
employee to circumvent the law."
"The total force policy requires a total nationwide commitment
to employer support. The current program is just lip service on
the part of CEOs. First line supervisors and plant managers
find subtle ways of pressuring the NG member. This creates a
great deal of stress and often forces the guardsman to choose
between putting food on the table or continuing national guard
service."
"If the increased time spent on IDT's is to become a reality,
business personnel must be given tax breaks or other tangible
incentives to hire or maintain guardsmen in the employment
force. No business person will maintain a liability such as a
guardsman, loose him for a longer period of time, hire a
replacement and take the guardsman back doubling his payroll
etc.. However, I do agree with the need for longer training
periods."
"My employer does not like the Guard.
Guard and do not want me in the Guard."

They do not support the

Spouses of Officers
"Although my husband enjoys his time in the National Guard,
and even though I give him all of the support and cooperation I
can, it has been a major source of stress in our family. He has
A-65
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been constantly hassled at work regarding time off to attend
drills and other Guard activities. This is not official policy,
of course, as my husband is a state employee. His supervisor
simply has a negative attitude about the National Guard and
often intentionally makes things difficult. I have heard this
from other state employees in the Guard as well. Therefore, I
feel that much more needs to be done in the way of public
relations/employer relations."
"I wish there were laws governing employers harassing their
employees because they have duty in the Ntl. Guard. There
should be a better system in which a Ntl. Guard member could go
through to get his employer off his back (so to speak). There
should be some tough laws, that when an employer breaks them, he
is fined heavily. I know the Guard has a process to go through
but it is not effective."
"Civilian families don't mind giving up one weekend per month
but we cannot forget to take into consideration the fact that
the individual could probably have worked overtime and made more
money at 1 1/2 times his normal civilian pay so by working for
the Guard for a weekend, he lost money that would have gone to
support his family."
"Also, medical benefits are not very clear or good. During a
6-month tour, our civilian benefits were dropped, military ones
not available, and upon my husband's return to his full-time
job, we had a period of n2 coverage as we had to complete a
waiting period before our old coverage went back into effect.
This makes for a dangerous & expensive situation. We would
defiitly hesitate to have my husband take another tour of that
nature."
"Annual training is a money losing prospect. His pay is not
equal to even his daily (ongoing) overhead at his private (civilian) job. As he is self employed, this equals negative cash
flow."
"Three weeks is asking too much, for ACDUTRA, of a civilian
employer and a voluntary reservist."
Enlisted Members
"There is no effort made by ARNG in accommodating my work
schedule with the Veterans Admin. I work for the VA, and we
receive only 15 days military leave per year. How do you people
think we make up the additional drills, if not through sickleave, vacation time or just with not showing up for work, and
putting our families bread & butter in jeopardy. I have tried
talking to Army legal people, all I get is the same reg's about
how the NG has priority. This is the area of greatest concern."
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"Would like to see a better an stronger protection plan for
Guard personal from employer that make it hard on us in the
Guard. Some employers threaten to fire you and will not work
with you. Many have got out because of this."
"A concern I have is employer support. In this area, if you
are Guard landing a civilian job is impossible. We need
stronger laws against those who discriminate against Vietnam
Vets as well as present Guard members."
"The Guard interferes greatly with my civilian occupation. As
a police officer I work all weekends, and to get the time off is
very tough to get, especially on three day drills in the field.
I have been working it out for 2 years and am going to try to
work it out for two more to the end of my enlistment. At which
time it is probable that I will get a discharge. The Guard I
enjoy, but the effect on my civilian job is dangerous to myself
and fellow police officers."
"I think we should make more money because when we go off to
summer camp I don't get paid on my job. I lose every time I go
to summer camp."
"I am a College Student and have been looking for a part-time
job for several months. My employment record, and
qualifications for most part-time jobs is very good. I have had
a lot of interviews, but with 10% unemployment in this area NON
Guardsmen have an advantage. I like to tell employers I am
in the guard up front, but this really hurts my chances. If
your education benefits are cut very much, I'll have to get out,
and find a job so I can afford school."
"Even as I write, my supv. at the U.S. Postal Service, is
trying to force me to bid on a midnight tour which he says will
not conflict with my mil. duty. I would get off at 0630 on Sat.
mornings and be at my base at 0700 with no sleep."
"I lose some pay while at Annual Training (I make more working
civilian job)."
"During Annual Training, particularly, I lose money. I am
paid the single, non dependent pay schedule at AT; my employer,
a private corporation, does not make up the difference between
my low pay at the AT and the pay I would receive if at my
civilian job. Considering the amount of hours I spend on duty
at At and considering the extra duty expected of the member admin nights, correspondence courses, the compensation is not
enough."
"One thing that does concern me is not related to reserve
policies and activities. It has to do with employers, and
employees, who are not guard members. They feel that the guards
AppOldfx A
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are a was

of time and money, they will not admit that they

discriminate against guardsmen, or veterans, but they will hire

a non-service member before they will hire a service member.
Many fellow guardsmen I have associated with feel that they are
discriminated against. Employers, though, are very careful not
to say anything about the natjn
gal rs when dismissing an
employee during 'seasonal' employment but they will not rehire
that employee when work picks up again. They will hire a nonservice member to replace him. Of the 4 employers I have worked
for in the last 8 years, 2 support the ARNG, one openly
criticizes the guard, and my last employer will not commit
himself one way or the other, although 1 out of 24 of his
employees it a guardsman. I would like to be 'rehired' by my
last employer but he is very 'evasive' whenever I try to talk to
him about job possibilities. He 'cites' the 'lack of work' as
the reason I have not been rehired and at the same time, hires
other people who are not licensed to do work that I am licensed

to do."
"A better national program to make employers aware of the
pride that most 'Guardspeople' take in their week-end drills &
MOS & the importance of these people being able to get off for
drills & other exercises that benefit the defense of the U.S. &
help they give in emergency situations to local communities."
"Pass a law that states that no employer should harass or
release any employee before or sometime after, for annual
training."
"I would like to know how the employer got away with making me
work on the nights of drill weekends."
"It seems to me that local governments would work with
employees & pay them for Guard Reserve time as the Federal
Government."
"One thing that I think the Guard should do is let Wmloyers
know the importance of Reserve components. There are always
problems with employers due to leave from work because of drill
meetings."
"My employer, the U.S. Postal Service, does not offer revised
schedules to attend drills which causes me to use a large amount
of annual leave. This is very unsatisfactory. I think a
governmental body such as the U.S. Postal Service should show
more understanding to people serving their country."
"I take my 2 wk vacation with pay for my two weeks A.T."
"More emphasis should be placed on developing good Public
Relations on the local level with the employer community."
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"I think the Guards/Reserves should have more Headquarters
support when it coms to being harassed by employers and should
make more effort to stop it!"
"I would like to see more positive command influence from the
state level to help teachers in public schools who are on 12

month contracts deal with administrators who insist on use of
vacation time for A/T."
"The guard has been an excellent source of additional income,
I did, however,
particularly mince I am currently unemployed.
lose my job as a Quality Control engineer in July of 85 due to a
management staff reduction. I was informed of my termination on
the day following AT-85. Although I cannot prove it, I believe
my guard status was a factor in me being included in the staff
reduction plus I believe it is also hindering my current
reemployment efforts."
"Greater protection for Res/NG from adverse action by
employers should be written into Federal law. My supervisor

through past and recent comments has made it quite clear that
being on-ADT for more then 2 weeks would be a career mistake.

This has resulted in me not being able to go on my unit's 5 week
ADT to Honduras "

"I use my vacation because my employer along with many others
will not give us military leave with pay. I think they should.
In my shop alone out of 1500 employees there are only 5
guardsmen employed. I don't think it would break the company to
serving our country."
pay us for god
"Too much time spent with NG activities with little support
from federal laws to protect civilian employment (i.e. this year
I did 2 annual trainings and a 2 week NCO school for career
progression.)"
"There appears to be the starting of a backlash on National
Guard service. Most employers were going along with the 48
drills etc. but with the added drills and training requirements,
more members are being pressured by the employers. If training
time is extended, some manner of protecting the Guardsman must
be provided to insure employment is not effected."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"The times he is sent for conferences elsewhere in the US and
so is put on ADT and thus loses a day of pay but is actually
gone from us for one more day due to travel. This also causes
loss of civilian pay. The supposed reasoning is budgeting
considerations."
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"If I were my husband's boss, V'd find any excuse
fire ofhim.
amount
The to
I feel the Guard takes advantage of w*loyers.
time he spends at Guard, added to any vacation time and sick
leave, adds up to a lot of time. I would be surprised if his
follow vorker have not complained."
"I think that the employers of some of the ABG members should
be notified regularly of their responsibilities to the P3NG senbers. My husband for one is being harassed on the job for his
weekend drills.
x: forced to do 10 times more work the
following Monday after his drill weekend because 'he had the
weekend off and being denied one of his regular days off because
he had the weekend off.' Or being denied a yearly vacation
because 'you had your 2 week vacation to play Army.' That's
what tips the scales for us what almost makes it a burden. Its
a shame to because he is proud of what he does in the ARNG. And
he can't just up and quit his civilian job because of 6 mouths
to feed."
"My only problem with the pay scale is during annual training.
My husband has to take one week off our family vacation to make
up for the pay loss of his regular job."
"My husband's civilian employer is a tyrant to work for. He
treats all the employees like dirt and lies and creates
personality problems for people he doesn't like. Last year when
my husband was on annual training he claimed I couldn't do the
work(I was the fastest assembler in the place) and fired me to

get back at him because he knew he couldn't fire my husband for
his Guard work."
"I do not like the idea of requiring more schooling at the
families expense. We can't meet our expenses on his guard pay
&it always hurts us financially for him to go for extra
training. It would be much easier if the civilian employers were
required to pay employees when they miss work for training or
schooling for military purposes."
"This so called 'part time' job in the guards for 'extra'
money is now losing our family more money every month. He's
tried the union at work & other ways to solve this but no luck."
"During times when there are 3 day drills (Fri, Sat, Sun) my
husband sometimes is required to use in ill day or vac day, or
off with no pay) for Friday. He rotates shifts and is not
allowed to change shifts at work. I think this is unfair.
Civilian jobs should be made to make allowances for allowing
guard members to change shifts, etc. in order to attend drills."
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"Dissatisfied with employers in civilian job market's

perception that spouses experience from ARNG does not count as
'tangible experience.'
In other words my spouse's participation
in ARNG has not helped him to obtain a good job."
"This survey may do same good, but not at what is the real
problem, that being that it's not taken serious, and regular
employers don't like letting them go for guard duty. We see

those TV advertising to join the Guards & that they are serving
our country and their employer support them. That's not true.
If it came down to his regular job or Guard, Guard would have to
stop we can't loose any more jobs because of Guard. Funny
thing is that he really likes Guard."
"My husband is suppose to complete subcourses so he can keep
his current job. Also he needs to do them for any promotions.
I know he would do better if sent to school for the particular
info. he needs to know. If sent to school - if not on weekends
- he gets hassles from his boss.
I wish civilian employers were
nicer when it comes to time off for Guard."

11

"My biggest concern about my husband's National Guard
activities is that his civilian employer does not encourage his
participation. Most of the time he has to work third shift at
his job and then go to his drill. It is extremely hard on him 16 hour days every drill weekend. I wish there were some
requirement that employers must let Guardsmen off on drill
weekends. Serving in the National Guard should be seen as an
honorable service to our country. In some cases, it is not,
however."
"My husband lost his civilian job when he returned home from 2
weeks annual training. We were led to believe this would never
happen. We filed papers thru proper channels. The DOJ turned
this case down. There is nothing to protect their civilian job
while away at annual training."
"My husband's current, immediate, supervisor grudgingly grants
him time off for his two weeks annual leave. After that to try
and get one or two week for vacation time is impossible."
"I feel as though the summer two week pay could be improved
because the family budget is deficient for those two weeks and
this causes a great sacrifice. All employees does not pay
salary or any benefit during the time he is away for camp. This
is an area that needs some evaluating."
"My husband loves the National Guard so does my daughter and
two son-in-laws. The problem they all face is with their places
of employment not backing them. This is especially true of my

1
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husband who is

a policeman.

They are trying as hard as they can

to make him quit. There needs to be federal law passed to
support the reserve units if they are to survive."
"Civilian employers sometime make it hard on ARNG's for
missing time on job due to ARNG comitment. Legislature should
provide protection laws for ARNG's in civilian."
"I think being in "the Guards should help you find a job, not
hurt your chances of getting one."
"On one occasion, my husband's enlistment in the guards has
kept him from getting full-time employment. I feel civilian
employers in this area are really not impressed if you are in
the guards. They are concerned about who will replace you
during the two-weeks of AT. Maybe if there was some type of
benefit program available to the employees, they would be more
willing to hire men who are active in the guard units."
"I feel the Friday nits drills should be omitted. People who
work afternoons shouldn't have to take Fridays off. It really
hurts the pay check, when you have bills & other obligations to
meet. Sure you get paid for it, but two months later. It
doesn't help on a weekly basis."
"We certainly would appreciate knowing and ]eajng the drill
dates on yearly basis. My spouse rotates shifts and he tries to
schedule vacation days on drill dates. Sometimes the drill
dates are changed and this creates a problem."
"My husband has been at his new job for 7 months and this is
the first boss who has objected to the 2 week drill and who is
forcing my husband not to attend during the regular period of
training."
"There needs to be a few more changes in the area of civilian
employers. If you have guards during the week (part of the
week) you have to use your overtime protection sheet. You are
aloud so many a year and when you have guards you shouldn't be
required to use your overtime protection sheet. Your employer
should automatically protect your overtime if you are on guard
duty."
Army Reserve
Officers
"As Commander, I spend a great deal of time to 'catch up' on
requirements. My employer discharged me, stating off the
record, because I spent too much time with the Reserves. Yet,
it seems the full timers are running the Reserves. I am not
certain what the repercussions are from this. Administratively,
A-72
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it seems units should have 2MUTAs/month - one to train, one to
complete administrative requirements. Sometimes all the
requirements seem overwhelming and burdensome."
Sreceived

applied
for active
duty are
schools
past
years,
"Over the
time
off 3from
my I've
civilian
employer.
Examples
as &
follows:
orders for airborne school; 1 week of Ground, orders were.
revoked, return to home station.
Orders for secondary MOS. Misplaced threw chain of command,
employer notified, comment; 'Thats the Army as usual.'
Orders to attend additional schooling: orders were cancelled
for lack of funds. Employer was upset. This has happen 4
times.
ATA's & man days, needed during the year not used till the
last 2 months. Was authorized 14. Need these mandays from
Higher Headquarters earlier or when needed. Dealing with live
ammo, these days are needed, everytime this situation occurs.
My employer is willing to cooperate but the admin part for
orders & schooling is to the point of not, any more wise comments."
"While many employers verbalize support of the reserve
program, it is often difficult to obtain more than 2 weeks for
training. This fact is further complicated by the need to
complete military education and also attend troop unit AT.
Units are reluctant to grant ADT in lieu of AT. This makes it
impossible for individuals to complete both requirements."
"Employer support is becoming non existent. In the last
couple of years the U.S. Supreme Court has overwhelmingly ruled
against the reservist and in favor of the employer. The intent
of the law and the U.S. Supreme Courts opinions are two entirely
different entities. New legislation must be passed to refortify
the rights of the reservist. Benefits such as vacations,
raises, seniority, hospitalization, promotion are being denied
the reservist because of these rulings made by the U.S. Supreme
Court. We need to protest the reservist rights with new and
stronger legislation."
"Let's quit the lip service and make civilian employers
support USeR trng time. A lot of my civilian employer bosses
become resentful of my Reserve activities and punish me for
being in the Reserves."
"A lot of people I know use their vacations for annual
training. Your low ranking people dont get more than 2 weeks
vacation. A lot of people will run into problems with
employers. I know its a law to let us go but if it means having
a civilian full time job or a part time army job, guess which
one they will give up."
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"No real support for Guard & Reserves by Government agencies... Only support because they are required to by law. This
is prevalent in Govt.*
"I an concerned that my civilian employer (Federal government)
does not support the Reserves. We have had a positive employer
support program but my boss is more concerned with our working
overtime to improve her statistics. The employees derive no
satisfaction from this. We are harassed into working overtime
that we do not want or need. I have had to expressly point out
the law to be granted my leave requests."
"In many instances the ARCON is n=t responsive to the needs of
individuals re: timeliness of orders for AT/ACDUTRA. Many
employers want/need more than 30 days notice; in some cases
orders are = received until after duty period has begun!"
"I see several members of my battalion hesitant to participate
any more than they have to in training because their employers
hold their jobs 'hostage.' This leads to situations where
soldiers and the unit are pulled between either participating at
AT, attending school to qualify for promotion, or leaving to
'secure' his main source of income. I believe employers need to
be made more aware of what their workers give to the country &

community in return for the time they need -and in turn,
information should be made available to employers to recognize
abuse of their cooperation."
"I have not had an ACDUTRA of less than 18 days and some as
long as 28 days in the last 5 yrs. My employer recognizes only
18 days for A.T.",
"Our unit - 33 personnel - lost 2 outstanding soldiers due to

employer problems with 3 weeks for AT."
"We have got to do something about employer relationship
problems."
"Civilian employers are begimiing to be somewhat unfavorable
toward the many hours required of Guard/Reserve participation.
We need to pay attention to this situation."
"Employers are not really receptive to employees being in the
reserves. Policies are stated in support; but supervisors are
not receptive."
"Take away my double salary when on AT and forget me--I'm
gone. My supervisor (Fed. job) claims that he is obligated only
towards g2I AT tour/yr. If I propose a second tour (using M.L.
balance or annual leave) he will dny leave. I feel he is
wrong, but--if he feels that strongly--I best stay at home."
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"I recently switched employers due to the anti-military
attitude of my former emloyer. After 12 years of constant
struggle and being black balled for taking two weks off for

each A.T. I finally had to make a new start with . new company.
'Reforger 86" - 26 days of training in Germany finally proved
too much to overcome and was the main reason for having to
switch companies. It cost me over $20,000 to attend the officer
advanced course in 1982. This was the result-of returning to a
company whose attitude toward a military leave of absence was
'We have to let him go but we will make him pay for it.' The
U.S. Government must stand behind the Reservists who want to
complete the required military training. The Department of
Labor has absolutely no power to defend a reservist and most
corporations have the time and the money to outlast an employee
in any legal battle. Please try to put some bite and strength
into our laws to protect the reserve component members who try
to be good
soldiers, good employees and good parents.
very
hard
We
are
constantly
difficult
feat." trying to make all parties happy but it is a
"As a Director of Personnel in two assignments I have surveyed
many junior officers and enlisted persons. Most have difficulty
with their private employers on AT/ADT."
Spouses of Officers
"I wish that more people -- senior commands and civilians

alike -- would feel and show more appreciation for the very real
of time and energy made by the reserve officers.
vsacrifices
Leaving a business in which one is self-employed for two weeks
is no minor matter! Nor is continually having to subordinate
the wishes of the other members of the family to one's reserve
commitment."

"The times he is sent for conferences elsewhere in the US and
so is paid on ADT and thus loses a day of pay but is actually
gone from us for one more day due to travel. This also causes
loss of civilian pay. The supposed reasoning is budgeting
considerations."
"Lack of employer support causes difficulties for my spouse.
An aggressive Reserve PR program in which employers are
automatically contacted might be helpful - a major undertaking;
I know!"
"It seems to me that as a reservist progresses it is expected
that the reserve program take priority over his civilian job
which is usually the main support of his family. Many are times
my husband spends the better part of his day at his civilian job
dealing with Army Reserve business over the phone. There are
times he must leave his office to make an unscheduled stop at
the reserve center. My husband is able to deal with this
A-75
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because he is the manager and his superior is in another part of
the state, however, 1 can see how this isbound to be a problem
with someone who's bos is, in the *ame d ffice.
aven in my
husband's situation there is no way that the quality of and the
amount Of time spent at his civilian job can help but suffer.
While most men work hard and are proud to serve their country in
the Reserves,

I think the Reserve Program must keep aware that

these men have other important aspects in their lives that must
be attended t.

"

"My spouse works for the Federal Gov.

and he has had more

problems getting Reserve time off than those in civilian jobs.
Our family has had to sacrifice a summer vacation together
because he is only allowed 2 weeks off during the summer and
must take this for reserves. It was not this way in the past
and this will be the deciding factor in his leaving the
reserves. Also reserves dates keep getting changed which cause
problems for him at work changing his hours and those changes
cause the family to make more sacrifices than they should. More
consideration in scheduling needs to be made for those who do
not work 9-5 Mon to Friday but rotate hours & days off."
"There is MAJOR conflicts with my husbands civilian job and
time required with the Reserves - his civilian position must
come first - his employer requires him to work late shifts even
on his weekends for Reserves, therefore, he will work Fri, Sat,
Sun back to back shifts with very little time - if any - for

4.

sleep. Also - time off for weekend Reserve duty is marked as
'Absent' in his personnel file - with no explanation - and that
looks bad. His employer considers his weekend schedules for the
Reserves a BIG hassle - the stress and fatigue is felt by both
my husband and myself."
"I feel that the Army Reserve needs to improve their protection against a person who works for a state, in getting off
work. To explain what I'm trying to say is, when my husband has
to go off to different types of military schools, he sometimes
has a hard time, or he will turn down the school, for fear he
will be transferred in his department due to his leaving the
department for the military training."
"No consideration or understanding is apparent for my
husband's civilian job situation. That job is primary for all
our family needs & cannot be Jeopardized. He is in middle
management in an industrial setting. He does not have the
flexibility his unit sometimes assumes he has. An example is
the time he'll be away this year because his Active Duty is
extended so he can go down with the advance party. The reality
for us is that we accept the negatives of this for the
retirement benefits & to supplement our monthly income. This is
my husband's part-time job. To blatantly expect a person to put
this ahead of the commitments & responsibilities of his fullA-76
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time job & family obligations is unfair. I wish at times that
some of the excessively enthusiastic 'weekend warriors' would
acknowledge the different fifestyles & obligations of their
fellow Reservists."

Enlisted Members
"I have been a Reservist for 6 years and have recently
acquired a civilian chef's job.

to work weekends.

With this new job I am required

Being the chef of a family restaurant I have

no one to replace me while on Reserve drills, so I am leaving
Athose

the Reserves--to keep this jobi Ny days off are Mondays and
Tuesdays, but my Commander tells me I cannot continually RST for
days (I wish I could so I can remain in the USAR).
I feel
the USAR does not care enough to help me remain!"
"I enjoy the USAR.

But in Aug 1985 I changed jobs.

I am now

in the investment banking field, and it is very critical that I
am at work the biggest part of the time that the "market" is
open. Therefore I am going to transfer to the control Group. I

can not afford to take off two weeks anytime. I have no
problems with weekends. My pay has increased greatly and I
don't want to jeopardize it.
"I was asked to go to a military school 2 mos ago. After I
arranged to be absent from my civilian employment for 1 week I
was informed that I might not know if the higher HQ would
approve my slot at the school until 3 days before. The school
was cancelled 2 days before I was scheduled to go and raised
havoc with my civilian employer."
"I enjoy the reserves and my unit but my new position at my
civilian job makes it difficult. My travel time was increased
by 3 hours. The Company I work for does not compensate for
wages."
"When I take off 1 day from my civilian job to accomplish 1
day of active duty I only come out ahead pay wise by $10.00 on
military pay. Why would an E-4 even care about active duty pay
when, if he has a job making $7.00 an hour, he is losing money
each time he participates on active duty."
"The policy of changing drill dates and A.T. dates causes
undue hardships on family and civilian employment. Especially
short notification time. Also second shift employment causes me
to use vacation time for civilian job to attend Friday night
drills, which have been numerous in 85."
"I wish that employers, especially immediate supervisors, that
have employees in the guard or reserve, someday understand that
it is a benefit to the employer, and very important to support
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theemployees that are in the guard or reserve programst ...
Some employers have the attitude, that you don't have to be in
the guard or reserves, and make it hard for their employees."
"The majority of the FT?, AGR force lose sight of why they

have a job.

They could generally care less about the Reserve

personnel."
"Our training schedule changes on a daily basis. The drill
dates are given out for the year and then are changed several
times before the end of the year. I plan my yearly schedule
around the original dates given. When they are changed this
puts a great burden on me, my wife, family, civilian job, and

the people I work with."
"Getting alt. A.I.T. for College or tech school. I had (for 2
years tech school) over 16 days of absents because of reserve.
This looks bad on my transcripts for which I'm embarrassed to
send for job applications or when future employers check on
references."
"My employer is supportive of my participation, but requires
my orders for active duty in advance in order to process my
leave and obtain the proper visas for Saudi Arabia. In 1985 it
took me 7 months to arrange my active duty with the reserve
liaison office in Germany, I spent almost $200 in international
telephone calls, and I received.my orders 3 days prior to my
reporting date.... This year I mailed my request for active
duty 3 months ago. I have not received any word on my request."
"As more hours are reqaired to accomplish the duties, civilian
job conflict becomes a bigger problem. I think a nation wide
awareness program should be initiated to educate and inform
civilian employers of the ever increasing importance of the
reserves, as active duty forces are being cut."
"Regardless of what the leave might be, any employee who is
expected to take two weeks, and usually more, off from work for
military duty, is worth less to his or her employer. Add to
this the soldier's potential to be called to active duty and the
employer might find the person unreliable. Competence and
reliability are just as important to a civilian career as they
are to one in the military. Before requiring additional drills
each month, or a third week of AT, remember that we make our
livings at our civilian jobs, not from the military."
"The survey did not take into consideration the fact that some
people lost money from employment due to military obligations."
"I had a good job in 85 and they called me 4 days before we
left for AT and I could only give my boss 3 days notice witch
made a lot of problems for me and everybody."
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"Assurances from highest levels of Department of Defense to
protect civilian job and employer refusal to honor reemployment

rights or reservists."
"I am assigned to a USAR School Unit. I don't find out my AT
assignment early enough to help my employer. I need to know at
least 7-8 months in advance so we can reschedule the classes I
teach at work. I take a fair size cut in pay by going to AT
every year since I make less at AT than I would make at my
civilian job (I get no pay from my civilian employer during
*AT)."
"Very dissatisfied that I have to take time from work to make
drill time on Friday because of the three hour drive and the
meals that I have to purchase. No military pay for work time
lost. Very dissatisfied that I have to take time from work for
such things as physicals, photo ID and DA and any type of test
with no military pay."
"I am a federal employee (temporary lyr) working for a
military service. I recently requested leave without pay to
attend Reserve duty (A.D.T.). My leave request was disapproved
based on my temporary status. I am aware that federal law
guarantees me the right to serve (38 U.S.C.). I know of some
fellow reservists (also civil servants) who have been subjected
to other forms of harassment for serving their country. I found
the E.G.R. to be very helpful in addressing the above mentioned
problem however, I think the DoD and the individual services
should take
t
action to keep this from happening in
the future."
"At my present civilian job I am required to work weekends.
When I attend my monthly dr-lls, I have to miss scheduled work.
My employer doesn't mind, because I am a hard worker with a good
attendance record (only missing when I attend drill). Because
of the difference in pay between my civilian job and my Reserve
pay, I lose $20.00 each drill, $400.00 when I attend AT. This
is a sacrifice I am willing to make. In recent weeks after 3
years of waiting on a list I finally had an interview at a Local
Post Office for a job I and my family had been hoping for a long
time, only to be turned down for the job because I am a
Reservist. One of the day's I would have been scheduled to work
would have been on Saturday's."
"A very serious conflict exists with civilian employment. I
am located in a presently economic depressed area where jobs are
very hard to find. A person cannot exist on reserve Ray. We
have lost 15% unit strength due primarily to civilian job
conflicts. If the Reserve program is to continue in my area
this must be addressed."
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"I have been turned down for civilian promotions due to being
a Army reservist. In no way can I prove this completely due to
the cautiousness of my employer. However I have been indirectly
informed that the reason they would not promote me is based on
the chance of mobilization for long periods ie longer than 60
days. I am very proud to serve and feel some pressure should be
placed on employers to abide by the law in reference to
reservist laws to protect them."
"At my current pay grade, my Reserve service is financially
disadvantageous, because I am in sales on partial commission and
the more I work, the more I make. The only way I would consider
remaining in the Reserves at the end of my current obligation,
is to be commissioned as a Lt. in the USAR."
"One of the main problems we reservists have with more drill
time is with our employers. They dont want to give us any time
off now. More time will be nearly impossible to get off."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"Question 68 - His reserve unit expects him to give up one
day's pay in his civilian job (which is swing shift) to attend a
MUTA5 drill."
"My spouse's civilian company in the past have said okay to 2
weeks ACDUTRA provided he return his Army check to them in order
to receive his continued regular pay. Fortunately it hasn't
been followed through, but if it had been, then it would have
wound up costing my spouse to be an IMA. Somehow, provisions
should be made to assure a Reservist does not lose salary (in
total) to be on ACDUTRA."
"When my husband goes on 2 weeks training, his work place,
gives a him bad time. When he comes home his work place give
him low paying job again."
"Army pay and benefits do not compensate for the hard time he
gets at work for messing up work schedules."
"Should be a better policy governing such situation. We are
asking the employers to support the Guard and Reserve but it
seems the Reserve is not supporting the employers' needs either,
so how can we expect them to support the Reserve during their
needs?"
"Well on one of his normal week ends (Reserve) he's there for
8 hours Saturday & 8 hours Sunday in a MUTA4, which allows him
to work his week-end job. In a MUTA5 week-end which is from
6:30 pm Friday to 4:30 pm Sunday, it doesn't allow for him to
work his week-end job (Fri & Sat) as a restaurant manager, for
only 25% more pay, so in the long run we end up losing money."
A-80
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"Very unhappy when a weekend drill starts on Friday & spouse
loses 2 days of work over it."
"Another thing is that he's been
meetings because he had to work at
conflict is unaccepted by the unit
plow snow on some week-ends that's
can't get it excused."

given U's for missing reserve
his civilian job & a work
when state emplovers have to
excused for them - but he

"I have found my husband's involvement in the Reserves has
caused him to loose two jobs. Many employers do not appreciate
the two weeks o-2f in the summer. If you do not get vacations
this means they have to give you time off. My husband receives
no time off. When he interviews for a position he lets them
know he is in the Reserves and right away they become
disinterested. It has been 4 years since he has graduated from
college and I truly believe the Reserves is directly responsible
for his inability to get a permanent position."
",... if required training/school attendance could be broken

into 1-2 week intervals and spread out so as not to
inconvenience his civilian employer with 4-6 week absences."
"My husband's employer doesn't like the military, so he has
told him he will not have any promotions while he is in the
reserves and that he will have to take his yearly vacation at
the time he has annual training. He couldn't get the time off
last year for it would have cost him his job. Any time my
husband asks for any kind of military leave it's a hassle and it
shouldn't be. There should be something we can do about this!"
"The Army has spent considerable time and money to train
individuals. Now that they have valuable experience the Army
seems to be going out of their way to drive them out. There are
civilian employers threatening reservists in my husband's unit
with dismissal but the Army will not back them up."
"There should be a sponsored campaign to encourage employers
to provide reservists leave with pay during AT rather than
causing them to use vacation time."
"...if required -raining/school attendance could be broken
into 1-2 week intervals & spread out so as not to inconvenience
his civilian employer with 4-6 week absences."
Naval Reserve
Officers
"Implementation of Annual Active Duty for Training continues
to be a mess despite annual promises of improvement.
Individuals who request ACDUTRA 5-6 months in advance are still
Appendi x A
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kept on pins and needles waiting for the orders and the travel
materials ....in my unit last autumn, the majority of the 12
people going overseas did not receive orders or tickets until
within 72-48 hours before take-off. This is an unconscionable
way to run an organization; military personnel and their
families are stressed unnecessarily and the military person's
relationship with his/her employer is strained beyond reasonable
bounds."

"I feel that a reservist should be allowed to make up more
than 4 drills due to an employment conflict. I had a situation
where a high level manager at my company asked me to help solve
some serious technical problems (on a DoD project) the Friday
afternoon before a drill weekend. My commanding officer
required me to use my make up drills."
"Military hops scheduled for early afternoon on the Friday
before a WET. It's exceedingly difficult for most affiliates to
get necessary time off from civilian work to comply with such
flight plans."
"Legislation to provide for non-discrimination in hiring for
Guard/Reserve is needed, and laws to provide greater rights to
Guard/Reservists are needed and/or should be strengthened."
"I am concerned by the over-abundance of federal and
state/municipal workers that comprise the reserves. Apparently,
only the various governments make it worthwhile for their
employees to participate in the reserves. Very few private
industry employees participate, primarily due to employer
attitudes regarding the reserves. Although there are statutes
regarding the rights of reservists and their civilian jobs (U.S.
Code title 38, chapter 43), as an attorney I see these laws
being circumvented and out-right ignored constantly. The U.S.
attorney and other agencies should take a hard-line on this
subject and make a few examples of employers who violate these
laws. More employee reinstatement to prior position is not
enough; there should be punitive monetary sanctions imposed upon
such employers in order to make them 'toe the line'."
"My employer allows ten days military leave. Twice I have had
to be gone longer. Each time I lose a full days' pay for each
day beyond the ten he allots to me."
"The Naval Reserve insistence on weekend-only drilling is a
substantial burden, and poses the only real threat to my
continued service. My civilian job requires me to work every
other weekend. If a third weekend is then consumed by the
Reserves, I am left with one weekend per month to spend with my
family - not acceptable. I would gladly drill weekdays when my
children are in school, but the Reserves are adamantly insisting
that I either forsake my family or dim-affiliate."
A-82
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"Because of my expanded responsibilities in the Naval
due to promotions over the past seven years, I have had
devote more and more time between drills to get the job
properly. Thus, I have arranged my civilian employment
I work less hours and get paid less money."

Reserve
to
done
so that

Spouses of Officers
I am very proud to serve our country as a Naval Officer's
wifel It has been rough at times and inconsistent. Since my
husband has been CO of his unit, we have had to deal with more
pressures. I'm proud he's CO and a great one ....But whenever he
goes to a Navy Officer's Workshop, he comes home drained. He
such a perfectionist and wants to do the very best. But there
is an attitude in Washington to forget that these Reservists
have other jobs other than being CO's. If he was to do eveYthing they ask him to do 100%, then he would need to resign from
his present job."
Enlisted Members
"ACDUTRA requests are required 3 to 4 months in advance of the
requested dates. Why do we not receive our orders until 1 or 2
weeks prior? We need early confirmation to make plans for
ourselves, families, and employers."
"The reserve policy/action which causes the most difficulty in
my case is the uncertainty and late notification of ACDUTRA

orders confirmation. My current ACDUTRA request was initiated
five months ago; to date I have received neither confirmation or
denial of requested dates. This situation is very difficult to
explain to my employer who is at best luke warm on reserve
participation."
"Why do I have to give the Navy 75 days notice of my request
for ACDUTRA, but the Navy can't give me an answer sometimes two
weeks before my reporting date. This puts a burden on my
employer."
"Lead time required for ACDUTRA orders well before ACDUTRA.
However, no confirmation or verification returned until the last
minute. Orders canceled/modified at last minute which causes
problems with civilian employer and civilian job.... Civilian
employers are not impressed with the Navy's unique deployment
needs when changes are made at the last minute."
"There always seems to be problems involved in the logistics
of getting personnel to and from WET sites. There is it would
seem no regard by the transportation office as to the problems
involved with those of us that as reservists have a loyalty to
an employer and are at times penalized by the Navy and their
scheduling procedures."
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"I got fired from a civilian job because I had to take off for

2 weeks ACDUTRA.

I got NO support from the Dept. for employer

support of the Guard and Reserve, and was told by the Dept. of
Labor, Wash. D.C. that there was nothing they could do and that
I had to PM a civilian attorney myself and take it to court
myself. It ended up costing me out of my own pocket for

attorney fees, court costs and missed wages, plus I never
regained my job."

"I would like to comment about the length of time for
submission of ACDUTRA. I find that 75 days lead time is excessive. But the problem I have too often as a unit career
counselor is not receiving T.D. orders until a week or days
before it commences, after meeting the submission requirements."
"One other item which is getting very difficult to work.
Reschedule Drills: we need to have more flexibility to
reschedule drills, because of heavy work loads from civilian
employers at times. If it comes down to it the Naval Reserve is
only a second job, not the main bread supplier."
"The Navy wants 9 to 13 weeks advance for ACDUTRA orders. But
yet orders most of the time come in only a few days before your
scheduled departure. Why? I had to take a waiver one year
because I re-submitted three times."
"When I served .1 weeks active duty in Seattle, Washington, in
January 1985, I was fired on 2 jobs, with no protection of
getting them back. There are laws on the books related to this,
but no teeth in the laws to back up reenforcement."

&

"Since a major consideration as a member of Naval Reserve is
additional income, what could be done to encourage employers to
not force us to either use vacation (which gives us no vacation)
or to take 2 weeks for ACDUTRA and not get paid from civilian
jobs. In essence, we are penalized either way."
"Basically, I'm satisfied with the reserve program. The
weekend drills are a big inconvenience for me personally as I
work 3rd shift w/ Fri. and Sat. being the most crucial nights
for me to be there. But that is a problem I deal with - I don't
hold the reserve program at fault for that. It would be nice if
I had an option for drilling other than a weekend."
"Through 1985 I was able to reschedule my drill weekend when I
had a job conflict but I had to use a lot of deception because a
job conflict is not grounds to reschedule a drill. New policies
allow me only one reschedule per 12 month period. This has
created quite a problem."
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"My job as a federal employee sometimes requires me to work on
a wkend. I usually know ahead of time and in the past could
resched drills. The new rule limiting rescheds w/pay to 4
drills/yr is too restrictive. I have lost $300 this year as
result and feel the 4 drill (1 wkend) limitation is too
restrictive."
"I average $132.00 per month in the Reserves. To drill I must
pay another MSW or MS level Psych to cover my duties. Therefore
I spend $200.00 per drill weekend and it results in a $70.00
monthly cost to drill. During ACDUTRA I lose another $500 per
week."
"If required ACDUTRA was increased 5 days (see question #20)
then I feel some substantial and sustained assistance in
convincing civilian employers of desirability in granting leaves
of absence for 19 day periods/year would be required. 19 days
is essentially one month loss of manpower to a civilian employer
who also loses manpower to holidays, vacations, illness, civic
duties, etc. Long military leaves of absence therefore make
reservist employees less valuable, less promotable, create
scheduling problems and jealousy among other employees and
animosity as other's vacations are rescheduled during most
desirable time of year for vacations."
"We have had, in the past, much confusion and many problems in
the processing of requests for ACDUTRA, especially for orders to
schools. The proper and timely processing of ACDUTRA requests
is vital for retention and is extremely important to the individual member and his/her employer. It should be given the
importance and care it deserves."
"People in small businesses can't just close the door and go
to reserves. A small business must be making money every day.
Since most of these people don't even handle money, they don't
understand."
"As a firefighter, my work schedule is 24 hrs. on duty and 48
hrs. off. I know this effects a large number of reservists who
are also emergency personnel all over the country. I would like
to see a change of the reschedule policy for security and
emergency personnel."
"On being paid by your civilian employer when going on
military drill and ACDUTRA (policy change). When going on
military drill for the weekend, the employer should be obligated
to pay for the time you are gone, because people are having to
take absence without pay when drilling. My employer is making
employees who are in the military use their vacation time to go
to drill and/or ACDUTRA."
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"Since I have to work at least 2 weekends a month it becomes
difficult at times to schedule my drill weekends. If the Naval
Reserve would be more flexible and allow those reservists who
have work conflicts the chance to reschedule drills without
being penalized for rescheduling more than 4 drills per year.
This unit has lost many veterans due to this policy. The

reserves are secondary to our civilian jobs and careers."
Marine Corps Reserve
Officers
"How many reservists are working at a job that pays less than
they are qualified for because employers will not hire them
because of their military commitment?... It happened to me, I
lost a job because my employer said I could not be gone for
summer camp, even though he knew I was in the reserve when they
hired me. This is a very serious and wide spread problem among
reservists."
"Uncooperative employers, especially police and fire depts."
"Regular support personnel should receive instruction about
the civilian job and family pressures with which the reservist
must deal. This may make the regular support personnel more
supportive and empathetic towards the reservist."
"The Reserve/Guard program has a great need of improvement in
this area. As an officer I have had many men approach me with
employer problems and I have had employer problems. Employers
need some type of positive incentive to hire & retain
Reserve/Guard members due to what employers view as a negative
cost impact from reserve commitments. Employers have many
methods of letting members know that they are unhappy or
displeased with reserve commitments and that this will have a
bad effect on the employee without running afoul of the limited
protection laws on the books."
"As a commercial airline pilot I have to bid for days off.
Having a specific weekend that I must drill usually means I end
up with a much worse schedule than I would if the drill were
more flexible. For example, having to bid for one weekend off
usually means I don't get any weekend off - making it much more
difficult to justify reserves to my family."
Enlisted Members
"I think that only one weekend a month is not enough for
training. Yet without further employer support that is about
all a person can get away with."
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"If we had to spend 3 weeks at camp I think we would lose a
lot of good people because of job conflicts."
"For my two weeks ATD I am forced to use my two week vacation
from my civilian job. I an paid for the two weeks at ATD, but
on the other hand, I have no vacation time left for myself and
my family. Thank you."
"I received very little help when fired from my civilian job

in 1984 because of my ATD.... Also the units don't try to help
when civilian jobs or school interfere with drill."
"As a marine reservist, I feel that more information needs to
be provided regarding rights and benefits available to me. I
have been subject to some difficulty at work and I feel this is
primarily due to my lack of information on regulations governing
an employer's actions."
"In my search for a job I have run into a lot of resistance
from potential employers about the possibility of being gone on
certain weekends and for annual training."
"As far as civilian and government jobs they do not abide by
"The Equal Employment" law. I have applied for such jobs and as
soon as they see that you are in the reserves, your changes of
employment are slim and none! (Past experience!)"
"I have been turned down from a number of full-time jobs
because of my participation in the reserves. In my current job
they will not give me full benefits even though I'm doing
exactly the same work duties as my co-workers. I get paid much
less, and have to use vacation days for the 2 weeks in the
summer."
"I have found in almost everyone's case the pay for the annual
two week active duty training is far less than what that
individual would make for those two weeks in his (her) civilian
job. This can encourage and lead to absentees for one reason or
another."
"As compared to my civilian pay, my pay for a drill weekend
(and ATD) actually causes me to lose money."
"Marine Reservists are not paid enough or soon enough while on
ACDUTRA. It's a financial hardship on the marine and his family
during this time. The fact is, most reservists aren't
compensated by their employers during this time and financial
obligations have to be made."
"I feel unsatisfied about the two days I have to take from
work to come to drill, and not receive any pay from government
or work to make up for this. I have a good job and make good
Appendlx A
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money. Each day I miss from work is very costly to me. And I
work the week ends. The only way I could be satisfied about
this, would be for the government to pay half of wages lost and
employer to pay half."
"The survey did not cover the attitude of schools towards the
Reserve. I attend a college that refuses to change a final test

date to work around my Reserve duties."
"Working for the Dept of Corrections I receive per contract 17
consecutive days for ATD. For drill days I receive no benefits.
I am allowed the week ends off, however it is without pay. I
find this to be somewhat of a hardship due to finances. I lose
money coming to drills. I would like to see some kind of
Federal Law mandating employers to allow their employees the
time off with some type of compensation."
"I would also like to see Reserves get improved educational
bonuses and better, more advanced equipment."
Air National Guard
Officers
"I have felt pressure from employer regarding Active Duty
Training time. Once was threatened that she would call the
Governor stating she felt the Guard was the biggest rip-off for
taxpayers. Then have been told that I could not go to inactive
duty training and took steps to try to change the designated
training date. Feel this is ironic since I am an employee of
the Federal Government. Nevertheless pressure is being applied
in Federal Agencies to reservists and this is unfortunate."
"Civilian employers have limited understanding of the Guard
program and little appreciation for the citizen-soldier. The
basis of this sentiment is the belief that military duty is an
_p~tion not an ogation of citizenship. Because of this
nationally accepted opinion and the notion that 'National
Defense' is located somewhere in Europe or the Indian Ocean,
civilian management has little motivation to do more than the
legal minimum for their free enterprise system."
"I want to see more assistance from military authorities
(Legal Dept.) in dealing with civilian employers who refuse to
grant time off for military duties. My previous civilian
employer fired me for taking an 18 month leave to qualify as an
officer & attend navigator training. This public relations
campaign with civilian employers is nonsense."
"I changed jobs this year and found many prospective employers
stopped considering me for a job when it came out that I was a
Guardsman. Although I work for a large corporation which
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supports the Guard/Reserve my immediate supervisor is against my
participation and my chances for promotion are diminished while
I remain a member."

"In my unit a number of personnel are having civilian work
conflicts - causing lower retention."
Spouses of Officers
"I regret to say that even though my husband is a Federal
employee, there is a considerable amount of resistance to his
participation in National Guard. His career progress may have
been hindered as a result. Stronger protection must be provided
for men who are willing to serve the military in this way."
"There are times when my husband is not able to put in flight
hours because of lack of time due to his civilian job - and
often I sense he is subtly penalized."
"My husband's guard drills have been viewed as a "problem" to
his civilian job. He does not have weekends off and every month
its' a real struggle to get off guard weekends. He gets it from
both ends. His boss says he cannot
,* him every guard weekend
off & the guard says he must attend
& every guard drill!
It has hampered his promotion opportun.jies tremendouslyi"
Enlisted Members
"Military needs to protect their personnel's civilian jobs and
stand behind them when they have trouble or problems with their
civilian employer."
"I try to do a good job as an NCO but once in a while - only
once in a while - there may be a conflict between my civilian
job and the Guard, at which time I feel there is too much
pressure applied to me."
"A better procedure should be developed to notify employers of
active duty dates."
/
"More effort is needed in acquainting civilian employers with
the importance of the Guard & Reserve. A very large percentage
of employers resent letting employees off to attend summer camp
and are continually trying to force, by any means possible,
members to get out of the Guard or Reserve. Yes, there are laws
to protect the member, but they are not enforced and really have
no teeth. Over the years I have seen many excellent members
forced by their employers to get out. We need new and better
legislation and laws or incentives to get and retain valuable
members."
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"We need better laws to protect personnel while on duty with
their component. Most civilian employers do not like for us to
take time from our job to serve in our units."
"I would like to see a stronger push made to make employers

aware of their responsibilities to Reservists. The "SU3jp the
Guard and Reserve" commercials soft soap the employers actual
commitment to the Reservist. They should be made aware that
there are laws covering an employees service in the Guard. I do
not have this particular problem, however, when it does arise,
the time is usually too late to make an employer aware of his
legal obligation. It is too easy for him to find other reasons
for letting an employee go."
"I joined thinking it would help in finding adequate employment (to support my family). Instead I find that many employers
do not want to hire someone who has to have this time off."
"If I needed time off for Sat UTA I had to take of without pay
or work overtime to make it up. Was just considered time off.
For 1986 I have a new job with the county. I still take time
off without pay but my new boss seems more in favor with
military & guard."
"I donot appreciate taking shots on Sunday which cause
absence from my civilian job on Monday. Flu vaccinations habitually cause absence from work at least one day. No one gives a
hoot about how this affects my civilian job. This the
reason for
sM rtion in November."
"I presently work for a defense contractor on a major Air
Force program. I have been passed over several times for promotion, and I also take a lot of harassment when I need a weekend
off for drill."
"I work for a Government subsidized Research Laboratory. I
feel that their pay treatment for reservists is by far not fair
compared to that of the Federal Government an other smaller
agencies. Being that most of the lab's money comes from the
Government I feel we should be compensated equally. At present
majority of Reservists at the Lab take vacation, but why should
we be penalized our vacation when all federal agencies receive
full pay while on military duty."
"The biggest problems I have about staying in the guard any
longer than the end of my current enlistment is the loss of
money while I do my two weeks of active duty each year. My
company does not pay me while I'm away. It is time off without
pay. The pay differential between my civilian job and military
is $100.00 per day. This hurts, I have large expenses with
children in college ect. at the time of enlistment the recruiter
said I would be compensated the difference from my employer, I
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didn't check it out until the time came for my two weeks of
duty. There ought to be a law to help compensate a person for
the difference in

pay."

"Annual Tours have not been confirmed far enough in advance
has made it hard to make plans regarding family & civilian job."
"Several questions discussed 'weekend drills' or 'weekend
duty'. This was obviously a presumption that all Reserve or
Guard members are able to perform required duty on weekends.
This is not always true. In fact, except for extraordinary
circumstances, all duty for my AFSC must be performed during
normal Monday through Friday duty days. As a result, I must
take annual leave from my Federal civil service job to perform

the required training. This severely limits vacation time
available to me and has a negative impact on my desire to
continue in the Reserve program. Unless the Federal Personnel
Manual, Chapter 630, Subchapter 9, is changed to allow more
Federal Military Leave for monthly duty and/or Annual Tours, the
increase of minimum requirements for monthly and annual training
would have a significantly adverse impact on federal employees
trying to fulfill Reserve commitments."
"I don't get paid for my 15 day drill. I must take military
leave without pay. Drill weekends are sometimes difficult to
have off."
"Out of 3 jobs (civilian work) the attitudes toward my leaving
for 15 days annual training was almost out of the question.
However I was permitted to leave."
"Here in Puerto Rico you can not find a civilian job if you
say you are in the Guard/Reserve. This situation is the reason
why most of the young people who finish studying do not stay in
the Guard/Reserve even if they like it."
"It is very difficult to find an employer who will let you go
to annual training, let alone hire you if you are in the Guard
or Reserve. I understand that there are employers who are very
pro guard/Reserve, however they are very few & far between."
"Be advised state police do not support Guard-Reserve activity
and often times interfere with guard-reserve activities
requiring legal assistance to resolve problems."
"I am now employed by the Dept. of Defense. For reasons of
D.O.D's own they are making it impossible for me to remain in
the Guard. I was a member of the Guard before going to work for
D.O.D. I believe their practice at my job site to be somewhat
unfair."
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"I don't find that many of us are in the ANG for the money.

I

pass up overtime almost every weekend."
"Annual training has not been up to expectations in knowing
when and where it will be each year at an early date which has
caused some problems with civilian employer."
"we have a civilian supervisor who is anti guard, and would
prefer that all case police were not in the guard units, and
makes it hard on them, without stepping over the illegal line."
"Totally dissatisfied with the National Guard's ability at all
levels to resolve a conflict with my full time job and National
Guard duty. My problem was that I lived and worked 120 miles
away from my guard unit. Ny job at the Post Office started at
12:30 AN Monday morning. The Postal Service would not allow me

to take off monday morning in a leave without pay status. As a
result I have to work a full day on national guard duty on
Sunday then drive 3 hours and prepare to start another Shr shift
at my full time job."
"My only comment is it would greatly benefit us if the Bureau
would start making more noise to our employers about supporting
the Guard/Reserve i.e. (t.v. commercials, newspaper ads ect.)
they don't fully understand what we do and frankly I'm tired of
the comments & looks every time I need off for the military."
"We need to have a federal law that makes it a requirement
that employees receive 2 weeks time from there civilian job
without having to take vacation days to meet there military
obligations."
"One of my biggest problems is having my employer change my
work schedule to attend meetings. Something should be done
legally, especially when it happens to be a federal agency."
"For my current civilian job the Guard has put a terrific
strain my time as to went I must come to Reg. UTA's and annual
training, I do not get paid to work somewhere else as some
bigger companies will do."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"I don't think that employer support is the problem (at least
in our unit) that it's made out to be. I see very little certainly not enough to warrant all the attention/expense/time
devoted to the program."
"I feel that monthly active duty training days should be
scheduled with technicians at least 6 months in advance to
facilitate coordinating spouse's work schedule and dependent
child care during overlapping of schedules."
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"It costs my husband to belong because of time that has to be
taken from his civilian job."
"My husband would be a lot happier and probably would stay in
ANG if he had better relations with civilian job. ThePost
i where he works does not cooperate with allowing time off
during weekend drills. They won't change work schedule giving
him a hard time about belonging to Guard unit. We can't believe
a Federal Agency doing that and getting away with it."
"My main concern is the harassment my husband receives from
his civilian job supervisor. Many nasty remarks are made
concerning the time he spends with the Guards."
iA

"Our school system allowed my husband to take military leave
last year--but they have been quite vocal in the newspapers
against people taking military leave during school days. Since
there are many teachers in the guard--I assume--why can't the 2
week camp take place only the summer--unless there is an
emergency taking place that would require immediate action?"
"My husband uses his vacation days to meet his military
requirements, which means we get no vacation time as a family."
Air Force Reserve
Officers
"More effort needed to encourage employers to let reservists
off for training. They need much more education."
"My military participation in the reserve program has not been
favorably accepted by at least one Federal Agency (the Veterans'
Administration). For my direct participation in a long term
military school, I was selected upon my return for a PCS move to
the most distant location management could pick. In order to
keep from moving, I had to transfer from the agency and took a
down grade in the process. A lot more folks need to be educated
on the need for the reserve program and the necessity to participate."
"Requirement for attendance at unit training assemblies should
be relaxed if the Reservist is able to complete training and
currency objectives at other times available. This would cause
fewer conflicts with civilian employment and achieve a more
efficient use of Reservists time."
"My civilian & reserve job stretch me to the limit. I
seriously believe my home life suffers due to my dedication to
both civilian & reserve jobs. My civilian employer tolerates
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the program. There are ways they can overlook me for more
critical jobs in civilian life due to my absence for Reserve
Training."
"Could utilize a comprehensive booklet for the civilian
employer outlining the Reserve/guard forces, to give them a
better understanding and to ensure their cooperation in allowing
individuals to perform military duties - I get many, many
questions at work. This also could prove useful a- a recruiting
tool. Possibly the military member could have his/her employi
or supervisor to unit on a designated 'Employer day' where
reservists can demonstrate mission duties followed by a social
event at end of day as a thank you to the employer for his/her
support of the mission."
"I have a very favorable employer situation: 21 days military
leave allowed, which is not reduced by military pay; flexibility
to get leave for mandays on short notice -- staying in this
employment situation is a key consideration when compared to
opportunities which may reduce my reserve status."
"Must use civilian vacation time to prepare for UTA's & attend
conferences - this )as caused problems with family activities.
Some civilian supervisors have been very understanding of my
reserve commitment, others have made life difficult (tried to
prevent me from taking a leave of absence to attend a two week
school.)"
"Although I have received 90% of my communications training
(subsequent to my present employment) from the U.S. Air Force
and have a related civilian occupation, none the less, I have
had difficulties with my current district manager (not with my
company), relating to my participation in the Guard and
Reserves. Specifically, after having received management
approval to attend a job related Air Force communications school
at no cost to the company, my district manager advised me that I
would not have a job when I returned if I attended the school.
While corporate leaders are receiving accolades and the
associated publicity for being good corporate citizens aloi
with the 'Employer Support For the Guard and Reserves'
Certificates in hand, there are those in middle and lower level
management that do not share this patriotic tradition. These
people are only concerned with meeting their own objectives.
Thus, it would appear middle and lower management personnel
ignore the company's policies regarding the Reserves. Even as I
was ;oing through this intimidation, a Reservist in another
department of the company was given a military leave of absence
of one year to go on active duty with the Air Force. When given
the choice by my district manager to choose between a career
with the company or the Reserves, I refused to give up either
just because of one uninformed manager."
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"Participation in the Reserve is not a plus in today's
commercial environment since employers do not have replacement

personnel to fill in for the Reservist."
"In the associate program, our active duty counterpart needs
to understand that associate air crew must return from missions
on time in order to keep civilian employers happy with the
program, there is much friction between active duty command &
control and associate air crews. A firm understanding of the
program may help."
"Present drill policy is outdated and is only designed for
those who work Monday thru Fri. It does not consider airline
pilots without the seniority to have weekends off. It really is
scheduled for enlisted personnel. To meet drills as scheduled I
must give up part of my civilian pay."
"Seeing how grudging some employers are to give the Reserve/Guard people time off for their schools & training it might help
to add another day for UTA and 5 days for Annual Tour. We neve
do have time to complete the required training!!"
"It is very difficult for me to get away from my business
(lawyer) for 2 weeks of active duty training. When I do so, I
am virtually precluded from any other sort of meaningful
vacation. I would like tc see some alternative to this. I am
currently a category B reservist so only serve one UTA (2 4 hour
periods) per month. It would be far easier for me to serve 2
UTAs (4 4 hour periods) per month which would still give me the
required points for a good year. If there is a single reason
why I may have to drop my reserve service it will be because I
can not continue to meet my 2 week active duty for training
requirement."
"During my 2 week ADT, my company lowers my pay by the amount
I receive from the USAF."
"I have watched my training requirements increase (i.e. 3 day
simulator prior to airplane check ride). My civilian job
requires 85 to 90 hrs of flying a month so I end up with just 3
or 4 days off from any type of work. I had a trip with the
reserves during my summer camp period. Active duty changed the
day of the trip and expected me to drop my trip with my civilian
employer. Drop m normal job for the convenience of the Air
Force."
Spous-s of Officers
"My spouse flies and I cannot justify the departure hours
required of a crew that also works an 8-5 civilian job. How can
these men and women possibly fly with a clear state of mind
given take off hours are often midnight to 6:00 am."
Appendix A
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"I am uncertain as to the cause but my husbands most recent
civilian job appraisal was negatively impacted by 'his Air Force
involvement'."

"As I read over the survey, I concluded that there are two
things that make my husband's service more difficult. (1) The
attitude of his civilian boss. My husband is considered a selfemployed optometrist renting space in an optical center.
However, the optical owner frowns upon my husband's absence for
any reason (vacation, family emergency, military, etc.) He sees
every absence strictly from a business point of view, a 12Wof
revenue."
Enlisted Members
"During the course of this year I was attempting to gain
employment with Municipal Fire Departments. At one department I
was told by office personnel that I would probably not be hired
due to my participation in the Reserves. I ended up being
eliminated from the list during a phase that I passed with
flying colors everywhere else. My complaint is this: during my
hunt for assistance in dealing with such a blatant
discrimination against the Guard/Reserve system I found little
to no help in pertaining with our rights as a ptnt
employee. If I were working for them then I would have had the
ammunition needed to pursue legal action. I feel this needs to
be addressed and corrected, perhaps also adding a lot more
advertising for the Reserve and/or offer benefits to potential
employers if they would hire guardsmen/reservists."
"I made a decision this UTA to request transfer to the
Inactive Reserves until my enlistment terminates March 1987. My
main problem is the increasing commitment being required in our
unit that interfere with my civilian employment and my leisure
time. I am a member of a CAM Squadron that is requiring Friday
night UTA's, and overnight deployments on UTAs. More than this,
not allowing me to 'pull' my 15-day Annual Training locally, but
rather overseas, interferes too much with my civilian employment
and livelihood."
"I work in Civil Service for the Air Force. I work at a depot
level paint facility where we have rotating shift work & also
rotating day's off. The Government wants employer's to support
the Reserve & Guard units while the Government doesn't seem to
work with Civil Service employee's in meeting their obligations.
My day's off change every four weeks, this gives me actual
weekends every 6 months. I can take leave without pay or annual
leave to make my drills. I can't afford to lose the money
taking leave without pay & if I use annual leave to make my
drills I would end up with approx 3 days annual left at the end
of the year for vacation. This also makes my leave record look
bad and bad leave records prevent promotion & sometimes even
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termination. I have served over 11 years in the Reserves but I
can't place my civilian job in jeopardy to meet my obligations
as a reservist. Within this organization their are approx 25
members of Reserve & Guard units. These people are all in a
very bad position for the same reasons as myself.*
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"Reserve unit should make more effort to contact and talk-with
employers to alleviate problems that reservists have. Or the
government needs to make more laws to support the reservist to
protect them with their employers."
"I believe that if the Reserve expanded the number of days of
duty required of annual training and monthly drills, current and
potential future employers will be less likely to hire a
Reservist in a full time civilian job than a non-Reservist."
"The Air Force Reserve causes problems for my husband at his
civilian job with the Air Force. On drill weekends he has to
take annual leave or leave without pay to go to the drills
weekend
because of shiftwork that prevents him from having eye_
off. There are times when he'll pull his reserve weekend and
work M to 12 hours per day for 2 days and also work I hours
graveyard shift on those 2 nights. That is not healthy! But,
we cannot afford the take LWOP and taking annual leave is just
not fair. The Air Force and civilian jobs, Federal or not,
should work together on this major problem. There are a lot of
Reservists and their families who must contend with this problem
every month."
"While my husband enjoys the Air Force reserves his employer
does not pay him for the time he is away from his civilian job
attending UTA or annual training. He must take time without pay
which is more than the Air Force pays and use up his family
vacation time for 2 wks training. It would be good if employers
were made by law to release employees from work time withp Y
for military obligations."
"When requiring reservists to report to UTA on Friday, some
kind of policy or procedure needs to be made with employers so
vacation time does not have to be used."
"My husband changed from a job with a major employer in
Sacramento to one in another area. Since the change in the
to a totally
autumn he went from a y.4= supportive environr.vist in the
NON-supportive environment. He is the only
facility, and they have told him they will ,ux. set any
precedents by granting him special considerations in scheduling
time off without pay to meet his reserve commitments. When UTAs
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or trips fall on work days, he must use up his days off. Two
times already in 1986 he has had 14 day stretches with no days
off unless he used vacation."
Coast Guard Reserve
Officers
"If I was called up to active duty, I would probably lose my
house. I couldn't afford any drop in pay! I am seriously
thinking of quitting reserves because I make more money at my
civilian job on overtime than at reserve. Especially important
however, is that overtime at my civilian job then makes my 40
hours/week more enjoyable because I'm caught-up with my work and
it helps my civilian promotion potential significantly!!"
"Provide some type of credit to civilian employers who employ
reservist for attendance in federal training programs. This
could be based upon the number of employees and hours spent in
reserve status and the area of civilian employment. An example
could be providing a position in a federal law enforcement
school for an employee of a law enforcement agency that supports
reserve attendance. Letters sent to the employer at the
completion of a reservist ADT period thanking the employer for
supporting reserve activities and describing some of the
benefits available to the employer."
"As a taxpayer I find it outrageous that Federal government
employees get full civilian pay while on ADT. This is
unnecessary & a great opportunity to save money."
"My employer makes it know that he feels that he has a 'gun at
his head' to allow reservists time off for drills and although
he benefits from our military training, he unofficially holds
back promotional, and job retention opportunities with prejudice
toward reservists."

"I feel very strongly that the taxpayers are being 'rippedoff' by Federal employees (such as myself) who are able to draw
both civilian and Reserve pay checks while on ADT. However, I
assume I'm somewhat of a minority."
Spouses of Officers
"Be advised State Police do not support Guard-Reserve activity
and often times interfere with guard-reserve activities
requiring legal assistance to resolve problems."

A-98
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Enlisted Members

"I have given up the opportunity to make extra money at
another civilian part-time job so that I could serve with the
U.S.C.G.R."
"Employer gives me time off without pay and I lose a lot of
money. I would not be able to serve more than two weeks per
year."
"My Federal Employer should be more cooperative with reservist
and nct feel as tho it were a part time job making extra pay.
As I work a 5 day work week sometimes my off days are in the
middle of the week, thus causing me to use my annual leave for
my week end drills. My employer will change these days around
for its benefit and could for the reservist but refuses to do
so. It is also against the Federal law for an employer to
charge refusal hours when a reservist cannot work overtime due
to military drills. But, my Federal employer says this
government authority is exempt from these Federal laws and that
Federal laws and rights for reservists do not apply. I fail to
understand a Federal law that is a law for all employer's except
the Federal Government itself."
"Problem is to make known to our employer's and everyone else
just how important the Reserves are to our country, so that they
will understand when we have to take time off it is for a good
cause, that it is not only for our country but for their country
also."
"Because my Federal Police job interfered with CG duties I
quit. They demanded to much of my time."
"The Reserve units that I've been in in the past, both Navy
and Coast Guard, have had difficulty understanding and working
around someone who works rotating shifts in their civilian jobs.
By rotating shifts I mean working graveyards, swing shift and
day shift with one or sometimes no weekends off."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"My spouse's civilian boss has some trouble with reservists,
due to an incident in which they were taken to court over firing
someone, & they lost. The member did everything legally, but
not tactfully...resulting in bad blood."
"All activities are scheduled on weekends. My husband and I
are police officers and work weekends because of the need for
high deployment. Everything planned by the reserves are for the
officers dho work 9 to 5 jobs and have weekends off."

Appendix A
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"When CGR calls my husband for extra assignments (assignments
other than monthly drills), many times the dates have been
changed. This is upsetting. Because my husband contacts his
regular employer re: leave date to fulfill his Coast Guard
assignment. Then C.G.R. calls with changes in the date of the
assignment, after my husband has already secured a leave date
from his employer. Then he has to go back to his employer and
change his leave dates aroundl I feel this is totally
unnecessary."
"I strongly favor increasing ACDUTRA by 5 days in order to
provide more extended, in-depth training. Congress, however,
would first have to pass laws governing employers to allow for
the extra time off.'
"Last year my husband did his two weeks active duty, he had to
wait till they mailed him his check - now he doesn't get paid
from his regular job for his 2 weeks - he looses money besides
because they never allow enough for food & travel, and then he
can't even be paid for the time he served right after it. Now
I'm the one who does the budget & I'm the one who worries how to
pay these bills without any money coming in."
"I would like to know if it would be possible to pay more as a
higher percentage of what the civilian pay is for the 2 weeks
duty. We have found it a burden on us financially when my
husband is away from his work for 2 weeks and we try to live on
his military pay. It adds an extra burden having him gone and
such a drain our us financially. We hate to have to use his
vacation time every year for his guard. Is there anything that
could be done to help reimburse this pay?"
"He works for federal agency as a Public Safety Officer and
this also requires week-end work, he has a problem getting the
agency to change schedule for him to ben off for his drill duty,
if he is not scheduled to be off he must take annual leave
(vacation) days which really cuts in to our family time or he
must take leave w
-y."
"My husband used to enjoy the Coast Guard, he always gave 110%
and was pleased to be a member of the Reserves. After
association with this unit and the attitude of his CO, he began
to lose interest and finally just gave up wanting to go to
drills. He made the best attempt he could to get to drills.
His drills were scheduled on his only weekend off from work. He
would get off at 6AM and then have to be at drills at 7AM, work
till 3 or 4PM, come home, get a few hours sleep to be back to
his regular job at 10PM. All he got from his unit was how come
you can't make drills, how come you aren't coming, etc. etc."
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Appendix B.

SUIKARY OF READY RESERVE BONUS PROGNS

This.Appendix includes summaries of the Ready Reserve bonus

programs. Figures B-I through B-50 provide a graphic display of
cost data and total bonus recipient data by bonus type and
component. The information was extracted from the Services'
annual Justification of Estimates submitted as part of the
President's Budget for fiscal years 1978 to i19. Data for 1987
and prior years is historical; data after 1987 is projected.
The appendix is divided into five sections, one for each of the
five Ready Reserve bonuses used by the Services:
"
"
"
"
"

Enlistment
Reenlistment
Affiliation
Prior Service Enlistment
IRR Reenlistment

Each page of figures is dedicated to a single component and
contains two figures; the top figure is cost data while the
bottom figure contains bonus recipient data. The data is
displayed by fiscal year and shows both new and anniversary
payments (current year dollars) and new and anniversary
recipients. The stacked-bar arrangement in the figures provides
both cost and recipient totals for each year.
Following the figures in each section are Tables B-1 to B-30
which display the data, by component and DoD total, used to
develop the figures.
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Table B-1.
Fiscal
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

Table B-2.
Fiscal

Enlistment Bonus - USAR
Payments ($000)
0
0
0
275
992
1675
2379
2525
3030
3373
2988
3196

0
1275
2996
3155
3972
5700
6334
6662
8300
12962
14598
13584

0
1275
2996
3430
4964
7375
8713
9187
11330
16335
17586
16780

Number of Recipients
0
1700
3995
4207
4815
6659
7417
7774
9684
14848
16721
15561

0
0
0
1377
4960
8375
11895
12625
15150
7718
6839
8507

0
1700
3995
5584
9775
15034
19312
20399
24834
22566
23560
24068

Enlistment Bonus - ARNG
Payments ($000)

Year

New

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

0
3875
8997
10820
14184
10390
12125
6548
19876
20152
19160
16766

Number of Recipients

Anni

Total

New

hnniv

Total

0
0
0
822
2218
6405
12102
15141
14081
9342
12603
12246

0
3875
8997
11642
16402
16795
24227
21689
33957
29494
31763
29012

0
5167
11996
14426
15468
10937
18652
7169
21201
20841
20174
17746

0
0
0
4110
11090
23421
27742
35175
29848
22874
26022
25694

0
5167
11996
18536
26558
34358
46394
42344
51049
43715
46196
43440
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Table B-3.

Enlistment Bonus - USAFR
Payments ($000)

Fiscal

Aniv

N
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

Table B-4.
Fiscal

0
82
432
419
692
950
569
380
500
549
413
413

App ndx 8

nni

0
82
432
441
829
1226
913
680
800
813
1120
1181

0
109
576
558
922
1267
758
507
667
732
550
550

0
0
0
108
684
1105
1374
1200
2061
1805
4905
4928

Toa
0
109
576
666
1606
2372
2132
1707
2728
2537
5455
5478

Enlistment Bonus - ANG
Payments ($000)

YNw
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

0
0
0
22
137
276
344
300
300
264
707
768

Number of Recipients

TNe

0
71
253
1230
1050
868
1013
1708
2086
2594
2101
1996

Anniv

Total

0
0
0
20
250
470
591
804
1462
1188
1700
1456

0
71
253
1250
1300
1338
1604
2512
3548
3782
3801
3452

Number of Recipients

New
0
95
337
1640
1400
1311
1305
2070
2542
3026
2547
2420

nni

0
0
0
100
1000
2268
2788
3448
3701
4901
6962
5171

Total
0
95
337
1740
2400
3579
4093
5518
6243
7927
9509
7591
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Table B-5.
Fiscal
Year
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

Table B-6.
Fiscal

Enlistment Bonus - USNR
Payments ($000)
Total
Aniv
New
0
0.
0
0,
00.
110y 1954
3175
3641
2075
2120

Enlistment Bonus

B-I

-

0
45
172
347
196
159
160
100
160
10
137
206

0
0
0
0
0
0
1100
1954
3188
3641
2075
2120

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
436
1999

0
0
0
0
0
0
1100
1954
3188
3641
2511
4119

USMCR

Payments ($000)

Year
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

0
0
0
0
0
0
1100
1954
3175
3641
2293
3120

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
218
1000

Number of Recipients
Total
Anniv
New

Number of Recipients

Anniv

Total

New

Anniv

Total

0
0
0
55
68
110
156
125
140
213
236
144

0
45
172
402
264
269
316
225
300
223
373
350

0
60
229
462
196
159
160
100
160
10
137
206

0
0
0
273
340
470
638
446
352
979
978
551

0
60
229
735
536
629
798
546
512
989
1115
757
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Table B-7.

Enlistment Bonus

Fiscal

DOD TOTAL

Number of Recipients

Payments ($000)

Total

Anni

YerNow
1978

-

0

0

0

a

To~al

0

0

0

0

7131

0

17133

5968
18074
35639
44437
52894
51112
38277
46142
46850

27261
40875
55972
73829
72468
88554
81375
88346
85453

1979

5348

0

5348

7131

1980

12850

0

12850

17133

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

15971
20094
18067
21301
17352
34097
39908
38484
35085

1194
3665
8936
15572
18895
19013
14380
18452
18810

17165
23759
27003
36873
36247
53110
54288
56936
53895

21293
22801
20333
29392.
19574
37442
43098
42204
38603
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Table B-8.
Fiscal

Reenlistment Bonus - USAR
Payments ($000)

Year±~
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

Table B-9.
Fiscal

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

622
2850
3313
6004
6280
7200
4505
4525
5600
3777
3805
3379

Number of Recipients

ni

New
oa

t

bnfiv

To~al

0
112
363
1145
1760
2900
2765
3280
4045
3498
4077
4576

622
2962
3676
7149
8040
10100
7270
7805
9645
7275
7882
7955

796
3808
4409
7482
7930
8989
5610
5635
13675
7660
7948
7057

0
748
2420
7632
11733
19333
18433
21867
26967
22875
23801
22953

796
4556
6829
15114
19663
28322
24043
27502
40642
30535
31749
30010

Reenlistment Bonus - ARNG
Payments ($000)

Number of Recipients

New

nniv

TAi

New

Ann.iv

Total

1032
2105
4401
9375
10357
13782
13839
18034
14448
7698
3102
6622

0
195
551
1003
1775
4090
8300
7252
8595
8866
11524
11218

1032
2300
4952
10378
12132
17872
22139
25286
23043
16564
14626
17840

1312
2924
5868
12500
3809
16020
17181
23445
21748
18000
6847
13780

0
1300
3673
6687
11830
24311
55333
48351
57297
57873
66439
55463

1312
4224
9541
19187
15639
40331
72514
71796
79045
75873
73286
69243

r-18
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Table B-10.
Fiscal

Payments ($000)

Number of Recipients

Year

New

Anniv

Total

New

Anniv

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
.1988
1989

0
501
449
1117
1122
1706
1C'8
720
850
1106
826
820

0
0
104
198
410
627
770
500
600
513
1252
1470

0
501
553
1315
1532
2333
1838
1220
1450
1619
2078
2290

0
557
625
1417
1403
2634
1544
911
1000
1165
1000
1000

0
0
695
1320
2737
4176
5133
3334
3995
2974
6558
7217

Table B-i
Fiscal
Year
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

Appendfx 9
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Reenlistment Bonus - USAFR

Total
0
557
1320
2737
4140
6810
6677
4245
4995
4139
7558
8217

Reenlistment Bonus - ANG
Payments ($000)
New
Anniv
Total
0
300
242
1766
1978
1568
1918
1149
1449
1196
1138
971

0
0
58
106
405
584
796
941
968
1098
1256
1174

0
300
300
1872
2383
2152
2714
2090
2417
2294
2394
2145

Number of Recipients
New
Anni
Ttal
0
404
326
2380
2747
2167
3867
1562
1950
1422
1353
1154

0
0
387
707
2700
3893
3538
6275
6166
7323
7754
7204

0
404
713
3087
5447
6060
7405
7837
18116
8745
9107
8358

3-19

Table B-12.

Reenlistment Bonus - USNR
Payments ($000)

Fiscal

yer

Ne

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

0
75
683
1316
1566
2025
1748
1634
1188
1057
2546
2021

Table B-13.
Fiscal

Total

New

nniv

0
0
20
222
474
708
847
1092
1405
1577
2004
2251

0
75
703
1538
2040
2733
2595
2726
2593
2634
4550
4272

0
100
911
1656
1666
2501
2145
1980
1338
1155
2564
1966

0
0
113
1481
2458
4720
5647
7282
10197
10286
12388
12616

Tta
0
100
1024
3137
4124
7221
7792
9262
11535
11441
14952
14582

Reenlistment Bonus - USMCR
Payments ($000)

Year

New

Anniv

Total

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

0
303
247
305
426
493
417
565
409
234
497
492

0
0
65
139
150
246
334
420
358
231
239
291

0
303
312
444
576
739
751
985
767
465
736
783

B-20

Number of Recipients

Anniv

Number of Recipients

N
0
437
400
399
557
645
545
745
545
311
663
656

Anniv

Total

0
0
433
931
1000
1639
2227
2799
2386
1540
1593
1941

0
437
833
1330
1557
2284
2772
3544
2931
1851
2256
2597
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Table B-14.

Reenlistment Bonus

Fiscal

Payments ($000)

Year

N

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

1654
6134
9335
19883
21729
26774
23495
26627
23944
15068
11914
14305

Apendix B
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DOD TOTAL
Number of Recipients

A

Toal

N

Anniv

Total

0
307
1161
2813
4974
9155
13812
13485
15971
15783
20352
20980

1654
6441
10496
22696
26703
35929
37307
40112
39915
30851
32266
35285

2108
8230
12539
25834
18112
32956
30892
34278
40256
29713
20375
25613

0
2048
7721
18758
32458
58072
90311
89908
107008
102871
118533
107394

2108
10278
20260
44592
50570
91028
121203
124186
147264
132584
138908
133007
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Table B-15.
Fiscal

Affiliation Bonus - USAR
Payments ($000)

Year

N

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

0
0
0
238
727
1267
450
707
1205
4998
5215
5215

Table B-16.
Fiscal
Year
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

1-28

Anniv

Total

0
0
0
0
10
400
5
236
350
613
1402
1463

0
0
0
238
737
1667
455
943
1555
5611
6617
6678

Number of Recipients

Annix

No

0
0
0
0
31
1230
15
726
1077
1467
3355
3500

0
0
0
736
2237
3899
1385
2175
3707
6709
7000
7000

Total
0
0
0
736
2268
5129
1400
2901
4784
8176
10355
10500

Affiliation Bonus - ARNG
Payments ($000)
Total
Anniv
New
0
0
0
420
818
783
862
837
1200
3250
4000
4800

0
0
0
0
50
545
520
750
545
520
1596
2892

0
0
0
420
868
1328
1382
1587
1745
3770
5596
7692

Number of Recipients
Total
Anniv
0
0
0
1448
2820
2410
2102
2093
2400
4063
5000
6000

0
0
0
0
250
1331
1600
2083
1514
650
1995
3615

6th QRNC Report

0
0
0
1448
3070
3741
3702
4176
3914
4713
6995
9615
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Table B-17.

Affiliation Bonus - USAFR

Fiscal

Payments ($000)

_re
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

Table B-18.
Fiscal

0
0
0
417
540
940
350
30
51
80
109
112

Anniv

Total

0
0
0
0
7
234
235
0
9
24
53
53

0
0
0
417
547
1174
585
30
60
104
162
165

Number of Recipients

Nx
0
0
0
1043
1350
2350
875
75
164
130
175
180

hnni
0
0
0
0
23
780
783
0
31
79
178
100

Total
0
0
0
1043
1373
3130
1658
75
195
209
353
280

Affiliation Bonus - ANG
Payments ($000)

Number of Recipients

Year

New

Anniv

Total

New

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

0
0
0
30
25
15
22
50
51
71
69
66

0
0
0
0
3
1
2
23
15
47
38
36

0
0
0
30
28
16
24
73
66
118
107
102

0
0
0
100
55
23
67
169
112
123
119
114

Anni
0
0
0
0
15
4
2
56
48
104
84
64

Total
0
0
0
100
70
27
69
225
160
227
203
178

-

Appnlx S
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Table B-19.

Affiliation Bonus - USNR

Fiscal
8
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

Table B-20.

Payments ($000)
Ann 00 T
0
0
0
494
435
529
815
310
369
522
419
469

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

S
.

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

Payments ($000)

H2
0
0
0
23
65

185
185
158
200
118
so

99100

8-30

0
0
0
494
599
928
1480
421
470
604
494
5

0
0
0
1134
1300
1411
2173
688
1213
1722
1324
35

0
0
0
0
489
1228
2046
370
350
345
256
329

0
0
0
1134
1789
2639
4219
1058
1563
2067
1580
1764

Affiliation Bonus - USMCR

Fiscal

Isa

0
0
0
0
164
399
665
111
101
82
75
1

Number of Recipients
-ew
Total

nniv

TotAl

0
0
0
0
23

0
0
0
23
as

21
is
1
0
0
0

206
203
159
200
lie
so

0 0

Number of Recipients

Annn
0
0
0
76
144

420
420
359
454
231
155

0
0
0
0
150

131
115
a
0
0
0

150

6th awN

Total
0
0
0
76
294

551
535
367
454
231
155

19

keport -ou
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Table B-21.

Affiliation Bonus

Fiscal
1eA9

M

1978
1979
1980
1981

0
0
0
1622

1982

1983

-

DOD TOTAL

Payments ($000)
Anni
0gta1

Number of Recipients
0
0X
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1622

2610

257

2867

7906

958

8864

3719

1600

5319

10513

4704

15217

1984

2684

1445

4129

7022

4561

11583

1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

2092
3076
9039
9892
10762

1121
1020
1286
3164
4558

3213
4096
10325
13056
15320

5559
8050
12978
13773
14924

3243
3020
2645
5868
7608

8802
11070
15623
19641
22532
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0
0
0
4537

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
4537
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Table B-22.

Prior Service Enlistment Bonus

Fiscal
Year
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

Payments ($000)

Ann0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
242
892
936

Table B-23.
Fiscal
Year
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
is
53
303

0QtA
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
260
945
1239

-

USAFR

Number of Recipients
0~iL Total
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
282
1000
1000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
72
210
1210

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
354
1210
2210

Prior Service Enlistment Bonus - ANG
Payments ($000)
Anniv
ta

N

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
80

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
80

Number of Recipients
ew
Anniv
Total
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
110

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
110

1987

806

50

856

981

224

1205

1988
1989

1268
1169

293
227

1561
1396

1542
1422

1205
1008

2747
2430
0

Apldti
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Table B-24.

Prior Service Enlistment Bonus

Fiscal

Payments ($000)

Year

N

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
218
1364
527
520

Table B-25.
Fiscal

nniv

Total

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
37
155
280

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
218
1401
682
800

-

USNR

Number of Recipients

Anni

Neu
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
231
1458
555
548

Total

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
161
680
1235

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
231
1619
1235
1783

Prior Service Enlistment Bonus - DOD TOTAL
Payments ($000)

Number of Recipients

Year

New

Anniv

Total

New

Anniv

Total

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
298
2412
2687
2625

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
105
501
810

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
298
2517
3188
3435

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
341
2721
3097
2970

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
457
2095
3453

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
341
3178
5192
6423
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Table B-26.

IRR Reenlistment Bonus

-

Number of Recipients

Payments ($000)

Fiscal

USAR

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

0
0
0
0
0
0
1251
2700
225
212
219

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
100
275
138
276

0
0
0
0
0
0
1251
2800
500
350
495

0
0
0
0
0
0
1925
5323
900
848
875

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1998
5500
760
1103

0
0
0
0
0
0
1925
7321
6400
1608
1978

1989

219

310

529

875

1242

2117

Table B-27.

IRR Reenlistment Bonus
Payments ($000)

Fiscal

gaew

N

Anniv

Total

-

USAFR
Number of Recipients

N

~~im

Total

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
200
0
54
175

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
100
100
304

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
200
100
154
479

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1000
0
216
400

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
500
500
1216

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1000
500
716
1616

1989

175

154

329

400

616

1016

Appfodi x U
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Table B-28.
Fiscal
Yea

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
-1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

Table B-29.

Fiscal

IRR Reenlistment Bonus

9-42

USNR

.PAyments ($000)

fflD
anni

=1

0
0
0
0
0
0
100.
122.
4
20
199
306

0
0
0
0
0
0
100
112
39
110
373
.1249

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15
100
174
943

IRR Reenlistment Bonus

Payments ($000)
Anni 0nni Total

New

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

-

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
125
183
21
123
161

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
48
26

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
125
183
21
171
187

Number of Recipients

-

New

kD11y

0
0
0
0
0
0
222
338
84
40
795
1225

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
43
346
654
3772

~TA0
0
0
0
0
0
222
338
127
386
1449
4997

USHCR

Number of Recipients
Ne0
Tt
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
208
733
70
490
644

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
179
104

6th QRMC Report

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
208
733
70
669
748
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Table B-30.
Fiscal

IRR Reenlistant Bonus

v

Total

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

1351
3237
822
635
1518
2294

2147
6869
1717
1174
2560
3144

0
1998
6043
1606
3152
5734

2147
8867
7760
2780
5712
8878

NOV

ATtxal

New

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

1983

0

0

1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

1351
3137
432
297
716
861

0
100
390
338
802
1433

DOD TOTAL
Number of Recipients

Payments ($000)

Year

-

0
0
0
0
0

A

x

iI
Apnd x U

-4
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Appendix C.

EFFECTS OF BONUSES ON ARMY RESERVE REENLISTMENTS:
AN EMPIRICAL BAYES APPROACH (ARMY RESEARCH
INSTITUTE)

The Effects of Bonuses on
Army Reserve Reenlistments:
An Empirical Bayes Approach
Charles Dale

Technical Report 761

Manpower and Personnel Policy Research Group
Manpower and Personnel Research Laboratory

U. S. Army
Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences
October 1987
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The Manpover and Personnel Policy Research Group of the U.S. Army
Research Inatitute (ARI) performs research in the economics of manpover,
personnel, and training issues of particular significance to the U.S. Army.
Questions about the cost effectiveness of reenlistment bonuses have generated
continuing interest.
Every 4 years the President establishes a Quadrennial Review of Military
Compensation (RiNC)
to study importast milltary compensation issues. The
Sixth OWC has placed special emphasis an reserve compensation.
This report
vas prepared as part of the Program Task in Recruiting and Retention of the
AIe Manpower and Personnel Laboratory, under the 17 July 197 memorandum from
the Staff Director of the Sixth OIWO to the Comander of the Army Research
Institute. In August 1987 the results of the report were briefed to the Sixth
0R1C, which concurred vith its findings. The ideas developed in this report
have been used by the Sixth MIWO a part of its examination of the relative
effectiveness of reserve incentive programs.
EDGAR M. JOH

Technical Director
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TI KZFCIS Of BINUSES ON ARMY RRSVI JZIJSTHEUTS:
APPROACH

AN IPIRICAL BATES

Nm =x SUmAT

Requireamt s
The U.S. Army Research institute conducts research on manpover, personnel, and training issues of particular significance and interest to the U.S.
Army.
Every 4 years the President establishes a Quadrennial Reviev of Hilltary Compensation (QRMC) to study important military compensation issues.
This research vas conducted in support of the Sixth ORMC.
The relative cost
effectiveness of 3-year and 6-year reenlistment bonuses is measured.
Procedure:
A relatively new statistical procedure called empirical Bayes vas used to
analyze the relative effectiveness of 3-ym and 6-year reserve reenlistment
bonuses. Adjustments vere made to account for the fact that many reservists
vould have reenlisted even if there vere no reenlistment bonuses at all.
Findings:
Reenlistment bonuses significantly affect the average length of commitment of reservists. In addition, reservists vho receive bonuses tend to have
lover attrition rates than those vho do not, and 6-year reenlistment bonuses
are more cost effective than 3-year reenlistment bonuses.
Utilization of Findings:
The results of this study may be used by the Sixth QRHC as part of its
examination of the relative effectiveness of reserve incentive programs. The
empirical Bayes method may also be applied to future research in vhich the
existing data bases are small or incomplete.
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THE EFFECTS OF BONUSES ON ARMY RESERVE RBENLISTK1XTS:

AN EMPIRICAL BATES APPROACH

INTRODUCTION

The reserves have become an increasingly important part of the total Army
(Enna, 1965). so the President's Sixth Duadrennial Reviev of Military Compensation (Sixth ORNC) vil place special emphasis on reserve compensation issues. This paper vas vritten in support of the Sixth QRWC. We examine here
the role of Army Reserve reenlistment bonuses in determining the average reenlistment term, or "length of commitment" of reservists.
Army Reserve compensation issues initially gained attention after the end
of the draft in 1973. Faced with increasing shortfalls in some areas and
overages in others, in 1976 the President directed the Pentagon to undertake a
comprehensive study of reserve compensation. That was the first time such a
study vas ever done (Department of Defense, 1978). Their report made numerous
recommendations for modifications to the methods of paying reservists, but few
of the recommendations vere adopted.
In 1977 Congress authorized 55 million to evaluate the effect of bonuses
on reenlistments into the Army National Guard and Army Reserve. Nonprior
service reservists vere offered bonuses of 51,800 for a 6-year reenlistment
and $900 for a 3-year reenlistment. One-half of the bonuses were paid at the
time of reenlistment and the remaining amount in $150 installments at the end
of each obligated year of service. The Rand Corporation designed the bonus
test and conducted a follow-up (Grissmer, Doering, & Sachar, 1982; Grissmer,
Burright, Doering, & Sachar, 1982; Grissmer & Hiller, 1985).
Bonus payments were offered in six National Guard states and four Army
Reserve regions. For each of those, a matching state or region was used as a
control and did not offer bonus payments. A total of 15,000 guardsmen and
reservists, each of whom reached thp *nd nf his term of service (KTS) in 1978,
took part in the test and control states and regions. Researchers monitored
the reenlistment decisions of all 15,000 and asked each to complete a questionnaire at the time of his decision.
The Rand study of the 1978 reenlistment bonus test concluded that bonuses
had little effect on the reenlistment rates of reservists. That result was
consistent with the results obtained by Kirkland, Raney, and Ricks (1984,
p. 84), vho surveyed reservists and found ne consistent relationship between
hypothetical reenlistment bonuses and lnten.ions to reenlist. The Rand study
did, hovever, find that bonuses significantly affect the average length of
commitment of reservists. In addition, reservists who receive bonuses tend to
have lover attrition rates than those who don't, indicating that bonuses might
not increase the number of people reenlisting, but they would increase the
number of committed man-years of service.
The Rand study concluded that without reenlistment bonuses there is
little incentive for reservists to reenlist for more than I or 2 years at a
time, even if their initial intention is to serve for a longer period. Subsequently, they may have marital or career changes that cause them to alter
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their plans, so they do not serve in the reserves as lofg as originally in-

teded. On the other band, if reservists roceive :eelisteet bonums they
are mee likely to homor their commitments, eve. I the Com. of unanticipated
changes in their personal lives and careers. V. cam model this type of bebaeor using a relatively ne statistical tecinque- alled empirical sayes.

The method is potentially very fruitful for using measured intentions to predict ultimate actions.
AM RNFMCAL 3ATIS NOOL
There have been a mber of attempts to predict the enlistment and reelistme t behavior of military personnel from their stated intentions. Orvis
(1982) and Orvis end Gahart (1985) applied ordinary least squares (OLS) models
to several sets of survey dta. They concluded that there is a systematic relationship between a person's stated Intent to enlist in the military and his
actual likelihood of enlisting. Nord, Schits, and Weiland (1986) used logistic regressions and data from the National Longitudinal Survey (MLS), and concluded that intention to enlist, measured at age 17, vat the best single
predictor of actual enlistment.
In this paper we use a behavioral model developed by Korrison (1979), who
modeled the relationship between intentions and actual purchases of consumer
goods. We assume that when a soldier signs a reenlistment contract his length
of commitment, or "stated intent* for a tern of reenlistment can be modeled by
a binomial random variable with n - 6 years and p . It, the expected duration
of service, or *true intent," so that
is = Binomial (n,p)

(1)

Intuitively, this means that the soldier responds binomially--yes or no, which
is equivalent to 0 or 1--for each year that he thinks about as a term for reenlistment. The model also specifies that the true intentions are drawn from
a beta distribution vith parameters a and b:
It - Beta (a,b), a .o, b, Ia.

(2)

The bonuses are assumed to match the length of service coemitment to the soldier's true intentions.
A considerable body of psychological literature over the last two decades
has discussed the possibility that an extrinsic type of reinforcement (e.g.,
money) might cause a person to lose some of his intrinsic motivation for performing a task (Koren, 1974, p. 201). In that view bonuses might attract
more soldiers who have a lesser "taste for military service, and one might
expect bons recipients to have higher attrition rates than the control group.
Our hypothesis is the simpler economic one--that without the bonuses there is
simply no Incentive to reenlist for more than 1 year, but if a soldier does
get & boons and renlists for more than 1 year, he is then more likely to
honor his comitment and the attrition rates will therefore be lover in the
2
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bomus group then in the control groups. The eopirIcal Bayes method is one vay
of ehoseag between the psychological and economic hypotheses of motivations.
The mdel spectfied by equatiom (1) and (2) *may sound strange"
p. 86), but different forms of it have been used and Justified
(Csasellae IS,
in marketing sad psychology literature. For example, Kialvani and Silk (1982)
used a similar model to determine the predictive validity of intention measures for purchasing durable and packaged goods. The compound distribution of
1on I t is called the beta-binomial, or negative hypergeometric distribution.
proehiblIty distribution for a reenlistment coamitment of x years 13 given
by (Kend& a d Stuart, Vol. 1, 1969, p. 146):

h(x) a.

I ea . x. b * a - x
! 5(x + 1, n - x + 1) B(a,b)

x

0,1,2,...,n

(3)

where

B(ab)

b'

a-1 (I - x)

-

(4)

I di.

The mean of the distribution in (3) is
na

(5)

nab(a 2 + b + ni
(a + b) (a + b + 1)

(6)

S(Is) .

and the variance is

VAR(Is) .

Using equations (5) and (6) and the actual average value of stated intentions
ve
w. obtain the empirical Bayes estimate
Et, a + b
i a+b.+I

1-

as+ b t) Is "(7)
a+ b +

Arguments for the use of enpirical Bayes models versus more traditional
econometric models closely parallel the arguments for using standard Bayes
models rather than maximum likelihood methods (see Kendall & Stuart, 1969,
pp. 202-203). It should he noted, however, that empirical Bayes methods have
been used successfully with data sets which are small and incomplete (Casella,
1"5), ad incomplete data sets are frequently encountered in studies of the
reserves.
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RKSULTS
Solving equations (1) through (7) above using the land roalistment bonus
data we obtain a mean reenlistment time for the bonus group of 4.37 years,
with a variance of 2.02. The values of parameters a and b are 4.46 and 1.67,
respectively, so equation (7) becomes

Squation (8) Is the empirical Bayes estimate of a soldier's true length of
reenlistment intention, based upon his stated intention.

4

The results of this analysis are summarized in Tables I through 3.
Table I shove how the existence of a reenlistment bonus tripled, the average
length of commitment. Table 2 shows that bonuses not only increase the initial term of commitment, they also increase retention rates.

i

Several other interesting points are also illustrated in Table 2. The
empirical Beyes estimate calculated from equation (B) is not close to the
actual survival rate for soldiers who initially extended for only 1-year extensions. It is possible that an entirely different model might need to be
specified for the soldiers vho don't receive a bonus. On the other hand the
empirical Bayes estimates, which vere calculated for the bous-group, were
remarkably close to the survival rates for 3-year and 6-year reenlistees.
This lends support to the economic hypothesis that bonuses cause soldiers to
react according to their true intentions, and that the negative hypergeometric
model described previously gives a good picture of those intentions.
Note also that Table 2 shows the 3-year and 6-year reenlistees had higher
survival rates in the bonus group than in the control group. This lends support to the view that bonuses cause soldiers to reenlist according to their
true intentions, and that once committed they tend to honor their contracts,
rather than have the same attrition rate as a group that did not receive bonuses. In this view the bonuses are really preventing "shrinkage," i.e., the
difference between the control and bonus rates shown at the bottom of Table 2.
Note that this is a very conservative estimate of the increased retention
achieved by the bonuses, since the bonus group actually had a lover survival
rate for 1-year extenders. Hence the bonus, not membership in the bonus
group, was probably the cause of the higher retention rate of the 3-year and
6-year reenlistees in the bonus group.
The relative cost effectiveness of the reenlistment bonuses is shown in
Table 3. Questions frequently arise as to how costly bonuses are, since many
reservists would reenlist even without them. Table 3 is the cost of only the
prevented *shrinkage" shown in Table 2, e.g., it assumes the bonuses bought
only the difference betveen the 73.6Z and the 81.1Z survival rates of 6-year
reenlistees. Ve were fortunate in this case to have actual survival rates
available from the Rand bonus tests, so those rates wete used in the costeffectiveness calculations. If those data had not been available, we would
have used the 76.7% figure, rather than the 81.1Z figure in Table 2.

4
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Table I
Average Terms of CgMPitmet
Reenlistmet Bonses Tripled the Coamitted Hn-Years
Initial

Reenlistmnt

-AM

Decision

Numbir

1-Yr
3-Trs
6-Yrs
Totals:
Averages:

788
244
29

Army

Natio

erve
NmoYrs

788
732
17

1,694
1,061
1.60 NMan-Trs

l

Guard

Nmber

Nan-Yr.

2,110
94
__1

2,110
282
__m

2,626
2,243
1.17 Nan-Trs

Number

2,898
338
68

Nan-Trs

2.898
1,014
408.

4,320
3,304
1.31 Han-Yrs

Bonus Grount
89
24

AU7

Totals
Averages:

3,653
805
4.54 Han-Tr.

Rav Data Source:

351
315
9Ju.

89
732

1-Yr
3-Yrs
6-Trs

Z3

351
945

LAK

6,762
1,577
4.29 Nan-Yrs

440
559
1.A

440
1,677
8.298

10,415
2,382
4.37 Han-Yrs

Grissmer, Doering, and Sachar (1982).

t
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Table 2
Empirical Bayes Estimtes
Reenlistment Bonuses increased Retention Rates
At St"rt of Esmerimefti
I ImelenhIatr in

Initial

Caterory

mb

Reenlistment

Control

Bonus

Decision

Group

Group
18.2Z
23.9

87.5:
10.4

1-Yr
3-Trs
6-Trs

215.

100.0

100.0

At End of Third Year of JxMrimnt:
linint in R212Me
Bonus
control
Group
Group

Eb.

Initial
Reenlistment
Decision

Ray Data Source:

65.0
69.7
76.7

45.O1
76.2
81.1

57.4X
72.9
73.6

I-Yr
3-Yrs
6-Yrs

Empirical Byes
Estimate

Grissmer and Biller (1985).

Table 3
Bonus Costs for Additional Nan-Years
6-Year Bonuses Are the Host Cost Effective
Initial
Reenlistment
Decision

Reenlistment
Bonus

Current
Dollars

Inrflation
Adjusted

Current
Dollars

raflation
Adjusted

3-Yrs

$900

$594,900

$575,135

$7,331

$6,747

6-yrs

$1,800

$2,727,300

$2,580,729

$4,584

$4,337

"Inflstion Adjusted" means constant 1986 dollars.

6
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Costs in both current dollars and constant 1986 dollars, assuming a 4%
annual Inflation rate, are shown in Table 3. Blonuses for 6-year rsenlistmonts

re more cost effective than bonuses for 3-year reenlistneats, possibly bebmost
cause the bonuses succeed in preventing reenlis erv rnistment
cmmitted soldiers.
In future studies an empirical ayes estimte of the type
shown in Table 3 'may be
e( to project the survival rates of soldiers ho
accept reenlistment bonuses, which rill~aid in force structure projections.

COfCLUSIOaS

An empirical Bayes analysis of the 1978 Army Reserve reenlistmnt bonus
test shows that reenlistment bonuses are a useful device for Increasing the

average reenlistmept terns, or *committed man-~years" of service (Table 1).
Bonuses also increased Army Reserve retention rates (Table 2). Six-year
bonuses are more cost effective than 3-year bonuses (Table 3).
Empirical Bayes estimates have been especially useful in applications
where the existing data bases have been small or incmplete. The Sixth

Quadrennial Reviev of Military Compensation (0R1C) may find those techniques
useful as they study the compensation structure of the reserve components.

f,

The statistical methods used in this paper can also be applied to making
projections based upon analyses that the Sixth ORNC makes using nevly collected data. Measures of lengths of commitments can be used for planning
reserve force structure sizes several years into the future. An analysis of
reenlistment rates by mental category vould be a logical next step. Much of
the Literature on reserves (Brinkerhoff & Grissmer, 1984) concludes that reserve enlistment and retention rates are largely dependent upon noneconomic
factors vhich cannot be easily quantified. Thus any methods, such as empirical Bayes, vhich cap cast light on.the exact value of the quantifiable monetary benefits should be very helpful to policymakers.

7
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I.

INTRODUCTION
The President's Sixth Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation (Sixth

QRW,) has been studying reserve copensation issues.

In this paper we examine

the effects of the new CI Bill and higher reenlistment bonuses on reserve
reenlistenta.

We conclude that those new benefits have increased the number

of reenlistes, and also increased the number of committed man-years of
service.

II. RESERVE REENLISTMENT INCENTIVES
There are two incentive programs examined here:
new reenlistment bonus program.

the New GI Bill and the

The Amy has been interested in measuring the

effects of these new programs.
The New CI Bill began on I Jul 85.

To be eligible for benefits, which

could be worth up to $5040, a soldier must enlist, reenlist, or extend for up
to a 6-year term.

The

wevGI Bill replaced the previous educational

assistance Program which was targeted only to specific military occupational
specialties and which paid benefits up to only $4,000.

The two educational

assistance programs are therefore not directly comparable,

and some reservists

who joined before 1 Jul 85 may be eligible for both programs.
Reenlistment bonuses were increased in July 1986.

3-year reenlistment

bonuses were increased from $900 to $1250, and 6-year reenlistment bonuses
were increased from $1800 to $2500.

Because there was one year between the

beginning of the New GI Bill and the increases in the reenlistment bonuses, it
is posaible to try to separate their effects.

D-2
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Dota for the reserves has typically been very difficult to obtain.
are fortunate here to have several continuous time-series,
Department of the Army,

We

obtained from the

Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel.

Theme include monthly data, from July 1983 to June 1g7, for total 3-year and
6-year enlistments in

the Army Reserve and the Army National Guard.

Figures 1 through 4 show the monthly 3-year and 6-year reenlistments for
Army Reserve and National Guardsmen.

Figure 1,

for exmple,

illustrates how

6-year Reserve reenlistments increased with the inception of the New CI Bill,
and increased further with the higher reenlistment bonuses.

Some of the

increased reenlistment terms appear to come from potential 3-year reenlistees,
as shown in
III.

Figure 2.

ESTIMATING THE IMPACT OF NEW INCENTIVE PROCRAMS
We obtained some quantitative estimates of the effects of the new benefit

programs by estimating two kinds of models.

In the first type of model we

considered the absolute number of 3-year and 6-year reenlistments.

In the

second set of models we considered the relative shares of 6-year and 3-year
reenlistments.
For each type of model we examined three kinds of effects:
autocorrelation, program effects, and environmental eff'cts.

Autocorrelation

is a tern that describes the fact that so many economic series move up or down
together that it is difficult to determine whether cause and effect
relationships exist.

Ceneralised least squares (GLS) and the Cochrane-Orcutt

Procedure were used to correct for autocorrelation.

Ve measured for ProRram

effects by running regressions of monthly reenlistments against dummy
variables, one of which was set equal to 0 until the start of the New CI Bill

I
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and equal to I afterwards (NEZGIBILL), and one of which was set equal to 0
until the start

of the higher reenlistment bonuses and equal to I afterwards

(NEWnoMi).
hbviromental effects were measured by the unemployment rate.
this term had the wrong sign.

This is

However,

not surprising since reenlisetants were

rising as unmployment rates were falling, and in any case reservists
typically are motivated by numerous factors, many of which are not easily
quantified.
The dummy variables that were used in

Tables 1 through 4 explained from

20 percent to 59 percent of the variation in reenlistment rates, as measured
2

by the R

values.

Not all

of the dummy variables were statistically

significant in those models, but they were in the ratio models which we will
describe shortly.
Table 1 shove that from July 1983 until the start of the New GI Bill
about 457 Reservists reenlisted each month.
i11,

After the start of the Hew CI

an additional 39 Reservists reenlisted each month, for a total of 496.

After reenlistment bonuses were raised, another 203 Reservists reenlisted for
6-year terms, for a total of 699.
Some of the 6-year reenlistees were drawn from prospective 3-year
reenlistees, as shown in Table 2.

After the start of the New CI Bill, 3-year

reenlistment* dropped by about 45 contracts Ter month, which in this simple
model approximately offsets the 39 contract Sains shown in

Table 1.

Thus for

Reservists, the net effect of the New CI Bill was simply to increase the
committed man-years of service.
After the higher bonuses were started 3-year Reserve reenlietments
dropped by 28 contracts/month (Table 2), but that was more than offset by the
203 contracts/month increase in 6-year reenlistments (Table 1).

0-1,

Thus the new
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bonus program increased both total Reserve reenliatmente and *omitted man-

yeare of service.
National Guardsmen, on the other hand, had sharp net Inoreasee
reenlietente from both higher bonuses and the Now 01 Dii.

in

Higher bonuses

resulted in an increase in 6-year guard reemlietments of 153 cotracts/month
(Table 3), and a decrease of 3-year Guard reenlistmente of only 77
contracts/onth (Table 4).
In contrast to the Army Reserve, in which the New GI Bill appears to have
drawn 6-year reenlisteee almost entirely from the pool of 3-year reenlistees,
thereby increasing the comitted man-years of service, the guard received a
large not Increase in contracts from the Now GI Bill.

3-year Guard

reenliotmenta dropped by only 45 contracts/month (Table 4), while 3-year Guard
reenlistments increased by 154 contracts/month (Table 3), a net gain of over
100 oontracts/month.
Another analytical approach is illustrated in Tables 5 and 6, in which
the dependent variables were 6-year reenlistmente as a percentage of the total
of 3-year and 6-year reenlistments.

Using ratios may have eliminated the

effects of some of the omitted variables, and the R2 values do show that these
models account for 71 percent to 78 percent of the variation in the ratios.
Also, all of the explanatory variables are statistically significant.
Table 5 shows that from July 1983 until the start of the New CI Bill, the
ratio of 6-year Reserve reenlistees to 3-year Reserve reenlistees was about 3
to 1, or 75.3 percent 6-year contracts.

When the New CI Bill started, the

ratio rose by 6.7 percent, to 82 percent, and the new bonuses raised the ratio
another 8.1 percent, to slightly over 90 percent.
for the National Guard in Table 6.

Similar effects are shown

(The corresponding tables for 3-year

reenlistees are not shown because, except for he constant tern, the

Appendfx 0
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coefficients are equal and opposite in sign.

For exmple, a 6.7 percent

increase of 6-year reenlisntments by definition means a drop of 6.7 percent in
the ratio of 3-year Reserve reenlistment*).
Guard,

For both the Reserve and National

Tables 5 and 6 show how the New 01 Bill and the higher bonuses

increased the committed man-years of service.

IV.

CONCLUSIONS
The results of thia paper are summarised in Table 7.

resulted in

a net increase in

Higher bonuses

reenlistment contracts and longer committed man-

years of service for both the Army Reserve an the Army National Guard.

The

New 01 Bill increased the committed man-years of service for both the Guard
and Reserve, and resulted in

a large net increase in reenlistment contracts

for the National Guard.
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Introduction
Increased emphasis on the importance and value of reserve forces has recently focused attention on effective ways to meet reserve manpower requirements. One of the major tools for assisting manpower planners to meet their
required force structures at minimum cost is the use of targeted enlistment
and retention bonuses. Previous CNA studies analyzed the effectiveness of
bonuses on affiliation. I This study develops and analyzes a model of retention for reservists in the Navy Selected Reserve, complementing the previous
affiliation analysis.
The study focuses on the retention behavior of Navy veterans because
they are the largest single source of manpower for the Naval Reserve. The
available data on veterans is also better and more prevalent, and most of
the bonus programs in the reserves are designed for attracting veterans.
Focusing on veterans will also provide a useful comparison to the existing
studies of affiliation. Another reason for focusing on Navy veterans is that
they are generally the preferred source of manpower for the Selected Reserve,
having already obtained valuable training and experience while on active
duty.
In keeping with the objectives of the Sixth Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation, the analysis concentrates on estimating the effects of
pay on retention. Factors such as patriotism, training opportunities, and
'See CNA Research Memorandum 86-249, December 1986, by Martha E. Shiells.
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leadership are not explicitly addressed, although they clearly are important.
The statistical analysis necessarily focuses on the quantifiable aspects of
retention, such as pay and personal characteristics.
An Empirical Model of Retention
The model developed and estimated in this study closely follows the analysis
of affiliation decisions by Shiells. Models of reenlistment, such as those of
Goldberg and Warner,

2 are

inappropriate for studying reserve retention be-

cause there is no clear-cu* reenlistment point. Although veterans affiliating
with the Selected Reserve sign contracts, attrition from the reserves shows
little relationship to formal contract expiration dates. This occurs because
the association with the reserve is voluntary, and although the contracts are
legally binding, in practice there is rarely punishment for those who fail to
fulfill them. Lacking any relevant reenlistment point for studying reserve
retention, the approach taken here is to examine the probability of remaining in the Selected Reserve for a specified period of time. Since retention is
generally lowest during the first year in the reserves, a logical starting point
is to analyze the determinants of retention during the first year. Alternative
approaches using different time periods or based on the total length of time
in the reserves (i.e., survival analysis of the length of service in SELRES)
are not analyzed here, but are being explored in other CNA studies.
2

CNA Research Contribution 476, "Determinants of Navy Reenlistment and Extension

Rates," Dee 1982

2
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The model is developed in terms of the utility, or value, that the individual places on service in the Naval Reserve versus alternative uses of his
time. Once the reservist has decided to affiliate, the options are to remain
in SELRES during the next year, or leave sometime during that year. To
simplify the exposition of the model, it is assumed that the utility obtained
from reserve association during the year can be expressed as:
Vs = Ws + 6s

(1)

where WVs is the financial return from reserve duty and 6 s represents the
monetary equivalent of the non-pecuniary benefits from belonging to the
reserves. Similarly, the utility from leaving SELRES is expressed as:
V,= V + 6L

(2)

The subscripts S and L refer to those staying for the full year and those
leaving, respectively. The specification explicitly leaves open the possibility
that participation in the reserves may have an impact on an individual's
civilian earnings, as well as result in different non-pecuniary benefits. The
impact on civilian pay is allowed to account for the possibility that reserve
obligations may interfere with civilian employment, such as the occasional
need to forego overtime, travel, or other obligations.
The non-pecuniary benefits are assumed to be specified as:
+ -s

(3)

6L = a0. + a, z +YL

(4)

6s =a'

+ az

3
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where Z is a vector of personal and job characteristics that affect utility,
and its and YL are unobserved random effects, such as patriotism, civilian

t"

employment opportunities, and other non-quantifiable factors.
An individual will stay in the reserves for the full year if VS > VL; that
is, if the utility from staying exceeds the utility from leaving. Put differently,
the individual stays if

IS - U > (WL - WS) + (OL - "S) + (01 -

s)Z => 0.

(5)

Let Ps be probability that an individual stays in the Selected Reserve
for at least one year. If -7s - y- is assumed to have a logistic cumulative
distribution function, the probability of staying one year is obtained from:

log(-

Ps

S) = 00 + 0 1 (Ws - 1VL) +02Z

(6)

where the 8i coefficients are transformations of the ai coefficients above.
Note that in this specification, there is no differentiation between reserve
pay that comes from drill pay and that which comes from a bonus. It is
assumed that from the viewpoint of the individual reservist, one dollar is
worth one dollar regardless of what it is named. This approach is consistent
with common sense and yields more precise estimates of pay effects. Since
data on the civilian earnings of each reservist are not avilable, the estimation
of pay effects is based solely on reserve earnings.

4
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Data and Specification of Variables
The sample used in the analysis consists of Navy veterans who separated
from active duty in fiscal years 1981 through 1985. Only first-term veterans
are included, and all must have been eligible for reenlistment. Separations
were identified from the Enlisted Master Record, along with personal characteristics and military records, such as rating, paygrade, and reenlistment
eligibility. Enlistment and retention data were obtained from the Reserve
Common Components Personnel Data System (RCCPDS). Information on
bonus eligibility is provided from the series of RAMOS instructions used by
COMNAVRESFOR to set enlistment goals and rating categories. Bonus eligibility is determined by an individual's rating and length of service, and the
list of bonus ratings is regularly updated. Consequently, individuals with
the same rating and length of service but different separation dates may not
necessarily have the same calculated reserve pay.
As discussed above, the reserve pay variable used consists of the sum of
drill pay and any affiliation bonus that the reservist qualities for. It is important to note that the imputed bonus pay is based on whether an individual
qualifies for a bonus, not whether a bonus is actually received. For most of
the sample period, there is insufficient data to determine which reservists actually receive bonuses. This indeterminancy may cause the estimated effect
of pay to be understated.
The personal characteristics used in the analysis to control for differences

45
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in civilian opportunities and tastes for the military are sex, race, education,
paygrade, and marital status. The analysis by Shiells found that women and
nonwhites were more likely to affiliate. It is possible that these behavioral
differences may also affect retention, so controls for sex and race are included.
Many studies of attrition in the military have found significant differences in
retention between high-school-graduates and non-graduates, and a dummy
variable is included to estimate this impact. Variables are also included to
examine the data for retention differences by marital status.
Paygrade differences may also affect retention.

Higher paygrade re-

servists may be more likely to remain because thay have demonstrated more
ability or interest in Navy service. Inclusion of the paygrade may make it
more difficult to estimate the effects of pay, however, d-* to the high correlation between paygrade and drill pay. For that reason also, a variable
for length of service is not included, which is reasonably approximated by
paygrade anyway.
Many reservists join the Selected Reserve while on active duty, while others do not enlist for several months. The retention behavior between these
two groups may differ, if, for example, those who are out for an extended
period of time consider their affiliation decision more carefully. Conversely,
those joining immediately after separation may be more dedicated or eager
to join, which would imply higher continuation rates. A variable, time since
separation, is included to estimate whether differences in this length of time

6
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have any impact on retention.
Although they are clearly important, the effects of duty assignment variables on retention cannot be estimated with the data available for this study.
Incorporating duty variables, such as whether an individual is cross-assigned
or In Assignment Processing (lAP, or not in a mobilizAtior

introduces

a bias into the estimates because this information is only available after a
reservist has been in SELRES for a period of time. Hence the variables will
tend to have positive estimates, even if the true impact is otherwise.
The Naval Reserve includes a large number of ratings among which retention behavior may differ. To examine these differences, the Navy ratings
are segmented into eleven occupational groupings, each of which is estimated
separately. This allows for variations in the effects of pay and other variables
on retention. There is little reason to expect that hospital corpsmen (HM),
for example, will respond the same way to pay changes as builders (BU)
or seamen (SN). Table I lists the occupational groups used in the analysis,
along with the ratings included in each. Sample characteristics by rating
group are provided in tables 2A and 2B.

I7
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TABLE 1
Rating Groups By One-Digit Occupational Category
1
2

Seamanship
Electronic Equipment Repair

3

Communications/Intelligence

4
5
6

Medical
Other Technical
Administrative/Clerical

7A

8

Mechanical Equipment Repair
-Aviation
Mechanical Equipment Repair
-Surface
Craftsmen

9
10

Service/Supply
Unrated

7S

BM, GMG, QM
AQ, AT, AX, CTM, DS, ET,
FT, MT, ST, TD, TM
AC, AW, CTI, CTO, CTR, CTT,
EW, IS, OS, OT, RM, SM
DT, HM
AG, DM, EA, MU, PH
AK, AZ, CTA, DK, DP, JO,
PC, PN, RP, SK, YN
AB, AD, AE, AM, AO, AS
BT, CM, EM, EN, GMM, GMT,
GS, IC, IM, MM, MN, OM
BU, CE, EO, HT, LI, ML,
MR, PM, SW, UT
MS, PR, SH
AN, CN, FN, SN

t8
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TABLE 2A
Descriptive Statistics By Rating Group
1
1,883

2
2,387

3
3,653

4
3,129

5"
409

6
2,997

Continuation
Rate (Percent)

49.7

59.8

54.3

61.5

58.9

55.2

Average
Paygrade

4.3

4.8

4.6

4.2

4.5

4.4

Pay (S 1986
Thousands)

2.1

2.1

2.1

2.1

2J

2.0

Percent
Nonwhite

17.5

9.7

19.5

19.0

10.3

25.5

Percent
Female

4.0

6.4

16.7

30.0

35.9

42.9

Percent
Non-graduate

23.7

9.3

11.1

7.9

8.1

11.0

Percent
Married

31.7

31.6

28.9

37.5

35.7

37.2

Time Since
Affiliation (months)

8.1

8.7

7.2

6.0

7.7

8.1

Number of
Observations

9
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TABLE 2B
Descriptive Statistics By Rating Group
7A
3,206

7S
7,113

8
1,960

9
1,112

10
1,189

Continuation
Rate (Percent)

47.8

51.4

50.4

53.8

49.9

Average
Paygrade

4.3

4.4

4.6

4.1

3.0

Pay (S 1986
Thousands)

1.9

1.9

2.1

2.0

1.7

Percent
Nonwhite

24.6

19.4

8.7

25.3

35.4

Percent
Female

6.0

4.0

3.7

17.2

10.3

Percent
Non-graduate

15.2

14.8

15.1

15.2

24.7

Percent
Married

31.4

31.1

33.8

32.3

26.7

Time Since
Affiliation (months)

9.0

9.0

9.1

8.8

8.8

Number of
Observations

10
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As can be seen in table 2, there is substantial variation in the average
first year continuation rate among the rating groups in the sample. The
highest retention group is Group 4, which consists of the medical ratings;
the lowest retention is in Group 7A, Aviation Mechanical Equipment Repair.
The rating groups also vary considerably in their typical demographic characteristics.

Non-high-school-graduates are common within the non-rated

category (Group 10), and least likely in the Medical field (Group 4).
Estimation Results
The regression results for Groups I through 6 are shown in table 3, while
the remaining categories are in table 4. The estimates show that pay has a
significant positive effect in 8 of the 1 rating groups. The rating categories
that do not show a statistically significant impact of pay are Medical (Group
4), Service and Supply (Group 9), and Unrated (Group 10). Possible reasons
for the lack of an estimated pay effect for these rating groups are the limited
variation in pay within each group (especially the Unrated, which are all
paygrade E-3 and receive no bonuses) and actual behavioral differences.

11
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TABLE 3
Regression Estimates For Rating Groups 1-6
1
-1.997
(4.02)

2
-2.129
(4.83)

3
-2.082
(5.88)

4
-0.680
(1.64)

5
-2.269
(2.28)

6
-1.056
(2.54)

Nonwhite

0.379
(3.02)

0.058
(0.40)

0.130
(1.48)

0.070
(0.73)

-0.123
(0.36)

-0.014
(0.16)

Non-graduate

-0.419
(3.66)

-0.7697
(5.22)

-0.502
(4.57)

-0.594
(4.39)

-0.756
(1.96)

-0.499
(4.12)

Female

0.220
(0.91)

0.352
(1.96)

0.565
(5.94)

0.271
(3.22)

0.649
(2.86)

0.314
(4.01)

Pay

1.774
(2.29)

2.439
(2.75)

1.644
(3.00)

-0.268
(0.43)

3.964
(1.97)

1.639
(2.31)

Paygrade

0.181
(2.24)

,.86
(2.47)

0.216
(3.49)

0.286
(4.36)

0.022
(0.11)

-0.009
(0.13)

Married

-0.194
(1.97)

-0.068
(0.73)

-0.025
(0.33)

-0.021
(0.27)

-0.258
(1.15)

0.034
(0.43)

Time since
separation

0.021
(4.70)

0.090
(5.17)

0.023
(6.57)

0.013
(3.27)

0.038
(3.44)

0.027
(7.21)

Log
likelihood

-1,271

-1,557

-2,447

-2,054

-263

-2,016

Chi-square

67.5

102.6

143.0

63.9

27.6

89.1

Observations

1,883

2,387

3,653

3.129

409

2,997

Intercept

Note Absolute value of t-statistic in parentheses. The chi-square
statistic is a test of the joint significance of the explanatory variables.
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TABLE 4
Regression Estimates For Rating Groups 7A-10
7A
-1.196

7S
-2.054

8
-2.394

9
-0.976

10
0.841

(2.64)

(7.38)

(4.86)

(1.40)

(0.56)

0.090

0.176

0.083

0.091

0.113

(1.06)

(2.83)

(0.50)

(0.63)

(0.89)

Non-graduate

-0.473
(4.56)

-0.587
(8.29)

-0.582
(4.32)

-0.777
(4.29)

-0.677
(4.75)

Female

0.389
(2.55)

0.339
(2.73)

0.519
(2.07)

0.515
(3.01)

0.003
(0.01)

Pay

-0.138

1.695

2.142

0.095

-1.878

(0.14)

(2.76)

(2.72)

(0.08)

(0.65)

Paygrade

0.234
(3.26)

0.214
(4.43)

0.193
(2.32)

0.199
(1.69)

*

Married

-0.101
(1.30)

-0.096
(1.83)

-0.136
(1.37)

-0.057
(0.43)

0.065
(0.48)

Time since
separation

0.026
(8.20)

0.027
(12.12)

0.032
(7.33)

0.033
(5.46)

0.027
(4.66)

Log
likelihood

-2,163

-4,766

-1,308

-735

-801

('hi-square

112.5

322.7

.01.9

64.8

46.0

Observations

3,206

7,113

1,960

1,112

1,189

Intercept

Nonwhite

Note: Absolute value of t-statistic in parentheses.
A * indicates that the variable was not included in the equation.
Note: Absolute value of t-statistic in parentheses. The chi-square
statistic is a test of the joint significance of the explanatory variables.
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The most important variables affecting first year retention are pay and
education. Non-high-school graduates are significantly less likely to cc,plete the first year of reserve duty than are graduates. While this result is
similar to that found in active duty studies of attrition ', it is nonetheless
surprising that the effect remains so strong even after the sailor has successfully completed an active duty tour. (Note also that the sample includes
only those eligible for reenlistment.) This analysis confirms previous findings
that non-graduates are generally much less reliable recruits than graduates.
The effects of the other variables are generally mixed, with the estimates varying among rating groups. In most cases, higher paygrade results
in higher continuation, even after controlling for the pecuniary effects of
paygrade via the pay variable. Apparently. individuals leaving active duty
with higher paygrades are better adapted to Navy life or have a significantly
stronger preference for military service.
Sex also has a fairly strong effect in many rating groups, with women
having higher continuation rates than men. Marital status, however, has little impact, indicating that the burden that reserve duty places on family life
is not much greater for married people. There is little difference in continuation rates between whites and nonwhites in this sample. Delays between
separation from active duty and reserve affiliation generally improve reten'See. for example. CNA Research Memorandum 86-192, "Early Attrition in FY 1985:
The Effects of the Delayed Entry Program. Accession Month, and Enlistment Program,"
by Donald J. Cynuzot. For an analysis of attrition in the Selected Marine Corps Reserve,
see CNA Research Contribution 572,Modeling Spikes in Hazard Rates, by Dean Follmann,

Matthew Goldberg, and Laurie May.
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tion, perhaps because the reservist has spent more time thinking about the
enlistment decision. Although always positive and statistically significant,
the effect is relatively small. The estimated effect of time since affiliation
indicates that it acts much like the Delayed Entry Program (DEP) does in
active Navy recruiting-recruits who were in the DEP prior to accessing are
less likely to attrit.
The impact of pay on retention is best shown in table 5, which gives
the predicted effect on continuation rates of a $300 bonus. For most of the
rating groups. the impact is sizeable. with predicted continuation rising by
several points. "
4

The standard errors of the predicted probabilities were calculated using the delta
method described in C.R. Rao, Linear Statistical Inference and Its Applications , 2nd
Edition, John Wiley and Sons, New York, New York, 1973, pp. 387.
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TABLE 5
Predicted Effect of a $300 Bonus
Rating
Group

Average Continuation
Rate Without Bonus

Continuation Rate
With Bonus

1

49.7
(.012)

53.7
(.021)

2

60.2
(.010)

65.4
(.021)

3

54.5
(.008)

58.2
(.015)

5

59.7
(.025)

68.0
(.047)

6

55.4
(.009)

59.1
(.018)

7S

51.5
(.006)

55.3
(.0Z5)

8

50.5
(.012)

55.4
(.021)

Standard errors in parentheses were computed using the delta method.

The estimated effects of pay shown in table 5 actually underestimate to a
large degree the net impact of a bonus on SELRES manpower. The bonuses
used by the Naval Reserve are actually affiliation bonuses, although as this
analysis has shown, they also have an impact on retention. To evaluate the
true impact of an affiliation bonus, the cumulative effects of the bonus on
16
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both affiliation and retention must be taken into account. For example, this
analysis of retention indicated that attrition of Hospital Corpsmen (in rating
group 4) was unaffected by pay. However, previous CNA research showed
that rating group to have affiliation rates that were strongly affected by pay.
I Focusing solely on retention or affiliation may provide a misleading picture
of the total effect of a bonus on achieving manpower goals.
A more complete description of the effect of a $300 bonus is provided in
table 6. The table shows the estimated impact of a $300 bonus on the affiliation and retention rates of a notional group of 100 Navy veterans coming
off active duty. The predicted effect of the bonus on affiliation and retention
is shown for each rating group. As the table shows, there is substantial

variation among rating groups due to differential responses to the bonus at
affiliation time and differential responses to the bonus on retention. The
rating groups also vary significantly in their average, or baseline, affiliation
and continuation rates.

For the Medical rating group 4, for example, a

bonus has a strong impact on affiliation, but little effect on retention. The
large number remaining after one year is attributable to the high baseline
affiliation rate and the response of affiliation to the bonus. Rating group 5
shows no effect of the bonus on affiliation but a positive impact on retention.
Rating groups 9 and 10. on the other hand, are insensitive to pay during
both the affiliation and retention decisions.
$See CNA Research Memorandum 86-249, "Affiliation of Navy Veterans With the
Selected Reserve," by Martha E. Shiells, Dec 1986.
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The best indicator of the net effect of the bonus is provided by comparing
the last two columns of table 6. These columns show the number of reservists
left in SELRES out of a chort of 100 veterans coming off active duty. The
difference between the two columns gives the estimate of the cumulative
impact of the bonus on the number of reservists who remain in SELRES
one year after affiliation. For example, in rating group 1, 13 out of 100
veterans coming off active duty would affiliate without the $300 bonus and
17 would join with it. Of those joining, approximately 6.5 would remain in
SELRES after one year without a bonus and 9.1 would remain if there were a
bonus. One way to interpret these results is to say that the Navy gets about
two-and-a-half more sailors with one year of experience for a hypothetical
$300 affiliation bonus program for rating group 1.

6

These estimates may be used to calculate the additional costs of acquiring more Navy veterans. To use the example of rating group 1, the Selected
Reserve got 4 more affiliations than they would have without the bonus, and
an expected 2.6 more veterans with one year of SELRES experience. The
total cost for this added manpower is approximately $5,100 (17 affiliations
times the $300 bonus). If the goal is to have reservists with skills and at least
one year of experience in SELRES, the average cost for the extra manpower
is $1.961 ($5,100 divided by the 2.6 gained in retention). In setting policy,
this cost estimate should be compared to the benefits of readiness or the
6This probably under-estimates the benefit to the Navy since the other one-and-a-half
sailors are in the reserves for some period, although less than one year.
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cost of getting the manpower from some other source. For example, if there
are not enough Navy veterans, it may be necessary to recruit and train Sea
and Air Mariners (SAMs) to fill the shortfall. If the recruiting and training
costs for a SAM were greater than $1,960, it is more cost effective to use the
bonus to attract Navy veterans. Since veterans are generally much better
trained and qualified than SAMs, the overall benefit to the reserve forces is
actually much greater due to the enhanced readiness of the units.
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TABLE 6
Effects of a $300 Bonus on Affiliation and Retention
Rating Group

Number Affiliating

Number Remaining One Year

Without Bonus

With Bonus

Without Bonus

With Bonus

1

13

17

6.5

9.1

2

8

9

4.8

5.9

3

14

17

7.6

9.9

4

22

27

13.6

16.7

5

11

11

6.6

7.5

6

11

16

6.1

9.5

7A

10

10

4.8

4.8

7S

6

6

3.1

3.3

8

10

11

5.1

6.1

9

12

12

6.5

6.5

10

10

10

5.0

5.0

Note: Numbers refer to those remaining out of a hypothetical population
of 100 Navy veterans. The effect of the bonus on affiliation is taken from
CNA Research Memorandum 86-249, table 8, page 28.
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Conclusions
This study has developed and estimated a model of retention of Navy veterans during the first year of duty in the Selected Reserve. The results show
that pay has a significant positive impact on retention. The strength of
the effect, however, varies by rating group. For ratings responsive to pay,
affiliation and retention bonuses can be effective and relatively inexpensive
tools for increasing retention. For ratings unresponsive to pay (the Medical,
Service/Supply, and Unrated rating groups in this study), other mechanisms
will be needed. One method, already used in the medical ratings, is to recruit
non-prior-service personnel (NPS) instead of Navy veterans. NPS recruits
have a mandatory drilling obligation, which results in higher retention. The
lack of a pay effect for the Unrated group is probably due to greater importance of promotion and training opportunities for this category.
The results of this analysis also showed education to be an important
predictor of attrition on the Selected Reserve. As in the regular Navy, nonhigh-school graduates are much more likely to leave within a short period
of time.
Areas which would be fruitful for further analysis are examining the
impact of assignment characteristics and the effects of the civilian economy.
Assignment issues could be critically important since they affect readiness
not only through retention but also through the quality of the match of
billet requirements and individual skills. The effects of civilian earnings

21
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and unemployment may also be very important, and further investigation
of these variables should be undrtaken.
A final area of investigation is to see if the decisions to affiliate and then
to stay or leave are related. For example, individuals unlikely to join may
also be unlikely to stay if they do join. This possibility may change the
cumulative effect of the pay effects shown in table 6, since the bonus will
tend to bring in more people that are unlikely to remain in SELRES, thereby
diminishing the impact of the bonus on retention. Further investigation of
this research topic should be a high priority.
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DESIGN OF K RESERVE ENLISITMEN

BONUS EXPERIMENT

ThG Army Reserve and National Guard rely upon enlistment
bonuses for three principal objectives:
o To increase the total number of nonprior service
enlistments
o To fill shortages in critical skills and units
o To increase retention
The presenL inlistment bonuses are paid out according to the
following schedule: 50 upon completion of initial active
training, 25% upon completion of two years of TPU service, and
25% after completion of four years of service.
Presently there is a concern that the current skill bonus of
$2,000 may be insufficient to achieve critical reserve and
National Guard recruiting objectives. At the same time, it is
believed that tho current unit bonus of $1,500 is higher than
necessary. This paper outlines the design of an experiment to
cAompare the costs and effectiveness of alternative skill bonus
programs, implemented in conjunction with a reduction of the
current unit bonus levels.
Our current assumption is that the experimental programs
will be iaplemented in conjunction with an across-the-board
reduction in the unit bonus. This reduction will allow the
experiment to be implemented foz the same total cost as the
present program. The experiment is =ot designed to test the
effects of the reduced unit bonus, but rather to provide
Information on how to more efficiently design future skill bonus
programs.
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DESIGN OF TEST PROGRAMS
The experiment
we propose
is intended to test the effects of
two skill
bonus program
variables:
o different bonus amounts
o different payout schedules
The different bonus amounts will be used to assess whether
larger nominal skill bonuses will increase the total number of
nonprior service enlistments and channel people into the critical
skills that are most difficult to fill. The different payout
schemes are an attempt to determine whether the bonus can be used
to reduce attrition.
We propose a 3-cell experimental design to test the
enlistment, skill channelling, and retention effects of two skill
bonus levels and two payout schedules.
Table 1 illustrates this
design. The experimental bonuses would be paid for enlistment in
selected difficult-to-fill MOS. Other MOS would still receive
the current $2,000 skill bonus.
The design provides program variation in both the
nominal amount of the bonus and the payout rate. Cell A is

intended primarily to test the effect of an increase in the
nominal value of the bonus. A purely symmetric design would
require that this cell provide proportional increases in each
of the three payout amounts.

We propose instead to reduce

the initial payment upon completion of training arid increase
substantially the additional bonus dollars at the two- and
four-year payout periods for three reasons. First, because
a strictly proportional increase would substantially increase
the cost of the experiment. Second, it would be undesirable
to create a bonus test that would dominate other MOS. It
would be likely that the skill channeling effects of Such a
program would make it difficult to fill MOS that only offered
the $2,000 bonus.

Finally, is likely that such a program would be
ineffective and possibly detrimental for retention. Since
attrition is perhaps the most significant problem faced by
the reserves, only experimental programs that are likely to
improve retention are considered. The A Cell would promote
completion of the enlistment term by increasing the payments
at the end of the second and fourth years of service.
Note that the experimental program will not apply to
all bonus MOS in each cell. Applicants will, in effect,

have a choice between the current program (for bonus MOS not
in the experiment) and the experimental program. One effect
2
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of this
choice may be to encourage self-selection on the
basis of discount rates. with individuals with high rates
more likely to enter the non-experimental NG.
If high
discount rates are associated with low retention, then we
would expect to observe a decrease in retention in bonus NO
at current levels in this
cell.
Cell B will further test a 'pay as you go" plan. The
bonus will be increased to a nominal value of $5,000, but it
will be paid out in five increasing amounts that will begin
upon the completion of the first
year of service.
The delay
of payment until the completion of the first
year is because
of the high loss rate that appears to occur in the first year
for the reserves.
While 9 percent of reservists appear to
attrit
from training, an additional 11.4 percent fail
to
complete one year of service. Postponing the initial bonus
payment until the end of the first year should increase the
incentive for reservists to complete their first year.
The use of increasing payments throughout the first five
years is designed to encourage bonus recipients to remain in
the reserves and guard.
Figure I illustrates
the proportion
of reserve and guard recruits who complete each year of
service. Attrition remains high over the entire enlistment
term. Therefore, a payment schedule with an increasing
incentive to remain at each year is in direct agreement with
the retention problems faced by the reserves.
We expect the program in Cell B to have a positive
effect on all of the outcome variables. The key research
issues with respect to this cell will be size of these
effects relative to each other and relative to those produced
by the other experimental program. One empirical question to
be answered by the experiment is whether the A Cell
experiment produces the desired result with a $3,000 bonus in
three payments, or would the $5,000 bonus with five payments
be required.
The economic cost of the experiment will be determined
by four factors:
o The payment amounts
o The payment schedule
o The government's discount rate
o The probability of remaining in the Reserves.
Table 1 illustrates the expected present value cost of
the alternative bonus programs. Cell A, providing fifty
percent greater nominal benefits, would cost 21 percent more

3
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than the current ARNG program, and 14 percent more for the
USAR.
Cell B, with 150 percent greater nominal benefits than
the control cell, would cost 74 percent and 59 percent more
than the current ARNG and USAR program, respectively.
Note that these cost estimates assume that retention
ratesiremain constant under the exysrimental programs, but do
not account for the goverment's dscount rate. Accounting
for a government discount rate of a% would reduce the above
estimates by 12 to 20 percentage points depending on the
Cell.
Positive retention effects vill,
of course, increase
these costs. However, any positive retention effects would
be more than offset by reduced recruiting and training costs.
THE DESIGN OF THE 3I1133MW
The cell sizes outlined in Table 2 are tentative.
Precise determinations will require Information about
expected savings from the reduction of unit bonuses, and a
final determination of the NOS to be included in the
experiment. It is expected, however, that a minimum of 1,000
projected quality accessions will be needed in each cell.
In order to control for the National Guard, it is
expected that both the Reserve and National Guard will offer
the same bonus program in each area. Thus, the geographic
boundaries of the experiment should conform as closely to
states as possible.
The experimental NOS should also be as similar as
possible for the two programs.
If NOS differ between the
Guard and the Reserve, they should still remain difficult-tofill NOS in each.
EVALUATING THE RESUITS OF THE EXPERMNT

Three kinds of measures would be used to evaluate the
alternative programs:
o Gross enlistments
o Channeling effects
o Retention effects
In order to evaluate the experiment, both geographic
and time controls will be used. Figure 2 graphically
illustrates
the experimental design.
Such a design permits
an analysis of the effects of the test
programs separate from
any extraneous changes that may occur to test
cells or over
time.

4
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The enlistment effects could be estimated through the

following relationship:
9

-

f (Program, Cell, Year, X)

where 2 represented the number of enlistments, and X would be
a series of characteristics related to recruiting, such as
unemployment rate. FY68 could serve as the baseline period,
in addition to the use of a geographic test cell. Thus, the
experiment would assess the czanual in a measure for the
experimental call compared to the gban
in that factor for
the control cell.
Similar equations could be developed for analyzing the
effects of %he test programs upon skill channeling and
attrition. To estimate the impact of the experiment on MOS
distribution, three groups of eS would be analyzed:
Group I-KOS with larger bonuses in cells A and B
Group 2-MeS that received the same bonus in all cells
Group 3-3eS that did not receive bonuses
Skill channeling will be measured as the proportion of
enlistments selecting an MOS of a particular group. The
channeling effect is measured conditional upon the number of
enlistments. Hence, skill channeling is measured
independent of any enlistment effect.
Two separate equations would be estimated for skill
channeling. The first would be the effect of the programs
upon the proportion of recruits in group 1, while the second
estimate would be the impact of the experimental bonuses on
group 2 MOS. The impact of the experiment on group 3 OS
could be derived from the first two estimates.
A similar analysis of the attrition effects could be
performed after each year. The analysis could determine not
only whether the experimental bonus payment schedules
lowered attrition for the NOS where they were applied, but
whether there was any increase in attrition in group 2 and 3
NOS due to self-selection effects.
The program effects on enlistment, channeling, and
retention would all be measured separately. For example, the

skill channeling effect would be measured independent of the

market expansion effect. These separate impacts could be
combined to create various indicators to assess total program
effectiveness. For example, if a program increased gross
enlistments by 5%, channeled a 20% greater share of
enlistments into program NOS5, and increased retention by 10t,
F
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such a program would have:
o increased enlistments by 5
o increased skill channeling by (1.05 * 1.2 o Increased critical
*1.1 - 1.396) 33.60

skill

1.26)

260

retention by (1.05 * 1.2

If an experimental program produced a SO increase in
enlistments, channeled 100 of the recruits out of group 2
NO8, and did not change retention, then the program would
have reduced group 2 manpower by 5% * (-10*) - 5.5%.
Other
combinations of indicators can be created to analyze impacts
of the experiment on total attrition, attrition from specific
skills, and total
manpover distribution.
OTHER ISSUES
The above discussion lays out the concepts behind the
design of a Reserve/Guard enlistment bonus test. Many
details remain to be determined, including:
o The specific MOS
o The geographic boundaries of cells
o The administrative procedures of the test
o The establishment of baseline data
It is likely that unforeseen factors could also affect
results.
NOS may need to be added to or dropped from the
bonus lists
as the experiment proceeds.
While this
kind of
change is not desirable, it could serve as additional
evidence of skill channeling.
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TABLE 1
ENLISTMENT BONUS ANALYSIS DESIGN

FISCAL YEAR 1989

FISCAL YEAR 1988

TEST CEL

OS Bonus

Skill Bonus

Bonus Skill Bonus

K(0

CONTROL

2,000

1,500

2,000

1,000

CELL A

2,000

1,500

3,000

1,000

CELL B

2,000

1,500

5,000

1,000

TABLE 2
PROPOSED PAYOUT SCHD(ES
PAYOUT AFTER --

CELL A

CELL B

1000
0
500
0
500
0

500
0
1000
0
1500
0

0
500
750
1000
1250
1500

1458
1370

1770
1558

2535
2181

CONTROL
CELL

TRAINING
1 YOS
2 YOS
3 YOS
4 YOS
5 YOS
COST PER ARNG BONUS
COST PER USAR BONUS
ARNG COST AS % CURRENT
USAR COST AS % CURRENT
TEITATIVE CELL SIZE

100%
100%

121%
114%

174%
159%

75%

12.5%

12.5%
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RESERVE COMPONENT INCENTIVE PROGRAMS DATA

REQUIREMENTS
New RCCPDS Recurring Report Requirements:

1.

Reference A-16 Report Format.

Ready Reserve Incentives

Cumulative totals, ytd are to be used.

Ready Reserve
Incentive Program Suamary
Participants

(Ali SR)
(AL Incentives)

Incentive Program Code
Bonus/Stioend Type
(A)

Enlisted

(PS-3 Yr)

(B)
(C)
(D)

Enlisted
Enlisted
Enlisted

(PS-6 Yr)
(NPS-6 Yr)
(Cony from EA)

(E) Reenlisted
(F) Reentisted
(G) ReenListed
(H) ReenListed
(W) Affiliation
(K)
(L)
(H)

ARNG

USAR

USNR

USNCR

ANG

USAFR

TOTAL

USCGR

(SelRes-3 Yr)
(SeLRes-6 Yr)
(IRR-3 Yr)
(IRR-6 Yr)
C< 18 No)

Affiliation (>m 18 No)
Stipend (Health Offfcers)(Oid)
Stipend (Health Officers)(Neu)

Subtotal
Educational Incentive TYDe
(A) Educational Assistance (non G Bill)
(8) Educational Assistance (Converted from EB)
(C) Loan Repayment (Enlisted)
(D) Loan Repayment (Health Officers)
Subtotal
Total
Total Selected Reserve Strength (includes USCGR)
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2. Reference A-16 Report Format.

Both officer and Enlisted displays are required for "Cm and
OD"Loan Repayment Program incentives. Only Officer display
is required for ISIN and umMIstipend Incentives. Only
Enlisted display Is required for ail other Incentives. A
separate page for each incentive type (as defined in report 1
above) is required.

Ready Reserve
Incentive Program summary
By Incentive, by Month

OCT

NOV

UI&

AM

fEB

W

MAR

JU

L AUGU

TOTAL

Officer
ARIG
USAR
USNR
USHCR
AUG
USAFR
USCGR
Subtotal
Enlisted
ARNG
USAR
USNR
USMC R
ANG
USA FR
USCGR
Subtotal
D00 Total
USCGR Total
Total Selected Reserve strength C(includes USCGR)
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3.

Reference A-16 Report.

Report to go back as for as possible, tich may be to FY80.
Ready Reserve
Incentive Program Summary
By Component by FY

FY80

flj

fj~f

Mii flj

j UM Y8

Off icer
Bonus/Stioend TyDe
L)
(M)

Stipend
Stipend

(Health Offlcers)(Otd)
(Health Offlcers)(New)

Subtotal
Educational Incentive Type
D)

Loan Repayment

(Health Officers)

Subtotal

Enlisted
Bonus/Stipend Type
(A) Enlisted
(S) Enlisted
(C) Enlisted
CD) Enlisted

CPS-3 Yr)
(PS-6 Yr)
(NPS-6 Yr)
(COny from EA)

CE) Reentisted (SelRes-3 Yr)
(F) Reenlisted (SetRes-6 Yr)
(G) Reentisted (IRR-3 Yr)
(H) Reenlisted CIRR-6 Yr)
CJ)

Affiliation

(4- 18 No)

K)

Affiliation

(-

18 No)

Subtotal
Educational incentive Type
(A)
(6)
(C)

Educational Assistance

(non GI Bill)
Educational Assistance (Converted from ES)
Loan Repayment (Enlisted)

Subtotal
Total
Total Selected Reserve Strength
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(includes USCGR)
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A separate page for each Incentive type (as defined in report I
above) Is required. Subtotals are to appear at designated YOS lints,
depending on Incentive displayed, as follows:

4. Reference X-3 Report.

past
post
past
post
past
past
past
past
past
pest

6 YOS
6 YOS
6 YOS
a YOS
10 YOS
10 YOS
14 Y05
20 Yos
20 Tos
20 YOS

Enlisted (NPS)
Affiliation (both reports)
Education Assistance
Affiliation (both reports)
Reenlistment (3 YO)
Reenlistmnt (6 Yr)
IRR Reenlistment
Loan Repayment (enlisted)
Loan Repayment (officer)
Stipend (officer)

Ready Reserve
Incentive Program Summary
Continuation Retes/ly Years of service
By Specific Incentive
By Component

Officers
Y05

FY' FY

FY

ICTR

Enlisted
207k

30Th

4QTR

FY

FY

FY

iQIR

2OTR

3QTR

4QTR

Total
Total Selected Reserve Strength (Includes USCGR)
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Wee,

A-6 Report.

A separate page for each Incentive type (officer end entlsted) (as
defined In report I above) Is required.

Ready Reserve
Incentive Program Summary
Personnet Profile - Sex, Ethnic and Race Statistics
By Incentive Type
By Component
(Enlisted)

white

Kale:

Black

Asian

Native
American

Unknown

Total

None
Asian
Amer Indian
Hispanic
Other
Unknown
Subtotal.

Female:

None
Asian
Amer Indian
Hispanic
Other
Unknown
Subtotal

Unknown:

None
Asian
Amer Indian
Hispanic
Other
Unknown
Subtotal,

TotaL:

None
Asian
Amer Indian
Hispanic
Other
Unknown

Total Selected Reserve Strength (includes USCGR)
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Ready Reserve
Incentive PrograSummary
Personnel Profile - Sex, Ethnic end Race Statistics
By Incentive Type
By Component
(Officers)

White

Noae:

Black

Asian

Native
American

Unknown

Total

None
Asian
Amer Indian
Hispanic
Other
Unknown
Subtotal

Female:

None
Asian
Amer Indian
Hispanic
Other
Unknown
Subtotal

Unknown:

None
Asian
Amer Indian
Hispanic
Other
Unknown
Subtotal

Total:

None
Asian
Amer Indian
Hispanic
Other
Unknown

Total Selected Reserve

6-6

rpngth (>cludes USCGR)
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6.

This new report will focus on years of service and not grade. A
separate page is required for each incentive (defined In report
above) and for officers and enlisted. Incentive Type COdes (i.e.,
(A), etc.)

Ready Reserve
Incentive Program Summary
Personnel Profile - By Years of Service
By Bonus/Stipend Type
By Component
(Enlisted)

YOS
'1

(A)

(B)

(C)

(0)

(M)

(f)

(G)

(M)

(J)

(K)

>20
Subtotal
By Educational Incentive Type
(EnListed)

yOS

(A)

(B)

(C)

<1

.>20
Subtotal
Total
Total Selected Reserve Strength (includes USCGR)

Appendix 6
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Reserve
inceftive Program Suimary
Personnel Profile - By years of Service
By Bonue/Stipend and Educatiolal Incentive Type
By Component
(Officer)

L)

(N)

(0)

;2o
Subtotal
Total
Total Selected Reserve Strength (incLudes USCGR)
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SUM

OF STATE MICT

TO GUARDSMEN AND OTHEI

RESIRVES

INTRODUCTION
The
auros
of this
report
is to summarize information on the
state provided benefits offered to National Guardsmen and other
reservists.
As a part of an Incentive package, both Army National Guard
(ARNG) and Air National Guard (ANG) members are provided a number
of benefits by the states which they serve. In some cases, other
reserve components are also given special benefits by their
respective states. Because almost all of the special state
provided benefits are available only to the ARNG and ANG members,
this report will focus on the special Guard benefits rather than
continuing to distinguish between the National Guard (NG)
components and the other reserve components. The number of state
benefits available to nonquard reservists is quite limited and
will be mentioned only on the spreadsheet attachments.
The benefits provided to the National Guard member are of two
main types
those that are available to Guardsmen only when
serving on s
duty, and those that are available to Guardsmen
independent of participation in a state call to full-time duty.
The benefits that are available only while on state duty are
often injury or death connected compensations. Many states
provide Worker's Compensation (WC) for Guardsmen. Worker's
Compensation covers injury and accidental death for the period of
active duty in the service of the state. If death occurs during
this
period, some WC programs offer a broad package of benefits to
surviving family members that include tuition for dependents, a
monthly stipend, and other valuable compensations.
Separate from the WC benefits are the insurance policies that
are offered by either states or the state National Guard
Associations. The Guard Associations, membership organizations
generally open to both ANG and ARNG reservists, offer a full range
of services and benefits to their members. While these are not
funded by the states, they add to the benefits package available
to Guardsmen.
For the most part, the benefits provided by the state MG
associations and those offered by the states for Guardsmen while
participating in state active duty will not be assessed here.
They are either not a state contribution or affect only the
segment of reservists who are called into state active duty to
alleviate emergencies and natural disasters.
Accordingly, the remainder of this report vill address only
those special benefits, funded by the states, which are available
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to Guardsmen independent of involvement in state active duty. To
assist the analyst, the benefits have been equated to dollar
values which not only provides a ammon comparison unit, but also
serves to display the benefits in a more meaningful way.
The selection of benefits was intended to group the most
These
frequently offered incentives into five major categories.
categories are uniform allowance, state tax exemption, education
benefits, automobile tag program and paid military leave for state
in addition, several miscellaneous benefits are also
employees.
presented. The miscellaneous benefits were more difficult to cest
and for the most part were omitted from this process.
REPORT FORIAT
This report presents the state sponsored befnefits named above,
through several formats. A brief narrative is provided describing
the benefit and any assumptions that wore made in order to assign
a value to that benefit. The narrative descriptions are included
within this document while the state by state breakdown of
benefits are shown in spreadsheet or graphic attachments,
specifically: Attachment A, Attachment B, and Attachment C.
Attachment A is a spreadsheet indicating the benefits provided
by each state without assigning a dollar value to the benefit.
This spreadsheet also indicates which of the benefits are
available to Guardsmen and which are available to other
reservists. in Attachment A, benefits available to Guardsmen are
Benefits available
indicated with an 'X' or a brief description.
to other reservists are indicated with an 'XX'.
Attachment 3 Is also a spreadsheet and represents benefits
provided by each state with a dollar value assigned. This
valuation is offered as an estimate of the representative value of
a benefit and as such does not reflect an individual Guardsman's
actual compensation from the state. Specific assumptions that are
made in determining the value of a benefit are described either in
this narrative or in the spreadsheet footnotes.
Attachment C is a color coded map of the United States. There
are five categories of states coded based on the number of
benefits offered by each state. This count and mapping of
benefits by states is based on a compilation of only the benefits
covered within this report and the count of the occurrence of
these benefits for each state. No state was found to offer more
than five or fewer than one benefit of those being tracked. This
but
does
not
assess of
the
value of
a set
of benefits,
attachment
benefits
each
state
offers.
rather counts
the
variety

2
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DZSCUSTION OF 82NUITS
uniform allowance, an annual
ofe either an initial
Ton atts
allowance, or both an initial plus an annual allowance to NO
The
amount
of the initial
wrrant
officers
on Attachment 9
and
is indicated
tz v officers.
$75 to $150
allowance and
ranges
with an 911.
The amount of the annual allowance ranges from $25
to $100. Only ame state, Hawaii, offers a similar benefit to
enlisted semborm, anlitod Guardsman in Hawaii receive an
allowance of $1.S0 per day of annual training, drills and *tat*
active duty. These allowances are in addition to the Federal
uniform allowances or benefits.

!
)
+

State Income TaX Rxeotion
Twenty states offer some tax savings to Guardsmen or other
reservists. Tax benefits packages generally fall into two
categories: those offered only to retired fermr Guardsmen which
apply to
eir military pension*, and those available to active
Guardsmen that apply to current military pay.
For cost benefit determination, two assumptions were made to
establish a dollar value for the state tax benefit. First, each
tax benefit was applied based on an assumed adjusted gross income
of $25,000.
nd second, the military income was assumed to be
equal to or greater than the maximum exclusion amount in order to
illustrate the full advantage of the tax exemption benefit. An
estimated value was then determined based on the 1986 state income
tax rates.
Other state to state requirements are explained in the
footnotes of Attachment D. The difficulties in determining the
criteria for and value of tax exemptions may have led to omissions
and error* in this dat4a.
For instance, the state of Vermont, not
indicated as providing a tax break to reservists or Guardsmen,
does, however, exempt all military pay for regular forces. The
state also excludes reserve qnd XG pay received when the reserve
member is servin4 in a full time position. This benefit was not
included In Attachments A and 9 because the circumstances of
eligibility ara atyplcal and available only to a few reservists in
special circums
s.

Thirty states offer Guardsmen tuition assistance for college or
vocational/technical schools. While this is the single most
valuable benefit to the Guardsmaen, there are often restrictions as
to who is eligible for the funds. Many states provide benefits
for four years only, while others offer money for undergraduate
courses but not for graduate programs.

3
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For the purposes of attaching a value to the education
benefits, the m=m amount available is shown In Attadhuent 3.
Dollar values that are not footnoted represent the not-to-exceed
amount provided by the state. For states offering 100*, 75% or
509 tuition waivers, the bass amount of $1,500 is used as the 100%
value. This relatively low amount is used because most states
specify that full tuition is offered for state or state-supported
schools. Again, this is intended to be an estimate of the
benefit's value.

Thirty states offer an automobile license plate benefit to
Guardsmen. The benefit is generally the offer of a distinctive
National Guard license available free of charge, at low cost or at
the regular state license plate cost. For the purpose of this
summary, this benefit is estimated to be a $25 value. One state,
Oklahoma, offers only a Reserves auto tag, but has no special NG
plates.
State EmnIove

Paid Mlitary Leave

Forty-four states authorize paid leave for their Guardsmen when
they serve on active duty. The number of paid military leave days
authorized by the states ranges from 12 to 30 days per year. In
some cases, extended state emergency leave is also paid for
Guardsmen on state active duty. Consistent with other benefits
discussed here, this special coverage for state active duty is not
evaluated here.
The calculation of the value of this benefit is based on data
ftko the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys. All state employed
reservists responding to the Surveys were extracted and separated
into enlisted and officer cells for each state (100 cells). From
these populations, the moan civilian income was determined for
each state. This calculation of the state employee civilian
income mean was weighted to adjust for officer and enlisted salary
variances.
Where the population for either the enlisted or officer cell
for a state was less than ten, a footnote is listed. beyond this
notation, no attempt was made to analyze the reasonableness of the
means. Once the mean salaries were determined, each w6s divided
by 365 days and that amount was multiplied by the number of days
of leave granted in each respective state. Other variances in
this benefit are also noted in the footnotes of Attachment a.
Other Nscellaneous State Benefits
The above benefits are those that are most frequently offered
by the individual states. In addition to these, there are a
variety of benefits that are unique to one or two states. A few
4
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of these will be mentioned, hex

and are documented in Attachment

A.
With the exceptiOn of the stoat paid retirement supplements
offered by Alaska, Michigan North Carolina and 0outh Carolina, no
value has been attched
to 6;Pe; benefits.
Examples of these
benefits are the following:
lv=umbe

of States

Exemption from jury duty ..... 4
State Credit Union
eligibility .................. 4
Special purpose low
interest loans ...............
2
Tolls waived to and
from Guard duty .............. 2

The full
range of state provided benefits are shown in
Attachment A.
The occurrence of a benefit is noted with no
attempt to quantify the value.
Attachment 9 corresponds to
Attachment A, but presents a dollar value where such a
determination is possible.
Attachment C is the coded ranking of
each of the fifty states based on the number of benefits
available.
The state sponsored benefits change frequently and are
difficult
to either pinpoint or evaluate.
In general the benefits
are available to those Guardsmen who are aware of them and utilize
them.
The Attachments document the availability and the value if
used. No attempt has been made to determine the extent to which
National Guard members avail themselves of the benefits or the
cost of benefits to the states.
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PREFACE
Simply said, the purpose of an

analysis is to provide illumination
and visibility--to expose some
problems in terms that are as simple

as possible.
-- Li utofant General

GLenn A.

Kent,

USAF (Met.)

The 6th Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation (6th QRMC)
was organized in October of 1986 to fulfill the direction of the
President of the United States; "conduct a complete review of
the principles and concepts of the compensation system for
members of the uniformed services", and "report to me.. .options
and recommendations for improving the current reserve
compensation system." Specific to the President's direction was
the requirement, found in section 1008(b) of title 37, United
States code, to submit a detailed report to Congress summarizing
the results of such a quadrennial review. Recommendations were
also to be included proposing changes in the statutory salary
system and other elements of the compensation structure provided
to members of the uniformed services.
In his letter of instruction, the President designated the
Secretary of Defense as Executive Agent for this review. The
Secretary, in turn, instructed the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Force Management & Personnel) to conduct the study. To
provide overall policy direction and guidance, a Coordination
Council was' established, with the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Force Management and Personnel) and the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Reserve Affairs) as co-chairmen. Members included the
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health
Affairs), the Assistant Secretaries of the Army, Navy and Air
Force (Manpower and Reserve Affairs) and the Commandant of the
Coast Guard. The Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Military Manpower & Personnel Policy) served as Executive
Director of the review.
A further body, the 6th QRMC Steering Committee, was
established in January of 1987 in order to provide close
oversight and direction for the review. The Steering Committee
was composed of flag and general officers from each of the seven
National Guard and Reserve components and from the four active
DoD components. A general officer representing the Reserve
Components Medical Council was also named to the Steering

Committee.
Prefaage

Liaison was established with the Public Health Service and the
Commissioned Corps of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA). They did not participate in most
deliberations since the 6th QRMC review was entirely focused on
reserve compensation. Reserve members of the Uniformed Public
Health Service do not actively participate unless on active
duty, and the NOAA Commissioned Corps has no reserve component.
The technical staff for the QRMC was developed in the
months of 1986 by assembling qualified individuals from
active and reserve components. By January 1, 1987, all
and steering committee members had convened, commencing
efforts of the review.

last
the
staff
the

This volume is part of the report of the 6th QRMC. An interim
version of this volume was forwarded to the President of the
Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives on March
23, 1988, to meet the requirements of section 302 of the
Military Retirement Reform Act of 1986. That statute required a
report to the Congress on the reserve retirement system,
together with any legislative proposals to modify the system.

The Military Retirement Reform Act of 1986, which applies to
all entrants into the uniformed services after August 1, 1986,
made sweeping changes to the value of an active duty military
retirement. The Act reduced lifetime benefits by 17 percent
from the system as modified in 1980 and by 27 percent from the
retirement system that covers members who entered service prior
to September 8, 1980. For the reserve retirement system, the
benefit reduction for those who enter after August 1, 1986, was
18 percent. These changes were the result of direction from
Congress contained in the Department of Defense Authorization
Act, 1986 (Pub. L. 99-145). The legislation required the
Secretary of Defense to submit a report, including draft
legislation to reduce the accrual charge for the nondisability
military retirement system by $2.9 billion for Fiscal Year 1986.
The actuarial methods and assumptions to be used in calculating
this reduction were those approved by the Department of Defense
Military Retirement Fund Board of Actuaries for calculating the
military retirement accrual percentage used in determining
retirement fund contributions in the President's Fiscal Year
1986 budget.
The draft legislation, submitted by the Secretary of Defense,
also included modifications to the reserve retirement system.
To the extent that it was possible, these modifications
paralleled the changes recommended for the active nondisability
retirement system. The 1986 Act, however, limited modification

Iv
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of the reserve retirement system to the method of adjusting

retired pay.

Further changes were deferred pending a

comprehensive review of the reserve retirement system.
The congressional conferees on the Military Retirement Reform
Act directed the Secretary of Defense to specifically review the
reserve retirement system in conjunction with a review of
overall reserve compensation, as part of the 6th QRMC. The
conferees further stated, "the objectives of the reserve
retirement system need to be evaluated and the system structured
to support those objectives," and included a provision in the

Act
(Section
requiring
the Secretary
of Defense
submit a
report
on the 302)
reserve
retirement
system together
withtoany
proposals for a modification of the system.
The review of the reserve retirement system is included as
part of the comprehensive review of the costs and benefits of
reserve compensation, conducted by the 6th QRMC, in accordance
with the President's direction. The retirement panel of the 6th
QRMC systematically evaluated the problems associated with the
study of reserve retirement, outlined objectives, and determined
what analytical tools were needed and available. It was
immediately apparent that the review of the reserve retirement
system would encounter a major obstacle: the difficulty of
gathering reliable current and historical data on reserve
personnel. Less than seven years of relatively accurate and
verifiable data was available on most Selected Reserve
personnel. The Reserve Components Common Personnel Data System
(RCCPDS), established at the Defense Manpower Data Center
(DMDC), began accepting data in July of 1975, but experienced
major difficulties integrating reserve component data reported
through 1980. The RCCPDS continues to have reporting
difficulties, but data quality has improved significantly since
1980. Even today, however, significant data elements that are
critical to the analysis of reserve retirement are unavailable
for most reserve components and the majority of reserve
personnel. Certain data, such as the number of retirement
points accumulated and the number of years of creditable service
for retirement, is unavailable for over 80 percent of all
reservists. Forecasting all of the implications for an
incentive system, designed to promote service over periods in
excess of 20 years, is quite difficult using seven years of
incomplete data.
Developing valid models for analyzing the effects of policy
changes on retention and force structure for the reserve
components has been limited by the lack of reliable personnel
data and by the relative paucity of reserve manpower research.
The RAND Corporation put significant effort into developing a
dynamic retention model for the reserve components, the results
of which are used in this analysis. It will, however, take many
years to develop the cohort data necessary to verify the model.
PrefaBe

The major problem with modeling the reserve components stems

from the open nature of personnel accessions in year-of-service
cells. This situation is created by movements to and from the
active components, movements between the levels of each reserve
component, and movements between the reserve components of the
various services. These problems can essentially be ignored in
modeling the virtually closed personnel accession systems of the
active components.

During the early stages of the review, it was apparent that
the reserve retirement system was extremely complex. The
systematic approach used to analyze the current system began
with a comprehensive review of the history of the reserve
components, the role of reserve forces in the defense of the
United States, and the considerations that led to the initial
proposals and 1948 enactment of a deferred income incentive for
reservists. The development of the National Guard and Reserves
was then traced over the 40 years since enactment of the
retirement system. An effort was made to determine whether the
current system had accomplished its objectives, and whether any
or all of the original objectives remain valid for current
reserve service.
When relating the analysis of the objectives of reserve
retirement to the observed evolutionary development of the
reserve components, three major areas were identified for
review: 1) the effects of the retirement'system on force
structure; 2) the motivational effects of the retirement point
system; and 3) the structural issues arising from both
implemented and proposed modifications to the organization,
missions, and support of the reserve components. Each element
within these three areas was analyzed independently and then
evaluated for its effect on the review area. Additionally, each
area of review was assessed for potential effects on the entire
system and on the other areas. Finally, the retirement system
was reviewed as an integral part of the entire reserve
compensation system, with a focus on compensation as a force
management tool.
Based on a thorough review of the current reserve retirement
system and input from the Services on the future direction of
the reserve components manpower requirements, alternatives and
modifications to the system were evaluated for potential
inclusion in the report. Alternatives were selected for further
analysis in terms of a specific set of guidelines based on a
review of the current system, the projected manpower force
structures of the seven reserve components, and analyses for
cost-effectiveness. Although there are many possible solutions
to the problems identified, the alternatives recommended as a
result of this review are considered to be the most efficient,
cost-effective and desirable means of producing the desired
results.
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Survivor annuity plans based on retired pay are part of the
military retirement system and form an important part of the
value of reserve retirement. Any major alternatives to the
current reserve retirement system would also require
modification of survivor annuities. The existing Survivor
Benefit Plan (SBP) and the Reserve Component Survivor Benefit
Plan (RCSBP) were evaluated by the 6th QRMC, but no attempt was
made to develop SBP options for the reserve retirement system
alternatives considered in this report.

During the course of the work of the 6th QRMC, numerous
presentations, briefings and discussion sessions were held.

These included presentations and discussions with the Military
Department Secretariats and Service staffs, of great assistance
but too numerous to mention here. In the Executive Branch,
assistance was provided by staff of the Office of Management and
Budget, Veterans' Administration, Department of Health and Human
Services, Department of Justice, and Department of Labor. As
noted above, liaison was also established with the Public Health
Service and the Commissioned Corps of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration. Staff of the General Accounting
Office, Congressional Budget Office, and of the Senate and House
Armed Services Committees also were most helpful throughout the
review.
Communication with the Reserve Forces Policy Board, which has
a statutory role as advisor to the Secretary of Defense on
reserve issues, and with policy boards established within the
individual Services, were of great value to the QRMC both in
identifying issues and concerns and in providing feedback to the
QRMC staff as positions were being developed. In addition to
the Reserve Forces Policy Board, these groups included the
Senior Enlisted Advisors to the Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Reserve Affairs, the Joint Army/Air Force Reserve Forces
Policy Committee, the National Reserve Forces Policy Board
(Navy), the Secretary of the Navy's Advisory Council on Retired
Personnel, the Marine Corps Reserve Policy Board, and the Air
Force Reserve Policy Council. Participants in the Naval Reserve
Flag Officers Conference (1988) and the Reserve Center
Commanders Conference (1987) were also most helpful.
Additionally, several military associations provided forums on
one or more occasions for the discussion of issues and were most
gracious in providing formal association positions on National
Guard and Reserve compensation issues, membership survey
information, perspectives on the views of their membership, and
other valuable data and suggestions. These organizations
included the Adjutants General Association of the United States,
Air Force Sergeants Association, Council of Military
Prefece

vii

Organizations, Enlisted Association of the National Guard of the
United States, Fleet Reserve Association, Marine Corps Reserve
Officers Association, The Military Coalition, National Guard
Association of the United States, National Military Family
Association, Naval Reserve Association, Non-Comissioned

Officers Association, Reserve Officers Association, The Retired
Enlisted Association, and The Retired Officers Association.

Finally, within the Department of Defense the staffs of the
Defense Manpower Data Center and the DoD Office of the Actuary
deserve special mention for data assistance, support, analysis,
and advice at every stage of the review.
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This volume is part of the report of the Sixth Quadrennial
Review of Military Compensation (6th QRNC). Section 1008(b) of
title 37, United States Code, requires that a review of

compensation systems for members of the uniformed services be
conducted not less than once every four years. On September 23,
1986, President Reagan directed that the 6th QEUC conduct a

comprehensive evaluation of the benefits and costs of all
reserve compensation programs.

The review was initiated on

January 1, 1987.
In addition to this requirement for a comprehensive study of
reserve compensation, there was a statutory requirement to study
reserve retirement. Section 302 of the Military Retirement
Reform Act of 1986 required the Secretary of Defense to submit a
report on reserve retirement to the Congress, together with any
proposals for modification of the system. The Committee of
Conference on the Retirement Reform Act stated their intent that
this review be conducted as part of the 6th QRMC, in conjunction
with its overall review of reserve compensation.
The 6th QRMC analysis of reserve retirement was conducted from
the perspective of the original objectives of the system and of
these objectives in light of the subsequent evolution of the
reserve components and of current and projected manpower
requirements. Three major areas were identified for review: 1)
the effects of the retirement system on manpower force structure; 2) the motivational effects of the retirement point
system; and 3) technical issues that have arisen over time as
the organization, missions, and support of the reserve
components have changed. Reserve retirement was reviewed as an
integral part of the entire reserve compensation system, with a
focus on compensation as a force management tool.
HigtIrM

and Desarintion of Renmve Retirement

A reserve retirement system was enacted in 1948 to provide a
monetary incentive for continued membership and training in the
reserve components. World War II experience had demonstrated
the need for a large, well-trained, organized, and equipped
reserve force, capable of immediate mobilization and deployment.
A deferred income incentive was considered necessary to build
and maintain the planned reserve component manpower structure.

The initial proposals for reserve retirement were modified
several times before final enactment in June, 1948. The system
has remained essentially unaltered since enactment. Recent
changes in law affecting the determination of the retired pay
base in calculating retired pay (1980) and the indexing of
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retired pay (1986) have resulted in a significant reduction in
the value of both active and reserve retirement benefits for new
members who are affected by these changes.
CouutatiO

of RetiredPa

To be eligible to receive reserve retired pay, an individual
must complete a minimum of 20 years of qualifying service and be
at least 60 years of age. Retired pay is computed based on the
basic pay scale in effect when the individual applies for
retired pay at or after the age 60 minimum. Retired pay is
calculated by multiplying the reservist's equivalent years of
active service by 2.5 percent and multiplying the resulting
fraction by basic pay. Equivalent years of active service are
computed using a point system, in which retirement points are
credited as follows:
"

One point for each day of active service

0

One point for each attendance at a drill or period of
equivalent instruction

*

Fifteen points per year for membership in a reserve
component in an active status

The number of points that can be credited in a year are
limited as follows:
" There is a 60-point annual limit on the total of all points
awarded for drill attendance or equivalent instruction, or
for membership in a reserve component.
* A maximum of 365 points may be credited toward retirement
in any one year.
Subject to these limitations, years of equivalent active
service are computed by totaling all points, including those
earned in years when the minimum 50 points for a satisfactory
year was not attained. This point total is then divided by 360.
Costs of Reserve Retirement

Since Fiscal Year 1985, military retirement has been funded on

an accrual basis.

It previously was funded on a current cost

basis, and a single line in the DoD budget reflected the
projected annual costs of retired pay. Under the 1984 law that
created the accrual funding system, a military retirement fund
was established in the Treasury. The fund receives monthly

xx
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payments on accruing liabilities from the DoD and yearly

amortized payments from the Treasury on the unfunded
liabilities.
The DoD payments are a percentage of the total basic pay for
members on active duty or in the Ready Reserve. This percentage
of pay is contributed over the active career of new military
entrants in order to pay for all future retirement benefits of
the group. Thus, under the accrual method of funding military
retirement and survivor benefits, the future costs of military
retirement must be taken into account in the formulation of
service budgets and, consequently, in their manpower plans and
policies. Since Fiscal Year 1987, the law has provided that two
percentages will be determined: one for members on full-time
duty with either the active or reserve components and one for

members of the Ready Reserve who are not serving in a full-time
duty status.
The future costs of reserve retirement and the relative value
of retired pay for reservists vary, based on when the reservist
first entered a uniformed service. Legislative changes to the
system in 1980 and 1986 have created three categories:
e Members who joined prior to September 8, 1980, have their
retired pay calculated as a percentage of the basic pay
scale in effect when the member is first entitled to draw
retired pay.
6 Members who first entered on or after September 8, 1980,
and before August 1, 1986, will have their retired pay
calculated as a percentage of the average of their highest
36 months of basic pay. This reduces the percentage of pay
that must be set aside in the Military Retirement Fund from
27.7 percent to 25.3 percent, a nine percent reduction.
* Members who entered on or after August 1, 1986, will have a
change in the method of adjusting their retired pay to
maintain its value against inflation. This further reduces
the relative cost and value of reserve retirement. The
percent of basic pay that must be set aside for this group
is 22.8 percent, which is a total reduction of 18 percent
from the system applicable to members who first entered
service prior to September 8, 1980.
The percentage of pay that must be set aside for full-time
active and reserve component members now entering service is
40.9 percent. To provide a perspective on the cost of reserve
retirement relative to that of private sector pension and
capital accumulation plans, the Hay/Huggins Company was asked to
make a comparison using the same economic assumptions in both
calculations. Their analysis concluded that the average cost of
retirement benefits in the private sector is 13 percent of
Executive umery
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salary.

Using the same economic assumptions, the cost of

reserve retirement would be 18.8 percent of basic pay. Since
basic pay, on which retired pay is calculated, is only about 70
percent of military compensation, it is not directly comparable
to private sector salary. Multiplying the 18.8 percent of basic
pay cost calculated by Hay/Huggins by 70 percent results in a
cost of approximately 13 percent of pay for the reserve system,
indicating that it is very close to average private sector plans
in terms of cost.

In Fiscal Year 1986, 158,696 reserve retirees were paid $1.2
billion-in retired pay. The average monthly entitlement was
$697. The average retired pay for officers who retired (at orafter age 60) in Fiscal Year 1986 was $762. The average retired
pay for enlisted members first retired in that year was $428.
Historically, the population drawing reserve retired pay has
included about three officers for every enlisted member. This
has led some to question the utility of reserve retirement as a
retention incentive for the enlisted force. 6th QRMC
projections, based on current continuation rates, indicate that
the officer-to-enlisted ratio among those receiving reserve
retired pay is rapidly changing and will result in a very
different population of reserve members drawing retired pay.
Figure X-1 shows these projections.
The cost of reserve retirement must ultimately be related to
the system's effects on the readiness of the reserve components
and also to the value of that readiness to the national defense.
Its relative costs can be compared to the cost and effectiveness
of system alternatives.
OREC Analysis
The objective of the QRMC analysis was to determine the extent
to which the current reserve retirement system effectively
supports service and reserve component manpower objectives and
policies, and aids in achieving desired manpower force
structures. There were three primary activities in conducting
the analysis: assessment of the effects of the current system,
comparison of these effects to those desired by the Services and
their reserve components, and identification and evaluation of
the costs and benefits of alternatives.
Data Sources
Primary data sources for the QRMC analysis included the
Reserve Components Common Personnel Data System (RCCPDS), the
1986 Reserve Components Surveys (1986 RC Surveys), the QRMC unit

visit program, and DoD Office of the Actuary retiree data and
retired population and cost projections.

The RCCPDS is

maintained by the Defense Manpower Data Center (DKDC).
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been the official source of reserve personnel data since 1975.
There have been continuing and well-documented problems with the
accuracy and completeness of data on reserve personnel. These
problems did impact on the QRMC analysis. Missing data or data
of questionable validity with respect to creditable years for
reserve retirement, total days of active service, and data on
paid, creditable and total points were of particular concern.
Nevertheless, the availability of extensive historical RCCPDS
data, which was of generally good quality from 1981 forward,
provided a sound base for the QRMC analysis. The report
identifies areas where data problems limited confidence in the
conclusions reached.
The 1986 RC Surveys provided heretofore unavailable data
concerning reserve members and their spouses, much of it
directly relevant to the analysis and understanding of reserve
retirement. The Surveys were completed by 12,278 officers,
51,409 enlisted members, and 33,858 spouses, representing over
one million trained members of the Selected Reserve and 640,000
spouses. With generally excellent response rates, the 1986 RC
Executive kiry
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Surveys provided extensive demographic, household, and familial
data on reservists, including occupational and civilian income
information previously unavailable. Also, detailed information
on patterns of previous active and reserve component service was
available from the survey, largely offsetting weaknesses in the
RCCPDS in this area. Using survey data, it was possible to

relate the strength and direction of reservist and spouse
attitudes and experiences of reservists and their spouses
concerning specific aspects of reserve compensation to their
military status, background and demographic characteristics.
The 6th QRNC unit visit program was conducted during April and
May of 1987. Its objective was to provide QRMC staff with
firsthand exposure to the views of members at the unit level, in
order to identify concerns and issues that might not otherwise
surface and to help place the quantitative data from the 1986 RC
Surveys in context. A detailed protocol was developed to ensure
uniform visit procedures and conduct by unit visit teams and to
minimize the extent to which the attitudes and opinions of team
members might influence unit member responses.
The 1984 law that placed the funding of military retirement on
an accrual basis also established an independent three-member
DoD Retirement Board of Actuaries, appointed by the President.
The Board is required to review valuations of the military
retirement system, to determine the method of amortizing
unfunded liabilities, to report annually to the Secretary of
Defense, and to report to the President and the Congress on the
status of the fund not less than every four years. The DoD
Office of the Actuary provides all technical and administrative
support to the Board.
The Office of the Actuary uses military personnel files
maintained by DMDC and pay files of the Service Finance Centers
as input data in conducting annual valuations of the military
retirement system. Population and pay projections are generated
by an actuarial projection model. The accuracy of all aspects
of this model has been confirmed through two extensive audits.
The 6th QRMC relied heavily on the Office of the Actuary for
supporting data. Data concerning the future costs of the
current reserve retirement system and of alternative systems is
entirely based on Office of the Actuary projections using the
economic assumptions approved by the Board of Actuaries.
Analytic Tools
The availability of tools for the analysis and evaluation of
the costs, benefits, and specific effects of active component
manpower and compensation policies and programs is many times
greater than that of tools for analyzing reserve manpower. This
is clearly a result of the paucity of research on reserve
component manpower as compared to the active components. It is
6th QRMC Report - VoLume 18
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likely also a consequence of the relatively greater complexity
of reserve manpower programs. All of the following
characteristics of reserve manpower make its analysis
particularly difficult: accession programs that combine
significant proportions of individuals with and without prior
service, frequent lateral entry and reentry into the Selected
Reserve, markedly different participation intensities among
Selected Reserve programs, a wide range in the amount of prior
active service possessed by current members (which affects the
degree of investment in reserve retirement), and the fact that
reserve service is not the full-time job of most members of the
Selected Reserve.
A number of models and other analytic tools were developed by
the 6th QRMC staff or through contract. Most important in that
regard are two models developed by the RAND Corporation for the
6th QRMC. Part of this effort included the development of
estimation and projection models that were capable of separately
estimating future populations for part-time reservists, military
technicians, and AGRs. This model is the RAND Reserve Policy
Screening Model. The second part of the project was the
development of a Reserve Dynamic Retention Model. This model
creates retention rates by quantifying compensation, taste for
military service, and random disturbances that affect continued
service. The effect of retirement system and other compensation
alternatives on retention rates developed by the reserve dynamic
retention model can then be entered into the inventory
projection model to estimate force structure effects of
compensation alternatives. With the addition of alternative
system costs, a systematic tool has been provided for the
evaluation of the costs and benefits of retirement system
alternatives.
The Effects of the Current Reserve Retirement System
The 6th QRMC began its study of the effects of the current
system with the review of earlier studies. The most extensive
previous review was conducted as part of the Reserve
Compensation System Study (RCSS) from October 1976 through June
1978. The RCSS concluded that, for reserve forces, there should
be greater emphasis on current compensation than on deferred
compensation, and that the need for a retirement system for
reserve members was much less apparent than for active force
members.
The RCSS analysis concluded that reserve retirement was too
costly, fostered an aging force, and was hindered by the lack of
comprehensive planning and control relative to manpower force
effects and retirement costs. The RCSS developed two preferred
alternative reserve compensaticn systems. The first alternative
included a number of modifications to reserve retirement, the
Xxv
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cumulative effect of which would have been annuity reductions in
the range of 20 to 35 percent. No retirement system was
included in the second alternative, and the RCSS report states
that a retirement system would not be recommended if it were
possible to develop a new compensation system for reservists. A
Reserve Career Bonus, structured to provide an incentive for
continued service through 30 years, was proposed in place of
retirement. The RCSS study was completed at a time when there
was greater concern with recruitment and early attrition than
with retention, and its recommendations may have reflected this
concern.

The 5th QRNC conducted a detailed analysis of the uniformed
services retirement system but, by design, did not undertake a
comprehensive study of reserve retirement. The 5th QRMC did
find that a number of the RCSS conclusions were still valid,
including the finding that reserve retirement results in a high
flow of officers and a low flow of enlisted members to
retirement.
As shown earlier in Figure X-l, 6th QRMC projections indicate
that the officer-to-enlisted ratio among those receiving reserve
retired pay is rapidly changing. It is clear that reserve
retirement is now a major factor in the retention of enlisted
members with critical leadership and technical skills. The QRMC
analysis indicates that an incentive for career reserve service
is absolutely required to maintain the reserve components at
required strength beyond eight years of service. Results of the
RAND Reserve Dynamic Retention Model indicate that, with
elimination of retirement as a career incentive, the Selected
Reserve could not maintain its required manpower force
structures and would lose critical experience. Although the
analysis indicates that it is possible to replace retirement
with current income incentives, it is uncertain whether this
could be accomplished at less cost or with equal effectiveness
in attracting and retaining high quality members with the needed
experience. The model indicates that, in the absence of reserve
retirement, retention in the midyears of service becomes a
problem even with current compensation alternatives in place.
The QRMC looked in some detail at the relationship between
reserve retirement and continuation trends in the reserve
components. The retirement system retains needed manpower to 20
or more years of service. Once qualified for eventual retired
pay at age 60, however, there is little economic incentive to
discontinue active reserve service. Indeed, since continued
service increases retirement points and retired pay at age 60,
the reserve retirement system provides a strong incentive to
remain in the reserve program beyond completion of the minimum
years of satisfactory service for retirement eligibility.
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The analysis of continuation rates in the reserve componezi..
indicates that reserve retirement works well as an incentive t.
draw qualified junior members into reserve careers and to
attract members with active component service.. The pull of
reserve retirement is evidenced in continuation rates as early
as five to seven years of service, and this pull gradually
increases through 20 years of service. There is a drop in the
continuation rates at the 20-year point: however, they
immediately increase again and remain high well beyond 30 years
of service. Comparison with active duty continuation rates
indicates that reserve rates are slightly lower through the
first 20 years of service and much higher than active rates
after that point.
In most of the reserve components the reserve manpower force
has continued to age. The impact of this trend on the readiness
of reserve components is difficult to assess.- The Logistics
Management Institute (LMI) conducted an analysis of the age
distribution of reservists by military specialty. The LKI
report indicates that, as of early 1987, members in agecritical specialties with the greatest demand for youth and
vigor were only about two years older than their active force
counterparts. Older members were in specialties where age is
less critical. LKI did not, however, attempt to project the
current force into the future. The LMI report is in Appendix J.
As a benchmark against which to evaluate the effectiveness of
current and proposed reserve compensation programs, the Military
Departments and the Coast Guard were asked to develop manpower
force structures reflecting desired continuation rates and force
management practices for their reserve components.
Considerations such as age of the force, promotion flow relative
to length of service, training requirements, and skill levels
relative to grade were to be balanced in the development of the
desired structures. There are significant differences among the
force structure profiles provided. In general, however, they
indicate a desire to continue a higher percentage of the force
from 6 to 20 years of service, with increased separations
occurring after 25 to 30 years of service.
The age distribution of part-time reservists for all reserve
components is currently being affected by a sizeable hump of
members who initially joined the armed forces during the Vietnam
War period. Members in the age cohort representing the peak of
this hump were 40 or 41 in 1987, depending on component and on
officer or enlisted status (see Appendix C).
It is clear that
most reserve components will have to make and implement
personnel policies to provide effective management of this hump
over the next 10 years. A major concern of the QRMC was to
assess what the manpower force structure will look like after
this major hump passes through the system.
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The RAND Reserve Policy Screening Model was used to assess
future manpower force distributions. The projections indicate a
continuing aging trend into the next century, with the trend
stronger in the enlisted force than in the officer force. The
projections indicate a doubling, by the year 2000, of the
percentage of the part-time Selected Reserve enlisted force with
over 20 years of service.
Conclusions Concerning the Current System
The 6th QRMC analysis of the current system concluded that a
retention incentive is necessary to maintain required manpower
force structures, and personnel with needed leadership,
technical qualifications, and experience. There are, however,
current and projected manpower force management problems that

are related to the effects of the current reserve retirement
system. In the absence of personnel policies that set maximum
tenure points or actively select out some members, the strong
incentive for personnel to continue as long as possible
contributes to an aging force. Associated problems of promotion
stagnation potentially reduce retention prior to 20 years of
service. The current system provides no flexibility in terms of
compensation incentives that could offset these trends or deal
with an increasing rate of involuntary transfers to the Retired
Reserve; transfers that will likely be required as members who
initially entered the military during the Vietnam Era complete
20 or more years of service.

I

Alternative Systems AUlvsis

The QRNC examined a number of alternatives to the current
reserve retirement system. The development and assessment of
possible alternatives was guided by several considerations that
became design criteria for alternative systems. These are the
resulting design criteria:
* The reserve retirement system must be fully compatible with
the active duty retirement system, with active duty and
reserve service creditable in either system.
"

Reserve retirement should be sufficiently attractive to aid
in recruiting members with prior active duty service,
without being so competitive as to cause undesired
attrition from the active components.

* An alternative system should be structured to support the
accomplishment of reserve manpower objectives in the
near term.
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0 Members who first entered a uniformed service prior to the
enactment of any proposed alternative should be provided
the option of electing the alternative system or remaining
under the current system.

*

An alternative system must be sufficiently flexible to meet
the needs of all seven reserve components.

0

There should be an incentive to continue to serve beyond 20
years, and the incentive should increase until 30 years of
service.

*

A means should be provided for replacing some percentage of
lost reserve compensation for members who have qualified
for retirement at age 60 but can no longer participate.

•

Any alternative should be relatively simple in application,
so that the modified or optional system can be readily
communicated to and understood by reservists.

0

Retirement system alternatives should be cost neutral or
reduce long-term retired pay costs.

In addition to the development and examination of alternatives
that would meet the above criteria, a review was conducted of
earlier recommendations and suggestions for change to reserve
retirement. These included reducing the value of reserve
retirement, creating a penalty for those who cease active
participation prior to 30 years of service, lowering the age of
eligibility for reserve retired pay or providing a lump sum
payment option before age 60, and eliminating reserve retirement
altogether.
Increased Current Compensation in Lieu of Reserve Retirement
Using the RAND models it is estimated that an average increase
of between 10 and 17 per -nt (depending on component) in aftertax pay would be required to offset the elimination of reserve
retirement and hold accessions constant. When the DoD
calculates its compensation costs of achieving the required

after-tax increase, there would be a slight increase in the DoD
budget even with the reduced accrual payments into the Military
Retirement Fund. Federal outlays to pay for the retired pay of
grandfathered reservists and the increased compensation for new
entrants would increase until Fiscal Year 2033. Total excess
cumulative outlays peak at over 29 billion 1988 dollars and are
not recaptured until Fiscal Year 2053. These cost estimates
represent a "best case" scenario, in that potential significant
increases in accession and training costs have not been
included.
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While monetary costs are a major considetation, potential
impacts on manpower force structures are also important. The
QRNC analysis indicates that, in the absence of reserve
retirement, retention in the midyears of service becomes a
problem even with current compensation alternatives in place.
Increased accession requirements result from the reduction in
career retention. Substitution of youth for midcareer
experience is especially problematic in the reserve components.
These projected effects might be reduced through the skillful
targeting of current compensation alternatives, but the longterm ability to provide an incentive as stable and effective as
reserve retirement is uncertain.
The QRNC concludes that current compensation alternatives
would be more expensive than reserve retirement. Substitution
of current compensation would reduce the proportion of members
with very long service--a change that is warranted--but it would
also be likely to reduce the proportion of members in midcareer,

a change that would almost certainly impact on readiness.
Reductions in Value of Reserve Retirement
Although elimination of reserve retirement has serious
drawbacks, it is possible that reductions in the value of the
retirement, combined with current compensation alternatives,
would achieve increased cost-effectiveness. The QRMC analysis
indicates that such a change, however, would result in increased
accession requirements. Initial entry training costs tend to
overwhelm the relatively small savings that can be achieved from
a more junior part-time force. Under this alternative, force
distribution problems would remain, since members who have
completed 20 years of service would still be likely to remain in
active reserve service for as long as possible in order to
increase their eventual retirement benefit. The QRMC concludes
that this alternative would exacerbate the problems of the
current retirement system while resulting in an increased DoD
budget and increased federal outlays.
Actuarially Neutral Lump Sum Payment
Actuarially neutral means that, if you offer an early lump sum
payment or a reduced early retirement annuity in lieu of an
existing annuity, the present value of a lump sum payment or of
a stream of early payments is equal to the present value of the
payment stream of the old annuity. On examination, the
actuarially neutral lump sum payment alternative had some
positive features. There were overriding defects, however.
First, this option appeared to be overly attractive, possibly
conducive to early losses of personnel that the reserve
components would want to retain. Second, the lump sum option
would greatly increase outlays for military retirement if
election of the option became possible.
xxx
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Actuarially Neutral Early Annuity
An actuarially neutral early annuity was calculated and its

effects examined.

The principal defect found with this

alternative was that the annuity amount represented a very high

percent of monthly drill pay for many members and, for some,
would be twice the monthly drill

pay.

The more retirement

points held by a member electing this option, the higher the
payment.

This would also induce unwanted losses, and the losses

would be greatest among those whose point totals were higher as
a result of past active duty or more intense reserve
participation.
The QRMC made several attempts to adapt the actuarially
neutral early annuity concept to an alternative providing a
better fit with the established criteria. The most promising
was a two-tier early annuity based on years of service rather
than on the age of the member when the first tier of the early
annuity starts. This two-tier system is the recommended
alternative of the QRMC.
The Two-Tier Years-of-Service-Based Early Annuity Option

This alternative would provide an optional early annuity at
any point after initial qualification for retirement through
completion of 20 satisfactory years of service. This first tier
would be a flat percentage of the retired pay base calculated
under the high-three averaging method. The second tier would be
at age 62. Election of the optional system would require a
retirement point reduction. Retired pay before and after age 62
would be annually adjusted for inflation, based-on the increase
in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) minus 1 percent. A one-time
catch up at age 62 is made to the first tier. The amount of the
first-tier monthly annuity would be constant for all members in
the same grade who elect the Two-Tier Option at the same yearsof-service point, regardless of their age. While the Two-Tier
system would be optional for all current members, it would
replace the age 60 annuity for future entrants.
The QRMC assessment of this alternative indicates that its
implementation would result in a reserve retirement system
better able to support reserve manpower objectives. It would be
capable of supporting objectives immediately after enactment and
would be sufficiently flexible to meet the needs of all reserve
components. The size of the first-tier annuity would not be
large enough to discourage further paid participation or to
attract active component members to the reserves who would not
otherwise have separated.
The RAND Reserve Dynamic Retention Model designed to assess
the probable impact of reserve compensation revisions indicates
that more members would be likely to continue through 25 years
ExI
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of service, and that there would be somewhat lover continuation
after that point. Accession requirements under the Two-Tier
Option decline by about 1 percent.
Implementation of this option would initially increase outlays
from the military retirement fund. These increased outlays
would peak at just over $200 million, early in the next century.
At the highest level this would represent less than a 1 percent
increase in outlays from the fund. Long-term costs for reserve
retirement would be substantially reduced. This reduction would
immediately be reflected by a reduction of about $132 million
per year in the DoD accrual payments into the fund. The system

should be easily understood by most reservists.
a

The QRKC recommends the development of legislation which
would provide an optional early annuity at any point after
initial qualification for reserve retired pay with 20 years
of qualifying service. The early annuity would be optional
for all persons who were members of a uniformed service
prior to enactment of the recommended change. The Two-Tier
system would apply to all new members after enactment.

!

The specific provisions of the recommended alternative may be
revised in the development of a legislative proposal. Many
technical details necessary to integrate the Two-Tier Option
with current law and policy also remain to be worked out.
Reti

j

Point System Analysis and Recommendations

As with the reserve retirement in general, the retirement
point crediting system established in 1948 has remained
essentially unchanged. Documentation on the original basis for
some aspects of the point system is slight, however it is clear
that the following objectives were achieved in the system as
established:
"

Active duty and reserve participation were both creditable
for retirement.

*

Individuals were to be credited on the actual level of
their future participation.

* A minimum annual point standard was set for satisfactory
reserve participation for retirement qualification.
The QRMC analysis reviewed the retirement point system from
the perspective of current conditions of reserve service. A
major change from 1948 is the much greater level participation
required and performed by today's reservists. This higher level
of participation has resulted in concern in many quarters that
the 60-point annual cap on points for inactive duty training is
xxxil
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inequitable.
Under the cap, members who perform the most
inactive duty receive the same retirement credit as those who
meet minimum training-pay category A requirements.
In part,
this is also an effect of the 15 membership points awarded each
year.
Data from QIRNC unit visits and from the 1986 RC Surveys
indicates that the 60-point annual cap on inactive duty training
points is perceived by many members as inequitable. A
comparative analysis of the point value for each day actually
worked indicates that, even when credited at two points per day
for inactive training, the probability is that the category A
reservist will earn less retirement point credit per working day
than the member on active duty.
An estimation of the probable effects of raising the annual
point cap to 75 while eliminating the 15 membership points
indicated that such a change would bring the active duty and
reserve credit per working day much closer together. While the
QRKC review was handicapped by the lack of verifiable retirement

point data for most reservists, analysis of the existing system
led to the following recommendations for change:
" Increase the annual cap on inactive duty training points
from 60 to 75.
"

Eliminate the 15 annual membership points.

"

Reduce the number of points required for a satisfactory
retirement year from 50 to 35 (with elimination of
membership points this keeps the participation requirement
for a satisfactory retirement year unchanged).

M

Cap the number of retirement points that may be credited in
one year at 360 instead of 365 (since the division in the
formula for calculating equivalent years of active service
is 360, this ensures that no more than one year of credit
may be received for one year of duty).

The QRNC believes that implementation of the above
recommendations would result in providing greater retirement
credit for members who perform additional inactive duty training
beyond minimum Category A training requirements. The retirement
credit earned would not exceed the benchmark per working day for
active duty credit. The QRNC proposal is judged to be cost
neutral if implemented. Because of the inadequacy of current
retiree point accounting systems and data, further review by the
next QRNC is recommended.
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The QRC also conducted a detailed review of structural and

technical aspects of the reserve retirement system. The
requirement to keep large numbers of reserve officers on

extended active duty to meet national defense requirements after

the Korean War resulted in several changes affecting reserve
retirement. Similar changes are now required in response to the
needs of the last decade; i.e. the requirement for significant
numbers of enlisted members to serve on active duty in their
reserve status to meet the needs of the reserve components for
full-time recruiting, technical, and administrative support.
There are two results of the failure to update the reserve
retirement system. The first is the complex, overlapping, and
confusing structure in terms of which retired military members
are categorized. The second is a number of unintended
inequities that have developed over the years. While some of
these are superficial, others are quite substantive and can have
a significant impact on individual members. As the active and
reserve components become even more closely aligned, it is
increasingly important for all provisions to work equitably in
order to encourage both active and reserve service.
To achieve this objective, the QRHC recommends the following:
"

Legislation to simplify the regular and reserve retired
structure. Laws that require the assignment of regular
enlisted retirees to the Retired Reserve should be repealed
as unnecessary and anachronistic. The Fleet Reserve and
Fleet Marine Corps Reserve would be continued, but would
not be accounted for as part of the Naval or Marine Corps
Reserve.

"

Amendment of section 688 of title 10, United States Code,
to provide recall authority to the Secretary of
Transportation equivalent to that possessed under this
section by the Secretaries of the Military Departments.

"

Revision of DoD Directive 1200.15 to eliminate the category
of honorary retiree and provide that only members who are
or will be eligible for retirement benefits be placed in
the Retired Reserve in the future. Existing honorary
retiree lists would be reduced by attrition and then
discontinued.

*

Legislation to provide uniformity between the Services and
their active and reserve components with respect to the
retired grade of enlisted personnel qualifying for active
duty retirement.
(NOTE: This change was enacted as
section 512 of Public Law 100-180, December 1987.)
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Leislation to 'eir
continuous emeurship in a reserve
copaout after receiving notification of completlon of the
years of service required for retired pay at age 60, in
order to qualify for that pay.

*

Legislative amendment to allow reserve enlisted members to
receive years-of-service credit for inactive duty training
points in the omputation of active duty retired pay.

a

Legislative amendment to update the provisions of the
active duty retirement, santuary for reserve members on
active duty who have more than 18 years of active federal
service.

*

Study of alternatives to provide a monetary benefit for
reservists whose further participation is precluded due to

their being found not physically qualified when the cause
of the disqualification was not service connected.

NonMav Benefits for Retired Reservists
There are approximately 64,000 members of the Retired Reserve
who do not receive retired pay but will be entitled to retired
pay at age 60. These members, sometimes referred to as gray
area retirees, have important benefits but are precluded from
participating in military activities that are available to
reservists in either an active or retired status. During the

period between the point when they transfer to the Retired
Reserve and the time when they begin to draw retired pay, some
reservists feel shut out and cut off from their Service and the
way of life to which they have devoted most of their working
years.
The 6th QRMC examined the costs and advantages of extending
certain benefits to retired reservists in the gray area. The
QRMC concluded that expanded benefits for gray area retirees
would recognize their long and dedicated service. After review
of several options, the QRNC recommends that temporary lodging
facilities, military exchange stores and services and Class
VI/Package store privileges be extended to gray area retirees.
The QRNC also noted that these expanded benefits would increase
monies for nonappropriated fund activities and provide an
incentive for members with more than 20 years of service to
transfer to the Retired Reserve.
The Two-Tier Option to the current retirement system, if
implemented, would effectively eliminate the issue of gray area
retirees. Under the Two-Tier Option, the QRNC recommends that
all Retired Reservists under age 60 who are receiving first-tier
retainer pay or are eligible for retired pay at age 60 have the
same benefits as members of the Selected Reserve. At age 60 all
Executive Sumery
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reservists receiving retired pay or first-tier retainer pay
would be eligible for the same benefits as are all military
retirees.
Air Force Ces
In the course of the review of this volume of the QMC report
by the Military Departments, the Department of the Air Force
(the reserve components of which are structured and manned
somewhat differently than are the components of the other
Military Datents)
provided a statement of concerns with
respect to certain QWM reco-mmenations. These concerns are set
out at the end of this Executive Summary.
Summar
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Conclusions

The 6th QRMC review of reserve retirement found that the
system was unchanged in major part since its 1948 enactment.
Legislative changes have, however, reduced the value of reserve
retirement. The percent of pay that must be set aside to fund
future retirement costs for members initially entering service
on or after August 1, 1986, is 18 percent less than the percent
of pay required for members who entered prior to September 8,
1980.
The QRMC assessed the effects of the current retirement system
on reserve manpower, reviewed the system of crediting retirement
points, and identified areas where technical or structural
changes were required to make the system more effective or
equitable. The QRMC found that reserve retirement was
critically important to the retention of sufficient members with
leadership and technical skills, and concluded that current
compensation alternatives were unlikely to be less expensive or
as effective.
The current system could be improved however, particularly
through the revisions that would replace some percentage of lost
reserve compensation for members who have completed the years of
service required for reserve retirement and who can no longer
participate. Alternatives were evaluated against a set of
criteria and a Two-Tier Option recommended.
It was concluded that implementation of the recomvended
alternative would result in a reserve retirement system better
able to support reserve manpower objectives. The alternative
would result in increased near-term outlays from the retirement
fund; at the highest level these would represent less than a one
percent increase in total tund outlays. Long-term costs for
reserve retirement would be reduced, and there would be
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Technical
immediate savings in DoD contributions to the fund.
details necessary to integrate the recommend Two-Tier Option
with current law and policy remain to be worked out.
The QRNC recommends modification of the system for crediting
retirement points. The recommended changes are to increase the
annual cap on inactive duty training points from 60 to 75 while
eliminating the 15 annual points currently awarded for reserve
membership. The number of points required for a satisfactory
retirement year would correspondingly be reduced from 50 to 35.
Also, the number of retirement points that may be earned in one
year would be capped at 360, in order to ensure that no more
than one year of credit may be earned in any one year. Due to
the inadequacy of current data on retirement points, the QRMC
recommends that these proposed modifications, if implemented, be
reviewed again when better data is available.
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Air Force Concerns
In the course of the review of the QRMC report by the Military
Departments, the Department of the Air Force (the reserve
components of which are structured and manned somewhat
differently than are the components of the other Military
Departments) provided areas of concern with respect to certain
QRMC recommendations. These views follow:
The Two-Tier Years-of-Service Based Early Annuity ODtion. The
QRMC concludes that the current system contributes to an aging
force and causes promotion stagnation. The Air Reserve Forces
are combat ready today for many reasons which include experience
and stability. The forces are managed in such a way as to make
promotion stagnation a minor issue. If it were a problem, the
related dissatisfaction with reserve service would result in a
decreased retention rate. Current retention rates are
excellent. The early annuity option could make it attractive
for the most experienced personnel to leave, causing a
significant decrease in readiness. This could be especially
significant if reserve force pilots began to separate after 20
years of service, certainly not an intended goal by management.
The increased early outflow of reserve forces pilots would
create more vacancies, which would in turn provide more
opportunity for active forces pilots to affiliate with reserve
units, exacerbating an already critical active pilot retention
problem. The early annuity option may be especially detrimental
to the IMA program. IMA positions are established by the Major
Commands and are typically senior grades. Since IMAs typically
receive less income from reserve participation than do unit
members, a significant portion of our IMAs may find it
attractive to take the early annuity thus causing a significant
shortfall. Before any decision is made for an early annuity,
these questions should be the subject of a thorough quantitative
analysis, and perhaps the subject of a survey, to project
possible effects on Air Force combat capability.
Second Tier of Annuity at Aae 62. Current reserve retirement
pay begins at age 60. Recommend age 60 vice age 62 be
considered as an alternative to the Two-Tier Years of Service
Based Early Annuity Option. The analysis and conclusion of this
review is not contained in the final report.
Elimination of MembershiR Points. If membership points were
eliminated, well over half of the Air Reserve Forces would take
a corresponding reduction in retired pay. Few members in the
Air Reserve Forces are authorized additional Inactive Duty
Training Periods (IDTs). These periods are primarily used by
aircrews to enhance their combat capability, but aircrews only
represent 10 percent of the force. Unpaid IDT is unusual in the
Air Reserve Forces and is not mission productive nor does it
necessarily enhance combat capability. Any change in the
Minority Views
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retirement system of this magnitude is certain to have a
negative impact on combat capability. We are concerned that the
Reserve Components Surveys data which indicated many unpaid IDT
points could be used to offset the loss of membership points is
over stated. The specific question from which this data was
extracted was ambiguous and provided great leeway for personal
interpretation. It cannot be used as the basis to support the
recommendation. The elimination of membership points has not
been quantitatively analyzed and may have an adverse impact on
retention and combat capability.

Elimination of the Honorary Retiree Cateaorv from the Retired
Renerve. Although the QRNC sees little value to the Honorary
Retiree this category has a great deal of emotional appeal and
is a positive public relations issue for the Air Force and has
negligible costs. Recommend the category be retained but not
interfere with any lists used for mobilization.
Finally, it has been stated numerous times that "Reserve
Retirement is too expensive and needs to be cut." In 1987, the
total DoD budget for reserve retirement was $958 million for a
force of 1.1 million personnel in the reserve components. This
is certainly not too expensive considering the Reserve
Components contribute 25-30 percent of the Total Force
warfighting capability. While it is important for the
Department to constantly ensure the best capability for least
cost, this does not translate directly to an "a priori"
assumption that costs must be reduced.
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However, you know as well as I that the Regular
Army never won a war, except a few Indian wars. That
isn't part of our democratic system. We believe in a
small Regular Army--and I say that very sincerely and
honestly--which should be a cadre of highly trained
people to provide the "know-how" and leadership. We
have got to have a force in being on M-day trained
ahead of time, and by trained ahead of time I mean in
all the skills that a large force needs. That means
that you have got to have your civilian components, in
strength, and you have got to have them thoroughly
trained, alive, active, and vitalized. We think the
program we have set up, for around 700,000 in the
National Guard and around 860,000 in the Reserves will
do that. We don't think we are going to get the
people to implement it within either of these
components unless we get universal military training;
nor do we believe we are going to have the incentive
to interest these youngsters in their commissions
unless we have got some retirement features set up for
them.
--MG Willard S. Pout, Director of Personnel and Administration,
War Department General Staff, to the House Armed Services
Subcomttee on Retirement, May 12, 1947
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Chapter 1.

RESERVE RETIREMENT

Historical Perspective on the Reserve Retirment Byse

The reserve retirement system, established in 1948 as Title
III of the Army and Air Force Vitalization and Retirement
Equalization Act, resulted from a recognition that the United
States must maintain a large, well trained, ready-to-fight
reserve force. The following factors exposed the urgent need to
make such a reserve force reality: the recruiting and retention
experience of the reserve components between 1919 and 1940, the
mobilization efforts of the Armed Forces in preparation for
World War II, and the realization that future wars
would be
fought on M-Day, not six months to a year later. 1
Purpose of Nondisability Retirement for the Reserves
The concept of providing a nondisability retirement plan for
reserve military forces is unique to the United States: no
other country provides such a benefit to its military reserves.
The United States is also the only major global power that
relies on immediate deployment of reserve units to accomplish
its military objectives. In 1948, the House of Representatives
Committee on Armed Services detailed the purpose of reserve
retirement as follows:
The underlying purpose in writing this policy as to
reserve components into law is that the retirement
benefits will furnish an incentive that will hold men
in the Reserve components for a longer period of time.
It was stressed by practically every witness who
testified on this feature of the bill that the most
desirable type of Reserve was a reserve of men with
accumulated training.
It was also pointed out that
the direct monetary emoluments payable to Reserve
officers and men were so small that in many instances
as the men grew older, became married, and took on
family obligations, unless an additional incentive
were offered them, they would drop their Reserve
training. The reason for this policy is that we now
realize that in the chaotic, explosive, and small
world in which we live we must have a relatively large
group of Reserves, well trained, and able to render
help at once in the event of an emergency. We are
hoping that the provisions offered in this bill, which
to many of us seem liberal, will be an incentive well
Reserve RNttrem0nt
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worth working

for.

The

result

should

be

longer

periods of service by Reserves and a larger and better
trained force on M-day should we be so unfortunate as
to have another M-day.1
The intent of this legislation, and the sole purpose of
reserve retirement, is to provide a monetary incentive for
qualified reserve personnel to retain membership in the reserve
components and continue their training. 3 At that time, it was
the view of the War Department that both a reserve retirement
system and universal military training would be necessary to

implement current plans for the expansion of the reserve
components. In retrospect, this view was unfounded. The
Selective Service System, along with the advent of the Korean
and Vietnam conflicts, provided sufficient incentive for reserve
service that universal military training became unnecessary.
Reserve retirement provided the required incentive for continued
reserve service beyond minimum obligatory periods. The
congressional view, that a deferred income incentive was
necessary because of the small amounts of direct current
compensation offered for reserve service, has been overcome by
events of the past 20 years. With the advent of the All
Volunteer Force near the end of the Vietnam Conflict, basic
active pay levels were increased dramatically, with a
corresponding increase in reserve compensation. These increases
in current compensation counteracted in part the loss of the
Selective Service System as an incentive for reserve service,
but did not decrease the requirement for a deferred compensation
incentive for continued service.
Oruanization of the Reserves
In order to understand the issues and reasons behind the
enactment of the reserve retirement system, as well as the
complex set of rules that govern the administration of the
system, it is necessary to understand the nature of the reserve
forces as they existed in 1948. It is also important to be
iware of the evolutionary process that brought them to 1948 and
continues to alter their nature today. The following sections
provide a brief outline of the various reserve components and
their immediate history prior to 1948.
The National Guard
Before 1948, the organized reserve force of the Army consisted
primarily of the National Guard, which was established from the
individual state militias under the Dick Act of 1903. The role
of the National Guard was reaffirmed and codified under the
Militia Act of 1908 and the National Defense Act of 1916, which
also increased the number of authorized paid drills from 24 4to
48 and required annual training from 5 to 15 days per year.
1-2
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The National Guard was confirmed as the primary reserve force

under the National Defense Act of 1920. Its current status with
a dual state and federal mission was created with the
establishment of the National Guard of the United States by a
1933 amendment to the 1920 Act.
The Army and Air Force Reserves
Prior to the enactment of Public Law 80-459 (March 25, 1948)
the Army Reserve was composed primarily of individual volunteers
with limited participation requirements, and there was no
authorization for inactive duty training pay. The 1948 law
authorized the payment of inactive duty training (IDT) pay for
the organized reserve, thus placing this Army reserve component
on a par with the National Guard. This act also created the Air
National Guard and the Air Force Reserve, incorporating all
provisions of law relating to 5the Army National Guard and the
Army Organized Reserve Corps.
Naval and Marine Corps Reserves
The organized reserve of the Navy and Marine Corps, created in
1916, consisted largely of a pool of men with some naval
experience who were paid a retainer to be on call in a national
emergency. This system was to remain in effect until 1952, when
the Armed Forces Reserve Act provided the statutory foundation
for the present reserve system of the Armed Forces. The 1916
Act also established the Fleet Reserve and the Fleet Marine
Corps Reserve. Both of these categories retained individuals
from the regular enlisted force who had qualified for an active
duty retirement but had not reached 30 years of service.
The structure of the Naval Reserve, except for the Fleet
Reserve, underwent several changes between 1916 and 1952, but
relatively limited participation was required from its members.
Portions of the Reserve were authorized pay for inactive duty
training (IDT): these were the Naval Militia (a part of the
nonfederalized militia, and not the reserves) from 1916 to 1918,
the Fleet Naval Reserve (not the Fleet Reserve) from 1925 to
1938, and the Organized Reserve, along with the Merchant Marine
Reserve, from 1938 to 1952. All other Naval Reserve classes
(except for the Volunteer Naval Reserve, which received no pay)
received a small
yearly retainer without regard to
6
participation.
Coast Guard Reserve
The Coast Guard Reserve was initially formed in 1939 as a
volunteer organization of private boat owners (Pub. L. No.
76-152, 53 Stat. 854). The principal mission of this
organization was to promote boating safety. In 1941, this
organization was renamed the Coast Guard Auxiliary, and a new
aesolve Not f remont
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Coast Guard Reserve, patterned after the Naval Reserve, was
created by Congress (Pub. L. No. 77-8, 55 Stat. 9). The first
reserve unit with paid training and a specific mission was
established in 1950. The Coast Guard Reserve was established as
a reserve component of the Armed Forces of the United States by
the Armed Forces Reserve Act of 1952.
Basis for ReserveRetirenent
At the conclusion of World War II, the Navy and War
Departments realized that the United States could not maintain
its current global position--nor could it meet its national
defense requirements--without an expansion of the reserve forces
and provisions7 for better training, equipment, and
organization.
It was evident that current compensation levels for reservists
would neither retain the necessary numbers of qualified
personnel nor enable the needed threefold increase in the
National Guard and Organized Reserves. The National Guard of
the United States, with more access to IDT funds than any other
reserve component, had been able to recruit an aggregate total
of only 200,000 officers and men between 1918 and 1940.8
The years between the World Wars provide excellent examples of
the effects of economic cycles and federal appropriations on
recruiting and retention for the reserve components in the
absence of a retirement system. The affluent 1920s created
severe recruiting difficulties for the National Guard, while
endstrength was limited by appropriations during the depression
years:
Recruitment in the Guard rose and fell with the
business cycle. During the prosperous 1920s men opted
out in such numbers that it was necessary to recruit
6,411 new men each month to maintain level strength.
Officers resigned at the rate of 25.3 percent of total
officer strength, compared with 2.6 percent for the
regulars.
The Great Depression turned this around.
In those leah times, a Guard private could earn on an
average $54.15 a year if he regularly attended armory
drills, plus $20.93 for summer camp.
These were
significant sums at the time. 9
Th? required accessions during the 1920s represented an
average annual turnover in excess of 43 percent. In contrast,
reenlistment rates rose dramatically during the Depression years
despite a requirement that Guardsmen perform one out of four
drill assemblies in an unpaid status.1 0 In addition to raising
reenlistment rates, the Depression increased the number of
available recruits, resulting in a marked improvement in the
1-4
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quality of National Guard accessions without prior service.
Prior active service accessions continued to be virtually
nonexistent.

Reserve officers commissioned after the end of World War I
rateofficers
of 10 percent
Reserve
at the
of the
Organized
dropped
Of the
127,000
between
1920
and 1930.
per year out
commissioned through Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC)
between World War I and II, almost 50 percent dropped out of the
reserve prior to 1940.12 The stabilizing effect of reserve
retirement on midcareer retention rates over recently
experienced economic and budgetary cycles is further discussed
in Chapter 5.
The post-World War II plans for a threefold increase in the
Guard and Reserve identified a need to attract prior active
experience into the reserve components. Prior active component
experience had always been difficult to draw into the reserve
components, owing to the small size of the regular components
and the lack of incentives to join the Guard and Reserve. At
the conclusion of World War II, the economic outlook for the
United States, as well as the social aversion to continued
military service, was such that current compensation incentives
were not enough to attract the required accessions. This
pre-World War II retention experience, coupled with the poor
postwar recruiting experience of the reserve components of the
Army and Air Force, indicated the need for increased monetary
benefits, and, potentially, universal military service, if the
reserve components were to meet minimum manpower objectives.
Although universal military service or a draft would have
solved problems of both the regular and reserve components for
recruiting individuals with no prior service, it would not have
solved midcareer retention problems or the requirement to
attract prior active experience into the reserve components.
Increases in current compensation would have attracted more
recruits in the early years of service, but would not provide an
incentive to continue in reserve service as civilian employment
responsibilities and income rose. A reserve retirement system
that required 20 years of service to vest, and allowed credit
for prior active service, appeared to be the answer to these
problems.
It was thus proposed that a deferred compensation system for
the reserve components would provide the necessary monetary
incentive to recruit and retain the reserve forces needed for
national security. H.R. 663, a bill to provide retirement
benefits for reserve officers and enlisted men, was introduced
in the House of Representatives in the hope of securing this
incentive. However, the House Armed Services Committee shelved
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the bill and directed the War and Navy Departments, together

with their reserve components, to prepare a single and inclusive
package on military retirement.
The Initial Proposal for Reserve Retirement
The initial proposal for reserve retirement, introduced as
H.R. 2744 on
1 3 March 24, 1947, contained the following key
provisions:
" Age qualification - Entitlement to retirement benefits
would begin at age 60.
"

Duty qualification - Active federal service of three to
four years would be required to qua14 f, for retired pay.
:- met by service
Much of this requirement would havt
during World War II.

"

Pay - Retired pay would be computed from the pay table in
effect at the time retired pay was granted. A retiree's
pay would consist of the following:
*

Two and one-half percent of the active duty annual basic
pay for the highest grade ever held, multiplied by the
number of years of active federal service
One-half percent of the same base, multiplied by the
number of satisfactory years of service other than
active federal service

Through debate and compromise over the course of the next year,
Congress, assisted by the War and Navy Departments, molded this
initial recommendation into a reserve retirement system that has
changed little in the 40 years since its enactment.
The main changes that were made to the original proposal
resulted from concern over the requirement for active federal
service: there was a desire to require service after the date
of enactment, as well as concern that the proposed active
federal service requirement would be a disincentive to
for
reservists who could not afford to leave civilian employment
14
It
long enough to gain the required active federal service.
was further argued that the system, as initially drafted,
provided an extreme incentive for active duty members to
transfer to the reserves solely to qualify for retirement.15
Concern over the active federal service requirement resulted
in a recommendation to allow credit for drills and annual
training toward the required active federal service. This
recommendation eventually led to the development of a point
system for tracking the service of the individual reservist,
eliminating the need to distinguish between years of active
1-6
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federal service and reserve service. The point system rewarded
individuals on the basis of their actual service, providing an
incentive to participate above minimum levels.
Another recommended change that was adopted required that the
last eight years of qualifying service be in a reserve
component. This requirement was introduced to ensure that
individuals qualifying for reserve retirement had made a
significant contribution to the reserves.
Resulting Qualifications for Reserve Retirement
The final solution resulted in the establishment of the
following qualifications for reserve retirement:
*

Twenty years of satisfactory federal service (defined as
earning a minimum of 50 points per year), the last eight
years of which must have been served in a reserve component

*

Entitlement to retired pay at minimum age of 60 years

*

No entitlement to military retired or retainer pay under
another provision of law

*

To be eligible for retired pay, an individual who was a
reservist prior to August 16, 1945, must have performed
active duty (other than for training) during specified
periods during which the United States was at war or the
Armed Forces were engaged in hostilities.

Comuutation of Retired

Pay

Retired pay is computed based on the basic pay scale in effect
when the qualified individual applies for retired pay at or
after the age 60 minimum. Pay is calculated by multiplying the
reservist's equivalent years of active service by 2.5 percent
and multiplying the resulting fraction by the basic pay.
Equivalent years of active service are computed using a point
system. Retirement points are credited as follows (also see
Table 7-2):
*

One point for each day of active service or full-time duty

*

One point for each attendance at a drill or period of
equivalent instruction

0

Fifteen points per year for membership in a reserve
component in an active status

eserve *etiremnt
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Some limitations affect the number of points that can be
credited in a given retirement year:
0

Points awarded for drill attendance or equivalent
instruction-and for membership in a reserve component are
identified as IDT points. Only 60 IDT points can be
credited per retirement year, regardless of the number that
potentially could have been credited on the basis of actual
IDT performance.

0 A maximum of 365 points (366 in a leap year) can be
credited toward retirement in any one retirement year.
This ceiling was established by the Secretaries of the
Military Departments
under provisions of title 10, United
16
States Code.
Subject to these limitations, years of equivalent active
service are computed by totaling all points, including those
earned in years when the minimum 50 points for a satisfactory
year was not attained. This total number of points is then
divided by 360.
An individual retirement year begins on the first day of
qualifying membership and continues for 12 consecutive months.
For example, an officer commissioned on May 15 with no prior
service would have a retirement year that extended from May 15
to the following May 14. Breaks in membership would require a
recomputation of the retirement year.
How Reserve Retirement Differs from Active Retirement

*

Although the reserve retirement system parallels the active
duty retirement system and the provisions of both provide an
ease of transition from one system to the other, it was never
the intention of Congress or the War and Navy Departments that
reserve retirement should be comparable to active duty
retirement. Other provisions of title 10, United States Code,
make reserve retirement different from active retirement in the
following ways:
*

Years of service used to determine the
an individual continue to accrue until
begins drawing retired pay, so long as
remains a member (including service on

final basic pay of
the individual
the individual
the retired list).17

* Retired pay is calculated based on the pay scale in effect
when the individual reaches age 60, not the pay scale in
effect at the time of transfer to the Retired Reserve.

1-8
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0 Military status is not required in order to apply for
retired pay and associated entitlements and benefits at age
60.
0

An individual qualifying for reserve retirement receives
limited benefits before the age of 60 if that individual
transfers to the Retired Reserve, goes on an inactive
status list, or separates from the reserves. The major
exception is the Reserve Components Survivor Benefit Plan
(RCSBP), which becomes available immediately upon
notification of eligibility to draw retired pay at age 60
(receipt of the "20-year letter"). The provisions of the
1978 RCSBP essentially furnished an "at cost" insurance
policy to cover the member between completion of the years
of service required for retirement and receipt of retired
pay at age 60 when SBP applies for reservists in the same
manner as it does for active duty retirees. RCSBP and SBP
provide a lifetime indexed annuity and associated
entitlements and benefits for a dependent survivor in the
event of the death of a qualified member or former member.
No provisions exist for vesting previous service for an
individual who is unable to complete 20 qualifying years of
service because of an injury not directly connected with
service in the reserves. This difference between the
active and reserve retirement systems occurs because a
member serving in an active duty capacity is considered to
be in service whether or not on duty. The active member
would be denied disability retirement or separation pay for
an injury or illness incurred off-duty only if it resulted
from the gross negligence, of the member as determined by a
line-of-duty investigation.

System Modifications Since 1948
The current reserve retirement system, described above and
codified in chapter 67 of title 10, United States Code, remains
virtually unchanged since its enactment in 1948. The following
minor changes (more remedial than substantive) have been made:
The period of wartime active duty required of individuals
who were members of the reserves before August 16, 1945,
was expanded to include service during the Korean conflict
(Pub. L. No. 85-704, 72 Stat. 702, 21 August 1958). This

rule was again expanded in 1984 to cover service during the
Berlin and Cuban Missile crises and the Vietnam Conflict
(Pub. L. No. 98-94).

19
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Credit for continuous service in the federally recognized
National Guard between June 15, 1933, and the date of a

member's appointment or enlistment in the National Guard of
the United States, as well as service as a naval aviation
cadet between 1935 and 1942 was included for the purpose of
determining eligibility for reserve retirement (Pub. L. No.
86-197, 73 stat. 425, 25 August 1959).
A requirement was established in 1966 that each reservist
completing 20 years of satisfactory federal service be
notified of retired pay eligibility within one year. This
required notification has become known as the "20-Year
Letter" (Pub. L. No. 89-652, 80 Stat. 902, 14 October
1966).

* The effective date for entitlement to reserve retired pay
was established as the date on which all statutory
requirements for qualification are completed. Prior to
this 1968 change, the effective date was the first day of
the month following the month in which the retirement would
otherwise be effective. This change was in response to the
deaths of several reservists after their sixtieth birthdays
but before the first of the following month, which
prevented their survivors from receiving benefits (Pub. L.
No. 90-485, 82 Stat. 751, 13 August 1968).
* Coverage under the Survivor Benefit Plan was extended to
reserve members qualified for reserve retirement except for
being under 60 years of age. This coverage was provided by
the Uniformed Services Survivor Benefits Amendments of 1978
(Pub. L. 95-397, 92 Stat. 843).18
Virtually all other laws affecting military retired pay apply
equally to reserve retired pay and active duty retired pay.
"High-Three Averaging", applying to those entering the uniformed
services on or after September 8, 1980, and the Consumer Price
Index minus one percent retired pay adjustment provisions, which
apply to entrants after August 1, 1986, resulted in a large
reduction in the value of both active and reserve retirement.
The 1980 and 1986 changes will eventually reduce the normal cost
percentage for reserve retirement contributions to the military
retirement fund from the current 26.7 percent to 22.8 percent.
The 1986 change also reduced the retired pay multiplier for
active duty retirees retiring with less than 30 years of active
service. This change was not enacted for the reserve retirement
system (see Chapter 3). This review of the reserve retirement
system is a direct result of that exception, with the Congress
directing DoD to review the current system and report on any
recommended alternatives by February 1, 1988.
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The reserve retirement system was enacted in 1943 to provide a
monetary incentive for continued membership and training in the
reserve components. The World War II experience demonstrated
the need for a large, well trained, organized, and equipped
reserve force, capable of immediate mobilization and deployment.
The recruiting and retention of individuals with prior active
component experience became a necessity. Recruiting and
retention experience before World War II clearly indicated the
susceptibility of reserve component endstrength and personnel
profiles to economic cycles and federal appropriations. The
incentive of a deferred income was considered necessary to build
and maintain the planned reserve component manpower structure
and smooth variations resulting from outside economic and
budgetary influences.
The initial proposals for a reserve retirement system were
modified several times before the final version was enacted by
Congress in June, 1948. With a few minor exceptions, the system
itself has remained unaltered since enactment; however, recent
changes to the laws governing the determination of base pay for
retirement pay calculations (high-three averaging) and to the
applicable indexing (CPI minus 1) of all military retired pay
have resulttd in major reductions in the present value of
reserve retirement for members affected by the changes.
The evolution of the reserve components and of their related
missions over the past 40 years has resulted in a need for
review of the reserve retirement system. The Sixth Quadrennial
Review of Military Compensation (6th QRMC) was tasked with this
review, and was required to determine the effectiveness of the
current system. That review, along with proposed modifications
and alternatives to the current system, is the subject of this
report.
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16. This is not a statutory limit. The Secretaries concerned
have established this cap on total points in one year in service
regulations. The 6th QRNC, in this report and its final report,
recommends a statutory 360-point total cap (see Chapter 7).

17. Essentially, this provides the reservist with creditable
service for the purpose of computing basic pay after the date of
transfer. For example, if a member in pay grade ES transfers to
the retired list with less than 26 years of service, but has
more than 26 years (including service on the retired list) at
age 60, then the retired pay is based on the pay of an ES with
more than 26 years of service (the current maximum pay grade ES).
18. As with active component members, SBP coverage is
optional for members of reserve components. For reservists
electing coverage, the reserve retired pay received at age 60 is
actuarially reduced so that the reservist bears a portion of the
cost of the coverage.
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Chapter 2.

CALCULATION AND VALUE OF RESERVE RETIREMENT

To provide a better understanding of the current reserve
retirement system, this chapter provides examples of the
calculation and value of nondisability retired pay for
non-regular service. The examples are based on a reservist in
pay grade 05 (Lieutenant Colonel, Commander) with 28 years of
service at retirement, who turned 50 years of age in 1987.
Differences in the amount of retired pay for other pay grades
are the direct result of differences in the number of retirement
points accumulated and the retirement base, not in the actual
method of calculation.
The modal pay grade for reserve officer retirees is 05, with a
current average accumulation of 3127 good retirement points
(refer to Appendix B for an analysis of retirement point data).
The modal pay grade for reserve enlisted retirees is E7, with a
current average accumulation of 3057 good retirement points.
Pay grade 05 was chosen as the basis for examples since 75
percent of reserve retirees currently receiving retired pay are
officers. 1 Projections of future pay scales, including real
wage growth and inflation, are based on the economic assumptions
adopted by the DoD Retirement Board of Actuaries, unless
otherwise noted (the DoD Actuary assumes 5 percent long-term
inflation and real long-term military wage growth of 1.2
percent, for an average annual pay scale increase of 6.2
percent). Although it will be.many years before high-three
averaging and CPI minus 1 adjustments begin to affect most
reserve retirees, the results of these modifications to the
current system are shown as they would affect the example 05 for
comparison purposes.
The Retirement Year
Each member of a reserve component has an individual
retirement year that is used for determining satisfactory years
of service and applying the various limits on the accumulation
of retirement points. An individual with continuous reserve
service has a retirement year that runs from the annual
anniversary of the first enlistment or appointment in the
reserve components to the day before that anniversary. For
example, an officer with no prior enlisted service, who is
appointed on May 15, will have a retiremw.t year that runs from
May 15 to May 14 of the following year. Once established, a
retirement year remains the same unless a break in membership
occurs. Transfer to an inactive status list does not constitute
Calculetfon and Value of Reserve Retirement
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a break in membership; however, separation or acceptance of a
regular appointment or enlistment would cause a break in
membership. If a break in membership occurs, the retirement
year is adjusted to coincide with a new anniversary date
established when membersLip is resumed.
The actual anniversary date of the retirement year is only
relevant for applying limits on the accumulation of retirement
points, and for computing years of satisfactory service in
determining eligibility to draw retired pay at age 60. The
retirement year does not otherwise influence the determination
of years of service for basic pay, the years of equivalent
active service, or the amount of retired pay.
OQualification for Reserve Retired Paw
A member of a reserve component must accumulate 20 years of
satisfactory service to qualify for reserve retired pay. A year
of satisfactory service is defined as a one-year period in which
the member has been credited with at least 50 retirement
points. 2 The one-year period is normally determined by the
member's retirement year as defined above, but also includes
one-year periods as a member of a regular component. The
requirement is for 20 one-year periods of satisfactory service;
a partial year of service in which the member is credited with
50 or more points is not a satisfactory year of service unless
the individual remains a member for the full one-year period.
The law stipulates that the last eight years of qualifying
service canno be performed as a member of a regular component,
the Fleet Reserve, or the Fleet Marine Corps Reserve. This
limitation does not affect members of the reserve components
serving on extended active duty. The eight-year requirement
precludes individuals from transferring to a reserve component
from a regular component and then qualifying for reserve
retirement without substantial reserve service.
Members who are entitled to retired pay from an armed force
or to retainer pay as a member of the Fleet Reserve or the Fleet
Marine Corps reserve, under any provision of law other than
section 1331 of title 10, United States Code, are not entitled
to reser'e retired pay. Although the law requires that
individuals be notified when the above qualifications have been
met (this notification has become known as the "20-year
letter"), the final step in qualification for reserve retirement
pay requires the individual to apply for retired pay and to
reach 60 years of age.
Membership in a reserve component is not required at the time
application for retired pay is made or after receipt of retired
pay begins. This creates an anomaly in the reserve retirement
2-2
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system that allows members to be discharged after receipt of the
20-year letter and apply for and receive retirement benefits at

age 60. The Military Departments vary in their treatment of
individuals who are no longer members and who apply for reserve
retirement benefits. One Department grants retired pay and
no restoration
of
to the
associated
privileges
of civilian,
the grade with
in retirement.
Another
grade or thebenefits
transfers applicants, with their consent, to the Retired Reserve
with all privileges of retired grade restored. The differences
in the treatment of these nonmember applicantscan result in
unequal nonmonetary benefits for two members separating with
similar careers.
Accumulation of Retirement Points
Retirement points, subject to the 60-point cap on IDT points
and the 365-point cap on total points in any one retirement
year, are accumulated by members through actual performance of
active and inactive duty and through membership in the reserve
in an active status (see Chapter 7 for a detailed description of
the retirement point system). Members accumulate points in both
satisfactory and nonsatisfactory retirement years, all of which,
subject to the annual caps, count in the computation of retired
pay.
Total point accumulations will vary greatly, depending on the
number of years of active duty served and the level of reserve
participation. All retirement points are posted to the record
of the member as they are earned (membership points and credit
for correspondence courses are posted at the end of each
retirement year). The record is screened during the retirement
pay computation process to determine the total number of
retirement points that count for retired pay. The total of all
creditable retirement points becomes the numerator in the
formula that determines years of service for computing retired
pay. In the examples that follow, the retirement point total is
3127, the average for retirees in pay grade 05 who first
received reserve retired pay in 1986.
Years of Service in Comutina Retired Pay

In computing reserve retired pay, there are three separate
delineations of the term "years of service": 1) years of
satisfactory service; 2) years of service for the purpose of
determining basic pay; and 3) years of equivalent active
service. The definition of "years of satisfactory service" is
described above and is relevant only to qualification for
retired pay, and not to the computation of retired pay.
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In computation of reserve retired pay, each retirement point
represents one day of equivalent active service. For the
part-time reservist, who is paid on the basis of 1/30th of
monthly basic pay for each period of duty, a year of equivalent
active service has 360 days (12 months times 30 days).
"Years
of equivalent active service" for the reserve retiree is
determined by dividing total retirement points by 360. The

example 05 with 3127 points has the equivalent of 8.69 years
(3127 / 360) of active service. The individual receives full
credit for each year, or fraction thereof, of equivalent active
service at the rate of 2.5 percent of the retired pay base at
age 60.
The Nultiplier
The multiplier is the percentage of the retired pay base that
a reserve retiree is entitled to each month beginning at age 60.
The percentage is 2.5 percent multiplied by the years of
equivalent active service. In the example case, the multiplier
is 21.7 percent (.217) determined by 8.69 (years of equivalent
active service) times the 2.5 percent entitlement for each year
of equivalent active service, C(3127 / 360) x .025 = .217]. The
multiplier is then applied to the retired pay base to determine
the monthly retired pay the reserve retiree will begin receiving
in the month the retiree achieves age 60.
The Retired Pay Base

The retired pay base is the dollar amount to which the
multiplier is applied to determine the amount of monthly retired
pay. For reserve retirees who first entered military service
prior to September 8, 1980, the retired pay base is determined
by the final pay method. Final pay is the monthly basic pay for
the highest grade held satisfactorily, as if the retiree were
serving on active duty at the time of application for retired
pay (age 60 or later). For the example 05, who is 50 years old
in 1987, the final pay method will produce a retired pay base in
1997 (the year of eligibility to draw retired pay at age 60) of
$6,840.00. The 1997 retired pay base in this example is the
1987 basic pay for an 05 with over 22 years of creditable
service ($3,748.00), brought forward ten years to 1997 by
compounding the assumption on pay scale growth of 6.2 percent
approved by the DoD Retirement Board of Actuaries:
[(3748 x (1.06210)) - $6,840]

The above example of final pay illustrates several elements
key to the determination of the retired pay base for reserve
retirees. The final retired pay base is determined by the
highest grade held satisfactorily, 3 and the atual years of
2-4
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service creditable for the purpose of computing basic pay.
Creditable years of service for basic pay are 4calculated from

the pay entry base date (PEBD) of the member.

Table 2-1 shows the 1987 pay table for military basic pay.
Longevity increases in basic pay generally occur at two-year
intervals for each grade; the exceptions occurring after three
years of service rather than after two years for enlisted
members between the pay grades of E3 and E7, and for
commissioned officers between the pay grades of 01 and 03, and
above 06. There are no longevity increases for any pay grade at
24 years of service, and the final increase for pay grades E7
through E9, W3 and W4, and 06 through 010 occurs at 26 years of
service. The actual pay for pay grades 07 through 010 is
presently capped by law at $6041.70 per month. Incre ses in the
pay cap automatically raise the basic pay of members in these
grades to the level of the new cap or the actual pay scale,
whichever is lower. The retired pay
base for these members is
calculated from the capped amount.5
For example, a member on active duty in pay grade 05 with 18
years of service for pay purposes receives $3515 per month basic
pay. An 05 with 20 years of service receives $3621 per month,
and an 05 with more than 22 years of service receives $3748 per
month. The last longevity pay increase for pay grade 05 is at
22 years of service.
Section 205 of title 37, United States Code, describes the
computation of years of service creditable for the purpose of
determining basic pay. This section provides for the credit of
all service while on a retired list of a uniformed service, with
the stipulation that such service may not be used to increase
retired pay. However, in the case of an individual applying for
reserve retired pay, the retired pay base for the final pay
method is first calculated at age 60 on the basis of the basic
pay the individual would be entitled to receive at that time if
not the
calculated,
Since
on
the active
memberduty.
entitled
to retired
retired pay
pay was
before
member's nor
60thwas
birthday, service on the retired list counts in the computation
of years of service for basic pay.
The net result of this rule is that reserve retirees
transferring to the retired reserve without the years of service
required for the last longevity increase in their highest grade
held will almost always exceed the years of service required by
the time they reach age 60. A member who is discharged after
receipt of the 20-year letter, who then applies for retired pay
at age 60, will have a retired pay base computed on the final
pay for the highest grade held and the years of service that
were creditable at the time of discharge, but using the pay
scale in effect at the time of application for retired pay.
This typically has little effect on former members whose retired
CaLculation and Value of Reserve Retirement
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Table 2-1

Military Service Base and Longevity Pay (effective 1 January 1987)
Years of Service from the Pay Entry Base Date

Under
2

2
Grade
010 5378 5568
09 4767 4892

3

4

6

8
10
12
14
Commissioned Officers
5568 5568 5568 5781 5781 6224 6224
4996 '4996 4996 5123 5123 5336 5336

08 4317
07 3587

4447
3831

06
05
04
03
02
01

2659
2126
1793
1666
1453
1261

2921 3113
2497 2670
2183 2328
1862 1991
1586 1906
1313 1586

3113
2670
2328
2203
1970
1586

4892 4892
4003 4235
3113 3113 3113
2670 2670 2751
2372 2476 2645
2308 2391 2521
2011 2075 2183
1695 1757 1821

W4
W3
w2
WI

1697
1542
1351
1126

1821
1673
1462
1291

1821
1673
1462
1291

1862
1695
1504
1398

1947
1715
1586
1462

E9
E8

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

E7
E6
E5
E4
E3
E2
El

1156
995
873
814
767
738
658

1248
1084
950
860
809
738
658

1294
1129
996
910
842
738
658

1339
1177
1040
981
875
738
658

455? 4552 4552
3831. 3831 4003

16

18

20

22

26

6669 6669
5781 5781

7115
6224

7115 7559
6224 6669

5336 5568
4892 5228
3727 3918
3324 3515
3050 3134
2751 2751
2328 2328
1970 1970

5781
5228
4003
3621
3134
2751
2328
1970

6013 6013
5228 5228
4235 4593
3748 3748
3134 3134
2751 2751
2328 2328
1970 1970

2372
2075
1862
1715

2455
2137
1928
1778

2602 2689
2288 2372
2054 2137
1906 1906

2898
2455
2137
1906

2064
1793
1589
1423
1265
1019
875
738
658

2112 2159
1840 1883
1635 1680
1469 1491
1265 1265
1019 1019
875
875
738 738
658
658

2201
1929
1702
1491
1265
1019
875
738
658

2542
2270
2042
1491
1265
1019
875
738
658

5123 5123
4235 4447
3113 3218
2898 3093
2794 2921
2645 2751
2266 2328
1884 1970

Warrant Officers
2033
1840
1673
1524

2118 2266
1947 2011
1737 1800
1586 1652

2521
2203
1991
1840

Enlisted Members
0
0 1974
0 1656 1703
1385
1221
1108
1019
875
738
658

1429
1265
1153
1019
875
738
658

1475
1312
1199
1019
875
738
658

2019
1748
1521
1379
1243
1019
875
738
658

2317
2042
1817
1491
1265
1019
875
738
658

Source: Title 37. U.S. Code.
Notes:
1) Amounts are rounded to the nearest whole dollar.
2) The maxlimu monthly rate of pay is capped at S6,041.70 by Sec. 5308, Title 5, USC.
3) Longevity pay Increases for grades 01 w/6 YOS, 02 w/8 YOS, and 03 w/14 YOS apply to
comiasioned officers with more than 4 years of enlisted or warrant officer service.
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pay is based on the final pay method of calculation, since the
vast majority of reservists separate, retire, or transfer to an
inactive status with more than 26 years of creditable service
for computing basic pay.
The rule will, however, affect members who first entered
military service on or after September 8, 1980. The retired pay

of these members is calculated by averaging the highest 36
months of basic pay to obtain a "high-three averge" retired pay
base. The 36 months used in the calculation do not need to be
consecutive. High-three averaging computes a reserve retiree's
retired base using the arithmetic average of "the 36 months out
of all the months the member was a member of a uniformed service
[including service on the retired list] before becoming entitled
to retired pay for which the monthly basic pay to which the
member would have been entitled
had he served on active duty
6
those months was the highest."
The application of high-three averaging for the computation of
the retired pay base of reserve retirees has numerous
implications. A reserve commissioned officer, other than a
commissioned warrant officer, who transfers to the Retired
Reserve is transferred at the highest grade satisfactorily held
in the armed force in which the member is serving at the time of
transfer. If the member is serving in a lower grade at the date
of transfer, and the transfer occurs before the member's 57th
birthday, the retired pay base will be averaged using the pay
scales in effect between the member's 57th and 60th birthday, at
the retired grade with the appropriate years of service. The
example 05 transferred to the Retired Reserve with 28 years cf
service at 50 years of age in 1987. Using the assumptions ,,,.
the DoD Retirement Board of Actuaries, the pay scale in effect
for the 05 on January 1 of 1994, 1995, 1996, and 1997 would
approximate $5710, $6065, $6441, and $6840 per month,

respectively. Assuming that the birthday of the example 05
occurs on January 1st, the high-three average retired pay base
would be $6072 calculated as follows:
[(((5710 X 12) + (6065 x 12) + (6441 x 12)) /

36)]

$6072 represents an 11.2 percent reduction from the final pay
method. Assuming that the member's birth date is July 1st, the
high-three average retired pay base would be $6260 calculated as
follows:
[(((5710 x 6) + (6065 x 12) + (6441 x 12) + (6840 x 6)) / 36)]
$6260 represents an 8.5 percent reduction from the final pay
method. This method creates certain effects due to use of the
date of birth; these effects are discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.

Catcutatfon and Vatue of Reserve Retirement
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If a member elects discharge rather than transfer to the
Retired Reserve and is subject to high-three averaging, the
retired pay base is calculated using the pay scales in effect
for the high 36 months for which membership was retained, with
no provision for intervening pay scale or cost-of-living
adjustments. This would significantly reduce the retired pay
base for an individual. If the example 05 was discharged on
July 1, 1987, and then applied for retirement pay at age 60 in
the retired pay
1997, and was subject to high-three averaging,
7
base would be $3590 calculated as follows:
[(((3748 x 6) + (3638 x 15) + (3533 x 9) + (3397 x 6)) / 36)]

r

This represents a 47.5 percent reduction over the final pay
method. The above example assumes that the member was an 05
with over 22 years of service during the entire averaging
period. If the member had received a promotion during the last
three years of membership, the average would have included the
number of months at the lower grade and pay scale, and would
have resulted in a further reduction of the retired pay base.
If the example 05 had separated with less than 25 years of
service, the average would have included a number of months
equal to the number of months less than 25 years of service, at
the basic pay of an 05 over 20 years of service, thus reducing
the final retired pay base.
High-three averaging will result in the use, for retired pay
base computations, of the pay grade in which the member
transferred to the Retired Reserve. This is true whether or not
the pay grade in which the member transferred is also the
highest grade held satisfactorily (with the exception of members
promoted under section 1374 of title 10). This results from the
fact that reserve retirees typically will receive the average
pay in effect for the three yea-s prior to their reaching age
60. This will be based on the ay grade held during those three
years, whether they were in a,. active status or in the Retired
Reserve.
The possible permutations for calculating the high-three
average retired pay base are numerous. High-three averaging is
a definite disincentive to discharge. For the majority of
future reserve retirees subject to this rule, the retired pay
base will be the average of the basic pay in effect for the 36
months preceding their 60th birthday.
Retired PAY
The monthly retired pay to which a reserve retiree is entitled
upon application on or after the 60th birthday is the product of
the retired pay base and the multiplier. For the example 05,
monthly retired pay under the final pay method, using the
2-8
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assumptions of the DoD Retirement Board of Actuaries, would be
$1484.28 (1987 Basic pay of $3748 x 1.06210= $6840 x .217).
Under high-three, assuming continuous membership through age 60,
a birth date of July 1, and pay scale increases on January 1 of
each year that match the assumptions of the OoD Board of
Actuaries, monthly retired pay would be $1358.42
($6260 x .217).
Discounted to 1987 dollars by the assumed inflation rate of 5
percent, the 1997 monthly retired pay of the example 05 is worth
$911.05 under the final pay method, and $833.95 under the
high-three method. If the example 05 had been 60 years of age
in 1987, holding all else constant, the monthly retired pay
would have been $813.32 under the final pay method, and $779.03
under high-three averaging. The difference in the retired pay
as adjusted for inflation and the retired pay as calculated in
1987 represents the implied real wage growth of 1.2 percent per
year in the DoD Board of Actuaries' assumptions for the final
pay method. In the high-three method, the difference is the
result of the implied wage growth from 1987 to 1997, the actual
wage growth from 1984 to 1987, and the actual timing of pay
scale increases between 1984 and 1987 as opposed to the assumed
annual increase on January 1 for the projected years.
In Table 2-2, the average monthly retired pay for reserve
retirees first drawing retired pay (age 60) is shown by grade
for fiscal years 1980 through 1986. The number of reserve
retirees first drawing pay in each year and the average
multiplier (percent of basic pay) are also provided for
comparison purposes.
.*

Adjustments to Retired Pay
For members who first became members of a uniformed service
prior to August 1, 1986, current law provides that military
retired pay is subject to annual cost-of-living adjustments.
The index used for these adjustments is the consumer price index
for urban wage earners and clerical workers (CPI-W), all items,
United States city average, as defined and determined by the
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. The
index, by law, is applied to military retired pay on December 1
of each year, raising the retired pay by a percentage amount
(adjusted to the nearest 0.1 percent) equal to the percentage
increase in the average CPI for July, August, and September of
each year, over the same three-month period of the previous
year. The purpose of this adjustment is to maintain the current
value of military retired pay with inflation.
For members who first became members of a uniformed service
after July 31, 1986, who are already subject to high-three
averaging, the annual adjustment is the percentage increase in
the CPI as described above minus one percentage point (CPI minus
Catcutation and Value of Reserve Retirement
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I). If the full percentage adjustment is 1 percent or less,
members subject to CPI minus I receive no adjustment. Under the
CPI minus 1 rule there is a one-time catch up to the full CPI
adjustment at age 62. For most active duty retirees, this catch
up, combined with the restoration of the reduced active duty
multiplier, is substantial. For the reserve retiree, the catch
up restores the retired pay to the current value of the retired
pay granted at age 60, just two years prior. After age 62, all
retirees subject to CPI minus 1 receive CPI minus 1 adjustments
for life.
For those who first became members of a uniformed service
after July 31, 1986, the CPI minus 1 adjustment and the reduced
active duty retired pay multipliers are the result of enactment
of the Military Retirement Reform Act of 1986. This third
system of calculating and adjusting retired pay (as opposed to
final pay and high-three) has been termed REDUX after the
reduced active duty retired pay multipliers. Since the reduced
multipliers do not apply to reserve retired pay (and would only
affect reserve retired pay for two years if they did), this
report refers to the system as CPI minus 1, except where a
direct comparison is made with the active duty system. The
effect of the adjustment process on military retired pay will be
evident from the charts that are described in the next section
of this chapter.
ComDarison of the Three Current Reserve Retirement Systems

In order to provide an understanding of the long-range effects
on reserve retired pay under the final pay, high-three
averaging, and CPI minus 1 retired pay calculation systems, the
retired pay of the example 05 will be traced from age 60 to age
100. For purposes of viewing the net value of reserve retired
pay to an individual, assume an average life expectancy of
approximately 80 years.
Figure 2-1 describes the value of monthly reserve retired pay
for the example 05 in 1987 dollars. As described above, there
is an immediate reduction of up to 11.2 percent (depending on
the relationship of the member's birth date to the pay scale
adjustment dates) for the high-three averaging method over the
final pay method. The current value of the final pay and
high-three averaging methods remains constant throughout the
member's life, on the assumption that the member receives the
full CPI adjustment each year (ignoring the lag effects of the
actual adjustment mechanism). The results of the CPI minus 1
adjustment mechanism show the loss of current value associated
with this system. From age 62 on, the member loses up to 1
percent of the current value per year,
compounded by the number
8
of years since the age 62 catch up.

Calculatlon and Vatue of Reserve Retirement
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Although the adjustment mechanism results in net loss of
current value of reserve retired pay over the years (assuming an
average inflation rate above zero), the actual dollar amount
will rise. Figure 2-2 displays the results of the three current
calculation systems on the future dollar value of the monthly
retired pay for the example 05, through the year 2037, or age
100. The graph is based on an assumption of 5 percent annual
average inflation, and 1.2 percent annual real military wage
growth (6.2 percent nominal rate) from retirement to receipt of
retired pay at age 60.

Retired pay for reservists is dependent upon several factors
that are part of the retired pay calculation:
* Age. The age of the member determines the pay scales in
effect, from which the retired base will be calculated.
*

Highest grade held satisfactorily at any time during

service. This grade determines the pay scale used in the
calculation of the retired pay base. (This may not be true
for certain members subject to high-three averaging.)
*

Years of service creditable for basic pay. This determines
the basic pay for the pay grade (or grades, for some
members subject to high-three averaging) used in the
retired pay base calculation. For the majority of reserve
retirees, the basic pay used is at the highest longevity
step.
Total allowed retirement point accumulation. When divided
by 360, the total allowed retirement point accumulation
results in the member's equivalent years of active service.
The product of equivalent years of active service and 2.5
percent for each year or fraction thereof, results in the
retired pay multiplier.

* The Retired Pay Base. The retired pay base is either the
final pay in the highest grade held satisfactorily (with
all earned longevity increases, as if the member were on
active duty in the month preceding his 60th birthday); or
the average of the high 36 months of membership. As
previously noted, the averaging method results in
dramatically different retired pay bases depending on
whether the member is discharged or transfers to the
Retired Reserve (see text). The product of the retired pay
base and the retired pay multiplier is the amount of
retired pay the member is entitled to beginning at age 60,
adjusted annually by either the CPI or the CPI minus 1
method.
Caecuatio

and Value of Reserve Retirement
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There are currently three separate retirement systems in
effect for calculating the retired pay of reservists, depending
upon when the member first entered a uniformed service. The
systems are differentiated by the method of calculating the
retired pay base and the retired pay adjustment mechanism. The
final pay system, which now applies only to members who first
entered a uniformed service prior to September 8, 1980,
calculates the retired pay base from the final pay period prior
to the member's 60th birthday. This member then receives the
full CPI adjustment each year for life. The high-three
averaging system applies to members who first entered a
uniformed service between September 8, 1980, and July 31, 1986.
High-three averaging calculates the retired pay base from the
member's high 36 monthly pay periods of membership, and the
annuity is adjusted by the full CPI each year for life. The CPI
minus 1 system, which applies to new entrants on or after August
1, 1986, uses the high-three average to calculate the retired
pay base, and the annuity is adjusted by the CPI minus 1 percent
for life. Under CPI minus 1, the annuitant receives a one-time
catch up to the full CPI adjustment that would have been made
(absent the minus-1 feature) at age 62, two years after the
start of the annuity.
Like the active duty retirement system, the reserve retirement
system rewards members for their service (as determined by the
equivalent years of active service). Unlike the active duty
system, there can be considerable differences in the value of
reserve retired pay for two members with similar careers.
Because of limits placed on the accumulation of IDT points, two
members with similar careers could have substantially different
total point accumulations if one member performs work in an ADT
status and the other in an IDT status. Because the reserve
retirement system is age-based, two members with identical
careers and differing only in age could perceive significant
differences in the values of their reserve retirement, since one
member would begin to receive the income at an earlier date.
All things being equal, the value to each member would be the
same at the same age. However, any age difference will result
in a longer discount period for the younger member.
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Notes
1. The ratio of reserve officer retirees to reserve enlisted
retirees is changing. The number of reserve enlisted retirees
per year currently exceeds the number of reserve officer
retirees. This will change the officer/enlisted mix for
reservists drawing retirement pay as these new retirees turn 60
years old. See Chapter 5 for an analysis of the current system
and projections of the officer/enlisted mix receiving retirement
pay.

2.

Section 1332 of title 10, United States Code.

3. In the case of a member under final pay, the retired pay
base is for the highest grade held satisfactorily at any time
during service, regardless of the grade in which transferred to
the Retired Reserve. Under high-three averaging, the retired
pay base is computed on the 36 months out of all months as a
member of a uniformed service, including service in the Retired
Reserve, before becoming entitled to retired pay for which the
monthly basic pay to which the member would have been entitled
had the member served on active duty was the highest. See
section 1407(c)(2)(B) of title 10, United States Code.
4. The PEBD is used to determine longevity credit for
calculation of basic pay and generally is the first date of
entry into a uniformed service, adjusted by any breaks in
service (Section 205 of title 37, United States Code).
5.

Comptroller General. letter decision, B-178170, May 17, 1973.

6.

Section 1407(c)(2)(B) of title 10, United States Code.

7. The weights used to calculate the retired pay base in
this formula represent the number of months under each of the
pay scales that went into effect on January 1, 1984; January 1,
1985; October 1, 1985; and January 1, 1987.

8. The nature of compounding works such that the member
loses only 0.96 percent the first year after age 62, and will
have lost only 10.04 percent of the current value by age 72;
however, 18 years later, at age 80, the member will have lost
18.8 percent of the current value, and 43.86 percent by age 100
after 38 years.
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Chapter 3.

COST OF THE CURRENT SYSTEM

In Fiscal Year 1986, 158,696 reserve retirees were paid $1.2
billion in retired pay. The average gross monthly entitlement
was $697, with the average reserve retiree receiving $650 after
deductions for survivor payments, dual compensation, and VA
payments, but before taxes and other personal deductions. 1

Fiscal Year 1987 outlays to reserve retirees were approximately
$1.27 billion, and Fiscal Year 1988 outlays are currently
estimated at $1.375 billion (see Table 3-1).

Since Fiscal Year 1985, military retirement has been funded on
an accrual basis. Prior to Fiscal Year 1985, military
retirement was funded on a current-cost basis, and a single line
in the DoD budget reflected the projected annual costs of
retired pay. Military retirees were paid directly from DoD
appropriations. Section 925 of the DoD Authorization Act, 1984
(Pub. L. 98-94) established a DoD Military Retirement Fund in
order to finance, on an actuarial basis, liabilities of the DoD
military retirement and survivor benefit programs. The law
established a fund on the books of the Treasury; the fund
receives monthly payments from the DoD and yearly amortized
payments from the Treasury on the unfunded liabilities.
Payments to retired members are now made from the fund.
The DoD payments are equal to the normal cost percentage (NCP)
times the total amount of basic pay paid each month for members
on active duty and in the Ready Reserve. Technically, the
normal cost is a single-level percentage of basic pay, derived
using the aggregate entry-age normal cost method. This
percentage of basic pay must be contributed over the active
career of new entrants into the system in order to pay for all
future retirement benefits of the group. Under the procedures
in effect since Fiscal Year 1985, DoD payments into the fund are
budgeted in the military and reserve personnel accounts of each
service. Thus, under the accrual accounting method for funding
military retirement and survivor benefits, the costs of military
retirement must be taken into account in the formulation of
service budgets.
Since Fiscal Year 1987, the law has provided that two normal
cost percentages will be determined: one for members on active
duty (full-time) and one for members of the Ready Reserve not
serving full-time (part-time). The normal cost percentages are
Cost of the Current System
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Table 3-1 (P1)
iNorml

RETIREMENT ONLY
RESERVE
PROJECTED COSTS (S IN MILLIONS)
Cost

Trust Fund

Fiscal

Basic

Ratio

AccrulL

Outlays

Year

Payroll

(Weighted)

Actual 1988 S

Actual 1988 S

1968
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

3072
3221
3384
3548
3708
3948
4200
4467
4749
5047
5363
5698
6052
6427
6824
7244
7689
8160
8660
9191
9755
10357
10998
11679
12404
13172
13989
14855

0.261
0.257
0.255
0.252
0.250
0.248
0.246
0.244
0.243
0.241
0.240
0.238
0.237
0.236
0.235
0.234
0.233
0.232
0.231
0.231
0.230
0.229
0.229
0.229
0.229
0.228
0.228
0.228

602
828
863
894
927
979
1033
1090
1154
1216
1287
1356
1434
1517
1604
1695
1792
1893
2000
2123
2244
2372
2519
2674
2841
3003
3189
3387

$02
789
783
772
763
767
771
775
781
784
790
793
799
804
810
815
821
826
831
840
846
851
861
871
881
887
897
907

1375
1500
1628
1753
1869
2016
2186
2373
2582
2808
3052
3312
3590
3892
4233
4619
5040
5494
5997
6567
7180
7812
8460
9127
9827
10570
11361
12206

1375
1429
1477
1514
1538
1580
1631
1686
1748
1810
1874
1936
1999
2064
2138
2222
2309
2397
2492
2599
2706
2804
2892
2971
3047
3121
3195
3269

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025

15774
1675
17787
18888
20058
21301
22620
24021
25510
27091

0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228

3596
3819
4055
4306
4573
4857
5157
5477
5816
6177

917
928
938
949
960
971
982
993
1004
1016

13108
14068
15086
16163
17257
18373
19551
20794
22103
23477

334"
3418
3491
3562
3622
3672
3722
3770
3816
3860

Source: D0D Office of the Actuary. These Projections
5 percent Log-term inflation, 6.2 percent nominal
aim
military pay scale increases, and 6.6 percent nominal
interest on the Military Retirement Trust Fund. The Trust
Fund outlays do no include projections of payments to
survivors.
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Table 3-1 (P2)

Fiscal
Year

ONLY
RETIREM4ENT
RESERVE
PROJECTED COSTS(S IN NILLIONS)

Basic
Payroll

2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052
2053
2054
2055
2056
2057
2058
2059
2060
2061
2062
2063

28770
30553
32447
34459
36596
38865
41275
4384
46552
49439
52504
55760
59217
62889
66788
70929
75326
79997
84956
90224
95818
101758
108067
114768
121884
129441
137466
145989
155041
164654
174862
185704
197218
2094
222432
236223
250869
266423

Normal Cost
Accrual
Ratio
(Weighted) Actual 1988 S
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228
0.228

6560
6966
7498
7857
8344
8861
9411
9994
10614
11272
11971
12713
13501
14339
15228
16172
17174
18Z39
19370
20571
21847
23201
24639
26167
27790
29513
31342
33285
35349
37541
39869
42341
44966
47754
50714
53859
57198
60744

1027
1039
1051
1063
1075
1087
1100
1112
1125
1138
1151
1164
1177
1191
1204
1218
1232
1246
1260
1275
1289
1304
1319
1334
1349
1365
1380
1396
1412
1428
1445
1461
1478
1495
1512
1529
1547
1564

Trust Fund
Outlays
Actual 1988 $
24916
26423
28019
29691
31450
33294
35229
37259
39391
41632
43980
46468
49080.
51834
54742
57815
61064
64503
68147
72010
76108
80459
85082
89998
95225
100790"
106713
113021
119742
126905
134539
142676
151351
160598
170454
180957
192148,
204067

3902
3941
3980
4017
4052
4085
4117
4147
4175
4203
4229
4255
4280
4305
4330
4355
4381
4407
4435
4463
4492
4523
4555
4589
4624
4661
4700
4741
4784
4828
4875
4924
4974
5027
5081
5138
5196
5255

Source: PoD Office of the Actuary. Theae Projections
assm 5 percent Long-term inflation, 6.2 percent nominal
military pay scale Increases, and 6.6 percent nominal
interest on the Military Retirement Trust Fund. The Trust
Fund outlays do no include projections of payments to
survivors.
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determined in DoD actuarial valuations using assumptions
approved by the DoD Retirement Board of Actuaries, also established under the new law. The Board projects the number of
military retirees, and the cost of associated benefits based on
their assumptions, 2 for 100 years into the future.
Cost Comarisons With Reserve Retirement
There have been many attempts and much debate over how to make
valid cost comparisons of the military retirement system with
civilian pension plans. The approach of the 5th QRMC to this
issue has proved valid and reasonable3 and the 6th QRMC has used
this same approach with respect to the reserve retirement
system.
As explained in Chapter 2, there are currently three separate
categories of reservists who will eventually draw reserve
retired pay: members who joined prior to September 8, 1980 (the
final pay method); members who joined on or after September 8,
1980, and before August 1, 1986 (high-three averaging); and
members who joined after July 31, 1986 (retired pay adjusted
annually by CPI minus 1 percent). Because of the different
present values of these three systems, the Board determined (as
of September 30, 1986) three separate NCPs for reservists: 27.7
percent for final pay; 25.3 percent for high-3 averaging; and
22.8 percent for CPI minus 1. The actual NCP used in any given
fiscal year represents an average of the three NCPs weighted by
the number of active reservists under each system. The actual
NCP for 1987 was 26.4 percent.
The comparable NCPs for the miitary retirement system for
full-time regular and reserve members (as of September 30, 1986)
were 56.2 percent for final pay, 49.1 percent for high-three
averaging and 40.9 percent for those who entered on or after
August 1, 1986. The most reasonable comparison is one using the
system that applies to new members. Currently then, 40.9
percent of the basic pay of members on active duty with the
active or reserve components or full-time National Guard duty is
transferred from the service personnel accounts to the fund, in
order to cover the projected cost of future benefits. The
comparable NCP that is transferred to the fund from the basic
pay (including compensation for inactive duty training) of parttime reservists is 22.8 percent. Comparisons of the reserve
normal cost percentage with normal cost retirement plans offered
by civilian components are difficult for several reasons:
Reserve basic pay represents only a portion of the actual
compensation of a reservist (others are BAQ, BAS, special
incentive pays, bonuses, and tax advantages). The normal
cost procedures for civilian plans include a significantly
higher percentage of total compensation.
3-4
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Retirement benefits are earned by reservists for work not
compensated by basic pay, thus increasing the average
percent required from those periods that are compensated.

.

Interest assumptions on civilian retirement funds are
generally higher than the assumptions of the Board. An
increased discount rate will decrease the present value of
benefits.

The Hay/Huggins Company was asked to derive the relative value
of reserve retirement compared with that of private sector
pension and capital accumulation plans. This comparison takes
into account the differences in economic assumptions (interest
rates, inflation, and wage growth only), and results in a normal
cost percentage of 18.8 percent of reserve basic pay for reserve
retirement as opposed to the 22.8 percent now used by the
Department of Defense for new entrants into the reserves. Using
the same assumptions, the average cost of retirement benefits,
including capital accumulation plans, is 13 percent of salary.
An extract of the Hay/Huggins report is included in this report
as Appendix D.
Both the active and reserve military retirement systems are
computed as a percentage of basic pay. However, basic pay is
only about 70 percent of average military compensation. It is
not representative, for comparative purposes, of salary levels
in the public or private sectors. Starting with the 18.8
percent reserve normal cost calculated by Hay/Huggins, and
multiplying it by 70 percent, results in a value of
approximately 13 percent of pay for the reserve system. Thus,
using reasonable and conservative assumptions, it may be
concluded that the cost of the reserve retirement system is
about the same as the cost of midlevel private sector systems.
Annual Costs of Reserve Retirement and Trends
Moving from the comparative cost of reserve retirement, and
the percentage of basic pay that must be set aside to fund it,
to the current and projected annual cost of the system, two
separate measures are found: the annual appropriation in the
DoD budget, and actual fiscal year outlays. The annual DoD
appropriation (accrual cost) is the most appropriate measure
since this amount represents the value of benefits accrued in
the year. The trust fund outlays, although they represent
actual dollars expended in a given fiscal year, are sunk costs;
that is, they are a debt owed for past service, and not an
expenditure for present service. Without reneging on past
obligations, trust fund outlays can only be decreased in the
long term. Changes made to the system today will not affect
outlays until present reservists affected by the change reach
eligibility to draw retired pay (currently age 60, creating a
potential 40-year lag in effects). Modifications to the system
Cost of the Current system
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that affect current and new entrants, or new entrants alone,
will affect the accrual to the military retirement fund
immediately. The weight of the effect will increase
proportionately with the percentage of current active members
affected by the modification.

Aformat.

The projected costs of the current reserve retirement system,
both to Department of Defense appropriations (accrual) and to
the Treasury (trust fund outlays), for the next 75 years are
presented in Table 3-1. The costs are presented in inflated
dollars of the fiscal year, and then in 1988 inflation-adjusted
dollars. Figures 3-1 and 3-2 present the same data in graphic
The projections were prepared by the DoD Office of the
Actuary, nsing the economic assumptions approved by the Board of
Actuaries:
*

Long-term annual inflation is 5 percent per year. Real
military wage growth is 1.2 percent per year. Real
interest on the trust fund is 1.6 percent per year.
The projections are made under the following personnel
assumptions:
*

Little or no growth in the reserve components.

*

Current reserve component retention and decrement rates
will continue.

The actual costs, both in terms of accruals and outlays, are
extremely difficult to predict. The economic assumptions
regarding inflation and real military wage growth have not been
realized in recent years. In fact, the inflation assumption
would be valid regardless of actual inflation if military basic
and retired pay were actually adjusted by the full CPI each
year. However, in the recent past, military basic and retired
pay have not been fully adjusted. Since 1972, when the
Department of Defense reported that military pay and allowances
had reached reasonably
competitive levels for the first time in
recent history, 4 military pay has been raised 143.2 percent,
while the cumulative increase in the CPI from January of 1972
through January of 1987 has been 168.5 percent. Based on these
figures, the geometric average annual military pay increase, 6.1
percent over the last 15 years, has resulted in negative real
wage grc.rth over the 6.8 percent average annual increase in the
CPI. The nominal growth, however, is very close to the DoD
Actuary's implied nominal rate of 6.2 percent per year.
The long-term average annual adjustment of retired pay at 5.2
percent per year (over the last 28 years) approximates the 5
percent inflation assumption in the projections. Further, the
long-term average annual increase in the CPI approximates 5
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percent. The net result is that the nominal economic
assumptions of the DoD Board of Actuaries approximate the actual
military pay scale and retired pay adjustments.
Retention assumptions affect projection of the number of
personnel who will enter the reserve retirement system, along
with their average pay grade. Further, assumptions regarding
the average total point accumulations for retirees will alter
average retired pay levels. Different assumptions regarding
retention and levels of participation can produce major changes
in the projected costs of reserve retirement:

t

Holding constant the current ratio of officers to enlisted
in the Retired Reserve, the projected cost of reserve
retirement will increase or decrease in direct relation to
the increase or decrease in the number of reserve retirees.

* Holding constant the number of retirees drawing pay, the
projected cost of reserve retirement will rise or fall
inversely to the ratio of enlisted retirees to officer
retirees.
0 The cost of reserve retirement will move in relation with
increases or decreases in average participation levels that
result in increased or decreased total retirement point accumulations.
*

Combinations of the above factors can accelerate or
decelerate the rate of increase or decrease in the cost of
reserve retirement.

Figure 3-3 depicts the reserve retiree population as projected
under the current retirement system by the 6th QRMC. The QRMC
projection is based on personnel currently in the system who are
eligible for retirement, personnel in the system with more than
20 years of service, and the current trend in retention rates
for personnel with less than 20 years of service. For the near
term (through Fiscal Year 2017), this projection represents the
available pool of personnel who could retire. In the long term,
(beyond 2017),the retention assumptions are obviously more
uncertain. They are, however, based on the current force
structure and retention rates. The QRMC model assumes minimal
growth in Selected Reserve strengths.
The retiree population, as projected by the 6th QRMC, shows an
annual growth in the number of reservists drawing retired pay,
varying between positive 10 percent and negative 3 percent.

31
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This annual growth rate projection is displayed in Figure 3-4.
Figure 3-5 provides a projection in terms of the enlisted
population as a percent of the officer population. The QRMC
projection indicates a change in the percentage
of enlisted to
5
officer (almost 2 to 1 in the out years).
The QRMC analysis of current trends in category A training and
missions indicates that category A reservists are participating
at far higher levels than they have in the past (see Appendix B)
and are earning creditable retirement points at increasing
rates. This trend will increase average total retirement point
accumulations in the future, thereby increasing average retired
pay levels. An increase in retirement point accumulations would
result in somewhat lower savings than those implied by the QRMC
retired reserve population projections.
Many factors affect future costs of reserve retirement. In
this review, costing of alternatives to the current system was
prepared by the Office of the Actuary, using retention rates and
enlisted to officer ratio. similar to those used to provide the
Cost of the Currwit Syotem
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cost projections of the current system. By holding these ratios
constant, the percentage change (delta) in costs of a recomendation or alternative to the current system will be a valid
estimate of the actual differenceis in the costs of system
alternatives under other assumptions.
Examining the Cost ot Reerve Retirement
Ultimately the cost of reserve retireglent must be related to
the system's effects on the readiness of the reserve components,
the value of reserve comuonents in the overall force structure,
and the value of a viable national defense policy. Therefore,
the cost-effectiveness of the current reserve retirement system
is relative to the cost of alternatives that accomplish the
ultimate desires of the United States in providing for the
national defense.
Following are somb of the major areas for consideration in
examining the costs of reserve retirement:
Under an assumption that the current Total Force structure
and missions are the minimum required to accomplish the
objectives of present and near-term future national defense
strategies, then any forced decrease in the active
component structure or missions will neceskitate an
increase in the corresponding reservb component structure
and missions. The associated increases in reserve
component expenditures, including those for reserve
retirement, are more than offset by the reductions in
active component expenditures if the transferred mission
can be accomplished in the reserve component.
The cost of reserve retirement must be compared with the
cost of maintaining the appropriate reserve component force
structure in the absence of a deferred income incentive.
During the period between World War I and World War II, in
the absence of a deferred income incentive, retention
beyond eight years of service suffered dramatically in the
reserve components. The attraction to reserve service of
prior active component experience was nonexistent. The
Dynamic Retention model developed by the RAND Corporation
for the Sixth QRMC projects that the elimination of
retirement would dramatically increase accession
requirements and associated costs.6 The cost of reserve
retirement is relative to the current compensation
(increased basic pay, additional bonuses, etc.) required to
boost accessions and retention, the value of the lost
attraction of reserve service to members with prior active
component experience, and the additional recruiting and
training expenses that would be incurred due to a higher
rate of personnel turnover.

cost of the Current $yet"
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The cost of reserve retirement must be compared with the
cost of viable deferred income alternatives that accomplish
essentially the sme results in order to determine whether

the current system is the most cost-effective alternative.
*

Finally, the costs of the current system must be compared
with the costs of alternatives designed to impact
differently on retention. These alternatives cannot be

evaluated as independent alternatives either, if their
impact creates a requirement for increased expenditures
elsewhere or produces savings in other areas.

Reserve retirement is an integral component of the reserve
compensation system. Both the Office of the Actuary and the
QR4C project positive growth in the costs associated with the
current system. The current value (in 1988) of required
contributions to the trust fund covering the cost of future
retirement benefits for reservists will increase slowly over the
next 50 years, until it is less than two times the 1988 level.

j

A large portion of the cost of reserve retirement has already
been incurred, and the effects of modifications to the current
system may lag behind their enactment by as much as 40 years.
Therefore, it is important to concentrate on the present value
of future retirement benefits earned by currently active
reservists and projected new entrants. These costs cannot be
viewed in isolation, but must be evaluated as a component of
military compensation, both active and reserve, and compared
with the total of all costs associated with alternatives to the
current system, and alternatives to retirement itself.
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Notes

1. U.S. DoD, DoD Statistical ReDort on the Military
Retirement System, FY 1986, p. 156.
2. A detailed presentation of the assumptions of the DoD
Retirement Board of Actuaries and the DoD Office of the Actuary
is available in the text of the annual report published by the
DoD Office of the Actuary, titled Valuation of the Military
Retirement System.
3. Renort of the Fifth Quadrennial Review of Military
CgmpMnation, Appendix D to vol. 1A (Office of the Secretary of
Defense: January 1984).
4. U.S. DoD, 1972 Annual Recort on the Adeauacv of Military
PM. The rise to competitive levels was precipitated by two
substantial pay raises in November 1971 (14.2 percent) and
January 1972 (5.4 percent) as the military prepared for the all
volunteer force.
5. Revort of the Fifth Quadrennial Review of Military
Cmnt
, vol. I, (Office of the Secretary of Defense:
January 1984), pp. VIII-28, VIII-33 to VIII-36. These trends
differ from those projected by the 5th QRMC, and are likely due
in significant part to the fact that an All-Volunteer reserve
force results in a much higher percentage of first-term enlisted
members who will be attracted into the career force, rather than
by an increase in retention of career members per se. "A draft
can more easily man a first-term force with higher quality
personnel, but it does so at the cost of having fewer personnel
to select for career manning." David W. Grissmer and Sheila
Nataraj Kirby, Attrition and Retention in the Army Reserve and
Army National Guard: An Emnirical Analysis, RAND Paper, The RAND
Corporation, March 1985.
6. See Chapter 5 of this report. The models also assume
that the reserve components are willing to pay whatever the
market demands in terms of accession bonuses to attract the
additional accessions. The model cannot predict the extent of
the impact on the future prior service/non-prior service mix in
accessions.
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Chapter 4.

ITODOW)GY AND DATA SOURCES

Many studies are initiated after problems have been
identified. The statutory provision initiating this review did
not specify that there were problems with the current reserve
retirement system, but directed a comprehensive examination.
The primary objective of this portion of the 6th QRNC review was
to determine whether the current reserve retirement system
effectively supports service and reserve component manpower
objectives and policies, and aids in achieving the desired
reserve component manpower force structures. The QRMC believes
that this objective is consistent with statutory and
Presidential direction.
First, the impact of the current reserve retirement system on
the reserve components was assessed. Second, a systematic
review of the objectives of the current reserve system was
conducted. Third, the relevant criteria were established for
identifying and evaluating alternatives that promised to achieve
the system objectives. Once alternatives were identified, they
were examined for feasibility and then compared in terms of
their effectiveness and cost. Last, the alternatives were
tested and refined. Such an analytical approach, while simple
in theory, is often not straightforward in practice.
The foregoing discussion broadly describes the methodology
used in the review of the reserve retirement system. More
specifically, the study advanced (by iteration or successive approximation) through the following stages:
" Assessment of the impact of the current reserve retirement
system
"

Identification of problems and potential shortfalls

" Establishment of criteria for selection and evaluation of
alternatives
" Design and modification of selected alternatives
*

Testing and evaluation of selected alternatives

*

Selection of the alternative judged to be most cost-

effective with respect to the achievement of manpower force
objectives for all seven reserve components

Nethodoty end Data Sources
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The first stage of the study approach is addressed in this
chapter. Stages two and three are discussed in Chapter 5.
Chapter 6 details the final three stages.
Not unexpectedly, the analysis was not as tidy as these six
stages might suggest. Collecting good data was difficult,
alternatives did not always adequately promise attainment of
objectives, and goals were sometimes conflicting or obscure.
Seldom was a single attempt or pass at the problems enough. The
analysis was a continuous cycle of identifying problems,
collecting data, designing alternatives, building models,
weighing costs, testing for sensitivity, questioning assumptions
and data, re-examining the objective, opening new alternatives,
and building better models. All of these steps were tempered by
seeking the advice and good judgment of experts knowledgeable in
reserve retirement and force structure management.
Assessina the IMpact of the Current Reserve Retirement Syste
The review began with an attempt to assess the manpower force
impacts of the current reserve retirement system. The effects
of the current system had to be understood before those effects
could be evaluated and presented. The important questions asked
were these:
Does the current reserve retirement system meet legitimate
defense requirements, such as recall to active duty of some
or all retired members in support of our national security
objectives?
Does the system support and complement force management
requirements (e.g., necessary youth, vigor, and career
development opportunities) of both the active and reserve
components?
*

Does the retirement system integrate effectively with the
overall military compensation system?

* Does reserve retirement support the independent needs of
the seven reserve components?
These questions expose the uncertainties with which the study
is concerned: technical, economic, and operational
uncertainties, as well as uncertainties about future
environments. Not only were the present answers to these
questions sought, but some theoretical assessment of the future
answers was needed.
Sensible answers to broad questions typically require the
assessment of a great many facts. First, data had to be
gathered. Later, analytic tools were developed to begin the
4-2
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process of assessing the impact of the current reserve
retrent
system. At the beginning of the review, many
analytical tools were nonexistent. There were serious questions
about the validity of available historical data prior to 1980
and the completeness of more current personnel data. The lack

of data or of valid data was a persistent problem. This was to
be expected, given the amount of data necessary to conduct the
study and the problems associated with the collection and
maintenance of reserve personnel data. As the review continued,
additional valid data became available and more analytical tools
were developed. The primary sources of data and their
availability dates are listed below:
0 Reserve Components Common Personnel Data System (RCCPDS) Current and historical files
*

1986 Reserve Components Surveys - Fielded in the first half
of 1986, with preliminary data available for analysis in
May 1987

0 Unit Field Visits - April and May 1987
* Service Force Structure Profiles - September 1987
*

Department of Defense Actuary - February 1987 to completion

Just as important as the collection of data itself was
understanding interrelationships of the data. The search for
data can be endless, since in principle the uncertainties of
most problems can never be completely eliminated. The
proportion of effort devoted to data-gathering as opposed to
theoretical analysis depends on the study and the time
available. For this study, a great deal of care was taken to
ensure the proper balance. Otherwise, much effort would have
been wasted trying to apply sophisticated analytical techniques
to inadequate data.
Reserve Components Common Personnel Data Svstem
The Reserve Components Common Personnel Data System (RCCPDS)
is maintained by the Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC). This
system was the chief source of historical data concerning
reserve component personnel. The RCCPDS provides a standardized
and centralized database of personnel information on all members
of the reserve forces. Equally important, DMDC maintains
complete historical RCCPDS files, providing an otherwise
unavailable source of information for analysis. RCCPDS has been
the official source for reserve component strength since July
1975 and the official source for accession/loss and reenlistment
information since July 1976. The information provided by RCCPDS
forms the basis for manpower planning, strength accounting, and
NothodolIy and Date Sowees
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budgeting throughout DoD. Although RCCPDS data was invaluable,
it was not without major problems. The DKDC cautioned the 6th
QRKC about these problems in advance. In addition to problems
with the reliability and validity of RCCPDS data, the fact that
less than seven years of valid information was available
presented a significant obstacle to analysis. In the case of
data on reserve retirement, five years or less of information
was all that was available in some cases. Although these
shortcomings were of significant concern during the 6th QRNC
analysis, the availability of the RCCPDS was a tremendous asset
to the study. In final analysis, we have no doubt that the data
available provided sufficient support for our analysis.
Kajor Observations from RCCPDS Data
The empirical data contained in the various data profiles was
examined to determine significant trends and to determine the
relationship between these trends and the current reserve
retirement system;
Although the identification of trends was
based on only seven years of reliable historical data, the
trends were clear. The seven years covered are clearly the most
relevant to today's All-Volunteer Reserve Force. It is
difficult, with limited time-series data, to fully assess the
impact of an incentive designed to promote service over periods
in excess of 20 years. Nevertheless, the data generally moved
in one direction over all or the majority of the seven years
available, and these years are of greater relevance to current
and future conditions than is data from the 1970s, when draftmotivated reservists were still in the force. Establishing
whether the trends identified are correlated with the current
reserve retirement system was not a straightforward exercise; in
fact, no single source of data alone could confirm these
correlations. It is only when the available data is considered
collectively that it is possible to establish a relationship
between the current reserve retirement system and trends in the
empirical data.
The most obvious observation made from RCCPDS data is a

general increase in the average age of the Selected Reserve.
This trend is clearly visible with respect to part-time Selected
Reservists as well as in the case of military technicians. The
increase is slightly more prominent for officers than in the
enlisted force. It is also slightly more significant among the
reserve components of the Air Force than in the reserve
components of the other Services. An increase is observed not
only in the mean average age but also in the modal age of parttime members. Although these observations are important, they
must be placed in the context of past trends and future
projections. Appendix C provides graphic depiction of these
trends.
4-4
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The profile of losses to the Selected Reserve reveals another
important pattern. This profile shows that losses of
retirement-eligible personnel occur primarily at four points:
*
0
*

At 28 and 30 years of service for officers
At ages 50 and 54 for officers
At age 55 for both officers and enlisted

* At age 60 for both officers and enlisted
Under current personnel statutes, officers below pay grade 06
face mandatory transfer from an active reserve status when they
have completed 28 years of commissioned service; officers in pay
grade 06 are transferred at 30 years of service. The officer
losses observed at 28 and 30 years of service seem to be the
result of these policies.
Another peak in the number of members retiring can be observed
at age 55. The peak appears in both officer and enlisted
profiles. This peak corresponds with the point where members
who are military technicians first become eligible for an
unreduced civil service retirement.
Finally, the peak of losses occurring at
for both officers and enlisted members, to
otherwise eligible reservists are entitled
pay under section 1331 of title 10, United

age 60 corresponds,
the age at which
to receive retired
States Code.

In the past five years, significant growth has occurred in
Selected Reserve manpower. All components experienced growth in
both officers and enlisted members. This growth equated to an
increase of approximately 20 percent over 1983 levels.
Over the seven years of observable data, continuation rates of
career members (those with six or more years of service based on
their pay entry base date) in the Selected Reserve have
increased. The combined DoD continuation rate has increased
significantly for enlisted members over the past 10 years.
Enlisted continuation has risen from an average of 69.8 percent
in 1977 to its current level of nearly 87 percent.
Evaluation of RCCPDS Data
The data contained in the RCCPDS was the single most important
source of historical data for the study. Although the
reliability of this data is good, it is not without some
problems. The validity of some data items is very poor, and
these deficiencies did impact the QRMC analysis. Missing data
and data of questionable validity with respect to creditable
years for reserve retirement; total days of active service; and
data on paid, creditable, and total points for reserve
retirement were of particular concern. Nevertheless, the
availability of extensive historical RCCPDS data provided an
Nethodloy and Dot* Sources
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invaluable resource for analysis, and clear trends can be
precisely shown with respect to the average age of Selected
Reservists and continuation rates.
1986 Reserve Components Surveys
In February, 1985, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Guard and Reserve Manpower and Personnel [DASD(G/R M&P)]
asked DMDC to act as his agent in the conduct of the 1986
Reserve Components Surveys (1986 RC Surveys). DMDC had acted in
a similar capacity in the conduct of the 1985 active duty member
and spouse surveys. The DASD (G/R M&P) convened a special
committee of reserve component representatives to focus on
establishing the requirements for the surveys. The 1986 RC
Surveys were conducted to meet the requirements for data from
members of the reserve components and their spouses.
Over 12,000 officers and about 52,000 enlisted personnel in
all seven reserve components (representing the approximately
1,012,000 trained personnel in the Selected Reserve) responded
to extensive questionnaires sent to them in the spring of 1986.
In addition, questionnaires were provided to the spouses of all
sampled members who were married. The questionnaires asked
about military background, personal and family characteristics,
civilian employment and economic status, perceptions of family
and employer attitudes toward reserve participation, reasons for
participation, and plans for remaining in the reserve
components.
These were the first comprehensive surveys of members of the
total Selected Reserve and the first major surveys of the
spouses of reserve members. The primary goals of the surveys
were the following:
* To provide detailed information on factors that influence
the recruitment and retention of reservists possessing the
qualities, experience, and skills needed in today's
critically important National Guard and Reserve units
* To provide specific data to assist the investigation of the
Sixth Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation
The 1986 RC Surveys consist of three portions: two portions
to survey reserve component members and the third to survey
their spouses. The 1986 Reserve Components Survey: Selected
Reserve Officer and Enlisted Personnel (1986 RC Member Survey)
surveyed a sample of Selected Reserve unit members. The sample
included Individual Mobilization Augmentees (IMAs), Selected
Reservists who train with the active components; and military
technicians, Selected Reservists who are also employed full-time
in reserve units in a civilian capacity. The 1986 Reserve
&-6
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Components Survey:

Full-Time suport Officer and Enlisted

Personel (1986 RC AGR Survey) surveyed a sample of Active
Guard/Reserve or Training and Administration of Reserve
(AGR/TARs) members. Individuals in all seven reserve components
(Army National Guard, Army Reserve, Naval Reserve, Marine Corps
Reserve, Air National Guard, Air Force Reserve and Coast Guard
Reserve) were included in both the 1986 RC Member Survey and,
where appropriate, in the 1986 RC AGR Survey.
The data collected from the surveys was used to study the
following:
*

The response of military personnel to changes in military
compensation and benefits enacted in recent years

*

Factors affecting individual preparedness and retention of
reserve personnel

*

Differences in career orientations, attitudes, and
experiences when comparing members of different subgroups,
e.g. occupational specialties, officers and enlisted
members, minorities, men and women

*

The demographic, household, familial income, and other
characteristics of military personnel, couples, and
families, including special groups such as dual-career
couples and single-parent families
The impact of military policies on aspects of military and
family life, such as residential arrangements, continuing
education, and spouse employment

I

Family well-being, including economic issues facing
military families
Demand for, use, and adequacy of programs providing family
services

In addition, data available from the 1986 Reserve Components
Surveys was used to address a variety of questions about
National Guard and Reserve component members and families,
heretofore the subject of limited or outdated research, broad
stereotyping, and speculation. These include the following:
*

Patterns of previous active and reserve component service

*

Financial issues that would face Guard and Reserve families
in the event of mobilization

*

The interaction between the amount and form of reserve
compensation and career intentions
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btween civilian occupations and military
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occupations

*

The medical and health coverage available to reserve
families from sources other than the reserve

0

The impact of employer policies, practices and attitudes on
member reserve participation

SeThe role of the family in

reserve participation

Several questions on the surveys dealt more specifically with
reserve retirement. They include the following:
0

The likelihood of continuing in Guard/Reserve until
retirement

*

The contribution of retirement to the most recent decision
to stay in Guard/Reserve

0

The number of good years of service towards Guard/Reserve
retirement

*

The likelihood of continuing in Guard/Reserve until
retirement if drills or annual training were increased

The general excellence of data available from the 1986 RC

Surveys served to offset many of the shortcomings in the RCCPDS
database. By linking the two data sources, a powerful tool for
analysis was available to the QRMC.
In recent years the DoD has made significant progress in the
development of survey data bases that can support policy
formulation in defense manpower areas. The 1986 RC Surveys
provided data on social characteristics, economic and
demographic information and data on tastes, preferences,
experiences, and .projected behaviors. In the study of reserve
retirement issues, this information, linked to the personnel
data bases of the DoD, was particularly important for two
reasons. First, the lack of any significant changes in reserve
retirement in 40 years limits the ability to assess the impact
of system changes, and second, retirement system changes do not
lend themselves to experimentation.
The structure of the 1986 RC Surveys provided one basis on
which to judge the impact of the retirement system in relation
to current compensation incentives, educational benefits,
promotion and. job training opportunities, and several personal
commitment and satisfaction motivations. Two separate
regression analyses concluded that reserve retirement was the
single most important factor contributing to retention in the
Selected Reserve for part-time members. The significance of
4-
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this finding is underscored by earlier studies of DoD surveys
that looked at the extent to which it is possible to predict
actual behavior from survey data on intention to stay. These
studies found that intentions data were closely and
systematically linked to actual behavior and could be used in
1

the analysis of continuation factors.

In addition, the 1986 RC Surveys provided a means of
identifying specific concerns and problems of National Guard and
Reserve members and their spouses and a means 6f helping
analysts in their interpretation of survey data. All survey
respondents were provided an opportunity to provide written
comments about Guard or Reserve personnel policies--whether or
not the topic was covered in the survey. About one of every
four or five respondents took advantage of this opportunity.
The 6th QRMC staff reviewed these comments systematically
although no formal content analysis was possible from available
resources. The QRMC did, however, categorize members' comments
into some 20 general categories and recorded representative
comments. Representative comments of members and spouses on the
subject of retirement are provided in Appendix K.
Major Observations from the Survey Data
Four percent of the enlisted members surveyed had already
completed 20 or more qualifying years for reserve retirement.
Another 51 percent indicated their intent to stay until
qualified for reserve retirement. Eleven percent of the
officers had already qualified for reserve retirement; another
54 percent expected to stay at least until qualified for reserve
retirement.
Serving their country is a major contributor to the retention
decision for 55 percent of enlisted members and 59 percent of
the officers. Earning more credit toward retirement is a major
contribution to the retention decision for 50 percent of
enlisted members and 62 percent of the officers. For officers,
credit toward retirement is the most important single factor
contributing to continued service; for enlisted members, it is
the second most important factor. No other single response
approached this degree of importance as a factor contributing to
continued service. There are differences between the
components, but these differences are primarily the result of
the average length of service and the mix of members with and
without prior service. For example, only 22 percent of enlisted
Marine Corps reservists say that retirement credit is a major
reason for remaining in the Corps. This percentage is over 60
percent for enlisted Coast Guard reservists. Not unexpectedly,
credit toward retirement tends to be the prevalent response
among members with more than eight years of service and is an
even more prevalent response among members with more than 11
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years of service.

Members with prior active service are almost

twice as likely as those without prior service to identify
retirement as a major factor.
Conclusions from the Survey Data
More than half of all those surveyed indicate their intention

to stay in the reserves at least until they have completed the
service necessary for retirement at age 60. Credit toward
retirement was reported as the single most important reason for
continued reserve service. Members with prior service are much
more likely to have identified retirement as a significant
rationale for their affiliation and retention decisions.
Unit Field Visits
The objective of the Unit Visit Program was to provide 6th
QRMC staff members firsthand experience with problems and
concerns at the local unit level. The visits were beneficial in
providing the following:
0 Increased ability to understand and interpret data from the
1986 Reserve Components Surveys
* Increased awareness and understanding of members'
perceptions and concerns
0 The identification of new issues or problems
The unit visit teams made eleven 2- to 5-day trips to 26 units
between April 3, and May 18, 1987. Scenarios, unit formation,
and issue information were recorded in individual trip reports.
These provide a historical record as well as a basis for an
overall perspective on the program and on the issues raised. In
addition, trip members met during the week between each trip to
discuss observations, perceptions, and new areas of concern
derived from the previous visit. This provided a way to compare
notes and promote a broader understanding of the prevalent
issues and concerns.
The intent of the unit visit program was to allow unit
members, in an uninhibited atmosphere, to identify the
compensation issues that most concerned them. To achieve this
objective a structure protocol was to developed to ensure that
the approach would be standard for all units and that

compensation topics would be systematically covered and
recorded. Sixth QRMC staff members intentionally avoided
suggesting issues for discussion by the unit members. General
topics were introduced only to generate further discussion. As
a result the unit visit program proved to be extremely
beneficial.
4-10
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major Observations from Unit Visits
A total of 352 observations were compiled and coded in the
following categories: major issue topic, minor issue, component
and unit. Retirement issues were by far the most frequently
discussed topic. Interest in this area was divided primarily
into two key subtopics:

0 The 60-point cap on IDT retirement points
0 Early annuities and/or vesting of retirement benefits
The prevailing perception is that the 60-point cap on IDT
retirement points is an unfair withholding of compensation for
extra work performed. A more thorough discussion of this
perception is included in Chapter 7.
Members evidence a widespread interest in receiving an early
retirement annuity similar to that of active duty members. This
desire for an earlier retirement annuity, or for the ability to
vest credit earned toward retirement prior to the current
minimum of 20 creditable years of service, was the most
frequently mentioned change desired in the retirement system.
In general, members see no advantage to retiring immediately
or shortly after qualifying for reserve retirement. The general
perception is that a member choosing to transfer to the Retired
Reserve as soon as eligible would not receive any substantial
benefits prior to the benefits that begin at age 60. A further
perception is that transfer to the Retired Reserve would result
in the loss of drill pay currently being received and create an
inability to earn further credit toward future retired pay.
The above perceptions are also frequently mentioned as the
source of a second problem: promotion stagnation. Many
members, young and old, feel that slow promotion rates are
caused in large part by older members staying long past their
minimum years of service for retirement eligibility, hindering
the advancement opportunities for available unit positions. It
is further believed that many older members would leave earlier
if they did not have to wait until age 60 for retirement
benefits. Members view the prospect of receiving benefits
earlier and of having increased promotion opportunities as
advantages of an early retirement annuity. In addition, many
members believe that an early annuity would be consistent with
retirement benefits received by their active duty counterparts.
The ability to vest credit earned toward retirement prior to
the current minimum of 20 creditable years of service was also a
pervasive theme during the unit visits. Some of the members
recommending vesting plans had these motivations:
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A distrust in the system (that in, concern that DoD or the
Congress would break faith and reduce or eliminate their
current level of benefits prior to the time they reached
age 60)

t

A confidence that they could achieve a better rate of
return if they personally directed the investment, for
example in an IRA

The desire to accimulate a nest egg to salvage some benefit
if it became necessary to leave reserve service before
qualifying for reserve retirement
The concern that disability, if incurred outside of actual
reserve participation and prior to qualification for
retirement, would preclude retirement qualification
These are the retirement issues and perceptions that generate
more concern and discussion than any other single category.
Although most members are very much aware of the retirement
system and stress its importance, many have a limited or
inaccurate perception of the amount of money they would receive,
given the grade and years of service they expect to have when
they retire. There is no such misperception concerning other
benefits such as exchange privileges, commissary use, medical
care, etc. Members seem to know more accurately which of these
benefits would be available.
Evaluation of Data from the Unit Visit Program
The Unit Visit Program provided invaluable insights to the
QRMC staff with respect to reserve retirement. The reserve
members' perceptions served as part of the basis of the
examination of the reserve retirement system. In addition, the
insights and experiences were important in assisting the
analysis of data from the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys.
Comments expressed in unit visit discussions also appear
frequently in the written comments from participants in the 1986
Reserve Components Surveys.
Reserve

anNDower Force Structure Profiles

As part of the review of the reserve compensation system, each
reserve component developed manpower force structure profiles.
The 6th QRMC requested the Reserve Component manpower force
structure data to use as a tool for evaluating, validating, and
Justifying reserve compensation programs. Each Service provided
data for its reserve components on desired accession, attrition,
and continuation rates over the course of a reserve career. The
data was described in three separate force structures: Fiscal
4-12
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Year 1986 Actual, Fiscal Year 1986 Steady-State, and Fiscal Year
These three force
1992 Steady-State (see Appendix F).
structures are interrelated in that they describe with some
precision where the reserve components are, where they would
like
to have been, and where they would desire to be by Fiscal
Year 1992.
They became one benchmark for evaluating the impact
of current reserve compensation programs, including reserve
retirement. The three force structures are defined below:
a

Fiscal Year 1986 Actual - This was the actual force
configuration, by grade and year of service (YOS), as it
existed on September 30, 1986.

0

Fiscal Year 1986 Steady-State - This was a conceptual force
profile that reflected desired continuation rates and force
management practices. Unlike other force profiles, it is
not bound by factors such as cost considerations (including
current levels of reserve compensation programs), external
economic conditions, and historical continuation rates.
This force profile reflects continuation rates required by
the Services in their reserve components to fulfill
assigned missions. When defining these force structures,
issues such as age of the force, realistic promotion flow
relative to length of service, training requirements, and
skill level compared to pay grade had to be carefully
balanced.

* Fiscal Year 1992 Steady-State - This was a conceptual force
profile constructed in the same manner as the Fiscal Year
1986 Steady-State force, with one exception: this
steady-state force was be built at the Fiscal Year 1992
force strength as described in the PON 88. When completed,
it reflected, among other things, service-desired changes
in end strength, promotion, skill composition, and
experience levels when compared to the Fiscal Year 1986
Steady-State Force.
The Services were asked to provide separate breakouts of these
three force structures for AGR/TAR personnel, military
technicians, part-time members not employed as technicians, and
medical personnel. This data was used to compare how past and
current distributions of personnel by grade and years of service
has matched the desired requirements. AGR/TAR personnel were
assuned to be primarily focused on potential qualification for
active duty retirement, and thus their profiles were excluded
from the examination of reserve retirement. Profiles ofmilitary technician personnel were evaluated with reference to
the provisions of the civil service retirement system.
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Major Observations from the MIpower Force Structure Profiles
Most components' desired 1986 Steady-State force structure
profiles differed from their 1986 Actual force structure
profiles. Again, Actual 1986 profiles for most components
indicated more members than desired in the later years of

service (16-30) and fever members than desired in the earlier
years of service (0-15). All components' 1986 Actual profiles
showed that each currently has significant numbers with over 30
years of service. Yet, their 1986 Steady-State profiles
indicate that few members with over 30 years of service are
desired. This is true for both officers and enlisted members.
The Services indicate a general desire for more sustainable
force structures. That is, they want to access most members
relatively early in terms of years of service, with gradual
attrition in later years. This is preferred over accessing
members in the later years of service to meet requirements.
From the Steady-State profiles, a sharp increase is observed
in the rate at which retention rates decrease after 16 to 18
years of service. This is indicative of the Services' desire to
decrease participation in those later years of service (16-30)
at a much more rapid pace than they are doing currently.
Evaluation of Data from the Force Structure Profiles

Overall, the reserve components express a desire for a
younger, more sustainable force structure. Generally, the force
structure profiles reveal a desire for a sharper decrease in the
continuation rates for members with more than 16 years of
service. In addition, it is apparent that they desire far fewer
members with 30 or more years of service. Most components also
indicate the need to increase retention rates in the first 20
years of service.
The force structure profiles provided to the 6th QRMC were
important to the analysis of reserve compensation. They were
especially useful in the to assess the impact of the current
reserve retirement system.
rtment of

efense Actuarial Data

The 1984 law that placed the funding of military retirement on
an accrual basis also established an independent three-member
DoD Retirement Board of Actuaries, appointed by the President.
The Board is required to review valuations of the military
retirement system, to determine the method of amortizing
unfunded liabilities, to report annually to the Secretary of
Defense, and to report to the President and the Congress on the
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status of the fund not less than every four years. The DoD
Office of the Actuary provides all technical and administrative
support to the Board.
The Office of the Actuary uses military personnel files
maintained by DKDC and pay files of the Service Finance Centers
as input data in conducting annual valuations of the military
retirement system. Population and pay projections are generated
by an actuarial projection model. The accuracy of all aspects
of this model has been confirmed through two extensive audits.
The 6th QRMC relied heavily on the Office of the Actuary for
supporting data. Data concerning the future costs of the
current reserve retirement system and of alternative systems is
entirely based on Office of the Actuary projections using the
economic assumptions approved by the Board of Actuaries.
Economic assumptions include an annual 5 percent rate of
inflation, a 6.2 percent annual increase in the basic pay scale,
and an annual valuation interest rate of 6.6 percent. These
assumptions were determined after extensive analysis of past
trends. These trends are discussed in detail in the annual
valuation of the military retirement system produced by the
Office of the Actuary.
The office of the Actuary also provided the 6th QRMC with
detailed data including the following:
*

Life expectancy for officers and enlisted members

*

Data concerning the number of reserve retirees age 60 and
over who draw retired pay

* Actuarial projections of the value of reserve retirement
*

Projected costs of the current system and alternatives
under evaluation by the 6th QRXC

Major Observations from DoD Actuarial Data
All cost projections for alternatives to the current reserve
retirement system included in the QRKC report were developed by
the Office of the Actuary. It is stressed that these are cost
estimates that could change slightly should an alternative be
enacted into law. The Office of the Actuary had to use numerous
averaging, estimating, and piecemeal techniques while producing
the alternative projections; the enactment of an alternative
would require an extensive rewrite of the current valuation

program.
Data provided by the Actuary was used to determine the present
value of deferred compensation for reservists. This provides
another basis for evaluating alternatives to the current
Nothodology &W Date Sources
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retirement system. One important observation from this data is
that an age-based retirement system is relatively less favorable
for enlisted personnel, since enlisted members enter younger and

wait longer after qualifying for retirement benefits than do
officers.
The Office of the Actuary analyzed a combined total of 15
versions of the seven major alternatives to the current reserve

retirement system developed by the 6th QRMC. The Actuary's
projections of retired pay and DOD budget costs and of the final
normal costs of the alternatives were related by the QRKC to the
estimated manpower effects of the alternatives. This comparison
indicates that alternatives with very similar impacts on future
retirement fund outlays and required contributions to the fund
from the DoD would have markedly different effects on reserve
manpower force structures. In general, the Actuary's

projections indicate that alternatives expected to produce
desirable force structure impacts would also result in reduced

long-term costs and a lower normal cost percentage for reserve
retirement, thus immediately reducing DOD reserve component
personnel budgets. To produce time-relevant manpower impacts,
each of the alternatives would also require increased retirement
fund outlays in the near term.
Evaluation of Data from the DoD Actuary
All current and future retirement cost data used by the QRNC

was provided by the Office of the Actuary. It is noted,
however, that some of the noneconomic rates used by the Office
of the Actuary are subject to error because of shortcomings of
RCCPDS data, as described previously.
Analytical Tools and Contractor SuoDort
There were few established and proven analytical tools or

models initially available to assist the 6th QRMC in conducting
a comprehensive evaluation of reserve retirement. The
availability of such tools for the evaluation of personnel
policy.and compensation effects in the reserve components has

lagged far behind those available for active component analysis.
This is due in part to the relatively scant research on reserve
component manpower and to the difficulties inherent in analyzing
co.Venation impacts in the reserve setting. Most reserve
members also hold full-time jobs; this has an important and
independent effect on attrition and retention. Accession
patterns reflect a mix of members with active duty service and
entrants without prior service, and lateral entry and reentry
occur to a much greater extent than in the case of the active
force.
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Acquiring adequate analytical tools and models was a primary
concern from the outset of the review. Contract support was
The RAND
sought for developing these tools and models.
Corporation, for example, was chosen because of its previous and
ongoing research on reserve and active force compensation and on
personnel force management. The following contractor support
was instrumental in the study of reserve retirement:
The RAND Corporation
0 RAND Reserve Dynamic Retention Model
* RAND Reserve Policy Screening Model
• 1986 RC Surveys Regression Analysis
* Reserve Total Household Civilian Income Variables
*

Computer Based Systems, Inc.
. Force Structure Inventory Projection Model
* Reserve Military Income Variables
Syllogistics, Inc. (Appendix I)
. Analysis of Civilian Earnings of Reserve Members and
Comparison Group
. 1986 RC Surveys Regression Analysis

*

Hay/Huggins Company (Appendix D)
* Hay/Huggins Benefits Comparison Survey and Analysis

0

Research Triangle Institute
* Creation of Survey Weights and Analysis Files and
Civilian Occupational Files from 1986 RC Surveys

*

Logistics Management Institute (Appendix J)
* Analysis of Age by Occupational Category in Active and
Reserve Components

The RAND Models
The two RAND models were the primary tools used to evaluate
the expected manpower force structure impacts of retirement
system alternatives. The Reserve Dynamic Retention Model is a
two-level model of retention behavior and the Reserve Policy
Screening Model is a behaviorally based inventory projection
model. They are the first models sufficiently capable of
imitating reserve component service for the detailed analysis of
reserve compensation alternatives. They are able to model and
evaluate the separate categories of reserve component service:
part-time members, active Guard and Reserve members, and
military technicians. Heretofore, this capability has not
existed.
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The RAND Reserve Dynamic Retention Model is based on a
comprehensive retention model developed by the RAND Corporation
to estimate the effect of compensation changes on the retention
of Air Force officers. Other models that have been used to
estimate the extent to which military retirement changes would
affect retention showed less promise for adaptation for
application to reserve force populations. The use of the RAND
Reserve Dynamic Retention Model by the 6th QRMC was based in
large part on the conviction that, because reserve compensation
in a relatively small percentage of the total income of
reservists, any reserve manpower model must be able to
accommodate the effects of military "taste" variables and random
disturbances in addition to monetary factors.
The limitations of the RAND Reserve Dynamic Retention Model
used by the QRNC are discussed in detail later in this chapter.

This discussion makes it clear that, when assessing the potential
effects of a significant reduction in the value of reserve
retirement, the possibility of error is, for a number of
technical reasons, much greater for the reserve population. It
is also important to assess the practical consequences for
reserve readiness, should the actual effect of a reduction be
significantly more adverse than estimated.
The Reserve Policy Screening Model is a behaviorally-based
inventory projection model fully implemented in menu-driven
format for a PC computer. It is designed to be used as a quick,
efficient tool to evaluate and screen the effects of various
manpower policy options. It contains historic data on reserve
accessions, inventories, and continuation rates, disaggregated by
demographic variables and years-of-service experience. The model
projects the force structure over a variable horizon by
incorporating a user-selected set of statistical projection
techniques. It serves as an aid in reserve manpower planning
tasks such as managing end strength, setting accession
requirements, designing countercyclical policies to economic
cycles, setting pay raises and bonus levels, and restructuring
reserve compensation and retirement.
The two models were conceived and developed with the ability to
work in concert with one another. Input to the Reserve Dynamic

Retention Model consists of the selected alternatives expressed
in terms of dollars. Output from the model consists of retention
rates. These retention rates then serve as input for the Reserve
Policy Screening Model, which projects future force structures,
accession requirements, and so forth resulting from the retention
rate changes produced by the various compensation alternatives.
These force structures and accession requirements then serve as a
basis for determining the costs of the alternatives. Figure 4-1
portrays the modelling process.
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Figure 4-1. The Modelling Process

Rhtinatina The Effects of Chances in the Reserve Retirement

When assessing changes in the reserve retirement system, it is

necessary to estimate the effects of those changes on retention
and personnel force structure in order to accurately predict the
effectiveness and cost implications of those changes. The most
reliable way of predicting the effects of potential changes is to
observe the behavior of reserve personnel under different
retirement systems. However, this is not possible because the
reserve retirement system has changed little since its inception.
The next best alternative is a behavioral model that describes
the decision making process of individuals making the
participate/do not participate decision over time in an uncertain
environment. RAND's Reserve Dynamic Retention Model was
developed for this purpose. The retirement system is an input
and not part of the model's structure. Individuals are vieved as
rational decision makers who consciously choose to optimize their
expected returns at each decision point. This model has been
used successfully to predict the retention behavior of Air Force
Officers3 and Air Force Enlisted Personnel4 .
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The Selected Reserve Dynamic Retention model
The Reserve Dynamic Retention Model for part-time enlisted
Selected Reservists (AGRs and military technicians are not
included) predicts voluntary retention rates on the following
bases:

" Component (Army National Guard, Army Reserve, Air Force
National Guard, Air Force Reserve)
" Non-prior service/prior active service (prior reserve
service was not used)
* Year of service (based on pay entry base date)
0 Term of initial enlistment
" Years of prior active service
" Age at entry
The model incorporates past compensation policies, expectations
about the future, and individuals' uncertainty about their future
decisions. The model incorporates the past, because the
retention rate for any cohort at a given time may depend upon who
is still in the cohort; the future, because individuals have
expectations about the retirement system and pay structure;
uncertainty, because many random factors exogenous to pay can
affect the reservist's decision to participate. The following
compensation measures are included in the model, all measured
after federal income tax:
*
•
0
*

Basic military pay
Military retired pay
Loss in civilian earnings
Fixed costs of participating

The 1986 Reserve Coeponents Survey: Selected Reserve Enlisted
Persne provided estimates of the proportions of individuals
who lose civilian pay because of their Guard/Reserve activities.
The Reserve Dynamic Retention Model explicitly incorporates these
proportions. The model also includes transportation costs, which
are a significant proportion of the fixed costs of participating.
Thus, the model includes the principal financial incentives and
disincentives to participating in the Selected Reserve.
In addition to the financial incentives and disincentives, the
model allows for individuals to be persistently different from
one another in their attachment to the military. That is, among
observationally equivalent personnel, some will always require
more compensation than others to induce them to stay in the
4-20
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Selected Reserve because their "tastes" for the military
lifestyle differ. The distribution of these tastes was
statistically estimated by the Reserve Dynamic Retention Model.

The dependence of retention rates on past compensation and
personnel policy is partly through the existence of persistent
differences in taste for service among personnel. The
distribution of tastes, and therefore the retention rate, among
personnel in a given year of service will depend on how many of
the relatively low-taste personnel separated in previous years.

These separations will depend on past compensation, among other
factors; hence the current retention of personnel depends on past
compensation as well as on expected future compensation.
The Reserve Dynamic Retention Model accounts for individuals'
own uncertainties about their future participation decisions.
Individuals know that random factors, such as a change in the
civilian job, family obligations, or relocation of their unit,
can alter the future values these random factors may take on, but
they make their current participation decisions knowing that
their future decisions are uncertain. Again, the extent of this
uncertainty is statistically estimated by the model.
Finally, the model accounts for premature losses of personnel
without active service, i.e. separations of these individuals
before they complete their enlistment terms, and for premature
losses, during the first year of reserve enlistment of those with
prior active service. The data showed that the existence of a
service commitment does affect retention although it doesn't
increase it to 100 percent. The Dynamic Retention Model
accounted for this by statistically estimating the equivalent of
a monetary penalty for separating prematurely.
Thus there are four types of factors in the Reserve Dynamic
Retention Model: compensation, persistent differences in
attachment to the Selected Reserve, random factors, and the cost
of leaving before completing the first term of service. The
parameters corresponding to these factors were estimated by
combining data on actual participate/do not participate decisions
from the Reserve Components Common Personnel Data System (RCCPDS)
for fiscal years 1980 through 1986 along with information on
financial incentives and terms of enlistment. A technical
description of the model, the estimated parameters, and
discussion of the parameters may be found in the forthcoming RAND
Report "Improving Reserve Compensation: Evaluating Retirement
System Options."
Simulating Alternative Retirement Systems
To evaluate the personnel force structure consequences of
retirement system alternatives, retention rates from the model
were combined with an aggregate dynamic personnel inventory
Nethodology and Data Sources
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projection model (RAND's Policy Screening Model).
Because the
inventory projection model predicts the aggregate year-ofservice distribution of personnel and accession requirements by
reserve component rather than the more detailed breakdown used in
the retention model, weighted averages of the retention model's
rates were calculated to obtain average retention rates by year
of service for each reserve component. The weights for each year
of service were based on the sizes of the accession cohorts and
their
retention rates in the previous year of service.
The Reserve Dynamic Retention Model was estimated using a
subset of all the RCCPDS available. Incomplete or inaccurate
records for individuals had to be discarded--they could not be
used in the estimation. Also, the retention rates are strictly
good only for prt-time Selected Reservists who engage in 48 IDT
periods per year plus two weeks of AMT. Excluded were reservists
who drill less (primarily Individual Mobilization Augmentees) and
other categories of personnel. Separate models must be estimated
for these personnel. However, all part-time enlisted Selected
Reservists must be accounted for when projecting the personnel
inventory, including transfers to and from AGR or military
technician status.
It was assumed that the retention rates of groups of personnel
omitted from the Reserve Dynamic Retention Model would change by

the same percentages as the predicted retention rates of the
part-time Selected Reservists. Thus, the retention rates used in
the Reserve Policy Screening Model for the alternative retirement
systems were calculated by calculating the ratios by the FY 1986
aggregate average retention rates by year of service. That is,
the Dynamic Retention Model was used to calculate percentage
deviations from the base case and these percentage deviations
were then applied to the actual FY 1986 retention rates to obtain
the retention rates under alternative retirement systems that
were input to the Reserve Policy Screening Model.

There are three potential sources of error in the Reserve
Dynamic Retention Model as it has been applied to the part-time
Selected Reserve: the applicability of the model, the small
range of years in the database, and data problems and omissions.
A plicability of the Model

The Reserve Dynamic Retention Model assumes that individuals'
attitudes toward military service are fixed throughout the course
of their military careers. A more realistic assumption would be
that during the first few years of the career, attitudes
fluctuate much more than later in the career when the nature of
military service is better understood by individuals.
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Unfortunately, building a retention model using this more
realistic assumption is difficult and has never been done. The
practical consequence of the Reserve Dynamic Retention Model
assumption is that persistent factors do not play an important
role for personnel without prior service; these factors could not
be detected for them. Presumably, later in their careers the
persistent factors are important, and their inaccurate
measurement in the Reserve Dynamic Retention Model could cause
prediction error.
Although the Reserve Dynamic Retention Model can accommodate
gaps in reserve participation, the data would not support this
accommodation.
Thus, the model does not predict gaps in
participation even though they do occur for some individuals.
However, after correcting actual retention rates for these gaps,
the predictions of the Reserve Dynamic Retention Model do not
account.
seem to be too much in error on this
Clearly there can be noneconomic factors at work if
compensation or retirement benefits are changed when service
Individuals' participate/do not
members expected stability.
participate decisions may be more or less strongly affected than
the retention model predicts due to the short-term effects of the
positive or negative surprise occasioned by a compensation or
retirement system change.
Small Range of Years in

Data Base

The RCCPDS does not distinguish between full-time and parttime personnel before 1980. This distinction is essential to
proper estimation of the model; hence, the sample size had to be
limited to the period from 1980 to 1986. A longer sample would
have allowed more precise estimation of parameters.
Data Problems
The accuracy of the RCCPDS has been significantly improving,
but there were still problems with data inaccuracies and
incompleteness. Other problems included the inability to
determine how many retirement points each individual in the
sample had accumulated and the inability to determine the

civilian earnings loss suffered by individuals participating in
the Guard/Reserve. The retirement point problem was resolved by
assigning each individual the average number of retirement points
earned by individuals in the same year of service and with tho
same number of years of active service. In addition, some
economic factors based on the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys
could not be assigned a dollar value. For example, it was
possible to determine from the surveys how frequently reservists
lost civilian income due to their reserve obligations, but it was
not possible to determine the actual civilian earnings loss
This
suffered by individual participating in the reserve.
Nethodotly and Date SUrceu
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problem was resolved by assuming a statistical distribution of

losses among Guard/Reserve members in lieu of assigning each
individual an actual loss. Resolving the problm with
retirement points and civilian earnings loss in these ways led to
imprecision in the estimation of the parameters of the retention
model.
Another important limitation was the inability to link

enlistment, reenlistment, and affiliation bonuses with their
recipients. As many as 40 percent of all enlisted National Guard
and Reserve members with less than 10 years of service receive
bonuses. The inability to link such data made it impossible to
identify information about members receiving bonuses. If this
were the only problem with the data, the likely effects of
omitting bonuses from the analysis when calculating the
parameters of the Reserve Dynamic Retention Model are to
underestimate the role of money and overestimate the role of
random disturbances in retention decision-making.
Using the Model for the Design of Alternatives

In any statistical model, a significant movement away from the
status quo gives rise to larger prediction uncertainties than a
small movement in the neighborhood of the status quo. Given this
fact and the preceding discussion on limitations of the Reserve
Dynamic Retention Model, retention predictions under alternative
reserve retirement systems are clearly subject to very large
uncertainties. One cannot place as much confidence in the
model's predictions as one can place in analogous predictions for
the active force using active force data.
It is unknown whether the net effects of all the limitations
cause the retention predictions to over- or underestimate what
the true retention rates would be under alternative retirement
systems. Compared with other, simpler models, the Reserve
Dynamic Retention Model's estimates of the sensitivity of
retention rates to compensation seen about right. If the Reserve
Dynamic Retention Model underestimated pay sensitivity, one could
conclude that the model also underestimates the effects of
changes in retirement benefits. The model predicts changes in
retention rates at six years of service, ranging from 1 to 2
percent in response, to a 10 percent increase in total life cycle
compensation. These numbers are roughly comparable to, if not
higher than, other model's predictions.
l-e high degree of uncertainty about retention rates under
alternative retirement systems carries implications for the
design of retirement system modification.

A system change that

might be desirable if the retention rate predictions were certain
may not be desirable in the presence of a high degree of

uncertainty. Even though the uncertainty means that large overor underestimates of retention rates are equally likely, the
4-24
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costs of under- and overestimated retention rates are not equal.
Overestimating retention rates would lead to unit manning
problems while underestimating would lead to higher than expected
costs. Offsetting the higher costs, e.g. through reduced
accessions or controls on retention, is easier to do in the short
term than offsetting the manning shortages. Because of this cost
asymmetry, reducing retirement benefits is more problematic when
there is high uncertainty about retention rates.
Civilian and Military income Data
Key to the analysis of reserve retirement was establishing the
relative importance of total reserve military income as a
The RAND Corporation,
contribution to total household income.
using the data from the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys, created
variables for civilian income and for related data to be used in
the subsequent analyses. RAND developed a set of rules for
editing, imputing, and correcting the variables to create new,
"clean", total civilian income variables for the reservist and

the spouse. These rules, which were reviewed by DMDC, ensure
consistency within each reservist's data and between data for
reservist and spouse.
It would seem that members whose military income makes up a
large portion of total household income would be more likely to
continue reserve participation than those less dependent on
military income; however, this could not be assumed. Total
military income variables were developed by Computer Based
Systems, Inc. in conjunction with the QRMC and DKDC. CBSI
provided edited, imputed, and corrected the data as necessary to
prepare the variable values for the RAND Corporation.
The civilian income data was crucial to the development of the
RAND Reserve Dynamic Retention Model. From the "clean" data
provided by CBSI, a distribution of civilian pay by years of
military service was established. Through an elaborate heuristic
scheme, this distribution was then incorporated into the
stay/leave equation of the model. A separate analysis of the
civilian income data yielded additional information.
Other analytic cools and models were developed within the 6th
QRMC for the purpose of costing, estimation of retirement points,
inventory projection, and survey regression analysis.

Nothodoty Od Date
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3. K. Chow and J. K. Polich, Models or h First-Tr
Reenlistment Decision, R-2468-NIRAL, The RAND Corporation, 1980;
this analysis is extended in .7.R. Killer, Analysis of SecondTerm RelistRent fehavior, R-2884-MRAL, The RAND Corporation,
1982, pp. 5-8.
2. This section is based on a memorandum to the 6th QmKC
dated April 18, 1988, from Drs G. A. Gotz and N. K. Brauner, The
RAND Corporation.________________________________________I

3. G. A. Gotz and J. J. McCall, A Dynaic Retention Model for
Air Force Officers, R-3028-AF, The RAND Corporation, 1984.
4. Y. Arguden, Personnel Management in the Military: Xffects
of Retirement Policies on thea Retention of Personnel, R-3342-AF,
The RAND Corporation, January 1986.
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The methodology and sources of data used to evaluate the

current reserve retirement system area are covered in the
preceding chapter. Problem areas, conclusions, and the design
and testing of alternatives necessary to resolve identified
problems are also discussed in Chapter 4, as are the analytical
approaches and data associated with these processes.
The purpose of the 6th QRMC review of the reserve retirement
system is to determine whether the current system meets the
objectives for which it was originally designed, and whether the
original objectives are still relevant to reserve service 40
years after enactment. As indicated in Chapter 1, the original
purpose of reserve retirement was to provide "a monetary
incentive for qualified reserve personnel to retain membership
in the reserve components and continue their training." Other
goals of reserve retirement were primarily relevant to members
who had service in World War II.
An essential part of this review is to determine the relative
cost-effectiveness of the present deferred income incentive for
reserve service in support of its objective, particularly as
compared with current compensation incentives and deferred
income alternatives. The intent of this cost analysis is to
determine the most economical means of achieving current and
projected reserve force manpower requirements. The goal of the
6th QRMC has been the completion of an unbiased analysis. The
effects of a perceived or actual loss of benefits on
satisfaction with reserve service, and thus upon retention of
reserve members, have been weighed carefully in the analysis to
the extent that these effects are measurable or can otherwise be
assessed.
Historical criticim

of the Current Svstl

The most extensive review of reserve retirement previously
published was that conducted by the Reserve Compensation System
Study (RCSS).l The RCSS review of reserve retirement was
severely hampered by the lack of available reserve component
data. The Report of the 5th Quadrennial Review of Military
Compensation was devoted in major part to the study of the

uniformed services retirement system.
Anteysts of the Current System and Probtem Identification

By design, however, it
51

did not undertake
comprehensive review of the reserve
retirement system.!
The 5th QRMC report did note the increasing
importance of reserve compensation in support of Total Force
manpower management. It also emphasized the need for better
data on reserve component members and retirees; the difficulty
of tracking individual careers; and the difficulty of employing
analytical models to evaluate the *open" personnel system, with
large numbers of3 lateral gains and losses, that exists in the
reserve forces.
The RCSS -study and other reviews of the reserve retirement
system have noted the following as shortcomings of the system:
"

As a personnel management tool, reserve retirement is
inflexible. The incentive provided for reserve service is
constant in the near term, with the effects of
modifications lagging behind enactment by as much as 40
years. Shifts in the supply and demand for military
manpower resulting from the economic environment, and from
the requirements of changing force structures, require
flexible tools that can have short-term as well as longterm impact on force profiles.

*

Retirement benefits have little value as a recruiting tool.
The average new entrant is not at an age where the prospect
of monetary benefits at age 60 affects the membership
decision.

"

Reserve retirement benefits contribute to an aging reserve
force and to promotion stagnation in the junior officer and
enlisted grades. A corollary criticism is that as the
force ages, the seniority rises, increasing promotion
stagnation and resulting in a shortage of junior officers
and enlisted members.

"

Retirement benefits are inappropriate in a secondary labor
market.

"

Reserve retirement is unnecessarily expensive. Less
expensive alternatives could provide the same incentive for
continued reserve service.

The 6th QRKC began its analysis of the current reserve
retirement system by examining these critiques to establish

their current validity and to determine whether the analysis
would illuminate other areas of concern with the current system.
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no AMroriateness of Retirement for Reservists
The issue of retirement as an appropriate incentive for
part-time reservists is addressed first, since a conclusion that
retirement is inappropriate or unnecessary as an incentive for
reserve service could obviate the need for continued analysis of
the current system. The view that reserve retirement is
inappropriate for the part-time reserve forces centers on a
comparison of the military reserve forces with the civilian
sector secondary labor market, and on the attributes generally
associated with that market. The RCSS concluded that "the
reserve's primary competition for manpower is part-time
employers in the civilian sector" and that "the relationship of
reserve pay to the individual's earnings in primary and
secondary (part-time)
civilian employment is more relevant to
"
reserve manning... 4
In the civilian sector, secondary labor or part-time
employment is normally used in the following circumstances:
0

As a supplement to the full-time force during seasonal
periods of peak activity (e.g., additional retail sales
clerks during the Christmas shopping season).

*

When operating hours or peak demands make the use of
part-time employees cost-effective. This implies that the
learning curve on the tasks to be performed is such that
the savings incurred by using skilled labor with full-time

on-the-job experience is offset by the additional costs
associated with overtime.
*

As a temporary replacement for a full-time employee whose
tasks are routine and must be accomplished on a daily
basis. Examples include the use of temporary secretarial
services during the absence of a full-time secretary.

*

When the nature and structure of the employment lends
itself to the secondary labor market. Examples are the
part-time employment practices of fast food chains,
telephone solicitation firms, and recreational facilities.

In the United States, the primary incentive for workers in the
secondary labor market is supplemental current income. The
secondary market is, for the most part, composed of individuals
seeking to supplement the income derived from their primary
employment; individuals who cannot devote the time required for
full-time employment (students, homemakers, etc.); individuals
between full-time employment (actively seeking full-time
employment); and individuals without the prerequisite skills to
enter the full-time market.

o
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A review of the civilian sector secondary labor market
produces the following conclusions:
*

Undermost circumstances, secondary labor may be obtained
for direct current compensation at levels equivalent to or
below that required for full-time employees.

*

Additional benefits beyond those required by law are not
generally necessary to attract secondary labor.

*

Most secondary employment does not involve the exercise of

managerial or supervisory authority and seldom involves
executive level authority.
0 The secondary labor market does not involve long-term
contracting of individuals for part-time employment.
*

The vast majority of the secondary labor market does not
desire or require a career orientation for any member.

Organizations that recruit entry-level employees from the
secondary market provide career paths for a percentage of these
individuals, but acceptance of that career path typically
results in a primary full-time position with the organization.
The nature of military service in the reserve components does
not fit the pattern of civilian sector secondary labor markets.
Following are the major characteristics of service in the
reserve components that make it diverge from the secondary labor
market in the civilian sector:
" Long-term obligation to serve. The initial obligation
involving active drill and annual training participation
for reserve duty is typically four or six years for new
entrants. A total military service obligation of eight
years is a condition for all new entrants.
Requirement for intensive and lengthy initial training.
All new entrants without prior service must serve a minimum
period of active duty for training, a period ranging from
12 weeks to two years and necessitating a leave of absence
for new members who are employed full-time in the civilian
sector.
" Service in the Selected Reserve requires an annual leave of
absence from primary civilian employment for a minimum of
two weeks for annual training.
*

5-4

Conflicts between primary civilian employment and reserve
service must, by law, be resolved in favor of reserve
service.
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Long-term career orientations are not only encouraged, but
are required for the proper maintenance of reserve
component force structures.
The-requirement to attract individuals with leadership,
managerial, and supervisory level talents is extensive.
The required levels of employment-related experience are
most often not compatible with civilian sector experience.
The Selected Reserve depends heavily on the attraction of
previous full time experience (prior active component
experience) to fill gaps in midcareer personnel and
positions requiring lengthy full time training.
Unlike supplemental employment in the secondary market of
the civilian sector, reserve service carries the potential
for mobilization. This risk, voluntarily assumed by the
reserve component member, is assumed by the member for as
long as the member remains an active, inactive, or retired
member of a reserve component.

In the early 1970s, the Air Force initiated a series of
reserve personnel studies that developed a theory of secondary
labor market participation in relation to the behavior of Air
Force reservists. Subsequent studies, most particularly the
1978 Selected Reserve Bonus Test, found that reservists did not
behave like typical employees in the secondary labor market and
had much lower current income
elasticities than do private
sector part-time employees. 5 A portion of the difference in
current income elasticities may be explained by the contract
nature of reserve service. Based on attitudes toward career
service, reserve retirement, and the role of reserve retiremeat
in the retention decision extracted from the 1986 Reserve
Components Surveys, current income elasticities for reservists
are lowered by the presence of a deferred compensation
incentive. The lower pay elasticities help to stabilize
retention rates during the peaks of private sector economic
cycles.
For these and similar reasons, reserve component service
differs from employment in the civilian sector secondary labor
market. The reserve components compete in this market for a
significant percentage of their junior enlisted members and the
compensation system incorporates appropriate monetary incentives
to attract these individuals (bonuses and educational benefits).
The officer corps and the noncommissioned officer corps more
closely resemble the professional, career-oriented, primary
labor market and require appropriate compensation incentives to
retain these members. Deferred income is necessarily an
alternative in a primary labor market, and therefore is
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appropriate as an incentive for career reserve service, if it
produces the desired quality and quantity of personnel in the
most cost-effective manner.
There are several sources of empirical evidence to support the
conclusion that reserve retirement is not only an appropriate,
but a necessary incentive: the historical retention of reserve
component members prior to the enactment of reserve retirement;
the continuation rates experienced after enactment of reserve
retirement, particularly rates in the All-Volunteer Force era
that show the increasing pull of retirement after eight years of
service for both officers and enlisted members; and DoD surveys,
especially the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys. Because of the
low income elasticities for the current compensation of reserve
members, significant current compensation increases would be
required to retain reservists with the desired qualifications
and skills through the years of service required to meet
technical and leadership requirements. The surveys indicate the
strong pull of social and patriotic incentives among reserve
participants. In the view of the 6th QRMC, the career service
aspects of reserve retirement support and strengthen these
incentives for reserve service.
Deferred income incentives become more important as the
individual member increases in age, with corollary increases in
civilian employment responsibility and taxable income. The
following discussion of private sector pensions correlates with
observed behavior within the reserve components:
The pattern of pension coverage across different age
groups suggests that over time workers gradually sort
themselves into jobs with pensions.
Only about a
quarter
of
workers
between
ages
16
and
24
covered
by pensions. Pension coverage rises to 50 are
percent
for
those between 25 and 34; it is slightly above 60
percent for all older workers.
Other things being
equal, the odds of being covered are 13 percentage
points higher for 25- to 34-year-olds and 20 to 24
percentage points higher for 35- to 64-year-olds than
for 16- to 24-year-olds. Although patterns within a
cohort over time may be quite different from across
cohort patterns, they suggest the possibility that if
a worker is not covered by a pension by the time he
reaches the 35-64 age group, given the low turnover
rates among older workers, there is a good chance he
never will be covered.
Because of the favorable tax treatment of pensions, it
should come as no surprise that pension coverage is
also strongly correlated with average hourly earnings.
The coverage rate for workers earning less than $4 an
hour is a mere 13 percent in contrast to coverage
6th QRMC Report - VoIUmO 11

rates above 70 percent for those earning $10 an hour
or more.
Most of this difference cannot be explained
by other factors, as indicated by the probit results. 6
Pension benefits increase in value to the individual as total
taxable income rises, and as the individual increases in age.
Considering that reserve income is taxed at the individual

marginal tax rate as opposed to the average on full time
civilian income, the use of deferred income as a midcareer
retention incentive provides a positive tax advantage, and,
therefore, greater value to the individual than the after tax
discounted present value of retired pay would provide in current
compensation. This indicates that, within limits, deferred
compensation can be a more cost-effective retention incentive
than the discounted present value of retirement in current
compensation. The cost of replacing reserve retirement with
current compensation alternatives is discussed in detail later
in this chapter.
Analysis of the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys indicates that
reserve retirement benefits are a major contribution to
individual career decisions. Sixty-three percent of all
officers report a very high probability of'remaining in the
reserve components until qualified for retirement, with another
18 percent reporting a good probability. only 7 percent report
that they most likely will not stay until qualified for
retirement. Sixty-four percent of enlisted members currently
not qualified for retirement will stay until they qualify, with
another 25 percent reporting that they are not sure, as opposed
to only 6 percent of enlisted members who report they will not
stay until eligible for retirement. While some of the above
members will not stay through retirement due to external events
(civilian employment transfers, family and job pressure, and
other random shocks), the expressed attitudes indicate an
increasing willingness to remain in service. This should expand
the midcareer personnel pool, allowing the reserve components to
implement retention policies that favor the reserve components,
rather than having to recruit to meet midcareer manpower levels.
The reserve retirement program also affects midcareer
retention decisions. Another survey question asked respondents
to indicate the extent to which their most recent retention
decision was affected by the ability to earn credit toward
reserve retirement benefits. The survey indicates that 62
percent of officers and 50 percent of enlisted members consider
reserve retirement a major contributor to the retention
decision. Another 24 percent of the officers and 22 percent of
enlisted members report that reserve retirement is a moderate
consideration in the retention decision (as opposed to a minor
consideration or not a consideration). Given these attitudes,
and data from the survey that indicates that members of the
reserve components are more likely to be covered by a
Analysis of the Current $yet"
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nonmilitary pension plan through civilian employment than the

general population, it may be concluded that, on average,
members of the reserve components value retirement benefits
higher than the general population. 7 Further information on the
Surveys and the relative importance of reserve retirement to
reservists and their spouses as compared with other compensation
elements is in Appendix H.
The initial results of the RAND Reserve Dynamic Retention
Model indicate that, with elimination of reserve retirement as a
career incentive, the Selected Reserve could not maintain its
required manpower force structures and would lose critical
experience. Although the analysis indicates it is possible that
retirement could be replaced with current income incentives,
estimates based on the RAND model indicate that it could not be
accomplished at less cost and with equal effectiveness in the
retention of high quality members or in the maintenance of
required manpower force structures over the long term.
A recent study8 of the effects of pensions on the performance
of private sector firms presents the first empirical evidence
that the rate of profits among firms is not effected by the
existence of a pension. The study concluded that there is no
empirical evidence that other forms of compensation decrease in
the presence of a pension and were unable to find any direct
effects of pensions on labor productivity. The most likely
reasons why profitability is not reduced despite the added costs
of pensions and the lack of direct productivity effects are
suggested to be the indirect productivity effects of improved
capability to meet manpower objectives. "These objectives are
to reduce turnover during most of the employee's work life and
to increase retirement rates among older workers." 9 The result
is lower accession and training costs, and increased experience
levels. The increased average wage rates associated with an
increase in the experience level may be offset in part by the
ability to encourage retirement at the optimal age for
occupation and industry.
Thus it appears that pensions can benefit a corporation by
reducing recruiting and training costs, and retaining midcareer
experience. However, pensions that increase compensation beyond
the marginal product of labor in the later years can reduce
attrition to an undesirable level that results in inefficient
retirement decisions and, therefore, stagnation at the junior
levels. Pensions are an appropriate form of compensation for
firms desiring a career force, so long as the value of future
increases in pension benefits is less than or equal to the
marginal product of labor at the point where retirement is
desired by the employer. While the length of service and age
profiles desired by private firms are unlikely to parallel those
of the active or reserve components (due to requirements for
youth and vigor in the military), the principle with respect to
5-8
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the effects of a pension plan on retirement remains the same.
Indeed, it seems clear that the very low requirement in either
the active or reserve force for the lateral entry of individuals
without prior military training and experience make the
application of this principle both more effective and more
essential.
It is clear that current members value their future retirement
entitlement highly. The career nature of reserve service,
coupled with the attitudes of members with regard to service and
the related compensation entitlements, establishes that deferred
compensation is an appropriate benefit for extended reserve
service. It does not, however, answer the question as to
whether or not the system can be modified to achieve increased
cost-effectiveness.
Reserve Retirement as a Recruiting Tool
In the past, the value of reserve retirement as a recruiting
tool has been argued pro and con based on hypothetical
suppositions. Full-time reserve recruiters have acknowledged
the benefit of reserve retirement as a motivator for initial
enlistment; while critics point to the low retention rates
associated with members who have less than six years of service,
citing this as evidence that reserve retirement is not a
motivator for junior officers and enlisted members. Critics of
the system argue that benefits 40 years in the future have
little value to junior members, who are more concerned with
current compensation. Further, these same critics point out
that most senior members, let alone junior members, have little
concept of the actual value of reserve retirement.
It is true that in a rational man model, which assumes that
decisions are made on the present value of all benefits, the
discounted value of reserve retirement over 40 years will have
little effect on the decision if the same discount rate is
applied to both deferred compensation and current compensation.
However, the relative value of reserve retirement increases
dramatically as the member approaches retirement qualification.
Further, data provided by the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys
coupled with the results of the 6th QRMC unit visit program
indicates that members may typically apply a different, and
signif.cantly lower, discount rate to retirement benefits than
they apply to current compensation.
Responses to a survey question dealing with the contribution
of retirement credit toward the latest retention decision (see
Figures 5-1 and 5-2) for officers and enlisted members are
divided into six categories of personnel: members with five or
less years of service who entered with no previous military
experience, members with five or less years of service who have
had previous military experience, members with 6 to 11 years of
Analysis of the Current System and ProbLem Identification
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service, members with 12 to 19 years of service, members with 20
to 29 years of service vho are not yet eligible for retirement,
and members with 20 to 29 years of service who are already
eligible for retirement. The results indicate that retirement
benefits contribute significantly more to the retention
decisions of junior officers and enlisted members than would be
expected based on the present economic value of reserve retired
These figures further illustrate the increased value of
pay.
reserve retirement in recruiting members with prior service and
in retaining all members beyond six years of service.
Although the evidence supports a conclusion that reserve
retirement is an excellent retention tool for members with prior
service and is also valuable in recruitment, the question of low
retention rates among junior members must still be addressed.
As discussed in the first section of this chapter, reserve
component service is not typical of the secondary labor market.
Analysis of models of the intent to remain in the reserve
components from the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys using
regression and logit regression techniques applied by
Syllogistics, Inc. (Appendix I) indicate the importance of
retirement in the reenlistment or career (intent to stay until
retirement) decision. These models use intent to remain until
qualified for retirement as a dependent variable. If retirement
benefits are entered into the models as an independent variable,

with intent to reenlist and stay until retirement as the
dependent variable, the impact of retirement benefits is highly
positive and significant.
The results of the 1986 Reserve Components Survey correlate
with the effects of pensions in the private sector. The "tax"
imposed by separation prior to vesting of pension benefits is
negligible to members in the early years of service with small
retirement point accumulations. As the member gains in years of
service, experience, and retirement credit, the present value of
future retirement benefits (conversely the "tax") increases
until the member cannot "afford" to leave prior to vesting.
It is recognized, however, that the reserve components compete
in the secondary labor market for initial entry officers and
enlisted members without prior active service. For enlisted
members, educational benefits rank higher in the intent to
reenlist decision than does supplemental civilian pay. This
would suggest that more than the secondary labor incentive of
additional current income is required to recruit and retain
junior members.

Analysis of the Current System and Probtem Identification
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The low retention and high attrition rates among junior
members may be explained by several factors:
0

A large percentage of junior members consider reserve

service a a second job, for the purpose of supplementing
present income only. These mmbers would tend to depart
when primary sources of income exceed present needs or when
the present income derived from reserve service no longer
exceeds
the valueofof
the tie used by reserve service
(characteristic
the secondary labor market).
0

Many junior members enter reserve service for educational
benefits and depart service once the obligatory period of
service for receipt of those benefits is complete.

.

The reserve components do not desire to maintain all
individuals recruited on a career path. The majority of
reservists are not expected to remain in service through
retirement eligibility, nor would required military force

structures support the retention of all members for 20
years of service.
Two components, the Army National Guard and the Army Reserve,
together representing almost two-thirds of the Selected Reserve,
desire that 56 percent of the enlisted force and 28 percent of
the officer force be in the junior grades with less than six
years of service at any time (Appendix F, Objective Manpower
Force Structures). The required turnover in personnel to
maintain proper force structure balance accounts for a large
percentage of losses of junior members (although clearly not for
the unacceptably high rate of unprogrammed early attrition).
The conclusion here is that, while reserve retirement is not a
primary recruiting tool for initial periods of service, it is an
added incentive for initial membership that assists in meeting
recruiting goals. Reserve retirement represents the single most
important factor in the retention of members beyond the initial
periods of obligation, and it is the primary incentive to
attract prior active component experience to the reserve
components.
This analysis indicates that reserve retirement is of little
value as a recruiting tool for entrants without prior active
component service. However, junior members without prior
service do consider reserve retirement as a major benefit. We
conclude that the major value of reserve retirement is as a
retention tool for career service, and as a recruiting tool for
members with prior active service experience.
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Reserve Rtirnt

a Retention Tool

As previously indicated, the primary purpose for the enactment
of reserve retirement was an an incentive for continued

membership and training in the reserve components--retention.
Analysis of the current system indicates that reserve retirement
does provide the incentive for which it was designed. Analysis
further indicates that not only does reserve retirement provide
an incentive to retain membership through qualification, it
provides no incentive to discontinue active reserve
participation after qualification for retirement and prior to

age 60. The QRMC analysis indicates that, absent the general
use of mandatory separation programs, the incentives of the
current reserve retirement system contribute to an aging reserve
force and to the dissatisfaction of qualified midlevel members
created by corollary promotion stagnation due to the rising

seniority of members.
Again, these problems are not unique to military retirement
systems. One study of civilian pension plans found that

deferred compensation results in underpayment relative to the
marginal product of labor in the early years of service, and
overpayment in the later years. 1 0 The overpayment in the later
years provides an increased incentive to remain in service,
resulting in less efficient separation decisions. Two solutions
to this problem have been employed in the civilian sector:
* Mandatory separation. The use of mandatory separation
removes the incentive to remain.
* Early retirement provisions.
The use of either of these options can have undesired effects
unless compensation and manpower programs are successfully
integrated. Mandatory separation provisions that are
inadequately supported by compensation policies can result in a
perceived reduction in the value of deferred compensation or a
perception of inequitable treatment, both of which may reduce
the desired retention -Pfects of the system. In 1985, for
example, the Coast Guard Reserve implemented a mandatory
separation policy for retirement eligible enlisted reservists
with long service. The objective was to achieve a better rix of
youth and experience and to reduce serious problems with
promotion stagnation. The reaction of one Coast Guardsman,
provided in response to the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys, was
disappointment:
Growing older has never bothered me until the recent
notice regarding forced retirement upon attaining 30
years' of service from pay base date. I have never
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regretted that decision, but I am disappointed that I
Vill not be able to remain in the reserve until ago 60
as I 1iad planned.
A Naval Reservist responded to a similar change in Naval Reserve
policy as follows:
The Navy is pushing me aside and all the benefits I

worked and sacrificed for all these years are pulled
out from under me.
I have three children, two in
college and a
private

high

13

year old who will be going to a
. .
.
.
I think you can

school

understand how
reserve pay and loss of exchange
privileges
is sothe
important at this period of my life.
I worked for it.
Yet individuals who came to the
reserve when things were convenient or provided them
shelter from conditions, who are older and less
experienced, can stay because they will not reach 30

years ever or by the time they are 60 and reap the
benefits of retirement instantly.
Mandatory separation policies significantly increase the
ability of the reserve components to manage the senior levels of
the force, but coupled with the current reserve retirement
system can and do engender similar reactions from those who are
not retained. This can obviously also affect the retention
selection process, although the QRMC had no way of assessing the
degree or extent ef such effects.
If the value of early retirement benefits increases the value
of retirement so that the compensation (both current and
deferred) from staying is equal to or less than the value of
separation alternatives, individual may choose to leave earlier
than desired. Hence it is important to set the incentive so as
to encourage the desired behavior at the career point intended.
If the current reserve retirement system was altered to offer an
early retirement-benefit that exceeded the value of continued
service, many members would leave at the point where the early
retirement benefits exceeded the value of remaining.
At the other extreme, the QRNC analysis indicates that
deferred income currently provides the differential in pay
required to attract and retain midcareer members in the reserve
coaponents. However, the current reserve retirement system
makes the value of continued service after vesting far outweigh
the vmlue of separation prior to mandatory separation or age 60.
The continuation of personnel beyond the desired tenure in
office results ina buildup of personnel in the junior grades
awaiting promotion. Since promotion is the primary means of
varying current compensation among reservists, promotion
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stagnation decreases the relative value of reserve compensation,

causing some members whom the reserve components might desire to
retain to depart immediately on vesting.
While promotion stagnation and the resulting loss of midcareer
members clearly presents a current and continuing problem for
the reserve components, the consequences of an aging force are
more difficult to evaluate. There are many reasons for the
reserve components to maintain members in an active status
beyond qualification for retirement:
*

A small percentage of senior members (generally pay grades
E9 and 06 and above) are required to fill key supervisory,
management and leadership positions within the reserve
components.

*

Certain classes of members, those with highly technical
skills in particular, gain valuable experience through long
years of service; experience that is not always easily
replaced.

I

Certain classes of members possess skills that not only

improve with age and experience, but initial training costs
are very high. Aviators are representative of this class
of members. For the Air Force, pilot turnover at initial
retirement qualification would mean losing- pilots still at
the peak of their efficiency, and could result in higher
training costs associated with weapon system training and
qualification.

The result of these requirements for senior members is that
the reserve components must not only identify classes of
personnel for retention, but must target specific individuals
within all classes. Class retention and management may be best
accomplished through bonuses and special incentive pays, as well
as blanket exceptions to separation policies. Efficient
individual retention is much more difficult under the current
reserve compensation system and manpower policies. The most
frequent result is that too many personnel are retained for too
long, resulting in an aging reserve force.
Logistics Management Institute (LMI) conducted an analysis of
the present age of Selected Reservists. Their findings indicate
that the age-critical assignments requiring youth and vigor
(infantry and other related combat arms) are fairly well
managed, with current mean ages exceeding the active component
counterparts by approximately two years. Older personnel are
normally in positions of greater importance, where age is less
critical than experience and expertise. However, LMI, as their
analysis states, made no attempt to project the current force
profiles into the future, nor did they make observations based
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on current retention trends. Their analysis, which is
essentially a static picture of the Selected Reserve in Kay
1987, is presented in Appendix J.

Appendix C provides graphical presentations of the reserve
components by age and years of service. The six-year trends
indicate a substantial increase in

senior members for all

components with the exception of Marine Corps Reserve enlisted
members. Further analysis using the RAND Reserve Policy
Screening Model (Appendix G) indicates that the aging and
seniority trends will continue after the present hump of
members, currently centering around age 41 and attributed to the
Vietnam conflict, moves through the system. Analysis of the
component objective force structures (Appendix F) indicates
that, without intervention (increased voluntary or mandatory
separation), actual retention of senior members as currently
projected will be far greater than desired retention.
High continuation rates beyond 20 years of service in the
reserve components are due to the following factors:
*

The 1986 Reserve Components Surveys indicate that 19
percent of officers with more than 20 years of service (26
percent of the officer corps has in excess of 20 years of
service) are not yet retirement-eligible. Enlisted members
with more than 20 years of service represent 9 percent of
the total enlisted force, with some 25 percent of those
members reporting they are not yet retirement-eligible.
Analysis of survey data indicates that reserve component
members who pursue reserve component careers tend toward
civilian employment and lifestyles that support and
encourage reserve component membership. Some members may
migrate toward occupations that provide opportunities for
reserve participation. More important, however, is that
long-term retention is related to the original civilian
career choice. Less than 20 percent of junior members are
employed full-time by federal, state or local governments,
while in excess of 46 percent of senior members are
government employees. The numbers are even more
significant
when self-employed
educators
are
included. Attitudes
of spouses members
toward and
Selected
Reserve
service improve as seniority rises. It is clear that
members who remain through retirement eligibility have
normally found ways to reduce conflicts or otherwise
accommodate reserve component membership to their family or
employer.
Observations made during the 6th QRMC unit visit program
indicate that many senior members have become dependent on
reserve current income at about the time of retirement
eligibility. Many members pointed out that retirement
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qualification at 20 years of service coincides with the
beginning of college education for children, which
increases family expenses.
Unlike the active component retirement system, there is no
concurrent sacrifice of income or benefits associated with
continued membership after retirement eligibility and prior
to age 60. In fact, the current system creates an anomaly,
in that a member actually sacrifices income and benefits if
retired or separated prior to age 60.
Figures C-34 through C-37 in Appendix C provide 6-year trends
on retirements, separations, and transfers to an inactive status
of Selected Reserve members with more than 20 years of service.
The conclusion drawn from these trends is that the vast majority
of Selected Reservists do not depart active Selected Reserve
membership after achieving retirement eligibility until forced
into separation by the actions of selective retention boards,
statutory limits on service for officers, or reaching age 60,
which is the age of earliest eligibility to draw retired pay
(see the introduction to Appendix C).
It is significant to note that over 80 percent of retirementeligible enlisted and 60 percent of retirement-eligible officers
listed retirement benefits as a major contributor to their most
recent decision to remain in the reserve components. Figure 5-3
presents a graphic representation of the effects on the eventual
retirement annuity of continued Selected Reserve service after
retirement eligibility. Although this example uses a member in
pay grade 05, similar results occur for all grades. Not only
does continued service provide continued current income and
benefits, but it can provide substantial increases in the
retired pay annuity, especially for promotion-eligible members.
Again, there is no concurrent sacrifice of benefits associated
with continued membership after retirement eligibility and prior
to age 60.
Reserve retirement works well as an incentive to draw
qualified junior members into reserve careers, as well as to
attract and retain active service experience for the reserve
components. Figures 5-4 and 5-5 depict the 1986 force profile
continuation rates by year-of-service cell for officer and
enlisted members. These rates are displayed by component and
for the total Selected Reserve. Analysis indicates that
continuation rates have been stable over the last four years,
and that, barring major policy changes, these rates will
continue for the near future, given no large modifications to
selected reserve endstrengths.
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FIGURE 6-3

The effectd on both reserve retirement and current policies
that limit service are readily apparent in the graphs of
continuation rates (this analysis uses the DoD rates; the
effects ok lndividual policies of different components are
reflected in the component lines).
Contihuation rates for commissioned officers begin a
gradual rise after f3vb to seven years of service (the
career decision point). The rates remain high until 20
year of service or retirement eligibility, where a decrease
occurs. The decrease represents the separation of members
who have continued membership primarily for the purpose of
vesting retireent beneftts. Other apparent effects of
policies include the mandatory release of officers with 28
yeatis of service (30 years of service for pay grade 06),
and the gradual decline of retention approaching 40 years
of service and age 60.

The enlisted continuation rates emphasize the effects of
rederve retirement on retention even more dramatically than
does the officer profile. Immediately after the career
decision at four to six years of service (end of the first
period of obligatory service), continuation rates rise
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rapidly until 18 years of service. They then drop sharply
toward 20 years of service (correlation with survey data
indicates that RCCPDS may fail to pick up a prior active

service enlisted members' initial years of service in a
regular component, accounting for the decrease at 18 years

of service rather than 20 years of service).
For enlisted
members, who have no statutory limit on service other than
age 60, continuation rates stabilize between 85 and 90
percent through 28 years of service (30 years of service if
RCCPDS has failed to record initial periods of service in a
regular component) and average 80 percent or better to 38
(40) years of service (approximately age 60 if breaks in
membership and unrecorded prior service are accounted for).
Although the continuation rate profiles indicate an immediate
drop in the continuation rate at 20 years of service (which
implies that some members do perform self-selection out of the
reserve components at retirement qualification), several
important explanatory variables exist: the existence of nonpay
billets in the Selected Reserve; the retention of twice-passedover officers in pay grade 04 through retirement qualification;
and the actions of members with large accumulations of points
from extended active duty.
For some of these latter members, the primary motivation for
continued service is retirement qualification. The discounted
value of increased retirement benefits, without the addition of
current income, is normally not enough to overcome the value of
the time consumed by reserve service after retirement
qualification.
Figures 5-6 and 5-7 present the cumulative continuation rates
for reserve component service. The line essentially represents
the probability of continued active reserve component membership
from initial entry with less than one year of service. An
individual who enters active reserve service after the first
year of service would have a 100 percent probability of
continued service at the point of entry, declining by the
cumulative continuation rates beyond the entry point. The
inflection point in the DoD (and component) curves represents
the career decision point and the beginning of reserve
retirement as a primary motivator for continued reserve service
(seven to eight years of service for commissioned officers, and
five to seven years of service for enlisted members).
The conclusion that can be drawn from the analysis implies
that the stabilization of the career force from the inflection
point to 20 years of service is the direct result of the
requirement for 20 satisfoctory years of service to vest reserve
retirement benefits. Changes in the years of service required
for vesting would have two potential effects:
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* An outward shift in the years-of-service requirement (to
more than 20 years of service) would shift the inflection
point downward and to the right, decreasing the probability
of continued service, but extending service for those
members who do continue and currently separate or transfer
to an inactive status immediately after qualification. The
net result would be fewer retirees with greater retired
income.
# An inward shift in the years-of-service requirement
(earlier vesting) would shift the inflection point upward
(it is unlikely the inflection point would move to the left
due to service obligations). The upward shift would
increase the probability of continued reserve service,
increasing the number of midcareer members, and increasing
the number of separations and transfers occurring at the
vesting point. The net result would be a larger number of
retirees with smaller average pensions.
0 A shift in either direction would affect personnel turnover
and therefore the requirement for initial entry accessions.
The outward shift would decrease early retention, shifting
the requirement for early accessions upward, increasing the
reserve component initial entry training base and
associated costs. The inward shift would have the opposite
affect on the training base, but would increase the
attraction of reserve retirement to current active
component members, and therefore, concurrently increase the
active component initial entry training base.
While a shift in the years-of-satisfactory-service requirement
for reserve retirement could provide beneficial effects on the
retention of midcareer reservists, and consequently enhance the
value of retirement as a retention tool in the reserve
components, a shift cannot be justified in terms of cost to the
Total Force without a concurrent shift in the active component
vesting requirement.
A useful tool in the analysis of the retention effects of
retirement on the reserve components is a comparison between the
effects of the active duty retirement system and reserve
retirement. Figures 5-8 and 5-9 present reserve component and
DoD Selected Reserve total continuation rates as a percent of
the comparable active component and the DoD aggregate active
component continuation rates (active component continuation
rates were provided by DMDC).
For the most part, commissioned officer continuation rates lag
behind those of the active components through 20 years of
service. The effects of active duty policies can be seen in the
DoD aggregate line at five years of service (the completion of
obligatory service for academy graduates, and the end of the
$-2
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competitive voluntary indefinite screening process for reserve
members on extended active duty), and 12 years of service (final
opportunity for promotion to pay grade 04 and augmentation into
the regular component). Reserve officer continuation rates are
dramatically higher after 20 years of service, reflecting the
financial incentive associated with continued reserve service as
opposed to the concurrent sacrifice of retired pay associated
with continued active component service after retirement
qualification.
The depiction of enlisted reserve component continuation rates
as a percent of the rates for the corresponding active component
explicitly displays the end of first-term commitments (three to
four years of service for the active component, and four to six
years of service for the reserve components. Beyond this point,
reserve enlisted continuation rates lag behind those of the
active components, displaying the same trends as reserve officer
continuation rates.
Reserve retirement is an excellent retention tool for the
reserve components. It is also the primary incentive to attract
active component experience to the Selected Reserve, experience
that would otherwise be lost to the Total Force. Further, it
assists the active components in the maintenance of desired
active manpower force structures by providing an alternate means
of vesting active component service in a military retirement
system. Without such an incentive, it is doubtful that the
active components could maintain the numbers of midcareer
personnel that they require, members who are not expected to
qualify for active component retirement.
The 20-year requirement for vesting creates some minor
problems that cannot be corrected through modification of the
vesting requirement without a concurrent modification to the
active component system. The elimination of retirement as a
benefit for reservists would severely hamper the retention of
midcareer reservists (as well as midcareer active component
members) and the attraction of active component experience to
the reserve components.
The analysis of reserve retirement as a retention tool
highlights several problems with the current system:
*

The present reserve retirement system contributes to an
aging force. This results from the lack of benefits prior
to age 60 and the lack of a concurrent sacrifice of
benefits for continued service.

* The current system contributes to promotion stagnation and
dissatisfaction with promotion opportunity in the junior
grades. Coinciding with the effects of aging are the
effects of increasing seniority among reserve component
5-24
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members. As members increase in seniority beyond 20 years
of service and are not promoted, separated, or retired, the
members continue to hold billets that prevent junior
members from being promoted. As the system backs up,
junior members separate at a higher rate, increasing
personnel turnover and related costs.
While some part of this problem could be corrected through the
action of selected retention boards or high tenure policies,
these policies have been used by the reserve components for many
years and the problem continues to grow worse. Further, due to
the percentage of personnel beyond 20 years of service who are
not yet retirement-eligible, it is likely that forced reductions
in senior grades would eliminate some of the wrong personnel. A
desirable alternative to the current system would produce the
following results:
* Continued high retention of midcareer personnel
* Continued support of required active component force
structures, and the continued attraction to the reserve
components of members with prior active component
experience
* Support of current and projected objective reserve
component force structures. Methods of support include
support for selective retention policies by providing an
incentive for continuous performance of satisfactory years
through 20 years of service, and an increasing incentive
for self-selection out of active membership from 20 through
30 years of service for personnel without promotion
potential or critical skills.
0

Attention to the issue of lack of concurrent sacrifice of
benefits for continued service, as well as the lack of
benefits prior to age 60 ("Gray Area Retirees").

Incorporating the ability to produce these results into an
alternative reserve retirement system would address several
a system
It would
system.
of the current
of personnel
to the
needs produce
and flexible
~that criticisms
is effective
management and address the issues of an aging force and
promotion stagnation in a manner than can be somewhat tailored
to the separate needs of the individual components.
The Cost of Reserve Retirement
As discussed in Chapter 3, the cost of reserve retirement is
relative to the expense of maintaining appropriate active and
reserve component force profiles in the absence of reserve
retirement. Critiques of the costs of reserve retirement have
Analysis of the Current System and Problem Identification
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often viewed retirement costs in isolation from the associated
costs of personnel turnover in both the active and reserve

components. 1 1 Further, these critiques have used the current
and near-term projected outlays to retirees as the basis of
their conclusion.

The analysis of the 6th QRMC examines the cost of the system
from a position relative to the associated costs of increased
personnel turnover, and relative to the present value of future
benefits for the following reasons:
*

Current and near-term federal outlays cannot be reduced by
modification of the system without reducing the benefits of
currently retired and retirement-eligible personnel.
Current and near-term outlays (through the year 2028 at
minimum) represent sunk costs to the Federal Government.

*

DoD contributions to the Trust Fund represent the accruing
value of retirement benefits earned in the fiscal year of
appropriation. Any modification to the system will show
immediate effects in these DoD contributions, to the extent
(weight) that members currently in an active status are
affected by the modification. An example of this is the
affect of high-three averaging and the CPI minus 1 percent
method of adjusting retired pay. Although all current
members who were members prior to enactment were
grandfathered under the system that then affected them, the
normal cost percentage has reduced proportionate to the
weight of the active members covered by the new system.
Outlays, on the other hand, will not decrease until the
first members affected by each new system reach 60 years of
age (unless an earlier payment is enacted).

Retirement systems increase retention and reduce turnover.
They also can encourage separation from active participation at
career points considered optimum to meet manpower force
objectives. The current reserve retirement clearly serves as an
incentive that increases personnel retention. The costeffectiveness of reserve retirement is directly related to the
increases in costs associated with changes in personnel turnover
and to alternative retention incentives that would occur in the
absence or modification of reserve retirement benefits.
For example, if the elimination of reserve retirement
decreased career retention, the cost-effectiveness of reserve
retirement as an incentive would be related to the following:
the increase in recruiting costs associated with higher
personnel turnover; the increase in initial entry training costs
and professional education required to fill positions vacated at
a faster pace; the increase in current compensation bonuses
required to attract members to longer periods of service; the
increase in special incentive pays associated with highly
5-26
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technical skills in demand in the civilian market (aviation
career pay); and the increase in incentives to draw active
component experience, both officer and enlisted, into the
reserve components.
An added factor, much more difficult to estimate, is the value
provided to active component manpower programs-by the existence
of a system of reserve retirement. This value is difficult to
capture, but the existence of reserve retirement now provides
the only way for members who embark on an active component
military career but are unable to complete 20 years of active
service to vest their military retirement. This has value to
both the active component member and to force managers,
particularly in times of significant reduction in active
military strengths. It has value to the Total Force in that
military experience lost to the active components during a
reduction in force is much more likely to be retained in the
reserve than it would be without reserve retirement.
Substantial reserve retirement system changes that grandfather
current members will affect manpower force structures in the
long term. The first effects will not be felt for six to eight
years after enactment, and may take 30 to 40 years to mature.

The effec *s of minor change may not be felt for 20 years or
more. Reductions in benefits such as high-three averaging or
adjustment of retired pay using the CPI minus 1 percent formula
are changes for which it may take longer to accurately gauge
effects. This is due to the complexity of the reserve
retirement system, and current members lack of ability to
estimate the true present value of retirement benefits 30 to 40
years in the future. The total reduction in value of reserve
retirement of these two changes from the system applicable to
members who first entered military service prior to September 8,
1980, is 18 percent. Effects of this reduction are unknown at
this time because members affected by high-three averaging are,
at most, in their seventh year of service, while members
affected by high-three averaging and CPI minus 1 are in their
first or second year of service. The lack of change in the
reserve retirement system makes the modeling of effects of
change in the retirement system on force structure a difficult
task at best.
Using the RAND models to estimate the effects of elimination
of reserve retirement on reserve component force structures
indicates that required accessions would increase from a low of
5 percent for Air National Guard enlisted members to a high of
12 percent for Army Reserve enlisted members. It is important
to note here that the RAND models do not have the capability to
estimate accessions under varying compensation and supply
scenarios. The model assumes that accessions are available, but
cannot estimate the level of bonuses or other compensation that
may be required to obtain the necessary accessions. It does
Anatysts of the Current Syste
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predict the number of accessions required to meet overall
numerical objectives by estimating the effects of compensation
changes on the retention of members after they have joined.

Two problems with this assumption are immediately apparent:
the declining pool of service eligible population in the United
States, and the ability to attract the required numbers of
individuals with prior active component experience in the

absence of a reserve retirement system. Beyond this, any
increase in the size of the reserve components will not only
require accessions on the margin, but will require additional
percentage increases in accessions to maintain strengths in the
face of reduced retention from elimination of reserve retirement
or reduction in its value.
The current limit of the models in projecting force structures
is Fiscal Year 2014, not far enough in the future to discern the
full effects on force structure that would ensue from a change
of this nature. The projected trend that would result from
elimination of reserve retirement, even assuming increased
current compensation necessary to maintain strength, is toward a
junior force with reductions not only in the percentage of long
service members but also in the percentage of midcareer members.
The model does not capture the effects of the elimination of
retirement on quality retention of personnel with current
compensation alternatives to reserve service, nor does it
consider the role of reserve retirement in the attraction of
prior active component experience.
Using the models, and controlling for constant accessions
between the current system and an elimination alternative, RAND
estimates that it would require an average increase of between
12 and 17 percent (depending on component) in after-tax pay to
offset the elimination of reserve retirement and hold accessions
constant. This increase is based on 1986 reserve pay and
assumes annual inflation adjustments equal to the CPI. While
the number of accessions is constant with the current trends
assuming no growth in the reserve components, the additional
current income that would be required does not include other
associated costs of the elimination of the current reserve
retirement system. The following is a brief summary of the
range of effects that would result assuming elimination of
reserve retirement in Fiscal Year 1988 with all current members
grandfathered in the system they were under when the change
occurred:
*
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Accruals payments in the DoD budget would immediately be
reduced, covering only the future costs of members
grandfathered under the current systems. Accrual payments
would continue through Fiscal Year 2018.
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0

Outlays from the military retirement fund to current
retirees and grandfathered members would remain the same as
outlays for the current systems until Fiscal Year 2026.
Outlays would begin to decrease in Fiscal Year 2026, but
they would not have reached zero by Fiscal Year 2063, the
last year of available actuarial projections.

0

Initial entry training costs would rise due to increase
accession requirements and a larger proportion of
accessions who have no prior service. An unknown cost is
associated with the ability to attract prior active
component experience in the absence of reserve retirement.
The ability to achieve accessions necessary to meet
endstrengths is unknown, but would be a significant
potential problem.

0 Estimates of
include only
incentive to
increases in
*

the increase in current compensation costs
those required to provide an economic
remain once in service, they do not include
recruiting costs or accession incentives.

The model does not account for personnel quality in
retention. In the absence of a retirement system with
vesting requirements, members whose alternatives to reserve
service would produce a higher return than the increases in
current compensation would be expected to separate; the
penalty of lost retirement benefits would have been
removed.

The increased current compensation is not a constant
percentage per individual, but rather an estimate of the total
value of additional retention incentives required. Time and
experimentation would be required to determine the appropriate
career points and amounts that would have to be applied. Since
total outlays for current compensation would increase
significantly, and outlays for reserve retirement would not
begin to decline from the levels that would be experienced with
no change for nearly 40 years, there would be very great
increases in total outlays attributable to reserve manpower over
a very long period.
Whether the eventual costs of reserve manpower would be
reduced is more difficult to judge. The required increases in
reserve compensation after taxes, as estimated by the RAND
model, range from 12 to 17 percent depending on component. For
the purposes of evaluation, an average increase of 15 percetit in
after tax take home pay is assumed. The increases are based on
1986 levels of reserve take home pay, and assume that pay will
be adjusted by the CPI in the future. In January of 1988,
inactive duty pay for reservists was subjected to FICA
withholding, and the Department of Defense was required to pay
the employer's share of FICA tax on IDT pay. Coupled with a 4.1
Analr|y
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percent rise in the CPI for 1987, reserve IDT take home pay
suffered an approximate 9 percent loss in value in January 1988

after accounting for the 2 percent raise in basic pay granted by
Congress.
For purposes of this analysis, it is assumed that the
increases in basic compensation will be distributed among
midcareer and senior members. For this reason it is assumed
that 50 percent of the employee's share of FICA tax is either
recaptured in tax refunds or is appropriately discounted as a
current benefit by the recipient. All of the employer's share
of FICA tax is an increase in the DoD Budget.
Increased current compensation is subject to immediate income
tax at the marginal rate. Although the marginal rate for most
senior members will approach 28 percent, an average marginal
rate for the reserve manpower force of 22 percent has been used.
This results in a 12 percent differential, as opposed to 18
percent, over the average tax rate of 10 percent. In 1986, $90
in take home IDT pay cost the Department of Defense $123 in
budgeted funds, including accruals payments for reserve
retirement. As of January 1, 1988, $82 in take home pay ($86 in
value, including the future value of FICA contributions) cost
DoD $131 in budgeted authority, including accruals for reserve
retirement and the DoD share of FICA contributions.
The required 15 percent after-tax increase in 1986 take home
pay will require $104 for each $90 of 1986 income ($100 before
1986 income tax). In 1988, $104 of after-tax take home pay
(including the discounted value of FICA benefits) represents a
DoD budget cost of $133, including the DoD share of FICA. This
is opposed to the $131 in budgeted funds required to produce
current levels of after-tax take home pay and accrue reserve
retirement benefits. The net increase in budgeted basic pay
required is 23.5 percent as opposed to the current accrual rate
of 22.8 percent for reserve retirement.
If federal government outlays are considered, and an
assumption is made that all tax is an intragovernmental
transfer, current income outlays for reservists rise from $82
(per $100 of budgeted basic pay) to $104 in 1988 ($90 to $104 at
1986 levels), a 26-percent increase in federal outlays,
notwithstanding the increases in accession bonuses, recruiting
and trai~ing costs that would be incurred, or the increases in
future social security benefits that are accruing to reservists.
The effects of elimination of reserve retirement and replacement
with current income incentives on the DoD Budget and on federal
outlays are graphically displayed in 1988 dollars in Figure 510. Figure 5-10 includes only the effect of the 15 percent
after-tax raise in current income, and assumes that only
members who are not grandfathered under the current retirement
system will receive the increase.
5-30
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Marginal Difference In Defense Budget and Federal Outlays
From Elimination of Reserve Retirement
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the DoD budget will increase slightly over current

As shown,
levels.
The budget figure includes accruals for retirement

S

benefits for grandfathered members and the marginal increases
required to administer the 15 percent after-tax increase in pay.
Again, it does not include the marginal increases in other
associated costs. The outlay line includes the outlays to
current and grandfathered retirees and the marginal increase in
outlays (assuming recapture by the government of all tax) from
the 15 percent after-tax increase in basic compensation for new
entrants. Projected outlays do not include FICA rebates to
fully covered members, outlays from other associated costs, or
outlays from future increases in social security benefits from
additional coverage to new members.
under the assumptions stated above, the estimated increases in
costs from elimination of reserve retirement and replacement
with current income incentives would appear to represent a "best
case" scenario. Actual increases in associated costs would be
higher than those shown. Although the DoD Budget would continue
Analysis of the Current System and Problem Identification
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to increase more rapidly than under the existing system, the

best case scenario indicates that federal outlays would reduce
from current levels beginning in Fiscal Year 2033. Total excess
cumulative outlays peak at over 29 billion 1988 dollars and are
not recaptured until Fiscal Year 2053, 65 years after enactment.
The peak annual marginal increase in 1988 dollars is over one
billion per year.
The QRNC concludes that a retention incentive for midcareer
members is necessary and required to maintain optimal manpower
force structures as well as required levels of leadership and
management talent and technical experience. While the exact
cost has not been established for a current compensation
retention incentive that would compensate for the elimination of
reserve retirement, analysis indicates that the cost to the DOD
Budget of such an incentive would be higher than the cost of
best case, federal outlays
deferred income alternatives. In
term, with real dollar
would increase dramatically in the
cumulative savings not occurring for at least 65 years. Actual
savings in outlays would be significantly less (potentially
negative), which would put the crossover point (as well as the
point where net savings begin) even further into the future.
Finally, although the model cannot project beyond Fiscal Year
2014, retention trends in the senior grades under a current
compensation alternative are below those required to maintain
the Services' objective manpower force profiles. This indicates
that, although the force size is assumed to remain constant
(clearly a questionable assumption), experience levels, and
hence, readiness, would decrease.
The 6th QRMC concludes that the use of deferred income as a
retention incentive is more cost-effective and preferable to the
use of a current compensation incentive. However, as shown in
the analysis, there are problems with the current system. These
deficiencies can be addressed by alternatives that do not affect
the value of retirement as a retention tool for midcareer
officers and enlisted members. These alternatives can therefore
be evaluated solely in light of the retention value and
projected costs of the present system. They are described and
analyzed in Chapter 6.
Effects of an Age-Based Retirement System
A longstanding criticism of the current reserve retirement
system suggests that reserve retirement is an incentive designed
primarily for the benefit of officers. The historical basis for
this argument is the 3-to-l ratio of officers to enlisted
members drawing reserve retired pay. The current ratio of
officers to enlisted members in the Retired Reserve is primarily
a result of retention of World War II and Korean off .cer
veterans, the relatively poor reserve training programs
generally in existence prior to the 1960s, and most importantly,
5-32
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to the greatly improved retention of and value of retirement
benefits to the All-Volunteer enlisted force recruited after
1973.
As pointed out in Chapter 1, the reserve components had severe
retention problems prior to World War II. The enactment of
reserve retirement was designed to assist in overcoming this
problem. However, the Act allowed credit for service prior to
enactment in the determination of qualification for reserve
retired pay. The vast majority of reservists prior to World War
II were officers, a trend that continued until 1952 when the
present unit-based Selected Reserve system required the
recruiting and retention of more enlisted members than officers.
The current population drawing reserve retired pay is composed
of members who first entered service prior, during, or shortly
after World War II. A member who was 18 years old in 1945 would
have entered this population group in 1987 at age 60. As
indicated in Chapter 3, the number of enlisted retirees
currently reaching age 60 is approximately equal to the number
of officer retirees. Shortly after the year 2000, the
cumulative enlisted reserve retiree population will exceed the
cumulative officer population, and, by the year 2025, the ratio
is projected to be approximately two enlisted members for every
officer drawing retired pay.
The QRMC analysis does indicate that an age-based retirement
system favors late entrants into the system. The present
economic value of the retirement annuity is significantly
greater to a member who enters later, qualifies and retires
later, and consequently waits less time to receive retirement
benefits. This would suggest that an entirely age-based system
is economically more valuable to officers (who enter and retire
later) than to enlisted members.
The Retirement Point System
The analysis of the retirement point system and related
conclusions and recommendations are presented in Chapter 7. The
6th QRMC regards the recommendations for changes in the
retirement point system as appropriate for the current system as
well as for the recommended alternative presented in Chapter 6.
SBummary and Conclusions
The 6th QRMC analysis of the current system has concluded that
a retention incentive for career reserve service is necessary
and required to maintain appropriate manpower force structures,
related leadership resources, and technical experience.
Analysis indicates that current compensation alternatives would
be less cost-effective. Further, the reserve retirement system
Anatysis of the Current System and Probtem Identification
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is the primary tool for attracting prior active component
experience into the reserve components, a tool that our analysis
indicates cannot be replaced with equal effectiveness or at less

cost with current compensation incentives. The 1986 Reserve
Components Surveys indicate that retirement benefits are the
single most important factor in the decision to reenlist or
remain in service. However, there are current and projected
manpower force management problems related to the current
reserve retirement system:
The current system contributes to a force with more members
with long service than desired. This is primarily the
result of the lack of benefits prior to age 60, and the
corresponding financial incentive to continue active
participation beyond retirement qualification.
The rising seniority of the part-time Selected Reserve
force contributes to promotion stagnation and related
dissatisfaction with reserve service. This may result in
higher turnover of junior members and a related shortage of
midcareer members.
The current age-based system economically favors late entry
into service. Additionally, current limits on the length
of service contribute to a pool of trained mobilization
assets with no incentive to retain membership in the
Retired Reserve after mandatory separation prior to age 60.
The 6th QRMC concludes that the current reserve retirement
system should be modified to more effectively support these
objectives:
0

Continued high retention of midcareer personnel

*

Continued attraction to the reserve components of members
with prior active component experience, without negatively
affecting the maintenance support of required active
component force structure

e

Current and projected objective reserve component force
structures; by providing an incentive for continuous
performance of satisfactory years through 20 years of
service, by providing an increasing incentive for selfselection out of active membership from 20 through 30 years
of service for personnel without promotion potential or
critical skills, and by providing a compensation system
that can be integrated with selective retention programs in
the reserve components.

* Early initial entry and continuous satisfactory service
through retirement for career-oriented mambers.
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Analysis of the current reserve compensation and retirement
system has led to the conclusion that the deferred income system
should support, rather than dictate personnel policy. The
introduction to Chapter 6 will detail how and why this is
necessary within the structure of reserve compensation and force
manpower policy.
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Performance, in Human Resources and the Performance of the Firm,
edited by Morris M. Kliener, Richard N. Block, Myron Roomkin,
and Sidney W. Salsburg, Industrial Relations Research

Association, Madison, Wisconsin, 1987, pp. 200-201.
7. Ibid. Also, data from the spouse survey indicates that
married reserve component members in the junior grades are three
times more likely to be covered by a private sector pension plan
than the general population. Over 90 percent of the respondents
in grades above E4 and 02 on the spouse survey indicated that
their spouse (the military member) was covered by a private
pension plan. The comparable figure for the general population
is approximately 70 percent. The fact that these members are
covered by another pension plan and still report retirement and
retireuent credit as the primary economic motivator for reserve
service indicates a higher utility for retirement than current
compensation, and conversely, a significantly lower personal
discount rate than the member places on the future value of
current income. The relatively greater extent to which National
Guard and Reserve members appear to value retirement benefits as
compared to the general population is also inferred by the
analysis of the relative value of reserve retirement to those
with access to another retirement system as compared to
reservists who do not participate in any other retirement plan.
Junior officers and enlisted members for whom a retirement plan
was available from civilian employment were much more likely to
rate reserve retirement as a major factor contributing to their
most recent decision to stay, (and much less likely to say that
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reserve retirement was a minor factor), than were those who had
no civilian retirement plan.
S. Ibid. pp. 220-223.
9. Ibid. p. 238.
10. Lazear, Edward. "Why Is There Mandatory Retirement?"
Journal of Political Economy 87 (December 1979): pp. 606-20.
11. For example, the July, 1971 Regort to the President on
the Study of Uniformed Services Retirement and Survivor Benefits
by the Interaaencv Committee, expressed the Committee's belief
"that the present reserve retirement subsystem provides more
economic incentive than necessary to meet its manpower
requirements by permitting annuity computation to be based on
future pay rates, unrelated to the pay level in effect while the
member was participating in reserve service."
(Volume I, Page
3-2). The argument presented, however, had to do with equity
with the active duty nondisability retirement system, not with
an assessment of the actual relative costs and interaction of
the two rystems. It also ignored the fact that the active
system provides an immediate annuity.
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Chapter 6. ALTERNATIVES TO THE CURRENT RESERVE RETIREMENT
SYSTEK
The QRNC assessment of costs and benefits of the current
reserve retirement system concluded that the system is a major
factor in the ability of the reserve components to meet their
manpower objectives. It also found, however, that the current
system is not effective in supporting manpower policies for
members who have already qualified for retirement except for
being age 60. Further, it may be less effective than it could
be in providing an incentive to continue participation for
members with less than 20 years of service. Given these
conclusions, the challenge was to determine if the current
system could be restructured to more effectively support
manpower force objectives and overall readiness of the reserve
components.
The development and assessment of possible alternatives was
guided by several considerations, which became the design
criteria for alternative systems. The general principles of
military compensation that helped to guide the QRMC study
include the principle of integration of active and reserve
This integration
systems.
component
to anothersupports
in both the
war
one component
transitioncompensation
of members from
and
peacetime conditions. 1 This was a particularly important
in
Thus,
review
of reserve retirement.
in the
principle
system,
the
range
of alternatives
to the present
assessing the
6th QRMC was bounded by the realization of the need to maintain
active and reserve retirement systems that provide for an
equitable and uncomplicated transition from one system to the
other. It is also clear that, given the need for this
integration, the active duty retirement system cannot be driven
by the reserve system. This may be obvious in view of the
relative size and costs of the two systems and in view of the
fact that retirement is more critical for the full-time member.
Although reserve retirement is essential to the achievement of
manpower objectives, the relative importance of retirement for
reservists is affected by the benefits available through their
full-time employment. For similar reasons, the current
compensation elasticities for reservists are much lower than for
active members.
The model used by the QRMC to evaluate retention effects of
changes in reserve retirement is described in Chapter 4. It is
based on the comprehensive model developed by the RAND
Corporation to estimate the effect of compensation changes on
the retention of Air Force Officers. Other models that have
Atternativee to the current Reserve Retirement System
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been used to estimate the extent to which military retirement
changes would affect retention showed less promise for
adaptation to reserve force populations. The use of the RAND
Dynamic Retention Model by the 6th QRMC was based in large part
on the conviction that, because reserve compensation is a
relatively small percentage of the total income of career
reservists, any reserve manpower model must be able to
accommodate the effects of military "taste" variables in
addition to monetary factors.
The limitations of the RAND Dynamic Retention Model used by
the QRMC are discussed in detail in Chapter 4. This discussion
makes it clear that, when assessing the potential effects of a
significant reduction in the value of reserve retirement, the
possibility of error is, for a number of technical reasons, much
greater for the reserve population. It is also important to
assess the practical consequences for reserve readiness, should
the actual effect of a reduction be significantly more adverse
than estimated.
The issues involved in the analysis of reserve retirement are,
in many respects, quite different from those for the active
components. One of the primary differences between active
component and part-time reserve component members is absolute
knowledge of civilian employability and earnings potential on
the part of the reservist. While retirement from the active
components and acceptance of full-time civilian employment may
result in increased current income from the combination of
military retired pay and civilian income, retirement from the
reserve components will produce higher current income only if a
retirement alternative produces more current compensation than
active reserve participation or if the retired member uses the
time once spent on reserve component service in a manner that
produces income (more overtime or a second civilian job).
There is general agreement that savings in retirement cannot
be realized without some loss of senior career personnel. In
the active forces this means increased accession costs that
would be partly offset by lower current personnel costs.
Because of the limited paid duty of reserve members, reduction
of the proportion of senior personnel in the force results in
relatively small savings compared with the active components.
Costs of increased accession requirements generated by lower
retention of more senior personnel overwhelm the -avings
generated. Thus it is particularly important
planned
reductions in senior personnel be based on
.erations other
than costs, e.g. enhanced retention of midcareer personnel,
closer alignment with age and experience objectives based upon
military effectiveness, and similar life cycle management
considerations.
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More importantly, the effectiveness of current compensation
options that would be used to deal with unexpectedly adverse
effects from a reduction in the value of reserve retirement are
very difficult to estimate for a number of reasons:
As shown in other analyses conducted by the 6th QRMC, the
effects of compensation in the reserve setting can only be
understood within the framework of the relationship between
reserve service and the full time employment or status of
the reserve member. Loss of civilian employment and income
opportunities dramatically affects retention, as does
change in job and marital status. For a significant part
of the reserve population, this can overwhelm reserve
compensation effects.
* Unlike members of the active components, many reserve
members who stop participating for reasons other than
compensation often return when these reasons no longer
prevail. The existence of the reserve retirement system
clearly increases the return rate of these members.
0

The reserve components rely heavily on the affiliation of
individuals with prior active component service. There is
no experience to indicate what the level of this
affiliation would be without a strong reserve retirement
incentive.2 As discussed earlier, the small amount of
light that the experience between the two World Wars can
shed on this issue indicates that this could be a
significant problem. The reduction of accessions from this
prior service population would have the same effect as the
reduced retention of career force members with respect to
increased training costs. Moreover, this impact, combined
with the possibility of a markedly reduced return rate of
separatees as discussed above, makes it likely that a
significant reduction in the value of reserve retirement
would have a near-term effect on reserve manpower.

In discussing the potential adverse impacts of reducing the
value of the active duty retirement system, analysts have noted
that, with all current members of the force continued in the
existing system or "grandfathered," the impacts would not be
felt for 8 to 10 years, when the pull of the retirement system
begins to have a strong impact on retention. This would provide
time to implement current compensation programs to keep
retention at desired levels. In the reserve setting, as
discussed above, compensatory initiatives could be needed much
more quickly.
The need for effective integration of the active duty and
reserve
anotherindicates,
consideration
of
QRMC analysis
reserve
primary retirement
importance. systems
As the presents
retirement is important in order to attract into the National
ALternativ*s to the Current Reserve Retirement System
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Guard and Reserve sufficient numbers of members with prior
active component training and experience. Conversely, the
system must not be so competitive that it induces losses from
the active components. This is especially true in the case of
officers and enlisted specialists with high training costs and
significant active component retention problems. These factors
lead to the following design considerations for alternative
reserve systems:

0

The reserve retirement system must be fully compatible with
the active duty retirement system, with active duty and
reserve service creditable in either system.

*

Reserve retirement should be sufficiently attractive to aid
in recruiting members with prior active component
experience without being so competitive that it causes
undesired attrition from the active components.

As noted above, the QRMC concluded that the current system was
not effective in supporting personnel policies and retention
objectives for members who have already qualified for retired
pay at age 60. The QRMC review concluded that the reserve
components would generally have some difficulty in managing the
Vietnam Era hump within the next several years and, potentially,
in producing optimal force distributions with the increasingly
senior enlisted force that is likely in the future. The QRMC
also was cognizant of the fact that most recommendations for
significant alternatives to military retirement have proposed
that current members be grandfathered. These considerations led
to the following criteria for alternative retirement proposals:
An alternrtive system should be structured to support the
accomplishment of reserve manpower force objectives in the
near term.
*

Members who first entered a uniformed service prior to the
enactment of any proposed alternative should be provided
the option of electing the alternative system or remaining
under the current system.

There are very significant differences among the reserve
components in terms of both actual and desired manpower force
structures. Some components require much higher retention from
20 to 30 years of service in order to meet their manpower
objectives than do others. In no case, however, did a component
indicate a significant requirement for continued service beyond
30 years, dnd nearly all indicated a desire to decrease the size
of their manpower force with more than 30 years of service. For
this reason the QRMC formed the following conclusions:
* An alternative system must be sufficiently flexible to meet
the needs of all seven reserve components.
6th ORMCReport - VoLume is
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0 The economic incentive for any desirable alternative should
always be for continued service in a pay billet, through,
at minimum, 30 years of service.
The current age-based reserve retirement system does not
provide a strong incentive for continuous satisfactory reserve
service from initial entry into the reserve components. As long
as the minimum qualifications for drawing retired pal are met
prior to age 60, there is no direct compensation penalty for
breaks in service. An incentive for continuous participation
would increase the threshold for separation or breaks in service
from outside pressures, increasing the average length of service
and, therefore, potentially decreasing required accessions:
An alternative to the current retirement system should
provide an incentive for continuous satisfactory service
from initial entry through, at minimum, 20 years of
service.
Related to the above criterion is the positive effect of
continuous satisfactory service on selected retention or high
year of tenure policy. A compensation incentive for continuous
satisfactory participation would support policy initiatives such
as high year of tenure, maximum years of total service, or
selective retention screening consistent with reserve component
requirements.
An underlying principle of the military retirement system is
that it should be integrated with the total system of military
compensation. Under current law, there is no means to replace
lost reserve income for the member who has qualified for
retirement at age 60 but is no longer able to participate or is
not allowed to do so. An early payment that would provide this
integration should be sensitive to the reserve income level
being replaced. The availability of a retirement option that
replaces a percentage of reserve income would relieve a large
portion of personal considerations in the reserve retention
process. This suggests the following criterion for a retirement
alternative:
*

An alternative to the retirement system should provide a
means to replace an appropriate percentage of reserve
compensation for members who have qualified for rctirement
at age 60 but can no longer participate due to policy or
personal reasons.

Underlying all of the principles of military compensation is
the implied assumption that the elements of the system are
sufficiently visible that members can understand the value of
their compensation and react to incentives as intended by the

Atternatives to the Current Reserve Retirement System
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system design.

This becomes particularly important whenever

significant changes are proposed or implemented.
following criterion is applicable:
0

Therefore, the

An alternative should be relatively straightforward in
application, so that the modified or optional system can be
readily communicated to and understood by reserve members.

In line with the principle that military compensation should

be no higher or lower than necessary to fulfill its objectives,
any alternative should not increase long-term retirement costs
unless this would clearly result in a more cost-effective
system. Because of the difficulty in demonstrating that a
system with increased long-term costs would be more effective,
the QRNC concluded that:
* Retirement system alternatives should be cost neutral or
reduce long-term retired pay costs.
Finally, the overall guiding consideration in the design and
evaluation of alternatives to the reserve retirement system is
that policy should dictate force management decisions, not
compensation. Compensation alternatives should support current
and projected policy, and be flexible enough to adjust to
changes in policy.
Alternative Systems Considered in Previous Studies
In addition to the examination of alternatives that meet the
above criteria, a review was conducted of alternatives to the
current system that had been recommended in previous studies of
reserve retirement, or alternatives suggested by members or
others concerned with retirement benefits. The Reserve
Compensation System Study (RCSS) included two major alternatives
with several variations and proposed two retirement options as
part of their reserve compensation system alternatives:
*

Eliminate reserve retirement. The savings from elimination
would be reallocated into current compensation career
bonuses for members with over seven years of service.

a Reduce the value of reserve retirement. The RCSS proposal
would have resulted in retired pay reductions in the range
of 20 to 35 percent. The proposal included provisions for
a lump sum option. The lump sum option could be elected by
the member at the time of retirement, rather than at age
60.
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Other proposals, though not as well documented as the RCSS
alternatives, have been suggested by the Department of Defense,
military associations, and reserve members (on the 1986 Reserve
Components Surveys comment sheets). They include the following:
The 1985 legislation submitted by the Department of

Defense. This legislation was submitted in response to a
congressional directive that ultimately resulted in the
Military Retirement Reform Act of 1986 and the requirement
for this review of reserve retirement.
*

Lowering the age of first eligibility for retired pay to
55.
Provision for an actuarially neutral early annuity.
Although not always specified as actuarially neutral,
suggestions for a "reduced" early annuity, or aime portion
of retired pay prior to age 60 were prevalent in the
comments made by members participating in the 1986 Reserve
Components Surveys.

Career Bonus Incentives Instead of Reserve Retirement
The QRMC reviewed these alternatives for effects on manpower
force objectives. The replacement of reserve retirement with
current compensation career bonuses for midcareer members was
rejected as a plausible alternative for reasons outlined in
Chapter 5. Analysis indicates that current compensation
incentives for career service would be more expensive and leos
effective than the current system of reserve retirement. The
effect of career bonuses or retainer pays on the retention of
members who have alternatives to reserve service is unknown, and
qualitative retention problems could occur. Finally, the
elimination of reserve retirement, despite the provision of
current compensation incentives, would be likely to reduce
substantially the attraction of members with prior active
component experience to the reserve components. In 1980,
following 18 months of additional research and analysis on
reserve compensation and retention after the completion of the
RCSS, a final report on the compensation system for the Selected
Reserve was forwarded to the Congress. The analysis concluded
that reserve retirement was an important inducement to career
force stability and to accessions of members with prior service.
The report concluded that "the overall structure of the
retirement system should remain intact."3
Appendix E provides the DoD Office of Actuary projections of
the effects of eliminating reserve retirement on both future
trust fund outlays and DoD contributions to the retirement fund.
The projections indicate that outlays from the Military
Retirement Fund would not begin to decrease until the year 2026.
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Chapter 5 provides a detailed analysis of the known retirement
system costs and estimated current compensation costs that would
be associated with the elimination of reserve retirement. These
costs would increase federal outlays for the next 50 years and
increase the DoD budget indefinitely. Additional recruiting and
training costs, not included in the estimates but likely to be
as significant as the estimated current compensation costs,
would add to the total costs of this alternative. The
elimination of reserve retirement and its replacement with
career bonuses was rejected as a viable alternative, due to the
associated increases in cost and the elimination of the
attraction of prior active component experience to the reserve
components.
While the monetary cost likely to be associated with the
replacement of the reserve retirement system with current
compensation incentives is a major consideration, potential
impacts on manpower force structures are also important. The
RAND models developed for the 6th QRMC were used to estimate
these impacts. Under the incentives of the current retirement
system, the length of service of many reservists stretches well
beyond 30 years. Thus, the impacts of eliminating reserve
retirement on distribution of manpower experience would be
partially masked for 15 to 20 years and would not be fully
revealed until 30 or more years following elimination. This
time span is sufficient to place severe burdens on most military
manpower models, let alone a new model of the complex reserve
manpower system that has heretofore not been represented except
by relatively primitive models.
The QRMC, therefore, used the RAND models to project notional
manpower force structure distribution by treating the existing
force as though it had been retained without a retirement
incentive. The notional distribution was obtained by projecting
the actual 1986 manpower force of the four components over 20
years. This provides an approximation of how a current
compensation alternative would affect the distribution of
experience. Since the existing force was not retained without a
retirement incentive and the projection is cut off at 20 years,
the relative differences are likely to be underestimated. On
the other hand, some of the projected effects might be reduced
through skillful targeting and packaging of the current
compensation alternatives.
Figure 6-1 presents the percentage change in enlisted
years-nf-service groups for the reserve components of the Army
and Air Force. The percentage change shown is relative to the
strength within each years-of-service group under the current
reserve retirement system, projected for 20 years from 1986.
Two facts are critical to interpretation of the graph: the
model assumes constant endstrength (no growth or decline) and
the model assumes that accessions are available and the DoD will
6-8
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Source: RAND Dynamic Retention Model
Figure 6-1

provide all necessary monetary incentives to obtain them. The
percentages of change shown are also relative to the total
strength within each years-of-service group. Thus the 3 percent
increase in years-of-service group 0 through 4 for the USAR
represents a number equal to 13 percent of the 15-19
years-of-service group. Finally, as discussed above, the change
in force profile shown in the graph is a snapshot after 20
years; change in the direction indicated might be expected to
continue.
The model indicates that, in the absence of reserve
retirement, retention Decomes a problem in the midyears of
service, even with current compensation alternatives in place.
This is shown in Figure 6-1. The shift in force profile
represents the increases in accessions that are required to
offset the reduction in career retention. Projected shifts in
force profiles that result from replacing reserve retirement
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with current compensation are based on an even distribution of
the current compensation increases for members across all years
of service. Although the 15 percent increase in current
compensation maintains current accession levels, it does so by
marginally increasing the average length of service for new
entrants rather than by increasing the average length of service
for careerists.
Substitution of youth for experience is much more problematic
in the reserve than in the active components. Not only is
training more expensive relative to the actual. cost of
experienced part-time personnel but, even if all the increased
accessions are provided formal training, substantial on-the-job
training is necessary to achieve individual readiness. It is
clear that problems of limited training time and adequate
training resources make this a long process in the reserve.
Steady state objective manpower force profiles developed by the
Services for the 6th QRMC generally indicate a trade-off between
youth and experience that uses increased numbers of midcareer
personnel and fewer members with over 25 years of service.
Should reserve retirement be replaced with current
compensation, the significant projected losses of midcareer
personnel could potentially be reduced through skillful
targeting of current compensation alternatives instead of an
across-the-board distribution. There is a substantial question
as to how much more efficient such targeting would be in the
reserve environment, however. The long-term ability to provide
stable and visible targeted bonuses or special pays is another
consideration. For example, the 6th QRMC review of reserve
bonus programs found that congressional delays in reauthorizing
bonus authority and delays in implementation of the programs by
the reserve components appeared to result in decreased
retention. The stability of the retention incentive provided by
the reserve retirement sy-tem is certainly an important plus
during any period wit - nging budget priorities and changing
emphasis on the manpower program turbulence.
As explained in chapter 5, the QRMC concludes that current
compensation alternatives would be more expensive than the
current reserve retirement system. If current compensation were
substituted for reserve retirement, and one examines the
potential impacts on the experience distribution of reserve
manpower, it is seen that such a change would reduce the
proportion of members with very long service. This change is
warranted. It would also be likely to reduce the proportion of
members with between 15 and 19 years of service, however, and
this change would almost certainly impact on readiness.
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Reductions in the Value of Reserve Retirement

*

Even if it is granted that current compensation in lieu of
reserve retirement would not reduce costs or improve personnel
readiness, it could still reasonably be argued that reducing the
value of reserve retirement would save dollars in DoD budget
authority, dollars that could be used for targeted incentives
that would more effectively achieve manpower objectives.
Although a combination of current income career bonuses in
combination with a less expensive reserve retirerent system
the current
might
unlikely.
A 20
less cost, requirements,
it is highly to
system produce
at the similar
same or accession
percent reduction in the value of reserve retirement for new
entrants results in increased accession requirements, varying
depending
on component
3.0 percent
between
retirement
reduction
in reserve
(Figure 1.5
6-2).percent
The 20and
percent
would result in an normal cost of 18.2 percent of basic pay for
new entrants, leaving a maximum of 6 percent of reserve basic
Alternetives to the Current Reserve Retirement System
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appropriations available to offset the associated cost
increases of higher personnel turnover. (Savings would increase

as
normalfrom
cost,
computed
a weighted
wasthe
reduced
22.8
percentunder
to 18.2
percent. average,
Currentgradually
outlays

would continue through 2026 just as they would if reserve
retirement were eliminated, so that total costs to the
government would be higher with any significant reduction in the
value of reserve retirement.) As stated earlier, initial entry
training costs in the reserve components tend to overwhelm
savings produced by earlier separation of senior members, unless
there is an offsetting increase in midcareer retention.
Reductions in the value of the current reserve retirement
system, while maintaining the current structure of the system,
would not reduce the problems already identified with the
present system. For instance, members who have completed 20
years of service qualifying for retirement at age 60 are still
encouraged to remain in active reserve service for as long as
possible in order to increase their eventual retirement benefit.
To model reductions in the value of reserve retirement, the
6th QRMC used the same approach as was used in modeling
elimination of the system. Figure 6-2 indicates the projected
changes in manpower force profiles from a 20 percent reduction
in the value of the current reserve retirement system.
Midcareer years of service groups are most affected. The losses
are cumulative as years of service increase, since losses in
these years of service are not fully replaced by gains even
under the assumptions of the model, which does not constrain
accessions based on supply estimates. The percentage declines
in the senior years of service, for all components except the
USAFR, are less than the midcareer declines, indicating that
those members who do stay, stay longer. The net result is
increased shortages of midcareer personnel. The USAFR profile
reflects the relatively high current seniority of that
component, and would be expected to settle eventually into the
same pattern as the other components. Reserve retirement
annuities are sensitive to participation levels: given a 20
percent reduction in the value of reserve retirement, increased
service by members who stay will cause overall retirement costs
to decline by less than 20 percent.
The RAND model indicates that required accessions will
increase across the board by a little over 2 percent, a
significant increase when the cost of recruiting and initial
entry training is compared with the small savings generated in
reserve retirement. Not only would such an alternative
exacerbate the problems with the current system, it would result
in both an increased DoD Budget and increased federal outlays.
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The 1985 Legislation to Reduce Accrual Account Appropriations

The 1985 draft legislation that the DoD was required to submit
to the Congress eventually resulted in reduced benefits for
active duty members who enter service after August 1, 1986, and
retire with less than 30 years of service. This legislation
also changed the retired pay adjustment procedure from full CPI
protection to an annual percentage adjustment increase of CPI
minus 1 percent.
In the draft legislation sent to the Congress, the penalty for
retirement prior to 30 years of service would have affected
reserve members as well as active component members. The
legislation did not consider the effects of this change on
reserve manpower objectives. The new law includes a one-time
restoration to the amount that would have been payable had full
CPI protection been in effect. Also, the penalty for retirement
prior to 30 years of service no longer applies after age 62, at
that time, retired pay is recomputed without the penalty.
If both the active and reserve retirement systems had been
changed in 1986, the age-62 adjustments would have occurred only
two years after initial eligibility to receive reserve retired
pay. The trust fund outlay and DoD budget impacts that would
have resulted from such changes are presented in Appendix E. As
indicated, only a slight reduction would occur in trust fund
outlays, beginning in the year 2025, with marginal savings in
the DoD budget. In effect, the proposed change would have
increased the already great incentive for reserve members to
continue in an active status for as long as possible, further
reducing system flexibility without producing appreciable
savings. For these reasons, the 1985 proposal was rejected as
an alternative.
Eligibility for Retired Pay at Age 55
Eligibility for reserve retired pay at age 55 has often been
suggested. This is seen as particularly relevant to the
situation of military technicians. Military technicians are
civil servants who provide full-time support to the reserve
components and are required to be members of the Selected
Reserve as a condition of employment. Typically, they are first
eligible for an immediate, unreduced civil service retired pay
annuity at age 55. As a consequence, the majority of
technicians remain in service until at least age 55. 4
During testimony on H.R. 2744 in 1948, both congressional
members and Department of Defense representatives suggested that
the eligibility age for reserve retired pay should be lowered to
55 in the event that civil service retired pay eligibility was
lowered to age 55. Eligibility for full civilian employment
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retirement benefits was lowered to age 55 by Public Law 89-554
on September 6, 1966. The eligibility age for reserve
retirement was not considered. The QRNC rejected the prospect
of simply lowering the eligibility age to 55 for two reasons:
the eligibility age for full reserve retired pay
to age 55 would immediately increase trust fund outlays and
the DoD Budget. An actuarially neutral age 55 annuity
would increase near-term fund outlays while the DoD Budget
would remain unchanged.

.Lowering

Setting the age of eligibility for reserve retired pay at
55 would not provide a flexible retirement program
supportive of reserve component personnel policies. It
would only partially reduce the problem of "gray area"
retirees, and it could increase the incentive for some
members to remain in an active status through retired pay
eligibility at age 55.
Providing an actuarially neutral reduced annuity at
earlier would address some of these shortcomings. In
actuarially neutral annuity was the first alternative
in the QRNC review. This alternative is discussed in
detail later.

age 55 or
fact, an
examined
greater

Lump Sum Retirement

The RCSS concluded that "the option of a lump sum payment ...
would work to the mutual advantage of the government and the
reservist."5 The RCSS proposal would have denied any further
benefits including health care, survivor benefit plans, and
commissary and exchange privileges. Although a lump sum
retirement system can be structured to produce the greatest
savings to the government and the greatest present value to most
individuals, such a system has significant drawbacks. These
disadvantages are more important for the reserve components,
which differ significantly from one another with respect to
manpower force requirements. Proponents of a lump sum system
point out the flexibility that such a system provides to
military manpower force managers. The discount rates used to
calculate the lump sum and the actual age or year of service for
eligibility can be adjusted to provide an immediate economic
incentive to extend or curtail service. Although there is much
to be said for this flexibility, the actual effects of purely
economic incentives on the decision to retire are unclear.
Table 6-1 shows the value of an actuarially neutral lump sum
retirement to a typical officer in pay grade 05, using the
assumptions of the DoD Actuary. The table assumes that the
officer first entered service at 22 years of age and would be
first eligible for a lump sum retirement at age 42, with 20
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Table 6-1.

The Value of on Actuoreltly Neutral Early Annuity and Lusp Sum to the Individual We

Pay Grada 05 at 20 VM in 1947.

r

FY 200S

-.-Then Year Dolrs -..............

YOS

Nonthly
Percent Lp Sum
rit
Early Drill Paymt
Age
Pay Annuity
Pay
at Age

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

42
43
4
45
4
47
48
49
50
51

43
513
564
599
636
675
717
761
809
859

397
4S
499
560
627
703
789
885
994
1116

82.32
86.82
W66
93.5%
96.7%
104.2%
110.1X
116.31
122.91
130.0,

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

52
53
S4
55
56
57
58
59

912
969
1029
1092
1160
1232
1308
1389

1255
1411
1588
1790
2018
2278
2575
2915

137.6%
145.7%
154.42
163.8X
174.01
184.92
196.A
209.M

130022
142888
156928
172249
1M971
20722T
227167
248949
272755
29678I
327254
358416
3925"
429945
470958
515979
565450
619867

1967 DoLLars
............
Erly Annuty Current Current Nonthly
at Age 60 Adj. System Age 60 0rill
Early Lump Sum
for Inflation
Age 60 Payment
Pay
Annufty Paent

956
1021
1090
1163
1242
132
1417
1314
1619
732
1854
1966
2129
2284
2453
2637
2839
3060

2176
2239
2301
2364
2427
2489
2552
2615
2677
2740
2803
2865
2926
2990
3053
3116
3178
3241

904
930
956
962
108
1034
1060
1066
1112
1138
1165
1191
1217
1243
1269
1295
1321
1347

483
488
511
517
523
329
535
541
547
554
560
566
573
579
586
593
599
606

397
424
453
83
516
551
589
629
673
720
770
825
884
949
1019
106
1180
1272

130022
136084
142338
148795
15S467
162368
169515
176924
184611
192599
200906
209559
218583
228009
237866
248194
2S9039
27046

Iotes1. Asamd Inflation:
5.0 percent (tong-tarm)
Z. Asmed Pay Scale Growth:
6.2 percent ((ono-term)
3. The molor continues to accrue retirement points bond 20 years of service.
4. The percent of drill pay retatas the early annulty to the monthly dritt pay of a meer whao

5.

regularly perfora only four paid drilIa per month. The percent decrmoea poportionate
to an increae in the smeer of paid drills, and ducreome at an fncreeefng rate
for mers
who regularly perform aditional paid active mndfys.
Lisp sum and early annuity amounts
are calculated using the assmtiom of the DW Actuary
(5 percont long-item Inflation, 1.2 percent tong-torm reet top growth, and 1.6 percent rest intoreat).

satisfactory years of service. Table 6-2 provides the values
for a typical enlisted member in pay grade E7, who first entered
service at age 18 and is first eligible for retirement at age
38. The tables assume that a lember who remains in active
reserve service beyond 20 years of service continues to accrue
retirement points.
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Table 6-2.

The Value of an ActuariaLly Neutral Early Annuity nd Lump Sim to the Individual Member

Pay Grade E7 at 20 YOS In 1967.

FY 2009
............
1987 Dollars
Early Annuity Current Current Monthly
Early Lump Sum
at Age 60 Adj. System Age 60 Drill
Annuity Payment
Pay
for Inflation Age 60 Paymant

--- Then Year Dollars ... ...........

YOS

*
*

Percent Lump Sum
Monthly
Drill
Early Drill Paysmnt
Pay at Age
Pay Annufty
Age

20
21
22

38
39
40

227
241
273

14
164
183

64.5%
67.9%
67.0%

48180
52882
58001

428
456
486

1233
1266
1300

421
433
444

227
230
248

146
156
166

48180
50364
52609

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

290
308
327
391
415
441
468
497
528
560
595
632
671
713
757

205
229
257
288
322
361
405
455
511
574
646
728
820
926
1046

70.6%
74.5%
78.5%
73.7
77.7%
$2.0%
86.6
91.63
96.%
102.5%
108.63
115.1%
122.2%
129.9%
138.2%

63574
69642
76254
83465
91337
99941
109349
119639
130904
143250
156807
171733
188196
206372
226438

518
552
589
628
670
715
764
817
874
936
1002
1075
1154
1241
1335

1333
1367
1400
1434
1468
1501
1535
1568
1602
1635
1669
1702
1736
1769
1803

456
467
479
490
502
513
525
536
548
559
570
582
593
605
616

251
254
256
291
295
298
302
305
309
312
316
319
323
327
330

177
189
201
215
229
245
261
279
299
320
343
368
395
424
456

54917
57294
59747
62283
64912
67644
70487
73448
76537
79767
83158
86737
90525
94542
9,794

Notes:
5.0 percent (long-term)
1. Assumed Inflation:
6.2 percent (tong-term)
2. Assumed Pay Scale Growth:
3. The member continues to accrue retirement points beyond 20 years of service.
4. The percent of drill pay relates the early annuity to the monthly drill pay of a me-r who
regularly perform only four paid drills per month. The percent decreases proportionate
to an increase in the number of paid drills, end decreases at en increasing rate
for mers ,ho regularly perform additional paid active mondays.
5. Lue sue and early annuity amounts are calculated using the assumptions of the DD Actuary
(5 percent Long-term inflation. 1.2 percent long-term real e growth, and 1.6 percent real interest).

The dollar amounts required by this alternativ po.it out
an
several problems with the use of lump sum payment
incentive to retire:
a

If only monetary motivations are considered, there is no
real incentive to retire, because the values are calculated
actuarially neutral to age 60. Continued reserve service
nets the present value of reserve pay and increases the
value of the lump sum payment by the further accumulation
of retirement points. Further, there is no economic loss
in the original value of the lump sum as long as the member
6th QRNC Report - Volume 1I
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is under age 60. Because the retirement decision is not
linked to the start of a second career, there is not the
same incentive to leave as there is for the active duty
member.
If economic assumptions are considered, the higher the
personal discount rate that a member would apply to the
time and effort required for continued reserve service and
to the lump sum, the sooner the member would retire,
assuming a constant value of time and money for the member.
Personal discount rates are associated with alternative use
of time and money, and individuals with high personal
discount rates include members with substantial alternative
investment opportunities. It can be argued that these
members are likely to be the most qualified and productive.

I

*

The income tax consequences of a lump sum payment are
significant. Special legislation would be required to
shield the payment from the extreme taxation resulting from
the receipt of a lump sum payment during peak earning
years.

*

Varying the amounts of lump sum payments to meet manpower
force objectives could be counterproductive; variation
would be likely to increase uncertainty with respect to the
present value of the lump sum. Uncertainty increases
investment risk and, therefore, the personal discount rate.
Although the use of lump sum retirement would eliminate the
requirement for survivor benefit programs, elimination of
the other nonmonetary retirement benefits would detract
from the institutional value of reserve retirement and
could therefore have negative repercussions on the
perceptions of reserve service among younger members.

*

The use of lump sum payments would produce long-term savings
in fund outlays; however, an actuarially neutral calculation
would not produce savings in the DoD Budget. Cost projections
made by the DoD Actuary (Appendix E) indicate that a lump sum
retirement system would initially double actual fund outlays.
The example provided assumes that the option would apply to new
entrants only, and that it would be received at age 60. There
would be no change in fund outlays through the year 2028, when
outlays would double. Outlays would decrease slowly, falling
below projected outlays for the current system in 2063 and
failing to produce net savings until close to the year 2100.
Moving the eligibility date forward, and allowing current
members to opt for a lump sum, produces similar effects over a
slightly shorter period. Moving the eligibility age forward
could produce real savings to the extent that individuals would
retire earlier and accumulate fewer retirement points.
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Figure 6-3

Figure 6-3 presents the projected change in manpower force
profiles, using the same modeling approach as in the previous
alternatives and assuming eligibility for the lump sum at any
time after 20 qualifying years of service. The lump sum
alternative decreases accession requirements and provides the
most extensive increase in midcareer retention of any of the
alternatives. The results of the RAND model for an actuarially
neutral alternative (either lump sum or early annuities) must be
viewed cautiously. The model computes retention on the economic
values of the alternative. By definition, an actuarially
neutral amount does not change in present value at the set
discount rate prior to the referenced age (age 60). It is
certainly possible that, despite the net present value of
continued service and the economic neutrality of the lump sum,
the amounts involved would entice more personnel to retire at or
shortly after initial eligibility than the model indicates.
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Personnel with the greatest experience and highest levels of
participation, and, therefore, the greatest lump sum values,
would be likely to be the first to retire.
In addition to causing uncertainty over the timing of the loss
of experienced personnel ander this alternative, the actuarially
neutral lump sum vastly increases federal outlays and continues
the undesirable effects of an age based system. For these
reasons, the QRNC rejected lump sum alternatives to the current
reserve retirement system.
Actuarially Neutral Early Annuities
Offering a reduced early and immediate retirement annuity or
lump sum payment that is "actuarially neutral" means that the
lump sum present value of all future payments (or lump sum
payment) of the new annuity is equal to the lump sum value of
the old annuity. The new payment stream has more payments than
in the present system, but they are reduced to equal the present
lump sum value of the old stream.
An actuarially neutral early annuity would provide reserve
members with an annuity calculated to provide the same lifetime
value as the current system. The amount of the early annuity is
determined by calculating the projected lifetime annuity from
60 and providing a reduced early annuity that, at the
implied discount rate, produces the same lifetime value for the
retired population as a whole as the current system would
An actuarially neutral system would be neutral in cost
6provide.
to the government, but not necessarily neutral in value to an
individual member.

Iage

The actuarially neutral early annuity has been suggested
several times and, from member comments in response to the 1986
Reserve Components Surveys, seems to have some currency as an
alternative. In 1969, the Reserve Forces Policy Board
recommended retirement at a reduced figure, actuarially
computed, at age 50 with 20 years of creditable service.
Legislation to accomplish this objective was introduced in the
91st Congress (H.R. 8859). The DoD recommended deferment of
action on H.R. 8859 pending completion of the review of the
total military retirement system. Also, in 1971 a special
Interagency Committee recommended to the President a plan to
change reserve retirement; the plan included an actuarially
reduced annuity as early as age 50.6
Table 6-1 shows the actuarially neutral retired pay for a
typical officer in pay grade 05 with 3127 retirement points at
20 years of service. For this officer, an actuarially neutral
early annuity would vary from 82.3 percent of monthly drill pay
after 20 years of service to over 200 percent after 37 years of
service. These percentages would be significantly less for an
Atternstives to the Current Reserve Retirement system
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officer with less total active service and less intensity of
reserve participation. Because personal discount rates are
normally higher than the discount rates that would be used in
calculating the early annuity, members would tend to favor

retirement over continued service, despite the ability to
continue drawing reserve duty pay and accumulating additional
retirement points. More importantly, this system strongly
favors members with large retirement point accumulations. These
members are typically the most experienced and those with the
highest participation levels.
Table 6-2 shows the full actuarially reduced early annuity for
a typical enlisted member in pay grade E7 with 3127 points. The
results are generally the same as for the officer example. The
difference in the percent of moxithly drill pay for a minimum
participant results from the actuarial calculation. Because the
early annuity is discounted from age 60 to the retirement age
and the survivorship discount rate increases as the age of the
retiring member decreases, the calculation produces a higher
early annuity for members who are closer to age 60, with all
other factors equal. This is not a consequence of the early
annuity alternative per se, but of the fact that the annuity is
calculated based on age rather than years of service. An agebased system favors officers, who typically enter service later
and consequently wait a shorter time to collect retired pay than
do enlisted members.

r

Although this system would provide an economic incentive to
retire, it would not provide significantly greater flexibility
to manpower force managers. The system would support selective
retention policies by allowing members who are selected out to
replace drill pay with retired pay in the monthly income
equation. It also provides the member with an annuity for life.
Figure 6-4 charts the projected changes in force profiles of
an actuarially neutral early annuity using the RAND models.
For the same reasons stated regarding the actuarially neutral
lump sum payment, the projections for years-of-service groups
past 20 years of service must be viewed cautiously. For members
with high point accumulations, the annuity would be higher than
normal monthly drill pay, potentially providing too much
incentive to leave the reserves despite the economic rationality
of continued service that is incorporated in the model.
This alternative has a significant drawback: it would be most
attractive to members with large retirement point accumulations.
These may be the members that the reserve components would most
prefer to retain. This system favors late entry into military
service, just as the present system does. In addition, an
actuarially neutral early annuity that is calculated from an
age-based system does not encourage continuous service; that is,
there is no penalty for breaks in service so long as
6-20
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Figure 6-4

qualification is obtained prior to age 60. This alternative
would not support current or projected manpower force policy and
was therefore rejected as an alternative.
The QRMC made several attempts to adapt the concept of an
actuarially neutral early annuity to fit the criteria
established for judging alternatives to the current system. The
most promising of these attempts was a two-tier, actuarially
neutral annuity. As examined, this alternative would provide an
actuarially reduced annuity at retirement, based on a fixed
number of points (1500), with the remaining points used to
would then
calculate the second tier at age 60. The member
7
receive the sum of the two tiers for life.
The two-tier actuarially neutral alternative would equalize
the first-tier annuity for all members of the same age and in
the same pay grade. Under this alternative, members with high
point accumulations would not have a greater incentive to retire
Alternetives to the Current Reserve Retirement System
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than those with lower accumulations. The small first-tier
annuity would support current and projected manpower force
policies by allowing members to replace a portion of current
drill pay if forced to separate. It would economically favor a
decision to continue in an active status, because the present
value of drill pay and additional retirement points would almost
always exceed the value of the alternative retirement.
Because the annuity would be calculated in reference to the
current age 60 annuity, this alternative would continue the
effects of an age-based retirement system. The first tier would
be equal for two members of the same pay grade and age. It
would differ, however, for members with the same pay grade and
years of service, but of different ages. Thus the alternative
would continue the same age-based system effects identified for
the full actuarially neutral early annuity, problems that are
not supportive of manpower force policy. Although the
alternative would be neutral to the current system, the amount
of the annuity for enlisted members at initial retirement
qualification would not be adequate if annuities for officers
and more senior members were kept at reasonable levels.
Analysis of this alternative resulted in the development of the
QRMC-recommended alternative to the current reserve retirement
system.
The Recommended Alternative:
Based Early Annuity Option
I

The Two-Tier Years-of-Service-

The two-tier years-of-service-based early aynuity alternative
(the Two-Tier Option) would provide an optional early annuity at
any point after initial qualification for retirement. The
annuity would be based on years of service from the pay entry
base date (PEBD).8 The Two-Tier option would still require 20
years of satisfactory service to qualify. Once an individual was
qualified, the total years of service from PEBD would be used,
and satisfactory years would no longer be relevant.
The first tier would be a flat percent of the retired pay
base, calculated under the high-three averaging method. There
would be a retirement point reduction for electing the option.
The annuity would be adjusted for inflation from election until
age 62, using the CPI minus 1 percent mechanism.
The second tier would be at age 62, calculated from the
remaining accumulated retirement points after subtraction of the
retirement point reduction. The formula for calculating the
second tier is identical to the current formula, except that the
retired pay base is established at the time of first-tier
election and is adjusted by the full CPI to age 62; thus any
loss in earning power of the first-tier annuity that resulted
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from the use of the CPI minus 1 percent adjustment mechanism
would be caught up for the first-tier annuity before it was
added to the second-tier annuity.
Medical care benefits for the member and dependents would
commence on the member's 60th birthday. Election of the TwoTier Option would not affect the current medical care benefit.
This is similar to the situation today for the survivor of a
reservist who elects an immediate benefit under the Reserve
Component Survivor Benefit Plan and dies prior to age 60. The
survivor receives the annuity immediately on the member's death
but does not receive the medical benefits until the date on
which the deceased member would have reached age 60.
Retired pay after age 62 would be the sum of the first tier,
as adjusted at age 62, and the second tier as calculated, with a
one-time catch-up for inflation. Retired pay after age 62 would
be adjusted annually for inflation, based on the CPI minus 1
percent method.
Table 6-3 shows the percent of retired pay at a given year of
service and the point reduction for electing the Two-Tier
Option. Table 6-4 provides an example of the calculation and
lifetime earning stream of a member electing the Two-Tier
Option.
As Table 6-4 illustrates, a member electing the Two-Tier
Option would receive a flat percent of the retired pay base,
beginning the month and year of retirement. This amount would
be adjusted each year by the applicable retired pay adjustment
mechanism (Table 6-4 uses the CPI minus 1 percent because this
is applicable to new members on or after August 1, 1986). At
age 62, the retired pay base and the first-tier monthly retired
pay are adjusted for the full intervening percentage increase in
the CPI. (The Military Retirement Reform Act of 1986, which
resulted in the change from full CPI indexing of military
retired pay to the CPI minus 1 percent method, includes a onetime catch-up to full CPI from retirement to age 62 at age 62.)
Once the first-tier point reduction is calculated (with 1500
points at 20 years of service on a 5 percent first tier, the
example pay grade 05 member in table 6-4 is charged 1875 points
for 25 years of service and a 7.5 percent first tier), the
second tier is calculated by subtracting the first-tier point
reduction from the member's total point accumulation and
dividing the result by 360 to determine the equivalent years of
active service. The number of equivalent years of active
service is multiplied by 2.5 percent to determine the
second-tier retired pay multiplier (percent of the adjusted
retired pay base for the second tier). The second-tier
multiplier is applied against the adjusted retired pay base.
The resulting amount is added to the adjusted
first-tier amount
9
at age 62 to determine the monthly annuity.
ALternettv.
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Table 6-3.

Point Reductions and Percent of Retired Pay
Pay Base for Electing The Two-Tier Year-of-

Service Baed Early Annuity Option

Years of Service

Point Reduction

Percent of Retired

at Retirement

for Vve let Tier

Pay

Iee for lst Tier

20
21
22
23
24
25

1500
1575
1650
1725
1800
1875

5.01
5.5%
6.0%
6.51
7.01
7.5%

26
27
28
29

19S0
2025
2100
2175

8.0%
8.5%
9.01
9.5%

30

2250

10.01

2250

10.01

Greater
than

30

Members with over 30 years of service receive 10 percent
and are charged 2250 points. Members electing the TwoTier Option who have not accumulated the minimu required
points are awarded the highest level

accumulation will allow.

their total point

Meabers with less than 1500

points my not elect the Two-Tier Option.

The amount of the first-tier annuity varies, from 33 percent
of monthly minimum drill pay (four paid drills) at 20 years of
service to 69 percent of monthly minimum drill pay at 30 years
of service and beyond. The amount of the first-tier monthly
annuity is constant, regardless of age, for all members in the
same pay grade who elect the Two-Tier Option at the same years
of service point. Table 6-5 shows the value of the Two-Tier
option for a typical officer in pay grade 05 who first entered
service at age 22. Table 6-6 presents the same data for a
typical enlisted member in pay grade E7 who first entered
service at age 18. Slight differences occur in the percent of
monthly minimum drill pay, due to the differences in longevity
pay increases for separate pay grades; these differences affect
the high-three average retired pay base.
Figure 6-5 presents the projected changes in force profiles
under the Two-Tier Option. As with the actuarially neutral lump
sum and early annuity options, the projections show increased
retention through 25 years of service. The declines in the
later years of service are marginal, considering the increased
6-24
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Table 6-5.

The Value of the Two Tier YOGBased Early Annuity Option to the lndividual Member

Pay Grade 05 at 20 YOGin 1987.

FY 2007
............
1987 Dollars
--.----Then Year Dollars ......... 11...........
Monthly
Percent Current 1st Tier 2nd Tier
Total Current MonthLylst Tier 2nd Tier
Total
Drill 1st Tier Drill
System Payment Pay mnt Two Tier
Age 60 Drill Payment Payment Two Tier
YOS Age
Pay Payment
Pay Age 62 Age 62 Age 62 Payment Payment
Pay Age 62 Age 62 Payment

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

483
513
564
599
636
675
717
761
809
859
912
969
1029
1092
1160
1232

160
191
225
263
304
348
394
444
500
560
626
665
706
750
796
846

33.2%
37.2X
39.97
43.98
47.8%
51.5%
54.97
S8.3
61.8,
65.2%
68.67
68.6%
68.6%i
68.6%.
68.6%.
68.6%.

2399
2468
2537
2606
2675
2745
2814
2883
2952
3021
3090
3159
3228
3297
3366
3435

426
482
541
602
663
723
780
838
897
958
1020
1031
1043
1055
1067
1079

962
1000
1037
1076
1110
1139
1162
1185
1209
1234
1258
1337
1418
1500
1584
1669

1387
1482
1578
1678
1773
1861
1941
2023
2106
2191
2278
2369
2461
2555
2.651
2748

904
930
956
982
1008
1034
1060
1086
1112
1138
1165
1191
121?
1243
1269
1M9

483
488
511
517
523
529
535
541
547
554
560
566
573
579
586
593

160
182
204
227
250
272
294
316
338
361
384
389
393
398
402
407

362
377
391
405
418
429
438
447
456
465
474
50
534
565
597
629

523
559
595
632
668
701
732
762
794
826
859
893
927
963
999
1036

36
37

58
59

1308
1389

898
954

68.6%
68.6%

3504
3573

1092
1104

1756
1846

2848
2950

1321
1347

599
606

411
416

662
696

1073
1112

Notes:
1. Assumed Inflation:
5.0 percent (long-term)
2. Assumed Pay Scale Growth:
6.2 percent (long-term)
3. The me r continues to accrue retirement points beyond 20 years of service.
4. The percent of drill pay relates the early arnuity to the monthly drill pay of a mmmbar who
regularly perform only four paid drills per month. The percent decreases proportionate
to an increse in the number of paid drills, and decreases at an increasing rate
for members who regularly perform additional paid active mendays.

midcareer retention.

Accession rates decline slightly for these

areas (about 1 percent). The major difference in the three
alternatives is that at no time does monthly retired pay under
the two-tier option exceed monthly drill pay for a minimum
participant Selected Reservist in training-pay category A.
Also, under the Two-Tier Option alternative, at no time is there
a very large incentive for immediate retirement such as the lump
sum alternative would provide. For these reasons, the QRNC
believes that, with respect to retention patterns for members
after 20 years of service, projections of the impact of the TwoTier Option alternative are likely to be more accurate than for
the lump sum and autuarially neutral early annuity alternatives.
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Table 6-6.

The Value of the Two Tier YOSBased Early Annuity Wption to the Individual Neaber

Pay Grade E7at 20 YOS in 1W.

FY 2011
........ Then Year Dollars .........
Monthly
Percent Current lat Tier 2nd Tier
Total
Drill let Tier Drill
Systle Paymnt Pamet Two Tier
YOS Age
Pay Payment
Pay Age 62
Age 62
Age 62 Payment

............ I
...........
1987 Dollars
Current Honthlylst Tier 2nd Tier
Total
Age 60 Drill Payment Payment Two Tier
Payment
Pay
Age 62 Age 62 Payment

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
so
51
52
S3

227
241
273
290
306
327
391
415
441
468
497
528
560
595
632
671

77
90
107
126
147
168
195
229
266
305
341
362
385
409
434
"61

33.82
37.5
39.01
43.32
47.6
51.52
SO.02
55.32
60.72
65.22
68.6
68.6%
68.62
68.6
68.61
61.631

1359
1396
1433
1470
1S07
154
1581
1618
1655
1692
1729
1766
1803
1840
1877
1914

248
278
312
350
389
426
470
526
584
634
675
683
691
699
707
715

539
574
594
619
643
661
68
729
769
796
810
859
910
962
1014
1068

807
852
905
969
1033
1087
1158
1255
1354
1430
1485
1542
1601
1660
1721
1783

421
433
44
56
467
479
490
502
513
525
536
58
559
570
582
593

227
230
248
251
254
256
291
295
296
302
305
309
312
316
319
323

77
86
97
108
121
132
146
163
181
197
209
212
214
217
219
222

173
178
184
192
200
205
213
226
239
247
251
266
282
298
315
331

250
264
281
301
320
337
359
389
420
444
40
478
496
515
534
553

36
37

54
55

713
757

489
520

68.62
68.6

1950
1987

723
731

1123
1179

1846
1910

605
616

327
330

224
227

348
366

572
592

Notes:
1. Asaumed Inflation:
5.0 percent (tong-term)
2. Assumed Pay Scale Growth:
6.2 percent Ctong-term)
3. The member continues to accrue retirement points beyond 20 years of service.
4. The percent of drill pay relates the early wuIty to the monthly drill pay of a member who
regularly perform only four paid drills per month. The percent decreases proportionate
to an increase in the ruder of paid drills, and decreases at an increasing rate
for members who regularly perform additional paid active mndays.

Addressing the Issues: Integration with Manpower Force
Management Policy
The QRMC concluded that any alternative retirement system must
be compatible with the active duty retirement system. This
requirement is necessary to prevent the increase of costly early

attrition in the active components and to continue to attract
members with prior active service to the reserve components.

Alternatives to the Current Reserve Retirement System

I

__ ____
____

________
____
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Figure 6-5

The evaluation of the reserve retirement system provides the
following insights regarding attraction of active component
members to the reserve components:
"

Members who are not retained on active duty through
qualification for active duty retirement, or who separate
from the active components for other than economic reasons,
are attracted to the reserve components for the opportunity
to continue service and to vest prior active service in a
military retirement system.

"

Members are attracted to the reserve components and
voluntarily separate from the active components when the
present value of an immediate start in a civilian career,
combined with the present value of active reserve service
and reserve retirement, exceeds the present value of

6th QRNC Report
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continued active duty and active duty retirement. This
assumes that the member has specific economc alternatives
to continued active component service.
The QRMC also evaluated the attraction of retirement for
members already in the reserve components, reaching the
following conclusions:
0 Midcareer members separate from the reserve components when
the present value of continued reserve service, combined
with the present value of vesting reserve retirement (or
the present value of the increased retired pay annuity from
continued accumulation of retirement points), no longer
exceeds the present value of the alternate use of the time.
In the development of the Two-Tier Option, the QRMC was
cognizant of the potential motivations that might influence
active component members to transfer to the reserve components
and midcareer reserve component members to separate from active
membership. Further, the QR7!C was aware of the need for easy
transition from the active component retirement system to the
reserve component retirement system, due to the requirements of
the active components for accession of reserve component members
and the desire of the reserve components to attract members with
prior active service. In the current reserve retirement system,
the major features that maintain ease of transition between the
active and reserve systems are the retirement point system and
the 20 satisfactory years of service required for vesting. QRMC
analysis indicates that maintaining the nondisability vesting
requirement at 20 years of service and implementing the
recommended modifications to the retirement point system
(detailed in Chapter 7) will increase the ease of transition.
QRMC analysis indicates that the current requirement for
vesting reserve retirement (20 satisfactory years of service)
cannot be altered without concurrent modification to the active
component system. An increase in the vesting requirement would
decrease the attraction of members with prior active service to
the reserve components and, therefore, the quality of the pool
of manpower of prior active service that is available for
voluntary accession. A decrease in the vesting requirement (to
less than 20 years of service) would increase the economic value
of reserve service, creating a potential for additional
attrition in the active components.
Active component members who separate for noneconomic reasons
would probably separate anyway; therefore, any alternative that
increases attraction of these members would increase the quality
of the available pool of manpower with prior active service.
Active component members who separate for economic reasons alone
were of greatest concern in the design of the Two-Tier Option.
In reviewing the economic equation, it was determined that
Atternstives to the Current Reserve Retirement System
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members with opportunities that exceed the present value of
continued active component service, without the addition of
reserve service and reserve retirement, would leave the service
anyway, which puts them in the same category as members who
separate for noneconomic reasons.
For active component members whose continuation decision is
based on an economic equation that includes reserve service and
reserve retirement, the ability
to obtain a pay billet
in the
reserve components becomes an important part of that equation.
In significant part, the active component specialties with high
civilian demand (normally highly technical skills requiring
heavy initial training investments) are the same specialties
that the reserve components want to maintain for as long as
possible. Additionally, these specialties often receive special
incentive pays (e.g. flight pay) and are often authorized twice
as many paid drills per month as members in specialties that
require less intense training to maintain proficiency receive.
Table 6-7 and Table 6-8 provide an evaluation of the Two-Tier
option for the same two example members used in Tables 6-5 and
6-6, as if these members were aviators or flight crew members.
These members typically accrue retirement credit at a higher
level, which also serves as an incentive for longer service.
The solution to this problem lies in not increasing the
voluntary turnover of these highly technical specialties in the
reserve components. Without increased turnover, additional pay
billets for these specialties are not available, which leaves
the economic incentive in favor of continued active component

service. The Two-Tier Option was designed so that the present
value of continued reserve service (reserve duty pay and the
increases in the retirement annuity from further accumulation of
retirement points) always exceeds the present value of
retirement. Under the Two-Tier Option, the economic decision
favors continued reserve service for members who are allowed to
continue by policy.
Based on the information from the Services and their reserve
coponents, the Two-Tier Option was designed to support the
following policies:
0

Early entry into military service (18 to 23 years of age),
either active or reserve

*

Continuous satisfactory reserve component service

*

Selective retention of senior members (Selection Out)

*

Increased retention of members with less than 20 years of
service
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Table 6-7. The Value of the Two Tier YOSBased Early Annuity Option to the IndividkeL Neaber
Aviator
Pay Grade 05 at 20 YO in 1987.
FY 2007
1........ Then Year Dollars ......... 1 ...........
1967 Dollars
............ I
Monthly
Percent Current tat Tier 2nd Tier
Total Current Nonthilyst Tier 2nd Tier
Total
Drit let Tier Drill
System Paymnt Paymnt Two Tier Age 60 Drill Pjmant Paymnt Two Tier
YOU Age
Pay Paovmnt
Pay Age 62
Age 62 Age 62 Payment Paymnt
Pay
Age 62 Age 62 Payment

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27
28

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

42
1032
43
1092
44 1194
45
1264
46
1338
47 1417
48
1501
49 1589
50184
51 1784
52 1891
53 2004
54 2124
55 2251
56 2387
57
2531
58
2683
59
2846

10
191
225
263
304
348
394
4
500
50
626
6
706
750
7%6
846
8M
954

.SM
17.5
18.8S
20.8%
22.71
24.51
26.21
27.9%
29.71
31.41
33.1%
33.21
33.21
33.31
33.41
33.41
33.5
33.5%

2399
2468
2537
2606
2675
2745
2814
2883
2952
3021
3090
3159
3228
3297
3366
3435
3573

426
482
541
602
663
723
780
838
897
958
1020
1031
1043
1055
1067
1079
1092
1104

962
1000
1037
1076
1110
1139
1162
1185
1209
1234
1258
1337
1418
1500
1584
1669
1756
Is6

1387
1482
1578
1678
1773
1861
1941
2023
2106
2191
2278
2369
241
2555
2651
2748
284
2950

904
930
956
962
1008
1034
1060
1086
1112
1138
1165
1191
1217
1243
1269
1295
1321
1347

1032
1040
1083
1092
1101
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1161
1172
1183
1194
1205
1217
1229
1242

160
182
204
227
250
272
29
316
338
361
384
389
393
398
402
407
411
416

362
377
391
405
418
429
438
447
456
465
474
504
534
565
597
629
662
696

523
559
595
632
668
701
732
762
794
826
859
893
927
963
999
1036
1073
1112

Notes:
1. Assumed inflation:
5.0 percent (long-tern)
2. AsAmad Pay Scale Growth:
6.2 percent (long-term)
3. The mmber contiemm to accrue retirmnt points boyd 20 years of service.
4. The percent of dritt pay retste; the early wowity to the monthly drilL pay of a sar
who
regularly perform only four paid drills per month. The percent decreasee proportionate
to an increeae in the maer of paid drills, and decreases at an increasing rate
for mbers who regularly perform additional paid active m.nday.
5.
onthty driltt pay for aviators wad flight crew mmbers is based an eigt drfll periods
per month plus the pro rats ahare of aviation career incentive pay (the minimu level was used
for officers, the propriate grade level wae used for enlisted mbers).

a

Increased attraction of prior active component experience
that has already been lost to the active components by
policy or for other reasons

Early entry has been deemed necessary by reserve components
whose manpower force structures require youth and vigor (combat

arms) and by all reserve components for specialties requiring
heavy investments in training (the younger the member, the
longer the available payback period for initial training costs).
Early entry is supported by a years-of-service-based first tier,
Alternetivee to the Current
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Table 6-8. The Value of the Two Tier YOSBased Early Annuity Option to the Individual Nemer
Flight Crew Neaer
Pay Grade E7 at 20 YO in 1987.
FY 2011
-.---Then Year Dollars .........
---........
1987 Dollars ............
Monthly
Percent Current 1st Tier 2nd Tier
Total Current Nonthtylst Tier 2nd Tier
Total
Drill 1st Tier Drill
System Payment Payment Two Tier
Age 60 Grill Payment Payment Two Tier
YO Age
Pay Payment
Pay Age 62 Age 62
Age 62 Payment Payment
Pay Age 62
Age 62 Payment

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

507
535
600
634
670
708
835
883
934
989
1047

31

49

32
33
34
35
36
37

50
51
52
53
54
55

77
90
107
126
147
168
195
229
268
305
341

15.1%
16.9%
17.8%
19.8%
21.9%
23.8%
23.42
26.0%
28.6%
30.8%
32.6%

1359
1396
1433
1470
1507
1544
1581
1618
1655
1692
1729

248
278
312
350
389
426
470
526
584
634
675

559
574
594
619
643
661
688
729
769
796
810

807
852
905
969
1033
1087
1158
1255
1354
1430
1485

1109

362

32.7%

1766

683

859

1174
1244
1317
1396
1479
1567

385
409
434
461
489
520

32.8%
32.8%
32.9%
33.0%
33.1%
33.2%

1803
1840
1877
1914
1950
1987

691
699
707
715
723
731

910
962
1014
1068
1123
1179

421
433
444
456
467
479
490
502
513
525
536

617
620
661
665
670
674
757
763
769
775
781

77
86
97
108
121
132
146
163
181
197
209

1542

548

788

212

266

478

1601
1660
1721
1783
1846
1910

559
570
582
593
605
616

795
802
809
816
824
831

214
217
219
222
224
227

282
298
315
331
348
366

496
515
534
553
572
592

173
178
184
192
200
205
213
226
239
247
251

250
264
281
301
320
337
359
389
420
44
460

Notes:
1. Assumed Inflation:
5.0 percent (tong-term)
2. Assimd Pay Scale Growth:
6.2 percent (Long-term)
3. The member continues to accrue retirement points beyond 20 years of service.
4. The percent of drilt pay relates the early annuity to the monthly drill pay of a member who
regularly perform only four paid drills per month. The percent decreases proportionate
to an increase in the niaber of paid drills, aid decreases at an increasing rate
for mers who regularly perform additionat paid active mndays.
S. monthly drltl pay for aviators and flight crew members is baaed on eight drilt periods
per month plus the pro rate share of aviation career incentive pay (the minimu level was used
for officers, the appropriate grade Level was used for enlisted m krs).

rather than an age-based first tier. Where mandatory retirement
is tied to years of service rather than to age, the younger the
member is at retirement, the greater present value of the
associated annuity. The economic decision whether to continue
always favors continued service. Once a member is forced by
policy to retire, however, when compared with the current

system, the present value of the Two-Tier Option is greater at a
younger age for members with the same pay grade and years of
service.
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Continuous satisfactory service has advantages for the reserve
components as well for as the member. Breaks in active reserve
component service Ancrease recruiting demands and costs;
increase personnel turbulence, which impacts on readiness;
reduce the experience level of the member, increasing training
costs; and create problems with the implementation of selective
retention policies.
For reasons similar to the motivation for early entry, the
Two-Tier Option supports continuous service, since the potential
retirement annuity increases with additional years of service
and has a greater value if those years of service are completed

at a younger age.

The projected result of this incentive is

that, for components requiring implementation of selective
retention policy, a larger percentage of the year-of-service
cell under consideration would be eligible for consideration.

All members have a personal value that they place on time and
money. This value varies from person to person and for
individuals over time; it is termed the personal discount rate.
The overriding theme of all personal discount rates is that a
dollar today is worth more than a dollar tomorrow. Under the
Two-Tier Option, the present value of continued reserve service
is always greater than the value of retirement. This allows the
reserve components to maintain the members selected for
retention for as long as the components desire or policy allows.
The Two-Tier Option was designed to exceed the present value of
the current age-60 system for members with 30 years of service
or less who are not selectively retained (under a reasonable
range of personal discount rates). Therefore, while the
economic decision is always in favor of continued service, once
the option of continued service is no longer available, the TwoTier Option has greater personal economic value for members who
have performed service in the manner desired by the reserve
components, because income is received earlier in life.
The grandfathering of all current members under the existing
system, with an individual option to convert, is anticipated.
Because all members who presently have eight or more years of
service are under the final pay method of calculating their
retired pay, it is probable that most current members who
continue in active reserve service after age 52 would elect
receipt of retired pay at age 60 instead of the Two-Tier Option,
unless they have relatively high personal discount rates or do
not expect to live to average life expectancy. Almost all other
members who are not selectively retained would be expected to
find the Two-Tier Option more attractive, based on their own
expectations and personal discount rates. More importantly,
regardless of the current members' economic analysis of the
alternatives, the option will support unbiased decisions
concerning the selective retention of current members. The
financial condition of a member will no longer be a major
Alternative* to the Current Reserve Retirement
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I
consideration in the retention process, because the member would
have the option of electing an immediate annuity that would
replace from 33 to 68 percent of the minimum monthly drill pay.

The results of projections of the impact of the Two-Tier
Option using the RAND Reserve Dynamic Retention Model (Figure
6-5) indicate that offering an early annuity would be likely to
increase retention of midcareer members. Increased retention of
midcareer members was desired by almost every component. The
advantages are obvious: decreased recruiting demands, decreased
initial training costs, decreased personnel turnover, and more
experience in the midlevel pay grades. All of this becomes even
more important in light of the decreasing pool of available
initial entry manpower.
The QRMC analysis indicates that the Two-Tier Option would be
expected to increase the attractiveness of reserve component
service for three groups: active service members without prior
service, increasing the value of reserve retirement as a
recruiting tool; active service members with prior service who
are already members of the reserve components; and nonmembers
who have already separated or have decided to separate from the
active components for other than economic reasons. This would
not only increase the pool of available accessions (important
because of the declining initial entry age population) but would
increase the quality of the available manpower pool.
The QRMC analysis indicates that the Two-Tier Option provides
increased flexibility and potential to support manpower force
management policies. The system is designed to allow force
managers to make decisions that are the best for the component,
without inordinate influence being exerted on retention
decisions by the financial condition of the member being
considered. In the absence of revised high year of tenure or
selective retention policies, the Two-Tier Option would affect
the continuation decisions of members only to the extent that it
retains more midcareer members, and then only until the
promotion stagnation trend currently evident in the reserve
components inhibits the career decision altogether. Combined
with active force manpower management and policy, the Two-Tier
option should assist all reserve components in meeting their
manpower force objectives. It would support implementation of
policy to achieve not only a better manpower structure based on
each component's requirements, but net overall savings from
reduced recruiting expenses, reduced initial entry training
costs, more midcareer experience (and consequently, more
efficient managers) and, therefore, greater readiness in the
reserve components.

6th OW Reort - Vol-- 1,
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Value of the Two-Tier Option to

the Member

The QR14C did not ignore the value of reserve retirement to the
individual member. Whereas the value of the current system is
essentially the same relative to participation levels and pay
grade for two members of the same age, the Two-Tier Option
provides incentives to perform continuous service and to enter
at the earliest possible age, varying the value of the
retirement annuity with the nature of service, much the same as
does the active duty retirement system.
Current members would still be able to elect retired pay
beginning at age 60; therefore, the current member's choice will
be the alternative that provides the greatest personal present
value. New entrants will have every opportunity to perform
present and future service in a manner that provides a higher
personal present value for the Two-Tier Option than for the old
age-60 calculation. The minority of new entrants who are
selectively retained beyond 30 years of service in the future
will continue to draw reserve duty pay, become eligible for
promotion, and accumulate additional retirement points, all of
which greatly increase the value of the Two-Tier Option as it
does under the current system.
Effects on the Costs of Reserve Retirement
Appendix E shows projections of the future costs of reserve
retirement under the recommended Two-Tier Option (alternative
7B). Figure E-15 shows projected future outlays and accrual
payments in 1988 dollars. Figure E-17 shows the percentage
change in trust fund outlays and DoD accrual over the next 75
years.
As indicated, outlays from the retirement fund would initially
increase. The peak would be 13 years after enactment. Outlays
at that time would reach their maximum: 10 percent greater than
the current reserve retirement system. Reductions in fund
outlays would begin in the 18th year after enactment. Savings
in fund outlays would peak at 20 percent 45 years after
enactment and level off at a net 16 percent savings in future
outlays. The percentage change is relative to the increasing
fund outlays that will occur in any event, as the reserve
retirement system matures. A 16.5 percent savings in DoD
reserve retirement accruals occurs immediately and levels off at
7.5 percent in Fiscal Year 2009 (Table 6-9).
Reserve retirement outlays are currently 7.56 percent of total
military retirement outlays. At the peak point of increased
outlays 13 years after enactment, total military retirement
outlays would increase by less than 1 percent. In the first
year of net cumulative savings 19 years after enactment, total
military retirement outlays would be reduced by 1.88 percent per
ALteruntlVs to the Current Reserve Retirement System
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year. The peak year of projected savings shows a 2.64 percent
decrease in total outlays. The projected static decrease in
total military retirement outlays for the out-years is 2
percent.
The increased fund outlays in the early years are the
consequence of current members receiving retired pay prior to
age 60. As the retirement system matures and the percentage of
reserve retirees drawing pay on the Two-Tier Option increases,
outlays will begin to decline from projections for the current
system. The immediate decrease in the DoD Budget reflects these
future outlay savings in today's accruals, because all current
members would have the opportunity to convert to the Two-Tier
Option.
The increases in federal outlays projected from implementation
of the Two-Tier Option are the smallest increases of any
alternative that produces positive results in the retention of
midcareer members. These outlays would be partially offset in
the early years by decreased accession and initial entry
training costs. These reductions would decrease the DoD Budget
and, once the Two-Tier Option matures, would also reduce
outlays.
The savings in future outlays are both real and implied
savings. A significant portion of the real savings derives from
two roots:
Members who are not selected for retention will accumulate
fewer retirement points, reducing outlays for these members
from both the age-60 calculation and the Two-Tier option.
There would be a reduced incentive for participation for
points only by senior members in the Individual Ready
Reserve.
The Two-Tier Option eliminates unearned real wage growth,
after retirement, from the calculation of reserve retired
pay. The elimination of unearned real wage growth implies
a small savings over the current system, but this will
exist only if real wage growth actually occurs between a
member's retirement and the 60th birthday.
Anilla_= Benefits and Transition

In the above review of alternatives to the current reserve
retirement system, nonmonetary benefits of reserve retirement,
as well as problems associated with transition to an alternate
system, have been largely ignored. Recommendations regarding
*gray areaw retirees and ancillary retirement benefits under the
current reserve retirement system and the Two-Tier option are
discussed in detail in Chapter 9. Considerations for transition
6-38
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to the recommended alternative are outlined below. Attention to
these considerations during the drafting of proposed legislation
should reduce implementation difficulties.
0 A large segment of senior members of the reserve components
are federal employees and subject to dual compensation
laws. The application of dual compensation laws to the
first-tier retainer payments would, in many cases,
eliminate the positive net present value of the option to
the individual, removing any incentive to depart service.
*

Recovery of active duty separation pay from the first-tier
retainer would remove the incentive to elect the Two-Tier
Option. Recovery from the second tier would push back the
current recovery period by two years and somewhat lengthen
the recovery period. On balance, deferral of recovery
until the second tier would appear to be warranted.
Procedures would have to be incorporated for calculating
first- and second-tier annuities for members voluntarily or
involuntarily called to active status after they elected
the first tier retainer . These procedures should be
relatively straightforward as long as the retired pay base
is established at time of election of the first tier.
Retirement points earned during this service would be used
in calculating the second tier, just as though they had
been earned prior to election of the first-tier annuity.
Recalculation of the first-tier annuity would be permitted
(with point reduction using the first-tier formula) if
subsequent service passed an established threshold (e.g. 75
points).

As discussed above, the SBP would need to be integrated with
the Two-Tier Option. Transition itself would not appear to be
inordinately complex. Two specific issues would appear to merit
attention: application of the Two-Tier Option to members
already in the Retired Reserve but not yet age 60, and immediate
eligibility to elect the Two-Tier Option for all members with a
minimum of 20 years of qualifying service, as opposed to a more
gradual application of the option.
From the point of view of meeting reserve component objectives
there would be no basis on which to offer the Two-Tier Option to
members already in the Retired Reserve. Should it be judged
that such offer is warranted on equity grounds, the first- and
second-tier calculation could be the same as for active status
members or could include a reduced benefit for election from
Retired Reserve status. Inclusion of this group would increase
initial outlays. From an individual economic perspective,
however, a sizeable percentage of this group would be likely to
opt to stay with retired pay at age 60 because of their
proximity to that age.
Atternstfves to the Current ieelrve Retfregent System
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The main reason for a two-step (or longer) transition to the
Two-Tier Option would appear to be concern that if all members
with 20 qualifying years have the opportunity to elect the
option simultaneously, there would be a single surge of
retirements that would cause manpower turbulence. This could be
avoided by initially offering the option only to members subject
to involuntary transfer to the Retired Reserve and those with at
least 30 qualifying years. The 30-year standard could be

gradually reduced one year at a time, so that full transition
would be complete after 10 years. Obviously, many variations on
this approach are possible. The transition scheme selected
should be one judged by the reserve components to best fit their
concerns and requirements.

the effects
assessed reservists
retirementqualified
review
of reserve
QRNC in
and retaining
attracting
cfThe
the6th
system
in support of manpower requirements. For the reserve members
now entering service, 22.8 percent of their pay must be placed
into the military retirement fund to pay for the future
retirement costs of the group. In FY 1986, reserve retirees
were paid $1.2 billion.
Previous studies'of reserve compensation have concluded that
reserve retirement is too expensive and is inefficient in
10
supporting the reserve components' needs for en]isted members.
The 6th QRMC analysis indicates that reserve retirement is a
major factor in the retention of both officers and enlisted
members with critical leadership and technical skills. Although
current compensation incentives could partially or completely
replace the retirement system, QRMC analysis indicates that this
could not be accomplished at less cost or with equal
effectiveness. The retirement system also appears to support
institutional values that are important to most reservists.
Balanced against these positive features of reserve retirement
is the fact that the current system is relatively inflexible.
This is particularly the case in terms of its ability to support
the 60.
yearsIt of
completed
objectives for
manpower
is
under age
pay have
but are
retired who
for members
service requirement
likely that a more flexible system would be of significant value
in the next decade as members from the Vietnam Era hump approach
age 50 and current high continuation rates combine to produce an
excaes of members with lengthy service.
R eo

ended Alternative

The QRMC examined a number of alternatives to the current
system, including alternatives suggested as the result of
earlier studies and 'those suggested by reserve members and
6-40
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others concerned with the reserve forces. This review led to
the development of an alternative to the current age-60 system.
This alternative, the Two-Tier Option, which would provide an
optional early annuity at any point after initial qualification
for reserve retired pay with 20 years of satisfactory service,
is recommended by the QRM4C.

The Two-Tier Option would provide a second tier at age 62.
The system would be optional for all members in service at
enactment, in that members not electing an early annuity would
receive retired pay and benefits beginning at age 60 as provided

by existing law. Members electing the two-tier option, as well
as those remaining under the current system, would receive
medical benefits at age 60. The QRC assessment of this
alternative indicates that it would more effectively support the
manpower force profiles desired by all reserve components.
The Two-Tier Option would be compatible with the active duty
retirement system. It would not be competitive with the active
duty system, but would be sufficiently attractive to aid in

recruiting members with prior active duty who no longer desired
to pursue an active duty career. In these respects, the

alternative would not differ from today's system.
By providing a means to replace some percentage of the reserve
compensation that is lost by members who have qualified for
retirement at age 60 but can no longer participate, the Two-Tier
Option would be supportive of selective retention policies of
the reserve components. As an jgt
that would be available
immediately after enactment, it would be able to support
manpower policies in the near term.
The Two-Tier Option is designed to provide an incentive to
continue service through 30 years for those who are able to
continue. The option should be easy to understand and
communicate to reserve members. Because of the early annuity
payments required, there would be an increase in outlays for
retired pay from the military retirement fund. This increase
would peak in 13 years after enactment. After 19 years, outlays
from the fund would be less than under the existing system.
Near-term increased outlays from retired pay would be partially
offset by decreased accession costs and lower initial entry
training costs. These same decreases would increase long-term
savings.
There would be an immediate reduction in the amount of DoD
accrual payments into the fund. These reduced accrual payments
reflect the fact that the Two-Tier Option results in a
significant decrease in reserve retirement costs in the longterm. The percent of reserve pay required to be set aside for
new entrants to pay for the future costs of retirement would be
reduced from 22.8 percent to 21.1 percent. In summary, the QRMC
Alternstves to the Current Reserve Retirement syste
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concludes that implementation of the recomnded Two-Tier Option
to the current reserve retirement system would result in a more
effective plan at less cost,
The Of=C recommnds the development of legislation which would
provide an optional early annuity at any point after initial
qualification for reserve retired pay with 20 years of
qualifying service. The early annuity would be optional for all
persons who were members of a uniformed service prior to
enactment of the oamended cqane. The Two-Tier system vould
apply to all ner members after enactment.
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1. See Office of the Secretary of Defense, Miit
Comnensation Backaround Paers, U.S. Govt. Printing Office, June
1987, pp. 5-10.

2. During the course of the 6th QRIC review, Canadian
defense officials, looking for an answer to poor reserve career
retention and lack of prior active component affiliation,
expressed interest in a reserve retirement system and the
findings and alternatives of the QRNC.
3. Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower,
Reserve Affairs and Logistics), Special Projects Group. Remi

of the Comensation System for the Selected Reserve:

Final

Reer, 1980, p. 34. This report did suggest that an option for
an early partial cash-out system might assist in meeting

manpower objectives and warranted further study.

4. The Civil Service Retirement System provides an
unreduced, immediate annuity at age 60 with 20 years of service,
and at age 55 with 30 years of service.
5. Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Reserve Affairs), Reserve Compensation System Study - Final
Report, June 30, 1978, p. VI-80.
6. Report to the President on the Study of Uniformed
Services Retirement and Survivor Benefits by the Interaaencv
Commttee, July 1, 1971, p. 3-5.
7. It might be noted here that the current reserve
retirement system may be seen as an extreme version of a twotier system in which the first tier payment is zero.
8. The adjusted pay entry base date
represents the start date of membership
performed continuous service. A member
membership would have the same PEBD and

(PEBD) is the date that
if the member has
with no breaks in
adjusted PEBD.

9. Although the calculation of the monthly retired pay
annuity may seem complex, in contrast to the current system it
could result in reduced administrative burden. Total retirement
point accumulations are verified at the time of retirement,
rather than at age 60 as with the current system. Records used
to verify total point accumulations are more accessible while
the member remains in an active status. As with the current
system, the retired pay base is calculated once, at the time of
retirement. The difference under the Two-Tier Option is that
the member is still in an active status, and therefore still in
the automated pay system, making the calculation easier and more
accurate. Under the Two-Tier Option, the member will remain in
Atternstivn to the Current Reserve Retirement System
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automated pay system, greatly reducing the burden of the
second-tier calculation, which is no more complex than the
current age-60 calculation.
10. This view is still prevalent as indicated by the recent
recommendation of the Congressional Budget Office regarding
See U.S., Congressional Budget Office,
reserve retirement.
Reducina te Deficit: Snendina and Revenue O=tions, U.S. Govt
Printing Office, March 1988, pp. 90-92.
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'TH RETIRIENT POINT SYSTEM;
HISTORY, ANALYSIS AND 11COII0E'DTIONS

Chapter 7.

The Initial

r

I

As initially proposed in 1946 and originally passed by the

House in 1947 (H.h. 2744), the reserve retirement system would
have provided an annuity at age 60, based entirely on years of
differentiated as to the
service, with years of service not
1
level of reserve participation.
Although this proposal required a minimum number of years of
federal active service, the definition of a satisfactory year of
reserve service was left to the discretion of the Secretaries of
the Military Departments. The only limit placed on reserve
retirement under this proposal was a pay cap (75 percent of
basic pay), the same cap as active duty retirement. This
proposal would have granted a lifetime annuity, beginning at age
60, to any member completing an aggregate total of 20 or more
years of service. The annuity was to be the sum of the
following:
* Two and one-half percent of the active duty basic pay
multiplied by the number of years of active federal
service. This pay would be based on the highest grade held
satisfactorily during the entire period of service, and
would be computed from the pay scale in force the year
retirement pay was granted.
* One-half percent of this same base pay for each year of
service other than active federal service; i.e. reserve
service.
In addition to being 60 years old and having a minimum of 20
satisfactory years of service, a member was required to complete
the minimum number of years of active federal service indicated
in Table 7-1.
The requirement for active federal service was intended to
accomplish two objectives:
* Congress wanted to link reserve retirement to the main
purpose for which reserves existed at that time: a source
of available qualified personnel; pretrained individual
members who could be used to rapidly expand the active
force in times of need.

The
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The War Department wanted an inducement for reserve
officers to serve on extended active duty for periods of
time short of that required to qualify for an active duty
retirement.
Table 7-1.

Years of Active Federal Service Required in the
Initial Retirement Point Proposal (H.R. 2744)

Years of Service
Prior to Enactment
0
Up to 5
5 to 10
10 to 15
15 to 20
Over 20

Active Federal
Service Reuired

Years
Years
Years
Years
Years
Years

3
3
4
4
4
4

Years
Years
Years
Years
Years
Years

Active Federal
Service Required
after Enactment
3
2
18
1
6
0

Years
Years
Months
Year
Months
Years

Reaction to the Proposal
The original retirement proposal came from the Services.
Opposition to the proposal existed only over the definition of
active federal service. Reserve components of the War
Department and the Department of the Navy argued that many
members would be unable to leave civilian employment for the
term of active federal service required. 2 The major support for
reserve retirement from the active components of the War
Department was as an inducement for reserve officers to serve on
extended active duty. Justification for this support was based
on planned force structures that pyramided toward the senior
officer grades. These structures required a large number of
junior officers who were not expected to achieve 12 years of
active federal service. The War Department expected to meet
junior officer requirements with reservists on extended active
duty tours, holding the number of regular officers to the number
expected to continue in active service through retirement. The
War Department projected that reservists would not continue on
extended active duty at the expense of their civilian careers
without an alternate means for vesting active duty retirement
benefits.
The War Department altered this position as mobilization
planners within the Department exposed the vital need for a
strong reserve, a reserve that would require participation from
more personnel than the Department could use on extended active
duty in peace time. H.R. 2744 was revised to include a
provision to give 30 days of active federal service credit for
each year of satisfactory reserve service, to be used toward
T-2
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retirement qualification only. 3

This credit was to be in

addition to any credit for annual training or other periods of
active federal service, and was intended as an incentive for
participation in inactive duty training.

Title III contained the foregoing provisions when H.R. 2744
was debated and passed in the House and introduced into the
Senate in March of 1948. 4 Between that time and May 20, 1948,

when the Senate Committee on Armed Services began hearings,
Title III was dramatically modified. The result was the current
reserve retirement system, which has remained basically
unaltered since enactment on June 29, 1948. The text of the
hearings before the Senate Committee on Armed Services on H.R.
2744 (80th Congress, 2nd Session) contains a thorough discussion
of the major impetus behind the change from the preferred
years-of-service based system to the retirement point system
that was enacted. The major reasons for the change were as
follows:
In a retirement system based on undefined satisfactory
years of service, an individual could enlist in a regular
component for three years, transfer to a level of the
reserves where a satisfactory year required little or no
participation, and eventually qualify for retired pay. For
this system, the actuarial projections indicated costs so
high that they were considered outrageous.
The years-of-service based system would have rewarded
individuals identically for reserve service, without regard
for their actual level of participation in inactive duty
training. There was concern that this would be a
disincentive to participate in inactive duty training
beyond the minimum requirements. It was also felt that the
proposed system would discourage membership in units of the
reserve components requiring participation beyond the
minimum needed to qualify for retirement.
Public documents, however, barely touch upon the rationale
behind criteria for awarding points, types of points, limits on
certain points, the definition of a good year, and the formula
for calculating equivalent years of active service.
The

ains for a Retirement Point System

The earliest available documentation on a retirement point
system for reserve retirement indicates that it was suggested by
Lieutenant Colonel 0. B. Myers, A.C. Reserve. Lieutenant
Colonel Myers wrote to the Secretary of War on July 2, 1946,
outlining a retirement point system that he felt would reconcile
the conflicts existing between current bills before 5the 79th
Congress, predecessors of H.R. 2744 (80th Congress).
The
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Although Lieutenant Colonel Myers' suggested point system was

passed over in favor of the years-of-service based system in the
original House version of H.R. 2744, the concept reappears in an

undated memorandum from the Secretary of the Navy to the
Secretary of Defense, prepared by Commander D. L. Martineau,

Bureau of Naval Personnel.6 The memorandum outlines and
justifies a retirement point system that became the basis for
the one finally'recommended by the Department of Defense and
enacted by Congress.
Under the initial concept of a nondisability retirement system
for non-regular service, both the House and the Senate wanted to
tie qualification to active federal service, allowing all or a
majority of this service to have been performed prior to
enactment-'(see Table 7-1).7 The Services, on the other hand,
viewed the primary purpose of the bill as an inducement for
future service, and therefore wanted the required service to be
performed after enactment. The problem with the original
requirement for active federal service was twofold: What credit
should be allowed for service prior to enactment? and, How were
individuals to earn active federal service credit (or its
equivalent) after enactment?
Before introduction of the point system, the Services
successfully argued that annual training and other periods of
active duty should count, and that an additional uniform credit
of 30 days' active federal service per year should be awarded to
each member completing a satisfactory year. The point system
eliminated the need for tracking years of active federal service
by treating each point earned as equal to one day; and by
setting a minimum number of points per year, which approximated
three years of active federal service over 20 years of service
(see analysis on the 50-point minimum).
The structure of the enacted retirement point system was
developed in May 1948, in the office of Major General John E.
Dahlquist, Deputy Chief, Personnel and Administration,
Headquarters United States Army. Assisting in the effort were8
representatives of the Services and their reserve components.
The enacted retirement point system accomplished several goals
of the Department of Defense:
*

It placed all service creditable for retirement on the same
basis, that of active federal service or its prescribed
reserve equivalent.

*

It established a formula for computing retired pay based on
the individual's equivalent years of active federal
service, the same basis on which active duty retirement pay
was granted.

7-4
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It established a minimum participation requirement,
eliminating the need to define a "satisfactory year" along
with the need to track the three-year active federal
service requirement for new entrants.
It rewarded each individual on the actual level of

participation, thereby providing an incentive to
participate beyond the minimum prescribed level for

qualification.
The analysis of the reserve retirement point system requires a
thorough understanding of the purpose behind each component of
the system, how the system provided appropriate incentives for
the needs and missions of the reserve components in 1948, and
how the requirements for the reserve components have changed
over the last 40 years. Segregated into parts, the retirement
point system consists of these components:
*

Active federal service (AD points)

•

Inactive duty (IDT)

*

Membership (IDT)

These three sources of retirement points are bounded by these
limitations:
"

A 60-point cap on IDT and membership points, combined, in a
given retirement year

" A 50-point minimum to classify a given retirement year as a
satisfactory year of service
" A 365-point cap on total points counted in a given
retirement year (366 in a leap year)
" A divisor of 360 for establishing equivalent years of
active federal service
The award of points for active and inactive duty solved
several problems with the original system:
*

It placed all service on the same basis, with the point
system providing the means to relate reserve inactive duty
participation to active federal service, and provided that
both the active and reserve retirement systems would use
the same basis for pay (2.5 percent of basic pay for each
year of equivalent active service).

*

It placed a premium on inactive duty participation, thus
providing an incentive to participate, rewarding
individuals for their actual participation, and setting a
uniform standard for satisfactory performance.

The Retireemnt Point Sytom
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From CDR Nartineau's memorandum and from testimony before the
Senate Committee on Armed Services, 9 it could be concluded that,
for the most part, award of IDT points was to have been limited
by the reserve components' budgets, implying paid periods of
training or equivalent instruction. The language of the enacted
legislation specifies "... or period of equivalent instruction
that was prescribed for that year by the Secretary concerned and
conformed to the requirements prescribed by law", L 0 and
indicates that tight controls were contemplated for the award of
IDT points. This concept remains reflected in section 206(a) of
title 37, United States Code, which provides an entitlement to
compensation for inactive duty training "to the extent provided
for by appropriations." Except for nonpaid drills, periods of

equivalent instruction were expected to be fairly limited.

In

fact, the only type of equivalent instruction specifically
mentioned is correspondence courses.
Original cost projections forecast that less than 1 percent of
nondrilling officers and 0.25 percent of nondrilling enlisted
members would qualify for retirement (as opposed to 5 percent of
officers and 1 percent of enlisted members assigned to drilling

units). I I These projections, grounded on the rese "ecomponent
structure that existed in 1948, provide evidence that most
nondrilling reservists were not expected to acquire good years
of service for retirement purposes.

The current system of awarding points for inactive duty
training has been the subject of debate over many years. At the
time the reserve retirement system was enacted, inactive duty
training was conducted for the most part in single drill
assembly periods, even though multiple training assemblies had
been used to some degree to meet training requirements in the
Naval Reserve since 1930. In 1949, during consideration of the
Career Compensation Act, the Navy defended the need for
conducting two paid drills in one day. In hearings before the
House Armed Services Committee, it was stated that the Chief,
National Guard Bureau, had suggested limiting the number of paid
assemblies to one per day.1 2 During the hearings, the
Congressional members raised the issue of "two days' pay for one
day's work". In 1954, the Department of Defense General Counsel
ruled that the practice of paying for multiple drills was not
legally objectionable and that "there appears to be no legal
basis for concluding that such a drill or period of equivalent
instruction is legal for pay purposes but not retirement
purposes." The following year DoD Directive 1215.8 (2 May 1955)
confirmed this opinion in regulation, and in 1958 the
Comptroller General ruled in favor of the practice. 1 3 There has
been periodic concern with the two days' pay and retirement
points issue. Since a reservist is credited with two retirement
points for a day in which two drill periods are performed, but
6th ORNC Report
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is credited with only one point for a day of active duty, this
will doubtless continue to be raised as an issue from time to
time.

Membership Points
Since the inception of the reserve retirement system, all
reservists in an active status have been awarded 15 points per
year for membership. Documentation of the historical background
concerning membership points is relatively sparse: CDR
Xartineau's memorandum and a small section of the Reserve
Compensation System Study (RCSS, section F, supporting papers,
volume II, "Deferred Compensation and Benefits") provide the
only documented legislative history. The background
documentation develops two lines of reasoning for the award of
gratuitous membership points:
Under the initial system proposed by CDR Martineau, there
would have been no minimum number of points required for
qualification. Except for active participation, the means
to earn points under his proposed system were quite
limited. He proposed the award of gratuitous membership
points on the basis of "15 days for each year of federal

service without pay other than active duty or active duty
for training", 14 thereby limiting the award of membership
points to nondrilling reservists. Membership points were
intended to allow nondrilling reservists to qualify for a
small annuity at age 60. This intent was largely
obstructed by the inclusion of the 50-point minimum, which
assured that any reservist who qualified for an annuity had
accumulated at least 1,000 points.
In the proposal that was eventually enacted, membership
points were included because the essentially arbitrary
minimum of 50 points per year was considered unobtainable
for members who did not drill or participate in annual
training. Moreover, at that time, many reserve units were
authorized fewer than 48 drills and, in some cases, no
annual training. According to the RCSS background paper,
membership points were recommended as compensation to the
reservist for the "simple act of allowing his name to be
maintained on the roster, thereby subjecting himself to
call for active duty". 1 5 More to the point, membership
points were recommended as a start toward the 50-point
minimum, in recognition of the fact that many reservists
could not obtain 50 points otherwise.
Both CDR Martineau and the drafters of the final proposal
recommended 15 membership points, to correspond to the active
service credit received for annual training. Although it is not
spelled out in the background documentation, it can be inferred
that points from active participation were to be the major
The
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contributor to retirement qualification. The background
documentation recommends the granting of membership points
becausc of the many reservists who would be unable to obtain 50
points per year through drill participation only. This concept
points, once again, to the fact that reserve retirement was
regarded as a benefit for drilling reservists.
Sixty-Point Cap on Inactive Duty Points
Although no documentation exists on the logic behind the
60-point per retirement year cap on IDT points, probable
considerations may be inferred from the legislative history:
* Sixty points, plus 12 to 15 days annual training,
approximates one-fifth of 360 points, which equates to 0.5
percent in the retirement formula. One-half percent for
each year of reserve service corresponds to the original
reserve retirement proposals.
0 An annual maximum of 60 paid drill periods had been
established in law for the Army since 192016 and the Navy
since 1925.17 Thus, 60 was a recognized standard for
maximum annual inactive duty participation. Further, the
reserve component structure in 1948 did not provide the
opportunities for participation that the reserve components
of today provide. It was not anticipated that reservists,
other than members of the National Guard and other Reserve
units authorized 48 drills, would exceed the 60-point cap.
*

As methods were contemplated for earning IDT points other
than by direct participation in a drilling status, an
annual cap on IDT points would appear appropriate to
prevent abuse of the system.

A longstanding concern with respect to the award of IDT points
relates to the provision that allows the Secretaries of the
Military Departments to define a period of equivalent
instruction. As shown in Table 7-2, the methods for earning IDT
points include points for such activities as recruiting,
attending an approved civilian seminar, or giving a lecture on a
military subject to a local community organization. The cap on
IDT points, 60 points per retirement year, prevents most
drilling reservists from benefiting from these alternative
methods of earning IDT points.
The Fifty-Point Minimum
Before the retirement point system was included in the
legislative proposal for reserve retirement, the definition of a
satisfactory year of service was to be left to the discretion of
the Secretary of the appropriate Military Department. The
Secretary of the Navy objected to the discretionary definition
7-8
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due to the existing structure of the Naval Reserve, and the
differing participation requirements among the various
components of that structure. Under the original proposal, the
Secretary of the Navy would have been required to make
a satisfactory year for
individual decisions on what constituted
18
each member of the Naval Reserve.
One of the original goals of Congress in considering a reserve
retirement system was to link qualification to active federal
service. Although the armed forces and their reserve components
did not disagree specifically with this requirement, they
successfully argued that actual participation in the reserves
should count toward completion of the active federal service
requirement. Before introduction of the point system proposed
as part of the legislative package, the requirement for active
federal service for new entrants stood at three years. 1 9 As
H.R. 2744 went to the Senate, it would have allowed full credit
for all periods of active duty; active duty for training
(including annual training); and, for every year of reserve
service, a uniform credit of 30 days toward completion of the
active federal service requirement. This would have allowed a
minimum-participant category A member to complete the active
federal service requirement in 24 years of reserve service (15
days annual training plus 30 days uniform credit times 24 years
equals 3 years ofactive federal service). Any additional
performance of active duty for training would shorten this
period.
The introduction of the point system produced an easy solution
to the definition of a satisfactory year and the active federal
service requirement: require a minimum number of points. The2 0
minimum was arbitrarily set at 50 points per retirement year,
which, over 20 years of minimum satisfactory participation,
produces a minimum point accumulation of 1000 points (almost
three years active federal service at one point per day). This
solution for defining future satisfactory reserve performance
was acceptable to the Military Departments and the Congress, but
it did not solve the problem of credit for past reserve service.
The final solution to credit for past service, although not
equitable when levels of participation are considered, was the
award of a satisfactory year of service, along with 50 points
credit, for each year of federal reserve service prior to
enactment of the system.
As stated, the 50-point minimum was essentially an arbitrary
decision, although it is apparent that there was some
consideration of participation levels as they existed in 1948:
Members of the National Guard and of other Reserve
components that were authorized 48 drills and annual
training would exceed the minimum through normal
participation.
6th €UNC Report - Voltm Is
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Members of units and programs that were authorized 24
drills, annual training, and 15 membership points could
exceed the minimum through participation, so long as they
attended all assemblies.
Members in units or programs that were authorized 24 or
less drills without annual training could achieve a
satisfactory year through the performance of equivalent
training, correspondence courses, and active duty training
(when available). These individuals would be required to
earn up to 35 points (50 points less the 15 membership
points) through methods not connected with unit
were not
participation. The majority of these individuals
21
expected to qualify for reserve retirement.
With the inclusion of membership points in the final proposal,
the minimum level of participation required for a satisfactory
year was set at that level required to earn 35 points. Earning
35 points by means other than unit participation was considered
nearly impossible at that time.
The proposal provided that all years of reserve service prior
to enactment of the system would be considered "satisfactory
years." It correspondingly required active duty during World
War I or II as a condition of eligibility for those who were
members of the reserves before August 16, 1945. After
enactment, this provision was extended to include the Korean
conflict and, subsequently, to include service during the Berlin
and Cuban crises as well as during the Vietnam conflict period.
no
For those who first became members after World War 2 II,
2
requirement exists for active duty in time of war.
The system, as enacted, ensured that new members of the
reserve components will meet certain minimum service
requirements to qualify for retirement; therefore, a specific
requirement for active federal service was not required.
Analysis of the Retirement Point System and Recommendations
Active Duty Points
on the basis of one point for
Active duty points are awarded
23
each day of full-time service:

* Active duty
"
o

24
Active duty for training (with and without pay)
Full-time National Guard duty

The awarding of one point for one day of active service
appears reasonable and equitable, and it has been accepted as
such by reserve members. Under the formula for calculating
Tk
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retirement benefits, one year of active service approximates 2.5
percent of base pay, the same as for active duty retirement,
the same as proposed in the original version of the bill.

and

Just as important, active duty points provide ease of
transition from extended active duty to a reserve status and
vice
versa,
feature strongly
desired
theday
Department
of activeof
full credit
for by
each
Defense.
By aproviding

servide, the system enhances the active duty experience level in

the reserve components and enables the active components to
attract reserve members to perform short periods of extended
active service. The basis for award of active duty points is
consistent with the requirements of active service. The system
accommodates the needs of both the active and reserve
components, and therefore should be continued.

Inactive Duty Points
Inactive duty points (IDT) are awarded on the basis of one
point for each attendance at a drill or period of equivalent
instruction.
Inactive duty training and training requirements have changed
radically since 1948:
" Almost all reserve units are currently authorized 48 paid
drills per year in addition to 12 to 15 days annual
training. In 1948, only the National Guard was authorized
48 paid drills by law, with the majority of Reserve units
authorized considerably less.
*

The length and scheduling of drill periods has changed.
Initially, a drill period was two to four hours, one
evening per week, with perhaps two hours devoted to
training after administrative duties had been discharged.
Currently, a drill period is typically one weekend per
month, which often amounts to 48 hours continuous training
for deployable units. Multiple drills involving two and
one-half or three days are not uncommon.

*

Most units are authorized a considerable number of
additional IDT training periods, which may be allocated
individually or to units as a whole as training needs and
missions dictate.

*

Air crews and pilots assigned to flying units are
authorized up to an additional 2 48
IDT periods per year to
maintain their qualifications. 5

It was the clear intention of the Department of Defense and
Congress that reservists should receive full credit toward
retirement for their actual participation. However, it is also
7-12
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clear that the current levels of participation were never
anticipated.
Currently, with the cap of 60 IDT points per
retirement year, the majority of drilling reservists lose at
least three retirement points per year, with the average loss as
high as 27 points for officers of the Air National Guard (see
retirement point analysis in Appendix B).
The 6th QRMC approach to the analysis of this issue was to
compare the actual and required duty performed within the basic
one-year period of credit for active duty and reserve members.
Members on active duty accrue points for each day of
service, whether or not the day is actually a duty day.
They receive one point per day for nonduty weekends,
accrued leave, and federal holidays. The
minimum-participant member on extended active duty could
actually work as few as 219 days (365 less 104 weekend
days, less 12 federal holidays, less 30 days paid vacation)
out of 365. This member would receive 365 retirement
points, an average of 1.67 points per working day. If the
member works additional days beyond the minimum, as most
do, the average credit will fall, approaching one point per
day as the member approaches 365 full working days (see
Figure 7-1 later in this chapter).
A reservist in Training/Pay Category A (97 percent of
trained part-time members of the Selected Reserve) who is a
minimum participant earns 75 points per retirement year (48
for drills and 15 for membership, capped at 60, plus 15 for
annual training). This reservist does not accumulate leave
and, in most cases under the current system, works every
day of annual training, thus earning 75 points for 39
working days, or 1.92 points per day. The ratio of points
per day decreases rapidly with the member's level of
participation. The average Army National Guard officer
earns 98 good retirement points per year, indicating that
this average officer receives an additional 23 ADT mandays
beyond the minimum required level of participation.
Assuming no additional IDT performance, this officer
receives 1.6 points per wo-king day. If this officer works
additional IDT periods during the year, the point-credit
ratio drops even more, due to the current 60-point cap on
IDT retirement point credit (see Figure 7-1 on page 7-23).
The award of retirement points for inactive duty is as
appropriate as the award of retirement points for active duty.
Unlike the point credit for active duty, however, the analysis
of credit for IDT is complicated by the award of two IDT points
for two drill periods performed in one day and the 60-point cap
on IDT points.

ThO
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Mmbership Points
The majority of reserve units are ngw authorized 48 drills and

at least 12 days of annual training. 2
Thus, the original
concern
that apparently led to the award of membership points in
unit programs is no longer relevant; most unit members can now
easily exceed 50 points through minimum required participation.
The requirement for membership points to achieve a 50-point
good year remains a concern for reservists whose only
participation requirement is annual training. This group
represents only about 1.5 percent of the part-time Selected
7

Reserve.2

The following points are pertinent when considering of any
recommendation concerning the elimination of membership points:
Reducing the minimum required points for a satisfactory

year to 35 (or less) would not affect the ability of
reservists to earn satisfactory years with no change in the
required level of participation, if membership points were
eliminated. However, this would reduce retirement benefits
earned annually by as much as 30 percent for minimumparticipant members.
Elimination of membership points, with no reduction in the
points required for a satisfactory year, would have little
effect on the ability of Training/Pay Category A members to
qualify for satisfactory years of service. Data from the
1986 Reserve Components Surveys and from the Air Force
Reserve and the Air National Guard indicate that the
average Category A unit member loses more than 12 IDT
points per retirement year. This suggests that, with the
60-point cap on IDT points in place, membership points do
not benefit most category A unit members. It must be
pointed out that there is limited data currently available
for the analysis of retirement points. 2 8 The mean
suggested averages may be dramatically skewed from the
mode, due to extremely high IDT point losses by the
following groups: pilots and air crew members; senior
officers and enlisted members performing additional IDT
periods authorized for administrative and readiness
(training) management; and officers attending reserve
service schools to complete career course, command and
staff, or war college requirements. This suggests that a
large number of junior officers and enlisted would lose up
to 17 percent of their retirement benefits earned annually,
if membership points were eliminated and they failed to
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increase their IDT participation beyond the minimum levels
required. However, these individuals are not necessarily
in the categories of active members most concerned with
retirement benefits.
Currently, over 95 percent of the Selected Reserve lose at
least three points per year due to the 60-point cap on IDT
points. Thus, there is no direct compensation incentive
for Category A unit members to participate in unpaid
activities for IDT credit.
Elimination of membership points would reduce the annual point
total of minimum-participant Selected Reservists. The following

are hypotheses regarding the effects on retention if membership
points were eliminated. These hypotheses appear valid, but are
not fully verifiable with currently available data:
Membership points represent a decreasing percentage of
retirement benefits as an individual member approaches
retirement qualification. The QRMC analysis indicates that
levels of participation increase as the individual gains
experience. The average total point accumulation increases
faster with years of service than participation levels
would allow, suggesting that individuals with low
total-point accumulations are more likely to separate.
Separation is fostered by current policies requiring the
separation or transfer to an inactive status of members
failing to achieve a satisfactory retirement year for two
consecutive years.
" As retirement qualification gains importance as an
incentive for continued service (between 8 and 14 years of
service, depending on the amount of prior active service),
the primary goal of most individuals is the vesting of
previously earned retirement credit, with accumulation of
additional credit a secondary motive.
"

The

Retention of personnel beyond 20 good years of service
appears to be significantly affected by the fact that there
are no immediate benefits for those who separate or retire
before age 60. Continued active membership allows the
individual to accumulate additional retirement points and
possibly qualify for promotion, both of which increase the
value of retireme , without altering the retention
decision process.
Further, drilling reservists continue
to receive pay and benefits that are not offset by a
concurrent sacrifice of retirement pay and benefits.

etirement Point system
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These hypotheses, once proven, would support the following
conclusions about the affect on retention of the elimination of
membership points, assuming a corresponding decrease in the
The effect is
minimum points required for a satisfactory year.
tied to the type and length of the reservist's participation:
anodrlltng minimum participants without significant

of prior active service and in the early years of

=mo
service.

Retention in this group would be marginally

reduced due to the decreased value of reserve retirement.
The actual percentage decrease would not be large because
rate of separation
these individuals already have a high
retirement
is less

and the retention pull of reserve
developed.

Nondrilling minimum participants with prior active service.

Retention would not decrease discernibly, due to the strong
retention factor associated with vesting of retirement
benefits.
Drilling reservists in the early years of service.
Retention would not suffer; the primary motivation of these
individuals appears to be part-time employment (current
versus deferred income). Members in this category with
prior active service would be even less affected.
Reservists with eight to twenty years of service.
Retention would not be affected due to the incentive to
vest previously accumulated retirement points. Further,

for drilling reservists, IDT participation levels increase
as they enter this period of their career, decreasing or
voiding the impact of eliminating membership points.
"

Reservists with more than 20 satisfactory years of service.
Retention would be affected only to the extent that losing
these points made continued membership less attractive than
separating in response to family or civilian employment
pressures.

The elimination of membership points would result in an
approximate 7 percent decrease in retired pay for a new entrant
Category A member who attends initial entry training in an
active duty for training status and never performs any
additional training beyond 48 drills and annual training for the

remainder of service. The percentage decrease drops rapidly if
the member performs any additional active duty for training
during a career in excess of 20 years. Further, with no change
in the 60-point capoon IDT points, up to 12 additional earned
IDT points would be creditable for retired pay computations. A
member who earned at least 12 additional IDT points per
retirement year would completely offset the reduction in retired
pay created by the elimination of membership points.
7-16
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Cursory analysis of membership points supports their
elimination, in conjunction with a concurrent decrease from 50
to 35 in the minimum points required for a satisfactory year.
Elimination of membership points would provide incentive for
Category A reservists to increase participation in both paid and
unpaid inactive duty training. Decreasing the minimum point

requirement to 35 points (or less) would allow reservists to
qualify for a satisfactory year without increasing their

required level of participation. Further, the elimination of
membership points in conjunction with a lift in the IDT point
cap would reward those Category A members who perform additional
IDT rather than providing equal deferred income compensation for
inactive duty participation to all Category A members,
regardless of the level of participation.
From available data, it is not readily apparent that
eliminating membership points would reduce the cost of reserve
retirement; many individuals would compensate for this loss with
additional IDT participation. This issue is discussed further
in the sections on the 60-point IDT cap and the 50-point
minimum, as well as in the conclusion to the retirement point

section.
The Sixty-Point Cap on IDT Points
The current retirement point system limits to 60 the number of
IDT points that are creditable for retired pay computations in
any one retirement year.
As stated earlier, the nature of reserve service has changed
dramatically over the last 40 years. All Category A members are
currently authorized and required to perform 48 paid drills,
resulting in a minimum loss of three IDT retirement points per
retirement year when membership points are considered. Analysis
of the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys and the 6th Q04C report
on unit visits indicates that loss of IDT retirement points due
to the 60-point cap contributes to dissatisfaction with reserve
service, and therefore, adversely affects retention.3 0 The
following facts are relevant to an analysis of the 60-point cap:
*

There is no incentive with respect to the retirement system
for unpaid IDT participation beyond the first 45 points per
retirement year.
Since the majority of category A unit members earn more
than 45 points through minimum required drill
participation, there is no compensation incentive to drill
without pay when required to meet administrative burdens,
and no direct incentive to complete educational
requirements through correspondence courses or IDT sessions
sponsored by reserve service schools.

The Retirement Point System
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*

Many Category A unit members currently lose large numbers
of IDT points each year.
Pilots and aircrew members currently lose as many as 48 IDT
points per year for those awarded in conjunction with
additional paid drills (AFTPs) to maintain flight
qualifications.
Reserve commanders and staff are often
required to participate in additional IDT periods to
accomplish administrative duties. These periods, both paid
and unpaid, result in the award of IDT points that almost

always exceed the cap on IDT points and therefore are not
creditable for retirement purposes.
*

The 60-point cap produces an inequity in the compensation
system for equivalent required work.

When enacted, the 60-point cap was reasonable within the
context of a legislated maximum of 60 paid drills. Today,
with no legislated maximum on paid drills, a significant
percent of all Category A reservists perform more than 60
drills. Some members are required to perform 96 drills per
year. Therefore, today the 60-point cap creates a
disparity in retirement credit for members who perform in
excess of 48 drills per year. A Category A member required
to perform additional work beyond the minimum, if
compensated through use of a paid active manday, receives
both current compensation (base pay and allowances) and
deferred compensation: the ADT point will count in retired
pay computations. This same member, if compensated for
identical performance through the use of one additional IDT
period, will receive current compensation of base pay only
(no BAQ or BAS), and receive no deferred compensation:
after reaching the cap, the IDT point will not count in
retired pay computations. In the case of unpaid additional
ADT or IDT periods, the former are creditable for
retirement pay computations while the latter are not.
Individual members are seldom able to choose the type of
duty (ADT or IDT) for additional required work. Whether a
member is compensated by paid ADT versus paid IDT for
similar work depends on the availability of budgeted
additional AM mandays and IDT periods, as well as the
existing regulations governing their use. A hypothetical
situation can easily be developed in which two members
receive significantly different current and deferred income
for identical careers and duty, simply because of the
limitations of the system.
The 1986 Reserve Component Surveys provided a page for

comments by members on issues not covered by specific questions
on the survey itself. These comment sheets were provided to the
6th Q]RC for review, and, although the frequency of related
6th QRNC Report - VoLtm IS
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coment. was not tabulated, 3 1 the comments often mentioned the
inequity of the 60-point cap on IDT points and the associated
disincentive to participate in inactive duty training above the
required minimum. A related topic, the lack of compensation for
unpaid drills and overtime required to complete administrative
tasks, was one of the most visible complaints about reserve
compensation.
The 6th QEEC conducted field visits to discuss compensation
concerns with reservists at their unit locations.
The following
program:
is extracted from the 6th QRNC report on the unit visit
Retirement and Estate Benefits, with 69 observations
in 25 units, was the most frequently discussed topic.
Only Basic Compensation, with 65 observations in 22

units, ranked at the same level of interest.
Retirement and Estate Benefits was preselected as a
subject for discussion in 10 units.
Within this subject category, the topic with the most
interest is the 60-point cap on IDT retirement points.
Our review indicates that many members perceive the
cap as resulting in unfairly withheld compensation for
extra work they perform, primarily because most
drilling reservists exceed the cap for the minimum
required participation (48 drill points plus 15 points
for satisfactory participation equals 63 points).
Unit members, especially aircrews, may actually earn
up to twice the points allowed, resulting in up to
half their effort going unrewarded for retirement.
The cap is particularly problematic when members drill
for points only and lose points that exceed the cap.
While some consider the cap to be a disincentive for
correspondence courses, most members perceive the cap
as a detriment to unit operational and training
objectives. Many members do not understand the cap in
the first place and think it should be done away with.
Others suggest increasing the cap to 110 points or
higher, and a few suggest that excess accrued points
should be applied to years when fewer points are
earned.32

Point data from the Air National Guard and the Air Force
Reserve (the only components with accurate point data available
in automated records), indicates that on the average, Category A
members in these two components lose in excess of 15 IDT points
per year (see Appendix B). The data currently available makes
it impossible to analyze the distribution of lost points
resulting from the 60-point cap for all reserve members:

The *etfrement Point system7
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& Accurate point data in automated personnel or pay systems
will not be available in the near future for five of the
seven components.
* The dispersion of lost points is unknown; that is, whether
a small number of personnel are losing large numbers of IDT
points each year (aircrew members can lose over 48 points
each year), or whether the averages are representative of a
typical member.
• The amount of unaccounted-for IDT points is unknown. It is
apparent that IDT points for many unpaid drills, staff
meetings, correspondence courses, and other IDT
participation are not accounted for. This occurs for many
reasons: the member is not aware that IDT point credit is
authorized for certain types of unpaid participation; the
member is aware that point credit is authorized, but does
not bother to request credit once the 60-point cap has been
exceeded; credit is requested, but fails to be posted, with
no attempt to correct the record if the 60-point cap has
been exceeded.
If the 60-point cap is completely lifted, there is a
substantial probability of a redistribution of additional
IDT periods from members with high levels of IDT
participation to members with low levels of additional IDT.
Currently available data not only makes it impossible to
estimate the degree of such a redistribution, but also
makes it impossible to estimate the degree of total
increase in additional IDT participation.
Point Values
While the problems created by the 60-point cap discussed above
appear to merit corrective action, it may be argued that
revision of the current limit upward would overcompensate some
members, since IDT retirement credit can be accumulated on the
basis of two points for one day of duty. As pointed out in the
section on IDT points, an active duty minimum participant earns
approximately 1.66 points per working day. The minimumparticipant Category A reservist earns 1.92 points per day when
membership points are counted, but only 1.62 points per day if
membership points are eliminated. The average point value per
working.4ay declines rapidly for the Category A reservist due to
the 60-point cap.
Figure 7-1 details the declining average value of retirement
points for days worked beyond the minimum required (39 days).
The figure illustrates a Category A reservist under the current
system (60-point 'IDT cap and 15 membership points). The maximum
credit line shows declining average values for a member
performing ADT mandays at 1 point per day. When ADT points are
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counted (subject to a 365-point cap), this line continues to
decrease to an ultimate limit of 1 if the individual works 365
days. The minimum credit line shows the declining average value
if the member receives only IDT credit for additional work.
Since the 60-point cap has already been exceeded, the line will
decrease to an ultimate limit of .21 points per day at 365 days.
A typical Category A reservist will earn a value between the
minimum and maximum credit lines, because the member will
perform a mix of additional IDT periods and of ADT mandays. The
active duty line represents the declining value of retirement
points to a member on extended active duty if the member exceeds
the minimum required workdays in a work year (365 days less 104
weekend days, less 12 federal holidays, less 30 days vacation,
equals a minimum of 219 workdays). This line will decline to an
ultimate limit of 1 as the member approaches 365 days worked.
(The active duty line is provided on all retirement point charts
as a reference point only.) Comparisons can be made, at a given
number of additional days worked, between the active duty line
and the category A reservist lines, but such comparisons are not
necessarily appropriate, due to the differing natures of
extended active duty and reserve participation.

Figure 7-1 indicates that it is technically possible for a
Category A reservist to exceed the average retirement-point
credit earned by an active duty member, but that the reverse is
more probable. The probability of earning less average credit
per day is expressed by the area between the minimum and maximum
curves and below the active duty line. Earning less than the
average point credit for an active duty member penalizes the
reservist in several ways:
* Retirement points determine differences in reserve retired
pay between individuals of the same age, rank, and years of
service.
" Active duty members receive compensation for the entire
year, regardless of the number of days actually worked.
The reserve member does not accrue leave for IDT or ADT
participation of less than 30 days. Members seldom
participate for periods that permit paid days off (weekends
or holidays). Further, many reserve members participate in
additional ADT and IDT activities without pay, compensated
only by the award of retirement points, many of which are
never counted due to the IDT point cap.
* Finally, there is a significantly greater value for a
retirement point to a member who expects to qualify for an
active duty retirement. If a reserve officer qualifies for
active duty retirement, all points (including any IDT
points earned during part-time participation) are included
The Retirement Point Sytem

in the calculation of retired pay.

Additionally, this

member would begin receiving retired pay immediately, not
at age 60.

Aearning

Viable Options to the sixty-Point Cap
Figure 7-2 defines the range of probable average retirement
point credit per working day if membership points were
eliminated, leaving the 60-point IDT cap in place. As the
figure indicates, a Category A reservist would exceed the active
duty benchmark within a relatively small range that requires
two IDT points per additional day. Currently, the
reserve components prohibit or limit the opportunity to
participate in additional IDT periods beyond the3 required
48
drill periods at a rate higher than one per day. 3
Figure 7-3 shows probable average retirement point credit if
membership points are retained and the 60-point IDT cap is
eliminated. Under this option, the range of probable averages
is always above the active duty benchmark.
Figure 7-4 shows the range of probable averages if membership
points and the 60-point IDT cap are eliminated. Although this
chart indicates a wide range above the active duty benchmark,
the typical Category A reservist will approach the minimum
credit line due to the difficulty of earning more than one point
per day worked beyond the normal 48 drills.
Alternatives to the current system are illustrated in Figures
7-5 through 7-8. A 75-point cap on IDT points was selected
initially because available data indicates that the typical
category A reservist loses 12 to 15 points per retirement year.
Again, as expressed in the discussion above: available data
does not indicate an even distribution of IDT retirement point
losses (the arithmetic mean is skewed from the mode); there is
no way to estimate the redistribution of additional IDT points
that might occur; the number of unaccounted-for points is
unknown; and there is no way to estimate increases in current
levels of additional IDT participation.
Figure 7-5 graphs the results of raising the IDT point cap
to 75 and eliminating membership points. Figure 7-6
further limits the award of IDT points beyond the initial
48 drills to one per day. The net result under both of
these options is that the range of probable average credit
remains below the active duty benchmark for the vast
majority of participation, required or additional.
, Figure 7-7 shows the results if membership points are
eliminated and the IDT point cap is increased to 75 with a
maximum of 60 IDT points that could be earned at two points
per day for multiple assemblies. Figure 7-8 is identical
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As Figure 7-8 demonstrates, eliminating membership points,
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rk for the majority of individuals.
active
lplement g :hese measures would reduce the effects on deferred
compensation for individual members who perform the same
additional workloads under an AM as opposed to an IDT status.
It would allow the Military Departments more flexibility in
determining compqnation incentives for various categories of
additional required work, and it would continue to maintain a

deferred income premium for extended active duty.
It is important to note that the ability to earn two points
per day for some types of inactive duty training is the only

means a part-time reservist has to meet or exceed the active
duty baseline under any circumstances. As can be seen from the
graphs, a limit of 60 points at 2 points per day reasonably

limits the ability of a part-time reservist to exceed the
baseline.
Several economic arguments arise in support of and in
opposition to any change in the IDT point cap. The lack of
valid retirement point data makes analytical verification of
these arguments impossible at the present time:

, There is no reason to lift the cap to allow retirement
credit for additionaA IDT performance: members of the
reserve components already accomplish these missions
without receiving retirement cre-it.
Discussion: The assertion here is essentially that, today,
the appropriate member performs the pertinent additional
mission under the proper conditions for the most

cost-effective compensation alternative.

This contention

is not supported by the little evidence that exists. The
distribution of lost IDT points for the Air Force reserve
components suggests that a small group of members performs
the majority of additional IDT periods, while additional
ADT periods appear to be more widely distributed. One can
infer that if deferred compensation credit were allowed for
additional IDT performance, the additional IDT workload

The
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to. redistribut itself among all members, thus
helpIL to raise the readiness of individual members as
Vel
o0o the unit ief. w
An i
e
in the number. of creditable XDT points that can
be earned in one retirement year would increase the cost of

reserve retiresemt.
Diuopssioui:

This would occur automatically if one assumes

that most reservists would exceed the current 60-point IDT
cap.

However,

any redistribution of currently-performed

paid and unpaid active mandays into IDT periods would lower
the cost for those members who exceede& the new cap and
could not earn these redistributed points in an ADT status.
The system cost could be higher, but this

is

not easy to

predict based on existing data.
Raising the IDT point cap would provide incentive to

perform unpdid IDT.

Discussion: Any increase in reserve retirement cost caused
by increased use of unpaid IDT for required unit missions
and administrative tasks would be at least partially offset
by concurrent decreases in the use of paid and unpaid
active mandays, and by decreases in the use of paid
additional IDT. Decreased use of ADT would offset the
increased IDT points one-for-one, since all ADT points
currently count. Decreases in paid IDT and ADT days would
more than offset the increase in IDT points for unpaid IDT
performance that replaces paid days (current compensation
value far exceeds the discounted net present value of a
retirement point).
Due to the nature of reserve service, additional manpower for
increased peacetime missions may be acquired in two ways:
increase the available manpower by increasing the strength of
the reserve components, or increase use of currently available
manpower. Either method increases the cost of the reserve
components, and therefore the cost of reserve retirement, but
this cost can be offset by decreases in required active duty
strengths. For additional missions that do not require
additional trained personnel upon mobilization, using current
reserve personnel to the extent that they are available and

willing to participate results in the most economical use of
funds allocated for these missions. Currently, many of these

misg.ons are accomplished through the use of paid active
mandays. Although this is likely to continue, savings could
occur if there were an incentive to accomplish these additional

missions in a paid or unpaid IDT status. The increase in the
cost of reserve retirement from these activities could actually
produce overall savings.
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Additionally,

if

membership points are eliminated, with a

c6iteftrout deorease in the minimum ember of points required for
a s6tisfactory year, additional ID

points earned would be

offset by the loss of tp gratuitous points currently counted
(12 at mos for the minium-participant category A reservist,
and 15 for others).
An increase in the IDT point cap and
elimination of membership points cannot be shown to increase
reserv* retirement costs until there is evidence that total
average point accumulations would increase for members who
actually qualify for reserve retirement. Additionally, if it is
determined that costs would increase, that increase must be
compared with the costs associated with accomplishing reserve
component missions by alternative means.
Reservists not required to perform 48 IDT periods have not
been considered in the above discussion. Available data
indicates that the majority of these members do not exceed the
current 60-point IDT cap. In fact, the available data indicates
that most of these members barely exceed the 50-point minimum
required for a satisfactory year. This implies that there would
not be an increase in the cost of reserve retirement from a lift
in the IDT point cap for these members. Further, the
elimination of membership points, with a concutrent decrease in
the required minimum points for a satisfactory year, should in
effect decrease34 point accumulations by 15 points per year for
these members.

An increase from the present 60-point annual cap for IDT would
accomplish several goals for the reserve components:
*

It would place an additional premium on-category A
participation: members required to perform a minimum of 48
IDT periods are the only expected beneficiaries of a lift
in the cap, especially if membership points are eliminated.

*

It would increase the incentive for additional paid and
unpaid IDT participation by all members, which could
potentially improve both individual and unit readiness at
less total cost than the use of active mandays for the same
purpose.

*

It would decrease the current dissatisfaction with this
aspect of reserve service; dissatisfaction created when
members lose retirement point credit for additional IDT
performance that is required for successful completion of
unit missions and training requirements.

* A small increase in the current cap (to 75 points), with
provision for a review atter five years, would provide an
analytical tool for system comparison. The change would
provide data on the actual value of retirement points as an
incentive for participation; data that otherwise would not
The Retieent Pofnt Sytm
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be available, en
with verifiale
data and
years of history for trend analysis.point
Holding
the several
cap to 75
points during this period would provide the Department of
Defense with the ability to analyze the effect of any
further revision of the cap, to preclude an unjustifiable
increase in the cost of reserve retirement.
*

Finally, the lift
in the cap, along with the elimination of
membership points, realigns the point system with its
actual purpose: compensation for participation.

For these reasons, despite the lack of verifiable data and the
unknown impact on cost, an increase in the IDT retirement point
cap to 75 points per retirement year is recommended with the
following stipulations:
No more than 60 points may be accumulated at the rate of 2
points per day (the first 30 days per year with multiple
assemblies would result in two points credit each), with
IDT point credit limited to one point per day for all other
IDT participation, regardless of the number of assemblies
performed and compensated.
Inherent in the decision to raise the IDT point cap is a
review of current regulations governing the award of IDT
retirement points by OSD and the Military Departments. To
insure comprehensive data for later evaluation of the IDT
point cap and the use of IDT points as an incentive, the
Services will need to track the award of retirement points
mandays, unpaid mandays, and annual training; IDT points by
required drills, additional paid and unpaid drills,
correspondence courses, and other unpaid equivalent
training.
It is recognized that there are members who are required to
perform more than 75 drill periods per year as a condition of
membership and that an increase in the IDT point cap to 75 will
not fully alleviate the inequity of the retirement point system
for these members. However, these members receive current
compensation (drill pay and pro rata special incentive pay) for
this additional required performance. The intent of this
recommended lift in the IDT point cap is to provide a deferred
compensation incentive for additional IDT performance that is
not a requirement of membership and is not always compensated.
Members who are required to perform in excess of 75 drills per
year will automatically receive the full benefit of the raise in
the IDT point cap, but it is not necessarily cost-effective to
provide these members with allowable retirement point credit for
all required drills.
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The potential
benefits
to the readiness
morale
reserve
copnents
are numerous
it the lT and
point
cap of
is the
raised.
The potential impact on the cost of the reserve retirement
system can be limited by the magnitude of the increase in the
cap, until data is gathered to determine its impact on reserve
readiness. Whether or not the increase results in added costs,
the information provided will allow the Department of Defense to
evaluate the cost-effectiveness of retirement points and,
therefore, the cost-effectiveness of deferred compensation as an
incentive for current reserve service.
The Fifty-Point Minimum for a Satisfactory Year of Participation
As described earlier, the basis for reserve retirement is at
least 20 years of service in which performance has met the
definition of satisfactory. A satisfactory year of reserve
service is any retirement year in which the member is credited
with a minimum of 50 retirement points. Originally, it was
anticipated that this level of participation would be extremely
difficult to obtain for most reservists (only 5 percent of
officers and 1 percent of enlisted members participating in
drilling units were expected to achieve 20 good years of
service).
The evolution of reserve component administrative, mission,
and mobilization requirements over the last 40 years has
increased minimum required levels of participation for most unit
members (most unit members are now category A reservists) to a
level where the 50-point minimum is no longer a consideration in
qualifying for retirement. Increased participation is also
evident for members not required to perform 48 IDT periods.
While members who are required to perform 24 drills and annual
training can still achieve a satisfactory year by minimum
participation and membership points, members who are required to
perform less than 24 drills must still use additional ADT (when
available), correspondence courses, and other forms of inactive
duty training in order to earn 35 points and achieve a
satisfactory year. Over the last 40 years, there has been a
substantial increase in the number of members not in category A
who achieve satisfactory years.
The definition of a satisfactory year of reserve service has
an obvious impact on the cost of the reserve retirement system,
just as other recommendations regarding the retirement point
system have an impact on the minimum point requirement.
Proceeding from the premise that the current 50-point minimum
is an appropriate level of required minimum participation when
membership points are granted, then the minimum number of points
should be lowered to 35 if membership points are eliminated.
This would require the identical minimum level of participation
from all reserve members, at the same time lowering total point
The Retfrement Point System
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accumulations for reservists who participate at minimum loeels.
Eliminating membership points without lowering the minimum point
would increase required levels of participation for
requirement
not in Category A, which could affect their
reservists
retention. The effect of lowering the minimum on the implied
active federal service requirement can be ignored, since
membership points and the original 30 days" uniform credit were
both counted toward this implied requirement, yet did not

represent physical participation on the part of the member.
Further, the vast majority of reservists qualifying for

retirement accumulate in excess of 2500 points (with the average
in excess of 3000), far more than three years of equivalent
active federal service.
As discussed in Chapter 5, reserve retirement is one of the

major keys to long-term retention of reserve personnel, as well
as one of the major recruiting tools available to the reserve
components. As the number of reservists not required to perform

at least 24 drills has grown, so has the means by which they may
qualify for a satisfactory year. The review of alternatives to
unit participation recommended in the section on the 60-point

IDT cap is likely to result in elimination of some types of
inactive duty training and a tightening of control on the award
of IDT points for others. For reservists not required to
perform 24 drills annually, this would necessarily constrict the
means available to earn a satisfactory year, and could
potentially decrease retention among these members.
The proper solution to this problem requires the Military
Departments to determine the level of participation required to
maintain these reservists in numbers commensurate with budget
constraints and mobilization requirements. The current level of
35 earned points requires participation beyond the required
minimum; these members must earn additional points through
nonpaid IDT, including correspondence courses. The benefit to
or the individual in
the readiness of the reserve components
such cases is not always apparent. 3 5 The proper definition of a
satisfactory year is that amount of participation that maintains
members at a predetermined level of readiness appropriate to
mobilization plans and budget constraints. The proper minimum
point level for a satisfactory year would consider this new
definition, as well as the retention rates required to maintain
the appropriate force with reduced or no drill requirements,
with savings from reduced total point accumulations offsetting
the increased costs associated with improved retention.
It is beyond the scope of this review to define the required
level of satisfactory participation for reservists not required
to perform at least 24 drills. Therefore, no change to the
current minimum point requirement is recommended, except in
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conjunction with eliminating membership points. If membership
points are eliminated as recommended, the minimum point
requirement should be reduced to 35.
The 360-Point Divisor and the 365-Point Cap on Annual Points

The 360-point divisor for establishing equivalent years of
active service is based on the day's pay standard: pay for any
part of a calendar month is one-thirtieth of monthly base pay
and allowances per day. Thirty times 12 months is 360 days,
hence the 360-point divisor.
The 365-point cap on total yearly points (366 in a leap year)
counted for retirement purposes is a restriction placed on
reserve retirement by regulation, pursuant to Secretarial
authority to create regulations for implementing the reserve
retirement system. 3 6 The basis for a limit of 365 points is the
number of days in a year, for which a member on extended active
duty would receive one point for each day served.
Neither the divisor nor the yearly cap on total points
presents a problem when considered independently. Jointly,
however, they result in more than one year of credit for one
year of continuous service. There is no evidence that this
outcome was intended. Two possible remedies are readily
apparent:
*
0

Increase the divisor to 365 (366 in a leap year).
Decrease the yearly cap on total points to 360.

Increasing the divisor to 365 (366 in a leap year) would
require the computation of retirement pay by single years,
rather than by the accumulated point total. The fact that most
retirement years will not coincide with the calendar year
further complicates the process. In addition, an increase in
the divisor would decrease the value of retirement points earned
by reservists not on extended active duty below the standard of
one-thirtieth of a month per point.
A 360-point cap on future yearly retirement points would
ensure that all members earned exactly one year of credit for
one year of equivalent work, whether on extended active duty, in
an active Guard or Reserve status, or accumulating points on a
part-time basis. The net result would be a loss of five points
credit (six in a leap year) for each continuous year of extended
active duty on the part of a member; credit that currently
entitles the members with extended active duty service to more
than 2.5 percent of base pay at age 60.
The 360-point cap can be implemented immediately and uniformly
for all members. No grandfathering would be required.
Implementation of a 365-point divisor would, however, involve
the
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significant administrative burden associated with
This review recommends the legislation of a
grandfathering.
360-point cap on total points accumulated in one retirement
year. No change to the divisor is recommended.
MEMO=

Ma

The structure of the point credit system for reserve
retirement has remained virtually unaltered since enactment of
the reserve retirement system in 1948. The system was well
thought out, relative to the actual and contemplated
organization of the reserve components at that time. The point
system advanced the goals of the Department of Defense in

proposing a reserve retirement system, as well as the goals of
the Congress in supporting and enacting the world's only
deferred income system for military reserves.
The evolution of the reserve components over the last 40 years
has altered requirements for participation and readiness. The
current forced reductions in active duty strength will further
increase reliance on the reserve components for the defense of
the Nation. In order to provide the proper compensation
incentives to members of the reserve components who must now
increase their individual and unit readiness (sometimes at the
expense of civilian careers and family), the following revisions
to the retirement point system are recommended:
"

Eliminate membership points in conjunction with a decrease
in the minimum number of points required for a satisfactory
year to 35.
As outlined in the analysis, membership points could be

eliminated with little or no effect on retention.
"

Raise the yearly IDT point cap to 75 points.
Analysis indicates that the current cap on IDT points, 60
points per year, acts as a disincentive for additional IDT
performance. The cap, therefore, inhibits the readiness of
individual members and units and contributes to overall
dissatisfaction with reserve service.

SLMit

to 60 the number of points that may be credited at

two points per day.
Concurrent with the increase in the IDT point cap, it is
recomended that credit for multiple assemblies (two points
per day) be limited to 30 days per year (60 points), and
that all other IDT point credit be limited to a maximum of
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one point per day regardless of the number of assemblies
performed or compensated on days beyond the first 30 in
which two points are awarded.
U

Cap the yearly accumulation of total retirement points at
360.

This recommendation limits the amount of retirement credit
received in any one retirement year to exactly one year of
credit. Further, it maintains the integrity of the concept
of one-thirtieth of one month's pay and allowances for each
day of active duty.3" Interpretation of the authority to
regulate the total number of points allowed in a given
retirement year is currently subject to confusion; this
suggests that this 360-point cap should be legislated.
Legislation is required for all of these recommendations
except the 60-point limit on accrual of points at two points per
day. The 6th QIUIC estimates that the combined effect of these
recommendations would not result in additional costs to the
Department of Defense.
Additional Rec.amendations

It is recommended that the Kilitary Departments review their
current regulations regarding the award of IDT points for unpaid
activities. This review should determine whether each method of
earning additional unpaid IDT points impacts directly on the

readiness of the reserves, and whether deferred compensation is
the most appropriate and cost-effective incentive for the
aomplishment of these missions. In conjunction with this
review, the Nilitary Departments should establish whether the
current minimum level of actual participation (35 points)
results in the appropriate tradeoff when considering the
following:

"

The required levels of readiness for reservists not
required to perform a minimum of 24 paid drills

*

The difficulty these members may have in earning 35 points
per year

*

The associated costs of reserve retirement

"

Budget constraints for training these members

Finally, assuming early enactment of the 6th QRKC
recaomendations, the results of these alterations to the current
retirement point system should be reviewed, using valid
retirement point data (with several individual years for trend
analysis) by the 7th QMUC.

This review would then determine

whether further restructuring is required.
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Secretary of Defense prepared by CDR Martineau in Appendix A.
19.

See Table 7-1.

20.

Ibid. RCSS, vol II, section F, p. 2.

21.

Ibid. Senate Hearings on H.R. 2744, p. 29.

22. This provision was further amended in 1983 to extend
reserve retirement benefits to individuals who first became
members prior to 1945, but who did not serve on active duty
during World War I or World War II, or on active duty (other
than for training) during the Korean Conflict. The amendment
extended the active duty in time of war for these individuals to
allow service on active duty (other than for training) during
the Berlin and Cuban missile crises (after 31 August 1961 and
before 31 May 1963), or during the Vietnam Conflict (after 4
August 1964 and before 28 March 1973). At that time the
Congress agreed that this change was a fair and equitable
solution to this issue and that further easing of the "wartime
service" provisions of the original law would be unwarranted
(§924, Pub. L. No. 98-94). See the Conference Report to
accompany S. 675 on the Department of Defense Authorization Act,
1984, Report No. 98-213, August 15, 1983).
23. This includes active duty, active duty for training, and
full-time National Guard duty, paid or unpaid, under competent
federal orders.
24. The reserve components have found it necessary in some
circumstances to order an individual to active duty for training
without pay. This system ensures that the member is eligible
for military medical benefits in the event of injury, and
therefore allows the accomplishment of various types of training
such as the Army Physical Readiness Test (APRT). Further, it
provides medical coverage for members performing administrative
duties in an unpaid status. Deferred compensation is thus
provided for additional time required of a member for which
current compensation is unavailable.
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25. Aircrews may perform in excess of 48 AFTPs if
specifically authorized by the Secretary concerned (DOD
Directive 1215.6, p. 3, para. EWn(2), September 22, 1987).
26. This standard for the National Guard is 48 drills and 15
days annual training (32 U.S.C. 1507). The standard for the
Selected Reserve, except as specifically authorized by the
Secretary of Defense (10 U.S.C. §270) is 48 drills and 14/15
days of annual training. The Coast Guard, under directives of
the Secretary of Transportation, typically performs 48 drills
and 12 days of annuil training.
27. Current regulations require the separation, transfer to
an inactive status, or retirement of members who fail to earn a
satisfactory year for two consecutive years. Available data
suggests that the reserve components do not uniformly enforce
the application of this requirement, allowing these reservists
to continue in an active status. Reservists must earn a minimum
of 20 satisfactory years to qualify for retirement, but, once
qualification is achieved, all points earned in other years are
included in the computation of retired pay.
28. In 1986, DoD Instruction 7730.54 was revised to require
the reporting of accumulated retirement points to DMDC beginning
in FY 1987. Additionally, §661 of Pub. L. 99-661 required that,
"not later than September 30, 1987, the Secretary of each
Military Department shall develop the data required pursuant to
Department of Defense Instruction Number 7730.54 (dated May 7,
1986) and submit that data to the Secretary of Defense." The
majority of data so far reported has proven unreliable for
analysis. This problem arises because most of the reserve
components are only now in the process of automating retirement
point accounting, and have not yet verified the accuracy of
their systems or the accuracy of the manual records used as
source information. It is anticipated that reliable data may
become available in the near future.
29. The net present value of reserve retirement actually
increases after 20 good years of service, because the individual
is now vested and must only live to age 60 to collect. The
individual is no longer required to earn a satisfactory year and
does not sacrifice benefits as a result of continued service.
In the active retirement system, the individual sacrifices
retirement pay to continue in active service.
30. This matter has been an issue in the reserve components
for many years. The Annual Report of the Reserve Forces Policy
Board for 1986 recommended that the 6th QRMC study this matter.
31. Due to the extremely large volume of handwritten
comments, and the fact that most members commented on a variety
of compensation-related topics within a single comment sheet, it
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was not considered feasible within the resources of the 6th QRNC
to categorize and tabulate similar comments for frequency
distributions.
32.

Draft of the report of the Sixth Quadrennial Review of

Military Compensation, to be published.
33. DoD Directive 1215.6, Uniform Reserve. Trainina and
Retirement Cateaories, September 22, 1987, limits paid and
unpaid IDT performance to a maximum of two periods per day. This
Directive limits the use of additional IDT training periods
(ATPs) to 12 per fiscal year per member, and additional flight
training periods (AFTPs) to 48 per fiscal year for any aircrew
member. Readiness management periods (RMPs) are limited to 24
per fiscal year, with the additional stipulation of no more than
one per day, and not on the same day as performance of another
training period (IDT, ATP, or AFTP). DoD Instruction 1215.7,
Reserve Retirement Point Credit, essentially limits the award of
retirement points for IDT participation to a maximum of two per
day. The services have placed additional restrictions on the
award of IDT points and the use of additional IDT periods, paid
and unpaid. The net result is that it is extremely difficult to
exceed one point per day beyond the minimum required 48 drills
for IDT participation.
34. Refer to the section on membership points for a
discussion of the effects on retention for members in not
required to perform 48 IDT periods per year if membership points
are eliminated. The minimum required points for a satisfactory
year would have to be lowered to no more than 35 to realize net
savings without drastic effects on retention. See the section
on the 50-point minimum for expanded discussion of this issue.
35. This is readily apparent from the fact that the majority
of reservists not required to perform at least 24 IDT periods
per year (1.5 percent of the trained Selected Reserve) earn
exactly the minimum required for a satisfactory year (Those who
fail to do so for two consecutive years are transferred to an
inactive status). This would imply that, given budget
constraints, the actual level of participation desired from
category C (and below) members by the Military Departments is
below the level required to earn a satisfactory year. In a
perfect world with no budget constraints, it is conceivable that
the Department of Defense would want to have every reservist
fully qualified on N-Day, so that no postmobilization training
would be required. In such a situation, virtually any reservist
could qualify for a satisfactory year simply by volunteering for
training, and training received by reservists would be directly
related to individual or unit readiness.
36.

Section 307, Pub. L. No. 810-80, 80th Cong. (H.R. 2744).
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37. This situation arises since the current unlegislatod cap
on total yearly retirement points is 365 (366 in a leap year),
by
which results in more than one year of credit when divided

360 (the divisor for establishing equivalent years of active
federal service in the reserve retirement pay formula).
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Chapter 8. STRUCTUDAL ISSUES
Significant changes have occurred in the reserve components"
structure, mission and intensity of training since World War IX.
The provisions of the reserve retirement system, however, have
remained essentially unaltered since their 1948 enactment. As
discussed in preceding chapters, these basic provisions were
developed to meet needs perceived in that era. Subsequent
events and trends have produced a different environment,
necessitating new criteria for judging the effectiveness of the
reserve component retirement system. Individual structural and
technical aspects of the system, as they relate to the operation
of the whole, will be the focus of this chapter.
Historical Context
The need for military manpower is always greatest during
conflict. When the conflict is reduced or resolved, many of
those called to meet immediate needs return to their previous
endeavors. Such was the case in the post-World War II
environment, where over 50 percent of the adult male population
between 18 and 45 had served in the armed forces. As active
force manpower strength declined from 1945 to 1950, (it was less
than 1.5 million by 1950, before the outbreak of the Korean
War), the role of reserve forces became more important. The
role was still not well defined, but there was clear recognition
that reserve forces would be much more significant than they had
been prior to World War II. This being the case, the training
needs of the reserve components urgently required bolstering
through improved full-time support, standardized training
requirements, and improved retention of qualified reservists.
The need to better integrate the personnel policies and
compensation systems for active duty members with those for
reserve members became apparent during the period between World
War II and the Korean War. The Korean War served as the initial
impetus for improved integration. Many of the changes enacted
in the 1950s were the result of the need to keep large numbers
of reserve officers on extended active duty to meet national
defense requirements after Korea. As a result, much of the new
legislation during this period dealt with officers rather than
with enlisted personnel. This emphasis has been reversed in the
past decade as large numbers of enlisted members have served on
extended active duty in their reserve status to meet the needs
of the reserve components for full-time recruiting, technical
and administrative support.
Structural lasu s
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With the transition of the reserve components came a new set
of requirements.

The reserve retirement system did not fully

keep pace with the great changes in reserve missions and
concomitant manpower requirements. However, few could have had
the insight necessary to envision the extent of the changes to
come.
effect
is thatanachronistic
many portions or
of dysfunctional.
title 10, United
states One
Code,
have become
There are two principal consequences of the failure to
systematically update the reserve retirement system. The first
is the complex, overlapping and confusing structure in terms of
which retired military members are categorized. The second is a
number of unintended inequities that have developed over the
years. While some of these are superficial, others are quite
substantive, having a significant impact on individual members.
As the active and reserve components become even more closely
aligned, it is increasingly important for all provisions to work
equitably so as to encourage both active and reserve service.
In the succeeding pages, some of these structural issues are
addressed in detail. The thorough review of these issues
necessarily included an examination of their legislative history
to determine original intent as well as the assessment of their
current utility. The QRMC review of these issues was conducted
with reference to the current retirement system and not to any
alterations to that system that might be recommended.
The Structure of Nilitarv Retirement Cateaories
The military retirement system differs in a number of ways
from retirement plans that exist outside the military setting.
For example, military retirement has a much stronger role in
supporting manpower force structure objectives. The operation
of the retirement system is a major factor in helping to ensure

that the manpower available to the Armed Forces has the required
mix of age and experience. Another difference of great
importance is that retired military members are subject to
recall to active duty to meet national defense needs.
The 5th QRMC reviewed the mobilization aspects of the military
retirement system. This part of the 5th QRMC study was
conducted by the Mobilization Concepts Development Center of the
National Defense University. 1 One conclusion of this study was
that "retiree data analysis is a particularly troublesome
problem in that pay and personnel files are inconsistent,
combined with the fact that current reports do not adequately
reflect the various categorizations of retirees to allow yearly
reconciliation." 2
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The 6th QIRC review indicates that this situation has improved
only marginally in the intervening four years. In 1986 and

1987, this issue was again identified by the Office of the
Undersecretary of Defense (Policy) in exercise Remedial Action
Projects. The 6th QRMC was tasked to.review this problem and
recommend solutions. Our review indicates that these persistent
difficulties in accounting for retired personnel are largely due
to the complexity of the retired categories that form the
structure in which the retired population is accounted for.
From a defense manpower perspective, the most important
feature of categories of retired personnel is the availability,
for involuntary order to active duty, of the members in the
categories. In this respect, the most important distinction is
whether or not the member has retired after 20 or more years of
active service. Under current law, both regular and reserve
members who retire after 20 years or more of active service may
be ordered to active duty by the Secretary concerned at any time
(section 688 of title 10, United States Code). Members in other
retired categories who have not retired after 20 or more years
of active duty may be ordered to active duty without their
consent only in time or war or of a national emergency declared
by the Congress, unless otherwise authorized by law. Further,
these retired members may not be ordered to active duty unless
the Secretary concerned, with the approval of the Secretary of
Defense, determines that there are not enough qualified
reservists in an active status who are readily available.
This simple but critical division is not reflected in the
established categories of retired members. The existing
categories are as follows (for clarity, the following listing
excludes members on permanent or temporary disability retired
lists):
* Retired Regulars. This category includes regular officers
and enlisted members who have retired after 20 or more
years of active duty.
This is complicated by statutory provisions affecting
regular enlisted members who retire after 20 years of
service but prior to 30 years of service. In the Navy and
Marine Corps, regular enlisted members who retire prior to
completing 30 years of active duty are transferred to the
Fleet Reserve and Fleet Marine Corps Reserve, respectively,
until their active and retired service totals 30 years.
Current statutes do not specify whether these categories
are part of the Retired Reserve. Indeed, it is not clear
whether they are part of the Naval Reserve or Marine Corps
Reserve. Members of the Fleet Reserve are not included in
the Retired Reserve in official Department of Defense
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statistics. Conversely, the Fleet Marine Corps Reserve
members are included as part of the Retired Reserve in
these statistics.
In the Army and Air Force, retired regular members with
less than 30-years total service are defined in statute as
part of the Atmy Reserve and Air Force Reserve, although
there is no specification indicating whether they should be
administratively classified to the Retired Reserve. Army
members in this category are included in the official
Department of Defense reserve manpower strength reports;
Air Force members are not.
* Retired Reservists. This category includes reserve
officers and enlisted members, as well as retired regular
enlisted members as discussed above, administratively
classified as follows:
* Those drawing reserve retired pay under section 1331 of
title 10, United-States Code. These members are age 60
or older.
Those not drawing reserve retired pay, but who will be
eligible at age 60 under section 1331 of title 10,
United States Code; referred to as "Gray Area Retirees"
in this report.
Those drawing pay who have completed 20 or more years of
active duty. Under Department of Defense Directives,
this category includes the Fleet Reserve and Fleet
Marine Corps Reserve and the similar categories of
regular enlisted retirees of the Army and Air Force.
Those not drawing pay and not eligible at age 60 for
retired pay under section 1331 of title 10, United
States Code. Members in this category are referred to
as honorary retirees.
Issue One - Transfer of Reular Enlisted Retirees to the Retired

Rese
As noted above, 'for nondisabled regular enlisted members who
qualify for retirement or retainer pay after completion of at
least 20 (but less than 30) years of active service, the
manpewer and personnel accounting procedures are not uniform
among the Services. This is due to a difference in law among
the Services and also to the procedures by which the Services
implement these laws. The statutes pertaining to the Army and
the Air Force are essentially the same. The law provides that
regular enlisted members of these Services who retire after 20
years (but prior to completion of 30 years) of active service,
6th aRNC Report - Volume is
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are transferred to the Retired Reserve until their total active
and retired service equals 30 years. In accordance with laws
pertaining to the naval services, the Navy and Marine Corps
transfer regular and reserve enlisted members'to the Fleet Naval
Reserve, which includes the Fleet Reserve and.the Fleet Marine
Corps Reserve. As in the case of the Army and the Air Force,
after 30 total years of active and inactive-service, former
reauMaz members are transferred to the regular retired list of
their service. There is no similar procedure in the case of the
Coast Guard, and regular enlisted members of the Coast Guard are
placed directly on the regular retired list at retirement.
he procedures set out in law are cumbersome and are no longer
needed to achieve the purposes originally intended. Further,
the actual accounting practices of the Services have not
strictly followed the statutory provisions. As a result, in
recent DoD exercises, considerable confusion has been
encountered in determining available mobilization manpower.
The statutory provisions for the naval services were
originally set forth in the Naval Reserve Act of 1925. Similar,
but less extensive, provisions applying to the Army and the Air
Force were enacted shortly after World War II, using the naval
services as a model. Some of the original provisions of the
Naval Reserve Act pertaining to the Fleet Naval Reserve have
since been repealed, and others have never been used.
The Fleet Reserve and the Fleet Marine Corps Reserve were
established to make it clear that regular enlisted members
leaving active duty after 16 (in 1925) or 20.(after 1938) years
of active service would remain mobilization assets. The
following provisions were intended to ensure that these members
would be retained as mobilization assets:
0

Providing "retainer" pay versus retired pay

0 Authorizing mandatory active duty training as part of the
Naval or Marine Corps Reserve
* Requiring members to receive periodic physical examinations
While the technical term of retainer (vice retired) pay
remains, the training provision has never been used and the
physical examination provision has been repealed. The
mobilization provisions for Fleet Naval Reservists have been
rendered obsolete and irrelevant by the enactment of uniform law
providing broad recall authority to the Secretaries of the
Military Departments. Section 6485 of title 10, United States
Code, allows Presidential recall of the Fleet Reserve and Fleet
Marine Corps Reserve but only under emergency conditions. In
contrast, under section 688 of title 10, United States Code, as
amended in 1984 by Public Law 98-94, the Secretary concerned can
stractures
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order to active duty, at any time, any member retired from the
military after 20 years or more of active duty.

Consequently,

the provision for Presidential recall afforded in section 6485
is unnecessary.
When queried, all the DoD Services concurred that, by virtue
of section 688, the practice of assigning regular enlisted
retirees to the Fleet Naval Reserve (or to the Retired Reserve
in the case of the Army and the Air Force) held no advantage and
merely complicated the administration of regular enlisted
retirees. A legal opinion from the Army's Military Personnel

Law Branch further stated that, for Regular Army enlisted
soldiers who retire with less than 30 years of service, transfer
to the Army Reserve is not necessary for mobilization purposes.
A similar opinion was rendered by the General Law Division in
the office of the Air Force Judge Advocate General. It was
noted that the provisions of section 688 do not Ppply to retired
members of the Coast Guard, thus leaving the
Guard the
only armed force whose Secretarial recall auth.o, y was not
updated and made uniform by changes enacted to section 688 in
1980 and 1983. This oversight needs correction.
There
members
retired
improve

is no reason today not to transfer regular enlisted
directly from active duty to their respective regular
lists. This would simplify administration and greatly
the accounting of mobilization assets.

While implementing the changes discussed above would greatly
improve the management of regular and reserve retirees, it
should be noted that the Fleet Naval Reserve has become a
significant institution in the Navy. The Navy values the
"retainee" concept as embodied in the Fleet Naval Reserve. It
is felt that the status of retainee and retainer pay vice
retired pay for members in the Fleet Reserve and the Fleet
Marine Corps Reserve reinforces the understanding of members
that they are subject to recall (not retired but retained)
during the years between 20 and 30 years of total service. In
addition, private organizations such as the Fleet Naval Reserve
Association have made important contributions. The changes
recommended by the 6th QRMC can be implemented while retaining
the Fleet Naval Reserve and the retainer pay system.
Conclusions on Issue One
Currently, section 688 of title 10, United States Code, makes
adequate provision for the mobilization of any regular or
reserve enlisted member with at least 20 years active service.
The sole exception here is for Coast Guard retirees, and section
688 requires amendment to correct this oversight. Consequently,
sections 3914, 6330 and 8914 of title 10, providing for transfer
of certain regular enlisted members to the Retired Reserve and
Fleet Naval Reserve, are not necessary for mobilization purposes
6th QRNC Report - Volume 1B
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or any other manpower management purposes. The status of the
retainee and of retainer pay in the Fleet Naval Reserve has
important institutional value within the Department of the Navy.
This does not require the administrative classification of Fleet
Naval Reservists within the Naval or Marine Corps Reserve.
~dtion
It

to Simplify Regular and Reserve Retired Structure
is

reommended that remedial legislation be enacted to

Simplify the regular and reserve retired structure, transferring
all regular enlisted retirees with 20 (but less than 30) years
of service directly to their respective Services' retired lists.
Those portions of sections 3914, 6330, and 8914 of title 10,

United States Code, that relate to the assignment of regular
enlisted retirees to the Retired Reserve should be repealed as
unnecessary and anachronistic. The Fleet Reserve and Fleet
Marine Corps Reserve would be continued but would not be
accounted for as part of the Naval or Marine Corps Reserve.
Section 688 of title 10, United States Code, should be amended
to provide authority to the Secretary of Transportation
equivalent to that possessed under this section by the
Secretaries of the Military Departments. The recommended
structure for nondisability retirees is as follows:
Members retired after 20 years or more of active duty
"
"

Officers
" Regular
" Reserve
Enlisted
. Regular (Fleet Naval Reserve)
. Reserve (Fleet Naval Reserve)

Members retired under chapter 67 of title 10, United States
Code, or eligible but for being age 60
*
*

Officers
" Drawing retired pay
* Not drawing retired pay (eligible at age 60)
Enlisted
" Drawing retired pay
" Not drawing retired pay (eligible at age 60)

Issue Two - Honorarv Retirees

Currently over 146,000 members of the Retired Reserve (about
one-third of the Retired Reserve) are individuals who are not
now drawing retired pay and who will not be eligible for pay at
age 60. They are members on the Services' Retired Reserve lists
who have become known as "honorary" retirees. Technically,

4
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these members may be ordered to active duty in a war or national

emergency. -However, the Military Departments do not generally
consider or treat honorary retirees as mobilization assets.
Only the Navy considers any members in this status as
mobilization assets, but the Navy does not update the records of

these members or otherwise manage honorary retirees as a
mobilization resource.

No Service tracks these individuals or

maintains their records. Consequently, the viability of this
category of the Retired Reserve as a mobilization asset is
questionable at best.
Numbers of Honorary Retirees as of March 1987:
uSm

Total

USAF

AM

Hw
BAY

Officer
Enlisted

51,614
7.480

52,178
199

7,806
97

24,659
2.144

136,257

Total

59,094

52,377

7,903

26,803

146,177

Honorary retired lists were first established by the Naval
Reserve Act of 1938. They were designed to recognize those
members of the Naval Reserve Forces who reached age 64 or had
completed 30 years of service. This was prior to any provision
for retired pay or retired benefits for members of reserve
components. At that time, with no reserve retirement system,
reservists participated solely for pay and other immediate
benefits. Subsequently, the other services established honorary
retired lists as a means of recognizing the dedicated service of
the career reservist. The Army and Air Force Vitalization and
Retirement Equalization Act of 1948 created a paid retirement
system for career reserve personnel.
The Provisions of the Naval Reserve Act of 1938 were repealed
by the Armed Forces Reserve Act of 1952. Persons on the
honorary retired lists when the 1952 Act was passed were
transferred to the appropriate Retired Reserve by section 213 of
the 1952 Act. Under the new law, honorary retirees are
administratively defined as classified by DoD Directive. The
intent was that the Retired Reserve would be a purely voluntary
portion of the reserve components. Members would be those who,
while no longer participating in training, would3 be of value to
the armed forces in a large scale mobilization.
DoD Directive 1200.15 currently provides six categories
defining eligibility for honorary retirement. One of these
categories allows the Secretary concerned to assign any member
of a reserve component, age 37 or above, who has consistently
supported the armed forces in an outstanding manner, to the
8-8
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Retired Reserve. The other categories are generally designed to
recognize reserve members, age 37 or above but not qualified for
retires pay at age 60, who, after extensive service, find
themselves unable to continue to participate. Officers twice
not selected for promotion and members who have become inactive
due to the demands of a civilian job or family represent typical
cases. When no longer permitted to remain in an active status,
reservists have been given the option of discharge or tralsfer
to the Retired Reserve. Honorary retirement is elected for
various reasons, including a sincere desire or willingness to
serve the country in the event of an emergency.
The option of transfer to the Retired Reserve has never been
systematically offered to all potentially eligible members,
however, nor has there been any effort to retain members with
the greatest mobilization potential as honorary retirees. While
honorary retirees are legally subject to mobilization by virtue
of their membership in the Retired Reserve, the Services have
not updated home addresses, established physical condition after
separation, nor taken action to confirm deaths of members.
Consequently, their present usefulness as a source of available
manpower in any mobilization is extremely limited.
Not only is this category of reservists of limited value as a
mobilization asset, but it is also a factor reducing overall
ability to ascertain and manage retired manpower resources.
Recently, several hundred retirees have been identified who,
through administrative errors (having received the wrong kind of
identification card), are receiving significant benefits to
which they are not entitled. This is attributable to confusion
regarding the status of members of various categories of the
Retired Reserve.
Conclusions on Issue Two
"Honorary" retiree is essentially a misnomer. While some
placements on the honorary retired list may have been honorary
in nature, the practice has been to allow individuals who have
served extensively, but are not eligible and will not become
eligible for retired pay, the opportunity to continue to
identify with the armed forces. Regular members and reservists

departing from active duty who have no remaining military
service obligation and who do not elect active reserve
participation, however, are typically discharged rather than
transferred to the Retired Reserve as honorary retirees. The
usefulness of honorary retirees as a mobilization resource is
extremely limited, given the current level of effort that goes
into the administration of this portion of the Retired Reserve.
A greater emphasis on the administration of honorary retirees
would be unlikely to result in this category becoming an
important source of manpower in a war or national emergency. In
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sum, this category is anachronistic, has very limited value,
complicates manpower accounting procedures, and has led to some
individuals receiving benefits to which they are not entitled.
Romdation
category

for the Elimination the of Honorary Retiree

It is reedthat
DoD Directive 1200.15 be revised to
eliminate the category of honorary retiree and provide that only
members who are or will be eligible for retired pay be placed in
the Retired Reserve in the future. Existing lists would be
reduced by attrition and then discontinued. In the interim, it
is recommended that measures be taken to prevent the inadvertent
issuance of retiree identification cards (DD Form 2 (Retired))
to honorary retirees.
The recommendation is not expected to have any impact on the
DoD budget.
Corrections Reguired for Uniformity and Eguity
The QRMC review uncovered four areas where serious
unintentional inequities or incongruities had developed. These
areas include matters perteining to establishment of the
member's retired grade, membership requirements for retired pay
and benefits, the crediting of inactive duty training for
enlisted members who qualify for an active duty retirement, and
provisions for retirement sanctuary after long service. The
discussion of these matters follows in sections of this chapter
on Issues Three through Six. A seventh issue was referred to

the 6th QRMC by the Coast Guard. This issue, Retirement
Eligibility for Disabled Reservists, was reviewed by the Fiscal
Year 1987 Coast Guard Reserve Policy Board and was determined by
the Commandant of the Coast Guard to be worthy of consideration
by the 6th QRMC. The issue was also raised by individual
reservists during the Unit Visit Program and in comments
provided by members and spouses who responded to the 1986
Reserve Components Surveys.
Issue Three - Hiahest Grade Retirement for Reserve Enlisted
Provisions of law that permit members to retire from active
service at the highest grade in which they have satisfactorily
served are a management tool enabling the services to make
necessary force management decisions that could otherwise
embitter affected personnel. Under existing law (sections 3911,
6323, and 8911 of title 10, United States Code), an officer may
be retired after completion of 20 years of active service, at
least 10 years of which was service as a commissioned officer.
8-10
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This 10-year period need not be the 10 years immediately
preceding retirement. As a result, reserve officers
involuntarily released from active duty prior to completion of
20 years of service have in many cases been able to qualify for
retirement by enlisting for continued active duty. Upon
completion of 20 years of active service, providing they teiair
commissioned officers, such members may be retired at the
highest officer grade in which they satisfactorily served on
active duty for at least six months. If the officer has'not
completed 10 years of commissioned service, advancement to the
officer grade occurs after a total of 30 years of active and
retired service.
For enlisted members, however, uniform provisions do not
exist. In the Army and the Air Force, under the provisions of
sections 3964 and 8964 of title 10, United States Code, warrant
officers and regular enlisted members can, if their active
service plus service on the retired list totals 30 years, retire
at the highest grade in which they served on active duty. A
regular enlisted member of the Navy may be retired at the
highest officer grade served satisfactorily under a temporary
appointment. Otherwise there is no provision for retirement in
a higher officer grade or enlisted grade.
Reserve enlisted members of the Army and the Air Force are not
entitled to be advanced to the highest grade satisfactorily
served after a total of 30 years of active and retired service.
Reserve enlisted memberc if the Navy may be advanced to the
highest officer grade served satisfactorily under a temporary
appointment under the same authority as regular enlisted members
of the Navy.
Until recently, during peacetime nearly all Army and Air Force
enlisted personnel on active duty were members of a regular
component. As a result, reserve enlisted members seldom
qualified for active duty retirement. With the inception of tne
Active Guard and Reserve (AGR) program, however, thousands of
reserve enlisted members now serve full-time in support of the
Guard and Reserve. Reserve enlisted members of the Army and Air
Force serving on full-time duty with the National Guard or
Reserves, who now qualify for active duty retirement and
otherwise accrue all benefits of active duty retirement, retire
at the grade held at time of retirement. There is no provision
for their advancement to the highest grade held. This is an
important item for members who initially accepted AGR billets in
a lower grade than the grade in which they were serving and in
which they had previously served satisfactorily on active duty.
It is also important for AGR members who have found it necessary
to accept an administrative reduction in grade due to a unit
reorganization, the elimination of billets, or other reasons
beyond the control of the member.
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Conclusions on Issue Three

For governing the retirement of enlisted personnel completing
20 or more years of active service, policy and law are
inconsistent between regular and reserve enlisted personnel of
the Army and Air Force, as well ac between regular enlisted
personnel of the Navy and Marine Corps and those of the Army and
Air Force. Differences exist in the laws governing the
retirement of full-time enlisted reserves of the Army and Air
Force and the laws governing the retirement of full-time
enlisted reserves of the Navy and Marine Corps. These
differences are inequitable because they have no basis in the
personnel management requirements of the Services. To resolve
these inconsistencies and inequities, policy and law should be
changed to provide consistent and equitable treatment between
the services and their reserve components for personnel who
qualify for active duty retirement.
Recommendation to Provide Uniformity
Legislative action is recommended to amend sections 3964 and
8964, title 10, United States Code, to include reserve enlisted
members qualifying for active duty retirement and to create two
new sections providing the Navy with parallel and equal
authority. Several conforming amendments will also be
necessary. These changes would provide uniformity between the
services and their active and reserve components with respect to
enlisted personnel qualifying for active duty requirement.

Service estimates indicate that approximately 25 regular
members per year may now be affected by this provision. The
number of reserve enlisted members potentially affected is
probably less. The incremental annual cost in outlays would be
less than $50,000. It is unlikely that DoD costs under the
accrual funding for military retirement would be affected by the
proposed change.
(NOTE: This recommendation was enacted as section 512 of Public
Law 100-180, December 1987.)
Issue Four - Reauired Reserve MLAbershin from Receipt of Twenty
Year Letter throuah Eligibility to Draw Retired Pay
The purpose of military nondisability retired and retainer pay
for service in the active armed forces of the United States is
to ensure the following:
0
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That the choice of career service in the armed forces is
competitive with reasonably available alternatives
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That promotion opportunities are kept open for young and
able members

" That some measure of economic security is made available to
members after retirement from career military service
0 That a pool of experienced personnel exists, subject to
recall to active duty during time of war or national
emergency
The primary purpose for the establishment of retired pay for
non-regular service (reserve retirement) was as follows: To
provide an incentive for qualified personnel to retain
membership and continue training in such [reserve] components
and thereby provide a pool of skilled, trained, and readily
available manpower to
4 augment active duty forces in times of
national emergency.
These two interests dovetail in their objective of maintaining
a pool of experienced personnel to augment active duty forces.
The reserve retirement system, however, fails to retain many of
these personnel after issue of a 20-year letter and completion
of active participation. As a result, the reserve retirement
system is less effective in maintaining a pool of experienced
personnel subject to recall when needed. The problem lies in
the law regarding the separation of individuals from service in
the armed forces, and the lack of financial penalty for failure
to request transfer to the Retired Reserve (if qualified).
Under section 1331(a) of title 10, United States Code, receipt
of retired pay for reserve service is premised, among other
things, upon an individual's performance of 20 years of service 5
as computed under section 1332 of title 10, United States Code.
After completion of the requisite number of years of qualifying
service, an individual may effectively drop out of the reserves
by accepting a discharge, and simply wait until reaching age 60,
when the individual may apply for retired pay. No
contemporaneous affiliation with a reserve component of an armed
force is required. Associated statutory provisions, including,
for example, those providing health care entitlement, make it
clear that a former member entitled to and receiving retired pay
has the same entitlement as a retired member receiving retired
pay.
An individual who accepts a discharge from the reserves after
completing the requisite number of years of qualifying service
is effectively lost as a mobilization asset in the event of war
or national emergency. Such an individual does not even become
a potential mobilization asset when he reaches age 60 and
applies for reserve retired pay, inasmuch as the mere acceptance
of reserve retired pay does not make an individual a member of
the retired reserve.6 Thus, an individual in receipt of retired
Structurat Issues
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pay for reserve service may have been lost as a potential
reserve mobilization asset ever since completion of 20 years of
qualifying service. Equally important, if an individual drops
out of the reserves after receiving a 20-year letter, the
individual is effectively lost to the reserve personnel tracking
system, and it is imporsible, in practice, to determine how many
such individuals may later apply for reserve retired pay, and
when. In short, losing such personnel means that the government
has limited means of tracking its future reserve retired pay
obligations and associated liabilities.

I

For those who joined a uniformed service after September 7,
1980, there currently exists a financial penalty for discharge
from military status rather than transfer to the Retired Reserve
or the Standby Reserve. Reserve retirees in this category, who
typically will not begin receiving retired pay before 2020, will
have the retired pay calculated using the average of their
highest 36 months of basic pay that they would have received had
they been on active duty. Only periods during which they were a
member can be counted. Since service in the Standby Reserve or
the Retired Reserve is membership, an individual retaining
membership would have a higher three-year average base,
(calculated based on the pay scale in effect during the three
years immediately prior to the member reaching age 60) than a
member who accepted discharge prior to age 60, assuming normal
pay scale increases. There are currently no other financial
penalties for accepting discharge from the reserve components
instead of transferring to the Retired Reserve. The actual
number of reservists discharged after receipt of a 20-year
letter is unknown. The Army reported 547 and the Air Force 569
in the RCCPDS for Fiscal Year 1985, but indicate that the actual
numbers could be many times greater. Since these individuals
have no military status and will have no military status even
when they receive retired pay and associated benefits, they are
not tracked in the reserve military personnel systems.
Conclusions on Issue Four
In order to reconcile the purposes of military retirement (in
particular the maintenance of retired members as qualified
mobilization assets) with the current reserve retirement system,
continuous membership after receipt of the twenty year letter
should be a prerequisite to qualification for retired pay and
associated entitlement. The QRMC review also found that t
current system creates significant administrative and fiduciary
problems.
Recomendation for Required Reserve Membership
It is recommnded that section 1331(a) of title 10, United
States Code, be modified to include a new paragraph (5) that
would require continuous membership in a reserve component after
8-14
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receiving notification (20-year letter) of completion of the
years of service required for retired pay at age 60, in order to
qualify for that pay.
This provision would apply only to
members receiving a 20-year letter
after the effective date of
the amendment.
This recommendation is expected to have no direct impact on

the DoD budget.

Small administrative savings are likely.

Issue Five - Inactive Duty Trainina ParticiDation Point Credit
for Reserve Enlisted Members
Current provisions of law allow Army and Air Force regular and
reserve officers who qualify for active duty retirement to
compute their retired pay based on the following:
* Years of active service
* Reserve service not creditable as active service
The second category consists of inactive duty training points
and membership points. Once qualified for active duty retirement (20 years of active service), members are not eligible for
reserve retirement. Officers qualifying for a 20-year active
service retirement are credited at retirement with any reserve
inactive duty training performed (not to exceed 60 points per
year). Army and Air Force enlisted members, however, are not
entitled to similar credit for reserve inactive duty training or
for membership points in calculating their active duty retired
pay. Navy and Marine Corps enlisted personnel are credited with
IDT service but only after their active and retired service
equals at least 30 years. This inequity appears to be the
result of legislative oversight.
Sections 3911, 3925, 3991, 6321, 6322, 6323, 8911, 8925 and
8991 of title 10, United States Code, make ample provision for
the retirement of both regular and reserve officers after they
achieve 20 years of active duty service. Sections 3991, 6333
and 8991 prescribe the steps necessary to compute retired pay
for both officers and enlisted members. However, these sections
reference two other sections for the computation of years-ofservice credit (section 1405 for officers and sections 3925,
8925, or formula C of section 6333(a) for enlisted members).
Section 1405 provides for the computation of years of service
for officers in a manner that credits reserve inactive duty
training and membership points in the computation of retired
pay. Those sections applicable to enlisted members (sections
3925, 8925 and formula C of section 6333(a)) do not, however,
provide similar credit.
The current situation evolved out of the historical need for
large numbers of officers on active duty who had subst'--itial
Structural Issues
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periods of reserve service while not on active duty.

After the

Korean War, the increase in the size of the active Army and Air
Force required many more officers than could be accommodated
under statutory lilits on the numbers of regular officers. As a
result, many reserve officers qualified for a 20-year active
duty retirement. Since these officers often had substantial
reserve service that was not on active duty, in 1958, Public Law
in
85-422 provided for the crediting of inactive duty training
7
the computation of years-of-service credit for officers.
Similar provisions were not provided for enlisted members,
perhaps in part because there were no statutory provisions for
reserve enlisted members of the Army or Air Force to qualify for
an active duty retirement until 1980. The 1980 amendments did
not incorporate provision for the credit of inactive duty
training. In the case of the Navy and Marine Corps, this
inequity applies to retainer pay but not to retired pay received
after active service and service in the Fleet Naval Reserve
totaling 30 years.
Conclusions on Issue Five
An inequity currently exists in the crediting of reserve
inactive duty training when computing the retired pay of members
who qualify for an active duty retirement. Officers receive
credit for this service. Enlisted members receive either no
credit or partial credit only. This inequity is the result not
of conscious intent but of relevant compensation law not having
kept pace with the changing role of the reserve components and
reserve service. The differing methods for computing credit for
inactive duty training for officer and enlisted members appear
to be solely the result of legislative oversight. No
substantive reason exists to allow such an inequity to continue.
Recommendation to Achieve Equity
It is recommended that the applicable portions of title 10,
United States Code, be amended to allow reserve enlisted members
who qualify for an active duty retirement to receive years-ofservice credit for inactive duty training points in the
computation of retainer pay and retired pay. This
recommendation would apply only in the calculation of the
after the effective date of the
retired pay of members retiring
8
amendatory legislation.
The expected impact of this recommendation on the DoD budget
is minimal.
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Retirement Sanctuary for Reserve Cononent Nembers

Section 1163(d) of title 10, United States Code, provides that

"a member of a reserve component who is on active duty and is
within two years of becoming eligible for retired pay or
retainer pay under a purely military retirement system, may not
be involuntarily released from that duty before he becomes
eligible for that pay, unless his release is approved by the
Secretary." This provision is commonly referred to as the
"retirement sanctuary." It was added as part of Public Law 676
(July 9, 1956), which amended the Armed Forces Reserve Act of
1952 to provide a lump-sum readjustment payment for members of
the reserve components who are involuntarily released from
active duty.
The purpose of Public Law 676 as stated in the Report of the
Senate Committee on Armed Services was two-fold:
0 To provide a readjustment payment to reservists who, after
having served continuously on active duty for long periods
of time, are involuntarily released at an age at which
their usefulness to the Armed Forces is less than that of
younger officers who are needed for current and future
service
0

To provide some measure of economic security that would
induce Reserve officers to remain voluntarily in the active
service, and thereby to reduce expensive personnel turnover
and increase the effectiveness of the armed services
through the retention of competent and experienced officers

The Act provided a formula for payment. The basis of the
formula is one-half of.a month's basic pay, in the grade at
which
serving
when18th
released,
for each
yearcap
of service
ending
the close
of the
year. This
18-year
was related
to at
a
special provision for those who had completed at least 18 years
of active duty as set out above and now codifted as section
1163(d) of title 10. In the 1956 Senate Committee on Armed
Services hearings on this legislation, it was stated that the
intent was to give the Secretary concerned broad discretion in
the administration of this provision.
This provision, like many others passed in the post-Korea
environment, reflected the fact that the Armed Forces required
large numbers of reserve officers on active duty to meet the
needs of national security. The justification cited in the
Senate report was that "to attract and retain the required
number of capable reservists on active duty, a reasonable degree
of security must be provided to them .

.

.

.

The absence of

such an authority deters continued active duty beyond obligated
periods and creates hardships for those persons who are actually
released."
Structurst Issues
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This context, when combined with the specific and limited
meaning of
"active duty" (which excluded "active duty for
tkaining e when Public Law 676 was enacted), makes it clear that
the members intended to be protected by the "18-year sanctuary"
were those who had served on extended active duty for a
significant and continuous period beyond any obligated period of
service. On June 30, 1987, however, a three-judge panel of the
United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit reversed
a United States Claims Court decision and held that an Army
Reserve officer was entitled to be retained on active duty under
the provisions of section 1163(d) even though the officer was
not serving on extended active duty.
It is estimated that several hundred members of the Army's

reserve components in an active reserve status but not serving
on extended active duty have completed 18 years of active duty.
There are also such cases in the other services, but the number
of cases is smaller. Under the Appeals Court decision, any of
these members could claim sanctuary while performing required
annual active duty for training. Additionally, any member who
has completed 18 years of active federal service, but was
involuntarily released from active duty in previous years, may
claim back pay and allowances and active duty retirement pay as
a rasult of the Appeals Court decision. This could potentially
involve a much larger number of reservists.
As noted above, "active duty for training" was not included
within the definition of "active duty" when Public Law 676 was
enacted in July, 1956. On August 10, 1956, however, Public Law
1028 revised, codified, and enacted into law titles 10 (Armed
Forces) and 32 (National Guard), United States Code. This
revision and recodification changed the definition of active
duty to include active duty for training. According to the
report of the Senate Judiciary Committee on this codification
and revision project, the revised definition was based "on the
definition of "active federal service" in the source statute,
since it is believed to be closer to general usage than the
definition in 50:901(b), which excludes active duty for training
from the general concept of active duty."
The 1956 codification of titles 10 and 32 had as its object
the restatement of existing law, consistent with the general
plan of the United States Code. The intent was to avoid making
new law. As stated in the report, "the pertinent provisions of
law have been freely reworded and rearranged, subject to every
precaution
disturbing
existing
rights,
privileges,
duties, or against
functions."
The current
section
1163(d)
was not
moved to title 10 until September 7, 1962, however, as the
result of Public Law 87-651. Thus it appears that this
provision was not subjected to the same critical review as other
provisions with respect to the specific effect of the
codification project on its meaning. It may be fairly
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concluded, therefore, that the specific meaning of active duty
in section 1163(d), when enacted, was broadened to include
active duty for training through legislative inadvertence.
It is estimated that there may be as many as two thousand
members of the reserve components who could potentially claim
retirement sanctuary and/or retention on active duty simply as a
result of performing their annual active duty for training
requirements in accordance with section 270 of title 10. The
number who would make such claim is unknown, as is the final
outcome in the courts. It is possible that significant and
unintended retirement costs could be incurred, should the law
not be revised. The potential cost range is estimated to be
$100 million to $600 million. In addition, the mandatory
retention of such members would be severely disruptive to active
and reserve component management in terms of utilization,
officer and enlisted grade ceilings, and active component and
reserve component (AGR) active duty endstrength management.
Conclusions on Issue Six
The retirement sanctuary established for reserve members by
section 1163(d) of title 10, United States Code, was intended to
ensure that reservists who had reached 18 years of creditable
service for retirement, through voluntary service on extended
active duty, would ordinarily be retained until qualified for
immediate retirement. Through legislative inadvertence, the
plain words of the law can now be construed to include members
on short periods of active duty for training. A recent Appeals
Court decision has, in fact, so construed the law. Based on the
QRMC review, it is clear that the conclusion arrived at by the
Appeals Court, whatever its legal merit, was not intended nor
contemplated when section 1163(d) was enacted in 1956.
Had the current problem been anticipated, Department of
Defense and Military Department directives could have been
promulgated to preclude members on short periods of active duty
for training from being considered to be in the retirement
sanctuary.
revisions
wouldAppeals
still be
helpful.
the
statutoryRegulatory
problem and
the recent
Court
ruling, Given
however, a legislative amendment is advisable.
The conclusions of the 6th QRMC must now be read within the
context of the Act of December 30, 1987, to make technical
corrections in provisions of law enacted by the Military
Retirement Reform Act of 1986 (Public Law 100-224). As stated
by Senator Glenn in supporting a Senate amendment adding a new
section 4 to the bill as it had passed the House:
Specifically, section 4 of this bill restores the
original definition of "active-duty" in section
1163(d) of title 10 which excluded any active duty for
Structural Issues
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training periods. Research of the legislative history
of this section shows that a later recodification of
this section changed the definition to include periods
of active duty for training based "on the definition
of 'active Federal service' in the source statute,
since it is believed to be closer to general usage
than the definition which excludes active duty for
training from the general concept of active duty."
The intent in this recodification was to avoid making
new law and report language stated "the pertinent
provisions of law precaution against disturbing
existing rights, privileges, duties, or functions."
Unfortunately, the recodification had the unintended
effect of providing a loophole that has been found by
one court to allow certain reservists on active duty
for training to claim the 18-year retirement
sanctuary--a point at which no military officer can be
involuntarily separated from active duty without
cause. The correction restores 9 the original intent of
the section and is appropriate.
This revision appears to avert the serious potential personnel
disruption and costs discussed in the preceding section.
Additional changes, recommended below, are required to update
the law and ease its operation under current circumstances.
Recommendation for Retirement Sanctuary
A legislative proposal should be developed to update the
provisions of the law to reflect current circumstances. To
preserve the original intent and to reflect current
circumstances, the law should be amended to (1) specifically
cover full-time National Guard duty and (2) set a specific
The
minimum period of active duty (other than for training).
most reasonable period is 180 days. This is the period which
corresponds to the period of active duty accountability against
active component active duty strength limits and reserve
component full-time support strengths under section 115(b) of
title 10, United States Code.
Using this rationale, section 1163(d) of title 10, United
States Code, should be amended to read, "Under regulations to be
prescribed by the Secretary concerned, which shall be as uniform
as practicable, a member of a Reserve component who is on active
duty (other than active duty for training) or full-time National
Guard duty (other than full-time National Guard duty for
training) for 180 days or more and is within two years of
becoming eligible-for retired pay or retainer pay under a purely
military retirement system, may not be involuntarily released
from that duty before he becomes eligible for that pay, unless
his release is approved by the Secretary."
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in the future, proposed modifications to laws and directives
affecting the compensation and related entitlement and benefits
of members of the uniformed services should be carefully

reviewed, to assess the potential impact of such changes on
reserve component members in all statuses, including career
status with the active components. While this is an obvious
objective of all legislative proposals, the number and
complexity of statuses in which reservists serve makes special
attention particularly important to preclude unintended
consequences.
Issue Seven - Nonmilitary Disability Retirement for Selected
Qualification for nondisability military retirement, whether
under the active duty or reserve system, requires a minimum of
20 years of qualifying service in order for the member to vest
the entitlement. A member who incurs a disability of at least
30 percent under the standard schedule of rating disabilities in
use by the Veterans' Administration at the time of the
determination is entitled to disability retired pay if the
disability is the proximate result of performing active duty or
inactive duty training and was not the result of the member's
intentional misconduct or willful neglect and was not incurred
during a period of unauthorized absence.1 6
A member who is disabled after vesting an entitlement to
nondisability retirement and whose disability is less than 30
percent also qualifies for a disability retirement. In the case
of a member with at least 20 years of active service,
nondisability retired pay would begin immediately. In the case
of a member who does not have 20 years of active service, but
does have 20 qualifying years for a reserve retirement, the
member may elect transfer to the inactive status list and
receipt of disability retired pay at age 60. A member with a
disability found to be less that 30 percent and who does not
have 20 years of qualifying service for an active duty or
reserve retirement, generally qualifies for disability severance
pay.
In summary, a member on active duty for more than 30 days who
becomes disabled, other than through misconduct or willful
neglect, will generally be entitled to either disability retired
pay or disability severance pay. A reservist who is not on
active duty for more than 30 days and becomes disabled is
similarly entitled to disability retired pay or disability
severance pay if the disability is the result of an injury
incurred during active duty or inactive duty training or (since
enactment of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal
Year 1987), is the result of disease or illness incurred or
aggravated during such duty.
Structurat Issues
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The Commandant of the Coast Guard determined that the 6th QRMC
should consider the potential inequity to reservists, with long
service but not yet vested in a reserve retirement, who fail to
pass an annual physical. These members are separated without
entitlement to any compensation. The concern with this issue
was succinctly stated by an Army National Guard Officer in
responding to the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys:
The one drawback of planning for retirement is the
The only strong
lack of provision for disability.
reason I have for remaining in active reserve status
is retirement. I always wonder what will happen if I
became physically disabled after 17-18 years and was
With no provision for
unable to get to 20.
I would never get a penny of retirement.
Then I would have given up all these weekends, all
these early morning hours, all this outdoor adverse
conditions for nothing.

rdisability,

Other members and spouses echoed this concern in their written
comments in response to the Surveys and during the QRMC's unit
visits.
This issue is exceptionally complex, in part because the
disability retirement and severance pay scheme is necessarily
complex in order to give equitable treatment to members with
varying degrees of disability and lengths of service, and in
part because of the difficulty of assessing the appropriate
compensation, if any, for a reserve member who can no longer
serve because of a disability that is not judged to have been
incurred or aggravated in military service. In addition,
adequate data is not available on the number of reservists who
have been discharged without compensati3n due to a finding of
not physically qualified (NPQ).
In addition to the equity issues, it is possible that the lack
of any compensation for reservists found NPQ for a disability
not directly related to military duty may lead to some members
being "carried" until receipt of a 20-year letter. Others,
knowing they are likely to be found NPQ, may drop out of the
Selected Reserve and attempt to perform the remaining years of
qualifying service in the IRR, using correspondence courses to
accumulate the required 50 points. The extent to which such
problems exist is also unknown.
To properly evaluate the issue of disability retirement that
is not service connected, several difficult questions must be
addressed:
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Is it philosophically consistent witb military compensation

principles and the role of reserve component service to
have a program for disability retirement that is not
service connected?
*

If a retirement system were established for disabilities
that are not service connected, at what point in the career
of the reservist should the member be "vested"?

*

How long a period should be allowed since the member's last
break in service? In other words, should a member who
recently affiliated or reaffiliated with the reserve
program qualify for compensation in the event of disability
that is not service connected?

*

Should there be a requirement for a minimum period of
reserve service immediately prior to the disability?

0

How would the reserve disability retirement or severance
pay be calculated and when would it be paid?

*

What procedures should be established in the case of
temporary disability that is not service connected?

*

Should the disabled reservist be entitled to ancillary
benefits, such as medical, commissary, exchange, theater,
etc.; and, if so, when should these benefits be made
available?

0

How would integration with any Veterans' Administration
disability benefits be handled?

Conclusions on Issue Seven
The issue raised here is an important one and is clearly of
concern to many reservists. A solution that is equitable within
the Total Force context is not immediately apparent. There is,
moreover, very little information on the potential number of
cases. Rough extrapolations from the annual total of disability
retirements indicates that the total number of reservists who
would incur a disability of at least 30 percent that is not
service connected might range from 1500 to 2000. Perhaps 600 of
these reservists would have at least 10 but less than 20 years
of reserve service.
The inability of a member to continue reserve service because
of a determination that the member is not physically qualified
seems reasonably distinct from other reasons that make it
difficult for a member to continue participation, such as job or
family obligations or circumstances. In the former case, the
Service has determined that the member may not continue to
participate. Logically, it is not unlike the active duty
Structurst Issu s
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system: the member who separates prior to 20 years of service
for any reason other than physical disability loses any claim to
retired pay. The member who must separate due to physical

disability will receive physical disability retirement or
separation pay.
The QRMC concludes that this issue warrants an equitable
solution but believes that additional study is required. The
following tentative criteria might help guide this study:
*

Any program should apply to all reserve members who have
not vested in the reserve retirement system.

.

Ancillary benefits such as medical care and use of military
facilities do not appear to be warranted.

* The size of any payment should be directly related to the
pay grade and retirement points accrued by the member at
the time of the finding of disability, and in no case
should it be greater than that received by a member of the
same grade and service who qualifies for disability retired
or severance pay.
*

It would be preferable if any benefit were provided by
insurance coverage to be elected by the member.

Recommendation for Further Study

The 6th QRMC recommends that the DoD and tne Coast Guard
jointly study the feasibility of a Government-sponsored
insurance program with a private insurer, along the model of the
Servicemen's Group Life Insurance program, to cover reservists
on a voluntary basis for some part of the retired pay loss
associated with a disability that is not service connected but
which precludes further reserve service.
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1. ReDort of the Fifth Ouadrennial Review of Military
C2=nsation, Appendix E, "Uniformed Services Retirement
system," Vol 1A, January 1984.
2. Ibid.
3. U.S., Congress. Senate, Committee on Armed Services,
Re2ort to Accompany H.R. 5426 (The Armed Forces Reserve Act of
19521, Report No. 1795, 1952, p. 14.
4. U.S., Congress. House, Armed Services Committee,
Subcommittee No. 7, Retirement, H. Hearings No. 169, 80th Cong.,
1st sess., 12 May 1947, and H. Rept No. 816, 80th Cong., 1st
sess., July 9, 1947, pp. 9 and 11.
5. The last 8 years of qualifying service must be as a
member of one of the reserve components identified in 10 U.S.C.
§1332(a)(1). Under 10 U.S.C. §1331(d), the Secretaries of the
various military departments are required to notify each
individual who has completed the years of service required for
eligibility for retired pay for reserve service.
6. Under 10 U.S.C. §274, the retired are defined as
"reserves" who "have been transferred to [the retired reserve)
upon their request." Also see, e.g. 10 U.S.C. Chapters 363 (10
U.S.C. §3843 et seq.), 863 (10 U.S.C. §8843 et seq.), and 10
U.S.C. §6327.
7. Prior to June 1, 1958, officers received full years-ofservice credit for all time as an officer in an active reserve
status.
8. In 1967 the Cabinet Committee on Federal Staff Retirement
Systems recommended that "for the purpose of computing their
retired pay, active duty enlisted members should receive credit
for their prior reserve service on a point credit basis
comparable to the entitlement enjoyed by officers" (in Federal
Staff Retirement Systems: ADDendix to the Report to the
President of the United States by the Cabinet Committee on
Federal Staff Retirement Systems, printed as Senate Document No.
14, 90th Congress, 1st Session, p. 49). This review evaluated
the options for crediting prior inactive reserve service and
rejected crediting all service in an active reserve status prior
to June 1, 1958, because it would create a retroactive windfall.
They did, however, recommend retired pay credit for all current
retirees the first month after the effective date of authorizing
legislation. The QRMC recommendation is much more limited and
would require no retroactive calculations for members drawing
retired pay on the date of enactment.
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9.

Congressional Record, December 17, 1987, p. S18344.

10. The discussion of disability retired pay here is
necessarily brief. The reader is referred to the Miltary
Copensation Backaround Payers, 3rd Ed. June 1987, pp. 397-406,
for a detailed discussion of disability retired pay.
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Chapter 9.

NOUPAY BNFITS AND ENTITLEMET

FOR RETIRED

RESERVISTS
As discussed in the preceding chapters, Title III of the Army
and Air Force Vitalization and Retirement Equalization Act of
1948 created a nondisability retirement program for reserve
personnel. The intent of Title III retirement was to provide an
incentive for members of the reserve components to encourage
longer periods of service. Upon completion of 20 years of
qualifying service, reservists have the following options: (1)
they can continue to participate in the reserve, (2) they can
terminate their military status by discharge, or (3) they can
transfer to the Retired Reserve or, in certain cases, to an
inactive reserve status. This chapter discusses the benefits
that are now or could be available to members in the third
category during the period from their transfer to the Retired
Reserve until initial receipt of retired pay and benefits at age
60. Discharged individuals in category two are also eligible
for retired pay and benefits at age 60. Because these
individuals have been discharged, they are no longer military
members and are not further discussed in this chapter.
Entitlements and benefits that the 6th QRMC recommends for
members of the Retired Reserve (should QRMC recommendations for
the establishment of a two-tier option for reserve retirement be
enacted) are also discussed in this chapter.
The Retired Reserve has been administratively separated into
six categories. For our purposes, these categories can be
combined into the following three major areas: (1) members who
receive retired pay; (2) members who have met all requirements
for retired pay except for being at least age 60; and (3)
members who are not eligible for retired pay, and who will not
be eligible at age 60 (these members are commonly referred to as
honorary retirees). This issue focuses on members in category
two, who are often referred to as "gray area retirees". Gray
area retirees can be defined as reservists who have received
official notification of completion of 20 or more years of
qualifying service in accordance with section 1331(d), and who
have been transferred to the Retired Reserve but have not
reached age 60. These members are important mobilization
manpower assets to the Total Force and the time served in the
Retired Reserve counts for longevity in grade in the computation
of retired pay.

I

According to Defense Manpower Data Center files, as of
September 1987 there were approximately 64,000 retired
reservists in the gray area category. In 1985 and 1986,
Nonpey Benefits and Entitlemnts for Retired Aeservists
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respectively, approximately 5,700 and 5,500 members transferred
to the Retired Reserve. During these same two years
approximately 8,440 and 6,955 reservists, respectively, attained
age 60 and started receiving retired pay.
The entitlements and benefits currently available to gray area
retirees are of two types, those for which eligibility is
established by statute and those governed solely by regulation
and policy. Some gray area retirees may enjoy more benefits
than others because of their Service's efforts to identify and
maximize the benefits available. However, there are certain
benefits that accrue to all retired reservists under age 60,
regardless of Service. First, upon receipt of their letter of
notification of 20 years of qualifying service, they may
participate in the Reserve Component Survivor Benefit Plan
(RCSBP). Also, full-time coverage is available (at a higher
premium, graduated by age) under the Servicemen's Group Life
Insurance (SGLI) program. Since SGLI is not subsidized by the
government and RCSBP is not subsidized for participants before
age 60, these benefits are available at no cost to the
government. Second, upon transfer to the Retired Reserve, they
may continue membership in an open mess, if local rules permit;
wear the uniform on appropriate occasions; make purchases from
clothing sales stores; retain reserve identification card; and
fly on a space available basis within CONUS and to Alaska,
Hawaii, Guam, Samoa, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands on
military or military-controlled aircraft.
Some believe that the above benefits do not provide sufficient
recognition or reward for the prior service of gray area
retirees. The Reserve Forces Policy Board, which has a
statutory advisory role to the Secretary of Defense, has
proposed that additional benefits be provided to these members
and their families. This viewpoint has been shared by voluntary
military related associations such as the Reserve Officers
Association (ROA), and The Retired Officers Association (TROA).
Under current laws and policies designed to ensure a reserve
force with the needed mix of youth and experience, many
reservists are mandatorily removed from an active status after
the completion of 20 or more years of service
These members
are typically in their forties or early f ts.
During the
period between the point when they transfe7- t-% the Retired
Reserve and the time when they begin to dra. etirement pay,
some reservists feel shut out and cut off from their Service and
the way of life to which they have devoted many years.
In examining the costs and advantages of extending added
benefits to gray area retirees, the 6th QRMC reviewed several
recent attempts to provide additional benefits for these retired
reservists. In 1983 the Reserve Forces Policy Board (RFPB)
considered the issue of extending post exchange and space9-2
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available travel to retired reservists who had not yet attained
age 60. These privileges were to be extended in exchange for
the member's address and condition of health to insure that the
member is available for recall as part of the Individual Ready
Reserve (IRR). The proposal was not implemented. In the
evaluation of the RFPB proposal, it was pointed out that Public
Law and DoD Directives already required the Services to maintain
adequate and current information on the physical condition and
availability for service of all members of the reserve
components, including retired reservists and that retired reservists are required to provide this information.
Also in 1983, a bill (S.1474) was introduced in the Senate to
amend title 10, United States Code, to authorize the use of post
exchange and commissary stores by gray area retirees. The
Congressional Record indicates that the bill was intended to
make service in the National Guard and Reserve components more
attractive as a secondary career choice. The bill was referred
to the Committee on Armed Services, which in turn requested the
views of Department of Defense. The Department of Defense
recommended that the bill should not be favorably considered.
The following reasons were given: (1) use of these facilities
by gray area retirees would increase the customer load by an
estimated 333,000 potential customers (133,000 members and
approximately 200,000 dependents); (2) this increase in
customers could reduce the value and benefit of the facilities
to persons already being served; (3) the bill would likely
require an increase in appropriated funds at a time when
emphasis was on minimizing appropriated funds to operate
commissary stores; and (4) the DoD was conducting a test of
modified commissary use for members of the Selected Reserve, and
the results of the test would provide a better basis for
assessing the costs, benefits, and impacts of extending or
modifying exchange and commissary privileges. The bill was not
enacted.
In 1985, a bill (H.R. 1577) was introduced to extend
cormissary and post exchange privileges to retired reservists
who had not attained age 60. Both DoD and the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) provided comments opposing the bill.
DoD opposed the bill on the basis of the potential increase in
costs and impact on facilities. OMB also noted past criticisms
that commissaries offer unfair competition to private sector
supermarkets. The bill was not enacted.

A unit visit program was conducted by the 6th QRNC staff
members during April and Nay, 1987. At almost all of the 26
reserve units visited, the issue of immediate benefits at
retirement, as opposed to age 60 benefits, was raised by unit
Uonlpy Seefits and Intittaments for Retired Reservists
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members. The two benefits mentioned most often were commissary
and exchange privileges, primarily because unit members
currently enjoy these privileges on a limited basis but would

lose them entirely if they transferred to the Retired Reserve
before age 60. Consequently, some argued, many members remain
in unit positions until mandatory retirement. These comments
were echoed by many members and their spouses, who provided
written comments when completing the 1986 Reserve Component
Surveys. Numerous participants in the survey recommended that
nonmonetary benefits, such as commissary and military exchange
privileges, be extended to reservists immediately upon
retirement instead of at age 60.
Because of many reservists' perception that gray area retirees
have insufficient benefits, the QRNC staff reviewed the
feasibility of offering additional low-cost or no-cost benefits
to this group. The benefits reviewed include commissary,
extended space-available travel, legal assistance, and Morale,
Welfare, and Recreation (MWR) activities to include military
exchanges, class VI stores, temporary lodging facilities (TLFs),
and other general welfare and recreation programs. Each benefit
is discussed individually below.
goqmissarvlPrvileges
Prior to the National Security Act of 1947 that established
the DoD, the Army and Navy had separate regulations to govern
commissaries. After 1947, the House Armed Services Committee
set up procedures to approve basic organizational and operating
regulations for military commissaries. This control was not
established by a specific law, but as legislative oversight
exercised by the Committee under its authority to conduct
inquiries and investigations relative to its legislative
function. In 1949, a joint service regulation (currently DoD
Directive 1330.17, Armed Services Commissary Store Regulations)
was established to govern commissary store operations for all
Services. The current regulation states that, as DoD policy,
commissaries shall be operated as appropriated fund activities
and as an integral element of the military pay and benefits
package. The intent of the commissary system is to provide an
income benefit through savings or discount purchases on food and
household items necessary to subsist and maintain the household
of the military member and family for the inclusive period of
compensated duty/service. Therefore, the primary consideration
in authorizing commissary privileges is the compensation status
of the military member. Based upon this stated intent, the
military commissary system is considered an essential and
appropriated funded activity. Some of the funds appropriated by
Congress for commissary store operating costs are required by
statute to be reimbursed with funds collected from commissary
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patrons. Other operating costs such as garbage removal, medical
inspection, and the overseas transportation of commissary store
merchandise, do not require reimbursement.
When originally established, commissary stores were looked on
as being primarily intended for the benefit of members of the
active armed forces and their dependents. As time passed,
however, other categories of personnel, including personnel in
the nonmilitary uniformed services and certain reserve forces

personnel, became entitled to use them under varying
circumstances. It should be noted that an unremarried form
spouse of a member or former member who meets the following
criteria is also an authorized commissary patron: married to
the member for at least 20 years, during which period the member
performed at least 20 years of service that is creditable in
determining the mesaber's eligibility for retired pay.
In 1985, DoD made an estimate of the potential costs should

gray area retirees be permitted to patronize the commissary.
The method of computing the commissary costs including
assumptions and limitations follows:
Assumptions and Limitations
The costs associated with a change in patron base would be
directly related to the frequency of use and percentage of total
patrons who would actually exercise the benefit. The major
difficulty in estimating these costs is in estimating the
participation rate. One aspect of this difficulty was
illustrated in the reserve commissary test conducted during 1984
and 1985. Not only did use rates in that test vary by
geographic region, but they tended to increase as more patrons
became aware of the benefit. A range of use rates from 5
percent to 75 percent were used to show costs over a range of
potential use.
Computation of Commissary Costs
Table 9-1 shows use and cost for commissaries.
figures are used in comparisons on the table:
*
*
*
*
*

The following

Total potential patrons in this category:
64,986
Total spent per trip:
$140
Estimated trips at one visit per month: 1
Appropriated overhead cost:
12%
Annual costs are based on five different use rates.
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Table 9-1.

Use and Cost for Commissaries

Patrons
X Use Rate
X Expenditures

5% Us
64,986
.05
$140

e
Uso
64,986
.10
$140

s
25
64,986
.25
$140

50% Use
64,986
.50
$140

75Us
64,986
.75
$140

$ 5.5M

$10.9M

$27.3M

$54.6M

$81.9m

12

.12

.12

$ 0.7M

$ 1.3M

$ 3.3M

$ 6.6M

$ 9.8M

X 12_nths

X 12% appropriated
overhead
Estimated
Annual Costs

__12

_

12

12

12-

The analysis indicates that extending commissary privileges to
retired reservists on a limited basis (12 visits per year),
would be unlikely to make these facilities significantly less
valuable or beneficial to those now being serving. Unlike their
active duty retiree counterparts, reserve retirees are not
currently drawn to reside in locations close to military
facilities. Reserve retirement does not typically coincide with
a change in primary employment and there is no permanent change
of station authorization associated with reserve retirement. It
is likely, therefore, that many gray area retirees would seldom
or never use the commissary, even if authorized to do so. The
following chart, based on a member survey conducted in 1986 by
The Retired officers Association, shows that reserve officer
retirees drawing retired pay use the commissdry significantly
less than do active duty officer retirees.
Frequency of Commissary Use
Retirees and Dependents
Active Duty

Retirees

1220
Unweighted Total
72447
Weighted Total
(Unweighted = actual number of responses)
Two or more times a month
About once a month
Once every one or two years
Never
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42%
34%
11%
12%

Reserve
Retirees
984
56866
29%
31%
16%
24%
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A 1984 National Guard and Reserve Survey, conducted by the
Defense Manpower Data Center for the Office of the Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Reserve Affairs), reported that
50 percent of amU Selected Reserve members live more than 46
miles from a commissary. Only 10 percent of the reserve
shoppers in the 1984-1985 Selected Reserve Commissary Test,
however, came from more than 50 miles away. Only 2 percent of
the test participants traveled more than 100 miles. One-fourth
of the total Selected Reserve population lives 100 miles or more
from the nearest commissary. This distribution should closely
parallel that of gray area retirees.
As mentioned above, at the direction of Congress, the DoD conducted a test in 1984-1985 to review the effects of expanded
commissary privileges for reservists. The test was conducted in
the New England, Los Angeles, and San Antonio areas. The
eligibility criteria of test participants were based on the
assignment to a unit within the specifically designated ZIP
codes of the test areas. Reservists eligible to participate
were authorized a maximum of 14 visits throughout the year. Of
the estimated 101,524 members eligible, the highest use rate
during a one-month period was 28 percent and the weighted
average use rate was 6.7 percent. Reserve members and their
families spent $140 on an average commissary visit. Our
estimate of the use rate and cost for gray area retirees is as
shown in Table 9-2. In the table, the following figures are
used in the computation:
*
a
*
0
*

Total potential patrons in this category: 64,000
Estimated expenditures per trip: $140
Estimated trips per month: 1
Appropriated overhead cost: 12%
Annual costs are shown based upon a projected minimum use
rate of 7 percent and a maximum rate of 40 percent.

Table 9-2.

Commissary Use Rate And Cost For Gray Area Retirees
7% Uge
40% Use
Patrons
64,000
64,000
X Use Rate
.07
.40
X Month Expenditures
$140
$140

X 12J months12

12
$ 7.5M

X 12% appropriated
overhead

.12

Estimated
Annual Costs

Nonpay Beneffte and Entftlmnta for Retiro

$ 0.9M

leerves

te

$43.OM

.12
$ 5.OM
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The DoD commissary system operates at an average 17 percent
overhead-to-sales ratio (to include overseas transportation and
operations). The income effect or savings offered by the
commissary is directly related to the fact that 12 percent of
the overhead costs are paid by appropriated funds. The
appropriated cost associated with an increase in the patronage
base would be 12 percent of the resulting increase in commissary
sales. Since March, 1987, when Selected Reservists were
authorized to use commissaries up to 14 times per year, the
sales rates in commissary stores have increased by only
approximately .02 percent. This assessment of the extent that
reservists are using military commissaries, although covering
only a short period of time, supports general predictions that
the number of gray area retirees most likely to use commissaries
and the overall effect of that use on store operations would
both be very small. The QRMC estimates that use would likely be
much closer to 7 percent and annual costs would most likely be
in the $1.3 million range.
Svace Available Travel
Space available travel aboard DoD-owned and controlled
aircraft is governed by DoD Directive 4515.13, Transportation by
DoD-Owned and Controlled Aircraft. It is traffic eligible for
space that is surplus after all mission essential traffic has
been accommodated. This benefit is available to retired
reservists under 60, but travel is not permitted to all overseas
areas and is not available to the dependents of reservists.
Currently, gray area retirees may travel within CONUS; between
CONUS and overseas (but only to Alaska, Hawaii, Guam, Samoa,
Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands); and within Alaska, Hawaii,
Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands without their dependents.
Because travel is permitted only if space is available,
extension of this benefit to permit retired reservists to travel
between CONUS and all overseas areas, and within and between all
overseas areas accompanied by their dependents, would be one of
the no-cost benefits currently authorized for the retiree
drawing retired pay. It could reduce the availability of this
benefit to reservists in a pay status; however, it should be
noted that the current restriction pertaining to gray area
retirees also applies to members of the Selected Reserve.
Leaal Assistance
Section 1044 of title 10, United States Code authorizes the
Secretary of the Military Department concerned to provide legal
assistance (subject to the availability of legal staff
resources) to certain military members and their dependents in
connection with their personal civil legal affairs. Legal
assistance may be provided to active duty members and their
9-8
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dependents and members entitled to retired or retainer or
equivalent pay and their dependents. Providing legal assistance
to gray area retirees and their families on a space-available
basis would be a no-cost benefit for the retired reservist, not
requiring additional resources. This would require statutory
change, however, and it would be very difficult to argue why
this community service should be extended to gray area retirees.
Morale. Welfare, and Recreation (fWRI Activities
Current operational policies for MWR activities to include

patronage authorizations, are stated in DoD Instruction 1015.2,
Operational Policies For MWR Activities. MWR activities are
defined as activities, located on military installations or
property controlled by a Military Department, that provide for
the comfort, pleasure, contentment, and mental and physical
improvement of authorized DoD personnel in terms of providing
recreational and free-time programs, resale merchandise and
services, or general welfare. MWR activities may be funded
wholly with appropriated funds, primarily with nonappropriated
funds, or with any combination of the two. Nonappropriated
funds are government funds used for the collective benefit of
military personnel, their dependents, and authorized civilians
who generate them.
A proposal containing a complete realignment of MWR activities
was submitted for congressional approval by the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Force Management and Personnel) in August,
1987. The realignment, which includes specific restrictions on
appropriated fund support by category of activity, would permit
the DoD to continue essential MWR activities and reverse a trend
of increased appropriated fund support. Under the realignment,
MWR activities were arrayed in four categories, with the primary
criteria in developing that array being mission essentiality and
the ability to generate revenue. These categories provide a
reasonable base against which to assess the appropriateness of
extending the use of MWR activities to gray area retirees. In
reviewing the report, the House Appropriations Committee agreed
that the proposed classifications may present an equitable means
to reform MWR activities. The Committee noted that the DoD
needed to look for creative ways to generate nonappropriated
funds and recommended that DoD allow National Guard and Reserve
personnel to use revenue-generating MWR activities.
The first category, designated CATEGORY A - MISSION
SUSTAINING, contains the activities considered most essential in
meeting the organizational objectives of the military services.
The activities will be supported almost entirely with
appropriated funds, with the use of nonappropriated funds
limited to specific instances where appropriated funds are
prohibited by law or where the use of nonappropriated funds is
N0npay leaeflts and Entittements for Retired Regervlsta
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essential for the operation of a facility or program.
Activities in this category have virtually no capacity for
generating nonappropriated revenues. Some of these activities
and programs are libraries, physical fitness facilities, and
unit level sports. Thii category is clearly related to the
mission needs of active status members, whether active component
or reserve. Activities in this area would generally not be
supported for use by gray area retirees.
The second category, designated CATEGORY B - BASIC COMMUNITY
SUPPORT ACTIVITIES, contains activities closely related, in
terms of supporting the military mission, to those grouped in
Category A. These support activities should receive a
substantial amount of appropriated fund support, but differ from
those in Category A because of their ability to generate
nonappropriated fund revenues. Some of these community support
activities are arts and crafts skill development, outdoor
recreation, and child development centers. These activities
support the commnity need of members on active duty.
Generally, these activities would not be appropriate for use by
gray area retirees.
The third category, designated CATEGORY C - ENHANCED COMMUNITY
SUPPORT, represents a marked crossover point between the two
criteria of mission essentiality and capability of
nonappropriated revenue generation. Activities in this group
have the business capability of generating enough income to
cover the majority of operating expenses, but they lack the
ability to sustain themselves based purely on their business
activity; consequently, they receive limited appropriated fund
support. Some of these activities are tickets and tours
service, military open messes/clubs, and temporary lodging
facilities. Currently, gray area retirees may continue their
membership in an open mess, and the Air Force permits them use
of temporary lodging facilities. We believe that all activities
in this category are generally appropriate for consideration of
use by gray area retirees; specifically, temporary lodging
facilities. Consideration of specific activity follows.
Temporary Lodging Facilities (TLFs)
Temporary lodging facilities, also known as transient
quarters, are governed by DoD Directive 4165.55, Temporary
Lodging Facilities. These facilities are specifically
identified interim housing facilities operated by the military
servioes to provide short-term temporary housing accommodations
for military members, their dependents, families, and guests.
The use of TLFs is a privilege, not an entitlement or right, and
TLFs may be occupied only for a charge or fee. The DoD
Directive authorizes retired military personnel and their dependents to use TLFs on a space-available basis. The Air Force
construes this to include retired reservists under age 60 by
S9-10
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authorizing occupancy in its implementing regulation.

The Army

has interpreted the DoD guidance differently; its implementing
regulation does not include use by retired reservists under age
60. The problem in the case of TLFs, as in some other benefit
situations, is that the DoD Directive and Service implementing
regulations use terms like "retired military personnel" or
"retirees" without defining whether these terms are intended to
include retired reservists under 60. This lack of specificity
results in an inconsistency in regulations for implementation by
the Services. The use of TLFs should be consistent among the
Services. Since the Air Force procedures appear to work
effectively, we believe that all Services should include
occupancy by retired reservists under age 60 on a spaceavailable basis. Since a service or rental fee must be paid by
occupants, any additional cost to the government for permitting
gray area retirees to use these facilities would be minimal.
The fourth category of MWR activities, designated CATEGORY D

-

BUSINESS ACTIVITIES, contains activities considered less
essential from the perspective of the military mission, but
still highly desirable as a means of providing recreational
activity, with the attendant morale benefit. This category also
includes the exchange benefit, which has high mission
essentiality but is included in this category because of its
additional ability to generate revenues to support other MWR
activities. Activities in this category also have the highest
capability of generating revenues. These activities receive
very limited direct appropriated fund support, but do receive
indirect support such as common services for all installation
activities; e.g. fire and police protection, pest control, and
medical and veterinary services. These activities are
comparable to self-sustaining businesses, capable of funding
most expenses. Some of the business activities are bowling
lanes (over 12 lanes), Class VI/package stores, golf courses,
and military exchanges. Activities in this category seem
appropriate for use by retired reservists; specifically,
military exchanges and Class VI stores. Consideration of
specific activities follows.
Military Exchanges
Military exchanges are established under regulations of the
various military departments. The Armed Services Exchange
Regulations, first published as a DoD Directive in 1949 and
currently issued with the approval of the House Committee on
Armed Services, provide DoD-wide instructions governing exchange
operations.
The purpose of the military exchange is to provide authorized
patrons witb articles and services necessary for their health,
comfort, a:
.onvenience. Secondarily, exchanges provide,
through
ngs, a supplemental-source of funding for DoD MWR
-
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programs. Military exchanges are nonappropriated fund
instrumentalities of the DoD that contribute greatly to the
morale of military personnel and their dependents. The
exchanges do receive selected appropriated fund support but are
generally self-supporting with respect to the payment of
civilian salaries, purchase of operating equipment and supplies,
and maintenance of facilities and equipment. Appropriated funds
are used primarily for transportation of goods overseas.
Therefore, we conclude that extension of exchange privileges to

gray area retirees would have benefits for the MWR program and
would likely have minimal effect upon the exchange system.
Class VI/Package Stores
Package stores are governed by DoD Directives 1015.3 and
1015.3-R, Armed Services Military Club & Package Store
Regulations. DoD policy as stated in DoD Directive 1015.3
establishes package stores as an essential part of the DoD
Morale, Welfare, and Recreation program. Before authorizing a
package store, the Secretary of a Military Department considers
many factors, but primarily the following: the ability to use
the net income of the package store to fund MWR activities;
alleviating uniformed personnel from the burden of increased
user fees and charges for MWR activities; and supporting and
improving the quality of life for the military community and
their families. Package stores are resale and revenue sharing
activities with functions that include providing reimbursable
goods and services to authorized patrons, and funds to support
other designated morale programs. Package stores operate on a
self-sustaining basis. DoD Directive 1015.3-R, which governs
both military clubs and package stores, clearly authorizes
membership in military clubs for "uniformed personnel retired
without pay" (gray area retirees), but is not clear in
authorizing or denying them package store privileges. The DoD
Directive authorizes "retired members" of the Uniformed Services
of the United States and their adult dependents to patronize
package stores, it does not specify "retired with or without
pay." Other categories of individuals and organizations
entitled to package store privileges include unmarried surviving
spouses of active and retired uniformed personnel, and
Government departments and agencies outside DoD as determined by
the DoD Component.
The MWR Program provides a variety of goods, services, and
activities designed to help make military service rewarding.
Its numerous activities function as integral parts of the
military compensation system and the military family services
program. Military Exchanges, Class VI/Package stores, Temporary
Lodging Facilities, and other Military General Welfare and
Recreation pcograms in categories C and D are the MWR activities
reviewed for possible extension to retired reservists under age
60. These activities receive very limited direct appropriated
9-12
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fund support under the current MIR categories and under the
proposed MUR realignment. Because these activities have the
capability to generate revenue, we view then as low-cost
benefits for the retired reservists under age 60.

Conclusions and R-

oodtions

-

Current Reserve Retirement

The issue of providing benefits to retired reservists prior to
age 60 has been of continuing concern. Many reserve members
believe current policies to be inherently unfair. They feel
that providing benefits immediately upon retirement would serve
as a means by which they may continue their affiliation with the
military community. A retirement benefit package for gray area
retirees would serve primarily as a recognition of long and
dedicated service. Additionally, expanded benefits for gray
area retirees benefits would increase monies for nonappropriated
fund activities and provide an incentive for members with more
than 20 years of service to transfer to the Retired Reserve.
The 6th QRNC recommends that all MUR activities in categories
C and D, (specifically, temporary lodging facilities, military
exchanges, and Class VI/Package stores) be extended to gray area
retirees.
These benefits would provide a viable retirement
benefit package that would permit gray area retirees to continue
to enjoy certain military benefits they had before transferring
to the Retired Reserve and would maintain their sense of
continuity with the armed forces. The costs associated with
extending exchange privileges and other MR programs would be
minimal because exchanges and other MWR activities in categories
C and D receive very limited direct appropriated fund support.
Conclusions and Recommendations - Two-Tier Years of Service
Based Early A=nnuity Otion
The full implementation of the Two-Tier Option as recommended
by the QRMC should incorporate a program of benefits that would
eliminate the problem of gray area retirees. Current practices
tie the receipt of all nonpay benefits to the receipt of retired
pay. Under the Two-Tier Option, members electing the option
would be eligible for a portion of retired pay immediately upon
retirement; thus the question as to the appropriate package of

associated benefits is immediately raised.
Under the Two-Tier Option, members with 20 qualifying years
for retirement have the option of selecting the first-tier
retainer of the option, waiting until age 60 to receive retired
pay, or remaining an active participant. Members entering after
enactment of the recommended retirement revision would not have
an option. Twenty years after enactment, members without an
Nonpey kefits and Intitsmuents for Retired Reservists
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option would begin receiving the first-tier retainer. It would
be 40 or more years after enactment before the last members with
an option to elect retired pay at age 60 would retire. At some
point between 20 and 40 years after enactment, most new reserve
retirees would initially receive the first-tier retainer.
In the view of the QRMC, it would be most equitable and most
efficient to keep the nonpay benefits and entitlements
associatedwith reserve retirement commensurate with those of
members electing to remain an active Selected Reserve
participant. Entitlements and benefits would then be a neutral
factor in a member$* decision to retire or continue
participating. Until age 60, then, Selected Reservists, members
receiving the first-tier retainer, and Retired Reservists under
age 60 who are eligible for retired pay at age 60 and who do not
elect the first-tier retainer would be treated equally with
respect to commissary privileges, NWR activity use, and so
forth. Initial eligibility for medical care benefits should
remain at age 60. Currently, Retired Reserve members begin
receiving medical care benefits concurrently with retired pay at
age 60. The grandfathering provisions recommended to accompany

enactment of the Two-Tier Option would continue this authority
for all members currently in the system.
There is no DoD data on the use of medical benefits by reserve
retirees. The Retired Officers Association survey of its
membership, fielded in October 1986, provides the only data on
this matter known to the QRKC. The results of this survey
represent over 57,000 Title III reserve retirees, 93 percent of
whom were 60 or older. The survey found that 87 percent of the
Title III retirees reported that they never used inpatient care
at a military hospital. Another 60 percent reported that they
never used outpatient care at a military hospital or clinic. In
response to the question, "Which of the following do you and
your dependent family members use for satisfying your medical
care needs? (Mark all that apply)," 21 percent marked "Use
CHAMPUS" and 32 percent marked "Use Military Hospital or
Clinic." The comparable percentages for active duty retirees-bearing in mind that the age distribution and percent of the
total population eligible for medical benefits of the two groups
are different--were 37 percent and 55 percent, respectively.
The QRNC found no compelling reason for recommending medical
benefits for reserve retirees and their dependents earlier than
the current benefit that begins when the member receives retired
pay. Like all other retirees, these reservists and their
dependents are eligible for care in a medical facility of the
uniformed services on a space-available basis. Retired CHAMPUS
benefits are also available; however, Title III retirees are
only eligible for CHAMPUS for a maximum of five years because
CHAWPUS benefits for retired members cease when the individual
qualifies for Medicare at age 65.
9-14
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In summary, the 6th NI recommends that, under the Two-Tier
Option, all
reservists with 20 qualifying years for reserve
retirement would have the same group of benefits as members of
the Selected Reserve. When the member reaches age 60, the
entitlements and benefits would be the same as for all mmbers
of the uniformed services in receipt of retired pay. Under the

Two-Tier Option, therefore, the current issue surrounding

benefits for gray area retirees would be resolved in favor of a
standard system of benefits applicable to all active and retired

reservists under Go years of age and a second tier of benefits
and entitlements comencing at age 60.
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ihe following is the text of the Ajiril 1548 moof ro the Secretary of the
NaEy to the Secretary of Defense, Prqered by Comader D. L. Martinaeau,
outlining a retiemnt point system for th reservpe comonnts.
Fr

T:

Sbaij:

Th: Secretary of the Navy.
The Secretary of Defenee.
I
ratcuregarding Title I of the bill H. R. 2744 pertaining
to thet I~~o
modified retiremnt syotem for personnel of the

1. 1 have been aftvised by th Chief of Naval Frecnul that o 10 April the
seon of two coeruxxes regarding the mhbject bill was called by
Wk. Nathaniel Goodrichi, reresenting the secretary of Defense. ndsu conuferene as att~guIed by Mr. Goodrich and rrentivsof
the Army, Navy and
Air. Mr. Goodrich ainncd that it WRIS the tentative decision of the
Secretary Of Defense to reIm
to the Oanres that further action on
Title HII of the subject bill be held in abeyance peningq final repot of
2.A

ouko,

.R

24

asaradesd

th Hse, nd

saaiti

ng

Comittee, ithas been estlmted that the ultiwite cos of Title I of
H. R. 2744 in its ;pr ient form woul be prehibitive. The Navy Dqxtet
generally cm==s in this estlmte vihichi ndicates that this annual cost would
continue to increase oye the next seventy years until it reached an annal
amun~t that mght woed $400,000,000. It is uniderstood that the Army and
Air Foe Deprtmnts and the interested Reerve osponents have also voiced
general concrmeno with the foregoing actiurial study.
3. In the wyent that the Senate sees fit to ;7-Procee with the
w~eair
of H. R. 2744 in its Eresent form, and in accordance with wk. Goodrich's
requst, the reInmI Lw listed below are submitted for - ideratizn by
the Secretary of Defense. Thlm purpose of these rcui,
IaIirm is to redue
the potential costl of this bill and to iwProv'e certain of its ~nsrtv
ePects.

4. It is und~erstood that the interested Reerve -.--aniaticx. have already
subitted a remedial
Iim.go affect of this
I~~u
would be that
all active Federal servce now required to be perfoarmed for eligibility by
Deserve peronl stuequient to the date of
-1ct1nt imt be perfonaed
onlya avobr of a aerve
1~uon.
Such an
Iwu
wold be urnwoeptable to th mvjy Dqpxbon*, insimh as, for the purpose of this bill, it would
entily disregard any active service prfOmr a in Regular forme. it is recog
nised that the Primauy puzvome of this bill is to provide ma-itabs iduens
for high colie peramwi to sev in the Desm - ~I I . It is believed,
horeor, that thm e I n
oud disourage them jority of personnl wh~o
after seving varying periofk In the RMlar force mighit otherwise join the
Rawrv
Imw
-tup~otheir return to civilian Life. It would riot oly

Appwtdix A
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Subj:

Htin

m
regarding Title III of the bill H. R. 277 pertaining
to the pmposed modified reArememt system for perscnnel of the
sMve cpconents.
-2 -

Discriminate against thorse ho had performed full active service in the Regular
fores, bit wud mik. it icisslble for many Pera ns in this category fros
ever qualifying for ~erve retirent under this bill. It would thereby
td
strongly to p~rive the Reserve ccrmmfs of a valuable source of well
trained persoel.
5.

go foregoing

m

t, however, if modified to some xtnt could be

made acoable to the Navy Departent.
langu

This can be dons by amending the

now cmained in sukbpra-ratis (1) and (2) inrlusive of Section 302(a),

in order to redue the prescrbed active Federal service now required to be

served, subsequet to the date of eacbm*, as a
er of a leserve ,oI-nt,
and further, to permit drills to ount as days of active Federal service as
recmmndd in paragraph 7 below.
6. As now written, persons qualifying urder the bill. will be eligible to
receive retired pay ommening at age sixty based upon 2M of the highest
annal base and longevity pay tim the rnmber of years of active Federal
service. The repective secretaries would be reqired to establish certain
standards and qualifications as to what constitutes satisfactory Federal
service. This particular aspect preserts a prcblm of conmiderable pro-

portion.

The Secretary of the Navy, for instanoe, will be required to deter-

ins in each individual case whether or not the inlivldual cmrned has
performed satisfactory Federal service while a m
of a leserve ccpont,
prior to and subequmnt to the date of enactmnt.

7. It is believed that the foregoing disdvantag can be renmedied,
wtile at the sam time iproving the real induceent cibjective of the bill.
It is, therefore, recommded that Section 303 of the bill be amaded by providing that retired pay will be cmpted solely on the basis of the number of
years of active Federal service perfaonmd, and at the usual rate of 2k% of
the highst pay receivedduring the entire period of service. Further, that
the definitim of active Federal service be made to include all periods of
active duty, all period of active duty for training, and all drills. Thu
for instance, eadh day that an authorized drill is performd woild be counted
for eligibility as a day of active Federal service. In adition to the foregoing, to provide further that all per
who have served or my hereafter
serve as noers of any Reserve coonent sall be credited awmally with
fifteen days active Federal service for eligibility purposes.

S. It follos,

therefore, that by adepting the danges set forth in para-

graph 7 above that the leserve retired pay wld be determined largely on the
basis of the inividual's actual cotibton
of his time and effart to
the Remerve
amint to uidh he belcnad. It would also grant a sall but
nuiml flat credit to all Peserves for maintaining their amehip as such,
amd would suitably recognize the fact that certain Reserve parsomrl are not
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J,

tAibj:

dAtW g regarding Title III of the bill H. R. 277 pertaining
RI
of the
to the proposed modified retirmt stm for peril
-3Famrve ccupnens.

necmarlyrequired to perfor. periodic drills, depending upon their particular--ifcatians. It wol largely obviate the difficalt and1 never ening
adinitrative task of determining In each individual cae idadt1r or not be
has poI n stisfactory service wh~ile in an inactive status.
set
4. The necesary technical amndments to accuplish the
dtica
forth in paragraphs 5 azn1 7 above are cataini-A in enclosures (A) and (B).
5. Cost estimates for the bill as now written, aril if ae1as
herein, are shaitted as enclosures (C) and (D) resecively.

sham

&Wis. (00
(A) , (B) , (C) and (D) .

Prepared by
Cmnjler D. L. Martineau, Pers-2L
BuPers, Eat. 7792
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1.

Bigadier GMSral Z. A. Evan Of the Pserv

Officer Assc~itio,

and

speaking for all the interested Reserve Assciaticno regarding H. It. 2744,
has suggested the following aIaI-i regarding the counting of active Federal
Service W i perforwmd
as a

*~rof the Psgular firmP :

AM a rnr proviso to section 302 (a)
4twied

urter.that for the purposes of this subsection, the active

Federal service required to be served amsemt to the emocbmit of
this title mewt be served as a
2.

*~rof a reserve

As explined in the basic letter, the foregoing

to the Navy Dopartment.
prois

~ne.
InhuI is unacptable

Under the bill as now written, the effect of this

wouild be to require not less than 24 years of perfect service as a

nember of a reserve crzrxxent, regardless of any previculs period of active
Federal service as a maitier of the Pagular forces, for no perscaml- obtained
after date Of eriactnnt.- Vle SUdi an anamnat would aoxzil Ish a substantial
reduction in fiscal r -ast, its overall effects wld be undesirable.
3.

In lieu of the foregoirg aimaedt as axested by Brigadier General Evan,

the following amimit is suggested by the Secretary of the Navy.
302 (a) delete sbpagjts(1)

In Section

to (6) inclusive, and substitute therefore

the following:
(1)

If he has completed either no service or less than five years of satis-

factory Federal service in any or all of said services prior to the date of
enactmnt of this title, he nust have completed not less than three years of
active Federal service, at least to

ofara
whcrithv
of

ee ervedsub

(2) If he has completed five years, bit less than ten years of satisfactory

Federal aerios in any or all of said services prior to the date of enactment ofI
this title, he not have completed not less than four years of active

A.'
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Fedeml service, at least eWten uxmtb
sahuewt I

the date of eracM=*

of which must have ]seemerved

of this title

as a mer

of a reserve

5, a t.
(3) If he omipleted ten. years but less than fifteen years of satisfactory Federal service in any or al
enactmt of this title,

he mist have onMpleted rot les

of active Federal service, at least ae
su1et

of said services prior to the date of

year of hich nmt hamve been served

to the date of emacbm*t of this title

(4)

than for- years

as a 1m*~er of a reserve

If he has completed fifteen years, bit less than twenty years of

satisfactory Federal service in any or an of said services prior to the date
of enacxtm

of this title,

he miust have crnpleted not less than four years of

active Federal service, at least six months of %ftid mist have been served
subsequent to the date of enactment of this title

as a mekoer of a reserve

(5) If he has completed twenty or more years of satisfactory Federal
service in any or all of said services prior to the date of enactmt of this
title,

he mist have ccmpleted not less than four years of active Federal

service.

-2-
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1.

Adption of the ardments ontained in paragraph 2 hereof are recm

ded

for the following reason:
(a) To place all reserve service authorized to be camted for the cmauatation of retired pay on the single basis; namely, that of "active Federal
service" or its prescribed equivalent, ad at the standard rate of 2% of
the hiotest activom -duty annuael base and longevity pay.
(b) By cmmting the performace of athorized drills, subsequent to the
date of ence,

as days of active Federal service, this bill would then

ostitute a realistic and crx-ete hibieumit for active participatiouwith the reserve caxxnents.

7he bill already authorizes active duty for

training periods~to be so ounted.
(c) The payment of retired pay would be determine

largely on the basis

of the individual's actual contributin of his tine and effort to the
reserve ccmpxnmt to whic

he belongs.

(d) By allowing an anal 15 day active Federal service credit to all
rhders of the reserve comnts, it places saw premium on such mership.

in this comvction, a prescribed eliination system is contemplated

for terminating at any ti

the reserve status of those who do not maintain

satisfactory standards of performance.
(e) It would permit those reserve members who are required to perform few
or no drills to qualify for a small retiremnt benefit.

But in general,

the most substantial portion of any such retired pay would be earned pro-

por:ioiate to the rnure of drills and periods of training duty performed.
(f) It would greatly reduce the difficult administrative task for the
Dpartents

A-6

of adjudicating satisfactory Federal service other
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than active Fedseral. service, prior to and sumqumnt to the date of erictin, for yurpoass of determining eligibility and retired pay.
posed

I

ITe po

wuld reduoa the gaverning criteria to (1) WMer~ilP in a

reserve o=mwt (2) the emrned rer

of yeaws of active Feaderal service,

or fraction theeof, or both.
(g) it

wud provide a realixtic retirement system based'an actual service

(active or inactive), and am that permits better cotitrol of future fiscal
costs.
(h) It would reslt in a ared reduction in ultimte fiscal wt
2.

The principle set forth in this encloure

yW
be acziovl shd by nkn

the following amendments:
(a) Delete section 313 and ubitute therefore the following:
"See. 303(a).

AnyI person granted retired pay pxruaat to the pro-

visions of this Title iall receive such pay at an annual rate equal to
2 per centti. of the active d1ty aial base and longevity pay wichd he
would receive if serving, at the tim granted suc pay, on active duty
in th hihet grade, pznhtor tsqporery, saifcoiyheld by him
during his active period of service, imiltiplied. by a numer equal to the
nubw of year. and 360the thereof , wich who'1 oamuist of the -um of
the fofllowng:
(1) All periods of active duaty perfP, , d wider oeteet ftdealores
(2) Al- periods of training duty peI, 9'r IIundr cwqetent Federa orders.
(3) 15 days for each yar of Federal service withouat pay ote than active
dizty or active duty for training.
(4) A uima of days equl to the

1 111r of drills, ari periods of

equivalent instruction, with or withvm* pa, the indivdual

erd
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has satisfactorily performed subsequent to the date of this Act.
Such drills and periods of equivaleft i

truction shallI be restricted

to those prescibed and auterized by the secretary of the respective
service for the year cexwned and shal

cnform to the requirements

prescribed by other provisions of law.
"(c).

No person shall be entitled to receive such retired pay at an

arral rate in eces of 75 percent centan of said active duty pay."
(b) Melete Section 304 aid substitute therefore the folloing:

"Sec. 304.

After the effective date of this title, any wkier of a

reserve cswc-t of the Army of the United States, the Air Force of the
United States, or the United States Navy, or Marine orps who, when it
has been so determined by the Secretary of the Arm with respect to
personl of the Army, by the Secretary of the Navy with repect to
perscnsel of the Navy and Marine Corps, and by the Secretary of the
Air Force with respect to perscmnel of the Air Force, fails to conform
to ai

standards and qualificatics as may be prescribed by law or regu-

latios, may be disdatrd, separated, or retired without pay, by order
of the cognizant secretary, in aaamodarc with applicable laws or regulaticm:

hat such retired status shall effect a termination

of such persom's right to accrue retirement benefits under this title
but shall rot effect any rights uhich bihve accrued prior to the time
that mch per=on ws placed in a retired status.",
(c) In Section 306 delete susection (d), and reletter the present subsections (e) and (f) accordingly.
(d) Section 307 delete all before the seomd proviso and cmuse the
remder of Section 307 to read as foflcw:
3 -

A4
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"Sec. 307.

7he right to perform suCh drills or other inactive duty

training and to accre credit therefore shall

iot be cootioxjus

upon the

perfozmnce of any active Federal servioe."
(e)Correct Section 309 to read as follows:
"Sec. 309.

Any person who has not attained the age of sixty years

bit is eligible in all other respects to receive retired pay under the
provisions of this title my, by order of the Secretary of the cognizant
service, be transferred to an inactive status list in accordance with
such laws or regulations as may have been, or may be established for the
reserve cqaxmpits of the Army of the United States, Navy, Air Form
of the United States, or Narine Corps.
transfer he shall it

After the effective date of such

be required to participate in any training or other

programs prescribed for said reserve components, and he shall not be
entitled to be credited with additional active Federal service for the
pupse of this title while he is in such inactive status.

Any such

persan may, in the discretion of the cognihant serv4 ce secretary, be
recalled to active status at any time, and if so recalled, he shall be
credited with active Federal service or Federal service in a reserve
component other than active Federal service, or both for the performance
of such daty."
3. See Enclosure "D" for an estimate of cost of the bill if amended as shown
above.

It shoild be noted that the bill if amended will produce a marked

reduction in ultimate cost.
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Appendix B. RETIRMENT POINT ANALYSIS
The data presented in this Appendix was extracted from several
sources: the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys, publications of
the DoD Office of the Actuary, and RCCPDS. This analysis was
also dependent upon the assistance of the Air National Guard and
the Air Force Reserve in providing accurate and detailed
retirement point data from their personnel data systems.

*

Table B-I displays the average creditable retirement points by
grade for all Title III reserve retirees who first began drawing
retirement pay (assumed age 60) in fiscal years 1980 through
1986. The average points were arrived at by working backward
through the DoD Actuary's calculated average gross pay by grade
(unadjusted for survivors" benefits) for new reserve retirees in
each fiscal year. Grades above 06 were excluded since they
represent a small fraction of the force, yet tend to skew the
mean averages from the modes.
Since the averages are derived from new reserve retirees, who
can be assumed to be 60 years old in the fiscal year of entry
into the retired pay system, these averages represent total
creditable retirement point accumulations for World War II and
Korean era veterans. As indicated in Table B-i, these averages
have declined substantially since 1980. This decline is assumed
to reflect the additional active duty service of these members
during World War II and Korea. The data, along with other
trends, suggests that point values will stabilize at their
current level for the next five to ten years. The average then
will begin to rise as the first Vietnam Era veterans begin to
reach age 60. The majority of Vietnam veterans are currently
between the ages of 35 and 42, as displayed in the aging figures
in Appendix C, indicating that once the averages begin to rise,
they will continue to do so for about ten years (15 to 20 years
from now).
Analysis of current trends in the reserve components indicates
that current part-time members are participating at much higher
levels than ever before (Tables B-2 through B-8); suggesting
that current members, even without long periods of active duty
in time of conflict, will sustain the higher point levels after
the Vietnam Era veterans move through the system. These higher
levels of participation represent the increased emphasis on
reserve components in today's Total Force. As more active
component missions are shifted to the reserve components, the
levels of participation can be expected to rise even further.

App ndfx
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For the cost of reserve retirement, the implications of this
trend are significant; however, it still represents a total

savings over maintaining active forces for the same missions.
The data presented in Tables B-2 through B-8 should be used
with the following caution: actual means were available for the
Air National Guard and the Air Force Reserve only. This data
indicates that point totals derived from the survey are 1 to 2
points higher than the actual. This difference is presumed to
be the result of some survey respondents including additional
paid IDT periods in the response to survey question 34. This
does not mean that the member did not perform the duty
indicated. It is probable that additional IDT points for this
duty exceeded the 60-point cap and were not creditable for
retirement pay computations. Further, the data for very junior
officers and enlisted members is not useful for this analysis
because only trained members were included in the survey. Also,
some junior members included their initial period of active duty
training in their point totals while others did not, thus
affecting the averages.
Tables B-9 through B-14 display the average unpaid hours and
the estimated days worked per year by part-time Selected
Reservists. The estimated number of days does not include
additional paid IDT periods, time spent in traveling, or time
spent on military duties away from the drill site. The
inability to estimate the additional paid IDT periods from the
survey reduces this estimate from the averages that would be
expected based on the reserve component budgets for additional
paid IDT periods in Fiscal Year 1986. Additionally, the
estimated days worked would be higher for those who actually
worked additional days than for the entire component.
Tables 2-9 through 2-14 strongly suggest that the average
Selected Reservist would have little difficulty accumulating at
least 60 IDT points if membership points were eliminated. It
further suggests that many members would exceed the recommended
75-point cap. As stated in the text, the impact of this on the
cost of the retirement system would depend on many factors, such
as the redistribution of active duty into IDT mandays, the
redistribution of available mandays among members, etc.;
therefore, the actual impact cannot be estimated from current
data.
The availability of valid retirement point data has been a
major obstacle in this review. If not for the 1986 Reserve
Components Surveys, and the Air National Guard and Air Force
Reserve retirement point tracking systems, little data would
have been available. A quality retirement point tracking and
reporting system for all the components is necessary for proper
accountability and for personnel management programs. Although
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the Air Force reserve components have made great strides in this
area, even their system does not provide all the information
necessary for analysis of the retirement point system.
00 Average Retirement Points by Grads (1960-1966)
Reserve Retirees First Drawing Pay in Given Fiscal Year
06
0
04
03
02
01
Average

80
4275
3653
3445
3700
4190
4162
3711

81
3802
3229
3014
3044
3429
432
3243

82
3681
3118
2934
2936
3179
4062
3126

83
3659
3060
2863
2762
3032
3323
3053

84
3632
3069
2824
2720
3405
3506
3048

85
3615
3106
2813
2700
3213
3400
3055

86
3546
3127
2882
2616
3001
3815
3089

W4
W3
W2
W1
Average
ALL Officers

4383
3611
3891
3961
4142
3737

3897
3313
3548
3906
3708
3271

3777
3067
3337
3436
3533
3153

3705
3083
3441
2887
3484
3079

3672
2939
3115
3135
3414
3074

3658
2944
3110
3271
3470
3088

3659
2804
3262
2880
3418
3123

E9
E8

4401
3937

1E7
E6
E5
E4
E3
E2
El
Average
ALL Retirees

3816
3735
3535
3128
0
0
0
3905
3773

306
3463
3416
3250
3101
3162
5415
0
0
3451
3313

3651
3384
3248
3274
3096
2815
0
0
0
3325
3201

3705
3326
3236
3170
3029
2966
0
0
0
3301
3144

3619
3219
3159
3037
3114
2634
1996
0
0
3210
3119

3576
3257
3089
3105
2909
2757
2357
0
0
3184
3125

3440
3182
3057
3014
3001
2663
1712
0
0
3127
3125

Source: DOaActuary - Vatuation of the iltitary Retirement System
and the Doo Statistical Report an the MiLitary Retirement System,
aLL volumes 1960 throsh 1966.
Notes:
1. ALL aveag are weighted by pay grades.
2. ALL reeerve retiree are assumd to have in excea of 26 YOS
In deteri~ning the apprqpiate be pay for pay grade by year.
3. Averages ware determined by working backwards through the
reserve retiremnt pay caLcutation using the average gross
pay by grads for new reserve retirees drawing pay, and the
pay scates In effect on Jauary I of the given fiscal year.
Tabte 0-1
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Summry of Statistics, 196 Reserve Cpanents Survey Retirement Point Totals
Average Good RtIrment Points Per Year By Grade By Coeponent

Cap

Survey
Mean

Survey
SD

952 Conf.
LOW

Interval
HIGH

%
Surv

1,688

101.6

8.319

100.134

103.148

6.932

6.586

94.8

7.115

94.170

95.432

7.41%

1,374
3,755
5,56

22,952
54,721
92,841

90.6
6.8
86.9

5.933
4.843
4.316

90.301
86.689
86.742

90.928
86.999
86.968

5.992
6.86U
6.002

E4
6,107
E3
1,411
E2
480
E1
31
E5-E9 11,300

112,168
45,256
30,556
35,860
178,788

85.2
84.9
82.4
79.0
87.8

4.018
9.230
6.314
18.455
4.915

85.079
84.430
81.846
72.503
87.714

85.280
85.280
82.975
85.497
87.895

5.44
4.002
1.572
0.092
6.322

Grade

ARMS E9

i17
188

ES

E7
E6
ES

Totlt
Pop

94

1,292

99.1

16.561

95.705

102.401

7.282

177
38e
588
324
363
1,247

2,839
6,090
9,565
5,968
8,243
19,786

100.2
97.9
97.3
96.0
94.1
96.0

17.691
19.M
8.406
11.117
12.063
14.923

97.642
95.911
96.639
96.808
92.817
97.217

102.855
99.888
97.997
99.229
95.299
95.874

6.232
6.372
6.152
5.432
4.402
6.302

ALL 21,663

436,625

87.5

6.538

87.446

87.620

4.962

06
05
04
03
02
01
03-06

Source:

-Nmber
Surv

Actual
ean

1966 Reserve Companents Survey end the Air Force Reserve Componmts
Retirement Point Databease (Actual, eene).

Notes: 1) Point totals frm the survey represent questions 32 and 34 pLus
60 points for unit msers. Since the survey reults were I to 2
points hiher then the actual Air Force dots, It Is apparent that
ame respndents Included mdditional lOT periods in question 34.
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Sumiry of Statistics, 1966 Reserve Components Survey Retiremnt Point TotaLs
Averge Good Retirement Point$ Per Year Sy Grade Sy COuwnt

Comp

Grode

umber
Surv

Total
Pop

Survey
Mean

Survey
S

USAR

E9
Es
E7
E6
E5
E4
£3
E2
El
ES-E9

123
425
1,128
1,703
2,228
2.666
707
276
40
5,607

1,59
6,664
19,597
28,126
44,104
69,374
29,676
22,513
31,418
100,089

94.4
90.8
65.0
$4.2
83.3
82.3
78.6
74.0
76.8
84.7

12.374
7.577
S.536
3.459
4.682
2.720
4.302
7.261
4.112
5.121

92.236
90.03
84.679
84.056
83.083
82.223
78.317
73.133
75.526
84.591

96.610
91.513
85.32
64.385
83.472
82.430
78.951
74.846
78.074
84.859

7.70%
6.38%
S.76%
6.05%
5.05%
3.84%
2.38
1.23%
0.13%
5.60M

247
61
95
821
337

2,859
7,140
14,001
14,041
5,990

88.3
88.4
85.0
64.2
83.5

8.461
13.365
4.820
4.379
4.962

87.257
87.157
84.695
83.892
82.964

89.367
89.598
85.303
86.491
54.048

8.6"%
6.46%
6.89
5.85%
5.63%

01
263
03-06 2,494

7,691
38,041

66.0
85.7

12.335
7.44

82.486
85.M

85.468
85.976

3.42
6.56%

304,72

83.7

5.5SO

83.643

83.839

4.0?%

06
0s
04
03
02

ALL.
Source:

12,390

Reserve Cponents bey

196

95

Conf. Interv l
LOW
HIGN
!

S
Surv

Actual
Mean

and the Air Force Reserve Coponents

etfrement Point Database (Actual Near).

Nots: 1) Point totals fro, the survey represent questions 32 and 34 plus
60 points for unit mde s. Since the survey results were 1 to 2
points higher than the actual Air Force data, It is aparent that
em respondents icludlcd additionat 1OT periods in question 34.
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Summry of Statistics, 1966 Reserve Cmponhnts Survey Retirement Point Totals
Average Good Retiremnt Points Per Year By Gradb By Component

Colp Grads

951 Conf. Interval

Mud)r

Total

Survey

Survey

Surv

Pop

Mean

SO

LOW

%

Actual

HIGH

Surv

Mean

USNR E9
E8

51
100

707
1,715

82.1
79.4

9.657
6.715

79.487
78.044

84.78
80.676

7.21%
5.837

E7
E6
E5
14
E3

424
1,097
1,296
660
475

7,206
21,200
30,156
20,026
18,639

78.3
77.9
77.2
76.4
82.2

6.173
5.663
3.489
5.627
6.534

77.738
77.566
76.967
75.957
81.575

78.913
78.236
77.346
76.816
82.750

5.88%
5.171
4.301
3.301
2.551

E2
El
E5-E9

152
2
2,970

8,044
8,926
60,984

77.8
75.0
77.8

7.516
0.000
5.072

76.634
75.000
77.576

79.024
75.000
77.940

1.891
0.021
4.871

06
05
04
03
02
01
03-06

155
404
569
310
52
27
1,438

2,050
5,788
8,107
6,295
1,243
685
22,240

82.5
82.4
82.9
77.5
73.4
72.6
81.6

9.285
5.741
4.057
4.920
11.082
4.794
5.503

81.061
81 .81
82.535
76.962
70.411
70.784
81.271

83.984
83.000
83.202
78.057
76.435
74.401
81.840

7.56%
6.91
7.021
4.921
4.181
3.94%
6.471

ALL

5,776

140,787

78.8

5.531

78.704

78.989

4.10%

Source:

1986 Reserve Comonents Survey and the Air Force Reserve Components
Retirement Point Database (ActuaL Nem).

Notes: 1) Point totals from the survey represent questions 32 and 34 plus
60 points for unit mabers. Since the survey results were I to 2
points higher than the actual Air Force data, it Is apparent that
some respondents incLuded additional IDT periods in question 34.
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Simry of Statistics, 1986 Reserve CoIponmnts Survey Retirement Point Totals
Average Good Retirement Points Per Year By Gradb By Coeponent

Cop Grade
USHCR

Total
Pop

Survey
Neen

Survey
SO

95% Conf. Interval
LOW
HIGN

%
Surv

E9
ED
E7
E6
ES
E4
E3

17
50
156
264
590
729
1,142

158
442
1,153
2,301
6,124
6,537
11,091

96.6
87.9
78.5
80.6
83.6
82.0
83.4

30.824
17.353
10.227
10.786
12.108
5.261
3.885

81.935
83.050
76.895
79.347
82.625
81.599
83.177

111.241
92.670
80.105
81.949
54.579
82.363
83.628

10.761
11.31%
13.532
11.471
9.631
11.151
10.301

E2
El
E5-E9

241
32
1,077

5,814
4,503
10,178

81.1
77.2
82.5

3.921
5.600
12.367

80.646
75.278
81.803

81.636
79.159
83.280

4.151
0.71%
10.58%

06
05
04
03
02
01
03-06

58
163
239
224
44
2
684

152
575
853
1,059
257
16
2,639

92.9
88.9
89.7
9.5
82.9
95.0
90.0

11.772
7.227
8.078
9.642
18.648
17.000
8.800

89.850
87.768
8.637
89.206
77.376
71.439
89.352

95.909
89.987
90.685
91.731
88.396
118.561
90.671

38.161
28.35%
28.021
21.151
17.121
12.501
25.921

3,951

41,035

83.9

8.353

83.601

84.122

9.631

ALL
Source:

Number
Surv

Actual
Mean

1966 Reserve Components Survey and the Air Force Reserve Coponts
Retirement Point Database (Actual Nea).

Notes: 1) Point totals from the survey represent questions 32 and 34 plus
60 points for unit mers. Since the survey results were I to 2
points higher than the actual Air Force data, it is apparent that
sa
reeponsnts included sdditionat lOT periods in question 34.

Table I-5
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Summry of Statistics, 1986 Reserve Componants Survey Retirement Point Totals
Average Good Retiremnt Points Per Year By Grads By Component
Number
Camp Grade Surv

Total.
POP

Survey
Now

Survey
SD

AUG E9
93
Es
229
17
966
16
1,696
55
1,959
E4
1,088
E3
295
E2
66
1l
3
E5-E9 4,963

1,145
2,829
11,223
20,573
23,355
12,210
4,038
1,291
84
59,125

86.7
87.9
85.2
83.4
83.3
84.2
85.9
79.1
60.0
84.0

9.47
6.681
4.746
3.320
2.964
4.394
18.213
6.005
0.000
3.940

64.800
86.999
84.902
83.243
83.203
83.943
83.800
77.657
60.000
83.890

47
181
321
269
95
96
818

445
2,268
3,901
2,417
1,168
1,125
9,031

102.1
102.1
101.4
102.1
113.4
96.3
101.8

24.904
12.355
11.653
16.787
19.717
23.612
14.676

94.966
100.349
100.099
100.096
109.393
93.620
100.8M2

7,424

88,072

86.6

7.913

86.397

06
05
04
03
02
01
03-06
ALL
Source:

95% Conf. Interval
LOW
HIGH
38.641
88.730
85.498
83.559
83.468
84.465
87.956
80.555
60.000
86.110

%
Surv

Actual
Mean

8.i21
89.0
8.09
85.2
8.77
83.2
8.25%
81.2
8.39% 83.0
8.91%
91.5
7.31%1 55.0
5.11% 149.0
3.57%
95.3
8.39%
82.6

109.226 10.561
103.949 7.982
102.649 8.23%
104.110 11.13K
117.323 8.13K
103.067 8.53%
102.833 9.061
86.757

8.43%

96.8
100.0
99.2
112.0
135.0
150.0
102.8
91.8

1966 Reserve Cosponents Survey ad the Air Force Reserve Comonents
Retirement Point Database (Actual Meas).

Notes. 1) Point totals from the survey represent questions 32 and 34 plus
60 points for unit members. since the survey results were I to2
points higher than the actual Air Force data, it is apparent that
some respondants included additioa ID?periods in question 34.
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Sugmary of Statistics, 1986 Reserve Cospanents Survey RetIroment Point Totals
Average Good Retirement Points Per Year By Grade By Component

Comp

Grade

USAFR E9
E8

Total
Pop

Survey
Mean

Survey
SD

95% Conf. Interval
LOW
HIGH

%
Surm

Actual
Mean

73
134

868
1,865

93.0
93.2

12.131
17.131

90.203
90.346

95.769
96.147

8.41%
7.18%

91.1
87.4

599
1,016
1,200
384
60
10
1
3,022

7,960
13,333
16,626
4,782
1,210
196
15
40,652

91.6
88.7
84.8
85.9
89.7
65,8
60.0
U8.0

8.109
5.738
3.075
8.276
21.471
4.750
0.000
6.665

90.995
88.325
84.632
85.055
84.234
62.856
60.000
87.797

92.294
89.031
84.980
86.711
95.100
68.744
60.000
88.273

7.53%
7.62%
7.22
8.03%
4.96%
5.05,
6.671
7.43%

86.6
85.5
84.9
107.0
159.0.
143.0
111.0
85.7

06
05

73
19

934
2,517

92.1
91.1

16.124
12.996

88.411
89.319

9.808
92.968

7.=2
7.75%

86.5
81.8

04
03

504
352

6,110
3,044

90.6
85.4

6.411
5.795

90.071
84.841

91.191
86.051

8.25Z
11.56%

82.0
84.6

02
01
03-06

100
63
1,124

1,131
475
12,605

93.4
84.5
89.2

11.078
8.383
8.669

91.199
82.422
88.685

95.541
86.562
89.699

8.84K
13.26%
8.921

99.6
143.0
82.9

ALL

4,764

61,068

88.2

7.797

87.946

88.389

7.801

89.1

E7
E6
ES
E4
E3
12
1
ES-E9

Source:

Muiber
Surv

1986 Reserve Cooponants Survey and the Air Force Reserve Coponn to
Retirement Point Database (Actual Means).

Notes: 1) Point totals from the survey represent questions 32 and 34 plus
60 points for unit members. Since the survey results were 1 to 2
points higher than the actual Air Force dats, it is aperent that
som res
oont.
included aditiont IDT periods in question 34.
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Stinry of Statistics, 1986 Reserve Components Survey Retirement Point Totals
Average Good Retirement Points Per Year By Grade By Component

Camp Grade
CGR

E9
E8
ET
E6
E5
E4
E3
E2
El
E5-E9
06
05
04
03
02
01
03-06
ALL

Source:

Number
Surv
34
52
226
554
454
540
59
33
1
1,320
11
94
181
201
127

Total
Pop

Survey
Mean

Survey
SD

151
212
809
2,358
2,750
3,6S9
489
7M5
183
6,280

82.5
76.6
77.8
79.9
78.7
80.9
81.8
85.1
0.0
79.1

17.045
15.335
7.767
6.531
7.464
7.515
21.204
25.435
0.000
8.009

76.741
72.390
76.793
79.379
77.965
80.259
76.369
76.443
0.000
78.624

8.200
80.726
78.818
80.466
79.339
'.52
87.190
93.800
0.000
79.488

22.52%
24.532
27.942
23.49J
16.51%
14.762
12.07%
4.262
0.55%
21.02%

29
16
340
459
265

91.8
82.5
85.9
87.1
78.2

12.394
17.458
13.956
12.463
8.250

84.494
78.949
83.840
85.337
76.746

99.142
86.008
87.906
88.783
79.616

37.932
57.32%
53.24X
43.79%
47.922

95% Conf. interval
LOW
HIGH

X
Surv

37

126

86.3

16.869

80.835

91.706

29.37%

487

992

85.8

14.099

84.590

87.094

49.092

2,604

12,769

80.9

10.351

80.476

81.212

20.392

Actual
Mean

1966 Reserve components Survey and the Air Force Reserve Companents
Retirement Point batabase (Actual Means).

Notes: 1) Point totals frem the survey represent questions 32 and 34 plus
60 points for unit members. Since the survey resulta were 1 to 2
points higher than the actual Air Force data, it is apparent that
acme respondents Included additional lOT periods in question 34.
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Average Numer of Unpaid Hours Worked Per Month
(From 1986 Reserve Components Survey)

1966
Average for all

eabers
ARNG

USAR

1-240 Unpaid Hours
No. of Personnel
149,433 109,320
%of Component
40.91
".61
1 of Alt Pereonnel
Reporting Unpaid Hours
40.4%
29.51
No. of Hours Reported 2733654 1974631
Averte Unpaid Hours by
Those who Performed
No Unpaid Hours
No. of Personnel
% of Component
% of All Personnel
With Ho Unpaid Hours
Comonent % of Total
Total Population
Average Unpaid Hours Per
Month For Component
i

18.4

18.1

215,885 135,557
59.11
55.41
38.51
39.31

24.21
26.31

USNR

USMCR

ANG

38,165
35.31

11,918
36.91

29,448
30.31

27,012
37.8X

4,864 370,160
42.81
39.81

10.31
44489

3.21
199553

8.01
359213

7.3X
371270

1.31
100.01
65967 6169186

11.7

16.7

69,916
64.71
12.51
11.6X

12.2

20,408
67,676
63.1X
69.71
3.61
3.51

12.11
10.41

USAFR

13.7

44,447
62.21

USCGR

13.6

ALL

16.7

6,503 560,392
57.21
60.21

7.91
7.71

1.21
1.21

100.01
100.01

365,318

244,877

108,081

32,326

97,124

71,459

11,367

930,552

7.54

8.06

4.12

6.17

3.70

5.20

5.80

6.63

26.5
10.8

26.0
11.6

16.8
5.9

24.1
8.9

17.5
5.3

19.8
7.5

19.5
8.3

24.0
9.5

Average Unpaid Days Per

IYear

For Cmpaonet:
Those WhoWorked
ALLPersonnel

Notes:

1. Date extracted from the 1986 Reserve Components Survey.
exclude AC~tebut include MiLitary Technicians.

Population figures

2. Data from mabers reporting more than 240 unpaid hours per month were
discarded as unreasonable responses.
3. Average Unpaid Days Per Year ssmes 11.5 moths in which volunteer work
may be performed and that eight hours equates to one day.
4. The nmber of personnel with no unpeid hours includes those personnel reporting
more than 240 hours and aLL uanonme4.
Table 0-9
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1986
Average for &i members
ARG

Estimated Tim Spent by Part Time Reservists - Days Per Year
(Average Per Mmber)
Weighted
USAR
USNR
USNCR
ANG
USAFR
USCGR
ALL

Annual Training
(otional)
\_1

15.0

14.0

14.0

14.0

15.0

14.0

14.0

14.5

IDT (Drills)
(Notional)

24.0

24.0

24.0

24.0

24.0

24.0

24.0

24.0

11.8

8.6

6.2

6.9

9.7

10.9

7.4

9.8

10.8

11:6

5.9

8.9

5.3

7.5

8.3

9.5

UNK

UNK

UNK

UNK

LINK

0.0

50.1

53.8

54.0

56.4

\-I

Paid Nandays
(ADT & ROT) \_2
Unpaid At Drill
Location
\_3

Other
Total Average
Days Worked

\4

.

UNK

61.6

UNIC

58.2

53.7

57.8

Notes:
1. Chart is for Category A unit mbrs only. An assumption is mde that aLL
members work the reqired minimum drills and annual training.
2. Data for paid mandays was extracted from the 1986 RC Surveys. Numbers
represant the average paid mandays (ADT) for FY 86. Additional paid IDT
periods ware not available from any source.
3. The nh.mer of unpied days worked at the drill location was extracted from
the 1966 Reserve Components Survey.
4. The unknowm number of days worked includes: paid mandays allocated to the
reserve component from the active force budget; days spent completing unit
work at home; and other time spent on travel, correspondence courses, as
well as paid additional IDT periods.
Table B-10
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Average Nueaer of Unpaid Hours Worked Per Month
(From 1986 Reserve Compow nts Survey)

1966
Average for Officers only
ARNG
.......

1-240 Unpaid Hours
No. of Personnel

28,933

USAR
.......

33,429

USHCR

USIR

......... .......

13,407

2,166

ANG

USAFIR

USCGR

ALL

. ......

.......

.......

.......

7,528

8,181

X of Component
% of ALL Personnel
Reporting Unpaid Hours
No. of Hours Reported

30.5%
582048

Average Unpaid Hours by
Those who Performed

20.1

17.5

11.8

15.7

14.3

13.2

7,903
21.5%

16,011
32.4%

7,865
37.0%

799
26.9%

3,948
34.4%

6,937
45.9%

18.1%
26.61

36.6%
35.71

18.01
15.41

1.81
2.1%

9.0%
8.31

15.8%
10.9%

No Unpaid Hours
No. of Personnel
% of Comonent
% of ALL Personnel
Uith No Unpaid Hours
Component % of Total
Total Population
Average Unpaid Hours Per
month For Component
Entisted/Officer Ratio
Average Unpaid Days Per
Year For Component:
Those Who Worked
ALL Personnel

78.5%

67.6
35.3%
584620

63.0%
14.1%
158250

65.6X

54.1%

2.3%
7.9%
33896
107815

8.6%
108039

73.1%

1.138
78.8%

94,782
68.4[

1.2%
100.0%
17236 1591906

15.1

16.8

337
43,770
21.2%
31.6%
0.7:
1.01

100.01
100.01

36,836

49,440

21,272

2,965

17,476

15,118

1,445

15.80
8.9

11.82
4.0

7.44
4.1

11.43
9.9

9.39
7.5

7.15
3.7

11.93
6.9

28.9

25.1

17.0

22.5

20.6

19.0

21.8

24.1

22.7

17.0

10.7

16.4

13.5

10.3

17.1

16.5

138,552

11.49
5.7

Notes:
1. Data extracted from the 1986 Reserve Cosponents Survey. Population figures
exclude AGRa but Include Military Technicians.
2. Data from members reporting more than 240 unpaid hours per month were
discarded as unreasonable responses.
3. Average Unpaid Days Per Year assumes 11.5 months in whch volunteer work
my be performed and that eight hours equmtes to one day.
4. Includes pay grades 01 • 07 and WI - W4.
5. The ru er of personnel with no unpaid hours includes those personnel reporting
more than 240 hours and all unknowns.
Table B-11
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Tim Spent by Part Time Reservists

196Estimated
Averge f

~fler.(Average
AUG

USAft

USlM

Days Per Year

Per Member)

uSMCR AIQ

USAFR USCGR ALL

Annual Training
(Motional) \_I

15.0

14.0

14.0

14.0

15.

U4.0

14.0

14.3

IDT (Drills)
(National) \_I

24.0

24.0

24.0

24.0

24.0

24.0

24.0

24.0

Paid Nandays
(APT & 101) \_2

19.5

9.8

6.5

9.1

25.3

13.7

10.3

13.6

Unpaid At Drill
Location
\_3

22.7

17.0

10.7

16.4

13.5

10.3

17.1

16.5

other
Total Average
Days Worked

\-4

UNK

81.2

IhIK

64.8

18K

55.2

181K

63.5

UNK

77.8

LINK

62.0

UNK

65.4

0.0

68.4

Notes:
1. Chart is for Category A unit meabrs only. An assumtion is made that all
training.
meosrs work the raquired minimum drills and ann~um(
2. Dots for paid andmys was extracted from the 1986 ftc Surveys. wuz*bers
repreaent the average paid mendays (APT) for FY86. Additional paid IDT
periods were not avaiable from any' source.
3. The , ~r of unpaid days worked at the drill Location we extracted from
the 1966 Reserve C, 1p,onm Survey.
4. The unknown numar of days worked includes: paid mndays allocated to the
reserve components from the active force budget; day spent comlet ing uni t
work at ham; arnd other time spant on travel * correspondence courses, as
will as paid additional JOT periods.
Table B-12
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Average Number of Unpaid Hours Worked Per Month
(From 1966 Reserve Components Survey)

1966
Average for Enlisted only
AMUG

USAI

USUR

1-240 Unpaid Hours
No. of Personnel
120,500
75,891
K of Cmpomnet
36.7K
38.8K
X of All Personnel
Reporting Unpeid Hours
43.8K
27.6K
No. of Hours Reported 2171606 1390011
Average Unpaid Hours by
Those who Performed
Ho Unpaid Hours
No. of Personnel
X of Coqonent
K of All Personnel
With No Unpeid Hours
Coqmont K of Total

18.0

24,758
28.5Z

11.6

207,962 119,546
63.3K
61.2K

Total Population

23.1K
24.7K

328,482

195,437

.*.

.......

Average Unpaid Hours Per
Month For Component
Officer/Entfated Ratio
Average Unpaid Days Per
Year For Cmponent:
Those Who Worked
All Personnel

°..

9,752
33.2K

USAFR

USCOR

21,920 18,831
25.6%
33.4%

9.0%
3.5%
8.0%
6.8%
286648
165655
251398
263231

18.3

40.3K
41.5

USMNCR AUG

11.5

17.0

19,609
66.8K

63,728
74.4K

37,510
66.6K

12.0
11.0K

3.8K
3.7K

12.3
10.8K

7.3K
7.1K

86,809
.......

29,361
.......

85,648
.......

3,726 275,378
37.6%
34.8
1.4% 100.0K
48231 4576780

14.0

62,051
71.5K

12.9

6,196
62.4
1.2K
1.3K

56,341

9,922

. .......

ALL

.......

16.6

516,622
65.2K
100.0%
100.0K
792,000
.......

6.61
0.11

7.11
0.25

3.30
0.25

5.64
0.10

2.94
0.13

4.67
0.27

4.86
0.15

5.78
0.17

25.9
9.5

26.3
10.2

16.6
4.7

24.4
8.1

16.5
4.2

20.1
6.7

18.6
7.0

23.9
8.3

Notes:
1. Data extracted from the 1966 Reserve Componets Survey. Population figures
exclude AMRsbut include Military Technicians.
2. Data from mwabers reporting wore than 240 unpaid hours per month were
discarded as unreasonable responses.
3. Average Unpaid Days Per Year assume 11.5 months In which volunteer work
my be performed and that eight hours equates to one day.
4. Includes pay grades El - E9.
5. The number of personnel with no unpaid hours includes those personnel reporting
more than 240 hours and all urknowme.
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Days Per Year

stimasted Tim Spent by Part Tifm Reservists
(Average Per Neer)

19E6
Aversge for Enli feted only
ARG
. - ....

Annsl Training
(Notional) \_1

USAR
...

...

....

...

....

....

...

...

USCGR

USAFR

AG

USCR

USMR

.......

.......

.......

.

Weighted
ALL

15.0

14.0

14.0

14.0

15.0

14.0

14.0

14.5

1

24.0

24.0

24.0

24.0

24.0

24.0

24.0

24.0

Paid Aanddya
(ADT & IDT) \_2

11.0

8.3

6.1

6.6

7.6

10.2

6.9

9.2

uresid At Drltt
\3
Location

9.5

10.2

4.7

8.1

4.2

6.7

7.0

8.3

lOT (Drills)
(Notion-)

Other

UNK

\_4
......

Total Average
Days Worked

...

59.5

...

56.5

US

USK

UNK
....

....

...

48.8

52.7

URIK

UNK
..

....

.....

50.8

..

54.9

0.0

LK
.......

.....

.......

51.9

56.0

otes:
i. Chart is for Category A unit mahers only. An asemption is asa that ait
members work the required miniu drills md ainual training.
2. Data for paid sandeys was extracted from the 1966,RC Surveys. Number*
represent the aversge paid mandys (AD) for FY 86. Additional paid IDT
periods ware not available from any source.
3. The nsaer of unpaid das worked at the drilL Location was extracted from
the 1906 Reserve Components Survey.
4. The unknown mber of days worked Includes: paid OmdAys allocated to the
reserve components from the active force budget; days spent competing unit
work at homs; ad other tim spent on travel, correspondence course, as
well as paid additional ROT periods.
Table e-14
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AppendIx C.

PROFIICS BY AGE AND YEAIRS OF SERVICE

Source: RCCPDS.

The following graphs present profiles and representations of
age and years-of-service data for the Selected Reserve. All
data was extracted by DHDC personnel from the RCCPDS database at
the request of the 6th QRKC.
In Figures C-1 through C-37,
AGR/TAR personnel were excluded because of their potential
qualification for active retirement. Technicians were excluded
from the same figures due to requirements for continued
membership and the rules for civil service retirement (this
combination tends to force continued membership through age 55).
The first series (Figures C-1 through C-19) profiles the
Selected Reserve from 1981 to 1986 by age. The figures are
presented by component for commissioned officers, warrant
officers (if applicable), and enlisted members. The graphs
indicate a significant aging trend in all the reserve components
except the enlisted Marine Corps Reserve (Figure C-12).
The second series (Figures C-20 through C-33) profiles the

same members, except for warrant officers, by years of service.
The graphs indicate the current trend toward seniority in the
Selected Reserve, which is causing promotion stagnation in many
junior grades. Note that for officers, age and years of service
are highly correlated. Warrant officers were excluded from this
series due to the nature of their service (warrant officers are
highly skilled members with many years of experience, and there
is a second group of warrant officer aviators in the Army
components). Years of Service profiles for warrant officers do
not correlate with the Age profiles, nor is there a significant
seniority problem with warrant officers since, for the most
part, they may be promoted without regard to strength in grade.
The third series (Figures C-34 through C-37) profiles Selected
Reserve retirees by Years of Service and Age. These graphs
profile only personnel who transferred duriqg the given fiscal
years. Included in the graphs are transferf to the IRR,
transfers to inactive status lists, and separations of personnel
with more than 20 years of service. These inclusions show the
separation trends of retirement-eligible personnel from the
Selected Reserve. Not all personnel transfer immediately to the
Retired Reserve since there are no benefits to be gained by such
a transfer. Warrant officer profiles have again been excluded
due to the expected continuation of their service for a maximum
number of years. It was not possible to extract former
Appedix C
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technicians from the Retired Reserve files; however, the results
of technician transfers at age 55 are readily apparent on the
Age graphs.
For commissioned officers, note that the primary transfer
points are at 28 years and 30 years of service, and at ages 50,
52, 55, and 60. The separations at 28 and 30 years of service
correspond to the maximum limit on commissioned service for
grades 06 and below. The separations at age 50 and 52 correlate
with 28 and 30 years of service for most commissioned officers
with no prior enlisted service. The separations at age 55
correlate with the retirement of military technicians, and the
separations at age 60 correlate with the maximum age for service
and reserve retired pay eligibility. Separations before 28
years of service correlate with the actions of selective
retention boards and the Selected Reserve strength in grade
limitations.
As shown in the first series of graphs, enlisted age does not
correlate with years of service. The enlisted profiles (which
include separations, as well as transfers to the IRR and
inactive status lists with more than 20 years of service)
indicate a peak in activity at 20 years of service; however,
unlike the officer graphs, this peak at its high point in FY
1985 represented less than 10 percent of the total enlisted
separations from the Selected Reserve with more 20 years of
service. The gradual decline toward 42 years of service is more
indicative of the overall trends. The Age profile depicts this
trend even more dramatically, indicating a slow rise in
separations, with a peak at age 55 (military technicians), and
with almost 33 percent of the separations occurring at age 60.
The rise in earlier separations corresponds with the activity of
selected retention boards in the last few years, as the
endstrength levels of the Selected Reserve have begun to
stabilize.
The final series of graphs (Figures C-38 through C-139) are
two-dimensional representations of the Total Selected Reserve by
component, disaggregated by Part-Time members (including IMAs),

military technicians, and Active Guard/Reserve members. These
graphs jointly depict age and years-of-service for pay grades
E7-E9 and 04-06 in each component.
In general, this data shows effects of the three different
systems: retirement eligibility after 20 years of active
service for AGR/TARs; eligibility for an unreduced civil service
retirement annuity at age 55 (with 30 years of service) for
military technicians; and eligibility for retired pay at age 60
for reservists with 20 or more creditable years of service
toward reserve retirement but less than 20 years of active
service.
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Appendix D.

EXTRACT OF THE HAY/HUGGINS REPORT:

BEEFITS

PROVIDED BY EMPLOYERS OF PERSONNEL IN THE SELECTED

RESERVES
The following is a series of extracts from portions of the

Hay/Huggins report that concern reserve retirement and related
benefits. The full text of the report will be appended to the
report of the 6th QRMC. Explanatory comments added by the 6th
QRMC staff are bracketed [].
I.

Hay/Huggins Benefits Comparison

Hay/Huggins conducts an annual survey of employers throughout
the country. The survey, called the Hay/Huggins Benefits
Comparison, includes participants from all industry groups and
geographical areas. The survey concentrates on medium and large
organizations and includes questions concerning insurance plans,
pension plans, capital accumulation plans, annual and sick
leave, and executive perquisites. Data for this study was drawn
for specific groups from the 912 employers reporting in the 1986
HHBC.

*

The survey information is used to measure the total benefit
value for each of the organizations in the survey. The
Hay/Huggins Benefits Value Comparison (BVC) is used to perform a
quantitative analysis of the value of the benefits provided by
the employer. The unit of measure is (a) the rate of expected
use of a benefit times (b) the expected value of the benefit
times (c) the duration of receipt of the benefit. For instance,
the disability value is determined by multiplying (a) the
expected rate of disability by (b) the expected annual benefit
by (c) the expected number of years on the disability rolls.

II.

Benefits from Reserve Status

Five benefits were determined to be of significant monetary
value to the reserve force members and were included in the
calculation of the average value of benefits. The first and

I
Apcndfx 0

0*1

most important benefit is the number of additional points earned
toward retirement credit. Details on the calculation of the
retirement value are provided below.

Retirement plan points are accumulated for active duty, for
drills, for other instruction, and for certain other services
provided to the government by the reserve force members. The
reserve force member who accumulates 50 such points annually for
20 years becomes eligible for retirement benefits [at age 60].
The 20 years need not be consecutive. The benefit amount is
based on both current basic salary and the total number of
points accumulated. For purposes of this calculation, all
points [subject to certain annual caps] earned are counted,
including points earned in years in which the reservist did not
accumulate 50 points. The benefit provided is 2.5 percent of
active duty basic pay for every 360 points. Total retirement
pay may not exceed 75 percent of active duty basic pay.

2

The BVC uses the normal cost of a retirement system to measure
the value of the benefit as a percentage of salary. The
reserve-specific normal cost calculated by the Office of the
Actuary of the Department of Defense was used as the base for
the BVC calculation. The office reports that the military
normal cost is 26.4 percent of covered payroll in 1987 and will
decline eventually to 22.8 percent of covered payroll. The 22.8
percent will be the normal cost when all of the reserve force
members are subject to the retirement plan changes enacted in
July 1986 for members first entering on or after August 1, 1986
(Military Retirement Reform Act of 1986).
If there is more than one retirement plan, the BVC measures
the cost of the plan that will apply to new employees, since one
of the purposes of the analysis is to determine the effect that
benefits programs will have on recruiting new personnel.
Therefore, it is appropriate to base the BVC analysis on the
ultimate 22.8 percent normal cost. [For new military entrants
on or after August 1, 1986].
The normal cost was adjusted to reflect the economic
assumptions used in the BVC. Actuaries for different employers
use different sets of assumptions based on the unique
characteristics of the benefits, investments, and funding
philosophy of the specific plan. The BVC uses a standard
yardstick based on a set of assumptions that are the approximate
average of actuarial assumptions in the private sector. The
demographic assumptions, such as the UP-1984 mortality table
used in the BVC, were not adjusted since they create marginal
differences.
D-2
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The differences in assumptions were applied against the
baseline cost of 22.8 percent to produce a BVC cost of 18.8
percent of covered payroll for military retirement. The average
cost of retirement benefits in the private sector is 13 percent
of salary. The 13 percent includes the value of pension plans
(see Table XI) (not provided here] and capital accumulation
plans (see Table XII) (not provided here] since the latter are
primarily tax-deferred income to be used for retirement income.
It is important to understand that the BVC assumptions are
used in this study to standardize the measurement of the
benefits systems. The set of assumptions used by the DoD has
been established as the most appropriate for funding of the
military retirement system. The differences in economic
assumptions are:
Department
of Defense
Annual Inflation
Annual salary scale increase
Annual investment

BVC
5.0%
6.2%
6.6%

4.0%
6.0%
7.0%

[It is important to note that Hay/Huggins did not recalculate
the normal cost based on total compensation. Since military
basic pay represents only about 70 percent of total military
monetary compensation, applying the NCP to total monetary
compensation, as is done in the civilian sector, would decrease
the NCP even further. If all reserve retirement credit were
earned during paid periods, this would also decrease the
recomputed NCP.]
III.

Employer-Provided Benefits Values

The second most valuable part of the benefits package is the
pension benefit. [The first is paid vacation and holidays.]
The great majority of employers provide a basic retirement
package and an increasing number provide capital accumulation
plans which, under current tax law, are primarily intended to
supplement retirement income. Graphs XI and XII show the value
of the pension and capital accumulation plans. The third leg of
retirement income, Social Security, is included in the
calculation of statutory benefits.
Pension benefits increase by pay levels, as a percentage of
salary, because many plans are integrated with Social Security
to provide relatively higher benefits at higher-pay levels. The
values are slightly higher at the mid-pay levels for small
employers than they are for the large employers at the middle
pay levels, but the values are almost identical at both low and
Appendix 0
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high pay levels.

The prevalence tables show that 90 percent of
large and 75 percent of small employers provide pension plans
and that 59 percent of small and 72 percent of large employers
integrate these with Social Security. The BVC includes the
value of inflation adjustments whether provided as a formal part
of the plan or on an ad hoc basis.
The most valuable benefit provided by an employer is usually
the leave provided for vacations and holidays. Typical practice
is to provide 9 to 12 holidays a year and from 10 days vacation
for new employees to 25 days for long-term employees. The
cumulative value of these benefits, together with a small
addition for employer-provided cafeterias, is about 11 percent
of salary.

PREVALENCE OF BENEFIT PRACTICES*
(EXTRACTED FRON APPENDIX A - PREVALENCE OF BENEFITS)

RETIRENENT BENEFITS

1-5^0 Domestic Emlovees

Greater than 500
Domestic Emotoveea

PENSION PLAN

75X have a plan

90% have a plan

Eligibility

50% have a minima age of 21
and a minimum service of
one year
16% have Immediate eligibility
13 other
11 have minimum service of one

44% have minimum age of 21
minimum service of one
year
25% have immediate eligibility
152 have minimum service of one
year or tess

year or tess
Cost

921 are amployer-paid
81 require employee contributions

886 are emptoyer-paid
122 require employee
contributions

Vesting

502 have full vesting after 10
years of service

74% have full vesting after 10
years of service

222 have other types of graded
vesting schedules
IOX have graded vesting with
2S at 5 years and 100% after
15 years

132 have other types of graded
vesting schedules
7X have graded vesting with
25X at 5 years and 1OOX after
is years

782 are final average pay plans

83% are finaL average pay plans

oasis of Benefit

20X are money purchase plans
Basis of Final Average

0-4

822 use highest or finl

5 years

771 use highest or final 5 years
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Greater then 500
RETIRENENT BENEFITS

1-500 Domestic Emotoves

Domestic E=Loveea

Formula

39, provide a uniform percentage

45% provide a uniform percentage

(Final Pay Plans)

of final average pay; of

these,

30% provide 1.5-1.75% per year

521 provide 1.5-1.753

of service
242 provide 2% per year of
service
24X provide 1.5X per year
171 provide a step-rate plan,

~thereafter

of final average pay; of

these,

per year

where the percentage per
year of service varies with
compensation level
151 provide a flat percentage
after a specified number
of years of service

of service
272 provide 1.761-22 per year
of service
19X provide percentages that
vary according to years of
service; of these, the
prevalent practice is to
provide 21 per year up to
25 years and 11 per year
thereafter
141 provide a step-rate plan,

11% provide percentages that
vary according to years
of service; of these, the
prevalent practice is to
provide 21 per year up to
25 years and 11 per year

where the percentage per year
of service varies with
compensation level
11% provide a flat percentage
after a specified number of
years of service

Covered Compensation
(Based on bonus paying
companies)

301 credit bonuses as compensation

511 credit bonuses as
compensation

Social Security Offset

591 have direct Social
Security offset; of these,
521 offset 501 after 30 years

721 have direct Social Security
offset; of these,
53% offset 501 after 30 years

26% offset < 50X after 30 years
221 offset 3 501 after 30 years

Early Retirement

591 permit reduced early retirememjt pensions only
191 permit both reduced and
unreduced earty ret i rement
pensions
191 are money purchase plane
21 permit unreduced early
retirement pensions only

Disability Provisions

Appendix 0

511 allow service to accrue
during disability
461 have an immediate disability
pension

31X offset v 501 after 30
years
161 offset 3 501 after 30
years
471 permit reduced early
retirement pensions only
461 permit both reduced and
unreduced early ret irement
pensions
11 permit unreduced early
retirement pensions only

631 allow service to accrue
during disability
341 have an imediate disability
pension

0-5

RETIREMENT BENEFITS

1-500 Domestic EintoveM

greater then 00
Domestic Emtoveas

Pre-Retirement Death Benefit
(I) Death in Active
J,

781 do not provide a benefit

861 do not provide a benefit

65% the REA death benefit is
paid for by the plan

72% the REA death benefit is paid
for by the plan

83% provide Life income to

821 provide Life income to

Service Before Fully
Vested
(if) Death in Active
Service After Becoming
Fully Vested
Payment Provisions
(i) Single Employees

unmarried retirees
11% provide life income with
10 years certain
(ii) Married Employees

unmarried retirees
7% provide life income uith
10 years certain

871 provide an actuarialty
reduced
501 joint and survivor

881 provide an actuarially
reduced
501 joint and survivor

annuity to married
retirees

annuity to married
retirees

Cost-of-Living
Adjustments

34% have given COLAs

611 have given COLAs

(i) Type of COLA

52% gave no COLAs on ad hoc basis
301 gave COLAs by plan provision
181 gave COLAs by plan amendment

471 gave no COLAs on ad hoc basis
371 gave COLAs by plan amendment
141 gave COLAs by plan provision

(ii) Total Increase

321 gave 20.13%-30%

251 gave 10.11-20%

for 1/1/80 retirees
as of 1/1/87

271 gave 101 or less
171 gave 20.11 or Less

23% gave 101 or less
221 gave 20.11-30%

131 gave 10.11-20%
11% gave 30.1-40%

11% gave 30.11-401
91 gave over 401

Supplemental Executive
Pension Plans

71 provide supplement executive
retirement plan (SERP)
41 provide excess benefit plans
(designed to restore reduction
due to TERFA maximum)
1% provide a combination

0-6

231 provide excess benefit plans
(designed to restore reduction
due to TEFRA maximum)
131 provide supplemmntal executive
retirement plan (SERP)
101 provide a combination
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RETIREINT BENEFITS

(i)

Greater then S00
1-100 Domestic Enlovtans

Benefit Income

mDYtthe50

585 specify a benefit income

Objective

objective; of these,
32% are 41%-55
of final
salary
26% are over 605 of final
satry
222 are 60X of final salary
425 do not specify a benefit
income objective

(1i)

Benefits from Qualified

Plan

65% Include benefits under the
qualified plan in meeting the
benefit income objective

(ii1) Final Salary

59% use final or highest 5 years
28% use final or highest 3 years

CAPITAL ACCUiJULAT ION

401(k) Thrift/Matching

32% have plan

53% hove plan

525 permit maximum contribution
matched by of 6%
155 permit maximum contribution

56% permit maximum contribution
of 6%
15% permit maximum contribution

of 5%
155 permit maximum contribution
of 4%
12% permit maximm contribution
of 3%

of 5%
12% permit maximum contribution
of 4X
65 permit maximum contribution
of 3%

865 match by a specified
percentage; of these,
63% mtch 505 of the
employee's contribution
14% match 100% of the
employee's contribution,
92 match 75% of the employee's
contribution

83% match by a specified
percentage; of these,
505 match 505 of the
eamployee's contribution
175 match 100% of the
employee's contribution
135 match 515 - 995 of the
employee's contribution

Stock Purchase Plan
(I) Njcfum Employee
Contribution Matched
by Employer

(1i) Emptoyer Matching
as Percent of Employee
Contribution

12X match 25% of the
employee's contribution
125 match varies based on profits
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Greater then 500
RETIRENENT BENEFITS

1-500 Domestic EtLovoes

Domestic EmLovee

(i)

31% credit bonuses as compensation

40X credit bonuses s compensation

38X ore full and immediate

31% are grades with full vesting

Covered

Compensation (bsed on
bon"s paying companies)
Vestsng

bV)

32X ore grades with full vesting
based on years of service;

based on years of service;
of these,

of these,

50% full vesting occurs after

72% full vesting occurs after
5 years
21% full vesting occurs after
10 years
7"%full vesting occurs after

6 years
24% full vesting occurs after
6-10 years
24% full vesting occurs after
1-4 years

1-4 years
24% are grades with full
vesting based on years of
class participation

30% are full and Immediate
25% are years of plan
participation

Thrift/Natching Stock
Purchase Plan

6% have plan

9% have plan

401(k) Profit

2% have plan

6% have plan

16% have plan

12% have plan

Sharing/Stock Bonus
Plan
Profit Sharing
Reduction
401(k) Salary Reduction
Only Plan

8% have no plan

Employee Stock Ownership

1% have plan*

10

have plan

51 have plan**

Plan CESOP)

41 percent of the comparator organizations are stockholder companies.
66 percent of the comparator organizations are stockholder companies.
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Appendix E. COSTING OF ALTERNATIVE RETIREMENT SYSTEMS BY THE
DOD ACTUARY
The figures presented in this appendix graphically portray the
projected cost of the current system and alternatives to the
current system that have been proposed in the past, or were in
the final group of alternatives considered by the 6th QRMC.
The system costs for accruals and outlays are presented first
in constant (1988) dollars, and then in inflated dollars. The
alternatives are contrasted to the current system in each
presentation. Additionally, for each alternative, this appendix
provides a graphic representation of the percentage change
(delta) in accruals and outlays from the current system
projections.
Many of the alternatives were costed under various transition
and grandfathering assumptions. In most cases, the difference
in projected costs for the various assumptions of the same
alternative did not produce significant differences in the
projected costs. Therefore, the most likely set of transition
and grandfathering assumptions for each alternative has been
included.
The costing model used by the DoD Actuary to cost the
alternatives held retention rates and the officer/enlisted mix
constant with the current system for comparison, varying the
estimated average years of service and retirement point
accumulations for members who actually achieve retirement.
Average years of service assumptions were based, in part, upon
the RAND Dynamic Retention Model (Selected Reserve part-time
members only) and assumptions regarding the actions of
retirement eligible members in non-pay billets and the IRR.
An average increase/decrease in accumulated retirement points
of 75 points for each year of service added or subtracted from
the current system average was assumed. Considering the level
of participation by senior members as indicated in Appendix B,
this assumption will tend to underestimate savings from those
alternatives which decrease average years of service and
underestimate additional expense from those that increase
average years of service.
The increase/decrease in costs are for the retirement system
only, and do not include additional expenses or savings
associated with increased or decreased accession requirements.
These costs are described in Chapter 6.

Appendix I

Alteknativii toy:

at Rbtirement
Off/knl
Current

29/33

Base Case for Each Graph

3A

29/31

No Retirement
(Avg YOS applies
to Grandfathered members only)

4A

29/33

Lump Sum at Age 60 (Earlier
payments would produce similar
results in an earlier fiscal
year)

5A

25/25

Actuarially Neutral Early
Annuity Option

6E

26/27

Two-Tier Age Based Annuity
Option

7B

26/27

Two-Tier YOS Based Annuity
Option

SA

29/33

System Modification developed in
1985 for the Military Retirement
Reform Act, not
enacted

Theme alternatives ate discussed in detail in Chapter 6. The
DoD Actuary assumes 5 percent long-term inflation, 6.2 percent
long-term nominal military wage growth, and 6.6 percent nominal
interest on the Military Retirement Trust Fund.
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Appendix F. OBJECTIVE MANPOWER FORCE STRUZTRE PROFILES
(OFFICERS AND ENLISTED, PART-TINE MNM= ONLY)
Source:

Individual Services

The following 12 graphs display the objective manpower force
structure profiles of each reserve component excluding the
Marine Corps Reserve. This data is described in three separate
and distinct force structures: Fiscal Year 1986 Actual, Fiscal
Year 1986 Steady-State, and Fiscal Year 1992 Steady-State. For
explanation, see Chapter 4.
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Appendix G.

MANPOWER FORCE STRUCTURE PROJECTIONS (OFFICERS AND
ENLISTED, PART-TIME NEMBERS ONLY)

The Defense Manpower Research Center of the RAND Corporation,
as part of the work of the National Defense Research Institute
(the OSD-sponsored Federally Funded Research and Development
Center), developed a reserve inventory projection model. This
model, known as the Reserve Policy Screening Model, was used to
demonstrate the approximate near-term effects of the current
reserve personnel system. Based on a certain set of
assumptions, the model projects future levels of participation
for part-time members by years of service in the Selected
Reserve. Collectively, these projections are indicative of what
the distribution by years of service for part-time members of
the Selected Reserve would look like under the existing
personnel systems of the reserve components and without any
major environmental changes. This model is the first of its
kind that separates part-time Selected Reservists from their
AGR/TAR and military technician counterparts.
The 6th QRMC used this model and its projections to examine
future levels of part-time participation by members with over 16
years of service; participation that could be attributed in
large part to the operations of the current reserve retirement
system. Projections for AGR/TAR full-time personnel were
excluded. These members can qualify for active duty retirement
after 20 years of active duty and in many cases are mandatorily
retired by service policy when or soon after they qualify for
retired pay. In any event, once qualified, those members will
receive an immediate annuity when they retire. Thus the
incentives for continued service after initial retirement
qualification are markedly different in the case of active duty
retirement. Projections of strength levels of military
technicians were also excluded because of the requirement for
continued reserve membership to retain their technician
employment status and because reserve service for this group is
primarily affected by the rules for civil service retirement.
A basic set of assumptions provided a conceptual framework
into which the key aspects of the system analysis could be
fitted. Assumptions were designed to be realistic, yet
conservative, to avoid an exaggerated picture of the future.
Three sets of projections were made using different levels of
growth in the personnel endstrength of the reserve components.
The first set of projections assumes that there will be no
increase in the end strength of the reserve components from 1986
levels. The second set of projections assumes a modest increase
Appendfx a
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in endstrength of 0.6 percent per year for each component.

The

third set of projections assumes endstrengths approximating
those in the 1987 POX estimates for each of the components.
assumptions employed are as follows:

The

* The profile of accessions is at the Fiscal Year 1986 level.
* Forward continuation rates are used.
* Continuation rates are at the Fiscal Year 1986 level.
* All accession years of service (YOS) are treated equally
and are unlimited.
0

The projections labelled "FC1" and "92Z" allow for no
growth in any component.

* The projection labelled "FC2" allows growth of 0.6 percent
per component per year.
* The projection labelled "92P" allows growth at 1987 PON
end strength estimates.
*

If a population continuation rate or accession continuation
rate is nonexistent in YOS <1, a rate of 1.0 is
substituted.

a

If the YOS unknown continuation rate is missing, the
overall average rate is substituted. In all other missing
YOS figures, the rate for the preceding YOS rate is
substituted.-

The first series of projections (shown with odd numbers: G-1
through G-23) were made under the "no growth" assumption. The
second series (shown with even numbers: G-2 through G-24) were
made under the assumption of 0.6 percent per year growth in end
strength. These projections were divided into 3 YOS groups:
16-20, 21-25, and 25-30. Because the findings are similar with
one exception, all these projections are discussed together.
The last series of projections (Figures G-25 through G-34) were
made to examine the 1992 force structure likely to result from
current reserve compensation and personnel policies, including
the current reserve retirement system. These projections were
made using the "no growth" assumption and again assuming growth
as indicated in 1987 PON estimates. The force structures are
labeled 86ACT, 92SS, 92Z, and 92P. The 86ACT profile represents
the actual force as it appeared in 1986. The 92SS profile
represents the desired Steady-State force as indicated by the
reserve component. The 92Z profile is the resultant force
structure in 1992 should no growth in the force occur and no new
reserve compensation and personnel policies be implemented.
Lastly, the 92P is the resultant profile, again in 1992, should
6-2
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growth occur as indicated in 1987 PON estimates and, again,
should no new reserve compensation and personnel policies be
implemented.
The projections show several clear trends. For members
currently in the 16-20 YOS group, a "hump" effect is readily
apparent in most of the projections. This correlates to the
personnel increases experienced during the Viet Nam War. For

both officers and enlisted members, those representing the peak
of the hump were 40 years of age in 1987. In the future, this
hump will gradually decrease as it moves through the succeeding
YOS groups. Although the effects of the hump lessen over time,
the projections indicate that, with current levels of
continuation, even after the effects of the hump have passed
through the system the reserve components will have a higher
proportion of the force with over 16 years of service than they
have had in the past. The projections vary by component and by
officer and enlisted subpopulation. Generally, the enlisted
force projections indicate that the percent of the force in the
higher YOS groupings will remain high, with only a slight
decline from the peak created by the hump. This proportion is
also higher thei desired, as all components have indicated via
their 1992 Steady-State profiles. The result is an increase in
the number of members who will eventually qualify for reserve
retirement.
The differences among the three sets of projections result
from the endstrength growth assumed. Comparing the three sets
of projections, the only substantial difference is the number of
members entering those later YOS groups. As one might expect,
there are slightly more members entering the later YOS groups
under the profiles that assume end strength growth than under
the one that uses the "no growth" assumption. When 0.6 percent
endstrength growth is assumed, approximately 3 percent more
members are still participating in the year 2000 than under the
"no growth" assumption.
The force structure projections in G-25 through G-34 also
depict a clear trend. In both 1992 projections (92Z and 92P),
the number of members with over 20 years of service
significantly increases over the actual 1986 levels in every
component. The 92Z and 92P profiles show that the structure of
the current force will diverge even further from the desired
1992 Steady-State.
The projections clearly show that, even after the Viet Nam Era
hump passes through the system, the current high continuation
rates result in sustained high strength levels in the later YOS
groups. Sustained continuation rates would indicate that
increases in the number of members reaching those later years of
service are not simply attributable to the Viet Nam Era hump,
but can also be attributed to the generally high levels of
Appendfx G
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continuation for career members in the current reserve personnel
system. In addition, it appears that, without near-term changes
to either the reserve compensation system or reserve personnel
po~iciea or both, reserve force structure in certain to stay out

of step with the Steady-State profiles provided by the reserve
components.
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Appendix H.

Source:

MEMBER AND SPOUSE ATTITUDES TOWARD RESERVE
RIREENT (OFFICERS AND ENLISTED, PART-TINE
MEB
4ERS ONLY),

1986 Reserve Components Surveys

The graphs in this appendix show the distribution of responses
to survey questions relating to reserve retirement.
Figures H-1 through H-9 show continuation motivations and
intentions of Selected Reserve enlisted members. The graphs
reveal a significant change in enlisted members' intentions
beginning after the sixth year of service. Over 60 percent of
reservists with prior active service say that retirement
benefits had a major impact on their most recent decision to
stay in the reserve. The next most important compensation
factor is the need of money for basic family expenses.
Figures H-10 through H-17 show the responses of Selected
Reserve officers to similar questions. Table H-1 shows the
relative contribution of monetary and nonmonetary factors in
reserve members' most recent decision to continue in reserve
service as reported by their spouses. The table shows the
percentage of those who say the factors made a "major
contribution." For both officers and enlisted members, "getting
credit toward military retirement" is the most important sinqle
factor.
On each graph, the vertical axis shows the percentage ratv.
on some graphs, the horizontal axis shows components; on others,
it shows years-of-service (YOS) groups. Each YOS group is
identified by a range of years of service. If the numbers in
the range have a letter suffix, data is for a subset of the
group. These subgroups are represented by the following
suffixes:
0

PS

- Prior service

0 NPS - No prior service
0

*

RE - Retirement eligible
NRE - Not retirement eligible

The following concl,:2ions can be drawn from the graphs:
* Reserve retirement increases in importance to members
after the sixth year of service.
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0 The
majority of members with over six years of service
the vast majority of those with more than 12 years)

(and

indicate an intent to stay in the reserves at least long
enough to qualify for reserve retirement.
* For the reservist with six years of service or more,
reserve retirement is a major factor in the decision to
continue to participate.
* Reserve retirement is a more significant factor for members
with prior service than for those without prior service.
* Reserve retirement credit is perceived as very important by
spouses of reservist as well as by the members
themselves.

Athe

Table H-1 in this appendix shows the relative importance to
spouses of all factors contributing to the most recent decision
to stay in the Guard/Reserve. Percentages are given for spouses
of enlisted members, of officers, and for all spouses.
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Table H-1.

Factors Contributing to Members most Recent Decision to Stay in the Guard/Reserve:
Percentage Who Say Factor Made a "Major Contribution"

Contributina Factor

Spouse of
Officer

Total

Getting credit toward military retirement
Pride in Guard/Reserve accomplishments

63.0%
48.4

74.2%
54.8

65.02
49.5

Serving the country
Needed the money for basic family expenses
Promotion opportunities
Wanted extra money to use now
Just enjoy the Guard/Reserve
Challenge of military training
Serving with the people in the unit
Saving income for the future
Travet/'gat away' opportunities
Obtain training to help get a civilian job
Opportunity to use military equipment
Using educational benefits

46.7
37.8
34.1
32.9
32.1
24.8
22.8
17.4

47.5
36.2
36.0
32.2
32.6
24.6
22.5
18.3

15.5
12.0

51.3
28.2
45.3
28.6
35.1
23.6
21.3
22.4
12.2
4.6

12.7
10.0

10.2
5.2

12.3
9.1

Source:

H-12

|..........

Spouse of
Enlisted
Member

14.9
10.7

Spouse Questionnaire: Q. 17,76
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Appendix I.

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR INTENT TO REENLIST, OR TO
REMAIN UNTIL RETIREMENT (SYLLOGISTICS,
INC.)

The following tables present the results of regression
analysis of the intent to reenlist and the intent to remain
until retirement for officers and enlisted members. The
analysis of reserve component benefits based on the 1986 Reserve
Components Surveys (done by Syllogistics, Inc.) concludes that
retirement is the single most important benefit to members of
the reserve components.
The DoD aggregate regression results are presented in this
appendix. Pages 1-2 through 1-5 present DoD aggregate
regression and logit regression results on intent to remain for
officers and enlisted members. Credit for retirement, for both
officers and enlisted, is the single most significant
explanation for intent to remain in service. Pages 1-6 through
1-10 present logit results for officers and enlisted by pay
grade groupings. Of special note are the results for pay grades
El-E4 (page 1-6) where, again, credit for retirement dwarfs all
other explanations for intent to reenlist or intent to remain
until retirement.
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Table 1-1.

Regresson Results for Intent to Stay (Enlisted)

~Intent
Intent to Roentfet
Parameter
Variable

T-I

et*

to Stay
Until Retirement
Parameter
Estimate

T-statfstf*

Intercept
Supervisor attitude

6.25
0.10

39.06
5.94

0.34
0.008

15.39
3.58

Absence for weekend
drills

0.24

9.41

0.02

5.41

Absence for annual
training

0.25

11.29

0.003

1.10

0.07
-0.003

1.89
-1.04

0.02
0.01

4.81
29.33

0.47

19.80

0.03

7.94

0.48

13.57

0.06

12.49

-0.98
0.14

-11.88
3.28

-0.84
0.02

-74.30
3.07

0.34
0.20

6.63
5.47

0.04
-0.004

5.90
-0.72

0.07

4.53

-0.006

-2.99

1.44

73.58

0.21

77.76

-0.40

0.000005

Received supplemental
civilian pay
Age
Stayed in to serve
country
ELigible for education
benefits
Already eligible to
retire
High school graduate
College graduate
Veteran
Stayed in for training
to get a civilian job
Stayed in for credit
toward retirement
Ratio of Reserve
income to civilian
pay

-0.0004

Ho. of observations:
Adjusted R-Square:

30,794
0.266

0.03

30,906
0,361

T-statistics pertains to null hypothesis that parameter estimate is 0. The critical Tstatistic for 95 percent confidence LeveL is 1.645 for one-tailed test and 1.96 for
two-tailed test; for a 90 percent confidence level it is 1.282 for one-taited test and
1.645 for two-tailed test.
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Table 1-2.

Regression Results for Intent to Stay Until
Retirement (Officers)

Intercept
Supervisor attitude
Absence for weekend drills
Absence for annual training
Received supplemental
civilian pay
Age
Stayed in to Serve country
Eligible for education
benefits
College graduate
Veteran
Stayed in for training
to get a civilian job
Stayed in for credit
toward retirement
Ratio of Reserve income to
civilian pay
No. of observations:
Adjusted R-Square:

Parameter Estimate

T-Statistic*

6.62
0.06
0.08
0.13

23.72
2.31
1.94
3.72

0.12
0.07
0.44

2.16
14.14
11.64

0.07
-0.31
0.13

1.16
-4.11
2.44

0.05

1.50

1.34

38.45

0.02

1.59

5,956
.31

T-statistics pertains to null hypothesis that parameter
estimate is 0. The critical T-statistic for a 95 percent
confidence level is 1.645 for one-tailed test and 1.96 for
two-tailed test; for a 90 percent confidence level it is
1.282 for one-tailed test and 1.645 for two-tailed test.
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Table 1-3.

Logit Regression Results (All Enlisted)

Intent to Reenlist*
Estimated
Parameter
Chi-Souare**
Intercept
Supervisor attitude
Absence for weekend
drill
Absence for annual
training
Received supplemental
civilian pay
Age
Stayed in to serve
country
Eligible for
education benefits
High school graduate
College graduate
Veteran
Already eligible to
retire
Stayed in for training
to get a civilian job
Stayed in for credit
toward retirement
Ratio of Reserve income
to civilian pay

0.53
0.08

16.81
32.21

0.38
0.03

9.21
4.35

0.16

60.22

0.09

22.44

0.16

80.70

0.04

6.01

0.03
-0.01

0.78
28.73

0.12
0.005

18.40
7.20

0.28

208.88

0.01

27.79

0.33
0.01
0.21
0.15

124.77
7.59
23.84
22.86

0.35
0.03
0.39
0.33

153.51
0.92
93.54
138.39

-0.64

98.47

0.06

22.12

-0.03

4.62

0.86

2895.04

1.11

3721.76

-0.0006

R
*

Intent to Stay
Until Retirement*
Estimated
Parameter
Chi-Square**

0.39

0.406***

---

-0.0001

0.01

R = 0.448***

Dependent variable.
C'
chi-Square
statistic pertains to null hypothesis that parameter estimate is 0. The
critical Chi-Square statistic for a 95 percent confidence level is 3.84.
R is a statistic that is between -1 and +1 and provides a measure of the contribution of
variables independent of the sample size. R measures the predictive ability of the model
and is similar to the multiple correlation coefficient. For more information see
Atkinson, A. C. (1980), "A Note on the Generalized Information Criterion
for Choice of Model", Biometrike, 67. 418.
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Table 1-4.

Logit Regression Results (All Officers)
Intent to Stay Until Retirement*
Estimated
PChi-Sauare**

Intercept
Supervisor attitude
Absence for weekend drill
Absence for annual training
Received supplemental
civilian pay
Age
Stayed in to serve country
Eligible for education
benefits
College graduate
Veteran
Stayed in for training to
get a civilian job
Stayed in for credit
toward retirement
Ratio of Reserve income
to civilian pay

4.11
0.02
0.05
0.07

165.85
0.32
0.93
2.69

0.08
-0.09
0.29

1.37
304.25
43.22

0.25
0.38
0.31

11.31
21.62
23.87

-0.01

0.10

0.99

597.31

0.008

0.07

R = 0.353***
*
**

*

AppendxI

i_

Dependent variable.
Chi-Square statistic pertains to null hypothesis that
parameter estimate is 0. The critical Chi-Square
statistic for a 95 percent level is 3.84.
R is a statistic that is between -1 and +1 and provides a
measure of the contribution of variables independent of
the sample size. R measures the predictive ability of the
model and is similar to the multiple correlation
coefficient. For more information see Atkinson, A. C.
(1980), "A Note on the Generalized Information Criterion
for Choice of a Model", Biometrika, 67, 413-418.

-

Table 1-5.

Logit Regression Results, Pay Grades El-E4

Intent to Reentist*

Intercept
Supervisor attitude

t

Absence for weekend
drill
Absence for annual
training
Received supplemental
civilian pay
Age
Stayed in to serve
country
Eligible for
education benefits
High school graduate
College graduate
Veteran
Already eligible to
retire
Stayed in for training
to get a civilian job
Stayed in for credit
toward retirement
Ratio of Reserve income
to civilian pay

Estimated
Parameter

Chi-Square**

Estimated
Parameter

-0.16
0.09

0.55
15.70

-1.28
0.07

30.56
8.87

0.15

20.59

0.07

3.27

0.14

23.92

0.07

4.25

-0.12
0.01

5.44
9.35

0.04
0.05

0.59
97.19

0.28

85.22

0.20

29.70

0.42
0.03
-0.19
-0.10

83.31
0.25
4.28
3.12

0.45
-0.05
0.21
-0.09

81.28
0.82
4.69
2.04

-1.43

5.85

-0.07

12.86

-0.04

3.71

0.84

1327.78

1.06

1369.44

0.0009

0.32

R
'

**

Intent to Stay
Until Retirement*
Chi-Sguare**

......

0.001

0.436***

0.12

R = 0.482***

Dependent variable.
Chi-Square statistic pertains to null hypothesis that parameter estimate is 0.

The

critical Chi-Square statistic for a 95 pa-cent confidence Level is 3.84.
R is a statistic that is between -1 and +1 and provides a measure of the contribution of
variables independent of the sample size. R measures the predictive ability of the model
and is similar to the multiple correlation coefficient. For more information see
Atkinson, A. C. (1980), "A Note on the Generalized Information Criterion
for Choice of Model", Biometrika, 67, 413-418.
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Table 1-6.

Logit Regression Results. Pay Grades E5-E9

Intent to Reentlst*
Estimated

Intent to Stay
Until Retirement*
Estimated

Paramter

Parameter

Chi-Sauar*

Chi-Sauare**

Intercept
Supervisor attitude

1.46
0.09

65.70
23.01

1.79
0.03

125.35
3.32

Absence for weekend
drill

0.16

37.37

0.10

17.65

Absence for annual
training

0.20

68.41

0.05

5.30

0.05
-0.04

1.71
203.39

0.07
-0.03

4.38
140.60

0.30

136.39

0.08

11.86

0.19
0.11
0.25
0.13

23.18
5.78
23.17
12.32

0.22
0.03
0.33
0.32

39.06
0.41
54.62
92.92

-0.49

54.87

0.09

23.46

-0.02

1.54

0.79

1127.50

1.07

1866.96

0.02

0.60

0.005

0.18

Received supplemental
civilian pay
Age
Stayed in to serve
country
Eligible for
education benefits
High school graduate
College graduate
Veteran
Already eligibLe to
retire
Stayed in for training
to get a civilian job
Stayed in for credit
toward retirement
Ratio of Reserve income
to civilian pay

R = 0.326***
*
"

......

R : 0.331"**

Dependent variable.
Chi-Square statistic pertains to null hypothesis that parameter estimate is 0. The
critical Chi-Square statistic for a 95 percent confidence level is 3.84.
R is a statistic that is between -1 and +1 and provides a measure of the contribution of
variables independent of the sample size. R measures the predictive ability of the model
and is similar to the multiple correlation coefficient. For more information see
Atkinson, A. C. (1980), "A Note on the Generalized Information Criterion
for Choice of Nodel", Biometrika, 67, 413-418.
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Table 1-7.

Logit Regression Results, Pay Grades 01-02, Wl

SParameter
Intercept
Supervisor attitude
Absence for weekend drill
Absence for annual training
Received supplemental
civilian pay
Age
Stayed in to serve country
Eligible for education
benefits
College graduate
Veteran
Stayed in for training to
get a civilian job
Stayed in for credit
toward retirement
Ratio of Reserve income
to civilian pay

Intent to Stay Until Retirement*
Estimated
CiSur*
0.71
0.005
0.13
0.15

0.87
0.01
1.48
2.44

0.20
0.01
0.26

1.68
0.59
5.99

0.55
-0.05
0.55

9.42
0.07
9.36

0.06

0.65

1.01

161.84

0.20

4.24

R = 0.436***
*
**
***

18

Dependent variable.
Chi-Square statistic pertains to null hypothesis that
parameter estimate is 0. The critical Chi-Square
statistic for a 95 percent level is 3.84.
R is a statistic that is between -1 and +1 and provides a
measure of the contribution of variables independent of
the sample size. R measures the predictive ability of the
model and is similar to the multiple correlation
coefficient. For more information see Atkinson, A. C.
(1980), "A Note on the Generalized Information Criterion
for Choice of a Model", Biometrika, 67, 413-418.
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Table I-8.

Logit Regression Results, Pay Grades 03-05, W2-W4
Intent to Stay Until Retirement*

Estimated
Parameter

Chi-Square**

Intercept
Supervisor attitude

4.94
0.01

137.37
0.08

Absence for weekend drill
Absence for annual training
Received supplemental
civilian pay
Age
Stayed in to serve country
Eligible for education

0.04
0.07

0.46
2.23

-0.01
-0.11
0.35

0.02
237.10
49.01

benefits

College graduate
Veteran
Stayed in for training to
get a civilian job
Stayed in for credit
toward retirement
Ratio of Reserve income
to civilian pay
R

=

*
**

***

0.10

1.31

0.47
0.14

22.00
3.65

0.002

0.01

0.94
0.0003

347.73
0.01

0.339***

Dependent variable.
Chi-Square statistic pertains to null hypothesis that
parameter estimate is 0. The critical Chi-Square
statistic for a 95 percent level is 3.84.
R is a statistic that is between -1 and +1 and provides a
measure of the contribution of variables independent of

the sample size. R measures the predictive ability of the
model and is similar to the multiple correlation
coefficient. For more information see Atkinson, A. C.
(1980), "A Note on the Generalized Information Criterion
for Choice of a Model", Biometrika, 67, 413-418.
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Table 1-9.

Logit Regression Results, Pay Grades 06-07
Intent to Stay Until Retirement*
Estimated
Par~eterChi-Sguare**

Intercept
Supervisor attitude
Absence for weekend drill
Absence for annual training
Received Supplemental
civilian pay
Age
Stayed in to serve country
Eligible for education
benefits
College graduate
Veteran
Stayed in for training to
get a civilian job
Stayed in for credit
toward retirement
Ratio of Reserve income
to civilian pay
R

=

*
**

***

-1.47
0.19
-0.09
0.01

0.54
2.54
0.19
0.01

-0.01
-0.01
0.12

0.01
0.18
0.38

0.81
1.39
0.27

4.40
3.99
1.20

0.01

0.01

-0.39

5.40

-0.38

0.30

0.320***

Dependent variable.
Chi-Square statistic pertains to null hypothesis that
parameter is 0. The critical Chi-Square statistic for a
95 percent confidence level is 3.84.
R is a statistic that is between -1 and +1 and provides a
measure of the contribution of variables independent of
the sample size. R measures the predictive ability of the
model and is similar to the multiple correlation
coefficient. For more information see Atkinson, A. C.
(1980), "A Note on the Generalized Information Criterion
for Choice of a Model", Biometrika, 67, 413-418.
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AGES/JOB ASSIGNMENTS IN THE RESERVE COMPONENTS

INTRODUCTION
Concern has been expressed often about "aging of the force" in the reserve
components. As the combat experienced Vietnam veterans who remained in the
reserve grow older year by year. the "hump" shows up graphically in age charts of all
the reserve components. Two distinct problems can be implied by the "aging of the
force" issue. One is that the current force contains many members who are too old to
perform their job effectively; e.g., the over.40 year old infantryman who may be
required to assault enemy positions on a future battlefield. The second problem is
that the current age distribution could, at some future time, lead to excessive
numbers of reservists who are too old for their assigned jobs. In either case,
quantitative descriptions of these potential problems are most useful when age
requirements. inventory, and other data are disaggregated into job categories.
This paper analyzes the current force only by relating the ages of reserve
component members to their current assignments within each reserve component.
This is accomplished by separating each component into DoD Occupational Groups
and tabulating the age groups within each of the Occupational Groups for each
reserve component. The tables were constructed from data provided by the Defense
Manpower Data Center (DMDC) from the Reserve Components Common Personnel
Data System (RCCPDS). The data came from the May 1987 data base. Members
were placed in occupational groups based on their duty specialty rather than their
primary specialty. This assures that the analysis is based on jobs actually being
performed by reservists rather than on other jobs for which they might have been
trained.
Within the minimum and maximum age limits of military service, there are
many jobs in all the reserve components for which age is not a significant criterion.
Many jobs require specialized knowledge and technical skills which can be acquired
only through experience. These jobs can be - and are being - filled by individuals
with long service in the same unit, many of whom returned to their home town after
active service.
On the other hand, youth and vigor are prime requisites for infantrymen and
some other combat arms jobs, all of which are identified in the Occupational Groups
~discussed herein. Even in the combat arms some jobs require experience as well as
technical knowledge and leadership with the result that some personnel in the older
age brackets can be found in the combat arms in both the active and reserve
components.
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Officer and enlisted personnel are classified separately by Occupational Groups
in the DoD Occupational Conversion Manual. We discuss them separately in the
following sections. About one-third of enlisted Naval Reservists are not included in
any occupational group due to a data problem which classifies them as "unknown."
ENUSTED OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS
In this section we examine separately each of nine Enlisted Occupational
Groups (groups 0 through 8) by age group for each reserve component and for all
reserve components. Occupational group 9, which includes trainees, students,
patients , prisoners, and transients, is not discussed. We also display the same data
by age group for each active component and for all active components in the same
Enlisted Occupational Groups.
Electronic Equipment Repairmen
This Enlisted Duty Occupational Group 100 - 199 includes specialists in the
maintenance and repair of various types of electronic and allied equipment,
including radio, radar, navigation, weapons, and computers, among others.
Table I shows that even in this field where highly technical knowledge and
experience are the prime requisites, only 17.9 percent of reserve component
members are over 40 years old. This varies across the components with the Air
National Guard having the highest percentage (23.3 percent) of personnel over 40.
This is natural with the high emphasis in this component on electronic equipment
associated with combat aircraft.
Reserve component personnel in this group are generally older that active
personnel, especially in the Air Force and Navy (see Table 2), because many of these
jobs are filled primarily by personnel who learned their high skills on active duty.
Earlier studies have documented the difficulty of training non-prior-service
personnel for these high skill jobs.
Incumbent age is not of significant or primary importance to jobs in this field in
either the active or reserve components.
Communications and Intelligence Specialists
This Enlisted Duty Occupational Group 200 - 299 includes the operation and
monitoring of radio, radio teletype, radar, sonar and allied communications and
intelligence consoles. The group also includes specialists who gather and interpret
photographic, electronic, and documentary intelligence.
The same situation prevails here as in the previous occupational group. Only
11.6 percent of reserve component members are over 40, and the Air National Guard
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TABLE 1
RESERVE COMPONENTS
Enlisted Duty Occupational Group 100.199 - Electronic Equipment Repairmen
(Cumulative percent in each age group by components)
Conl~onentJ

ARNG

USAR

ANGUS

USAFR

USNR

AJl

USMCR

age

components

< =20

154

197

34

38

33

21 7

< .24

345

440

202

18.6

19 3

60 7

285

< =28

50.1

62.0

379

39.8

368

788

459

<=32

61 3

741

510

574

523

873

589

< =36

71 7

824

634

704

638

908

698

< =40

830

909

76 7

850

79 4

962

82 1

<=44

901

951

856

901

903

986

897

< =48

944

976

91 9

94 1

958

996

944

< =52

97 7

990

97 3

979

982

999

979

Total
Mean

10.915

3.834

30 6

27 8

10.017

3.050

33 4

5.806

32 3

330

9 7

1.352

34.974

25 5

31 4

TABLE 2
ACTIVE COMPONENTS
Enlisted Duty Occupational Group 100-199 - Electronic Equipment Repairmen
(Cumulative percent in each age group by components)
Component/
age

Army

Navy

Marine
Corps

Air Force

All
components

< = 20

15.2

10.8

137

10.1

11.6

< =24

41.9

44.6

S5.1

37 4

42.1

< = 28
< = 32
< =36
< =40

61.4

68.8

76.3

63.3

65.9

76.5
88.0
96.7

83.2
91.7
97.5

87.3
93.6
98.5

779
88.4
966

80.3
89.9
97.1

< =44

99.2

99.3

99.6

99.2

99.3

< =48

99.8

99.9

99.9

999

99.9

< = 52

100.0

100.0

100.0

1000

100.0

Total
Mean

30,228
27.4

61.867
26.7

10,125
25.5

58,977
27.6

161.197
27 1
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has the highest percentage (24.6 percent) of personnel over 40 for the same reasons
as with electronic equipment repairmen (see Table 3).
TABLE 3
RESERVE COMPONENTS
Enlisted Duty Occupational Group 200-299 - Communications and Intelligence Specialists
(Cumulative percent in each age group by components)
Component,

ARNG

USAR

ANGUS

USAFR

USNR

USMCR

r

All

comoonents

age
< .20

13.4

220

57

50

40

248

14 3

< .24

450

49 3

23 2

17 3

23 1

66 7

43 1

<.28

621

676

379

335

397

82 1

602

< = 32

679

77 5

496

47 1

54 7

88 1

68 3

< -36

808

843

608

604

668

91 6

79 3

< .40

894

91 4

754

766

81 3

954

884

< .44

944

95 7

860

860

904

979

939

< .48

970

979

925

919

958

994

969

< -2

988

99 1

97 3

970

984

999

988

T

otal

Mean

40.999
28 1

16.151
268

3.575

666

334

340

8.095
32 3

3.009
24 7

72.495
28 5

Here also reserve cnmponent personnel are generally older than active
personnel for the same reasons as in the previous occupational group. Even so. the
mean age of reserve component personnel in this group is only 2.3 years higher than
active personnel (see Table 4).
Health Care Specialists
This Enlisted Duty Occupational Group 300 - 399 includes specialists in
patient care and treatment, ancillary medical support, and in technical and related
medical and dental services, administration and logistics.
Here we find a somewhat different picture which is explainable by the
difference in medical duties among the components (see Table 5). Overall.
10.3 percent of all reserve component members in this group are over 40. In the
Army Reserve 7.7-percent are over 40 and in the Army National Guard 11.4 percent
are over 40. Looked at the other way, about 90 percent of reserve component
personnel in this group are under 40 except in the Air National Guard. These
numbers provide ample room for personnel managers to assure youth and vigor
among medical personnel serving in the forward combat areas upon mobilization.
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TABLE 4
ACTIVE COMPONENTS
Enlisted Duty Occupational Group 200-294 - Communications and Intelligence Specialists
(Cumulative percent in each age group by components)
Component/
age
< =
< =
<=
< =

Army

Navy

Air Force

Marine
Corps

All
components

20
24
28
32

19.1
50.8
71.5
84 7

16.3
50.2
71.0
83.8

23.0
62.8
80.1
89.1

11.4
37.0
61.9
76.5

17.2
49.0
70.2
83.3

< = 36
< = 40

929
97.9

91 6
97 1

94.3
98.0

87.1
96.0

91 6
97 3

< =

994

99 1

99.3

99.1

992

999
100.0

998
1000

99.9
100.0

99.9
100.0

999
100.0

< = 48
< = 52
Total

78,689

Mean

48,733

25.9

11.834

26 1

30,750

24.6

170,006

27.8

26.2

TABLE S
RESERVE COMPONENTS
Enlisted Duty Occupational Group 300-399 - Health Care Specialists
(Cumulative percent in each age group by components)
Componenti

ARNG

USAR

ANGUS

USAFA

USNR

USMCR

age

cormoonent$

<-20

180

24 7

47

6 1

96

...

182

<- 24

405

48 3

21 4

25 3

10 7

.-.

40 4

28

57 2

645

39 2

462

490

..-

57 S

< -32

690

760

52 2

634

65 1

.-.

70 3

< .36

790

84 7

66 3

769

77 8

.-

806

< .40

886
93 7

92 3

799

...

888

876
93 '

884

96 1

942

...

89 7
94 5

<

< .44
<-

48

967

982

936

96 1

969

---

97 2

<

52

985

99 3

974

984

98$

,--

988

Total
Mean

Appendix J

18.513
288

30.433
271

3.568
328

6.379
308

7.944
301

-..
...

66.837
286
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Here the ages of active and reserve component personnel are closely parallel.

On the average reserve component personnel are only 1.7 years older (see Table 6).
TABLE 6
ACTIVE COMPONENTS
Enlisted Duty Occupational Group 300-399 - Health Care Specialists
(Cumulative percent in each age group by components)
Component/
age

Army

Marine
Corps

Navy

Air Force

All
components

< = 20

15.0

13.2

---

12.7

13.8

< =24

43.0

45.2

---

47.1

44.8

< = 28

63.5

66.6

---

68.4

65.8

< = 32

78.6

80.4

---

80.7

79.7

< = 36

89.6

90.7

---

89.9

90.0

<= 40

96.6

97.2

---

96.7

96.8

< =44

99.0

99.1

---

99.1

99.0

<= 48

99.8

99.8

.--

99.9

99.8

< =52

100.0

100.0

.-

100.0

100.0

Total

41,964

Mean

27.1

29,630

---

26.8

---

28,309
26.7

99,903

26.9

Other Technical and Allied Specialists
This Enlisted Duty Occupational Group 400 - 499 includes specialists in
technical and professional-type skills not elsewhere classified. These'skills include

photography, cartography, meteorology, ordnance disposal, laboratory analysis, and
music, among others.
None of the specific job descriptions within this broad group appear to require

youth and vigor as a prerequisite, and Table 7 reflects a broad spread among all age
groups with 18.3 percent of all reserve component personnel over the age of 40. Since
these are such highly specialized assignments, the table seems to reflect the highly

desirable recruitment and retention of prior-service personnel who gained such
experience on active duty.
As expected, reserve component personnel are generally older (by 3.3 years)
than active component personnel in this group but this reflects the retention of these
highly skilled personnel where such an age difference is not significant (see Table 8).
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TABLE 7
RESERVE COMPONENTS
Enlisted Duty Occupational Group 400-499 - Other Technical and Allied Specialists
(Cumulative percent in each ag group by components)
CompoI nent,

ARNG

USAR

ANGUS

USAFR

USNR

USMCR

age

All
compOnents

< .20

126

198

< .24

302

428
,11

< .28

4S0

610

< = 32

560

< =36

3.9

41

3.1

22 7

122

18.8

128

635

305

321

38.S

280

784

464

724

458

51 3

40 7

85 1

58 1

668

80 7

579

649

549

91 5

68 7

< = 40

809

896

74 2

790

709

96 2

81 1

< = 44

89 1

947

848

882

82 2

989

896

< = 48

93 8

972

91 7

93.2

891

998

942

< =52

97 3

990

968

97 3

946

1000

976

Total
Mean

11.074

7.447

31 7

28AI

5.357

1.552

34.3

1.143

33.1

356

529

27.102
31 3

25 1

TABLES
ACTIVE COMPONENTS
Enlisted Duty Occupational Group 400-499 - Other Technical and Allied Specialists
(Cumulative percent in each age group by components)
Component/
age

Army

Marine
Corps

Air Force

All
components

< = 20

10.4

5.7

16.8

10.9

10.3

< = 24

34.9

26.9

52.2

39.3

36.7

< = 28

57.9

52.7

71.4

61.4

59.5

< = 32

76.5

72.2

84.1

75.5

76.0

< = 36

88.6

84.0

91.7

86.6

87.3

< = 40

96.3

93.0

97.3

95.9

95.7

< =44

98.9

97.3

98.8

99.0

98.9

< =48

99.8

99.3

99.8

99.8

99.8

<= 52

100.0

99.8

100.0

100.0

100.0

total
Mean

15,790
280

7,223

3,402

29.3

26.1

18.508
27.8

44.923
28.0
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Functional Support and Administration

I

This Enlisted Duty Occupational Group 500 - 599 includes general
administrative, clerical and personnel specialists. The group also includes
administrative specialists in data processing, information, and related areas, and
functional support specialists in areas such as supply, transportation, and flight
operations.
Here again no specific job descriptions within this group appear to require
youth and vigor as prerequisites, and the tables reflect a broad spread similar to that
of the Other Technical and Allied Specialists. Here 18.9 percent of all reserve
personnel are over 40 with the Air National Guard having the highest percentage
(27.1 percent) over 40 (see Table 9).
TABLE 9
RESERVE COMPONENTS
Enlisted Duty Occupational Group 500-599 - Functional Support and Administration
(Cumulative percent in each age group by components)
Comoonent!

ARNG

USAR

ANGUS

USAFR

USNR

USMCR

Al
components

age

116

< =20

100

186

44

42

31

197

< =24

267

418

184

162

'40

530

300

< =29

41 7

584

32 1

297

270

69 5

45 1

< =32

53 7

70 1

44 3

438

40 3

800

57 3

< =36

65 5

789

58 1

579

560

865

686

< =40

789

882

729

744

734

93 7

811

< .44

87 3

938

82 7

85.0

860

97 1

890

< =48

923

967

895

912

93 2

99 1

93 7

< =52

961

986

95 2

959

97 2

99 8

970

Total

59.758

62.190
28 6

32 4

Mean

21.740
346

1S.774
33 1

12.071
349

5.218
266

176.751
1s

Just as in the previous group, reserve component members are generally older
(by 3.1 years) than active component personnel who do the same work (see Table 10).
In actual numbers of personnel over 40 in the reserve components, this group
accounts for the largest number - 33,406 individuals - and age is not a job
criteriun.
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TABLE 10
ACTIVE COMPONENTS
Enlisted outy occupational Group S00-99 - Functional Support and Administration
(Cumulative percent in each age group by components)
Component/
age

Army

Marine
Corps

Navy

Air Force

All
components

< =20

13.9

7.5

15.4

10.0

11.4

< = 24

39.7

31.0

46.2

35.2

37.1

< = 28

58.2

53.5

66.9

55.8

57.3

< = 32

73.5

69.5

80.6

69.6

72.0

< = 36

85.3

83.5

89.4

82.3

84.3

< =40

94.3

92.8

96.2

94.3

94.2

< = 44

979

97.3

98.6

98.5

98.1

< =48

99.5

99.3

99.7

99.8

99.7

<= 52

99.9

99.8

99.9

100.0

99.9

Total
Mean

104,942
28.1

54,745

29,253

29.1

26.8

110,664
28.7

299,604
28.4

Electrical/Mechanical Equipment Repairmen

This Enlisted Duty Occupational Group 600 - 699 includes specialists in the
maintenance and repair of electrical, mechanical, hydraulic, and pneumatic
equipment.
In all the Services, the preponderant numbers of these personnel would work in

areas far removed from the battlefield, mostly in major repair shops and
installations. Age appears not to be a major consideration in any specialty subset
within this occupational group, and the table above reflects a wide spread among all

age groups with 17.0 percent of all reserve component members over 40 years old
(see Table 11). Here again the Air National Guard has the highest percentage
(26.7 percent) over 40, reflecting stability and traditional long service in local Air

National Guard units.
As in other groups, reserve component members are generally older (by
4.7 years) than active component members (see Table 12). This group accounts for
another 26,951 reserve component personnel over 40, and age is not ajob criterion.
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TABLE 11
RESERVE COMPONENTS
Enlisted Duty Occupational Group 600499 - Electrical/Mechanical Equipment Repairmen
(Cumulative percent in each age group by components)
Component'

ARNG

USAR

ANGUS

USNR

USAFR

USMCR

age

All
components

< =20

15.8

22.5

40

54

2 7

229

13 !

< =24

35.5

482

18.2

208

228

63 5

33 2

< =28

51 7

655

336

38 1

41 1

798

498

< =32

626

76.3

45 3

52 6

538

868

612

< =36

72.5

83 7

575

645

649

91 5

71 2

< = 40

83.9

91,7

73.3

790

78 7

963

830

< =44

90,6

956

836

876

878

987

900

< =48

945

978

901

92 1

936

996

942

< =52

975

99 1

958

960

97 2

99.9

97.4

70.010

27.312

25.922

15.817

14.008

5.468

27 2

34 5

33 1

32 8

25.0

Total
Mean

30 3

158.537
308

TABLE 12
ACTIVE COMPONENTS
Enlisted Duty Occupational Group 600-699 - Electrical/Mechanical Equipment Repairmen
(Cumulative percent in each age group by components)
Copnn/Marine
Component]

Army

Maie

Navy

components

Corps

age

All

Air ForceAl

< = 20

19.2

13.2

19.5

15.4

15.9

< = 24
< = 28

54.3
73.3

49.1
72.1

60.4
79.5

44.6
67.5

49.8
71.5

< = 32

85.3

84.2

893

80.7

83.7

< = 36

92.8

92.5

95.4

89.9

92.0

< =40

97.9

97,4

98.8

97.5

97.7

< =44

99.5

99.2

99.6

99.4

99.4

< =48

99.9

99.8

99.9

99.9

99,9

< =52

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Total
Mean

95,652
25.6

28,064

126,569

24.8

26.2

121,193

371,478

26.7

26.1

t0
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Craftsmen
This Enlisted Duty Occupational Group 700 - 799 includes the formation,
fabrication, and installation of structures and components, the installation and
maintenance of utilities, and related trades and crafts.
The jobs in this occupational group are typically performed some distance from
the battlefield, and most of them require specialized knowledge and experience. Age
is not a job criterion. As in other groups, Table 13 reflects a wide spread among all
age groups with 20.2 percent of all reserve component personnel in this group over
40 years old.
TABLE 13
RESERVE COMPONENTS
Enlisted Duty Occupational Group 700-799 - Craftsmen
(Cumulative percent in each age group by components)
All

Component!

ARNG

USAR

ANGUS

USAFR

USNR

USMCR
Components

age
<=20

182

262

30

42

48

288

134

< =24

390

51 7

146

175

216

712

32 5

< = 28

549

674

27 5

341

33.0

862

470

< = 32

660

769

38 5

476

426

91 6

57 5

< =36

75 7

83.8

51 9

61 2

53 3

942

67 7

< .40

861

915

684

758

686

970

798

< =44

92 3

959

805

852

798

992

879

< .48

959

978

885

91 5

882

996

< .52

98 1

99 1

95 1

959

943

1000

Total

16.861

Mean

294

12.517
268

9.800
359

5.610
341

12.086
35 1

1.069
239

93 1
-

968
57.943
31 5

taReserve component members in this group are generally older (by 4.9 years)
than active component personnel (see Table 14).
Service and Supply Handlers
This Enlisted Duty Occupational Group 800 - 899 includes personnel involved
in protective and personal services and nonclerical personnel involved in
warehousing, food handling, and motor transportation.
Some jobs in this occupational group are better fitted for younger personnel,
particularly in certain types of combat support units. Table 15 shows the Army
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TABLE 14
ACTIVE COMPONENTS
Enlisted Duty Occupational Group 700-799 - Craftsmen
(Cumulative percent in each age group by components)
Army
CopnnlMarine

!Component/

Navy

Maie
Corps

age

Air ForceAl

All
components

<=:20

18.0

11.9

24.2

11.3

13.6

< = 24

55.3

46.8

63.5

42.9

480

< = 28
< =32

73.5
85.1

69.3
81.5

82.3
92.5

64.2
77.1

690
81 2

< = 36

91.8

90.1

97.3

87.5

899

< = 40

97.3

96.3

99.2

96.5

96 7

<=44

99.2

98.6

99.9

99.1

990

< =48

99.8

99.6

100.0

99.9

99.8

<= 52

100.0

99.9

100.0

100.0

100.0

Total
Mean

is,918
25.7

25,591

4,210

26.7

24.2

26,684
27.4

70,403
26.6

Reserve, which is heavy in support type units, has the lowest percentage
(11. 1 percent) of personnel over 40 years old, except for the Marine Corps Reserve
which has the youngest personnel in all categories. On the average, reserve
component personnel are 4 years older than active component personnel in this
group (see Table 16). Tables 15 and 16 reflect ample numbers to fill all jobs
requiring youth with personnel in the younger age brackets.
Infantry, Gun Crews, and Seamanship Specialists
This Enlisted Duty Occupational Group 001 - 099 includes individual
weapons specialists and crew-served artillery specialists, armor and amphibious
crewmen, and specialists in combat engineering and seamanship.
We shall examine this group more closely because it includes a high proportion
of the jobs for which youth and vigor are important criteria. Even here, however,
many jobs require extensive knowledge and experience because these are the
individuals who engage the enemy in combat. They must be led and supported by
personnel with adequate knowledge and experience to assure success. Senior
sergeants in all the army combat arms, air crew members of all the Services, security
guards, patrol and drug detector dog handlers in the Navy, fall in this broad
occupational group. For these reasons, we cannot expect 100 percent of personnel
under 40 years old even in this occdpational group.
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TABLE 15
RESERVE COMPONENTS
Enlisted Duty Occupational Group 300-899 - Service and Supply Handlers
(Cumulative percent in each age group by components)
Componentf

ARN

USAR

ANGUS

USAFR

USNA

U5MCR

All

age

components

< =20

13.5

190

46

6.0

4.8

28 7

145

< =24

32.7

45.0

18.1

212

214

714

361

< =28

476

620

302

37 2

37 7

858

51 5

< =32

58.0

71.9

40 0

49.8

s0 7

912

61 8

< = 36

683

798

53.6

62.8

630

944

716

< =40

80,6

889

70.0

77 2

788

97 7

830

<.44

88 3

940

815

85.4

893

99 3

90 1

< -48

93.0

96.9

890

90.6

94S

998

943

< -52

96.6

98.8

95.1

94 7

97S

1000

974

Total

54.375

35.265

31 3

Mean

283

7.731

2.734

35.3

2.972

336

330

6.628

109.705

2318

30.3

TABLE 16
ACTIVE COMPONENTS
Enlisted Duty Occupational Group 800-899 - Service and Supply Handlers
(Cumulative percent in each age group by components)
Component/

Marine

age aeArmy

Corps
Crs

Navy

All
Air Force

.components
cmoet

< = 20

19.4

10.4

26.2

14.3

17.6

< = 24

53.2

35.5

69.9

49.2

51.7

< =28

71.4

55.1

85.4

69.9

70.4

< = 32

83.0

69.1

93.2

81.1

81.7

< =36

90.9

80.0

97.0

90.0

89.8

< = 40

97.0

91.2

99.1

97.1

96.4

< =44

99.1

97.0

99.7

99.2

98.9

< = 48

99.8

99.4

100.0

99.9

99.8

< =52

100.0

99.9

100.0

100.0

100.0

Total
Mean

68,159
26.0

25,919

23,361

29.0

23.7

43,109

160,548

26.5

26.3
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Table 17 reflects the fact that the Army National Guard, which has large
combat units, has the lowest percentage (except for USMCR) in the over-40 year old
age brackets, with only 9.7 percent. The Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve
have higher percentages (20.6 percent in both cases) of personnel over 40.
Presumably this reflects the fact that some air crewmen on strategic and tactical
airlift can be older without detriment to mission accomplishment. For the reserve
components as a whole, only 11.6 percent of all personnel in this occupational group
are over 40 years old. For comparison purposes, Table 18 displays active force data
from all four Military Services for this enlisted duty occupational group.
TABLE 17
RESERVE COMPONENTS
Enlisted Duty Occupational Group 001-099 - Infantry. Gun Crews, Seamanship Specialists

(Cumulative percent in each age group by components)
Component/

ARNG

USAR

ANGUS

USAFR

USNR

uSMCR

age

All

components

< = 20

22 4

190

5.9

47

2.4

< = 24

489

41 8

25.1

19.7

< = 28

649

559

418

38 3

< =32

747

648

546

< = 36

82 3

72 8

< =40

90 3

<.44

31.7

205

206

784

464

36.9

900

618

544

49S

938

71 5

659

670

620

960

793

848

794

794

779

985

884

949

91 9

88 z

882

87 8

995

938

< =48

97 3

960

934

93 1

93 7

998

968

< =52

989

985

975

970

968

1000

98 7

Total

121.601

Mean

27 5

43.315
29 3

5.837

5.999
32,5

32 9

5.584
33.5

9.849
231

192.185
28 2

To make a comparison of this occupational group which requires youth and
vigor in most jobs with another group which does not require youth, we compared the
age distributions of two sample occupational groups, the infantry and the electronic
equipment repairers of the Army National Guard.
Figure 1 shows that infantrymen are much younger than the electronic
equipment repairers. While only 11.7 percent of the infantry group is 40 or older,
20 percent of electronics repair specialists are over 40 (see Table 19). Only
34 percent of electronics repairmen are 24 or younger, while nearly 50 percent of
infantrymen are 24 or younger.
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TABLE 18
ACTIVE COMPONENTS
Enlisted Outy Occupational Group 001-099 - Infantry, Gun Crews. Seamanship Specialists
(Cumulative percent in each age group by components)
Component/
age

Army

Navy

Marine
Corps

Air Force

All
components

< = 20

22.5

6.1

32.9

16.1

21.1

< = 24

55.1

32.7

76.0

50.8

54.8

< = 28
< = 32

73.2
84.7

55.3
71.7

89.6
95.6

71.5
832

73-2
84.5

< = 36

92-2

85.3

98.1

91.9

92.2

< =40

97.4

94.6

99.5

97.6

97.4

<= 44

99.2

98.4

99.8

99.3

99.2

< =48

99.9

99.7

100.0

99.9

99.9

< = 52

100.0

99.9

100.0

100.0

100.0

Total
Mean

151,393
25.6

35,381
28.7

41,852
22.9

35.945
26.1

264,571
25.7

We found this same logical and desirable situation in the Marine Corps
Reserve, depicted in Figure 2, but found the Army Reserve with somewhat older
infantrymen and somewhat younger electronics repairmen, as depicted in Figure 3.
When comparing Air Force Reserve and Air National Guard enlisted air crew
members with their electronics repairmen subsets, we found older air crew members.
These two components also have older electronics repairmen than their Army and
Marine Corps counterparts, as depicted in Figures 4 and 5.
Active Versus Reserve Enlisted Infantry Age Comparisons
Because the infantry is the occupational subgroup most closely identified with
a need for youth and vigor, we next compared age distribution of reserve component
infantrymen with their active force counterparts.
Table 20 demonstrates that the active Marine Corps infantrymen and reserve
Marine Corps infantrymen age distributions are almost identical. Both are much
younger than other active or reserve infantry forces. This has been the desire and
policy of the Marine Corps for many years, and the table shows successful execution
of that policy. It should be noted that the Marine Corps Reserve is a much smaller
force than the Army reserve components and is a much lighter force, required to
move on short notice without substantial overhead.
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TABLE 19
ARNG ENUSTED AGE DISTRIBUTION
Cumulative percent

Frequency percent
Age

Age
El Eqmt Rp

Infantry

El Eqmt Rp

Infantry

< = 20

15.4

23.8

17-20

15.4

23.8

< = 24

34.5

51.2

21 -24

19.1

27.4

< = 28

50.1

67.5

25-28

15.6

16.3

< =32

61.3

77.1

29-32

11.2

9.6

< = 36

71.7

84.3

33-36

10.4

7.2

< =40

83.0

91.5

37-40

11.3

7.2

< =44

90.1

95.4

41-44

7.1

3.9

< = 48

94.4

97.6

45-48

43

2.2

< = 52

97.7

99.0

49-52

3.3

1.4

Total

10.915

59,061

10.915

59.061

The table also shows that the Army National Guard infantry force is somewhat
older than the active force, but its age distribution closely parallels that of the active
force. On average the Army National Guard is 1.9 years older than the active
infantry force. Part of this difference may be explained by the deliberate
recruitment of prior service personnel into the combat divisions of the Army
National guard. The tables also show that 8.5 percent of Army National Guardsmen
are over 40 years old, compared with only 2 percent of active Army infantrymen
over 40. Presumably this reflects the long term stability of National Guard units
with senior noncommissioned officers (NCOs) who have been in the same unit
throughout their careers. In actual numbers the ARNG has only 5,020 infantrymen
over 40. This does not appear to preclude appropriate assignments within the
physical capabilities of these individuals.
The age distribution of Army Reserve infantrymen shows a pattern of
somewhat older personnel with some differences in age distribution which may be
more significant. The numbers of personnel over 40 years old are still small (only
1,915 individuals) because the USAR infantry force is only about one-fourth the size
of the ARNG infantry force. The USAR has 12 percent of its infantry over 40 years
old, 18.7 percent under 20 years old, and less than half (43.6 percent) under 24 years
old. This appears to reflect an even greater recruitment of prior service personnel,
and the USAR-unique training division requirement for larger numbers of senior
NCOs as infantry trainers of new soldiers upon mobilization.
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TABLE 20
ACTIVE AND RESERVE INFANTRY AGE 0ISTRIBUTION

-

ENUSTED

(Cumulative frequency)

Age

Active Army

USAR

ARNG

Active
Marine

Corps

USMCR

< = 20
< = 24
< = 28

24.3
58.8
76.0

23.8
51.2
67.5

18.7

33.3

31.8

43.6
58.6

77.2
90.2

80.2
91.9

= 32
= 36
=40
= 44

86.7
93.5
98.0
99.4

77.1
84.3
91.5
95.4

68.4
76.5
88.0
94.1

95.7
98.0
99.5
99.8

95.2
97.0

< =48
< = 52

99.9
100.0

97.6
99.0

97.2
98.9

100.0
100.0

99.9
100.0

<
<
<
<

Total
Mean

65,821

15,962

59,061

25.1

28.6

27.0

20,546
22.8

98.9
99.7

6,461
22.8

Here it may be useful to compare all active infantry forces (Army and marine
Corps) with all the reserve infantry forces (Army National Guard, Army Reserve
and Marine Corps Reserve). Table 21 displays this information.
In the aggregate, on the average reserve infantry forces are 2.4 years older
than active infantry forces. The age distributions are not dramatically different, as
Figure 6 depicts.
OFFICER OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS
All military officer occupations and/or billet designators are assigned to one of
nine DoD Occupational Codes for officers. The group with which we are primarily
concerned is Group 2, Tactical Operations Officers. It includes pilots and air crews
as well as a subset (2E Ground and Naval Arms) which includes infantry, artillery,
armor and close support officers, and Naval ship commanders and other warfarerelated officers.
The other officer Occupational Groups are as follows:
1.

General Officers and Executives

3.

Intelligence Officers
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TABLE 21
INFANTRY AGE DISTRIBUTION
(Active versus Reserve)
Frequency

Cumulative frequency
Combined
Active
Infantry

Combined
Reserve
Infantry

< = 20

26.4

23.4

< =24

63.2

52.0

Age

< = 28
< = 32

Combined
Active
Infantry

Combined
Reserve
Infantry

17- 20

26.4

23.4

21-24

36.7

28.6
15.7

Age

79.4

67.7

25-28

16.2

88.8

76.8

29-32

9.5

9.1

5.7

6.9

< = 36

94.6

83.8

33-36

< = 40

98.4

91.4

37-40

3.8

7.6

<=44

99.5

95.5

41-44

1.1

4.1

< =48

99.9

97.7

4S-48

0.4

2.2

< =52

100.0

99.1

49-52

0.1

1.4

86,367

Total

24.6

Mean

86,367

81,484

24.6

27.0

4.

Engineering and Maintenance Officers

5.

Scientists and Professionals

6.

Health Care Officers

7.

Administrators

8.

Supply, Procurement and Allied Officers

9.

Nonoccupational (patients, students, trainees, etc.)

81,484
27.0

It seems apparent that our concern is almost exclusively with Group 2 where
officers with youth and vigor are required for the same reasons as with the enlisted
personnel who do similar - though subordinate - kinds of work.

Table 22 reflects some significant differences in age distribution of infantry
officers in the reserve components compared with the active force. While the Active
Army infantry officer is on average 30 years old and the Army National Guard
infantry officer is only 2 years older, more than 80 percent of Active Army infantry
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officers are 36 or younger, compared with only 68 percent for the Army National

Guard.
TABLE22
ACTIVE AND RESERVE INFANTRY AGE DISTRIBUTION - OFFICER
(Cumulative frequency)

Age

Active Army

ARNG

USAR

Active
Marine
Corps

USMCR

< = 20

0.0

0.4

= 24
= 28
= 32
= 36

18.9
48.1
69.1
80.8

18.6
35.9
52.3
68.0

0.2
15.9
33.3
50.5
66.0

0.0
21.2
47.7
68.6
83.0

0.0
0.0
16.8
45.9
70.0

< =40
< =44
< = 48

90.6
96.1
98.8

< = 52

99.9

86.9
94.3
97.8
99.5

85.0
94.1
98.5
99.8

93.6
98.8
99.9
100.0

88.0
96.2
98.7
99.4

<
<
<
<

Total
Mean

20,719
30.4

13,472

S,492

32.4

31.4

2,706
30.0

710
34.0

Even with those figures the differences are not so striking as to question the
combat capability of any component. Some of the differences are attributable to
service policies. For example, the Marine Corps Reserve has no infantry officers
under 24 years old. This is because all newly commissioned Marine Corps officers
must serve first on active duty. In recent years the Army has been striving to
provide active duty billets for all its newly commissioned officers to assure
experience with troops before assignment to reserve component units. However,
these active duty tours have been of relatively short duration, and this is reflected in
the age distribution of younger reserve infantry officers being almost identical to
that of their active force counterparts. The long-term stability of reserve component
units, discussed above, is also evident in this age distribution of infantry officers. It
should be noted, however, that 9.4 percent of Active Army infantry officers are over
40 years old and 13.1 percent of ARNG infantry officers and 15 percent of USAR
infantry officers are over 40 years old. This difference reflects a relatively small
number of individuals and does not necessarily mean they are assigned to jobs for
which they are not physically capable. In past wars many officers over 40 years old
have successfully commanded infantry battalions or higher units.
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CONCLUSIONS
Based on an examination of the present ages of Service members comprising
the existing force, concern that reserve component personnel currently are too old to
accomplish their expanded mission is unfounded. Wherever youth and vigor are
prime requisites for military assignments, the Services have managed their reserve
components to achieve reasonable current age distributions. It should be noted,
however, that no attempt was made to project any future age distribution of the
force.
When ages of reserve component members are related to their current
assignments in each reserve component, the result shows older personnel generally
filling jobs for which age is not a criterion. Personnel over 40 are filling jobs
requiring specialized knowledge and technical skills which can be acquired only
through experience.
Emphasis by the Military Services on retention of personnel in the reserve
components is well placed, especially in the technical logistics fields where training
o- non-prior-service personnel has proved so difficult. For these jobs, age is not a
F inary criterion.
Within all the DoD Enlisted Occupational Groups, mean ages of reserve
component personnel are somewhat higher than active component personnel but not
so much higher or in large enough numbers to create serious problems in the event of
mobilization in the near future.
Within the infantry subset of the DoD Enlisted Occupational Group which
includes combat assignments, Army National Guard personnel on average are only
1.9 years older than active Army infantry personnel. In actual numbers, only
5,020 ARNG infantry personnel and only 1,915 USAR infantry personnel are over
40. These two groups include senior NCOs who must have extensive knowledge and
experience to lead troops in combat, provide staff expertise at combat unit
headquarters, or (in the case of USAR infantrymen) provide combat training.
The age distributions of active and reserve Marine Corps infantrymen are
almost identical and are younger than other active or reserve infantrymen. This
reflects successful execution of the Marine Corps policy to manage its smaller and
lighter force capable of moving rapidly on short notice without substantial overhead.
Officers in the reserve components also are generally older than active duty
officers, but within the infantry the average difference is less than 2 years.
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Appendix K.

I.

MEMBR AND SPOUSE COMMENTS ON RESERVE RETIREMENT
ISSUES

All respondents to the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys were
given the opportunity to comment at the end of the
questionnaire, where the following prompt appeared:
We're interested in any comments you'd like to
make about Guard/Reserve personnel policies whether or not the topic was covered in this
survey. Do you have any comments?

f

Y

Respondents also marked a coded response block, indicating
whether or not they had filled out a comment sheet. This
enabled the QRMC to determine the percentage of respondents, in
various categories and with varying attitudes on major issues,
who filled out comment sheets. By comparing the characteristics
and attitudes of those who provided comments with those who did
not, it was then possible to judge the extent to which those who
provided comments were representative of all respondents.
Overall, one of four officers and one of every five enlisted
members provided written comments. Senior members in both
officer and enlisted categories were somewhat more likely to
have provided comments. There were only slight differences
between those who commented and those who did not; differences
related to the sex of the respondent, their intent to stay in
the reserve, or their overall satisfaction. Those dissatisfied
or very dissatisfied with pay and benefits or with leadership or
training were more likely to comment than those who were
satisfied with these aspects of their service.
About one of every five spouses who responded to the survey
provided written comments. Unlike the members, the percent of
spouses who provided comments did not vary by the member's pay
grade. Whether or not the spouse had previously served in the
military did not affect the percentage who provided comments.
Neither the participation status of the member--part-time unit
member, IMA, military technician or AGR/TAR--nor the likelihood
of the member staying in the reserve for a full career affected
the rate at which spouse comments were provided. Spouses who
were dissatisfied with the member's pay and allowances or with
the member's participation in the reserve were about twice as
likely to have provided comments than those who were satisfied,
favorable or indifferent on these matters. About one out of
five spouse comments was written by an individual who was
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dissatisfied with their spouse's reserve pay and allowances.
aggregate, it appears that those providing comments were
representative of the population surveyed.

In

Although the National Guard and Reserve members and their
spouses who provided additional written comments appear to be
generally representative of the population surveyed, the
comments included in this appendix cannot be said to be
representative. The process of screening over 20,000 comment
sheets was systematic, however, and does provide additional
insight into the issues being considered. QRMC staff members
who had participated in the unit visit program read through the
comments and used predesignated codes to identify categories of
comments for subsequent review. Most of these categories
related to compensation or other personnel issues affecting
overall satisfaction with the Guard and Reserve. The coded
comments were then reviewed, and representative comments on each
subject recorded. Comments dealing with reserve retirement are
presented below.
3rm

National Guard

Officers
"I would like to see the retirement age dropped to 55 yrs old,
most civilian job, if you start young enough you can draw full
benefits at 55, why not the National Guard?"
"The one drawback of planning for retirement is the lack of
provision for disability. The only strong reason I have for
remaining in active reserve status is retirement. I always
wonder what will happen if I became physically disabled after
17-18 years and was unable to get to 20. With no provision for
disability, I would never get a penny of retirement. Then I
would have given up all these weekends, all these early morning
hours, all this outdoor adverse conditions for nothing.
Although I am reasonably satisfied with the Guard, as the saying
goes, I'd rather be sailing. I would like some prorated
retirement in the event of disability after 10 years."
"Retirement benefits should begin, in all fairness, immediately after the completion of 20 or more years of service as
with active duty personnel. NG soldiers already receive a
fraction of active duty counterparts and must wait until age 60
for eligibility. My thoughts are to either give the full 50% of
base pay at age 60 (after 20 yrs. service) to NG personnel or
give the reduced portion immediately following retirement. Both
alternatives are logical and fair."
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Spouses of Officers
"I feel that guard members should be able to draw their
retirement benefits at the end of their twenty year term."
"I think that more than 60 credits a year should be granted.
My husband puts more than his 60 credits a year but only gets 60

credits a year for retirement.

This should be changed."

"They force retirement at 55 but we can't receive full
benefits until age 60."
"I am worried that by the time my husband is eligible for
retirement benefits, there will be no benefits or they will be
substantially reduced. This is a prime attraction for him to
stay in the Guard, as he can certainly earn more at his civilian
occupation in 2 weeks & 11 weekends than he earns at Guard
duty."
"I wish we could receive retirement pay at age 55!"

"My husband is working toward retirement and can get no
official written word about his status. It makes planning
impossible."

*

"I would like to see the age lowered in which a guardsman must
attain before receiving retirement benefits. Why must they wait
when they have served 20 or 30 years."
"I feel the age of retirement pay should be lowered and the
retirement point ceiling should be lifted."
"Of course I must remind myself that his check does pay our
car payment and that we have made a few good friends. He also
tells me the retirement benefits will be good. Hopefully, I
won't be too worn out to enjoy them."
"Draw retirement upon completion of 20 years."
Enlisted Members
"Retirement pay needs to start sooner than age 60."
"The closer one gets to retirement the harder it is to keep
your job. 'They' are always looking for ways to get rid of the
older ones. And then the system wonders what is wrong?"
"Reduce retirement to age 55.
Duty Retirement points."
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"Overburden demands are placed on National Guard personnel
with no reward in the way of pay or retirement points."
S

unfair, as he
board
the qualitative
"I believe
is isnonselected,
Duty. If retention
an AD soldier
compared
to Active
may immediately draw his retirement pay, where a guardsman, if
nonselected, must still wait until age 60 to draw his benefits."
"I am a 58 year old male and a veteran of WW2, Korea and
served as a civilian in Viet Nam. I am in fair physical
condition and passed the 4 mile run and weight requirement. I
know that I will never be mobilized in a combat unit. As long
as we maintain our weight and keep a sharp military appearance;
why try to kill us by running two miles in 20 minutes? After
all - how many 50 year olds are there in the regular army? It
is fine for the RA to set these requirements for their soldiers
as there are dam few if any that have to comply. I guess there
are a few of us soldiers that just don't have 20 or more years
of military service for one reason or other but must risk a
heart attack to try and get there."
"Why is it that when you retire after 20 years but you are not
60, you lose your identity. I believe you should have some
rights. When you recruit a man you inform him he can retire in
20 years but you don't advise him that he gets nothing until
60."
"I had planned to stay in for 20 years or more, but my
understanding of retirement benefits, as explained by my
retention NCO has not impressed me. It appears that I lose all
priviledges (i.e. Commissary, PX, travel) when I retire until I
turn 60 years of age. 60 is OK, but the other benefits should
continue. A change of this sort would change my mind."
"The retirement benefits have NEVER been explained nor have I
been able to get any info."
"Retention boards for personnel with 20 years or more service
should be more stringent - not just 'eye-wash'. Soldiers with
30 years or more service should be moved out of a 'slot' to an
advisory capacity or retired."
"An individual with 20 qualifying years for retirement under
the reserve system should be given the right to use exchanges,
commassaries, guest housing, etc., just as a regular retiree,
while he is waiting to collect his retirements at age 60.
He/she has earned this right, and there should not be this gap
in the benefits system. A correction of this situation could
have a very favorable effect on the upward mobility of the
younger soldier and the every present retention problem in the
first and mid-level re-enlistment periods."
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"Would like to see the retirement age lowered to age 55, or a
choice of age for retirement.
20 yrs svc 55 years age 1/2 pay till age 60
25 yrs svc 55 years of age full retirement
20 yrs svc 60 years of age full retirement."
"Need to start drawing salary when you retire at 20 years
service, instead of waiting until you aet 62 years old."
"I don't feel like the present system on retirement is fair to
the NG member who serves his time and applies for retirement. I
feel that a N.G. member should not be required to wait until age
6Q to recieve benefits."
"R
et benefits should be granted when Reserve Component
member departs service after 20 years. Quality performance in
the Reserve Component is not a 2 day a month job and 2 week
training period, it requires minimal of an additional 3-5 days a
month. Most successful members don't have a part time reserve
commitment, rather a full time second job in addition to their
civilian occupation. Retirement is based on points. The
Reserve Component member doesn't receive near what the Active
Army member accumulates in a year. Why is the Reserve Component
member further penalized?"
"Currently, I understand if you become sick or hurt as a
civilian or on your civilian job, you are then forced out rf the
National Guard. I feel that there should be some type of early
retirement plan or some type of insurance in the Guard that
would keep the soldier from loosing all his benefits. I know
this can happen because one of my fellow Guardsmen had 14 years
does not have any privileges and will recieve nothing at 60 or
retirement because he did not have twenty years in the Guard.
This is a matter of grave concern to our whole unit as we have
seen how the National Guard and Army let the soldier down after
putting in 14 years."
"Overburden demands are placed on National Guard personnel
with no reward in the way of pay or retirement points."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"Actually the only asset the National Guard is, to us, is the
Retirement and I feel that the risk involved is too great for a
couple hundred dollars."
"I feel that any reservist should be given credit toward
retirement for all sub courses completed because they are
required to remain a member of the National Guard."
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"Wish the age of drawing from their retirement program were
lowered to 55 years of age at least."
"Would like to see retirement benefits payable after 30 years
instead of waiting until 60 years old."
"Spouse reenlisted with National Guard without consulting
family and did so because of a pay cut in civilian job at a
difficult financial time for this family. Now continues to stay
because of desire for future retirement benefits."
"I am of the understanding that retirees are allowed at age 60
to have full exchange and commissary privileges. My question is
why at age 60 and not sooner, perhaps at age 55?"
"I don't know what good it will do to tell you how mad and
full of hate about your retirement program. My husband has
given 14 yrs to the Army National Guard, 5 yr AGR. Now we find
out he will never get a fair retirement. He has put his life in
the Guard and now will get nothing for it. He has made a career
in the Army Guard, now he is completly lost not know what to do.
You would think the Army would have a retirement for a good
solder who has put in 14 yrs and who wants to put in 15 more."
"Retirement benefits should be recieved after 20 yrs
regardless of age. Same as active duty!"
"Would like to see retirement available at 55 years of age."
"Military retirement: The year in which you can receive it.
Why can't you receive it when you have your 20 years in. Why
must you wait till age 60."
"Since I don't work what allotment can I receive, such as
(social security, benifit). This is if something would happen
to my spouse prior to him getting his 20 yrs of service in."
"I think that the military retirement benefits are unfair to
the Guard/Reservist. That after twenty years of service they
can't draw their pension at a lower rate than full time military
personel."
Army Reserve
Officers

"The requirement point accounting system is an absolute mess!
Something has got to be done to give reservists confidence in
the 'system.' It is a source of poor morale for me personally
and from casual conversations with other reservists, they too
experience the same utter frustration at the 'system'."
4
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"Even though retirement points are earned for such extra duty,
most of these points are not credited because of an imposed
limitation. The result is a great deal more time spent away
from family and work with nothing to offset it except for, on
rare occasion, a 'Thanks'."
"Military retirement benefits for Guard & Reserve having to
reach the age of his or her 60th birthday to long. As a Guard
or Reserve should serve 30 yrs or reach the age of 50 if desired
to retire with full benefits. Retirement points as a Guard or
Reserve all points that or total for active duty, correspondence
course, drill attendances, and being a member should count. On
a correspondence course their credit equal one (1) retirement
point. After reaching a total of 50 points of one yrs, points
don't count. As Guard or Reserve are working for that wonderful
day of retirement too."
"We should receive retirement benefits when we retire and not
have to wait to age 60."
"My retirement points have been an inexcusable mess for years.
I have spent many hours attempting to reconstruct creditable
time that never made it to my records."
"Last August I visited ARPERCEN in St. Louis, MO to review my
military records. My records and officer efficiency reports
appeared to be in good order. However, according to the station
computer, I only had (3) good years toward retirement. My
question: has there been other problems with accounting of
retirement points or is this an isolated case? And what is
being done to verify retirement points for all personnel past
their respective obligations?"
"No retirement compensation for unpaid drills. Enlisted and
officer personnel should be told the truth when they join that
only approx. 75% of their service will receive retirement consideration."
"All retirement points earned in a year should count toward
one's pension. At present time I earn from 20 to 45 points a
year that will not be credited toward my pension. If you earn a
retirement point it should count toward your pension. Why earn
these points if 10 to 20 yrs down the road they won't count on
your pension. If you preform on ATA, AFTP, or correspondence
course and earn a retirement point, then you should be paid for
that point upon retirement. Why drill for points only when you
won't get paid for half the points you earn anyway? After
completing 20 or 30 good years to earn a pension you still must
wait another 10 to 20 years before you can start collecting your
pension. Why? Active duty personnel start to receive their
pension as soon as they complete their 20 years. They do not
have to wait 10 to 20 years to receive their first pension
AppedI x K
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check. When you have satisfactorily completed 20 good years of
reserve service and qualify to receive a pension you should
start receiving that pension. All other employers start paying
the employee's pension to him as soon as he retires. The
Reserves should do the same or at least be reallistic and lower
the age to 50 yr. old."
"Record keeping of retirement points at RCPAC has, for years,
been poor. They often miss recording submitted 1380s and even
active duty time."
"Please put some money in ARPERCEN and get retirement points
computerized and accurate."
"I am dissatisfied with the retirement point card system. My
records are not up to date thanks to computer error and now the
burden is on me to rebuild it."
"Retiring in one year after 37 years service - I'll be 56
however I'll have to wait until 1991 - age 60 to use the PX &
Commissary. Doesn't seem fair."
"When I joined the National Guard in 1966 there was a big
sales pitch that a strong lobby was going to get retirement
benefits down to age 55 instead of 60. This was a big selling
point to me and others in my group. I still hear the same thing
20 yrs. later however the age is still 60 yrs. old. We're still
waiting. Also getting info. about retirement points & benefits
from St. Louis is like pulling teeth."
"Unable to get my retirement points corrected after 3 years of
submitting information. Have 6 years shown as not good that are
good years."
"I am not sure that the 'system' has any records or grasp on
my service time, and how I am progressing towards retirement. I
am afraid that, in the future, I will be 'shorted' retirement
points due to poor or non-existent records."
"Retirement points should not be limited to 60/yr for
IDT/correspondence courses. Reservists spend numerous unpaid
hours accomplishing or planning for unit missions and completing
needed or required military education. We should get credit for
those contributions."
"Retirement payment beginning at age 60 is a deterrent for
retirement - 'I'll be dead by sixty anyway'!"
"All retirement points earned should count. The maximum of 60
IDT points per year cheats soldiers out of retirement that has
been earned."

*
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"As a 52 year old LTC with 28 years service, I recommend quite seriously - that with few exceptions reservists, whatever
their grade or assignment, who reach the age of 45 and complete
20 years service should be mandatorily retired."
"More emphasis should be placed on retirement points by
ARPERCEN and RCPAC. It takes to long to get corrections processed."
Spouses of Officers
"Reservists should not have to wait till age 60 to receive
retirement benifits."
"It does not seem fair that when my husband retires we cannot
use military facilities until age 60. That will be 10 years
after his retirement."
"I must admit that I am not sure I won't be fed up soon and
will pressure him to resign as soon as we reach 20 years to
qualify for retirement benefits."
"My husband is a self-employed dentist - thus we must provide
all benefits ourselves, except what retirement he may receive if
he stays in the Reserves long enough to qualify."
"He goes so much of if it weren't for the retirement carrot we
would stop altogether."
"Instead of waiting to age 60 for retirement benefits, make it
10 years after retirement or age 60, whichever comes first."
Enlisted Members
"Reservist should have some intermediary benefits from the
time they file for and earn retirement recognition until they
actual reach retirement age, i.e., retire at any age - no
benefits at all till age 60."
"Improve retirement benefits for members of the Reserve
forces. Reducing these benefits or making them more difficult
to achieve only discourages the reservist and results in loss of
experienced leaders in the unit affecting the units performance
and national security which is the bottom line."
"Upon retirement from the Reserves, the service member has no
benefits until the SM reaches age 60. He or she has absolutely
no association at all with the military, i.e., no commissary
privileges; no PX privileges; no hospital; no installation
entrance privileges. This is an absurdity, how can someone with
one day active duty have all the privileges, or someone who
retires at age 37 from the active force have all the privileges,
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BUT someone with, say 40 years have to wait until age 60 to
receive anything at all in return. It makes me sick to think
that after I spend 30 years in the Army, 7 of them on a Regular
Army status that I won't have any affiliation with the Army for
approximately 8 years."
"I would like to see a better system for our retirement point
system. I don't know of a person who's points are in order when
he or she want's to retire. It's not the people. It's the
system."
"I think when a person receives his 20 year letter qualifying
them for retirement they should at least have the privelage to
use the PX and commissary between that time and age 60. I have
spent 2/3 of my life in the Reserve and may not live long enough
to see any other benefit."
"I would like to see a policy of being able to draw retirement
benefits when a person has completed 20 good years of service
rather than having to wait till age 60."
"How about lowering the age for receiving retirement benefits
to age 57, after completing 20 yrs of Reserve Service."
"There should be some kind of retirement benefits for
reservists unable to complete a full 20 yrs because of medical
or civilian job reasons."
"I believe all IDT points should count toward retirement, not
just 60."
"Concern, not included in this question bank is that of a
reservist who becomes not physicaly qualified prior to 20 years.
I have served 18 years in the program. If, at this point I
should become NPQ I would be droppcd from the program with
nothing."
"Also, determining amount of benefits to be drawn from point
system is difficult. Unit administration personnel are not able
to effective advise."
"I believe that retirement should be changed to allow those
eligible to retire at age 55 with 20 qualifying years of
service.
"If a member of the Guard/Reserve serves twenty (20) years in
the program he should be able to draw a pension sooner than age
Sixty (60) at a reduced amount."
"Retirement should start when 20 years of either active/reserve time is completed, instead of waiting until an
individual is age 60."
K-1O
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"I will be 56 years of age when I retire. 4 yrs is a long
time to wait when Army pay has become a part of ones budget."
"Retirement point system, in reference DARP form, presents
another problem. Although its intent is both noble and informative, I have yet to witness a large percentage that relate
correct documentation (even after conditions were made the year
before). Understanding the size of this undertaking I am
sympathetic but it creates yet another frustration in morale at
a much higher NCO head."
"I would like a better accountability of retirement points at
St. Louis, MO. Many people have difficulty getting documents to
verify our good years."
"Complexity of point system leads to human error and often
accounts for individuals having difficulty at retirement time re
proper credit for all participation."
"I've tried for 3 years to get Army records on total time
served."
"Unreasonable delay in updating point credit records,
especially in later years as eligibility for retirement nears.
I had 20 years creditable in August 1985. Wrote to ARPERCEN
(certified, return receipt) in December 1985 requesting 20 year
letter. It is now 16 April 1986 and I haven't even gotten the
courtesy of a reply!!!"
"Retirement point cards not researched by Personnel Section.
Very lax in this area. Many individuals are not getting their
proper number of points or good years of service."
"I feel that we should get paid for retirement after 20 years
and not have to wait until age 60."
"I feel you should improve the possibility of receiving
retired pay earlier. Perhaps an age over time of service. This
would enable people to receive their benefits at a earlier date,
ie making the age over time served equal 50. If I joined at age
20 and put in 25 year's this would equal 45. I would start
collecting my retirement in 5 years vs 15 years. I believe this
to be an incentive for reservists rather than the age 60 rule."
"No incentives to remain in reserve status except for
retirement."
"I would like to see Retirement Benefits paid to Retirees
immediately after retirement (do not wait until 60 years old)."
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"I think that when you retire you shouldn't have to wait 20
years to draw retirement. Because some people will retire at
40-45 years old, why should they have to wait. After all they
did give 20-30 years of their life to their country."
"When a Reservist puts his or her 20 good years in, at least
give them half of the retirement pay and not wait till age 60."
"Requirement to wait until age 60 to draw retirement benefits
is a negative in the program. Reservists should be able to
begin drawing retirement any time they retire after 20 'good
years'."
"I honestly think that there should be a better policy for
retirement points for military personnel on reserve status.
Whereby if an individual puts forth all his or her effort in a
reserve program he or she should be able to retire with more
points than currently allocated."
"Point system should be increased beyond current levels."
"Retirement pay after 20 years of loyal service."
"I believe that the Reserve should be able to draw their
retirement before the age of 60 yrs. old."
"The pay for the USAR is good, but the benefits and retirement
at 60 years of age is bad. Why is the USAR retirement the same
as the active Army?"
"Reducing the retirement benefit age to 55 years old to
coincide with mandatory removal age, shorting the time
individuals are left with no contact with the Reserve/NG."
"A reserve member should get retirement pay after 20 years or
more of good service instead of waiting until age 60."
"Retirement benefits - should start at the completion of 30
yrs service or when one reaches the age of 50 yrs old with 20
good retirement yrs."
"Give full retirement benefits after 20 yrs service to all
Army Reserve members. On date of 20 yrs service don't wait till
we are 60 or 65 yrs old we want it when we get 20 yrs service
in."
"Eliminate age 60 for benefits & pay. Would prefer retirement
possible at time of 20 yr completion, regardless of age."
"Retirement pay not enough & should be able to recieve on
completion of 20 yrs."
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"At age sixty a Reservist can start receiving his check if
he/she have 20 or more years. I would like to see the age 60
lowered."
"I would like to see retirement pay start upon the completion
of 20 years service."
"Retirement at age 0
sell to a 17 yr old."

-

qualified at age 37.

This is hard to

"Anyone completing twenty years of total service should be
able to recieve retirement pay upon retirement, rather that wait
until age 60."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"I think it is very unfair to have a person serve 20 years or
more in the service of his/her country and then not let them

have their retirement pay until after they are 60.
is very wrona."

I think it

"Why must a reservist wait until he is almost dead before he
can enjoy his or her retirement. 60 or 62 is much to long a
time to wait to receive a retirement that you put in twenty or
more years for?"
"How does Albert earn retirement points? What age would he
receive benefits? Do I have the right to his benefits it he
should pass away? Do you need a lawyer in that case?"
"I believe men, women who has enough years to retire would do
so if they could have full time PX and commissary privileges
before they reach the age of 62 years old, this way old timers
would retire and give other men-women a chance to move up in
rank and position, the way it is they keep staying on holding
the position and rank when in reality they should be retired."
"I believe that because m- husband is serving his country as
an active reservist that he should be able to receive retirement
benefits, upon completion of his 20 years of duty, as does a
regular military person, rather than having to wait to age 60."
"I would like retirement benefits to be available at age 55.
Or, perhaps an option could be given; either retire at age 60
with full benefits or retire at age 55 at a lower benefit
amount."
"I'm very dissatisfied with retirement benefits only because
they cannot be utilized until age 65. My husband has been in
for 27 years and should he retire now at age 51, he has to wait
so many more years to draw pension. I believe when a person
stays in all this time (for 20 years or over) then they should

j
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be able to benefit from this as soon as they retire from

Military service. A lot of sacrifices are made and I really
believe the government should lower the age at which pensions
are received. I have wanted to state my opinion for a long
time."
"Maybe when my husband retires after 20 years in the Reserves
the government could let us use the commissary, hospital clinict
and PX when he has twenty years instead of 60 years old."
"I also feel that once your spouse has reached 20 years of
service that there should be more benefits for both before age
60."
"I just wish the record keepers could do a better job of
keeping up with the time the Reserve personnel put in. My
husband has been a Reserve member for 20 years, but the USAR has
no record of two of those years!"
"I would like the retirement benefits to start after my
husband has his 20 years in, just like the regular Army has. My
husband has over 10 years regular service, and has 3 years in
the Army Reserves. He will go for his retirement, but before we
receive any benefits we have to wait another 20 years. That's
not fair."
"Retirement benefits should apply after 20 years of service."
"Reduce retirement age to 55."
"A more liberal retirement program to where my husband could
retire at an earlier age and draw a pension sometime before age
sixty."
"Hope that the age for military retirement would be lowered to
age 55."
"I think that when a Reserve person retires, they should not
have to wait until age 60 to start drawing their retirement."
"Would like to see reservists be able to receive credit for
inactive duty for training of up to 100 points per year for
retirement credit."

~ a1R
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Officers
"Looking back, I doubt I'd have stayed over twenty years
except for the retirement promises, so its distressing to see
the military singled out by the budget-cutters."
K-14
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"I believe very strongly that retired reservist should have
more benefits between retirement and age 60; at the very minimum
they should have full commissary and exchange privileges. These
could be granted at very little cost to the government."
"Upon reaching 20 years of service, retirement benefits such
as the exchange, commissary, travel should start. Pay starting
at 60 is still fair although it would be nice to start pay upon
retirement."
"I cannot say that I am more than just 'satisfied' with
Reserve retirement benefits until the uncertainty over future
benefits is removed."
"I feel once you have completed 20 satisfactory years you
should start receiving all benefits as regular service except
for the pay. Feel the pay should start at 55 yrs vs 60 yrs."
"One aspect of the reserve which I feel is
reservists, is the use of NPQ status for all
related injuries or illness. If a reservist
ment to the reserve, why should he or she be
there is an injury which is not the fault of
situation is certainly different for someone

unfair to all
non-military
has made a commitjust dropped if
the reservist? The
on active duty."

"I believe both pay and retirement benefits have become too
liberal. As a result, we have many in the Reserve who are here
only because of the money and retirement benefits, and are not
in the least involved because of any desire to be of service to
our country."
Spouses of Officers
"I feel very strongly that retired reservists should be able
to use all facilities immediately and not have to work until
they are 60. These men served their time and should not be
penalized because they were 'reservists."'
"After giving over 38 years to Active Reserve Service = facing
retirement I feel that losing Exchange rights and having to wait
two yrs or more for Commissary, Exchange & Medical rights of use
difficult to understand and accept."
Enlisted Nebers
"I also think that a retired reservist should have more
benefits. There is a definite void from the date of retirement
until the reservist reaches age 60. Why is it that the retiree
can not travel space A during this time frame? Why can't the
reservist have exchange privileges? The retired reservist
should not have to wait until the age of 60 to have these
benefits."
Appendix K
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"My personal life has changed in the last 12 years and now I
want out. I am not interested in the benefits 25 years from now
as, as a reservist without active duty I will not receive enough
money to make it worth my while to "stick" it out. I currently
maintain a medical policy on my own whether I have military
medical or not. I probably would not go to a Navy doctor
anyway."
"During the time between a persons retirement and the time
that person starts to collect retirement pay the benefits are
virtually zero. This should be changed. Even though a retired
person is not as yet collecting his retirement pay he should
still be given access to base facilities and space A flights,
and commissary and exchange privileges. A retired person should
not be in limbo until his retirement pay comes, this could be
for years."
"Please simplify the explanation of the survivor benefits
program for people about to retire. The explanation currently
is very confusing and hard to understand."
"Survivor Benefit Program.
until its too late."

The word doesn't get out on this

"Should receive more retirement points for correspondence
letters, etc. All points should count for retirement not 60
plus active duty each year but all points earned."
"In general I like the Reserves, but the main thing I dislike
is why make us wait until age 60 to start getting our retirement
benefits, I think we should get them at the end of say 25 years
of time."
"Unproductive senior officers (and often a few enlisteds too)
are being kept on the roster, seemingly just to get their 30
years in. Its costing the retirement system heavily, seriously
taking retirement funds from more deserving members. Recommend
22, 24, or 26 year cuts and freeze their point at that time as
well. There are a few, fully qualified members that need to be
retained in non-pay status, but not the thousands currently
creating their own existence."
"I would like reservists' retirement benefits which have
little or no expense to the government such as exchange,
commisary, space A travel to be available when the reservist has
20 good years, not have to wait to age 60."
"I feel immediate benefits should be granted at retirement
from reserves, i.e. pay, commissary, exchange, etc."
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"The Navy is pushing me aside when all the benefits I worked
and sacrificed for all these years are pulled out from under me.
I have three children, two in college and a 13 year old who will
be going to a private High School because of his exceptional
talents. I think you can understand how the reserve pay and
loss of exchange privileges is so important at this period of my
life. I worked for it. Yet individuals who came to the
reserves when things were convenient or provided them shelter
from conditions, who are older and less experienced, can stay
because they will not reach 30 years ever or by the time they
are 60 and reap the benefits of retirement instantly."
"I put most of my emphasis on earning additional retirement
points as being a greater incentive for me to stay in the
program. I would like to point out as being our unit career
counselor for a good number of year's retirement points have a
strong impact on both young and old members. When counseling
older members prior to there retirement or when they get their
statement of 20 qualifying year's of service they often ask me
to add up their points and compute what their retirement pay
would be if they started to draw it presently and believe it or
not most of them are shocked and make comments like 'It's hardly
worth it is it?' Then when we talk about S.B.P. most seem to be
unhappy with what there beneficiary would receive. I am sure
most career minded people would welcome the opportunity to earn
extra retirement points to beef up their retired pay because
this is probably the main reason they are in the reserve
program. Young people comming in presently like the S.A.M.
program will have little if any active duty and with a 30 year
and out career program they don't have any opportunity to earn
enough retirement points to make it worth their time even if
they stay 30 years for retired pay. This is a bad point for
retention."
Marine CorDs Reserve
Officers
"Personnel that require should be allowed a reserve retired
II.D.
card to show their status. As it is now, you are in a
state of non-existence from the time you retire till age 60.
Retired reserves should at least be allowed, PX, club and
automobile sticker privileges."
"Reservists who retire before age 60 are in limbo status
longer part of "family" and no benefits, either."

-

no

"Would like to see reserve retirement payable at age 55."
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"Non-pay benefits should begin immediately upon retirement.
PX, commissary, travel, etc. should begin as soon as an
individual retires."
"Think it is a crying shame that, once a Marine retires (after
20 years), we have no military privileges in the base exchange,
commisary or can not be a club member until we are over 60. In
many cases this can amount to over 20 years. It is as if a
retired reservist is just forgotten about, they deserve more
than thatIl"
"I also feel that all benefits except pay should be allowed at
time of retirement eligibility. Since pay would not be given
until age 60, the other benefits, commissary, PX and space
available is at no additional cost to the government."
"I feel that retirement privileges other than pay and medical
benefits should be extended to those individuals and their
dependents who have accumulated twenty or more years of
satisfactory service, but have not reached age 60."
"If a reservist has to wait till age 60 to receive benefits
(current system), there should be no interim period when no PX
privileges etc. are granted."
Spouses of Officers
"He should be able to retire earlier at reduced benefits. In
the case of disability or death before twenty "good" years I
should be able to receive some retirement benefits."
"My husband would like to stay in the reserves long enough to
qualify for retirement pay but billets for officers for the
necessary length of time are few and far between. The system
has a built-in problem requiring the dropping out of your most
experienced (and perhaps most willing-to-serve) reserve
officers."
"Retirement benefits should be allotted at age 55 especially
of over 25 yrs. of active reserve time."
Enlisted Members
"I'd like to know more about retirement. e.g., credits,
points.... Enough information is not passed."
"I find serving in the Marine Corps Reserve an honor and a
sacrifice. It is difficult sometimes to leave my family for
drills or duty, but I do receive a sense of satisfaction that I
am doing the right thing in serving my country.... The
retirement system is the carrot that keeps me going despite the
sacrifices and risks involved in USMCR servic..."
K-18
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"I an unclear of the retirement points.
yr, 2 yrs, act."

How they are earned 1

"Make retirement benefits improved & shorter length of waiting
period - from 60 to 50 yrs."

"Retirement for reservists should be looked into in greater
detail as a further incentive for participation."
"I personally feel all military personnel should recieve equal
retirement pay I feel the current system is discriminating."
"As after next year I will have 30 years in. That means all I
get for the next 13 years is a---- pink ID card."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"I lost a job I had held for 17 years when the steel mills
closed down. During this crisis and subsequently, my spouse's
reserve pay and commissary privileges have been a great help,
and the prospect of retirement benefits is a comfort."
Air National Guard

"

Officers
"Retirement - wish more options could be offered prior to age
60. Example: a tax deferred 'buy out' of retirement points
that could be used as an individuals retirement when the
individual desired to do so."
"Should pay retirement at time of retirement. Not age 60.
(Could pay only say 2/3 normal retirement if this option elected.)"

*"When

we retire we should be allowed limited access to the BX
-

perhaps a couple of visits a month - Its a real dry spell from

the end of military service until age 60 years."
"I feel that we should be paid retirement on all points that
are earned. I have personally lost some 750 pts during my
tenure in the Guard over 11 years. But in any case that is
equivalent to 1 1/2 to 2 years of participation on a full time
basis that is lost to the individual."
"For increased retention and satisfaction especially of flying
personnel - eliminate limit on crediting IDT points for
retirement credit."
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"I am concerned about lack of exchange and commissary privileges for my pending retirement. Specifically between age 55
and 60 when I can use these facilities. Our state policy is to
retire all ANG members at age 55. I would like to have the
above listed benefits as a minimum for the five year void prior
to receipt of my military retirement pay."
"A guardsman injured in the line of duty is compensated well
monetarily. But if his recuperation takes very long, he will
lose a creditable year's service. There is no method to obtain
duty points to earn enough to get a creditable year's service.
There is no method to obtain duty points to earn enough to get a
creditable year's service. There should be some way to not lose
this."
"I would like to see retired ANG members have PX & commissary
privileges. Plus half salary earnings. These members have
served the country long and hard and I feel the system needs to
be changed to accommodate these retired members. It appears
they have been 'outcast' and 'penalized' because they have not
reached age '.Q'. Let them enjoy upon retirement what 'they'
have earned."
Spouses of Officers
"My husband spends 2 weekends a month and several nights
flying with the guard of which I am very supportive. I think he
should get his retirement at 55 the same as the full-time technicians."
Enlisted Members
"Easier access to Retirement information for spouses."
"I would like to see a way we could build up more retirement
points."
"Consider allowing Military Technicians and traditional
Guardpersons (i.e. 'part timers') to receive retirement pay
after 20 years of service. I do feel that is only fair to
reduce the amount of pay by 1% to 1.5% for each year the
member's age is less than 60 years."
"I feel retirement should be paid at age 55. This is to much
disparity between the regulars & the Guard. In the A.F. an E-9
with 30 yrs must in most cases retire if he is age 50, the 10 yr
difference in age 50 AF, 60 ANG should be brought closer
together. If we are mobilized you could have 60 yr old chiefs,
this appears contrary to AF policy."
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"Concerning personnel working toward retirement. As long as
you are a great asset for what is wanted for the Guard,
everything is great; but if you run into a problem, especially a
health problem, even a corrected health problem, I feel like
they won't think twice about kicking you out rather than trying
to help you. It should work both ways; you are good for the
guard; the guard should be good for you. People that have to
get out because of some problem like health should get some
retirement compensation; especially people that are up in years
and are very close to retirement."
"Retirement should begin after retiring from 20 years of
service regardless of age."
"Don't understand the retirement points system I am currently
receiving."
"I think it is atrocious that any individual should wait on an
average 20 years before he can receive any retirement benefits
(pay). I wish this could change shortly."
"Commissary privileges and exchange privileges after 20 years
of service for retired reserves and national guard personnel.
The 60 point inactive duty retirement ceiling should be changed
to the number of points earned."
"The amount of dollars available for retirement per month is
inadequate. Based on twenty years of service as an E-7, I would
receive approximately four hundred dollars per month. If I
worked equivalent hours in a civilian job I would receive far
better retirement just for the investment. Twenty years is a
long time to invest for four hundred dollars per month
retirement, considering the limited promotional opportunities
allowed non-technician guardsmen, and the cost to carry out the
mission (clothes, meals and transportation)."
"When on inactive duty with the guard all of the points
received for these days do not count toward retirement. This
should be changed and every point earned should be credited.
There should be no maximum number per year."
"The 60-point inactive duty retirement ceiling should be
changed to the number of points earned."
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Air Force Reserve

Officers

"I don't mind waiting until age 60 for retirement but why do I
have to wait until 60 for a retirement I.D. card & privileges?
That is a low cost/high pay back to the Reserves by increasing
morale."
"Inactive Duty Training Points: Each year I get an average of
50-75 points that do not count towards retirement. For example
I am currently enrolled in National Defense University by correspondence with 3 month suspenses on each of 5 sections. I
will lose over 1/2 of these accrued points. This is not fair
and equitable. This system of getting and keeping points for
retirement should be reviewed closely."
"Full retirement benefits should commence at age 55."
"Lower age required for start receiving reserve retirement pay
to at least 55."
"I would like to see the retirement age lowered so that
retirees are eligible for benefits sooner. Mostly, I would like
to see the retirement pay system unaffected by the retiree's
eligibility for Social Security payments."
"Retirement benefits should be given prior to age 60. Also,
if Reservists die before age 60 but after 20 years of good
service, dependents should receive survivor benefits. The
strain on the family is tremendous, and they should receive
something for 20 years of family sacrifice."
"I feel there ought to be a way to combine the individual's
Retirement Retention year with the gov't fiscal year. This
double planning year merely causes an overload of. paper work,
hours of unnecessary work, confusing frustration - and too often
the loss of a good year for an individual reservist!"
"I feel it is extremely unfair that one may serve up to 19
years and lose a position by abolishment/realignment, lose a
position through promotion or not be promoted and lose rights to
retirement benefits. I feel there should be a vested retirement
system. For example, after 10 years one should be eligible at
the retirement age for monetary benefits based upon points. It
is becoming very difficult to get 20 years service. I have been
in the Reserves for eight years and have been assigned to 5
different Air Force Commands."
"I would like to see the age for retirement compensation to
begin to be lowered to 50 or 55."
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"The USAFR keeps increasing our requirements for our mission
ready capability to the extent that now there is no difference
between the active duty Air Force and the Reserves. We are
being taken advantage of in regards to pay, retirement and
benefits. We take the same risks and do the same job as well
as, or better than our active duty counterparts for one third
the pay and after its all over, we have to wait until age 60 to
collect - if we live that long. I would like to see aircrews
get paid more and be able to collect our retirement as soon as
we are eligible just like our active duty equals."
"Request more thorough and frequent information on retirement
and survivor benefits."
"Something needs to be done about the period between retirement and age 60. I will have 8 years that I cannot visit a BX,
Commissary or use base facilities after serving 30 years. This
makes no sense and is a demotion."
"Lower retirement age (Title III) to age 55.
reservists die without collecting a dime!"

Too many

"Would like to see Reservists be able to receive credit for
inactive duty for training of up to 100 points per year."
"I am interested only in the retention of the retirement
system I served my time under. I keep hearing rumblings of
tying it to social security etc."
"The retirement system for reservists is in dire need of
revision. I cannot understand why it's necessary for us to wait
20 years (if we retire at age 40 after 20 good years in the
Reserve) to receive our retirement pay. Maybe that was ok when
we were 'weekend warriors', but it certainly doesn't ring true
today. I wonder, too, what the statistics are for reservists
living long enough to even see their hard-earned retirement pay.
I think the numbers may show that a majority of the retirement
'bennies' go to the reservist's survivors! Regardless of
whether we're paid at 60 years or immediately after retiring,
we're still only going to collect a small percentage of what an
active duty retiree collects based on the number of points we
have. While I agree the government would, if we could retire at
age 40, have to make monthly payments to all those reserve
retirees for 20 years when the government isn't paying anything
right now, but even if the age for collecting retirement was
moved up to age 50 or 45, it would be some consolation--and I
think we're worth it."
"Information regarding point credit for ECI courses is
inaccurate. Since a total of 60 points for other than active
duty is all that is allowed, then very little of the effort that
goes into PME is creditable. This is very disappointing when a
Appendix K
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person struggles for two years to complete ACSC or AWC, and then
not receive full credit for it. Since PHE is almost a
requirement for promotion full credit should be granted the
completed effort."
"Having a retirement income is very important. I am concerned
that this benefit might be removed. I would probably reevaluate
my participation in the reserves if the retirement benefits are
taken away."
"I am an INA and self-employed and I have to meet IDT during
the work week (Mon-Fri) and also ADT. The overhead expenses at
my office are more than what I receive while training.
Consequently the only pay I will receive for being in the
reserve the amount I will get for retirement which is in reality
an unknown amount. So there is a very real possibility I will
pay more to be in the reserve than I will receive from it after
20 years of service. This situation could be improved if a
self-employed IMA would be allowed to meet IDT on week-ends.
Another problem is if I become disabled or die before getting 20
good years the retirement for all the years I worked will be
lost."
"Eliminate the R&R year and convert to FY reauirements only."
"The requirements for reservists to track two sets of dates
for a 'good' year and for 'participation' confuses many and is
another example of the stupidity of the personnel system.
Tracking participation between anniversary dates and the fiscal
year causes many errors and, in some cases, loss of credit due
to shortfall. Let's get people oriented! Tell the accountants
they will have to live with less accurate projections of
spending. Why not just track by anniversary date. I'm sure
that service wide, the spending would average out after the
first year. Why not have the system serve the people rather
than the reverse!"
"I would very much like to see a retirement option of 55 with
reduced pension. It would be an attractive future for keeping
trained personnel in the reserves and enticing younger people to
serve.
"Retirement pay should take effect at time of retirement, in
order to remain proportionate to active duty. Active duty at 20
yrs - full retirement immediately. Reserve at 20 yrs. = % of
full 20 yrs points accomplished would be more equitable if it
became effective at time of retirement - not age 60."
"I would like to see the retirement age lowered to 55."
"Retirement benefits should be available prior to age 60."
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"The current policy of zero benefits for retired reservists
prior to age sixty is extremely poor. BX, commissary and space
A, the non-pay items should be granted upon retirement.
a. Reserve retirees should be granted BX, commissary, space-A
travel, and medical benefits immediately upon retirement. BX,
commissary, and space-A travel would have no significant fiscal
burden. Medical benefits would require additional DOD expenditures, but could be reduced significantly with a prospective
payment plan the retiree buys into - HMO concept. Today the
Federal Government contracts with several insurers for
prospective health plans for employees.
b. Retirement pay should be on an optional plan. Pay could
continue to be deferred until a certain age OR provide an option
for early retirement pay, but at a reduced rate until the designated age for full pay is achieved."
"Need to combine regular anniversary date/year with retirement
date/year so they are both the same."
"The policy which I most object to is having to consider both
the fiscal year and the R/R year when planning my IDTs & annual
tours. I missed having a 'good' first year as an IMA by 1
point, because I did my initial IDT 2 days before my R/R year
began (I thought my year began the day my orders were
effective) ."

"A major motivation for many reservists completing 20 years of
service is the retirement benefit. Reduction of the benefit to
the reservist or his spouse would have a profound effect on
retention. This is definitely true of this reservist."
"I strongly recommend that a Reservist who has completed 20 or
more years should have base exchange privileges following
retirement from the Reserves and prior to age 60."
"I would like to see all of the points I earn each year
applied towards my retirement pay. It seems only fair."
"After retirement retirees should be allowed to use BX and
commissary facilities prior to age 60."
"I participate because of the retirement benefits and because
my regular job is unstable and this is a good supplement. Major
contribution."
"Retirement pay and benefits should begin when elected.
Waiting nineteen years in a limbo status is too long to endure
before reaching age 60."
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Spouses of Officers
"Retirement benefits should be available at an earlier age.
From personal experience, too much red tape involved, and time,
in returning to reserve participation after surgery, i.e., my
spouse had by-pass surgery Dec 4, 1985, and with a very
uneventful recovery, returned to his Optometry practice on 20
Jan 86. He has been given a clean bill of health, dismissed by
cardiologist for 1 year, and walking/jogging 2-4 miles per day.
As of 5 Apr 86 he still had not been permitted to return to the
reserves where he also practices optometry. He has missed all
this time toward his retirement, and the money also. There
should also be some form of compensation for sickness in
reserves as there is for active members."
"Could you please explain point systems for retirement and how
they pertain to those who have mixed on and off active duty
status. I don't think even the reservists are sure. Also how
do we check our status to make sure its correct."
"Making all reservists wait until age 60 to collect their
retirement seems arbitrary since the contributions made by each
member during a career in the reserves can vary greatly. Reservists who spend more time on active duty/accrue more
points/serve longer/contribute more should be able to start
collecting their retirement sooner than one who does the minimum
to get by. Currently, their is no distinction made except in
the amount of retirement received. Again, the hard-charger
should be able to collect retirement before the average
performer everything else being equal. Such a system would be a
performance motivator while the reserve member is serving."
"I'd like to know more about the retirement benefits due my
spouse."
"I would like to see certain retirement benefits available on
retirement and not at the age of sixty."
"I'm very proud of the fact that my husband is a fighter pilot
in the Air Force Reserves, but I feel that he is being
shortchanged in some areas compared to his active duty equals.
Aircrew-members are not just 'weekend warriors' like the average
reservist. The necessity for him to stay mission ready requires
him to be away at least 8-10 days a month flying. Its just like
having a second full-time job. He is a very patriotic and
dedicated person and for what you're paying him its obvious to
me the he isnt in this for the money. He has the same
requirements and takes the same risks as active duty aircrews
take for only a fraction of the pay. Its not just the pay I
feel he is being shortchanged, its having to wait until age 60
to receive any benefits at all. The physical demands on
fighterpilots in these new aircraft make me wonder if he will
K-26
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collect any benefits at all.

I would like to see you pay the

reserve aircrews more and make the benefits of retirement
available upon their completion of and eligibility for 20 years
of service just like their active duty equals."
"I do feel that if you have an additional duty as a reservist
that there should be some type of compensation, be it financial
or otherwise. Maybe translate it into mandays and let it count
towards retirement. You could not get away with this in a
civilian job, and you know it."
"The law that says in order to earn a reserve retirement the
last 8 yrs must be in the reserves - should be eliminated. I
served 20 aood yrs (14 active & 6 reserve), attained the rank of
LtCol but could not be awarded a retirement because of this
rule."
Enlisted Members
"I would like opportunity to select immediate retirement, with
reduced annuity at completion of 20-30 years."
"I would likL to receive my retirement pay start once I
complete 20 years and do retire its the benifits I could use at
the end of my 20 yrs. If I'm still alive at 60."
"I believe the retirement age for reserve components should be
moved up to 55 years of age instead of age 60. I find myself
slowing down or maybe better said falling behind the fast young
minds we have in the service today. Technology is so much more
complicated - and we must be ready to fight fast wars these days
with extreme complicated equipment. My personnel management
skills are still sharp. However, I do catch myself finding it
harder and harder to muster each month. Yet I like the reserve
program and am proud to be a part of it."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"Reserve recruiters on base are even less knowledgeable about
whats going. I personally called one and he couldn't even
explain the retirement system."
"No complaints about the Reserve work my wife is doing - she
likes it & the retirement is her main continuing goal."
"Why can't we receive his retirement money after serving 20
good reservist years?"
"Lower the age from 60 to 55 to be able to collect on
retirement benefits."
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"As far as Retirement, it seems unfair that they must wait
until they reach the age of sixty before they are able to
collect their benefits. They have worked for them so they
should be able to collect them when they retire no matter what
their age is."
"Upon retirement a any age a guard member should be allowed
to use the commissary and exchanges - a fair exchange for giving
up time each weekend and training for twenty years."
"Reserves should be able to collect some of their retirement
pay before reaching 65 because you can be dead by then."
"I'd like to know what your going to do about improving
dependent benefits and reducing the age of collecting retirement
benefits from 60 to 50."
"Full military retirement benefits should be available to
Guard and Reserve members after twenty years of service
regardless of the members age."
"The Reserve/Guard is a good program, but I think the
retirement age should be lowered from 60 to 55 with no penalty
for retirement at age 55."
"I feel that he ought to get his retirement pay when he
retires over 20 or 30 years instead of waiting for age 62."
"I feel that the age to collect retirement pay should be
lowered."
"We have also had extreme difficulty in getting retirement
points accredited correctly to my spouse's account by ARPC. We
filed a request and sent supporting documents 1 year ago this
month and have not received acknowledgement or resolution to the
problem."
"Retirement benefits should be lowered to age 55 with 30 yrs.
or nossible be available after 30 yrs. at any age."
"I would also like to see retirement for reserves at 20 years
or more."

Coast Guard Reserve
officers
"Need to increase statutory limits on maximum number of
retirement points allowable per year. All points earned should
be creditable."
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"New alternatives for retirement benefits should be explored
10 yr _sting especially in officer corps emphasis could then be
geared to development and intensive military training for junior
grade officer & enlisted personnel. Most reservists do not
think 2& let alone one (1) year ahead.
"I would like to explain my comment that I am dissatisfied
with current retirement benifits. My concern is not with the
benefit itself but with the potential for never recieving it."
Spouses of Officers
"The retirement pay age of 60 is to high and should be lowered
to 55 years."
"Keep all privileges from the time you end drills and are
eligible to retire until you reach retirement at age of 60."
"The Coast Guard how has a mandatory transfer to the IRR at 31
years for Warrant Officers and some Chiefs. This is unfair to
men who have served faithfully and still have good years left
they can serve."

Enlisted Members
"Growing older has never bothered me until the recent notice
regarding forced retirement upon attaining 30 years' service
from pay base date. I have never regretted that decision, but I
am disappointed that I will not be able to remain in the reserve
until age 60 as I had planned."
"For 14 years I have been trying to have my 6 years of USNR
time added to my USCGR time for retirement. Points from prior
service also have not been completely added."
"Some sort of reduced pension for personnel over 15 years who
for health reasons cannot complete their reserve career."
"The point statements are a total disaster - need intense
attention."
"I wonder what my chances are of ever reaching age 60? What
would it hurt to receive some privileges between the end of your
reserve 20 career and reaching age 60?"
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"I have heard talk of lowering retirement benefits which I
hope is untrue. This is a major reason why my spouse joined,
for family health benefits and retirement income."
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PREFACE

The 6th Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation (6th QRMC)
was organized in October of 1986 to fulfill the direction of the
President of the United States; "conduct a complete review of
the principles and concepts of the compensation system for
members of the uniformed services", and "report to me... options
and recommendations for improving the current reserve
compensation system." Specific to the President's direction was
the requirement, found in section 1008(b) of title 37, United
States Code, to submit a detailed report to Congress summarizing
the results of such a quadrennial review. Recommendations were
also to be included proposing changes in the statutory salary
system and other elements of the compensation structure provided
to members of the uniformed services.
In his letter of instruction, the President designated the
Secretary of Defense as Executive Agent for this review. The
Secretary, in turn, instructed the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Force Management & Personnel) to conduct the study. To
provide overall policy direction and guidance, a Coordination
Council was established, with the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Force Management and Personnel) and the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Reserve Affairs) as co-chairmen. Members included the
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health
Affairs), the Assistant Secretaries of the Army, Navy and Air
Force (Manpower and Reserve Affairs) and the Commandant of the
Coast Guard. The Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Military Manpower & Personnel Policy) served as Executive
Director of the review.
A further body, the 6th QRMC Steering Committee, was
established in January of 1987 in order to provide close
oversight and direction for the review. The Steering Committee
was composed of flag and general officers from each of the seven
National Guard and Reserve components and from the four active
DoD components. A general officer representing the Reserve
Components Medical Council was also named to the Steering
Committee.
Liaison was established with the Public Health Service and the
Commissioned Corps of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA). They did not participate in most
deliberations since the 6th QRMC review was entirely focused on
reserve compensation. Reserve members of the Uniformed Public
Health Service do not actively participate unless on active
duty, and the NOAA Commissioned Corps has no reserve component.
Preface
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The technical staff for the QRMC was developed in the
months of 1986 by assembling qualified individuals from
active and reserve components. By January 1, 1987, all
and steering committee members had convened, commencing
efforts of the review.

last
the
staff
the

This volume is part of the report of the 6th QRMC. It covers
one of the three issue areas identified for separate analysis
within the overall context of the review: compensation for
members providing full-time support to the reserve components.
This issue is also summarized in Chapter 3 of Volume I.

Significant growth in full-time support to the reserve
components has been required to achieve readiness objectives.
Program growth has been accomplished primarily through placing
National Guard and Reserve members on full-time duty to support
reserve administration, training, and recruiting. This Active
Guard and Reserve (AGR) force now exceeds 68,000 members. Many
compensation provisions affecting AGR members are the same as
for reservists serving as part of the active components of the
armed forces. In addition, however, new compensation issues
have been raised with respect to the status and conditions of
service of AGR members.
The other major source of military full-time support is the
military technician. About 65,000 military technicians provide
full-t'me support as federal civilian employees of the Army and
Air Force. As a condition of their civilian employment, these
individuals also maintain a status as part-time Selected
Reservists. Substantial questions have been raised in the last
decade over the relative cost-effectiveness of military
technicians and AGRs. Questions have also been raised about the
extent to which compensation differences between members in the
two statuses may result in conflicts and affect morale.
When the full-time support panel of the 6th QRMC made its
initial evaluation of the major areas for review, it became
apparent that compensation aspects of the issues were
intricately connected with overall management schemes and
program objectives. Consequently, the panel concluded that a
broad understanding of the entire full-time support program
would be required in order to form sensible conclusions and
recommendations. It was also apparent that a special effort
would be needed to gain such an understanding; previous
comprehensive studies were 10 or more years old, each reserve
component's program was specially tailored to its specific
mission requirements, and accurate data would be difficult to
obtain in some cases. On the other hand, the 6th QRMC was
fortunate in having available some excellent information
resources such as the databases and assistance provided by the
Iv
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Defense Manpower Data Center, and the many staff contacts in the
DoD and in other government and private organizations. A
special effort was made to include information collected from
these resources in this report so that the reader can also form
a broad view of program management, and so that it will be
available as a potential basis for comparison in future reviews.

During the course of the work of the 6th QRMC, numerous
presentations, briefings and discussion sessions were held.
These included presentations and discussions with the Military
Department Secretariats and Service staffs, of great assistance
but too numerous to mention here. In the Executive Branch,
assistance was provided by staff of the Office of Management and
Budget, Veterans' Administration, Department of Health and Human
Services, Department of Justice, and Department of Labor. As
noted above, liaison was also established with the Public Health
Service and the Commissioned Corps of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration. Staff of the General Accounting
Office, Congressional Budget Office, and of the Senate and House
Armed Services Committees also were most helpful throughout the
review.
Communication with the Reserve Forces Policy Board, which has
a statutory role as advisor to the Secretary of Defense on
reserve issues, and with policy boards established within the
individual Services, were of great value to the QRMC both in
identifying issues and concerns and in providing feedback to the
QRMC staff as positions were being developed. In addition to
the Reserve Forces Policy Board, these groups included the
Senior Enlisted Advisors to the Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Reserve Affairs, the Joint Army/Air Force Reserve Forces
Policy Committee, the National Reserve Forces Policy Board
(Navy), the Secretary of the Navy's Advisory Council on Retired
Personnel, the Marine Corps Reserve Policy Board, and the Air
Force Reserve Policy Council. Participants in the Naval Reserve
Flag Officers Conference (1988) and the Reserve Center
Commanders Conference (1987) were also most helpful.
Additionally, several military associations provided forums on
one or more occasions for the discussion of issues and were most
gracious in providing formal association positions on National
Guard and Reserve compensation issues, membership survey
information, perspectives on the views of their membership, and
other valuable data and suggestions. These organizations
included the Adjutants General Association of the United States,
Air Force Sergeants Association, Council of Military
Organizations, Enlisted Association of the National Guard of the
United States, Fleet Reserve Association, Marine Corps Reserve
Officers Association, The Military Coalition, National Guard
Preface
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Association of the United States, National Military Family
Association, Naval Reserve Association, Non-Commissioned
officers Association, Reserve Officers Association, The Retired
Enlisted Association, and The Retired Officers Association.
Finally, within the Department
Defense Manpower Data Center and
deserve special mention for data
and advice at every stage of the
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of Defense the staffs of the
the DoD office of the Actuary
assistance, support, analysis,
review.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This volume is part of the report of the Sixth Quadrennial
Review of Military Compensation (6th QRMC).
Section 1008(b) of
title 37, United States Code, requires that a review of
compensation systems for members of the uniformed services be
conducted not less than once every four years. On September 23,
1986, President Reagan directed that the 6th QRMC conduct a
comprehensive evaluation of the benefits and costs of all
reserve compensation programs. The review was initiated on
January 1, 1987.
Compensation of full-time National Guard and Reserve members
employed in support of the reserve components was one of the
reserve compensation programs reviewed by the 6th QRMC as a
separate issue. As administratively classified by the
Department of Defense, full-time support personnel include
active component personnel (15,738), military technicians
(61,651), Active Guard/Reserve (AGR) members (63,518), and civil
service employees (18,333). The full-time support total of
159,240 (as of September 30, 1986) makes it readily apparent
that this function requires an important segment of total
defense manpower. As members of the Selected Reserve, paid with
reserve appropriation funds and accounting for four out of five
full-time support personnel, military technicians and AGR
members were the focus of attention. The review did not include
the Coast Guard Reserve because full-time support in that
component is provided !;serve program administrators who are
members of the active coiponent.
The objective of the full-time support program is to enhance
the readiness of reserve forces, and this program is largely
responsible for enabling these forces to perform the expanded
missions they have been assigned under the Total Force policy.
The cadre of military technicians and AGRs plays an especially
important role in providing support at reserve unit level.
Military technicians are full-time federal employees who are, as
a condition of employment, active military members of the
reserve component in which they are employed as civilians. They
must enter active military service when called. AGRs are
members of the Selected Reserve who have been called to fulltime active military duty (180 days or more) for the purpose of
organizing, administering, recruiting, instructing, or training
the reserve components. "TAR" is the Navy acronym for a special
category of AGR members whose career specialty is Training and
Administration of Reserves.
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During the past decade, many difficult questions have arisen

about the growth, cost, force mix, program objectives, and
management of the full-time support program. From a
compensation perspective, two major questions have arisen:
* Should AGR/TARs and active component members receive
essentially the same compensation, given the perceived
differences in conditions of service between these two
groups? This question potentially affects all components,
and it stems from the perception that the hardships
associated with military service occur less frequently and
with less severity in AGR/TAR service than in active
component service.
* Are military technicians or AGRs the most cost-effective
form of full-time support manpower? This question
potentially affects the components of the Army and Air
Force.
In reviewing these questions, the 6th QRMC operated from the
premise that military compensation must support defense manpower
policies that, in turn, support the military, strategic, and
operational plans of the Nation. Therefore, conclusions and
recommendations were sought that would enhance the readiness
objective of the full-time support program. To understand and
appreciate the complex nature of this relationship, a broad
survey was conducted of full-time support program origins and
personnel management as practiced in the six reserve components
of the DoD.
Oriain of the Reserve Component Full-Time Support Prourams
The practice of providing full-time support to reserve
components is not a new one. When the modern reserve forces
began to evolve at the turn of the century, full-time civilian
caretakers were hired to maintain the horses and supplies in
National Guard units. During the same period, active component
members were detailed to reserve units as instructors and
inspectors. There is also a long tradition of calling
reservists to full-time duty at the seat of government on socalled "statutory tours," to other tours of duty at state
headquarters of the National Guard, and to intermediate military
headquarters for the purpose of preparing and administering the
policies and regulations affecting the reserve components.
Descendants of all these programs exist in the reserve
components today, encompassed by the term "full-time support"
(FTS).
After World War II, it became apparent that the traditional
concept of reserve forces constituted in the "civilian
components" was inadequate to meet the challenges of modern
xviti
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defense requirements. The wartime experience had proven that
reserve forces as organized and trained before the war simply
would not be prepared for mobilization, deployment to an
overseas theater, and employment in combat in a timely fashion
and at the necessary levels of proficiency. To make matters
worse, the Nation then as now strained under the enormous costs
of large, peacetime military operational requirements and
commitments. To make the most of scarce resources, the Total
Force policy was devised and adopted in the early 1970s. This
policy calls for maintaining only the minimum essential active
forces and for placing increased reliance on the reserve
components, not only to provide forces to support a full
mobilization in the event of war, but also to provide forces to
be called upon in circumstances short of war. As a consequence,
the Nation now also relies heavily upon operational support from
its reserve forces in peacetime. Each of the reserve components
has developed different approaches to this dual challenge within
the context of its own specific requirements and missions;
however, they all rely heavily on full-time support in one form
or another to get the job done.
Army Full-Time Support Programs
The Army full-time support programs include both military
technicians and AGRs. The use of technicians originated in the
National Guard's system of unit caretakers and was expanded to
include their employment in Army Reserve units after World War
II. Military technicians provide unit support. Most are
members of the units in which they work as civilians, although
large numbers are employed as civilians in area support
activities and in some headquarters elements that are not
mobilizing units. Prior to the initiation and rapid expansion
of the AGR program in the 1980s, full-time active duty
reservists were generally employed in other than mobilizing
units as recruiters or on statutory tours. Beginning with a
military technician conversion test in FY 1978 and 1979, AGRs
have been assigned in increasing numbers to provide unit support
along with military technicians. All Army AGRs are managed as
careerists.
Navy Full-Time Support Programs
The Navy relies primarily on TARs for full-time support of its
reserve forces. In fact, the Navy pioneered the concept of
reliance on uniformed, full-time active duty reservists to
provide Unit support. The forerunner of the TAR program was
established in December 1945 as the CAD (Continuous Active Duty)
program. The name "TAR" was applied in 1953 after
implementation of the provisions of the Armed Forces Reserve Act
in 1952. Thus, it predates by over a quarter-century the
widespread use of AGR members during the 1980s in the Army's
reserve component units and the Air National Guard. TARs play a
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key role as ship's company in the Naval Reserve Fleet. To keep
Naval Reserve forces current with operations in the active
fleet, TARs maintain a close association with the regular Navy.
Among their other assigned functions, TAR officers routinely
serve tours of duty with the regular Navy for refresher
training. Before FY 1983, TARs were members of the active Navy.
They were transferred to the Naval Reserve in that year for
personnel strength accountability and funded from reserve
personnel rather than from military personnel appropriation
accounts to provide AGR program uniformity within the DoD. In
addition to TARs, the Navy AGR program also includes other fulltime reservists on statutory tours and on recruiting duty.
Marine Corps Full-Time Support Programs
Although the Marine Corps Reserve does use some full-time
reservists, most of its full-time unit support is provided by
active Marine Corps Instructor-Inspector (I&I) teams attached to
Marine Corps Reserve units. The Marine Corps Reserve is
organized as a division/wing team that mirrors the three teams
composing the bulk of the Corps' active component manpower
structure. The nature of the Marine Corps Reserve training
mission and day-to-day operational requirements generally does
not demand a large proportion of full-time members with
relatively narrow, highly technical skills in long term, stable
assignments. It is in this context that the active component
provides full-time support for reserve units. The simplicity
and flexibility of such a plan is self-evident. In addition to
instructing and inspecting, I&I teams provide a natural means of
coordination and liaison with active units. This assists the
Corps as a whole in integrating the peacetime and wartime
support provided by its reserve forces.
Air Force Full-Time Support Programs
When the Air Force was established as a separate service in
1947, its full-time support force had its roots in the National
Guard's system of military technicians. Although the Air Force
did experiment briefly with full-time active duty reservists in
the Air Force Reserve (the Category R program), it ultimately
has continued to depend primarily on technicians to provide most
required full-time support. Both Air Force reserve components
use AGR personnel for statutory tours and reserve recruiting
duty, and the Air National Guard uses them in relatively small
numbers for unit support. All full-time unit support in the Air
Force Reserve is provided by military technicians. The fulltime support programs in both Air Force reserve components have
been highly successful.
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Life-CYcle manaaement of Full-Tie Sunort Personnel

There are significant differences in the full-time support
(FTS) programs of the Military Departments. These differences
emanate from the unique structure and functional needs of each
component as developed over time, and they are reflected in both
law and policy. Consequently, there are separate and distinct
management procedures and force characteristics for each
category of FTS personnel in each component. To form a
comprehensive perspective of these differences, a matrix was
developed to display in general terms how each component's FTS
program is structured. The matrix can be found in Table 2-1 in
Chapter 2. It shows the major differences both across the
reserve components as well as among the various categories of
full-time support personnel (military technicians, AGR/TARs, and
active component members) within any single component.
AGR/TAR and Active Component Comensation
Should AGR/TARs and active component members receive
essentially the same compensation, given the perceived
differences in conditions of service between these two groups?
This is the first of the two major full-time support
compensation questions reviewed by the 6th QRMC. The complete
analysis of the issue may be found in Chapter 3; a synopsis is
provided below.
Full-time AGR (Active Guard/Reserve) members, including Navy
TARs (Training and Administration of Reserves), are compensated
under essentially the same pay and benefit systems as active
component military members. Concern has been expressed about
this situation, based on the perception that AGRs and TARs are
not subject to the same rigors and hardships characteristic of
service in the active military components. Most often mentioned
among the hardships of the active component member are the
frequent permanent change of station (PCS) moves brought about
by changes in duty assignments and the family separations caused
by remote overseas assignments or deployments aboard ship.
The 6th QRMC analysis entailed two major avenues of
investigation: a comparison of conditions of service, and a
comparison of the elements of compensation as they are paid to
these two groups. The comparison of conditions of sarvice
included institutional policy and perspectives as well as
perceptions of active and reserve component members about
service conditions, using the results of the 1985 DoD Survey of
Officer and Enlisted Personnel (active component), (1985 DoD
Member Survey), and the 1986 Reserve Components Survey: FullTime Support Officer and Enlisted Personnel (1986 RC AGR
Survey). Results of the surveys are supported by available
objective data in the Reserve Components Common Personnel Data
Executive Su ary
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System (RCCPDS). The 1986 RC AGR Survey provides the first
available comprehensive reserve component data in this area;
therefore, this analysis provides a new and unique perspective
on the issue. The comparison of compensation elements was made
to validate the hypothesis that their application is essentially
identical for both groups.
Institutional Policies and Perspectives

The policies that govern conditions of service for individuals
must be developed within statutory authority and congressional
guidance. AGR duty assignments must be made to accomplish the
reserve support functions specified in the law. National Guard
members ordered to full-time duty under the provisions of title
32, United States Code, are not in federal service, and they
generally serve in their home state. Guardsmen and Reservists
ordered to active duty under section 672(d) of title 10, United
States Code, may be detailed to other duties only for the
specific purpose of periodic refresher training under the
authority of section 678 of title 10; they may not be detailed
to other duties simply to meet the requirements of the active
component.
Within the DoD and the Services, the current, single
compensation system for both groups is considered to be the only
one that provides essential fairness to all members on active
duty as well as the compensation needed to attract the quality
of military members needed. While demands for duty overseas
and at sea are recognized as being less frequent for full-time
Active Guard and Reserve members, there is little or no
perceived difference with respect to other aspects of service.
Comparison of Conditions of Service
Through the analysis of survey data and other supporting data,
it has been possible for the first time to make across-the-board
quantitative comparisons of many aspects of the conditions of
service for active component members and AGR/TARs. As expected
for the two most often-cited areas, frequency of moves and
family separations, active component members do have the most
rigorous service conditions, but the comparisons also depict a
wide variation within and between components and reveal that a
relatively high level of short-term separation from family is
experienced by the AGR population.
Naval Reservists are virtually identical to their counterparts
in the active component, but there are wide differences between
members of other reserve components and their counterparts.
When comparing officer and enlisted populations within
components, the differences in conditions are often far greater
than the corresponding differences between active component
members and AGR/TAR members. Across the range of conditions of
XXII
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service, the results are mixed. Sometimes the advantage is with
active members and sometimes with AGR/TAR members. The net
result is a complex interaction of advantages and disadvantages
within each component. Because the results are mixed, it would
be especially difficult to devise a general formula to relate
rigors of service to compensation rates on a rational basis.
Comparison of Compensation Elements
A systematic review of all compensation elements confirmed
that compensation systems for active component members and
AGR/TARs are essentially the same. However, equal application
of compensation rules does not necessarily mean that
compensation costs are identical for these two groups. The
number of members drawing special pays, for example, was found
to be higher on the active component side. Likewise, since
enlistment, reenlistment, and other bonuses are paid by policy
on the basis of service needs, AGR/TAR members do not currently
receive such compensation even when the statutes authorize
them. Finally, there are several types of allowances such as
the variable housing allowance, family separation allowance,
dislocation allowance, and hostile fire/imminent danger pay that
are paid, all or in part, on the basis of exposure to a
particular condition of service. Compensation elements that are
related to conditions of service are inherently more efficient
and equitable than any general remedy ever could be.
Four technical or structural differences were found in
examining elements of active component and AGR/TAR compensation:
" VA Benefits for active component members and title 10 AGRs
(those in federal service) differ from benefits for title
32 National Guard AGRs (those on full-time National Guard
duty under state control).
*

Entitlement to nondisability separation pay for regular
enlisted members differs from that for AGR/TAR enlisted
members.

" Entitlement to selective reenlistment bonuses authorized by
Section 308 of title 37, United States Code, for regular
enlisted members differs from that for AGR/ -. ,nlisted
members.
*

Educational benefit entitlements for active coiponent
members differ from those for AGR members.
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Conclusions about AGR/TAR and Active Couvonent Conensation

2

Although there are specific, measurable differences in
conditions of service when comparing active component members
and AGR/TARs, there is no rational basis for making a general
corresponding adjustment in the compensation structure.
Applying specific elements equally to each member on the basis
of exposure to rigorous conditions appears to be an equitable
and efficient approach to this issue. The compensation of
active component and AGR/TAR members is essentially the same
except for four technical or structural differences, two of
which should be changed: all AGRs should accrue veterans'
benefits on an equal basis, and AGR service educational benefits
should be limited to the active duty program. Changes are not
required in the other two areas; there is insufficient need to
pay bonuses to attract AGRs at this time, and there is a
continuing need for separation pay for active duty enlisted
reservists.
Recommendations on AGR/TAR and Active ComPonent Compensation
a

I

The 6th QRMC recommends that there be no overall change in
the way the compensation system structure accounts for
differences in conditions of service between active
component and AGR/TAR members, but that these four specific
recommendations on structural and technical issues be
adopted:
m

Develop remedial legislation to amend the United States
Code so that members serving on full-time National Guard
duty (other than for training only) have the same
status, with the same consequences for title 38
purposes, as members who serve on active duty.

*

Make no change to current statutes which authorize
separation pay for enlisted reservists but not for
enlisted regular members. Given the existing state of
AGR enlisted program management within the reserve
components and the fact that enlisted members have
typically left established civilian careers to serve in
AGR status, the QRNC recommends that no change be made
to existing legislative authority at this time.

*

Do not amend section 308 of title 37, United States
Code, to authorize payment of selective reenlistment
bonuses (SRBs) to TAR/AGR members until such time as a
requirement for such authority can be demonstrated.

M

Amend section 2132, chapter 106 of title 10, United
States Code, so that full-time active duty service as
AGR members of the Selected Reserve can be credited only
6th ORMC Report
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for use with the educational assistance program
established under chapter 30 of title 38, United States
Code.
Cost-Effectiveness

of Military Technicians and AGRs

Are military technicians or AGRs the most cost-effective form
of full-time support manpower? This is the second of the two
major full-time support compensation questions reviewed by the

6th QRMC. It potentially affects the components of the Army and
Air Force. The full analysis of this issue may be found in
Chapters 4, 5, and 6; a synopsis is provided below.
Background
During the past decade, much of the continuing controversy
over full-time support for the reserve components has focused on
the relative cost-effectiveness of using military technicians
and AGRs to provide full-time support in the reserve components
of the Army and the Air Force. If there has been a consensus
about any aspect of the issue, it has been that additional fulltime support is necessary to meet the increasing missions and
responsibilities that have been assigned to these components.
Congressional guidance has consistently stressed that a balance
of cost and readiness (as a measure of effectiveness) should
form the basis for decisions about the full-time support
manpower force mix. However, each new budget cycle has marked
another round in the debate on which category of full-time
support manpower is the most cost-effective, and there have been
no easy answers on either side of the equation.
The 6th QRMC analysis included a review of the historical
development of the issue and an examination of prior work that
has been done to measure and portray the actual compensation
costs. Computer Based Systems, Inc. developed an automated cost
comparison model for significant elements of military technician
and AGR compensation costs as part of the study effort, and the
results were used as the basis for objective comparisons in this
report. Since compensation costs are intricately connected to
manpower management systems, management practices for both
military technicians and AGRs were reviewed. Available
information was examined, including manpower force
structure data submitted by the Services or available in RCCPDS
and other data files maintained by the Defense Manpower Data
Center, results of the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys of
Selected Reserve officer and enlisted personnel, and data
provided in published reports or by Service points of contact.
Reports prepared by elements of the Legislative and Executive
Branches, such as congressional committes and the General
Accounting Office, were also reviewed along any with
Departmental responses.

Ipersonnel
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By the late 1970s, new missions and the need for increased
responsiveness under the Total Force Policy had generated a
basic requirement for more full-time support personnel in the
reserve forces. Additional full-time active duty reservists had
already been called to duty as recruiters after the 1973
transition from conscription to voluntary service in the Armed
Forces; however, the need for additional support extended to the
day-to-day operation of units as well. Thq requirement was
especially great in the Army's reserve components, where
obtaining more full-time manpower to meet mission requirements
was perhaps more important than whether the best choice of
manpower was military technicians or full-time active duty
members. Although "What kind?" has often overshadowed "How
many?" in the debate over this issue, the need for growth has
not been disregarded. Significant overall growth has been
programmed by relative need in each component. In the four
reserve components of the Army and Air Force, between 1979 and
1987, the combined strength of military technicians and AGRs
grew from 66,668 to 108,377, or 63 percent. However, the
increase in AGR strength during this period was 447 percent,
while the increase in military technician strength was only 7
percent.
In the decade between 1968 and 1978, major concerns were
raised about the cost and management of military technician
programs, including concerns about the potential impact of
unionization. Consequently, a series of studies and
congressional actions occurred during this period, culminating
in a military technician conversion test in 1978 and 1979 to
determine the feasibility of recruiting full-time active duty
reservists as an alternative source of manpower. After
considering the results of the conversion test, the Congress
originally decided to allow each component to program the fulltime support mix that would best meet its own unique
requirements. The Army components--and to a lesser extent the
Air National Guard--planned to replace many of their military
technicians with full-time active duty reservists (now known as
AGRs). However, because the addition of large numbers of AGRs
has not produced significant cost savings, some of the original
concerns about military technicians (such as union activities)
have not proven to be significant, and because of management
problems with a mixed force, these plans have not been
completed, and the Congress has maintained continuous
restrictions in the form of technician strength floors, AGR
strength ceilings, and a prohibition on converting occupied and
vacant technician positions.
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6th QRMC Cost Comparison Analysis of Military Technicians and
AGR Members

In reviewing the historical record of full-time support
personnel cost comparisons, the following precepts and general
trends were identified:
" Manpower programming is based on costs to the
government, not on benefit to the individual.
* To form a true picture of compensation costs, all
significant immediate and deferred, direct and
indirect costs must be considered.
*

Because pay raises and other compensation system
changes may alter relative costs, cost analyses must
be updated periodically.

" The availability of accurate, integrated databases is
essential to the computation of valid cost
comparisons.
" Relative costs cannot be determined without
establishing a linkage, such as military pay grade, as
a basis of comparison. Such linkages may take the
form of grade equivalency tables, service or component
manpower organization classification guidance, or
population averages.
* The more recent analyses show that AGRs geierally cost
more than general schedule military technicians but
somewhat less than most wage board technicians. In
addition, AGR officers are relatively more expensive
than enlisted AGRs, and the relative costs of AGRs
within enlisted, warrant officer, and officer
categories increase with military pay grade as
compared with military technicians.
6th QRMC Full-Time Support Cost Comparison Model

The 6th QRMC full-time support cost comparison model
incorporates the above precepts and has produced up-to-date cost
estimates reflecting compensation system changes since the last
major analysis (conducted by Management Consulting & Research,
Inc., published on May 24, 1985). It also advances the state of
the art, where possible, using improved databases and
procedures. The results provide the basis for 6th QRMC
conclusions about the cost-effectiveness of military technician
and AGR manpower from a reserve component compensation
perspective. This model incorporates military and civilian
income data for military technicians and AGRs, including data on
reserve component, military and (if applicable) civilian grade,
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step and category, military specialty, marital status, and all
elements of compensation: direct, indirect and in-kind. The
basis of comparison selected for use was military grade, in view
of the paramount importance of the military aspects of the
functions performed. The following points summarize the model
results:
* GS/GM military technicians have lower average annual costs
than AGRs in most military pay grades and lower than
average costs than wage board technicians in all military
pay grades.
0

In the military grades with the highest population
strengths, wage board military technicians generally cost
more than AGRs. In the more senior military grades, AGRs
generally cost more than wage board military technicians.

*

Costs increase more rapidly with military pay grade for
AGRs than for military technicians.

* Although the three observations listed above are valid for
all four reserve components, there are significant
differences between these components. The difference
between the averaae civilian grade held among military
technicians at any military grade varies by as much as 3.4
civilian grade levels across the components. Air Force
Reserve AGR and military technician forces cost more per
capita than in other components because the AGR force
consists largely of higher grade statutory tour officers
and recruiters. The Air National Guard generally has the
least difference between AGR and military technician costs
while the Army Reserve has the greatest.
Cost Model Management Indicators
If hypothetical total program costs were the sole criterion
for choice, the 6th QRMC cost comparisons (as well as the
conclusion that AGRs should continue to receive essentially the
same compensation as active component members) would generally
support the use of general schedule military technicians over
AGRs in the full-time support forces of the Army and Air Force
reserve components. However, changing the force mix, either
through program growth or through realignment, is not likely to
produce significant savings since changes would occur only at
the margin. Short-term savings are especially unlikely because
members of the existing force would likely be protected from
mandatory conversion of status, and few members could be
expected to volunteer for any status change yielding less
compensation. Because cost savings are not likely to occur,
military requirements for meeting readiness objectives ought to
be the governing factor in force mix decisions.
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Cost Comparison Conclusions

Relative cost savings from using one form of full-time support
rather than another will occur only at the margins as the result
of program growth or realignment; thus, costs savings in the
short term are very unlikely to result from any FTS force mix
decision. Given the difficulties with compensation and other
related problems of a mixed force with no clear delineation
between requirements for AGR and technician positions, and given
the fact that short-term costs (and probably longer term costs)
will not be affected significantly by the choice of AGRs or
technicians to perform full-time support, it seems apparent that
military requirements and effectiveness should be the primary
consideration in force-mix decisions. This is consistent with
congressional guidance indicating that the choice of manpower
should not based on cost alone, but also requires consideration
of "military requirements and other needs of the Department of
Defense."
Full-Time Support Manpower Management
Once the costs of available forms of manpower have been
determined, they must be examined in relationship to military
requirements and other needs of the DoD before any determination
can be made about which form of manpower is most suitable for a
specific function.
To enable the 6th QRMC to identify and understand the overall
objectives of full-time support manpower objectives, each
Service was asked to provide appropriate force structures for
its reserve components. The Army and Air Force were asked to
provide separate structures for military technicians and AGRs.
These structures were to be based on three separate and distinct
strength profiles. The first was a profile of the existing
force as of September 30, 1986. The data array included
strength by pay grade and years of service as in the standard
RCCPDS report A8. The second was a steady-state structure for
FY 1986 showing where the Service would like its reserve
component(s) to be, and the third was a steady-state structure
showing where the Service would like its component(s) to be
heading assuming FY 1992 program strengths. The steady-state
profiles were to include the basic force configuration required
for the actual force, and they were to include additional tlow
dynamics and age distribution datA as well. The 6th QRMC formed
the following conclusions about the full-time support force
structure profiles:
* Since the full-time support force structures produced
for this review generally represent a new, single
iteration effort, they should be viewed as a "first
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draft," rather than as a definitive statement of
existing status and Service force structure
objectives.
Full-time support force structure analysis, if
institutionalized, can provide a disciplined method
for defining force structure objectives and
requirements as a basis for improved active (as
opposed to reactive) program management.
Efforts should be continued to improve full-time
support manpower, personnel, and pay data integration
so that it can be used more effectively in the
analysis of manpower costs and personnel management
issues.
Friction between military technicians and AGRs in the daily
work environment has existed since the inception of the AGR
program. The individual problems that exist are generally
attributable to the existence of two separate military personnel
management systems for the performance of one set of functions.
These systems are frequently seen by members as competitive
rather than mutually supportive programs to the extent that some
members feel a threat to their ivelihood. Additionally,
wherever there are differences between the two systems, they are
normally a source of frustration for members in one category or
the other.
According to members responding to the 1986 Reserve Components
Surveys, friction continues to create tension in the Army's
reserve components and in the Air National Guard. This friction
manifests itself in several ways as another problematic aspect
of mixing technicians and AGRs in units. The compensation
system has a direct impact in creating two sources of this
friction. The first is pay inversion that occurs when a
supervisor (typically a general schedule military technician)
earns less pay than a member who he supervises (typically an
AGR). The second is grade inversion that occurs when the level
of responsibility, even supervisory relationship, may be
reversed between daily work status and unit training when
military technicians switch between their civilian and military
position/status. There are other sources of friction: for
example, active duty rules for duty hours differ from civil
service rules, and promotion rules and opportunities differ.
The result has been allegations of "politics" and favoritism on
both sides by members of these two groups. This friction, much
of which centers on compensation or compensation-related
matters, tends to work against organizational effectiveness. It
demonstrates that employing military technicians and AGRS in the
same working environment in mobilizing units is not sound
personnel management practice. Such practice specifically
disrupts the very efficiency and organizational cohesiveness
iXx
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that compensation systems, grade structure, and other personnel
management mechanisms are designed to promote. Although
management can ameliorate some problems, it cannot eliminate the
structural differences that are a root cause of friction between
the two groups.
After examining the Army's reserve components full-time
manning program in 1985, the General Accounting Office concluded
that mixing technicians and AGR pvrsonnel in deployable troop
units is not organizationally sound and detracts from
effectiveness. A primary reason cited by the GAO was
compensation variances and perceived inequities between the two
groups. The Department of the Army and the Department of
Defense agreed with this conclusion and indicated to the
Congress that they wnald implement a program to reduce such
mixing, if necessary authority were granted. Congressional
approval necessary to implement such a program has not been
forthcoming.
Conclusions about Full-Time Support ManDower Manaaement
Although the separation of military technician and AGR forces

in mobilizing units is highly desirable from a compensation
perspective, the means of achieving such separation is an
equally important consideration. Plans to achieve separation
should focus on improving combat readiness in a cost-effective
manner as the fundamental objective. In achieving this
objective, the QRMC analysis indicates that the following key
points should be addressed:
* Mixed forces should be aligned to separate AGRS and
technicians in their daily work environment or provide
clear and separate career patterns. Any program of
change should pay particular attention to existing
commitments to and expectations of current members.
* The separation should not be based on the performance
of "peacetime" and "wartime" functions. With few
exceptions, both military technicians and AGRs should
perform functions, applicable to both peace and war,
that require military members on a full-time basis for
the efficient and effective accomplishment of mission
objectives. Peacetime-only functions generally do not
require a military status.
" Separation of the AGR and military technician
full-time forces would be facilitated by clearer
conceptual standards for delineating the difference
between military technicians and AGRs. These cannot
be formulated in absolute terms, but guidelines could
be developed based on Service functional requirements
Executive Suamry
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and the characteristics of each force. Clearer role
definitions, in addition to contributing to the
development of cost-effective force mixes, would
assist in allaying some of the animosity and
counterproductive competition that exists between
these two groups.
"

Increased emphasis should be placed on the
compatibility of military and civilian grade and
position for military technicians. Associated with
each military technician position should be a specific
range of military grades and skills within limits
specified by the Service.

*

Finally, opportunities for support system
modernization should be sought in conjunction with
force realignment. Obsolete systems and procedures
employed in the support of reserve units are one of
the major causes of data problems noted throughout
this review. During the 6th QRMC unit visit program,
full-time support personnel were observed to be
overburdened with administrative work, much of which
is no longer performed at the unit level in the active
components. This obsolescence may also limit wartime
capability. The full-time force should be organized
in peacetime to provide support through the same upto-date systems required to support their units in
combat.

Xxxi
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Chapter 1. FULL-TIME SUPPORT OVERVIEW

The 6th QRMC, charged to examine reserve compensation,
included within the scope of its review an examination of
compensation paid to full-time National Guard and Reserve
members employed to provide support to the reserve components.
As administratively classified by the Department of Defense,
full-time support personnel include active component personnel
(15,738), Active Guard/Reserve (AGR) (63,518), military
technicians (NT) (61,651), and civil service employees (18,333).
The full-time support total of 159,240 (as of September 30,
1986) makes it readily apparent that this function requires an
important segment of total defense manpower. As members of the
Selected Reserve, paid with reserve appropriation funds and
accounting for four out of five full-time support personnel, AGR
and military technician members were the focus of attention in
this review.
At the outset, it should be noted that there are significant
differences among the reserve components in 1) the numbers and
categories of full-time support personnel employed, and 2) the
functions that these members perform in support of the reserve
components. Although percentages vary greatly, all reserve
components use active component members to provide full-time
support. Similarly, all components except the Coast Guard
(whose reserve program administrators are classified as members
of the active Coast Guard) use AGR members to provide full-time
support. The Air Force Reserve limits its use of AGRs to
officers in statutory tour and recruiting assignments and to
enlisted members performing recruiting functions. Military
technicians, most of whom also serve as military members of the
units in which they work as a condition of employment, are
employed only by the reserve components of the Army and Air
Force. Other civil service members are employed solely in a
civilian capacity in peacetime support roles such as clerical
work. 1 With respect to the differences in function, the
paramount full-time support activity in all reserve components
is providing support to mobilizing units. Other functions
include staffing at reserve personnel centers; Reserve Officer
Training Corps (ROTC) programs; staff tours with the Office of
the Secretary of Defense (OSD), the Organization of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff (OJCS), the National Guard Bureau (NGB), service
staffs, intermediate headquarters staffs, and state area
commands. A small number are assigned as liaison to and staff
at service schools, and as staff at headquarters overseas.

I
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The size of the full-time support manpower structure and its
complexity have resulted in widely divergent views as to the
most cost-effective approach to this vital function. The
discussion has focused primarily on support provided by military
personnel: active component, AGR, and miAtary technician
members. The controversy arising out of these divergent views
has centered on two questions: Which form of military full-time
support is most cost-effective? Are individuals who perform
full-time support functions receiving appropriate and fair
compensation? These issues, which are the focus of the QRMC
analysis, are not always clear and well-bounded; they may range
in scope beyond the strict confines of compensation management.
For example, compensation managers do not determine how many
people are needed to perform a given function, nor do they
determine the noncompensation benefits of a particular form of
staffing. Nevertheless, reserve compensation is a key factor in
any consideration of the full-time support program, and it is
essential that compensation managers understand the full context
of the issues.
Backaround

The practice of providing full-time support to reserve
components is not a new one. When the modern reserve forces
began to evolve at the turn of the century, full-time civilian
caretakers were hired to maintain the horses and supplies in
National Guard units. During the same period, active component
members were detailed to reserve units as instructors and
inspectors in the tradition of Baron Von Steuben. There is also
a long tradition of calling reservists to full-time duty at the
seat of government on so-called "statutory tours," to other
tours of duty at state headquarters of the National Guard, and
to intermediate military headquarters for the purpose of
preparing and administering the policies and regulations
affecting the reserve components. Descendants of all these
programs exist in the reserve components today, encompdssed by
the term "full-time support" (FTS).

After World War II, it became apparent that the traditional
concept of reserve forces constituted in the "civilian
components" was inadequate to meet the challenges of modern
defense requirements. The wartime experience had proven that
reserve forces as organized and trained before the war simply
would not be prepared for mobilization, deployment to an
overseas theater, and employment in combat in a timely fashion
and at the necessary levels of proficiency. To make matters
worse, the Nation then as now strained under the enormous costs
of large, peacetime military operational requirements and
commitments. To make the most of scarce resources, the Total
Force policy was devised and adopted in the early 1970s. This
policy calls for maintaining only the minimum essential active
1-2
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forces and for placing increased reliance on the reserve
components, not only to provide forces to support a full

mobilization in the event of war, but also to provide forces to
be called upon in circumstances short of war. As a consequence,
the Nation now relies heavily upon operational support from its
reserve forces in peacetime. Thus, reserve units must train for
a major war, train for other operations short of war, and
perform peacetime operational missions both independently and in
conjunction with the active forces. Understandably, the double
challenge of improving on the ability to execute traditional
missions while taking on new ones has increased the need for
full-time support. Each of the reserve components has developed
different approaches to this challenge within the context of
their specific requirements and missions.
Full-time support is an especially important function in the
Army because over half the Army's soldiers are reservists, and
because the Army's fighting capability is predicated upon the
early and sustained employment of significant numbers of reserve
units. Moreover, based on Fiscal Year 1986 DoD totals, 65
percent of trained Selected Reserve members and 54 percent of
all AGRs and military technicians were Army members. Sheer size
and importance, then, are the first and most obvious factors
that shape the Army FTS programs. There are others.
The National Guard, with its roots in the militia system, has
long played a dominant role in the development of Army reserve
component forces. This role was significantly reinforced in the
modern era by the Guard's emphasis to a greater extent than in
other reserve components on organizational unit structure.
Before World War II, the National Guard had a paid, drilling
unit structure while the Army Reserve consisted mostly of
individual volunteers with no inactive duty training pay
authorized. The Guard had a long tradition of employing
civilians to provide full-time support, and this practice was
continued and expanded after the war as the reserve force
mission expanded and the Army Reserve was also organized into
paid, drilling units.
As caretakers evolved into military technicians, their
functional role also evolved. When the Army added trucks,
tanks, howitzers, aircraft, and other modern combat and support
equipment items to its reserve forces inventory, technicians
were hired to maintain them. Along with added equipment came
more supplies: everything from uniforms and individual
equipment to rations, ammunition, and repair parts. Technicians
were hired to manage these supplies. To the dismay of unit
commanders, personnel and training administration requirements
also flourished, and technicians were hired to meet this
challenge as well.
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In this way, the FTS program in Army units developed as a
support system of full-time assistants. The goal was to take
the load off the backs of unit commanders so that they could
devote their time and attention to training. Traditionally,
there has been a tendency to assign full-time members only at
the assistant level, where they cannot block part-time members'
access to key developmental positions nor stifle the initiative
or usurp the prerogatives of the unit commander. In such an
environment, the major role of FTS members is to provide sweat
equity to the unit in a subordinate role that enhances unit
performance during drills and annual training.
The functional requirements and the environment in the Army
have been well suited to the use of civilian employees who can
provide high levels of expertise developed over long periods of
stable assignments in the same job skills. For example, a unit
supply or administrative technician in the local armory or a
tank turret mechanic in an area support activity maintenance
shop does not have to be updated with periodic assignments in
the active Army to keep current in job skills. In fact, such a
practice could be counterproductiv" because it would introduce
personnel turbulence as a price for relatively small gains in
technical experience.
On the other hand, the Army has not been completely satisfied
with its technician programs. In the late 1970s, its reserve
component strength was rapidly declining, there were major
administrative problems, and operational readiness was and had
been at low levels at a time when increased mission capability
and responsiveness were being demanded. The technician force,
as then constituted, was no match for these major problems by
itself; it was too small. The job at hand was larger than a
skeleton force of caretakers could be expected to handle.
Increased manning, with some increase in grade levels, was
required to resolve these problems and to meet increased
operational demands.
During this same period, objections to the use of military
technicians emerged. Apprehension about military unions in
general heightened apprehensions about technician unions in
particular. Technicians were seen as an older force who could
not keep up the pace. Indeed, in the Army Reserve, military
membership was not initially a requirement for employment as a
technician. About 25 percent of all technicians never had or
had lost their military status. In Army National Guard units,
the military nature of full-time support duty was stressed.
Technicians were required to wear military uniforms and display
proper military bearing while working in a civil service status.
Additionally, some units were experiencing difficulty in hiring
qualified technicians, especially in the lower grades and in
areas remote from larger centers of civil service employment
(e.g. large military installations).
I-4
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In response
to these
concerns
and to
others
that
are outlined
below,
both Army
reserve
components
added
large
numbers
of AGRs
to their full-time support forces during the 1980s, when the

paramount need for additional manning was recognized; however,
original plans for extensive conversion of technician positions
to AGR positions have not been completed. As a result,
technician strength has grown slightly, AGR strength has grown
dramatically, and both components have a mixed AGR/technician
force.

Full-time support programs in the Naval Reserve and the Marine
Corps Reserve have evolved separately. Although each of these
maritime components has its own unique program, a common
characteristic is that neither has used military technicians to
provide full-time support; that is, they do not depend on their
civilian employees as mobilization assets by requiring them to
be military members. A common historical characteristic, also
shared by the Army Reserve, is the emphasis before World War II
on training individual reservists as postmobilization fillers
rather than on preparing organized units. Consequently, fulltime support programs in these components date from the period
after World War II.
The Navy relies primarily on active duty reservists called
TARs (named for their mission of Training and Administration of
Reserves) for full-time support of its reserve forces. TARs are
categorized as AGRs, as the latter term is used within the DoD,
although the name "TAR" is generally retained in discussions due
to historical precedent and the special character of this group.
In fact, the Navy pioneered the concept of reliance on
uniformed, full-time active duty reservists to provide full-time
unit support. The forerunner of the TAR program was established
in December 1945 as the CAD (Continuous Active Duty) program.
The name "TAR" was applied in 1953 after implementation of the
provisions of the Armed Forces Reserve Act in 1952. Thus, it
predates by over a quarter-century the widespread use of AGR
members during the 1980s in units of the Army's reserve
components and the Air National Guard.
Beginning in the late 1940s as more combat elements, both
flying units and ships, were commissioned in the Naval Reserve,
the need for full-time support grew. Full-time support was (and
is) especially important, because ships and aircraft must be
regularly operated and continuously maintained in operational
status. Such large, complex systems cannot be kept in a ready
state solely by part-time members. Furthermore, even if
efficiency did not demand more frequent use of such major items
of capital equipment, it is not feasible to bring ships and
aircraft in and out of a storage condition to meet a typical
reserve unit drill schedule.
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Given the clear need for full-time support, however, there
have
beenshould
major take.
differences
of opinion
over
support
The Navy's
decision
tothe
use form
TARs this
as a
specialized force of active duty career reservists, rather than
simply assigning active Navy members to provide full-time unit
support on a force-wide basis, was not an easy one. Over the
decades, there have been several initiatives to phase out the
TAR enlisted (e.g. during the early 1960s) or officer (e.g. in
1976) communities. Each has been defeated by either internal or
congressional opposition. It was not until FY 1983 that TARs
were transferred from the active Navy to the Naval Reserve for
personnel strength accountability and funded from reserve
personnel rather than from military personnel appropriation
accounts.
Requirements for full-time manning in Naval Reserve units can
reach relatively high proportions as compared to manning of
reserve component units in general. The TAR force has not
always been large enough to meet these requirements by itself,
and additional members have been assigned to this mission from
the active Navy. Today, Naval Reserve ship crews, for example,
are manned at approximately one-half to two-thirds strength with
full-time members. Even with maximum use of TARs, 30 percent or
more of this full-time complement is provided from the regular
Navy. As the Navy pursues the goal of a 600-ship fleet and the
Nation pursues-an aggressive maritime policy in international
affairs, active force manning has become an ever more acute
issue. Therefore, it seems likely that TAR program requirements
will continue to increase in the foreseeable future as they have
over most of the last decade.
At the beginning of this discussion, the special character of
TAR service was alluded to. That special character lies in the
career military aspects of the program. Within the DoD, a wide
range of manning alternatives is used to provide full-time
support to the reserve components. Support positions range from
full careers to single, short tours, and those providing support
range from civilian employees to active component military
personnel. Were these two dimensions, career and civil-military
status, arrayed on a matrix, TARs would be shown in the corner
representing career military service with no FTS program in any
component coming between them and this apex. TARs themselves
typically do not acknowledge AnM difference between themselves
and active Navy members. Indeed, as shown by analytical data
presented later in this report, TARs do more closely resemble
their active component counterparts in attitude and employment
than do comparable full-time support personnel in any other
service. In part, this condition is rooted in operational
necessity. Naval Reserve ships and squadrons regularly operate
with and under the operational control of active force
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commanders.

To keep in tune with developments in the active

Navy and to hone operational skills, TAR officers regularly
serve tours of duty in active Navy billets worldwide.
Although the Marine Corps Reserve does use some full-time
reservists in its FTS program, most of its full-time unit
support is provided by active Marine Corps Instructor-Inspector
(I&I) teams attached to Marine Corps Reserve units. The Marine
Corps Reserve is organized as a division/wing team that mirrors
the three teams composing the bulk of the Corps' active
component manpower structure. The nature of the training
mission and day-to-day operational requirements generally does
not demand a large proportion of full-time members with
relatively narrow, highly technical skills in long-term, stable
assignments. It is in this context that the active component
provides full-time support for reserve units. The simplicity
and flexibility of such a plan is self-evident. In addition to
instructing and inspecting, I&I teams provide a natural means of
coordination and liaison with active units. This assists the
Corps as a whole in integrating the peacetime and wartime
support provided by its reserve forces.
When the Air Force was established as a separate service in
1947, its full-time support force had its roots in the National
Guard's system of unit caretakers. Caretakers, by then called
technicians, were in exceedingly short supply in Air Force
reserve component units during that period. In fact, the Air
National Guard was seen as in danger of collapse unless
additional full-time personnel were provided, and the fledgling
Air Force Reserve was far behind the Air Guard in terms of
equipment and organizational development.
Although the Air Force did experiment briefly with full-time
active duty reservists in the Air Force Reserve (the Category R
program), it did not follow the Navy's lead in this area.
Instead, it continued in the National Guard tradition by adding
full-time civilian technicians. A TAR model solution might have
made sense, due to the two Services' obvious parallels in
operating flying units, but other considerations of the day
worked against it. Most important were the job stability and
support skills so well provided by technicians. The applicable
strengths of the TAR system (close ties to the active component,
flying skills, and operational arts) were either not in short
supply or not wanted at the time. (There was an ample supply of
experienced veterans and the Air Force was embroiled in severe
intramural command, control, and organizational controversy over
the form its reserve components would finally take.)
Ultimately, both the Air National Guard and the Air Force
Reserve developed extremely effective FTS programs through the
use of military technicians. These technicians have played a
major role in achieving the enviable readiness levels of their
Futt-Tim. Support Overview
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units over sustained periods. Success in using technicians, as
well as the perception that a mixed force would generate
management problems, has led the Air Force Reserve to reject the
use of AGRs in its units. The Air Force Reserve is the only
component that relies almost exclusively on technicians for
unit
vfull-time
supporm
primarily as
recruiters and as statuto pour personnel. The Air National
Guard maintains a full-time force that is predominantly
technicians (second only to the Army National Guard in numbers
of technicians employed) but uses AGRs in units at a ratio of
approximately one AGR for every three technicians.
This brief review has omitted much of the detail in the
historical
development
programs
within
Don. The aim
has been of
to full-time
provide an support
appreciation
thst
majorthe
differences exist in FTS programs by service and by component
and that there are important historical and functional reasons
for these differences. The next section describes a third
important factor, the unprecedented increase in full-time active
duty military members during the 1980s, including their
assignment in large numbers in National Guard and Army Reserve
units.
Esasion of the

T P oram in the 1980s

The Services have traditionally called individual reservists
to active duty for specific purposes and for specific periods of
time necessary to accomplish those purposes. This practice
continues today under a number of statutory authorities.
However, the use of large numbers of full-time active duty
reservists in connection with organizing, administering,
recruiting, instructing, or training the reserve components, and
paying
them through
reserveThe
appropriations,
a significant
development
in the 1980s.
roots of this is
development
reachnew
to theto
previous
decade. military
After the
end of
and
S back
conversion
all-volunteer
forces
in the
1973,draft
reserve
forces unit
began
to decline.
The
prospect
drafted
had strength
previously
induced
many young
men
to join ofa being
reserve
unit as an alternative. With no draft, recruiting--heretofore a
responsibility of the individual reserve unit commander--became
a much more formidable task. The Army and the Air Force by the
aid-1970s found it necessary to put reservists on full-time
short tours as recruiters. These tours became progressively
longer until, by the 1980s, a continuous full-time recruiting
force was in the field. In this same period, AGR programs were
initiated and rapidly expanded in the Army reserve components
and in the Air National Guard. The TAR program also grew
substantially in the Naval Reserve.
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Growth in AGR strength, the diversity of the full-time support
programs of the several components, and management problems
created or exacerbated by the existence of mixed AGR/technician
forces in mobilizing units have all contributed to the formation
of widely divergent views as to the most cost-effective approach
to full-time support. From a compensation perspective, two
major questions have arisen:
*

Should AGR/TARs and active component members receive
essentially the same compensation, given the perceived
differences in conditions of service between these two
groups? This question potentially affects all components,
and it stems from the perception that the hardships
associated with military service occur less frequently and
with less severity in AGR/TAR service than in active
component service.

0 Are military technicians or AGRs the most cost-effective
form of full-time support manpower? This question
potentially affects the components of the Army and Air
Force.
Introduction to the Naior Issues
The Sixth QRMC analysis of AGR/TAR and active component
compensation is presented in Chapter 3, and cost comparisons for
military technicians and AGRs, along with an historical
perspective and analyses of attendant management questions, are
examined in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. An introduction to these two
major issues follows.
AGR/TAR Compensation

4AGR/TARs

are compensated in essentially the same manner as
active component members. There are a few technical
differences; however, regular military compensation for these
two groups is virtually identical. When large numbers of AGRs
were ordered to active duty in National Guard and Army Reserve
units
in 1980,
were
seen to be
duties starting
quite similar
to these
those members
performed
by members
in performing
active
component units. AGRs were sometimes perceived as having
appreciably less rigorous conditions of service than their
active component counterparts. This perceived difference has
led some to question why compensation is the same for the two
groups. Publicity surrounding the perception that AGRs receive
higher compensation than military technicians (who also perform
similar duties) has added sharpness to the debate.
The most often mentioned hardships include frequent family
moves and separations as a result of sea duty or remote
assignments. These perceptions as well as the counterperception
FuII-TIm
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that AGRs endure their own unique set of rigorous conditions,
such as remoteness from base support, and long and extremely
irregular work hours including frequent weekend duty, have been
discussed frequently in recent years. Members of Congress have
also noted and commented on these perceptions. As a result, the
DoD informed the Congress that the 6th QRMC would review the
issue.
AGR/TAR And Military Technicians: Relative Cost Effectiveness
The second major issue, AGR/TAR and military technician
compensation costs, was a major issue well before the actual
buildup in the AGR force. In the DOD Appropriation
Authorization Act of 1975 (Public Law 93-365), the Congress
established cost (hence compensation) as a fundamental
consideration in selecting the form of military manpower to use
for specified functions:
It is the sense of Congress that the Department of
Defense shall use the least costly form of manpower
that is consistent with military requirements and
other needs of the Department of Defense. Therefore,
in developing the annual manpower authorization
requests to Congress and in carrying out manpower
policies, the Secretary of Defense shall, in
particular, consider the advantages of converting from
one form of manpower to another (military, civilian,
or private contract) for the performance of a
specified job.
Manpower analyses performed shortly after passage of this
legislation indicated that, with respect to supporting reserve
forces, full-time military personnel would be the least costly
alternative. In 1976, the Defense Manpower Commission
recommended that military technicians be replaced by AGRs in the
Army and Air Force for the purpose of achieving savings in
direct pay costs. However, a follow-on study by the Defense
Department in June 1978, the Reoort on Full-Time Training and
Administration of the Selected Reserve (Gerard Study), found
that any cost difference was not of sufficient magnitude to
justify a change in the (then) current system. The major reason
for this shift in estimates was the addition of indirect costs,
such as retirement 2 , to the computations.
The cost findings of the Gerard Study, as well as the results
of other studies and estimates made in the same period, tended
to reduce the importance of cost in the debate about the mix of
full-time forces. However, there were other concerns about the
use of technicians, including apprehension about union
activities, employment of competitive service military
technicians in the Army and Air Porce Reserve while National
Guard military technicians were excepted service employees, high
1-10
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pay scales for Wage Board employees as compared with General
Schedule employees,
and management
of the
Reserve
technician
force. Most
significantly,
theArmy
Gerard
Study reported
that increased numbers of Army military technicians were needed

to achieve readiness standards.
Faced with a complex and uncertain issue, the House
Appropriations Committee, also in June 1978, called for a test
to determine whether the Army and Air Force could attract and
retain qualified AGRs to fill vacant military technician
positions. It directed that no additional technicians be hired
before March 31, 1981, pending the outcome of the test. The
DoD's December 1980 test report concluded that conversion to
AGRs would not achieve significant cost savings and recommended
that technician programs be continued. It also recommended that
DoD and its components be authorized the flexibility to devise
their own FTS programs in what they believed to be the best
combination of military technicians and AGRs. Congress approved
these recommendations in November 1981.
A summary of the program plans devised by the components
following the congressional guidance follows (In all components,
statutory tour and recruiter positions would be filled by AGRs):
* Army National Guard: Continue a mixed force of military
technicians and AGRs, converting most deploying unit
military technician positions (except for organizational
maintenance shops) to AGR. Military technicians would man
most positions in nonunit maintenance activities and
equipment sites. State headquarters activities would be
manned by a mixture of military technicians and AGRs.
* Army Reserve: Convert all technician positions at unit
level to AGR positions. Retain about 450 military
technician positions at Army Reserve Command headquarters
and about 2,600 military technician positions at nonunit
maintenance activities.
0 Air National Guard: Retain a predominantly military
technician force with only a few conversions from military
technician to AGR in special areas such as security
personnel.
* Air Force Reserve: Retain the Air Reserve Technician
program whereby all unit FTS positions would be manned by
technicians.
By 1982, however, there were several obstacles to the
accomplishment of these plans. The most important was research
conducted for the DoD indicating that, rather than achieving
cost savings or at least relative cost neutrality as had been
indicated a few years earlier, AGRs tended to cost more than
FuIL-Ttm Support Overview
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military technicians, especially general schedule technicians.
Anecdotal reports from the field helped raise apprehension
levels. Additionally, conversion programs did not always
proceed smoothly, especially in the Army components.
Technicians felt threatened and morale problems developed.
Prohibition of "double-slotting," whereby only one incumbent-AGR, military technician, or part-time reservist--could be
assigned against each unit mobilization position, added to the
discontent. Finally, organizational hierarchies within units
were frequently disrupted when
3 AGRs and military technicians
were mixed in the same units.
Congressional interest remained high, and the FY 1983
Continuing Resolution providing DoD appropriations included the
following provisions:
" Affirmation of the original 1975 guidance to use least cost
forms of manpower consistent with military requirements and
other needs
* Prohibition of further military technician conversions,
with a specific ban against converting positions for 43
senior staff administrative assistants (SSAA) at Army
Reserve Command headquarters

" Establishment of technician position floors in the Army
components as follows: ARNG - 22,557, and USAR - 6,753

Today, technician floors have been established for Air Force
components as well, and AGR ceilings are applied to all
components. Otherwise, the approaches outlined above
essentially represent the situation as it exists today. The 6th
QRMC has examined the cost side of this issue by developing
comparisons of compensation costs for AGRs and military
technicians, and by reviewing compensation-related management
aspects of the issue.

t

The purpose of this overview has been to provide a brief
historical perspective and an introduction to the major fulltime support issues addressed by the 6th QRMC. Chapter 2
provides a detailed comparison of the reserve component FTS
management programs as they are now constituted. Analysis of
these issues begins .i Chapter 3. As a final point, it should
be noted that, in this decade, full-time support programs have
been recognized as essential to reserve force readiness. All
the secondary issues including those concerning costs and force
mix, no matter how controversial or intractable, are subordinate
to this paramount consideration.

1-12
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HNotes
1. Approximately 5 percent of National Guard technicians are
authorized to be employed without military membership as a
condition of employment. These employees, although they may be
called "technicians," are included in the civil service category
rather than the military technician category in this report.
See Appendix C for further details.
2. The Gerard Study used 38 and 39 percent of basic pay for
officers and enlisted members, respectively, as the cost of
military retirement. The normal cost percentage of military
retirement under current law and actuarial assumptions is 40.3
percent for members who first enter military service on or after
August 1, 1986.
3. Department of Defense, office of the Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Manpower, Reserve Affairs and Logistics) Report on
Full-Time Trainina and Administration of the Selected Reserve,
June 1978, p. V-32. The Gerard Study was prophetic on this
issue: "It is entirely conceivable under this concept (a
liberal conversion policy) to have a mixed work force of
technicians and active FTTA (Full-Time Training and
Administration) personnel, together with their supporting
personnel systems, for as long as 32 years.. .The compatibility
and manageability of such a dual structure is highly suspect...
Two such widely diversified programs as the technician and
active military FTTA force will create serious morale and
management problems."

S
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Chapter 2.

LIFE-CYCLE MANAGEMENT OF FULL-TIME SUPPORT PERSONNEL

Full-Time SUDDOrt Personnel Management in the Reserve Connonents

There are significant differences in the full-time support
(FTS) programs of the Military Departments. These differences
emanate from the unique structure and functional needs of each
component as developed over time, and they are reflected in both
law and policy. Consequently, there are separate and distinct
management procedures and force characteristics for each
category of FTS personnel in each component.
Without a tool to provide organization, it is difficult to
form a comprehensive perspective of the differences among the
components. To assist in the analysis and understanding of
these differences, a matrix was developed to display in general
terms how each component's FTS program is structured, along with
key data on force characteristics such as comparative strengths.
(See Table 2-1).
Data Sources

Information included on the matrix was derived as follows:
Strength statistics for military reservists (AGRs and
military technicians) were extracted from the Reserve
Components Common Personnel Data System (RCCPDS), dated
September 30, 1986 and recorded in the "FY 1986 Official
Guard And Reserve Manpower Strengths and Statistics" report
RCS: DD-RA(M)1147/1148. Data discrepancies are noted
later in this chapter, in the section "FTS Strength".
Active component FTS strengths were provided by service
points of contact.
Statements of component policy were provided by points of
contact in the military services for 6th QRMC matters, or
by individuals designated by them. Published component
policy and regulations were also used in developing the
matrix. These are cited individually in the matrix.
*

Civilian personnel policies applicable to military
technicians were provided by the military departments and
the Office Of Personnel Management (OPM).

" Miscellaneous comparative data was derived from the 1985
DoD Surveys of Officer and Enlisted Personnel (Instruments
1 through 3) and from the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys
Life-CycLe Managemnt of FuLL-Tim Support Personnel
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of Selected Reserve officer and enlisted personnel
(Instruments 1 and 2 for technicians; 3 and 4 for AGRs, 5
for technicians and AGR spouses). Additional supporting
data for the survey analyses (such as computing distances
from base support (commissaries), was provided by the
Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC) from RCCPDS and from
their active component data files.
Matrix Format
Full-time support policy, congressional direction, and
legislation have been subject to change as indicated in the
overview. These governing factors are likely to continue to
change in the future. The matrix, therefore, shows current FTS
management and provides a point of departure for understanding
the nature and characteristics of each component's FTS force as
it now exists. Component FTS categories showing the FTS
manpower categories used in each component are arrayed on the
horizontal axis. Life-cycle management functions selected for
comparison are arrayed on the vertical axis. These management
functions include: acquisition, training, distribution,
employment, sustainment, and separation. The matrix may be used
for several purposes:
Reading the labels in the first column, it is possible to
review first the strength categories and then the
management areas selected for comparison. The management
areas are arranged in typical order as they affect an
individual's career from accession through separation or
retirement.
* Reading any other vertical column, it is possible to get
complete information on a reserve component.
• Reading across in any row, it is possible to compare
strength or management areas across components.
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TABLE 2-1.

ACTIVE & RESERVE COMPONENT FULL-TIME SUPPORT PERSONNEL LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT
ARMY

STRENGTH &
MANAGEMENT
AREAS

ACTIVE ARMY
with
ARNG
USAR

FY 86 STRENGTH:
1. TOTAL SELRES

MANAGEMENT:
1. ACQUISITION
-AUTHORITY

TITLE 32

953

1,230

10 USC 715, &
3541
32 USC 315

3-4 years

-USUAL SOURCE

Active Army
ELigible for
act ive Arm y
bonuses.

AR 135-7,
pars 2-3g

(1,312) 23,780 (22,468)

10 USC 175, 32 USC 265, 672(d),
502(f)
678, 3021,
AR 135-18
3040 & 3496. NGR 600-5
NOR 600-10

2-4 years
SELRES

ARMY RESERVE

IL

TECH

AOR

446,194 -------------

(932) 3,645 (2.713)
(88)
(88)
(380) 20,135 (19,755)
(3,524)

-TOUR LENGTH

-ENLISTMENT/
A FFILIATIO N
BONUS

TITLE 10

------

2. !S
-OFFICERS
(STAT TOUR)
-ENLISTED
(RECRUITERS)
FTS TOTAL

ARMY NATIONAL GUARD

3 years
SELRES

5,301
18,373

25,292

NIL TECH

309,709 ----

3,292
(277)
8,867
(2,268)
12,159

32 USC 709
10 USC 175,
ARNG supple- 265, 672(d),
ments to FPM 678, 3021,
& 3038.
AR 135-18

NGR 600-10

Be fully
qualified,

Be fully
qualified;
E5s & below
show potentiaL if not
MOS quailfled. Be an
ARNGUS ac-

_

S USC
MOU: HODA S
OPM
AR 140-315

Indefinite

SELRES

SELRES

SELRES

Meet OPN's
basic Z duty
position
requirements
Be an ARNG
member or
join as an
employment

tfve member. condition.
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7,624

3 years

N/A
Not eligible Not eligible
......
......
.......
Payments for Payments for Payments for
prior bonus prior bonus prior bonus
continue,
continue,
stop; recoup

Be fully
qualified,
Be an active
ARNOUS member with 4
years of
ARNO
service.

2,548

Indefinite

Not eligible Not eligible
...........
Payments for Payments for
prior bonus
continue.

if within 6
months of
enlistment,
2. TINING
-ENTRY QUALIFICATION &
TRAINING
FPM
AR 135-18
AR 140-315
NGR 600-5

1,101

prior bonus
stop; recoup
if within 6
months of
enlistment.

Be fully
qualified;
ESs & below
show potential if not
MOS quailfled. Be an
active USAR

Meet OPM's
basic & duty
position
requirements
Be a USAR
member or
join as an
employment

member.

condition.
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TABLE 2-1.

ACTIVE & RESERVE COMPONENT FULL-TIME SUPPORT PERSONNEL LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT
ARMY - PAGE 2

STRENGTH &
MANAGEMENT

ACTIVE ARMY
with

AREAS

ARNG

USAR

~3.

ARMY NATIONAL GUARD

TITLE 10

TITLE 32

ARMY RESERVE

NIL TECH

AGR

NIL TECH

DISTRIBUTIN

-YRS BETVEEN
PCS MOVES

Officers: 1.9
Enlisted: 2.2

-ASSIGNMENT
LOCATIONS

Selected ARNG &
JSAR locations
where AC expert
is is needed,

Federal end
state/active
& Guard HG &
spt elements

2,858 armories & 2,234
other posts & facilities
in 50 states, PR, Guam, &
the Virgin Islands.

1,800 reserve centers,
posts, & recruiting #tations in 50 states, PR, &
Guam. > 100 AGRa o'seas.

Integrate into
unit functions
& missions;
e.g. National
Guard inspector
general; master

Typically,
more senior
officers &
NCOs in key
staff
assignments;

Most serve
in category
I positions
in deployable units
in training

Serve at all
levels from
small units
to the DoD.
Most serve
in units -

AR 135-2
4. EMPLOYMENT
-ASSIGNMENT
FACTORS
AR 135-2
AR 135-18
AR 140-315
NGR 600-5
NGR 600-7
NOR 600-10

-INACTIVE
DUTY
TRAINING
(lOT/DRILL)

t

Estimate >
30

Serve in OS
& other
maintenance,
admin, &
supply
activities,

Off: 4.1
Ent: 7.1

gunner in a
NGS, ARSTAFF & unit sup- Altso serve
others in a
tank battalion. MACON &
port jobs.
at state HO, variety of
STARCs.
Some are re- e.g. USP9FO. functions
cruiters.
including
recruiting,
IG, & ROTC.

Attend drilts & Attends IDT

Attends lOT
admin meetings if assigned and admin
with unit. May unit drills. meetings if

Serve at ARCON & below
in unit administratve,
maintenance,
training,
supply, and
supervisory
positions.
If not in a
TPU, may
serve as an
IMA.

Attends lOT

Attends 107 Attends IDT
in military and admin
In military
status, usu- meetings if status, usu-

posse comitatus

assigned unit drills.
Units drill
at reserve
centers or
other tng
sites. May
travel exten
sively visit
ing drilling
units,

Attendswith
unit.

Attends with Attends with Attends as
unit if a
unit if a
mil unit

Attends with Attends as
unit If a
sit unit

unit member, unit member. member,

unit member. m

(AT)

Many do not.
May perform
extensive
travel via-

assigned unit drills,
Most do; at
armory or
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Estimate •
30

ally at unit
armory or
training
site. Nay
iting drill- tng site.
attend admin
ing units.
Recruiters
metings in
e.g. as an
often visit military or
IG or tng
drilling un- civilian
officer.
its.
status. may
work flex
schedule,

deploy to field
or installation
training sites;
e.g. a depot
for maintenance
training.
Cannot perform
state missions
if in violation
of 18 USC 1385-

-ANNUAL
TRAINING

Officers: 6.8
Enlisted: 14.1

i

I

I

IvilI

/

ally at reaerve center
or training
site. May
attend admin
meetings in
military or
civilian
status. Nay
work flex
schedule.

-

r.
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ACTIVE A RESERVE COMPONENT FULL-TIME SUPPORT PERSONNEL LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT
ARMY - PAGE 3

STRENGTH &
NANAGEMENT
AREAS

ACTIVE ARMY
with
ARNG
USAR

5. SUSTAINMENT
-CONTINUATION Subject to
RULES
active Army
policies.
AR
AR
AR
AR

135-18
135-205
140-10
140-315

Assignment potWse & prioritles, not
board action,

ARMY NATIONAL GUARD
TITLE 10

NIL TECH

AGR

NIL TECH

NGB contin- State conState quail- OCAR contfn- ARCOM qualiuation board tinuation
tative reustion board tative rein 3d year
board before tention
in 3d year
tentlon
of initial
tour & every
fifth year
thereafter.

NGR 600-5
govern continuNGR 600-200 atlon in FTS
NOR 635-102 program.

-REENLISTMENT Eligible for
active Army
BONUSES
bonuses.
AR 135-7.
pars 4-5

TITLE 32

ARMY RESERVE

end of first
tour & every
third year
thereafter.
Qualitative
retention
board after
20 YOS for

board after
20 YOS for
military
retirement.
May be retained in a
nonproaotable status

retirement.

tit age 60.

Not eligible Not eligible
.............
Payments for Payments for
prior bonus prior bonus
may continue may continue

of initial
tour & every
fifth year
thereafter.

board after
20 YOS for
military
retirement.
May be retained in a
nonpromotable status
tit age 60.

Not eligible Not eligible Not eligible
......
......
Payments for Payments for Payments for
prior bonus prior bonus prior bonus
stop.
may continue stop.

-PROMOTIONS
OFF- Compete with
active Army

Eligible for Eligible for Eligible for go unit vac- Eligible fo
unit vacancy unit vacancy unit vacancy ancy (early) unit vacancy
ROPA, DOPA pers. Can be promotions. promotions. promotions.
promotions. promotions.
AR 135-155 promoted early. If not in a If not in a May decline If not in a May decline
NoR 600-100 Promotion not
position
poeftion
promotion
position
promotion
NGR 600-101 affected by
authorized
authorized
for 1-3
authorized
for 1-3
CIV PERS
duty position. the higher
the higher
years. Civ- the higher
years. CivREGS
grade, pro- grade, pro- itian promo- grade, pro- ilian promomotion is
notion is
tion: exmotion is
tion: comdelayed tit delayed til cepted serreassignment reassignment Ice rules.
---------.

ENL- Same as above.
AR 140-158
NGR 600-200
CIV PERS
RaGS

..

....

. .....

......

delayed tit petitive svc
reassignment rules.
......

......

El-E4: Unit El-E4: Unit El-E4: Unit El-ES: Unit El-E4: Unit
commander to commander to commander to commander to commander to
auth vacancy auth vacancy auth vacancy auth vacancy auth vacancy
E5-E9: State
or lower
board based
on position
vacancles,

ES-E9: State S-E9: State
or lower
or tower bd.
board based
ivilian
on position promotion:
vacancies.
excepted svc
rules.

Life-Cycle Management of Full-Time Support Personnel

E6-E9: NODA E5-E9: ARCOM
AGR bd. Pro- bd. Civilian
wed by
promotion:
sequence #
competitive
with PCS, if service
necessary.
rules.
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ACTIVE & RESERVE COMPONENT FULL-TINE SUPPORT PERSONNEL LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT
ARMY - PAGE 4

STRENGTH &
MANAGEMENT
AREAS

ACTIVE ARMY
with
ARNG
USAR

ARMY NATIONAL GUARD
TITLE 10

TITLE 32

ARMY RESERVE
NIL TECN

AGR

NIL TECH

5. SUSTAINMENT
-BASE SUPPORT (Overaei-CONUS)
4= 10 MILES96%
<c 25 MILES98%
<: 50 MILES99%
> 50 MILES1z
6. DEVELOPMENT
-COMMAND
OPPORTUNITY
-CAREER
DEVELOPMENT

No
Normat rotation
at assignment
for sit major
speciatties.

7. SEPARATION
-INVOLUNTARY

RA officers are
eLigibLe for
5 USC
separation pay
10 USC 1174 if over 5 yrs
32 USC 709 totaL service;
RA enListed are
not.

-RETIREMENT

ELigible to
retire with 20
5 USC
years active
10 USC 1293 miLitary ser10 USC 3911 vice.
10 USC 3914
32 USC 709
AR 135-18
AR 140-10
At 635-100
AR 635-200
NOR 600-5/6

2-6

21%
41%
62%
38%

352
57%
73Z
27S

No

Yes

Yes

NGB tour
program;
mostly 3 yr,
high Level
staff duty
tours,

Unit duty in
home state,
ALL major
speciaLties,
Stability
desired. May

Duty in
units & support activities: admin,
maintenance,
training, &

Wide variety
of duty assignments in
sit major
speciaLties.
May serve in

Duty in
units & suppart activities: admin,
maintenance,
training, &

serve in sctive units
for refresher training.

suppLy. Sta- active units
bte assign- for refreshments over
or training.
Long careers

supply. Stabte assignments over
Long careers

Off & Ent etIgibte for
separation
pay w/5 yrs
continuous
active
service.

Off & Ent eLigibLe for
separation
pay w/5 yrs
continuous
active
service,

ELigibLe for
severance
pay <= 1 yrs
pay after 12
months continuous civ
emptoyment,

Off & Ent eligibLe for
separation
pay wI 5 yrs
continuous
active
service.

ELigible for
severance
pay <= i yrs
pay after 12
months continuous civ
employment.

ELigibLe for
active duty
retirement a
20 quaLifying TOS.
Off are reLeased when
eligible unLes Sec of
the Army approves vot
retention,

ELigibLe for
active duty
retirement a
20 quaLifying YOS.
Off are reLeased when
eLigible unLess Sec of
the Army approves vot
retention.

Nit: etLig
20 quat YOS;
KRD a age 60
CRS/FERS:
etig a age
55 w/30 YOS;
mandatory 8
age 60 w/20
YOG. FERS: 8
age 50 w/25
YOS - invot
Loss miL job

ELigible for
active duty
retirement 9
20 quaLifying YOS.
Off are reLeased when
eLigibLe unLess Sec of
the Army approves vat
retention.

NiL: eLig a
20 quat YOS;
HRD 8 age 60
CRS/FERS:
eLig a age
55 w/30 YOS;
mandatory a
age 60 w/20
YOS. FERS: 2
age 50 w/25
YOS - invoL
Loss mitljob

No

Yes
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TABLE 2-1.

ACTIVE & RESERVE COMPONENT FULL-TINE SUPPORT PERSONNEL LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT
NAVY AND MARINE CORPS

STRENGTH

NAVY

MANAGEMENT
AREAS

ACTIVE NAVY
(Active Duty List)

MARINE CORPS
NAVAL RESERVE
AGR (TAR)

ACTIVE MARINE CORPS
(Active Duty List)

USMC RESERVE
AGR (FTS)

FY 86 STRENGTH:
1.
2.

TOTAL SELRES

141,504

FTS
-OFFICERS
(STAT TOUR)
-ENLISTED
(RECRUITERS)

839
6,004

1,942
(215)
16,449

41,582

498
4,682

240
(36)
1,238
(100)

FTS TOTAL

6,843

MANAGEMENT:
1. ACQUISITION
-AUTHORITY

10 USC 715

-TOUR LENGTH

2 - 4 years

18,391

10 USC 175, 265,
672(d), and 678.
Off: NAVPERS 15559
Ent: NAVPERS 15909C
Off: Indefinite

5,180

10 USC 715

1-5 years

1,478

10 USC 175, 265,
672(d), and 678.
MCO 1001.52C

1-5 years

Ent: 3 - 6 years
-USUAL SOURCE

-ENLISTMENT/
AFFILIATION
BONUS

Active Navy

Active Navy, SELRES Active Marine Corps Ready Reserve; some
and NPS enlistments
Active Marine Corps

Eligible for active Not eligible.
Eligible for active Not eLigible.
Navy bonuses.
Payments for prior Marine Corps bonPayments for prior
bonus stop; part of uses.
bonus continue.
previous payments
recouped (prorated
for TAR portion of
enlistment).

2.

TRAINING
-ENTRY QUALIFICATION &
TRAINING

Must be futly

Must be fully
qualified for duty
assignment.
Enlisted attend
school if not rating qualified. NPS

must be fuLLy
qualified for duty
assignment.
Officers must be
in grades 03 to OS;
enlisted are mostly

Must be fully

qualified for duty
assignment,

attend IADT.

senior NCOs.

prior to duty tour.

SECNAVINST 1427.13
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__mmg
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_

_

qualified for duty
assignment and have
18 months active or
Ready Reserve service immiedatety
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TABLE 2-1.

ACTIVE £RESERVE COMPONENT FULL-TIME SUPPORT PERSONNEL LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT
NAVY AND MARINE CORPS

STRENGTH

NAVY

MANAGEMENT

iI

ACTIVE NAVY

AREAS

(Active Duty List)

3. DISTRIBUTION
-YRS BETWEEN
PCS MOVES

officers: 2.1
Enlisted: 2.4

-ASSIGNMENT
LOCATIONS

4. EMPLOYMENT
-ASSIGNMENT
FACTORS

-PAGE

MARINE CORPS
NAVAL RESERVE

ACTIVE MARINE CORPS

USMC RESERVE

AGR (TAR)

(Active Duty List)

AGE (FTS)

officers: 1.8
Enlisted: 2.1

Officers: 4.8
Enlisted: 10.0

Officers: 2.8
Enlisted: 3.9

No USN, USN ships and stations, NRF
ships, 53 RESFORONS, 8 NAB and NAF,
227 Reserve Centers, and 16 Readiness
Commands.

Perform as crew
members aboard NRF
vessels and flying
units. Perform in
other support
bilets as required

-INACTIVE

DUTY
TRAINING
(EDT/DRILL)

2

NO USMC, and 170 reserve training
centers and flying facilities.

Perform as crew
Perform in units as Perform in units as
members aboard NRF members of
inspector-instrucvessels and flying inspectortar team members
units. Perform in instructor (1-1)
and in other USMCR
other billets as
teems,
assignments incLudrequired. Serve in
ing 10 USC 265 tour
active Navy units
billets.
worldwide as mael
as in 10 USC 265
tour billets.

Air and vessel croEw members perform

Attend OT with unit, if applcable

missions as an integral part of the
unit during training and operational
missions. Includes drfils at sea or

(e.g. 10 USC 265 tour members do not)
and perform missions as an integral
part of unit training and operations.

Ishort

oversees deployments. Others

Aircrews may particpate in short de-

attend EDT with unit, if applicable
(e.g. 10 USC 265 tour mem'ers do not).

ployments. Prepare aircraft and other
equipment for unit training.

Prepare aircraft, vessels, and equip-

ment for unit training.
-ANNUAL

,

ALL unit TARs and active component

units to annual training.

(AT)

with their units.

overseas deployment.

EMLOYIMENT
-CONTINUATION
RULES

2-8

ALL unit ITS members accompany their

members participate in annual training

_________n__10_________65

5.

TS

TRAINING

Deployments at sea

or to air training stations are coo

May include

n

Subject to Regular
Navy retention

Subject to Regular
Navy retention and

Subject to Regular CMC review for each
Mane Corps reten- new 3-year tour.

policies.

TAR cant policies.

tion policies.
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TABLE 2-1.

ACTIVE & RESERVE COMPONENT FULL-TIME SUPPORT PERSONNEL LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT
NAVY AND MARINE CORPS - PAGE 3

MANAGEMENT
AREAS
5.

ACTIVE NAVY
(Active Duty List)

NAVAL RESERVE
AGR (TAR)

ACTIVE MARINE CORPS
(Active Duty List)

USNC RESERVE
AGR (FTS)

SUSTAINMENT (Continued)
Eligible for active Not eligible.
-REENLISTMENT Eligible for active Not eligible.
Payments for prey
Navy bonuses.
Prey bonus prorated Marine Corps
BONUSES
bonus continue.
- excess recouped. bonuses,
-PROMOTIONS
OFF- Compete with USN
peers under DOPMA.
HO Navy selection
boards. May be setected early.
ENL- E4 and above compete fleet-wide
by grade and rate.

6.

MARINE CORPS

NAVY

STRENGTH
&

Compete under ROPA.
NO Navy TAR seLection boards. No
early promotions;
running mate timing

Compete with USMC
peers under DOPMA.
NOMC selection
boards. May be slected early.

Compete under ROPA.
NQMC selection
boards. No early
promotions; running
mate timing.

Compete with other
TARs under the same
system as USN, but
for fewer ratings.

Screening boards E2
-E5; selection
boards E6-E9. lased
on NOS requirements

Compete with other
reservists. System
is similar to
active component.

-BASE SUPPORT
<- 10 MILES<a 25 MILES-

(Overall - CONUS)
92%
97K

65%
72%

(Overall - CONUS)
95%
98%

24%
42%

<- 50 MILES>
50 MILES-

98%
2%

80%
20%

99%
1%

86%
14%

Yes, if screened.

Yes, if screened.

No

No

DEVELOPMENT
-COMMAND
OPPORTUNITY
-CAREER
DEVELOPMENT

7.

ifor

All warfare specialties open to TAR and Since USMCR structure mirrors that of
the USMC, all combat arms fields and
regular members. Enlisted TARs have
fewer ratings in the billet structure, most other specialties are available.

SEPARATION
-INVOLUNTARY Reg off eligible
separation pay

-RETIREMENT

Off & Ent eligible
for separation pay

Reg off eligible
for separation pay

w/S yrs total svc.
Enlisted are not.

based on 5 years of w/5 yrs total svc.
cont active sve.
Enlisted are not.

Eligible to retire
with 20 years active service.

Eligible to retire
with 20 years active service.
Screened.

Life-Cycle Management of Full-Time Support Personnel

Eligible to retire
with 20 years ective service.

Off & Eni eligible
for separation pay
based on 5 years of
cont act svc.
Eligible to retire
with 20 yrs active
sc. May extend in
1 year increments.
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TABLE 2-1.

ACTIVE A RESERVE COMPONENT FULL-TIME SUPPORT PERSONNEL LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT
AIR FORCE

STRENGTH &
MANAGEMENT
AREAS

AVG

USAFR

TITLE 10

j

TITLE 32

MT (ART)

AGR

MT (ART)

I

FY 86 STRENGTH:
1. TOTAL SELRES
2.

AIR FORCE RESERVE

AIR NATIONAL GUARD

USAF
with

------

112,592

78 ,519 -----

.............

FTS
-OFFICERS
(STAT TOUR)
-ENLISTED

162

181

557

632

(208)
(87)
(129)

168
(153)
444

1,902
19,656

---.

-.-.

--.

719

813

(337)

.....

836
7,512

(288)

(442)

(RECRUITERS)
FTS TOTAL

1,048
(840)
(87)
6.050 (5,921)
.....

7,098 (6,761)

...........

---

612

22,005

8,348

MANAGEMENT:
1. ACQUISITION
-AUTHORITY

-TOUR LENGTH

10 USC 715 &
11541
32 USC 315

4 years

-USUAL SOURCE Active Air
Force

-ENLISTMENT/
AFFILIATION
BONUS

10 USC 175, 32 USC 265, 672(b),
502 (f)
678, 3040,
NGR 35-03
8021, & 8496
2-4 years
SELRES

3 years

10 USC 175,
265, 672(d),
678, 8021, &
8038.

32 USC 709
NGR 35-03
FPM suppL.

Indefinite

Active Comp- Active component & SEL- anent & SELRES
RES

5 USC
AFR 33-1
MOU: OAF &
OPM. FPM sup

4 years

Indefinite

SELRES

Active component & SELRES

Eligible for
active Air
Force bonuses.

Not eligible
......
Payments for
prior bonus
stop.

Not eligible
......
Payments for
prior bonus
stop.

Not eligible Not eligible Not eligible
......
......
......

Must be fully
qualified for
assignment.

Must be fulty qualified
for assignment.

Must be fulty qualified
for assignment or attend school
w/in 9 mos.
1st yr on
probation.

Meet OPN's
basic & duty
pos reqmnts.
Be unit mbar or join
(empt cond).
Hold same or
Lower oit gd

Payments for Payments for
prior bonus prior bonus
stop; recoup stop.
If - 1/2 of
enlistment
complete,

Payments for
prior bonus
stop; recoup
if within 6
months of
enlistment.

Must be fully qualified
for assignment. Ent
recruiters
attend
school at
Lackland AFB

Meet OPM's
basic & duty
pos reqmnts.
Be unit membar or join
(empl cond).

2. TAIIN
-ENTRY QUALIFICATON &
TRAINING
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TABLE 2-1.

ACTIVE & RESERVE COMPONENT FULL-TIME SUPPORT PERSONNEL LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT
AIR FORCE - PAGE 2

STRENGTH &
MANAGEMENT
AREAS

USAF

AIR NATIONAL GUARD

ANG

USAFR

TITLE 10

3. DISTRIBUTION
-YRS BETUEEN Officers: 2.2
PCS MOVES
Enlisted: 2.4

-ASSIGNMENT
LOCATIONS

4. EMPLOYMENT
-ASSIGNMENT
FACTORS

-INACTIVE
DUTY
TRAINING
(IDT/DRILL)

-ANNUAL
TRAINING
(AT)

AIR FORCE RESERVE

with
TITLE 32

Officers: 8.7
Enlisted: 42.0

MY (ART)

AGR

HT (ART)

Estimate >
30

Off: 5.0
Ent: 3.7

Esitmate >
30

Selected ANG & Federal and
USAFR locations state headwhere active
quarters.

86 flying bases and 110
other installations in
S states, Guam, and

NO USAF, MAJ 41 air force
CONS, AFRPC. bases and
Recruiters: AFRES flying

component expertise is
needed.

Puerto Rico.

bases & pop- facilities &
ulation cen- 4 other toters.
cations.

Perform both
flying and nonflying duties
as required;
e.g. Instructor
pilot during
unit conversion
to new acft, or
NGB staff off.

Typically,
more senior
officers &
NCOs in key
staff assign
ments at
major HO.

Perform as
pilots and
flight crew
members and
in other
operational,
technical,
and staff
assignments.

Perform as
pilots and
flight crew
members and
in other
operational,
technical,
and staff
assignments.

Fill stat
jr and
other staff
assignments.
Most enlisted are recruiters.

Perform all
full-time

Attend drills
with unit, if
applicable, inctuding as mem-

Only if
organization
drills. Few
operational

Drill with

Drill with
unit. Operationat deptoyments

Most do not
attend IDT.

Drill with

unit. OperationaL deptoyments

Recruiters
coordinate

support func
tions in
units. Also
perform in
staff positions at or
below MAJCOM

unit. Operational deployments

bers of reserve deployment
common; e.g. common; e.g. with units
flight crews,
requirements air defense CAS training during IDT.
patrols.

common; e.g.
aero-evac
mission.

Not common, but Few attend
may accompany
AT.
unit on oses.

Attend with
unit. Offstation e

Attend with
unit. Offstation eas

Attend with
unit. Mostly
at home

deployment.

3 years.

3 years.

S. SUSTAINMENT
-CONTINUATION Subject to
Mgt bd reSet retenRULES
active Air
view at tour tion bd at
Force policies, continuation 20 yrs ac-

points.

station.

Mgt bd reDual retenview at tour tion O age
continuation 55 w/25 YOS.

tive service tive service points.

Life-Cycle Management of Full-Time Support Personnel

mum
a /mlt reiIrI Bil~ i

Set retention bd at
20 yrs ac-

None
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TABLE 2-1.

ACTIVE & RESERVE COMPONENT FULL-TINE SUPPORT PERSONNEL LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT
AIR FORCE - PAGE 3

STRENGTN &
MANAGEMENT
AREAS

ANG

USAFR

5. SUSTAINMENT (Continued)
-REENLISTMENT Eligible for
active Air
BONUSES
Force bonuses.

-PROMOTIONS
OFF- Compete with
USAF peers under DOPMA. NO
USAF set bds.
May be selected
early.

ENL- E2-E7: unit
vacancy.
ES-E9: bds at
wing & numbered
air force. Appr
by NO USAF.

TITLE 10

TITLE 32

MT (ART)

AGR

MT (ART)

Not eligible Not eligible Not eligible Not eligible Not eligible
..................
Payments for Payments for Payments for Payments for Payments for
prior bonus prior bonus prior bonus prior bonus prior bonus
stop.

stop.

stop.

stop.

stop.

Compete
under ROPA
Also etigible for unit
vacancy
promotions.

Compete
under ROPA
Also etigibte for unit
vacancy
promotions.

Compete
under ROPA
Also eligible for unit
vacancy
promotions.
Civ prom per

Compete
under ROPA.
No early
promotions
since there
are no unitLevel AGRs.

Compete
under ROPA.
Also eLigible for unit
vacancy
promotions.
Civ prom per

Unit vacancy
Some states
have ES & E9
set bds.
NGR 36-04
NGR 39-29

-BASE SUPPORT (Overatl-CONUS)
96%
-<-10 MILES<a 25 MILES<- 50 MILES50 MILES-

AIR FORCE RESERVE

AIR NATIONAL GUARD

USAF
with

97%
982
2%

Unit vacancy
Some states
have ES & E9
set bds.
NGR 36-04
NGR 39-29

excepted svc
rules.

competitive
svc rules.

Unit vacancy HO USAF set
Some states bds.
have ES & E9
set bds.
NGR 36-04
NGR 39-29
Civ: same as
officers.

Unit vacancy
E8 & E9 set
bds at wing,
numbered air
force. Civ:
same as off!cars.

38%

83%

57%
72%
282

902
94%
6%

6. DEVELOPMENT
-COMMAND
OPPORTUNITY
-CAREER
DEVELOPMENT
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No
Normal rotation
at assignment
with some combat specialty/
flying opportunity.

No
Mostly higher level
staff assign
mants.

Yes
opportunity
for most
specialties
Inct airlift
fighter, and
combat suppt

Yes

No

Opportunity
for most
specialties
Inct airlift
fighter, and
combat suppt

Mostly higher level
staff for
officers;
recruiting
duty for ent

Yes
Unit duty ul
opportunity
in most spec
inct airtift
fighter, and
combat apt.
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TABLE 2-1.

ACTIVE & RESERVE COMPONENT FULL-TINE SUPPORT PERSONNEL LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT
AIR FORCE - PAGE 4

STRENGTH &
MANAGEMENT
AREAS

USAF
with
ANG

AIR NATIONAL GUARD
USAFR

AIR FORCE RESERVE

TITLE 10

TITLE 32

NT (ART)

Regular off are
eligible for
separation pay
if over 5 yrs

Off & Ent eligible for
separation
pay with 5

Off & Ent eligible for
separation
pay with 5

Eligible for
severance
pay <- 1 yrs
pay after 12

Off & Ent eligible for
separation
pay based on

total service;

years con-

years con-

months con-

5 yrs contin months con-

AGR

NT (ART)

7. SEPARATION
-INVOLUNTARY

Regular enlist- tinuous ac- tinuous ac- tinuous civ
ad are not.
tive service tive service employment.
-RETIREMENT

ELigible to
retire with 20
years active
military service.

Eligible for
active duty
retirement
with 20 yrs
active military svc.
NGR 35-03

Eligible for
active duty
retirement
with 20 yrs
active military svc.
NGR 35-03

NiL: eLig a
20 qual YOS
NRD 2 age 60
CRS/FERS:
clig a age
55 w/30 YOS;
mandatory a
age 60 w/20
YOS. FERS: 2
age 50 w/25
YOS if due
to invol
Loss of mit
position.

ELigible for
severance
pay - I yrs
pay after 12

uous active
service,

tinuous civ
employment.

ELigible for
active duty
retirement
with 20 yrs
active mititary svc.

Hit: clig a
20 quai YOS
MRD a age 60
CRS/FERS:
elig 2 age
55 w/30 YOS:
mandatory 2
age 60 w/20
YOS. FERS: 2
age 50 w/25
YOS if due
tp invol
loss of mil
position.

Narrative Descriotion of Full-Time SunDort Personnel Strenath
and Life Cycle Manageent
Entries on the matrix (Table 2-1) are short, telegraphic
descriptions similar to entries on a point paper or briefing
slide. These provide a means for making comparisons of key
management features; however, they do not provide much depth of
understanding. Additional depth is necessary to clarify complex
issues, highlight key points, and, in some cases, to record
methodology. Accordingly, two means for increasing depth of
understanding are provided. First, some key technical
explanations, too long to be included either as endnotes or
matrix entries, are provided in Appendix A. Second, the
following narrative description is provided. This narrative is
designed to be read in cross-reference with the matrix, and it
Life-Cycle Management of Full-Time Support Personnel
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is organized according to the sequence of entries in the first
column of the matrix so that a reader may either go from a
particular matrix entry to the corresponding entry in the
narrative for additional amplification or proceed in the
opposite direction to see a particular subject in the narrative
in the broader context of the matrix.
Fiscal Year 1986 Strenuth
FY 1986 data was chosen because it is the standard baseline
for 6th QRMC analysis.
Total Selected Reserve Strength
Selected Reserve strength includes all unit members,
individual mobilization augmentees, and members in the training
pipeline as of September 30, 1986. Military technicians, AGRs,
and TARs are included since they are members of the Selected
Reserve. As described in Chapter 1, the Army reserve components
have the largest personnel strengths.
FTS Strength
FTS military member categories include active component
personnel, AGR/TAR personnel, and military technicians (MTs). A
description of these categories is in Appendix A. The number of
active component members assigned to duty with each reserve
component was reported by service points of contact. Officer
and enlisted subtotals were not available for the active Army
FTS members. AGRs and TARs are divided into several categories
as appropriate for each component. In the Army National Guard
and Air National Guard, the majority of AGRs serve in full-time
National Guard duty status and are not in federal service.
These members are commonly called "title 32" AGRs, a term that
simply reflects the fact that, in revising titles 10 and 32 of
the United States Code in 1956, the Congress generally attempted
to place laws relating to the National Guard not in the service
of the United States in title 32 and laws relating to the
National Guard of the United States as a federal reserve
component in title 10. Thus, AGRs in federal service are
commonly called "title 10" AGRs. More details on these
differences are provided in the next section, "AcquisitionAuthority." For applicable components, strengths were
separately identified for statutory tour members and enlisted
recruiters (the majority of Air Force Reserve AGRs fall into
these two categories). In FY 1988, the Navy added over 1,000
recruiters, formerly "TEMAC" (short active duty tours) to its
AGR community. Only the Army and Air Force reserve components
use military technicians. These components have been
experiencing problems in reporting military technician strength
through the automated RCCPDS system. 1 Therefore, they have been
Z-14
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reporting correct totals manually (It would not be feasible to
report detailed data manually). The correct manual totals, from
page 1 of the RCCPDS FY 1986 Summary, are shown on the matrix.
Except for the Air Force Reserve, these manually reported totals
do not match the sums of the officer and enlisted strengths
shown on the matrix. These officer and enlisted strengths
represent the automated data available in RCCPDS. The
difference is significant in the Army Reserve because detailed
data for analysis is available for only 47 percent of the
manually reported military technician total.

tManagement

Function Comarisons

The following is a brief comparative summary of each of the
functions of personnel management for the life cycle of FTS
forces of the military departments.
Acquisition
Acquisition functions include the authority for service, tour
length, source of personnel, and enlistment bonuses.
Authority - Authority means the general authorization in law
and the major regulatory authorities for each FTS category.

3as

Statutes cited for active component FTS members provide
Secretarial authority to assign regular or reserve members to
assist the reserve components and to detail regular members of
the Army and Air Force to duty with the National Guard, as well
Presidential authority to assign regular or reserve officers
to duty in the National Guard Bureau. See Appendix A.
Most AGR/TAR members serve under one of two general
authorities provided in the United States Code. First, section
672(d) of title 10, as amplified by section 678, is the general
authority for reserve officer and enlisted members to serve on
active duty voluntarily in federal service. Second, section
502(f) of title 32 provides the same general authority for fulltime National Guard duty not in federal service. The annual (or
biannual) authorization process sets limits on the numbers of
full-time members who may be on active duty or full-time
National Guard duty for the purpose of organizing,
administering, recruiting, instructing, or training the National
Guard or Reserve. Limitations on senior grade authorizations
are also provided by law.
Other AGR officers serve on so-called "statutory tours".
Although there is no formal definition of statutory tours, the
term has generally referred to officers on active duty under

Lif.-Cycl. Management of FuL-t!me Support Personnet
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section 265 of title 10, United States Code and other specific
sections of law to perform narrowly defined duties described in

the authorizing statute.
Incumbents of statutory tour billets are categorized as
individual rather than unit AGRs. Only officers are authorized
under these specific statutes, and they are considered to be
additional members in grade against any headquarters ceiling
when so serving. Thus the assignment of "statutory tour
officers" to a headquarters billet does not reduce the total
number of other officers who may be assigned to that
headquarters. For example, section 265 of title 10, United
States Code, provides authority for officers to serve at the
seat of government or at headquarters responsible for reserve
affairs to participate in preparing and administering reserve
policies and regulations. Other sections provide for reserve
component officersto serve as chiefs of their component, in the
National Guard Bureau, on policy boards and committees, and for
other specific purposes. A brief categorization of statutory
tour authorities is in Appendix A. There are no comparable
statutes for enlisted members.
Military technicians in their military status serve under the
same statutory authority as other members of the Selected
Reserve, and these references have been omitted in this report.
In their civilian employee status, technicians serve in two
different statutory categories, with important distinctions.
National Guard technicians serve as federal employees of the
Department of the Army or the Department of the Air Force under
Section 709 of title 32, United States Code, for the purposes of
1) administration and training of the National Guard, and 2)
maintenance and repair of supplies and equipment issued to the
National Guard or the armed forces. Positions are outide the
competitive service if the technician is required, as a
condition of employment to be a member of the National Guard
and hold the military grade specified by the Secretary concerned
for that position. This status is commonly called "excepted
service". Excepted service technicians who are separated from
military status in the National Guard, or who cease to hold the
prescribed grade for their position, are promptly separated from
employment by the state adjutant general. Approximately 5
percent of National Guard technicians are in competitive federal
status (primarily clerks and security guards), and are not
included as ilit x technicians in this report since they are
not required to be military members.
Technicians in the Army and Air Force Reserve serve under the
general Civil Service laws in title 5, United States Code, as
competitive federal service employees. Both services have
executed agreements with the Office of Personnel Management
(OPM), specifying conditions of employment. The Air Force
2-16
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agreement requires Air Reserve Technicians (ARTs) to maintain
military membership as a condition of employment. As in the
National Guard, loss of military status means loss of the
military technician position. The Air Force has a program for
transferring members in this situation to other Civil Service
positions. Since 1970, military technicians in the Army Reserve
have been required to have military membership as a condition of
permanent appointment; however, maintenance of military
membership once appointed was not made a condition of employment
at that time. Consequently, between technicians who never had
military membership and those who have lost it, the Army Reserve
for a number of years has had a relatively large proportion of
"status quo" technicians (technicians who are not military
members who encumber positions in which military membership
would normally be a requirement). This problem has been
exacerbated by the congressional prohibition against converting
technician posizions (including those
encumbered by status quo
technicians) to military positions. 2 Conversion prohibition has
been restated as recently as December 1987 in the Fiscal Year
1988 Appropriations Act. Since December 1983, however, newly
hired Army Reserve technicians have been required by law to
maintain military membership as a condition of employment. Thus,
status quo technicians will slowly be eliminated from the force
through attrition over the next quarter of a century. In 1976,
approximately 25 percent of the USAR technician force was
comprised of status quo technicians. By 1986, Army data
indicated that the percentage could have been reduced to as low
as 8 percent; however, only 62 percent of Army Reserve
technicians
can be identified in the official personnel data
3
base.
Tour Length - "Tour length," as used in this report means the
typical period an active component member is assigned for a
single tour of duty with reserve components, the period for
which an AGR or statutory tour member is called to active duty,
or the period a technician is employed in Civil Service status.
Reserve component tours are normal features of active
component career development schemes. Upon completion of such
tours, an active component member moves to a duty assignment
consistent with component assignment policies. Tour lengths are
comparable with most other active component tours of duty.
Normal active component enlistment rules apply.
In general, the term of service for an AGR or TAR ranges from
two to four years except that the initial tour for some enlisted
TARs is six years. Periods of enlistment are adjusted to
coincide with tour lengths. In most cases, the tour is served
in a single geographical location although local duty assignment
changes or permanent changes of station may be directed,
especially if the member is selected for promotion or
organizational changes occur. AGRs and TARs generally are
Life-Cycte Managemnt of Futt-Tfoo Support PersonneL
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considered to have career status except in the Marine Corps
Reserve, which manages all of its AGR members as a noncareer
category, and in the Air Force Reserve, which has no unit AGRs.
In all components except the Army Reserve, which manages AGRs as
a single career category, statutory tour officers are normally
limited to a single, specified period of service, usually one to
three years, as stated on the tour assignment orders. The
orders are typically "self-terminating," meaning that the member
is automatically released from active duty on the last day of
the tour unless the orders are amended. Although it is possible
for a reservist to serve more than one statutory tour (and, in
some cases, to achieve active duty retirement eligibility
through consecutive tours), this is an exception and not the
rule. Because statutory tour members are on active duty tours
for periods of 180 days or more, they must be counted under the
law as AGRs for strength accounting purposes.
Military technicians generally have indefinite tour length
status in their civilian capacity. Enlistments follow normal
Selected Reserve rules, except for bonuses as outlined below,
and are for periods of two to eight years. Reenlistment is not
ordinarily denied to an individual; nevertheless, as pointed out
earlier, it is essential to continued employment in cases where
military membership is a condition of employment.
Usual Source of Accessions - As indicated earlier, the source
of active component FTS members is through normal career
assignment. Army AGRs and technicians most frequently enter FTS
programs from drilling reservist status. Some technicians may
enter directly from active status, or from membership in the
individual mobilization augmentee program. Navy accessions can
be individuals without prior service, or those with prior
service in the Selected Reserve or the active component. Most
Marine Corps Reserve accessions come from the Ready Reserve,
with a few coming from the active component. Accessions into
Air Force reserve component programs are from either the
Selected Reserve or the active component.
Enlistment Bonuses - Except for Navy TARs, FTS programs have

few members without prior service, rnd enlistment or affiliation
bonuses are not used directly to attract new FTS members.
Nevertheless, existing enlistment and related bonus agreements
do have an effect (that differs by category and component) on an
individual who enlists for a bonus and later volunteers to
become an AGR/TAR. Active component members are eligible for
these bonuses under their components' programs, with no special
requirements, such as automatic termination of payments,
generated by assignment to reserve component duty. In contrast,
AGRs and military technicians in all components who enter into a
FTS program are currently ineligible to receive enlistment
bonuses, including affiliation4 and prior service enlistment
bonuses. For lateral entry members who were previously paid
2-18
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Selected Reserve enlistment bonuses, rules differ by component:
they may retain portions of the bonus, may be exempted from
payback provisions, or may continue to draw anniversary
payments. In the case of previously paid affiliation bonuses,
prior service enlistment bonuses, and bonuses for enlistment in
elements of the Ready Reserve other than the Selected Reserve
where the individual subsequently decides to become an AGR or
military technician, all anniversary payments are, by policy,
terminated; however, amounts previously paid to a member need
not be refunded.

Training
Training comparisons focus on the basic entry qualification
and training required as prerequisites for full-time support
duty.

Entry Qualification and Training - In all components, new FTS
members are ordinarily required to be fully qualified for
assignment. This means that they must be trained in or show
potential to learn the skill for the position to which they are
hired/assigned, meet standards for physical condition and
education, and meet any special requirements for the position,
such as grade or experience levels and security clearance. Most
applicants qualify by virtue of prior active or reserve service.
Indeed, for the more senior positions, such as statutory tours
for AGRs, having a strong military background is usually
essential. For AGR and military technician applicants in
military pay grades E5 and below, qualifying skill standards are
generally not as strict as for the more senior grades, and entry
regulations normally provide for initial training at schools or
on the job, and even for basic training of accessions without
prior service. Only the Naval Reserve depends upon accessions
without prior service as an important source of new FTS members.
Nevertheless, TARs from all accession sources are required to
undergo the same training as active Navy personnel as
appropriate for their warfare specialty or rating. For military
technicians, the emphasis is on meeting the Civil Service
standards for the job position. Because military membership is
now a condition of initial employment for military technicians
in all components, either by law or policy, there is an implicit
requirement to be qualified in some military skill. However,
the standards of compatibility between military and civiliaz'
positions required of a military technician depend upon the
often tenuous definition of the term "compatibility". As a
result, "MOS qualification" as an entry standard for a military
technician may only mean that the individual
has a military
skill or the potential to qualify in one. 5
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Distribution
Distribution functions include frequency of movement and

assignment locations.
Years Between Permanent Change of Station (PCS) Moves - Survey
data was used for all categories except for military
technicians. Calculation procedures are explained in Chapter 3.
Because the surveys contained no questions about technician
moves, estimates for these members were obtained from service
points of contact. See "Promotions" in this chapter for a
discussion on the relationships to member moves.
For the active components, the data represents all members
worldwide, not active FTS members alone. However, assuming that
FTS rates are comparable to the component as a whole, it is
likely that most active component FTS members do not complete
their Service's full prescribed tour of duty with reserve
components. (That is, the average years between moves computed
from survey data is less than the normal tour length reported by
Service points of contact.)
Among the AGR/TAR categories, the Navy's TAR members move at a
rate quite similar to that of their active component
counterparts. Not only do they move frequently, but TAR
officers are subject to worldwide assignment for refresher
training with the active Navy.6 Members in other AGR categories
move infrequently, especially in the enlisted ranks. Unit AGRs
move less frequently than nonunit AGRs (e.g. statutory tour
officers). For example, Air National Guard AGRs, the majority
of whom serve in units, move much less frequently than Air Force
Reserve AGRs, who do not serve in units. In addition, National
Guard unit AGRs rarely make PCS moves out of their home state.
Other AGRs, whether serving in units or not, may be subject to
nationwide assignment and, on occasion, overseas assignment.
Components generally schedule AGR PCS moves to coincide with
standard tour lengths; however, midtour moves may occur.
Military technicians rarely move. However, they may be moved
involuntarily for cogent reasons such as unit reorganizations or
to accommodate promotions. For example, the Army National Guard
and Air National Guard technicians may be so moved within state
boundaries by virtue of their excepted service status. Air
Force Reserve technicians in pay grades GS-9 or WS-8 and above
are required, by formal agreement between the department of the
Air Force and the Office of Personnel Management (OPM), to sign
mobility agreements; however, involuntary moves rarely occur for
technicians below pay grade GS-12 and seldom occur for wage
grade technicians at all. Under the Army's memorandum of
understanding with OPM, Army Reserve technicians are not
required to sign mobility agreements at any grade. Regardless
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of the degree of authority, the estimated rates indicate that
PCS moves are not a key factor in management of the majority of
military technicians in any component.
Assignment Locations - For FTS personnel, characteristics of
the duty location influence many of the differences in
management and conditions of service among components,
especially those relating to promotion and base support. For
active duty members, the duty location directly affects the
extent to which normal base support functions are available.
Access to commissaries, medical facilities, and community
support functions such as child care are important to the
compensation of AGR members. For technicians, the size and
location of the reserve units affect opportunities for both
technician and nontechnician civil service jobs and also affect
military advancement opportunities.
Employment
The stereotypical full-time reservist job would be work at an
armory or reserve center as a caretaker, supporting a unit that
assembles there for mobilization training one weekend per month,
along with participation in one annual two-week training period
per year, either at the home station or at a regional training
site. However, this is an inadequate description of what either
the units or FTS members actually do.

*

In FY 1986, for example, more than 85,000 reservists
participated in overseas training. 7 Additional thousands
participated in air and sea deployments, and in both training
and operational missions away from unit home stations. Both the
tempo and variety of such activities are expanding each year,
and full-time members play a key role in the action. Categories
selected for comparison include general assignment factors as
well as the more specific categorization of use during inactive
duty training and annual training.
Assignment
- Broad
assignment
factors
governing
the
employment
of Factors
FTS members
derive
from their
category
of
assignment. The delineation is sharpest in the National Guard
components where all title 32 AGRs perform state duty to include
duty in mobilizing units. Title 10 National Guard AGRs all
perform nonunit duty, typically in higher level staff
assignments. Title 10 AGR/TARs in the other components perform
in either unit or nonunit duties. A delineation of all
assignment factors is beyond the scope of this report; however,
those that contribute to an overall understanding of FTS
programs are included. For example, Army Reserve technicians
may serve in military status as Individual Mobilization
Augmentees (IMAs), and Army National Guard and Army Reserve
(AGRs) may perform a wide variety of functions such as
recruiting or ROTC duty.
Life-CycIe Nanagewnt of FUtI-TiM
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Inactive Duty Training (IDT) and Annual Training (AT) - FTS
members who support units normally attend all IDT periods
(drills) and annual training periods with their units. It
should be noted that units, with FTS support, frequently conduct
operations and training more than just one weekend a month
through a combination of extra drills, additional active duty
days, and extended or split annual training. The following are
a few examples of daily or short term operational missions:
Air Force Reserve and Air National Guard units fly C-5B cargo
missions to Europe virtually every day, with air crews that
include USAPR and ANG technicians and Air National Guard AGRs as
crew members. Technicians and AGRs who are weapons system
security personnel may accompany the crew when the aircraft is
scheduled to remain overnight in areas requiring special
security measures.
Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve air crews that
include AGRs and Air Force Reserve technicians regularly
participate in air defense operational missions to intercept
unidentified aircraft approaching U.S. airspace. Air National
Guard and Air Force Reserve technicians and Air National Guard
AGRs also support refueling operations for the active Air Force
with aerial tankers. When assigned to duties outside the
continental United States, Air National Guard members revert
from state to federal control for the duration of the mission.
Members of the Navy TAR program assigned to Naval Reserve
Fleet ships and aircraft squadrons go to sea during regular and
additional drills to conduct training and readiness missions as
well as during normal operations of these ships and squadrons
(about 21 days per quarter). In addition, TARs typically serve
one or more tours with the active Navy during their career,
participating as ship's company in all underway periods
including deployments with their units.
Army Reserve and Army National Guard units regularly move
overland or by air during IDT and AT to the National Training
Center, to active installations or to overseas locations where
they practice mobilization and deployment procedures and combat
operations. Army affiliation and roundout relationships (in
which reserve component units merge with active component units
for mobilization missions) are becoming more frequent and are
compelling more and more long-range deployment exercises. In
addition, the Army uses some AGRs in overseas forward-deployed
elements of USAR units that have early mobilization and
deployment missions in support of NATO war plans.
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Sustainumt
Sustainment functions include the means that are employed to
develop and support FTS personnel throughout a career in support
of general FTS manpower force objectives. Those selected for
comparison include continuation rules, reenlistment bonuses,
promotions and base support.
Continuation Rules - These are the procedures used by each
component for continuation of members in FTS programs. The
application of continuation rules alters the shape of the
manpower force structure and hence also alters compensation
costs. For example, continuation rules affect the number of
members who eventually achieve retirement eligibility, and may
alter average levels for pay grade, age, and years of service.
For additional information, see the "Promotions" and
"Separation" sections later in this chapter.
Continuation of active component members in FTS programs is
based on active component assignment policies and priorities
rather than on tenure rules.
AGR continuation management policies and procedures vary by
component. A major factor in their development is the degree to
which each component recognizes its AGRs as having career
status: all, some, or none may be so recognized.9 In general,
due course promotion is a prerequisite in all components for
reaching maximum allowable years of service. Officers who twice
fail selection for the same grade are not continued. Enlisted
members who are not selected for promotion may be eliminated
from the program in components with management review or tour
selection/continuation boards, or their maximum years of service
may be limited by policy according to the highest grade
attained. Regardless of the differences in management systems,
it is also generally true that the majority of enlisted members
and nearly all officers who become eligible for active duty
retirement at 20 years of active service retire then or shortly
thereafter.
The Army conducts periodic AGR continuation boards at fixed
intervals throughout an AGR's career. By policy, Army AGR
officers are released from active duty or full-time duty when
they have attained 20 years and one month of qualifying service
for retirement purposes (under the provisions of sections 1293
or 3911 of title 10, United States Code), unless they have been
9
approved for voluntary retention by the Secretary of the Army.
Senior enlisted members are permitted to serve longer periods,
depending upon the highest grade obtained.
Navy AGR members who are not TARs are managed on a tour-bytour basis; continuation is managed through the tour selection
process. TAR officer and enlisted members are careerists who
Life-CycLe Management of FuLL-Time Support Personnel
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are subject to the same type of selection and screening boards
as their active Navy counterparts, including those convened to
select or screen members as applicable by grade and career field
for promotion, command, executive officer, and schools.
Assuming due course performance, continuation selection for
officers occurs only in pay grade 06 during the second and fifth
members are authorized to continue
year
grade.
TAR enlisted
to 30 in
years
of active
service based on the Navy's High Year
Tenure (HYT) program.
The Marine Corps selects AGRs on a tour-by-tour, noncareer
basis. Continuation is controlled through the tour selection
process. FTS members who have served on active duty for 20
years or more may request an extension of no more than one year.
Air Force AGRs serving under title 10, United States Code, are
subject to management board review at tour continuation points.
In addition, Air National Guard members serving under title 32,
United States Code, (military duty personnel), are subject to
retention board action on reaching eligibility for reserve
retirement (which would be earlier than active retirement
eligibility, assuming the member has some part-time service and
the last 8 years of service have been in a reserve component).
Military technicians are not directly quality-screened until
after they complete 20 years of qualifying service for reserve
retirement; then they may be subject to Selected Reserve
qualitative management boards. On the other hand, there is an
indirect promotion screening process. (This process also
applies to AGRs, but it becomes of special significance to
military technicians who depend upon attaining 25 to 30 or more
years of military service to reach eligibility for civil service
retirement.) During this period of service after 20 years,
promotions are more difficult to achieve at the senior grades.
Reserve officers are indirectly screened through the promotion
selection process and removed from military status if they twice
fail to be selected for promotion to a grade below 06. To
preclude the loss of military status by technicians, the
statutes provide that, notwithstanding mandatory separation
under the law based on years of service or nonselection for
promotion, technicians may be retained until age 60. In
practice this exemption is typically not extended past age 55.
Maximum tenure is reached at MRD/MSD (Mandatory Removal Date Army; and Mandatory Separation Date - Air Force). Enlisted
technicians are controlled through a system of maximum service
in grade. As with officer technicians, under certain conditions
enlisted technicians who fail promotion selection may be
retained until they qualify for civil service retirement.
Reenlistment Bonuses - Active component members are eligible
for active component bonuses, with no special effect caused by
their assignment for duty with a reserve component.
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Rules vary among components for authorization and anniversary
payment of reserve reenlistment bonuses. The services have
found it unnecessary to pay bonuses to retain reservists in FTS
programs. The Navy recently considered paying a selective
reenlistment bonus (TAR/AGR SRB); however, after examining
improving retention rates, the 6th QRMC has concluded that such
a bonus is not needed at this time. As with enlistment bonuses,
reenlistment bonuses in effect prior to AGR/TAR status do have
an effect on the individual that differs by component and
category. Members who were awarded a bonus before their
selection as AGRs may or may not continue to receive anniversary
payments, under rules unique to each service. Army and Marine
Corps components allow continuation; Air Force and Navy
components discontinue payments. In addition, the Navy recoups
a prorated portion of previous payments, based on the
uncompleted portion of the bonus period.
Promotions - There are many differences in promotion rules and
eligibility criteria within and among the active and reserve
components of the DoD. These differences are significant
regarding time in grade (TIG), time in service (TIS), completion
of professional military education (as a requirement for
promotion eligibility), and retention as affected by failure to
be promoted. These differences may require longer TIG/TIS and
more professional education for reserve component members than
for active component members. All active component FTS members
are promoted under active component promotion systems. These
members may receive early promotions, and their FTS duty
assignments do not affect promotion procedures.
All categories of reserve officers not on the active-duty
list, whether they be AGRs, TARs, or military technicians, are
promoted under Reserve Officer Promotion Act of 1954 (ROPA)
rules. The ROPA rules are different for each Service, however,
with major differences between Army and Air Force reserve
components on one hand, and the Naval Reserve and Marine Corps
Reserve on the other. The resultant differences in promotion
timing affect compensation to some degree; however, they are
largely offset by longevity pay increases that are almost always
incrementally much greater than pay grade increases. Promotions
of Navy and Marine Corps reserve officers are linked to active
component promotions in a "running-mate" system. Under this
system, promotion points are strictly tied to considerations for
promotion in the active component. Army and Air Force reserve
promotions are based on time in pay grade (TIG) and time in
service (TIS) criteria, which are not linked to the active
component.10
Army Reserve, Naval Reserve, and Marine Corps Reserve AGR/TAR
officers cannot be considered for early promotion (unit vacancy)
promotion. In the Air Force reserve components, unit vacancy
promotions are made to fill authorized billets in all programs,
Life-Cycle Management of Futl-Time Support Personnet
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not just unit programs. In the Army National Guard, unit
vacancy promotion is possible and does occur. AGR officer
promotions in all components are affected by the duty
assignment. In the Army, promotion is administratively delayed
until assignment to a position authorized at the next higher pay
grade. This is a statutory requirement for promotion of Army
and Air Force AGRs to paygrade 04 and above. Unlike their parttime counterparts, Army AGR officers are not required to sign
promotion declinations while awaiting a position vacancy at the
higher grade. In the Navy and Marine Corps, AGR officers are
promoted without regard to the pay grade authorized for their
current duty assignment. Because Marine Corps FTS officers and
enlisted members may not remain in a lower pay grade position
indefinitely, they may face elimination from the FTS program if
an appropriate position for reassignment is unavailable at the
end of the their current contract. No Air Force or Army reserve
component AGR officer may assume a higher pay grade unless
assigned to a position that authorizes the higher pay grade.
Even if selected by a selection board under ROPA, Army and Air
Force Guard and Reserve AGRs can only be promoted if serving in
a billet requiring the higher grade. In addition there are
statutory limits on AGR and TAR officers in pay grades 04
through 06 which may not be exceeded.
Military technician officers are eligible for unit vacancy
military promotions. Army officer technicians selected for
mandatory military promotions must be in appropriate positions
at the higher grade in order to be promoted and remain in the
unit. If no position is available, they may decline promotion
for a period of up to three years. If not promoted by the end
of the declination period, an officer will be transferred from
the unit and promoted. Such action could result in termination
of full-time employment for members who must maintain active
status as a condition of employment. Until age 55, Air Force
officer technicians who are promoted may generally be retained
in a position one pay grade below that to which they are
promoted.
Enlisted AGRs and military technicians are generally
constrained by position and skill vacancies; early promotions,
based upon time-in-grade or time-in-service waivers, are
authorized. The major differences in treatment of enlisted AGRs
and military technicians include the degree of central
selection, whether the individual competes with the full-time
peer group or with part-time members, and whether the promotion
is to a local vacancy or to service-wide vacancies that may
require a PCS. In addition, enlisted members (except in the
USMCR) are generally authorized to decline a promotion or accept
a voluntary reduction in grade in order to conform to
constraints of their duty position.
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Civilian promotion for all military technicians is governed by
Civil Service regulations. A position vacancy at the higher
grade is required. The most notable variation in treatment
depends upon whether the member is in the competitive service or
excepted service category. Competition for excepted service
technicians is among the technician population only whereas
competitive service technicians can compete for promotion in any
competitive service position, technician or nontechnician, for
which they can qualify. There is no direct link between
civilian and military promotions; however, individuals must meet
the respective pay grade requirements for both their civilian
position and their military position.
Access to Base Support - Access to base support activities for
AGR and active component FTS personnel constitutes an element of
compensation. The QRMC used distance to the nearest commissary
as a proxy for relative access to base support because
commissaries are generally located on larger military
11
installations with a good range of base support activities.
As in the case of PCS moves, the general active component
population was used; however, for this computation overseas and
deployed members were not counted. 1 2 The overall results were
as generally expected. Active component members have the
greatest access, and unit AGRs in the National Guard have the
least. Because the Air Force Reserve has no unit AGRs, the
results in this component are likely to be representative of
nonunit AGRs in general. For a more detailed discussion, see
Chapter 3.
Development
Development is portrayed from the institutional perspective;
that is, it shows what the organization offers and expects from
FTS members in terms of command opportunity and career
development.
Command Opportunity - Because command is important to career
development for officers, the opportunity to command may affect
the view individuals and professional communities have of a
full-time support assignment (depending upon the pay grade
level, career field, and other factors). From a broader
organizational perspective, however, it is important to consider
the whole question of leadership. Should full-time support
members be put in charge of reserve units and other
organizational elements? Should they be limited to a support
role? Should they do both? Interpretations of this question
embodied in the varying component FTS programs bear on such
issues as supervisory and pay grade relationships and the impact
on career opportunities for part-time reservists.
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The categories of FTS officers currently authorized to command
reserve units or other organizational elements include military
technicians in the Army and Air Force reserve components, state
AGR officers (title 32) of the Army National Guard and 1Air
3
National Guard, and TAR officers in the Naval Reserve.
Career Development - Because each component has differing
requirements, it is necessary to examine the desirable career
development characteristics inherent in each of the FTS
categories and then to consider how these characteristics fit
into the component FTS programs.
All components use active and AGR FTS members to fill staff
assignments and in special, nonunit functions such as
recruiting. In fact, in the Air Force Reserve, all FTS members
are so employed.
Active component FTS members are used in relatively small
numbers in most components. However, they are the predominant
form of unit support in the Marine Corps Reserve, and they are a
smaller but key element in the Naval Reserve. Using active
component FTS members is one way to provide current active
component experience and specialized knowledge about operating
new and complex equipment such as ships and aircraft. On the
other hand, rapid turnover in tour length, lack of reserve unit
experience, and difficulty in adapting to the environment away
from the active component may be problem areas. Another major
consideration in their employment has been whether they can be
spared from the active component. The strength ratios between
active and reserve forces among the services provide some
relative indication of the size of the forces to be supported.
As of FY 1987, the ratio of Selected Reserve strength to active
component endstrength was 1 to 1 in the Army, 1 to 3 in the1 4Air
Force, 1 to 4 in the Navy, and 1 to 5 in the Marine Corps.
Unit AGRs (TARs in the Naval Reserve) are employed in every
reserve component except the Air Force Reserve. They have been
so employed since 1945 in the Naval Reserve (under the
Continuous Active Duty program until transition to the TAR
program in 1953), and in large numbers in units of other
components' since 1980. Their career development
characteristics overlap tnose of the active component on the one
hand and those of military technicians on the other. On the
active side, for example, they can be relocated more easily than
technicians, and they reach retirement eligibility earlier and
therefore can be more suitable for environments requiring youth
and vigor, such as ships or tank companies. However, like
technicians, they can also be kept in stable assignments longer
when necessary, and they can adapt to the reserve environment
easily. These characteristics may be seen as either strengths
or weaknesses.
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Military technicians are most valuable in situations requiring
long, stable assignments and high levels of experience in staff
or support functions such as personnel administration, finance
and accounting, maintenance, and supply. They can also
successfully perform certain operational functions as well: for
example, as pilots or crew members. Relative immobility, long
tenure to reach eligibility for Civil Service retirement, and
conflicts between civilian and military management systems may
be seen as disadvantages. The Navy, without technicians, hires
civilians to perform staff and support functions, but does not
require these employees to be military members.
Separation
Separation is the final category of life cycle functions.
Topics include involuntary separations short of retirement
eligibility and retirement eligibility itself.
Involuntary - All categories of FTS members may be subject to
involuntary separation. Eligibility for separation pay differs
by component and category.
All regular officers are authorized separation pay in amounts
up to $30,000 if they have served a total of five years or more
in active service. Regular enlisted members are not authorized
separation pay.
Reservists (including AGRs and TARs, whether officer or
enlisted) are authorized separation pay up to the same amount as
regular officers if they have served five or more years in
continuous active service. The contrast between the entitlement
for this pay for active and reserve enlisted members is
addressed in Chapter 3.
There is no separation pay for part-time military service;
however, a military technician can qualify for separation pay as
a civil servant if continuously employed for at least 12 months.
Computation variables include length of service, salary level,
and age. The maximum lifetime cumulative amount cannot exceed
one year's pay at the rate received immediately before
separation.
Retirement - When they have completed 20 years of active
military service, AGR/TAR members may qualify to retire with the
same active duty retirement benefits as active component
members. Although, according to active component maximum
service in grade rules, regular members and TARs may generally
serve beyond 20 years without special application, the length of
active service for AGRs is limited by policy. Under policies
unique to each component, AGR members other than TARs are
normally released from active duty at or shortly after attaining
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20 years of active service unless they volunteer to serve longer
(with approval dependent on service criteria and needs, as well
as senior grade limitations).
Technicians can retire in both their military and civil
service status. Under the Civil Service Retirement System
(CSRS), technicians can achieve a civilian retirement with
unreduced annuity at age 55 if they have completed 30 years of
service. Under the new civilian system, the Federal Employee
Retirement System (FERS), for most members hired since December
31, 1983 and those with longer service who elect it,
technicians, as a special category of civil service employees,
can retire with unreduced annuity at age 55 with 30 years of
service (same as old system) although this will eventually be at
age 57. Under FERS, there are also special retirement
provisions for technicians who lose their military status
through no fault of their own before achieving normal retirement
eligibility. Under such circumstances, technicians can retire
with unreduced annuity at age 50 with 25 years of service.
Military retirement for technicians is the same as for
drilling reservists. A member may accept discharge or transfer
to the Retired Reserve with 20 qualifying years of service.
However, to be entitled to draw retired pay, a reservist must be
60 years old and have 20 qualifying years of service.
Technicians typically continue to serve until at least age 55,
when they are first eligible to draw their civil service
retirement. Because they must maintain their military status
until this point if military status is a condition of
employment, force planning for this group must take into account
jthe resultant longer service and somewhat older force profile.
Conclusion
€.
The information in this chapter is meant to be generally
descriptive in nature to provide an overall picture of the
reserve component FTS programs as they were constituted at the
time of this review. Although some issues are mentioned here,
the purpose is to inform and to provide a sense of the
significant differences that exist between FTS categories and
between reserve components. Detailed analyses of those issues
within the scope of this review may be found in subsequent
chapters.
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U.S., Department of Defense. Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Reserve Affairs), Official Guard and Reserve NanPower
Strenaths and Statistics FY 1986 Summary, RCS:
DD-RA(M)147/1I48, p. 6.
2. U.S., Congress.
14, 1983.

Pub. L. No. 98-151, 98th Cong., November

3. 1986 Data provided by the Office of the Chief, Army
Reserve. 1976 Data is found in Office of the Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Reserve Affairs), Reserve Comnensation
System Study SuDnorting Papers. Volume III. Miscellaneous
Compensation-Related ToDics, June 1978, p. 56.
4. Section 308e(b)(5) of 37 U.S.C., excludes from
eligibility for reserve affiliation bonuses members joining to
become a Reserve, Army National Guard, or Air National Guard
technician.
5.

See Chapter 5 for more details on this issue.

6. Although TARs are ordered to active duty under 10 U.S.C.
§672d in connection with organizing, administering, recruiting,
instructing, or training the reserve components, 10 U.S.C.
§678(b) authorizes detail to any armed force or otherwise as the
Secretary sees fit to insure periodic refresher training in the
categories for which the member is qualified. TAR enlisted
members are less frequently assigned for such refresher training
than TAR officers; however, TAR enlisted members may request
general assignment with the regular Navy under provisions
included in the enlisted transfer manual.
7. U.S., Department of Defense. Office of the Secretary of
Defense Annual Report of the Reserve Forces Policy Board. Fiscal
Year 1986, February 10, 1987, table 19.
8.

See Chapter 3 for more details on the career status of

AGR members.

A summary of component views follows:

In ARNG and

USAR, all have career status. In the USNR, TARs have career
status; other AGRs (TEMACs on active duty for 180 days) do not.
In the USMCR, none have career status. In the ANG, statutory
tour officers do not have career status; other AGRs (military
duty personnel) do. In the USAFR, none have career status.
9.

See Army Regulation 135-18, paragraph 4-12.

When ROPA was enacted in 1954, the TIS promotion criteria
for10.Army
and Air Force reserve officers was essentially the same
as that that had been established for the permanent promotion of
regular officers under the 1947 Officer Personnel Act. With the
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change in permanent promotion criteria for regular officers with
enactment of the Defense Officer Personnel Management Act
(DOPMA) in 1980 this linkage was broken. The Administration has
proposed a new Reserve Officer Personnel Management Act to
restore essential conformity between the two systems.
11. This was done by matching U.S. postal ZIP codes for
commissaries with member home address ZIP codes as recorded in
RCCPDS and Defense Manpower Data Center active component files
as of August 1987. (Unit ZIP codes were used where home address
ZIP codes were not available.)
12. The reason for using the general active component
population rather than the active component FTS population has
to do with the nature of the issues under review. One of these
issues, to be addressed in detail in Chapter 3, deals with the
comparison of service conditions between AGR/TARs and active
component members in general. One of the conditions compared is
access to base support; hence, the general active component
population was chosen for comparison. (Active component FTS
members generally have the same access to base support as the
AGR/TAR members assigned at the same duty location; however,
active component FTS member access to base support is not one of
the major issues under review.)
13. In the TAR program, surface warfare officers and general
unrestricted line officers may command active duty units, and
air warfare officers may command both active duty and reserve
units. TAR officers may also command reserve active duty
commands such as naval bases and stations, naval air stations,
reserve centers, readiness centers, and readiness commands.
14. Based on a comparison of FY 1987 RCCPDS Selected Reserve
strength totals for each Service's reserve component(s) and FY
1987 active component end strengths shown in the FY 1988 Defense
Military Manpower Report.
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Chapter 3.

AGNVTAkR AND ACTIV

C0IIPONhW1T COPSATION

The number of reservists on full-time active duty in support
of the reserve components has grown rapidly since the end of FY
1980 when their total strength stood at just over 22,500. By
the end of FY 1986, their total strength stood at slightly more
than 63,500, an increase of 282 percent in the six-year period. 1
In FY 1986, these members were distributed among the Services as
follows:

J1

* Army
* Navy
I

-

57 percent
29 percent

Air Force

-

* Marine Corps

12 percent
-

2 percent

Although management and specific use differs markedly between
the reserve components, these members are used in accordance
wthnthe law2 to organize, administer, recruit, instruct, and
tanpart-time members of the reserve components.
Background

*
*

I

Full-time AGR (Active Guard/Reserve) members, including Navy
TARs (Training and Administration of Reserves), are compensated
under essentially the same pay and benefit systems as active
component military members. Concern has been expressed about
thssituation, based on the perception that AGRs and TARs are
not subject to the same rigors and hardships characteristic of
service in the active military components. For example, Senator
J7ohn Glenn, addressing Hon. James Webb, then Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Reserve Affairs), before a Senate Armed Services
Committee hearing in March 1986, made this statement:
Last year Congress reduced the Department's requested
increase of 19,500 in full-time active duty manning by
approximately half.
At the time we expressed the concern that the
compensation and benef it program available to fulltime reserve and guard members is virtually identical
to active duty personnel, despite the different
conditions of service between these two groups. 3

ASR/TARand Active Component CoCVeneston
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Statement of the Issue
Most often mentioned among the hardships of the active
component member are the frequent permanent change of station

(PCS) moves brought about by changes in duty assignments and the
family separations caused by remote overseas assignments or
deployments aboard ship. The central issue, then, is this:
Given the somewhat different conditions of service, should AGRs
and TARs receive the same compensation and benefits as their
counterparts serving in the active components?
Scope of the QRMC Analysis

*

The 6th QRMC analysis, as detailed below, entailed two major
avenues of investigation. First, the conditions of service of
AGRs and active component members were compared, and
institutional policy and perspectives were reviewed. The
analysis also included a comparison of active and reserve
component member perceptions about service conditions, using the
results of the 1985 DoD Survey of Officer and Enlisted Personnel
(active component) (1985 DoD Member Survey) and the 1986 Reserve
Components Survey: Full-Time Support Officer and Enlisted
Personnel (1986 RC AGR Survey). Results of the surveys are
supported by available objective data in the Reserve Components
Common Personnel Data System (RCCPDS). The 1986 RC AGR Survey
provides the first available comprehensive reserve component
data in this area; therefore, this analysis provides a new and
unique perspective on the issue. The second major avenue of
investigation was a comparison of the compensation elements
themselves, to validate the hypothesis that their application is
essentially identical for both groups. Areas warranting
structural/technical changes were analyzed, and appropriate
recommendations are presented in this report. Finally, the
report includes overall conclusions and a recommendation about
the central issue, based on the results in both areas.

I

Com=arison of Conditions of Service - Institutional Policies and
Statutory Requirements
The policies that govern conditions of service for individuals
must be developed within statutory authority and congressional
guidance. The statutes cited in Chapter 2 are of particular
importance: they provide specific guidance on the functional
employment of all categories of full-time support members. AGR
duty assignments must be made to accomplish the reserve support
functions specified in the law. National Guard members ordered
to full-time duty under the provisions of title 32, United
States Code, are not in federal service; they generally serve in
their home state. Guardsmen and Reservists ordered to active
3-2
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duty under section 672(d) of title 10, United States Code, may
be detailed to other duties only for the specific purpose of
periodic refresher training under the authority of section 678
of title 10; they may not be detailed to other duties simply to
meet the requirements of the active component.
Departmental View
In his reply to Senator Glenn at the March 1986 hearing
mentioned in the introduction, Mr. Webb made this observation:
It is a question we have looked at, but in our view
the current system is the only one which provides
essential fairness to all members on active duty and
the compensation needed to attract the quality of
military members needed.
It is true that overseas and sea duty demands are less
frequent for full-time Active Guard and Reserve
members but there is little or no difference with
respect to other aspects of service, and, like all
military members, they must be prepared to go when and
where they
are needed in the interests of our national
defense. 4
Army Policy and Perspectives
The Army
has expressed its views on conditions of service as
5
follows:
AGR soldiers are required to meet the same physical,
educational and professional standards as their Active
component counterparts.
Currently, all AGR soldiers
are required to attend the same service schools as
their Active Component contemporaries.
The present AGR compensation and benefit program is
comparable to that of the Active Component because the
conditions of service are comparable.
AGR
compensation is
authorized
in the annual
appropriations process to the National Guard
Personnel, Army (NGPA) and the Reserve Personnel, Army
This compensation is essential in
(RPA) accounts.
order to attract and retain quality individuals and to
maintain a viable AGR force that is available for duty
24 hrs/day, 365 days/year with duty location dictated
by the commander.
The AGR Title 10 force 6 serves side-by-side with
Active Component soldiers in Reserve Component support
missions worldwide. They experience the same types of
working conditions, temporary duty assignments,
AGR/TAR and Active component Compensation
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military education requirements, and involuntary
worldwide assignments as do their Active Component
counterparts.
An average of 28.3 percent of USAR
Title 10 AGR soldiers made a permanent change of
station (PCS) move requiring household movement in
each of the last three years.
Army National Guard Title 32 soldiers serve under
control of their respective state governors as

directed by Congress.
Title 32 soldiers are not
subject to worldwide assignment short of mobilization.
They may, however, be involuntarily reassigned within
a state's boundaries and voluntarily reassigned
interstate.
In each of the past three years, 7
percent of Title 32 AGR soldiers have made permanent
change of station moves. This has ensured personnel
stability and unit cohesion.
The Active Component,
responding to Congressional direction to increase
soldier stabilization and decrease PCS costs, recently
has instituted a four-year stabilization policy. The
Army is now evaluating the best time-on-station policy
for the AGR force which will balance personnel
management considerations with continuity of expertise
and unit cohesion.
The majority of Title 32 and Title 10 AGR soldiers
live and work in areas remote from military
installations and are unable to routinely benefit from
the support programs and facilities commonly afforded
their Active Component counterparts. Routine military
benefits, such as commissaries, post exchanges, onpost housing, military medical facilities and military
recreational facilities, are virtually unknown to
thousands of AGR soldiers serving in civilian
communities across the nation. The 1983 AGR survey
revealed that 47 percent of AGR soldiers lived more
than 50 miles from the nearest active military
installation.
The FY 87 ARNG full-time support
evaluation reports indicate the average ARNG AGR
soldier resides 112.5 miles from a military facility.
All Title 32 AGR soldiers and most Title 10 AGR
soldiers, in addition to working a standard 5-day
week, must attend weekend drills, administrative worknights and annual training with their ARNG or USAR
unit at no additional compensation and without
compensatory time off. An FM 86 ARNG AGR evaluation
revealed the average workweek to be 51.0 hours, not
including weekend drills or overseas deployments.
USAR AGR soldiers work equally long hours.

3-4
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In that the demands on AGR soldiers are comparable to

those of their Active component counterparts, and
because of the need to maintain a quality force
intimately knowledgeable of Reserve Component matters,
and the deleterious effect of separating the AGR force
from the Total Army policy, it is essential to
maintain comparable compensation and benefit programs.
Navy Policies and Perspectives
Conditions of service for full-time active duty members of the
Naval Reserve are quite similar to those for members of the
active Navy. 7 The TAR force, which is the largest segment of
the Navy's AGR population, plays a major role in the readiness
of the Naval Reserve. In March 1987, Vice Admiral Kempf, then
Director of Naval Reserve, summed up the Navy's perspective
during congressional testimony:
Navy TARs are unique in the Armed Forces.
They are
Reservists on full-time active duty whose job is to
administer and train our drilling reservists.
They
are career military personnel who are in most cases
indistinguishable from their regular component
colleagues. TARs experience the usual Navy permanent
change of station (PCS) moves, are on call seven days
a week, and perform the same tasks as their regular
Navy counterparts.
At any given time, approximately
one out of five TAR officers is serving with an active
component activity, most as integral parts of the
crews of active component ships or aircraft squadrons.
Naval Reserve ships -- with TARs comprising the
majority of their active duty manning -- are at sea

about three fourths as often as active force ships
operating from CONUS bases.
TARs in our aircraft
squadrons receive the same training and meet the same
standards as active force personnel.
They operate
from coast to coast, deploy briefly aboard carriers,
and -- in the case of patrol and transport squadrons
-deploy for short periods overseas
to fly

operational missions for the Navy.8

Navy manuals specify the following policies, which shape the
conditions of service for full-time reservists:9
0 TAR officers will be assigned to billets in the operating
forces and elements other than the reserve complex for
normal tours of duty, in order that Naval Reserve training
may reflect current fleet practices. After such rotation,
TAR officers normally are returned to reserve program
billets to use their experience in the training of members
of the Naval Reserve. When practicable, regular Navy
officers replace TAR officers who have been rotated to
AGR/TAR and Active Component Compensation
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fleet assignments to further integrate
with the regular Navy. A tour of duty
billet may not necessarily be followed
assignments; instead, TAR officers may
the Naval Reserve Program.

the reserve program
in a reserve program
by a tour in fleet
be reassigned within

In order to maintain a high level of operational experience
in the program, TAR warfare officers in all grades follow a
sea/shore rotation comparable to their USN contemporaries.
TAR officers who are not warfare-qualified, but who possess
designated subspecialties or significant experience in
critical areas of management, are assigned to either a
reserve or active component billet to best use their
expertise. TAR officers assigned to USN shore billets must
meet all billet requirements, including commanding officer
and executive officer screening.

rsome

Enlisted TARs are eligible for sea duty, overseas
assignments, deployments, Class "A" schools, and general
assignment with the active component upon request. They
are informed specifically on TAR program entry that they
will be subject to completion of 48 months (or 72 months in
cases) of obligated service, weekend work, possible
extended separations from family (shipboard duty, air
squadron deployments, carrier qualifications), and a lack
of special medical facilities at remote locations.
Assignments range from two to four years between PCS, with
reassignments dictated by critical needs of the service.

Marine Corps Policies and Perspectives
Although the Marine Corps recognizes the possibility of
retirement qualification with 20 or more years of active service
for those most qualified, the Corps does not consider its fulltime support (FTS) program to be a career program.
Consequently, assignments are managed by bringing qualified
Marine reservists to active duty for tours of one to five years.
Requirements are generally filled by selection boards from a
list of applicants. PCS reassignments during a tour are made
only in special cases, such as promotion or change in
position/skill requirements. Most Marine Corps FTS members
serve with
reserve units, as reserve recruiters, or on statutory
tours. 1 0
Air Force Policies and Perspectives
The Air Force Reserve AGR force is small (just over 600
members) because all full-time support positions in units are
manned by military technicians. AGRs are normally assigned only
to statutory tour billets at the seat of government or in major
Air Force command headquarters, or as reserve recruiters. On
the other hand, the Air National Guard's AGR force numbered just
3-6
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over 7,000 members in FY 1986, with most serving in Guard units.
The Air National Guard has used the AGR program from its
inception in FY 1979 to provide the growth and flexibility in
full-time manning needed to respond to changes in forces,
missions, and equipment. Use of AGR's assists in the
achievement of very high levels of combat readiness. National
Guard Bureau analyses indicate that AGR compensation levels play
an important role in maintaining effectiveness
in the Air
11
National Guard full-time support program.
Comparison of Conditions of Service - Member PerceDtions

The comparison in the previous section provides a general
overview from a policy perspective. In contrast, the objective
comparisons that follow measure the impact of policies on the
individual in physical terms such as frequency of moves, as well
as in attitudinal terms such as satisfaction with frequency of
moves.

Survey and Supporting Data Analysis

The 1985 Member Survey and the 1986 AGR Survey offer a rich
source of data on personal background, attitudes, and career
plans for full-time active and reserve component military
members. This data is a significant new source of information.
In addition to providing fresh insights, it establishes a
baseline from which trends may be measured in the future.
Supporting data for this analysis was also provided by the
Defense Manpower Data Center from RCCPDS and active component
data files. Since the wording of most of the survey questions
is identical in the 1985 and 1986 survey instruments, meaningful
comparisons can be made between full-time active component
members and reserve component members. The 6th QRMC evaluated
all questions in the survey that might provide insights on
relative conditions between active component service and fulltime reserve component service. Where possible, potential
reasons for differences are identified, and their significance
is discussed along with the data for each subject.
Career Status
The first question evaluated was asked only of AGRs and TARs.
The question read, "Do you have career status in the AGR/TAR
program?" The responses are thought to be significant because
they indicate a member's outlook on career earnings both while
in the military and after retirement. Although interpretation
of this question could vary, responses are most likely based on
members' assessments of their ability to accumulate 20 years of
active service in the reserve program and therefore qualify for
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active duty retirement. The different management approaches of
the six reserve-components surveyed are reflected
in the
12
responses to this career status question.
*
*

Tables 3-1 and 3-2 show AGR/TAR member responses for officer
and enlisted categories, respectively:
Table 3-1.

Do You Have Career Status in the AGR Program?
Officers (Percent responding by component)

Reserve
Component

Poulation

ARNG
USAR
USNR
USMCR
ANG
USAFR

2,938
3,015
1,814
225
1,065
164

Source:

1986 AGR Survey

A
46
49
80
16
57
20

Don't Know
15
21
10
58
10
80

38
30
8
24
30
0

(Question 016)

Table 3-2.

Do You Have Career Status in the AGR Program?
Enlisted (Percent responding by component)

Reserve
Component

Population

ARNG.
USAR
USNR
USMCR
ANG
USAFR

17,241
7,713
15,793
1,045
5,743
426

Source:

1986 AGR Survey

-

Ye s
58
56
62
36
62
38

N
12
11
16
24
8
11

-

% Don't Know
28
32
22
40
29
46

(Question E17)

Several differences emerge among components. Although the
affirmative responses of Army Reserve and Army National Guard
members are nearly identical for both officer and enlisted
members, there are significant contrasts between other
components. Overall, both tables show that the Naval Reserve
and Air National Guard have the most members who believe they
have career status. The Marine Corps Reserve has the least,
followed closely by the Air Force Reserve. Naval Reserve
officers had the highest overall percentage (80 percent) while
Marine Corps Reserve officers had the lowest (16 percent).
3-8
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To isolate the effect of the amount of active service
performed, Tables 3-3 and 3-4 separate members into groups by
years of active service: 0 to 5 years, 6 to 10 years, etc.
Years of active service in this case reflects a combination of
active duty time in an active component and active duty time
performed as an AGR/TAR.
Table 3-3.

Do You Have Ca'eer Status in the AGR Program?

-

Officers

(Percent responding "YES' by component and YOS groupirgs)
Years of
Active

ARNG

USAR

USNR

..
L

USNCR

Service

-

PO .

0- 5
6-10
11-15

39
50
62

1,437
1,047
326

28
55
60

983
1,011
731

47
71
80

165
656
377

36
17
4

16-18
19+

50
67

64
48

73
75

159
116

94
100

24
375

18
48

Source:

1986 AGR Survey

TabLe 3-4.

0- 5
6-10
11-15
16-18
19+
Source:

POO

ANG

-1 P.

USAFR

-_

fL .

_X POD-

24
86
81

71
55
51

223
416
309

0
0
15

22
11
76

18
13

100
0

66
53

50
0

44
11

(Questions 12 and 16)

Do You Have Career Status in the AGR Program? - Enlisted
(Percent responding "YES" by component and YOS groupings)

Years of
Reserve

Service

!2

ARNG
Poo.

X
55
57
67
77
100

8,874
5,839
1,843
481
139

1986 AGR Survey

A
39
60
71
82
67

USAR
PoO.
2,464
3,819
946
354
62

USNR
.1
POO

USNCR
POD.

A

POO.

30
63
91
95
93

35
35
50
50
0

58
65
62
88
83

2,733
1,871
846
199
70

5,723
4,143
3,441
1,431
915

589
366
60
19
10

ANG

USAFR
X POO.
33
20
66
33
0

81
151
133
45
15

(Questions 12 and 17)

The general trend, as one might expect, is for the number of

positive responses to vary in direct proportion to the number of
years of active service. However, there are minor exceptions,
most notably among Marine Corps Reserve officer members in the
group with zero to five years of service, 36 percent of whom
believe they have career status. This percentage declines to a
significantly low 4 percent for those in the group with 11 to 15
years of service and then increases to a relatively low 48
percent for those in the group with 19 or more years of active
AGR/TAR and Active Component Compensation
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service. Also notable are Air Force Reserve officer members
(recruiters) with 0 to 10 years of service. No members in this
group believe they have career status in the full-time program.
Naval Reserve officers and enlisted members show a steady
increase with a relatively high overall percentage who believe
they have career status. Finally, the percentage of Air
National Guard officer members in the group with zero to five
years of service is relatively high:
71 percent.
Satisfaction with Pay and Allowances
The next survey question dealt with satisfaction with pay and
allowances. The responses to this question are thought to be
significant because they directly communicate member attitudes
toward current levels of compensation. Active component and
full-time reserve members were asked to indicate their level of
satisfaction or dissatisfaction with a number of issues,
including pay and allowances. The spectrum of five possible
responses ranged from Very Satisfied, Satisfied, Neither,
Dissatisfied, and Very Dissatisfied. Tables 3-5 through 3-8
divide the responses by component and compare full-time reserve
members with their active component counterparts. For example,
the responses of Naval Reserve (USNR) (AGR/TAR) members are
compared with the responses of active component (USN) members.
(In this and subsequent comparisons dealing with levels of
satisfaction, percent satisfied represents the sum of those
responding very satisfied plus those responding satisfied.
Percent dissatisfied is calculated in a similar manner.
Table 3-5.

Satisfaction with Pay and Allowances - Army
Satisfied
ARNG

USA
POO.

USAR

USA

Dissatisfied
ARNG
USAR

Grade

%

EI-E4
E5-E7
E8-E9

29
29
35

279,719
253,410
22,645

59
65
63

1,990
13,858
1,358

70
63
56

68
6,596
988

40
42
39

17
14
12

0
15
17

WI-W4
01-03
04-06

25
54
54

13,327
47,714
37,409

76
78
78

604
1,079
1,255

76
74
78

407
938
1,670

51
23
24

11
7
5

17
13
11

Source:
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1985 Member Survey & 1986 AGR Survey
(Questions: AC-105 and AC-109; RC-99 and RC-100)
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Table 3-6.

Satisfaction with Pay and Allowances

Navy

Dissatisfied
USN
USNR

Satisfied
USNR

USN

-

El-E4
E5-E7
E8-E9

24
25
36

188,875
210,962
36,611

22
24
35

4,983
10,240
570

45
47
38

46
49
38

01-03
04-06

56
53

36,685
25,016

64
53

600
1,214

22
24

5
24

Source:

1985 Member Survey & 1986 AGR Survey
(Questions: AC-105 and AC-109; RC-99 and RC-100)

Table 3-7.

Satisfaction with Pay and Allowances
Marine Corps

Dissatisfied
USMC
USMCR

Satisfied
USMC

Grade

-

USMCR

P

A

Pp

El-E4
E5-E7
E8-E9

29
33
39

89,980
50,271
5,749

57
66
100

120
896
29

40
39
38

26
16
0

Wl-W4
01-03
04-06

44
59
54

1,376
12,071
6,063

93
51
67

45
49
130

36
18
22

0
11
10

Source:

1985 Member Survey & 1986 AGR Survey
(Questions: AC-105 and AC-109; RC-99 and RC-100)

As in the question dealing with career status, the responses
to this question show some general trends, and they also show a
diversity between reserve and active component members. One
general trend that emerges is the increase in satisfaction level
as the pay grade gets higher. A notable exception to this trend
occurs, however, with Army Reserve enlisted members. For this
group, the percentage of satisfied members actually decreases as
the pay grade gets higher. Another general trend indicated by
the responses is that a higher percentage of full-time reserve
members are satisfied with pay and allowances than are their
counterparts in the active component. The percentage of Army
Reserve and Air National Guard AGRs who responded that they were

AGO/TAR and Active Component Compensation
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TabLe 3-8.

Satisfaction with Pay and ALLowances
Satisfied
ANG

USAF

Grade

X

ftpt

-1

USAFR

USAF

Dissatisfied
AVG
USAFR

P"

-

E-L

-

66
57

0
320
106

42
54
49

22
18
9

12
0

0

25

13

-

87

164

29

9

E1-E4
ES-E7
ES-E9

28
22
30

215,205
204,130
14.735

44
59
65

450
5,000
269

01-03

52

61,037

76

387

04-06

47

38,810

80

666

Source:

Air Force

-L

zL-

0

1985 Member Survey & 1986 AGR Survey
(Questions AC-105 and AC-109; RC-" and RC-100)

satisfied is nearly twice as high as the percentage for Army
active component members. The exception to this trend occurs in
the Navy. Here the percent satisfied is almost identical in all
pay grades between the active Navy and the Naval Reserve.
Additionally, the satisfaction level in the Navy--both for
active and reserve component members--is the lowest of all
coi.Ponents. The most satisfied group overall seems to be the
Air Force Reserve. As in the case of the Army, more Air Force
Reserve and Air National Guard members express satisfaction with
their pay and allowances than do members of the active
component.
Months Separated from Spouse or Dependents
Another measure of the conditions of military service
affecting family life is the amount of time that a military
member must spend away from spouse or dependents because of
service commitments. Both active and reserve member surveys
were asked the question: "In the vast year, how many months were
you separated from your spouse or dependents because of your
military assignment? Include extended TDYs and schools." For
active and reserve members who have spouses or dependents, the
responses were compared and contrasted assuming that the more
separation a member endures, the less favorable are the
conditions of service. Tables 3-9 through 3-12 compare the
responses of reserve AGR members with those of their active duty
counterparts. Although members could respond with any number of
months, responses have been grouped in ranges of months for ease
of presentation.
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Table 3-9.

Months Separated from Spouse or Dependents in the
Last Year - Army (Percent responding by months)
USA

%_

Months
None
< 1
1 - 2
3 - 4
5 - 6
7 -8
9 -10
11 -12
Source:

Officer
ARNG

USAR

Enlisted
ARNG

USA

22
18
26
19
7
3
2
4

10
20
43
20
4
1
0
2

%
10
20
42
13
5
3
2
5

21
10
17
19
12
6
4
11

10
21
43
19
4
1
1
2

21
19
37
12
4
0
3
5

1985 Member Survey & 1986 AGR Survey
(Questions: AC-66 and AC-69; RC-67 and RC-68)

Table 3-10.

Months Separated from Spouse or Dependents in the
Last Year - Navy (Percent responding by months)
Officer
USNR

USN

Montha

USN
A__

None
< 1
1 - 2
3-4
5-6
7 - 8
9 - 10
11 - 12

22
14
16
14
13
10
7
4

19
20
29
12
5
9
3
3

27
8
10
12
15
12
7
9

Source:

USAR

_

Enlisted
USNR
_
_
32
18
21
13
8
3
1
4

1985 Member Survey & 1986 AGR Survey
(Questions: AC-66 and AC-69; RC-67 and RC-68)
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Table 3-11.

Months Separated from Spouse or Dependents in the
Last Year - Marine Corps (Percent responding by
months)

Enlisted
USMCR

Officer
4

Months

_

18
16
24
18
12

18
30
29
20
0

28
10
15
15
12

22
30
23
16
2

7 -8

6

0

8

2

9 -10
11 -12

3
3

0
1

4
8

0
5

None
< 1
1 - 2
3 - 4
5- 6

Source:

1985 Member Survey & 1986 AGR Survey
(Questions:

Table 3-12.

*

USMC

USMCR

USMC

Months-

AC-66 and AC-69; RC-67 and RC-68)

Months Separated from Spouse or Dependents in the
Last Year - Air Force (Percent responding by
months)
Enlisted
Officer
USAFR
USAF
ANG
ANG
USAFR
USAF
__%___
i.
__L
20
22
28
19

14
28
47
10

8
51
33
0

38
14
20
13

34
33
25
6

32
39
19
0

5 -6
7 -8

6
3

0
0

8
0

6
2

0
0

5
0

9-10
11 -12

1
2

1
0

0
0

2
5

1
1

5
0

None
< 1
1 - 2
3 - 4

Source:

1985 Member Survey & 1986 AGR Survey
(Questions: AC-66 and AC-69; RC-67 and RC-68)

These tables show that, even when compared with active
component members, a large percentage of AGR/TARs spend a
significant amount of time away from their families. Active
component members have longer separations, but AGRs in the
Army's reserve components have more separations of periods up to
four months. When comparing the reserve and active component
members the greatest disparities in this area occur in the Air
Force Reserve, the Air National Guard, and the Marine Corps
3-14
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Reserve. Once again, Naval Reserve members are most similar to
their active component counterparts. As Table 3-10 shows,
active component members in the Navy are separated from their
families only slightly more than are Naval Reserve members.
The final comparison in months separated from families was
made between Naval Reserve AGR members and active component
members of the Air Force and as shown in Table 3-13.
This comparison shows that Naval Reserve AGR/TAR members are
separated from their spouses or dependents in a pattern very
similar to that of active component Air Force members. This
the difficulty that would be encountered should it
be thought feasible to develop a separate compensation system
for AGR members. In this case, comparisons can be made to show
that certain groups of full-time reservists endure more
separation from their families than corresponding groups in the
active component in other services.

tillustrates

Table 3-13.

Months Separated from Spouse or Dependents in the
Last Year - USAF/Naval Reserve (Percent responding
by months)
Officer

Enlisted

Months

USAF
_

USNR
%

USAF
%

None
< 1
1 - 2
3 - 4

20
22
28
19

19
20
29
12

38
14
20
13

5 -6
7 -8

6
3

5
9

6
2

8
3

9 -10
11 -12

1
2

3
3

2
5

1
4

Sourcr

USNR
%
32
18
21
13

1985 Member Survey & 1986 AGR Survey
(Questions: AC-66 and AC-69; RC-67 and RC-68)

Permanent Change-of-Station Moves
As pointed out in the introduction, one of the hardships most
frequently mentioned in connection with military life is the
relatively high (compared with the private sector) number of
times that a full-time military member must relocate because of
change-of-duty assignments and the involuntary nature of the
relocation. Although the member is partially reimbursed for the
many expenses incurred, PCS moves are expensive and burdensome,
a source of anxiety for individuals, and disruptive to family
AGR/TAR and Active Component Compensation
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life. Computing meaningful PCS data comparisons required
analysis of several survey questions. The 1986 RC AGR Survey
asked, "In all the time you have been in the FTS-AGR/TAR
program, how many times did you move to a new duty location
because of your permanent change of station (PCS)? Do not count
permanent change of assignment (PCA)." This information was
then correlated with another question, on the length of time the
member had been in the program, to determine the average years
between PCS as an AGR/TAR member. Active component data about
the number of moves and years of service was computed from
corresponding active component survey questions. The result of
these computations is expected number of years between PCS moves
for both active component and AGR/TAR categories.
Table 3-14 shows that the frequency of moves for part-time
reservists, in every case except for the Navy, is significantly
lower than that for their active component counterparts,
particularly in the National Guard. Naval Reserve members move
much more often than any other full-time reserve member group
and only slightly less than active component members.
Table 3-14.

Expected Years Between Moves
-

Active Component/AGR

Officer

Enlisted

USA
ARNG
USAR

1.9
6.8
4.1

2.2
14.1
7.1

USN
USNR

2.1
2.8

2.4
3.9

USMC
USMCR

1.8
4.8

2.1
10.0

USAF
ANG
USAFR

2.2
8.7
5.0

2.4
42.0
3.7

Component

Source:
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The survey question on satisfaction or dissatisfaction with
issues of the military way of life provides information on how
members feel about the frequency of moves. Tables 3-15 through
3-18 compare the satisfaction of active component and full-time
reservist grade groupings for each Service.
TabLe 3-15.

Satisfaction with Frequency of moves - Army
Satisfied
ARNG

USA

EPO..-

USAR

ka~&

-1

El-E4
ES-E7
E8-E9

29
35
44

279,719
253,410
22,645

55
63
75

1,990
13,858
1,358

61
52
44

UI-W4
01-03
04-06

35
45
40

13,327
47,714
37,409

68
57
65

604
1,079
1,255

67
54
63

Source:

1

POD.

USA

Dissatisfied
ARNG
USAR

A.

.Lx

68
6,596
988

19
32
34

4
4
1

39
14
13

407
938
1,670

38
24
36

5
5
7

7
20
16

-1

Poo.

1985 Member Survey & 1986 AGR Survey
(Questions: AC-105 and AC-109; RC-99 and RC-100)

Table 3-16.

Satisfaction with Frequency of Moves - Navy
Dissatisfied
USK
USNR

Satisfied
USNR

USK

Grade

.

_-I_

AO

El-E4
E5-E7
E8-E9

28
35
44

188,875
210,962
16,611

28
46
50

4,983
10,240
570

20
27
29

7
22
30

01-03
04-06

38
35

36,685
25,016

30
35

600
1,214

31
38

41
38

Source:

1985 Member Survey & 1986 AGR Survey
(Questions: AC-105 and AC-109; RC-99 and RC-100)
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Table 3-17.

Satisfaction with Frequency of Moves
- Marine Corps

Satisfied
USMC

Grade

Dissatisfied
USMC
USMCR

USMCR

Pon.

A._

Ii
_P_.

_%

E1-E4
E5-E7
E8-E9

32
42
47

89,980
50,271
5,749

41
62
100

120
896
29

20
24
28

0
2
0

Wl-W4
01-03
04-06

52
44
44

1,376
12,071
6,063

61
58
61

45
49
130

29
23
32

0
8
10

Source:

1985 Member Survey & 1986 AGR Survey
(Questions: AC-105 and AC-109; RC-99 and RC-100)

Table 3-18.

Satisfaction with Frequency of Moves - Air Force

USAF

USAR

Grade

_

El-E4
E5-E7
ES-E9

37
46
47

215,205
204,130
14,735

60
71
91

5,000
269

61
57

01-03
04-06

46
42

61,037
38,810

81
83

387
666

Source:

Poo-

Satisfied
AUG
X
Pop.

USAF
%

_.

Dissatisfied
AUG
USAFR
%

0

15

4

320
106

24
30

2
0

-

0

25

0

73

164

34

2

450

17
0

0

1985 Member Survey & 1986 AGR Survey
(Questions: AC-105 and AC-109; RC-99 ar,dRC-100)

The preceding tables show that, in general, satisfaction
levels are inversely proportional to the frequency of moves.
Naval Reserve AGR/TAR officers are actually less satisfied than
their active component counterparts. Army component AGRs are
more satisfied than their active component counterparts in all
pay grade groupings, while Air Guard AGRs show the highest
satisfaction levels of all.
Base Support
The lack of base support is often cited as a hardship for
full-time members serving at reserve unit locations. Examples
are included earlier in this chapter, in the section on
institutional policies and perspectives. The thrust of this
3-18
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issue is that benefits provided on active military installations
are either not available or are difficult for full-time support
members to obtain because of the distances involved. The 1985
and 1986 surveys provide some attitudinal data on this subject.
Additional objective data is contained in RCCPDS and the active
component files maintained by the Defense Manpower Data Center
(DMDC).
Using data from the DMDC files, distances to the nearest
commissary were computed for active component members serving in
the continental United States and for AGR/TARs. Computation was
done by comparing the member's unit ZIP code (residence ZIP code
for Navy and Marine Corps) with the ZIP code for the nearest
military commissary. Distance between ZIP code access is used
to approximate the distance a member would have to travel for
other base support services. The results arp !Iown in Table 319. The table groups distances from the nei...
commissary into
three successively larger mileage ranges and, .,r each
component, shows the cumulative percentage of members who are
located within each of these ranges.
Table 3-19.

Component

Comparison of Distances to the Nearest Commissary Active & AGR/TAR (Cumulative percentages)

DoDulation

Cumulative % Within Mile Ranges
0 - 10
0 - 25
0 - 50

USA
ARNG
USAR

492,014
24,933
12,302

95.7
20.9
35.3

98.3
41.1
57.1

99.0
61.7
73.1

USN
USNR

275,734
20,491

92.4
64.9

96.7
72.4

97.7
79.6

USMC
USMCR

152,374
1,581

94.6
23.7

97.9
41.9

99.1
86.2

USAF
ANG
USAFR

425,289
7,455
622

96.0
38.2
83.1

97.3
56.6
90.7

97.8
72.0
94.1

Source:

DMDC active component files and RCCPDS - June, 1987

As expected, AGR/TARs are much farther away from base support
than are their counterparts in the active components. National
Guard AGRs are the most remote overall (only 20.9 percent live
within 10 miles of base support services) with Marine Corps
Reserve members at comparable distances through 25 miles (for
both groups, only 41 percent live within 25 miles of base
support services) and Army Reserve members next most distant
AGR/TAR and Active Component Compensation
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overall. Naval Reserve members are much more likely to be close
to base support than are other full-time members. The one
exception is the small number of Air Force Reserve members, but
it is important to recall that these members serve in statutory
tour or recruiting assignments and not in units.
Current Housing
The type and quality of available housing may have a strong
impact on member's views about conditions of service. Some
count the availability of military housing as an important

benefit that ailows them totake maximum advantage of a military
life style. Living in a military community close to associates,
work location, and base support facilities does provide
attractive advantages. However, others prefer life in a
civilian community for a variety of reasons including its
diversity or the opportunity for home ownership.
The 1985 Member Survey and 1986 AGR Survey asked members to
indicate the nature of housing in which they were living:
* Military housing
* Owned or being bought by the member or someone in the
member's household
* Rented for cash
* Owned by someone else and let without payment of cash rent
Responses to this question were analyzed to show the differences
in current housing among AGR/TAR members and active members.
Component, category as an officer or enlisted member, pay grade
as an indicator of careek stage, and marital status were all
thought to be strongly associated with housing patterns; thus,
these factors were included in the analysis. The results are
displayed below in Tables 3-20 through 3-27. Each table depicts
marital status by component on the horizontal axis and responses
by pay grade groupings on the vertical axis. By reading down in
any column, results can be viewed for population groupings
within a single component. By reading across in any row,
results for like population groupings can be compared across
components. For each population grouping, responses to the four
options presented in the housing question are expressed as
percents in columnar format with population size in numbers of
individuals at the bottom.
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Table 3-20.

AGR/TAR end Active Component Housing:

Army

Enlisted

SingLe

El-E4: MiLitary Qtrs
Own/Buying
Renting
Living Free
Population Size
ES-17: Military Qtrs
Own/Buying
Renting
Living Free
Population Size
E8-E9: Military Qtrs
Own/Buying
Renting
Living Free
Population Size
E1-E9: Military Qtrs
Own/Buying
Renting
Living Free
Population Size

USA

Parried
ARNG

32.1
4.6

4.0
45.0

30.3

57.7
1.2

48.7
3.3

69.7

13,176

1,096

68

2.5
75.5
20.8
0.2

8.4
59.0
32.6

4.7

51.5
14.2
30.8
0.9

2,635

1,609

203,810

11,223

4,987

27.1
23.9
47.0
-

41.7
58.3
-

13.5
28.1
58.5

43.9
36.0
18.0
0.4

4.5
79.8
13.3

20.0
50.1
27.4

1,599

74

154

21,045

1,284

834

USA

ARNG

83.6
0.6
8.6
1.2

29.0
62.8
6.8

166.543

894

53.3
5.1
34.6

0.5
34.9
59.3

6.1
26.4
61.5

1.4

2.5

49,600

USAR

-

0

USAR

-

76.2

0.3

6.7

44.6

2.8

10.3

1.8
14.8
1.2

33.5
60.2
3.5

26.5
61.2
4.3

12.3
39.0
1.0

73.4
22.4
0.4

57.0
32.3

217,742

3,603

1,763

338,031

13,604

5,889

-

Source:

1985 Member Survey and 1986 AGR Survey (Questions: AC-18 and RC-94)
Percentages for each pay grade grouping may not total 100% due to'blank answers or
missing data.
Hote:
N
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Table 3-21.

AGRIS1k

and Active Component

Ousing

" Officer

Army

mrried

Mt.L

USAR

AR1G

USA

r lAdN

U

USA

AWG

U

81.6
11.4

A

US

Single

L

-L

%

8.2
YI1U49 military tr.
Oun/Suyinl
oentiung
Living Free
population Size
01-03: Military Qtrs
o~nlBuying
Renting
Living Free

28.9
40.7

23.4
76.6

60.1
40.0

17.2

1.6
1,504

44

5

11.823

22.1
15.2
60.2

26.1
67.7

4
41.4
51.2

4.9
26.9.
30.0

6.
6.7

41.3
1.3

1.4
71.0

6.5
70.7

19.14
0,4

20.0

21.9

34,143
41.3

1,180
4.1

1,457
9.8

41
34.1

76.7
7

24.0
8
0.3

1.

64.6
6.
23.9

38.9

43.0

tenting
Living Free

37.3

61.1

46.6

Population Size

3,266

76

213
7.9

23.3
19.5

28.2

44.7

Living Free
population Size

27.4

2

26.4
34.0

Renting

56.1

19.7

78.

32,890
33..

u1-06: MiLitary otrs
Own/guying

76.3

1.1
151
10.4

Otra
04-06: Military
OwnSuying

3

$59

286

population Size

28.
24.7

14,824

.0

67.4

1.0
19,594

406

78,856

419

2

2,395

2,532

9

Survey (questionst AC-1 and RC-93)
1985 Member Survey and 1986 AG%
due to blank
grade grouping may not total 100%
Note: Percentages for each pay
missing data.

Sore

sers or
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Table 3-22.

AGE/TAR and Active Coaponent mousing:

Navy - Enlisted

Single

El-E4: Military Qtrs
Own/luyfng
Renting
Living Free
Population Size
ES-ET: Military Qtrs
Own/Buying
Renting
Living Free
Population Size
E8-E9: Military Otrs
Own/Buying
Renting
Living Free
Population Size
E1-9: Military Ctrs
Own/Buying
Renting
t;ving Free
Population Size

Married

USM

USNR

USM

64.3
1.9
23.2
2.3

58.7
4.4
30.0
0.7

26.2
7.0
61.0
2.4

29.3
11.9
50.0
1.2

131,141

3,189

57,734

1,793

39.8
8.1
45.3
1.2

17.4
14.3
64.8

34.3
26.5
36.1
0.8

32.7
35.4
31.9

61,059

1,905

149,903

8,335

29.2
33.5
35.3

100.0

1,179

USNR

25.0
57.9
16.3
0.2

25.0
62.5
8.3

49.0

15,432

522

56.4
4.0

42.9
8.0

31.6
23.6

31.7
32.8

30.2
1.9

43.5
0.4

41.2
1.2

33.8
0.2

193,379

5,143

223,069

-

10,650

Source: 1985 Member Survey and 1986 AGR Survey (Questions AC-18 and RC-94)
Note: Percentages for each pay grade grouping may not total 1OOX due to blank answers or
missing data.
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Table 3-23.

AGR/TAR and Active Component Housing:

Navy - Officers

Single
Category

01-03: Military Otrs
Own/Buying
Renting
Living Free
Population Size
04-06: MiLitary Qtrs
Own/Buying
Renting
Living Free
Population Size
01-06: Military Qtrs
Own/Buying
Renting
Living Free
Population Size

Marri

USN
%

USNR
%

USM
%

12.1
19.4
65.7
0.9

19.6
80.4

27.3
40.9
30.7
0.2

24.8
47.5
27.7

14,326

187

22,358

413

13.5
47.2
37.5
(,6

61.4
38.6

3,266

66

12.3
24.6
60.5
0.9

30.5
69.5

17,592

253

-

-

-

-

-

20.4
59.2
19.0
0.4

USNR
%___

12.3
68.9
17.7
1.2

21,749

1,148

23.9
50.0
24.9
0.3

15.6
63.2
20.3
0.9

44,107

1,561

Source: 1985 Member Survey and 1986 AGR Survey (Questions: AC-19 and RC-93)
Note: Percentages for each pay grade grouping may not total 100% due to blank answers or
missing data.
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Table 3-24.

AGR/TAR and Active Component Housing:

Marine Corps - Enlisted

Single
USHC

.4 %

Category
E1-E4: Military Qtrs
Own/Buying

86.2

Renting

7.4

Living Free

0.9

Population Size
ES-E7: Military Otrs
Own/Buying
Renting
Living Free
Population Size
E8-E9: Military Qtrs
Own/Buying
Renting
Living Free
Population Size
El-E9: Military Otrs
Own/Buying
Renting
Living Free
Population Size

Married
USMCR

1.0

USNC

USMCR

%

31.3
-

68.8

31.3

-

7.9

50.0

56.2

50.0

2.1

-

61,958

101

28,022

19

47.7
6.0

17.4
29.2

39.1
21.5

14.8
46.0

41.2
1.5

35.8
3.0

36.8
0.8

39.2

11,611

34,

38,660

550

35.3
41.1
22.1
0.7

33.3
66.7

2E.9
26.9
39.1
3.9

-

-

463

0

5,286

29

79.8
2.0
12.9
1.0

20.5
22.6
43.3
2.4

35.8
17.7
43.3
1.3

15.2
47.2
37.6

74,032

447

71,968

598

Source: 1985 Member Survey and 1986 AGR Survey (Questions: AC-18 and RC-94)
Note: Percentages for each pay grade grouping may not total 100% due to blank answers or
missing data.
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Table 3-25.

AGR/TAR and Active Component Housing:

Marine Corps - Officers

Single
USMC

Cateoory
Wi-W4: Military Qtrs
Own/Suying
Renting
Living Free
Population Size
01-03: Military Otrs
Own/Buying
Renting
Living Free
Population Size
04-06: Military Otrs
Own/Buying
Renting
Living Free
Population Size
W1-06: Military Otrs
Own/Buying
Renting
Living Free
Population Size

Married
USMCR

USMC

32.5
23.6
43.9
-

USMCR

%.J.

___

100.0

45.0
36.1
18.4

3.8
80.2
16.0
-

-

-

147

6

1,228

40

28.4
17.5

50.0

32.2
37.0

21.0
37.0

29.1
0.6

42.0

51.9
0.7

50.0

4,191

18

22.5
35.5
40.9

49.6
50.4

-

-

-

507

23

27.9
19.6
50.5
0.6

43.8
56.2

4,845

47

-

-

7,880

-

30

30.7
53.9
14.5
0.1

8.9
69.8
21.3

5,556

107

32.7
43.3
22.6
0.4

9.8
66.5
23.7

14,664

177

-

Source: 1985 Member Survey and 1986 AGR Survey (Ouestions: AC-19 and RC-93)
Note: Percentages for each pay grade grouping may not total 100% due to blank answers or
missing data.
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Table 3-26.

AGR/TAR and Active Component Housing:

Category

EI-E4: Military Qtrs
Own/Buying
Renting
Living Free
Population Size
E5-E7: Military Qtrs
Own/Buying
Renting
Living Free
PopuLation Size
E8-E9: Military Qtrs
Own/Buying
Renting
Living Free
PopuLation Size
E1-E9: MiLitary Qtrs
Own/Buying
Renting
Living Free
Population Size

USAF

Singte
ANG

x__

%

70.0
1.7
25.4
0.9

23.7
76.3

110,726

207

29.5
12.3
55.0
0.9

Air Force - Enlisted

USAFR

USAF

__I_

__x_

Married
ANG

USAFR
x

30.5
8.6
58.0
0.8

55.2
33.1
6.7

0

104,479

243

0

3.1
49.1
46.7
1.0

27.5
27.5
45.0
-

49.2
24.1
25.2
0.5

3.1
81.9
14.2
0.9

52.1
29.8
18.2

35,128

1,152

87

169,002

3,849

233

20.2
26.5
53.3

100.0

43.9
37.1
17.4
0.2

13.6
77.3
9.1

42.9
57.1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

924

12

0

13,811

257

106

60.0
4.4
32.7
0.9

2.6
45.7
50.8
0.9

27.5
27.5
45.0
-

42.1
19.1
36.7
0.6

3.5
80.1
15.0
1.2

49.2
38.4
12.5

146,778

1,371

87

287,292

4,349

339

Source:
1985 Member Survey and 1986 AGR Survey (Questions: AC-18 and RC-94)
Note: Percentages for each pay grade grouping may not total 100% due to blank answers or
missing data.
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Table 3-27.

AGR/TAR and Active Component Housing:

USAF

01-03: Military Qtrs
Own/Buying
Renting
Living Free
Population Size
04-06: Military Qtrs
Own/Buying
Renting
Living Free
Population Size
01-06: Military Qtrs
Own/Buying
Renting
Living Free
Population Size

Single
ANG

USAFR

37.4
62.6

17,566

73

-

3,473

6

10.8
27.1
60.5
1.1

42.3
57.7

21,039

79

USAFR

87.4
12.6

0

43,471

314

0

100.0
-

24.0
55.3
19.6
0.1

4.0
90.0
6.0

14.4
63.9
21.6

11

35,337

659

153

29.2
46.6
23.1
0.2

2.7
89.2
8.1

14.4
63.9
21.6

78,808

973

-

100.0

Married
AUG

USAF

33.4
39.6
i!6.1
0.3

-

11.1
21.9
65.4
1.2

9.4
53.5
35.9
0.6

Air Force - Officers

-

-

100.0

11

-

-

153

1985 Member Survey and 1986 AGR Survey (Questions: AC-19 and RC-93)
Source:
Note: Percentages for each pay grade grouping may not total 100% due to blank answers or
missing data.

These tables show that the majority of active component
members live in military quarters or rental housing. This is
especially true for single members. On the other hand, AGR/TAR
members show a relatively high percentage of home ownership.
These patterns appear to correlate with the higher rate of
permanent change of station moves among the active component
members and with their greater access to military housing as
well.
While the data is not conclusive, there is some indication
that military housing, when available, is attractive for AGRs
and TARs. For example, most TAR and Army Reserve, Marine Corps
Reserve, and Air Force Reserve AGR population groupings have
greater percentages of members living in military quarters than
the National Guard AGR population groupings. The implication is
that, since the former groups generally have greater access to
military housing, they may choose it over other alternatives.
In addition, contrary to the general pattern, a decrease in home
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ownership and a corresponding increase in military quarters
percentages exists as pay grade increases among the following
married population groups:
* Army National Guard 04-06 (As compared with 01-03)
* Army Reserve ES-E9 (As compared with E5-E7)
0 Air National Guard EB-E9 (As compared with E5-E7)
As with the previous conditions ut service comparisons made in
this chapter, the closest correlation between active component
and full-time support members within a single service can be
found between active component members of the Navy and Naval
Reserve AGR/TAR members, and the least correlation can be found
between National Guard AGRs and their active component
counterparts. It is also significant that, as in previous
comparisons, wide fluctuations exist between full-time support
population groupings in the three significant housing
categories:
* Military quarters use ranges from zero in many groups to a
high of 58.7 percent for El-E4 enlisted TARs.
*

Owning or buying ranges from zero in many groups to a high
of 90 percent for 04-06 married Air National Guard AGRs.

"

Renting ranges from zero in two small groups to a high of
60 - 100 percent in several groups.

Comparison of Compensation Elements
Except for the four technical and structural differences
reviewed in the nuxt section, all compensation elements for
AGR/TARs and active component members were found to be
essentially identical.
Compensation elements compared include
the following: 1 3
•
"
"
*
•
*
*
*
"
"

Basic pay
Basic allowance for quarters (BAQ)
Variable housing allowance (VHA) (or overseas station
housing allowance (OHA))
Basic allowance for subsistence (BAS)
Federal income tax advantage (for the above nontaxable
allowances)
Special and incentive (S&I) pays
Retirement rays and benefits
Separation pays and related post-service benefits
Supporting benefits
Related compensation items: veterans benefits and
reimbursements

AQR/TAR and Active Component Compensation
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The first five items on this list constitute "regular military
compensation" as defined by section 101(25) of title 37, United
States Code.
Elements of Regular Military Compensation
Equal entitlement to basic pay is provided for in section
204(a) of title 37, United States Code. Entitlement to
allowances, which are the remaining cash elements of regular
military compensation, derives from entitlement to basic pay as
set forth in sections 402(a), 403(a), 403a, and 406(b) of the
same title; therefore, entitlement to allowances is also equal
for AGR/TAR and active component members. Since the federal
income tax advantage is derived from these ailowances, it too is
equal for both groups.
Special and Incentive Pays
Twenty-nine special and three incentive pays are currently
authorized in chapter 5 of title 37, United States Code.
Although the number of these pays is large, entitlement is
situational in that it is tied to a special duty or set of
circumstances. Most members qualify for only a small number of
these pays, or possibly none of them, during the course of a
career. Within the law itself, there are generally no
compensation distinctions made between AGR/TARs and active
component members except for enlistment and reenlistment
bonuses. AGR/TARs are not currently authorized any enlistment
or reenlistment bonuses as a result of policy determination, and
certain of these bonuses are provided only to members of a
regular (or a reserve) component. On the other hand, both
regular members and part-time reservists may be authorized
enlistment and reenlistment bonuses. For example, reenlistment
bonus figures for FY 1986 are shown below in Table 3-28.
AGR/TAR selective reenlistment bonuses are addressed later in
this chapter.
Retirement Pays
There are two types of retirement systems for regular and
other active duty members: disability and nondisability.
Generally, regular and reserve commissioned officers, warrant
officers, and enlisted members may be retired under the
nondisability retirement system after 20 years and with not more
than 30 years of active service. 14 Authorities and computation
procedures for nondisability retirement are covered in various
sections of the law according to circumstance, service, pay
grade, or component. Despite this somewhat complex arrangement,
the retired pay of AGR/TARs and active component members of the
same service, grade, and length of service is the same.
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Table 3-28.

Component

Reenlistment Bonus Comparison for FY 1986
Bonus
Recipients

#

fPol

Total
Amount

SMlin

USA
USAR
ARNG

63,455
40,642
79,045

140.5
9.6
23.0

USN
USNR

89,020
11,535

253.8
2.6

USMC
USMCR

31,843
2,931

80.8
.8

USAF
ANG
USAFR

83,687
18,116
4,995

79.4
2.4
1.5

Source:

Justification of Estimates for the President's Budget
for FY 1988

Notes:

Data includes new and anniversary payments. Reserve
component entries reflect part-time members only;
AGR/TAR members received no bonuses for service in that
status.

Disability retirement is also the same and may be authorized for
regulars and other members on active duty for more than 30 days,
according to criteria specified in section 1201 of title 10,
United States Code.
Separation Pays and Related Postservice Benefits
Separation pays include nondisability separation pay and
disability separation pay. Unemployment compensation for exservicemen is a related benefit. Nondisability separation pay,
authorized by section 1174 of title 10, United States Code, is
not the same for AGR/TAR and active component members. The
differences are addressed later in this chapter. Disability
separation pay, authorized by section 1212 of title 10, United
States Code, like disability retirement pay, and unemployment
compensation benefits authorized by sections 8521-8525 of title
5, United States Code, are essentially the same.

AGR/TAR and Active Component Compensation
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Benefits Specially Applicable to Retired Personnel and Their
Dependents
Additional benefits specially applicable to retired personnel
and their dependents are also the same for AGR/TARs and active
component retirees. These include retired members' medical care
under the provisions of sections 1074, 1077, 1078, 1086, 1092,
and 1097-1099 of title 10, United States Code; veterans' group
life insurance (VGLI) authorized by sections 768 and 777 of
title 38, United States Code; the death gratuity authorized by
sections 1475-1480 of title 10, United States Code; as well as
dependency and indemnity compensation (DIC) authorized by
sections 410-417 of title 38, United States Code.
Supporting Benefits
Most supporting benefits, including those applicable to active
duty members only as well as those applicable to both active
duty and retired members, are also the same for AGR/TARs and
active component members. Those applicable to active duty
members only include annual leave (covered by sections 701-704
of title 10, United States Code), accrued leave payments
(covered by section 501 of title 37, United States Code),
payment of FHA mortgage insurance premiums (authorized by
section 1715 of title 12, United States Code), and medical care
for service members and dependents (authorized in sections 10711100 of title 10, United States Code).
Those applicable to both
active duty and retired members include the government
contribution to social security (under the provisions of
sections 3101, 3111 and 3121 of title 26, United States Code),
the survivor benefit plan (SBP) (authorized by sections 14471455 of title 10, United States Code), commissaries (as
authorized in various sections of title 10, United States Code),
and military exchanges (regulated by DoD and service directives
under congressional oversight).
One category of supporting
benefits, educational assistance, as applicable to AGR/TAR
service, is not equal for both groups, and is addressed later in
this chapter.
Other Compensation-related Items
Other compensation-related items include a number of benefits
and reimbursements. Most are essentially the same for AGR/TARs
and active component members; however, certain veterans'
benefits are not available to National Guard AGRs serving under
title 32, United States Code. These veterans' benefits are
addressed later in this chapter. Reimbursements include
compensation for such expenses as travel, transportation,
clothing, and family separation. There are no major differences
in this area.
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Compensation for Hardships and Rigorous Conditions of Service
The conclusion that compensation is essentially the same for
AGR/TAR and active component members means, in essence, that
members of these two groups are paid under essentially the same
set of compensation rules. In addition, a review of the
compensation elements shows that all of the elements of regular
military compensation except VHA/OHA, collectively called "basic
military compensation," are equal. However, since many of the
remaining elements are paid only under special conditions, the
amount of compensation received by members of the same grade and
length of service is not necessarily equal.
Compensation elements paid under special conditions often
include those paid for enduring rigorous conditions or paid as
reimbursement of expenses associated with various hardships of
service. They include the following:
" Variable housing allowance when assigned to duty in an area
of the United States that has been designated a high
housing cost area (the overseas station housing allowance
fulfills the same function when the member is stationed
overseas)
" Hazardous duty pays awarded as an incentive to specialize
in such hazardous duties as flying duty, carrier flight
deck duty, parachute and halo jumping, demolition duty, and
air weapons controller duty
"

Special pays for sea duty, foreign service (certain places
pay), diving duty, duty subject to hostile fire or imminent
danger, and overseas tour extensions

*

Responsibility pay and special duty assignment pay for
unusual responsibility and extremely demanding duty,
respectively

* Allowances to defray expenses for cost of living (COLA),
interim housing, temporary lodging, evacuation of
dependents, family separation, travel and transportation,
household goods and trailer movement, dislocation
allowance, and per diem
The information provided above shows that the single
compensation system now in effect does provide additional pays
and allowances to compensate for a number of conditions of
service including those most often mentioned in connection with
perceptions about AGR/TAR and active component service: change
of station moves and family separations caused by remote
overseas assignments or deployments aboard ship. While in many
cases this compensation amounts to little more than
reimbursement for expenses and may otherwise be perceived to be
AGR/TAR and Active Component Compensation
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inadequate, it does have two inherent advantages. First, it is
efficient. Rather than paying premiums to or levying penalties
against major population categories of military members, such as
all AGR/TARs or all active component members, the system pays
only those members who actually experience the particular
conditions of service for which the compensation is designed.
Second, it is more equitable. The system provides equal
treatment for those who experience hardships and rigorous
conditions, regardless of component. This is an important
consideration in supporting the Total Force policy.
Survey Data on Special konthly Pays and Allowances
The 1985 Member Survey and 1986 AGR Survey asked, "Which of
the following special monthly pays and allowances do you
currently receive?" The possible responses included, "I don't
receive any special monthly pay", a selection of several special
pays and allowances (10 on the member survey and 6 on the AGR
survey), and a catch-all for all "other special pays and
allowances". The response rates are displayed in Tables 3-29
through 3-31. Components are listed on the horizontal axis, the
vertical axis shows population size in numbers of individuals
and response data in percentages by category of pay or
allowance. The 1985 Member Survey included more pays and
allowances than the 1986 AGR Survey. These additional
categories are included in the tables marked with an asterisk
whenever there were positive responses for the service in
question.
Table 3-29.

Special Pays and Allowances - Army

Po~ulation Size
Enlisted
Warrant officers
Officers
Special Pays
or Allowances
None
Enlisted
Warrant officers
Officers

VHA
Enlisted
Warrant officers
Officers

3-34

USA

ARNG

USAR

555,774
13,327
85,123

17,206
604
2,334

7,652
407
2,608

USA

ARNG

USAR

52.6
30.7

11.1
7.2

10.7
22.3

39.7

14.7

17.8

21.9
32.1
38.5

80.2
83.9
76.5

80.7
74.1
81.4
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Table 3-29 (Cont'd).

Special Pays and Allowances

Special Pays
or-Allowances

USA

ARNG

No VHA, but received another pay or allowance
Enlisted
23.6
7.7
Warrant officers
37.1
8.9
Officers
20.6
8.8

Army

-

USAR

8.3
0
0.9

Jump pay
Enlisted
Warrant officers
Officers

8.0
3.7
3.5

5.1
0
2.4

1.7
3.6
2.2

Sea pay
Enlisted
Warrant officers
Officers

0.2
0.7
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

Flight pay
Enlisted
Warrant officers
Officers

1.3
42.3
9.9

0.6
16.3
10.4

Pro pay
Enlisted
Warrant officers
Officers

1.9
0.2
5.2

18.0
0
0

21.4
0
0

Rent plus
Enlisted
Warrant officers
Officers

7.3
6.9
6.3

1.8
2.7
4.5

1.5
0
0.3

Foreign duty pay *
Enlisted
Warrant officers
Officers

2.7
0.7
0.3

0.3
3.6
2.8

COLA *

Enlisted
Warrant officers
Officers

6.4
5.7
5.2

OHA *

Enlisted
Warrant officers
Officers

0.3
0."
0.2

AGR/TAR and Active Component Compensation
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Table 3-29 (Cont'd).

Special Pays and Allowances - Army

Special Pays

USA

or Allowances

.L.L

Other
Enlisted
Warrant officers
Officers

4.3
0.5
4.9

Source:
Notes:

ARNG

USAR

5.4
0
2.1

5.0
7.1
0.6

1985 Member Survey and 1986 AGR Survey (Questions:
AC-77 and AC-81; RC-72 and RC-73)
* indicates choices not listed on the 1986 AGR Survey
VHA - Variable Housing Allowance
COLA - Overseas Cost of Living Allowance
OHA - Overseas Housing Allowance

Table 3-30.

Special Pays and Allowances

Population Size
Enlisted
Warrant officers
Officers
Special Pay

-

Navy and Marine Corps

USN

USNR

416,449
3,169
61,701

15,793
0
1,814

146,000
1,376
18,135

USN

USNR

USMC

USMCR

49.0
37.2
26.7

15.5
14.2
13.9

31.8
47.7
52.6

75.0
85.8
77.2

17.6
14.7
20.4

7.7
0
7.2

0.6
0.4
0.9

0
0
1.8

USMCR
1,045
45
179

L____._

or Allowances
None
Enlisted
Warrant officers
Officers

30.4
25.0
16.8

41.3

VHA
Enlisted
Warrant officers
Officers

37.8
50.3
58.2

52.3

11.8

76.5

No VHA, but received another pay or allowance
Enlisted
31.0
4.9
Warrant officers
22.8
Officers
24.6
10.9
Jump pay
Enlisted
Warrant officers
Officers

USMC

0.3
0
0.3

0
0

6th GRMCReport - VoLume IA
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Table 3-30 (Cont'd).
Special Pay
or Allowances

Special Pays and Allowances - Navy and
Marine Corps
USN
____

USNR

USMC

3.4

1.7

USMCR

Sea pay
Enlisted

27.5

Warrant officers

24.7

0
0

9.9

3.3

0.1

Flight pay
Enlisted
Warrant officers
Officers

3.2
0
26.1

5.9

1.6
3.9
29.7

Pro pay
Enlisted
Warrant officers
Officers

4.2
0
5.6

Rent plus
Enlisted
Warrant officers
Officers

2.8
1.9
5.3

Submarine pay *
Enlisted
Warrant officers
Officers

7.7
9.5
9.0

0
0
0

Foreign duty pay *
Enlisted
Warrant officers
Officers

4.4
1.3
0.1

4.9
0.4
0.3

7.0
7.0
7.0

7.0
11.1
6.7

0.2
0.6
0.4

0.2
0
0.1

Officers

42.9
1.7
0
0.5
2.3

0

0.4

3.0
0
0
2.2
3.2
4.1

3.7
0
22.1
14.8
0
0
0.8
0
3.5

COLA *

Enlisted
Warrant officers
Officers
OHA *

Enlisted
Warrant officers
Officers
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Table 3-30 (Cont'd).
Special Pay
or Allowances
Other
Enlisted
Warrant officers
Officers

Source:
Notes:

Special Pays and Allowances - Navy and
Marine Corps
USN

USNR
__

USMC
_

6.3
4.4

2.8

6.1
3.5

7.7
0

9.7

5.1

3.3

0

1985 Member Survey and 1986 AGR Survey (Questions:
AC-77 and AC-81; RC-72 and RC-73)
* indicates choices not listed on the 1986 AGR Survey
VHA - Variable Housing Allowance
COLA - Overseas Cost of Living Allowance
OHA - Overseas Housing Allowance

Table 3-31.

Special Pays and Allowances - Air Force

Population Size

USAF

ANG

USAFR

434,070
99,847

5,719
1,052

426
164

Special Pay

USAF

ANG

USAFR

or Allowances

__%_

None
Enlisted
Officers

46.6
21.8

12.4
9.2

16.3
0

VHA
Enlisted
Officers

33.9
54.7

82.2
84.7

65.9
86.5

Enlisted
Officers

No VHA, but received another pay or allowance
Enlisted
18.8
4.4
Officers
23.0
6.1
Jump pay
Enlisted
Officers

0.3
0.2

2.3
3.1

Flight pay
Enlisted
Officers

2.8
36.1

1.7
42.2
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USMCR

17.8
13.5
3.6
0
0
47.1
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Table 3-31 (Cont'd).
Special Pay
or Allowances

Special Pays and Allowances - Air Force
USAF
_%.__

ANG

USAFR

7.0
0

55.4
6.7

Pro pay
Enlisted
Officers

0.8
3.2

Rent plus
Enlisted

7.4

3.2

0

Officers

4.6

2.5

0

Foreign duty pay *
Enlisted
Officers

7.5
0.1

COLA *
Enlisted
Officers

7.8
5.0

OHA *

Enlisted
Officers

0.4
0.3

Other
Enlisted

2.9

1.6

3.6

Officers

3.9

1.3

0

Source: 1985 Member Survey (#77, 81); 1986 AGR Survey (#72, 73)
Notes: * indicates choices not listed on the 1986 AGR Survey
VHA - Variable Housing Allowance
COLA - Overseas Cost of Living Allowance
OHA - Overseas Housing Allowance
With the exception of enlisted TARs, the member groups with
the greatest percentages responding "I don't receive =y special
monthly pays" were the active component groups. This is because
most AGRs do not have access to military housing, and must live
outside military installations in high cost housing areas. As
indicated in Table 3-22, a large number of TAR enlisted members
live in military housing. The response rates in the remaining
categories, including "Didn't receive VHA, but received another
pay or allowance", show the relative rates for members who do
not draw VHA. The rates for pro pay, now "special duty
assignment pay" reflect the use of AGRs as recruiters, most of
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whom draw recruiting duty pay. For example, 55.4 percent of Air
Force Reserve enlisted AGRs indicated that they received pro
pay, and approximately 65 percent of them are recruiters (See
Table 2-1). In addition, except in the Marine Corps, the AGR and
TAR officer rates for flight pay are higher than those of their
active component counterparts. However, the survey question did
not differentiate between the various flight pay categories
authorized in chapter 5 of title 37, United States Code:
hazardous duty incentive pay (section 301), aviation career
incentive pay (section 301(a)), and special pay for aviation
career officers extending their period of active duty (section
301(b)). Consequently, the responses include career incentives
and do not necessarily reflect the relative amount of current
flying duty performed. With these exceptions, active component
members generally draw special monthly pays and allowances at
higher rates than AGRs and TARs.
Technical and Structural Issues
The 6th QRMC Staff identified several compensation elements
that are applied differently for the active and reserve
components. These were reviewed as separdte technical or
structural issues, and appropriate recommendations have been
prepared for each of them. A summary of each issue and its
corresponding recommendation follows. Copies of the more
detailed decision papers prepared for consideration by the 6th
QRMC Steering Committee and Coordination Council are included in
the QRMC Work Papers in Volume 1D of the QRMC report.
Veterans' Administration Benefits for Title 32 AGR Members
Of the approximately 65,000 AGR members serving on full-time
active duty in support of National Guard and Reserve units and
missions, there are for FY 1987 some 27,000 members of the Army
National Guard and Air National Guard who serve on full-time
National Guard duty under section 502(f) of title 32, United
States Code ("title 32 AGRs"). The remaining AGR members,
including additional National Guard members in federal service
as well as members of the Army Reserve and Air Force Reserve,
are ordered to duty under title 10, United States Code ("title
10 AGRs") as described in Chapter 2. Title 32 AGRs are
considered, for compensation purposes, to be serving on active
duty. For purposes of title 38 (veterans' benefits), however,
this duty is considered active duty for training. As a result,
approximately 43 percent of all AGRs serve in a status in which
they cannot qualify as veterans, and in which their reemployment
rights are determined on a different basis from those of the
rest of the AGR force.
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Title 32 AGRs are authorized to be on full-time National Guard
duty for the purpose of organizing, administering, recruiting,
instructing, or training the National Guard. In this segment of
the AGR program, members of the Guard are placed on full-time
duty to support the Army National Guard and the Air National
Guard in performing their federal mission. This segment of the
program is approximately eight years old. Until 1983, these
members were considered to be on active duty for training,
primarily because that was the only status available to them
under existing title 32 authorities.
In titles 10, 32, and 37 of the United States Code, active
duty for training is included within the definition of active
duty. In title 38, however, active duty and active duty for
training are separately defined, and a somewhat different set of
entitlements and benefits is associated with each status. A
March 1982 Veterans' Administration General Counsel opinion,
reproduced as Appendix B, outlines the consequences for National
Guard members of having a status of active duty for training.
For title 32 AGRs who have already established their status as
veterans based on prior service on active duty, the fact that
their current service is considered as active duty for training
has limited consequences for title 38 purposes. The most
important difference, for those who are already "veterans," has
to do with their reemployment rights status under chapter 43 of
title 38.15
Preliminary estimates indicate that at least half the 27,000
title 32 AGR members on full-time National Guard duty have
previously qualified as veterans. For those who are not already
veterans, the benefits for which they would not qualify appear
to be those covered by the following chapters of title 38:
*
*
*
*
*

Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter

17
23
24
37
30

-

nonservice connected VA health care
burial allowance
plot allowance, headstone marker, and flag
home loan guaranty benefits
educational assistance

The Department of Defense Authorization Act, 1984
(Public Law 98-94) added a new section 335 to title 32, United
States Code, providing that AGR members '"s'-.11 be entitled to
all rights, privileges, and benefits of me .6er3 called to active
duty under section 265 of title 10..." ThiL -: provision.
technically changed AGR status to that of mex, rs on active duty
(other than for training) for title 38 purposes.
It appears, however, that this change in status was never
implemented with respect to the administrative practices that
determine title 38 benefits, perhaps because the implications of
the new section 335 were not clearly understood. Section 335
was viewed as an interim solution to the general problem of the
AGR/TAR and Active Component Compensation
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status of National Guard members on full-time duty, which may
have further hindered the needed administrative changes. The
general problem with status of AGR members centered on the issue
of whether these members served in a state or federal status.
The interim nature of section 335 was clearly implied in section
504(c) of Public Law 98-94, which required the Secretary of
Defense to submit a draft of legislation to the Committees on
Armed Services of the Senate and House of Representatives "to
provide on a permanent basis that members of the National Guard
[as described in the new section 335 of title 32] are under
State control except when explicitly ordered to the Federal
service in accordance with law." As a result of the draft
legislation submitted, section 414 of the Department of Defense
Authorization Act, 1985 (Public Law 98-525) created a new status
"Full-time National Guard duty," and section 335 was repealed.
As now set out in section 101(42) of title 10 and section
101(19) of title 32, full-time National Guard duty has the
following definition:
Training or other duty, other than inactive duty,
performed by a member of the Army National Guard of
the United States or the Air National Guard of the
United States in the member's status as a member of
the National Guard of a State or territory, the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, or the District of
Columbia under section 316, 502, 503, 504, or 505 of
this title (title 32) for which the member is entitled
to pay from the United States or for which the member
has waived pay from the United States.
Members on full-time National Guard duty are not in federal
service but, for the purpose of laws providing benefits for
members, their dependents, and beneficiaries, full-time National
Guard duty is deemed to be active duty in the federal service,
"except that for purposes of title 38 such duty shall be
considered to be active duty training." (See sections 3686 and
8686 of title 10.)lb
There is limited legislative history for section 414 of Public
Law 98-525, which created the full-time National Guard duty
status and which also amended section 3686 and 8686 to treat
this duty as active duty for training for title 38 purposes.
The DoD legislative proposal did not contain this restriction,
and there is no sectional analysis for section 414 in the
conference report on Public Law 98-525. Informal discussion
with individuals concerned with this issue indicates that they
knew that National Guard members who performed full-time duty
would receive increased VA benefits without this provision.
Because VA benefits were not within the scope of the issue being
considered by the Congress, the limiting "active duty for
training" language was added to sections 3686 and 8686 of title
3-42
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10 simply to maintain the status quo.

Apparently it was felt

that a change to the existing status, active duty for training,
should be independently considered because it would cause a
change in benefits. (AGR status with respect to military
personnel and criminal law is also complicated in other
respects. Major Thomas Frank England's article on this subject
in Volume 106 of the Military Law Review is an excellent
reference.17)
Conclusions - VA Benefits for Title 32 AGR Members
National Guard title 32 AGRs perform essentially the same
full-time duties as do their title 10 AGR counterparts in
National Guard and the other reserve components, and they are
subject to most of the same conditions of service life. The
title 32 AGRs are entitled to the same pay and allowances and
are provided all the benefits and privileges as their title 10
counterparts with the single exception of Veterans' Benefits.
They also have differing reemployment rights under chapter 43 of
title 38. This situation exists as the result of the available
statutory authorities used to create the title 32 AGR program,
rather than as the result of any decision with respect to the
merits of VA benefits for these members.
Budget Impact
Cost analysis indicates that the added cost to the Veterans'
Administration for the total population of title 32 AGRs without
veteran status, and for those projected through FY 1992, ranges
up to $147,000 dollars per year. Selected data is shown in
Table 3-32, which follows.
Recommendation - VA Benefits for Title 32 AGR Members
E

The 6th QRMC recommends that remedial legislation be
developed to amend the United States Code so that members
serving on full-time National Guard duty (other than for
training only) have the same status, with the same
consequences for title 38 purposes, as members who serve on
active duty.

Nondisability Separation Pay for Reserve Enlisted Members
Officers and enlisted members of the National Guard and
Reserve who serve on full-time duty may become entitled to
nondisability separation pay (or "separation pay") authorized by
section 1174(c) of title 10, United States Code. By law,
reservists and regular officers are eligible to receive this
pay; regular enlisted members are not. To receive separation
pay, a member must have completed at least five but less than 20
years of active service immediately prior to an involuntary
AGR/TAR and Active Component Compensation
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discharge or release from active duty. For members not on the
active duty list, the five years must be continuous. (This
includes all reserve members except for reserve commissioned
officers who serve in an active component and compete with
regular officers for promotion.) The amount of separation pay
is based on the years of active service completed and the
monthly basic pay of the member at the time of release. The
maximum payment is $30,000.
Historically, most involuntary separations of reservists have
been officer separations. Relatively few reserve enlisted
members served on extended active duty during the period from
the end of the Korean conflict until the late 1970s; hence few
reserve enlisted members have been subject to involuntary
separation. Current law (10 USC, §1174) extends eligibility to
reserve enlisted members but not to regular enlisted members.
The issue is: "Why should reserve enlisted members serving on
active duty be eligible for separation pay while regular
enlisted members are not?"
Separation pay is a contingency payment for a member who is
committed to a career but to whom a full military career may be
denied. It is designed to encourage service members to pursue
their career ambitions knowing that, if a full career is denied
under the competitive system, adequate readjustment pay will be
available to ease reentry into civilian life. Currently,
reserve members not on the active duty list are entitled to
separation pay after five years continuous active duty when they
are involuntarily released from active duty or when they are not
accepted after volunteering for an additional tour of active
duty.
The legislative history of nondisability separation pay dates
back as far as 1800. In recent history, the Officer Personnel
Act of 1947 (Pub. L. 80-379) required, as part of its "up-orout" promotion system, the involuntary discharge of regular
officers who failed selection for promotion and who were not
eligible for retirement. The act provided for the payment of a
"severance pay" for affected officers. It did not extend
eligibility to regular enlisted members.
The Act of July 9, 1956, (Public Law 84-676) established the
first specific nondisability separation pay program for reserve
personnel. It added a provision to the Armed Forces Reserve Act
of 1952 that allowed payment of "readjustment pay" to reserve
members, both officer and enlisted, who were involuntarily
called to active duty and who, after five or more years of
continuous active duty, were involuntarily released from active
duty, or were released at the end of their tour after
volunteering but not having been accepted for an additional
tour.
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Table 3-32.

VA Benefits for Title 32

Proiected Number
POM End Strength
Gains
Losses

National Guard AGRs

Projected New Eligibles
FY 1988
FY 1990
FY 1992
14,712
2,151
1,323

17,408
3,558
1,461

21,002
3,819
1,936

132
3

146
4

193
3

17
14
3
19

28
23
5
35

31
25
5
34

-

226
-

273
881

By Benefit Categorv*
Health Care
Burial Allowance
Death Benefits:
Plot
Headstone
Headstone allowance
Flag
Home Loan Guarantee
Educational Benefits

-

Cost of Their Benefits
FY 1988
FY 1990
FY 1992

Benefits
Health Care
Burial Allowance
Death Benefits:
Plot
Headstone
Headstone allowance
Flag

$7,741
$367

$8,562
$367

$11,317
$734

$2,550
$854
$213
$532

$4,200
$1,403
$355
$980

$4,650
$1,525
$355
$952

-

-

$127.608

$12,257

$15,867

$147,141

($1.7 m)

(S.9 m)

Home Loan Guarantee **

Total Cost
Educational Benefits ***

-

Notes:
*
Loss rates are used to compute health care and
burial allowances; gains (new eligibles) are used
for all other computations.
**
The VA home loan program is self-sustaining through
the first year. Thereafter there is a cost, based
on projected foreclosure rates.
***
Educational benefits are a net cash inflow through
FY 1992 because mandatory member contributions
exceed outlays. If proposed legislation is
effective in FY 1989, the earliest date a veteran
would be eligible to use the benefit is FY 1991.
Source:

Data for computations provided by VA Staff.
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The first reserve-specific separation pay legislation was
passed in 1956 as the solution to an officer over-strength
problem. Large numbers of reserve officers had been
involuntarily called to active duty during the Korean conflict.
When the hostilities ended, many of these officers were no
longer needed to meet active duty requirements. Of the 268,000
reserve officers on active duty at the beginning of FY 1954,
83,000 were released during the year. The original draft of the
1956 bill to provide "readjustment pay" would have applied only
to commissioned and warrant officers. The House of
Representatives amended the proposal, however, to include
enlisted members. The House Armed Services Committee stated
that, although very few enlisted men were involuntarily released
from active duty after having served five continuous years, "the
rehabilitation problem will be as serious for one man as
or
another, regardless of the fact that he is in enlisted
officer status when he is released from active duty." 1 8
Although the original intent of the legislation was to solve a
reserve officer problem, the amended bill provided eligibility
for separation pay to reserve enlisted members.
In 1980, in the Defense Officer Personnel Management Act
(DOPMA) (Public Law 96-513), Congress unified separation pay
authority for regulars and reservists. In addition to
authorizing separation pay for regular officers, it provided
that "a member of an armed force other than a regular member
...is entitled to separation pay...if (A) the member's discharge
or release from active duty is involuntary; or (B) the member
was not accepted for an additional tour of active duty for which
he volunteered."
The new law standardized the name "separation pay," provided a
standard formula for computing the amount of pay, and increased
the maximum payment from $15,000 to $30,000. It also provided
uniform rules governing eligibility for entitlement. House
Armed Services Committee Report No. 96-1462 cited existing law
as a basis for not including regular enlisted members in the new
legislation.
There is no vesting in military retirement plans prior to
retirement qualification. Members who volunteer for active
military service (with the expectation of completing a career)
may nevertheless be separated to meet service requirements prior
to completion of 20 years of active duty. It has been argued
during development of prior legislation that separation pay in
these and similar circumstances is necessary in order to allow
members to readjust adequately to civilian life.
Promotion, separation and retention matters for active duty
list officers are detailed in laws as well as in DoD
regulations. Officers on the active duty list are all
potentially in a career track. As opposed to officer programs,
6th ORmCReport - Volume 1A
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enlistment programs have historically always been for specified
periods with no guarantee of career status. For the most part,
enlisted personnel management is based on policy rather than
law. Incentives and options have been offered at reenlistment
points in order to retain members with the skills and experience
needed. A case may be made, therefore, that separation pay for
enlisted members is inconsistent with the nature of the status
in which they serve.
Conclusions
Reserve enlisted members who now serve on extended active duty
for more than five continuous years are almost all serving in
support of the organization, training, administration,
recruitment, or instruction of the reserve components in AGR
status. These programs remain relatively volatile with respect
to requirements and policies for PCS, career status, tenure, and
other personnel management practices. Typically, members
serving in these programs come from full-time civilian
employment status and have entered at an older age than have
regular enlisted members. Clearly, compared with the career
status of regular enlisted members, the career status of the
reserve AGR is more uncertain. The service of the AGR is
typically based upon an agreed term of active duty service
rather than a complete enlistment. This term is typically
shorter than the maximum enlistment period otherwise allowed.
(Normally, the enlistment period is adjusted to coincide with
the tour length.)
The military services have ample authority in law and
regulation to control active duty tour lengths (and thus
entitlement to separation pay) for reservists. They also have
authority to conduct screening boards for continuation in their
FTS programs and to release program members from active duty to
meet service manpower requirements. All of these management
mechanisms allow for adequate controls over entitlement to
separation pay. In fact, only a few enlisted reservists have
drawn such pay during the past five years: the Marine Corps
Reserve reported only two, and there were none reported in the
Naval Reserve, the Air Force Reserve, or the Air National Guard.
The Army Reserve and Army National Guard could not report
numbers because their financial reporting system does not
differentiate officers from enlisted or active component from
reserve component members. The Army estimates that a total of
no more than a dozen enlisted Guard and Reserve members drew
separation pay in FY 1986.
Recommendation - Nondisability Separation Pay
m

Given the existing state of AGR enlisted program
management within the reserve components and the fact
that enlisted members typically have left established
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civilian careers to serve in AGR status, the 6th QRMC
recommends no change be made to existing legislative
authority at this time.
TAR/AGR Selective Reenlistment Bonus
Section 308 of title 37, United States Code, restricts
eligibility for a selective reenlistment bonus (SRB), in amounts
up to $30,000, to enlisted members of a regular component. As
members of the Selected Reserve, TAR/AGR members are not
eligible even though they serve on full-time active duty. The
Navy has proposed paying this bonus to enlisted TARs in hard-toman skills. Therefore, the 6th QRMC reviewed this issue along
with its study of special and incentive pays. The review
yielded the following results.
0 Current retention of TAR personnel is very high and does
0

not warrant a bonus incentive.
There is no indication of a requirement for an SRB for AGRs
in the other reserve components at this time.

Conclusion
Payment of TAR/AGR selective reenlistment bonuses is not
required and cannot be justified at this time.
Budget Impact
The cost of paying a selective reenlistment bonus to TARs
would be $7.0 million in FY 1988, and $8.9 million in FY 1989.
Recommendation - TAR/AGR Selective Reenlistment Bonus
a

The 6th QRMC recommends that section 308 of title 37,
United States Code, not be amended to authorize payment of
selective reenlistment bonuses (SRB's) to TAR/AGR members
until such time as a requirement for such authority can be
demonstrated.

Educational Benefits for ARS
Public Law 98-525 established the New GI Bill program that
consists of educational assistance for active duty service
personnel (chapter 30 of title 38, United States Code) and for
members of the Selected Reserve (chapter 106 of title 10, United
States Code).
Public Law 100-48 on May 19, 1987 made the new GI
Bill permanent and renamed it the Montgomery GI Bill (MGIB) Act
of 1984.
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AGRs, by virtue of their full-time active duty status and
their membership in the Selected Reserve, may be entitled to
receive educational benefits under both programs. AGRs entering
on active duty during the period July 1, 1985, through June 30,
1988, qualify for chapter 30 4ctive duty benefits. If these
members are enlisted for a period of six years or, for officers,
agree to serve for six years past any existing service
commitment, they also qualify for chapter 106 Selected Reserve
benefits.
The legislativrt history of the MGIB indicates that it was
enacted for two primary purposes. 19 First, the program was
created to assist in the readjustment of veterans to civilian
life following their separation from military service. Second,
it was designed to assist the Armed Forces in recruiting and
retaining high quality personnel. Since the Selected Reserve is
predominantly a part-time military force, the first purpose,
assisting the transition to civilian life, is of little
relevance to the chapter 106 reserve program; its purpose is
clearly directed at recruiting and retaining quality personnel.
Dual entitlement to both active and reserve educational
assistance programs, albeit that only one benefit can be
received at one time and there is a 48 month cap on total
benefits, provides AGR members benefits in excess of those
received by their active component counterparts. This seems
neither necessary nor equitable. A more logical arrangement
would be to target the chapter 106 program benefits where they
are needed most:
for recruiting and retaining part-time members
of the Selected Reserve. This would require limiting AGR
entitlement to the chapter 30 active duty program. AGRs would
then earn benefits on an equal basis with their active component
counterparts, and they would retain the benefit most appropriate
to assist their transition from active duty to civilian life, as
is suitable to their active duty status.
Budget Impact
Detailed dollar projections were not possible based on limited
data; however, broad estimate of savings is about $1 million
annually. There are now about 1,000 AGRs using the chapter 106
benefit.
Conclusions
The intent of Congress and the needs
best be met by limiting AGR members to
benefit program. The most appropriate
MGIB active duty program authorized by
United States Code.
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Recommendation
U

-

Educational Benefits for AGRs

The 6th QRMC recommends amendment of section 2132, chapter
106 of title 10, United States Code, so that full-time
active duty service as AGR members of the Selected Reserve
can be credited only for use with the educational
assistance program established under chapter 30 of title
38, United States Code.

Overall Summary of Issues
Having explored the details, it is time to return to the
central issue and sum up the results of the analysis before
moving on to the final conclusions and recommendations. Given
the somewhat differing conditions of service, should AGRs and
TARs receive the same compensation and benefits as their
counterparts serving in the active components?
The summaries of institutional policies and perspectives show
a great deal of diversity in management programs among the
various components. The Marine Corps Reserve and the Air Force
Reserve have minimal AGR programs that are used primarily to
meet statutory tour and recruiting functional requirements. The
other components have much larger AGR programs, covering a wide
spectrum of functions. However, no matter how diverse these
functions may be, the statutes require that they all relate to
the performance of full-time support of the reserve components,
and that other AGR duty assignments be made only for the purpose
of periodic refresher training. Some AGR populations, such as
those in the two National Guard components, will perforce serve
near their homes for the most part. Others, such as those in
the Naval Reserve and especially TARs, will serve under
conditions much more similar to those of the active forces.
Overseas and sea duty demands are less for AGRs than for active
component members, but there is little or no difference with
respect to other aspects of service. The view that equal
treatment is required to maintain a high quality force is an
additional important consideration.
Through the analysis of survey data and other supporting data,
it has been possible for the first time to make across-the-board
quantitative comparisons of many aspects of the conditions of
service for active component members and AGR/TARs. As expected
for the two most often-cited areas, frequency of moves and
family separations, active component members do have the most
rigorous service conditions, but the comparisons also depict a
wide variation within and between components and reveal that a
relatively high level of short term separation from family is
experienced by the AGR population.
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Naval Reservists are virtually identical to their counterparts
in the active component, but there are wide differences between
members of other reserve components and their counterparts.
Within components comparing officer and enlisted populations,
the difference in conditions is often far greater than the
corresponding differences between active component members and
AGR/TAR members. In other areas, the results are mixed.
Sometimes the advantage is with active members and sometimes
with AGR/TAR members. The net result is a complex interaction
of advantages and disadvantages within each component. Due to
the wide range in service conditions, it would be especially
difficult to devise a general formula to relate rigors of
service to compensation rates on a rational basis.
A systematic review of all compensation elements confirmed
that compensation systems for active component members and
AGR/TARs are essentially the same. However, equal application
of compensation rules does not necessarily mean that
compensation costs are identical for these two groups. The
number of members drawing special pays, for example, was found
to be higher on the active component side. Likewise, since
enlistment, reenlistment, and other bonuses are paid by policy
on the basis of service needs, AGR/TAR members do not currently
receive such compensation even when the statutes authorize them.
Finally, there are several types of allowances such as the
variable housing allowance, family separation allowance,
dislocation allowance, and hostile fire/imminent danger pay that
are paid, all or in part, on the basis of exposure to a
particular condition of service. Compensation elements that are
related to conditions of service are inherently more efficient
and equitable than any general remedy ever could be.
Finally, four technical or structural differences were found
in examining elements of active component and AGR/TAR
compensation:
0

VA Benefits for active component members and title 10 AGRs
differ from those for title 32 National Guard AGRs.

*

Entitlement to nondisability separation pay for regular
enlisted members differs from that for AGR/TAR enlisted
members.
Entitlement to selective reenlistment bonuses authorized by
Section 308 of title 37, United States Code, for regular
enlisted members differs from that for AGR/TAR enlisted
members.

•

Educational benefit entitlements for active component
members differ from those for AGR members.

AGR/TAR and Active Component Compensation
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Each of these differences was reviewed as a separate issue and
specific recommendations developed for each issue as indicated
in the preceding section.
Conclusions
Although there are specific, measurable differences in
conditions of service when comparing active component members
and AGR/TARs, there is no rational basis for making a general
corresponding adjustment in the compensation structure.
Applying specific elements equally to each member on the basis
of exposure to rigorous conditions appears to be an equitable
and efficient approach to this issue. The compensation of
active component and AGR/TAR members is essentially the same
except for four technical or structural differences, two of
which should be changed.
Recommendations
a
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The 6th QRMC recommends that there be no overall change in
the way the compensation system structure accounts for
differences in conditions of service between active
component and AGR/TAR members, but that these four specific
recommendations on structural and technical issues be
adopted:
•

Develop remedial legislation to amend the United States
Code so that members serving on full-time National
Guard duty (other than for training only) have the
same status, with the same consequences for title 38
purposes, as members who serve on active duty.

*

Make no change to current statutes which authorize
separation pay for enlisted reservists but not for
enlisted regular members. Given the existing state of
AGR enlisted program management within the reserve
components and the fact that enlisted members have
typically left established civilian careers to serve in
AGR status, the QRNC recommends that no change be made
to existing legislative authority at this time.

8

Do not amend section 308 of title 37, United States
Code, to authorize payment of selective reenlistment
bonuses (SRBs) to TAR/AGR members until such time as a
requirement for such authority can be demonstrated.

*

Amend section 2132, chapter 106 of title 10, United
States Code, so that full-time active duty service as
AGR members of the Selected Reserve can be credited only
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for use with the educational assistance program
38, United States
established wnder chapter 30 of title
Code.
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1. RCCPDS data.
2. These members are specifically authorized in the Defense
Authorization Acts. For example, §412 of the National Defense
Act for
1988 andprescribed
FY 1989 (P.L.
100-180)
i Authorization
provides: "Within
the FYstrengths
in section
411, the
reserve components of the Armed Forces are authorized, as of
September 30, 1988 and as of September 30, 1989, the following
number of Reserves to be serving on full-time active duty or, in
the case of members of the National Guard, full-time National
Guard duty for the purpose of organizing, administering,
recruiting, instructing, or training the reserve components:
(1) The Army National Guard of the United States, 25,725.
(2) The Army Reserve, 13,329.
(3) The Naval Reserve, 21,991.
(4) The Marine Corps Reserve, 1,945.
(5) The Air National Guard of the United States, 7,836.
(6) The Air Force Reserve, 669."
3. U.S., Congress.

Senate, Armed Services Committee, hearing

on 20 March 1986, S-3-34, Part 3.
4.

Ibid.

5. By Memorandum from Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary
of the Army (Manpower and Reserve Affairs) to the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Reserve Affairs), Subject: FulTi
SuDDort (FTS) of the Reserve Components-- Report to Congress
(RE: Senate Report 99-331), February 13, 1987.
6. "The AGR title 10 force" is a euphemism for AGRs serving
under the various sections of title 10, United States Code,
including all Army Reserve AGRs and Army National Guard AGRs who
are in federal service. Other Army National Guard AGRs serve
under title 32, United States Code, on full-time training duty
under state control and are not in federal service. See Chapter
2 of this report for further details.
7. The term "full-time active duty members of the Naval
Reserve" is synonymous with "AGR" as defined in Reserve
Comoonent Cateaories of the Reserve Components of the Armed
Foce, Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Reserve
Affairs), August 1987. It is applied to all members of the
Selected Reserve who are ordered to active duty with their
consent for the purpose of organizing, recruiting, instructing
or training reserve component units including Navy TARS, TEMACs
and T-AGR; and it also includes all individual members of the
Selected Reserve who are ordered to active duty in an active
component organization with their consent for the purpose of
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organizing, administering, recruiting, instructing or training
the reserve components. The latter are assigned in headquarters
and support functions and include Navy TARs, TEANACS, KCFTS, and
all statutory tour personnel. It is this larger AGR population,
and not the TAR sub population alone, that is the subject of
this report. It is also the AGR population that was surveyed by
instrument Forms 3 and 4 of the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys;
the source of AGR/TAR survey data presented in this report.
The term "active Navy members" means members of the active
component of the Navy. It is used in preference to "regular
Navy members" since there are also reservists who are active
Navy members. These members are reservists who are paid from
active personnel accounts. They are by definition neither AGRs
nor TARs, but they may nevertheless be detailed to serve in
full-time support of the Naval Reserve under the provisions of
10 USC §715. Conversely, TARs may be detailed to serve with the
active Navy for the specific purpose of receiving periodic
refresher training under the provisions of 10 USC §678.
8. Statement of Vice Admiral Cecil J Kempf, USN, Director of
Naval Reserve, before the House Armed Services Procurement &
Military Nuclear Systems Subcommittee of the House Armed
Services Committee on National Guard & Reserve Procurement, 26
March 26, 1987, p. 5.
9. Information extracted from the Department of the Navy
Officer Transfer Manual (NAVPERS 15559), Enlisted Transfer
Manual (NAVPERS 15909C), and the Naval Military Personnel Manual
(NAVPERS 1020200).
10. Marine Corps Order 1001.52C prescribes policies and
procedures for FTS selection, assignment, utilization, and
administration.
11. Letters, Chief, Manpower & Personnel Division, Air
National Guard, to Chairman, Subcommittee on Defense, Committee
on Appropriations, House of Representatives, February 15, 1984,
and February 20, 1985.
12. Full-time support for the Coast Guard Reserve is provided
by members who are accounted for as part of the active component
of the Coast Guard, and who are paid from active Coast Guard
funds. As a result, no Coast Guard members were included in the
1986 AGR/TAR Survey.
13. U.S., Department of Defense. Office of the Secretary of
Defense, Militar ComDensation Backcround Papers, 3rd ed., June
1987, provides a comprehensive description and history of the
various elements of military compensation.
14.

Ibid.
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15. There is also a difference in creditability of title 32
service as active military service in computing Civil Service

retirement. This difference appears to be unwarranted, but it
is not within the scope of the QRMC study plan and report.
16.

It should be noted that members serving on full-time

National Guard duty may perform active duty (other than for

training) under certain circumstances. For example, when an Air
National Guard aircrew member performs an air defense alert
mission or any duty outside the CONUS, the member is, under the
terms of the governing regulation and the basic orders governing
the member's service, automatically placed under 10 U.S.C.
§672(d) for the duration of the mission or duty. Similar rules
apply to the Army National Guard. The effect of these frequent,
short periods of active duty (other than for training)

interspersed in title 32 tours, is unclear with respect to
veterans status and VA benefit determinations.
17. England, Thomas F. "The Active Guard/Reserve Program: A
New Military Status", Military Law Review, vol 106, 1984, pp. 175.
18. U.S., Congress. House, Committee on Armed Services,
Providina Readiustment Pay for Members of the Reserve Components
Involuntarily Released from Active Duty, House Report 84-1960,
March 28, 1956, p.2.
19. U.S., Congress. House, The New GI Bill - Its
Implementation and Effectiveness: TriR Report to the Committee
on Veterans' Affairs, House Committee Print No. 5, 100th Cong.,
1st sess., Govt Printing Office, 1987, p. 2.
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Chapter 4.

MILITARY TECHNICIAN AND ACTIVE GUARD/RESERVE COST
COMPARISON - BACKGROUND

Report Orcanization for the Cost ComDarison Analysis

This is the first of three chapters devoted to the relative
cost-effectiveness of the AGR and the military technician. In
this chapter, the historical context of the issue is developed
in more detail than it is in Chapter 1 where the issue is
introduced. The goal is to explain how the question of relative
costs has evolved and to describe the results of previous
analyses and cost comparisons. Chapter 5 focuses on the 6th
QRMC military technician and AGR cost comparison model including
its development, capabilities and limitations, operation, and
results. Chapter 6 addresses the relationship between costs and
other management considerations for full-time support manpower.
The objective of this final chapter is to review the question of
relative cost as it impacts upon management of the military
technician and AGR force as a whole.
Scone of the Cost Conparison Analysis
During the past decade, much of the continuing controversy
over full-time support for the reserve components has focused on
the relative cost-effectiveness of using military technicians
and AGRs to provide full-time support in the reserve components
of the Army and the Air Force. If there has been a consensus
about any aspect of the issue, it has been that additional fulltime support is necessary to meet the increasing missions and
responsibilities that have been assigned to these components.
However, each new budget cycle has marked another round in the
debate on which category of full-time support manpower is the
most cost-effective, and there have been no easy answers on
either the cost or the effectiveness side of the question.
The 6th QRMC analysis included a review of the historical
development of the issue and an examination of prior work that
has been done to measure and portray the actual compensation
costs. Computer Based Systems, Inc. developed an automated cost
comparison model for significant elements of military technician
and AGR compensation costs as part of the study effort, and the
results were used as the basis for objective comparisons in this
report. Since compensation costs are intricately connected to
manpower management systems, management practices for both
military technicians and AGRs were reviewed. Available
personnel information was examined, including manpower force
Military Technician and Active Guard/Reserve Cost Comparison - Background
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structure data submitted by the Services or available in RCCPDS
and other data files maintained by the Defense Manpower Data
Center, results of the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys of
Selected Reserve officer and enlisted personnel, and data
provided in published reports or by Service points of contact.
Reports prepared by elements of the Legislative and Executive
Branches, such as congressional committees and the General
Accounting Office, were also reviewed along with Departmental
responses.
Growth of the Full-Time SUDDort Program in the Armv and Air

FOrc

Although the issue of cost-effectiveness centers on which
category of manpower to use, it is also important to understand
the major trends in the size of the forces involved.
Significant changes have occurred in both the size of individual
categories, especially for the AGR program, and in total fulltime support strength.
Growth in the AGR Program

As described in Chapter 1, prior to Fiscal Year 1980, the
predominant form of full-time support manpower employed in Army
and Air Force reserve components was military technicians.
There were some full-time active duty reservists employed then,
as there are today, to meet statutory tour and recruiting
requirements. However, full-time active duty reservists were
not employed to provide full-time unit support in Army and Air
Force reserve components. Today, military technicians continue
their role as an important segment of the full-time support
forces of these four components, while AGRs have been added in
significant numbers in the Army National Guard, Army Reserve,
and Air National Guard. Only the Air Force Reserve does not
employ AGRs to provide unit support. Table 4-1 provides a
comparison of military technician and AGR strengths at the end
of Fiscal Year 1979 (before the assignment of significant
numbers of AGRs to full-time unit support duties) and in
December 1987.
Growth in Military Member Strength in the Full-time Support
Program

By the late 1970s, new missions and the need for increased
responsiveness had generated a basic requirement for more fulltime support personnel in the reserve forces. Additional fulltime active duty reservists had already been called to duty as
recruiters after the 1973 transition from conscription to
voluntary service in the Armed Forces; however, the need for
additional support extended to the day-to-day operation of units
as well. The requirement was especially great in the Army's
4-2
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Table 4-1.

Military Technician and AGR Strength Comparison
1979 to 1987

Cgmoent

__M_
T 1979

ARNG
USAR
ANG

25,256
5,384
21,693

4,113
2,549
1,253

23,608
7,330
23,084

25,059
12,478
7,525

-7
27
6

USAFR

5984

436

8.668

625

45

Total

58,317

8,351

62,690

45,687

7

Source:

AGR

1987

MT

AGR%

-

change
ME
509
390
501
447

RCCPDS (September, 1979, and December, 1987), and
OASD(RA) files (FY 1979 AGR strengths)

reserve components, where obtaining more full-time manpower to
meet mission requirements was perhaps more important than
whether the best choice of manpower was military technicians or
full-time active duty members. Although "What kind?" has often
overshadowed "How many?" in the debate over this issue, the need
for growth has not been disregarded. Significant overall growth
has been programmed by the relative need in each component. The
results are shown in Table 4-2.
Table 4-2.

Changes in Combined Strength of Military Technicians
and AGRs - 1979 to 1987

Component

1979

1987

ARNG
USAR
ANG
USAFR

29,369
7,933
22,946
6.420

48,667
19,808
30,609
9.293

66
150
33
45

Total

66,668

108,377

63

Source:
Note:

% Change

RCCPDS (September, 1979, and December, 1987), and
OASD(RA) files (FY 1979 AGR strengths)
During this period, the total strength of the Army and
Air Force Selected Reserve increased 39% from 685,558 to
954,015.
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Studies and Conaressional Actions - 1961,t?

During the period from 1968 to 1978, a series of key studies
and congressional actions set the stage for the subsequent major
changes in the Army and Air Force full-time support programs.
The National Guard Technician Act of 1968
The National Guard Technician Act of 1968 provided a standard
retirement and fringe benefit program for National Guard
technicians. In 1967 the Cabinet Committee on Federal Staff
Retirement Systems reported that there were over 38,000 National
Guard technicians who were authorized retirement under a system
in which the federal government would contribute up to six and
one-half percent of compensation to the state to support state
retirement programs. The study found that "today, years after
Federal support of state retirement programs for this purpose
was originally offered, less than one-third of the more than
38,000 National Guard technicians (including D.C. Technicians
covered by CSR) are now covered by State retirement programs."1
The Cabinet Committee noted that proposed remedial legislation
had been regularly introduced without success and recommended
that National Guard technicians be designated by statute as
federal employees.2 The 1968 Act finally solved this
deficiency. The Act also defined the authority of the states
with respect to the technician program as well as the legal
status of technicians (including placing them under the
provisions of the Tort Claims Act). In accomplishing these
legislative objectives, the Act recognized the technicians as
federal employees 3 and codified certain key status requirements.
The result of these actions has had far-reaching impact on the
full-time support programs of the Army and the Air Force. Due
to the importance of this act, its legislative history, as
described in U. S. Senate Report 90-1446, is included at
Appendix C.
Among the key status requirements codified was the requirement
to hold concurrent National Guard membership as a condition for
civilian employment, a condition commonly known as "dual
status." Dual status was required for about 95 percent of the
technician force who were designated as excepted service
employees. The remainder were designated as competitive service
employees with no dual status requirement. The concept of the
technician program with this dual status requirement, as stated
in Senate Report 90-1446 (Appendix C, p. 2), serves as a concise
statement of the basic requirements for most military
technicians in both Guard and Reserve forces: "The concept of
the technician program is that the technicians will serve
concurrently in three different ways:
*
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Perform full-time civilian work in their units.
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• Perform military training and duty in their units; and
*

Be
available
to enter
active Federal Service at any time
their
units are
called."

These basic requirements were included in the Army's memorandum
of agreement with the Civil Service
Commission that was
4
negotiated during this period.
The Defense Manpower Comission
The Defense
Manpower
(DMC) was
bipartisan panel
chartered
by title
VII Commission
of the Department
of a
Defense
Appropriations Act of 1974. 5 Three of the members of the
commission were appointed by the President and four by the
Congress. This prestigious body was created out of concern for
the rapidly rising costs of military manpower.6 Because its
conclusion about full-time support manning was controversial,
and because this conclusion was based on an incomplete cost
analysis, the DMC became a major stimulus for subsequent fulltime support analyses as well as the focal point for debate in
the last half of the 1970s.
In its April 1976 report, the DMC concluded:
The objectives of the technician program can be
accomplished at a substantial savings by ultimately
replacing the technicians with full-time active duty
Guardsmen and reservists.
The use of Guardsmen and
reservists on active duty would protect the citizensoldier concept which is basic to this Nation's Guard
and Reserve system.
Implementation of this change
would eliminate dual pay and retirement for what in
essence is the same job.1
Savings were estimated as an approximate total figure "in excess
of $270 million per year" in direct pay costs for the four Army
and Air Force reserve components. No attempt was made to
project retirement costs. Instead, it was asserted that the
technician's "dual retirement" was generally in excess of the
active duty retiree's retirement. "Protecting the citizensoldier concept" was a euphemism for eliminating labor union
influence.
The DMC analysis did not include complete data on all of the
components involved nor did it consider elements of compensation
beyond direct pay costs. According to the Commission's staff
paper, 8 dollar and strength figures for direct pay costs were
computed only for the Air Force Reserve technician program
(roughly 10 percent of the total technician population), and the
results were correlated with a "comparable active duty force"
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that is not further identified in the Commission's report. The
Air Force Reserve results were then projected for the technician
populations in other components in proportion to their relative
strengths. No attempt was made to determine actual indirect pay
costs such as retirement, perhaps because it was assumed that,
if technicians could qualify for both civil service and military
reserve service retirement checks, their doing so would surely
generate higher costs. Apparently a more detailed analysis was
not made nor considered necessary.
Actions of the House Appropriations comittee
That the DMC would have a powerful influence soon became
apparent. Public Law 93-365, the DoD Appropriation
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1975, had directed the use of
"the least costly form of manpower that is consistent with
military requirements and other needs of the Department of
soon applied
Defense," and the House Appropriations Committee
this imperative to the DMC's conclusion. 9 Using budget data,
the Committee made its own cost estimate that showed FY 1978
annual savings of over $350 million in direct pay costs if
technicians were to be replaced with active duty reservists.
The Committee was unable to estimate potential retirement cost
savings for such a plan but asserted, "We have every reason to
believe they are substantial." Citing the conclusion of the
DMC, the Committee recommended a general provision that would
have prohibited the employment or replacement of any civilian
technicians after October 1, 1977, and it advocated a gradual
phase-out of the technician force through attrition.
The recommendation was not subsequently enacted because other
studies were under way; 1 0 however, in explaining its rationale,
the Committee enumerated several considerations other than cost
that were
later to become more important agenda items in the
11
debate:
* Unionization of the military was portrayed as a matter
of grave concern to the Committee.
*
4
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Lack of statutory authority for Army and Air Reserves
referred to the fact that, in these components,
technician prqrams were not prescribed by statutory
authority (which sets military membership as a
condition of employment) as is the case in the
National Guard. About 20 percent of Army Reserve
technicians had no military membership (a condition
called "status quo") and were therefore not
mobilization assets.
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Management problems with technicians created by the
unique status of technicians in holding both military
and civilian positions were cited in the form of split
supervision and disruption in the normal military
chain of command.
Reserve morale problems associated with technicians
were reported as causing part-time reservists to
perceive technicians as often having an unfair
advantage in being selected for unit positions and
also for promotions, travel, schooling, additional
training and so forth.

0

Stagnation of military experience was judged to be the
result of the extended periods of assignment in a
single reserve unit that are characteristi of
technician employment patterns.

*

Navy and Marine Corps Experience, using reserve and
active military personnel to provide full-time
support, was thought to be suitable for the Army and
Air Force reserve components.

*

Absence of justification for technicians instead of
active duty military was the final reason given for
eliminating technician programs. The Committee was
unable to identify a single task or function performed
by a technician that an active duty military
serviceman could not also perform.

The Reserve Compensation System Study
The Reserve Compensation System Study (RCSS) had been
established as a Department of Defense review in 1976 by
direction of the President. This study was chartered, prior to
publication of the Defense Manpower Commission's report, to
devise ways to meet "quantitative and qualitative manning goals
at minimum cost in achieving reserve readiness." 1 2 It performed
a comprehensive review of reserve compensation and recommended
major alternatives for changing the compensation system for
part-time reservists. None of these alternatives was
subsequently adopted. Its review also included an analysis of
the comparative cost of full-time personnel support for the
reserve components. By December 1, 1976, the RCSS had in its
interim report noted the incompleteness of the DMC analysis and
stated, "It appears that no satisfactory cost comparisons ot the
different reserve support systems have been made." 1 3 The RCSS
did not publish its final report, however, until June 1978.
Meanwhile, it worked closely with the Full-Time Training and
Administration of the Selected Reserve study group (the "Gerard
Study", described later
in this chapter), exchanging views,
14
information, and data.
Military Technician and Active Guard/Reserve Cost Comparison
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The RCSS included both management considerations and
comparative costs in its analysis. Its comparative cost
analysis included both direct costs and life cycle costs.
Direct costs were based on a hypothetical conversion of 62,583
technician positions from reservist/civilian status to a fulltime active duty military force. First, technician costs were
computed by dividing FY 1979 budget estimates for technician
civilian and military pay by the number of technician man years
required by the Five Year Defense Program (FYDP). Then, direct
costs of active military direct pay costs were computed "by
multiplying the FY 1976 Regular Military Compensation (RMC)
factor for each pay grade times the number of technician manyears in each grade for each component."'1 5 (Note: It is not
clear how the pay raises implemented between these different
base years were accounted for.) After comparing the results of
these computations, the RCSS estimated that converting to a
full-time military force would save approximately $325 million
in direct pay costs annually. It noted that this finding was
consistent with the findings of the DMC, House Appropriations
Committee, and Gerard Study, and provided a special table
showing details of the finding.
The RCSS life cycle cost analysis was based on a series of
typical career patterns used to project life stream earnings.
These showed that costs per productive man-year were less for
technicians than for full-time military personnel. Based on the
combination of direct and indirect costs, the RCSS concluded
that, in the long term, the operating costs were comparable for
either a technician program or a full-time active duty program.
It also noted that the relatively high -age grade costs and high
levels of participation by technicians in a reserve status
contributed to higher current and deferred costs. The RCSS cost
findings are in basic agreement with those of the Gerard Study,
except that the RCSS did not concur in the Gerard Study's
estimates of excess costs projected for active duty military
personnel due to lower base operating costs and higher per
capita productivity among technicians.
On the basis of management considerations rather than costs,
the RCSS recommended that technician positions be converted to
full-time active duty positions. These considerations included
most of those expounded by the House Appropriations Committee,
with emphasis on those affecting mobilization status (including
status q':o policies and the relative age of technicians) as well
as problems in performing essentially military functions under a
system designed for civilian personnel programs.

4-8
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The Study on Full-Time Training and Administration of the
Selected Reserve
The Study on Full-Time Training and Administration of the

Selected Reserve (known as the Gerard Study) was generated in
response to the DKC conclusion on full-time support and to
respond to a House Armed Services Committee request to reexamine
the Navy's TAR program. In addition, the House Appropriations
Committee's legislative proposal for direct implementation of
the Defense Manpower Commission's conclusion added impetus to
the effort. 1 6 As discussed previously, this legislative
proposal was included in the Committee's June 21, 1977 report on
the Department of Defense appropriations bill for Fiscal Year
1978. The report also includes the following comment about the
Gerard Study:
The Department of Defense announced on June 3, 1977
that a study is underway to "analyze and evaluate the
full-time training and administration systems of the
The Committee was aware of this
Selected Reserve".
study prior to this time. The Committee is concerned
about this review for two reasons:
first, a major
review 1 7 of the overall questions of reserve
compensation was on-going when this second study
began--these appear to conflict; second, the Committee
is concerned
about a possible lack of objectivity in
18
the study.
The Committee's concerns notwithstanding, the Gerard Study
produced the most comprehensive cost analysis of its day. It
arrived at the same basic dollar savings as did the Defense
Manpower Commission in computing Air Force Reserve direct costs
and savings. However, it found questionable the application of
Air Force Reserve costs to other components without analysis of
the composition and profile of those other forces. For example,
it found that 70 percent of Air Force Reserve technicians were
wage board employees (whose costs are relatively much greater
than general schedule employees) while only 33 percent of Army
Reserve technicians were wage board personnel. In addition, it
recognized that total costs, and not simply direct pay costs,
must be computed to arrive at the true cost to the government.
It added two categories to its direct pay cost computations:
"composite costs (i.e., how much of the Department of Defense
Budget is attributable to the support of the employee or member,
including direct costs and support costs), and total costs which
consist of the fringe benefits such as retirement, dependency
compensation, and benefits that will accrue to the individual
after separation from the manpower force. " 1 9
The Gerard Study report was published in June 1978, in the
same month that the final report of the RCSS was published.
It found that on a one-for-one tradeoff basis, ignoring
Nilitary Technician and Active Guard/Reserve Cost Comparison - Background
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additional manpower requirements generated by base operating
support and relative productivity factors, the cost difference
between a military Full-Time Training and Administration (FTTA)
force and a technician FTTA force is not of sufficient magnitude
to justify a change to the current systems."2 0 The additional
manpower requirements for converting to a full-time military
force referred to in this finding were estimated at 11,520
personnel, or a 17.2 percent increase in strength over and above
the existing technician force of 66,786, at an annual cost of
$200 million. 2 1 Of these additional personnel, 6,533 were
estimated as necessary to offset the greater number of
productive work hours attributed to technicians (assuming that
full-time military personnel would not be required to work in
excess of 40 hours per week), and 5,498 were estimated as
necessary for additional military base operating support. These
two figures were balanced against an estimated savings of 480
individuals serving in exclusive civil service support functions
not needed in a force that was all active duty members.
Although it was in basic agreement with the RCSS on the impact
of costs, the Gerard Study differed with the RCSS, DMC, and
House Appropriations Committee on the overall question of
technician conversion. All of these groups found significant
management problems, but the Gerard Study recommended retaining
the existing full-time support forces contingent upon the
accomplishment of specific enhancement actions. In the absence
of these actions, it recommended at least partial conversion of
the Army and Air Force technician forces to active duty military
status. This position was, at least in part, due to
uncertainties about the ability to attract qualified full-time
active duty reservists (especially in remote locations and in
competition with high wage grade salaries), the inevitable
difficulties and disruptive effects of major personnel system
changes, the past success of the technician system (especially
in the Air Force Reserve), and the problems associated with an
"orderly" transition period to an active duty force, a
transition that could possibly extend through three decades.
The management actions necessary for retaining the existing
full-tour support force that were recommended by the Gerard
Study for the Army and Air
2 2 Force full-time support programs
included the following:
Pass legislation to convert Army and Air Force Reserve
technicians to excepted service status. The Study
found that "the sole reason for the technician force
is to satisfy a military requirement to the same
extent as military personnel." Military
considerations of the technician program were
considered paramount. The proposed legislation would
make military membership a condition of employment,
help insure that civil service requirements would not
4-10
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take precedence over military requirements, facilitate
insulation of the technician force from hiring freezes
and reductions of general civilian personnel, provide
less cumbersome hiring procedures, and make the force
more responsive to mission needs.
Exclude the need to bargain and negotiate with labor
organizations because of the adverse impact upon
military command, discipline, and organizational
effectiveness. The study concluded, "union activities
within the technician programs have adversely impacted
upon the military command authority, organizational
effectiveness, discipline 2 3 and combat readiness of the
Selective Reserve units".
Increase technician manning in the Army National Guard
and the Army Reserve. A sister study conducted at the
same time as the Gerard Study, the "Study on the Full
Time Personnel Requirements of the (Army) Reserve
Components" (also known as the Stroud Study), found a
need for additional military technicians in the Army
reserve components. The Gerard Study verified that
additional personnel were required to improve combat

readiness within these components.
*

Improve the technician management structure in the
Army Reserve. The Army Reserve technician management
system was characterized as fragmented and civilian
personnel oriented. The significant status quo ratio
of 20 percent in this component was attributed to
management's inability to resolve the problem.
(Status quo is a term applied to employees with no
active reserve military status who encumber a military
technician position.)

*

Reform the federal wage system. Each of the four
reserve components of the Army and the Air Force
employs both general schedule technicians and wage
board military technicians. More than half are wage
board employees, and most of them earn more than
general schedule technicians or active duty military
personnel. This situation was cited as a special
problem, not only because of overall costs, but also
because it encouraged some technicians, for the sole
purpose of receiving higher compensation, to switch
from general schedule positions to wage board
positions, even when doing so
2 4 required a concurrent
reduction in military grade.

*

Establish an annual congressional strength
authorization for military technicians exclusive of
other DoD civilian employee programs. It was felt
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that the military essentiality of military technician
positions was sufficient to warrant separate
consideration rather than automatic inclusion in
hiring freezes and reductions of general civilian
personnel.
Increase Department of Defense emphasis on the
military paramountcy of the technician program. A
proposed DoD regulation prescribing the details was
included in the study report. Among other things, it
emphasized use of the term "military technician," and
prescribed that "each dual-status military technician
will occupy a military position in the Selected
Reserve unit supported, the duties of which are
identical or substantially the same as the duties of
his or her technician position."
The Study on Full Time Personnel Requirements of the Reserve
Components.

The Study on the Full Time Personnel Requirements of the
Reserve Components (the Stroud Study mentioned above), was
generated by a requirement in the April 7, 1977, report of the
House Committee on Armed Services on the FY 1978 DoD
appropriations bill. In this report, the Committee expressed
concern about the adequacy of strength of full-time support
personnel in the Army's reserve components. It suggested using
full-time training noncommissioned officers in Army reserve
component units and directed the Office of the Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Manpower and Reserve Affairs to conduct
"a study and possibly a test program of such a concept and
report back to the Congress with an assessment of the results by
October 30, 1977. " 25 The Study was conducted by a Department of
the Army study group operating out of the National Guard Bureau.
The study group was also conceived to respond to taskings from
the Gerard study group concerning identification of full-time
support requirements for the Army and to address recommendations
of the House Appropriations Committee and the DNC as they
impacted on the Army. Although the Study did not undertake a
separate cost comparison analysis, it did document significant
shortfalls in the Army's full-time manning levels for its
reserve components. In addition to its major recommendation to
increase 2 technician
strength, it also recommended the following
6
actions:
*

Convert all technicians to excepted status with a
requirement for unit membership with the same grade
and management structure

"

Provide manday spaces for additional support
assemblies
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0 Remove technicians from DOD civilian manpower ceilings
0

Limit the use of full-time support personnel from the
active component

The Reserve Components Technician Position Conversion Test
By 1978 it was clear that converting the technician force to
an active duty military force would not achieve the significant
savings originally projected by the Defense Manpower Commission
and others. It was also clear that the DoD did not favor
replacing all technicians with full-time military personnel. On
the other hand, the House Appropriations Committee remained
concerned about the technician program problems it had cited
during 1977. The Committee felt that there was not much
likelihood that these problems would be resolved in the near
future. Therefore, it recommended that technician conversion be
tested within the four reserve components of the Army and Air
full-time
Force to determine their ability to attract qualified
active duty reservists to fill technician positions. 2 7 The test
would include the following positions:
* Vacancies occurring in positions held by status quo
technicians
Positions not manned at the end of FY 1978 and all new
positions added to the structure in FY 1979
* Vacancies occurring in positions held by dual status
technicians (optional)

•

Conduct of the Conversion Test
The test was originally scheduled for FY 1979 but was
subsequently extended to FY 1980. Although the extended test
was scheduled to end on September 30, 1980, the Department of
Defense Appropriations Act, 1980, directed termination of the
test on June 30 of that year, to allow for a six-month
evaluation and review period and preparation of a detailed
report to be submitted by the Department to the House
Appropriations Committee no later than December 31, 1980. 2 8 The
report was required to contain the following information:
0 A summary of test program results
0

Specific recommendations on the desirability of
eliminating the civilian technician program either
completely or only for certain Guard and Reserve
components

a
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Cost-effectiveness comparisons of the civilian
technicians versus the reserve full-time military

program
*

The impact on readiness of using each type of
personnel

The Department of Defense directed the Departments of the Army
and Air Force to develop test plans for participation by each of
their reserve components. These plans were approved by the
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Reserve Affairs) on April
27, 1979. Subsequently, on October 30, 1979, that office
provided an evaluation checklist for the test and arranged for
an independent analysis to be conducted by a contract research

firm, Management Consulting & Research, Inc. (MCR).29

On conclusion of the test, the House Appropriations Committee
further directed that no additional positions be converted
before March 31, 1981, to allow time for the Committee to review
the DoD test report due on December 31, 1980. After March 31,
1981, positions could be converted only if approved through the
normal reprogramming process, and additional full-time
reservists could be recruited only to fill new positions
authorized after September 30, 1980, or new positions resulting
from changes in the weapons system or mission.3 0
Results of the Conversion Test
Though not without difficulty, the four components
status technician positions to
successfully converted 5,396 dual
active duty military positions. 3 1 All components met their
targeted goals for numbers of conversions except the Air Force
Reserve, which achieved only 62 percent. However, due to
difficulties in converting wage grade positions, no component
achieved conversions representative of the distribution of wage
grade and general schedule technicians in their programs. Other
significant results include the following:
0 The test had little impact on unit readiness.
0 There was no significant difference between the two
groups in personnel quality, attrition rates, job
satisfaction, or morale.
0 No significant union problems were reported.
* All components except the Air Force Reserve saw some
value in using full-time active duty reservists to
insulate their full-time support programs from the
effects of civilian personnel ceilings and hiring
constraints.
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The NCR analysis showed no significant difference, in

the cost to the government, between the technician
force and one converted to full-time military
personnel.
Problems With the Conversion Test
Significant problems were associated with the technician
position conversion test. Even in hindsight, most of them seem
to have been unavoidable, given the circumstances. It is
important to understand these problems, however, because they
had a strong influence in shaping the issue and the attitudes of
the people affected. A summary of key problems follows:
*

Advance planning was neither complete nor timely. The
test was recommended by the House Appropriations
Committee in June 1978, and was to begin in October
1978.32 This provided only three months for planning
and preparation for a complex personnel management
action that included all echelons of the reserve
structure. In fact, plans at the military department
level were not approved until April 1979, and
additional guidance was provided by Congress and the
DoD later during the conduct of the test. Not
surprisingly, the test reports show that some required
data was not collected, and that uniform procedures
and analytical methods were not employed across the
components. Test reports also indicate that program
members were quite apprehensive about the future but
could not get answers to many of their questions about
career management and program benefits. Midway
through the test, the House Appropriations Committee
noted that, contrary to the Committee's intent, some
technicians who were not being converted to military
status were being "frozen in place with no further
opportunity to compete for advancement or
reassignment;" it directed the DoD to consult with
these individuals or their representatives. The
Committee also found it necessary to ask the DoD to
"notify any technician who has voluntarily converted
or is considering converting that he retains return
rights to his old position or to" 3 a
generally
comparable technician position. 3
The nature of the test itself produced polarization
and negative feelings that detracted from program
goals. It would be difficult to convince any
professional group to participate enthusiastically in

a test to determine the feasibility of its own
extinction, and this test was no exception. Coming on
the heels of the DNC report and a congressional
recommendation to phase out the technician program,
Miltary Tchnlclan and Active Guard/Reserve Coat Coiprison - Background
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the conversion test was perceived by many technicians
as a direct threat to their professional livelihood.
Others, who perceived that they could improve their
livelihood by converting to full-time active duty,
took an opposite view. The resultant polarization of
the issue as "Technicians versus AGRs" did much to
divert the debate from the fundamental question: How
best to support3 4reserve units? Its effects are still
evident today.
The test's validity is questionable in some areas.
Because objective criteria based on accepted
statistical procedures were not preestablished for
evaluation, caution is advisable in interpreting the
results. Even some of the participants questioned the
test validity; for example, 9 percent of the states
commenting on the Army National Guard test included a
recommendation to "Conduct a valid test." 3 5 MCR noted
that "a successful conversion to an all military
support force cannot be projected on the basis of the
test because of the non-representativeness of the
positions actually converted." 3 6 The House
Appropriations Committee, especially concerned about
the ability to convert wage grade positions, noted
that some components' exclusion of wage grade
positions from the test
7 did not conform to the
Committee's guidance. 3
The Department of Defense Report and Recommendations on the
Technician Conversion Test
In its report to the Committee on Appropriations, 3 8 the DoD
recommended that Congress authorize the Services, in concert
with the Office of the Secretary of Defense, to establish the
mix of personnel (military technicians, AGR personnel, active
component personnel, and Civil Service employees) that will
provide the best full-time support to the Guard and Reserve, and
that the Congress direct the DoD to request that mix in future
budgets submitted to the Congress. It pointed out that
differences among the reserve components have a distinct impact
on the size and shape of their full-time support programs, and
that there was no particular virtue in attempting to force all
of these to be equal. The report also contained the following
inclusions:
- The difference in cost, considering all entitlements
including retirement, between a complete AGR force or
a complete military technician force was
insignificant.
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Due to the small numbers involved and short duration
of the test, there was no significant impact on unit
readiness.
Union activity should not be a significant factor in
determining whether military technicians should be
replaced with AGR personnel. There were no
substantiated incidents where union activity had
affected readiness to a significant degree. However,
it did report that the leadership of the National

Guard, in particular, was very concerned about the
possible adverse effects of technician unions on
readiness. Specific issues of concern included union
opposition to requirements for wearing the military
uniform on official travel outside CONUS, while
attending military schools, or at the National Guard
Professional Education Center; traveling on military
aircraft on official business; occupying government
quarters based on military grade; and conforming to
grooming standards.
Much remained to be done in the management area. The
report noted that appropriate legislative proposals
would be presented to the Congress to improve the AGR
program including its promotion policy and a
clarification in the use of National Guard personnel
on state missions. The DoD would work with the Army
to see that status quo technicians would be replaced
by mobilization assets as soon as possible. In
addition, the best mix and functional uses of
technicians and AGRs remained to be determined.
While it would not be a good idea to convert all
military technicians to AGR personnel, there was no
doubt that many more positions could be converted.
The report cautioned, however, that wholesale
conversions would meet with great resistance and would
produce great morale problems. Converting through
attrition would take many years to accomplish, and the
reserve program would be in a state of turmoil during
that entire period.
It held out little hope that skilled maintenance
technicians could be replaced by AGRs. It reported
that these members were highly paid according to what
their skills would demand in industry, and that these
individuals would not work as AGR personnel due to
salary differences.
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It concluded that, as long as military technicians were
counted against the civilian strength ceiling, the
necessary increases in full-time support could only be
achieyed by increasing active component or AGR strengths.
It explained that the Air Force Reserve did not want AGR
personnel at bases and units and did not want to convert
any of their technicians. Considering this component's
past success in achieving readiness goals using
technicians, it did not make sense to force them to change.
In contrast, the other components were moving forward with
their conversion plans, and the most reasonable outcome
would be to continue with the requested FY 1981 programs.

The Congressional Response to Department of Defense
Recommendations on the Technician Conversion Test
After conducting an extensive hearing on the Guard and Reserve
technician conversion program, the House Appropriations
Committee included the following direction to the Department of
Defense in its November 16, 1981, report on the Department of
Defense Appropriation Bill, 1982:39
Each reserve component will be free to determine the
appropriate mix of fulltime military and military
technicians.
Fulltime military and military technicians will have a
mobilization assignment with the unit they support and
be mobilized and deployed with that unit.
Military technicians will, when directed by competent
authority, travel on military aircraft on official
business whether traveling in a military or civilian
capacity.

{

Military technicians will occupy government quarters
based on military grade when in a travel status.
DoD will take steps, including submission of any
necessary legislative proposals, to clarify the
authority of the states over military technicians
serving in the National Guard not on active duty in a
federal status.
As a policy, similar skills within a reserve component
will be standardized as either military technicians or
fulltime military.
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and Air Force Full-Time Suvport Forces

Since 198
As a result of the technician conversion test, the Congress

had agreed to a mixed force of military technicians and AGRs.
It had also addressed other concerns in its directions to the
DoD. Three of them, technician travel by government aircraft,
occupation of quarters based on military grade, and
clarification of state authority, spoke to specific management
concerns of the National Guard (state adjutants general employ
and manage National Guard technicians under the provisions of
section 709(c) of title 32, United States Code).

Another

emphasized congressional concern that full-time support members
be employed in mobilization billets. The final direction, to
standardize skill groups as either military technicians or fulltime military, reflects concerns about potential problems in
managing a mixed force.
Although the technician conversion test garnered considerable
attention during this period, it was not the only force shaping
the full-time support programs. In 1980, the Army's reserve
components were directed to program substantie" increases in
full-time support personnel in response to con ressional
concerns about the readiness of these forces. 4
Accordingly,
the Army planned to approximately double its full-time strength
from a base of 4 percent of the total Selected Reserve strength.
The Air Force also programmed increases, although their
increases were not as great as those programmed by the Army.
Most of these increases were for new AGR positions in the
National Guard components and in the Army Reserve. The Air
Force components programmed modest increases in the strength of
military technicians, while the Army proposed to continue with
additional technician conversions: 3,537 in the Army Reserve,
and over 2,300 in the Army National Guard.
Development of Individual Component Plans for Full-Time Support
Programs
As indicated by these changes in programmed strength, each
component took a somewhat different approach in implementing AGR
force expansion and technician conversion. The following are
the overall program goals initially devised by the components in
1980 with Congressional approval (in all components, statutory
tour and recruiter positions were to be filled by AGRs):
Army National Guard: Continue a mixed force of
military technicians and AGRs, converting most
deploying unit military technician positions (except
for organizational maintenance shops) to AGR.
military technicians would man most positions in
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nonunit maintenance activities and equipment sites.
State headquarters activities would be manned by a
mixture of military technicians and AGRs.
*

Army Reserve: Convert all technician positions at
unit level to AGR positions. Retain about 450
military technician positions at Army Reserve Command
headquarters and about 2,600 military technician
positions at nonunit maintenance activities.

" Air National Guard: Retain a predominately military
technician force with only a few conversions from
military technicians to AGRs in special areas such as
security personnel.
" Air Force Reserve: Retain the Air Reserve Technician
program wherein all unit FTS positions are manned by
technicians.
Obstacles to the Component FTS Program Plans
By 1982, several obstacles to the component FTS program plans
had arisen. The Congress was placing more emphasis on Guard and
Reserve forces to the extent that it refused reductions in the
accounts for these forces offered by the Defense Department to
achieve outlay savings. The expressed motive for congressional
actions was cost-effectiveness. According to the conference
report on the extension of the FY 1983 continuing resolution:
"The managers are convinced that by augmenting the strength and
capabilities of the Guard and Reserve forces, the military
readiness of the armed forces can be maintained at a lower cost
with no degradation to combat effectiveness." 4 1 Component plans
for full-time support program strength expansion supported the
goal of increased reliance on Guard and Reserve Forces, but
plans calling for increased use of AGRs and additional
technician conversions were challenged increasingly on the basis
of cost and management difficulties.
In January 1982, MCR published another in its series of
research reports for the DoD on full-time support costs. 4 2 The
purpose of this report was to develop a means of evaluating FTS
manpower, in terms of cost and numbers of personnel, in suitable
form for evaluating alternative force mixes and supporting the
Defense Budget. The report contained improved and expanded cost
evaluation methods. It also contained updated cost factors to
account for changes such as recent large pay increases that were
significantly greater for military pay than for civilian pay.
To provide a means of making comparisons by grade, it introduced
a grade equivalency table. This table was developed by MCR
based on AGR grade limitations established by the National Guard
Bureau's Army Manpower Division for use in converting technician
positions. The data provided indicated that, rather than
4-20
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achieving cost savings or at least relative cost neutrality as
had been indicated a few years earlier, AGRs tended to cost more
than HTs, especially in comparison with general schedule
technicians in the Army components where further technician
conversions were planned. On the other hand, the data also
indicated that wage board technicians generally cost as much or
more than AGRs.
Building on its previous reports, NCR produced another
report 4 3 in October 1982 to provide the following information:
Accurate and current information to explain and
support FTS programs before congressional committees
and to respond to inquiries from federal employee
unions
Precise costs for changes in the FTS program for
military technician and AGR personnel as reflected in
the FY83 Budget, using FY82 pay rates, and comparison
costs for AGR versus MT staffing in typical Reserve
Component units
In the years since the DMC first forecast substantial savings
through replacement of military technicians with full-time
active duty members, one of the major lessons learned was that
making accurate cost comparisons between these two groups is a
difficult and complex task. Furthermore, even as methodology
improved through successive evolutions, changes in costing
procedures--such as the method used by the actuaries to
determine the normal cost percentage of basic pay required to
fund military retirement and changes in compensation levels
themselves--made it clear that there could be no final or
definitive settlement of the cost issue. This MCR report also
showed that costs were dependent on the specific changes to be
made. The report concluded with the following: 4 4
The cost of FTS manpower programs continues to be a
complex problem.
There is no "rule of thumb" that
will show that AGRs cost more than NTs or vice versus
[sic].
A detailed, up-to-date cost analysis of the
specific program planned by each component must be
conducted.
The up-to-date analysis made by NCR showed that there were only
slight differences (a savings of $876,700) in the cost of the
conversion programs planned by the components (ARNG and ANG) for
FY 1983. It also showed that "comparative costs depend upon
comparative grade structures. Cost-effective FTS programs can
be developed if the force structure is designed with that
purpose in mind." 45 This latter conclusion was soon to prove
significant, for the relationship between military technician
civilian and military grades was not (and is not) consistent in
Mititary Technician and Active Guard/Reserve Cost Comparison - Background

any component. For a comparable civilian grade, the range of
military grades held by technicians in a component is typically
spread across six to fifteen military grades (See Appendix J).
Thus, in converting a technician position to a military
position, a wide range of possibilities exists for selecting an
appropriate military grade, and cost effectiveness depends on
the particular choice made. Given that position conversions
were to be voluntary, it is not surprising that there would be
upward pressure on costs. The prospect of increased
compensation was a powerful influence on the tendency to
volunteer, just as the opposite condition discouraged wage board
technicians from volunteering.
The importance of conversion grades was soon demonstrated in
anecdotal accounts from the field. These reports, stressed by
technician unions and sometimes confirmed by congressional
investigators, helped raise apprehension levels about costs.
For example, in one Army Reserve unit, an individual was
reported to have converted from "a GS-9 making $40,877 to a"
Lieutenant Colonel making $65,395--an increase of $24,518. 46
Not surprisingly, there were no reports about GS-9s converting
to E4s because technicians with such a combination of grades
would have lost significant compensation by converting, and they
did not do so. According to the MCR grade conversion table, a
GS-9 equated to military grades of E9, W2, or 03. 4 7 Therefore,
assuming that GS-9 represented the true level of expertise or
responsibility for the position, conversion to lieutenant
colonel (05) represented a poor management decision.
Another question about cost-effectiveness arose when AGR
positions were correlated with unit positions occupied by parttime reservists, a practice called "double-slotting." Having
two people assigned against the same position was obviously not
cost-effective, especially in comparison with positions occupied
by other part-time reservists alone.
In addition to the question of conversion costs, other
problems arose. Conversion programs did not proceed smoothly in
the Army components, largely because Army technicians felt
threatened by the major cutbacks projected for their programs,
and morale problems resulted. The question of eliminating 43
Staff Supervisory Administration Assistant (SSAA) positions in
Army Reserve commands, scheduled for October 1, 1982, became
symbolic of these concerns. These were the positions occupied
by the most senior military technicians in the Army Reserve.
Their elimination was perceived as not simply reducing the
number of technician positions by 43 positions but as
permanently downgrading the importance of technicians and their
career potential. Finally, some perceived the conversion of
technician positions as merely a ploy to avoid the consequences
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of congressional constraints on Civil Service employee
strengths.
in such a climate, further congressional direction
was inevitable.

Revised Congressional Guidance Provided During the Fiscal Year
1983 Budget Cycle
The FY 1983 Continuing Resolution providing appropriations for

the DoD 4 8 affirmed the original 1975 guidance to use the least
costly forms of manpower consistent with military requirements
and other needs. The conference report on this resolution
enumerated the following specific reasons for doing so: 4 9
a

The quality of previous cost comparisons had been
called into question by the General Accounting Office.

0

Congress had approved significant pay increases for
the military since the last comprehensive comparative
cost assessment of conversions. (Note: These raises
through FY 1982 were included in the MCR report
published in October, 1982.50)

* The managers understood that "a significant portion of
the conversions planned for fiscal year 1983 are
principally responsive to the requirement to reduce
the number of civilian personnel to achieve personnel
ceiling objectives, rather than considerations of
relative cost and relative effect on readiness."
*

Some of the AGR personnel included in the conversions
were understood not to be deployable assets, contrary
to congressional directives.

It also prohibited further MT position conversions, specifically
banning conversion of the 43 Staff Supervisory Administrative
Assistant (SSAA) positions at Army Reserve Command
headquarters. 51 The purpose was to establish a floor for the
strength of military technicians for each component at the
September 30, 1982 levels, and the specific language used was
"intended to put a stop to conversion of military technicians
by whatever means that may be accomplished administratively. " 2
Since this meant that the 1200 conversions planned for FY 1983
could not take place, the military personnel accounts for AGRs
were reduced proportionately. The conversion of military
technician positions to AGR positions has been prohibited by the
Congress each year since 1983 through language included in
annual appropriations acts. Hence, the freedom of reserve
components to determine the appropriate mix of FTS personnel
has, from the outset, been severely circumscribed.
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In its report on the FY 1983 Department of Defense
appropriation bill, the House Committe on Appropriations also
directed each component to submit a cost-benefit analysis to
support future budget submissions. 5 3 These analyses were to
show both the relevant cost data and the impact on readiness
requirements on the benefit side of the equation. The'General
Accounting Office was directed to review the analyses. The
managers also urged the DoD to "streamline" programming and
budgeting for both AGRs and technicians, an approach it felt
would remove technicians from overall personnel ceilings and
allow them to be programmed solely on the basis of cost and
readiness. Finally, it called for the development of component
management plans to ensure that the following principles were
met:
0

Military technicians may change to AGR status only
voluntarily. No involuntary conversion or change of status
is allowed.

*

No military technician or civilian position will be
abolished while incumbered for the purpose of
reestablishing it as an AGR position.

0 Military technicians and AGR personnel are employed in
approved, validated fulltime positions.
Every position encumbered by AGR personnel has a maximum
authorized military grade that is consistent with the dayto-day responsibilities and skill level required for the
position.
The annual grade ceilings authorized for each component are
not exceeded.

*

:

Technician position floors were to be established in the
Army and Air Force reserve components, equal to the number
of technician positions occupied at the end of FY 1982.

In a separate section of its report, 5 4 the House Committee on
Appropriations noted
that the Army Guard and Reserve were
"double slotting" full-time manning personnel; that is, they
were listing them in active duty positions comparable to those
held by drilling reservists. This practice was considered to be
wactefui because, in effect, it put two people in the same job
and did not ensure that the full-time personnel would have
mobilization positions in the unit. Noting that the Army
intended to address the problem, the Committee directed the Army
to submit a report on its plans for corrective action by April
1983, and reduced the FY 1983 budget by $5 million.
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Congressional Action During the Fiscal Year 1984 Budget cyc
The Congress had for several years been concerned about the
numbers of Army Reserve technicians who were either status quo

technicians or military technicians assigned to units other than
the one in which they were employed as a civilian. In 1983, the

Department of the Army estimated that approximately 50 percent
of Army Reserve technicians fell into one of these two
categories. In its report on the Department of Defense
Appropriation Bill, 1984, 5 5 the House Appropriations Committee
held that such a situation was detrimental to mobilization
readiness and unit cohesiveness; it stated a wish to correct the
situation. The Committee believed that "the (civilian) military
technician policy (statutorily required for National Guard
military technicians, but administratively required for Reserve
military technicians) should be statutorily required for the
Army Reserve technicians." Therefore, it recommended language
for the bill, requiring that Army Reserve technicians be
employed, after passage, as a military member of the unit they
support as technicians.
During this budget cycle, the House Appropriations Committee,
convinced through testimony that the military technician program
was a cost-effective and highly successful method of providing
full-time support personnel for the Guard and Reserve, took
additional actions to protect the technician force. In bill
language at section 770, it fenced military technicians from all
statutory or administrative civilian personnel ceilings in Army
and Air Force reserve components, and it further restricted
conversion of vacant technician positions by adding the term "or
by" to the position conversion
programmed to be occupied
56
prohibition language.
The Committee also expressed its belief that the entire AGR

and singled out the Army programs
program was not cost-effective
57
for specific criticism:

Questionable

management

and

administration

of

the

full-time unit support program is another concern of
the Committee. Infusion of military personnel in the
Guard and Reserve has created problems for both the

(civilian) drilling reservists and (civilian) military
The massive infusion of AGR's into the
technicians.
Army Guard and Reserve is threatening the traditional
stability of both components. We believe the National
Guard Bureau and the U.S. Army Forces Command would,
unchecked, replace all (civilian) technicians at the
troop unit level with Active Guard and Reserve (AGR)
personnel plus augment the units with additional AGR
The Committee's
Active duty personnel.
and
investigation revealed that many Guard and Reserve
officials expressed concern that the Full Time Manning
N1ltiter
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(FTM) program was filling too many management and
supervisory positions rather than subordinate-worker
positions.
Several officials commented, "They are
giving us too many chiefs and not enough Indians."
As a result of these concerns, the Committee halved the
programed increase for Army reserve component AGRs in FY 1984 to
provide time for turbulent conditions to stabilize.
Adjustment to a Mixed Force of Full-Time Support Personnel
During FY 1984 and later, the turbulent conditions did
stabilize somewhat with the implementation of measures to
protect the technician programs in the Army's reserve
components. However, there was evidence of continued friction
between military technicians and AGRs, especially when the two
groups were integrated in the daily work environment.
Meanwhile, NCR produced two additional cost analyses 5 8 that
assisted the individual components in preparing their specific
program cost analyses as required by the Congress. These two
reports consisted largely of updated cost factors based on
methodology developed previously. They did not show a major
change in cost relationships established in previous analyses;
however, both reports contain the following caveat:
MCR has developed the grade comparability table on
Exhibit III-1.
This may be used as an aid in
determining corresponding military and civilian grade
levels.
However, the best and most current
equivalency information is specific manpower and
organization classification guidance developed by the
components.
One aspect of this caveat is that cost analyses developed on a
grade equivalency table are not valid unless the table is
followed during actual conversions in the field. Since 1983,
the reserve components have included regulations restricting the
grades of AGRs with respect to both manning document and
converted technician positions. However, since technician
position conversions have not bean authorized during this
period, the pertinent analytical question has actually been, at
what combination of military and civilian grades would you
employ a military technician in this new AGR position you are
requesting? How this question may be answered is addressed
later in this report.
In its report on the FY 1985 Defense Authorization Act, 5 9 the
House Armed Services Committee found that "the overall goal of
improving reserve and guard readiness through a higher level of
full-time support could be jeopardized by the ongoing
controversy regarding the appropriate mix of full-time support
personnel. Both programs appear to be here to stay." It called
4-26
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for restrained but steady growth toward the commitment to reach
14 percent full-time support by FY 1990, and it called upon the
DoD to improve its long-term management planning.
A 1985 General Accounting Office report to the Secretary of

the Army (GAO/NSIAD-85-95, June 4, 1985), ProblsLin
lawlementina the AM's Reserve Components Full-Time Manning
Progr=, generally agreed with a March 1984 Army cost-benefit
analysis. The Army analysis concluded that there was an
insignificant direct cost differential between technicians and
AGRS, and that, at the maximum possible range, life-cycle costs
for AGRs would not exceed 16 percent more than technician costs.
The GAO report also recommended development of a plan "for using
the civilian technicians which removes their positions from the
deployable troop units and also protects the rights of current
technicians and ... that congressional restrictions affecting
the movement of these positions be removed."
Later that year, the House Committee on Appropriations,
directed 6 0 that "further conversion of technicians to AGR status
should not be made until a report is submitted to the committee
outlining the Department's efforts to resolve the problems
associated with the full-time support program."
In April 1986, the DoD res onded to the House Appropriations
Committee. In its response, 1 the DoD supported the 1985 GAO
recommendation that the Army be permitted to realign its FTS
force while protecting the welfare of incumbent technicians, and
noted that congressional approval would be required. (In
effect, the continuing ban on converting technician positions to
AGR positions prevents force realignment.) To date, the
Congress has not revised its guidance on technician conversion.
Other Recent Congressional Developments
Two additional recent congressional developments are pertinent
to the review of this issue. The first is an important factor
in computing compensation costs for military technicians, and
the second indicates concern about the use of AGRS.
There has been a major change in the normal cost percentage
(NCP) factor used in computing military retirement costs
(payments into the military retirement trust fund) for military
personnel. Effective on passage of the National Defense
62
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1987, the Congress directed
the use of "Dual Percentage Determinations", or separate NCPs,
for determining the amounts to be paid into the Military
Retirement Fund for active duty members (including AGRs) and
part-time reservists (including military technicians).
Previously, a single NCP had been used amounting to 51.7 percent
of basic pay FY in 1987. Under the revised system, the separate
reserve retirement NCP was set at 26.4 percent of basic pay and
Military Technician and Active Guard/Reserve Cost Comparison - Background
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the active duty retirement NCP was set at 52.5 percent.
the cost estimates for a military technician's reserve
retirement have been reduced by approximately half.

Thus,

During 1987, there were reports that many National Guard AGRs
were serving in support positions, such as those in state
headquarters, and not in units subject to wartime mobilization
and deployment. In House Report 100-58 of the House Armed
Services Committee, on the National Defense Authorization Act
for FY 1988 and FY 1989, the Committee expressed concern "about
reports that a high percentage of Active Guard and Reserve (AGR)
personnel, particularly in the Army National Guard, are not
serving in deployable units," the Committee stressed that "AGRs
should be used primarily to support and train wartime deployable
units."
Concui
The purpose of this historical perspective on military
technician and AGR cost comparisons and intimately related
management considerations is intended to show the many
complexities of this issue. Although it has consumed an entire
chapter, this review should by no means be considered an
exhaustive treatment. It is intended instead to provide a
minimum background for understanding the 6th QRMC cost
comparison analysis that follows in Chapter 5, and the
discussion of related management issues in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5.

6TH QRKC COST COMPARISON ANALYSIS OF MILITARY
TECHNICIANS AND ACTIVE GUARD/RESERVE MEMBERS

Since 1976, when the Defense Manpower Commission concluded
that providing full-time support for the reserve components
through active duty military manpower would cost less than
through dual status military technicians, the relative costs of
these two forms of manpower in the Army and Air Force reserves
have been debated. The course of this debate was reviewed in
Chapter 4. Previous analyses have shown that there is no single
answer to the question of relative costs, but certain precepts
and general trends have been identified:
"

Manpower programming is based on costs to the
government, not on benefit to the individual.

*

To form a true picture of compensation costs, all
significant immediate and deferred, direct and
indirect costs must be considered.

*

Because pay raises and other compensation system
changes may alter relative costs, cost analyses must
be updated periodically.

*

The availability of accurate, integrated databases is
essential to the computation of valid cost
comparisons.

"

Relative costs cannot be determined without
establishing a linkage, such as military pay grade, as
a basis of comparison. Such linkages may take the
form of grade equivalency tables, service or component
manpower organization classification guidance, or
population averages.

"

The more recent analyses show that AGRs generally cost
more than general schedule military technicians but
somewhat less than most wage board technicians. In
addition, AGR officers are relatively more expensive
than enlisted AGRs, and the relative costs of AGRs
within enlisted, warrant officer, and officer
categories increase with military pay grade as
compared with military technicians.

The 6th QRMC's cost comparison analysis of full-time support
is intended to provide up-to-date cost estimates reflecting
compensation system changes since the last major analysis
6th QRMC Cost Comparison Analysis of Military Technicians and Active Guard/Reserve Members
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(conducted by Management Consulting & Research, Inc., published
on May 24, 19851) and to advance the state of the art, where
possible, using improved databases and procedures. The plan for
attaining these objectives included developing a full-time
support cost comparison model. This model would produce new cost
estimates that would, in turn, provide a basis for 6th QRMC
conclusions about the cost-effectiveness of military technician
and AGR manpower from a reserve component compensation
perspective. Accordingly, Computer Based Systems, Inc. (CBSI)
was commissioned to build a full-time support cost comparison
model for the 6th QRMC. This model is described in the next
section. The description includes a detailed printout, with

complete cost elements and results by personnel category, for
each of the Army and Air Force reserve components.
The 6th ORMC Full-Time SUpOort Cost Comparison Model
Description and Results

-

In past comparisons of the use of military technicians with
the use of AGR members, cost has been frequently an important
element for consideration. This is a reasonable approach
because cost, in the narrow sense of the word, can usually be
expressed in terms of dollars. Dollars have two desirable
qualities relative to comparative analysis: (1) they are
tangible items with a fixed value for a specific period of time,
and (2) they are expressed in hard numbers, thus enabling the
use of quantitative methods. However, these qualities can be
diluted significantly when cost is used in its broader sense,
i.e. when attempts are made to relate costs to effectiveness,
which is more difficult to quantify. Further dilution occurs
when attempts are made to determine indirect costs for services
that, while universally available, are used on a variable basis,
e.g. commissary, exchange, theater, medical treatment, child
care centers, legal services and so forth. This is not to say
that efforts to determine these costs should be abandoned just
because it is a difficult and inexact process--quite the
contrary. A comprehensive comparative analysis should include
all measurable costs in the context of other relevant factors.
The 6th QRMC charter focuses on military compensation, and
consequently the cost-related models, analyses, and studies
engaged in by the 6th QRMC are focused primarily on compensation
costs. In this regard, the costing model developed by CBSI
deals for the most part with direct compensation costs to the
federal government--more specifically to the DoD. This
distinction is an important one because it is the rationale for
excluding from the model one of the four elements of regular
military compensation: federal income tax advantage.

5-2
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The Cost Comparison Model
In support of the work of the 6th QRNC, CBSI developed a
comprehensive database to enable the analysis of the relative

cost of military technicians and AGRs as full-time support to
the reserve components.
This model incorporates military and civilian income data for
military technicians and AGRs, including data on reserve
component, military and (if applicable) civilian grade, step and
category, military specialty, marital status, and all elements
of compensation: direct, indirect and in-kind. The model is
configured to allow analysis of these data elements.
CBSI developed a computer program enabling the QRMC staff to
estimate the effects of alternative force profiles and
compensation for military technicians and AGRs under current and
alternative compensation schemes. The program can be used to
calculate relative costs under these alternatives.
Model Development Considerations
The model was planned to enable evaluations of cost while
varying other elements, either force structure or compensation
elements. A deterministic model was used instead of a
stochastic model because there was not time to collect and
analyze data on the associated random behavior patterns. 2 It
was decided that the model would be most effective if it
explicitly displayed the force structure and compensation
variables; in essence, much of the database. These database
variables include such items as military and civil service force
structure by pay grade and reserve component, military
allowances, social security contributions and so forth. Apart
from using the model to project costs bascd on varying force
structures and compensation schemes, it was important to be able
to take a snapshot of actual costs for an actual military
technician and AGR force structure. The snapshot time frame was
calendar year (CY) 1986. The model provides a realistic, actual
compensation cost for the average military technician and AGR
for that period.
Determining a Common Base for Comparing Military Technicians
with AGRs

The initial plan was to use a DoD-authorized scheme that would
provide a direct linkage between military technicians and AGRs.
Such a scheme or policy would be applicable to all DoD Services
and would ensure uniformity and standardization. The DoD has
not promulgated such a policy, however, and further
investigation revealed that only the National Guard had
published specific regulations dealing with the issue of
military technician and AGR equivalency. These equivalencies
6th
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are contained in Air National Guard Regulation 35-03, dated
August 15, 1985, and NGR 600-5, dated May 15, 1986. They
provide the maximum military pay grades for AGRs who fill
positions that could also be filled by military technicians.
Also considered were the comparability tables for military
technicians and AGRs (published by Management Consulting and
Research, Inc. (MCR) in their May 24, 1985, study entitled "Cost
Analysis of Full-Time Support to the Reserve Components of the
Army and Air Force.") 3 The MCR table also compared military pay
grade to civil service pay grade and paralleled the Army and Air
Guard equivalencies to some extent in the general schedule
(GS)/general merit (GM) and wage grade (WG) categories. The
wage leaders (WL) and wage supervisors (WS), however, were not
well aligned. Additionally, the NCR table did not reflect
actual conditions--many of the military pay grades had no civil
service counterpart even though reserve component personnel
records indicated otherwise. Finally, the methodology by which
NCR developed the table was not well documented in their report.
Consequently, the table could not be validated for use in CBSI's
model.
Given these conditions and the requirement to develop an
actual cost comparison between military technicians and AGRs in
CY 1986, it was decided to survey the existing distribution of
civil service grades versus military pay grades actually held by
military technicians. The distribution would then be compared
with the Army and Air National Guard and MCR equivalencies and,
then, if the three distributions were essentially the same, the
military pay grade would be used as the linkage between military
technicians and AGRs.
The primary source for military technician data was the
Reserve Components Common Personnel Data System (RCCPDS);
however, the accuracy and currency of a portion of the military
technician database was questionable. Data files from the
Office of Personnel Management (OPM) on DOD civilians provided a
secondary source of data on military technicians. The two
databases were merged to produce a listing of all military
technicians, by Social Security Account Number (SSAN), contained
in both databases. As it turned out, there were about 54,000
matches. RCCPDS contained slightly less than 3,300 members
identified as military technicians for which no SSAN match could
be found in the OPM database. Similarly, the OPM database
contained slightly less than 3,300 individuals identified as
military technicians for which no SSAN match could be found in
RCCPDS. Finally, another 3,000 persons identified as military
technicians in the OPM database matched SSANs in RCCPDS;
however, RCCPDS identified them as some reserve category other
than military technicians.

6th oRNC Reort - VoLume 1A
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The distribution of a mean civil service pay grade versus a
specific military pay grade was developed from the approximately
54,000 individuals identified as military technicians by both
RCCPDS and OPM. Before calculating the average, small
population cells of 20 or less were deleted from the initial
database of 54,000. Then, means and standard deviations were
calculated for each military and civil service pay grade. For
example, an average civil service pay grade for military pay
grade E6 had to be calculated for all four civil service
categories, i.e. GS/GH, WG, WS, and WL; and for all reserve
components as well. Each mean pay grade was recalculated after
first deleting civil service pay grades that were more than two
standard deviations from the mean. The resulting database was
slightly less than 50,000. The constructed mean pay grades and
the equivalencies promulgated by the Air and Army National Guard
regulations were fitted to cubic regression curves and plotted
for the largest and most representative military/civil service
pay grade community: the enlisted/wage grade community. The
vast majority (88 percent) of enlisted pay grades in this
community is represented by pay grades ES, E6, and E7. The
regression curves for this group were virtually identical and
were centered within a narrow 95 percent confidence interval
band. The above calculations and graphics were done with
suitable application packages from the Statistical Analysis
Systems (SAS). These distributions and the development
methodology were presented to and approved by the 6th QRMC
Steering Committee on September 21, 1987.
Because one of the objectives was to calculate total costs for
both the military technician and AGR programs, it was necessary
to reintroduce the military technician records that had been
deleted in calculating the mean distributions, as well as the
approximately 3,000 records common to both RCCPDS and OPM but
only identified as military technicians in RCCPDS. Before these
records were incorporated, they were analyzed to determine
whether significant bias existed; none was found. These records
were forced on the newly derived mean civil service/military pay
grade distribution, bringing the final number of military
technicians in the model to approximately 57,000.
Determining and Validating the Elements of Compensation
As discussed earlier, only compensation costs were considered.
For military and civil service personnel alike, the obvious
direct forms of compensation, such as pay and allowances, were
used. Where possible and significant, other indirect costs 6uch
as retirement and FICA were also considered. The rationale for
including all cost elements in the model, but excluding other
elements was presented to and approved by the Steering Committee
at meetings held in September and November 1987. As might be
expected, there was considerable discussion regarding inclusion

6th QRNC Cost Coparison Analysis of Military Technicians and Active Guard/Reserve Members
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or exclusion of some cost elements. In the main, this
discussion centered on the distinction between a compensation
benefit to the individual and a compensation cost to the DoD.
An example of this cost element controversy is tax advantage.
The tax advantage has been defined in law as an element of
regular military compensation (RMC), and it is a compensation
benefit for military personnel. With respect to its inclusion

in the model the question is, Is there a cost associated with
it? It may be argued that the lost tax revenue is a cost borne
by the federal government and, therefore, should be included in
the model. On the other hand, no cash outlays are made, and no
line item exists in the DoD's budget for tax advantage.
Inasmuch as the model considers only compensation costs to the
DoD, it would appear inconsistent with the basic rationale to
include tax advantage in the model.
The final reason for not including tax advantage in the model
was based on the assumption that there would be no gain or loss
in revenue if the tax advantage were eliminated in a way that
would leave military personnel no better or worse off. In other
words, if allowances were taxable, basic pay and allowances
would be increased by an amount that would leave the Service
member with the same after-tax income previously received with
nontaxable allowances.
The consequences of including or excluding of such elements
obviously affect the military technician and AGR cost
comparison. In this case, for example, because AGRs receive
nontaxable allowances in cash or in kind for 365 days a year,
compared with about 14 days or more for military technicians,
the tax advantage would be much greater for AGRs.
As stated at the beginning of this section, the basic premise
for determining which cost elements to use was twofold: first,
only compensation costs would be used; and second, the costs had
to be significant. As work on the CY 1986 version of the model
progressed, it was decided to use actual costs rather than
budget estimates, survey extrapolations, oi anvalidated data
from earlier studies. The source of the cost elements,
associated computations, and assumptions are detailed in
Appendix D.
The coot elements used for the AGR population are listed
below:
* Basic Pay
0 Basic Allowance for Subsistence
* Basic Allowance for Quarters
a Variable Housing Allowance (Overseas Housing Allowance
was not used due to the very small number of AGRs
receiving it.)
6th QRMCReport
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*

Special and Incentive Pays
Retirement
Death Gratuity
FICA
Health care (for dependents only)

The cost elements used to calculate the military portion of a
military technician's pay are essentially the same as those used
to calculate an AGR's pay, except that the Variable Housing
Allowance (VHA) and health care cost elements were not used.
VHA was not used because military technicians would seldom
satisfy the eligibility requirement of 140 days of continuous
active duty. Similarly, dependent health care costs are
incurred only when the member is on active duty under orders
specifying a period of more than 30 days.

i

The cost elements used to calculate the civil service portion
of a military technician's pay are fewer, due to the absence of
military allowances. Civil service cost elements are listed
below:
0 Basic pay
a Other pays (combination of several miscellaneous pays,
such as overtime, hazard pay, night differential, holidays,
etc.)
0 Retirement
*

FICA

0 Health
0 Workers compensation
*
Terminal leave
Data Availability
Without question, difficulty in getting data was the most
serious impediment to development of the model. It was
anticipated that many elements of personnel data and
compensation cost data would be available from a reserve
components pay system similar to the active services' Joint
Uniform Military Pay System (JUMPS). Unfortunately, such a
system was not in place when the 6th QRMC convened (nor is one
now), and alternative data sources had to be located and used.
At best, this was a difficult and time-consuming process; at
worst, it forced the use of data that was inaccurate or
inconsistent with other data sources (See Appendix D). One of
the major problems encountered in obtaining data is described
here to illustrate the difficulties associated with getting
accurate data on a timely basis.
Essential to development of the military portion of military
technicians compensation is the actual number of active duty
days and inactive duty drill periods. These data elements are
foundation variables upon which other factors operate, in order
6th QRNC cost comlparfso
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to generate dollar values for basic pay, VHA, BAS, FICA,
retirement, and special/incentive pays. When it became apparent
that consolidated pay data for the reserve components would not
be available in time, data was requested directly from the Army
National Guard, Army Reserve, Air National Guard, and Air Force

Reserve. After several attempts, the appropriate databases for
each reserve component were located. Shortly thereafter, data
was received for actual CY 1986 active duty days and inactive
duty drill periods for the Air National Guard and Air Force
Reserve. This data was loaded into the model, and it yielded
results with high confidence levels. Unfortunately, efforts to
obtain similar data from the Army National Guard and Army
Reserve were not successful. The effort was finally abandoned
in late May 1988 when communications from the Army Reserve
Personnel Center and the Army National Guard Personnel Center
stated that the desired data could not be obtained in the near
term. Imputed values, taken from the 1986 Reserve Components
Surveys, ultimately were used to generate military costs for
military technicians in the Army Guard and Army Reserve. This
data is not only significantly less reliable, but it also
pertains to CY 1985 instead of CY 1986 (while the survey
instruments were administered in 1986, the questions about these
costs asked for 1985 data). Consequently, the cost data for the
military pay portion of Army Guard and Army Reserve military
technicians is considered far less accurate and reliable than
its counterparts for the Air National Guard and the Air Force
Reserve. 4
Model Description and Operation
The model comprises 45 spread sheets, one for each of the four
reserve component AGR force structures and one for the total,
eight for each of the four reserve cimponent military technician
force structures broken down by military and civil service
compensation for each civil service category (GS/GM, WG, WS, and
WL), and eight military technician spreadsheets for the reserve
component totals. For continuity, two of the 45 are zero filled
(because there are no WLs in the Air Force Reserve). The
entering argument (leftmost column) for all 45 spreadsheets is
military pay grade, which is broken down into enlisted, warrant
officer, and commissioned officer groups. Not all military pay
grades are represented in military technician spreadsheets
because some grades do not contain significant civil service
populations. Starting with pay grade cell populations, the
model works from left to right rolling up costs that yield a
mean individual cost for a particular pay grade cell as well as
a total cost for that pay grade cell. Grand totals for military
technician and AGR populations in each reserve component are
generated at the bottom of appropriate spreadsheets. In turn,
these grand totals (personnel and costs) are rolled into final
totals for the combined components, ultimately yielding a mean
DoD cost for individual military technicians and AGRs. The
6th QCMCReport - Votume 1A
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model run for CY 1986 is contained in Appendix E.

Appendix D

contains details on the model's operation and a representative
printout of the program.
Management Considerations
Only one model run was made. It uses CY 1986 actual military
and civil service compensation factors in combination with the
actual military and civil service force structures. The results
of this run are analyzed and discussed later in this chapter.
The model was designed primarily, however, to assist manpower
managers in developing compensation costs for differing force
structure and compensation schemes. For example, force
structures can be altered to reflect differing mixes of military
technicians and AGRs, lengthened or shortened years of service,
increased or decreased marital status ratios, and differing
military/civil service pay grade distributions. Optional
compensation schemes are equally numerous. The cost impact of
adjusting basic pay and allowances can easily be predicted, as
can changes to retirement, health, and social security systems.
The model can provide meaningful information for current issues
such as the following:
*

How much did military technician costs increase as the
result of FICA contributions on inactive duty training
earnings, effective January 1, 1988; how did this alter the
military technician and AGR cost ratio?

*

How will military technician costs change as the number of
civil servants enrolled under the Civil Service Retirement
System decreases and the number under Federal Employee
Retirement System increases?

*

How will the relative costs of military technicians and
AGRs change under differing future military and civil
service pay raise scenarios?

a

How would implementation of proposed changes to the reserve
retirement system affect the military technician and AGR
cost ratio?

The above list represents just a few of the compensation
related issues that the manpower analyst can address with the
aid of the model. However, without periodic updating of
embedded data, the model will quickly become inaccurate.
Although data is accurate for CY 1986, numerous changes to
compensation elements and force structure have since occurred,
e.g. pay raises for both military and civil service communities,
changes to the FICA tax rate and inclusion of compensation for
inactive duty training as FICA taxable earnings, dramatic
increases in health costs, etc. Many of these changes can
quickly be captured and incorporated into the model. However,
6th ORNC Cost Comperson Anatysis of Mititary Technicians and Active Guard/Reserve Members
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until an accurate, current, and complete system like JUMPS is
established for the reserve, obtaining critical data on active
duty days, inactive duty periods, and special and incentive pays
will continue to be a daunting and time-consuming process.
Model Enhancements
Model development as shown in the CY 1986 output version is
essentially complete. A possible next step is the inclusion in
the model of additional costs other than compensation costs,
such as facility maintenance and other overhead costs. This
would require substantial effort and could not be viewed as an
evolutionary change; the model would be subject to more
uncertainty as costing elements move farther from observable
direct costs towards estimates of intangible costs.
Along more practical lines, major improvement could be
achieved by replacing estimated active duty days and inactive
duty periods (currently obtained from the 1986 Reserve
Components Surveys) with actual data from Army Guard and Army
Reserve records. Further, use of actual data for special and
incentive pays for all components would yield more reliable
results than using the current method; that is, imputing it by
combining basic pay with taxable income from IRS W-2 forms.
Apart from producing better results, the availability of
easily accessible, valid data for full-time support populations
would dramatically decrease the time necessary to make model
changes; many intermediate calculations would not be necessary.
Because many intermediate calculations are performed external to
the model, the possibility of making mistakes is reduced as
well.
Analysis of Results From the Full-Time SUOrt Cost Comparison

Model
Results from the FTS cost comparison model, shown in Appendix
E, form the basis for the following analysis. From the format
of the results as received from the computer, the reader can
gain an appreciation of the detail and complex associations
necessary to make such a cost comparison. It is also possible
to determine the specific cost elements that were used and how
they fit into the overall scheme of computations. This format,
however, does not provide a picture of the overall cost patterns
between technicians and AGRs; to show these patterns, two
additional data views were prepared from the base data provided
by the model results.

6th QRNC Report
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Additional Views of the Results

The first of these views consists of four tables (Tables 5-1
through 5-4) showing for each reserve component, the average
total annual cost, strength, and average civilian pay grade as a
function of military pay grade for the three major military
categories (enlisted, warrant officers, and officers as
applicable for the reserve component) and the four major civil
service categories--GS/GM, WG, WS, and WL. These tables were
formed by eliminating the cost element columns from the model
run and totalling the subtotals for population size and average
annual costs. Note that the "Cost per individual" column for
military technician represents the combined military and
civilian cost per individual (i.e. the "total cost per
individual" column from the model run).
By comparing the AGR data on the left with that for the four
military technician categories on the right, these major
relationships can be observed:
0

Of the five major groups shown, GS/GM military technicians
have lower average annual costs than AGRs in most military
pay grades and lower than average costs than wage board
technicians in all military pay grades.
In the military pay grades with the highest population
strengths, wage board military technicians generally cost
more than AGRs. In the more senior military pay grades,
AGRs generally cost more than wage board military
technicians.

*

Costs increase more rapidly for AGRs than for military
technicians as a function of increasing military pay grade.
Although the three observations listed above are valid for
all four reserve components, there are significant
differences among these components. The averaae civilian
pay grade held among military technicians at any military
pay grade varies by as much as 3.4 civilian pay grade
levels across the components. Air Force Reserve AGR and
military technician forces cost more per capita than in
other components because the AGR force consists largely of
higher grade statutory tour officers and recruiters. The
Air National Guard generally has the least difference
costs
between AGR and military technician compensation
5
while the Army Reserve has the greatest.
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The second view prepared from the model data consists of the
series of ten line graphs in Figures 5-1 through 5-10. These
graphs were prepared by arraying military pay grades on the Xaxis and annual cost ranges from the "cost per individual"
columns in Tables 5-1 through 5-4 on the Y-axis. AGR costs are
shown by the solid line on each chart, and the applicable
military technician categories are shown by the remaining lines
according to the legend. The length of the lines corresponds to
the military grade spread in the population, and the slope of
the lines indicates the rate of change in costs as military
grade increases. When the average annual costs for military
technicians are higher than those for AGRs, the technician lines
are above the AGR line. When the cost relationship is reversed,
the technician lines are below the AGR line. These graphs
vividly display most of the relationships outlined above on an
average cost basis. They do not, however, show the impact of
grade linkages and strength by grade relationships that are
indicated in the tables.
Cost Model Management Indicators
If hypothetical total program costs were the sole criterion
for choice, the 6th QRMC cost comparisons, as well as the
conclusion that AGRs should continue to receive essentially the
same compensation as active component members, would generally
support the use of general schedule military technicians over
AGRs in the full-time support forces of the Army and Air Force
Reserve Components. As discussed below, however, this would be
unlikely to produce actual savings.
There are currently some 46,000 AGRs and 65,000 military
technicians in the reserve components of the Army and the Air
Force. Changing the force mix, however, either through program
growth or through realignment, will likely achieve only marginal
cost changes at best, especially in the near term, for the
following reasons:
*

Some of the functions performed by AGRs are not likely to
be considered appropriate for general schedule military
technicians. Statutory tour officers and recruiters are
notable examples, and nearly all Air Force Reserve AGRs
fall into this category.

*

Recruiting qualified general schedule technicians would be
difficult in many cases. Some AGR positions have been
established or converted from technician positions
specifically because of the difficulty in attracting and
retaining qualified technicians. This is especially true
for lower grade, general schedule equivalent positions.
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Assuming that any hypothetical conversion program would be
voluntary to protect the legitimate expectations of current
force members, it would likely be difficult to attract
volunteers because conversion would require that the
individual accept reduced compensation. Thus one could
expect to see an inverse relation between the cost
disparity for any particular position and the propensity to
volunteer. During the technician conversion program
conducted in fiscal years 1979-1980, attempts to enlist the
voluntary conversion of wage grade military technicians
were resisted for this very reason; members converted only
when there was an advantage to be gained.
Basing a force mix decision on cost considerations alone
ignores the military requirements and other needs of the
DoD. The probable result of doing so would be resistance
to the decision that, at best, would delay execution and,
at worst, would impair readiness.
All of this is not to say that force mix decisions on the
basis of cost should be avoided. On the contrary, they should
be pursued, as mandated by the Congress, based on a balanced
consideration of cost and readiness requirements. What is being
suggested, however, is that there is little prospect for
substantial cost savings based on any feasible force mix
decisions.
The cost issue should also be pursued from a containment
perspective. Although the possibility for savings is not judged
to be great, the same cannot be said be cost increases. One has
only to inspect the AGR officer strength by grade profiles, for
example, to see that strength increases in the senior pay grades
(05 and 06) would be extremely costly. The potential for such
increases is in place, considering the number of officers in pay
grade 04. However, the combination of existing statutory
constraints on grade levels, as well as individual component
constraints on the number of AGR officers allowed to continue
beyond 20 years of active duty service (there are generally less
than a dozen at any point in time in any of the four
components), serves to constrain costs. These constraints also
serve the readiness goal since most Unit AGR positions are in
grades 04 and below.
Cost Couvarison Conclusions
Relative cost savings from using one form of full-time support
rather than another will occur only at the margins as the result
of program growth or realignment; thus, cost savings in the
short term are very unlikely to result from any FTS force mix
decision. Given the difficulties with compensation and other
related problems of a mixed force with no clear delineation
5-22
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between requirements for AGR and technician positions, and given
the fact that short-term costs (and probably longer term costs)
vill not be affected significantly by the choice of AGRs or
technicians to perform full-time support, it seems apparent that
military requirements and effectiveness should be the primary
consideration in force-mix decisions. This is consistent with
congressional guidance indicating that the choice of manpower
should not be based on cost alone, but also requires
consideration of "military requirements and other needs of the
Department of Defense."
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*

1. Management Consulting & Research, Inc. (NCR), CQt
Analysis of Full-Time SUp=ort of the Army and Air Force, Report
No. TR-8458-l, May 24, 1985.
2. In a deterministic model, a uniguo outcome is generated
as a function of obeale variables. In a general sense, a
deterministic model can be represented by the expression y
f(x), where "y", the unique outcome, is the dependent variable
and "x" is the observable, independent variable. While this
model can generate a cost (dependent variable) for a specific
force structure as defined by given continuation rates
(observable, independent variables), it cannot reverse the
process. In other words, for a given cost (compensation scheme)
it cannot generate force profiles based on continuation rates
reflecting the behavioral reactions of members to compensation
changes or, for that matter, changes to other force management
factors. A model that considers behavioral reactions generally
incorporates unobservable variables or variable coefficients,
referred to as parameters. Because these variables/parameters
are unobservable, they are assumed to take on a random
distribution of some kind, e.g. normal, exponential, etc.
Statistical techniques are then employed to estimate the
parameters and the distribution of the variables. Models of
this nature are referred to as stochastic. In a gern.ral sense,
a stochastic model can be represented by the expression y =
g(x,u), where "u" is an unobservable, random variable. The
random nature of the variable "u" means that the relationship y
= g(x,u) will not generate a unique outcome for "y" given a
value for "x", although an average or expected value can usually
be predicted. Inasmuch as economics typically requires the
estimation of random events, econometric models are generally
stochastic in nature and the terms are often used
interchangeably. Econometric models are frequently used in
force structure analysis to estimate or predict the effects of
factors such as compensation changes on recruiting or retention.
3. MCR Report No. TR-8458-1, p. Exhibit III-1. According to
MCR Report No. TR-8142-1, Comnrehensive Review of the
Reauirements for Full-Time SUDDort (FTS) to the Guard and
Reserve: Development of an Analytic Cost Structure, January 29,
1982, p.IV-1, this table was developed by MCR because previous
analysis (the Gerard Study) had succeeded in linking only four
sets of civilian and military grades. MCR based its table on
data obtained from the National Guard Bureau Army Manpower
Division, which used it for detailed grade guidance for
"military/ civilian conversions." MCR subsequently used the
table, with slight modifications, in its intervening reports TR8214-1, October 29, 1982 and TR-8338-1, March 15, 1984.
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4. Previous analyses generally have used budget data as an
estimate of additional military active duty days (mandays)
performed by military technicians. The basic computation has
been to divide the budget figures by the total number of people
paid on the assumption that mandays are allocated equally across
the population. The 1986 Reserve Components Surveys data
suggests, however, that such an assumption is not valid.
Instead, the data shows that mandays are allocated unequally by
grade and category. The patterns that emerge indicate that
junior enlisted members will have fewer mandays than more senior
NCOs, company commanders will serve more mandays than most staff
officers, and so forth, according to operational patterns in
units. In analyzing the survey data, the major pattern that
emerges is that only a portion of the population works some
additional mandays; the remaining portion works -e.
Most
military technicians fall into the first categc.
On the
average, they work more mandays than the average
: the
component as a whole and less than the average for the portion
of the component who work some additional mandays. Moreover,
the distribution by military grade is not equal. These
observations indicate that actual pay data are necessary to
provide more accurate cost estimates.
5. These relationships are largely attributable to the
degree of control over military and civilian pay grade
compatibility. See the discussion in Chapter 6 on "Problems
with a mixed force" for an analysis of the management
implications.
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Chapter 6.

FULL-TDME SUPPORT

ANPOWM NMIAGEK IT

Once the costs of available forms of manpower have been
determined, they must be examined in relationship to military
requirements and other needs of the DoD before any determination
can be made about which form of manpower is most suitable for a
specific function. This evaluation considers the relationships
between costs and military requirements of military technician
and AGR programs in the reserve components of the Army and Air
Force.
Military Reguirements and Needs of the Departzent of Defense
Military readiness is the fundamental benefit sought from the
full-time support program. The compensation system promotes
readiness as "an integral part of the overall system by which
military manpower is managed. Compensation, by the very nature
of its basic purpose, must support defense manpower policies
that, in turn, support the military, strategic and operational
plans of this nation."1 This means that compensation is to
manpower management as an individual sculler is to the crew of a
racing shell; maximum efficiency is achieved when every member
of the manpower management "crew" is rowing hard in the same
direction. This evaluation follows the role of compensation in
the FTS manpower management scheme by examining first the
overall readiness objectives and second the relationship between
compensation costs and the military manpower requirements that
support the readiness objectives.
Full-Time Support Force Structures

To enable the QRMC to identify and understand the overall
objectives of full-time support manpower, each Service was
asked 2 to provide appropriate force structures for its reserve
components. The Army and Air Force were asked to provide
separate structures for military technicians and AGRs. These
structures were to be based on three separate and distinct
strength profiles. The first was a profile of the existing
force as of September 30, 1986. The data array included
strength by pay grade and years of service as in the standard
RCCPDS report AS. The second was a steady-state structure for
FY 1986 showing where the Service would like its reserve
component(s) to be, and the third was a steady-state structure
showing where the Service would like its component(s) to be
heading assuming FY 1992 program strengths. The steady-state
profiles were to include the basic force configuration required
Fut-Tfne Support Nanpower Nanagement
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for the actual force, and they were to include additional flow
dynamics and age distribution data as well. A more complete
description of these profiles, covering their constraints,
assumptions, and data requirements, is included in Chapter 4 and
Appendix G of Volume II of this report. In designing steadystate force structures, the Services were asked to consider
several factors that are especially
3 relevant to FTS issues
including the following examples:
*
"
*
*
"
a

Youth versus experience
Stagnation versus turnover
Maintenance of a career progression plan
Physical limitations (aging)
Job knowledge and technical skill requirements
Mobilization status/requirements

Graphical representations of the force configuration (strength
by pay grade and years of service) portions of the FTS manpower
force structures submitted by the Services are included in this
volume at Appendix F. The 6th QRMC staff constructed profiles
of the FTS FY 1986 actual force structures, using RCCPDS data in
cases where the Services did not provide their own actual data.
No attempt was made to do the same for missing steady-state
structures, because the 6th QRMC staff could not determine the
Service objectives necessary to construct them. While not
specifically a part of the military technician and AGR cost
effectiveness analysis, available data on Marine Corps Reserve
AGRs (FTS) and Naval Reserve AGRs and TARs is also included
here. No FTS structures were prepared for the Coast Guard
Reserve because the reserve program administrators, who provide
full-time support in that component, are active component
members. Table 6-1 shows the array of FTS manpower force
structure graphics by page number in Appendix F, and the data
source is indicated for reference purposes.
Comments on Army FTS Force Structures
The Army did not submit separate force structure data for
military technicians. Army representatives attempted to provide
the FY 1986 actual structures; however, they were unable to
overcome problems with missing or inaccurate data. This was an
especially significant problem in the Army Reserve because
RCCPDS FY 1986 data is not available for over 50 percent of the
military technicians in this component, 4 and no alternative data
source could be identified (in the Army National Guard, the data
discrepancy is only 6 percent). Army policy is to manage
military technicians, for the purposes of objective force
designs, as military members reflected in the objective force
model of the Selected Reserve. The Army felt that a direct
linkage between separate military and civilian force grades
would be necessary to a develop a military technician force
structure based on military grade, but reported that development
6th QRNC Report - VoLume IA
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Table 6-1.

Category

Full-Time Support Manpower Force Structure Graphics

AMN

usA

USNR

USMC

ANG

USAFR

F-15*
F-16*
N/A

F-17
F-18
N/A

F-21
F-22
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

F-19
F-20
N/A

F-23
F-24
N/A

AGR/TAR
ENL
OFF
WO

F-i
F-2
F-3

F-7
F-8
F-9

F-4*
F-5*
F-6*

F-10*
F-11*
F-12*

F-13
F-14
N/A

Technician

ENL
OFF
WO
Source:
Notes:

N/A
N/A
N/A

6th QRMC staff based on Service and RCCPDS data.
An appendix page entry indicates that a graphic is
available.
If not followed by an asterisk, the graphic is
constructed from service-supplied data.
If followed by an asterisk, the graphic is constructed
from RCCPDS data.
"N/A" indicates that the category does not apply or the
population is too small to be depicted in a meaningful
graphic.

of a force model depicting such linkages would be rendered
impractical
by the wide band of grades associated with a given
5
position.
The most striking feature of the Army National Guard AGR
graphics is that the steady-state profiles are closely aligned
with the FY 1986 actual profiles. Although FY 1992 curves
reflect increases in program strength, their shapes reflect
strength distributions in the same general proportions as the
FY 1986 actual force distributions. Presumably, the intended
message is that the component is satisfied with current strength
distribution and wants it to continue without change. There is
a problem with this point of view: the actual force structure
was not and is not now in equilibrium, and it would take
unrealistically strong and possibly wasteful management actions
to prevent change (i.e. to maintain the 1986 actual force in a
steady-state).
For example, to maintain the enlisted structure
for 1992, more than 600 net losses would be required each year
from the total combined strength in year groups 11 and 12, and
this would have to be followed each yea by approximately 400
net gains in year group 13. Since there are no apparent
management requirements for such dynamic changes, the Army
National Guard AGR steady-state profiles have limited utility as
Fult-Ti.
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objectives for the development of compensation or other
personnel management policies. However, some useful
observations can be made, such as the following:
The majority of officer and enlisted AGRs have less
than 20 years of service, and this distribution is
desirable. A large proportion of warrant officers
have over 20 years of service. (Note that the yearsof-service data is calculated from pay entry base date
(PEBD), and therefore is not a precise indicator of
active duty retirement eligibility.)
"

Large humps in years-of-service groups (stemming from
the large Vietnam era accessions) are identifiable in
all categories of the actual force. These humps are
now approaching or just passing the 20th year of
service.

*

The AGR officer force is relatively senior in years of
service (RCCPDS data also shows that 55 percent are in
pay grades 04 through 06).

The Army National Guard's actual force profiles for military
technicians were constructed from RCCPDS data by the 6th QRMC
staff. By depicting both FY 1986 and FY 1987 data, the graph
reveals that the force does not approach equilibrium except in
the more junior year groups. Note that, in the middle and
senior years of service groups, the curves generally tend to
change each year, displacing to the right as the population ages
et attrition. The following
and shrinking slightly due to ..
additional characteristics can be observed:
"

The "Vietnam era humps" now crossing the 20th year of
service suggest a somewhat increased potential for
promotion stagnation or perhaps increased losses
through qualitative management programs. (Using
RCCPDS data for Selected Reservists with over 20 years
of service, the percentages of military technicians
with over 20 years are 24 percent enlisted, 49 percent
warrant officers, and 20 percent officers.)

"

There is a high propensity for retention from the 25th
to 35th year of service and after (note that the
strength shown at the 35th year of service represents
This is attributed to the draw
35 years and Qreater).
of civil service retirement.

Army Reserve steady-state profiles for AGRs reflect a good
understanding of steady-state modeling. By smoothing the
steeply sloped peaks and valleys of the actual force curve
whenever force objectives permit, a more stable ideal force is

6-4
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portrayed. This means that specific management procedures could
be used to support the objectives that they depict. Other
observations about the AGR profiles include the following:
*

Although they show curtailed strength beyond 30 years
of service, the steady-state curves also show a desire
to increase strength betwecn 20 and 30 years of
service in all three pay grade categories.

*

Significant strength increases are projected by FY
1992.

"

In the 1986 actual structure, warrant officer strength
in years-of-service groups for 29 years and above is
relatively high.

Due to incomplete data for the actual Army Reserve technician
force, care must be taken in interpreting the profiles. First,
it is not possible to determine whether differences between the
1986 and 1987 curves are attributable to endstrength changes or
to database changes. Second, assuming that the data is
representative of the entire technician strength distribution,
the technician data must be weighted by a factor of
approximately two in any comparison with the Selected Reserve as
a whole. The overall shape of the curves does suggest, however,
that they roughly approximate the whole population because they
parallel the general shape of technician force curves in the
other components to include the presence of Vietnam Era peaks
and trailing valleys. These force structure curves suggest the
following:
*

The warrant officer curves are relatively smooth and
coincident, especially for a small population size.
This suggests a fairly stable force structure. A
large proportion of the population (about 66 percent)
has over 20 years of service (in fact, most of the
population has over 15 years of service) and retention
in these senior year groups appears to be high.

"

Either the enlisted and officer populations are
growing rapidly in years-of-service groups of 13 years
and below and/or most datibase corrections are for
these junior year groups. In any event, the
identified portion of the force is growing larger and
younger.

*

Although the existing force declines rapidly after the
20-year mark, lateral displacement in the years-ofservice groups near this mark indicates that, in the
coming years, high retention may increase the
percentage of the population with over 20 years of
service.

FuIl-Tfoe Support manpower management
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Steady-state curves for the Army's Selected Reserve as
a whole 6 indicate a desire for no retention in any pay
grade category beyond 31 years of service. Special
management actions would be required to achieve such a
result because not all military technicians reach
civil service retirement eligibility by their 31st
year of military service. On the other hand, 6th QRMC
staff estimates indicate that, for the Army's Selected
Reserve population, the percentage of military
technicians with over 20 years of service is quite low
(2 percent for officers and 13 per cent for enlisted).
Therefore, any senior grade stagnation that might be
attributed to the relatively long careers of
technicians other than warrant officers is probably
insignificant in the aggregate for the Army Reserve.
Coments on Air Force FTS Force Structures

The Air Force FTS force has unique major characteristics in
each component. The Air National Guard uses AGRs and military
technicians in a ratio of 1:3. In comparison with the Army's
reserve components, Air Guard AGRs are used in greater
proportions in special functional areas and to meet statutory
tour requirements. In the Air Force Reserve, all unit support
is provided by military technicians. AGRs are used only in
small numbers and for special purposes, primarily statutory
tours and recruiting, and they are not considered to be a career
force. Neither component uses warrant officers.
The following can be observed from the Air National Guard AGR
force structure:
" The steady-state curves for enlisted AGRs indicate a
desire for some accessions of individuals without
prior service.
" Enlisted strength reductions are desired in groups
with between 4 and 12 years of service and for groups
with 25 years of service and over. Enlisted strength
increases are desired in groups with 13 through 24
years of service, and significant overall growth is
projected through FY 1992.
* Officer steady-state profiles indicate a desire for a
much younger force, with gains below 16 years of
service and corresponding reductions above that point.
Significant changes in promotion points or grade
structure would be required to achieve this result,
and the number of AGR officers reaching active duty
retirement eligibility would be significantly reduced.
No overall strength changes are programed through FY
1992.
6-6
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The following observations pertain to Air National Guard
military technician force structures:
*

Modest overall strength growth is projected for both
officers and enlisted members.

"

For the enlisted force, major strength increases are
desired between 11 and 19 years of service, and major
reductions are desired beyond the 26th year with no
retention beyond the 30th year. The high rates of
attrition portrayed from year 20 and beyond are not
compatible with normal civil service career patterns
for military technicians. However, such high rates
would be required to achieve the
desired structure for
the enlisted force as a whole 7 because, in this
component, 51 percent of enlisted members of the
Selected Reserve who have
over 20 years of service are
8
military technicians.

" For officers, an even younger force is desired, with
major growth between 8 and 14 years of service and
major reductions after year 20. No retention is
desired beyond year 29. The shortening of the career
span and the extremely high rates of accessions and
losses that would be required to support these steady
state curves would be difficult to achieve.
The following comments apply to the Air Force Reserve FTS
force structures:
"

AGR profiles reflect the need for minor strength
changes only. Due to the small size of this
noncareer force, force structure modeling is clearly less
useful than it is for the larger FTS career forces.

*

Profiles for military technicians project modest
strength increases between FY 1986 and FY 1992.

"

Steady-state curves indicate relative satisfaction
with the existing structure. Their major features
include smoothing to minimize strength differences
between adjacent years-of-service groups, and a more
gradual strength decline after 20 years of service
They appear to be quite compatible with existing
military technician career patterns.

Overall Objectives as Depicted by Nanpower Force Structures
None of the Services now uses force structure modeling
routinely in reserve force manpower management. Until recently,
there has been insufficient accurate data available to provide
meaningful results. Force structuring was developed by the Air
Full-Ttim Support Manpower Management
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Force reserve components in the early 1970s, however, and for
all components during the 1976-1978 Reserve Compensation System
Study. Most of the information provided to the 6th QRMC by the
Services represents a new effort. The actual inventories for
both AGRs and military technicians all show a Vietnam Era "hump"
that includes the groups with 17-21 years of service. This hump
implies specific; management challenges with respect to military
technicians who, in some categories (e.g. Army National Guard
warrant officers and Air National Guard enlisted), already
constitute large proportions of the total Selected Reserve
membership with over 20 years of service. Since the data also
shows that technicians tend to continue in service at high rates
until beyond 35 years of service (in order to achieve an
unreduced civil service retirement eligibility), there may be
conflicts with policies aimed at achieving overall Selected
Reserve objective structures that do not include a requirement
for any substantial numbers past 30 years of service. The
problems may be especially acute in the Army Reserve. Since
most of the increasing numbers of Army Reserve technicians now
reaching reserve retirement eligibility are "grandfathered" and
not required as a condition of employment to maintain m~litary
membership, the number of status quo technicians may increase
over the next five years despite the 1983 legislation that
requires new entrants to maintain military membership.
Due to the draw of civil service retirement, it is not likely
that significant numbers of military technicians in any
component would elect an early reserve retirement annuity under
the Two-Tier option recommended by the 6th QRMC. This is a
positive factor because it supports one of the most important
strengths of the technician program: high levels of skill and
experience gained through long, stable assignments. On the
other hand, the draw of civil service retirement works against
the achievement of more youthful forces with better promotion
opportunities, especially in populations where military
technicians now constitute significant proportions of the senior
segments of the force (such as warrant officers in the Army
reserve components and enlisted members of the Air National
Guard). One of the strengths of force structure modeling is
that it does not allow such relationships to go unnoticed.
Only for the Air National Guard are steady-state objective
manpower force structure profiles available for both AGRs and
military technicians. (The Air Force Reserve developed AGR
force structures, but the structures are not for populations
comparable with the Air Reserve technician structures, because
the AGR officer profiles reflect objectives for statutory tour
officers and the AGR enlisted profiles are for the recruiting
force.) The Air National Guard profiles for military
technicians and AGRs properly reflect a more senior technician
force based on the very different retirement systems available
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to military technicians and AGRs although the relatively early
maximum retention points (the points at the right edges of the
profiles) shown for technicians would be difficult to achieve.
The 6th QRMC analysis of FTS manpower force structure data was
not extensive, and the results must be considered tentative.
Members of the 6th QRMC staff worked with Service contacts
throughout most of calendar year 1987 to produce the profiles in
this report. The need to produce these structures from
"scratch" required considerable effort, including hundreds of
hours just to overcome the learning curve. Some problems were
encountered with data availability and accuracy; however, these
types of problems are diminishing over time. Increasing
visibility as well as technical advances in computing tend to
discipline the databases. The major obstacle to achieving
maximum benefit from force structure modeling is lack of
commitment to their use. Maximum advantage would be gained by
institutionalizing the process (so that proficiency increases)
and by continuing efforts to improve the requisite databases.
This would also allow the FTS force structures produced for this
review to be validated by feedback loops and to be tempered and
improved through successive iterations. Without such action,
their usefulness in diagnosing problems and defining objectives
is limited.
Is force structure modeling of the FTS force worth the effort?
For small noncareer populations such as Air Force Reserve and
Marine Corps Reserve AGRs, force structure modeling is of
limited utility. On the other hand, there is significant
potential utility for supporting active management of the
remaining large, career populations. Specifically, modeling
provides a disciplined method for developing and expressing
program goals and requirements in objective terms. Without
clearly expressed program goals and requirements, management may
suffer. Clearly, institutionalized force structure modeling is
worth the effort for all career elements of the FTS forces.
Conclusions about FTS Force Structures
Based on the precedinag discussion and analysis, the 6th QRMC
has formed the following conclusions about FTS force structure
analysis:
Since the FTS force structures produced for this
review generally represent a new, single iteration
effort, they sho,'-d be viewed as a "first draft"
rather than as a definitive statement of existing
status and Service force structure objectives.
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* FTS force structure analysis, if institutionalized,
can provide a disciplined method for defining force
structure objectives and requirements as a basis for
improved, active program management.
0 Efforts should be continued to improve integration of
data on FTS manpower, personnel, and pay so that it
can be used more effectively in the analysis of FTS
manpower costs and personnel management issues.
The Relationship Between Coipensation Costs and Military
Reauiresmnts
The focus of this section is the relationship between
compensation costs and the military requirements of the DoD.
The analysis relates costs to effectiveness (or benefits);
however, it does not constitute a complete review of the
relative effectiveness of military technicians and AGRs. That
is, it concentrates on force management areas most directly
related to compensation rather than on the full spectrum of
operational effectiveness considerations.
Assignment Considerations
The paramount reason for employing reservists full-time in
support of the reserve components is to promote readiness.
Military technicians and AGRs promote readiness by serving in
reserve units with a mobilization mission and in other
assignments. This dichotomy is recognized 9 within the DoD by the
establishment of the following categories:
*

Unit AGRs: Active Guard/Reserve (AGR) assigned in
reserve units with a mobilization mission.

" Unit Military Technicians: Military technicians
assigned in units with a mobilization mission.
Members must also be assigned to a drilling billet
(dual status).
"

Individual AGRs: Individual AGRs who are not assigned
to reserve component units with a mobilization
mission, or who are assigned outside the reserve
component to active component units, Office of the
Secretary of Defense, Organization of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, Defense Agencies, etc.

*

Individual Military Technicians: Military technicians
assigned (in their civilian capacity) to units without
mobilization missions, such as Army National Guard/Air
National Guard state headquarters, Numbered Air Force
headquarters, and Army National Guard maintenance
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depots. Individuals must retain dual status by
assignment to a drilling billet in a unit with a
mobilization mission.
The cost-effectiveness issue largely concerns military
technicians and AGRs who are assigned to units. Most of the
functional overlap occurs within units, and this is where the
two groups have the most frequent daily contact. Possibilities
for manpower tradeoffs between military technicians and AGRs to
achieve cost savings in the "individuals" categories are not
great; however, some other important cost considerations
associated with assignment categories should be understood
before turning to the problems of a mixed FTS force in reserve
units.
Individual AGRs are assigned in positions that require
uniformed active duty incumbents; they perform such duties as
recruiting, higher level staff work, or refresher training in
active component units. Although individual AGR assignments may
be as vital to readiness as unit assignments are, the Congress
has expressed concern that their number be kept to a minimum.
For example, the House Appropriations Committee1 0 recently
stressed that "AGRs should be used primarily to support and
train wartime deployable units" and further directed the Chief
of the National Guard Bureau to "ensure that all AGR personnel
currently serving in nondeployable positions are also required
to maintain their primary military skill so that they may be
utilized if needed as effective individual fillers."
Assignments of individual military technicians have an
entirely different character than assignments of individual
AGRs. Most individual technicians are assigned in equipment
maintenance and storage facilities of the Army's reserve
components. These facilities provide direct support to reserve
units on an area basis. Much reserve unit equipment is stored
and maintained at unit training sites to save time and costs of
hauling it back and forth between these sites and the unit
reserve centers and armories (where storage space may also be
inadequate). The reduced amounts of equipment at home station
and the lower rates of unscheduled maintenance for peacetime
make it efficient to consolidate full-time maintenance support
at area support shops. There are also some individual staff
assignments for military technicians, but these are normally not
more than one echelon above the mobilizing unit level.
As with individual AGR assignments, the Congress has for many
years been concerned about individual technician assignments
outside of mobilizing units. For example, in 1983, the House
Appropriations Committee noted that approximately 50 percent of
the Army Reserve technicians either had no active reserve
membership (i.e. were status quo technicians) or were assigned
to units other than the one in which they were assigned as a
Full-Tif.
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civilian. It declared this situation to be "detrimental to
mobilization readiness and unit cohesiveness." 1 1 Table 6-2
shows the number of military technicians who drill in the same
unit in which they are employed full-time.
Table 6-2.

Percent of Military Technicians Who Drill With the
Same Unit Where They Work as Military Technicians
Army
Reserve
I

Air
Guard

Category

Army
Guard
%_

Air Force
Reserve
%

Officers*

76

69

98

100

Enlisted

71

57

99

100

Source:
Note:

1986 Reserve Component Surveys (Question 60)
* Includes warrant officers.

Cost effectiveness considerations favor the existing policy of
limiting individual military technician and AGR assignments and
maximizing unit assignments in mobilizing billets. To achieve
maximum readiness, the skills and teamwork developed in
peacetime must go to war with the unit. This has long been a
basic tenet of the military technician program, and it is the
reason the Congress has prohibited the double-slotting of AGRs
and part-time reservists. The tasks that military technicians
and AGRs perform are too time-consuming to be performed during
unit training periods, and they are performed during the week so
that part-time reservists can devote their military duty time to
operational training in their assigned mobilization billets.
However, these full-time tasks are also vital wartime support
functions and not simply peacetime functions as they are
sometimes mistakenly described. In wartime, members must be
paid, personnel actions must be processed, medical and personnel
records must be kept, equipment must be maintained, supplies and
rations must be drawn, operations (predominantly training
operations in peacetime) must be conducted, and so forth. The
most cost-effective way to be ready to do these things in
wartime is to use the same people for both peace and war. Then,
two separate cadres, one for peace and one for war, will not
have to be trained and managed in support of the same unit in
peacetime, and the inefficiencies of transition between cadres
on mobilization will be avoided.
A corollary to the concept of using the same people to perform
peacetime and wartime functions is that functions needed only in
peacetime can often be performed at least cost by civil service
6-12
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workers or by contract personnel. There are some exceptions
(such as recruiting) where the military character of the duty is
paramount. A principal design feature of the personnel and
other support systems used in peacetime should be the ability to
make a transition to and support the wartime mission. It is
rarely efficient to operate a peacetime only support system ad
keep a separate system read to perform in wartime. For
example, if Army maintenance technicians who work in area
support shops did not also fill mobilization billets in the
units they support, the most capable maintenance personnel
available would not go to war with the unit and the wartime
maintenance capability of those units would be seriously
degraded. The principal design feature that provides for
wartime support in this system is manning by dual status
technicians.
Problems with a Mixed Force
Friction between military technicians and AGRs in the daily
work environment has existed since the inception of the AGR
program. The individual problems that exist are generally
attributable to the existence of two separate military personnel
management systems for the performance of one set of functions.
These systems are frequently seen by members as competitive
rather than mutually supportive programs to the extent that some
members feel a threat to their livelihood. Additionally,
wherever there are differences between the two systems, they are
normally a source of frustration for one category of members or
another. Comments from the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys (see
Appendix H) indicate that the resultant problems affect not only
the military technicians and AGRs but part-time reservists as
well in the Army National Guard, Air National Guard, and the
Army Reserve.
One of the most frequently mentioned problems has been "pay
inversion," which means that a supervisor (usually a technician)
earns less pay than one or more subordinates (usually AGRs).
Sometimes the accounts are exaggerated. For example, one
warrant officer technician (pay grades W2/GS7) commented in the
1986 Reserve Components Surveys that a specialist AGR (pay grade
E4) will take home more money than a technician with a military
grade of chief warrant officer (pay grade W2) with lS years of
service. During 1986, the average warrant officer (pay grades
W2/GS7) earned about $2,350 per month in direct military and
civilian pay and allowances (before deductions), and the average
specialist (pay grade E4) earned about $1,580 in military pay
and allowances (before deductions). Although the data indicates
that this warrant officer's assertion is an exaggeration, the
basic perception is valid. As shown in the previous chapter,
this may be particularly true for technicians in the general
schedule. As a result, military technician supervisors
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sometimes do earn less than subordinate AGRs, as suggested by
the examples computed from 6th QRMC cost model data shown in
Table 6-3.
Table 6-3.

Average Annual Compensation Costs for Notional
General Schedule Military Technician Supervisors and
AGR Subordinates
MT Supervisor
Avg GS Grade

Army Guard
Army Reserve
Air Guard

Army Guard
Army Reserve
Air Guard
Source:

cost

E6 Cost

ES Cost

6.9
6.8
8.0

$32,940
32,088
35,766

$34,648
33,935
34,368

$29,327
28,283
29,145

Avg GS Grade
for MT 05

Cost

04 Cost

03 Cost

11.9
10.5
13.1

$61,949
53,584
75,868

$67,955
68,598
69,647

$58,843
58,214
60,603

for MT E7

Comnonent

AGR Subordinates

6th QRMC cost comparison model

Table 6-3 is based on total data for each component, not on
actual supervisory relationships. Dependent on component
policies for assignment and technician and military grade
compatibility it would be possible, if unlikely, for an AGR with
a lower military grade than a technician to be the supervisor.
It is significant that, in Table 6-3, the variance in cost for
military technicians in the same military grade across the three
components (shown vertically, in the MT Supervisor column) is
much greater than the difference in costs, in any of the
components, between a technician and an AGR who is one military
pay grade junior (shown horizontally, in any row on the table).
This means that the policies governing the linkage between a
technician's military and civilian grade have a greater impact
on compensation costs than the actual pay scales themselves.
Data from the 1986 Reserve Componen-- Surveys provides another
perspective on the relative differences between active duty
military pay and military technician pay. Military technicians
were asked, if they were to be mobilized, whether their income
would increase (greatly or somewhat), remain the same, or
decrease (greatly or somewhat). The responses to this question
are portrayed graphically in Figures 6-1 (enlisted) and 6-2
(officers). Although the data is sensitive to the specific
military and civilian pay grade linkages of each member, the
6-14
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FIGURE 6-1. PERCIEVED PAY INCREASE/DECREASE IF MOBILIZED
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general schedule technicians are generally represented in the
"increase" column and the wage board technicians are generally
represented in the "decrease column. This response pattern
follows strength distribution patterns for the general schedule
and wage board technicians within the components, as shown in
Tables I-1 through 1-4 in Appendix I. Since most wage grade
technicians are enlisted military members, there were, as
expected, a higher number of "increase" responses among the
military technicians who are officers than among those who are
enlisted members.
Another frequently mentioned problem is "grade inversion,"
which occurs when there is a disparity in level of
responsibility between a military technician's civilian and
military duties. The result of this disparity is that the
superior-subordinate relationship, or the level of
responsibility, between a technician and an AGR (as well as
between a technician and part-time unit members) may be reversed
between the regular work week and unit training periods.
Due to the large numbers of pay grades and categories,
summarizing the relationships between military and civilian
grades held by military technicians is a complicated task.
Nearly all of the individual linkages have been compiled and are
displayed in Tables J-1 through J-24 in Appendix J. These
tables show strength by military and civilian grade for the
matches found in developing the 6th QRMC cost comparison model.
A description of how these matches were made can be found in
Chapter 5. The average grades shown in the bottom and rightmost columns are arithmetic means for the data shown; they will
differ slightly with the cost model because the model averages
have been improved by eliminating small population cells and
Civil Service pay grades more than two standard deviations from
the mean.
There is a wide military grade spread associated with most
civilian grades. Table 6-4 shows the spread, using three of the
most populous civilian grades as examples. While the table
includes all cases and thus shows extremes of the range, the
range may be partly attributable to progression paths for new
members in a program. For example, a member in pay grade 03
could be hired as a new civilian employee into a position
classified at the GS-7, 9, or 11 level.
The data indicates that the Air Force Reserve has tighter
grade compatibility. Technicians in this component are
generally required to maintain the military and civilian grade
authorized for their position and 100 percent drill in the same
positions in which they work as full-time civil service
employees (See Table 6-2). At the other extreme, in the Army
Reserve, there are very few constraints on the military grades
of technicians. In this component there are a large number of
6-16
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Examples of Military Technician Military-civilian
Grade Spreads

Table 6-4.
Reserve
Component

GS-7

Civilian Pay Grades
GS-9

WG-10

Army Guard
Army Reserve
Air Guard

E2 - 04
E4 - 05
E3 - 03

E4 - 05
E5 - 05
E4 - 05

E3 - E9
E4 - E9
E3 - E9

Air Force Reserve

E4 - E9

E4 - 03

E4 - ES

Source:

RCCPDS & OPM Files - FY 1986

technicians who do not drill in the same unit where they are
employed full-time. For these members, the standard is any
assignment (in any military grade or skill for which the
individual qualifies) in the Selected Reserve to include
individual mobilization assignments with the active Army. In
Army Reserve units, the military technician position is
specified on the unit manning document, but there is no
specified military grade for the technician position.
Consequently, a unit administrator could join a company as a GS5 or GS-7 and progress through the ranks from private to first
sergeant (or even company commander). This provides a
flexibility which may be useful in keeping positions in isolated
units filled; however, it carries with it the potential for
severe incompatibility between military and civilian grade and
responsibilities. 12 In the National Guard components, section
709(b) of title 32, United States Code, requires military
technicians to "hold the military grade specified by the
Secretary concerned" for the full-time position; however, the
administrative apparatus for applying this requirement allows
for considerable accommodation as the grade tables indicate.
Pay grade is an indicator of level of job responsibility.
When grade inversion is severe, the level of responsibility
between officers and enlisted members can also be reversed. DoD
occupation codes 1 3 indicate officer and enlisted levels of
responsibility for both military and civilian duty skills. Data
on DoD occupation codes for the civilian and military duty
positions of military technicians was provided by the Defense
Manpower Data Center so that the relationships between levels of
responsibility for these positions could be determined. Table
6-5 shows the amount of inversion when comparing officer
responsibility levels with enlisted responsibility levels. Most
of the inversion is in the two Army reserve components, where
standards for the linkage between military and civilian
positions are less restrictive than in the reserve components of
the Air Force.
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Table 6-5.

Inversion Between Military and Civilian Duty
Positions for Responsibility Levels of Military
Technician Officers and Enlisted Members
Army
Guard
%

Army
Reserve
%

Air
Guard
__

Air Force
Reserve
%

Enlisted members
w/officer level
civilian jobs

2

8

6

9

Warrant officers

71

52

-

-

26

39

4

1

Categor

w/enlisted level
civilian jobs
Officers
w/enlisted level
civilian jobs
Source:
Note:

RCCDPS and OPM Files as of December, 1987.
1987 data was used because DODOCC entries for FY 1986 are
not accurate. Total population sizes: Army Guard 23,318 (18,424 Enl, 2,565 WO, and 2,329 Off), Army
Reserve - 5,375 (4,177 Enl, 688 WO, and 510 Off), Air
Guard - 21,883 (20,005 Enl and 1,878 Off), and Air Force
Reserve - 8,380 (7,570 Enl and 810 Off).

Although the actual number of individuals involved in these
inversions is not great, the maintenance of traditional
relationships between officers and enlisted members plays a
major role in the maintenance of order and discipline in
military units. Even one such relationship in a unit can be
seriously disruptive. If supervisory relationships that exist
during the week are reversed during unit training, or vice
versa, the relationships required for success on the battlefield
are likely to be disrupted. In addition, where a significant
difference exists between civilian and military
responsibilities, it is difficult to assess the costs and
benefits of full-time support.
There is another potential cost impact when the unit or career
areas to be encumbered by technicians and by AGRs are not
clearly delineated: individuals will opt for the most
advantageous alternative if an alternative is available. For
example, during the 1979-1980 technician conversion test, there
were difficulties in attracting wage grade technicians to
convert to AGR status because there was little financial
advantage in doing so. On the other hand, many general schedule
6-18
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technicians converted to improve their financial status.

There

are also indications in the results of the 1986 Reserve
Components Surveys 14 that some individuals switch between
technician status and AGR status to maximize pay and retirement
benefits. For example, a technician might convert to AGR status
for several years to build reserve retirement points and perhaps
increase current pay. Then, before his "military furlough"
restoral rights expire, he could reclaim his technician job and
make his contribution to the civil service retirement fund so
that his AGR service also counts towards civil service
retirement. The extent of such practices is unknown, and the
practical availability of such options to most technicians may
be slight. However, the existence of both AGR and technician
employment opportunities in the same units or career field
potentially increases the opportunity for unwarranted "gaming"
attempts by some members.
According to members responding to the 1986 Reserve Components
Surveys, friction continues to create tension in the Army's
reserve components and in the Air National Guard. This friction
manifests itself in several ways as another problematic aspect
of mixing technician and AGRs in units. For example, active
duty rules for duty hours differ from civil service rules;
promotion rules and opportunities differ. The result has been
allegations of "politics" and favoritism on both sides by
members of these two groups. This friction, much of which
centers on compensation or compensation-related matters, tends
to work against organizational effectiveness. It demonstrates
that employing military technicians and AGRs in the same working
environment in mobilizing units is not sound personnel
management practice. It specifically disrupts the very
efficiency and organizational cohesiveness that compensation
systems, grade structure, and other personnel management
mechanisms are designed to promote. Although management can
ameliorate some problems, it cannot eliminate the structural
differences that are a root cause of friction between the two
groups.
After examining the Army's reserve components full-time
manning program, in 1985, the General Accounting Office,
concluded, "In our opinion, mixing technicians and AGR personnel
in deployable troop units is not
organizationally sound and
detracts from effectiveness." 1 5 A primary reason cited by the
GAO was compensation variances and perceived inequities between
the two groups. The Department of the Army and the Department
of Defense agreed with this conclusion and indicated to the
Congress that they would implement a program to reduce such
mixing, were necessary authority granted. Congressional
approval necessary to implement such a program has not been
forthcoming.
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Conclusions about Full-Time Sunort Nannover Kanaument
Although the separation of military technician and AGR forces

in mobilizing units is highly desirable from a compensation
perspective, the means of achieving such separation is an
equally important consideration. Plans to achieve separation
should focus on improving combat readiness in a cost-effective
manner as the fundamental objective. In achieving this
objective, the QRMC analysis indicates that the following key
points should be addressed:
* Mixed forces should be aligned to separate AGRS and
technicians in their daily work environment, or
provide clear and separate career patterns. Any
program of change should pay particular attention to
existing commitments to and expectations of current
members.
* The separation should not be based on the performance
of "peacetime" and "wartime" functions. With few
exceptions, both military technicians and AGRs should
perform functions, applicable to both peace and war,
that require military members on a full-time basis for
the efficient and effective accomplishment of mission
objectives. Peacetime-only functions do not require a
military status.
*

Separation of the AGR and military technician fulltime forces would be facilitated by clearer conceptual
standards for delineating the difference between
military technicians and AGRs. These cannot be
formulated in absolute terms, but guidelines could be
developed based on Service functional requirements and
the characteristics of each force. Clearer role
definitions, in addition to contributing to the
development of cost-effective force mixes, would
assist in allaying some of the animosity and
counterproductive competition that exists between
these two groups.

*

Increased emphasis should be placed on the
compatibility of military and civilian grade and
position for military technicians. Associated with
each military technician position should be a specific
range of military grades and skills within limits
specified by the Service.

" Finally, opportunities for support system
modernization should be sought in conjunction with
force realignment. Obsolete systems and procedures
employed in the support of reserve units are one of
the major causes of data problems noted throughout
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this review. During the 6th QRMC unit visit program,
full-time support personnel were observed to be
overburdened with administrative work, much of which
is no longer even performed at the unit level in the
active components. This obsolescence may also limit
wartime capability. The full-time force should be
organized in peacetime to provide support through the
same up-to-date systems required to support their
units in combat.
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Appendix A.

Supplemental Technical Information on Full-Time
Support Management

This appendix contains selected technical information used in
preparing the descriptions of reserve component FTS management
programs. The information is not conveniently placed in
endnotes or on the matrix at Table 2-1, and it is too detailed
for the main chapter text. Nevertheless, it will be useful to
the reader who wishes to do further research, and it provides a
record of some key working definitions used in the preparation

of the chapter.
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FTS Military Categories
Active component FTS personnel are regular and reserve members
of active components detailed to assist reserve components under
10 U.S.C. §715, regular and reserve officers of the active Army
and Air Force assigned to duty in the National Guard Bureau
under 10 U.S.C. §3541 and §8541, respectively, as well as other
regular members of the Army and Air Force detailed to duty with
the National Guard under 32 U.S.C. §315.
AGR/TAR FTS personnel include members categorized as Active
Guard/Reserve in paragraph F.l.a., DODI 7730.54, May 7, 1986,
Subject: Reserve Components Common Personnel Data System
(RCCPDS). This category consists of "Guardsmen and reservists
on active duty (for periods of 180 days or more) to provide
full-time support to the Ready Reserve and who are paid from the
reserve personnel appropriations of the Military Department
concerned."
(Information in parentheses added by 6th QRMC.)
Military technician FTS personnel include members categorized
as Military Technicians in paragraph F.l.b., DODI 7730.54; that
is, "Federal civilian personnel of a Military Department who
occupy Military Technician positions and are members of the
reserve component they support."
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Categorization of Statutory Tour Authority
A brief categorization of statutory tour authorities is
presented below. Several of the title 10 section numbers
were renumbered as a result of posting Public Law 99-433,
§ 501(a)(7), Oct. 1, 1986, 100 Stat. 1038, and the former
section numbers are provided for reference. See also DODI
7730.54, p. 2-13, which provides AGR identifiers in 11 authority
statute categories for use in the RCCPDS.
10 U.S.C. §175. Reserve Forces Policy Board. (Note that
sections 3021, 5251, 5252, and 8021 of title 10 authorize
service-level reserve policy committees or boards; however,
service with these bodies is not full-time under these
statutes.)
10 U.S.C. §265. Reserve component officers on active duty
(other than for training) at the seat of government, and at
headquarters responsible for reserve affairs, to participate in
preparing and administering the policies and regulations
affecting those reserve components.
10 U.S.C. §3021 (formerly §3033). Authority for Army reserve
component officers to serve on the Army Staff.
10 U.S.C. 53038 (formerly §3019).
Reserve.

Chief, Office of Army

10 U.S.C. §3040 (formerly §3015).
Bureau and successor.

Chief of National Guard

10 U.S.C. 53496. Authority for federilly recognized Army
National Guard officers to serve in the National Guard Bureau.
10 U.S.C. §8021 (formerly §8033).
Authority for Air Force
reserve component officers to serve on the Air Staff.
10 U.S.C. §8038 (formerly §8019).
Reserve.

Chief, office of Air Force

10 U.S.C. §8096. Authority for federally recognized Air
National Guard officers to serve in the National Guard Bureau.
Other related statutes applicable to the National Guard only:
32 U.S.C. §503. Participation in field exercises. Not a
usual authority for AGRs since AGRs serve on tours of 180 days
or more. There are no AGRs listed in RCCPDS (as of January
1988) as being called to duty under this statute.
32 U.S.C. §708. Federally recognized National Guard officers
on active duty to serve as property and fiscal officers.
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Defense Policy on Reserve Incentive Programs

Defense policy on each Fiscal Year's Incentives Program is
published by the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Reserve
Affairs).
His cover memorandum for the Assistant Secretaries of
the Military Departments, Subject: Implementation of the FY
1986 Ready Reserve Incentives Proaram, February 24, 1986,
provides that "Bonus payments will continue to be terminated
upon acceptance of employment as a military technician in the
Selected Reserve. However, recoupment of a previously received
bonus will not be required provided the member has served at
least 6 months in the skill/unit for which a bonus was granted
following receipt of the initial bonus payment. Those members
serving less than 6 months in the skill/unit for which a bonus
was granted and who become military technicians will have their
bonus payment recouped." The basic memorandum, Subject: FY 1986
Incentives Proaram for the Ready Reserve, February 24, 1986 also
states, in paragraph G, "At the time of enlistment,
reenlistment, extension, affiliation or loan repayment contract
is signed, the member will be required to sign a written
agreement that he has been advised of and understands the
conditions under which continued entitlement to unpaid
incentives may be terminated and a prorata portion of advance
bonus payments recouped. This agreement will clearly specify
the terms of the Ready Reserve commitment which entitles the
member to an incentive." The above policies have been
reaffirmed annually since 1986.
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AGR Service Beyond Active Duty Retirement Eligibility
In analyzing Selected Reserve issues, "years of service" is
most often expressed as a function of total service computed
from the pay entry base date. This is the parameter used in
standard RCCPDS reports, and it is also the one used to produce
the manpower force struct.res for this review. Since such
computations include part-time reserve service, they do not
provide an accurate view of years of service qualifying for
active duty retirement. For example, RCCPDS Report AS lists
hundreds of AGR officers with over 20 years of service, yet few
of these officers have qualified for active duty retirement.
While there is a requirement to report active federal military
service in RCCPDS, the reported data now in the database is
unreliable. Accordingly, each service POC was asked to provide
the actual or estimated number of AGR officers approved for
continued active duty beyond 20 years. The results are as
follows:

ARNG - 5, USAR - 3, USN - No data provided since TARs

do not require approval to serve beyond 20 years. However,
historically, 6 TAR officers have been continued to 30 years of
active service, USMCR

Appendix A
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Appendix B.

VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION OPINION ON ELIGIBILITY FOR
VA BENEFITS OF MEMBERS OF THE AIR NATIONAL GUARD

GENERAL COUNSEL'S OPINION, VETERANS ADMINISTRATION-Op. G.C. 3-82

March 25, 1982 (Opinion date)
June 4, 1982 (Publication date)
Subject:

ELIGIBILITY FOR VA BENEFITS OF MEMBERS OF AIR NATIONAL
GUARD

QUESTION PRESENTED: To what extent are Air National Guard
members and former members eligible for benefits administered by
the Veterans Administration under title 38, United States Code?
COMMENTS: The Air National Guard is organized, state by
state, pursuant to authorities in title 32, United States Code.
The Air National Guards of the several states and territories,
the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico, together comprise the
Air National Guard of the United States, which is a reserve
component of the Armed Forces. Individuals serving in the Air
National Guard may serve part-time (for example, weekends) or
full-time.
Questions have arisen among Department of Defense personnel
and National Guard personnel as to the matters here discussed,
particularly as more and more Guard members are assigned to
full-time operational duty. At least since 1964, there has been
authority under section 502(f) of title 32, United States Code,
to place Guard members in operational positions even though they
are not activated. In recent years Congress has specifically
authorized such positions; see, for example, section 401(b) of
Pub. L. No. 96-107, the Department of Defense Authorization Act,
1980. Moreover, the Department of Defense has administratively
adopted new terminology ("Active Guard Reserve" and "Active Duty
Support") for those operational positions.
The purpose of this opinion is to clarify that,
notwithstanding these changes in terminology, title 38
provisions preclude veteran's benefits to Guard and former Guard
members, with exceptions as outlined below. Full-time Air
National Guard service is, for title 38 purposes, "active duty
for training" under section 101(22)(C) of title 38, if performed
under the authority of sections 316, 502, 503, 504, or 505 of
title 32. This is true regardless of whether the Guard member
Appendix B
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is performing operational duty (for example, as a recruiter or
instructor)-or is undergoing training. Except as discussed
below, Air National Guard service does not meet the definition
of "active military, naval, or air cervice" that is a general
prerequisite for veterans' benefits by virtue of section 101(2)
of title 38. Therefore, such service differs, for title 38
purposes, from full-time active duty in a regular component of
the Armed Forces, such as the Army.
There are three exceptions. The first applies when the Guard
unit or the member individually is "activated" pursuant to
authority under title 10, United States Code. Activation means
that the unit or the individual is called to active Federal duty
for operational purposes, ordinarily but not necessarily because
of an emergency such as armed conflict or a serious disaster.
For example, section 672(a) of title 10 authorizes the
activation of a unit, and 672(d) authorizes the activation of an
individual. Guard members who report for active duty under such
circumstances have qualifying service for title 38 purposes
until deactivated. Upon separation under conditions other than
dishonorable, a Guard member who was activated would be eligible
for veterans' benefits to the same extent as a veteran of a
regular component of the Armed Forces with a comparable period
of service.
In some cases, a Guard member may be ordered to active duty in
order to receive training, pursuant to authority under section
672(d), title 10, United States Code; under section 101(22)(A)
of title 38, this also constitutes "active duty for training"
for title 38 purposes and, except as described below, does not
constitute an exception to the general title 38 requirement of
"active military, naval, or air service".
A second exception applies when the member, whose service is
characterized as "active duty for training", is disabled from a
disease or injury incurred or aggravated in the line of duty.
This exception is specifically provided for under section
101(24) of title 38. In such event, the member, upon discharge
or release under honorable conditions, meets the definition of
"veteran" for title 38 purposes and is eligible for almost all
benefits available to service-connected disabled veterans of the
regular forces. This includes vocational rehabilitation, VA
compensation, health care, service-disabled life insurance
coverage, and other service-connected benefits that are keyed to
a particular level or type of disability. Home loan benefits
are, however, not included.
The third exception, related to both of the above, applies
when a Guard member is activated and incurs a line-of-duty
disability enroute to, from, or at the duty station. This
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exception is provided for under section 106(b)(3) of title 38

and confers eligibility for certain, but not all, title 38
benefits.
Even though non-activated, nonservice-connected Guard members
are not "veterans" for title 38 Purposes, Congress has
specifically authorized, under 767(a)(1) of title 38, coverage
under the Servicemen's Group Life Insurance (SGLI) program for
these individuals. If the Guard member elects SGLI coverage, he
or she is also eligible to convert to post-service Veterans'
Group Life Insurance.
An opinion of this office dated August 3, 1979, addressed the
question of a former Guard member's eligibility for chapter 34
educational assistance benefits, available generally to Vietnamera veterans. We held that the Guard member whose Vietnam-era
service was in question was eligible for chapter 34 benefits
because he had been activated pursuant to 10 U.S.C. § 672(d) and
because the service department had certified that he was not in
a training status. This individual's service was thus within
the first exception described above.
Hence, unless one of the exceptions is applicable, Guard
members and former Guard members are not eligible for chapter 37
(of title 38) loan guaranty benefits; chapter 17 nonserviceconnected VA health care; chapter 23 nonservice-connected burial
benefits; chapter 24 nonservice-connected burial rights; or
chapter 32 Post-Vietnam Era Educational Assistance benefits.
Held: With limited exceptions, nonservice-disabled members
and former members of the Air National Guard are not eligible
for benefits administered by the Veterans Administration.
(signed)
JOHN P. MURPHY
General Counsel

NOTE: This oDinion was released in the form of a letter to
Conaressman James R. Jones dated March 25. 1982.
Distribution:
FD

RPC:
(026H)

0221
25

(This opinion was reproduced from a copy provided by the
Veterans' Administration to facilitate publication. Any
reproduction errors are, therefore, attributable to the 6th QRMC
Staff.)
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Appendix C.

LniISLaTIVR HISTORY OF THE NATIONAL GUARD
TECHNICIAN ACT OF 1968

Caleadar No. 1426
SENATE

90TU Coxoas
ed 8ead,

JRzuorr
No. 1446

NATIONAL GUARD TWX&=N ACT OF 1968

JuLl 22,

IN.-Ordwed to be printed

Mn. Srz'-ms, from the Committee on Armed Services,
submitted the following

REPORT
To aceoempa-y S. 38651

The Committee on Armed Services, having had under consideration the question of legislation affecting the National Guard technicians, reports the following bill (S. 3865), the National Guard
Technician Act of 1968, and recommends that it do pass.
PURPOSE OF LEGISLATION
In authorizing Federal employee status for the National Guard
technicians, the purpose of this legislation is(a) To provide a retirement and fringe benefit program which
will be both uniform and adequate;
(b) To rcognize the military ruirements
d the State
characteristics of the Nationa Ga
by providing for certain
statutory administrative authority at the State level with reFpt
to the technician program;
(c) To clarify the technician's lea status which in certain"
areas has been assubject of conflictifg court deisions, especiaily
Fedon the matter of whether technicians are covered under
eral Tort Claims Act regarding third party actions against the
U.S. Government.
BASIC PROBLEM JUSTIFYING LEGISLATION
The technicians now numbering about 42,000, are full-time civilian
employees of the National Guard whose samrzes a
aid in fil by
the Federa Governmeat and who must meet all
e mental and

physical standards as well asprofesdonal qualifications prescribed by

the military departments. About 95 percent of the techniclans are
ss--ie--aa--.-s
Appendflx C
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requied to hold concurrent National Guard membership as a condithei cvila employment. The concept of the technician
os that the technicians will serve concurrenty In three
ffi et ways: (a) Perform full-trne civilian work in their units;
(b)pefcrm military training and duty in their units; and (e)be
avalle to enter active Federal service at any time their units am
-

-r

Demite uniformity with respect to salaries and required standards
a on a uniform national basis for a retirethere as been no
Imrofclans. The technicians
ment end binge benit
except for thos in the District of Columbia, are considered State
empoye. About 16000 or 40 percent ae covered under Federal
retiremen ystemsMch may be combined with the modal security
About 24,000 depend on odal securit alone for their
p
ivg retirement coverage. It should be noted that a total of 92
percent of the technicians, however, are covered under social security
which may be eombined with State retirement program.
he frng benefit program of technicians, such as group health
and group lfe insurance, is dependent solely on coverage which may
vary from no coverage to wha&ever may be provided for other State
m oyses.
n iddition there i the matter of clarifying the precise legal status
*of the technicians to prevent conflicting court decisions regarding
third party claims against the Government arising out of accidents
within the scope of eiployment.
SUMMARY OF LEGISLATION
This bill implements the purpose by converting the technicians to
Federal employee status with certain controls on administration
and suersion which would as a matter of law remain at the State
level. Ineect, the technicians will become Federal employees eceivin the malaries, fringe and retirement benefits, but with certain
administrative control regarding employmet supervision remaining
with the adjutants general of the jurisdiction concerned under regulations prescribed by the Secretary concerned.
The principal features of this bill which are later discussed in detail
may be -mirized by item as follows:
a) A broadened statutory scope of the technician employment
proFm thereby eliminating the permanent provisions of law relating
to "caretakers and clerks" which have been suspended by various
app
tion acts.
rP)C4 o n of National Guard technicians to a Federal employee
status with the authority for requiring National Gard membership
as a condition for civilin employment. About 95 percent of the
technician force would be in this latteir category. Federil status would
be in the noncompetitive category for this group.
(c) Conversion of technician positions to dssified or wage board
Federal posiions.
(J) tequirement for adjutanta general to be the aoe agent for
employment and administration of iehician program under regulaby the Secretary concerned.
!bed
tion i~ss
(e)Provision for final level of appeal in adjutants general for all
technicians for certain adverse personnel actions.
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Provision for termination of civilian employment up_oe of
Guard memubership, failure to meet iitary iecrltysanards, or
&oeratio foause. with requirement of 30 dye' notc by adjutants

general

-o

to termination.

diaton of veterans preference provisions
W, Prevision for Doug
fortecnicansbecuseofthe military nature of thme Natia Guard

for compena~tory tia off in lieu of overtimne and
differntialpay for techiiicians (other than those --gnd- t oprtional duties at air defense sites) which is the prcieunder the

prsn program.

technician service for Federal employee purposes
(s) Credit for
with respet to levFedera employee death and injury compensation eunhealtan life insurance, severance pay, tenure, and status.
@=-eat for past technician .servioe, in full for civil service retirement eligibility purposes but with a limit of 88 percent for retirement
comn(k) tatinpuos.
revision Of election to remain under a State retirements stem
with the consent of the State in Hseu of coming-under Federal civil
service system.
authority to retain technician Reserve officers
uA P emissive
60
(in) Vvision requiring technicians to be in the prga either now
ormi the future in order to receive credit for past tehician service.
(a) An effective date of Jan. 1, 1089 for legislation.
PRESENT TECHNICIA6N EMPLOYMENT AND
RETIREMENT PROGRAM
Legal sats
E"et for those in the District of Columbia National Guard,
technicians ea considered employees of the State. Their salaries
however, are paid from Federat funds based on comparable classaieA
and blue-collar Fede"a rates.
By regulations about 05 percent of the technicians are required to
be military members of the National Guard as a condition for their
civilian technician emplojmnent.
Number of technici~n as qf January 1,18S68
There wee 40,546 technicians employed throughout the rarious
reuired to
States on a full-time civilian basis with about 95 pret
hold dual status in the National. Guard as a condition fr empoymenL
Of-tbis,.otal approximately 18,000 occupied positions comparable
to the general schedule rates with about 22,000 holding so-called
blue-collar positions and receiving pay under rates comparable to the
Federal wage board schledules.
asliriet of feasmeies
For the techicians paid at comnparable general schedule rates the
range is Iroa the aquialent of GB-i through GS-14. As of July 1,
1I6U, thi, range is from GS-1 (M388 to $5,057) to GS-14 (516,946
to 522 031). The average alary for all technicians (male and female)
as Of Janupry 1, 19681, was $7,696.
With regad to special pays overtimie, differential and premium pay,
none is authorized under the present system, only compensatory time
off.
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Fed MuAWp~ ecepons
mup and Other bmeejt
All technicians are prewteny covered under the Federal Employees
a d death benefits ocurin
Cornuatlce Act providing for
with th scope of employment,
COT
began in 193 under
A nubrof the technicans are also covered under various State
laws for the Puse of health insurance, life insurance, ad other
rgsbenefits.
PRESZNT-RETIREMSNT PROGRAM
ScoW M* "wrap
The foWowing factors should be noted regarding the social security
coverage for the technicians.
isn~ . Z unde
(a
Aot 2percent technicians ar
ae9 sociate
uner
securitj! (under a 1054 provision recogniing
OMS----atehianas&eprt
(rSaecoverage).
"bThetechnicians not covd under social security are all covered
under some State retirement system
(c) About 20 000 of the techicians have completed the 40 quarters
of coverage adtherefore hae vested social security rights.
. d) Through fiscal year 1968 the Federal Government since 195
has paid 8,48000 to the social security fund as the employer contribuition for the present technicians
Couerage ukdr State rdei eemaw
The followin aspects should he noted with respect to present coverage of technicians under State retirement, systems.
(a) Since 1961 congressional legislation has authorized the uwe of
Federal funds for the payment to State retirement systems as the employer share for technicians subject toea maimum of 634 percent which
also includes any amounts used as the employer share to the social
security system Many o these States couple the social security as a
part of the State I"sem
(6) About 16,000, *or 40 percent, of the technicin r presently
covered under State retirement systems in 19 States and Puerto Rico.
(c) Federal contributions to the State retirement system exclusive of
social security payments from fiscal year 1962-through 196 total
819,606,000 for the present technicians.
(a) All but 4,483 would necessarily lose their State coverage Vfthey
caeinde the Fei~eral civil service system
PRINCIPAL FEATURES OF BILL
BROADENED STATUTORY SCOPE OF THE TECHNICIAN EMPLOYMENT
PROGRAM
2151DG LAW

Existing permanent law (title 32, sec. 709) defines technicians as
ecaretkr and clerks with their duties generally limited to the care
of supplies &a equipment of the National Gnarl. Various appropriation acts hae susended the pernanent law limitations en th numheirs and Vraes of-technicians who may he employed.
Technician duties praenitly extend beyond the concept of the
parmanent law regarding the mnaintenance of equipment and involve
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such Guard functions as training, employment in State headquarters,
aIr defense, military support of civil defwwe, and aircraft operations.

d ,numbers, and termion
all limitations
The bill
broad
olo
and eliminates
cotan
rdn lagi e utIaenmo
oniig the employment of
nolo.d
nn
teclbmicans in two broad categories:
( Administration and training of the National Guard.
(2)Maintenance and repair of pmpplies of the National Guard
or the Armed Forces.
NONCOMPETITIvT

CIVIL SERVICE STATUS AND MEMBERSHIP IN

TUE NATIONAL GUARD AS A CONDITION FOR EMPLOYMENT

Unless the Secretaries make an exception, the bill prbvides that the
technicians as a condition of civilian employment will be required
to be members of the National Guard and hold a military prade
required for that position. In addition, such civil service positions
would be noncompetitive.
About 95 pezyent of the technicianswould told noncompetitive

positions and would be required to be members of the Guard as a part
of their civilian employment. About 5 percent, or 2,000, would be in a
competitive Federal status and would constitute principally female
employees, clerk-typists, and security guards.
The noncompetitive status is necessary for the technicians in view
of (a)requirement for holding a concurrent militiry Guard status as
a condition for employment and (6) the fact that civilian employment
is terminated where the concurrent military status ceases to exist.
PERMANENT STATUTORY
TECHNICIANS

CEILING OF 42,500 ON THE NUMBER OF

In the bill the committee recommends a numerical ceiling in the
form of permanent statutory authority which would limit to 42,500
the number of technicians who might be employed at an. one time.
The committee also considered, but did not adopt, a provsiof n which
would have provided for the number of technicians to be authorized
on an annual basis.
The committee wasof .the.firm. opinion that a permanent statutory
ceilin is desirable. The committee recognizes that the technician program is an essential element of the Noational Guard in connection with
its training, administration and equipment. In any employment
program however, there is always the tendency for expansion. There
should always be a goal, or a numerical limit, within which personnel
projrams should be expected to operate. If firm plans are made to
remain within the permanent ceiling greater econoines and efficiency
in terms of personnel should be accomplished. The committee would
observe that in 1955 when the total strength of the National Guard
was about 420,000, there were only 25,000 ;echnicans. For fiscal year

1967, however, with a total Guard strergt1h of approximately 500,000
the tchnicitns' strength had risen to slightly over 40,000.
In the budget for fsal year 1969, the end strength for June 30,
1969, is 42,173. The ceiling of 42,50, therefore, will not result in any
hardship with respect to present technicians.
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STATUTORY FEDERAL ZMWYRE STATUS FOR TECHNICIANS ON
TEE E1FECrIVE DATE 07 THE ACT

Bade presids.-Ilnder the bill a11 technicians on the efective date
of the Act and those to be employed in the future will become Federal
employees as amatter of law. Ai hereafter explained in detail, technicians will receive Federal sary and certain fringe benefits together
with Federal job designiation. In addition however4 they will bie subject to cetin supervisory controls at the gtate Isv winch would not
appytei cseof hetypca civil service employe..
Srire esd pwaftioa.-t'nder the bill all teclliician positions will be
cunverted as a a*atter of low Into comparable Federal general schedule
or wage board positions. tse technicians will receive Federal Waaies
based on the poitions designated for them.
It zght bW observed that under present arrangements technicians
are paid-sas from Fed"rs funds comparable to GS graids, ranging
from OS-I through GS-14 which, as of July 1, 1968, enoom aseid a
salary rng of $3,889 to S22 031 with the average salary for all techniciansaso( anuary 1,1968, Qein $7,696.
Federfalig.be" #.e-As Federal employees the technicians would
bcoeted under the las providing for the various fringe benefits for
Federal employees Includig group, health and life insurance, leave,
Federal employees death and injury compensation, severance pay,
tenure and status.
Additionally, they will also receive coverae under the Federal Tort
Claims Actvwih respect to accidents which might occur within the
scope of their employmnent.
RECOGNITION OF PAST TECHNICIAN SERVICE
CREDIT FOR CERTAIN FEDERAL FRINGE BENEFIT PURPOSES

The bill provides that past technician service vill be recognized'Jin
full for the purpose of computing letngth of service ixith respect to
enumerated frinige benefits. The significance for this purpose is as
follows:
Grouap A and life inturnce.-A retired Federal employee, other
than those retired for physical disability, must, have completed 12
years of Federal setrice in order to be covered-under theL.Rederal
group health anid life insurance- porams It
Antion of past service
enabetehniian
te
ocme
his past State service with his
future Federal service in order to be covered for thes rgasi
refired status without being required to complete 76t least 12 years
of Federal serice subsequent to the enactment of this bill.
Lesre.-Tbe Federa system prides for a sliding scale ranpgin
from 101
to 2d 'Jay$of )eeatuawaulybWoed on Ienitb of Federal
Biowa technodaus, presently have a lest. arransfment similar to
Federal employes, they ilit be permitted to carry over Into their
Federal status the annual or ick leave with which they wee rdite
prior to the conversion of their positions to a Federal
ton
6eeer, pay.-P'esent provisions recognize lengt ofsre, as
~well as basic saary in awardng these payments. 0everance pay is
authorize in Instance where a Federal employee is involuntarily
seprated without cause from his Federal position due to a reductio
in force or for other reasons. It no past technician service were to be
rcognized and the technician were to receive credit only for his

sorrime

j
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gsntcE after the effectre date of this a severance paymnents would
wihi the next fewjyears.
be nominal for any technicians separa
The committe was of the opinion therefore that recognition. fps
sevice for this purpose is justified.
FEDERAL COMPENATSON FOR MNURY AND DEATS

An a result of an administrative raling, .$echnicians in their State
status have been covered under the Federa Employsee Compensation
Aet for injury and death benefits since 1938. Te recognition. of past
technician serice for the Purposes of this act is thereforenima$e
nature Of &statutory clarficaion than the granting of a new rgt.
In order to leave no doubt on the matter, however, the past servic
As Feea emi=e, shil
wouldi also receive coverage under
the Federal TortCam Act with respect to accidents which might
occur within the soeof their employment involving third party
claim against th eeral Government.
TENURE

Recognition of past technician setvmie for te urpso of tenure as
a Federal eniployee wil Ihavewvey limited
canoe with respect
to the technicia. About 95 percent, of the technicians will be required
asa
concurrent conebership
to hold military NaIoa Gur
dition for civilian technician employment. Moreoer, they will be
subject to a number of other supervisory controls at the State level
as set forth in the bill. Tenure would -be significant mainly in the
event of a reduction in force or reorganization resulting in the separation of techncan frojn Federal employment. If there were two
respects (military grade, job classifidation,
technician equal in.
etc.) and the necessity &rose for separating one ofthe technicians,
tenure or len* of service would be significant. The technician w~ith
the greatest length of service or tenure would be retained if aUl other
circumstances were equal.
STATUS

Recognition of past technician service for the purpose of status is
siniicnt in the folioAning manner.
or
t of the tehiinwho will be required to hold
mnilitaryz embemhip in the Guad'and who will be in the noncompetitive category, pat service is relevant for the purpose of complating the 1-year probationary period of Fed"ra employment w~hich
Pa gnrly required nror to entering a career status.
For 5ece
o h technicians who will be in the competitive
category, pst service is significant not only for the 1-year probationary
period bt for credit in order to comnplete the 3-year period of career
conditional employment prior to becoming a career employee.
RECOGNITION OF PAST TECHNICIAN SERVICE WITH
RESPECT TO CIVIL SERVICE RETIREMENT
SECONMTON Of PAST IMVICE 114 FUL FOR CIVIL SERVICE RETIENWT WLIBILlT AND CERTAIN OTHER IPURPOSES
The bill reognmizes past technician service in full for the purposes
of retirement eligibility. For instance if a technician on the effective
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date of the acth. completed 20 years of past service, this period would
be recognized for the puspose of ars of ser"VIce required for retirement eligiilitiy. This period woul count as 20 years toward the 30
"m;euiretfor voluntaryretiremnent at age 55. Moreover, the past
tecohnicin servibs would berecognized for all the other elements
relating to civil service retirement except for the creditable service ma
discussed below which will be limited to 55 percent. For instance, the
technicians' past service will be recognized in full for the purpose of
the hlgh-&year salary average should these past-years be a part of
the computation.
Moreover, pust active military iervic. will be recognized in full
for anl "ii oseic retirement purpo"s. This lattir credit i recognized
under existing laW which would noct be amended by this bill.
In other word.i, the committee would emphasize that the full
recognition would be extended for past technician service for the purpose of tiule eligibility, and average salary computation. Moreover,
tieexisting law with rset
to unpaid deositsais notmffected excet
to
teuc
he amouto rqed
adconform
oi
to
te
RECOGNITION OF PAST TECHNICIAN SERVICE TO THE EXTENT OF

prvo.creditable

evice
forcilarie toitto
retirement

upses

bas55ero

computed at the rate it 1.5 percent for the first 5 years, 1.75 percent
for the second 5ears, and 2 percent for each year thereafter. On the
basis of full credit for 20 yeam of service, a total perceintage multiplier
of 36.25 percent would result. This sum is based on 7.5 percent for
the first 5 yas at the rate of 1.5 percent for each year, 8.75 percent
at the rate of 175prcent for the secondi5 ers, and 20percent at
Under the 55-perent formula a technician with 20 years of past
service wrould receie ii retirement multiplier of 19.94 percent. This
sum would result by applying 55 percent to each past technician year
or fraction thereof. As an exampa, for the first years based on the
I&a-ecent formula, there would be a total percentage of 4.13 percent
for the next 5 yeas,-%sum of 4.81 percent and for the next 10 years
based on 2 percent for each year, a sum of I11percent.
Alteraatavely, the percentage of 19.94 could be obtained by taking
55 percent of 88.25.

DISCUSSION OF PAST SERVICE CREDIT FOR
RETIRZM19NT COMPUTATION PURPOSES
Thie committee had a wide range of choices in considering the degree
to which pat technician service (which is considered State service
except for the District of Columbia) should be creditable for future
civil service retirement. It could have recommended no credit for past
service on t&L
- p-eise that the technicians were similar to any other
non-Federal employee and as such would accrue retirement credit
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owy from the period in which he was a statutory Federal employee
coverd under the civil service retirement system. The other extreme

would have been to recognize past tochnician service to the extent of
100 percent for civil service retirement purposes. The committee,
after long and careful examination of all aspects of this matter, has
unanixously concluded that the 55-paerent acrdit represents L fair,
equitable, and generous treatment of this matter.
AMOUNTS ALREADY CONTRIBUTED BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
9REON DEHALF OF TECHNICIANS TO
AS THE EMPLOYE&.LF
RETIREMENT SYSTEMS

I

~completd

The committee would observe that since fia year 1955 the Federal
Government has contributed as the employers' share $58,348,000 to
the social security fund and $19,606 000 to State retirement funds
(fiscal years 1962 through 1968) gotlin 177,954,000. If these same
teehnkians had been under the civil service retirement system during
this same period of time the Federal Government would have contributed to the civil service retirement fund as the employers' share
$142 805,000. In terms of put Government investment, therefore, it
could be stated that the Federal.Govemment has already contributed
54.59 percent ($77,954,000 out of $142,805,000) of the amount that
would have been contributed to the civil service fund during this
period. This contribution would leave a remainder of only 45.41
percent.
Rather than limiting the contribution under this concept to approximately 45 percent, however, the committee is recommending that 55
percent of the past technician service be creditable.
GENERAL FAIRNESS OF U PERCENT FORMULA
In determining the appropriate percentage for crediting past
technician service, the committee had a dual obligation. There is the
duty to exercise restraint in terms of causing additional financial
obligations on the part of the U.S. Government, in view of the problems
of financial soundness with which the Federal Government is being
confronted. At the same time there is the necessity for recognizing
the need of an adequate retirement and fringe benefit program for
the National Guard technicians. The committee realizes that there is
no formula for achieving exact justice for every individual technician
in view of the many complexities and the different retirement systems
under which the program now operates. At the same time the committee is of the firin opinion that the recommended legislation provides
for a generous and equitable retirement and fringe benefit program for
5-percent
technicians witin thewould
the eonlusonthecommittee
following:In support of this
cite theformula.
() ithel 20,000 of the tchnicians have .readyacquired
a vested nterest in future socil security payments since they have
the 40 quarters or 10 year ofecoverge as a result of their
tehnician employmnent. Other may complete the 40 quarters and
add to ateir social security eredita through the annual Reserve
training duty as Federal civilian employees. It should be observed
are not covered under social security as a
that
Federal employment.
rsultFederal
of their employes
(b) Approximately 4,450 of the technicians hare acquired a rested
interest in a future annuity under one of the State retirement systems
based on past service.
S.

atpt. 1446.
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(e). All of the technicians will become elgible for Reserve retired
pay. at up 60 it they complete the required 20 years of satisfactory
Reserve servie. All reseivists whether or not they are Federal
employees are eligible for this pay upon meetinjthe requirement.
Since the Reserv retired pey program, however, in eer part of
the employment pp a- for tfehnieij, the Reserve retired pay
matter should not be ignored.
EFFCT OF PAST TUCHNICIAN SERVICE ON CIVL
SERVICE RETIRUMINT FUND IABILITT

If the average retirement age of-O is assumed which is the oldest
age for technician employment, the past service cost to the civil service
retirement fund would be $279,300,000 if an appropriation were immediately made to the civil service retirement fund. If no immediate
appropriation is made and the amount is id out as the persons retire, the total coat to the civil service fund for past service at age 60
will be $750,050,000. If age 55 is assumed to be the average age at
retirement, these amounts would be $372,400,000 and 51,000,066,000
respectively. Charts I and II of this report set forth in detail the cost
aspects of both the 55-percent formula together with the. cost-of
extending full credit for past service.
EXTENT OF PAST TECHNICIAN SERVICE

As of January 1, 1968, of the 40,558 technicians the length of civilian
technician service ranged from less than I year to over 30 years. The
following percentages might be noted:
11.08 percent (4,496) had completed 18 or more years.
47.39 percent (19,212) had completed 10 or more years.

6S percent (27,575) had completed 5 or more years.
If prior active military service which would also be creditable for
civil service retirement purposes is included, these percentages would
be as follows:
21.3 percent (8,640) had completed 18 or more years.
57.41 percent (21,891) had completed 10 or more years.
79 percent (32,054) had completed 5 or more years.
Chart VII and chart VIII set forth the extent of past service.
REQUIREMENT TO CONTRIBUTE I YEAR TO CIVIL SERVICE RETIREMENT FUND

Normally, in order to be eligible for civil service retired pay, technicians coming under the bill would be required to contribute 6f percent of their pay over a period of 1 year. After the 1-year period
technicians if otherwise elgible, could be retired under civil service
based on the retroactive credt for past technician service plus the
I year of contributory service.
The l-yar contribution required, however, would not apply to
civil service death benefits and to those retiring for physical disability.
In these two instances payments could be made immediately without
regard to the 1-year rule. A person entering Federal employment is
generally required to contribute for a period of 5 years before acquiring
a vested interest and certain other retirement rights. The past servie
credit under the bill, however, would result in only requiring the
technician to contribute the 1 year if his past service is sufficient to
meet the required periods of service.
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REQUIREIMENT TO BE A PRESENT OR FUTURE. TECHNICIAN AS A RE.
QUIREMENT FOR RECEIVING CREDIT FOR PAST TECHNICIAN
SERVICE

The bill proMvides that in order to receive credit for put technician

service for dvil service retirement and other purposes, a person must
be a technician either on the effective date of the act or at some f"esr
date. The basic purpose of the legislation is to provide an incentive for
participation in the technician program. To omit this requirement
wrould credit persons who might have served for some years in the
tecnlflnwprornlm the a
ut who would never be a technician
either on or aflter the effective date of the act.
Explit language is contained in the bill in order to make certain
that this requirement would not apply to members of the District of
Columbia National Guard who have been covered under the civil
service retirement program.
DISCUSSION OF THE OPERATION OF THE CIVIL SERVICE
RETIREMENT SYSTEM FOR TECHNICIANS

Pwinin"~commeat
It can be anticipated that the civil service retirement system will
operate in the same manner with respect to technicians as ith other
Government employees except for certain factors discussed below
which might cause the technicians to be retired under the so-called
involuntary separation provisions of the Civil Service Retirement
Act.
Use of volutary ri/VU &v
provaion, (age 55 vith S years; age 60
tOid So years)
The voluntary retirement provisions would apply to technicians as
Federal employees in the normal manner.
Under existing law Federal employees may apply for voluntary civil
service retirement under the following crteria: At age 55 with 30
years of service and at age 60 with 20 years of service, both without
annuity reduction. Technicians would therefore be eligible to apply
for voluntary retirement under the above provisions based on any
completed technician service past or future and active military
service which would be recognized for civil service retirement purposes.
Another civil service provision which might be noted but may be
little utilized by the technicitns will be deferred annuity provision
under which civil service retirement is possible at age 62 after having
completed only 5 years of previous service.
Iuwolitnta " savice retiranentbased on separationfrom job

A. Existin law:
An immediate civil service annuity is presently authorized where
there is an involuntary separation of the employee without cause
where the employee has completed 25 years of servce (without regard
to age) or has reached ape 60 and completed 20 years of service.
Generally, the use of this provision for civil service employees is
limited to instances where Federal jobs are abolished. For each year
a person is under 65 when retired, civil service annuities are reduced
by 2 percent.
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B. Discussion of use of involuntary provision:

The normal use of the involuntary separation provision with respect
to civil service employees occurs as result of the reorganization *ora
reduction in force where the employee is separated fromhis job through
no fault of his own. It would be anticipated that these Instances might
occur in the technician proeram,
The added fa6tor is idded to the potential use of the 1hvoluntary
separation provision with respect to the technician program, however,
since about 95 percent of the technicians will be required to hold an
active military status in the National Guard as a concurrent condition
for civilian technician employment. If a technician loses his mnlitat 7
Guard membership and is therefore involuntarily separated from his
job he may llWiligible for civil serviee retired pay if he meats the length
of service or age criteria.
The committee would make the following comments with respect
to any involuntary retirement through the operation of the military
personnel laws. Normaly, under the Reserve Officer Personnel Act
a lieutenant colonel or iolonel is eliminated from an active status
at about ages 53 and 55 respectively, since they will have completed
28 and 30 years of- Reserve service. Reserve bfficers who are technicians under normal circumstances would therefore lose their active
National Guard membership and consequently be separated from their
civflain technician job because of the requirement for a dual status.
Such persona would therefore be retired within immediate civil service
annuity under the involuntary separation process if they had completed 25 years of service or had reached age 50 and completed 20
years of service.
The bill however, contains a provision which will permit the Secretaries of ts Army and the Air Force on a pernisve basis to retain
Reserve officers who are technicians in an active military status until
age 60, notwithstanding the operation of the Reserve personnel laws
which would eliminate them because of promotion passover or length
of service. The committee made this provision permissive with the
result that all Reserve technician officers could remain until age 60.
It is the intention of the committee, that where the officer is fully
qualified to hold his military position and propeflr performing his
technician job, he should be retained in his technician employment.
Enliskif kscxiiana
Under present regulations technicians holding enlisted grades are
permitted to enlist in the Guard up to age 60. The committee has
been informally advised that the National-luard intends to continue
this policy with the result that enlisted members should not be
nvoluntaify retired through separation of job due to military promotion or elimination factors. In other words, so long as an enlisted
technician propw!.T performs his job there should be no grounds for
his involuntary retirement. Among the specific grounds that would not
be any bass for involuntary retirement would be the voluntas7 resagnation from a military status on the part of either a commissioned
or enlisted t4chniaian thereby causing disqualification for further
civilan mploynient, iailure on the part of the enlisted technician
to reenlist in the Guard, or failure on the part of the National Guard
to accept his reenlistment application if properly qualified, or the
discharge from enlistment for faiure to meat military standards.
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Generally. standards for retirement for physical disability under the

civil service laws require disabilities to a preater extent than the minimum standards required for disability retirement under the military
lawsC.Ivil srvie provisions genrly require total disabilityitforr
pe ysiel retirement. One element of the reqhred eon ea rn
_ meting l
luar ettus for civilin amp
sal standards. It can be antispated that Instsnrv
e
will occur where
eivil
edvi
techniietas would not be eligible for phycol disability
retirement
but would at the some time fail to meet the military
ph
"el tadrd
nt o
d vs;=ceo
h p' t t n t of=
m eet mili tar
F an .e poy e falls to
mted5ye
oion
s7ifheh
pro"
he would cphyi lly qualified for ontinued civil service emloyment,
he will be eligible
for if he has
nivtl
ervise
retirement
under of
theservice
inslunor
tary, separation
provisions
completed
25 years
fritog
artd
audb
sbt
icl
Ac
d th Cihlyer
u completed
is agedialilt
5 and
20 yeam of servici.

If, howevert the employee has not met ay of the foeging age and
iength-of-serv'e requirements, he would not be retire for physical
disability udlder the Civil Service Act but would be separeti~d from
service writh civilian severance pay.
The following might be suchi instaneee-faihtr to permit reenlistment for mediia reasons, or removal of Reserve officer technician

from' active status because of failure to pass military medical exam.
POLICY ON UNPAID DEPOSITS
Under existing laws pertaining to civil service retirement creditable
service must be matched with a contribution by the individual. If the
contribution is not paid existing law provides for an annuity penalty
under which there would be deducted from the person's retired pay an
amount equal to 10 percent of theunpaid depositplus accrued interest.
As an example, if the unpaid deposit plus interest owed by the
employee was $2,000, his annuity would be reduced by $200 per year.
Where the employee repays the deposit, the amount repyab e would
be the required deduction for each year in the past with interest compounded at the rate of 4 percent through 1947 and 3 percent since that
time.
The Civil Service Commission has advised informally that from an
actuarial standpoint the 10-percent system is sufficient to offset the
nonpayment of contributions for the system as a whole. Whether an
employee should repay the deposit or accept the penalty would depend
on the facts in each case.
Under the bill a special provision has been inserted which would
permit reduced required deposts to conform to the 55-percent credit
formula. In other woris, unpaid deposits would be computed on the
basis of 55 percent of what would have been owed for 100 percent
*edit. Set forth below is chart III which shows the effect of unpaid
deposit. under varyig eircumstances. It should be emphasised that
most of the technicians will aomlete varyinf egree of service in
employees
the future
under which
willby
be law.
received
Federal
does
herefore
The chart
as credit
requred
madefull
full deposits
with
not represent typical eases with respect to unpaid deposits.
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ELECTION TO REMAIN UNDER STATE RETIREMENT
SYSTEMS

'Thebilcontains a provision under whih tecnins with the
consent of the State concerned may o to remain under she State
retirement "stem under which the are now covered. Such election,
which must be made by the effeetve date of the act, would be in lieu
of their participation inthe Federal civil service retirement system,
even though such technicians would remain Federal employees for
other purposes.
For such pemsons the Federal Government would continue to pay
the employer's share to the St@J&.jn amount not to exceed the
contribution of the Federal Govermeiit' employer contribution to
the civil service retirement fund.
It should be emphasized that an election to remain in a State system
would be final. Furthermore, technicians who remain in a State system
would not be covered after retirement for an, of the fringe benefits
such as health and life insurance which are available to persons retired
under the Federal civil servi'a system Any benefits of this nature
would depend on coverage under the State retirement system.
PRELIMINARY COMMENT ON EMPLOYMENT AND ADMINISTRATION OF TECHNICIANS BY 'ADJUTANTS
GENERAL
The bill places certain authority for the supervision and administration of the technician program at the level of the adjutants
general of the States concerned. In discussing these specilic provisions
which are outlined in detail below, the committee would- make the
following observations:
(a) Under the U.S. Constitution and the many laws pertaining to
the National Guard, the Federal Government supports the National
Guard in terms of funds, equipment, and training procedures which
require that the members of the Guard must meet Federal standards
with respect to mental, physical, and professional qualifications.
Until the National Guard i called into active Federal service, however, it is a State military organization, subject to the sole command
and control of the Governor concerned.
(6) All members of the National Guard including 95 percent of the
technicians hold a dual military status in the form of a State military
rank and a Federal Reserve rank both of which correspond. All
members of the National Guard taie a dual oath, one to their Gorernor, and one to the President of the United States.
The technicians as full-time civilian employees are an essential
element with reepect to the training and the maintenance of equipment
for the National Guard.
(c)The technicians, however numbering about 42 000, constitute
oly about 8percent of the total drill paid strengths of approximately
500,000 members of the National Guard. In order that thee be
some dese of supervision and control at the State level of all National Guardsmen, incdudinl; technicians in their dual status, the
Committee feels it Is essentlil that the controls enumerated be provided. as a matter of law. Otherwise ther would be varying rules and
regulations applying to guardsmen who were technicians as compared
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to thovemaining personne who are also a pert of the National Guard
pr( .committee would also observe that moat of the super=msor
pro ision set forth in the bill are by implication contained i the proision reqtlv" mlitary Guard membership as a condition for civilian
nnt. ws requiremnt Was contained in the legislation as
by the House.In order to remove any statutory amgity
ithe lines of authority with respect to adminstration an cnt
are
explecty set forth as a part of the legislation.
SUPERVISORY AUTHORITY OF- THE *WVYAiTS GENERAL
REQ
.IREhENT
FOR RMPLOYMENT -AND ADMINISTRATION
TECHNICIANS BY THE ADJUTANTS GENZR L

OF

The bill pr6mrdes that the Secretaries concerned under the iegulation
Mdesignate the adjutants Seneral of the various State. to employ
end adminiter the technicem. This is the current arrangement
although not required by law.
Tie requirement is intended to achieve two purposes: (a) recognize
the State Character of the Guard and (6) meet the requirement of
T vini :, adjutants reeral (who an State-offers) the statutory
unelo"sof employing ederal employees.
AUTHORITY FOR SEPARATION OF TECHNICIANS FROM CIVILIAN

EMPLOYMENT BY ADJUTANTS GENERAL IN INSTANCES INVOLVING LOSS OF REQUIRED MILITARY MEMBERSHIP. FAILURE TO

MEET MILITARY SECURITY STANDARDS, AND SEPARATION FOR
CAUSE

The bill prorides that notwithstanding any other provision of law
and other regulations of the Secretary concerned, the Adjutant.General
of the jurisdiction concerned may separate technicians from their
civilian employment where (a) the technician is employed in a position
requiring military Guard membership and is separated from that
membership or ceases to hold the required specified military Lrade;
(6) the tehnidan who is employed ins• m tion requiring mUtm7
Guard membership fails to meet the mnlitary ecurity standards
prescribed by the Secretaries for the respective leserve components;
and (c) there are grounds for separation for cause in the case of any
technician.
JURISDICTION OF ADJUTANTS GENERAL REGARDING REDUCTIONS
IN FORCE AND CERTAIN ADVERSE ACTIONS

The bill provides that the Adjutants General shall accomplish any
actions involving reduction in force, removal, or an adverse action
involving discharge from technician employment, suspension, furlough
without. pay, or reduction in rank or compensation. This authority
would be subject to secretarial replations.
This proposed statutory authority conforms to the present arrangement of meeft these problem. in the technician progrm.
RIGHT OF APPEAL

The bill rlides that any right of appeal which may exist with
rMpect to the actions enumemt above shall not extend beyond the
adjutant general of the jurisdiction concerned.
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EQUIREMENT FOR NOTIFICATION IN WRITING

The bill eovides that a technician, upon any termination of his
s,,hall be notified in writing at least 30 days prior to any
empipy.-,
OTHER PROVISIONS
PREMIUM PAY FOR TZCHNICIANS EMPLOYED AT AIR DEFENSE
S=

The bill authorizes; the Secretazy concerned, in the case of techde e str
ies, to
duties at
niclans assigned to perfrm

prescrib. the hours of those duties,.h the rates of bsic compensaon, and authorize additional compensation not to exceed 12 percent
of such part of the rate of bai pay as doe not exceed the minimum
rate of Usic pay for GS-IO of the Genera Schedule.
There are approximately 5,100 technicians afected by this provision. About 4,60 are on duty 62 hours a week as a part of their normal
employment; 350 are normally on dut% about S0 hours a week. The
Debartment of Defense has indicated at thoie on duty for 62 hours
will be authorized annual prmiumpay in the amount of 12 percent
of basic compensation and those on duty for 50 hours annual premium
pay at 8 percent.
AUTHORITY OF THE SECRETARY TO PRESCRIBE THE HOURS OF
WORK WITH AUTHORITY FOR COMPENSATORY TIME OFF

The bill provides that the Secretary concerned may prescribe the
hours of duty for all technicians (other than those emlioyed at air
defense sites where separate authority wil apply) and directs the
_Secery torant compensatory time off to a technician from a
reularly scheuled tour of duty in an amount equal to the amount

of tame spent in irregular or overtime wm

in lieu of being paid for

that work. This authority will continue the existing practice regarding
hours of work and compensatory time off. It is the firm view of the
committee that the irregular hours of work to which technicians are
subjected on frequent occasions make it impractical, both from the
stanmdpoint of the Government and the individual, to be limited to
the normal provisions regarding a straight 40-hour week with overtime
or diferential pay for additional hom of work. The frequent irregular
hours re inherent in the technician job and position.
NONAPI CATION OF VETERANS,

PREFERENCE PROVISIONS FOR

TECHNICIANS

The so-called veterans' preferenc provisions contained in title 5,
United States Code, are not presently applicable to technicians since
they are State employess. The bill, in containing a provision making
the veterans' retfen e provisions not applicablie to technicians, will
continue the misting prctide on this matter.
The committee is of the view that the application of the veterans'
vions would pose a numbei of problems which could
preers~ee_
make the National Guard rram less efficient and less responsive to

There is the problem
t
its mission asanuilitary aId Ctet ora
IgMerally of applying the concept of ve.tWan' pNreferee to an orgaiu-

zation organizei -and opated along military ines. About 95 percent
of the technicians wil hold a dual status3 that is, be required to hold

a military grade as a condition for their ci ilian Federal job. The

complications eusingout of the application of the veterans' preference
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With respect to initial employment there could well be an instance
where a person with veteans' preference would have pujorit
emplorment for the civilian Joh u would be Ims qualified to Uld
the 011itary rank required for the position s compared to anther
nhAnt.
maniher example might occur with respect to a reduction in force
Any suchi action in tetechnicians propsam would probabil be
case
--_
b __deactivation of a National Guard unit caused 4~ a
reorganization. if the situation were to result where persons with
veater r!nce in the unit being deactivated were in %,oito
to "hump" persons in another unit not being deactivated, the efticiency
of the remaining unit could well be Impaifed in term of the requirement for specifid military prade.
MATTER OF UNCOMIDTTED FUNDS IN STATE RETIREMENT SYSTEMS CONTRIBUTED BY FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
Since 1961 legislation enacted by the Congress has authorized the
use of Federal funds for the payment to State retirement systems as
the employeres share for contributions, subject to a maximum of 6)4
percent, which also includes any amounts used as the employer's share
to the'social security sytem. About 16 O00 or 40 percent, of the
technicians are presenty covered under taeretirement systems in
19 States and Puerto Rico.
For fiscal years; 1969 through 1968, Federa funds in the form of
contributions to State retirement systems totaled $19,608,000 for the
persons who were technicians as of January 1,1968. For all technicians,
including those on board January 1, 1968, as well as those who were
in the programduring these fiscalyarm but no longer on boardat this
letter date, the Federal contributions totaled $22,458,000.
The bill will reove the overwhelming portion of the technicians
from the State retirement systems by prviding for Federal employee
sttus for all new technicians to be employed ail by providing for civil
service retiment for those presently employed eep for those who
Deonstent ofns
tner
aoStatee thmet stewihthe
elec
to emai
consrtent
ofns
the
t rtemi desr ila Sotateetirmetsytmwh
negotiate with the various States where such Federal contributions
hbare been made with a view toward determining the prtion of the

IFederal

contributions which is uncommitted to pay or tcnician

retirement and which otheriise will constitute Federal windfall to
the ratirenient, systems of these States. It is recognized that actuarial
tonunitanenta of these funds will have been made in the following
instances: (a) where claims have been or are being paid; (b) to the
a future
extent that some 4,400 technicians with a rested interest to
State annuityr remain eflble; and (c) to the extent that techirixns
elect to remain in the State retirement system in lie', of coming under
the Federal civil service system.
It would appear that a substantial portion of the funds which hare
been paid on behalf of acme 16,000 indiriduals would be uncommitted
and thlerefore available for return to the Federal Government. The
cotmmitte is a part of this report is hereby requesting the Depart5. 20L 160.5
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ment of Defense to Frst determine, with the cooperation of the States,
the portion of these funds which ae uncommitted with a view to
thereafter determinin the most equitable means of either a return
of the money to the ederal Government or an offset from Federal
funds which might otherwise be made available to the States.

ALTERNATIVES EXAMINED BY THE CO4MITTEE
The committee in 1967 conducted extensive hearings on tide II of
.H.L12Thistide, in converting the technicians to Federal emploee
for
ort
status would amonK other thifigs,'have granted complete
past service for al civil service retirement prpose, nd in addition
most of the civil service procedures would have become operative
with respect to the technician program. The committee in reexamining
the House-passed provision also examined other alternatives in an
effort to make certain that legislation would be formulated which
would best serve the objective of providing both for an adequate
technician retirement system and at the same time recognize the
National Guard as a military and State organization. Severalalternatives are discussed below.
1. greaterparticpation wider Stat retirement sysems
At the present time technicians as State employees are covered
under the retirement systems of 19 States and the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico. Since 19611egislation has authorized the use of Federal
funds for the payment to State systems as the employer' share for
technician subiect to a maximum of 6M percent which also includes
any mmounts used as the employers' share to the Social Security System. For the present technicians from fiscal year 1962 through fisea
year 1968, a total of $19,606,000 has been used for this purros
One alternative which was examined was the possibiliy of a greater
Federl contribution to the State retirement system as a means of
encouraging a greater number of States to permit technicians to participate in their State systems. The committee on February 16, 1968
States and the Commonwealth
-submitted to the Governors af~ie 5o0
of Puerto Rico an extensive questionnaire for the purpose of
this alternative and to seek further information on the Opww on _o
the State retirement systems as it related to the National Guard
technicians. The States were very cooperative in providing the requested information. This approach, however, presented a sufficient
number of problems to preclude It as a practical alternative. These
problems include (a the fact that some States wer uncertain as to
whether the technicians would be taken n even with a contribution
that might go as high as ll. Otent; (b) in some States an increase
to 11% percent would be nsudlient; le) some States could not credit
past techniin or past active military service; (d) the fact that the
states cannot be compelled as a matter of Federal law to incorpe'ate
the techniciaw in thir State systems along with the above factors
pr elude any uniform approac to the technician retirement.
S. Sate mgifia,approach i iU of FedoW employe "elv
Another approach which was examined is what ml~hg be termed a
militia status for the technicians. Instead of becomig Federal emioye as a matter of law the militia approach would hba provided
for technicians required to have military Guard membership, to be
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ordered to State military duty (militia status), to be paid slaries
board rates but for fringe benefit
based on Feder civil siice o
zenposato receive all such beneta including disability retirement
that are authoized for esreer military members (thoe on active duty
for more than 30 days).
Under this concept retirement would have been based on thL basie
pay of the technician's militarv rank computed under a point system
clin tschniclan duty including both the
formula which r
S-day workweek and Reserve training to the extent of 87 percent of
active military service. ForhYSial. disability under the percentaie
system, th&Ashici wo]reive the am* benefit. as ctive military peonnel. Voluntiry retirement would have been authorized at
age 5 for enlisted tchnicians and ag 55 for officers upon the completion of approximately 25 years of technician service, with involuntary
retirement occurring at earlier ages through the operation of the
personnel laws.

IAfter careful examination the committee did not adopt this approach
for two basic reasons. First, a system would have been established
under which the amount of a person's retired pay would be computed
under a system unrelated to his civilian compensation. There is a wide
range in salaries for tchnicians having the same military grade. A
number of inequities would arise if retired pay were to be based on a
ystem which eives no direct recognition to a person's civilian compensation. The second basic reason related to cost since the militia
approach would involve considerably more cost to the Government
as compared to the version recommended by the committee.

~technician
~101

COMMITTEE OBSERVATIONS
Although the subjects discussed below are not dealt with in explicit
language in the bill, the committee would make the followinit observations rigarding them.
be#e of Reserve generaloffier in W~ WeAiia program
on the
during
theNational
course ofGuard
the hearings
The committee
that there
were 37
general officers
provamobserved
who are tehncians, or_uligbtdy more than one-third of the total of

in an active status. The committee is not suggesting any chan~e in
which
affect
those
tecndiias
now ho[that
the
promotion
policy Its
general
officer rank.
thewould
opinion
of the
committee,
however,
respect to the technicianprorm as implemented~ in the future,
there should be no general officers in the National Guard who are
technicians unless they are assined to a tactical combat unit or-ganized
to serve as such. In,other words general officers should not be employed
as technician unless they ae ssigned to such unite organized as such
and are employed as a technician for that express purpose. Such
technicians wol be commanders only on the assumption that they
would be called into active service in the event the unit which they
command is ordered to active duty.
It should not be inferred from the foregoing that it is the committee

iWith

be technicias.L The committee is concerned that the nontechnician
officer be approp~riately recognised in terms of assignments as a part
of the National Guard progrm.
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As a general rule joint regulations of the National Guard Bureau
would specify the a
riate military postion ad e to whih
te"cims employeM in the various p ions wousd be asigned.
For instume i the case of technician positions authorized for the
Army or Air National Guard State headquarters, the maximum grade
for offiors employed would be'that of colonel.
- "he Department of Defense has Indicated its informal agreement
to such a cnge in policy;

us~nformIiliitioposto e i =0 in whic4 doatechnicioR
if work&#g as a ciriliot
-he cnpt of the full-time civilian tehiinpormis that hisa
tme unit m which he holds

civilia work will he peformIIe
mobilization asngnment. In other words, the technician would perform
his civilian work his training duty, and be mobilized to active duty
in the same unit.
While the foregoing is the general prictice the committee did learn
in some instances techniciahs hold military sipments in units
different from the units in which they are employeU It is the view of
she comhmittee therefore, that technicians who are required to be
military members of the National Guard should occupy a military
position which in compatible with their civilian technician position.
The Department of Defense has indicated its informal concurrence
with this view.
SECTIONAL
ANALYSIS

SECTION 1. TITLE OF THE BILL
This section provides that the act may be cited as "the National
Guard Techniciani Act of 1968."
SECTION 2. NEW AUTHORITY AND PROVISIONS FOR THE TECHNI.
ClAN PROGRAM
Section 2 replaces existing law with respect to the authority for the
technician program and as enumerated below, provides for new
statutory authority along with certain other provisions which will
apply to the bill.
NEW IUTHORITY FOR THE EMPLOYMENT OF TECHNICIANS
The proposed language of subsection 709(a) provides authority
under which, pursuant to secretarial regulations, technicians may be
employed in the administration and training of the National Guard
and the maintenance and reair of supplies issued to the National
Guard or the Armed Forces.
e resultthsprovision is to eliminate
exstinK law defining technicians as "caretakers and clerks." In addition, this language repeals existing limitations on grades, numbers, and
terminology, all of which have been suspended under various appropri. tions acts for a number of years.
REQUIREMENT FOR A TECHNICIAN TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NA.
TIONAL GUARD AND BOLD SPECIFIED GRADE UNLESS AN ElCEPTION IS MADE BY THE SECRETARY
The proposed language for 709(b) provides that except as prescribed
by the Secretary concerned, a technician while employed will be"x
military membei of the National Guard and hold the military grade
specifie by the Secretary for that poeition. This language will convert
to a statutory requirement what has long been the practice and
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proced
ras
of the National Guar.
technicians, to be members

rks, now terned

REQUIREMENT THAT THE SECRETARY SHALL DESIGNATE THE AD.

JUTANT8 GENERAL TO EMPLOY AND ADMIISTER THE TECH.
NICIANS

Th1s pirov=ion will provide by statute what is the current psatiace
by gAtion with respect to tis employment and administration of
technicans.
PROVISION T5AT TECHNICIAVS WILL 33 ZMPW
-eF THE U..
GOVERNMENT WITH AUTHORITI"POR DESIGNATING TECHNICIAN
POSITIONS IN THE NONCOMPETITIVE CATEGORY

Subsection 709(d) would provide that technicians 'Yft to be
employed wil be employee. of the United States. In addition, if a
tenhnician is required to hold military membership In the National
Guard as a concurrent condition for civilian employment, his position
will be outside the Federal competitive service. About 95 percent of
the technicians would be in this category. .
AUTHORITY FOR SEPARATION OF TECHNICIANS FROM CIVUIAN JOB
BY ADJUTANT GENERAL IN INSTANCES INVOLVING LOSS OF
REQUIRED MILITARY MEMBERSRIP. FAILURE TO MEET MIL.
TART SECURITY STANDARDS. AND SEPARATION FOR CAUSE
New subsection 709(e) provides that, notwithstanding any other

provision of law and under the regulations of the Secretary concerned,

the adjutant general of the jurisdiction concerned m,
technicians from their civilian employment where (a) the

separate
Aician

is employed in a position re uxrin military Guard membership and
is separated from that mema

sp

or eeses to hold the required

specified military grade; (b the
nicin who is employed- in a
posiion rquiring iniltary Guard membership fais to meet the military security standards prescribed by the Secretaries for the respective
Reserve component; (c) there are grounds for separation for cause in
the case of any technician.
In addition, this subsection provides that the adjutant general of
the jurisdiction concerned shall accomplish any actions involving
reduction in force, removal, or an adverse action involving discharge
from technician employment, suspension, furlough without pay, or
reduction in rank or compensation.
RIGHT OF APPEAL
Under subsection 709(e)(5) a ri ht of apeal which may exist with

respect to the actions described above shal not extend beyond the
adjutant general of the jurisdiction concerned.
REQUIREMENT FOR NOTIFICATION IN WRITING

Subsection 709(e)(6) provides that a technician shall be notified in
writing at least 30 days prior to any termination of his employment,
NOXAPPLICATION OF VETERANS' PREFERENCE PROVISIONS FOR
TECHNICIAN8

The so-called veterans' preerenee provisions contained in title 5,
United States Code, are not presently applicable to technicians since
they are State emploees. The bill (709(f)in containing a provision
maling the veteran peferenc provisions not applicable to technicians, will continue the existing practice on this matter.
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'The committee is of the view that the application of the veterans'
~wefereee
isions iwould posde a number of problems which could
'MaMrIMIGuard, prom lees efliclit and has responsiv
to It nelslo as &military anid State organIzation There is the problem ge=rll01 applying the concept of veterans' preference to an
oRization ogizdand orated along militr lines. About 93
b aetthe technicians W1l hold a dual status tht is,beruid
thlda military grade an a condition for their civilian Federaljob.I
arising out of the application -of the veterans'
The compliconso
Preferenc provisio both with respet, to employment and retention
wyould maske efficient, admiistatidon -f th pr- rzfilfuUm
With respect to initial emploetthr could well be an instance
where a person with veterans, pefrence would have Priority in
emplomt for the civilian job bt would be leas qualid to hair
the miitary rank required for the position as compared to another
A~nte exml
ih occur with respect to a reduction in force.
tiny such action ]a the ichnidians program would probably be caused
by the deactivation of a National Guard unit caused bT a reorganization. It the situation were to result where persons with veteas'
preference in the unit being deactivated were in a position to "bum"
peronsin
noter nitnotbeig dactvatdthe efficiency OfL
remining unit could well be impaired in terms of the requirement
frseifdmilitary grades.
PREMIUM PAY FOR TECHNICIANS EMPLOYED AT AMRDEFENSE
Sn-Z

Subsection 709(g)(1) authorizes the Secretary concerned, in the
case of technicans assigned to perform operational duties at air
defense sites, to prescribe the howrs of those duties, fix the rates of basic
compensation, and authorize additional compensation not to exced
12 percent of such partof the rate of basic pay as does not exceed the
minimumn rate of baice pay for OS-10 of the Gieneral Schedule.
There are approximately 5,100 technicians affected by this
vision. About 4,500 are on duty 62 hours a week as &par of teir
normal employment; 350 ae normallyr on duty about 50 hours a week.
The Deprtmet of Defenre has indicated that those on duty for 62
hours will be authorized annual premium pay in the amount of 12
percent of basic compensation mid those on duty for 50 hours annual
premium pa of 8 percent,
AUTHIORITY OF THE SECRETARY To PRESCRIBE THE HOURS OF
WORK WITH THE. AUTHORITY FOR COMPENSATORY TIME OFF

Subsection 709(g)(2) provides that the Secretary concerned may
prescribe the hurs of duty for all technicians (other than those em.
IVI t abdefense sites where separate authority will apply) and

Gc@the Secretary to grat compensatory time off to a tehncian
from a resdla*l schedule tour of duty in an amount ealtth
amout
o tmi spnt n agulor Or overtime work in hieu of being

p old for that,work. This authority will continue the exsigpracc
regarding hours of work and compenstory time off. Iteis the frvew
of the committee that the irregular hours Of work to which technicians
ane subjected on frequent occasions make it impractical, both from the
standpoint of the Government, and the individual, to be limited to the
norfmal Pmoiion regarding a "nright 40-hour week with overtime or
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differenllsl pay ior additional hours of work. The frequent irregular
hours aseinherent in the technician Job and position.
PERMANENT STATUTORY CEIING OF 42,500 ON THE NUMBER OF
TECHNICIANS WHO MAY 33 EMPLOYED AT ANY ONE TIME

Subsection 709(h) provides ihst the number of technicians who
may be eqaployed .ma not exceed 42,0. In effect the committee is
adopgt a numerical celing in the form of permanent statutory
au ority. The committee considered but did not adopt a provision

A

which would have provided for the numbt of techuican to be authorized on an annual basi
The committee was of the opinion that a permanent statutory
ceiling was desirable for the following reasons. While it is recognized
that the technician program is an esential element of the National
Guard in connection-with its administration training, and equipment,
it should be the objective of all personnel programs to remain within
!pecified numerical limits with regard to the number of its employees.
There is always a tendency toward expansion in any program. If
pians are made with the permanent ceiling in mind, it shouldpermit
greater economies in terms of personnel.
SECTION & SAVINGS PROVISIONS FOR APPROVED CLAIMS

Section 3(a) provides for a savin sprovision for any claim accrued
under section 715 of title 32, UnitedStates Code, prior to the amendment to that section as provided in this act and permits such a claim,
if otherwise allowable, to be settled and paid under that section as it
existed on the day before the enactment of this act.
CONVERSION OF TECHNICIANS ON THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE ACT
TO FEDERAL EMPLOYEE STATUS AND POSITIONS

Section 3(b) in effect provid. that the positions of the technicians
employed on the day bore the effective date of the act and the persons holdinF those positions shall, as the case may be, be considered
to be positions in, and employees of the U.S. Government. As discussed in detail in other parts of this report this provision is the
authority under which existing technicians become Federal employees.
This subsection also provides that positions will be outside the competitive service where the persons employed therein must hold military
Guard membership as condition for their civilian employment.
CREDIT FOR PAST TECHNICIAN SERVICE FOR CERTAIN PURPOSES

Section 3(c) credits past technicians service performed before the
ective date of this act in the determination of length of service for
the purpose of leave, Federal death and disability compensation, group
life an health Insurance, severance pay, tenure, and status. However
such service would only be creditable to a technician who performed
service as a tehnidan on or after the effective date of this act.
PREVENTION OF LOSS OF ACCRUED ANNUAL AND SICK LEAVE
Sectip 3(d) prevents the los of acrued amnual leave and sick leave
ian has standing to his credit at the time his position
which the te
is converted.
SECTION 4. AUTHORITY OF THE ADJUTANT GENERAL TO EMPLOY
TECHNICIANS
Amends section 2105(a) of title 5, United States Code, codified
under the title of "Government Organization and Employees," to
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provide that a person employed as a technician under section -709 of
tide 32, United States Code, by the adjutant general of the jurisdiction concerned, is an employee of the United ats.
SECTION I CREDITING OF PAST TECHNICIAN SERVICE FOR CIVIL
SERVICE RETIREMENT PURPOSES

Section 5 contains the vaious provisions under which, as explained
below, past technician service will be creditable for civil service retire
ment purposes.
CREDITING OF PAST TECHNICIAN SERVICE FOR RETIREMENT ELIGIBILITY AND OTHER PURPOfi

Section (a)in effect recognizes past technician service for the purpose of elig'bility for civil service retirement. In substance, the effect
of this proision is to recognize past technician service in full for civil
service retirement eligiblity purposes and other factors reatlng to
retirement, except that the computation for retired pay, which is
explained below, will be limited to a 55-percent formula. This credit
would apply only to persons who are technicians on or after the effective date of this act. There isa savings cause in order to make certain
that this provision will not deprive technicians of the District of
Columbia National Guard of rights already accured as particpants in
the civil service retirement system.
CHANGE IN UNPAID DEPOSIT PROVISIONS TO CONFORM WITH THE

BILL
Section 5(b) in effect provides that technicians will be required to
pay only 55 percent of the deposita computed under the normal formula in order to conform with the 55-percent provisions relating to
computation for past service.
RECOGNITION OF PAST TECHNICIAN SERVICE TO THE EXTENT OF 55
PERCENT FOR CIVIL SERVICE RETIREMENT COMPUTATION

Section 5(c) of the bill in effect provides that for each year or fraction thereof of past technician service, recognition will be given to the
extent of 55 percent as creditable service for retirement computation
purposes. This provision is discussed in detail elsewhere in this report
under the same heading. The 55-percent formula in technical terms,
provides that 45 percent of each year of past technician service shall
be disregarded in computing the annuity.
SECTION 6. ELECTION TO REMAIN UNDER STATE RETIREMENT
SYSTEM

Section 6(a) provides for an election between the date of the
enactment of this legislation and its effective date (the first day of the
first pay period that begins on or after January 1, 1969) by technicians
who were covered by a State retirement program as to whether they
will remain under that progrm. The consent of the State would also
be required if an affirmative election is made. This would protect the
equiy of technicians wilt long periods of covered State service. Those
who do not so elect, together with technicians not covered by a State
program, and all persons employed in the future as National Guard.
technicians will be covered by the Civil Service Retirement Act.
Section 6(b) permits members of the National Guard on active
Federal duty on the effective date of this act, who were ordered to
active Federal service subsequent to January 1, 1968, from a technician
position or a person who entered on active Federal duty from a tech-
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nician position for the purpose of performing a statutory tour in the
Nationid .Guard Bureau or other headquarters or agencies bearing
a responsibility for National Guard matts, to make the same eleetion if reemployed within 60 day. of their release from that active
Federa service and 3o days after such reemployment.
AUTHORITr POR CONTINUATION OF FEDERAL CONTRnrTioRS FOR
THOSE WHO ELECT TO REMAIN IN STATE SYSTEMS
U..C. 709(1)) for a F'eeral contributaon to the retirement system of
anY State or the Commonwelth "of Puerto Rico which covers its
_Nationd-G4ard' techi~cian under its retirement progra-,, reduce
by the Govrnment's contribution toward the employer's social
secuzity tar in those jurisdictions which cover their employees under
that program as well. Instead of imposing a permanent 6%-percent
eingon the total authorized contribution as tinder currnt law, this
section would authorize a corresponding increase in the maximum in

the event the Government's contribution under 5 U.S.C. 8334 is

increased. Provides further, that a person who retires under a retiremet
se of a S(t or the Commonwrealth of Puerto Rico, shall
not, alter snch retirement, be eligible for any rights, benefits, or
pravl. es to which retired civilian employees of the United States may
Deentilued.
SECTION 1. AUTHORITY TO CONTINUE SOCIAL SECURITY PAYMENTS
FOR THOSE WHO ELECT TO REMAIN UNDER STATE SYSTEMS

This section mends section 218(bo)(C) of the Social Security Act, as
amended (42 US.C, 418(b)(5)), to include technicians who have
elected to remain covered by a State retirement system. Since section
5 of the act would cover all other technicians under the Civil Service
Retirement Act, this category would be denied concurrent coverage
under the Social Security Act by reason of the provisions of section
210(a)(8) of the latter act, as amended (42 U.S. . 410(a) (6)).
SECTION 6. PRO VISIONS RELATING TO CONVERSION OF TECHNICIAN

POSITIONS TO GENERAL SCHEDULE AND WAGE BOARD POSITIONS OF THE UNITED STATES

Subsection (a) provides for fixing the compensation of technicians
whose pay immediately prior to the conversion was (1) lower than
the minimum rate for his new grade, (2) equal to a rate of the appropriate grade, (3) between two rates of the appropriate grade, or
(4) mnexcess of the maximum rate of the appropriate grade.
(b)rovdesthat the conversion from Nationai Guard technicians
motions witin the meaning of section 5334(b) of title 5, United
States Code.
(o) Provides for crediting a tecbnician with a salary increase if it
has been earned but.not credited before the conversion.
(d) Would, on the date of conversion,, credit the length of service of
a technician in his grade and ate p since his last salary increase toward
his first in-gade increas, thereafter.
(e) Would prevent a salary increase resulting from the conversion of
a position from being considered as a step increase.

5. Inept. 1446., 50-5---4
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SECTION . AUTHORITY FOR TUB RETNTION OF NATIONAL (VARD
OMCZS WHO ARE TECNMCMS 01TH AOZ o

(1) Restates e
,isting
authority w h permits the Secrtary p the
Army to retain inn ist,.
status unWage 60 any Army .oK d
Guard officer who Is asljned to a headqua ters or heasd
detachment of a Stte, territory, the Commonwealth of PuerIto
or the District of Columbia. Provide.,, further, that anyAr
tional Guard officer, who is employed as a tehiinin a poloin
which membersipin the Army National Guard i. requi
aU a
condition of employment, may
retained in an active status until
age 60.
(2) Provide that the Seer
of the Air Force may retain in an
active status until ag 60 any
stional Guard officer who is em.l oydae tchniean in a pi~1~U ~ix=hbich membership
in the Air
National Guard is required as a condition of employment.
SECTION 10. REQUIREMENT FOR UNIFORM REGULATIONS AS AP.

PROVD BT TUB SECRETARY OF DEFENSZ
Requires Oat the regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the
Army and the Secretary of the Air Force under thins act be approved
by the Secretary of Ddens and that they shall, so far as practicable,
be uniform.
SUCTION II. EFFECTIVE DATE OF JANUARY I. 19

Pr6vides that the effective date of this act shall be Januaq 1, 1969,
ard that no deductions or withholding from salaries which result
therefrom shall be initiated before the fiist day of the first pay period
that begins on or after January 1, 1969.
The committee adopted January 1, 1969, as the effective date in
view of the administrative deta& iquired m converti" over 42,000
technicians to Federal employee status. Among other things this task
involves the conversion of all job descriptions to Federal dassified or
wage board positions. This date was recommended by the Department of Defense.
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Appendix D.

FULL-TIME SUPPORT COMPENSATION COST COMPARISON
MODEL - DATA SOURCES, COMPUTATIONS, AND ASSUMPTIONS
(COMPUTER BASED SYSTEMS, INC.)

Introduction

Documentation for the AGR/MT compensation cost comparison
model, developed by Computer Based Systems, Inc., is contained
in four separate areas of this report. Chapter 5 contains a
general explanation of the model, including background
information, basic description, discussion of AGR/MT
equivalencies, and data availability. Output from the model is
contained in Appendix E. The output is fairly descriptive; much
of the database is apparent, as well as the associated
operations. Taken together, Chapter 5 and Appendix E should
provide sufficient information for most analytical needs.
The analyst or programmer interested in more detailed
documentation should refer to Appendix D and the Lotus 1-2-3
program. This appendix contains a column-by-column explanation
of the model, the sources and applications of data, the
assumptions, and the logic/arithmetic operations. All columns
for AGR, MT (military compensation), and MT (civil service
compensation) for the 45 spreadsheets are addressed. Because
the specifics of most columns are the same for each of the
reserve components, column explanations are held to a minimum.
The Lotus 1-2-3 program (Release 2.01) is not shown, due to
its prohibitive length and repetitive nature. The entire menudriven program is available, however, on a double-sided, high
density floppy disk that has been delivered to the Contracting
Officer's Technical Representative. The approximate file size
is 400-500 kilobytes. The program can be run on an IBM PC AT
compatible with extended memory. It is important to remember
that many factors and data elements used in generating the model
output can only be found in the Lotus 1-2-3 program.
Accordingly, the only way to access all information associated
with the model is via the program.
Column Eplanations

The following is an explanation of each column in the model,

starting with AGR spreadsheets, progressing to MT spreadsheets
(military compensation), and concluding with MT spreadsheets
For the nine spreadsheets providing
(civilian compensation).
reserve component totals, no explanation is required; they are
Appe dix D
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simply a cost roll up of the four reserve components. Columns
are described in the order they appear on the spreadsheets.
Each column heading is printed in boldface below. Unless
otherwise indicated, a column explanation applies for all four
reserve components. For computed values, variables and
constants are described and the formula is given.
AGR Spreadsheets
Pay Grade: the vertical axis of the spreadsheet.
this column are always military.

Pay grades in

Personnel Distribution: value taken from RCCPDS.
Average Years of Service: value taken from RCCPDS.
Married or Single Parent: value taken from RCCPDS.
For these three columns taken from RCCPDS, the distributions
were later verified by data from CY 1986 JUMPS records. JUMPS
and RCCPDS totals differed slightly as did the pay grade
distributions expressed as percentages of the totals. For
example, the largest pay grade grouping was the combined ARNG
and USAR enlisted population. The CY 1986 RCCPDS endstrength
for that population was 29,000 and the December 1986 JUMPS
report for the same population was 28,576, a difference of about
1.5 percent. Similarly, the difference in the largest pay grade
(E7) was 1.15 percent.
Basic Pay:

taken from FY 1986 military pay tables.
BAS: taken from FY 1986 military pay tables (authorized to mess
separately rate was used).
BAQ: taken from FY 1986 military pay tables (rate shown is for
those with dependents; the rate without dependents is calculated

internally).

Since the FY 1987 pay raise did not go into effect until
January 1, 1987, Basic pay, BAQ and BAS were constant in CY
1986. Additionally, all membe: s were assumed to receive BAQ
(and also VHA) at either the "with dependents" or the "without
dependents" rate according to the status indicated in the
Married/Single Parent column.
Average VHA: values provided by OSD Compensation Directorate.
The VHA values are weighted averages by pay grade, taking into
account the differing military populations occupying the ZIP
code costing regions. The average VHA values shown are at the
with dependents rate; rates without dependents are calculated
internally.
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Special and Incentive Pays: taken from DMDC's report of Monthly
Pay Information (FTS/AGR). In the original version of the
model, S&I pay data was taken from the May 24, 1985, study by
Management Consulting and Research, Inc. (MCR). There were three
problems with using MCR data in the model: (1) the data was for
FY 1985 but the AGR/MT model uses CY 1986 costs, (2) MCR
appeared to use budget data versus actual data, and (3) MCR's
data could not be verified.
For later versions of the model, including the version in
Appendix E, DMDC was able to provide actual CY 1986 reserve
component pay data. Unfortunately the data was provided in hard
copy and was grouped by DOD Service, i.e. total Army and total
Air Force. Although actual pay data is preferable to budget
data, the fact that it could not be sorted by reserve component
weakened its analytical value. In December 1986, DMDC was
requested to provide the same JUMPS pay data broken out by the
four reserve components: ARNG, USAR, ANG and USAFR. DMDC
responded to the request but gave data for FY 1987 instead of CY
1986 as requested. Operating under the assumption that S&I pays
in the aggregate do not vary significantly from year to year,
those values were loaded into the model pending receipt of CY
1986 data from DMDC as originally requested. Eventually, CY
1986 data was received from DMDC and remains in the final
version. As earlier assumed, the FY 1987 values closely matched
CY 1986 values.
Retirement:

a computed value.

Formula:

Retirement = Basic Pay x 0.512
where 0.512 is the Normal Cost Percentage (NCP) for FY 1986.
All NCPs used in this model were obtained from the DOD Actuary.
Death Gratuity: taken from the April 1986 Comparative Study of
Total Compensation among Military and Civilian Occupations
conducted by Computer Based Systems, Inc. (CBSI). The value
represents the cost of a $3,000 group life insurance policy,
which is what the Death Gratuity is in essence.
FICA:

a computed value.

Formula:

FICA = Basic Pay x 0.0715
where 0.0715 is the FICA contribution percentage for CY 1986.
FICA cost does not exceed $3003.00.
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Health:

a computed value for dependents only.

Formula:

Health = $1919.30 x Married/Single Parent
Health costs for service personnel were viewed as a cost of
doing business, not as a compensation cost. However, dependent
medical care is considered a benefit and, accordingly, a
compensation cost was determined. The basic cost was taken from
the CBSI study referred to above in the discussion of the Death
Gratuity. In turn these costs were obtained from Blue
Cross/Blue Shield for a high-option coverage medical insurance
plan. An inflation rate of 15 percent, also obtained from Blue
Cross/Blue Shield, was applied to the CBSI study values,
yielding an annual cost per family of $1919.30.
Cost per Individual: a computed value. Represents a composite
individual reflecting the Married/Single Parent average for a
particular pay grade. Formula:
Cost per Individual

=

Basic Pay + BAS + Special Pays +
Retirement + Death Gratuity + FICA +

Health + (Married/Single Parent x BAQ) +
((1 - Married/Single Parent) x

BAQ without dependents) +
(Married/Single Parent x Average VHA) +
((1 - Married/Single Parent) x

Average VHA without dependents)
Total Cost per Pay Grade:

an extension.

Formula:

Total Cost per Pay Grade = Personnel Distribution x
Cost per Individual
Military Technician Spreadsheets (Military Compensation)
There are two components of MT pay: the military part when
drilling or on active duty as a reservist, and the civil service
part. The following notes apply to the spreadsheet depicting
the military portion of the pay. Otherwise, in general, the MT
military compensation spreadsheet replicates the AGR spreadsheet
insofar as practicable; the unavoidable differences are
explained here as well.
Military pay grade: one of the military pay determinants. As
for AGRs, pay grades of 07 and higher are excluded from the
model. In addition, depending on the reserve component and
civil service labor category (GS, WG, WS, or WL), not all
military pay grades may be shown because military pay grade
equivalencies do not exist.

04&
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Civilian Pay Grade: the linkage from military to civilian pay
grade, as determined by CBSI. In the military compensation
spreadsheet, this value is displayed for reference only--it has
no effect on the calculation of military compensation.
People Distribution and Distribution (not used for USAFR
commissioned officers): values result from a combination of
databases and reflect the distribution by numbers of personnel
and the percent of the various civil service categories (GS, WG,
WS, WL) according to the CBSI-developed military equivalencies.
This distribution was obtained by matching the RCCPDS MT
database with the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) database,
creating a third database of individuals that were identified as
MTs by both the RCCPDS and OPH databases. This database
comprises about 54,000 individuals. The records in the third
database yielded a distribution by reserve component and
military pay grade/civil service grade equivalency. The RCCPDS
MT population was then fitted to the third database
distribution. The value in the Distribution column is the
percent (expressed as a decimal) of the number of MTs in a
particular pay grade divided by the number of MTs in that
reserve component. For example, for ARNG wage grade MTs, pay
grade E6 shows a People Distribution of 3,736, resulting in a
Distribution of 0.203 = 3,736 / 18,375, where 18,375 is the
entire ARNG MT enlisted population as shown in RCCPDS.
For USAFR commissioned officers, distribution values came
directly from RCCPDS because only three military pay grades (03,
04, 05) had civil service equivalencies in the OPM/RCCPDS
matched database, even though USAFR records verified significant
numbers of General Schedule MTs in all commissioned ranks.
Average Years of Service:
endstrength.
Married/Single Parent:
endstrength.

values taken from the FY 1986 RRCCPDS

values taken from FY 1986 RCCPDS

Active Duty Days and Drill Days (ARNG and USAR only): taken
from the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys. There are two
problems associated with using survey data in the model. First,
the survey data is inconsistent with the model because it
focuses on a different time period, i.e. the survey captures
data from CY 1985 whereas the model calculates costs based on CY
1986 data. Second, the survey did not accurately elicit
information on paid active duty days and inactive drill periods
in excess of the 14 and 48 per year, respectively.
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For most of the approximately 1.1 million members of the
Selected Reserve, an assumption of 14 paid active duty days and
48 inactive duty periods per year is accurate. However, for the
small population of MTs (about 5 percent of the Selected
Reserve), this assumption does not hold--at least not for the
ANG and USAFR. Because no other source was available, CBSI used
data from the survey, even though the values for paid active
duty days and inactive duty periods were imputed. This imputing
process required several assumptions which, though rigorously
developed and applied, considerably weakened the integrity of
the data. However, CBSI determined that the flawed survey data
was more accurate than an assumption of 14 days and 48 drills.
Active Duty Days and Drill Days (ANG and USAFR only): taken
from the Air Force ARPAS file maintained in the Pay Center in
Denver. These values are actual pay data for CY 1986.
Basic Pay, BAS, and BAQ: taken from military pay table values
for FY 1986 expressed in daily rates.
VHA: these values were left in the NT military pay portion of
the model to preserve the formatting style of the AGR
spreadsheet. Because of the requirement to be on continuous
active duty for 140 days in order to qualify for VHA, virtually
no MTs were eligible for VHA. Accordingly, the VHA value was
arbitrarily set to zero.
Special Pays (ANG and USAFR only): a computed value. Special
and Incentive Pays were taken from USAF pay files (ARPAS) for CY
1986. Formula:
Special Pays = CY 1986 taxable income - Basic pay
where Basic Pay was calculated from an individual's actual
active duty days and inactive duty periods.
Special Pays (ARNG and USAR only): Special and Incentive Pays
were taken from the 1985 MCR study referred to earlier.
Comparisons of actual S&I pays for the ANG and USAFR with
results from the MCR study reveal significant differences. CBSI
attempted to get actual data from the ARNG and USAR to enable
calculation of S&I pays, but was forced to abandon the effort in
May 1988 when told the data was unobtainable. Consequently, S&I
pay data in the model for the ARNG and USAR, taken from the NCR
study, is of a lesser quality as similar data for the ANG and
USAFR.
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Retirement cost:

a computed value.

Formula:

Retirement for part-time military = Basic pay x .264
where 0.264 is the Normal Cost Percentage (NCP). In FY 1986,
there was only one rate for both full- and part-time military,
51.2 percent. Since future calculations will incorporate the
separate rates, the 6th QRMC Director decided to use FY 1987
rates in the model, which thus reflects what 1986 retirement
costs would have been had the change in NCPs been made a year
earlier.
Death Gratuity and FICA: these values were developed in the
same way as explained earlier in the AGR spreadsheet section.
Health: assumed to be essentially zero because dependent health
costs for part-time military are insignificant due to the very
limited time spent on active duty.
Cost per Individual:
AGR spreadsheet.

same method of calculation as used in the

Military Technician Spreadsheets (Civil Service Coimensation)
Insofar as practicable, this spreadsheet parallels the format
of the others; however, significant differences between civil
service and military compensation preclude an exact replication.
Military Pay Grade: used only for reference to the
military/civil service equivalency, not in any compensation
calculations in this portion of the model.
Civilian Grade: represents the linkage to the military pay
grades. These linkages were developed by CBSI using cubic
regression analysis of the actual military pay grades held by
MTs. Because for a given military pay grade there can be a
variety of civilian pay grades, the value is an average. For
example, E6 ARNG MTS could hold civil service classifications
ranging from GS4 to GS9. The weighted average in this case
works out to be GS6.3.
People distribution and Percent Distribution: repeated from the
MT military compensation spreadsheet for reference purposes
primarily.
Average Years of Service and Married/Single Parent: repeated
from the MT military compensation spreadsheet for reference;
not used in cost calculations.
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Basic Pay: a computed value that reflects the average civil
service pay according to the previously determined
military/civil service pay grade linkage. The calculation is a
simple interpolation between the next highest step 4 civilian
grade and the next lowest. The following procedure uses the
previously cited ARNG E6/GS6.3 equivalency to calculate a sample
pay.
To calculate pay, the decimal value from Civilian Grade (the 0.3
portion of 6.3) was multiplied by the pay differential between
the next lowest step 4 pay grade and the next highest step 4 pay
grade. This result was added to the next lowest step 4 pay
grade. In the example case, the calculation is as follows:
Next highest step 4 grade (GS7)

19,606.00

Next lowest step 4 grade (GS6)

-17,645.00

Difference
Times
Result
Next lowest step 4 grade (GS6)
Average Pay

1,961.00
x 0.3
588.30
+17.645.00
18,233.30

Identical calculations were performed on the other civil
service grades, i.e. WS, WL, and WG. Average pay grades,
comparable to the GS step 4 average, were provided by OPM.
Other Pay: a computed value that includes miscellaneous pays
such as overtime, holiday pay, night differential, hazard pay,
etc. Formula:
Other Pay = Basic Pay x .00397
The value .00397 is derived from the 1985 MCR study.
Retirement:

a computed value. Formula:

Retirement = Basic Pay x .2788
where .2788 is the NCP for the Civil Service Retirement System
(CSRS). There are two civil service retirement plans in effect:
the CSRS and the new Federal Employees Retirement System (FERS).
Most employees belong to the CSRS. Participation in the FERS
plan was made mandatory for new hires just recently. The 1986
normal cost percentage for CSRS was 27.88 percent. The CSRS NCP
was used because so few employees are covered under FERS and
insufficient actuarial data has been accumulated to develop and
verify a cost percentage for FERS.
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Health:
a computed value that includes life insurance costs.
Formula:
Health = Basic Pay x 0.044
where 0.044 represents the percent of Basic Pay that OPM spends
on health costs.
Workman's Compensation:
Terminal Leave:

values taken from the NCR study.

a computed value.

Formula:

Terminal Leave = Basic Pay x NCR study value
where the NCR study value represents a percentage of Basic Pay
that varies for each component as follows:
ARNG - 1.39%

USAR - 0.93%

Cost per Individual (Civilian):

ANG - 0.63%

AFR - 0.43%

a computed value.

Formula:

Cost per Individual = Basic Pay + Other Pay + Retirement +
FICA + Health + Workman's Compensation +
Terminal Leave
Total Cost per Individual:

a computed value.

Formula:

Total Cost per Individual = Civilian Cost per Individual +
Military Cost per Individual
Total MT Costs:

a computed value.

Formula:

Total MT Costs = People Distribution x
Total Cost per Individual
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Appendix G.

ARMY MEMO ON MILITARY TECHNICIAN FORCE MANAGEMENT

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY
WASUNOTON. CC S03 to

23 July 1987

MEMORANDUM FOR ACTING ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
(FORCE MANAGEMENT AND PERSONNEL)
SUBJECT:

Military Technicians

Department of the Army policy is to manage military
technicians for the purpose of objective force designs
as military members reflected in the objective force
model of the Selected Reserve. The concept of a linkage
between separate military and civilian force models has
been rejected for the reasons discussed below.
The Army Reserve Technicians employed by the U.S.
Army Reserve are competitive civil service workers.
Consequently, although compatibility between military
and civilian positions may be desirable, it cannot be
In the case of Army National Guard
mandatory.
technicians, Public Law 90-486 does set goals for
compatibility between positions but provides

flexibility

to allow for different types of units. Consequently,
within the Army National Guard, the development of
may lead to fill of GS-11
technician job descriptions
6
and above poskti ns by commissioned officers with
warrant-officers most frequently found at grades GS-7 to
GS-Il or WG-I

to WS-12, and enlisted soldiers

in

positions ranging from GS-4 to GS-1O, WS-5 to WS-13, and
to WG-13. Although position compatibility is quite
good, development of a force model depicting such
linkages is rendered impractical by the wide band of
grades associated with a given position. The attached
Compatibility Criteria Report is the Army National
Guard's management tool providing the compatibility
linkage between technician and military assignments.

VWG-5

In view of this policy, requested technician
objective force models cannot be provided.

William 0. Clark
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary
(Manpower and Reserve Affairs)
Attachment
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18 June 1987
VR4:

.MGD-TNS

SJECT:

Transmittal of AM Military Tecdwician Compatibility Criteria

ATiN:

Action Officer - Military Technician Compatibility

1. As stated in the January 1987 edition of our Technician Information
Bulletin we will no longer send the Compatibility Criteria via electronic
mail. Starting with this'updatek we will furnish you with one copy which you
my reproduce and distribute as required. We will update in January, Phy and
September. Attached is the updated Compatibility Criteria.
2. a aVes or additions are identified with an asterisk () placed to the
left of the position nmber. The following positions have been deleted.
R8411, RZ363
3. Please familiarize yourself with the introduction to the criteria
which starts on the next page. If you have any questions concerning the
criteria or compatibility policy you may contact Dick Brown; 7S6-0402.
FOR THE CHIEF, NATIONAL GUARD BUREAU:

KERIIT R. LUSK
Chief, Personnel Services Div
Office of Technician Personnel

0-2
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ARMG Technician Compatibility Criteria
1.

This listing reflects the current military assignments which are
they are the only assignments
considered to be compatible.

compatible with technician positions.

2. The criteria has been jointly developed by the various staff offices of
the National Guard Vureau and represents those military specialities which
most closely approximate'duties found in the corresponding technician position
description. The criteria has been made as broad as possible to accmdate
various unit structures and missions and my be defined more restrictively at
State level depending on localrequirements and position availability.
3. The criteria is to be used to insure technician assignments are consistent
with current policy and regulations.
4. Military assignments of technicians serving under excepted appointments
mist be in accordance with this criteria and the policy contained in TPR
300(302.7)
S. All technicians must be assigned to the same military unit by which
employed except as follows:
-

*

USPFO personnel may be assigned to any MW&E or TDA unit in the
state. Supervisory Examiners/Examiners may not be assigned to any
military position which causes a conflict of interest to occur and
where possible, the military position will. be in the STARC or in the
chain of command that causes the incumbent to report directly to the

USPFO or Chief of Staff.
-

Maintenance personnel employed in the C 4S, RATES or UTES may be
assigned to any MTOKE or TDA unit in the State
Personnel employed in aviation positions (AASF, AAOF, Flight
Activities, AVCARD) are to be assigned to MTOE/TDA units or as
follows:

Appendix 0
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o Aviator technicians mist be assigned to operational flying
positions in units supported by the aviation activitie(s).
o All other technicians mist be assigned to a unit supported by the
aviation activity(s).
o Personnel employed in the AVCRAD must be assigned to the AVCRAD TMA.
-

Technicians employed in Organizational Maintenance Shops must be
assigned to a unit supported by the GG. "Shp Chiefs" are to be
assigned to the parent unit supported by the 06.

-

When employed In-positions on the State Headquarters staff.
technicians may be assigned to any unit in the State; however, in most
cases assignment at State level is more desirable.

-

Military technicians employed by WA ARNG who are assigned to the CSM6,
MATES or UTES may be assigned duty K)Ss 61B, C, F, or Z in the unit
supported by the WSMC.

6. 14

09S is compatible for enlisted technicians while attending OCS.

7. Officers assigned to technician positions which permit military assignment
to any unit in the State may be assigned to a position requiring multiple
shills identifier, provided the secondary position code is one which is
identified as a compatible assignment and the technician is qualified in that
skill.
8. Officer training technicians in medical units may be assigned in SSI 67B.
E, F, K.
9. The following MOSs are compatible assignments for aviation support
personnel when serving as first sergeant or detachment sergeant:
91A - Air Ambulance units, flight surgeon sections or detachments
19Z - Air Cay units - HQ Trp; Trp; Regiment; Hq Co. Btn Hq

-64
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10122

Aircraft Pilot Sup~ervisor
94-2181-13

0:

R012S

Supervisory Aircraft Pilot
94-ZI31-14

0: ISA, B, C, N4,S, 673
or assigned as Coinander. Exec
Officer or Staff Officer In branch
SSI appropriate to org of
employment

R0202

Heavy Mobile Equip Mech Foreman
VS-SO03-11

0:

10203

Heavy Mobile Equip Hech Foreman
16-5803-9

0: ZIA, C. D, J; 91A, B; 92A, B
WO: * MOS VIlA, 310A. 441A, 621A;
0cc Gp 63
E: G1F63

R0204

Heavy Mobile Equip Mech Foreman
16-5803-8

0:
WO:
0cc
E:

91A, B; 92A, B
H(W VIA, 310A, 441A, 6Z1A;
Gp 63
GIF 63

ROZ06

AdmlnITrng Clerk (Typing)
GS-0303-S

E:

CMW 71 (except 03C, 71M, OOJ)

R0207

Training Specialist
GS-1712-9

E: CME 11, 12, 13, 16, 19, 71
(except 03C, 7114, 003)
WO: 711A

ROZOB

Military Personnel Mgmt Officer
GS-020S -12

0:

ISA, B, C,

; 67J
S,

ZIA. C. D, J; 91A. 5; 9ZA, B

4ZA, B; 41A. B

'ROZO9 Training Administrator
GS-1712-IZ

0: 11,12, 13, 14, 21, 25,
31, 3S; 41A.B; 01A, 4ZA, B; 44,
W4, 74, 91, 92

*R0210 Training Administrator
GS-1712-11

0: 11, 12, 13, 14, 21, 2S,
31, 3S; 41A, B; 01A, 42A, B; 44,
W4, 74. 91, 92

10213

WO: I.US 1S2B, C, D. F, G; 1S3A,
B, C, D; lS4A, B, C; iSSA, D, E;

Air Traffic Control Spec (Station)
GS-ZISZ-9

E:
R0215

Supv Helicopter Pilot
GS-2181-12

Appendix G
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R0216

Administrative Officer

GS-0341-11

0:

4ZA, B; Principal or assistant

S-1. S-2. S-3. S-4; Cmdr, Dep Wor
or Exec Off in Branch occupational
skill appropriate to orgn-of empi;
amedical
when postiton is Auth ins
unit, may also be assigned in SSI
67B, E, F. K

R0223

Computer Asst
GS-33S-6

None (Competitive)

R0224

Training Technician
GS-1702-11

0: 2SA. ISM; principal or
assistant GI, G2, G3, G4. GS, SI,
S2, S3, S4, SS, CE officer; any
position within area of
responsibility in line with FM
101-S, FM 71-100, P1M71-101, Ri
S4-2

R022S

Marksmanship Info and Trng off
GS-301-IZ

0:

R0226

File Clerk
GS-30S-3

None (Competitive)

R0227

File Clerk
GS-305-3

E: CME 71 (except lOSs 03C. 00J,
03C, OOU. 71M4)

*R0228 Computer Assistant
GS-3SS-S

74D, Z. F

R02Z9

Data Transcriber
GS-3S6-4

None (Competitive)

R0232

Administrative Officer
GS-341-12

0: 42A, B; principal or
assistant G-1, G-2. G-3, G-4. G-S.
S-1, S-2. S-3: S-4: -S-S; Cmr. Dep
Omdr, or Exec Off In Branch S51

I

G-6

E:

OlA

appropriate to org of employment

(except Gen Off); Chief of Staff
in HfQ4 Co, Trans BD). Corps Spt

6th QRMCReport
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R0233

Administrative Officer
GS-341-13

0: 4ZA, B; Chief of Staff
Secretary of Gen Staff, Div AG,
principal or asst GI, G2, G3, G4,
GS in branch SSI appropriate to
org of employment

R0Z34

Conmmand min Asst
GS-301-1Z

0: 42A, B; principal or
asst SI, 52, S3, S4; Gldr, Exec
Off in branch SSI appropriate to
org of employment

R023S

Data Transcriber
GS-356-4

E: 04F 71 (except NS 03C, 71N,
OOJ, OOU), 74, 76

RO242

Administrative Officer

GS-341-11

0:

4ZA, B; principal or asst S1,

52, S3, S4; Oudr, Exec Off in

branch appropriate to org of
empoyment; Fire Support Officer in
FA Bn of Separate AR & IN
Brigades. When position is
authorized in a medical unit, may
also be assigned 67B, E, F. or K.
R0243

Administrative Officer
GS-341-10

0: 4ZA, B; principal or asst Si,
52, S3, S4; Cmdr, Exec Off in
branch appropriate to org of
empoYent; Fire Support Officer in
FA Bn of Separate AR & IN
Brigades. When position is
authorized in a medical unit, may
also be assigned 67B, E, F, or K.

R0Z44

Flight Instr (Aircraft)
GS-2l8l-lZ

0: ISA, B, C, M, 5; 67J
WO: ISB. C, D. F, G;. IS3A, B, C,
D; 1S4A, B, C; 15SA, D, E; 156A

R0249

Administrative Officer
GS-341-11

0: 42A, B; principal or asst
S1, 52, S3, S4, Cadr, Dep Cmdr.
Exec Off in branch SSI appropriate
to org of employment; Fire Support
Officer in FA Bn of Separate AR 4
IN Brigade. When position is
authorized in a Medical unit, my
also be assigned in SSI 67E, F, or
K.

/NO
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Appendix H:

COMMENTS ON FULL-TINE SUPPORT ISSUES BY
RESPONDENTS TO 1986 RESERVE COMPONENTS SURVEYS

All respondents to the 1986 Reserve Components Surveys were
given the opportunity to comment at the end of the
questionnaire, where the following prompt appeared:
We're interested in any comments you'd like to make
about Guard/Reserve personnel policies - whether or
not the topic was covered in this survey. Do you have
any comments?
Respondents also marked a coded response block indicating

whether or not they had filled out a comment sheet. This
enabled the QRMC to determine the percentage of respondents, in
various categories and with varying attitudes on major issues,
who filled out comment sheets. By comparing the characteristics
and attitudes of those who provided comments with those who did
not, it was then possible to judge the extent to which those who
provided comments were representative of all respondents.
Overall, one of four officers and one of every five enlisted
members provided written comments. Senior members in both
officer and enlisted categories were somewhat more likely to
have provided comments. There were only slight differences
between those who commented and those who did not; differences
related to the sex of the respondent, their intent to stay in
the reserve, or their overall satisfaction. Those dissatisfied
or very dissatisfied with pay and benefits or with leadership or
training were more likely to comment than those who were
satisfied with these aspects of their service.
About one of every five spouses who responded to the survey
provided written comments. Unlike the members, the percent of
spouses who provided comments did not vary by the member's pay
grade. Whether or not the spouse had previously served in the
military did not affect the percentage who provided comments.
Neither the participation status of the member--part-time unit
member, IMA, military technician or AGR/TAR--nor the likelihood
of the member staying in the reserve for a full career affected
the rate at which spouse comments were provided. Spouses who
were dissatisfied with the member's pay and allowances or with
the member's participation in the reserve were about twice as
likely to have provided comments than those who were satisfied,
favorable or indifferent on these matters. About one out of
five spouse comments was written by an individual who was

Appendix N
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dissatisfied with their spouse's reserve pay and allowances.

In

aggregate, it appears that those providing comments were
representative of the population surveyed.
Although the National Guard and Reserve members and their
spouses who provided additional written comments appear to be
generally representative of the population surveyed, the
comments included in this appendix cannot be said to be
representative. The process of screening over 20,000 comment
sheets was systematic, however, and does provide additional
insight into the issues being considered. QRMC staff members
who had participated in the unit visit program read through the
comments and used predesignated codes to identify categories of
comments for subsequent review. Most of these categories
related to compensation or other personnel issues affecting
overall satisfaction with the Guard and Reserve. The coded
comments were then reviewed, and representative comments on each
subject recorded. Comments of Active Guard and Reserve members
and their spouses, Military Technicians and their spouses, and
part-time reservists concerning full-time support programs
follow. These comments appear in three major sections of this
appendix:
* Active Guard and Reserve (AGR/TAR) Members and Spouses
* Military Technician Members and Spouses
" Part-Time Members and Spouses
Active Guard and Reserve Members and Snouses
Army National Guard
Officers
"Have been AGR since '79. Very dissatisfied with the way 'on
board' military technicians have been treated since the AGR
program came into being."
"The thing that dissatisfies me with the AGR program is the
lack of information that is given to the 'Field units' from
State Staff level. Current policies and programs that appears
in "The Guardsman Magazine,' or Army Times or programs you hear
about from personnel of other states don't get down to the
technicians or AGR personnel. When I accepted AGR status 5
years ago I was told I could revert back to my Technician status
at the end of my tour, but at the end of 4 years I was expected
to change residence and unit in order to get back to Technician
status. To date I haven't been given a chance to revert to a
position comparable to my former Technician position."
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"I have been in my current position for four years, and feel a
need to move to a different position/functional area to increase
my experience at this grade level. The opportunities to move
are limited."
"Family programs and other services (recreation, PX,
commissary) are not available to personnel like myself for whom
a base or military housing is not available, yet the level of
pay is the same. An increased allowance to offset the high cost
of civilian recreational facilities and subsistence expenses
would help to eliminate this discrepancy."
"I am a 50 year old LTC who enlisted in the Army National
Guard in 1954. I started working full-time for the guard in
1956 as a state employee. In 1958 I started in the federal
technician program and worked for 23 years. In 1981 I went on
the AGR program where I am at the present time. The reason I
have given the above information is that I want you to know my
situation before I tell what is happening to some of us. I knew
that when I went to AGR that if I stayed AGR for more than 4
years that my technician retirement would be deferred to age 62,
and be based on the amount of pay I was receiving when I left
the civil service program. My Reserve Officer Promotion Act
(ROPA) elimination date is Dec 1988. I will be involuntarily
eliminated from federal service when I am 53 years with no
retirement until age 60 for the title 10 retirement and 62 for
my civil service retirement. In Dec 1988 I will have over 30
years of continuous federal service, yet I won't be able to draw
any retirement for over 7 years. I fully realize that this is
my personal problem and I was told when I went AGR what would
happen. However, it does seem unfair that I will have to wait 7
years to draw any retirement after giving all of my working life
to the National Guard."
"The major concern I have, as an officer, is the ability to
get promoted in the AGR program with the current grade
limitations/ceilings in each state. Since I plan on remaining
in the AGR program long enough to retire, promotions will be
mandatory or I will be subject to ROPA. At the same time,
regardless of how well I may do my job, the slots for promotions
may not exist due to the limitations/ceilings."
"I disagree with the policy of AGR being on 24 hr call and
working seven days a week. The policy may not be an NGB policy
however it is a Group Policy that AGR employees can be recalled
any time for any reason. This hampers the family life. I am
currently on the road three-four days a week checking on
subordinate units therefore neglecting my office work that must
be done during my off time. Working hours at this office is
normally ten hour days. Holidays are not allowed except for
Christmas and Thanksgiving. AGR personnel are made to come to
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all periods of training besides drill and AT's and ATA's even if
you are qualified for the school. This is a waste of time and
energy."
"The constant requirement for 'Time' to accomplish all the
readiness requirements is making the 'Guard' life harder to
accept. The extra drills and nights required to assist the
unit(s) and the amount of travel time required to support all
units under my supervision: 180 miles north of my duty position
and 750 miles south takes too much time."
Spouses of Officers
"I would like to comment that we were a proud Guard family
while serving in our hometown, but are finding active duty a
chance of a lifetime. I am very proud that my husband has shown
what good officers the Alabama National Guard produces."
"As the wife of an AGR officer, the thing that bothers me the
most is the amount of time that is required of him - not just
ordinary work hours but an excessive number of meetings, extra
week-ends, etc. If we, as a family, have one week-end a month
together I feel moast fortunate. There is just not enough
compensation time- allowed for the extra hours and weekends
demanded of him. This also doesn't include the large amount of
time spent away on TDY's to schools and other job related
trips."
"My husband and I would like to use the commissaries and PX/BX
facilities more often, but both are nut readily accessible. The
closest commissary and BX is at least 30 miles from our home.
We also have to travel through a city that has some of the worst
problems in this part of the country in order to get to the Air
Force Base. My husband and I are concerned that he will be
involuntarily separated from the National Guard at age 53
without any retirement. He is an AGR officer who will be
eliminated because he will have 27 years of commissioned service
when he is 53. He has worked full time for the guard for almost
28 years and will have to get a job in the civilian job market
until he is 60 years old."
"My pet peeve is CHAMPUS and lack of any dental care. Thom's
only dislike is so much paperwork. He loves his job and working
with 'young' people."
"1EB'q Cross and Blue Shield is slow when processing claims and
almost impossible to call - the lines are either busy or we get
a recording."
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Enlisted Members
"AGR personnel should be administered under Title 10, and not

come under the 'Political Eye' of the State. As it now stands,
AGR personnel cannot depend career stability, no matter how good
a job they may do. Also, as Title 32, AGR members must place
their careers in the hands of unknowns every other year, if the
member has reached 20 years Guard/Reserve time. This is without
regard to AGR/Active Duty time."
"The AGR program needs to be stable. At the present time,
there is no job security. Somebody cannot decide on what kind
of education you need. It changes every six months. Therefore
I have not attempted to attend any active Army schools. When DA
makes up its mind as to what military education is required,
then I will attend."
"The uncertainty of the AGR program is of great concern to all
the personnel that I know in the system."
"Recently a letter came through the channels stating that our
PT time has been revoked. I feel that this is very unfair,
because we deserve the time just like the Regular Army. How can
we be expected to do our job in an Active Component, have the
responsibilities of an Active Component, but have the line drawn
for us when it comes to the beneficial side of being in an
Active Component?"
"I am AGR - and think we should get comp. time for hours
worked over the normal work day and IDT weekends. In other
words where will the line be drawn as to the number of hours one
has to work, or how many continuous days. Sometime I feel as if
I'm making a minimum wage."
"I am on AGR status. For some reason we work more hours than
required. We figured out our wages for 1985 and made less than
minimum wage."
"If VHA is to take up the slack that BAQ doesn't cover in a
high cost area, WHY do I only get $3.10 a month? As you might
see by this survey I exceed my BAQ/VHA by about $200.00. If it
were not for my wife working we would not make it."
"I feel as though the Variable Housing Allowance and Basic
Allowance for Quarters should be at a higher rate in order to
cover costs for lodging and utilities, otherwise government
quarters should be made available in these remote ares."
"Most AGR personnel live too far from military posts to take
advantage of the services. AGR personnel living in these areas
should be entitled to the same additional pay Recruiters and
Retention NCOs receive due to their living in areas where
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military facilities are not nearby. In my opinion it would be a
good idea to provide some other medical benefits, such as
CHAMPUS, to those AGR members who live too far from military
posts."
"Medical benefits or care for myself is poor. For example,
the closest military medical facility is approximately 160 miles
from where I live and work. If I have an emergency illness or
injury I am authorized to utilize local civilian hospital
facilities (Emergency Room) however, any follow-on treatment
must be accomplished at a military facility. If the injury is
non-emergency I must utilize military medical facilities, or I
may elect to use a local civilian doctor as long as I pay for it
myself. I would not consider a normal case of flue as an
emergency, is it reasonable for me to have to drive 160 miles
for treatment for this? Dental benefits for myself and family
are equally as poor."
"CHAMPUS. When I came on board as AGR, we really had a hard
time with them. Seems as they couldn't get everybody picked up
on computer and we were about nine months getting on. Anyway,
now things are working smoothly and they have been paying our
claims regularly. Our daughter is diabetic and we have about a
$85 - $100 a month medical/doctor bill. So this benefit has
really paid off for us. We would like to know if there is any
other benefits available to us on this condition or if we can
get medical supplies thru the Army Hospital once a month."
"CHAMPUS is not very good, the individuals don't seem to get
paid for the bills that they incur. They might as well pay for
them themselves."
"It is almost impossible to deal with an insurance company
that is hundreds of miles from your home of record (CHAMPUS)."
"As we are stationed 250 miles from a Military Post would like
to have that medical and dental benefits can be gotten from a
local civilian even if it is not an emergency."
"Military medical care: I feel that the state does not get
the information out to AGR personnel on proper medical care
procedures, everything is printed in a negative manner. Such as
Don't do this or if you do this you will not get paid."
"The retirement system currently mandates retirement at 20
years service for AGR's. This seems to run counter to what the
active components and Congress are attempting to do with
retirement. I am sure the system could better be served if this
policy were changed."
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"Our battalion went from 18 full time employees in 1978 to 46
in 1986. The additional people has not brought up the training
standard enough to warrant that many employees."
"At the present time, I am 43 years old, I have worked with
the National Guard a total of 15 years as a Personnel Staff NCO
or as a Battalion Supply Sergeant. For the past five years my
primary NOS and duty MOS has been 76Y40, Battalion Supply
Sergeant. According to NGR 600-5, I must attend an Active NCOES
course before May of next year. The course is 10 weeks long.
This means I will be away from my job at the armory, and my
family for 2 1/2 months. This is fine, with the exception that
we never stay up on our work now. What will it be after being
gone for 10 weeks. I will be so far behind, I'll never catch
up. I am qualified in my Duty MOS as proved by the last Two SQT
Tests, which I made 91 and 97, in that order, but I must set in
class at service school learning something I already know."
"I would like the ability to transfer within the R system. I
feel that transfers would keep an individual from 'stagnating'
in a particular position. In the true military, transfers are
about three-fours apart. I would like to see the hiring
practices changed. When an individual enters into ADG/R, he
applies for a position--just as if he were applying for a job on
the civilian market. In the military, people don't 'apply' for
jobs."
"I'm quite satisfied with the AGR program and my position. I
feel that I do a good job for my unit and wish to stay with this
unit until retire, but I'm worried about PCS moves. It would be
a difficult decision given orders to move from my HOR and
residential property, on whether to remain in the program or
not."
"The promotion scheme for AGR personnel is a serious problem.
For example, an E-4 starts as a clerk, and for promotion he/she
will have to (in most cases) change jobs and career fields to be
promoted. An AGR person can move from clerk, to supply, to
training NCO but will constantly be changing career fields.
Once an AGR personnel makes E-7 as a training NCO there are
little possibilities to advance. NGR 600-5, par 4-5 states that
if an individual is outstanding in leadership and is selected
that a waiver can be submitted to NGB-ARM to promote for example
an E-7 training NCO to E-8 First Sergeant for up to 2 years,
then either transferred to another E-8 slot or administratively
reduced back to E-7. This is something that has not yet been
seen."
"The lock into a unpromotable slot in training NCO job that I
have. Should be able to be promotei up to 1SG in the same unit
without having to transfer to anothe: unit outside of my field
or to Sqdn Hq or to STARC."
H-7
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"There is no upward mobility in this battalion because they
will not let MOS's 75B, 76Y cross over to IB were the senior
ranks are."
"The promotion system for AGR's is non-existent. A SM can
work hard for a year and will not be recognized for his/her
achievements or quality of work. There should be a system set
up where the AGR can get promoted outside his slot he is
required to maintain to keep the job. Our unit has lost three
unit clerks in the last year and a half because the E-4 pay was
not satisfactory for the surrounding economy. I'm just making
it with E-5 pay. If the NCE wishes to have stability they must
produce a system where the AGR can get promoted."
"I presently perform as a Team Leader (AGR) in an Infantry

Company Detachment.

This demands that I have an lB MOS.

Absolutely none of the tasks in my job description are even
remotely related to the lB MOS. For example, I administer the

payroll, 201 files, finance records, supply records, and other
general administrative and supply functions. I have, in the
past, had the proper MOSs for these jobs. Now, due to my AGR
status, I have an MOS that is not related my job. I feel that
this hinders my career since I not only have to do my
administrative job well, but I must also demonstrate success in
an MOS that I don't even do (either on a day-to-day basis or
during drill)."
"I'm very dissatisfied with the promotion opportunities in the
AGR program. It's disappointing looking for a career in the
Guard but stuck in an E-6 slot and no possibility of getting
promoted. If it were possible to be promoted one rank over the
slot, morale and work quality would improve immensely. Most AGR
personnel I've talked with enjoy their job except for the fact
that they can't be promoted where they are at. The only way to
advance career-wise is to apply for a different position in
another location, and those aren't available as a Supply
Sergeant or unit clerk! Something must be done to retain those
who become proficient and highly qualified at their jobs."
"It is grossly unfair to the full-timer to have to handle more
responsibility than a week-end. Platoon Sergeant, and not be
recognized for his efforts by being senior in rank."
"I feel there should be one program for full-time employees of
the National Guard and not the separation between technicians
and AGR. There are many hard feelings between the two forces."
"A problem is the Civil Service/AGR differences throughout the
state. For instance, in one battalion you have an AGR E-9
Operations Sergeant, and in another battalion you have an E-5
NBC NCO/OTRS doing basically the same full-time job as a Civil
servant. In the same sense, there is a like problem in having
4-8
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some AGR training technicians and some Civil servants doing the
same job. The only justification for this that has been heard
is the state has either misappropriated the slots, or there
aren't any more AGR slots funded for that position. If this is
true it still doesn't answer the question of why this is so."
"One of the biggest problems we AGR people have is that most
Civil Service Technicians are very jealous of our status. This
includes my supervisor a GS-10. Because of my benefits, Pay and
etc, he makes such statements as 'You get paid 24 hrs a day, 30
days a month so don't complain when you have to work 30 days a
month.' All Reserve Technicians need to be AGR or all need to
be Civil Service Technicians."
"Were
certain
type of
Protect

Active Army when they want, and when it does not suit
needs, we are then Guardsmen!! Let us fall under one
system then we all can do the job we were paid to do.
the country!!!"

"I am over:ll dissatisfied with the direction that the fulltime AGR program slowly is taking. In my present assignment,
there is constant threats and intimidation by the full-time
technician supervisors and the AGR personnel's tours are
constantly being held over their heads, threatened with
termination, receiving counseling statements for any and all
minor infractions. The present Stress level within the fulltime force in this armory is to the point that approximately 6070% of the full-time AGR employees are looking for civilian
employment. This wouldn't be such a dramatic percentage, but
these same employees want to totally leave the ARNG due to the
constant abuse they have taken. I, like several of my peers,
plan to leave the ARNG totally, taking with us the many hours of
formal training, experience and knowledge that we have received.
If the NGB and DoD want to save this country some valuable
dollars, they would take a serious look at the monster that has
been created and stop all of this nonsense so we can get back to
the job we're trained for."
"AGR tours should be for 4 years at a time rather than the
current 2 year tour. In recruiting I feel that a PCS move would
not be wise, because the majority of the Recruiters in the Guard
and Reserves are from that area and reside in that Area and if
moved to a new area they would have less production until they
became known in the New Area which could take many months."
"The med requires AGR personnel to attend active component
PLDC, BNCOC/BYC, ANCOC, etc. This is fine for active component
NCOs, as they have other NCOs that can effectively fill in for
them while they are attending NCOES. This is not the case with
NCOs serving on AGR tours. These NCOs will have to be away from
their jobs from anywhere between 4 to 12 weeks with nobody to
take over for them. I know from personal experience that an AGR
Appendix H
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employee can't be away from the job for more than two to three
weeks or he will be completely bogged down for days or even
weeks with a backlog of work that has piled up in his absence.
Although my co-workers take care of the large projects and such
in my absence, the small stuff piles up."

*

"AGR/Technician mix does not work effectively. At unit level,
supervisors often make less money than their subordinates even
though they have greater responsibility because they are
technician's and their subordinates are AGR. Somehow, it seems
to me as a former manager in industry, that I should not be
making more than my boss who wears CPT's bars. This situation
only leads to jealousy and low morale at the work place because
of the 'them and us' syndrome. This situation is bade enough,
but it's amplified when the personnel who are responsible for
career management at the state level are technician instead of
AGR. As a result, AGR's in the field are not informed of all
benefits and requirements. Many times, a person must find out
on his own what he's entitled to and how to get it because the
information is never disseminated. Because of the lack of
definition, the recent policy of allowing states to designate
which positions will become AGR provides a 'legitimate' way for
them to abuse it. Since this policy was adopted, there have
been more technicians converted to AGR at the state level than
in the field. I will offer my recommendations: (1) Require
that all positions at Brigade and lower units be AGR. (2) Go to
a federal (NGB) level AGR management/assignment program. (3)
Clearly define what DA policies, regulations and directives
apply to NG AGR's (eliminate double standards wherever
possible).
(4) Require MWR activities at the supporting
installation to support AGR's in their area. (As an example,
since we do not have athletic facilities here, have the MWR
activity pay the membership fee for the AGR member at the local
YMCA). FTS personnel should be required to periodically serve
with the AC to provide a solid base of current Army training &
branch doctrine. All newly commissioned officers should incur a
3-year active duty obligation. Active Army advisors (1 off & 1
NCO) should be assigned to all Battalion & higher headquarters
to provide guidance & assistance. Finally, we must eliminate
the 'partying and the politics' from the system. We must
enforce the standards we and the Army have set for ourselves.
As a truly concerned senior NCO, I hope these comments are of
use in your survey."
"I feel that all AGR tours should be served on Title 10 tour
instead of Title 32 tour. Under Title 32 our benefits are not
as good as they could be under Title 10. For example, my duty
station is 65 miles from the nearest military hospital. I am
not allowed to use civilian hospitals except for emergencies.
Sometimes I may need to see a doctor and am not sick enough to
travel 65 miles to see a doctor. Army Reserve AGR tours are
under Title 10 and have the same privileges as regular army
H-1O
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personnel assigned to outlying areas as I am and can seek
treatment locally without having to travel 65 miles to get
medical treatment. We are doing the same job as they are
without the benefits they have."
"Career stagnation as a civil service employee led to my
decision to become a member of the AGR Force. While there was a
significant increase in dollar renumeration, the fact is that
because of the nature of the organization; any loyalty to your
organization is penalized by lack of promotion opportunities. I
feel that most of us have resigned to this situation as a trade
off for not having to move frequently; but high quality soldiers
are not being recognized or utilized to their full potential.
There are some problems in units with both GS and AGR employees.
I work in an Armory that has a Battalion level headquarters and
a line unit. There appears to be no clear delineation of
supervision either in the units themselves or at the Battalion
Staff. Add to this the grade inversions and pay differentials,
and the situation worsens. I fell that situations of this
nature need to be addressed at Bureau level; policy formulated,
and command emphasis placed on the issue."
"The difference in standards for AGR & Technician and the over
abundance of Technicians and their influence on the AGR Program
and the job welfare of AGR personnel. It seems that Technicians
are only interested in their job security and see the AGR
program as a threat to their job security. I feel that the AGR
program is looked on as a stepchild by Technicians. I feel that
the AGR program should be administered by AGR personnel and not
Technicians."
"I have been a guard technician for 15 years. I converted to
AGR because of the money. A GS-7 does not make enough money to
live on. 10 or 15 years ago a GS-7 was as good a job as anyone
could ask for but not today. I have 191 in my unit and
authorized 161. I have 19 years service (6 AGR) and now I being
reduced to SGT (from SFC). If I get reduced will the work load
be reduced. I think may older guard technician will be leaving
the system because most like me converted because on the money."
"AGRs are not permitted to apply for fulltime positions
vacated by someone who takes a job which allows reemployment
rights to old job. Example: AGR works in military personnel
specialty as records clerk, military personnel superintendent
(Civil Service Technician) takes AGR job across base. Thereby
giving him reemployment rights. His mil. pers. Supt. position
is announced as airtech only. This does not permit upward
mobility to AGR without giving up AGR status."
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"My only dissatisfaction with the AGR program is the
restriction of rank in association to your GS rating. An AGR is
limited to the equal rank of the GS rating of the civilian/
technician position, regardless of his/hers military slot rating
or time in service."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"Do not appreciate husband working at night & weekends (extra
time) without extra pay or time off to compensate."
"Better control of payroll. Example: A. My husband was
promoted first of Dec. & hasn't received his pay increase as of
yet. B. Not receiving pay check every week. Sometimes its 4-6
weeks."
"I'm very dissatisfied when my husband must attend to two
consecutive weekend drills (in addition to his normal full-time
job with the guard) because then he works for a total of about
19 days without any days off in-between."
"I really dislike my husband's working so much overtime and
being gone so much of the time but having a good job makes it
worth it."
"I am very satisfied with my husband's service as an AGR
member. The time required by these Guard activities is not
excessive and therefore does not infringe on family/personal
time. This is very important to both of us."
"Why is it that part-time guardsmen get paid for summer camp
and my husband (full-time worker) has to pay to go to summer
camp? He has to pay for all his meals, his lodging and usually
has to provide his own transportation. This year he has been
asked to attend two summer camps. I foresee many extra expenses
and a big pinch in our budget because of this."
"I am very dissatisfied with the dependents health insurance
plan, and also my spouse's health insurance plan. I am very
dissatisfied with 'CHAMPUS', and the way they do things. For
example, last year I had the unfortunate opportunity to go into
the hospital for some tests. I had so much trouble getting
CHAMPUS, just to pay the hospital and the doctor. I was covered
for this and entitled to it. Everywhere I went in the system
they told me to go to somebody else. Finally, after six months,
I had to go to our Congressman to get it all straightened out."
"I am not satisfied with the medical care that the government
provides for the dependents. I think the system should change.
Paying 20% is fine. But by the time CHAMPUS sends back your
money we all could be poor."
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"On October 1985 my husband's unit was reorganized and became
a split unit with another unit in a town 75 miles away, and
since that time my husband has to travel to the other part of
the unit at least twice a month, remain overnight, and work
there. This has caused him to be gone even more than in the
past and has caused more inconvenience. Since my husband is AGR
he does not get paid for drills like the other full time people
who are civil service and he is required to spend about 2
weekends every month and numerous evenings during the week at
the armory and away from home. We cannot use some of the
facilities available to other full time army personnel such as
commissary, PX and medical facilities as our closest base is
approximately 250 miles away."
"My husband is a full time National Guardsman. He was supply
technician for the unit. It involves every Tuesday night 'for
the Flag'."
"My biggest complaint is my husband's medical care. They
to get everything O.K'd before going to the doctor. As far
CHAMPUS is concerned I really feel that we aren't getting a
shake. I feel that having to pay 20% of everything and all
routine tests such as pap tests is too much. If we were on
near a base we'd get that all free."

have
as
fair
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"My husband spends all day working in the guard from 8 to 5.
On Tuesdays he works from 8 to 8. Plus drills and AT. This is
an awful lot of time. I don't understand why he does not get
paid like the other men for his extra time, week-end drills and

~A.T."1

"My comment deals with the issue that my husband is literally
'on call' to the Guard at all times yet his salary doesn't
reflect that. Excluding summer camp, my husband works much more
than an average of 55 hours per week which at his current salary
does not represent a very equitable hourly pay rate. If I
included summer camp, that rate would really drop. How about a
bonus for the full-time people who work week-ends, nights,
holidays (because the Army is open) and 24 hrs a day at summer
camp!"
"The work load my husband was under was crushing. He was a
Supply Sgt so we expected some long hours but what he got was
outrageous. He worked months at a time without a day off,
worked overtime every day, and sometimes worked all night to
meet a deadline. If I wanted to spend time with my husband I
had to go to his office. When I did I always ended up helping
him. The training NCO had the same problem. Finally his P.B.O.
and Admin Officer were troublesome. They were civil service so
they were paid comp time and over time so they didn't mind long
hours so much. I think if all.of them were required to follow
the same rules things would have been better."
Appendfx M
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"I must express my dissatisfaction with our medical benefits
with CHAMPUS. Although the method of payment (80% coverage) is
satisfactory the hassles we've had are not! Claims made over 6
months ago not paid and trying to get through to them takes up
to a week of calling ey day. You would think a more
satisfactory system would be set up. You also have to be an
eagle eye so they pay what they are supposed to."
"My husband works approximately 12 hours a day preparing
training for the part timers that attend two days of drill a
month. We both accept this as part of the job, but I feel that
if he is that dedicated to doing a good job eh should be
promoted and recognized for doing a good job. As it is there is
not promotion because of the low rank structure of his unit. I
think the FTM/AGR should be separated from the host units MTOE
and be promoted on achievement rather than slot."
"My husband is a training NCO (fulltime AGR) for the local ANG
unit. While I and most of our friends work 40-hours a week, my
husband often puts in 70- and 80-hour weeks. Lately he has been
assigned to schools, meetings, etc. almost constantly. (We have
one weekend together in April and are thankful for it, but
wouldn't be surprised to see it disappear!) While I think he is
well paid, when you figure out his wages by-the-hour, the pay
looks much poorer!! I hope you will try to make more reasonable
demands on people."
"The full time guard is overworked and underpaid."
"I feel that the ARNG as well as the RA leaves a lot to be
desired when it comes to medical benefits paid by CHAMPUS.
CHAMPUS has done nothing but cause us financial hardships and
embarrassment."
Army Reserve
Officers
"The problem .. having civilian personnel (SSAA, SAA) in
charge of military personnel needs to be addressed by FORSCOM.
This is a frequent problem with AGR assignments."
"At local duty stations where there is a mix of military and
civilian personnel, the civilians are pushing their work loads
over on the AGR personnel using the excuse that the AGR
personnel are receiving better benefits and pay."
"The AGR officers (and enlisted) are often expected to do work
that is not in their job description, not pertinent to
mobilization, and not appropriate due to rank and/or position.
The DAC/dual-status personnel try to use the AGR as release
valves for their many duties, give AGR personnel work not
N-14
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completed by reservists during IDT and do not have the need to
change the system as 'that's the way its been done.' The system
is in need of drastic revision.
"ROPMA - Where is it? Having a MRD for Reserve officers based
on age is blatantly discriminatory. Also, a USAR AGR officer,
although on active duty, must wait 7 years for promotion to MAJ
or LTC even though he or she may already be in the higher grade
slot (and often already selected for promotion), while a USAR
TPU officer may be promoted via unit vacancy in 4 years, and an
ARNG AGR may be promoted if in a higher ranking slot. Based on
my experience, and most of my associates, AGR careers are not
managed - it is all based on reaction to crisis."
"Please develop an improved career management program for AGR
officers. Let's make AGR assignments equitable for all AGR
officers - it is perceived that the 'good old boy association'
still takes care of its own."
"AGR tours being extended only one year at a time presently.
At my age does not have much job security as it may be difficult
for me to find civilian job if out of AGR before age 60. I'm
now age 57."t
"The problem of frequent PCS moves for AGR officers needs to
be addressed. Conditions should exist to allow promotions in
the AGR system without the necessity of a PCS move. The PCS
move should be an option of the AGR officer (and his C.O.).
Following the initial tour - at least the initial tour should be
followed by the option of one additional tour of equal length
without the necessity of PCS move."
"As a Warrant Officer in the AGR program and knowing of
shortages in my field 621A, I feel it would benefit the service
to be able to stay in one assignment for %ilonger period of
time, rather than having to request extensions of one year. If
I leave present assignment for elsewhere, the probability is
higher, there would be no replacement."
"I am very dissatisfied with the way officers must go in front
of the continuation board every five years after (1) being
boarded to enter the AGR program (2) being boarded the 3rd year
of being in the program. Are we conducting a witch hunt every 5
years?"
"Have been relatively happy with my AGR program. Am somewhat
concerned that we have to stop at 20 years. We are just
beginning to reach the best management levels of experience."
"Uncertainty of the AGR program and continuation in the
program are my chief concern. I find my job as training officer
for a major command to be both challenging and satisfying. I
App ndfx II
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feel that AGR personnel enable our reserve components to be

mostly ready to perform the functions expected in wartime. Also
the ability to serve beyond 20 active years is desirable to many
of the career minded AGR officers. Current promotion criteria
limits advancement in the AGR program. We serve along side RC
officers that are eligible for vacancy promotions and we are
even restricted from being considered below the zone. It would
seem appropriate to receive parity under either system (RC or
AC) but we appear to be penalized by being in between either
status."
"The re-assignment process leaves a lot to be desired. Career
managers don't know what positions are coming open and each move
appears to be a crisis. Short notification times make it
difficult to sell homes, etc. and make a smooth move. I still
don't understand why officers must go before a continuation
board every five years. There are regulatory provisions for
removing substandard performers and these should be used.
Officers should be promoted on their eligibility date and moved
into an appropriate position as soon as possible. Promotions
are earned and should not be held up because of positions. If a
soldier refuses to move to the position he/she should be
immediately removed from tour."
"The present promotion regulations concerning USAR officers
needs to be updated concerning AGR officers. We are categorized
as USAR Officers, but serve on Active Duty. This delays our
promotion opportunities, we must wait until we reach our
'mandatory' date for promotion to the next higher grade. Our
Active Army counterpart is governed under different criteria and
gets his/her promotion in a more timely manner if qualified.
AGR personnel stationed outside of commuting distance from
Defense installations do not have the chance to use many of the
programs and services provided for Active Duty personnel. There
does not seem to be any great concern about compensating for
missing out on these programs or notify the individual of
optional services available. The whole process of assignments
needs to be looked at closely. The present system seems to be
geared solely for individuals who have problems with their
present assignments. There does not seem to be an orderly
transition from one assignment to the next. This in addition to
attending resident Active military schools causes great concern
with us personnel out in the field. We want to make orderly
transitions from one assignment to the next, go to the Active
schools to keep us up to date on our specialties, but the system
seems to fail us."
"I am an AGR officer. I find that it is almost impossible to
attend professional courses. It would enhance my career and
personal/professional development if I could attend courses in
health care administration and courses that would help me remain
current in my primary MOS."
#-16
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"After 3 years of separation from the Active Army and serving
in the Reserves, I entered the AGR program. As a Major, I
strongly believe the promotion to Lieutenant Colonel should be
less than the present 7 years in grade. I understand
consideration is underway to change promotion eligibility
requirements for promotion from Major the Lieutenant Colonel
from 7 years to 5 years. I strongly believe this is a positive
step and an incentive. Active duty is active duty - AGR or
Regular Army. In addition, I believe AGR high quality
performers should have the opportunity to remain on active duty
beyond 20 years."
"There is no organized program for AGR's assigned to the
Pentagon. We dont know who we are. Status of career potential
is clouded and opportunities are not clear. Unlike the ARNG AGR
program the USAR AGR's have no idea what positions, at what
locations, exist for AGR's. Placement seems to reflect only
where you are most easily put with little choice. Simply
limiting knowledge of where positions exist stifles opportunity.
Up or out policies, tenure and MRD's substantially diminish
career and retirement opportunities."
"Uncertainty in AGR Program is a problem. Specifically,
officer promotion opportunities and stability of career. Time
in grade for promotion is mandatory years service, active
component not so double standard. No incentive to do good job."
"The AGR assignments are poorly managed. Assignment personnel
are unwilling to spend time discussing career progression (it
takes 10 phone calls to resolve one question.) Officer
promotions cannot be obtained without PCS to next higher
position; and in the AGR program PCS is not permitted solely for
promotion purposes."
"If the US Army is going to get and keep good UA's in the
program, the grade levels should be reviewed so that good people
are recruited and paid well for the duties and responsibilities
of the job. Good unit administrators are hard to find and keep
due to the low pay grades."
"As a previously 'triffed' officer, am dissatisfied with the
requirement to pay back the readjustment pay I received upon
separation. Somehow that leaves a sour taste."
"No military facility within 50 miles, therefor none of the
benefits associated with being 'on post'. This is a very normal
condition for AGR soldiers. AGR's should be compensated in some
way for not having a commissary etc. available to them."
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"CHAMPUS is not a soldier's friend; people running the program
are not providing the assistance required for soldier's using
the program. An HMO, even at a fee of $20 will be better than
CHAMPUS."
"Of seven majors in the AGR program that I have sampled, we
all have the same problem. Those of us with at least 5 years in
TPU's will have a hard time obtaining 20 years (active) for
retirement due to mandatory removal dates. The only chance this
leaves us is to be promoted to 06/Colonel. As a result, several
are contemplating leaving the program soon so as tc allow them
time to obtain a vesture in another career. Some sort of
stability/waiver should be addressed."
"A double standard exists in that the active component soldier
enjoys a 'lock in' provision for retirement after 18 years.
Such is not the case for soldiers in the AGR program. The AGR
soldier is subject to the same liabilities/occupational hazards
(combat) as the AC soldier, yet after 18 years of sacrifices,
family separations, relocations, etc he/she is not assured of
reaching retirement. This is just one of many policies that
adds credence to the perception of 'second class citizen'."
"Would like to see laws/regulations change to allow
continuation on active duty past 20 years Active Federal Service
even at lower pay."
"Many personnel in AGR positions are at sites distant from
active military bases which make it very difficult to utilize
those facilities and services normally available on post for
service members. I am 70 miles (1 1/2 hrs) from the nearest
military installation. The savings at the commissary & PX are
not worth the trip and the lost time. I utilize the medical
facilities for myself because I am required to do so. A trip
for sick call causes a minimum of 4 hours lost time, 3 due to
transportation time. The whole day is lost if tests are
required due to waiting periods in the various labs and clinics.
It would be much more efficient and less time consuming to see a
local civilian doctor on an appointment. Appointments at
military installations take weeks or even months to be set up.
An appointment to see a dermatologist for an initial visit took
3 months! A follow-up visit was set for 6 weeks later, by then
that doctor was no longer available and the tests etc. had to be
re-initiated by another doctor at another military hospital."
"Medical/dental service are very poor in many AGR assignments
unless you use civilian facilities. The cost to use these
facilities greatly reduce my disposable income as compared to
contemporaries assigned to military facilities. I'd like to see
some program(s) to help reduce these costs."
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"Time in grade requirements for AGR personnel should be
reduced to reflect full-time nature of duties. TIG should
approximate active component requirements."
"Reserve policy regarding AGR promotions discriminates against
full time soldiers as they cannot be promoted based on merit.
Reservists can be promoted under unit vacancy system. Soldiers
choosing the military their primary career are promoted slower
than part-time soldiers."
Spouses of Officers
"Moving costs are an extreme burden. We go into debt to
resettle. Not enough money is received up front. The new
PRIMUS center for military dependents in this area is
WONDERFUL!"
"Since the beginning of this AGR 3-year tour, my husband has
worked 14-hour days - 7 days a week with less than 5 weekends
off in over 9 months. that time requirement seems to be the
'norm' for aU. A.
The job demands are consuming to the
officer creating stress on him and his family. Our
acquaintances in the regular Army work fewer hours and fewer
week-ends."
"My husband is a full time reservist on active duty. I feel
that the full time personnel are exploited. If anything goes
wrong they get alU the blame. If things go well, the reservists
get the credit, even if the AGR personnel did all or most of the
work."
"My husband is in the AGR program which involves his working
weekends, a training time and TDY. In the 4 1/2 years that he
has been involved with the reserve components he has never
received comp time off for any of the extra time worked."
"The health care available to FTM/AGR reservists and families
is deplorable."
"I am very dissatisfied with the differences in the USAR AGR
and the National Guard AGR. A National Guard officer in the AGR
program can be promoted in a unit vacancy promotion if he/she is
in a higher grade slot. A USAR AGR officer can only be promoted
at the mandatory date even if he/she is in a higher grade slot.
Since both are Reserve Forces personnel policies should be the
same for both."
"I do not think it is fair that a AGR 03 has to serve a full 7
yrs before promotion. This time should be cut in half."
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"My husband is on active duty (AGR). We use military medical
facilities and a civilian pediatrician. CHAMPUS isn't worth
much."
"Medical - we have a diabetic daughter. Very, very unhappy
with the care she has received - now use a civilian doctor."
"The last TDY of 6 months was terrible for our children."
"I feel my AGR husband should be treated equally to his
counterpart officers on active duty as far as retirement and
mandatory removal time."
"Recommend strongly the passage of the ROPMA bill."
Enlisted Members
"In June of 1985, I completed an AGR tour spanning 6 years.
During that time I sought to do the best job I was capable of.
Instead of being rewarded or encouraged, I found that I was
often spending as many as 60-70 hours per week on the job, just
to accomplish the administrative requirements necessary to
maintain the day-to-day operations of a Reserve Unit (with
additional AGR personnel there under the FTUS program). Even
now I find myself wondering how any technician, administrative
or otherwise, can continue under that program."
"I have contributed on many occasions extra weekends to attend
staff visits, preparation for CRI, project pride, etc. (not to
mention the difficulty in securing care for my child) was unable
to utilize the comp time by direction of the civilian in charge,
the SSAA. 'There is no such thing as comp time for military
personnel'."
"The good ole boy hiring practices in the AGR program have
ruined any valid ideas about this program. A survey should be
taken to determine how much time and thought went into these
hiring practices. At my last assignment I would say that 15 out
of 24 personnel were not qualified, of these 20 were hired from
the unit."
"Concerned personnel should take a long look at stabilization
periods and upward mobility possibilities of AGR personnel. It
would appear that some members, such as myself are being
stationed at one assignment for what seems to be an entire
career
In doing so, it is my opinion that AGR soldiers become
stagnated, not current in some critical areas, reach a 'deadend' on promotion attitude which leads to a hum-drum working
condition with very little or none at all respect for the
mobilization posture of the unit they service."
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"I've PCS'd 6 times in almost 9 years (7 of those years was
w/recruiting)."
"AGR should be allowed to attend regular military school - not
nonproducing 2-weeks course."
"Even though I have been successful as a Reserve recruiter, it
has been a long hard road. Recruiters generally live with no
quality of life whatsoever and USAR members have to live with a
double standard, that is to say that in the eyes of the RA, we
are second-class citizens. Recruiters work extremely long hours
and are under constant pressure to produce numbers of people.
The Recruiter School does not prepare a USAR recruiter for his
duties, only the RA side is taught. RA recruiters can enlist
USAR members, however USAR recruiters cannot get enlistment for
RA enlistees."
"Although not totally dissatisfied with my current assignment,
I feel that detailed AGR recruiters should be returned to their
original CMF as the RA is done."
"I think it would be to the benefit of the USAR if someone
would take a long hard look at the requirements, regulations and
volume of mission assigned to USAR recruiters vs active Army and
Army National Guard, recruiting.
"We in recruiting service with Active Army people but can not
be station commander, 1st Sgt or any other position because we
are reservist even if we are better qualified than active Army
people serving in the same position we are also given missions
of 4 to 6 a month while the active recruiters get 2 to 3. We
get no credit for enlisting people in the Active Army but active
recruiters get credit for USAR enlistments. I feel that USAR
people are discriminated against when serving with the active
Army."
"I am a member of the USAR Recruiting force attached to
USAREC. My gripe is that we (USAR RECRUITERS) are given
Missions or Objectives that are of the same Quality (i.e. high
school grades W/the mental or ASVAB results the upper three
mental categories- 3A, 2 or Cat #1-) BUT as much as two times as
many as the Regular Army Recruiter. Example; an R.A. Recruiter
will have a mission of two (2) in the 3A class while I would
have Four (4) in my mission Box. I have to work twice as hard
to make my mission and going into the Army Reserve in many cases
is less attractive for a person who can receive over $15,000 for
higher education and only have to wear a uniform 2 (TWO) years.
A Reservist must wear that uniform for 6 (Six) years."
"I'm currently an In-Service Recruiter. There are 4 different
organizations that have some type of control over me. They are
ARPERCEN, OCAR, USAREC and FORSCOM. HQ USAREC is currently
H-21
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responsible for the assignment of Recruiters. Their current
practice is to take care of the good Ole Boys that have contacts
within the command, and use the other recruiters that have no
contacts to accomplish this. I feel that ARPERCEN should manage
the USAR AGR personnel. They are the ones that control our
Records, Tours and Promotions. They should also be the ones
that control our Assignments."
"My major problem with the AGR/TAR program is the forced
compatibility structure between the technician force and AGR's.
This ties AGR rank to an unrelated pay scale structure thus
causing dead ending with no promotion possibilities or possible
demotion due to circumstances completely beyond the AGR's
control."
"I feel that more realistic cost of living surveys' should be
conducted at remote sites, and those soldiers (AC/AGR) paid much
more 'incentive pay' to deal with the non-availability of post
privileges such as commissary, 20% of CHAMPUS care, housing,
gasoline, most remote areas I'm aware of indicate a much higher
cost of living rate than soldiers be stationed on or near a post
(i.e., housing in some areas more than double cost, rent or
owning). In summation, I feel that some commands are expecting
AGR member production to parallel that of active Army personnel,
however are being forgotten when it comes to active Army
privileges."
"BAQ & VHA combined do not adequately cover living expenses."
"We get little or no benefit from post exchanges, commissaries
and military medical or dental facilities and have to drive long
distances to purchase common military clothing items."
"The pay is good, but the military bases are too far away to
reap all benefits."
"The availability of medical and dental care is a joke; if one
plans to make early sick call (0800) traveling West it takes 45
min-i hr going North minimum travel time is 1 hr. 30 min
depending on traffic."
"Medical bills or reimbursement take to long in getting paid
for AGR personnel. Medical facilities are constantly sending
notices to the AGR personnel for unpaid bills for which we have
submitted paper work for payment, some times as much as (60)
days prior to receiving unpaid bill. We then in turn receive
poor service from these civilian medical facilities."
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"Recommend that on post housing on military bases be more
readily available for soldiers on AGR tour. The installation
I'm currently on is run by the Navy for housing and in my
opinion most AGR's especially myself were and are treated

badly."
"Very dissatisfied with personnel management of AGR on
reenlistment & pay."
"Tour Lencith . It does not make good sense to me that an
individual should be reassigned every three years just because a
three year time period has elapsed. If the individual is doing
a
good
to come or
upcareer
with fresh
ideas, and
doesn't
need
tojob,
move continues
for promotional
advancement,
then
he
should be left in place. Each time an individual moves, he

i

requires phase out time and a learning period on the new job
before he can be fully productive. It is also costly, both to
the individual and the government."
"Dissatisfied with USAREC 4/6 year rule on PCS. Four yrs ago
when I was ready and willing to move, I was not allowed to do
so. I did make 5 PCS move between 1979 and 1982 to better serve
the needs of the Army but not me. Now that I am stabilized
(home bought children set in school) I have to move."
"Chances for promotion have greatly diminished also because of
hiring practices, how can there be room at the top when hiring
practices allow E-8's and E-9's to be brought aboard. Those
personnel in charge need to protect those personnel already in
the program, if there is no room at the top for me, then why
should I stay."
"Promotions in the AGR/FTS above the E7 level are too few."
"I am dissatisfied with the number of AGR positions available
when I make E-8. I have been not selected 3 times in secondary
zone (75Z) and I am at least in the top 5% of the best three is.
I can function highly successfully at any E-8 75Z position in
the Army right now!"
"Dissatisfied with 15 yr rule before being considered for E8."

"No quality of life in recruiting - 16 hour days, 6 days per
week."
"I am stationed at the Reserve center where I first enlisted
into the Army Reserve. I am FTS. I was told I would be able to
stay at this Reserve center as long as I wished and would at
least be able to go to E6 without moving. Now the tables have
turned. If I make E6 I will be over 1 grade and have to move or
get out of the program."
Appendix N
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"The AGR program in my opinion is very good, but just about
the time that a person settles down and masters his/her job the
three year tour is up and there you go to somewhere else to
learn another job. It would be better for the same individual
to stay more than one or two tours in one place. I have seen
new personnel come aboard that even though they are qualified
still need to be trained to do the job - knowing that before
that person, one very well qualified just left to another
assignment. This in my opinion affects the unit."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"My comment regards active duty Reserve policy of mandatory
relocation every six years from one area to another. This has
proven to be very disruptive to our family life; and has
resulted in my husband and I living apart for the past five
years."
"Permissive TDY expenses not covered. Finding housing &
schools must be accomplished at great out-of-pocket expense &
inconvenience. Moving expenses (ie: school fees, curtains,
drapes, other furnishings) are costly & not reimbursable."
"I think that the Medical Benefits are lousy. My Spouse is on
Active Duty with the Army Reserves, and our Medical Bills just
keep piling up, due to the fact that CHAMPUS will not pay them.
They have ruined our credit, threatened to put a lean on our
home, and automobile, etc. I have unpaid bills for Doctors,
Prescriptions, etc, that will be a year old in Jun, that no one
wants to touch."
"Health care is poor at best.
for too many people."

Too little facilities/personnel

"Being a family of six, the military medical benefits we have
had while my husband has been on the AGR tour have been superb,
however in recent months I have found after waiting on the
average of two and one half weeks for an appointment when seen
at the Family Practice Center, members of our family have been
'rushed in and out' (in less than ten minutes for total
examination, diagnosis and prescription) only to wait another
three hours for a prescription to be filled. I have been
shocked at the unprofessionalism, lack of caring and misdiagnosis in just our family alone."
"My spouse is enlisted on an AGR tour. Although he is full
time, his promotion opportunities are not even near equitable to
those of the reservists in his unit."
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"My only dissatisfaction with my spouse' military career (AGR)
is he is limited to serving only 20 years while others are
allowed to put in over the 20. With 20 years service, my spouse
will be 55 and too young to retire. It will be had at that age
to find other work."
"Another major problem I have seen, although because of my
background do not have, is that the spouses of reserve members
are totally uneducated when it comes to the military. I would
like to see more information available to the spouses about such
items as getting ID cards, how to obtain health care, CHAMPUS
benefits, etc."
"After many lay-offs in the civilian field, my husband, who
had been in Vietnam and served as a reservist joined the AGR
program. We have been very disappointed. Medical benefits are
terrible. We have to travel 1 hour, sit all day, and the
doctors rarely cure whatever is wrong. I continue to use my
civilian doctors, therefore we pay in full for everything."
"We have been trying for 3 1/2 years to get RCPAC and later
ARPERCEN to update his address. Change of address cards don't
help. Luckily the USPS still forwards the mail from the
military. I have contacted the unit to no avail. Why is this
such a problem for AGR personnel?"
"My husband is an Army Reserve Recruiter. He has been very
successful in his job (Top USAR in Recruiting Battalion). But
the excessive paperwork and road time require him to spend too
much time on the job (minimum 60 hours a week).
"Being on a full time tour he shares some of the same problems
as those in Regular Armed Forces (especially Recruiters) who do
not have the benefits a Poster Base provide. Most acutely felt
is in the area of medical/dental coverage."
"I feel there is a serious problem with morale of the men and
their families. Often the command does not consider the health
or welfare of the men. They are asked to work sometimes as many
as three weeks straight (with long hours) without any time off."
"Being in the full-time Army Reserve we find that military
benefits are few and far between. Since rejoining the Army last
summer our family has not received any information in reference
to CHAMPUS, or any other benefits available to us. Its as if we
have no military benefits at all."
"Advancement opportunities for AGR enlisted personnel are poor
to nonexistent. This ruins morale for the backbone of the
Reserve units."
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"He works Monday-Friday, every Tuesday night and at least one
weekend a month."
"As a new member of the military community (my husband and I
had been married less than 30 days when this survey was
I haveresponsibilities."
found it difficult to get information on
completed)
benefits
and/or
Naval Reserve
Officers
"Personnel assignments severely degrade readiness, ie - 'as
soon as' a man gets up to speed (usually requiring 1-2 years) he
is moved out of the unit. CO's should have major voice in pers
assignments before those assignments are made."
"The Naval Reserve program is separating a wealth of
experienced personnel (TAR/Canvasser Recruiters) at a time when
the program is growing in Reserve personnel, missions and
complexity. E7/8/9 canvasser recruiters are involuntarily
retired at the 20 year mark and senior TAR officers are
involuntarily retired (due to no fault of their own) prematurely
of their USN counterparts - all at the height of their
productivity/contribution/corporate memory. Experience and
manpower shortfalls at all levels will effect the future of the
Naval Reserve adversely because of policy vice statutory
regulations."
"I'm currently a TAR in a Naval Air Reserve squadron. I am
ise with the overall workload when compared to
highly dj
the number of active duty (TAR) personnel. We are constantly
chasing more and more ambitious workloads to the point where,
even though we have good morale, there is a pervasive feeling of
'never seeing a light at the end of the tunnel.' We must
continually do more with less."
"There are n2 medical facilities, exchanges, commissaries, day
care facilities, etc. - there are no benefits at isolated
reserve centers."
Spouses of Officers
"I feel that my husband's promotion opportunities have
decreased since becoming a TAR."
"CHAMPUS doesn't cover a lot of medical care - for example lab test when my son was tested for hepatitis. They don't cover
what the aver doctor now charges."

___r____
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"I am very unhappy about medical care for dependents.

We were

fortunate to live until recently in an area where HMO options
were available to military. We were extremely happy with these
services even at the greatly increased cost the last year."
Enlisted Members
"When I decided to come in the TAR program, it was to cut out
most of the deployment time to be with my family. I threw away
3 years of shore duty and an SRB of $15,000, and all my family
and friends on the West Coast, to do the exact same thing as if
I was in the USN."
"I've/we have moved 5 times in the past 9 years and not enough
time to put down any roots any where."
"I have been a TAR since I began my military career in 1974
and have seen a lot of improvements. Let's keep in that direction."
"...as my family grew we wanted to establish roots. So we
bought a house at my last duty station (Bay Area of California).
When I received my last orders to PCS we decided we could not
afford to sell our property and to buy back in two or three
years when I would retire, therefore I cemented my plans to
retire with as short a tour as possible and become a
geographical bachelor."
"I feel that all Navy medical/dental facilities should be
closed and we should use local HMOs. The facilities on this
base are not even minimal and provide a pathetic excuse for
medical/ dental care. My dependents can not even get an
appointment."
"As for dependent care, unless you live near a military
installation it is usually non-existent. The biggest asset to
the military person is his family. Let's give them a break
especially for those military families not near a military base.
Yet let's not forget CHAMPUS - this program is a big joke. In a
of 20,000 I could only find I doctor who was willing
to take CHAMPUS. And his reputation was something to be
desired.
Both these areas need much attention and I feel they
need improvement."

Icommunity

"CHAMPUS is a farce and there is no preventative medicine for
dependents."
"Since the attrition of Health Care experienced in the area of
allergy we have resorted to different means to take care of
this. My wife sought employment that offered a health with full
coverage for medical and dental. This has sufficed until last
month when she was laid off. She is currently seeking other
Appendix N
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employment in this same scheme. We are willing to pay something
monthly for a group health plan that meets our needs."
"The medical care for military personnel & dependents is
everypay
daymore
that and
passes.
The
insurance
getting
civilianworse
companies
you get
better
care."offered by
"Living here in the Boston area I have discovered that cost of
living far exceeds the amount of money that would make life
anywhere near comfortable, and having shipped 5000 lbs of
furniture here living in the barracks as a single person is
impossible. Those of us who are single suffer trying to live in
this kind of situation. It would be nice if the single people
of the military were considered as wanting to have this job so
that they can live a reasonably comfortable lifestyle. I
personally feel that it is time those of us who are single be
thought of as having goals with our money and note to suffer
because we cannot find room in the barracks for the belongings
that we have acquired during our years in military service."
"Reserve Enlistment Bonus: As a TAR, this program is the
worst excuse for wasting money. Why pay reenlistment bonuses to
SELRES when over half of them are not able to function in their
rating. As a TAR, its like telling us we don't need you we only
need the SELRES. If you are in the backwoods like us TARs, you
pay $100.00 a year for CHAMPUS, plus you have to pay the doctors
up front because most refuse to accept CHAMPUS as payment."
"I feel that the TAR's should receive an "SRB'I as an incentive
to stay in the program. I'm underway just as much as if I were
in the USN, but they are receiving SRB's."
"TAR personnel are not getting anything for staying on
weekends for SELRES two weeks underway/month and for doing both
things that active (sometimes worst) and reserves are doing and
being experienced."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"At the Reserve center, the building is not large enough and
two weekends a month are required by the full time days off. To
compensate the four days they work, they receive two days off.
(The Monday after the weekend).
(That is if they don't have
'THE DUTY'). If they have 'the duty' they must work, losing a
day off. This is not to mention the extra time spent at
meetings on Sundays and Thursdays to discuss how the weekend
went or is going to go. Where is the incentive??"
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Marine Corps
Officers

"Health care for active duty service personnel is inadequate
and below par. Excessive cost in travel, per diem and lost work
days required by sending service personnel to regional medical
hospitals vice using local civilian facilities is a serious
waste of time and money. The Service should provide a-more
comprehensive medical/dental plan for dependents for a
reasonable cost to the member."
"The FTS program of the USMCR needs to be developed into a
program with career potential and managed accordingly."
"The FTS Program is not considered a career program.
Why can't FTS be comparable to the Navy TAR Program?"

Why not?

"The administrators of the FTS program for USMCR have gone out
of their way to establish a non-retirement program. A general
presception exists that only about 10% of the officers will ever
be able to retire with 20 active duty years. A new policy is
about to go into effect which will ensure very few officers will
be able to remain on active duty for more than two to three
continuous years. Effectively, these officers won't even be
eligible for separation pay. In essence, a temporary hire with
no future. Good people will size up the situation and will not
have any part of it."
"The USMC FTS Program must be a career program or it will
continue to operate at less than it's full potential."
"As a member in the FTS program, I feel as though I am in a
limbo status. I came to this unit directly from my initial tour
of duty w/no broken time at all. I can't attend AWS for
regulars since I am not considered w/them and I can't attend AWS
for reservists since I am not considered w/them, yet for
promotions how am I to be competitive with my peers when they
are eligible to attend these schools?"
"The FTS program should be career track. FTS officers and
enlisted should allowed to serve with regular units between FTS
assignments."
"Once a Marine successfully completes his first FTS tour, he
ought to be subject to an overseas assignment (WESPAC tour).
Such an assignment could only benefit the Reserve Marine by
exposing him to the Regular establishment of which he may not
have had any experience with in some time."
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"I am on the FTS program. Currently that program has little
or no career potential for most people. I think that is counter
productive and it is overly optimistic to expect field grade
officers -to serve 3 of the most productive years out of their
lives with no probability of continue service. The FTS program
is new for the Marine Corps so growing pains are to be expected,
but currently most FTS officers, other than aviators, do not
serve in their MOS and have no means of periodic tours to
maintain proficiency."
"I think HQMC could do a better job of administering the
Reserve Full-Time Support (FTS) Program, to wit: selectees from
a given FTS board may have to wait six months or longer before
receiving their orders. I understand that not all selectees can
report to their duty stations immediately (for various reasons),
but I think it's counterproductive and detrimental to the FTS
program to make selectees wait an inordinate length of time
before reporting for duty. Many selectees are unemployed and
are faced with deciding whether to wait for FTS orders or try to
find a job immediately. It just seems to me that it creates a
potential hardship for many FTS selectees."
"The economic impact of PCS moves on active duty (AGR/FTS/TAR)
personnel is significant. Too many transfers result in
geographic bachelor situations due to economic conditions and
not by choice. It's unfortunate that the civilian sector of the
Govt. gets a fairer "shake" in relocation costs than the
military."
"FTS personnel should be rotated periodically to Fleet Marine
Force for update of skills and knowledge. FTS personnel should
be selectively offered an opportunity to attend resident
professional development schools to enhance their skills and
knowledge for high level staff jobs. Career status should be
extended to FTS officers and SNCO's who have completed a
specified number of years of satisfactory service."
Spouses of officers
"My husband has had to work 3 of the last 5 4th of July's and
Saturdays and Sundays. He has over 67 days of leave on the
books but is told 'don't request more than a week's leave at a
time. Nothing can be planned because of his schedule. It seems
like there is no more life after his work because he spends the
good hours 10-12 hours on weekdays; 5-6 hours on weekends at
work.
"In the best interest of family and continuity of my husband's
job, I would like to see the length of tours extended from 3 to
5 years. Not necessarily in the same job but in the same area."
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Enlisted Members
"There appears to be a shortage of definitIve guidance
concerning the USMCR-FTS program. There is little policy
pertaining to AGRs in Marine Corps directives. Next time a
program of this magnitude is started there should be a firm
delineation of status and benefits"
"Do you have career status in the FTS program?
question... but who knows?"

Good

"Reenlistment bonus's are totally out of FTS personnel reach.
Although FTS people don't get PCS orders as do regular service
persons, we still fill a niche in the workplace & work and
perform just as hard as the regular counterparts: this I feel
is a little unfair. Even if FTS people could receive a portion
of a reenlistment bonus as an incentive, it beats getting
nothing."
"I... feel that there should be some type of SRB Program for
people on FTS. The regular marines can receive one
and the SMCR
marine can receive one but not the FTS marine."
"FTS should be eligible for bonuses, (and].. .be more career
oriented."
"FTS personnel should be handled separate from SMCR personnel
in terms of promotions and reenlistment bonuses."
Air National Guard
Officers
"The AGR Program should be expanded. As the civilian
personnel officer (AGR) it is clear to me our AGR Force is
extremely stable, whereas, we experience an inordinate turnover
of civilian personnel."
"My wife has completed her doctorate during my time in service
but has found it impossible to land a full time faculty job in
her area of expertise at a local university. We have been told
the reason is my potential (and real) instability as a military
man. I think job placement service for sponsors desiring full
time employment should be support by the Federal Government."
"Because I am living in low rent housing I have lost what VHA
I was receiving monthly. If I would go out and find housing
which is more expensive and better quality I understand that I
could qualify for the allowance. This seems to favor those who
can afford higher quality property."
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"Areas that need immediate attention and improvement:
Retirement benefits, pay and allowances, family medical
(CHAMPUS) and dental benefits, use of the commissary. I
genuinely resent my active-duty counterpart (same time in grade,
19 years) being a Lt Col or even a full Colonel, and here I am a
Major looking for a Lt Col billet - and will probably be ROPA'ed
to Lt Col at 20 years service. Yet, I am and have been a good
officer, have done a good job, and have not stepped on anyone's
toes. My OER's are good. I could understand, perhaps, if all I
had to do was fly my F-4, but in today's Air National Guard
this, as in the Air Force, is not the case either.
Unfortunately, there is a lot of paperwork and additional duties
that seem to crush every flying hour - the very reason I left
the Regular Air Force over nine years ago. Yes, the Air
National Guard appears to be-becoming more and more like the Air
Force - and this is the reason I am somewhat dissatisfied."
"Dependent health care at military hospital is totally
unsatisfactory. Courtesy of a 'sense of care' is non-existent.
My wife and I both feel very hesitant about relying on their
services. We had our first child in a civilian hospital because
of this feeling."
Enlisted Members
"Re-enlistment bonus should be equal across the board. AGR
personnel should not be restricted to extension of current
enlistments."
"Once I started working as an AGR I decided to make a career
and one day get retired from the Active Duty service as an AGR.
Today, after four years of service I really don't know if I can
do it. For example, there is a case in our unit where an AGR
after 8 years or more of service, outstanding recruiter,
individual who thought he can make a career of this program
(AGR) his orders were not extended without any explanation."
"As far as job security I don't feel secure at all. An AGR
member can be terminated at any time and an AGR member can be
settled with his family, have a secure home a good school for
his/her children then get orders to move two hundred miles away
and start all over again. In my opinion the AGR member is in
the same status as an active army member but the AGR membe" has
nothing that the active army member has such as promotions,
health care facilities, commissary privileges, etc. I believe
the AGR program is far from being suitable or secure enough to
satisfy AGR members so that they feel secure about their jobs
and future."
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"The only change I know of that would ruin the AGR program
would be to PCS people on AGR without their approval. I would
leave the program before going PCS as would most of the other
AGR members I work with."
"My major problem with the AGR/TAR program is the forced
compatibility structure between the technician force and AGR's/
This ties AGR rank to an unrelated pay scale structure thus
causing dead ending with no promotion possibilities or possible
demotion due to circum
"I went under the AGR program some five years ago. I was
briefed and made very important decisions based on their
information and now have been told five yrs. later that this or
this does not apply. One of these changes according to my
figures has added over 2 1/2 yrs to the total time I need to
acquire in order to qualify for 20 years of active duty. While
displeased with this info I'm to the point were I have to stay
in order to qualify for some type of retirement."
"With the AGR program, I do not agree with the policy of
mandatory retirement upon completing 20 years. I do not agree
with retiring at rank held at retirement, instead of highest
rank held as in Active Duty Status and reserve status."
"The policy of not allowing enlisted AGR personnel to retire
with highest rank held is unfair in my estimation."
"Family's ability to handle cost of living: Upon reporting to
my new duty station in AUG 85, I was over paid not once but
three times. For the next four months I received little or no
pay at all. No pay coupled with the total cost of the move
(Furnished to unfurnished House) has put an extreme financial
strain on my family. I die not receive a LES for 4 months and
found out that I was credited for receiving $220.00 a month
Recruiters Pro Pay. I contacted the NCO in charge of AGR
personnel for the state and was assured that would be taken care
of. Four months later I'm told it's recruiting's responsibility
to drop the Pro Pay."
"On 31 Dec 1985 1 began a 3 year AGR tour taking a reduction
from E-6 to E-5. My pay was delayed for approx. 2 months. In
between the time of my last civilian job and first military
check I received a casual pay and an advance pay both as E-6.
The advance pay has started being taken out of my regular pay.
A request has been forwarded thru channels to get my base pay to
what it should be. My comment is this that more care should be
taken at the pay centers cause it only causes hardships on
families in the long run."
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"I am a Security Policeman in the AGR Program. It seems
unfair to me that, we, who work, holidays, weekends, nights, and
evenings, should in addition work additional days to make up
(UTA's)."
"My BAQ + VHA exceeds my housing costs by a figure of $7.95
per month. However in order to acquire housing at that figure I
am forced to live 60 miles one way from the base at which I am
stationed. If I were to attempt to live in the area of the base
my housing costs would equal approximately double the amount I
am receiving for BAQ + VHA. Couple this with the fact that
there is no base housing available at the base I am stationed
at."
There are no Dental or Medical facilities on this base either
on normal days or on UTA weekends. I am forced to get care a
distance of 67 miles one way.
"Because we are located over 50 miles from our servicing
military installation, Medical, Dental, BX, Commissary, etc. are
not a benefit for us."
"Geographically separated AGR's should be able to have
contract doctor's and dentist rather than traveling more than 30
miles to the nearest military medical facilities at no expense
to the AGR."
"I am satisfied with my job, and the people I work with. But
the only complaint I have as being an AGR is the medical. I
would like to be able to buy a health plan like a technician in
the guard. I have tried but I have been told the I have to use
the base hospital. If I could afford it, I would pay for a
health plan for my family and be able to go to a civilian
hospital or Dr."
"We are having problems with dependent care at the Army
Medical Center. a. We are required to go to civilian support
for my wife's annual mammogram, cost, $400.00. Don't advertise
quality, cost free medical programs! b. The pharmacy support is
adequate; however, there has been exceptionally long lines of
waiting periods for service, i.e., 3-4 hours in line or waiting
area. Inexcusable, inappropriate and certainly does not proved
'Quality of Life' as advertised. The medical care provided for
me as a military member is satisfactory. However, the dependent
medical care must be improved!"
"Under the AGR program when there are no military medical
facilities available in the vicinity of your base, the nearest
active duty facility must be used for non-emergency medical
care. In my case, this is roughly 5 hours driving time away. I
feel this is a waste of government money and time when a
civilian doctor is readily available where I am located. My
H-34
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complaints concerning the medical care available to me, in
particular, are listed below:
1. Although the medical care at a
gov't hospital is 'free', I am paid approx. $130 for mileage to
and from the facility, plus I am absent from my place of work

for 2-3 days depending on what time my appointment is for, and
any tests etc. that need done while I am there, so it is also
costing the government my wages and BAS of approx. $125 or a
total of $255 for ONE visit for non-emergency medical care, not
to mention the wear and tear on my own civilian vehicle, i.e.
tires, oil etc. 2. In order to obtain an appointment the
average time you have to wait is two weeks to 30 days. Then you
see the general practitioner who listens to your complaint then
does some blood tests, or x-rays and most often than not, refers
you to a specialist. Upon trying to make an appointment with
the specialist, they have to have a form 'referring' you before
you get an appointment (which is on the average, 30 days from
then!) By the time this is all accomplished, the problem you
had could have been cleared up by a civilian practitioner in two
or three visits. I am very dissatisfied with the medical care I
receive as an AGR member. There are a lot of AGR's on my base
who feel the same way as I do. If anything could be done to
help make medical care more easily obtainable as well as a
higher quality for those of us who do not have government
facilities available in the locality, I think that the morale
would improve greatly, plus a lot more people could effectively
be treated and not suffer in silence because it takes so long to
get an approval. In short, our work would improve immensely."
"There is a very strong difference between the active
components and those of us that are AGR in the Guard, in my
opinion. Although we share the common goal of defense of our
country, I feel in most cases, mostly hospital care we should
have a HMO or some outside hospital plan for ourselves and
families. (I would not mind if its cost was contributory). In
my own case my duty station and my medical records are about 50
miles away, and the military medical facility is yet another 35
miles away from my home. Personally speaking, the active duty
benefits available to myself and family have never been fully
explained to me. Therefore, we are unaware of thing that are
available to us. Benefits are a very valuable asset to any
working person and the fact that we really don't know whats
available to us, bothers me. Medical care for myself is my
biggest concern."
"Being on an AGR tour, we are so far away from the medical and
dental picture that as an example, to get Eye Glasses we can pay
from our own pocket/Go on a four hour drive to the other side of
the States to a guard medical site/or go thru 3/4 weeks of
waiting for paperwork approval to get Eye Glasses."
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"Under the AGR program there is very little opportunity for
upward mobility. Even if one could go one grade over his rank
this would provide a positive incentive. If a person as an E7
could be promoted to E8 before he retired this would help in
keeping people in the program."
"Under the present policy a person in the AGR program who has
over 15 years of active duty is locked into the grade he/she
presently has and is not given the opportunity for advancement
or promotion. I am presently the full time Training NCO for a
unit in the grade-of E-7. The maximum pay grade for the
Operations NCO position I wanted to make application for is E-9.
I would like very much to be given the opportunity to possibly
retire as an E-9 or E-8, but under the present policy in fact I
am being told that I am as high as I will EVE go (MSG/E-7) and
that is what I will retire at."
"Promotion policy for the AGR member is undoubtedly the worst
I have ever witnessed. I have been at my present rank for ten
(10) years and can't be promoted because of the position NGB put
me in. Merit promotions do not apply to AGR members. I feel
that as a Training NCO for my unit which has a strength of 135 I
am one of the key personnel in the unit. In July of this year I
am being reduced one grade because of the position I am holding.
Other AGR members in my unit have been doing their jobs for
eight years and are fully qualified but not for AGR members,
these same members are being forced to attend 10-13 week MOS
producing schools. I feel this is a waste of valuable time and
a big misuse of government monies."
"The promotion of AGR Support Personnel doesn't move well, we
must attend Active duty Schools for up to 10 weeks at a time,
which is hard to work into our Schedule. We should be promoted
on a separate basis than Part timers because our Duty Positions
in the unit hold Back good Part timers from advancing in Rank
and Position."
"The fact that an AGR t kes home more money than a given
supervisor or even the chief of supply, is not a reason to pass
by for promotion. I believe that the disparity
the person
AGR's and technicians in this area is the greatest cause
between
of poor morale in the Air National Guard today."
"So far since starting on the AGR program I have had some
negative experiences as to how certain rights, privileges and
programs are available to me. I seem to be running into the
attitude that if something is of a benefit to me that Active
Forces normally are able to take advantage of it's not available
to me because I am 'only a Title 32 and that isn't like regular
active duty.' On the other hand if there is something more
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restrictive that applies to the Active Forces then I am told
that I have to conform because 'that is normal procedure for the
Active Forces and you are on active duty."
"I attend weekend UTA with no extra pay for the hours worked
during my normal off-duty hours (Sat. & Sun.) and no time off to
compensate for this time. If I take a Friday and the following
Monday off I am charged with leave on Sat. and Sunday as well.
Technicians receive Drill Pay for UTA and may take a Friday and
the following Monday off with out being charged with the
weekend. On regular Air Force bases there is a mixture of
Civilian and Military personnel and a set of procedures that
covers these things for each. I fail to see why the same can't
be true on ANG bases between the AGR and Technician personnel.
Promotion stability is another policy I contend with. I started
this tour as a TSgt in a position that the UMD listed as a TSgt
slot. The Support Personnel Manning Document listed it as a
GS-7 slot. The Support Personnel Manning Document has been reclassified as a WG-8. Due to 'Rank Comparability' I am now
considered a 'Military Overgrade" and if I wish to remain on AGR
status and in the same position I would have to accept a
demotion to SSgt. The UMD still shows this position as a TSgt
slot and I feel this should be the only bearing as to my rank
and not because of any civilian classification."
"Great disparity in the application of rights and benefits
between the AGR/Guard Technician personnel. It is the lack of
concern for the AGR member that has soured me toward the AGR
program as a whole and I have 21 good years of service. This
matter may not be finished yet."
"The AGR program has several areas of built-in, unintentional
discrimination. (1) The requirement that AGR's perform drills
with technicians (who receive additional pay).
(2) The quota
system on E7-E9 promotions allows technicians to be promoted to
these top 3 grades and restricts AGR's. (3) The 'Grandfather
Clause' for technicians to be promoted to R6 at 12 yrs and E7 at
20 yrs service does not apply to AGR's. This could conceivably
allow a technician with 12 yrs of service to move ahead of an
AGR (in a SSgt slot) with more time in service."
"1) Dismissal Policy - Being an AGR we are subject to being
dismissed from Active Duty within 60 days if we displease the
technician in charge or reduction in force as required by budget
restraints.
2) Lack of OportunitY to Advance - Because technicians
control the major operations of this facility they also control
who gets what position even the AGR positions that are available
from time to time. In a word they put who they want in these
positions not especially who might be qualified.
3) Lack of Reconition for AGRs - As a vital part of the
operation of this facility."
App ndix H
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"I an interested in seeing a stable promotion system for
Active Duty Air National Guard Personnel. Currently, the only
way for me to be a supervisor or hold a grade above E-6 is to
get out of the Active Duty program and be a civilian technician.

This is a very important issue because I have invested 15 years
of military service and would like very much to continue my
career in a Active Duty Military status."
"Do not think personnel on AGR should be required to work the
drill weekend as two added work days per month. A non-AGR
person receives compensation for all time he participates. All
GS or WG personnel who work along side AGR personnel do not get
penalized for there full time employment status."
"There is still a lot of inequity in the AGR program. I think
a survey of the AGR personnel that have changed from AGR to
technician would show this."

*

*

"Promotion potential is almost nil for AGR personnel. Most
are frozen in a low enlisted slot with no advancement
opportunities. Many have had to convert to civil-service
positions to increase pay and rank. I have attempted to convert
on many openings, all though my applications have been received
as 'highly-qualified', I have yet to receive one of these
positions. It is my opinion that less qualified civil-service
personnel are given these positions for up grade. The overall
view by AGR personnel is that politics play a major role in
whether AGR or civil-service personnel are selected for the
vacancy. As you can imagine morale is quite low. AGR personnel
used to get 2 days compensatory time off for attending the 2 day
monthly UTA but for unexplained reasons no long do so. We are
expected to work alongside, doing the same job as civil-service
technicians for less pay, less benefits, and with no way to
voice our unhappiness about any situation. The most inequitable
situation occurs when we are sent TDY alongside our civilservice technicians, who draw as much as 2 times as much perdiem and travel money as AGR personnel for the same TDY period.
Some of us have been working in our present positions for
several years and if we were to convert to civil-service, even
in
the same job, we would have to start in the pay grade of step
I."t
"I became an AGR 5 years ago. Since that time regs have
changed and no compensation time can be given for any extra duty
no matter what. There is a normal duty week for full time
federal techs (5 days a wk) but none for AGR's. AGR's are
required to attend all unit training assemblies, annual
training, special activities, etc. etc. with out any comp time.
The last two AGR's picked as the best most qualified for
supervisory positions were given the option to take the jobs
federal tech or not take the jobs at all. One chose to convert
the other didn't. Now how fair is? Who do the AGR's contact
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for input into their future?
like I learned to in the AF.
the states."

We can't depend on the regulations
They can be changed on a whim by

"On promotion we are not treated fairly. We have to compete
against part time people for our promotions even though we are
full time military. Our air-technician counter parts do not
have to compete against part time people for their promotions.
I would rather compete for promotion with people in the active
A.F. or at least with other people in the same status as I am in
(AGR). In the five years have been an AGR I have seen the
rules for opportunities for advancement and promotion erode.
The attitude toward people in my status (AGR) on my base is, if
you don't like it, there's the gate."
"Enlisted AGR grades should be those the individuals hold in
the military UDL. They should not be based on comparability to
the technician (civilian) grades they substitute. Downgrading
from hard earned grades in order to be able to continue in the
AGR program does not bolster member's morale, nor does it foster
retention of critical skills and dedicated people."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"My husband works fulltime on his position. He works five
full days a week and two weekends a month. He does not get
extra pay for his weekends and comp time is seldom used because
his work load is so great. This only gives us two weekends a
month for family activities. On top of this he is complete CDC
courses which take more of his home time away from the family."
"Promotion capability for AGR is lousy. One stays in slot to
long - upward mobility is nil without having to make major
relation to undesirable areas."
"My husband is an AGR in a staff slot and he cannot be
promoted."

"We came into the Guard out of the active Air Force for
stability - something we feel would benefit our children. With
all things considered, we still feel it was one of the wisest
decisions we've ever made - just a bit lonely being so far from
home. But it's nice not to have to worry about moving all the
time, and nice to know we don't have to be constantly leaving
friends behind."
"My husband is in the AGR program. At the time he took the
job, we were promised all benefits of active duty personnel,
including base housing, base exchange, commissary, and medical
clinic. We have been provided with none of these services.
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"I wish someone would explain why these men in Security Police
and Law Enforcement on Active Duty must pull their UTA's each
month, with Mgxr
pay or training. They must give up 2 days
of their days off to do this."

"It would be beneficial if the military provided a medical and
dental plan for dependents. It's very 'time consuming' to drive
several children a distance of 46 miles (one way) for medical
and dental work - not to mention loss of school time. Also,
there are long distance telephone charges to be paid while
trying to set up appointments."
"In the ANG any person who is AGR gets all the overtime
because its cheaper for the government, because AGR is salary.
When there is only one or two AGR that means a lot of late
nights and weekends spent at work and little time spent with
family."
"I think that the only reason that anyone would seek other
employment would be for the pay. It is unfortunate that there
is such a difference between what the full-time guard personnel
earn and what they could earn at civilian employment. Many
guard members leave for just that reason. It seems to be a
waste for them after all their military training to have to go
elsewhere for better pay."
"His rank tied into civilian pay grades. He's running a
chance of losing a stripe because of the position he's in that's
tied to civilian pay. He has over 60 days leave on the books
because he can get so little time off."
Military Technician Members and Spouses
Army National Guard
Officers
"I am a National Guard Technician with 21 years GS service,
and 25 years of pure ARNGUS time. The Guard has been good to me
and my family. There have been some tense times, while the
State, and I imagine all States, were figuring out 'what is
what' with the Selective Retention Boards. But, all in all the
Guard is a good program, with benefits, opportunities for
gratifying work and recognition."
"There are certain discrepancies in the Civil Service/AGR pay
compatibility for full-time technicians.
EXAMPLE: A CW2 Technician (Civil Service-GS7) can have all of
his/her Full-Time AGR Technicians making as much as twice the
salary as him/herself.
PROBL: Having individuals of a lower enlisted grade make more
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than their supervisor is both demoralizing and inadequate,
resulting in many of our qualified leaders with the expertise
that i so desperately needed, with no alternative but to leave
the full time technician force.
SOLUTION: Place priority on making first level/second level
supervisors AGR positions prior to the lower ranks. This will
attract higher caliber supervisors while maintaining the ones
currently aboard from going to the civilian market where the
benefits are markedly higher."
"As a NG Technician I am not authorized to be paid overtime.
I am however authorized comp time; but working an average of 84
hours a pay period I do not have the opportunity to take this
time off. Not being able to utilize my annual leave as I deem
necessary. I feel I should be given the same opportunity as any
other federal employee, e.g. to be placed on AT, FTTD, etc....,
to accomplish specified tasks/missions when funding is
available. If I am an employee of the Postal Dept., IBM or TI
etc...., I could take annual leave when approved, and pull
additional AT, FTTD etc.... But as a NG Technician, I am
discriminated against by NGR 37-111, in that if the task/mission
has any thing to do with my day-to-day employment I will not be
placed on active duty."
"The big problem is some enlisted members will not be able to
attain the 20 years for technician or military retirement by age
60."

"I no longer receive the benefits that the common Guard member
receives and have actually been treated as a second class
citizen in some respects simply because I work for the guard
'full time.' I was informed after I took the position that
technicians were not eligible for loan repayment bonuses that
other members receive because I am a full-timer."
We have been informed that we (full time employees) must
attend regular army service schools to receive military
promotions. Not only is this procedure grossly unfair, it is
prejudicial and (in my opinion) unconstitutional. Why should
the fact that my civilian employer happens to be the federal
government force me to be gone from my family for over 17 weeks
to get a promotion from W2 to W3 and an additional 22 weeks to
be promoted from W3 to W4, when any other warrant in the guard
can qualify by correspondence. The situation for full timers is
getting to the point where no one wants to stay for any length
of time. We spend thousands of dollars and many weeks of time
to train new people only to see them leave to the private sector
as soon as they are trained."
"In my full time Job as a National Guard Technician they want
me to impersonate my regular army count-.,part. I feel I am a
civilian employee and should not be required to wear the
Appendix N
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military uniform. We do not receive the same benefits and are
often confused with regular Army personnel when we are in
uniform.0

Spouses of Officers
"I am very disturbed with what appears to me to be unfair wage
practices in regard to AGR classification. The decision to
classify an employee or position as AGR seems to be at the whim
of the Adjutant General and the end result can be two employees
doing the same job with a large discrepancy in salary. Also, an
employee can be promoted into a position that was AGR for the
previous employee but the AGR status is removed for the new
employse."
"The gap between AGR/Civil Service (Technician) pay is too
great. My husband is an officer, and a AGR-SP4 makes more
money. This is not only unfair, but it is a poor placement of
priority on the part of the full-time force. You're gonna mess
around and lose probably the best logistician the Army has,
based on an, inadequate at best, manning arrangement."
"The difference in pay between the AGR and the Technician,
penalizes the technicians who have given the Guard the most
years of service. I feel there should be only 1 program for
all."
"Full time tech's should have more medical coverage, free
clinic - dental - eye-glasses."

"I believe that the National Guard & the technician jobs
should get better annual raises than 3%."
"My spouse's 'civilian' job is full-time technician for the
ARNG. My husband's civilian job reqireg that he retain an
appropriate position in the Guard. My husband's duties,
civilian & guard-wise, do crossover, time-wise, and there is no
overtime pay for time spent on the guard during the week or on
off-weekends. Compensatory time is very limited, also. Because
of all this extra time required, the educational opportunities
(to take advantage of the GI Bill, e.g.) are nil."
"Because my husband works full time for the Guard, he spends
much more time in Guard activities than one weekend a month and
one two-week period a year, yet we receive no family medical
benefits. Neither do we have full commissary or PX privileges.
If we are, in fact, a 'Total Force' why are Guardsmen's families
treated as second class citizens?"
"He has to take several trips to Ft. Polk a year. This would
not be so bad, if it didn't take six weeks to get the pay for
this. He usually has to take enough money for motel, gas and
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meals, and we can't recover these expenses for six weeks. At
one time the guard furnished him a vehicle to drive on these
trips, but not any more. He has to take our private vehicle."
"The only real problem, is that I miss him. I understand and
encourage his dedication. I would like to see a massive
increase in the use of ATA's. Much of his time is volunteered."
"May I say I'm happy being the wife of an Army National Guard
Technician. My husband is very happy with his job so that makes
me happy. Maybe you could make available more ways the wives
could travel with their husbands."
"I feel my husband spends far too much of his precious life
traveling for the National Guard. His small children have
really missed seeing their daddy these past years. We cannot
have a consistent life with all the extra interruptions besides
the drills! Since the beginning of January 1986 my husband has
had 3 free weekends off of guard drills or guard related trips
he has had to make! (It is now April 17th). He has to drive 6
1/2 hours to drill and home again after drill until he has a
position here in our new location. My husband is a full-time
Guard technician. He feels frustrated with this time schedule
as he has no consistent time to complete a project. He works
overtime at work and brings a lot of his work home to finish.
We wish we could have some of the pressure taken off - but there
is so much to be done and he is very dedicated to his work."
"Because my husband is both a loyal and dedicated individual
in his position as a Military Technician, he puts in far more
many hours than I prefer. Drill schedules are fair, however,
the number of extra weekends he works due to additional
responsibilities and volunteered time affects our personal life
continually. Additional time away from home includes 4 'Admin'
nites a month (which is ridiculous), 3-4 days on the advance at
'AT' and staff support for other units. I feel that these
additional responsibilities should be distributed more equally
among M-Day personnel."
"There is no possible way you could increase his schedule. He
is a very dedicated man and may have 1 weekend a month free
now."

"I would truly love it if Training Technicians really worked
only 40 hour weeks and National Guard Officers obligations gnly
involved 1 weekend a month and 2 weeks at summer camp. That,
gentlemen is pure fiction! In la years, there has never been a
time that has held true. I feel, that by advertising it as
such, you contribute to family problems. In this house at
least, the Army National Guard has always been my husband's
other full-time job."
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"Out of the past four months, he has had a total of three full
weekends free. He has also attended two required schools during
these four months, in two eastern states. This is why we would
not be happy about increased drill time. He has been in the
National Guard for 33 years, 32 years as a Technician. Unless
he is not retained (which is very unlikely) he will have served
for 37 years when he retires. We maintain that the military has
been good to us, overall (I put nine years in, resigning in
1984)."
"I personally think the National Guard is taking absolutely
too much of the guardsmember's off time. It is no longer the
exception to the rule, but the 'norm' that my spouse will spend
additional weekends for drills, schools, conferences. It is
extremely difficult to have a family life when your spouse is
always away doing something for the National Guard. I think
that what my husband does is important and I do not complain to
him, however for the last 2 years I think he is overly involved
with National Guard activities. My friends who are married to
guardsmen feel the same way."
"I feel the Guard is demanding more and more time of my
husband and others like him, this puts a great stress on our
relationship. I have an opportunity to talk with other Guard
wives and they all have the same complaint. The Guard stresses
the importance of the family and their support, but do little if
nothing to make any improvement of the situation."
"My husband works as a supply technician with his guard unit.
He makes really good money for our community. My only complaint
is the added drills he's been having to make. Once or twice a
month would not be so bad, but three or four times a month is
ridiculous."

r

Enlisted Members
"I am concerned with the unfairness to technicians in
requirements for job alignment which limits upward mobility in
rank and the threat of the retention board for technician who
hold senior enlisted ranks but have not attained age 55 and
eligible for maximum retirement benefits."
"I feel I am a very qualified solider but never get any credit
for my full time work with the 20 year retention board. I feel
that my & my fellow workers attitude toward the Guard has went
from a perfect 10 to a perfect 0. My wife of 20 years is very
upset with my full time job & my military career. With 2
children wanting to start college & another with an illness
which costs extra money every month I do not know from one year
to the next whether I'll have a job or not."
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"Disagree with the policy of compatibility for technicians.
Non-technicians benefit from the diversity offered by membership
in a unit other than their work site & in many cases in totally
different activities that performed on their civilian job."
"Because of mandatory meetings and service schools, I have
recently completed 48 days with only one day off. This is not
counting evenings spent in the Armory and phone calls at home.
All of the evenings are 'free time' without pay or
compensation."
"Selective Retention worries alot of Technicians that get in
20 yrs military and may only have 10-15 years of federal
service. The 30 year service by age 55 seems like it no longer
exists as it's impossible to stay in the service that long
anymore."
"Technicians should not be forced out of a job when
eligible
for military retirement if they wish to retire from guard."
"I feel that the retirement for Reservists is not all that it
is cracked up to be. Everyone say's that the retirement point
that you receive over and above 60, count's towards your retired
pay. This is a lie. I think that this should be dealt with at
the signing of the contract for any one coming into the
reservists, not after the fact."
"I received a reenlistment bonus. Shortly after, I received a
federal technician job. I soon forfeited my bonus because of
the job. I resigned from the job 7 months later. I still have
4 yrs left on my reenlistment and am still paying my bonus back.
I don't think this is FAIR."
"I feel that full time Technicians should be eligible for
enlistment and reenlistment bonuses."
"An inequity pertains to Re-enlistment Bonus. Before many
technicians are hired they reenlist under one of the bonus
programs. Upon reenlisting there are no promises of full time
jobs: however if you do find a Technicians job your bonus is
prorated and you lose anything paid to cover time since your
entrance in the full time Technicians ranks. When this is done
one may get only 1/3 of your normal drill check for a year or
more. This policy doesn't seem fair because when one enlists he
doesn't know that he's going to become a full-time Technician.
The Guardsman executed a contract in good faith but it seems
that the Guard has reneged on their end of the contract. I am
told that since membership in the Guard is a requirement of
employment there is no provision for a bonus. However when the
Guardsman enlists employment as a Technician is not a condition
of enlistment. Therefore any bonus he receives should be due
him."
Appendix N
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"Why are technicians not eligible for bonuses?! Just because
I am in the technician program, does not mean I have to stay
until I retire! I am not obligated to stay. I have to stay in
the Guard to stay in my job, but the reverse is not true.
However, if I received a bonus to stay in the Guard, it would
certainly have a large influence on staying with my full time
job. The existing attitude that full-time technicians have to
stay in the Guard is wrong!"
"As a unit technician, my viewpoint on the successes or
failures of various ARNG programs have different considerations
than those of the member who is a strictly part time member.
While they might complain about pay problems, promotions or
receiving benefits, I would stress the problems in managing
those areas and the endless changes, paperwork and red tape in
administering those policies and programs that are presented to
the part-time member as 'good' reasons to join or remain in the
guard."
"If it wasn't for my full time technician job I wouldn't stay
in the Army Guard 5 minutes."
"The first problem that I would like to address concerns the
policy of technicians being required to hold slots in the Guard
that are compatible with their full time technician duties.
Some people say that they would like to do something different
on drill time. However, by and large the biggest complaint is
that this policy severely limits our promotional possibilities.
For instance how many E-6 and above slots are available in the
Maintenance field. I feel that I, and many others like myself
have the education and intelligence to perform in many other
MOS's. While there are some exceptions to this policy they are
few and far between. The full time technicians should not have
to take a back seat to part timers. After all the Guard is a
larger part of our lives than most part-timers therefore we
should at least have equal opportunity to advance ourselves."
"Full-time people, both AGR and Technician, fill an MTO&E
position in the unit of employment. This blocks promotions
chances in the unit for the part-time member, for example: I am
an E-7, filling an E-7 position, the AGR person assigned is an
E-6 filling an E-7 position. This blocks two hard working parttime people from making E-7. The assigned recruiter, on the
other hand, is assigned to HQ STARC, and is assigned full-time
with this unit. His rank, and position does not take from the
units MTO&E and he can be promoted without regard to the unit's
mannin.
I feel all AGR/Technicians should be assigned to a
state MTO&E and placed in units such as the recruiter. The
Guard requires its full-time people to be a member of the unit
in which they are employed. The Reserve does not require this.
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The full-time Technician can be a civilian employee or a member
of a control group and can be promoted over and above the units
MTO&E."
"I am a full time technician with the Guard. I feel that
technicians are discriminated against in many areas. Promotion
is the one area I am most dissatisfied with! As a technician, I
am rqUired to attend two additional schools (both of which are
10 weeks long) to be eligible for promotion, yet my M-Day
counterpart does not. I fail to see why I need more training to
be promoted. If I were to quit my full-time job today, I would
be eligible for promotion immediately! I am a single parent,
and going away for twenty weeks would be a hardship. I will
make the necessary arrangements because I have no choice if I
want to be promoted."
"The technician program is controlled too heavily by the part
time guard. (1) Retirement from Guard and full time employment
are locked together leaving personel in the guard far past there
best potential. (2) Guard advancement is held back due to
compatability between guard and full time employment. (3)
Unable to qualify for bonus MOS because your a full timer.
Joining full time if you have already a bonus you have to pay it
back. (4) Schooling and retention are much stricter. I don't
think we should be singled out as people to be used with out
concideration just because we are locked in to our jobs."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"The policies of the National Guard Bureau, at the present
time, are very discriminatory towards "Excepted" National Guard
Technicians when one is reuuired to have Battle Skills Course
for promotion and AGR/M-DAY personnel do not have this
requirement. In addition to this, National Guard Technicians
are considered last for these schools behind AGR & M-DAY
personnel whose promotion(s) are not pending on mandatory
attendance. The fact still remains that AGR personnel have
greater opportunity to meet the requirement of the "lengthy
schools" (2-6 weeks)."
"National Guard Technicians wear the same uniform, serve the
same country, put in the same or longer hours for less pay and
limited benefits - exclusively the use of full-time commissary
and medical/dental privileges. In fact, National Guard Bureau
is "making an example" of the National Guard Technicians when in
most cases is better adapted and more qualified to perform
his/her duties."
"GS-07 mil tech pay not in line with civilians or AGR member
doing same job. GS-07 under paid by 25%."
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"Full time technicians do not receive bonus for re-enlisting
but they should."
"I would like to see more attention given to the problems of
the full time technicians. I think they are in a limbo of
confusion as far as status is concerned. There should be a more
definitive designation for them and they should receive the same
(or better because I think all enlisted personnel deserve better
than they now receive) considerations than they now receive. My
husband is employed by the state military department as a
civilian who wears an Army uniform to work and is paid by the
federal government. He is threatened with dismissal if he gains
too much weight (he is not fat - or even plump) because of
military regulations, but he is not classified as 'military' in
other areas. There is too much inconsistency."
"I do not understand why my husband as a military technician
is required war skills training and other part-timers are not,
because it would interfere with their civilian jobs. My husband
is a civilian Federal Employee full time. You would not require
any other Federal Employee to do so, and be let go. We are not
dumb people, we know it is a plan to eliminate the technician
program, for AGR's."
"Do not like the training requirements instigated this year
for full time technicians, (i.e. 17 weeks 1 day) for promotion.
The part-time guardsman only has to attend a state level school
of 2 weeks for promotion!! This seems grossly unfair, as it
would present a very real hardship on our young family to be
without our father/husband for almost 4 months. I understand
this is voluntary but without it - no promotion!"
Army Reserve

Officers
"I love the reserves and my civilian technician job. I am
only asking for a short term leave of absence to fulfill some
critical mission training. I am asking if there is anything the
Department of the Army can do for me in this regard to let me go
in a 'Leave without pay' status."
"Military Technicians earn approximately 1/3 less than their
AGR counter-parts. The use of more Military Technicians in
personnel, training, supply and maintenance positions would be
much more cost effective than AGR personnel. The plethora of
AGR personnel at Continental U.S. Armies, Forces Command and
installations is another situation where costs could be saved.
By replacing AGR personnel with Department of the Army
civilians, costs would be reduced because DAC's make 1/3 less
than AGR personnel. Military Technicians are a proven, capable
and readiness enhancing work-force. Military Technicians,
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particularly Senior Staff Administrative Assistants, Senior
Administrative Assistants, and Unit Administrators supervise
Active Guard Reserve personnel on a daily basis. Theireservist
will ever get that opportunity. By making over 25% of the E-7
positions in an Engineer Battalion AGR, the promotion 'pyramid'
for E-6's is severely restricted!"
"Increasingly, I find additional AGR's being assigned and
tying up scarce reserve positions on the 'promotion ladder'.
Example AGR Bn XO ties up half (1 of 2) of all reserve 0-4
spots. 0-3's making 0-4 must go to the IRR."
Spouses of Officers
"From my observations of the civilian portion of my husband's
job with the Army Reserve, I have come to the following
conclusions:
1. The positions are understaffed.
2. The GS levels are very out of line, based on job
responsibility.
3. The salaries are demeaning.
My husband is a college graduate, a Warrant Officer and a
veteran and his civilian job with the Army Reserve as a GS6 pays
$16036.80 per year or $7.71 per hr. His job description states
he is to supervise the staff as a unit administrator. This
includes an AGR supply sergeant. The hours for the civilian are
7:30-4:00 with a half hour for lunch, a total of 40 hours per
week. The AGR position enables the sergeant to take an hour for
lunch, an hour per day for Physical Training, and whatever time
is necessary for counseling etc. This equates to less than 30
hours per week. For this plum position he receives
approximately $22K per year, plus housing and all other Army
benefits. Private industry would go broke with an AGR Program."
"My husband is a civilian technician for a 170+ member unit
and also a member of a smaller unit. My main concerns center
around what appears to me to be a lack of knowledge on the part
of persons in higher command as to the amount of paperwork
involved with the operation of individual units. It would be
impossible for this man to work harder or longer at his Reserve
obligation than he does at his civilian technician position.
There are just not enough hours in the day or week for that. He
enjoys his work as a Technician and also his Reserve
obligations, but both are very demanding on him and his family."
"I feel that the 'dual-status' requirement imposed sec 83 is
to demanding on civilian technicians. It hampers career
advancement both in civilian and military positions. It also
causes 'burn-outs' with the demands of time & requirements.
Also, civilian pay is not comparable to AGR personnel. I also
think that 'Military Leave' should be upped to 25 days a year
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because of the demands to attend conferences & schools.
Overtime is unheard of and there's no way to accomplish the
mission in just 40 hours."
Enlisted Members

"Units are staffed with personnel in the ART technician
program. These people have been unit a long period a time &
well qualified. However over the years we have been promoted to
and now hold most of the key positions in our units - preventing
straight reservists from being promoted and filling these
positions that would gain them essential training and
advancement goals. ART technicians should be attached to units
as overstrength equal in rank to position attached. Straight
reservist should hold position."
"A lot of these questions I had to answer the way I did,
because of the fact that my job is a dual status job, not the
way I really feel. Almost every person in my shop that is in
dual status, is against the idea completely. It makes sense
that people that a-e forced to be in reserves because of a job,
aie not going to dL as good a job as people that want to be
there."
"With the advent of the AGR program it seems that the Dept. of
the Army has no faith in their civilian personnel. It seems to
me that this AGR program is a big waste of my TAX DOLLAR and it
should be looked at very carefully in the future."
"I believe it is waste, abuse and ignorance on behalf of all
AMSA/ECS technicians to be obligated dual status. We should all
be status quo at our own choice because of the AGR/FTUS
program."
"I propose Se arating technicians under a separate TDA or TO&E
sheet - completely separate from the Reserve Force. Equally so
AGR - full-time manning should not be integrated into this
stream by my evaluation. They, too, should be separate."
"I am a Reserve technician under the mandatory dual status
requirement. I find this situation at best 'trying.' My reasons
include: (1) lack of upward mobility in the military grades and
also in the civilian grades. (2) time required of the dual
status individual is often more than a 'regular' reservist. (3)
there is no strict delineation of duties from reservist to
technician. The reservists often depend on the technician for
answers to their questions rather than searching for the answers
and upgrading their own MOS skills and requirements. (4) spend
extra time that overtime or compensatory time is never
reimbursed as a civilian. I feel that the mandatory dual status
requirement should be lifted. My reasons are: (1) more upward
mobility in the civilian and military grades. (2) give the
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reservists opportunities to perfect their own areas of expertise
and dependability upon themselves to perform the mission. (3)
as a member of another reserve unit, if this requirement was
lifted, the technician/reservist could perfect their own MOS
skills rather than being interrupted several times during the
drill time to perform technician related jobs."
"There still exists a large problem area between the civilian
FTUS and the AGR FTUS. The only solution I can foresee is one
in which both sides are given direction on how they both aid to
prepare the unit for mobilization. A more detailed brief on how
the two halves each have a distinct function and different part
to perform in the mobilization mission."
"I am a National Guard Technician, GS-7, in a fairly
responsible position with 12 years of technician service.
really hurts to see a new employee in an E-4 AGR position
working for me and taking home more money than I do. "

It

"Why is it that civilian technicians cannot receive a
reenlistment bonus but AGR personnel can? Civilian technicians
M
be a participating member in the Reserve component. If you
take into account ALL pay and allowances an AGR E6 and above
make over a GS-6 and above, the system is not a fair system; the
civilian gets penalized and the 'green suiter' gets all the
benefits and spends less time around the Reserve center than
does the civilian technician. When is the Army going to come to
some equitable terms on the civilian technicians and the AGR
personnel????"
"I am strongly opposed to the military views by which AGR,
full-time manning support receive better than double wages to
the civilian work force. I consider this a labor problem more
than a military problem and although the military instigated its
present outcome, it has severely obstructed the civilian work
force with technicians throughout our Nation; it has caused
morale problems and in all probability, caused a weakness in
unit operations directed towards a strong mobilization need."
"The USAR pay system is for the most part OK. But we do
have a few problems with the USAFAC, JUMPS-RC, Army, and 'all
reading off the same sheet of music.' I have seen problems that
should've taken only a short time to correct drag on for a year,
simply because the different factions were not using the same
regulation and policies. This is very frustrating to the
reservist and to the technician trying to untangle the
situation."
"Promotions to E9 are
Commands do not like to
because they know these
years and no one can be
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very hard for full time employees.
promote the full-time employees to E-9
senior positions will be frozen for many
promoted in them by other unit members
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and with the simple fact that full-time personnel must divide
their time at drills with the whole unit as assistors and can
not dedicate the majority of their time to the particular
mos/duty assignment they have."
"As a Department of the Army civilian, I do not feel that I
should have to remain in the Army Reserve to keep my civilian
job."
"I would like to see the Army dual status program voluntary
instead of mandatory. This would ensure dedicated personnel and
offer a better selection of more qualified people for those
positions. It would also eliminate unit commanders from holding
your job in jeopardy and allowing for more equal promotion
opportunities within reserve units."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"I am not satisfied with my wife being in Reserves as I do not
like her to be away overnight as I am self employed and on call
24 hrs. a day. It causes great problems as we have two children
who are not old enough to care for themselves. Because my wife
is a dual status Army Reserve Technician, she has to stay in
Reserves to keep her civilian job which I feel is unfair. She
likes her civilian job, is very good at it, & should be allowed
to keep it without being in the Reserves."
Air National Guard
Officers
"In a unit where there are a lot of full time personnel there
is too much made over job compatibility."
"Very dissatisfied with loss of civilian technician insurance
benefits as a result of required military duty."
"I think that Guard technician personnel who spend up to eight
times the amount of time in uniform over those who participate
only on weekends and annual training, should receive some
additional military benefit."
"Technician fighter pilots should be able to retire at the age
of 50. FAA federal employee pilots can now retire at the age of
50. It is the exception when a ART fighter pilot can stay
effective as an IP until the age of 55. With the coming of new
super high performance aircraft as the F16, a man has to have a
little luck to stay physically fit to be an effective IP until
the age of 55. When his effectiveness as an IP goes down, so
does the effectiveness of the unit."
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"As a Technician working at my military duty station in
uniform everyday, I feel that the opportunity for promotion
should be the same as my active duty counterparts."
"I think that if a person is forced to wear a military uniform
in his Full Time employment he should have full benefits of same
as a regular military person."
"The only comments that I have about the Reserve components
(ANG) is the AGR program. I feel that program should be abolished, and all full timers be in the same status. The program
has hurt the morale of the technician force, which is the back
bone of all units. I feel as others feel, the affected areas
not fair are benefits, pay, reasonability, supervision, leave.
The program needs to be looked at."
Enlisted Members
"When I first entered the Air Guard as a guardsman and
technician, we could look for three retirement checks. a.
Military Retirement. b. Civil Service Retirement. c. Social
Security. I am concerned now that Congress, or others, will
erode those benefits soon, before I retire, or am old enough to
collect that compensation. A secure retirement was for me, and
others, considerable incentive when I began as a technician."
"Job responsibilities for Air Technicians and AGR's in the
same AFSC are equal however, there is an abnormal pay
differential between technician pay and AGR pay. There should
be a special pay scale for air technicians rather than the GS
pay scale to make compensation between these programs more
equitable for the work performed."
"It is my preference that all Technicians be given the
opportunity and choice of conversion to the AGR program,
therefore eliminating a conflict of interests within the same
organization."
"There is a great disparity between my pay grade as a civil
service employee and that of military grade doing the sam job AGR. Their is a problem of equity in pay rates and benefits
provided by the Federal Government for doing the same job. This
does not include the responsibility or lack of manpower which a
person(s) incur doing the same job. It is my opinion that a
dual system for pay grades is a poor morale incentive producer.
In some cases, GS/WG supervisors are making less take-home pay
than AGR-Technical Sergeant."
"I am a air guard technician, our pay and benefits has been
frozen or limited to 1 to 2 percent raises a year for several
years. Seems to me it is unfair."
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"For air technicians hired after Jan 1, 1984, we need a good

retirement program.

(Like the old Civil Service Retirement)."

"I believe in total force concept but if you look at the
average of active personnel, traditional guardsmen, full time
technician and AGR's you would find many people 10 to 15 years
older in the full time Guard. I am one. A full time technician
51 years old and I do sedentary work. It is extremely difficult
for me to keep my weight like it was when I was 30 years old."
"Upon military retirement I feel the individual should start
drawing retirement pay."
"I feel the military technician program needs to be realigned using air traffic controller's and federal law
enforcements agencies as a guide for retirement. Men fifty
years and older have little to offer if exposed to a real combat
scenario. If personnel could retire after thirty years service
it would provide upward mobility in ranks for younger people.
There may be some exceptions for highly qualified individuals
needed in staff positions at headquarters level. If the balloon
ever goes up we don't need a reserve force staffed with a high
percentage of grandfather's to face the enemy."
"Change retirement benefits to aid the Guard and Reservists
instead of hurting them like they are at present time, such as
taking away money from the retiree, and benefits should begin
like they do for active duty."
"Selective retention is a discriminatory practice. After
being assured of a retirement annuity at age 55, when we came
under civil service in 1969, the Guard Bureau has now deemed it
necessary to force members of the Guard out before reaching the
age of 55. As title 32 technicians, this policy makes it
impossible, in some instances, to continue to serve until the
age of 55. If the members are to be separated before 55 years
of age, they should be, at least, authorized Guard retirement
upon separation, rather than having to wait until the age of 60
years old, providing they have 20 good years of service."
"I think Military Technicians should be treated the same as
Firefighter, F.B.I. agents and air traffic controllers, when
technicians grow older especially over 55 years, its very
difficult to pass physicals and work in chemical gear as
required."
"As a Technician, I feel career bonuses should apply to us as
well as straight guardsmen."
"Why can't Air techs receive reenlistment bonuses!!"
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"I am a technician with the Air National Guard and feel the
restriction on us pertaining to re-enlistment bonuses and
education assistance is unfair and discriminating against
technicians."
"Since I am an Air Technician (WG11) Accepted Federal Civil
Service, I am not eligible for an Air Force Bonus, even though
my Career Field has a selective Reenlistment Bonus. I feel
cheated because of that because the money sure could have been
put to good use in my household. I feel a little bitter because
my peers who work for civilian company who make more per hour
get a bonus and I do not get one. Discrimination in the biggest
way."
"As a requirement of the Civil Service Technician program, it
is required to be in the ANG program, with no special pay or
reenlistment bonus.
If the AY- -.- not required for a civil
service job I would not reenlisL
"In reference to question 15 concerning reenlistment bonus, I
feel its justly unfair to be illegible for the bonus because
your a civil service employee."
"Ineligible for any re-enlistment bonuses for my AFSC because
I am a full time technician. Because my membership in the Guard
is a condition of employment I am not eligible for reenlistment bonuses."
"As an Air Guard Technician, I feel compelled to complain
about the reenlistment bonus program. I feel that there is an
illegality here! Just because I must reenlist to keep my job, I
can't get the bonus?"
"Presently I'm a Pay Technician with the ANG, I used to occupy
a similar position with the ARNG under the AGR program. The ANG
has no military or reliable OJT program for this field. I have
been given the regulations and am expected to execute my job
without any other type of guidance, not even a briefing.
Supposedly we are short of personnel and there is no time to
train me. I question this - is it feasible from an economic and
training viewpoint to have untrained personnel making costly
mistakes which affect not only their morale but the troops who
don't receive the check complete or on time; when it can be
resolve by organizing at least 1-2 hours training daily for a
month, or establishing a school, like the Army has."
"In my career field, additional proficiency training is a
necessity. I have personnel in my section ready and willing to
spend the extra time, and have done so, WITHOUTPAY. This
should not be! Additional paydays should be made available for
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those fields where proficiency is a requirement. These past two
years have seen a significant decrease in ST and PT mandays at
our unit."
"Being an ANG technician, I feel I have a fairly knowledgeable
insight on the needs of the reserve program. I feel we are
currently tasked with too many additional duties and ancillary
training programs to properly performed our assigned duties."
"It seems that after 20 yrs. of military service participation
in UTA's and summer camp should be voluntary for Air National
Guard technicians. Technicians would still be required to
participate in mobilizations of over 30 days. This move would
make guardsmen more self-reliant. This would happen because
technicians wouldn't be as abundant to make all of the decisions
for them. This would also save funds because technicians with
over 20 yrs. of service have high rank and therefore expensive
pay and benefits. This would also possibly open up promotion
possibilities which are now nil."
"When the unit goes on active duty there is no program for
informing families what is going on and up to date information
on when the unit is returning other then what is stated before
the unit leaves."
"I am in an overage slot, in other words I am staff in a SGT
slot. ANG rank structure is inadequate and needs revamping.
All ANG slot are based on active duty requirements but the
personnel section that makes decision on slots forgets that the
Air Force moves people from base to base to maintain proper
grade with slots. The Air National Guard people stay for 20,
30, or more years. Rank tends to stagnate, the blocking lower
ranking individuals from advancing to higher ranks. Because of
this, some people tend to leave. Remember, people equate rank
with money, and that's what it is all about."
"Hopes for making rank in the Guard are just that!!"
"Can anything be done to make promotion opportunities more
readily available to ANG/Reserve members? It seems as though we
are discriminated upon when it comes to this aspect of the
defense system. Classifiers from NGB come down and determine
that certain positions are not critical and thus downgrade those
positions. This creates morale problems, since they are done
nationwide and not taken on a individual basis. In this
respect, a person in the Reserve does more than their regular
Air Force counterparts, but are = given the same rank. Morale
wise it is very perplexing since their is no room to get
promoted. By the time my retirement comes around, I will have
served 35 years in the ANG and _U years as an E-5 (was promoted
to E-6 as a drill status in the personnel AFSC, but took a one
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grade bust to take the E-5 admin position - which was downgraded
from GS-6 to GS-5). This downgrade thus prevented me and
everyone in the same position to get promoted."
"What about Promotions? I have very little chance to get
another stripe for many years but there are several people who
have made master in 9 years! There must be a more equitable
way!"
"As a Guard Technician, promotions are very slow as for the
career of personnel. The opportunity for promotions is being
bypassed especially if the working shop has only 1 to 4
personnel. The only way a promotion can be made was to have
been in your present grade to qualify for the grandfather
clause, which now has been abolished. As far as retirement, I
am concerned about promotions I will never expect to have. I
believe there should be an automatic up grade to the next rank
for the sole purpose of retiring, with a descent amount to live
on after spending 30 years or more serving in the Air National
Guard."
"As a technician in the Air National Guard, the main complaint
I have is that when you work at the same job 40 hrs. a week and
drill week-end comes up, you are doing the same job on the weekend and it makes for a long 12 day week. Also when you start
your annual training at this station, you must now work the
Saturdays. When the week-end is the only time you have to do
your outside activities and your home duties, it seems like you
are spending all of your time at work and you get behind at
home."
"Why should technicians be required to wear military uniform
during the week and receive no benefits?"
"Being a 'civilian' technician (title 32), one of my pet
peeve's is the requirement put on us by the National Guard
Bureau to wear the uniform while performing a civilian civil
service function. They, the Guard Bureau have succeeded in one
thing, the demoralization of the civilian work force, and it's
not getting any better! Don't get me wrong, I enjoy being in
the Air National Guard and the wearing of the uniform while
performing military duty, but as a civilian, you're completely
wrong and it's absurd! I feel like an imposter, posing in a
military uniform."
"As a Air National Guard civilian/military technician I feel
that it is inappropriate to require the wear of the military
uniform while performing work in a civilian status. This
requirement places the wearer in a questionable position. Are
we full time military? No. If not, then wearing of the uniform
is a misrepresentation of our status. I believe in a strong
military, I believe in the concept of the Guard. I dont believe
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that wearing the uniform while working as a civilian is fitting
or proper. Let civilians wear proper civilian attire, then
stand back and watch as we stand proudly in uniform as military
members of the Air National Guard."
"I would like to see an opportunity for the workforce to be
free to select a 'civilian' work attire similar to or the same
as we had during a previous period."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"The pay is not nearly good enough for technicians."
"Pay scale for enlisted civilian employees is low - pay raises
do not keep up with inflation. Very far behind private or
civilian sector especially since they are the ones who are
defending our country. Are their lives worth so little?"
"Local Guard policies require mandatory retirement at age 55.
This policy is for the military and civilian technicians. I
feel this is age discrimination. My spouse will only have 25
years as a civilian technician at age 55 which reduces our
retirement pay."
"I dislike the fact that it seems that those civilian
employees that are military technicians spend more time & effort
before, during and after drill weekends but when promotions are
handed out the promotions are given to "weekenders" (those not
in technician status) over the technicians because the
technicians must stay in unit since their families' incomes
depend upon the salary."
"Spouse works as an AGR. As a full time technician employed
at same unit I feel that my spouse is often treated unfairly as
an AGR. Working extra (overtime) hours and also drill weekends
without any compensation."
Air Force Reserve
Spouses of Officers
"The low pay for ARTs is very hard to swallow especially in
our town of Delco & Chrysler factory workers - I feel my
husbands job salary should be higher - especially when flying.
I also wish the spouses received the same travel benefit as
active duty wives - they certainly deserve it & put in enough
time. Reservists who pull more than 30 mandays a year should
qualify for spouse travel benefits."
"Between the Air Reserve Technician job and USAFR
requirements, my husband is almost NEVER home! Active duty was
not nearly as demanding on his personal or our family time N-58
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plus we had the added benefits of comraderie with the other
officers and their families and full base privileges. We have
lovely neighbors and a large community of friends - none of whom
has any idea of exactly what it is my husband does, all of whom
share a common background from which we are excluded. We are
very involved in the community itself and in service to the
community but are not actually a part of it. The problem is
that we were transplanted here by the military but are neither a
part of the military nor civilian population."
Enlisted Members
"I am an Air Reserve Technician and feel as though I have
been deeply cheated as far as military rank. I have been a Tsgt
(E-6) for 15 years and have not been recommended for promotion
one time. I have had 3 supervisors for the past 15 years and
everyone has told me that I have done an outstanding job, but I
couldn't get promoted because of the Tsgt slot. I now have
people that are higher rank than I who I used to train and that
have worked for me."
"The Reserve forces have to come up with a viable solution to
stagnated promotion problems. Dissatisfied people like myself
who have given up family and promotions, civilian wise, to
remain as Air Force Tech. because they like the job and feel
they are helping the country are getting satisfaction of
accomplishments are being forced to leave low paying positions
to make more money elsewhere. Reserve rank after staff sergeant
is stagnated and causes low morale and less leadership then what
is expected."
"As a new Air Reserve Technician (ART) and a Staff Sergeant
for over seven years, I feel my civilian and military careers
have come to a standstill. As a GS-7, I have no chance of
promotion unless another Technician transfers, retires, or dies.
Most enlisted ARTs enjoy being able to settle down in one place;
this is the only plus in an otherwise dead-end careerfield.
The PEP Program has become a joke; it was designed to pacify the
enlisted ranks. It is a game played with numbers, dependent on
who like you and who does not. In our unit, I have seen only
administrative types, whose supervisors have the time and talent
to inflate their Airman Performance Ratings, get promoted. The
enlisted aircrew members who sacrifice so much time and effort
to fulfill mission requirements and maintain currency receive
only a pat on the back, if that, for a mission well done. These
men work hard at their civilian jobs and are then asked to
sacrifice more time than any other people in the Reserves today
to fulfill AFRES missions to support the active force and
maintain combat readiness. It is frustrating time after time to
reward people who have given so much time and effort in support
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of exercises around the world with a mere 'thanks.' We have men
in our unit with 10 to 20 years of experience in their career
field, and we have nothing to offer them anymore."
"As an ART I feel we need to be able to get more rank other
than the Pep program. In only two years we have only had one E9 & one E-8. At least with our program we should be able tc
retire with over 30 yrs as an enlisted with at least an E-8,
can't we go one over grade or a retirement slot for those with
28 years service. There is a lot of dissatisfaction over this."
"As a technician I feel I am at work far to much. The reserve
obligation consumes more than the 20 days of annual leave I earn
each year. I would like to see ARTs with additional time off,
as an extra allowance. Or remove the mandatory obligation of my
civilian job to belong to the reserves. Then at least the
choice is mine."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"I support the Reserves and the position my husband holds as
an Air Force Reserve technician. My husband explained that his
career field was eligible for a reenlistment bonus but could not
qualify for it because he is a Technician. Now I don't think
that's fair when I know my husband is working as hard or harder
as anyone else at the UTA Drills. I know my husband works many
long hours during UTA's and always brings work home trying to
make his unit the best it can be."
"I think that your policy for someone in the ART program is
very unfair on 'gw they are treated as reservists. I do not
think it is fair that my husband and others in the ART program
are not given any type of reenlistment bonus. I think by
cheating these people your only hurting our defense system.
These are the people that need that little extra because they
work in this job every day."
"My husband works in the ART program. The Air Forcc Reserve
side of his job is a requirement to maintain the civilian side
of the job. First of all, I feel it is unfair to demand him to
be in the reserves as a prerequisite to employment. However, we
were informed of that stipulation before he was hired.
Nevertheless, I did not realize they would require so much of
his extra time. Many of the UTA's are a workless waste of time
(too many workers - not enough work). The same is true of the
summer tour. But the most annoyinq of them all are the TDY's.
Gone out of the state, sometimes the country, again with very
little work to do but unable to return home when there's nothing
left to do. Many of these trips have seemed like an open waste
of taxpayers money, not to mention the strain it puts on a
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family as a unit. Extra week-ends, nights, and time spent away
from home is a terrible destruction to day to day family
stability."
"I don't really like it when my spouse has to go TDY & leave
the family. It is sometimes inconvenient for me because I have
to do all housekeepirng chores & yard work which leaves no time
for me to relax. I also work 40 hours per week. My husband is
an Air Reserve Technician which requires 2-6 weeks of TDY per
year. I don't like staying by myself with 2 children under 6
years of age."
"Due to the fact that my husband is an "ART", he is not
eligible for the promotions/rank as regular reserves. This is
very unfair. As a general rule, because he works the same job
weekdays as he does on UTA's he has added responsibilities for
training regular reservists, and is expected to take up the
slack of regular reservist's lack of experience. His rank
should reflect his responsibilities instead of having a Tech
Sgt. babysitting a Mst. Sgt. Because of this unfair practice he
is looking for a change in status. (From ART to regular
civilian)."

"Bad military promotion opportunities for technicians."
Part-Time Members and SDouses
Army National Guard
officers
"The AGR program is a valuable program in terms of what it
accomplishes, but by virtue of the influence and positioning of
these individuals in key positions, rank structures tend to
'freeze out' Guardsmen whose careers are stalemated by virtue of
their inability to occupy such positions in the normal upward
movement process. With 23,000 AGR personnel in the system today
and 45,000 slated for authorization by 1991, the problem of
locking in positions that would normally be assignable to mobilization Guardsman is becoming a problem of increasing
dimensions. In part, the problem is caused as a byproduct of a
lack of formal iersonnel management skills and techniques at the
Battalion Command level. It appears that we expect more
sophistication from our Battalion Commanders in manipulating the
AGT authorizations than they now possess, or conceivably are
likely to possess in the future."
"Eliminate the mixed FTUS force in troop units. Convert all
technician positions to AGR or vice versa. It is not equitable
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for an E4 w/deps who is an armorer to be compensated equally in
take home pay as his GS-10 supervisor, who may be an 0-1 to 0-5
in ARNG grade."
"I have a concern that full time slots in ARNG are not being

filled by the best quality of personnel. They seem to be filled
by individuals that cannot 'cut-it' elsewhere."
Spouses of Officers
"My complaint w/the Guard is that active duty personnel forget
that guardsmen have families and civilian jobs."
"Full-time personnel often expect too much from part-time
personnel, failing to realize that part-time personnel also have
a full-time civilian job which is their primary source of
income, thus their primary responsibility."
Enlisted Members
"I think that our unit and the Army
could use more full time people. The
administrators can't serve the unit's
because there are just to many people
drill."

National Guard in general
reason being that unit
personnel as he should
for him to handle at a

"Too many Guard jobs being filled by full time Guard personnel, there is to much politics and favoritism. Many positions
(until the last few years) could not be held by full time people
but can now which leaves the part timers unable to obtain higher
rank. The Guard was the citizen soldier but less and less
nowdays."
"The full time employees in our unit need help. They are very
qualified but are putting in way too much time & labor."
"The comment I would like to make concerns a problem with full
time AGR position within the unit structure. This problem
effects several upper ranks ex. (E-6 & above). When a full time
position is implemented into a unit NGB selects a slot in MTOE
for that particular position. In several cases this roots out
personnel (manday soldiers) who have trained and studied hard
for that position, only to have it taken away by a full time
position."
"One item that needs improvement in the system is the petty
politics between the AGR program/tech program/state employees
all serving the same ARNG."
"Technicians and part time Guardspeople should be in two
different classes when it comes to promotions, as it stands the
promotion policy is too discriminatory against the Guardspeople.
H-62
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I have been an E-5 for seven years and every time a promotion
comes up it goes to a technician. Many others say and feel the
same way I do and that is why I am thinking about going to the
Reserves. 'If your not a technician you won't go any where in
the Guards'."
"Our company training is dictated down to the last detail by
fuil-time (AGR) people who act as though they are in command of
the unit. NCOs on the individual detachments (I'm in a special
forces company) have virtually no practical input into our
training. The exponential increase in the number of AGR
personnel in my state over the last couple of years seems to be
paralyzing us through an inundation of paperwork, administrative
inspections, and other bureaucratic requirements. Even annual
training is being jeopardized by this trend."
"The AGR program has to be revamped because it's not accomplishing its goals of improving training and readiness."
Army Reserve
Officers
"The backbone of the Army Reserve System is the full-time
staff. We have two units with identical MTOE's in our
battalion. One of the units has nine full time personnel. The
other unit only has three full-time positions authorized with
one of these positions vacant and no authorization to hire a
replacement. Yet both units have exactly the same requirements
for mission, administration, training, supply accountability,
maintenance, etc.
"Weekend drills and Annual Training have been characterized by
poor organization, confusion and lack of planning. This appears
to be the result of very poor quality technicians rather than
poor leadership. Technicians withhold information, demonstrate
little competence, have no supervision and are rude to unit
members! In the last 2 two years I have attended AT appropriate paperwork re credentials, housing, numbers of
personnel etc. was not sent to active duty stations causing a
number of problems when the main party arrived."
"The stated policy of replacing civilian technicians with AGR
personnel in deploying units to improve mot'
tion readiness
is not valid. Technicians are required
dual status which
has the same effect on mobilization. Recognizing that there are
some status quo personnel, in units, other actions could be
taken to reassign these personnel rather than replace with AGR.
In my experience, civilian technicians are better full-time
assets in units than are AGR personnel. This is due to
technicians functioning in all major areas of units whereas AGR
personnel work in their MOS, normally covering only 1 functional
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area. Additionally, technicians usually have a much broader
background and a higher level of training than AGR personnel.
Combined with cost benefits and longevity of assignments to
units, the technician is a much greater asset to a unit."
"A serious problem that has developed as a result of the
increased number of Full-time Manning AGR positions in the USAR
Program is that the administrative burden placed on subordinate
units has increased to the point where it is a training distractor. The full-time personnel at ARCOM level and higher are
requiring more and more management type reports than ever
before. Units which do not have full-time technicians must
spend a great deal of time (est. 50%) to respond to the
paperwork requirements. The consequence is that training
suffers and unit readiness suffers also. The reserve program is
doomed to become burdened with "management criteria and
reporting" and lose sight of its real mission to train its
soldiers. The administrative burden must be reduced."
"FTM personnel are not sufficient to handle everything coming
their way. A lot of drill dates time is occupied in meetings
for planning and reacting for unscheduled visits, meetings,
requirements from higher headquarters, reports etc. That's why
serious consideration should be given to increase the number of
drill dates (hours) and AT/ACDUTRA for reserve personnel."
"There should be more effective guidance on how AGR personnel
are to be utilized. Why do AGR officers go by the USAR
promotion schedule when the RA officers get promoted in half the
time."
"Avoid the present conflicts involving AGR-FTM with civilian
FTUS and AGR-FTM with drilling reservist 'counterparts'."
"Commanders of reserve units need more supervisory control
over their civilian technicians."
"The AGR program is a waste of funds. Hiring civilian
technicians would be far more effective, less costly and would
get more work done. The civilian technician has provided the
continuity needed to allow USAR units to train and operate. The
constant turnover of AGR personnel does more to hamper the unit
than assist."
"Quality and quantity of AGR personnel is inadequate."
"Once and for all design the reserve units to function with
AU AGR people or aU civilian technicians. Not both... Too
much friction and inefficiency."
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"The AGR staff assigned to the unit is very inefficient.
Personnel are not responsibly supervised and take the attitude
that the reservists are there to do the AGR people's work."
"Administration at unit levels falls farther and farther
behind. Without enough adequately trained and supervised
technicians (like the USAFR) to accomplish the paper mountain,
training and readiness, if not morale, will continue to be
sorely hurting."
Spouses of Officers
"Qualified full time staff seem to be hiding....
I find it
hard to believe qualified people are that hard to find by the
PMO. The result is much of necessary work must be done here at

home."

"My husband has to spend too much time doing tedious, mundane,
clerical tasks because of lack of adequate full-time support in
his headquarters company. The disparity between salaries for
full-time military vs. full-time civil service employees for
similar work causes rapid turn-over & frequent vacancies in the
civil service positions, resulting in much frustration &
inefficiency."
"Many of the AGR/civilians have forgotten what it was like to
be a drilling reservist with family and civilian job responsibilities."
"Another policy to which I'd like to address concerns the
maintenance of certain people at their positions despite their
obvious lack of ability to perform their jobs. I mention this
not for my sake, but for my husband. It's because of people
like these that keep my husband from doing his job. They're
incompetent and they arent worried about it, because they know
it'll take an Act of Congress to fire them. (I refer to
civilian techs, mostly). They need to be cleared out! When you
do, you'll probably see enumerable problems clear up overniaht!"
Enlisted Members
"Provide full time manning with their own rank structures that
does not result in unit members who are in promotable positions
not being promoted because FTM are filling the slots."
"Full time personnel/technicians should not stall or eliminate
career progression for part-time soldiers."
"The policy of full time manning taking slots on the TOE from
reservists is an outrage. I have served long and hard at my
unit for 13 yrs. and now I'm not secure in my own home. It's
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also absolutely ridiculous that a plumber or carpenter can't
climb in rank but a 91C can become an E-7. In civilian life,
skilled trades make twice as much as practical nurses."
"All available time is being spent shuffling paperwork and
very little time is being spent on training. Full time
perscnnel seem to be creating little paperwork empires to
justify their own positions. For the most part the full-time
personnel, especially the active Army are not expediting
training or making it any easier to training. In fact, with the
addition of more full time personnel more and more paperwork is
being required of the reserve supervisors during weekend
drills."
"Full-time unit support personnel in my unit are incredibly
inept at administrative and SIDPERS duties. As a result,
training time on weekends must be needlessly spent doing their
work and correcting mistakes which are not our
responsibilities."
"Full time technicians should not occupy most top grade
slots."
"In units containing both AGR/FTM and civilian personnel, it
might be a good idea if military was supervised by military and
civilian by civilian. In this unit there is a great deal of
conflict because military is supervised by civilian. The
civilian personnel feel that military should not be stationed at
the Reserve centers, and there is harsh discussion about the
difference in benefits for Federal workers and Military."
Spouses of Enlisted Members
"One comment I would like to elaborate on is the fact that
some full-time military personnel have already made it
impossible for some people to remain in my husband's unit (5
retirements or transfers to other (distant) units in the last 4
months.)
One officer in particular demanded that one gentleman
take a week's vacation and spend that time at the reserve center
helping him complete paperwork which he was supposed to have
completed himself."
Naval Reserve
Officers
"Too many of the Reserve Center Personnel (TARS) have a
negative attitude toward the Reservist - the exact people whose
job it is to assist."
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"Poor administration by the TAR community (understaffed & a
higher % of low quality performers)."
"The Selected Reservist must contend with the 'world-ofTAR's' to serve the country and mobilization site. The TAR's
have demonstrated themselves to be most able adversaries of the
Regular Navy and to be most able 'kingdom builders" of their
own. They serve their own motives; not those of the regular
navy mobilization sites."
Spouses of Officers
My husband, in almost all aspects of the military, is very
pleased & proud, especially, with the co-operation of his
current unit. The "red tape" is never a pleasure for anyone: A
group of workers called "TAR" seem to cause some unreasonable
problems for my husband & his unit. From my observation point,
it appears to me that this "TAR" group create work just for the
sake of justifying their jobs. The "TAR" groups right hand
doesn't know what its left hand is doing & vise versa. Any
information given by them must be verified through another
source if possible. They make many errors and appear to be
quite incompetent."
Enlisted Members
"1t our reserve unit times it is hard to get any assistance.
Due to under manning of personal station keepers, we have only 1
person non-military. Would like feed back on why with the
personnel or manpower we have why we can't get more help. Here
we have over 100 people with veterans & SAM personnel and that
makes it very bad for morale due to the over work on the one man
trying to see everyones needs."
"The regular Navy personnel assigned to Reserve Center duty
seem, in general, to be the worst sailors the Active Duty Navy
has to offer. They are incompetent, don't know their job and
they don't care to learn or do their job. Their support of
Reserve Units and the Center is as minimal as they can make it.
For most, duty at Reserve Center is a two to three year
vacation."
Marine Corps Reserve
Officers
"Attitude of regular Marines assigned to reserve sites is
poor, too many of them 'retire on active duty."'
"Dislike the "we-they" attitude the active duty (regulars)
have about Reserves."
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"I&I training staffs spend most of their time in admin.
matters instead of training reservists."
Enlisted Members
"I'm dissatisfied with the way most staff NCO's on active duty
treat the reserve enlisted. I realize that being sent to a
reserve unit is not considered a good duty station, but there is
no need to let this attitude come across to the reserve
enlisted, especially the junior troops."
S...The next biggest problem is the working attitude of active
duty personnel to reservists. There is a definite atmosphere of
resentment towards reserves which, in some instances, becomes
very hostile. The problem appears to be helped along by local
active training command who foster the idea that reservis s are
there strictly for the money."
"Need more efficient use of time from I&I staff stationed for
the USMCR. They are always on "details" that require their time
away from USCMR related activities."
"I feel the system of having two commanding officers in our
battery (I&I and Reserve C.O.) is confusing to the members in
our battery. There seems to be competition between the two on
who runs the battery. This is not a good system for the troops
to see. I wish this situation could be stopped."
"Active duty personnel should treat reservist as part of the
team and not a half civilian."
"The FTS personnel here are out of control.

Rank & chain of

command seem to make no difference to them."
Air National Guard
officers
"Technician/AGR positions should be exempt from holding
command/managerial guardsmen position, i.e. Wing Commanders,
Squadron Commanders, Section Leaders, NCOIC's. Technicians/Managers tend to conflict interests with guardsmen
activities. Guardsmen should make decisions on policies for
Guard Units. Technician/AGR position holders should not be
place in higher grade positions of Unit Manning. This bottle
necks promotion opportunities for guardsmen whos military career
time is less than technician/AGR career time."
"Enlisted AGR grades should be those the individuals hold in
the military UDL. They should not be based on comparability to
the technician (civilian) grades they substitute. Downgrading
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from hard earned grades in order to be able to continue in the
AGR program does not bolster member's morale, nor does it foster
retention of critical skills and dedicated people."
"The technician system puts more emphasis on longevity than it
puts on performance. The average unit has several senior LTC
technician types that are looking for that command position and
in the finest traditions of the Air Force (and Peter principle)
they reach a level and stagnate. The result is the below
average (sr.) technician takes up staff slots that could be
assigned to capable Guard (part-time) pilots. Most of these
technicians are no longer interested in flying which is another
good reason for reducing their number, or putting them in other
areas."
Enlisted Members
"I feel strongly that there is a lot of contention between
G.S. employees and AGR employees. The two pay systems are not
working well side by side. The personnel will not let them be
separate and different from Commanders down to the lower ranked
Enlisted. There is constant comparing, back biting and
bitterness between the two types of employees. I feel they need
one pay system for all Air Guard Technicians."
"Several of the military technicians in our section are not
capable of performing the work required, are unorganized and
unable to supervise their subordinates. I cannot understand why
the Guard hires & keeps these personnel."
"Advancement opportunities stop at E7 because the majority of
E8 & E9 slots are filled by technicians. The general attitude
of 'weekenders' needs to be improved. They lack a sense of
belonging due to inadequate training and no true
responsibilities."
"With the distinct separation between ANG Technician and
Weekenders, weekender Supervisors are never really given the
authority to carry out their responsibilities. No confidence is
place on weekenders abilities as supervisors."
"Full time Guardsman (Air Tech) get promoted ahead of
Guardsman even if they are less qualified than the part timer."
"I see no logical reason for air technicians to serve any
active duty days annually over and above their UTAs. The way it
works only adds to the feeling that too many people are eating
at the government trough. Increase training for traditional
members, that's where it's sorely needed. I feel something
should be done to make full career opportunities more equitable
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for traditional members as opposed to full time members. Too
many times, traditional members are forced out at '20', while
that very seldom, if ever, occurs within the full time force."
"Guard/Reserve are treated as underdogs by the technicians of
the unit. Guard/Reserve are not asked if they would like to be
moved, you come in on drill and find out you were moved or put
on a team(DP). It would be nice if they could ask what you
think. This is the main reason I'm getting out after 11 years."
"As a whole, technicians are not prepared to train their
trainees. Technicians do not have any plans or realistic goals
for their trainees. Technicians are not required to submit
their training plans, regularly, and their are no follow ups to
determine if their goals were met. Mostly, technicians give
their workers work that wasn't accomplished by themselves during
the previous week."
"Kill the AGR program or the Technician program.
don't mix."

The two

"I was told today 12 Apr 86, because of a new change to the
AGR Regulation I will no longer be NCOIC of my section because
the AGR in the section must hold the assigned slot. To me this
is totally unfair."
"I think the programs the Guard is now being tasked to
implement along with the requirements for training and
production are out of balance considering the manpower given to
perform them. In the past 5 years, the paperwork aspects have
tripled and manpower has been cut. I also feel having to answer
to the State, NGB, Ninth Air Force and USAF creates extra
workloads for all concerned. There doesn't seem to be enough
coordination between commands. This leaves the Guardsmen
double-timing in efforts to meet standards set forth by persons
who seem to have no knowledge of what we encounter."
"I do not like the AGR program. It is unfair for AGR
personnel to receive dependent travel privileges, quicker
retirement, higher pay for the same job with less years service,
free medical benefits, more educational benefits, not having to
pay money into their retirement. The air technician counterpart
gets none of these benefif-.
I believe there is a problem when
AGR personnel can take families on government aircraft as space
A passengers and fellow guardsmen cannot."
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Air Force Reserve
Officers
"Air Reserve Technicians ART's) have received approximately 18
out of 20 Unit vacancy promotions in the 8 years I've been in my
unit. I feel a true reserve force should have more non-

technician leaders in its officer force to bridge the
community/military gap and to avoid the dissatisfaction and
conflict between ART's and non-ART's.
"Why is it that when an ART is fired at one unit he then is
made operations officer and ART at another. This just ruins
another unit."
Enlisted Members
"The largest single handicap to readiness in my unit is
management. Many things either don't get done or take too long.
The technicians spend a great deal of time spinning their
wheels, yet reservists must depend on them to keep the place in
working order."
"The opportunities for promotion concern I have relates to
those applicable to Air Reserve Technicians. In our unit, those
are the most highly qualified members due to the fact that they
work their military job full-time as a civilian and have
therefore become highly competent. There are currently not
nearly enough allocations for high ranking military positions
open to ARTs."
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MILITARY TECHNICIAN STRENGTH TABLES

Appendix I.
Table I-1.

Army National Guard Military Technicians
Strength By Military and Civilian Category

Category

GM

GS

Officers

59

1865

138

1582
5502

923
585

6
239

248
11207

3
21

2762
17654

8949

1646

246

11461

24

22384

PR

Total

WO
Enlisted
Total

59

WS

WL

WG

PR

6

Total
2068

Source: DMDC, RCCPDS & OPM Files - FY 86
Table 1-2.

Army Reserve Military Technicians
Strength By Military and Civilian Category

Category

GM

GS

WS

WL

WG

Officers

15

276

5

1

4

301

WO
Enlisted

10

410
1164

64
64

33
116

119
1097

636
2430

Total

25

1850

123

149

1220

3367

Source: DMDC, RCCPDS & OPM Files - FY 86
Table 1-3.

Air National Guard MIlitary Technicians
Strength By Military and Civilian Category

Category
Officers

GM

GS

WS

772

1049

22

5678

1
2332

48

6727

2365

48

WO
Enlisted
Total

772

WL

WG

PR

Total

1

1844

11035

123

1
19216

11035

124

21061

PR

Total

Source: DMDC, RCCPDS & OPM Files - FY 86
Table 1-4.

Air Force Reserve Military Technicians
Strength By Military and Civilian Category

Category
Officers

GM

GS

381

422

WS

WL

WG

803

WO
Enlisted
Total

381

1942

907

26

4638

7413

2364

907

26

4538

8216

Source: DMDC, RCCPDS & OPM Flies - FY 86
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Appendix J.

M3ILITARY TECHNICIAN GRADE COMPARISONS

Table J- 1. Army National Guard Military Technicians
as - Enlisted Pay Grade Comparison
GRADE
f

El

E2

E3

1

12

E4

E6

ES

23

16

6

47200

172

63

7

2

36358 477 338

109

20

130

46

GS2

E7

E8

E9

TOTAL

1

GS3
GS4

1

11

aSs

8

GS6
0S7

1

1

9

81

3

69 292 624

215 222

a8

AVG MILGR
3.0
4.2

493

4.5

3

1349

6.1

8

711

5.8

740 664 191

2474

6.8

08

1

8

19

61

68

56

193

7.7

GS9

3

16

27

68

63

47

204

7.4

2

2

9.0

4

15
2

7.9
7.0

21 10872811961291 1099750 311

5502

6.1

OSlO
as 11
GS12

2

7
2

TOTAL

1

AVG CIVGR

4.0

4.6

4.6 5.0

6.2

6.6

7.1

6.8

7.6

6.2

Source: DMDC: RCCPDS & OPM Flies - FY 86
Table J-2.

Army National Guard Military Technicians
GS/GM - Officer Pay Grade Comparison

GRADE

01

02

0ss

6

1

6

1.2

aSs
GS7

2
17

1
22

3
63

1.3
2.0

08

10

23

13

2

0S9
O10
0811
G012

53
2
4
2

97
8
16
2

208
134
93
61

64
123
172
163

16
34
161
261

2

20

83
4

OM13
GM 14

03

04

13

05

06

1

TOTAL

AVG MILOR

48

2.1

16
66

438
301
461
856

2.8
3.6
4.1
4.6

163
55

268
59

6.6
6.9
4.0

TOTAL

95

170

624

646

69

299

2192

AVG CIVOR

8.4

8.8

9.9

10.9

11.7

12.9

10.9

Source: DMOC: RCCPDS & OPM Files - FY 86
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Table J-3.

GRADE

Army National Guard Military Technicians
WG - Enlisted Pay Grade Comparison
El

E2

ES

E4

E5

E6

E8

E7

E9

TOTAL

3

WGl
WG3
2

WG4

1

1

3

1

5

27

23

11

AVG MILGR

3

5.0

6

4.7

2

70

4.6
5.1

40

268

469

264

102

20

1

1166

WG6

6

40

141

194

143

43

12

578

6.1

WG7

4

36

68

31

12

6

1

157

5.2

36 364

673

469

136

WG6

12

6

WG8
WG9

4

WGIO

4 143

160

19

WGl

38

3

1714

6.2

676 1366 1234 301

19

3760

6.2

60

6

1980

6.8

20

1741

6.4

10

3

32

7.1

65

11207

9.2 9.3 9.2

8.7

633
164

WG12

782

362

791

576 171

12

7

TOTAL

20

991048 28433921 2563648

AVG CIVGR

5.8

6.5

7.5

8.3

9.0

5.9

Source: DMDC: RCCPDS & OPM Files - FY 86

Table J-4.

GRADE
WS4

Army National Guard Military Technicians
GS/GM - Officer Pay Grade Comparison
El

E2

E3

E4

E6

E6

2

1

WSS

E8

E9

TOTAL

AVG MILGR

10

4

2

19

7.2

6

11

6

22

8.0
8.3

E7

WS6

1

1

1

6

8

WS7

4

22

17

3

46

32 121

96

15

268

7.3

27

77

36

7

147

7.2

3

30

22

13

69

7.6

1

1

1

3

6

8.0

69 268 187

53

586

7.4

8.1 8.1

8.2

W$8

5

WS9
WS1O

1

WS1
TOTAL
AVG CIVOR

8
7.3

8.4

8.2

7.4

Source: DMDC: RCCPDS & OPM Files - FY 8S
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Table J-5.

Army National Guard Military Techniolans
WS - Offler Pay Grade Comparison

GRADE

01

02

03

04

06

TOTAL

06

1

WS6
WS6

1

AVG MILGR

1

4.0

1

5.0

WS7
WS8

2

WS9

1

WS1O

1

2
4

WS 11
1

WS12
WSi3

1

1.8

2

2

1

6

3.3

6

4

2

17

3.1

3

1

1

6

3.6

3

2.0

6

3.4

1

1

1

1

3

7

18

8

1

34

4.1

1

8

14

20

6

48

4.4

2

11

13

4.8

6

9

29

45

44

q

138

4.0

9.4

10.7

12.6

13.5

14,4

14.8

13.3

WS14
WS15
WS16
TOTAL
AVG CIVGR

6

Souroce: DMDC: RCCPDS & OPM Flies - FY 86

Table J-6.

GRADE

Army National Guard Military Technioians
WL - Enlisted Pay Grade Comparison
El

E2

E6

E8

E7

E8

E9

TOTAL

AVG MILOR

6

44

60

20

3

133

6.8

WLIO

7

36

16

4

63

7.3

WL11

7

23

1

2

43

7.2

56 119

47

9

239

7.0

9.1

9.8

9.9

9.6

7.2

WL9

TOTAL
AVG CIVOR

E3

E4

6
9.0

9.7

Souroe: DMDC: RCCPDS & OPM Flies - FY S6
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Table 4-7.

Army National Guard Military Technicians
PR - Enlisted Pay Grade Comparison
El

GRADE

E2

E3

E4

ES

ES

E7

ES

E9

3

PRIG

AVG MILGR

1

4.0

2

6

6.8

1

PR8

TOTAL

PRIII

1

6

7

2

16

6.7

TOTAL

2

8

7

4

21

6.8

10.6 11.0 10.6

10.6

AVG CIVOR

j9.6

Source: DMDC: RCCPDS & OPM Flies - FY 86

Table J-8.
GRADE

Army Reserve Miitary Technicians
GS - Enlisted Pay Grade Comparison
El

E2

E3

E4

ES

ES

E7

ES

E9

1

GS3

TOTAL

AVG MiLGR

1

7.0

4

4

3

2

13

6.2

13

39

66

34

16

2

171

6.0

9

42

88

96

37

6

278

6.6

057

2

31

89 169 113

40

444

7.1

GS8

1

12

4

40

7.4

GS4

OSS
GS6

1

3 20
42

39

39

136

7.7

Osl10

1

3

16

29

48

8.6

Gs1 1

2

6

14

10

31

8.0

1

2

3

8.7

29 117 266 372 247 132

1164

6.9

1

039

14

03 12
TOTAL
AVG CIVOR

1
6.0

8.4

6.9

6.3

6.9

7.6

8.6

6.9

Source: DMDC: RCCPDS &OPM Files - FY 86
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Tab1 J-9.

Army Reserve Military Technicians
GS/GM - Offlcer Pay Grade Comparison

GRADE

01

02

03

04

TOTAL

06

05

1

GS4
G$5

1

aSs
GS7

1
3

1

2

11

3.3

11
23

2
11

5

19
63

2.7
3.1

6

4

10

3.4

3

19

22

9

65

3.6

1

4

17

9

6

37

4.4

2

13

17

18

4

52

4.1

1

7

13

13

4

38

4.3

1

3
1

3

7

14
1

6.1
4.0

GS8
GS9

2

aSil

1

GS12
GM13
GM14
8

24

91

91

56

21

291

7.5

7.5

8.4

9.8

10.3

11.6

9.3

TOTAL
AVG CIVOR

2.0

7
8
11

GSIO

AVG MILOR

1

3.8

Source: DMDC: RCCPDS & OPM Files - FY 86

Table J- 10. Army Reserve Military Technicians
WO - Enlisted Pay Grade Comparison
GRADE

El

E2

E3

E4

1

E5

E6

E7

ES

E9

TOTAL

AVG MILGR

6

7

10

2

1

27

6.3

WO6

3

25

17

10

7

62

5.9

W07

4

6

2

1

12

6.1

WG5

1

4

42 103 141

88

35

2

416

5.9

1

22

48

86

87

36

4

284

6.3

Wlo

8

68

94

82

14

1

247

6.0

Wall

1

8

20

11

4

1

45

6.3

1

2

1

4

6.0

1097

6.0

WOs
Woo

WG12
TOTAL
AVG CIVGR

1

6

8.0

7.7

86 266 372 261
8.2

8.5

8.7

8.9

98

8

8.6 9.1

8.6

Source: DMDC: RCCPDS & OPM Files - FY 88
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Table J-11. Army Reserve Military Technicians
WS - Enlisted Pay Grade Comparison
GRADE

El

E2

E3

E4

EG

E7

E6

ES

E9

TOTAL

AVG MILOR

WS4

2

2

6.0

WSS

1

2

6.0

WS

2

2

6.0

W67

1

2

3

6

7.3

WS8

7

10

8

2

27

7.2

WS9

1

2

2

2

7

7.7

WS10

1

6

1

8

7.0

1

16

20

14

4

64

7.1

5.0

7.1

8.6

8.1

8.6

8.0

TOTAL
AVG CIVGR

Source: DMDC: RCCPDS & OPM Files - FY 86

Table J-12. Army Reserve Military Technicians
WL - Enlisted Pay Grade Comparison
GRADE

El

E3

ES

E4

ES

1

2

3

4.7

WL7

1

1

6.0

WLS

5

14

29

8

3

6s

6.8

WL9

1

4

11

5

3

24

7.2

WLIO

3

10

8

5

1

27

6.7

1

7.0
6.8

WL6

E2

E7

ES

E9

1

WL11
TOTAL

1

AVG CIVOR

TOTAL

12

28

49

18

7

115

5.0 8.0

8.9

8.6

8.8

8.7

8.6

AVG MILGR

Source: DMDC: RCCPDS & OPM Flies - FY 86
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Table J-13. Air National Guard Military Technicians
as - Enlisted Pay Grade Comparison
GRADE

El

E2

E3

E4

ES

ES

E7

E8

ES

TOTAL

1

GS2

3

GS3

2

GS4

1

8

24

aSs

1

9

28 171 313

6

77

18'

2

146

41

1

aS6

9

65 218

209

112

9

GS7

2

38 129

GS8

1

GS9

AVGMILOR

1

2.0

6

4.4

186

4.4

710

5.0

2

624

6.6

301

591

96

8

1165

6.6

8

61

208

434 172

31

912

6.9

4

53

215 710 608 242

1732

7.4

GS1O

1

16

34

50

70

170

8.0

GS11

1

4

14

83 101

173

8.4

64 345 8865 1113 1938 889 464

5678

6.6

TOTAL
AVG CIVGR

2
4,5

18

4.4 4.9

8.3

7.1

8.9

7.9 8.7

9.5

7.5

Source: OMDC: RCCPDS & OPM Files - FY 86

Table J-14. Air National Guard Military Technicians
GS/GM - Officer Pay Grade Comparison
GRADE

01

02

03

GS7

4

1

1

GS8

1

GS9

26

GSlO

13

12

16

16

0311

17

31

90

119

GS12

4

14

93

222

264

2

36

164

400
16

66

70

GM13

22

17

04

17

GM14

06

06

1

TOTAL

AVG MILGR

6

1.5

1

1.0

83

2.3

4

60

2.8

62

309

3.6

3

690

4.2

88

680

4.8

GM1

6

6

TOTAL

66

82

262

628

726

152

1806

AVG CIVOR

9.8

10.6

11.4

11.9 12.6

13.4

12.1

6.8
6.0
4.2

Source: DMDC: RCCPDS & OPM Files - FY 86
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Table J-15. Air National e3uard Military Teohnlolans
WQ - Enlisted Pay Grade Comparison
GRADE
W4$
WG4
W6
Woe

El

1

E2

E3

1

1

3
2

W07
Wa8
W9
WOIO
Wall
WG12
WG13
WG14
TOTAL
AVG CIVGR

24
6
16
6
10
9
1

1 , 6
6.0 5.0

E4

E6

ES

E7

1
1
3
73
26
120 244

a
160

10
26
16
120 183
99
31 133 178
398 1891 2043
101 421 673
49 473 1093
6
22
29
3

10
39
74
778
406
697
41
4

4
61
41

ES

E9

TOTAL

6

4
7
182
678

4.0
4.4
4.6
6.9

62
468
430
6167
1654
2382
114
7

5.4
6.1
6.7
6.6
6.9
6.1
6.4
6.6
6.8

1
7
36
40
67
11

2
2
4
2
6

72 811 33464404 2214 166

15

11035

10.6 11.111.4

10.2

7.6

9.4 10.0 10.3

AVG MILGR

Source: DMDC: RCCPDS & OPM Files - FY 86

Tablo J-16. Air National Guard Military Technicians
WS - Enlisted Pay Grade Comparison
GRADE

El

E2

E3

E4

EG

WSs
WS6
WS7

E7

ES

EQ

TOTAL

24
16
187

46
37
22

10
2
1

83
62
281

7.8
7.6
8.8

1
9
63 24
2 66 355 297
1 46 306 264

4
21
70

101
741
677

7.2
7.4
7.6

13
66
99
47

92
99
124
62

7.4
8.4
8.8
6.7

9

10

8.8

9 206 1028 758 332

2332

7.5

1
4

WS8
WS9
WS10
Wa11
WS12
WS13
WS14

E6
3
6
67

6
3

WS16

1

TOTAL

AVG CiVGR

64
14
6
2

7.8 8.6

8.9

20
26
19
13

9.2 11.7

AVG MILGR

9.4

Source: DMDC: RCCPDS & OPM Files - FY 80
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Table J- 17. Air National Guard Military Technicians
WS - Officer Pay Grade Comparison
GRADE

01

02

WS1O

03

04

06

06

TOTAL

2

WS11

1

WS 12

2

WS13

2

4

3

3

WS14

1

WS16

1

3

TOTAL
AVG CIVGR

AVG MILGR

2

3.0

1

4.0

2

3.0

6

3.7

8

3.6

3

4.0

3.6

1

9

11

1

22

14.0

12.4

13.6

14.0

13.2

Source: DMDC: RCCPDS & OPM Files - FY 86

Table J-18. Air National Guard Military Technicians
WL - Enlisted Pay Grade Comparison
GRADE

WL1O

El

E2

E3

E4

EG

E6

E7

2

17

20

3

4

WL 11
WL12

TOTAL
AVG CIVGR

E8

1

1

2

20

E9

TOTAL

AVG MILGR

39

6.6

8

6.8

1

7.0

1

48

10.0 10.2 10.3 11.0

10.2

25

6.5

Source: DMOC: RCCPDS & OPM Files - FY 86
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Table J- 19. Air National Guard Military Technicians
PR - Enlisted Pay Grade Comparison
GRADE

El

E2

E3

E4

E6

E6

E7

ES

E9

1

PRG

2

PR7
1

PR8
PR9

2

1
1

TOTAL

AVG MILGR

1

6.0

3

6.7

4

5.3
6.6

2

2

3

2

9

8

22

9

6

46

6.2

PRI

6

22

4

1

32

6.0

PR12

2

19

4

1

2

28

6.4

20

67

21

10

2

123

6.2

9.8 12.0

10.5

PRIO

2

TOTAL

3

AVG CIVGR

9.3

9.9 10.8 10.3

Source: DMDC: RCCPDS & OPM Flies - FY 86

Table J-20. Air Force Reserve Military Technicians
GS - Enlisted Pay Grade Comparison
GRADE

El

E2

E3

E4
1

6

2

1

12

63

48

16

10

21

51

12

GS4
GS6
G$s
GS7

8

GS8
GS9

2

E5

E6

E7

E8

E9

TOTAL

AVG MILGR

9

5.1

130

6.6

94

6.7

68 161 223

16

6

481

6.4

11

33

9

237

6.8

166 300 123

31

682

6.8

61

80 104

Gs10

8

71

14

9

102

7.2

Gsl1

16

80

42

69

197

7.7

GS12

1

3

6

10

8.4

33 220 632 806 231 119

1942

TOTAL
AVGCIVGR

1
5.0

6.0

6.9

7.7

8.6

9.2 10.1

6.7

8.2

Source: DMDC: RCCPDS & OPM Files - FY 86
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Table J-21. Air Force Reserve Military Technicians
G. 'GM - Officer Pay Grade Comparison
GRADE

01

02

03

GS9

8

6

6

GS11

6

17

28

32

17

GS12

3

11

83

140

64

41

179
7

GS/GM13

1

04

GM14

TOTAL

AVG MiLGR

19

1.8

100

3.4

6

297

3.8

67

13

291

4.1

22

45

74

8.5

11

11

6.0

75

792

13.8

12.4

06

05

GM15

TOTAL

17

35

AVG CIVGR

10.2

11.0

157

358

12.0

150

12.4

12.6

4.0

Source: DMDC: RCCPDS & OPM Files - FY 86

Table J-22. Air Force Reserve Military Technicians
WG - Enlisted Pay Grade Comparison
GRADE

El

E2

E3

E4

ES

1

E6

E7

E8

E9

TOTAL

AVG MILGR

1

2

4.0

1

2

5.0

2

76

8.5

47

3

188

5.1

60

12

1

128

5.6

WG1O

66 1182 1380 180

2

2750

5.6

WG11

10

207

580 298

6

1101

6.1

WG12

11

116

126

29

282

5.6

1

5

3

9

WG5
WGs

1

WG7

6

29

39

23

111

6

49

WG8

4

Wag

WG13
TOTAL
AVG CIVGR

1
5.0

4 123 166
8.0

9.7 10.1

2209 527

9

4838

10.3 10.6 10.6

10.2

6.2
5.7

Source: DMDC: RCCPDS & OPM Files - FY 86
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Table J-23. Air Force Reserve Military Technicians
WS - Enlisted Pay Grade Comparison
GRADE
WS3
WS5
WS6
WS7

El

E2

E3

E4

E5

ES
1

1
1

6
9

E7

ES

TOTAL
1
2
1s

AVG MILGR
8.0
6.0
6.5

3
38
26
12
17
31
20
11
9

31
273
181
208
72
17
26
38
24
11
9

6.7
8.9
7.2
7.8
8.2
8.6
8.6
8.8
8.8
9.0
9.0
7.6

Eg

1
4
3
1

WS8
WS9
WS1O
WS'11
WS 12
WS 13
WS 14
WS 16
WS16
WS17

8
20

84 187
8 119
7 73
10
1
1
2

1
28
48
89
35
4
7
5
4

TOTAL

10

86 422 222 167

907

AVG CIVOR

8.2

7.9

8.7 10.0 12.7

9.7

Source: OMDC: RCCPOS & OPM Filies - FY 86

Table.J-24. Air Force Reserve Military Technicians
WL - Enlisted Pay Grade Comparison
GRADE

El

E2

E3

E4

E6

WL 10

ES

E7

E8

7

16

1

E9

TOTAL

AVG MILOR

23

6.7

WL1 1

2

2

7.0

WL12

1

1

7.0

26

6.8

7

TOTAL.
AVG ClYGR

18

1

10.0 10.2 10010.2

Source: DMOC: RCCPDS & OPM Filies - FY 86
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